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PREFACE.

-

In closing the ninth volume of the Christian Advocate,

the editor has little more to say, than to renew his devout

thanksgiving to God for the ability afforded of continuing

his humble labours through another year; and to make

his grateful acknowledgments to contributors for their as

sistance, and to subscribers for the continuance of their

patronage. The part which the editor has felt himself

bound in duty to take, in the unhappy controversy which

now agitates the whole church to which he belongs, has

occasioned to him the loss of some subscribers. It has

also gained him a few; and it remains to be seen, whether

friendship or hostility will, in this instance, prove the more

operative and efficient principle—He hopes never to be

influenced by pecuniary considerations, in discharging his

duty to the church of Christ. If the divine approbation

be finally obtained, all will be well. By a supreme regard

to this, may both the writer and every reader be con

stantly governed.
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Lectures on The SHORTF.R CATE

chism of The WESTMINSTER AS

SEMBLY or divines-ADDRESSED

TO YOUTH.

LECTURE LIII.

The prohibitions of the eighth

commandment are now to be con

sidered—“The eighth command

ment forbiddeth, whatsoever doth

or may unjustly hinder our own, or

our neighbour's wealth or outward

estate.”

The chief hindrances to our own

wealth and outward estate have

already been taken into view, in

considering the duties enjoined in

this commandment. Yet I will

give a short summary statement of

them, from an author to whom I

have frequently referred. Fisher

in his catechism says—“We may

be said to steal from ourselves by

idleness, niggardliness and prodi

gality—By idleness, when we live

without a lawful calling, or neglect

it, if we have any—by niggardli

mess, when a person defrauds him

self of the due use and comfort of

that estate which God hath given

him—b prodigality, when persons

are lavish and profuse, in spending

above their income.” The detesta

ble vice of gambling, ought certain

ly to be noticed here; for it is not

only iniquitous in itself, but very

often reduces both the gambler and

his family, from comfort or afflu

ence, to wretchedness and want.
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We have also somewhat antici

pated, in the last lecture, the no

tice of the injury that may be done

to our neighbour, in his wealth or

outward estate. But we shall now

bring more distinctly into view the

various kinds of fraud, by which

others may be deprived of their

property, or lawful possessions.

There is, however, but little need

of reasoning or illustration, in re

gard to the violations of this com

mand; because, however frequently

such violations may be practised,

they are rarely defended by any

attempt at argument, except by the

most abandoned, on whom moral

considerations have no influence.

1. Theft—which is legally defined

to be, “unlawful felonious tak

ing away of another man’s goods,

against the owner’s knowledge or

will.” This crime is commonly

distinguished into private and pub

lick. Private theft, is the taking

away a part of an individual’s pro

perty, without his knowledge or

consent. Publick theft, is a clan

destine and felonious taking away

the property of a community; and

although the crime is secretly com

mitted, it receives its appellation

from the consideration §: it af

fects a publick interest. As com

mitted against the commonwealth,

it consists in embezzling, or coun

terfeiting the current coin, or the

paper of legal banks, or in defraud

* Cowel.
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2 Lectures on the Shorter Catechism. JAN.

ing the publick revenue; and also

in what is called the running, or

the false entry, of goods, or in any

other act by which the publick re

ceives detriment, to increase the

property of the purloiner. If com

mitted against the church, it is call

ed sacrilege, or simony. Sacrilege

is the stealing, or clandestinely

taking away, of any property which

has been dedicated to a sacred use,

or employed for that purpose. Si

mony, so called from its resem

blance to the sin of Simon Magus,

is the buying and selling of eccle

siastical places, offices, or influ

ence, for money. It is a happy fea

ture in the religious state of our

country, that there is less opportu

nity, or temptation, for the com

mission of this sin, than in any

other state of Christendom. Yet

even with us, the sin is virtually

committed, when, for the sake of

worldly gain, or emolument of any

kind, men are induced to act in re

ligious concerns, as they would not

act if such considerations had not

an influence.

It is evident at once, that both

in regard to private and publick

thefts, there must be a great varie

ty, in the degrees of guilt incurred

by the perpetrators of these crimes.

In all cases, however, the guilt is

great in the sight of God; and when

known, is justly punished by hu

man laws. These laws are com

monly modified, so as to adapt their

penalty to the malignity of the of.

fence committed. Yet I must not

omit delivering it, on the present

occasion, as my decided opinion,

that human life ought never to be

taken away for theft, either pub

lick or private. Confinement, and

hard labour, seem to be the proper

penalties for all acts of theft. But

without deep repentance, and if

possible, full restitution also, no

one guilty of theft, can justly ex

pect forgiveness of God. Thieves

are expressly mentioned, in that

class of sinners who “shall not in

herit the kingdom of God;” that is,

if they remain impenitent and un

reformed.

2. Robbery. This term is some

times used as synonymous with se

cret theft; but it is more commonly

employed to denote the taking away

of the property of another, by force

or violence. The presence, or know

ledge of the owner of property, is

always supposed in robbery; and

his person may be injured, or his

life be taken, or he may be put

in such fear as to offer no resis

tance. As it cannot be known,

when robbery is attempted, whe

ther the robber intends murder or

not, the civil law will justify his

being killed, to prevent the accom

plishment of his wicked purpose.

The divine law, as contained in

Exodus xxii. 2, 3, ordained that a

robber killed in the act of house

breaking, if in the night time, should

have “no blood shed for him;” but

in the day time, it was considered

a capital crime to kill him. It ap

pears to me, that no conscientious

person would take the life of a rob

ber, unless there were the strongest

indications of his intention to com

mit murder, as well as to rob. In

such a case, I have no hesitation in

saying, that it is not only lawful,

but a duty, to preserve, if we can,

an innocent life, by taking away a

guilty one. But to defend proper

ty merely, at the expense of the life

of a robber, is what I would advise

you, my young friends, forever to

avoid. Whatever may be said to

justify it, conscience, if it be not

tallous or perverted, will, it appears

to me, condemn it; and a clear and

peaceful conscience, is of more va

iue than the wealth of the world.

Neither do I think that human

laws, ought ever to punish robbery

with death, unless it has been ac

companied with actual, or attempt

ed murder. Policy too, as well as
justice and humanity, dictates this

procedure. Robbery is almost al

ways accompanied with murder, in

countries where it is considered and

treated, in all cases, as a capital
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crime. “The dead tell no tales,”

becomes the robber’s maxim; and

life, as well as property, is taken

to prevent detection. Humanity,

therefore, to the unoffending, as

well as to the guilty, calls for a

lighter penalty than that of death,

for the crime of robbery, when not

complicated with murder. But in a

moral view—in the eye of God—

this is a sin, in all cases, of a highly

aggravated character—more aggra

wated than secret theft; inasmuch

as it not only deprives our neigh

bour of his property, but unjustly

and wickedly puts him in fear,

even when his person remains unin

jured.

3. Receiving and concealing stolen

goods, knowing them to be such.

The proverb is not more trite than

true, that “the receiver is as bad as

the thief.” All attempts to palliate

this crime, or to soothe the con

science, because the offence was

not contrived, nor actively aided,

by those who receive property

known to be purloined, is utterly

vain. The truth is, they are the

encouragers of thieves and robbers,

and must be considered as the abet

tors of their villany; and therefore,

by all laws, human and divine, they

are justly considered as equally

guilty with the principals. Speak

ing of this sin, the Psalmist says,

“when thou sawest a thief, then

thou consentest with him;” and in

Prov. xxix. 24, it is said, “whoso is

partner with a thief, hateth his own

soul: he heareth cursing, and be

wrayeth it not.” It should be con

sidered as a duty obligatory on

every member of a community, not

only to avoid purchasing any pro

perty suspected to be unlawfully

obtained, but to use all suitable

means to restore such property to

its rightful owner, and to detect

and bring to justice the fraudulent

party.

4. "Unfaithfulness, or breach of

trust; whether the trust be de

volved on us by nature, as that of

parents toward their children; or

by contract, as that of servants who

are entrusted with the goods and

secrets of their masters; or that

which is founded in the desire and

request of those who constitute per

sons executors to their wills, or

guardians to orphans, under age,

provided they accept of this trust;

I say if those violate their trust, by

embezzling or squandering away

the substance of others, defrauding

them to enrich themselves—this is

not only theft, but perfidiousness,

and highly provoking to God, and

deserves a more severe punishment

from men than is usually inflict

ed.”* To this add, all instances

in which property is put into our

hands for safe keeping, or to be de

livered to others at a distance, or

to be retained, as in the case of at

torneys, till it can be paid over to

the owner. If property held in

trust be lost by unavoidable acci

dents, we are not responsible; but

if it be used by us without permis

sion of the proprietor, or lost by

mere carelessness or inattention,

guilt is incurred, and restitution

ought to be made. The instances

of late in our country are shock

ingly numerous, of the grossest

frauds practised by those who have

been entrusted with the property

of others in publick banks, and of

clerks in post offices, and mer

chants counting-houses and stores.

The affectation of a splendid style

of living, the love of theatres, and

gaming tables, and of illicit plea

sures of various kinds, creating de

mands for money which could not

be obtained lawfully, have been the

prolifick sources of these evils.

Guard, cautiously and most vigi

lantly, my young friends, against

every inlet to these enormities—

against the most distant approach

to the causes of such transgres

sions. There is nothing of which a

youth, who regards either his pros

pects for this life or the life, to

come, should be more careful, than

* Ridgley.
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of his moral honesty. An integrity

that is not only above guilt, but

above suspicion, he ought to regard

as a precious jewel, which he would

sooner lose his life than forfeit

justly.

5. Borrowing without a reason

able prospect of making punctual

payment, is a manifest violation of

this command. The Psalmist says,

“the wicked borroweth, and payeth

not again.” “Nevertheless, there

are some cases in which a man is

not guilty, though he borrows and

does not pay, viz.-if, when he bor

rowed there was a probability of

his being able to repay it; or other

wise, if he discovered his circum

stances fully to him of whom he

borrowed, to whom it would hereb

appear whether there was a likeli

hood of his paying him or not; or if

he gave i. conviction, when he

borrowed, that he was able to pay,

but the providence of God, without

his own default, has rendered him

unable; in this case, mercy is to be

shown him, and he is not to be

reckoned a breaker of this com

mandment.” But there will be a

breach of this precept, if the lender

is made to believe by the borrower,

that his circumstances are better

than they really are. Shocking in

stances of this kind, too often take

place in trade, when a merchant

borrows large sums of money, or

P. goods on credit, when he

nows, or ought to know, that his

affairs are desperate, and that in a

short time he must be a bankrupt.

In all cases in which money or

other property is borrowed, when

there is no probability, or very lit

tle, that payment can be made, a

crime, little short of real theft is

committed. Nay, if a man borrows

money which, if he were frugal and

industrious, he would be able to

repay punctually, but renders him

self unable by prodigality, unlaw

ful expense in living, or by idle

ness and the want of economy, he

certainly violates this command

* Ridgley.

ment. Wherever creditors com

ound with their debtors, for a part

instead of the whole that is their

due, if the debtors afterwards be

come able to repay the whole, they

are sacredly bound in conscience

to do it, although the laws of the

state may not be able to compel

them. But I cannot leave this part

of our subject, my young friends,

without counselling you to impress

on your memory deeply, what is

said by Solomon, “the borrower is

servant to the lender;” and there

fore never to contract a habit of

borrowing. Dread to be in debt;

it will destroy your independence.

Want much, rather than borrow

often: and when you do borrow,

suffer not a little inconvenience,

rather than fail to make punctual

payments. He who borrows fre
quently and pays remissly, loses all

dignity and influence of character;

and is certainly not without sin in

the eye of God.

6. This commandment clearly

forbids oppression. It is not prac

ticable to enumerate all the forms

and instances of oppression. The

rich may oppress the poor, by de

lay in paying them for labour they

have performed; or for goods or

manufactures they have furnished;

or by not allowing them a reason

able compensation for their ser

vices; or by demanding an exorbi

tant rent of houses, or lands; and

still more, by seizing their goods

for rents, which, without their fault,

they are unable to pay. To “grind

the face of the poor,” in whatever

way it may be done, is a sin which

God, their avenger, will not suffer

to go unpunished. This command

ment is also clearly violated by

those who exact of servants, or ap

prentices, or hirelings, more labour

than is reasonable, or deprive them

of rewards or comforts, which they

ought to possess. The monopoliz

ing, or engrossing of the necessaries

of life, so as to obtain for them an

exorbitant price, in consequence of

which the poor are driven to extre
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mities, and others are obliged to

pay unduly for what they obtain, is

a form of oppression, which the spi

rit of this precept unquestionably

prohibits. In a word, he who, in

any respect or particular, has ano

ther in his power, as to matters of

property, and does as he would not

be done by, transgresses the com

mandment we consider. Nor do I

feel at liberty to pass this particu

lar, without stating distinctly, that

nations, as well as individuals, may

be oppressors. The Egyptians of

old, suffered the just and sore judg

ments of Jehovah, for oppressing

the Israelites; and we have great

reason to fear that our nation wili

experience the marked chastise

ments of a righteous God, for our

oppression of the African race, and

the aboriginal inhabitants of our

land—inhabitants to whom the Cre

ator gave it, as their portion of his

earth, before it was ever seen by us,

or by our fathers.

7. Unjust and veratious law

suits violate the precept before us.

“The law is good, if a man use it

lawfully.” It is a great privilege

and blessing to live in a country

where law governs; and where

therefore neither a tyrant nor a mob

can injure a man in his person or

property, without redress. To af

ford protection, and to redress in

juries, is the proper office of the

law. Yet slight offences and inju

ries, our Saviour has taught us,

would in many instances be better

suffered in silence than be redress

ed by an appeal to law; and the

Apostle Paul teaches, that in all

common cases, Christian brethren

should endeavour to settle their dif

ſerences and controversies, without

going to law with each other. But

the law, although intended to pro

mote and ensure equity, may be,

and too frequently is, used as an

instrument of oppression and in

justice. So it is used “when the

rich make use of the law to prevent

or, prolong the payment of their

debts, or to take away the rights of

the poor, who, as they suppose, will

rather suffer injuries than attempt

to defend themselves—when bribes

are either given or taken, with a

design to pervert justice: and to

this we may add, that the person

who pleads an unrighteous cause,

concealing the known truth, per

verting the sense of the law, or al

leging that for law or fact, which

he knows not to be so; and the

judge who passes sentence against

his conscience, respecting the per

son of the rich, and brow-beating

the poor; these are all confederates

in oppression; and such methods

are, beyond dispute, a breach of this

commandment.”

7. Usurious interest for money

loaned, is a violation of this precept.

It has been very plausibly main

tained, that it would be better for

the community, if there were no

laws fixing the rate of interest for

money; but if this, like all other

kinds of property, were left free, to

be used to as great profit by the

owner, as he may be able to secure.

But certainly while laws exist, they

ought to be scrupulously obeyed by

every good citizen; and especially

by those who feel the obligation

they are under to adorn their Chris

tian profession and character, by

“abstaining from all appearance of

evil.” It is reproachful among

worldly men of fair and honourable

character, to take the advantage of

individual necessity and embarrass

ment, to discount notes at an enor

mous premium; or in any other

way, to extort an exorbitant inter

est on money loaned. It will not

unfrequently happen, that the poor

may be more benefited eventually

by the lending of small sums, with

out interest, than by an absolute

gift. In this way, a wealthy and

benevolent Christian will, as he has

opportunity, rejoice “to do good

and communicate.” To exact in

terest from the poor, when the loan

made was to procure the necessa

* Ridgley.
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ries of life, is ever to be regarded

as unchristian.

8. Gambling of every species, is

to be esteemed a flagrant breach of

the eighth commandment. As it

relates to the violation of the duty

which a man owes to himself, I have

already noticed it. Now we consi

der it as an unlawful acquisition of

the property of another.

surely is; for if it is sinful for him

to risk his property in gaming,

his doing it voluntarily, can never

make it innocent for the winner to

profit by his neighbour's guilt. The

winner and the loser are alike

guilty; and I am persuaded that no

instance can be produced, of a truly

pious and conscientious man, who

did not regard gaming as highly sin

ful, and the practice as deeply inju

rious to society, and in every view

detestable. Lotteries have some

times, it cannot be denied, been

countenanced and shared in, by

men of unquestionable piety. But

so have some other things, which

reflection and observation have at

length ascertained to be wrong, and

of evil consequence. Among such

things, I hesitate not to say, that

lotteries hold a conspicuous place.

Their effects are, beyond a ques

tion, of evil influence on socie

ty; and often ruinous to indivi

duals also, whether they miss or

obtain a prize. I counsel you to

have nothing to do with them, and

to use your whole influence to ban

ish them utterly from society.

9. Finally, Unfaithfulness in ren

dering service to an employer, is a

transgression of the command we

consider. Wages, or compensa

tion, are always stipulated for a

certain amount of lawful profit or

advantage, which an employer ex

pects to derive from faithful service

to be rendered. Now unfaithful

ness always diminishes that amount,

and sometimes occasions an entire

loss; and such diminution or loss,

to its full extent, is an actual fraud,

committed by him who fails to ren

der the service which from him was

Such its

justly due. I have spoken of the in

justice that may be done to appren

tices, or hirelings, by exacting from

them an undue amount of service;

but these latter should remember,

that they may be chargeable with

the very same injustice towards

their employers, by the want of in

dustry, activity and fidelity, in all

that is reasonably expected from

them. In whatever manner or form,

my dear youth, you may be em

ployed or entrusted by others, your

duty to God, to your neighbour,

and to yourselves, equally demands

that you “show all good fidelity.”

Nothing will more contribute to

gain you friends, to promote your

worldly interest and prosperity,

and to secure your own peace of

mind, than to prove yourselves to

be entirely trust-worthy—to prove

that whatever you are expected to

perform, will be actively, industri

ously, and faithfully done, to the

extent of your ability. The habits

you will form by such a course of

action, will be a better fortune than

they possess who have wealth by

inheritance; will give you more in

fluence and respectability of cha

racter as you advance in life; and

will be most favourable to the re

ception and cultivation of those mo

ral and religious principles, on

which your everlasting happiness

must depend.

-

With ErzSPOON ON REGENERATION.

(Continued from p. 621.)

There must be a conviction of Sin

and Danger.

The next great step in a saving

change, is a deep humiliation of

mind, and conviction of sin and

danger. The absolute necessity of

this is very evident, and indeed ge

nerally confessed. It is equally

evident, whether we consider the

nature of the change itself, the

means of its production, or the mo

tives to all future duty. If an en
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tire change is necessary, there must

be an entire and thorough dissatis

faction with, and disapprobation of,

our past character and state. Who

ever is pleased with his present

character, will neither desire, en

deavour, nor even accept of a

change. If we consider the means

of our recovery, by Jesus Christ

suffering in the room of sinners, the

same thing will appear with in

creasing evidence. Those who are

not humbled under a sense of guilt

and corruption, will treat with

great contempt a purchased pardon

and a crucified Saviour. This our

Lord himself often tells us in the

plainest terms. “They that are

whole need not a physician, but

they that are sick, I came not to

call the righteous, but sinners to

repentance.” To these indeed

his invitation and call is particu

larly addressed; “Come unto me,

all ye that labour, and are heavy

laden, and I will give you rest.”f

To the same purpose, we shall

find many other passages, both of

the prophetick and apostolick writ

ings. The glad tidings of salva

tion are always directed to the

humble, miserable, broken-hearted,

thirsty, perishing soul. Thus in

the prophet Isaiah, “Ho, every one

that thirsteth, come ye to the wa

ters: and he that hath no money,

come ye, buy and eat; yea, come

buy wine and milk, without money

and without price.”f When Christ

entered on his personal ministry,

he opened his commission in the

following terms. “The spirit of

the Lord is upon me, because he

hath anointed me to preach the

gospel to the poor: he hath sent

me to heal the broken-hearted, to

preach deliverance to the captives,

and recovering of sight to the blind;

to set at liberty them that are

bruised, to preach the acceptable

year of the Lord.”$ I shall only

* Luke v. 31 32.

† Matth. xi. 29.

§ Luke iv. 18.

# Is. lv. 1.

mention one other passage: “And

I will give to him that is athirst of

the fountain of the water of life

freely.”

From these passages, and many

others in the same strain, it is evi

dent beyond contradiction, that

there must be a deep humiliation

of mind, and sense of guilt and

wretchedness, before a sinner can

be brought unto God. This indeed

hath ordinarily been considered as

the first step towards conversion.

In order to treat of it in the most

clear, and at the same time the most

useful manner, I shall divide it into

two branches, and first, consider

what is the true and genuine source

of conviction or sorrow for sin; and

secondly, to what degree it must

be, in order to a saving change.

First then, let us consider what

is the true and genuine source of

conviction and sorrow for sin. And

here we may observe in general,

that properly speaking, there can

be but two sources of sorrow or hu

miliation of mind at ail, viz. fear of

suffering, and sense of the evil and

desert of sin. Both these are found

in true penitents; and it is their

union and mutual influence that

distinguishes repentance unto life

from every counterfeit. Many have

trembled through fear of punish

ment from God, and been dismayed

at the tokens of his presence, who

notwithstanding, lived and died

strangers to true religion, or any

saving change. We see that even

Judas the traitor to his Lord re

pented, confessed his sin, nay, did

what he could to repair the wrong,

throwing back the price of innocent

blood; and yet hanged himself in

despair. The scripture only fur

ther says, he went into his own

place; but there have been few, if

any, interpreters of scripture, who

entertained any doubt that it was

the place of torment. We every

day see that occasional danger, or

the apprehension of immediate

* Rev. xxi. 6.
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death, throws some into fits of ter

ror, extorts from them confessions

of guilt, or promises of amendment;

and yet, in a little time they return

to their former practices, and sin

with the same security, and per

haps with greater avidity than be

fore.

What is the essential defect of

such seeming penitents? It is that

they have no just sense of the evil

of sin in itself; they have no in

ward cordial approbation of the ho

liness of God’s nature and law, or

of the justice of that sentence of

condemnation which stands writ

ten against every transgressor.

Here, O Christian, is the cardinal

point on which true repentance

turns, and the reader may plainly

perceive the reason and necessity

of what was formerly observed,

that there must be a discovery of

the infinite glory and the amiable

ness of the divine nature. With

out this there may be a slavish ter.

ror, but no true humiliation. It is

only when a sinner sees the un

speakable majesty, the transcend

ent glory, and infinite amiableness

of the divine nature, that he is

truly, effectually, and unfeignedly
humbled.

Oh! that I could deliver this

with proper forceſ that I could

write and speak under an experi

mental sense of its truth! The

sinner then perceives how infinite

ly worthy his Maker is of the high

est esteem, the most ardent love,

and the most unremitted obedi

ence. He then sees, that every in

telligent creature, from the most

shining seraph in the heavenly host,

to the meanest and most despised

mortal worm, is under an infinite,

eternal, unchangeable obligation to

love God with all his heart, and

strength, and mind. On this ac

count he is convinced, that alien

ated affection and misplaced alle

giance is infinitely sinful. He sees

this obligation to be founded, not

merely nor chiefly on the greatness

of divine power, but on the intrinsic

inherent excellence of the divine

nature. Therefore he is persuaded,

that there is not only danger in

rebelling against, or dishonouring

God, but a great and manifest

wrong and injustice in refusing to

honour him. This strikes him with

a sense of his own guilt, and the

guilt of all those who live “without

God in the world.”

At once to confirm and illustrate

this truth, I must make two obser

vations, which will be found uni

versally to hold, on the character

and conduct of true penitents. 1st,

That they obtain a new sense of

the excellence and obligation of the

duties of divine worship, both pub

lick and private. Before, they were

apt to consider the duties of wor

ship as little more than the means

of religion; that the fear of an in

visible Judge might be a bond upon

the conscience, and keep men from

fraud and dishonesty, or from riot

and sensuality. They were cold

and formal therefore in their own

attendance, and never heard any

speak of joy or sensible communion

with God in his sanctuary, but they

were ready to express their detes

tation of it as hypocrisy, or their

contempt of it as enthusiasm and

folly.

But now the language of adora

tion is in some measure under

stood, which had been wholly in

sipid and without meaning before.

They join with the psalmist in say

ing, “Honour and majesty are be

fore him, strength and beauty are

in his sanctuary. Give unto the

Lord, O ye kindreds of the people,

give unto the Lord glory and

strength. Give unto the Lord the

glory due unto his name; bring an

offering, come into his courts. O

worship the Lord in the beauty of

holiness; fear before him all the

earth.”* See also these elevated

strains of praise, which, whether

they are meant as the exercise of

the church militant on earth, or

* Psal. xcvi. 6, 7, 8, 9.
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:

the church triumphant in heaven,

are equally proper here. “And

the four beasts had each of them

six wings about him, and they were

full of eyes within; and they rest

not day and night, saying, Holy,

holy, holy, Lj God Almighty,

which was, and is, and is to come.

And when those beasts give glory,

and honour, and thanks to him that

sat on the throne, who liveth for

ever and ever; the four and twenty

elders fall down before him that

sat on the throne, and worship him

that liveth for ever and ever, and

cast their crowns before the throne,

saying, Thou art worthy, O Lord,

to receive glory, and honour, and

power; for thou hast created all

things, and for thy pleasure they

are, and were created.” And to

the same purpose, “And I beheld,

and I heard the voice of many

angels round about the throne, and

the beasts, and the elders: and the

number of them was ten thousand

times ten thousand, and thousands

of thousands; saying with a loud

voice, Worthy is the Lamb that

was slain, to receive power, and

riches, and wisdom, and strength,

and honour, and glory, and bless

ing. And every creature which is

in heaven, and on the earth, and

under the earth, and such as are in

the sea, and all that are in them,

heard I, saying, Blessing, and ho

nour, and glory, and power be unto

him that sitteth upon the throne,

and unto the Lamb for ever and

ever.”f Nay, a true penitent be

gins to see the beauty even of the

divine sovereignty, that all things

belong to God, and therefore it is

most fit that all things should be

subject to him, according to that

strong , and beautiful passage:

“And the four and twenty elders

which sat before God on their

seats, fell upon their faces and

worshipped God, saying, We give

thee thanks, O Lord God Almighty,

* Rev. iv. 8, 9, 10, 11.

f Rev. v. 11, 12, 13.

Vol. IX.-Ch. ,ſldv.

which art, and wast, and art to

come, because thou hast taken to

thee thy great power, and hast

reigned.”

The other observation I am to

make is, that a true penitent al

ways acquires the deepest abhor

rence of that atrocious, though pre

vailing sin, of profaning the name

of God in common discourse.

There are , many persons, not

otherwise the most abandoned,

who have no just sense of the

heinousness of this sin: and as it

is not directly levelled against the

temporal interest of our neighbours,

it is far from being generally so

scandalous and dishonourable as it

ought to be. Such religion or vir

tue as is founded on worldly prin

ciples and views, may easily con

sist with its continuance; but he

who is convinced of the evil of all

sin, as rebellion against, and diso

bedience to God, will see the hor

rible guilt and impiety that attends

this abominable practice. That re

ligion which is the work of God’s

holy Spirit, and consists in the re

covery of his lost image, will never

be able to bear so direct a violation

of his sacred authority, so unpro

voked an insult upon his honour

and glory.

-

DRYDEN'S INVOCATION TO THE

HOLY GHOST.

Creator Spirit! By whose aid

The world’s foundations first were laid,

Come, visit each expectant mind,

Come, pour thy joys on human kind;

From sin and sorrow set us free,

And make us temples worthy Thee!

Oh, Source of uncreated Light,

The Father's promis'd Paraclite;

Thrice holy Fount, thrice holy Fire,

Our hearts with heavenly love inspire!

Come, and Thy sacred unction bring,

To sanctify us while we sing.

Plenteous in grace, descend from high,

Rich in thy sev’nfold energy;

Thou Strength of his Almighty hand,

Whose rule doth earth and heav'n com

mand,

* Rev. xi. 16, 17.

B
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Our frailty help, our vice control,

Subdue the senses to the soul.

Chase from our minds the infernal Foe;

And Peace, the fruit of love, bestow ;

And, lest our feet should haply stray,

Protect and guide us in the way;

Make us Eternal Truth receive,

And practise all that we believe

Immortal honour, endless fame,

Attend the Almighty Father's name;

The Saviour Son be glorified,

Who for lost man's redemption died;

And equal adoration be,

Eternal Comforter, to Thee!

J|Iliştellantoug.

NOTES OF A TRAVELLER.

(Continued from p. 627.)

Geneva, Switzerland,

August 20, 1828.

Wednesday.—This day Dr. Gar

diner and myself, accompanied by

the younger Mr. G., set off in a

neat little carriage to visit the de

lightful valley of Chamouny, which

is about eighteen leagues distant

from this place. After riding a

few miles, through quite an in

teresting country, we entered Sa

voy, a territory belonging to the

Sardinian government. Crossing a

shallow stream by the Ponte de la

Ménoge, the road winds and gra

dually ascends, along the narrow

rapid river Arve, between high

mountainous ridges. The first

town we stopped at was Bonneville;

it is a dull uninteresting place,

though from the sketch of it in the

Souvenirs you might think it de

lightful. There is an old castle, or

prison, built on an eminence, which

looks well at a distance. Our pass

ports were here examined; and

while this operation was perform

ing, we sat down to an early dinner

in the salle a manger, or salamander,

as we called it, of the principal

inn. We all remarked that the

potatoes were of a better quality

than any we had seen in France:

the table, however, was illy pro

vided, the servants negligent, and

the room dirtier than usual. Pota

toes forming the best part of our

dinner, we were all disposed to ac

knowledge the truth of the follow

ing lines by Claray, the Searson of

Chamouny.

Les pommes de terre, a présent,

Sont les plus utiles des pommes;

Elles sont les plus beau présent,

Que l'Amerique ait fait aux hommes.

Our translation of the verse,

which follows, I think preserves

the spirit, at least, and almost the

very words of the original.

Surely, the apples of the ground
Of apples are most useful;

Nor has America e'er found

For man, a better mouthful.

After leaving Bonneville we en

tered the valley of Cluse, having

the mountain called the Mòle on

the left, and the Brezon on the

right. These two mountains are

finely contrasted in their appear

ance; one being bare, rugged, and

barren; and the other, verdant

with grass, and covered with trees.

The rocks, in some places, almost

overhang the road; and the valley

is so narrow that there seems

scarcely room for the river Arve

and the road, to wind through

them. At length the valley widens,

and a picturesque and sublime

scene of Alpine enchantment pre

sents itself—groves of beech, with

splintered pinnacles of rocks tow

ering up through their rich foli

age; flowery and well cultivated

meadows; romantick little cot

tages, and murmuring and snowy

cascades. The waterfalls here are

called Nants. The Nant of Arpe

nas, at which we stopped a few

minutes, is said to tumble from a

precipice 800 feet high : as look

*
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ed at it from the road, it seems

quite near, but this is an illusion

produced by the magnitude of the

objects by which you are surround

ed—a peculiarity of this region

which I have noticed before.—

The stream of water which forms

this Nant is not very copious, but

it flies and foams off from the high

ledge of rock, as Ossian would say,

“like the mane of a white courser

at full speed.” A good echo is

said to be produced here, when

guns are fired; and we saw a little

cannon which is discharged for all

travellers, who will pay fifty cents

for the powder used. Just at dusk,
We .*.*. for the night at the

Hotel of Mont Blanc, in a little

village called St. Martin.

At supper we found the house

filled with ladies and gentlemen,

going to, or returning from Cha

mouny. We retired to our cham

ber at an early hour, expecting to

dream of nothing but the wonders

of Mont Blanc. Alas, alas, he

who has ever been attacked by a

regiment of fleas, knows how soon

every vision of fancy is put to flight.

Our chamber was over the stable,

a circumstance not unusual in this

romantick country; and when the

fleas were satiated and quiet, the

horses and mules continued the

provocation. This was a long and

tedious night to me—full of inci

dent and horror—

“Oh for a lodge in some vast wilderness,

Some boundless continuity of shade,”

where balmy sleep is undisturbed

-by mules, muleteers, or fleas.

Thursday, August 21–We set

off from St. Martin very early this

morning, that we might, on our ar

rival at Chamouny, be prepared to

ascend Montanvert immediately, if

the weather should continue as fa

Yourable as it now promised. In

these mountainous regions, every

sunny hour must be actively em

ployed. Travellers often remain

* Chamouny a week, on account

of bad weather, without being able

* See any thing worth speaking

of Our coachman, we found, had

exchanged his neat carriage for a

queer, low, light vehicle, called a

char-à-banc, as the road we were to

travel is impassable for the ordi

nary kinds of carriages. On the

bridge over the Arve, which almost

connects St. Martin with the an

cient town of Sallenche, we had a

magnificent view of Mont Blanc,

and the neighbouring peaks, or

Aiguilles, as bare pointed rocks are

here called. The air-drawn, snow

capped summits, of a considerable

range of the Alps were distinctly

visible; though at first sight we

mistook them for the clouds them

selves, by which they are enveloped.

The sun was just rising, and it

sparkled on the snow of the prin

cipal summit, and that of the Dôme

du Gouté, long before it gilded the

surrounding heights. So far did

these sparkling spots appear above

the surface of the earth, that it was

difficult to realize that they formed

a part of it. On the bridge there

is a cross, where the devout peasant

kneels, before his daily toils com

mence. We noticed, yesterday,

along the road side, a number of

crucifixes and oratories, some of

them shocking, and others exceed

ingly ludicrous in their devices,

if such things can be ludicrous.

After riding a few miles, we

turned into a by path, to visit the

celebrated baths of St. Gervais.

The taste and temperature of these

mineral waters, seemed to me like

those at Bath, in England. At a

short distance behind the principal

building, which looks much better

in the Souvenir than it does in fact,

there is a fine fall of water, called

the Bon Nant. Near the brink I

gathered some beautiful wild flow

ers, to preserve as a memorial of

the place.

Returning to the high-way, we

continued our journey through

Chede, and then stopped to rest at

a place called Servoz. In ascend
ing a high hill, near the former

place, we were way-laid by a band
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of beggars—before we reached the

foot of the eminence, up which

we were obliged slowly to drag,

some one, apparently on the watch,

made a terrible noise with a long

wooden tube, called the Alpine

Horn; whereupon as many cripples

and ragged children started up,

from the bushes all round, as did

armed warriors when Roderick

Dhu sounded his whistle—

Instant through copse and heath arose,

Crutches, and staves, and bended bows.

On right and left, above, below,

Sprang up at once the lurking foe.

Some had vessels of milk, some

baskets of fruit, some bunches of

flowers, some collections of mine

rals; and some pleaded “for the

sake of the Virgin.” Of a deaf and

dumb boy, with whom I conversed

in the language of signs, I got

some crystals of quartz and a piece

of obsidian, which he told me came

from Vesuvius.

Such is my experience of the

Alpine Horn. We heard it among

the hills of the Jura, occasionally,

last evening; and frequently during

our return to Geneva, and almost

always with the same effect. Con

trast this with the following de

scription of a recent traveller.

“The Alpine Horn is an instru

ment made out of the cherry-tree,

and, like a speaking-trumpet, is

used to convey sounds to a great

distance. When the last rays of

the sun gild the summit of the

Alps, the shepherd who inhabits

the highest peak of those moun

tains, takes his horn, and cries

with a loud voice, “Praised be the

Lord.” As soon as the neighbour

ing shepherds hear him, they leave

their huts and repeat these words.

The sounds are prolonged many

minutes, while the echoes of the

mountains, and the grottoes of the

rocks, repeat the praise. Imagi

nation cannot picture any thing

more solemn, more sublime, than

this scene. During the silence that

succeeds, the shepherds bend their

knees, and pray in the open air,

and then retire to their huts to rest.

The sun-light gilding the tops of

those stupendous mountains, upon

which the blue vault of heaven

seems to rest, the magnificent

sounding from rock to rock the

praise of the Almighty, must fill

the mind of every traveller with

enthusiasm and awe.”

Supposing the above account to

be true, which I cannot seriously

admit, there is certainly more of

romance in it, than of real devo

tion. You know we are again in

a Catholick country, and we are

constantly reminded of the fact,

that every thing in Christianity

which can produce a dramatick ef

fect, is wrought up into something

that will subserve the purposes of

the Roman worship—the genuine

feelings of the heart, and the dic

tates of the understanding, are sup

pressed or clouded, by exciting the

enthusiasm of the imagination.

At Servoz we obtained some

fine specimens of polished granite,

in a little mineral shop close by the

inn. We saw there also some ores

taken from the copper and silver

mines in the neighbourhood, which

are not at present worked. Near

this place there is a monument to

the Danish poet Echen, who pe

rished in one of the clefts of the

glacier de Buet. We here entered

the valley of Chamouny, after as

cending a rugged and shady wood.

That which now fixed our atten

tion, was the great glacier des Bos

sons. The first sight of this im

mense mass of ice, reflecting the

rays of a cloudless sun, was very

remarkable. Its form, at a dis

tance, seems that of an elliptical

arch, full of deep fissures. The

light reflected from these chasms

is of a bright deep azure colour,

which contrasted with the spark

ling white of the snow, produces a

fine effect. I never had any correct

idea of a glacier before. Imagine

a wide valley between two moun

tains, through which a river, from

an elevated source, is continu
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ally flowing in a rough torrent,

and freezing, until the accumulating

waves, heaped on each other, fill

up the hollow with a mass of ice;

and then suppose this mass to be

rent into chasms, and to present

various other inequalities on its

surface. This will give you as

perfect an idea as I can furnish of

a glacier. As we rode along the

valley, the chain of Mont Blanc

did not appear so elevated as it did

at Geneva, or from the top of the

Jura, where we first saw it. Ano

ther optical deception is, its appa

rent nearness to the road.

About one o’clock we arrived at

the town of Chamouny, commonly

called Le Prieuré, or the Priory,

and took rooms at the English, or

London Hotel. No time was to be

lost; we therefore immediately

sent for guides and mules, for our

excursion to Montanvert and the

Mer de Glace. These were soon

obtained; and we were glad to find

that our principal man was no

other than Jean Michel Cachet,

surnamed Le Géant, who accom

panied the famous Saussure, in ex

ploring these mountainous regions.

The most esteemed guides have

surnames, derived from the heights

or passes which they first explore,

or have been most successful in

traversing. Thus J. Balmat is

called Mont Blanc: J. B. Cachet,

L'Aiguille; and our guide Le Géant.

Before setting out, we were all fur

nished with a baton ferré, or long

staff, with a sharp iron ferrule at

the end, to assist us in the steep

and slippery parts of our excur

sion. As we crossed the plain,

between the Priory and the foot of

the mountain, we presented quite

a formidable appearance. First

marched, as our commander, Le

Géant; then I came, flourishing the

bâton ferré in great glee; then my

travelling companions on mules;

and lastly, two or three minor

guides and servants. After as

cending the mountain for some

distance, by a steep and craggy

path, my strength began to fail.

By the advice, and often the ex

ample, of one of our attendants, I

took hold of the long tail of one of

the mules, and was thus pulled on

some distance further—the good

mule clambering along, with this

appendage, with the most perfect

sang froid. Before setting out, Dr.

G. and myself both determined to

walk; we were, however, advised

to take along a mule, in case either

should become much fatigued. Dr.

G. now kindly insisted on my tak

ing the animal, preferring himself

to walk the rest of the distance.

I therefore renounced his tail, and

joyfully mounted on the back of

the mule. About half way up the

mountain, there is an agreeable rest

ing place, at a copious fountain of

water, beside which Florian is said

to have commenced his interesting

tale of Claudine. Two or three

miles farther on, there is a ravine,

apparently formed by the falling of

large masses of rocks and uprooted

trees, at different periods. Here

we had the unexpected pleasure of

witnessing an avalanche of snow,

tumbling from a distant summit.

As it rushed along it produced a

roaring, stunning sound, which

echoed through the mountains.

Le Géant, who was near me, stop

ped for a moment, and then march

ed on, saying it was “only a little

one.” In something more than three

hours after leaving the Priory, we

arrived at the little pavilion, on the

top of Montanvert. This small

building was erected by a French

gentleman, for the accommoda

tion of travellers. It stands on a

verdant plain, at the foot of the

Aiguille de Charmos, and com

mands a good view of the cele

brated glacier called the “Sea of

Ice,” which is a little below it.

After resting and taking some

refreshment, at this hospitable edi

fice, “dedicated to nature,” we

descended by a rough, steep path,

to the Mer de Glace. Passing the

edge, or moraine, formed of loose
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masses of ice and rocks, we fol

lowed Le Géant a considerable dis

tance on the ice. We walked be

tween a number of clefts or chasms,

which yawned around us in every

direction. Some of these are quite

narrow, and others a number of

feet in breadth. Within them, the

ice is of an azure colour. Their

depth cannot be sounded. Some

suppose they reach to the very

earth, on which the glacier reposes.

When in London I was advised by

my friend, Professor C. Hodge, not

to cross this frozen sea; as these

clefts are often concealed by patch

es of encrusted snow. A person

this year came very near perishing,

in attempting to cross one of these

frail bridges: it sunk under his

weight, but as the crevice was not

very wide, he had presence of mind

enough to thrust the iron point of

his mountain spear into the ice, as

he was sinking, and by this means

was rescued. Standing on the ice

and looking up, as it were to the

source of this frozen river, you

behold a mass of ice seven or eight

miles long, and more than a mile

in breadth. Its whole extent, how

ever, is more than as many leagues.

On one side it is bounded by

Montanvert, and on the other by a

number of colossal and precipi

tous ridges. Numerous Aiguilles,

or needle-like rocks, shoot up to

an astonishing height, in all direc

tions around. Our guide pointed

out, with peculiar animation, that

called Le Géant, the one which he

first explored; and where, I think,

Saussure remained fifteen days with

him, pursuing his meteorological

investigations. Beyond the Mer

de Glace, there is a famous glacier

called the Garden. It is a verdant

spot, full of Alpine flowers, though

completely surrounded with walls

of ice, and requires much strength

and hardihood to reach. We saw

an English gentleman, who was

just returning from a visit to this

perilous spot. Near our path there

was a block of granite, called the

English Rock, where Pococke and

Windham, two English travellers,

dined in 1741 : they seem to have

been the first tourists who traversed

this wild region, and thought it

then necessary to have an armed

escort, to defend them against the -

fancied banditti, supposed to lurk

in these mountains. The disem

boguement, if I may so call it, of

the Mer de Glace, into the valley

of Chamouny, is called the Gla

cier des Bois; from beneath which

and through an icy cavern, a tor

rent of water rolled—this is the

source of the Arvéron. As our

guide informed us that this vault

or arch of ice was, at this season,

scarcely worth examining, we were

content to view the spot at a dis

tance, as we returned.

Just at the edge of the Mer de

Glace, I gathered the malva sylves

tris, and the campanula rotundifo

lia, in bloom. Summer and winter

here lie side by side, smiling at

each other; for while one foot

stands on the ice, the other rests

on flowers and grass. The appear

ance of the clefts in the glacier,

from the moraine, is the most in

teresting. The vast dead mass

of ice, abundantly shows that it

has undergone strong internal com

motions, and violent throes. Near

the edge, the clefts are small and

seem to run parallel to the shores;

but towards the centre they run at

angles, and cross each other. It

was not without some terror that I

looked down into these fearful

abysses, however beautiful their

azure coloured sides appeared—re

collecting that in their cold caverns,

the lonely traveller had sometimes

found his grave.

At the pavilion we wrote, as is

usual, our names in the “Friend’s

Book,” or Album. We noticed in

it, the signatures of many Ameri

cans. Among other effusions, there

was one by Mad. de Staël, and a copy

of another by the Empress Jose

phine; the original of which has

been purloined. We descended to
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the Priory by a steep path, which

gave us some interesting views of

the valley, not before seen, and ar

rived at our hotel, after an excur

sion of about seven hours. The

weather had been remarkably fa

vourable; scarcely a cloud had ob

scured the horizon during our

visit to the upper regions; but

we had scarcely arrived at the inn,

before torrents of rain began to

fall. At a little shop in the town,

I obtained a correct model of Mont

Blanc; and also some of its mine

rals, which I hope in due time to

show you.

Friday, August 22.-Thismorn

ing the rain still continues; so that

it would have been impracticable,

had we been disposed to ascend

the Breven, which is on the oppo

site side of the valley to Montan

vert, and from the top of which

alone, it is said, that Mont Blanc

can be seen in all its grandeur.

We therefore ordered our char-ā-

banc to return to Geneva. All the

torrents and water courses, which

we passed yesterday with but lit

tle notice, became now exceedingly

interesting. The melting of the

snows on the mountains, and the

heavy rains, had swollen them so as

to be almost impassable. In many

places our horses had to be led

over singly, lest they should be

borne down by the force of the cur

rent. This day afforded a famous

harvest for the musicians of the Al

pine Horn. They followed us for

miles, with pieces of boards; and

wherever a wet place occurred (for

we were obliged to walk a great

deal) these boards were thrown

over it, and of course a fee was

demanded, or a gratuity expected,

which is the same thing here. The

rain had now abated, and every

moment we turned, to have another,

and yet another, view of Mont

Blanc. It seems to throw a spell

of enchantment over the sense of

sight: you never tire with looking

at it, or looking for it, after you

have once seen it. Since the time

I saw it from the summit of Jura till

now, I have been almost constantly

looking up to it, with awe and won

der. But how different a scene

does it now present, from that of

yesterday. Heavy clouds hang over

its brow, like a dark pall. Its gla

ciers look like gigantick spectres,

through the mist; and thundering

cataracts roll in every direction

down its sides. Then all was com

paratively still. Its brightness was

dazzling. Its air drawn outline

was perfect; and the snow encrust

ed on its peaks into little hillocks,

seemed to the fancy like shining

pavilions, for the spirits of the up

per air.

We again dined at Bonneville,

chiefly on potatoes. There must

be something about the soil here,

peculiarly adapted to the perfect

growth of these plants. While

talking of eatables, I may mention

the multitude of snails, called by

conchologists the helia grisea;

which I saw to-day crawling over

the stone walls along the road side.

They are eaten, I know, in France;

and some of our epicures in Phi

ladelphia, annually receive bar

rels of them, for the gratifica

tion of their palates: but the Sa

voyards seem rather to prefer po

tatoes. While noticing the horri

bles, I am reminded of the number

of persons along the road, men,

women, and children, disfigured

with a huge swelling on the neck,

called the goitre. This is thought

by many, to be produced from

drinking the snow, or ice water,

which flows from the mountains.

Leaving Bonneville, through its

long avenue of trees, we had a

most delightful ride over a level,

gently descending road, on our re

turn to Geneva, where we arrived

some time after dark.

(To be continued.)

-

MEMOIR OF THE LATE CAPTAIN BEN

JAMIN WICKES,

In the life of Captain Wickes,

there was much that deeply inter
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ested his religious acquaintance,

and they have believed that some

memorial of him ought to be pre

sented to the Christian publick.

It is not our purpose, however, to

write his biography in great detail.

We shall give a summary narrative

of the various incidents of his life,

and a view somewhat more particu

lar, of his religious character and

exercises.

A narrative written by himself is

before us, of which we shall make

a free use. The beginning of it is

as follows:—

“A record of some of the lead

ing parts of the life of Benjamin

Wickes, a sea captain, wrote by

himself, at the request of some par

ticular friends; and also for the use

of my children, or any others that

may chance to see it.

I was born in Kent County, in

the state of Maryland, on the 10th

day of December, O.S., in the year

1746. My father's name was Ben

jamin—was a farmer, and in easy

circumstances—occupied his own

farm, and had negro slaves to la

bour for him. His ancestors were

among the first settlers on the east

ern shore of Maryland, and origi

nally of Bristol, in England. I

have reason to believe they came

out full-handed; for they took up

and settled much valuable land, on

both sides of Chester river, oppo

site to Baltimore. The chief, or

first settled farm, of those lands, is

now occupied by the male heir of, I

think, the fourth generation.

Both my parents died when I was

about three years old; leaving six

small children, myself the youngest

but one. On the death ofº:

parent, their brethren and sisters,

came and took the children all

away, to their own homes. It was

my lot to be taken by my father's

oldest brother, who was a rich man

in those days. He had many chil

dren of his own, among whom I was

placed, with the privilege of calling

him father. Here I was early put

to school, and for several years

knew no trouble—and had learned

to read and write a little, when my

second mother died. A few months

after, my uncle married a neigh

bouring widow, with seven chil

dren, whom he took home to his

own house. This woman was of a

proud domineering spirit, and soon

got such an ascendancy over my

uncle, who was of a submissive

quiet disposition, that his children,

with myself, were in a great mea

sure turned out among the negroes.

This being noticed by my uncle’s

relatives and friends, they came

and took his children all away, and

left me alone among the negroes.”

We have quoted thus much of Cap

tain Wickes’ narrative connected

ly, not only to exhibit his respect

able origin, but to add another to

the many examples which the world

has witnessed, of the unhappy con

sequences of indiscreet marriages;

and of the miseries to which helpless

orphanage is often exposed. We

think it not improbable that the

grievous melancholy, to which Cap

tain Wickes seems to have been

constitutionally prone, was, like

that of Cowper, excited and nour

ished by the afflictive occurrences

of his early years. It appears by

the narrative from which we have

quoted, and which is too long to be

inserted entire, that till he was six

teen years of age, he suffered al

most every hardship and indignity,

to which an unfriended orphan can

be subjected. In a dangerous dys

entery, he was left without medi

cine or nursing, and probably es

caped death, under the order of a

merciful Providence, by secretly

drinking a large quantity of vine

gar; to which he was prompted

by an insatiable thirst, and which

had been unintentionally left with

in his reach. From the time he

drank the vinegar his pains ceased,

and a perfect recovery rapidly

followed. His person, as well as

his education, was shamefully ne

glected. He says, that in some re

spects “he was worse off than the
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negro children, whose mothers were

always near to succour them,”

whereas “the negroes used to beat

me at their pleasure.”

During this time, however, the cir

cumstances in which young Wickes

was placed, appear to have decided

his professional vocation in after

life. His uncle owned several

small packets, which were employ

ed in Chester river; and in these

he, at this early period, learned the

management of river craft, and ap

pears to have contracted a fondness

for a sailor's life. At the age of

sixteen, and without the knowledge

of his uncle, he bound himself to a

sea captain, and went a voyage to

Barbadoes. On this voyage, as

once before, he narrowly escaped

drowning. After a very providen

tial deliverance, he says, “this acci

dent so alarmed me that when I

got on board, I slung myself in a

rope along side [of the vessel] and

there learned to swim, and have

been able to swim ever since.” On

returning from this voyage, the

captain of the vessel retired for a

time to a country residence; and

among other menial services which

he imposed on the subject of this

memoir, he employed him to course

a horse, which he was preparing for

a race, on the ground on which the

race was to be run. Here he was

accidentally seen by his mother's

sister, “who was taking an airing,

with her husband in their carriage.”

His aunt recognised her nephew,

and, says the narrative, “was so

displeased with my present employ

ment, that she interested herself so

effectually, that the orphan’s court

obliged my master to give up my

indentures.” He was now sent to

Chester Town, to reside with an

elder brother, where he “expected

to be sent to school, and to be

otherwise provided for.” But his

hardships were not yet at an end.

His education was neglected, and

he was left almost without notice

by his brother. In consequence

of this, he attached himself to an

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

apprentice to the blacksmith's bu

siness, which was carried on by

his brother—gradually learned the

trade, “and wrought for about four

years, as hard and constant as a

slave.” During this period, he

“saved a little money, by making

little things in the shop, and by go

ing out to reap in harvest time,”

which he was permitted to do for

his own profit. The money thus

acquired, as soon as he came of age,

he “applied to pay for schooling.”

His progress in learning appears to

have been rapid. He “ soon learn

ed as far as the master usually

taught.” He then sought another

master, to learn navigation, as he

had determined to go to sea. He

says, “in less than two months, I

was able to teach it [navigation]

myself, and have actually taught

many, while at sea. Now being a

free man, and thus qualified, I ship

ped on board of a ship bound to

Spain, as a raw-hand, at under

wages. During the voyage, I was

so active and useful, that when we

got to Philadelphia, where the ship

belonged, the captain paid me full

wages. . I went two other voyages

before the mast, and then got mate

of a ship, in a good employ.”

During the period in which these

voyages were performed, there was

an interval, in which he resided in

Philadelphia. At this time he be

came acquainted with a pious youth,

belonging to St. Paul’s church, from

whose conversation he was led to

change all his former views in re

f. to religion. Previously to this,

ie says, “I used to go to church,

and had a very high opinion of my

self, and also of others. I was even

so conceited that I took upon me

to read the burial service of the

church, over one of our sailors that

died in the hospital, and was bu

ried in the potter's field.” The

youth already mentioned, he states,

“discoursed with me in a very se

rious, pointed manner, and the Lord

blessed his endeavours to my con

viction; so that I saw things in
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quite another light than I had for

merly done. He did not rest here,

but carried me among Christian

people of other denominations, and

persuaded me to buy Boston's Four

fold State, Doddrige's Rise and Pro

gress, Bunyan’s Pilgrim, and Grace

Abounding; he also carried me to

hear dissenting ministers. Now I

heard the gospel preached, and I

have a hope that I felt something of

its convincing power. The time

came to go to sea, and it was nearly

a year, before I returned to Phila

delphia. During this time, I was

very intent on reading the books I

had gotten, and also the Bible; by

which means I got such a deep

impression of everlasting things,

and of the preciousness of my own

soul, that when we returned I left

the ship; although I had the pro

mise of her as master, if I would go

another voyage as mate. Being

now at liberty, I made a business

of religion, and went among the

different denominations, to observe

their order, and compare their dif

ferent rules and doctrine with a

close reading of the Bible—with a

view to attach myself to those that

I thought worshipped God [like the

Christians who lived] nearest the

time of the Apostles; for I had

quite given up the church, to which

I was formerly so much attached.”

His inquiries “ended in full ap

proval of the Presbyterians, to

whom, he adds, I became attached,

and have never since had the least

desire to change for any other.”

He now went to Pequea, in the

state of Pennsylvania, to a gram

mar school, established under the

superintendance of the Rev. Dr. R.

Smith. . Under the ministry of Dr.

Smith, his religious exercises and

impressions became so intense, that

they produced a pain of the breast,

and he gave up the study of the

Latin language, before he had made

much progress. A noticeable oc

currence took place at this time,

which appears to have given rise to

that long and most grievous reli

gious melancholy, which we shall

presently have occasion to bring

more particularly into view. We

shall give it in his own language.

“The evening before my departure,

as I was taking my leave of Mr.

Smith, he used these remarkable

words, saying, JMr. Wickes, I have

for some time past, had great anar

iety for your salvation, but this

anariety is now gone. Here he

stopped, without explaining—which

I took in a wrong sense; for it

struck me that he had now given

me up: whereas he meant quite the

contrary, as I was informed many

years after. When he used these

words, he had not the least doubt

of my salvation, and that the time

would come that I should have joy

and peace in believing.” The dis

tress occasioned by the misappre

hension here noticed, did not, at

first, prevent his earnest attention

to religious duties. On the contra

ry, the desire not to be deprived of

the privileges of the gospel, deter

mined him not to go to sea, when

he left the grammar school. He

went into Maryland, and passed a

considerable time with his rela

tives; among whom, however, he

says, “I could not find one serious

person, so that I had great difficul

ty in maintaining a life and con

versation agreeable to my present
state.”

Notwithstanding these circum

stances, a strong affection for a dis

tant female relative, which he had

first contracted when he lived with

his brother, and which had then led

to a mutual engagement of marriage

at a future day, was awakened

anew ; and with increased sensi

bility on his part, when he found

that she to whom he had been affi

anced, had refused several offers

of marriage, in consequence of her

attachment and engagement to him.

The union was consummated about

a year after his return to Mary

land—eleven children were the

fruit of this marriage, of whom three

only survive their father.
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Two years now past, in earnest

but unsuccessful endeavours to sup

port his wife and one child, without

returning to a sea-faring life; and

the embarrassment of his worldly

concerns, and the recollection of

the unhappy address of Dr. Smith

at parting from him, gradually sunk.

him into such despondence, that he

neglected secret prayer, and had

not resolution to attempt prayer

with his family, when he entered

on a family state. Still he re

marks “the truths I had been exer

cised with, had now lost their pow

er, but not their reality or impor

tance; they were deeply rooted,

and made my life very miserable.”

His worldly embarrassments at

length determined him again to go

to sea; and committing his wife

and child to his brother, who lived

on a farm of his own, he returned

to Philadelphia, and accepted an

offer that was made him, as mate of

a new vessel, finishing and prepar

ing for a trading voyage. “While

here, he says, I used to go to meet

ing, but would get as much out of

observation as possible, that I might

not be seen by any of my former

Christian acquaintance—Not that I

hated them—no, I counted them the

excellent of the earth, and would

have given worlds to have been like

them. But I was guilty and un

worthy of their notice, and also

feared their reproof.”

We shall give an abridgment of

a considerable part of the narrative

that immediately follows, in the

words of the writer—“I went two

voyages in this ship [the ship of

which he was the mate]. In the

last voyage, as we were entering

the port of Cadiz, in the night, we

ran on a reef of rocks, and the ship

was lost, but our lives were all

saved. I got a passage in a ship to

Philadelphia, and arrived in the

month of March, 1776, and found

my country involved in a war with

England. I now had the offer of

the command of a very fine brig,

which, after visiting my family, I

accepted, and sailed for Europe.

On the passage, as I was lying in

my cabin, meditating, as I often

used to do, suddenly my mind was

overwhelmed with a thick dark

ness, that spread over all my pow

ers, and took my subject entirel

away from me. I thought the Spi

rit of God, that had so long strove

with me, had now withdrawn from

me, and that I was given up to de

spair, and should die blaspheming.

Vain would it be to attempt a de

scription of the horrors of my mind,

under, these impressions. For a

long time afterwards, my thoughts

would involuntarily dwell upon the

miseries of the eternal world. * * *

Now, from the beginning of this

darkness to the end of it, was above

seventeen years; and was it not

for the sake of truth, it might well

rest in darkness. * * * I have been

made to wonder, how I was able to

transact my business during this

time, so as to be approved of by

those that employed me; for let me

be engaged in whatever way I

might, in business, or in pleasure,

my miserable condition would break

in and distract me; so that my me

mory, which before was remarkably

retentive, became so broken that I

hardly knew what I was about.

After I had performed my voyage

outward, and found respite, this

thought struck me—that I should

not die abroad, but at home, in the

midst of my friends, for a publick

example and terror to others. This

was so deeply fixed in my mind,

that it has supported me often in

the midst of war, long imprison

ments, hurricanes of wind, &c. &c.,

that took place during our [revolu

tionary] war. None of these things

could take my life, I well knew, if

I was reserved to be made a publick

example of. The intenseness of

my exercises of mind, brought me

into a confirmed melancholy, which

I found some relief from, when on

shore in foreign countries, in such

ways as these—my situation as

master of a ship, often brought me
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into the company of the rich, and

sometimes of the noble ones of the

earth, especially in the time of our

war; and among these I had stron

temptations to dissipation, an

when in a melancholy mood I would

go to their balls, plays, operas, &c.

* * * but in all these scenes I could

not prevent the intrusion of my lost

condition, which would imbitter

every thing else. Yea, sometimes

I would go into evil practices on

purpose to increase my distress;

for I was in a kind of despair that

seemed to desire distress, and when

I could not feel distressed, which

was the case sometimes, I took that

method to gain it.

“Now I think it will be hard for

any one to distinguish, wherein

these things differ from those things

that the Scriptures declare unpar

donable. For my own part, I have

many times since thought, that they

could not be forgiven, without

breaking the Scriptures. But I

have, while transcribing former re

cords of them, a good hope that the

Holy Spirit saw wherein they dif

fered, and came short of being un

ardonable. I do not remember to

ave ever read or heard of such

things being done by any one; so

that of all men I seem to have gone

the greatest lengths, and have the

more abundant cause to give glory

to God, and to praise the riches of

redeeming love.”

(To be continued.)

-

PRACTICAL METHODISM,

To the Editor of the Christian Advocate.

Rev. and dear Sir,

I design to confine myself in the

present paper, to some general re

marks on the method pursued by our

JMethodist friends, in , collecting
members into their church.

There is scarcely a periodical

published from Maine to Missis

sippi, under Methodist influence,

which is not continually ringing

changes on their 450,000 members.

They are never tired of proclaim

ing that they are the most numer

ous religious denomination in the

Union; and that they are more ra

pidly increasing than any other.

And whilst I have no desire to

break in upon round numbers, or

to deny that they are increasing, it

may be well to inquire, how so

large a number has been collected,

and by what means additions are

making to them.

In the collecting of this large

number, “campmeetings” have been

very efficient. The annual recur

rence of the “campmeeting sea

son,” is the great harvest of Me

thodism. Then every sickle, no

matter how dull, is expected to

cut; then, from every field, no mat

ter how unpromising, the reapers

are expected to return bearing their

sheaves with them. Hundreds, of

every class and description, flock to

these meetings; some for one pur

pose, some for another. Day and

night, they are harangued with all

the strength of lungs and language,

which bishops, circuit riders, local

preachers, class leaders, men and

women, can command. There are

but few imaginations so dull as not

to be excited by the scenes here

exhibited; and but few possessing

feelings so “saturated with earth,”

as not to be kindled up by the wild,

enthusiastic addresses which are

made to them. The consequences

naturally to be expected ensue.

Much feeling is awakened—many

are excited to tears—some are

heard sobbing aloud—and some,

under the pressure of a boisterous

address, are almost frantick. Feel

ing begets feeling. The contagion

spreads from circle to circle, and

from camp to camp; and soon they

are seen led in from all quarters

“to be prayed for.” The names of

all who are in any way excited are

taken down by the ministers; and

at the breaking up of the meeting,

they are declared to have united

with the Methodists. And a no

tice is written and sent to the “Ad

*
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vocate and Journal,” stating that at

such a campmeeting so many were
converted.

It is true that the “discipline”

requires an apprenticeship of six

months, before they are admitted to

full communion. But this is mere

ly a theory of the “discipline,”

which is but rarely practised. I

have known them converted one

day, and partake of the communion

the next. If there is a difference

between communion and full com

munion, I know not what it is, or on

what it is based. -

I could state a great many facts,

respecting these campmeeting con

verts. Whilst some, I freely ad

mit, have honoured their profes

sion and their Saviour, by a life of

godliness, I have known many

others return to the beggarly ele

ments of the world. Four or five

years since, in the town adjoining

that in which I live, about one hun

dred were converted; or, to use

methodist language, “got religion”

at a campmeeting. At this time,

scarcely one of them maintains a

character for piety. A few of them

yet “hold on,” but the rest “have

fallen from grace.” It is presumed

that these backsliders, with all in

like circumstances throughout the

country, go to swell up the round

sum of 450,000 members. It is

not a very uncommon circum

stance, to hear an individual ex

claim at these meetings that he has

“got religion,” and to see him, be

fore he has returned home, get

drunk. And a more common cir

cumstance is, to see them “brought

out with power,” and to hear them

pray and exhort and shout, and in

the course of a few months after

wards, to hear them say that “reli

gion is all a hoax.” To these

things I can testify. And yet it is

presumed that every name placed

on the ministerial books at the

meeting, goes to make up the round

sum of 450,000 members.

The “circuit riders” pursue a

plan, well adapted to increase their

numbers, without adding to the

amount of piety. The fact is, that

almost every “circuit rider” is a

methodist recruiting officer. The

moment any thing like seriousness

occurs in a place, the “rider” fur

nishes himself with pencil and pa

per; and with the one in his pocket

and the other in his hat, enters the

meeting. After a noisy exhortation,

he passes round the room, asking

man, woman, and child, if they wish

to be prayed for; and if so, to give

in their names. Without any hesi

tation, they generally answer his

question in the affirmative, and

give their names. In the course of

a few weeks, some of them become

the hopeful subjects of grace. The

preacher visits them, and they tell

him the fact. “Oh yes,” he re

plies, “I have been praying for you,

and I knew the Lord would con

vert you.” If the brother or sister

expresses a desire to join some

other church, he makes no hesita

tion in saying, “you have been con

verted by Methodist prayers, and

now you should join the Methodist

church.” If this is not clear de

monstration to the individual he is

addressing, he produces the paper,

on which the name was at first enrol

led, as evidence that the conversion

was the result of Methodism. If

neither his art nor persuasion suc

ceeds in making the individual a

Methodist, he retires from the

house, perhaps saying, “Thank

God I am not so proud, but that

the Methodist religion is good

enough for me.” And afterwards,

in his intercourse with his brothers

and sisters, he vents his insinuations

against the piety of the individual.

Throughout the country, these are

things of constant occurrence.

Not long since, in a village not

far from my residence, there was

a little excitement in a Sabbath

school. From the school it extend

ed itself among several of the youth

of the place. The “rider” heard

of it, and was soon on the spot.

After a most vociferous sermon,
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he requested the youth to remain

behind. He took out his paper and

enrolled all their names. He was

uncommonly solicitous that they

should join the “class.” And this,

too, when they were, nearly to an

individual, the children of parents

attached to other denominations.

His conduct so disgusted the bet

ter informed, as to induce them to

forbid their children going to meet

ing; and it is believed was the

means of stopping a work, which

gave promise of a very interesting

spiritual harvest.

Another fact to illustrate what I

call their recruiting spirit. Not

many miles distant from the town

in which I live, is a very pleasant

village, in which there is but one

Methodist professor. And from all

accounts, although of age, he can

neither read nor write; and al

though a Christian, he frequently

needs the presence of a parson to

drive away the witches. This vil

lage being supplied by a minister

who was rather unpopular, the

“riders” thought it was a good

time for them to make a descent.

They gave notice of a “two days’

meeting,” and came at the time

appointed. Crowds came to hear

and see them. At the close of their

meeting, which was nearly occu

pied by drawing caricatures of

Calvinism, and in abusing other

denominations, one of their orators

arose and made a speech, in sub

stance as follows—“We have come

here, my friends, to do you good,

and to preach the gospel to you in

its simplicity and purity. If we

can procure a good class here, we

will continue to meet regular ap

pointments; if not, we must go

where we can.” He then gave an

invitation to any who desired to

form themselves into a class, to

come forward and give in their

names. None appearing to move,

he rose a second time, and address

ing himself first to some professors

of other churches said, “will you

join?” They replying with a very

significant shake of the head, he

passed on to the others; and went

round the room, putting the ques

tion to every individual, “will you

join P’’ And grievous to relate, not

one of them consented, although

under the excitement of a “two

days’ meeting.” And this Tertul

lus had to sit down, under the by no

means desirable conviction, that his

labours and hopes were all in vain.

But the very course of conduct

whose failure is narrated here, is

that which in other places is doing

execution, and has achieved won

ders in swelling the list of mem

bers to the round sum of 450,000.

Another method used by them

for increasing their list, and which

is considerably powerful, if we may

judge of its strength by its ef

fects, is that of prejudicing serious

and inquiring individuals, against

other denominations. Perhaps no

trait is more generally character

istic of Methodism than this. And

the extent to which it is sometimes

carried is truly astonishing. It is

however in perfect keeping with

their general character. Having

imbibed the opinion that of all sects

they are the most holy, orthodox,

devoted, and (to use a phrase from

their own vocabulary) “God-ho

nouring people;” and that all other

denominations are formal, worldly

minded, erroneous in belief, and

without the power of godliness, we

might reasonably expect just such

a course of conduct, as that on which

we are animadverting. But surely

neither law nor gospel, nor Chris

tian charity, can countenance the

conduct to which we see this opi

nion lead every day. When a per

son is reported as serious, and

who is known to have but little

prejudice in favour of any denomi

nation, a visit may very soon be

expected from the “rider.” If, in

the course of conversation, he dis

covers any leaning to another fold,

he is sure to descant upon the cha

racter and doctrines of its shep

herd and sheep. And that too in

º
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such a way as to make the impres

sion, that they are not walking in

all the commandments and ordi

nances of the Lord blameless. To

verify the truth of these re

marks, I could narrate at least

twenty instances, within my own

knowledge. Nor is this conduct

without its effect, in swelling the

list of 450,000 members. There is

no period of mature life, perhaps,

when individuals are more credu

lous, than when under a deep con

viction of sin. At such a period,

every thing said, especially by

Christian ministers, has its weight.

And when statements are made by

an individual wearing a clerical

dress, and a very sober counte

nance, with a drawling, religious

tone, the serious inquirer cannot

find in his heart to think that all is

not just so. And the deceptive re

presentations of other denomina

tions, made by “riders” to indivi

duals under these circumstances, I

have known to make impressions

which all time will not erase. Nor

is this conduct confined to serious

persons, who have no particular pre

dilections. I have known it to be

pursued towards the wives and

daughters, of members and elders

of other churches.

To place in a clear and convinc

ing light what I state, I ask the li

berty of inserting an extract from

a letter I hold in my possession.

Its history is as follows—In a cer

tain town there was a fashionable

young lady who became serious,

obtained a hope of her good estate,

and expressed a desire to unite

with a Presbyterian church. The

Methodist “rider” was uncommon

ly anxious that she should unite

with them. How to accomplish

his desires he knew not. On open

ing the door one morning, the let

ter from which the following ex

tract is made, was found directed

to the young lady. The “rider”

was charged to his face with being

the author of it, and never denied it.

“My Sister, As you are about

to take a step which will be of great

importance to your future welfare,

permit me to ask a few questions,

which though you may not see pro

per to answer, yet they will be re

membered when you and I are

standing at the tribunal of Al

mighty God. 1st. What benefit

do you expect in the Presbyterian

church you cannot find in ours ?

Do they preach the gospel any

purer, or with any more success P

Do they pray with any more zeal,

or do they possess any more of

apostolick fire, than our preachers

do? Who has manifested the great

est desire for the salvation of ;

the Methodists or the Presbyte

rians ? Brother H (meaning

himself) has never got but twenty

two dollars, whereas the Presbyte

rians have collected near one hun

dred dollars at one time. Whose

labours does God bless the most,

that of the Methodists, or Presbyte

rians ? Do not the Presbyterians

admit of cardplaying, going to the

atres, &c. &c.; how then can they be

the people of God : Take heed, my

sister, how you join that church;

you may repent of it, when it is

eternally too late. Leaving out of

view all the God-dishonouring hor

rors of election and reprobation, I

cannot see how you can join that

people. Beware, my sister, what

you do; farewell till we meet at

the judgment, where you will know

that he who writes this, is

“YouR FRIEND.”

Does this need any comment?

Can there be a more preposterous

exhibition of hypocrisy, avarice,

falsehood and impiety And whilst

I would by no means say, that all

their ministers would go as far as

“YouR FRIEND,” I have no hesi

tation in saying, that the feeling

exhibited in the above extract is

that which, in kind, is possessed by

a large majority of the “riders,” in

the Methodist connexion. And

whilst two thousand and upwards

of such men are abroad through the
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land, beating up for Methodist re

cruits, and determined to make

Methodists in any way, and at all

hazards, can we wonder that they

can boast of the round number of

450,000 members?

A few remarks more, on the neg

ligence with which they receive

members, and I am done. I have

known individuals, for years, men

bers in good and regular standing

with them, without ever receiving

the ordinance of baptism. It does

seem as if, in their zeal to make

members, they overlooked the com

mon and gospel method of consti

tuting such a relation. And the

individuals above referred to, would

probably have died without bap

tism, were it not that circuin

stances induced them to connect

themselves with other churches.

Let none conclude from these re

marks that I consider bantism es

sential to salvation; but I do con

sider it necessary to church mem

bership. And nothing but igno

rance of duty, or an all absorbing

zeal to complete the round number

of 450,000 members, could induce

a minister of the gospel to over

look it.

Again; but little pains are ever

taken properly to prepare them, by

a course of previous instruction,

for the solemn duty of professing

Christ before men. Indeed such a

course is rather discountenanced.

And this want of instruction fully

accounts for the large number of

Methodists we see passing over to

Universalism, and a belief of other

heresies. . Within my own limited

circle, I have known many such,

during the past year. It accounts

also for the large number of Me

thodists that run well for a time,

and then “fall from grace.” I pre

sume that the sum total of the apos

tates from all other denominations,

would count, if as many, but very

few more, than those of the Me

thodists alone. These “hickory

Methodists,” as they are familiarly

called, are to be found wherever

Methodism has had an existence of

a few years. And, as far as my

experience goes, they are the most

virulent opposers of the gospel of

the Son of God. And yet I pre

sume every “hickory Methodist”

in the country, is a unit in the long

list, which, With summed up, gives

us in round numbers 450,000 mem

bers at the bottom.

Editorial Remarks.

It is assuredly not with pleasure,

but with feelings truly painful, that

we give publicity to the statements

contained in the foregoing paper.

But nearly every fact that is men

tioned, is vouched for by the writer,

on his own personal observation;

and we know him to be a man of

unimpeachable. The only

question then is, whether, believing

the facts to be as stated, it is pro

er to lay them before our readers.

e think that it is—We believe

that the practices censured are un

warrañtable, and ought to be ex

posed. We would be as ready to

condemn them, in the religious de

nomination to which we belong, as

in any other—and more so. We say

explicitly, that if any of the means

for making proselytes, or for pro

moting what may be called reli

gion, which are condemned in this

paper, are used or countenanced in

any part of the Presbyterian church,

we denounce them as unchristian—

We regard those who use them as

more censurable than the Method

ists; because the doctrines, and

order, and usages, of the Presby

terian church, are more opposed to

such things, than are those of the

Methodist church. A temperate

opposition to what is believed to be

religious error, is certainly not only

lawful, but sacredly incumbent on

the ministers of the gospel—They

are set for the defence of the truth.

But to misrepresent and revile, is

as contrary to the spirit of the gos

pel as light is to darkness: and we

do know that Calvinism is misre
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presented and reviled, and in an

extreme degree, and with great

frequency, by the Methodist preach

ers; and that this is one of the

methods assiduously employed to

make proselytes. We feel bound,

as Christian advocates, to animad

vert on this improper conduct, and

to admonish our readers to be on

their guard against its influence,

and to counteract it, in a Christian

manner, whenever it appears. It has

had an effect, and not a small one,

in injuring the Presbyterian church,

and it is a matter of self defence to

oppose it openly and firmly—We

wish our correspondent to know,

that his communication did not

reach us in season for our last

number.

quERIES RELATIVE To origiNAL SIN.

Mr. Editor, Will you permit me

to request, in your monthly publi

cation, an answer to the following

queries? What is the doctrine of

original sin as it was held by the

protestant reformers, and by the

Westminster divines, who framed

the Presbyterian Confession of

Faith and Catechisms?

Does original sin mean any thing

more than “the corruption of our

whole nature,” which the West

minster Shorter Catechism says, is

“ commonly called original sin?”

If the terms convey any further

meaning, what is it? Is it the im

putation of Adam's sin, to his pos

terity, and if so, how is it imputed?

Does it mean that there was a per

sonal identity between Adam and

his posterity? Does the expres

sion “we sinned in him and fell

with him,” prove that the West

minster divines held this notion of

a personal identity? Or does the

expression mean that there was a

transfer of Adam’s guilt to his pos

terity, because his sin, as their re

presentative, was charged to their

account P It seems that these

would not be improper questions

for you to answer at any time, as a

Christian ſldvocate; but more es

pecially at the present time, when

the church is agitated by contro

versy on this and kindred doc

trines. QUERIST.

Editorial Remarks.

The foregoing communication

came to us through the post office.

We shall be thankful to any of our

correspondents, who will furnish us

with answers to the inquiries, or in

terrogatives, of Querist—answers

argumentative, and free from all

severity or harshness. For our

selves, we have to say, that our

editorial and other duties are such,

that we cannot pledge ourselves to

more than at present we have in

hand. But if the inquiries of Que

rist are not satisfactorily answered

by others, we shall probably, at a

convenient time, attempt an answer

to them ourselves.

iłębittu.

JEFFERson’s MEMoIRs.

We insert in this department of

our work for the present month,

the conclusion of the Review of

Jefferson’s Memoirs, which we have

found in the Eclectic Review of Au

st last. It has gratified us not a

ittle, to find that the erudite and

judicious writers for that distin

Wol. IX.-Ch. ,ſldv.

uished periodical, have made near

y the same estimate of the charac

ter and tendency of this publica

tion, that was made by ourselves.

They agree with us exactly, in

thinking that Mr. Jefferson’s fame

has not been consulted, in giving

the whole of these papers to the

rºck They say—“There is a
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great deal of trivial detail relating

to matters of private business,

which can interest no living being.

Why some of the letters are print

ed, unless it be to eke out the work,

it is impossible to divine. Selec

tions from the correspondence,

would have formed a publication

of real value and high interest;

but every letter and document of

importance might have been com

prised in a single octavo volume.”

In the first part of the extract

we insert, we have Mr. Jefferson’s

character of General Washington,

which we did wish to insert in our

own Review; and therefore are the

more willing to give it a place in

our pages at present. We thought

that in the whole four volumes of

these memoirs, there was no pro

duction of Mr. Jefferson’s pen more

spirited and interesting than this.

ot that we thought his delineation

of General Washington’s character

was in all respects just. Like Gib

bon, he knew how, by a short phrase,

or a single epithet, thrown into a

commendatory sentence, to abate

more than half its eulogy. What

he says, moreover, of the General's

want ofpromptitude in accommodat

inghimself to an unexpected and un

toward occurrence in a battle, we be

lieve to be entirely erroneous. The

whole of his military career, from

first to last, showed that there was

no trait of his character more re

markable than his readiness and ad

dress, in making the best of disas

ters, and even of defeats. Witness

his bringing off successfully the re

mains of Braddock's defeated army;

his turning the whole tide of the

war, by his masterly generalship,

at Trenton and Princeton; when

.."; but a shallow creek sepa

rated him from an overwhelming

British force, before which he had

been compelled to retreat through

the whole of the preceding day.
The battle of Monmouth, when he

most unexpectedly found the ad

Yance ºf his army, under general

Lee, retreating in disorder, furnish

ed another example of the same

kind. The truth is, that Mr. Jeffer

son outlived all his early affection,

both for the person and character

of Washington. He never could,

and never did, forget or forgive,

the preference which Washington

showed to the opinions and coun

sels of Hamilton over his own. Yet

his character of this great man, in

most of the features of it, is well and

strikingly drawn.

The extract which we give is but

a small part—the concluding part

of an extended and excellent re

view. It is as follows:—

It speaks loudly for the force of

the President’s character, that the

federalists and the republicans were

equally anxious to claim him as on

their side. One of the most inte

resting letters in these volumes, is

one addressed to Dr. Walter Jones

(Vol. iv. p. 240), which contains the

following character of Washington.

“His mind was great and powerful,

without being of the very first order; his

penetration strong, though not so acute

as that of a Newton, Bacon, or Locke;

and as far as he saw, no judgment was

ever sounder. It was slow in operation,

being little aided by invention or imagi

nation, but sure in conclusion. Hence

the common remark of his officers, of the

advantage he derived from councils of

war, where, hearing all suggestions, he

selected whatever was best; and certain

ly no general ever planned his battles

more judiciously. But, if deranged dur

ing the course of the action, if any mem

ber of his plan was dislocated by sudden

circumstances, he was slow in a re-ad

justment. The consequence was, that

he often failed in the field, and rarely

against an enemy in station, as at Boston

and York. He was incapable of fear,

meeting personal dangers with the calm

est unconcern. Perhaps the strongest

feature in his character was prudence,

never acting until every circumstance,

every consideration, was maturely weigh

ed; refraining if he saw a doubt, but,

when once decided, going through with

his purpose, whatever obstacles opposed.

His integrity was most pure, his justice

the most inflexible I have ever known;

no motives of interest or consanguinity,

of friendship or hatred, being able to

bias his decision. He was, indeed, in
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every sense of the words, a wise, a good,

and a great man. His temper was natu

rally irritable and high-toned; but reflec

tion and resolution had obtained a firm

and habitual ascendancy over it. If ever,

however, it broke its bonds, he was most

tremendous in his wrath. In his ex

penses, he was honourable, but exact;

liberal in contributions to whatever pro

mised utility; but frowning and unyield

ing on all visionary projects, and all un

worthy calls on his charity. His heart

was not warm in its affections; but he

exactly calculated every man's value, and

gave him a solid esteem proportioned to

it. His person, you know, was fine; his

stature, exactly what one would wish;

his deportment, easy, erect, and noble;

the best lorseman of his age, and the

most graceful figure that could be seen

on horseback. Although in the circle of

his friends, where he might be unre

served with safety, he took a free share

in conversation, his colloquial talents were

not above mediocrity, possessing neither

copiousness of ideas, nor fluency of

words. In public, when called on for a

sudden opinion, he was unready, short

and embarrassed. Yet he wrote readily,

rather diffusely, in an easy and correct

style. This he had acquired by conver

sation with the world, for his education

was merely reading, writing, and common

arithmetic, to which he added surveying

in a later day. His time was employed

in action chiefly, reading little, and that

only in agriculture and English history.

His correspondence became necessarily

extensive, and, with journalizing his agri

cultural proceedings, occupied most of

his leisure hours within doors. On the

whole, his character was, in its mass, per

ſect, in nothing bad, in few points indif.

ferent; and it may truly be said, that

never did nature and fortune combine

more perfectly to make a man great, and

to place him in the same constellation

with whatever worthies have merited

from man an everlasting remembrance.

For his was the singular destiny and

merit, of leading the armies of his coun

try successfully through an arduous war,

for the establishment of its independence;

of conducting its councils through the

birth of a government, new in its forms

and principles, until it had settled down

into a quiet and orderly train; and of

scrupulously obeying the laws through

the whole of his career, civil and military,

of which the history of the world fur

nishes no other example.

“How, then, can it be perilous for you

to take such a man on your shoulders ?

I am satisfied the great body of republi

cans think of him as I do. We were, in

deed, dissatisfied with him on his ratifica

tion of the British treaty. But this was

short-lived. We knew his honesty, the

wiles with which he was encompassed,

and that age had already begun to relax

the firmness of his purposes; and I am

convinced, he is more deeply seated in

the love and gratitude of the republicans,

than in the Pharisaical homage of the fe

deral monarchists. For he was no mon

archist from preference of his judgment.

The soundness of that gave him correct

views of the rights of man, and his severe

justice devoted him to them. He has often

declared to me, that he considered our new

constitution as an experiment on the prac

ticability of republican government, and

with what dose of liberty man could be

trusted for his own good, that he wasdeter

mined the experiment should have a fair

trial, and would lose the last drop of his

blood in support of it. And these decla

rations he repeated to me the oftener and

the more pointedly, because he knew my

suspicions of Colonel Hamilton's views,

and probably had heard from him the

same declarations which I had; to wit,

“that the British constitution, with its

unequal representation, corruption, and

other existing abuses, was the most per

fect government which had ever been es

tablished on earth, and that a reforma

tion of these abuses would make it an

impracticable government.’ I do be

lieve that General Washington had not a

firm confidence in the durability of our

government. He was naturally distrust

ful of men, and inclined to gloomy appre

hensions: and I was ever persuaded, that

a belief that we must at length end in

something like a British constitution, had

some weight in his adoption of the cere

monies of levees, birth-days, pompous

meetings with Congress, and other forms

of the same character, calculated to pre

pare us gradually for a change which he

believed possible, and to let it come on

with as little shock as might be to the

public mind.”—Vol. iv. pp. 141–143.

Nothing is more remarkable than

the admirable manner in which,

with a divided cabinet, Washington

appears to have tempered the vio

lence of the hostile parties, holding

each faction in check, and, by his

firm decision, steadily directing

the energies of the Government.

Upon Mr. Jefferson's intimating his

intention to resign office as Secre

tary of State, the President ex

ressed his deep regret, stating, that

|. thought it important to preserve

the check of his (Jefferson's) opi

nions in the Administration, “in

order to keep things in their proper
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channel, and prevent them going

too far.” He was probably aware

also, that, by retaining the head of

the republican party in administra

tion, he kept that party in some

measure on their good behaviour,

and prevented Jefferson himself

from becoming dangerous. Besides

which, Jefferson's familiarity with

foreign affairs, as well as his ready

pen and his general talents for bu

siness, rendered him a valuable mi

nister, whose place it was not very

easy toº: Upon the real mo

tives of Jefferson’s secession from

office, these volumes throw little

light. As to his alleged “repug

nance to publick life,” his wish for

retirement, &c., they are mere ex

pressions of course. Reference is

made to a personal difference be

tween him and the Secretary to the

Treasury; but Hamilton had also

intimated his intention to resign,

which would have left Jefferson

without any formidable rival in the

Cabinet. Fauchet's explanation of

his supposed motives, must be re

garded, perhaps, as only the opinion

of an individual, but of one who

was likely to be in the confidence

of Jefferson's party. Yet, Jeffer

son himself disclaims having had

any views to the Presidency. “Nei

ther the splendour, nor the power,

nor the difficulties, nor the fame or

defamation, as may happen, attach

ed to the first magistracy, have,”

he says, “any attractions for me.”

“The second office of this Govern

ment,” he writes in another letter,

referring to the Vice-Presidency,

“is honourable and easy; the first

is but a splendid misery.” It was

a misery, however, which he did not

shrink from subsequently exposing

himself to. The real reason of his

retiring, was probably disgust at

not finding his French principles

and preferences adopted by the

Government. “I cannot,” he says,

in a letter, to Madison (Jan. 1797)

“have a wish to see the scenes of

1793, revived as to myself, and to

descend daily into the arena, like a

gladiator, to suffer martyrdom in

every conflict . . . . . War with

France, and consequent alliance

with Great Britain, will completely

compass the object of the executive

council, from the commencement of

the war between France and Eng

land.” (Vol. III. p. 353). When

it is borne in mind, that Jefferson

was the unbounded admirer of the

French Revolutionists, sharing in

their religious, or rather no-reli

gious, as well as their political prin

ciples;–that Freneau, the trans

lating clerk to Jefferson's office,

was the Editor of a paper which, in

its personal abuse of the Anglicans

and monocrats, did not spare the

President himself;-that Jefferson

favoured this man and his rascal

ly paper;—that an alliance with

France at all events, was his favour

ite doctrine, his “polar star;”—we

cannot be very much at a loss to

account for his secession from Ad

ministration. Nor are his ultimate

views and hopes to be mistaken.
“Republicanism,” he writes to Co

lonel Monroe, “must lie on its oars,

—resign the vessel to the “pilot.”

And the reason assigned is, that,

from the proceedings of Congress,

it was evident, that “one man out

weighs them all in influence over

the people, who have supported his

judgment against their own, and

that of their representatives.” (Vol.

III. p. 335.) Who that one man

was, it is needless to say. Again:

“The republicans through every

part of the Union say, that it was

the irresistible influence and popu

larity of General Washington, play

ed off by the cunning of Hamilton,

which turned the government over

to anti-republican hands, or turned

the republicans chosen by the peo

ple into anti-republicans. He de

livered it over to his successor in

this state;” (p. 400.) Washing

ton, Mr. Jefferson tells us, had early

doubts as to the issue of the French

Revolution.

“The fact is, that Governeur Morris, a

high-flying monarchy man, shutting his
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eyes and his faith to every fact against

his wishes, and believing every thing he

desires to be true, has kept the Presi

dent's mind constantly poisoned with his

forebodings. That the President wishes

the revolution may be established, I be

lieve from several indications. I remem

ber, when 1 received the news of the

King's flight and capture, I first told him

of it at his assembly. I never saw him so

much dejected by any event in my life.”

—vol. iv. p. 474.

In this dejection, Jefferson, it

seems, did not sympathize; nor

could he, perhaps, understand it.
All the horrors of the French Revo

lution, which he accuses the Fede

ralists of using as “a raw head and

bloody bones,” produced no misgiv

ing or relenting in his hard, unfeel

ing mind. There is an attempt, in

the following paragraph, to impute

to the weakness of age in Washing

ton, conduct which will be thought

to indicate rather the integrity of

his judgment.

“From the moment of my retiring from

the Administration, the federalists got

unchecked hold of General Washington.

His memory was already sensibly impaired

by age: the firm tone of mind for which

he had been remarkable, was beginning

to relax; its energy was abated; a list

lessness of labour, a desire for tranquillity

had crept on him; and a willingness to

kt others act, and even think for him.

Like the rest of mankind, he was disgust

ed with atrocities of the French revolu

tion, and was not sufficiently aware of the

difference between the rabble who were

used as instruments of their perpetration,

and the steady and rational character of

the American people, in which he had

not sufficient confidence. The opposi

tion, too, of the republicans to the Bri

tº treaty, and the zealous support of

the federalists in that unpopular, but fa

Wºurite measure of theirs, had made him

all their own. Understanding, moreover,

that I disapproved of that treaty, and co

Piºusly nourished with falsehoods by a

alignant neighbour of mine, who ambi

tioned to be his correspondent, he had

become alienated from myself personally,

*from the republican body generally of

*ſellow citizens.”—vol. iv. p. 463.

Washington had, probably, more

eason for being dissatisfied withJef

ºtson's conduct, than appears from

these letters, which contain, it must

recollected, only his own repre

sentation of the transactions refer

red to. It does not appear that the

President ever admitted the Secre

tary to his personal confidence:

and it is highly remarkable, that

Jefferson was unable to ascertain

what were his sentiments on the

subject of religion. While we

may lament, on the one hand,
that the fact of his belief in the

Christian religion should be at all

questionable, owing to his extreme

and characteristic reserve, it makes

something at least in favour of his

reverence for religion, that the infi

del party should have had no ground

to claim him, as they would have

been eager to do, as one of them

selves. In the “Ana” at the end

of the Correspondence, there is a

story of an attempt made by a de

putation of the clergy, to extort

from Washington a public declara

tion of his religious sentiments, but

“the old fox was too cunning for

them.” “I know,” adds Jefferson,

“that Governeur Morris, who pre

tended to be in his secrets, and be

lieved himself to be so, has often

told me, that General Washington

believed no more of the system than

he himself did.” This vague as

sertion, upon which Jefferson him

self seems to have placed little re

liance,” will not be thought deserv

ing of much attention; and what

ever were Washington's religious

opinions, they were evidently at an
immeasurable remove from those of

the school of Paine, Franklin, and

Jefferson.

The hatred of Christianity enter

tained by the Author of these Let

ters, notwithstanding his calm tem

per and his cautious mode of ex

pression, is continually indicated

by an unusual strength and almost

ferocity of expression, when the

clergy are referred to. His own

creed, as detailed in a letter to Dr.

Rush (vol. iii. p. 515), ranked Jesus

* See the character of Morris given

above, a man “believing every thing he

desires to be true;” yet, an unbeliever in

Christianity'
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with Socrates and Epictetus, and

laced the New Testament far be

ow the Memorabilia in point of ge

nuineness, though he allowed it to

consist of “rich fragments.” As

he advanced in old age, he learned,

he says, “to be less confident in

the conclusions of human reason,

and to give more credit to the ho

nesty of contrary opinions.” . (Vol.

iv. p. 401.) But, whether this in

crease of self-diffidence and chari

ty extended to religious opinions,

does not appear. He calls Calvin

“an atheist;” and asserts, that “it

would be more pardonable to be

lieve in no God at all, than to blas

pheme him by the atrocious attri

butes of Calvin.” He found no

difficulty, however, in receiving the

doctrines of American Unitarian

ism, which he confidently expected

that the present generation will see

become “the general religion of the

United States.” (Vol. iv. p. 369.)

His testimony was not wanted, to

convince us of the true character of

that system, which is scarcely dis

tinguishable from pure Deism; but

his augury, we confidently believe,

will prove as false as some of his

other predictions.

Of Mr. Jefferson’s personal inte

grity and sincere patriotism, we

entertain no suspicion. He had,

we think, less “frankness of cha

racter,” than of manners. Shrewd

ness, cleverness, and address, ex

tensive knowledge, and great natu

ral ability, he unquestionably pos:
sessed. His claim to be considered

as eithera great statesman or a sound

philosopher will not, however, be

admitted out of America. He was

upon all points a half-reasoner.

His prejudices had the mastery of

his understanding; he mistook free

dom of thought for comprehensive

views, and scepticism for philoso

phy. His “ Notes on Virginia”

have been highly praised; yet, they

are superficial, inaccurate, and af

fected. His attainments were, in

fact, far below his talents; and

hence he was acute, but upon no

subject profound. Although with

out imagination, and therefore with

out genius, he was still an enthusi

ast; but his was the enthusiasm of

the reasoning faculty, which leads

to the worship of its own abstrac

tions, and a political theory was to

him in place of the creations and

illusions of poetry. , Washington

was, probably, the only being great

er than himself, whom he # not

hate; and towards him, he felt a

constrained reverence in which af

fection had no share. Against

kings, nobles, and priests, he had a

fierce antipathy, which seemed to

partake of the wildness of the

woods and the vulgarity of the

mob. The sudden expansion of a

colony into a republic, lifted him

into celebrity and influence: al

though possessed of no portion of

the talent either of the orator or of

the soldier, his pen, in the dearth

of great men, raised him to great

ness. It is his real merit, that he

had at heart the good of his coun

try: it was his unhappiness to be

at open war with the best interests

of mankind.

--

SHORT NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

The People's Right perENnrn : Being an

Examination of the Romish Principle of

withholding the Scriptures from the Lai

ty. Together with a Discussion on some

other Points in the Romish Controversy.

By “Wickliffe.” “Search the Scrip

tures.”—John v. 39. To which is ap

pended, a Discourse on Transubstantia

tion. By the Rt. Rev. John Tillotson,

D. D., Lord.Archbishop of Canterbury.

Philadelphia, printed by W. F. Geddes,

1831.

In our last Number we noticed a recent

small publication, on a part of the Romish

controversy. Another, with the above

title, has since been put into our hands;

and we earnestly recommend it to the at

tention of our readers. After the intro

t

º
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duction, in which we were surprised to

find our own remarks on the importance

of studying the Popish controversy, as

given in our review of the book of Blanco

White, the writer proceeds to consider

“Chap. I. Supremacy of the Pope. II.

Exclusive Salvation. III. The FACT of

withholding the Scriptures. IV. Same

subject continued. V. The Pnophiety of

withholding the Scriptures. VI. Same

subject continued. VII. Infallibility of

the Church of Rome. VIII. Same sub

ject continued. IX. Transubstantiation.

In connexion with the last subject, Arch

bishop Tillotson's far-famed discourse on

the same topick, and which has been pro

nounced by eminenti. to be his mas

terpiece, is given at length. An Appen

dix is added, containing. Notes replete

with valuable and interesting information.

The author tells us in his short preface,

that “the substance of this little volume

was prepared without the most distant in

tention of presenting it to the publick in

its present form. It was originally pub

lished, a few months since, in numbers,

over the signature of ‘G.’ in the Southern

Religious Telegraph, published at Rich

mond, (Va.) Solicitations from several

sources have again brought these num

bers before the publick, revised and some

what enlarged, to which is now added the

‘Introduction,” and Tillotson’s Sermon on

Transubstantiation.” We have not been

able to read more than the first two chap

ters of this publication throughout, and to

glance at the rest; but we have no hesi

lation in saying, that it will be found an

excellent manual, for those who wish to

furnish their minds with the leading argu

ments against the Romish superstition,

without going at length into the whole

controversy—Tillotson's sermon alone, is

worth the price of this small volume.

JRecent Sabbath School Publications.

1. Life of Mrs. Ann H. Judson, late mis

sionary to Burmah; with an account of the

American Baptist mission to that empire.

Prepared for the American Sunday School

Union, by James D. Knowles, A.M., Pas

tor of the Second Baptist Church in Bos

ton. 2. Evening Recreations: a series of

Dialogues on the History and Geography

of the Bible; in four parts. 3. The Life

and Travels of St. Paul. By G. T. Be

dell, D.D., Rector of St. Andrew's Church,

Philadelphia. 4. My Grandfather Grego

ry. 5. Jesus the Child’s best Teacher.

6. Mary Scott; or, the Child I loved at

Sunday School. 7. The Hills.

All these publications have been revised

by the committee of the S. S. Union, ap

pointed for the purpose. We publish the

list for the information of our readers;

that they may know that these works are

now to be had on proper application. We

have not read the whole of them; but we

can truly say, that this has not been for

the want of inclination: for the portion

that we have read has satisfied us, that

while these little books are designed, and

are admirably calculated, to benefit Sab

bath school scholars, they may also be

read with advantage and edification by

Christians of all ages and classes.
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Grotius wrote upon the walls of his pri

son the five tenses in Latin, as a sort of

serious pun upon time and eternity:—

“Praesens, imperfectum; perfectum, plus

quam-perfectum, futurum!”

Mr. Brodie has remarked, in one of his

lectures, that an impression made on one

part of the body often produces a nervous

affection elsewhere, at a distance from the

original seat of the disease, and where no

obvious explanation of the fact presents

itself. Thus a disease in the liver pro
duces aº in the right shoulder; a dis

ease in the heart produces a pain in the

back. He added, that the late Dr. Wol

laston once had a severe pain of the ankle,

and lameness, apparently from indigestion

by eating some iced-cream.

Among other valuable effects from the

properties of chloride, it has been used

with signal success on board infected

vessels; and it is possible that it may be

rendered so effectual as to supersede

the necessity for performing quarantine,

which to the parties concerned is always

an inconvenient, irksome, expensive, and

sometimes dangerous detention. In July,

last year, the Spanish fleet destined for

the invasion of Mexico, conveying a large

number of soldiers, was overtaken in the

Gulf of Mexico by a violent tempest, which

continued for several days. The severity

of the storm rendered it necessary to re

move the windsails, and to close the ports,

and to place on the hatches. In this con

dition of the ships, with such a crowd of

persons confined together, in the middle

of summer, within the tropicks, without

fresh air, putrid fevers and malignant

dysenteries soon made their appearance.

The air is described as possessing, in ad

dition to a highly offensive effluvium, an

acrid heat, burning to the skin, with a de

gree of density that arrested respiration,

and produced giddiness. At this moment
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of distress and anxiety for the safety of all

on board, vessels containing the chloride

of lime, in solution with water, were sus

pended in various parts of the ship. In

the space of two hours the atmosphere

lost all its deleterious qualities, and be

came perfectly agreeable. The solutions

were renewed every twenty-four hours;

and during the whole of the campaign,

which lasted three months and a half, the

atmosphere was preserved in this pure

state by the chloride, to which all the

surgeons unite in attributing the very few

instances of death that occurred in the

fleet, when there existed such fruitful

sources of fatal disorders.

Among the evidences for the canon of

the Old Testament, there is a very re

markable one, arising from the Jewish co

lonies settled in China and India about

the Christian era, or even some centuries

earlier. They all declare that they origi

nally brought with them, and had pre

served in manuscripts, which they regard

ed as of great value, the very same sacred

books which they, in later times, found

in the possession of their brethren in

Europe: and nothing appears from any

other quarter in the least to invalidate

their testimony. In the last century, the

remains of a Jewish colony were disco

vered in China, which had been establish

ed in that empire about the year seventy

three after Christ, perhaps even three

hundred years earlier. Seven hundred

families of the tribes of Judah, Benjamin,

and Levi, who had escaped from the de

struction of Jerusalem by Titus, made

their way over land to China, and there

either founded or reinforced the colony

in question. Seventeen centuries ofper

secution, massacre, or apostacy, have re

duced them to a very small number. They

are now found only at Kai-zong-fu, one

hundred and fifty miles from Pekin, and

amount to six hundred persons. They

had taken with them their Scriptures, and

had preserved them for eight hundred

years; but, at the end of that period, a

fire destroyed their synagogue and their

manuscripts. To repair the loss, they

obtained a copy of the Pentateuch, which

had belonged to a Jew who had died at

Canton. Not only the synagogue, but

private persons, possessed transcripts of

this manuscript. But, what is extremely

remarkable, and highly important to us, is,

that, besides the Pentateuch, they pre

serve different portions of the remaining

parts of the Old Testament, which they

say they saved from a fire in the twelfth

century, and an inundation of the river

Hoango, A. D. 1446. With these frag

ments they have formed a supplement to

the law, divided into two parts. The first

contains small portions of Joshua and

Judges, the four books of Samuel and

Kings complete, and the Psalms. The

second contains some portions of Chroni

cles, Nehemiah and Esther almost com

plete, of Isaiah and Jeremiah the whole

within a little, and of Daniel, and seven

out of the twelve Minor Prophets, some

fragments.

The following was lately stated to be a

correct list of the number of Jesuits in

England, Ireland, and Wales.—Cumber

land, 1 ; Dorset, 2; Essex, 2; Hants, 2;

Hereford, 1 ; Lancashire (Stonyhurst and

thereabouts), 92; Lincoln, 2.; Middlesex,

5; Monmouth, 1 ; Northumberland, 1 ;

Norwich, 1; Oxford, 1; Somerset, 1; Suf.

folk, 1; Wilts, 1 ; Worcester, 2; York, 3;

Flint, 1; County of Kildare (Clongowes),

45; King’s (County Tullabeg), 10; Coun

ty of Dublin, 2.; Dublin City, 1–Grand

total in England, Ireland, and Wales, 178.

The family of M. Rothschild, whose

financial transactions were never equalled

by any one family in any age or country,

are the sons of a banker and dealer in an

cient coins, and afterwards a loan-contrac

tor, at Frankfort. He was a Jew, and it

was chiefly in consequence of his charac

ter and influence that the Grand Duke

conferred upon the Jews the full enjoy

ment of civil and political privileges. He

died in 1812; urging his five sons to live

in inviolable unity and affection, which

they are stated to have done, all being

connected in one common European firm,

the several members of which reside re

spectively at Frankfort, Vienna, London,

Naples, and Paris. [Christian Observ.

iſitiigious intelligence.

For the present month, we give,

under this head, a statement taken

from the Christian Observer of Lon

don, and the Archives of Christian

ity published in Paris, which will

afford our readers a general view of

the present state of religion in Ger

many and France. It strikes us

that there is not a missionary field

on earth, more important, and more

inviting than France. The want

of missionaries fully acquainted
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with the French language, will pre

vent many foreigners from entering

that field; and in every view, na

tives certainly, will be better suited

to this work than any other—will

be most likely to be both acceptable

and useful. We trust that the

Evangelical Protestants of France,

now that they will have no hin

drance in this most important un

dertaking, will hasten, as much as

is practicable and proper, the edu

cation and sending forth of a host

of missionaries—able, prudent, and

devoted men. In the mean time,

whatever assistance can be render

ed from Britain and this country,

by sending to France a supply of

Bibles and religious tracts, we trust

will not be withheld.

It is now near forty years ago,

since, in a correspondence with the

late venerable and erudite Dr. Nis

bet, then president of Carlisle col

lege, (it was in the first stages of

the former French revolution,) we

remarked to him that “possibly it

was the intention of the God of

º to employ the rough

and of infidelity, to lay low the

barriers of Romish superstition in

France, and then to pour out his

Spirit on that people, and produce

a glorious revival of pure religion.”

#. Dr. did not think this probable,

and we soon after became of his

opinion. But we have recently

been forcibly reminded, of what we

then thought and said. We hope

and pray that our anticipation may

yet be realized. Infidelity, awful

as it is, will be more likely to yield

to gospel truth, than bigotted Ro

manism, and Jesuitical delusions.

In Germany, although Neologism is

still dreadfully prevalent, yet it is

on the wane; and we trust that as

the tide has begun to turn, the re

fluence will be powerful and gene

ral. The extract from the'...

for September, we have taken from

the New York Observer—Our num

ber for that month has not yet

reached us.

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

THIRD CENTENARY or the Augsburug cox

FEssion.

It was on the 25th of June, 1530, that

the Continental Reformers presented to

Charles V., at the Diet of the Empire

held at Augsburg, that celebrated confes

sion of faith which, subject to the word

of God, still forms the doctrinal code of a

large portion of the Protestant churches

of Europe, and which justly claims the

veneration of every other Protestant

church, for its general excellence as a

compend of Scriptural truth. The church.

es which adhere to this confession have

this year celebrated, with great solemnity,

the third centenary of this memorable

era. The king of Prussia, in his procla

mation announcing the intended celebra

tion in his dominions, justly describes the

Augsburg articles as having greatly con

duced to the purity and stability of the

Protestant church; and he solemnly

prays, “May the commemorative festival

of the presentation of this confession of

the faith of Christians, built upon the

word of God, and the doctrines of salva.

tion therein revealed, -and which is as

true now, and ever shall be as true, as it

was three hundred years ago, and in the

spirit of which I also heartily join, -con

tribute to enliven and confirm the true

faith throughout the evangelical church,

and excite in its members unity of spirit,

and new resolutions to follow true piety

and a spirit of Christian charity and toler

ance.”

We are better pleased with this royal

edict than with the address of the Gene

ral Consistory assembled at Strasburg on

the same occasion. In the circular, in

which they announce to the clergy and

laity of the Augsburg Confession the in

tention of celebrating this festival, and

issue directions for so doing, they ex

press themselves in a manner which, we

fear, was intended to have a Neologian

aspect. They speak, indeed, with high

praise of the Augsburg Confession, and

the courage and constancy of their ances

tors in defending the rights of conscience,

and rejecting human authority in matters

of religion; but when we might suppose

the circular was about to urge their suc

cessors to live and die faithful to the same

code of Scripture doctrine, it glances off

with saying, that “the Augsburg confes

sors honestly expressed what by their in

defatigable investigations they had hither

to discovered in the Divine Word, but by

no means intended to shut the door

against further researches, either, by

themselves or their successors.” This is

true : the reformers did not profess in

fallibility; and they exhorted men, as the

circular truly states, to search the Scrip

E
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ture for themselves; but they never

meant what M. Turkheim, M. Haffner,

and the other signers of this address, we

fear, would insinuate, that such points as

the doctrine of the Trinity and the Atone

ment, in short, all mysteries ought to be

given up, with the marching intellect of

an inquiring age; or as the circular neo

logically expresses it, “those only can

attain a religious conviction clear, vivid,

and independent of the yoke of authority

and opinions, who know how to ally to

the revelation of the Holy Scriptures, the

natural light of human reason.” They

add, “The spirit of Protestantism is the

spirit of God himself, which is displayed

in the intellect of man.”

We may be able, in another Number,

to collect a few particulars of the inte

resting solemnities on this occasion, in

the different parts of the continent. We,

however, deeply lament that they should

any where have been rather a festival in

honour of human reason than of scriptu

ral truth; which they must have been

among those who have imbibed the spirit

of this Neologian circular.

FRENch PROTESTANT CEIURCH.

Our Protestant brethren in France are

greatly rejoicing at the late changes.

“We have entered,” says the Archives,

“upon a new era for the cause of liberty

and truth, perhaps even of Christianity.

If the long meditated and obstinately pur

sued projects of the counsellors of the

discarded dynasty had been accomplish

ed, Christianity had mourned in weeds

over the tomb of liberty, if even she had

been permitted to show her grief and

mourn her losses. What might we not

have feared from a power which had un

dertaken with a single word to muzzle

the press, in despite of the habits and the

wants of the public Having witnessed

this bold attempt, we cannot wonder to

find greater credence given to the report

that there was to be a proscription and

massacre, of which the chief friends

of liberty were to have been the victims,

and which had utterly rooted out Protes

tantism in France.”

After giving thanks to God for his

mercy in this great deliverance, which, it

is said, “will form a new epoch in the

history of French Protestantism,” the

Archives proceeds to state, that “a great

step is taken towards the complete en

joyment of religious liberty,’” that the

organization of their churches will no

longer be shackled by restrictive laws

and penal codes; they will not, as for

merly, have to supplicate in the anti

chambers of Popish or Jesuit prefects or

ministers for the regulation of their ec

clesiastical affairs; their theological fa

culties will no longer depend upon the

heads of cº universities; their

schoolmasters will no longer be at the

mercy of political agents, vested with

academical authority, and the peasant

will no longer be ill used by servile

agents, for meeting his Christian friends

for religious worship.” The inference

which the writers derive from these con

siderations is, that their duties increase

with their privileges, and that to whom

much is given from them will much be

required. May every Protestant in France

feel the force of this conclusion, and with

unostentatious meekness, yet with active

zeal and ardent charity, enter upon the

new duties which are opening before

him!

PRESENT SITUATION OF PROTESTANTS

in FRANCE,

Translated from the “..Archives du Chris

tianisme,” for September.

A new era has commenced for France

in general, and for Protestant France in

particular; new hopes are presented to

our churches, new duties are imposed

upon them. It is a subject we propose

treating successively in all its aspects :

we confine ourselves at present to some

general reflections. The Roman Catho

lick religion is still that of the majority of

the French, if we are to credit the new

Charter; but what will be, in half a

century, the religion of the majority of

the French : Will the declaration in the

new article (6th) remain long true. We

know not, and it is not what ought to oc

cupy us at this time; our own position,

and our own duties as disciples of Jesus

Christ, at present command all our atten

tion. The revolution which had just oc

curred, has placed religious liberty among

realities. It opens a wide door for evan

gelical preaching in all our towns, in all

our villages; the ill-will of a mayor or of

a procurator of the king, will no longer

suffice to dissolve religious assemblies, or

to cause tribunals to pass condemnation

on inoffensive men, guilty of having met

together in numbers exceeding twenty,

to read the Bible and to sing the praises of

God. No longer shall a priest, aided by

law and supported by civil authority, at

tempt to dissolve meetings for worship

which belong not to his church. Where

ever auditors shall be found, the Gospel

can be publicly and freely proclaimed—

the Bible distributed without restraint,

among Catholics as among Protestants—

primary instruction no longer opposed.

Grand obstacles to the progress of the
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Gospel are thus overthrown; the point is

now for the evangelical church to profit

by this position of things, with fidelity

and zeal, as well as with prudence and

charity; the barrier which shut the en

trance to the field is broken down ; the

duty now is, to till, to sow, to water, and

to beg the increase of God, who alone

can give it. Let us not, however, be un

just, nor regardless of what the govern

ment, that has just fallen, has done for

our churches; let us not forget the num

bers of repaired or new temples con

structed during the last fifteen years, nor

of the many new openings made for pas

tors, nor of the very important progress

our churches have been able to make

under that government.—We cite facts,

we refer not to motives and intentions.

But, on the other hand, what intrigues

have we had to detect, what conflicts to

sustain, what gloomy and continued vex

ations to endure, what hostile trials to

bear! Suffice to mention the names of

Nerac, Anieres, Sainte-Consorce, and the

law-suits in behalf of religion. Article

5th is impious in the eyes of our ultra

montanes; as they have said and repeat

ed in their journals. The enmity, too,

which they bore in their hearts to the

Protestant religion, manifested itself more

and more, in proportion as their power

extended; and if the ordinances of the

25th of July had been executed, an ac

tive persecution, however disguised in

the beginning, would infallibly have been

organized against our churches, and God

alone knows where it would have ended,

when they found themselves sufficiently

strong to throw off the mask of hypocrisy.

This is no misrepresentation.

We know that, after having had to

combat with superstition and hypocrisy,

we shall have to encounter, in our at

tempts to spread the Gospel, a new and

formidable adversary, infidelity; but it is

better to fight with unbelief than hypo

crisy; because we better know on what

ground we stand. We are still afflicted

and alarmed for the future destiny of

France, when we consider that after a re

volution, in which the hand of God has

been plainly manifested, after a deliver

ance so sudden and so signal, there has

not appeared in the journals which boast

of this great and unlooked for event, nor

in the addresses presented to the throne,

nor in the Chambers, nor, in fine, through

any of the organs of publick opinion, any

sense of obligation to God the author of

their deliverance, any acknowledgment

of Divine favour, any expression of grati

tude, or any proof that they confide on a

higher power than this sublunary world

affords. It seems as if they feared to ut

ter the name of God at this memorable

crisis, and that the idea of a Providence,

which rules and governs every event on

earth, is unknown to all those who have

concurred to overthrow the empire of su

perstition and fanaticism, and who, in va

rious ways, may be considered as the re

presentatives of the sentiment of this na

tion. There is in this fact, we repeat, a

manifestation as sorrowful as appalling, of

the religious indifference, to say nothing

more, which characterizes the present

generation of our countrymen. There is

not, perhaps, in the whole world, another

people who, under similar circumstances,

would haveº such a spectacle.

To subdue this sad disposition of heart

and mind, there is but one weapon, the

Gospel; the Gospel in its purity, majesty,

and divine simplicity, the entire Gospel,

such as a God of mercy has given to our

fallen and condemned race, to raise and

save it. We should propose to ourselves,

like Saint Paul, “not to know any thing

among men, save Jesus Christ, and him

crucified.” It is the preaching of the

cross that has regenerated and saved every

man's soul, that has been regenerated and

saved during the last eighteen centuries;

the preaching of the cross can alone re

generate, and save the present genera

tion. This preaching we know is “fool

ishness” to one class, and “a stumbling

block” to another; but it is “the power

of God, and the wisdom of God unto sal

.vation to every one that believeth.” Our

speech and our preaching should not be

with the “enticing words of man's wis

dom, but in demonstration of the Spirit

and of power, that your faith should not

stand in the wisdom of men, but in the

ower of God.” The Gospel must not

É. moulded to the people, but the people

to the Gospel. It is not, as says one of

our most faithful preachers, that “God is

to conform himself to man, but man is to

conform himself to God.” What a new

and extensive career opens to our pastors,

to ourº societies, to our Protes

tant journals, to every one who has at

heart the spread of the Gospel, and the

safety of his fellow creatures. God ex

pects that each man in the sphere of ac

tion which he has allotted him, should

faithfully, christianly, and courageously,

fulfil the vast and responsible duties im

posed on him. He turns the total over

throw of political parties to the increase

and establishment of the kingdom of

grace, and of a living faith in Jesus

Christ; “for there is none other name

under heaven given amongst men, where

by we must be saved.”—Acts iv. 12.
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EUROPE.

After such a dearth of European news, in the former part of the last month, as was

almost unparalleled, the flood has returned, within the last ten days, in almost an

overwhelming torrent. Advices from London to the 9th of December, inclusive, and

Paris dates to the 4th, are the latest received at the time we write. Till the last ar

rival, the accounts received from all quarters bore such a warlike aspect, that the opi

nion we had entertained and expressed, that a general war in Europe was not proba

ble, was a good deal shaken. The most recent news, however, seem to confirm our

hopes, that war will not ensue. No decisive prognostick, notwithstanding, is yet ap

parent. Immense preparations for war are being made by all the great continental

owers; and when such combustible materials are largely aggregated, even an un

ooked for spark may set them in a blaze. But for the present, we see nothing more

in the armaments of Russia, Prussia and Austria, than precautionary measures to pre

vent their own subjects from rising against their rulers, and as far as possible, *.

imbibing the spirit of revolution. They give every assurance to France and Britain,

that their views are not hostile. Those assurances, indeed, we should little regard,

if we did not perceive that both Britain and France, believe them to be sincere; and

that these two powers are disposed to peace. But with this disposition, which we

think certainly exists, and the prospect of an alliance between them, if the three

great continental powers should attempt war, we think it most likely that the attempt

will not be made. The immediate danger of war is produced by the state of Bél

gium. The king of Holland, and till the late revolution, king of Belgium, has, it ap

pears, a double alliance by marriage with the king of Prussia, who is strongly dis

posed to favour the wishes of his royal relative. The emperor of Russia too, is much

inclined to act in concert with Prussia, in support of the claims of the king of Holland.

Accordingly Russia, it appears, marched an army of two hundred thousand men, un

der the command of the Turkish conqueror, Count Diebitsch, to the fromtiers of Po

land; and the king of Prussia caused another army of one hundred thousand men, to

advance towards Belgium. Expecting probably, that this formidable military array

would overawe the provisional government, or general congress of Belgium, which it

was feared would exclude the house of Nassau from the Belgic throne, a diplomatick

communication was made to the congress, on the part of Russia, that in the event of

the house of Nassau being excluded from the throne of Belgium, the peace of Europe

would be disturbed. But nowise intimidated by this menacing intimation, the con

gress, on receiving it, immediately proceeded to the order of the day, and by a vote

of seven to one “resolved that the house of Nassau is for ever excluded from the

throne.” There can be no doubt that this was done, in a confident expectation that

France would support Belgium against Russia and Prussia; and for some time a war

seemed to be considered as unavoidable. But it appears by the last advices, that

commissioners both from France and Britain, and in concurrence too with the great

continental powers, are endeavouring to negotiate with the Belgic congress, with a

view to avoid a rupture. And to us it seems probable that the armaments and move

ments we have mentioned, have been made more with a view to prevent disturbances

at home, than with any settled intention to aid the king of Holland. It is fully un

derstood, that the late change in the British ministry, is more favourable to an alliance

with France, than that which has been displaced ; and that such an alliance will, if

necessary, be formed, to prevent the interference of any power with the internal con

cerns of its neighbours; and that on this principle Belgium also will be made to feel,

that if she sets up unreasonable pretensions, or acts offensively, France will not in

terpose ...' her. From this state of things it is hoped, that however insurrec

tions may disturb the internal peace of the several states of Europe, the conflict of

nation with nation will not ensue. Whether this hope will be realized or disap

pointed, time alone can determine. The agitation of Europe is certainly extreme

and fearful; and the very next arrival may announce events wholly unexpected. But

against an alliance of Britain and France, we are persuaded that Russia, Austria, and

Prussia, will be very reluctant to contend; and if they do contend, will, humanly

speaking, do it to their own discomfiture—perhaps to an entire revolution. We now

proceed to our usual details.

BRITAIN.—The British Parliament assembled on the 26th of October. Mr. Man

ners Sutton was unanimously elected speaker of the House of Commons, and the

king promptly approved the choice, by a commission of the House of Lords. On the

2d of November, the king went to his Parliament, and delivered his opening speech.

It is short and general, and of as little interest, as any royal speech we remember to

have read. He tells them, that “since the dissolution of Parliament, events of the

deepest interest have occurred on the European continent”—speaks respectfully, but
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rather coolly, of the French revolution—says, “I have not hesitated to continue the

diplomatick relations and the friendship, which existed with the preceding govern

ment”—laments pathetically the Belgic revolution, throws all the blame on the Bel

gians, and says that he shall exert himself, “in concert with his allies, to restore

tranquillity”—mentions “symptoms of tumult and disorder in various parts of Eu

rope;” but hopes, from the pacifick assurances, he has received, that “his people

will continue to enjoy the blessings of peace”—expresses his determination “to

maintain, in connexion with his allies, the treaties upon which are founded the gene

ral system of Europe”—says he has not “accredited the ambassador of the court of

Lisbon,” [Don Miguel's] but thinks it is time to do it, inasmuch as the Portuguese

“government have resolved to satisfy the claims of justice and humanity, by a liberal

and general amnesty”—recommends to the immediate attention of Parliament, to
provide for the succession to the crown, “if it should please God to terminate his life

before any successor shall have arrived at mature age”—gives assurance of his readi

ness to co-operate, in all measures for “preserving inviolate the dignity and stability

of the crown, and to assure more and more the guaranties of civil and religious li

berty to his people”—tells the Commons, that a statement of the necessary expendi

tures for the year will be laid before them, and that he has “determined on a rigid

economy in all the branches of the publick service”—declares to both Houses that

he is deeply afflicted “at the losses his subjects have sustained, from unlawful com

binations, destroying machinery, and burning other property”—tells them that he

“has seen, not without chagrin and indignation, the perfidious attempts that have

been made, to spread a spirit of discontent and dissatisfaction among his people”—

declares that “the great effort of his life will be to preserve the blessings which his

people possess, and transmit them unimpaired to posterity”—and assures them that

“he will employ, to the full extent of his power, all the means which the constitu

tion and laws have placed in his hand, for the punishment of sedition, and the

prompt suppression of disorder and revolt.” The speech concludes thus—“Amidst

all the difficulties of the present crisis, I receive with high satisfaction, the expres

sion of loyalty and attachment, from a vast majority of my subjects. I am sure that

they will duly appreciate the great advantages of this happy form of government, un

der which, with the favour of Divine Providence, this country has enjoyed, during a

long series of years, internal peace, commercial prosperity, real liberty; in short,

every thing which constitutes publick welfare, beyond any other nation of the world.”

In the House of Commons, on the 15th of November, the Chancellor of the Exche.

quer made the usual motion for the House to “resolve itself into a Committee of the

whole upon the Civil List.” On this, Sir Henry Parnell rose, and after most severely

animadverting on the extravagant expenditures of the government, moved, as an

amendment to the motion of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, “that a Committee be

appointed to take into consideration the estimates, accounts and statements presented

by command of his Majesty, with respect to the Civil List.” An animated debate en

sued, and on putting the question, there appeared for the motion of the Chancellor,

without an amendment, 204. For the amendment, in opposition to the Chancellor,

233; thus showing a majority of 29 against the existing ministry. Great exultation,

on the part of the opposition, followed of course. On the next day, (November 16th,)

the Duke of Wellington in the Lords, and Mr. Peel in the Commons, both announced

that they had resigned office; and that they should continue to act only till a new

administration should be appointed by the king. The resignation of both these emi

ment men was made with great dignity and propriety, and probably, we think, with

out regret: except that on the part of the Duke of Wellington, it must have been

mortifying to experience the change of a popularity almost unrivalled, for the loss of

[. confidence, and the hisses and other insults of the populace of London. We

ave not time to moralize on the vanity of that popular applause, which is so eagerly

coveted, and so easily lost! We wish that our own politicians would think of it seri

ously. Wellington had committed three popular offences. He had not put into the

king's speech as warm an approbation of the French revolution, as the spirit of Bri

tain required, and in two or three other respects, had made his master say what the

people disliked; he had advised the king, (very properly we think,) to wave an ac

ceptance to the Lord Mayor's feast, on the statement of the Lord mayor himself, that

it would probably be productive of a serious riot; as the Duke of Wellington had

twice already been mobbed in the streets of London; and worst of all, he had de

clared in the House of Lords, his disapprebation of all Parliamentary reform. If, as is

said, he has determined to support the new ministry, he has shown a nobleness of

mind, of very rare occurrence, and as worthy of applause, as any of his heroick mili

tary services. To him, the British nation ought not to forget, they are indebted for

the repeal of all those laws, which for centuries in succession, had imposed civil disa

bilities for religious opinions, and the exercise of the rights of conscience. The whole

ministry went out of office with their leaders, Lord Grey, the head of the late Whig
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opposition, and it is said the warm personal friend of Wellington, received his Ma

jesty's commands to form a new ministry. This he accordingly did, and it is as fol

Iows:—Lord Grey, First Lord of the Treasury; Marquis of Lansdown, President of

Council; Mr. Brougham, Lord Chancellor; Lord Althorp, Chancellor of the Ex

chequer and Leader of the Commons; Lord Palmerston, Foreign Afiairs; Lord Hol

land, Duchy of Lancaster; Sir James Graham, First Lord of the Admiralty; Lord

Melbourne, Home Office; Mr. James Grant, Board of Control; Lord Durham, Privy

Seal; Lord Goderich, Colonies; Marquis Anglesea, Ireland; Secretary for Ireland,

Mr. Stanley; Duke of Richmond, Master of the Ordinance; Mr. R. Grant, Judge Ad

vocate or Secretary at War; Mr. Denman, Attorney General; Mr. Horne, Solicitor

General; Lord Hill, Commander in Chief; Lord Auckland, of the Board of Trade;

The Duke of Devonshire, Lord Chamberlain; Lord Plunket, Lord Chancellor of Ire

land; Mr. Pennefather, Attorney General of Ireland; Mr. Edward Ellice, and Mr.

Spring Rice, are to be joint Secretaries of the Treasury; Mr. Paulett Thornton, Trea

surer of the Navy and Vice President of the Board of Trade; Mr. Ponsonby, Lord of

the Treasury and Irish Vice Treasurer; Lord John Russell is to be the Paymaster of

the Army; Sir James M'Intosh, according to some of the papers, is to be Judge Ad

vocate.

It is said that when Mr. Peel resigned his office, the king offered to raise him to the

peerage, and that he declined the offer, and only requested a favour for a friend,

which was readily granted. There can be no doubt that the present ministry are more

suited to the wishes of the nation than the last, and more acceptable to the French,

and we think more likely to preserve the peace of Europe: and the readiness

with which William III. has received this new ministry, has secured his own popula

rity, both in Britain and in France. The new ministry have not yet had time to take

any measures of importance. A bill was before the Lords for declaring the princess

Victoria, a girl in her 12th year, the daughter of the Duchess of Kent, the heir appa

rent to the crown, under the guardianship of her mother. On the 22d of November,

Lord Grey pledged the new ministry, solemnly to the following points. 1. A correction

of those abuses which have been introduced by time into the representation of the peo

ple in Parliament. , 2. An unsparing retrenchment of all but the most unavoidable

expenses in the publick establishments. 3. A complete system of non-interference

on all those questions which were now disturbing and distracting the Continent of

Europe, so far as the national honour would permit. In nearly one-half of the coun

ties of South Britain, the popular dissatisfaction, proceeding from real want of the ne

cessaries of life, and of employment by whicu it may be earned, is great and alarm

ing. Machinery is destroyed, and stacks of hay and grain are set on fire—what will

be the issue of this we cannot predict. But it is plain that not only in this, but in va

rious other respects, the present is a critical time for the British nation. The views

of publick affairs, given in the Christian Observer for the months of September, Oc

tober, and November last, are of great interest. The thinking and serious part of the

community, see and appreciate the necessity of the united efforts of all the talent and

piety of the nation, to escape from the perils which are felt and feared—Our unfeign

ed prayer is, that such efforts may be made, and that they may prove successful.

Faance.—There has been a change of ministers in France, as well as in Britain.

This change, it appears, has been made to meet the wishes and spirit of the nation.

We have seen no specifick allegations against this ministry; but some of them were

suspected of undue predilections for the former government, and not to be earnest

enough for the trial and condemnation of the ex-ministers. The king, however, does

not appear to have been dissatisfied, but rather to have regretted to make a change.

Yet he found it necessary, and it is stated that he requested general Lafayette to

nominate the new members; and on the 3d of November, the day when the new

Chamber of Deputies assembled, the following individuals were appointed by the king,

viz. La Fitte, Minister of Finance and President to the Council; Marshal Maison, Mi

nister of Foreign Affairs; Count Montalivet, Minister of the Interior; M. Dupont de

l'Eure, keeper of the Seals; Marshal Gerard, Minister of War; M. Morilhere, Minis

ter of Publick Instruction; M. Sebastiani, Minister of the Marine. The talents and

qualifications for office of some of these men have been questioned, but their ap

pointment has answered the all important purpose of gratifying the nation, aud pre

serving the popularity and influence of the king. The late riots in Paris have not

only ceased, but been followed, as is stated, by entire tranquillity and good order.

Arrangements have been made for the publick trial of the ex-ministers, and one in

portant, able and candid report of the investigating commissioners has been made.

The ministers have been entirely acquitted of the charge of having promoted, or

countenanced, the incendiary atrocities that have taken place, and which it appears are

still in some measure continued, in various parts of the kingdom, The general sen

timent seems to be, that all, except Polignac, will escape with their lives—will be

punished by confiscation and banishment. We have also some hope that Polignac
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will not suffer death; since the last investigations have led to the discovery, that the

most guilty party, in relation to the measures leading to, and attending the late revolu

tion, has escaped. Whether by this party is intended the late king, or Marshal Marmont,

is not distinctly said; but we conclude the former. We have little doubt that Charles,

prompted by the Jesuits, required his ministers to do that which has brought their

lives into jeopardy. They certainly could, and ought to have refused, and to have re

signed their places; but it greatly mitigates their offence, if they did not advise and

desire that the arbitrary, unconstitutional and cruel measures, for which they are made

responsible, should be adopted. There has been much disturbance in the towns of

France as well as in Britain, and not a little of violence in the destruction of machi

nery and insults to its owners, produced by the want of employment and subsistence,

among working men of the community. The government have very wisely under

taken some large and important publick works, for the purpose of giving them occu

pation, and it has had a happy effect. For a short period after hearing of the military

armaments and movements of Russia, Austria, and Prussia, the expectation of war,

was, in Paris, the all engrossing topick, to the exclusion even of concern about the

trial of the ex-ministers. But on the 1st of December, M. La Fitte, the head of the

French ministry, took an opportunity which offered, to make a statement in the

house of Peers, calculated to allay all apprehensions of immediate war. His state

ment was heard with great emotion, and many expressions after the French manner,

of warm approbation. After stating, among other propitious circumstances, that

“the bonds of friendship had been drawn more close” between France and Eng

land, he added, “The events accomplished in a neighbouring state [Belgium.]

may have caused a general crisis to be apprehended, [hear, hear!], and this

apprehension explains to you the armaments which have been made [by Russia,

Prussia and Austria,]—with views of security and not of attack. We attest to

you, gentlemen, and we shall be believed by you and by France, that we have re

ceived, with respect to these armaments, the most satisfactory and the most positive

*xplanations (sensation). These explanations will not hinder us from putting ourselves

in a suitable attitude; you will immediately have the proof of this; but they will in

duce us, on our side, to behave with the greatest prudence, and to advise it to all

those whose principles are the same as ours.”—He concluded his statement thus—“I

repeat it with a full conviction—peace is infinitely more probable than war. When

France and England will have it, when other powers wish it, we do not know how it

can be disturbed. We shall therefore continue to negotiate; but we shall negotiate

supported by 500,000 men and a million of National Guards [from all sides, bravo,

bravo!]” A new levy of 80,000 men to be added to the regiments of the line, is in

progress. Marshal Soult, the man whose military talents and manoeuvres gave Wel

lington more trouble than those of Buonaparte, is charged with the organization and

equipments of the regular army, and the repairing and garrisoning of the for

tresses.—On the moral and religious state of France, a concern most interesting to

our feelings, important information is inserted in another part of our present number.

Belgium.—We have already given as much information relative to the general state

of Belgium, as our space will permit. We must, however, put on record the destruc

tion of a large part of the city of Antwerp—once a principal emporium of Europe,

and till the late disaster, a place distinguished for the arts, and for some of the most

splendid edifices in the world. The city is overlooked by a citadel, which completely

commands both it and the harbour, as well as much of the adjacent country. This ci

tadel was strongly garrisoned by the Dutch forces, and the city was under Dutch au

thorities, supported by some troops. The furious Belgians forced their way into

every part of the city, expelled the Dutch troops, deposed the Dutch authorities, and

raised the flag of independence on the tower of Notre-Dame. On this the Dutch com

mandant of the citadel commenced a bombardment of the city, and continued it till a

large part was laid in ashes, and a number of the inhabitants killed and wounded.

The loss in property, exclusive of buildings, has been estimated at two millions

of pounds sterling. The publick square, the noble repository of commerce and the

arts, is said to be entirely destroyed. It was at first supposed that a very large amount

of British and American property had been consumed, and that the Dutch govern

ment would be obliged to indemnify the owners; but it is now said that the Ameri

can loss has not been great. At the last accounts, the city was in possession of the

patriots, and the citadei still with the Dutch forces. The bombardment had ceased,

and a truce taken place; but how long it would continue was uncertain. The Prince
of ...”. the 25th of October, addressed a proclamation to the Belgians “stating

that he had used his best efforts unsuccessfully for the pacification of their provinces.

That they were now to deliberate in the approaching national convention on the inte

rests of the country, and he deemed he should but discharge his duty, by withdraw

ing from the scene of the discussion, but his best wishes would remain with them.” lie
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expressed his thanks for the treatment he had met with in Anvers—Immediately on

issuing this proclamation, he left Anvers for London, where it appears, he arrived in

safety.

ºm SPAIN and PontuoAl, we have noticed no intelligence of much importance,

during the last month. In both countries, the existing authorities—manifestly feeling

their fearful situation—are endeavouring to propitiate their subjects; but we think it

will be a vain attempt, at least for any length of time. It appears that Mina has made

an incursion into Spain, but its effects we are not able satisfactorily to state. We be

lieve that Cadiz is nearly or quite in a state of revolt.

SwitzehlaND, has also caught the spirit of revolution; and we confess we are glad

to be able to announce the fact. For with the name and appearance of free states,

several of the Cantons were most grievously oppressed, both by their civil and eccle

siastical authorities. Berne has been entered by 12,000 peasants, who have deposed

the government; and in other Cantons revolutionary movements are beginning, or in

progress. We hope and believe that there will be but little blood shed; as the Swiss

troops, we think, will not fight against their countrymen.

Rome.—The last accounts from Rome, left the Pope apparently at the point of

death, with the gout in his breast and stomach.

In regard to Russia Austria, and Paussia, we have little to add to what we have

already stated. Austria is sending forward a large military force to the frontiers of

Italy, fearful of an insurrection of her subjects in that quarter. The same it appears

has been the principal motive with Russia, for marching the enormous army heretofore

mentioned, to the borders of Poland—it is apprehended that this country will make

an effort to recover its independence.

TURKEx—is now the most quiet state in Europe—quiet in her despotism. But we

think that the seeds of revolution have fallen even on this ungenial soil.

We find that we have filled so much space with the affairs of Europe, that we have

left none for the other parts of the world, except a small portion for our own coun

try. Nor if we had space, have we much to communicate, and nothing of great im

portance.

UNITED STATEs.—Since our congress commenced its present sessions, the princi

pal object of attention has been the trial of Judge Peck, for incarcerating a Mr.

Lawless, and suspending him for some months from his practice as a lawyer, for an

alleged contempt of court. Other topicks, however, have obtained a small portion

of attention; and among others, the Indian business has been glanced at. We have

the soil of their progenitors—to whom it was given by their Creator and ours, and the

this day subscribed a petition to Congress, that the Indians may be protected on

peaceful and perpetual possession of which has been ensured to them by treaties, as

explicit and solemn as man can form with man. And shall they, in violation of all

these sacred obligations, be driven into the remote western wilderness, till it shall

suit their oppressors to drive them farther still ! It is our earnest prayer to God, that

this foul act of injustice may not take place—to our hazard of the divine judgments,

and the certain and endless reproach of the whole civilized world. We do hope

that petitions so numerous and so ardent, yet respectful, may be addressed to Con

gress on this subject, that it shall distinctly appear to be the voice of the nation, its

most solemn demand—that the Indians remain unmolested. Do we seem to be very

earnest on this subject? We dare not be otherwise. As Christian advocates,

we should falsify our profession, if we did not speak feelingly on this topick. With
in the last month we have received a letter from a respected subscriber, in the

state of Georgia, desiring us to discontinue sending our Miscellany to him, add

ing, as the reason—“I like your religion, but not your politicks.” Now it is

known to all our readers, that we have never touched mere party politicks.

We think that none of our readers can tell whether the editor of the Christian Advo

cate is a Jackson man or an Adams man—in fact he could hardly tell himself, if he

were disposed to do it. It is long since he had any thing to do with political parties.

But when politicians and statesmen, of whatever party, speak or act in hostility, as he

believes, to the laws of God, the interests of good morals, or the character, peace, and

rosperity of our common country, then, so long as he conducts a religious Miscellany,

e will speak fearlessly, plainly, earnestly—but always he hopes decorously; and he

will cheerfully take all the consequences of such speaking and acting, be they what

they may. He is persuaded that he has not a few Christian friends in Georgia, who

think with him, in all that he has said in regard to the Indians. He feels the same re

spect for the state of Georgia as for any other member of the American Union; and he

concludes with saying, that he sees with the deepest regret, that a question arising out

of the ever to be lamented Indian transactions, has placed that state in direct conflict

with the Supreme Court of the United States—In this event, may not a national chas.

tisement be already commenced!
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On the subject of religion, the ideas

of the Indians are exceedingly vague. I

have taken much pains to ascertain

what notions they cherish of a Supreme

Being, and of a future state of existence;

and I think it may emphatically be said

of them, “They are Atheists, head and

heart.” Of a Creator, powerful, wise,

and good, they seem to have no idea.

In answer to the inquiry, which I have

frequently made, “Who formed the sea,

the land, and the creatures which inha

bit them?” they have generally repli

ed, “We know not.” The most intel

ligent among them, however, have told

me that the old men on every part of

the coast have a tradition, that the

“yealth,” or north west crow, is the

creator of the world. There is no doubt

that they have a superstitious regard

for this bird. Certainly to no higher

origin do they ascribe the formation of

this goodly frame, and the being who,

made in the image of God, was placed

upon its surface to subdue it, while

others entertain notions too ridiculous to

be repeated. They believe in the ex

itsence of a malignant being, whom they

call Wimkelsus, the author of all evil,

sickness, war, &c., but they have very

confused notions respecting him. They

say he resides a great way off, but whe

they regard him matter or spirit, I

could not ascertain. Of a future state

of existence, their ideas are equally con

fused. They imagine that those who

die of sickness go into the interior to

some undefined place; those who are

drowned continue to exist, but remain

in the sea; those who die in battle go to

the house of the sun. This they regard

as highly honourable, and most of their

warriors choose to die in this manner,

and some of their chiefs have obtained

a military suit in which they wish to be

dressed when they fall. All who are

killed in war are burned. The reason

for this practice I could not ascertain.

Vol. IX.-Chr. Adv.

If the warrior thus slain be a chief, a

slave is killed to accompany him. They

seem to have no idea of a future retribu

tion for deeds done in the body. In con

versing with them on this subject, I

have supposed and stated a case as

strong as possible;—that of a drunken,

thieving, quarrelsome Indian,who should

first imbrue his hands in the blood of his

own family, and then destroy himself;

and that of a sober, honest, peaceable

man, who should devote himself to the

good of his family and tribe; and I have

asked them, what distinction there

would be in their condition; and they

have uniformly replied, “We know of

none.” The Sitka Indians at Norfolk

Sound, did indeed say, that while the

good man would have a passage through

the clouds to the house above, the bad

man would be entangled in them, and

tormented by being driven about by the

winds; but I suspect they gathered this,

notion from the Kodiac Indians, who

have been partially instructed by the

Russians. I could not learn that they

have any religious rites, or worship any

being good or evil. They have, indeed,

a kind of image, which they preserve

with great care as a safe-guard from

evil. Le Koote, a chief of the Tum

Garse tribe, with some apparent reluc

tance pawned one of these images to

Capt. Taylor for rum. It is a small

piece of wood carved in the form of a.

wolf’s head.

In every tribe their is a class of men,

called “Shargars,” who may be styled

the Indian priesthood. They have cun

ning enough, and it requires no small

share, to outwit a North West Indian.

From this act alone it may be inferred,

that these men are exceedingly super

|stitious. These Shargers are thought

to have the power of inflicting disease

upon an absent person, which can be

cured only by their agency. When they

wish to secure a particular object,

which it is in the power of another to

bestow, they assure the possessor that

some disease is about to fasten upon his

wife, or child, which, for the object de

sired, º will undertake to ward off.
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They are a kind of conjurors, and pre

tend to foretel future events, discover

lost property, cause wind, rain, &c.

It is said they have a regular induction

into office, and when called upon to

“sharger,” employ various ceremonies,

such as eating brimstone, and drinking

sea-water. They are easily distinguish

ed from other Indians by their hair,

which is braided up with the hair of the

dead. For a sufficient compensation,

they sing at the birth of children, over

those who are sick, and cry at their fu

nerals. By these means they acquire

wealth and influence.

The practice of the Indians on the

North West Coast comports with their

theory. They are atheists in heart.

That they live “without God,”8 are de

void of all consciousness of accountabili

ty, is certain. They appear to have no

sense whatever of obligation. Grati

tude is a flame, which no favour can

kindle in their icy bosoms. Indeed,

with scarcely an exception, to do them

a kindness, is to increase their inso

lence, so that the man who to-day

should heap on them the richest bene

fits, they would stab to the heart to

morrow, should he refuse to accede to

their unreasonable demands. In their

barter (exchanging furs for goods) they

are to the highest degree insolent. They

are exceedingly skilful in the disgust

ing phraseology of magnifying the va

lue of their own property, and depre

ciating that of their neighbor. They

will also give him the lie with the great

est possible impudence. Not only are

they destitute of every thing that is

lovely, and of good report, but they are

inconceivably wicked. The smallest

confidence cannot be placed in their

statements, when they have a motive

to dissemble. All their movements on

board ship must be narrowly watched,

for they will steal whatever they can

lay their hands upon, even if it is of no

conceivable value to them; and when

detected, they seem devoid of shame.

They are exceedingly fond of spirituous

liquors, and when intoxicated they are

wrought up to the highest pitch of fren

zy. Murders are frequent among them,

and the different tribes are almost con

stantly involved in quarrels, which re

sult in bloody wars. Revenge is sweet

to them. The most inconsiderable pro

vocation awakens their vengeance; nor

will they cease to hunt their foe, till

they drink his blood. -

-

BOMBAY.

Ertraet from the report ofthe American Mis

sionaries for 1829.

The schools for boys remain nearly

the same as reported the preceding

year. We have at present 17 in oper

ation, of which 7 are on the island of

Bombay, and 10 on the continent. Near

ly twelve hundred children belong to

these schools—78 of whom are girls,

and 130Jews. Eighteen months since,

the mission established a Hebrew

school at Allebag, the average number

of scholars is 30–8 of whom are girls;

12 of the scholars begin to read the He

brew Scriptures with considerable flu

ency, though they as yet understand but

very imperfectly what they read.

During the year, all our schools on

the continent have been visited once,

and some of them oftener, by members

of the mission, and generally found to

be in a flourishing and promising state.

It will appear from the schedule of the

schools, that most of them are under the

instruction of Jewish teachers, who not

only disallow the observance of heath

enish customs in their schools, but also

manifest considerable interest in giving

religious, instruction to their pupils.

The good influence of these schools on

the moral aspect of the villages in which

they are situated, only goes to show the

importance of having mission schools,

conducted on stricily Christian firinci

files, established in every village in this

land of pagan darkness. This influence

is not limited to the children in the

schools—nor to the families to which

they belong, nor to any particnlar caste; ,

but it is more or less felt by all castes,

from the highest to the lowest—male

and female.

We cannot but regard these schools,

scattered through this extensive region,

as so many lamps hung out in the moral

heavens to disperse the darkness, which

has for ages cast the shadow of death

over, this wretched people, and which

are destined, by the blessing of God, to

aid in ushering in that brighter day

foretold by the prophets.

We continue to receive epplications

for establishing new schools in various

places. We have received two written

applications from several Bramhuns in

large villages on the continent, (where

we have schools instructed by Jews) to

open sellools for their children, assuring

us of their willingness to have them in

structed in our Christian books. These

facts are mentioned to show the good

promise of wall regulated missionary

schoois,—and that there is a spirit of
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inquiry going abroad in the vicinity of

these schools.

Instead of the scholars instructed in

the schools and their parents having

imbibed prejudices against Christian in

struction, as has been alleged as an ob

jection to such schools, we uniformly

find them the most eager to receive

books and listen to preaching; and their

familiarity with Christian books gives

them a decided superiority over the

other natives in understanding preach

ing, and the books we put into their

hands.

In consequence of the liberal patron

age afforded by the Bombay listrict

Committee of the Society for Promot

ing Christian Knowledge, for the sup

port of six native female schools, and

the generous aid received from friends

to native female education under this

presidency, their number has been in

creased to eighteen, comprising more

than 400 girls.-Of whom 122 are read

ers,-all of these have committed the

ten commandments, and the greater

part have committed a catechism, com

prising a summary of Christian doc

trines and precepts; and several have

also committed parts of Watt’s cate

chism, a few chapters of the Gospel,

and Christian hymns—all write a fair

legible hand on sand-boards, and a few

have attended to the simple rules of

arithmetie. A few adults come to our

houses daily, who are furnished with

plain sewing, the avails of which sup

port them.

From 30 to 60 of the larger girls in

these schools attend the Mahratta ser

vice at the mission chapel, Sabbath

mornings. Their deportment in time

of worship is marked with increasing

decorum and attention. About 20 of the

larger girls and a few adult females, at

tend a meeting at one of our houses

weekly for religious instruction and

prayer. Not unfrequently at these sea

sous have their minds been tenderly af

fected by divine truth, especially by

those truths, which exhibit the Saviour

as the “Lamb of God who taketh away

the sin of the world.”

We deem it desirable, and have it in

contemplation, as soon as sufficient en

couragement shall be afforded, to esta

blish a higher school for the reception

of such girls as have booame versed in

the branches taught in the common

schools, and whomaybe induced to pur

sue their studies and receive instruction

in needle work. The importance of

such schools must be obvious to every

one acquainted with the native charac

ter, and the condition of Hindoo fe

malcs. Scholars collected in such

schools would be more secluded from

the debasing influence of idolatry, and

be more constantly under the influence

of that truth, through which tho Holy

Ghost renovates the soul.

ChoctawS.

Extract from the annual report of the Rev.

C. Kingsbury.

In a retrospect of the past year, we

find much to excite our devout grati

tude to him, through whose kind prov

idence we have enjoyed so many bless

ings. Though some of our associates

have been removed from the field of

labor, on account of chronic diseases,

yet in no former year, have we enjoyed

more uninterrupted good health.

During the former part of the year

our prospects of usefulness were unusu

|ally encouraging. The number of pupils

in the schools was greater, and their

progress more rapid, than at any for

mer period. An unusual seriousness

prevailed, and large numbers listened
with solemn attention to the preaching

of the Gospel. The Choctaws evidently

felt that they were rising, and a desire

for improvement in every respect was

strikingly displayed in those parts of

the nation, where the people enjoyed

the means of instruction.

Such was the state of things in March

last, when propositions for a treaty,

were made by a part of the nation.

This unexpected movement, and the

events connected with it, produced

great excitement in some parts of the

nation. Many became much incensed

against those that had embraced the

Gospel, as the proposals for a cession

and certain changes in the government

of the nation had been made by those

chiefs who had taken an active part in

promoting religion.

It is not my business to give you a

history of the politics of the Choctaws.

I could not, however, forbear noticing

the above events, as they have had a

most important bearing on our labors,

and on the general prospects of the na

tion. In the last report I stated what I

believed would be the unhappy conse

quences; if the Choctaws should feel

themselves compelled to remove. My

anticipations have been fully sustained

by subsequent events. From the ardu

ous labors of twelve years, the expendi

ture of more than $100,000, and the

sacrifice of several valuable lives, we

were beginning to see a rich harvest of

|blessings springing up to gladden...the

hearts of the poor Choctaws. The

fruits of these labors and sacrifices are
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of recent origin, and of too tender an

age, to endure the rough handling of a

removal to an uncultivated wilderness.

Should they be buried and lost amid the

ruins of so violent and unnatural a pro

cedure, an immense responsibility will

rest somewhere. Our hope is in that

all-wise and inscrutable providence,

that not unfrequently either arrests the

current of human affairs, or so modifies

and controls them, as to bring about

unexpected results.

CORRESPONDENCE OF THE

BOARD OF MISSIONS.

Presbytery of Missouri.

SAINT Louis, Nov. 12, 1830,

Rev. and Dear Sir:

It is my official duty to communicate

to the Executive Committee of the

General Assembly’s Board of Missions,

the following extract from the minutes

of the Presbytery of Missouri, under

date of Oct. 23, 1830.

The Committee appointed at the

Spring meeting of Presbytery, to whom

was referred the Communication of the

Assembly’s Board of Missions request

ing the appointment of a corresponding

Executive Committee on Missions made

the following report, which was adopt

That inasmuch as several of the Con

gregations within the bounds of this

Presbytery, are receiving aid from the

aboveBoard in support of their ministers

and inasmuch as many of our feeble

congregations remain destitute, where

applications for aid would be strength.

ened by coming through the official or

gan of Presbytery, it has appeared to

your Committee that a compliance with

the request, would be an accommoda

tion both to the Board and to our

churches and destitute settlements.-

They would therefore respectfully re

commend that a Corresponding Execu

tive Committee be appointed with the

following powers, viz:

1. To receive, generally, applica.

tions for aid from feeble Congregations

within the bounds of the Presbytery,

and to recommend the same to the Ex.

Com. of the Board of Missions.

2. To select and recommend to the

Executive Committee of the Board of

Missions, Missionary fields and Mission

ary laborers, and also to locate such

Missionaries, as may be sent to them by

the Board for specific instructions.

3. To suggest the amount of aid

which they may deem indispensably

Anecessary to be afforded to each con

gregation, which they shall recom

mend to the attention of the Board.

And whereas many of our Congrega

tions are receiving assistance from the

American Home Missionary Society,

your Committee would suggest the

propriety of instructing the above Cor

responding Ex. Committee to perform

the same duties in relation to that So

ciety, leaving the churches and appli

cants for aid to make their own selec

tion as to the body before whom their

applications shall be laid.

Your Committee would further sug

gest that should the foregoing recom

mendations be adopted, it be recom

mended to all congregations, and indi

viduals within our bounds to make

their applications for aid through the

Committee, as being the most likely to

their success, and the only way by

which the bodies applied to can act

wisely and intelligently upon their ap

plications.

The following persons were appoint

ed a Committee.

Ministers.-Rev. H. Chamberlin,

Boonville, Cooper co. Mo. Rev. Wil

liam S. Potts, St. Louis, Mo. Rev.

Daniel Nelson,Palmyra,Marion co. Mo.

Elders.--Dr. Robert M'Clure, Nay

ler's store, St. Charles co. Mo. Robert

Elliott, Esq. Liberty, Clay co, Mo.

I am, very respectfully

Yours in the Lord,

WILLIAM. S. Potts,

Stated Clerk.

Presbytery of Blairsville, Pa.

NEw Alexandria, Dec. 6, 1830.

Dear Sir:

I am directed to forward to you the

following extract form the minutes of

the Presbytery of Blairsville, late a

part of the Presbytery of Redstone.

“Resolved that the Rev. Messrs.

John Reed, Samuel Swan, and John H.

Kirkpatrick, with the Elders, James

M“Leam and Thomas Pollock, oe con

stituted an executive committee of mis

sions, to correspond with the board of mis

sions of the general assembly, on the plan

recommended by said board, and published

in the Missionary Reporter.”

A true extract from the ministers,

S. M'FARnEN, Stated Clerk.

P \|FSBYTERY OF MUHLENBURG, KY.

The following extract from the minutes

of this Presbytery, should have been pub

lished several months since—

“Resolved, That the members of presby

tery be directed to bring before their res

pective charges, and such of the vacan

ahurches as they may have occasion to vist
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it, the plan recommended by the board of

missions of the general assembly for form

ing sessions into missionary associations,

and recommend the adoption of that plan

to as many of our churches as have not al

ready done so.

Resolved, That the Rev. Messrs. S. B.

Robertson, Wm. K. Stewart, and T. Cald

well, be appointed a corresponding execu.

tive committee on the subject of missions,

according to the plan recommended by the

board of missions of the general assembly,

true extracts from the ministers of presby.

tery, T. CALDwell, Stated Clerk.

REPORTS OF MISSIONARIES.

New Yonk.

From the Rev. George Cotton, dated El

ba, Genessee Co. N. Y. Nov. 5, 1830.

My congregations, considering the

vast number of sectarians, the hu

mors and taste of the people and the

drowning and sorrowful condition of

things, have been large and attentive—

serious and respectable, and the num

ber and seriousness of the worshipper

in all these filaces, and especially in El

ba and Alexander and Pembroke have

been increasing.

Last winter and in the early part of

the spring, there was a considerable re

vival of religion in Alexander and El

ba; many professed the ground of chris

tian hope;—many become members of

churches—some united themselves to

Churches of our denomination: and in

various ways religion and morality, or

thodoxy and good order have been ad

vanced; faith hath triumphed over in

fidelity; light over darkness; holiness

over sin.

In visiting families and looking around,

I have traced out and discovered many

Congregations and Presbyterians—they

have come forth to our meetings—“have

thanked God, taken courage and re

joiced. On the whole, your missionary

ventures to say, that although anºhum

ble and weak instrument, he has prob

ably been the means, by the Divine

blessing, of correcting the erroneous, of

the saint, of elucidating and defending

“the Doctrines of the Reformation”—

the doctrine of our Fathers—the doc

trine of the Apostles of JesusChrist;(for

he believes in the doctrine and truth

which whether he has been the firoſher

and direct instrumental cause, or means,

he cannot certainly determine.

Sabbath Schools are nearly in a tole

rable condition, in both places; Female

Missionary and praying societies are in

a better condition; and the Temper

ance Society at Elba, consisting of

nearly fifty members is pretty flourish

ing—and has already been attended

with exceeding ability.

From the Rev. S. F. Snowden, dated

Sacketts Harbor, N. Y. Nov. 12, 1830.

During the last three months I have

preached one third of my time at Phila

delphia, better known as the “Friends

Settlement” lying North East of the

town of Le Ray and seven miles from

Evan’s mills. No religious public ser

vice had been maintained in it except a

mong the “Friends,” who were the first

settlers, and who have a regular society.—

The proposition made by me to the inhabi

tants who were not of that profession, was

| cordially received by those to whom it was

addressed, and an appointment was made

accordingly, and continued till the time of

service, allotted me, expired. The result

is favourable to the renewal of such labours.

It has led a preacher of the Baptist con

nection to visit and to preach the place

every fourth Sabbath, and occasionally on

evenings in the week. It seems also to

have produced a successful effort in a neigh

| bourhood in the town, three miles from

the settlements, and four from Evan's mills.

To introduce religious meetings, which

have been crowned with the divine bles

sing, a pious man and an attendant on my

ministrations lately resident among them,

from the the Presbyterian church of Balls

town, constrained by a sense of duty from

concern for the deplorable condition of

those around him, suggested the importance

of coming together for their spiritual bene

| fit. On the first evening of the meeting

the presence of the Lord was specially felt,

two persons were brought under convic

|tion, and two heinous backsliders reclaim

ed. At this place I have delivered a third

strengthening the weak, of confirming |a regular religious standing present.

| excitement is general, professors of religion

discourse on Sabbath evening, followed by

a free communication of feeling and senti

|mºnt and a union of prayer, by persons of

The

are roused from their lethargy. Several

persons are under concern for their salva

|tion, and the house is crowded with atten

|tive and devout hearers. Three preachers

he has preached,) and of “casting his of the Baptist persuasion have prospered

mite into the treasury” of the Lord and |their service at proper intervals. The ex

building up Zion.
| citement on Piliar Point opposite to Sack

Among the people to whom he has letts Harbour where I have occasionally

preached the Gospel, there have been|preached, continues with renewed and in

some nnguestionable conversions, of] creased vigour.
A general and assiduous
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attendance is given at the several places of

meeting and hopeful converts are multi

plied. At Sacketts Harbour, where I reside

and here for several months past, there

have been few sermons preached to the

Presbyterian congregation, there is pecu

liar manifestation of divine grace and fa.

vour. It is extending its influence among

the young and persons of notorious impie

ty, are brought to the consideration of their

ways.

From a studious attention to the move

ments of Providence, I indulge the hope

that the Son of Righteousness with healing

beams is now rising on that portion of the

field, committed to the superintendence of

the executive committee, which has come

under my observation.

From the Rev. A. Rawson, dated Barre,

New York, Nov. 25, 1830.

When I commenced my labour at Shel

ba, my prospects were very gloomy, but

blessed be God, he has dispelled the gloom.

The great sun of righteousness has already

arisen upon the congregation, with healing

beneath his wings. Some of his friends are

awake. Two backsliders have returned

and confessed their sins. Several, who

had cherished hopes had not become mem.

bers of the church by publicly professing

Christ, have had their hopes revived. Im.

portant sermons are solemn. Two or three

I trust are under conviction. The congre

gation has increased more than one-third.

They have a flourishing temperance socie

ty in the town, and Sabbath schools in the

society.

If I turn your attention to the congrega.

tion of Raystown, here the prospect is ting

ed with brighter rays. The church is com

ing up from the wilderness bearing upon

her beloved. If you had been their the

two last Sabbath day evenings you would

have believed some had already reclined

their heads upon his bosom. My dear bro.

ther pray while we “hear the sound of ago.

ing in the tops of the mulbery trees, we

may all bestir ourselves.” How solemn

and interesting is the present prospect to

both churches. Jehovah Jesus is in the

midst of us. As to the time of his tarrying

much depends upon the faithfulness of his

children. May our feelings be similar to

the Patriarch Jacob.” I am in some degree

sensible I have a great responsibility resting

upon me. To watch for souls, as one, that

must give an account to the judges of quick

and dead is a solemn thought and a solemn

employment. At Rayston they have a tem

perance society and a Sabbath school.—

Temperance is gaining ground. By seve

ral it is believed of my friends that where

four years ago, eight quarts of spirituous li.

quors were consumed, not one is now con

sumed. So much for temperance societies.

We live in a wonderful day, a day of revi.

vals of religion. If three-fourths of what I

hear from the village of Rochester, be true,

I think I may say, that one village in A

merica has been so greatly blessed. And

the spirit of truth is not confined to this

village. , While I am writing I have my

eye on nine congregations that are now en

joying his gracious smiles. This looks like

the dawning of the millenium.

PENNsylvaxIA.

From the Rev. E. Hart, dated Springfield,

Nov. 3d, 1830.

In regard to the general aspect of things,

I conceive them on the whole to be en

couraging, though there is yet much labor

to be done, and land to be possessed. This

is in very deed a missionary field, and I hope

and trust that many souls may yet be gath

ered from it, into the fold of the Lord Je

sus.

As to our Sabbath schools and Bible clas

ses, they have on the whole been encour

aging. We have however experienced

much hindrance from the want of good su

perintendants and teachers. Where we

have had these, our schools have done well.

We have had five schools in the two con

gregations, and these have averaged at

least fifty scholars each. The schools are

all closed but one, and this will be contin

ued through the winter. Sensible of the

defect in teachers and superintendants,such

at least as were prepared for the work, as

early as practicable, I established two bible

classes, the prospects of which, were very

encouraging. In regard to one of these

very expectations have not been realized;

in the other, they have been more than re

alized. The recitations of this class have

been the most interesting scene of my la

bors. I have seen God there in his conve

ning power, and I hope with others, that

ere long he will be seen in his converting

influences. This is in the congregation of

Elk Creek: Our assemblys there have been

more solemn than in this place, though the

attention here has been good.

From the Rev. M. B. Patterson, dated Or

angeville, Pa. Dec. 1, 1830.

In reviewing my labours for the year

past, I see much cause for humiliation.

There has been too little faith and

trust in God; too little zeal and fortitude

in the cause of the Redeemer. The ef

fect produced by my instrumentality is

not so great as I could wish or had ex

pected. Still there are some encoura

ging facts. Since I came here a few

have been added to the church, of such

I hope, as shall be saved: There has

been an increasing attention to the ex

ternal ordinances of the gospel since I

came here. Many more frequent the
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house of God than did formerly. Some

have been brought to realize the solem

nity of the Sabbath,though it is woefully

profaned by many still. Intemperance

has been in some degree checked.

Information has been circulated by the

distribution of religious tracts, and the

young have been instructed in Sabbath

schools.

The Sabbath school in Briar creek

still flourishes, and it promises to be

come a great blessing. The parents are

pleased with it. They read with inter

est the books which the children bring

home from its library. They tell me be

fore the Sabbath school was establish

ed, they could not keep their children

from play on Sabbath; but now all their

leisure time through the week is spent

in preparing their lessons for the Sab

bath school.

From Rev. J. Andrews, dated Pittsburgh,

(Pa.) December 7th, 1830.

“I have reduced my Bible Classes

from thirteen to five, in such a manner

that the greater part of the members,

who have attended in time past, may

still attend without great inconvenience,

and enjoy advantages equal to those af

forded them in time past. These classes

are held, as frequently as possible on

Sabbath mornings and afternoons, at

Sewickley, Duff’s, Crows' Run, Mount

Pleasant, and Providence; but some of

them are necessarily held on other days

of the week.

“Since making this arrangement, I

have been able to devote a portion of

my time to family visitation, and the

establishment of Sabbath Schools. I

know not what mode of visitation is

usually pursued by missionaries, or even

stated pastors; but I find it expedient

and necessary to vary the mode accord

ing to the circumstances and moral con

dition of families. In those attached to

the Presbyterian church, I usually ask

the children and youth a few questions

of the Shorter Catechism, and make the

answers the grounds of other questions,

intended to lead them to right views of

the doctrines of religion, applying the

truth practically to each individual, giv

ing a short exhortation to the family in

general; then conclude with prayer,and

the distribution of some religious tracts.

But when I enter families not accustom

ed to pastoral visits, especially such as

have never seen a minister of the Gos

pel in their houses, I pursue a different

course. After a little conversation upon

common topics, I make some inquiries

in relation to schools in the vicinity—

ask such children as are capable, to

read a few verses in the New Testa

ment, in a religious tract or little book,

and try them a little in orthography.

This is intended to encourage them to

advance in their learning, in which ma

ny in this region are very deficient, and

to prepare them to answer with more

freedom some plain questions upon the

subject of the verses or the paragraph

which they have been reading. I then

make some explanatory remarks, and

address a few words of advice or ex

hortation to each, in relation to the

momentous concerns of the soul, apply

my exhortation to all the members of

the family, with as much seriousness

and affection as I am capable of; dis

tribute religious tracts; and conclude

with prayer, or not, as is deemed most

| expedient, in view of the immediate en

gagements of the family, and the proba

bility of its being acceptable. A few

have appeared unwilling to suspend

their secular business, for the purpose

of attending to divine things; but, in

general, the members of families have

given respectful and serious attention,

and, in some instances, I have witnessed

tears trickling from their eyes, while I

have been speaking to them.—The at

tention above-mentioned paid to chil

dren, is usually agreeable, not only to

them, but also to their parents, and ap

pear to prepare the latter to hear, with

more candour,the exhortations address

ed to the families.

“I have devoted four days to the ob

ject of forming Sabbath Schools; and,

for this purpose, in company with a

friend, have visited families in neigh

bourhoods in which such institutions

were needed ; and have succeeded in

forming three schools, and resuscitating

one which was on the point of expiring.

The last mentioned is in successful op

eration. Two were opened on the last

Lord’s day; and the other will be open

ed on next Sabbath. Teachers have

been engaged to attend to each, who, I

trust, will be attentive to the important

duties to which they are called; but I

would rejoice if these could be reinfor

ced by others,who would encourage and

assist them in their benevolent work.

“Since I prepared my last report to

your Board, I have been enabled, in the

good providence of God,to preach thirty

sermons, administer the Lord's Supper

once, admit one person to communion,

baptise four infants,examine Bible class

es forty-seven times, visit seventy-five

families, and two sick persons, give ex

hortations in six common schools, form

four Sabbath Schools, attend once the
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monthly concert for prayer; also, one

meeting of Synod, two meetings of Pres

bytery, four of Session; distribute one

copy of the Bible, thirty-six of the New

Testament, sixty of small children's

books, and two thousand five hundred

and twenty-four pages of religious tracts;

and to travel, on the whole, four hun

dred and eighty-six miles.”

VIRGINIA.

From Mr. W. G. Campbell, dated Lew

isburg, (Va.) Nov. 30th, 1830.

“Our Sacrament of the Supper has

been administered three times within

the bounds contained in my commission;

and five persons have been admitted to

the communion of the Church, on ex

amination ; one infant baptised. Two

Sabbath Schools have been formed,

which are now in a flourishing state.

One of them contains about ninety schol

ars: this school, for the sake of conve

nience, has been divided,and is taught at

two different places. The other school

contains about sixty scholars. I endea

vour to assistin conducting these schools;

and, when practicable, spend Sabbath

morning in addressing and catechising

one or other of them. Many of the peo

ple appear much in the spirit of promo

ting Sabbath Schools; and many grown

persons,feeling their need of instruction,

have taken their places as scholars.

“I hope some good is doing. The

people gcnerally are attentive and sol.

emn; and some appear to be deeply im

pressed. I think divine truth is gradually

making its way to the minds of some–

several have for some time been very

serious.”

From Rev. J. Paine, a missionary in Rock

bridge and Bath counties, Virginia, dated

December 4th, 1830.

“One year has elapsed since I entered

the field of labour assigned me by the

Board. During this period, we have

witnessed a little which has greatly en

couraged our hearts, and much which

has occasioned deep regret. A little has

been done towards building up some of

Zion's wastes; but much remains un

done. A few have been brought to a

knowledge of the truth as it is in Jesus;

but many remain in the gall of bitter

ness, and bond of iniquity, who continue

to live without God, and without hope

in the world. We have enjoyed much

of God’s loving kindness, his goodness

and mercy have followed us. His faith

fulness has failed. The fault is ours.

We might have been more abundant in'

F

labours—we have not done what we

could.

“In endeavouring to fulfil the great

object of the Board,’ namely, the build

ing up of the Redeemer's kingdom,’ we

have in some degree been successful. In

our late monthly report, we informed

you that nine had been added to our lit

tle flock. Since that time we have had

another communion season, at which ten

were added on examination,-making

in all nineteen. And many are still in

quiring what they must do to be saved.

Several, with whom we have lately had

frequent conversations, only wait an

opportunity of connecting themselves to

the Church.

“I have laboured nine months as a

licentiate, and three as an ordained

minister. Licentiates labour under con

siderable disadvantages: many who are

awakened under their preaching, fre

quently connect themselves with other

Churches, for want of an opportunity

to connect themselves with ours. But

we labour not in vain even in this re

spect. Let God have all the glory.

“The following is a brief summary of

my labours during the past year:

“I have preached 150 sermons—visit

ed 135 families—travelled 25.10 miles—

distributed 2644 pages of tracts—bap

tised 2 adults, and 9 infants—received

into communion 19—organized 4 Bible

Classes, 4 Sabbath Schools, and 1 Tem

perance Society.”

South CARollNA.

From Rev. W. Carlisle, dated Warence,

Anderson co. S. C. Oct. 19, 1880.

“Since my last communication to your

Board, I have had a four days meeting

in my congregations, at which both

generally attended. Several of the

brethren were with me on that occasion.

The audience was likewise very large.

We hope good was done. Only six

were added to the communion of the

church. Others professed concern for

the salvation of their souls. Seven in

fants have been admitted to the ordi

nance of baptism during the last three

months. One adult has been baptized.

We have formed a district Temperance

society here, since, I addressed your

Board in July, and although this district

was notable for drinking and drunken

ness, nevertheless we have met with

unexpected success. We expect soon

to be able to form a Temperance socie

ty in every church. Intemperance has

been one of the crying sins of our people

here. We have likewise infidelity, uni

versalism, and deism to contend with
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here, and almost every other vice, com

mon in any portion of our favoured land

to confront among us. We need the

prayers, and we hope to have the

prayers of all Christians to help us to

conquer all these enemies both to the

civil and religous interests.”

*

Ohio.

From Mr. L. C. Rutter, dated Manches.

ter, Ohio, Nov. 15, 1830.

“In consequence of the want of a

meeting house at Huntington, I have

been under the necessity of “holding

forth” in the woods. A house of wor

ship has been commenced, the brick

made, and foundation laid, but in conse

quence of the approach of the winter

season, its completion has been post

poned until the spring, when there is

no doubt it will be completed. A pri

vate house, in the mean time, must serve

for a better. The Lord's supper was

administered at Manchester the last

week in August. It was doubtless a

profitable season to many. Six were ad

ded on profession of their faith—many

of my poor Huntington flock expressing

a desire to enjoy a communion season,

the session of Manchester offered their

services on the occasion, no church hav

ing yet been organized then. Preaching

commenced on Friday, 18th September,

and was continued daily until the 21st.

It was indeed a season of deep interest

to many. The Lord was evidently pre

sent with us. A number were seriously

impressed, and some, we have reason

to believe, experienced the renovating

influences of the Holy Spirit. Sirteen

were added to the communion of the

church of Christ, embracing some of

the aged, two being about seventy, and

one of sixty. It was indeed an interest

ing scene to behold a man of sixty, with

his sco, standing before an audience of

five or six hundred people, to receive

the ordinance of baptism, previous to

their partaking of the emblems of a Sa

viour's love. The old man has frequent

ly remarked to me, “Sir, I am a won

der to myself; I fled in my youth from

the ordinances of God's house, and now

in my old age, he has brought salvation

even to my house.” Such times of re

freshing are indeed as reviving cordials

to vour missionaries.

uring the three months which I have

spent with this people, I have preached

forty sermons, besides attending to

other pastoral duties.”

From Rey. R. B. Dobbins, Clermont co.

Ohio, Nov. 10, 1830.

“The congregation of Williamsburgh

Vol. IX.-Chr. Adv.

has their house of worship comfortable,

though it is without pews, and these

will be added when the people recruit

their strength. Religion is in a pro

gressive state. The number of members

continues to increase. Since the last

report, thirteen have been received on

examination, and one dismissed. Our

present number is eighty three. These

are principally young persons, the chil

dren of church members—a pleasing

circumstance. We have had a sunrise

prayer meeting every Sabbath morning

since the tenth of July. Also a prayer

meeting on Wednesdays, and on those

Sabbaths I am in the other congrega

tion. The state of the Bible class is

not so promising as I could wish, but a

few have been willing to attend it in this

place as yet; but several families are

ordering on copies of the Union Ques

tions which encourages me for time to

come. The concert of prayer is observ

ed in this church. The church of

White Oak is struggling with their dif

ficulties. Their poverty has prevented

them from advancing cash to some one

to work steadily at their house of wor

ship. They are getting it forward by

degrees, and will probably be ready for

worship this winter. In this congrega

tion there has been a good attention to

preaching since August. Two Bible

classes attended regularly; social prayer

and the concert are attended, but the

state of feeling does not appear to be so

promising as it was in August and Sep

tember last.”

From Rev. Wm. Gray, dated Springfield,

Clark co. Ohio, Nov. 22, 1830. .

“We closed a communion season yes:

terday, on which occasion we received

to membership and communion in the

church, ten persons, eight of whom for
the first time.

While it cannot be said, with proprie

ty, that we have a revival of religion, it

may be confidently affirmed that the

spirit of the Lord is performing a work

of grace in the hearts of some of our

dear people, especially in those whoat

tend our weekly Bible class, and Sab

bath school. Here is also an increased

number of hearers, and an increased at

tention to the public means of grace in
this congregation where I minister.

We are now attempting to finish our

meeting house, which will leave the

congregation in debt several hundred

dollars. When that is liquidated, we

will then be able to do something more

for the Board, or towards the support
of *,gospel here.”
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INDIANA.

From the Rev. J. R. Moreland, dated In

dianapolis, Nov. 20, 1830.

The three months for which I was

appointed expired the 20th of last

month. In this service I have preached

sixty-seven times, and rode 642 miles

as near as I can judge. I have received

nine persons into the church on exami

nation, and baptized seven infants. I

have administered the Lord's Supper

three times, attended fifteen prayer

meetings, visited ten sick persons,

preached six funeral sermons, attended

one meeting of the Crawfordsville Pres

bytery, and the meeting of the Synod

of Indiana; and I trust it has been the

means of doing good. It is a pleasing

and important part of my report to be

able to inform you, after the most satis

factory information, that a large majo

rity of ministers and people, are from

principle attached to your board, and

would not willingly accept of any sub

stitutes. Eighteen months ago, its in

fluence was scarcely felt in the region;

now the Crawfordsville, Wabash and

Indianapolis Presbyteries are your aux

iliaries, and the most of the ministers

and people your warm friends. The

Indianapolis Presbytery is not yet fully

organized, but from my knowiedge of

its members, I have no doubt it will be

auxiliary to your board. The supposed

difficulties existing between the two

great Missionary Societies was before

the Crawfordsville Presbytery, and also

largely considered by the Synod of Indi

ana. This was done in a truly mission

ary spirit, and has resulted in a very

general-conviction, that the best way is

to let them remain separate. Separate

action on the same field will produce

the greatest amount of good. Many

consider the collision complained of ra

ther a blessing than an evil; and others

think they are merely imaginary. Your

board will not want friends solong as its

toncerns are conducted with such abi

‘ty, and so consistent with the doctrines

nd government of the Presbyterian
murch.

The cause of religion and morality

re advancing, and the state of society

mproving among us. There are two

amall Presbyterian churches in this

county; one recently formed. We have

forty-three subscribers on the fifty cent

plan; and I trust we will be good for 50

dollars a year. You may calculate on

the same amount from Johnson county I

resume; the prospects are cheering.

welve years ago, there were but five

ministers of our denomination in all that

| region of country embracing the states

of Indiana, Illinois and Missouri. These

states comprise a large and interesting

portion of the territory usually denomi

nated the Valley of Mississippi. Six

years ago, there was neither Synod nor

Presbytery, and very few organized

churches: now we have six thousand

communicants; one hundred and twenty

churches; seventy-five ministers; ten

Presbyterys, and two Synods. The Sy

nod of Indiana at its late meeting passed

a resolution, that the General Assembly

at its next meeting, be respectfully re

quested to erect a new Synod to be

known by the name of the Synod of Il

linois. There are two colleges well en

dowed; two theological schools; a num

ber of academies well organized, and

blessed with competent moral and reli

gious instructors.

The cause of Temperance is making

friends rapidly. There are in this coun

ty more than two hundred, who have

enrolled their names as members of the

Temperance Society, on the principle

of entire abstinence. The county socie

ty has done much for the promotion of

Temperance, and promises well for the

future. Five of the principal merchants

of this place, have excluded ardent

spirits from their stores, and they have

no idea that their liberties are abridged,

or that they have invaded the rights of

others in doing so. Out of a population

of a thousand souls, it is said, there are

not more than a half a dozen that are

ever seen intoxicated. The leading men

in church and state, seem to be uniting

in the Temperance cause. The ladies

have exerted a powerful influence, and

were they generally to frown on the

use of spirits, the cause of Temperance

would be triumphant.

One of the best Sabbath schools I

have ever seen, is conducted by the

Presbyterian church in this place.

More than a year ago, the session of

this church, adopted measures to ex

tend the blessing of Sabbath schools to

the neighborhood, and to the whole

county if possible. An organizing com

mittee was appointed, who were to visit

every neighborhood where there ap

peared a prospect of establishing

schools. These Missionaries reported

to the board the number of schools thus

formed, and teachers were sent there

every Sabbath, or every alternate Sab

bath, from the town school, to assist and

encourage them. By these exertions

the principal part of the children in the

county, were enjoying every Sabbath,
religious and moral instruction. Up

wards of twenty schools were formed.
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and urgent requests were sent in from

adjoining counties, and several schools

were established beyond our own

bounds.

From the Rev. L. F. Leake, dated

Brownsburg, Rockbridge Co. Va. 3d

Dec. 1830.

Rev. and dear Sir,

Since my last communication. I have

visited the following Churches, and re

ceived the following subscriptions and

donations, to wit:

Augusta Church, (Conrad Speece,

D. D. Pastor—35 annual subscri

bers—amount subscribed, $41 75

Included, annual subscription, Rev.

Dr. Speece, and Maj. Wm. Bell,

each $5; A. Link and Eliza Link,

Rêved cash, from an. sub. $21.

Donations, $2.12%, $23,123.

Staunton Congregation, (Rev. J.

Smith, Pastor)—37 ann. subscr.

amt. subscribed,

Included ann. sub. Maj. John C.

Lowars, $5; John Hayt, Esq.

and lady, $5; Mrs. Eskridge,

$250. -

Received cash from ann. Sub. $150

Don. $1. $250

Bethel Congregation, (Rev. Francis

M“Farland, Pastor)—35 annual

sub. amt. subscribed, §: 00

Included annual subscr. Rev. F.

M*Farland andº Mat

thew Wilson, $5; Mr. James

35 00

Tate, $3; Mr. Wm. Tate, $2.

Received cash, an. sub. $15.50;

Don. $250 $18 00

Tinkling Spring and Waynesbo

rough Congregation—(Rev. J. C.

Wilson, Pastor)—45 annual sub.

amt. sub. $21 75

Received cash, amt. Sub. 316 50;

Don. 50 cts. $17 00

Hebrew Congregation—(Rev. Wm.

Calhoun, Pastor—32 annual sub.

amt. sub. $43 00

Included amount sub. Maj. Samuel

Bell and lady, $12; Maj. Joseph

Brown and family, $725; Rev.

Rev. Wm. Calhoun and family,

$3; Mr. John Tate, $5, F. Gar

diner, S3. -

Received cash, amt. sub. $35 25.

So far as I have had the opportunity

of presenting my object, it has in every

instance, been well received. In several

instances I have visited the churches on

a week day; in such cases the assemblies

have been small; and in two instances

the Sabbaths were rainy, so that we had

about half the usual congregation. The

Pastors and the Sessions have pledged

themselves to extend the subscription.—

In some instances, the Pastors have en

gaged to present the subscription on the

Sabbath subsequent to my visit. On the

whole, from the apparent interest mani

fested in the cause, we may hope that

the subscriptions will be considerably en

larged.

I havebeen engaged in the work some

thing less than a month. The sum ob

tained on subscription is about $241. I

have received cash from amount sub

scribed, and in donations, about $120.

This though a small sum, is quite as

large as I had anticipated. Besides the

monies subscribed, I trust something has

been done, which, under the succeeding

blessing of Zion's King, may stir u

Christians to put forth more vigorous ef

forts and send up more fervent petitions,

for the advancement ofGod’s glory in the

salvation of souls.

From the Rev. Thomas Barr, dated Ha

milton, Butler co. Ohio, Nov. 22, 1830.

In the two weeks and three days since

I left Cincinnati, I have travelled 160

miles, preached 16 times, assisted at one

administration of the Lord's Supper, at

tended two evening prayer meetings—in

10 different places, made addresses in fa

vor of the Board—formed 1 new Auxili

ary—made new arrangements with 11

others respecting future operations, and

received donations and subscriptions for

the Missionary Reporter.

The donations obtained by Mr. Barr

are noticed in the Treasurer's account.

APPOINTMENTS.

Mr. S. F. Holliday for one year to the

Presbytery of Watertown. N Y.

Rev. C. Bradshaw, for one year to Bun

combe co. N. C.

Rev. Samuel Williamson for one year to

Memphis, Tenn.

- -- a *

RE-APPOINTMENTS.

Rev. J. D. Pickands for one year to the

presbytery of Watertown, N. Y.

Rev. P. Monfort for three months to Han

cock co. Ohio.

Rev. J. R. Moreland for three months:to

|Marion county, Ohio.

Rev. J. Paine for one year to Warm

|Springs, Bath county, Va.

Rev. T. Archibald for one year to Ham

ilton and Unity congregations, Miss.

Rev. J. C. Harrison for 3 months Mis

|sionary Agent to Illinois.

Mr. Thomas Cratty for one year to San

dusky and vicinity, Crawford county Ohio.

New Auxilian IES.

Round Bottom Congregation, Hamilton

co, Ohio; Coshocton, Ohio.—Total 385.
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LETTERS RECEIVED, J. Smith, Va. W. M. Colm, o. M. B. Pat
From 20th November to 20th December. º: r; Yº: ºVa.º:

lace, Pa. J. J. Pierce, Ky. J. Campbell, Pa.

v:-Hº!tº: R. Spier, Pa. W.Gray, Q. S. Sturgeon, Pa.

W. E. Mitchell. Geo.s. walker, Faj... ."... ". ...",".Hunt, O. J. D. Pickands, NY. D. Monfort, Elders Unitia, Ten. S.º a. J. B.

iſiºn pºin.o.º. nº cº.º.º.!"ºn:Boswell, Ky. L. C. Rutter, O.I.A. ogden, Teº...", . Warner, O. S. Allen, O.

|O. Jennings, Ten. J. Andrews, Pa. C. B.
lnd. L. F. Leake, Va. 2, H. S. Pratt, Geo. . . - - ;

2, J.D. Stephens, Mic. Ter. J. C.tºº.Yº:
son, Ky. H. Patrick, Miss. T. Root, Ala. *||Rigg. pa.'Ex. Com. Muhlenburg Pres. Ky.

Blythe, Ky. E. Bonton, O. J. R. Jones, Pa. Hoge, O. J. Purkis, LC. J. W. Beecher,

A. Dickinson, O. J. Paine, Va. 2, W. S. -

|Tenn. J. Gloucester, Pa. J. Greenleaf, NY.
Potts, Mo. H. M. Kerr, NC. A. M*Rea, NC. J. Peebles, Pa., T. 'A. Ogden, Va. E. P.

A. Rawson, NY. T. Barr, O. L. Hender-l'' " - t

son, Ten. 's. H. M’Nutt.'ind. W. Sickles, Swift, Pa. A. B. Lawrence, Ten. W. P.Al

i. i. N. h., NC."...hi.Tich, Pa. C. Skinner, NY. A. M'Namee, o.

JAccount of Cash received by the Board of Missions of the General Assembly,

from the 20th of October, to the 20th of Movember, 1830.

Bath, Rockbridge and Green Briar Co's. Pa. Collections per Rev. J. Paine, $1447

Cooks Creek and Harrisonburg Cong’s. Pa. donation per Rev. J. F. Leake, 50

Coshoeton, O. from auxiliary society, per G. W. Warner, - - - 12 50

Doe Run, Choster Co. Pa, from Rev. A. G. Morrison, - - - - 5 00

For Run and Bull Skin, Ky. from auxiliary society per Rev. S. H. Crane, 13 75

Freehold N. J. from the sewing society of the First church, by Mrs. M.

Thompson, Treasurer, per Mrs. Sarah Roy, - - 6 00

Great Valley, Pa. Male Missionary Society, per Rev. W. Latta, . - 12 50

do Female do do do - - - - 16 50

do Collections. do do - - - 11 15

Henderson, Ky. from auxiliary society, per Rev. I. Caldwell, - • . * 6 50

Huntsville (near ) 0. donation from D. Williamson, per Rev. J. Barr, - 9 50

do do Garret Peterson, do - - 1 00

do do John Williamson, do - - 50

Hanover Church, Dauphin co, Pa. Collection per Samuel Agnew - - 9 624

Harts Log Congregation, Pa.. from auxiliary society, per John Peebles, 19 00

Rensington, Pa.. from several members of the 1st Presbyterian church, per

Rev. G. Chandler, - - - - - - - 5 573

Mifflintown and Lost Creek, Pa.. from auxiliary soc. per Rev. J. Hutchison, 38 00

M. , Venango and Jefferson co’s. Pa. Collection per Rev. J. Rigs, . 2 72

Mossy Creek Congregation, Pa.. from auxiliary missionary society, per Rev.

L. F. Leake, - * - 15 00

do do donation from J. Bell, A do 1 00

do do do cash, do 6

ACwen co. Ind. collection, per Rev. J. Hill, - - - - • " - 26.05

Presby. of Wabash, do do . - - - - - - 15 00

Path Valley, Pa.. donation from John Brewster, per Mr. W. F. Geddes, .6 00

Philadelphia, do Mr. W. F. Geddes, - - - - 10 00

do do Mrs. S. E. Weir, her supscription for 1830, 100 00

do do Samuel Hildeburn, Esq. his do. do. 100 00

do do auxiliary missionary soc. 6th Pres. church, 25 00

Pittsgrove, N.J. aux. miss. soc. per Rev. Mr. Janvier, - - 2 00

Ripley, Brown co. O. from aux. miss. soc. towards the support of a mission.

ary at Huntington, per Mr. L. C. Rutter, - - 21 25

Synod of Cincinnati, Ohio, for domestic missions, by Treasurer, per Rev. J.

Barr, - - - - - - - 31 00

Union in Augusta congregation, Pa. aux, miss. soc. per Rev. L. F. Leake, 5 '50

do do donation cash, do do - 373

Versailes, Ky, from 3 members of aux. soc. per Rev. S. H. Crane, . - 1 50

Williamsburg, O. from aux, soc. per Rev. R. B. Dobbins, - - - 1607

Wyalusing, Pa. donation from Rev. S. R. Jones, - - - - - 5:00

#.; Reporter, from sundry subscribers, . - - - - 59 50

$608 96

Sonomox ALLEN, Treasurer,

Mo. 18, S. Third street
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Succestiox's ADvisory To CANDI

DATEs For THE Gospel, MINISTRY.

Young Friends:–You are seeking an of

fice, the most honorable, useful, and re

sponsible with which man can be invest

ed, in the present world. To preach the

unsearchable riches of Christ;-“to ne

gotiate between God and man, as God’s

ambassador, the grand concerns ofjudg:

ment and of mercy;”—to be a savor of

life unto life, or of death unto death to

those who attend on your ministrations,—

is a work, to which no serious youth can

look forward without solicitude. The

rospect of this momentous service made

eremiah, though ordained to it, while

yet in the womb, exclaim—“Ah, Lord

God! behold, I cannot speak; for I am a

child:”—and Paul, with his extraordi

nary call,large experience and rich men

tal furniture—“Who is sufficicient for

these things!” If you feel as you ought

on this subject, you will be thankful for
any hints, by which you may, through a

divineblessing, attain to right views of

the sacred office, and be incited to use

the best means, preparatory to the dis

charge of its duties.

Would you be faithful minsters of

Christ? 1. Then, look well to the ques

tion, whether you are called of God, to

serve him, in this way. You may not

expect a miraculous call.—Yet as it is

not every man—nor, even, every good

man that is designed, in Providence, for

this work; and as the question of our

undertaking it, is a question of duty, we
may hope, by careful and serious self.

examination, in the light of Holy Scrip

ture and with reliance on the spirit of

truth, to arrive at a correct conclusion,

in relation to it. A mistake here, must

prove detrimental, as well to your own

peace, as to the interests of religion

and the honor of the Redeemer. Mis

takes, on this point, have occurred; and

the disastrous consequences are detailed

in the history of the church. Instead of

a formal discussion of the subject, the

following postulates and interrogatories

are submitted to your consideration.

God calls no man to the work of the

ministry, without a new heart and a

right spirit. No man can preach the

Gospel fully, and faithfully, honestly,

and with satisfaction to himself, until

he has first, committed his own soul to

Christ Jesus, the Lord, as the only Re

deemer of the world, having power to

*ave to the uttermost, and valid claims

to supreme .homage, confidence and

love. To exhibit the law of God in its

appropriate latitude and spirituality, a

man must have felt its edge and efficac

on the pride of his own heart; nor can it

be, that any one is properly qualified to

direct sinners to a Saviour, with whose

grace and adaptedness to the exigencies

of fallen man, he has himself no expe

rimental acquaintance. Nothing but

love to Christ, and a feeling concern for

the salvation of souls, can long sustain

a minister of the Gospel, and urge him

forward, in the faithful and fearless dis

charge of duty, amid the seductive in

fluence, of the world, and the nameless

trials incident to the sacred calling,

Are you conscious, then, of having re

ceived an unction from the Holy one?

Have you been led, in view of your own

misery and guilt, and of the excellent

glory and fulness of the Lord Jesus, to

commit yourselves to him forever? And

are you so fully persuaded of the truth

and divine origin of his religion, as

disclosing the only true plan of human

redemption, as to be willing to conse

crate your time and talents to his ser

vice, in diffusing its healthful influence

among your fellow sinners? When it is

asked,—whom shall we send, and who

will 'go for, us to bear the glad-tidings

of salvation to the destitute millions of

mankind? do your hearts reply, here

are we, send us? And are you prepared

to accept the office, on primative terms

—self-denial, poverty and reproach?

Would the love of the master, render

his service pleasant—his yoke easy, and

his burden light? Have considerations

of convenience, respectability, or the

gratification of friends no influence in

determing your preference of the minis

terial office? Paul “was made a minis

ter by the grace of God, and the effec

tual working of divine power:” ard so it

is with others;–so it should be with all,

who engage in the holy service.

Another obvious remark, on this

point, is, that God does not call men to

the work of the ministry, who have not

the requisite natural endowments, or

capabilities. Genius, or brilliant pow

ers are not, indeed, necessary. God

has, in many inttances, chosen the in

strumentality of men ofslender abilities,

and moderate culture, to show to the

world, that it is not by human might,

or power, but by his spirit, that redeemg

love achieves its conquests. In the or

dinary course of his Providence, how
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ever, he uses means suited to the ends,

intended to be accomplished. Those

who cannot, or will not learn, would not

probably be called to teach. If you have

not some degree of aptness, and relish

for the acquisition of knowledge. If

you are not patient of study; and re

search; and, if you have not a ready ut

terance, and other improvable talents,

needful in communicating your ideas to

others, you may well doubt whether

God is calling you to the work of the

ministry.

This question about your designation

to the sacred office, if left unsettled and

undecided to your own satisfaction, will

exert an injurious influence on you, in

the whole course of your preparatory

studies. To go forward uncalled, would

be presumptuous; to abandon the ob

ject, after having spent time and money,

in reference to it, would, to say the

least, depress your spirits, and inflict

painful disappointment on your friends

and patrons. But.

nothing. Northink the season of pre

paratory study, if diligently employed,

a needless waste of time. When you

come, as stewards of the mysteries of

God, to divide the provisions of his

house, and give to every man a portion

in season, you will find use for all your

acquirements. To be a scribe well in

structed in the things of the kingdom of

Heaven; to be a workman that need not

be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of

truth, is an attainment which you can

not reach, but by close, persevering,

an prayerful exertion. You are com

ing on the field of action, in an age of

free inquiry, of research and refinement;

and age, too, of rampant infidelity and

bold adventure. Christians will not be

long satisfied with the preacher, who

undertakes to entertain them, Sabbath

after Sabbath, on a few points of doc

trine or duty, with stale and common

place observations. . Neither are gain

sayers to be silenced by mere vocifera

tion, or bold unsupported assertion.—

II. Having ascertained the path of “The harvest is, indeed, plenteous, and

duty, in this matter, by all the lights

which can be brought to bear upon it;

give yourselves, with all diligence, with

all the energies of your souls, to study.

Too many young men pass through the

early stages of their education, so rapid

ly and superficially, as to lay but a slen

der foundation for future success. Some,

from the best motives, spend more time

in visiting friends, and in other offices

of kindness and charity, than is meet

and profitable, in their circumstances.

Everything in its place and season, is a

good maxim, though a trite one. You

have a great and difficult work in pros

pect, young friends, a work, for which

assiduous preparation is, ordinarily, in

dispensible to its creditable and success

ful execution. You must learn, by long

continued and courageous efforts, how

to study—how to use the powers that

God has given you, in the acquisition of

knowledge: and then, you have to make

yourselves acquainted with the best me

thods of conveying your ideas to others;

so that you may commend yourselves

..and your instructions to every man's

conscience, in the sight of God. Keep

your grand object distinctly and steadily

in view. To this make all your move

ments subservient; your reading—your

walks—habits of thought—intercourse

with friends—the share you take, occa

sionally, in the evangelical enterprizes

of the day. Regard yourselves, and all

you can acquire, as solemnly dedicated

to Christ. You are not to expect to

serve him acceptably in the ministry of

reconciliation, with that which costs you

the laborers are few.” There is a loud

and pressing call for preachers of the

right stamp—men well taught—men

| full of faith, and of holy zeal, not only—

|but of sound, well cultivated minds,-

men who can draw from the wells of

salvation, through the channel of the

|original languages of sacred scripture,

|the rich and various treasures of reveal

|ed truth,–men of skill, in the applica

|tion of truth, for conviction of sin, and

instruction in righteousness.

(To be continued.)

Extract from Dr. Bates’ remarks on the

character of candidates for the ministry.

“Another circumstance, or rather

trait of character, not absolutely essen

tial to piety or talents, and yet inti

mately connected with both, occurs to

me, as worthy of attention, in selecting

beneficiaries. A young man may be

hopefully pious, and may exhibit a

sprightliness and activity of mind,

which may procure for him the reputa

tion of possessing talents, and even ge

nius; and yet be a very unfit subject for

this charity. He may be fickle, irreso

|lute, and “given to change.” I add,

therefore, that the peculiar cast and

temperament of mind, in an applicant,

should be regarded; and nothing should

be admitted, as a substitute for decision

of character, firmness of flurfiose, a

spirit of untiring fierseverance. Often

have I been grieved by the wavering

spirit and vacillating conduct of those,

who had raised the hope that they
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were truly pious; and who had talents

enough to make them men, and even

raise them to eminence, if they had

possessed the single additional quality

of decision—if any means could have

been devised to keep their energies

awake, and give direction and concen

tration to their powers of mind. Let

none be received as beneficiaries, till

they have exhibited something of moral

courage, and a good degree of consist

ency of character.

atural disfiosition is another distinct

characteristic, though similar to the one

last named, which ought not to be

omitted in this enumeration. Piety may,

indeed, soften the asperity of a morose

temper, and check the waywardness of

a perverse will. But where the natural

temper and disposition are peculiarly at

variance with the dictates of sympathy

and compassion, modesty and gentle

ness, very uneommon measures of

grace only can effectually control their

influence and qualify a man to become

a minister of the meek and lowly Jesus.

A man constitutionally morose and petu

lant, or gay and sportive, may possess

talents, even of the first order; and if

renewed and sanctified, may preach

like an angel; but he will be in danger

of counteracting the influence of his

public preaching, by his private inter

course with mankind, and thus fail of

winning souls unto Christ. Let mild

ness of temper, meekness of spirit, and

modesty of deportment, then, be sought

and cherished in all, who are led to the

school of the prophets and trained for

the service of the sanctuary.

Habits of economy, connected with

freedom from every thing like avarice,

is another characteristic, essential to

elevated piety, and is, therefore, to be

regarded as a circumstance of high im

portance, in the reception and continu

ance of beneficiaries. As none can re

ceive aid from the funds of Education

Societies, who are not supposed to need

it, so none should receive it, who do not

know how to use it, for the purpose and

in the manner intended by the founders

and patrons of these Societies. It is,

indeed, difficult to ascertain, before ex

periment, whether a young man, nursed

in indigence, and trained to manhood in

obscurity, will bear with equanimity

the elevation of situation and prospects,

to which these Societies necessarily

raise those whom they patronize. Of

course, we must expect occasionally, to

see some marks of giddiness, if not van

ity—of imprudence, if not extravagance,

even in good young men, whose circum

therefore, we are sometimes compelled

to mourn over these occasional faults

and defects of character in beneficiaries,

because they operate so directly to dis

courage the friends, and embolden and

animate the enemies of these and all

similar institutions of benevolence; we

are still constrained to view them with

lenity, and consider them as mere inad

vertences, resulting from inexperience.

But when these things are continued,

after advice, and warning, and intreaty,

we should be prepared to cut off, at

once, those who continue to “waste

their Lord's goods.” Appropriations

for costly apparel, expenses for unne

cessary travelling, and the payment of

money for luxuries or ornaments in

dress, constitute an evident perversion

of these sacred funds; and should not be

endured for a moment. If a young man

cannot be taught on this subject, he

should be made an example of, for the

instruction of others. The injury done

to the cause of benevolence, by such in

stances of a wanton abuse of these funds,

is more than sufficient to balance the

good, which would be accomplished by

a minister of piety and talents, during

his whole life. But the truth is, that

extravagance and prodigality, self

indulgence and vanity, if not inconsist

ent with every degree of sound judg

ment and correct principle, are certainly

never associated with very elevated

piety or talents. On the contrary they

generally indicate a weakness of mind

and depravity of taste, altogether incon

sistent with that devotedness and effi

ciency, which are indispensable to the

usefulness of a minister of the gospel.

Let none, therefore, be admitted who

are known, or believed, to be destitute

of prudence and economy; and let none

be continued on the foundation, who,

being weighed in the balance, are found

wanting.”

Extract from a report on the subject of

connecting manual labor with study—by

Rev. J. Monteith.

A Statement of the general advantages of the

System.

1. It is economical. This is so obvious

from its prominent and characteristic

feature, that it needs no proof, since it is

self-evident that labour is more produc

tive than idleness. But besides it is ren

dered still more economical by being ex

tended so as to embrace a large number

who are engaged in the same pursuits.

The expense of each individual decrea

ses with the increase of the whole num

ber

stances and prospects in life are so sud

denly and so greatly changed. While,

3. It will afford superior advantages

for improvement chiefly from the circum
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stance just mention;d of its being placed |
on a large scale. The mutual improve- ||

mentof studentsunder proper regulations||

is#. where they are associated i.
a larger number than in a small. The

abundance and variety of their subjects

of conversation are increased; there is a

wider field of observation upon human

character, and the stimulus to effort and

the sphere of action, like that of a little

commonwealth, is increased.

3. The characters of young men will

be tried. The characters of youth, ei

ther as to intellect or moral habits, are

often for years unknown to others and

even to themselves. They are known

only in some particular branches of stu

dy, for which perhaps they have a pe

culiar taste or aversion. Their capaci

ties, in other respects, are yet to be de

veloped and will often exhibit a charac

ter very unlike what was anticipated.—

The advantage which this system pos

sosses is, that, by different employments

which ...P. nearly the whole time of

the student, having numerous compan

ions and coming into frequent interview

with his iustructors, he will in the midst

of all these circumstauces, exhibit so ma

ny points, that some correct idea may be

formed of his character. The advantage

is of singular importance, where it is

desirable to know whether the youth is

willing to undergo labour and self denial,

and whether he is ready to endure hard

ness as a good soldier of Jesus Christ.

4. More young men of worth will be

educated. It will bring forward numbers

who have hitherto been kept back either

by a want of resources, or by an aversion

to the indolent and licentious habits, so

often acquired in seminaries of learning

—it will bring forward young men of ge

nius and enterprise from the obscurity of

indigence and will induce plain men in

moderate circumstances to give their

sons a better education and render them

more useful.

5. It will promote an independent and

enterprizing spirit. It will exert this

influence, either on the sons of wealth

who would otherwise be enervated by

luxury or idleness, or on indigent youth,

who might otherwise lean upon charity

and acquire a habit of mean and servile

dependence.

6. It will directly promote picty. Its

leading feature will have this tendency

and this object will no doubt be always

kept in view by its aunual guardians and

its immediate conductors. Although the

study of piety will not be the principal

employment, yet this will be the cardinal

int to which all other departments will

ve their ultimate reference and to

which they will be made subservient.

7. The plan is adapted to form the

mind may be most successfully develop

ed, and by its moral and religious influ

ence, it may inculcate the purest and

most elevated principles of moral recti

tude, By these advantages combiued,

we may anticipate the formation of the

most excellent and useful characters.

.Measures pre-requisite to a young man's be

ing received under the patronage of the

Gen. Assemblys Board of / ducation.

None are recognized as beneficiaries

until the Board are certified of the fol

lowing particulars, in relation to them,

viz: That they are communicants in

the Presbyterian Church, in good re

pute, and of such age as to warrant

some degree of confidence in their sta

bility;—that they have made some trial

of their talents, or aptness to learn, be

yond the mere elements of a common

school education;—That their tempo

ral circumstances are really necessi

tous, and that they are willing to submit to

the rules of the Board;—That they mani

fest a strong desire to become ministers of

the Gospel, and evince some acquaintance

with, and a decided preference for, the

received doctrines and usages of the Pres.

byterian church. On these points, they are

to be carefully examined by a presbytery,

or a committee of presbytery, or of the

Board, or by at least two ministers, or two

elders of the church; and the result com

municated to the Board, in writing. This

done, if the way be clear, they will be im

mediately recognized, and such aid fur

nished, as it may be in the power of the

Board to afford, not exceeding one hun

dred dollars, per annum. The rule is to

afford no more than is deemed absolutely

necessary in each case. We have judged

it proper to give this explicit notice to our

friends, at a distance, because in several

instances, we have received applications for

aid, in such a general and indefinite form,

as to make it necessary to call for informa

tion, before anything could be determined;

which always caus s delay, and additional

expense, in postage.

Receipts for the Board of Education,

during the last month, viz:

From Sewing Society of First Church

in Freehold, N. J. $12 00

Second church, Philad. 24 75

Second do. Southwark, do. 11 60

Third do. Philad. 121 00

Church in Coshocton, O. aux. 12 50

Church of Hanover, Pa. 9 62}

Eleventh church, Philad. 13 18:

Tenth do. do. 57 70.

Dr. J. J. Janeway, his an. sub. 100 00

A former beneficiary, now set

125 00

best characters. By the variety of em

ployment, all the faculties of body and

tled in Missouri,

$487 364John STILLE Treas.
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The ninth commandment, which

we are now to consider, is—“Thou

shalt not bear false witness against

thy neighbour.” This command

ment “requireth the maintaining

and promoting of truth between

man and man; and of our own and

our neighbour's good name, espe

cially in witness bearing.” The

requisitions of the precept before

us, as here stated, will form the

subject of the present lecture: and

the first thing to be considered, be

cause it is fundamental in the whole

ºf the discussion, is the nature and
obligation of truth.

he meaning of some words is

50 plain and obvious, that it cannot

be made more so—It is, I think,

scarcely practicable to give a defi

nition of truth, that will impart a

clearer idea of it than is conveyed

by the word itself. “Truth, says

lºcke, is the joining or separating

of signs, as the things signified

agree or disagree.”. Johnson’s de

finition is more plain and popular.

He says it is “the contrary to false

hood; conformity of notions to

things; conformity of words to

thoughts.”

Those who maintain that the

foundation and sanction of all vir

Vol. IX—Ch. Adv.

tue is to be found in utility alone,

relax the obligation of truth, to a

degree that to me appears highly

exceptionable and dangerous. In

many instances it is not easy, and

in some utterly impracticable, even

for a well informed and conscien

tious man, to say what utility,

taken, as it must be here, in its large

sense, as relating to the general

f. does really dictate: and to

eave every man to speak truth or

falsehood, on every emergency, ac

cording to his own views of what

will, on the whole, be for the gene

ral benefit, is to rest a virtue of the:

highest importance on a very un

certain and slippery foundation.

I mention this, my young friends,

because some writers on morals,

who have fame and fashion on their

side, have actually weakened the

obligation of truth, as I apprehend,

to a very dangerous extent, plead

ing utility as the justification of

their doctrine.

It is in the nature and will of

God, that we find the true founda

tion, obligation, and standard, of

every thing that deserves, in a mo

ral sense, the name of virtue. It is

the highest honour, true happiness,

and indispensable, obligation, of

every moral being in the universe,

to be and act, in moral concerns,

like his Maker—to the utmost ex

tent of the faculties which have

been bestowed upon him. “Be ye

holy, for I am holy,” is our Crea

H
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tor's explicit command; and to be

like our “Father who is in heaven,”

is, by our blessed Saviour, proposed
as the high consideration, by which

our conduct should be directed and

governed. Nów, it is the character

of God, an essential attribute of his

nature, “that he cannot and will

not lie.” Neither is there any one

thing which is represented in hol

scripture as more hateful to God,

more the object of his abhorrence,

or more certainly subjecting the of

fender to his severe displeasure,

than every species of falsehood

and deceit. He declares that “all

liars shall have their part in the

lake which burneth with fire and

brimstone; this is the second

death.” He requires “truth and

uprightness in the inner man.”

And it was the emphatic commen

dation of Nathaniel by our Re

deemer—“Behold an Israelite in

deed, in whom there is no guile.”

You will find indeed in the sa

cred scriptures, several examples of

good men who, under the force of

temptation, or through the remain

ders of depravity, violated truth;

and their guilt in this respect is not

always explicitly stated, in the

places where their sin is recorded.

But in every instance their guilt is

implied, and never extenuated; and

in some cases, as in those of Abra

ham and Jacob, the punishment

which followed their crime, is nar

rated at length. Abraham was put

to shame before Pharaoh and Abi

melech, and received reproof from

both; and Jacob was long an exile,

was deceived and imposed on by

Laban, and lived for many years in

constant dread of his brother Esau

—all as the consequence of his own

and his mother’s falsehood and de

ception.

Having made these general re

marks on the nature, foundation,

and obligation of truth, I shall give

you some quotations from an au

thor whose views entirely accord

with my own: and I do it for the

twofold reason of availing myself

of his authority, and of expressing

my thoughts at once compendiously

and with entire perspicuity. You

will be careful to notice, that there

are other signs of thought beside

words, and that whatever be the

sign, the obligation of truth is the

same.

“Instituted signs are those that

have no other connexion with the

thing signified, than what has been

made by agreement; as if two per

sons shalſ agree between them

selves, that if the one wants to sig

nify to the other at a distance, that

he wishes him to come to his assist

ance, he will kindle a fire upon a

certain hill, or hang out a flag upon

a certain pinnacle of his house, or

some part of his ship. Words and

writing are properly instituted

signs, for they have no relation to

the thing signified, but what original

agreement and long custom has

given them.

“Customary signs are no other
than instituted signs which have

longF.". and whose institu

tion has either been accidental or

has been forgotten. It is also usual

to apply the word customary, to

such signs as depend upon the

mode and fashion of particular

countries. There are some signs

and postures, which though they

may seem perfectly arbitrary, have

obtained very generally, perhaps

universally, as bending down the

body, or prostration, as a sign of

..". and reverence; kneeling,

and lifting up the hands, as a sign

of submission and supplication.—

Perhaps both these are natural, as

they put the person into the situa

tion least capable of resistance.

“Sometimes there is a mixture of

natural and instituted signs, as if a

man sends, a pair of wings, or the

figure of them, to a friend, to inti

mate his danger, and the necessity

of flying,

“In the use of signs, the great

rule of sincerity is, that wherever

we are bound, and wherever we

profess to communicate our inten
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tion, we ought to use the signs in

the least ambiguous manner possi

ble. When we have no intention,

and are under no obligation to com

municate any thing to others, it is

of small moment what appearances

are; it is their business not to make

any unnecessary or uncertain in

ferences. A light in a house, in the

middle of the night, will perhaps

suggest most probably, to a travel

ler accidentally passing, that there

is somebody sick in that house; yet

perhaps it is extraordinary study

or business, that keeps some person
awake.

“Nay, when there is no obliga

tion to give, nor any reason for the

arty to expect true information, it

is held generally no crime at all, to

use such signs as we have reason to

suppose will be mistaken; as when

one who does not desire to be dis

turbed keeps his chamber close

shut, that people may conclude he

is not there. When a general of

an army puts a fire in his camp, to

conceal his march or retreat. And

probably none would think it faul

ty, when there was an apprehension

of thieves, to keep a light burning

in a chamber, to lead them to sup

pose the whole family is not at

rest.

“There are some who place in

the same rank, evasive phrases,

when there is an apparent intention

to speak our mind, but no right in

the other to obtain it. Such ex

pressions may be strictly true, and

yet there is all probability that the
hearer will misunderstand them.

As if one should ask if a person

was in any house, and should re

ceive for answer, he went away

*. morning, when perhaps

e returned the same evening. I

look upon these evasions, however,

as very doubtful, and indeed rather

not to be chosen, because they seem

to contain a profession of telling

our real mind.

“Some mention ironical speech
as an exception to the...” to

sincerity. But it is properly no ob

jection at all, because there is no

deception. Truth lies not in the

words themselves, but in the use of

them as signs. Therefore, if a man

speak his words in such a tone and

manner, as that the hearer immedi

ately conceives they are to be taken

in an opposite sense, and does really

take them in the sense the speaker

means them, there is no falsehood

at all.

“Mr. Hutchinson, and some

others, allow a voluntary intended

departure from truth, on occasion

of some great necessity, for a good

end. This I apprehend is wrong;

for we cannot but consider decep

tion as in itself base and unworthy,

and therefore a good end cannot

justify it. Besides, to suppose it

were in men's power on a sufficient

occasion to violate truth, would

greatly destroy its force in general,

and its use in the social life.

“There are two sorts of falsehood,

which, because no doubt they are

less aggravated than malicious in

terested lies, many admit of, but I

think without sufficient reason.

“1. Jocular lies, when there is a

real deception intended, but not in

any thing material, nor intended to

continue long. However harmless

these may seem, I reckon they are

to be blamed, because it is using

too much freedom with so sacred a

thing as truth. And very often

such persons, as a righteous punish

ment in Providence, are left to

proceed further, and either to carry

their folly to such excess, as to be

come contemptible, or to go beyond

folly into malice.

“2. Officious lies, telling false

hoods to children, or sick persons,

for their good. These very seldom

answer the end that is proposed.

They lessen the reverence for

truth; and, particularly with re

gard to children, are exceedingly

pernicious; for as they must soon

be discovered, they lose their force,

and teach them to deceive. Truth

and authority are methods infinitely

preferable, in dealing with children,
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as well as with persons of riper

years.” º: .# º #

“A question is often moved in

morals, how far it is lawful to de

ceive an enemy? especially if we

hold the general and universal ob

ligation of truth. To this it may

be answered, in the first place, that

we may certainly, with great jus

tice, conceal our own designs from

an enemy—as indeed we may gene

rally from friends, by silence, and

#. against every circum

stance that may betray them. Nei

ther do I think there is any thing

at all blame-worthy in a general of

an army using ambiguous signs, as

feigned marches of a part or the

whole, putting up lights or such

things, because after a declaration

of war, he does not pretend to give

information to his enemy of his mo

tions; nay, it is expected on both

sides that they will do the best they

can to overreach one another in

point of prudence. Yet I can

scarce think it right to employ peo

le to go to the enemy, and profess

ing to be sincere, tell direct false

hoods, and deceive them by that

false intelligence.”

* *
% # * *

“All proposals tending to peace

ought to be made with the greatest

sincerity. Of all deceits in war,

the most infamous is that of making

a treaty, or asking a conference,

only to take the advantage of one

party to destroy him by assassina

tion; or by breaking a truce to

fight with advantage.”

Thus it appears, that “in main

taining and promoting truth be

tween man and man,” whether it

be in common conversation, or in

our promises, oaths, bargains or

contracts, and whether the method

of expressing our thoughts be by

words, or by other signs or tokens,

we are to observe a strict veracity;

and that even toward an enemy,

we are not to make use of false

hood, although we may lawfully con

* Witherspoon's Moral Philosophy.

ceal the truth, either in whole or

in part, when he has no right to

expect that we should make it

known.

It remains to consider how we

are to maintain and promote our

own and our neighbour's good

name, especially in witness bearing.

1. We ought, in our own case,

justly to estimate the value of a

good name; and consider what we

may do, and what we may not do, in

order to preserve it. “A good

name, says Solomon, is better than

precious ointment;” and he else

where declares that “it is rather

to be chosen than great riches.”

Without a measure of the confi

dence of those among whom we

dwell, we can neither do them

good nor be happy ourselves.

Whatever is said or done by a

man whom we distrust, stands for

nothing in our estimation; and it

does not belong to human nature

to have inward satisfaction, when

this distrust becomes universal.

A reputation for integrity, there

fore, is of inestimable value to

every man, and he ought to regard

it as above all price. But beside

integrity, a character for benevo

lence, and for activity in lawful bu

siness, and in doing good to others

as we have opportunity, increases

our own happiness, and greatly

enlarges our sphere of usefulness.

Your first concern, therefore, my

young friends, should be to deserve

the esteem and affection of others,

and your second, to preserve it

when acquired. I would be far

from directing you to aim at popu

lar applause, or what the world

calls fame. This often proves a

most dangerous snare, and is con

trary to the very spirit of the gos

pel. Your primary object should

be to please God; and if you do

this, you will not fail to secure the

approbation and friendship of the

good and virtuous, and ultimately

to obtain more of the confidence,

and even the applause, of the world

at large, than by any other course.
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When a man is believed to be tho

roughly conscientious in all he

does, bad men as well as good, will

choose to commit their dearest in

terests to his management, rather

than to any one of a different char

acter. It has been well said by

the author already so largely

quoted, that “it is not a contradic

tion, but perfectly consistent to

say, a man should be tender and

even jealous of his character, and

yet not greedy of praise. There is

an amiableness and dignity in the

first, but a meanness and littleness

in the last.” But with every real

Christian, the strongest of all mo

tives to preserve his character

from stain, will be a desire not to

bring a reproach on his profession—

not to do injury to the cause of his

dear and adored Saviour. This he

will dread more than death it

self.

It should be remembered, how

ever, that it is not possible for a

Christian altogether to escape the

reproach of an ungodly world; and

that temptations to endeavour to

escape it, by unlawful compli

ances, will ever be among the

most insidious and powerful, with

which the disciple of Christ will

have to contend. Our Redeemer

has given us fair warning on this

subject—“If ye were of the world,

the world would love his own ; but

because ye are not of the world,

but I have chosen you out of the

world, therefore the world hateth

you. Remember the word that I

said unto you, The servant is not

greater than his Lord. If they

have persecuted me, they will also

persecute you: if they have kept

my sayings they will keep yours

also.” In every age of the world,

the trial of “cruel mockings,” has

been one which the stedfast, con

sistent and zealous Christian, has

had to endure: and he could not

endure it, were he not sustained by

the testimony of a good conscience,

the known approbation of his God,

the sympathy and prayers of his

fellow believers, and the prospect

of the acquittal and honour which

he anticipates in the day of final

retribution.

A defence of our good name,

when it is assailed by slander or

false accusation, and when defence

may probably be effectual, is not

only lawful but an incumbent duty.

“There may be cases,” says Dr.

Witherspoon, “where vindications

may be necessary and effectual,

but they are not many. And I

think I have seen in the course of

life, reason to make the following

distinction. If the accusation or

slander be special, and relate to a

particular fact, fixed by time, place,

and other circumstances, and if it

be either wholly false, or essential

ly mistaken in its nature and ten

dency, the matter may be explain

ed, and justice may be done. But

if it be a general character, that

happens to be imputed to a man,

he ought to attempt no refutation

of it, but by conduct: the more he

complains of it, the more he speaks

of it, the more he denies it, it will

be the more believed. For exam

ple, if it be affirmed that a man

spoke profanely in a certain com

pany, at a certain place and time,

when he was not present at all, it

may be easily and completely re

futed; but if he is accused of being

proud, contentious, covetous, or

deceitful, although these accusa

tions are pretended to be support

ed by a train of facts, it is better to

let them wholly alone, and suffer

his conduct to speak for itself.

There are instances in history, of

accusations brought with much

plausibility, and urged with great

vehemence, which yet have been

either from the beginning disbe

lieved, or by time confuted; which

occasioned the Latin proverb, JMag

na est veritas et praevalebit.” Great

is the truth and it will prevail.

In defendingº against

attacks on our character, we may

lawfully refer to commendable ac

tions performed by ourselves, and
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to other circumstances and consi

derations, which it would other

wise be vainglorious to recite. We

have the example of the apostle

Paul for this. But we ought ever

to do it, as he did—evidently with

a concern for the honour of our

Christian character and profession,

rather than with a view to self-ex

altation. The apostle, in his se

cond epistle to the Corinthians,

says, “in nothing am I behind the

very chiefest apostle;” but he im

mediately adds—“though I be

nothing.” And in a previous let

ter to this same church, he had, in

the spirit of true humility, told

them, “I am the least of the apos

tles, that am not meet to be called

an apostle, because I persecuted

the church of God. But by the

grace of God, I am what I am.”

Except in a plea against slander,

there are few cases, indeed, in

which we should make any attempt

to promote our own good name, in

any other way than by zeal and

activity in doing good. In all

cases, the trite maxim is just, “that

actions speak louder than words,”

but in no case is it so applicable as

in that which we consider. Self

raise is even worse than nothing—

it is a sad blemish in a man of real

merit, and is commonly so consi

dered. He who proclaims his own

good deeds, will find them far less

roclaimed by others, than if he

|. been entirely silent. Vanity

and boasting are like Solomon’s

dead flies in the ointment of the

apothecary; and he might have had

a reference to the very case in hand,

in adding as he does, “so doth a

little folly him that is in reputation

for wisdom and honour.”

2. We are to endeavour to pro

mote our neighbour's good name,

as well as our own. We here need

no other rule, if we would faithfully

apply it, than the general one, of

doing as we would be done by.

Yet I am ready to believe that this

rule is never more frequently and

palpably violated, than in the mat

ter of treating our neighbour's cha

racter and reputation, as we would

wish him to treat our own—The

number of those who do this, is, I

fear, very small. The violations of

the rule will be considered in the

following lecture: and in the mean

time, in speaking of the positive

duty, it may be sufficient to remark,

that while we avoid all flattery, as

dangerous to our neighbour's vir

tue, we should prudently and sea

sonably commend, and sometimes

even applaud him, for worthy ac

tions, that he may be encouraged

to continue to perform them; and

thus not only preserve, but increase

the reputation and influence which

he has acquired. A virtuous but

diffident youth, by being discreetly

commended and encouraged, may

be led forward to exertions and

usefulness, of which the world

might otherwise, have been de

prived, and which may greatly re

dound to his own. honour and hap

piness. In like manner, when we

perceive any thing in our neigh

bour which is injurious to his good

name, we should apprize him of it

with meekness and love. This is

sometimes a difficult duty to per

form, in such a manner as to do good

and not evil. Yet it is one which

we must not neglect. The expres

sions of Solomon on this subject

are remarkable—“Open rebuke is

better than secret love. Faithful

are the wounds of a friend—He

that rebuketh a man, afterwards

shall find more favour, than he that

flattereth with the tongue.” Fill

your hearts with kindness, and your

eyes with tears, my young friends,

when you tell a man of his faults,

and you will very rarely offend him

—Often he will thank and love you

for your fidelity.

It is a sacred duty to defend the

character of an absent individual,

when we know or believe him to

be innocent of the crimes, or of

fences, with which we hear him

charged. Silence, in such a case,

is really to make ourselves a party
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with the false accuser. We ought

moreover freely to admit the merit

of others, and duly to applaud their

worthy deeds; and unless duty for

| bids, we should be silent in regard

to the infirmities and blemishes of

those, of whom we have occasion to

speak. I have said we should do

this, unless duty forbids it; for

there may be cases, in which we

ought to warn an unsuspicious per

son of his danger, when we perceive

that he is about to put himself into

the power of one whom we know it

is perilous to trust; and on what

ever occasion, when properly called

on to declare what we know of a

man's character, we ought to do it

faithfully. But in all other cases,

it is a Christian duty to be silent,

in regard to the imperfections of

character; and even when men

tioned by others, we ought to ex

tenuate them, as much as truth and

* will permit.

The answer of the catechism we

tonsider mentions “witness bear

ing,” as an occasion on which we

are "especially” to be cautious of

uttering nothing but the truth. As

we have heretofore treated of this

particular, it is not necessary to

enter far into the subject now. But

it cannot be improper to remind

Jou, that as a violation of truth is

in all cases a heinous sin, so it

is one of the most awful kind,

when speaking under the obliga

tion of a solemn oath—To prevari

cate then, is to make an abjuration

of “the help of God”—to renounce

all claim to his protection and fa

your. When called to give testi

mony on oath, every thing should

be said with recollected thought,

and every word that is º:

should, if possible, be considered

before it is uttered. No wishes or

inclinations of our own, no partial

ity, favour, or affection to a friend,

and no dislike or hatred of an ene

my—in a word, no prejudice of any

kind, should be permitted, so far as

we can help it, to give its colouring

to what we say "in witness bear

ing.” It is the tremendous decla

ration of the Most High—“I will

be a swift witness against false

swearers, saith the Lord of Hosts.”

-

WiTHERSPOON ON REGENERATION.

(Continued from p. 9.)

"I cannot propose to enumerate

all the objections, or rather, all the

forms in which objections may arise

in the sinner's mind, when strug

gling against conviction; but I shall

mention a few of them, and show

what it is that must put them to si

lence.

1. Perhaps the sinner will say,

alas! why should the law be so ex

tremely rigorous, as to insist upon

absolute and sinless obedience?

Hard indeed, that it will admit not

of any transgression, any omission,

the least slip, or failing or frailty,

but pronounceth so severe a sen

tence, “Cursed is every one that

continueth not in all things which

are written in the book of the law

to do them.” But consider, I pray

you, what is the law, and who is

the author of the law. The sum of

all the commandments of the law

is, “To love the Lord your God

with all your heart, with all your

soul, with all your mind, and with

all your strength.” Is this unrea

sonable? or, is it too much? Is he

not infinitely amiable, and abso

lutely perfect? Is he not the just

and legitimate object of supreme

love? Is not every defect of love

to God essentially sinful? and can

it be otherwise considered P. He is

a God of truth, who will not, and

who cannot lie. He must therefore

assert his own majesty and right,

and say, as in the prophet, “Is

there a God besides me? yea, there

is no God; I know not any.”t A

discovery of the glory of God at

once silences this objection, and

shows that he asks but his due; and

as he is the unchangeable God, any

* Gal. iii. 10. # Is. xliv, 8.
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abatement in the demands of the

law, not only would be unreason

able, but is in truth impossible.

2. Again the sinner will perhaps

say, “But why should the sentence

be so severe? The law may be

right in itself, but it is hard, or even

impossible for me... I have no

strength: I cannot love the Lord

with all my heart. “I am altoge

ther insufficient for that which is

good.” Oh that you would but

consider what sort of inability you

are under to keep the command

ments of God Is it natural, or is

it moral? Is it really want of abi

lity, or is it only want of will? Is

it anything more than the depravi

ty and corruption of your hearts,

which is itself criminal, and the

source of all actual transgressions?

Have you not natural faculties, and

understanding, will, and affections,

a wonderful frame of body, and a

variety of members? What is it

that hinders them all from being

consecrated to God? Are they not

as proper in every respect for his

service, as for any baser purpose?

When you are commanded to love

God with all your heart, this surely

is not demanding more than you

can pay: for if you give it not to

him, you will give it to something

else, that is far from being so de

serving of it.

The law then is not impossible,

in a strict and proper sense, even

to you. Let me next ask you, is it

unreasonable? Does he ask any

more than all your hearts? and are

they not his own? Has he not

made them for himself? If not,

let any rival rise up and plead his

title to a share? Does he ask any

more than that you should love him

supremely? and is he not every

way worthy of your love? If he

commanded you to love what was

not amiable, there would be reason

for complaint. By tracing the mat

ter thus to its source, we see the

righteousness and equity of the di

vine procedure, and that the law of

God is eternal and immutable, as

his own nature. Wherefore, “let

God be true, and every man a liar.”

All the attempts to impeach his

conduct as severe, only tend to

show the obliquity and perverse

ness of the depraved creature, and

not to diminish the excellence of

the all-glorious Creator.

While men continue slaves to

sin, it is absurd to suppose they

should acquiesce in their Maker’s

authority: but so soon as any per

son discovers the infinite amiable

ness of God, and his obligation to

love and serve him, his mouth will

be immediately stopped, himself

and every other sinner brought in

inexcusably guilty. He will see that

...there is nothing to hinder his com

pliance with every part of his duty,

but that inward aversion to God,

which is the very essence of sin. It

is of no consequence what your na

tural powers are, whether those of

an angel or a man, a philosopher or

a clown, if soul and body, and such

powers as you have, are but wholly

devoted to God. Do you say this

is impossible? where then lies the

impossibility of it, but in your de

praved inclinations?

But we have not yet done with

the objections; the most formidable

of all is behind. Perhaps the sin

ner will say, how unfortunate so

ever this inclination may be, I

brought it into the world with me.

I derived it from my parents; it is

my very nature; I am not able to

resist it. This brings in view a

subject far more extensive than to

admit of being fully handled here.

We may also easily allow, that

there is something in it beyond the

reach of our limited capacity; but

whatever be the nature and effects,

or manner of communicating origi

nal sin; whatever be the use made

of it, in accounting for events as a

general cause; if any voluntary

agent hath nothing to offerin oppo

sition to the strongest obligation,

but that he finds himself utterly un

willing to obey, it seems to be an

excuse of a very extraordinary
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kind. We are sure that no such

excuse would be accepted by an

earthly lawgiver; nor have we the

least reason to think any more re

gard will be paid to it by Him “who

judgeth righteously.”

In this, as in most other things,

there is a wide difference between

the sentiments of a hardened and a

convinced sinner. The first, who

hath no just view of the guilt of his

actual transgressions, is always

prone to extenuate them, by intro

ducing original sin as an excuse for

his conduct: but a sinner, truly

convinced of the evil of his felt and

experienced enmity against God,

makes use of his early and original

depravity for his further humilia

tion. Thus the Psalmist David,

when under the exercise of peni

tence for the complicated crimes

of adultery and murder, expresses

himself as follows: “Behold, I was

shapen in iniquity, and in sin did

my mother conceive me.” In

whatever way it was first intro

duced, it is certain that all aversion

and opposition to God must be evil

in itself, and the source of misery

to him in whom it dwells; for all

that “are afar off from him” shall

certainly perish; and all that con

tinue unlike to him must depart

from him. Without perplexing

ourselves with debates about the

propriety or meaning of the impu

tation of Adam’s first sin, this we

may be sensible of, that the guilt of

all inherent corruption must be

personal, because it is voluntary

and consented to. Of both these

things, a discovery of the glory of

God will powerfully convince the

sinner. When he seeth the infinite

beauty of holiness, and the amiable

ness of the divine nature, he cannot

forbear crying out of himself, “Wo

is me, for I am undone, because I

am a man of unclean lips, and I

dwell in the midst of a people of

unclean lips; for mine eyes have

seen the King, the Lord of Hosts.”t

* Ps. li. 5. # Isa. vi. 5.

Wol. IX.-Ch. Jºldt'.

As the impurity of his heart, so the

irregularities of his life, will stare

him in the face: they never appear

so hateful, as when brought into

comparison with the divine holi

ness; and if he “essay to justify

himself, his own mouth will con

demn him” as guilty from choice.

Once more, the same view will

effectually confute, and show the

vanity of those pretensions which

are derived from our own imperſect

and defective obedience. When

conviction first lays hold of a sin

ner, however vain the attempt, he

has still a strong inclination that

righteousness “should come by the

law.” This is not wonderful; for

in no other way can he himself have

any title to glory, and a thorough

renunciation of all self-interest, is

too great a sacrifice to be made at

once. Hence he is ready to look

with some measure of satisfaction

on those who have been greater sin

ners than himself, and secretly

to found his expectation of pardon

for those sins he hath committed,

on the superior heinousness of those

from which he hath abstained.

Hence also he is ready to hope he

may make sufficient atonement for

his past sins by future amendment:

but a discovery of the holiness of

God, and the obligation to love him

“with all the heart, and soul, and

strength, and mind,” soon destroys

this fond imagination. It shows

him that he can at no time do more

than his duty; that he never can

have any abounding or soliciting

merit; nay, that a whole eternity,

so to speak, of perfect obedience,

would do just nothing at all to

wards expiating the guilt of the

least sin. But besides all this, the

same thing shows him, that his best

duties are stained with such sins

and imperfections, that he is still

but adding to the charge, instead of

taking from the old score; for “we

are all as an unclean thing, and all

our righteousnesses are but as filthy

rags; and we all do fade as a leaf,

and our iniquities, like the wind,
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have carried us away.” Thus,

one after another, he is stript of

every plea, however eagerly he

may cleave to them, and support or

bolster up one, by the addition of

another. He sees not only his dan

ger, but his guilt: not only the

fearſulness of his state, but the ho

liness and righteousness of his

judge. He lies down prostrate at

the footstool of the Almighty, and

makes unmerited mercy and sove

reign grace the only foundation of

his hope.

* Isaiah lxiv. 6.

-

THE POOlt MAN'S DEATII isE1).

ny Miss powles.

“Tread softly!—bow the head—

In reverend silence bow!

No passing bell doth toll,

Yet an immortal soul

Is passing now.

“Stranger! how great soe'er,

With lowly reverence bow

There's one in that poor shed,

One by that wretched bed,

Greater than thou.

“Beneath that pauper's roof

Lo! I)eath doth keep his state,

Enter—no crowds attend

Enter—no guards defend

This palace-gate.

“That pavement damp and cold,

No whispering courtiers tread;

One silent woman stands,

Chafing with pale, thin hands,

A dying head.

“No busy murmurs sound;

An infant wail alone —

A sob suppressed—again

That short, deep gasp—and then

The parting groan.

“Oh change! Oh wondrous change!

Burst are the prison bars!

This moment there—so low

In mortal pangs—and now

Beyond the stars!

“Oh change —stupendous change'

There lies the senseless clod:

The soul from bondage breaks,

The new immortal wakes—

Wakes with his God!”

JThiêttilantoug.

NotES of A TRAVELLER.

(Continued from page 15.)

Geneva, Switzerland,

August 23, 1828.

Saturday.—We busily occupied

ourselves last evening, and early

this morning, in rambling through

the city, in order that our future

recollections of this visit might be

more distinct and particular. Ge

neva must be interesting to travel

lers of almost every description,

from the number of distinguished

men in all departments of know

ledge, connected with it either by

long residence or by birth. Not

to mention heathen and profane wri

ters, here lived Calvin, Beza, Pictet,

Prevost, Necker, Bonnet, Turretin,

De Stael, the Saussures, and many

others. In the early history of

electricity, when the Abbe Nollet

travelled through Europe to exa

mine the wonderful effects of me

dicated tubes, which transpired

odoriferous substances when ex

cited, he was here convinced of the

folly of his inquiry, and discovered

a rational method of introducing

that wonderful agent into the heal

ing art. I mention this last cir

cumstance, because it first induced

me to read about Geneva, when a

boy.

A very few of the streets are

neat, airy, or well built. Attached

to the front of many of the houses,

there is a wooden gallery or shed,

no doubt intended as an ornament

—for we could not discover our

selves, or hear from others, that

this appendage was designed for

any use. Like the old houses and
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churches in Albany, which Knick

erbocker describes so exactly, many

of the roofs and steeples are cover

ed with tin plate, which glitters in

the sun to the great annoyance of

the spectators. Every person, af

ter rambling through the towns of

France, must be struck with the

absence of beggars in the streets of

Geneva. Though they are no doubt

to be found, I do not recollect to

have met with an individual of that

description.

On our return from Chamouny,

we took lodgings at the Balance,

which we think a better hotel than

the Crown, where we formerly re

sided, though perhaps not so sty

lish. Here, this morning, we re

ceived a visit from an American

friend, the Rev. J. G. Grier, now

chaplain to one of our ships of

war in the Mediterranean, and who

is on a visit here on furlough, in

search of health. I need scarcely

say, that it was highly gratifying

to meet a native of our own State,

and a Christian, in this distant

länd—which seems still farther re

moved from home, the nearer we

approach the time when we expect

to leave it.

At about 11 o'clock, our party,

consisting of the two Messrs. G.,

of Philadelphia, Dr. G., and my

self, entered one of the steam-boats,

which plies regularly on the lake

between Geneva and Lausanne, for

the latter place. I left Geneva

with regret, and shall always re

collect the short period passed

there, with great pleasure. During

the first hour, our excursion up the

lake was delightful. The culti

vated banks, along which lie scat

tered a number of genteel looking

habitations, the neat exterior of

which indicated at least that do

mestick enjoyments and cultivated

taste resided within—the long

range of the Jura, with its green

and dewy valleys, and thick groves

of verdant trees, on our left—and

the brown and craggy pinnacles

of Mont Blanc, interspersed with

golden peaks and snowy summits,

on our right, presented an unrival

led scene. Fortunately the steam

boat approached the shore near

Copet, so as to give us a very good

view of the Chateau, celebrated as

the residence of Necker, and his

daughter, Madame de Staël. Their

tombs are in the garden adjoining

the castle; which is far more inte

resting as being the birth-place of

the author of Corinna, than from

its external appearance, though it

certainly occupies a beautiful site.

Thick clouds now covered the sky,

giving a misty grandeur to the

Alps, and obscuring all adjacent

objects. A heavy rain drove us

all into the cabin below, where

we presented a motley crew, of

French and German, English and

American passengers, each gab

bering in his own tongue.

Our arrival at Ouchy, the port

of Lausanne, put an end to our

“durance vile”—and stepping into

a hackney coach, numbers of which

stood on the wharf, we were drag

ged up a high, heavy hill, to the

door of a spacious hotel, called the

Falcon. As our journey must be

continued to-morrow, Dr. G. and

myself set off together to view the

town, which is the capital of the

Canton de Vaud. Our enterprise

was exceedingly fatiguing, as all

the streets through which we

passed lead over short, high, pre

cipitous hills. Nothing, I should

think, could be more uncomforta

ble for an aged or infirm man, than

to take a walk through the streets

of Lausanne. We clambered up

an almost interminable flight of

rough steps, to visit the Cathedral,

said to be one of the finest Gothick

churches in Europe. The entrance,

and several parts of the exterior,

exhibit a variety of carved figures

—The interior is quite handsome,

and is adorned with a multitude of

columns. The sepulchral monu

ments are, many of them, interest

ing. A white marble tomb, erect

ed’ to the memory of Mrs. Strat
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ford Canning, is partly the work

manship of Canova, and is very

striking. During fine weather, the

view from the elevated terrace on

which the cathedral stands, is said

to be magnificent beyond descrip

tion—the beauty of the lake, the

picturesque scenery along the bays

and promontories of its shores,

and the rich, varied, and sublime

features of the Alps, present an

unequalled prospect. One of the

principal sights at Lausanne, is the

place where Gibbon wrote the

concluding part of his “Decline

and Fall.” Our enthusiasm for

his genius did not lead us to visit

the out-house he occupied, and

which we understood to be a dirty

work-shop—itself an image of de

cline and fall. Gibbon's memory

is not much venerated by the inha

bitants. His selfishness, repulsive

manners, and disgusting habits,

have, in a great measure, dispelled

the charm which his learning and

genius are calculated to inspire.

The houses here are neither large

nor well built. In some of the

book shops we saw for sale a

number of American publications.

There are many literary, scienti

fick, and religious institutions here.

The first tract society in Switzer

land was, I am informed, establish

ed in this town by a lady.

We returned from our wander

ings just at the dinner hour, and

sat down with a large company of

ladies and gentlemen to a sump

tuous repast, served up in the

French style. The windows of

the dining room open on the lake,

and afford a very extensive pros

pect. While at the table, I had

the pleasure of witnessing the most

brilliant rainbow I ever beheld—

both the inner and the outer bow

were perfectly complete, and equal

ly luminous in all their extent, and

remained so for an unusual length

of time—The colours in one bow

were, of course, in an inverse order

to those in the other. So remark

able was this meteor in beauty,

that not only all the company at

table suspended for awhile the

important process of eating, but

the bustling and industrious pas

sengers along the streets stopped

for some moments to gaze upon it.

Having engaged a convenient

and light carriage to carry us

through the interior of Switzer

land, we retired early to our cham

bers, that we might be prepared to

continue our journey early to-mor

row. I regret to be obliged to

travel on the Sabbath, but circum

stances seem to render this una

voidable.

Sunday, August 24th.-Some

time before sundown this evening,

we reached Friburgh, the princi

pal town in the Canton of the same

name. The road passes over a

rough country, and through seve

ral mean villages, neither of which

exhibited any objects peculiarly

interesting. We saw a number of

persons affected with those extra

ordinary lumps or swellings about

the glands of the throat, called

goitres—they were on children as

well as on grown people. The

population, however, is said to be

generally healthy. Many physi

cians have endeavoured to ascer

tain the cause which produces

these singular excrescences. Some

attribute them, as I have before

mentioned, to the water derived

from melted snow—they prevail,

however, in parts of the country

where no such water abounds.

Saussure supposes that the heat of

the climate in the valleys, and the

stagnation of the air in low situa

tions, produce this disease—but

the inhabitants of elevated places

are also troubled with them. Coxe,

in his account of Switzerland,

thinks that this malady is occa

sioned by the calcareous matter, in

the water which they drink. It

gives some plausibility to this opi

nion, that the people in the west

ern parts of Pennsylvania, where

lime-stone water is so common,

are also disfigured with these hor
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rid tumours.” Those individuals

who are afflicted with large goi

tres, commonly become idiotick,

owing, perhaps, to the extreme

languor and indolence which they

produce.

Friburg presents quite an inte

resting appearance, at a short dis

tance from it. Part of the city is

built on the top of a precipice

formed of sand-stone, and a part

on the banks of the river Sartine,

which winds below.

Our postilion drove to the Fal

con, which is said to be the best

hotel; but it was crowded with mi

litary officers, and we were obliged

to put up at the Merchant’s Inn,

which was undergoing repairs.

We followed our luggage up a

high clumsy stair-case into a third

story room, which was to be our

parlour, dining room, and cham

ber.

We had an opportunity of see

ing the Friburgers to advantage, in

their Sunday dress—the streets

were crowded, almost all the inha

bitants passing by our door, from

some Catholick exhibition they had

been to witness in the country.

Such a motley group of colours,

and sizes, and characters, I never

before saw. The Swiss females

are famous for their love of gaudy

hues, and here we had them in per

fection—

“Starr'd, striped and spotted, yellow, red

and blue.”

Monks, and other ecclesiasticks,

mingled in the chattering throng

of idlers and beggars. This town

is exactly on the limits of the

French and German idioms; so

that one-half of the inhabitants

can scarcely understand the other.

Not being disposed to ramble about,

* Among the early settlers of Pittsburg

and Reading, two places almost at oppo

site boundaries of the lime-stone region of

water, the goitre was very frequent; but

since these towns, particularly the last,

have become more populous, new cases

but rately occur.

we retired early to bed, but not to

sleep—

He, like the world, his ready visit pays

Where fortune smiles.

It was our mishap to be annoyed

almost all night with fleas, and

thosenameless horrid insects which

torment the pillow of the traveller,

in all parts of the world.

Monday, August 25th.-There

are but a few objects in Friburg

for the traveller to examine. The

old linden or lime tree, nearly in the

centre of the town, is interesting.

It is about twenty feet in circum

ference, and was planted here in

1476, on the day when Charles the

Bold was defeated at Morat. The

bearer of the news then brought

from that place the twig in his

hand, which has grown to this

great tree. This venerable relick

of other times has been much shat

tered by storms, and exhibits many

marks of old age. Great care is

taken of it; its wounds are skil

fully dressed and bandaged, and its

lower branches are supported by

props, so that it may yet outlive

many future generations of man.

There are seats placed round the

trunk; and under its shade, in form

er times, the judges used to hold

their sittings every Saturday, for

the purpose of settling the differ

ences that occurred between the

peasants, in the market place close

by. We noticed a large number

of fountains, most of them very

homely in their structure—A con

stant stream of clear water runs

from them—the reservoirs which

supply them being, I suppose,

placed on the high grounds in the

vicinity. On one of these elevated

points is the Jesuit's College, a

large and commanding edifice, or

ganized, as we understood, to coun

teract the liberal and enlightened

views, taught in the Lancasterian

seminary of the benevolent Abbé

Girard. The most curious object

here is the cathedral of St. Nicho

las. It is said to be a fair speci
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men of the Gothick architecture of

the thirteenth century. The tower

is the highest in Switzerland, rising

to an elevation of 363 feet, and

contains the finest chime of bells

in the country. Over the princi

pal entrance to the church, there is

a wonderful carving in stone, re

presenting the day of judgment—

the saints in heaven are delineated

on one side, and the lost spirits on

the other. It is ridiculous and ex

travagant in the extreme. The

left hand group exhibits the Old

boy and one of his imps, carrying a

basket full of sinners on a pole

over their shoulders, to pitch them

into a great caldron, which is

boiling over a flaming furnace, with

divers human heads and arms float

ing on its surface. Alas! thought

I, is this the awful pantomime of

the nether world, which the genius

of Romanism has devised, to repre

sent the punishment inflicted on

the enemies of the church. No

wonder that infidelity and licen

tiousness so much abound, both

within and without the pale of St.

Peter. History and existing facts

abundantly show, that splendid rites

and odious vices may dwell toge

ther, under the same consecrated

roofs.

After breakfast, we set off in our

carriage for Berne, supposed by

many to be one of the handsomest

towns in Europe. Nothing occur

red on the road of sufficient inte

rest to detail, except perhaps the

number of trees, and the neatness

of the farm houses, covered with a

trim thick kind of thatch. We

entered the city by a gate, on the

posts of which were mounted two

great stone bears. The figures of

those animals are emblazoned on

the arms and coins of the Canton

of Berne. The city is said to have

derived its name from the number

of bears which annoyed its early

settlers. The hotel called the Fal

con, at which we stopped, was

crowded with guests, but we found

every thing clean and comfortable.

resting

After an excellent dinner, we com

menced our customary explora

tions.

The city is on the banks of the

Aar, and is surrounded by high

grounds richly cultivated. Streams

or branches of the river pass along

the middle of many of the streets.

Fountains of water are numerous,

and many of them are surmounted

by little old-fashioned statues of

some hero or saint. Among others,

we noticed the figure of Arnold

Van Winkelried, the warrior of

Sempach, and that of Moses, which

adorns the fountain in the square

of the cathedral. The houses in

many streets are built on low

arches, forming long arcades, some

thing like those of the Palais Royal

in Paris, under which the shops

are arranged. We walked to the

western extremity of the city, to

see a tower said to contain a clock

of very curious mechanism. The

striking of the hours, our guide

book informs us, is announced by

a procession of small figures, and

the crowing of a cock; after which,

a man in armour makes his appear

ance, and strikes the hours with a

club. We were in good season for

the exhibition, but saw nothing but

a huge ugly dial plate–Disappoint

ments like this have not unfre

quently occurred to us. The for

tifications of the city are kept in

tolerable order. In one of the

trenches we saw, among other ferae

naturae, several bears, which are

supported by an annual publick

tax, because they are on the armo

rial bearings of the town. Not far

from this place, a number of gen

tlemen were collected, shooting at

a target, an amusement very popu

lar here. There is an avenue of

fine trees leading to this place—in

deed all the principal roads in the

environs are handsomely planted

with trees, to a considerable dis

tance. -

The Bernese have many inte

institutions devoted to

science, literature, and piety. A
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museum annexed to the publick li

brary, contains a number of curio

sities brought from the South Seas

by Weber, the painter, who accom

panied Captain Cook round the

world. Every body knows that

the great Haller was a native of

Berne—We purchased a well exe

cuted head of this good philoso

pher, at one of the print shops, as

a memento of our visit, together

with some curiously carved pieces

of wood.

The most remarkable edifice in

Berne is the cathedral. It stands

on a terrace, elevated more than

one hundred feet above the river

Aar, and which is adorned with

fine trees. On the low wall built

along the edge of the precipice,

there is an inscription in German,

recording the wonderful escape of

a man, whose horse being irritated

by a parcel of rude boys, sprang

over the wall. The horse was

killed by the fall, but the rider es

caped, with merely the fracture of

a few bones. As we looked down

the fearful deep from the parapet,

our blood chilled, at the thought of

this marvellous adventure. En

tering the church, we saw the wo

man who keeps the door feeding,

with crumbs of bread, a flock of

little sparrows, whose nests we

learned were in the old crevices of

the walls, or on the monuments to

departed worthies. There is no

thing in our eyes very remarkable

about this church—it has some

richly stained glass in the win

dows, and the spire is certainly

commanding.

Every American traveller must

be surprised and displeased, at see

ing in the streets of Berne a num

ber of convicts in chains, who are

kept constantly employed in some

menial publick service. So tor

turing to the feelings of some of

the criminals is this system of pu

nishment, that a few years since, a

woman condemned to this publick

disgrace, while employed in sweep

ing the high terrace near the ca

phy can rival its stores.

thedral, sprung over the wall, and

dashed into etermity.

The traveller through Switzer

land, when he arrives at Berne,

usually makes an excursion for the

most part on foot, over the moun

tainous districts in the neighbour

hood, called the Oberland or Bern

ese Highlands. The environs of

Unterseen and Interiacken, and the

lakes, mountains, and cascades of

the country of William Tell, al

most tempted me to run the chance

of losing my passage to America,

in the ship which is to sail on the

15th of next month. I had re

ceived particular instructions from

my friends in London, not to omit

this interesting tour; but as fifteen

days are necessary to perform it, I

felt compelled to renounce the gra

tification. *

(To be continued.)

-
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Introductory Remarks.

No branch of science is more in

teresting, than the philosophy of

mind. § holds an important place

in a course of liberal education, and

has its use in theological investiga

tions. Other sciences are not to be

discredited or displaced by this;

nor will any one, who properly es

timates its real and relative value,

be disposed to make an offensive

use of it. By many, the science of

mind is considered dry, useless,

and only calculated to perplex, or

obscure investigation. By others,

it constitutes all that is worthy to

be called knowledge. The truth

lies between the two classes—but

as a subject furnishing facts of high

interest, no department of philoso

We may

admire the beauty and wisdom of

creation, when we contemplate pla

nets and systems of worlds in the

light of astronomy—or we may li

mit our view to the globe which
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we inhabit, and be absorbed with

delight in examining its geological

structure—or we may look more

intensely upon the furniture of the

earth, and be charmed with the

treasures of natural science—or in

moments of intense thought, we

may linger with glowing pleasure

in the abstract science of numbers

and quantity—or we may be equal

ly delighted with the examination

of organized animated bodies; but

there is a department of knowledge

of more absorbing interest than all

these—it is the knowledge of mind.

To know that which knows; to

contemplate that which thinks, feels

and acts; to examine that which

examines, are higher exercises of

mind, than all those which termi

nate on material things. Man is

the noblest work of God which we

have yet seen; and we have no rea

son to expect ever to see more than

one order of created beings higher

than man. The revelation of God

informs us that man was made a

little lower than the angels, and

ives no intimation of an interme

iate order. But all the amazing

interest which we feel in contem

plating man as the noblest part of

this lower creation, arises from the

nature, capacities, and operations

of his immortal mind. When the

body dies, we hide it from our

sight as an object offensive and dis

gusting. There is not one plea

sant thought connected with the

rottenness of its decomposition and

the filthiness of the tomb, except it

be, the assurance which God has

given of the body’s resurrection.

All else is disgusting in the ex

treme. But when we contemplate

mind, its very deformities are in

teresting. Whatever contributes

to the formation of character, in its

present relations so important, and

in its future results imperishable,

may well engage our eager atten

tion.

The characteristicks of mind, and

its influence over matter, furnish

good reasons for all the importance

which we attach to the science.

The mind knows, and is conscious

of its knowledge—it feels, and is

conscious of pleasure and pain—it

acts, and is conscious of its actions.

By these characteristicks, the mind

seems calculated for indefinite im

provement in its capacities, acqui

sitions, and usefulness. By its in

fluence over matter in the motions

of the living body, indirectly in all

the improvements of the arts, and

in procuring the comforts of life,

mind is the grand agent of using

the creation of God, and possesses

the only capacity for its enjoyment.

There is, therefore, good reason

why such an agent should be an in

teresting object of thought and self
examination.

But taking the revelation of God

as our unerring guide, we do not

wonder at the deep interest con

nected with this subject. The

whole universe is made for the use

of mind; and no inconsiderable

ortion of its immeasurable extent,

is intended for the instruction, use,

and enjoyment of human minds.

The administration of God's go

vernment over this world, is regu

lated for the instruction and bene

fit of intelligent agents. The des

tiny of mind is immortal, and the

scheme of sº salvation tells its

momentous value, in the estimation

of its Maker and Redeemer. The

whole revelation of God, the plan

of mercy, the mission of Christ, the

whole system of grace, and the

mansions of glory in the heavens,

provided at such vast expense, are

for the minds of men.

It should not be forgotten that

all the sufferings in the prison of

everlasting despair, of which we are

warned in the sacred pages, refer
us to the miseries of immortal

minds. Bodies reorganized, raised,

and fitted to be immortal mediums

of bliss or wo, will be in heaven

and in hell, but the happiness and

the misery will be chiefly mental.

Surely these are sufficient reasons

why minds should be deeply inter
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ested with the contemplations of

themselves. There are no objects

below angels, so elevated and su

blime.

From these, and kindred sug

gestions, which will readily occur

to those who carefully examine the

subject, it might be obvious that

mental science is important as well

as interesting. All the high and

holy communications of revelation

are made to man, and respect his

mind. The character of man’s im

mortal spirit is there developed, its

present obligations are defined, and

its future prospects indicated. But

in all those developments, it seems

to be taken for granted, that men

are acquainted with the operations

of their own minds, or that they

may know them, without difficulty,

by self-examination.

One estimate of mental science,

may therefore be made, without

much labour. The investigation of

mind must constitute an important

part of useful knowledge, since to

mind belong character, responsible

ness, and immortal prospects; since

God communicates with it, and en

joins self-knowledge as an indispen

sable duty. . An intelligent agent,

to whom God has communicated the

revelation of his will, whom he

holds responsible to himself as the

Almighty Sovereign, and whom he

has bound to investigate the intel

lectual and moral character and re

lations of his mind, should regard it

as a matter of high interest and im

portance to comply with this direc

tion of his Maker. It is also easy

to perceive that if a man mistakes

or wrongly estimates the character

of his own mind, he will be liable

to misapply the directions of God’s

truth, and place a wrong estimate

upon some doctrines of faith. Cor

rect views of the principles and

operations of the human mind, are

important to the Christian in the

estimation of his own character, and

the application of God's revealed

truth to his own relations and duty.

Vol. IX.—Ch..Adv.

To the minister of Christ, especial

ly, correctness in mental philoso

phy must be vastly important. His

grand official business is with

minds, formed and planned in re

lations, and under obligations, like

his own, to God.

One consideration, which shows

the importance of this science to

the ministry, is its influence in

mental discipline. Much as an

extensive knowledge of literature,

philosophy and history may be

valued, and justly valued, correct,

thorough discipline of the mind, is

worth more than all these stores.

A habit of careful, accurate and

thorough investigation of subjects,

a ready and clear discrimination of

thoughts, and a diligent and judi

cious application of a mind thus

trained, to almost any subject of

knowledge, will soon master all diffi

culties, and compass what is within

its reach. Perhaps there is no study

which so intensely fixes the mind's

attention, compels it to so careful

a discrimination of things and re

lations, as this. The exact sci

ences of numbers and quantity,

though as accurate and discrimi

nating, have not, for reasons which

will appear in a subsequent part of

this discussion, as direct and effi

cient an influence in disciplining

the mind for the investigations of

truth, as the science of mental phi

losophy. There is an alliance be

tween this and theology readily

discovered, which is not in the ma

thematicks.

The only correct apprehensions

of spiritual existence, which we

can acquire, must be obtained

from the examination of our own

spirits. The better, therefore, the

minister of Christ is acquainted

with the nature and operations of

his own mind, the more correct

will be his apprehensions of other

spirits. When he reads, in the

revelation of God, the description

of angels, those pure spirits which

minister before their Maker’s

K
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throne, he necessarily carries along

and applies, the apprehensions of

spiritual existence, derived from

the contemplation of his own living

spirit. He knows no other kind of

spirit. Such a spirit, without a

material body, or any material, or

gans, possessing a pure moral char

acter, and powers enlarged so as to

constitute a higher order of being,

forms his conception of an angel.

In like manner, the most definite

and correct apprehensions of God,

who is a spirit, are obtained. By

adding the ideas of infinity, self

existence and independence, to the

attributes of pure spirit, we form

our conceptions of the glorious Je

hovah. We do not in this process

exclude the guidance of inspira

tion. Although the light of nature

furnishes us with the means of

knowing some of the attributes, as

well as existence of the Eternal

Spirit, yet we could not discover

all his perfections, and gather all

the associations which complete the

conception of God, without his own

guidance. Here it will readily be

perceived that I refer to no specu

lative theory, but to a knowledge

of the nature and attributes of mind,

or spiritual existence.

Another consideration may here

be suggested, to aid in this prelimi

nary estimate of mental science.

Theologians are not only employed

in the investigation of truths which

belong to minds, but as ambassa

dors É. Christ, their main business

is with the minds of men. They

should know how minds are influ

enced, and how to estimate human

character. It is not to be supposed

that a knowledge of mental philoso

phy will give any one common

sense, which most of all qualifies

him for acquiring a knowledge of

human nature, and forming a just

estimate of human character; but

it will greatly improve the judg
ment of manners, and enable him

to accommodate his conduct and

adapt his instruction to the great

diversity of , mental habits. To

know correctly and familiarly the

laws ofj operations, must be

of great advantage, in the official

and private intercourse of the

Christian ministry.

Mental philosophy has an influ

ence in the interpretation of the

holy scriptures, and in qualifying

the mind for the correct interpre

tation of God’s word. All men

are governed in their interpreta

tion of many things in the Bible,

by some principles of mental sci

ence which they have adopted.

This is matter of necessity, inas

much as many directions refer

them to their own consciousness of

mental phenomena. Many exer.

cises of Christian graces are so

described, that men make the ap

plication according to their views

of mental philosophy. Many doc

trines of faith are necessarily ex

lained on the same principles. A

arge portion of the errors in theo

logy have originated in false philo

sophy, or have assumed some phi

losophical dogma as their defence.

If therefore we correct the princi:

ples of mental science, we shall

correct the errors, or deprive them

of their support.

The importance of this branch of

science is much increased, by the

intellectual and speculative charac

ter of the present age. Never, per

haps, did speculative philosophy

exert more influence over the opi

nions and conduct of men, than at

the present time. This, however,

may be considered by some as a

strong objection, to the study and

use of what is confessedly mis

chievous in its influence. But such

an objection would be arguing

from the abuse, against the use of

the science. This is inadmissible.

It may also be said that the simple,

plain, grammatical interpretation of

the scriptures, is the best antidote

for theological errors; consequent:

ly, that alſ investigations of mental
science are worse than useless.
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To this objection it may be replied,

that the premises may be correct,

but the consequence does not fol

low. Correct philological interpre

tation of God’s own word is cer

tainly the most safe, and in our

opinion the only safe method, of

ascertaining the mind of the Spirit:

and that which best ascertains the

mind of the Spirit is the best anti

dote for all error. But unless it

can be shown that correct philolo

gy and accurate investigations of

mental science contradict each

other, the consequence is not cer

tain. To us it seems very plain,

that philological and ºf sci

ence are perfectly harmonious, and

both necessary to the full and clear

exposition of God's revelation. It

should however be remembered and

distinctly admitted, that much of

what is called mental science is

mere matter of speculation: and

speculations not according to facts

willº mislead, and prove

more or less injurious. We de

precate the practice of interpreta

tion by theory, and we also depre

cate all methods of studying the

mind, which are governed by the

ory, and not pursued according to

facts.

It was not our design in this

number to enter upon the investi

gation of the method to be pursued

in studying mental science, nor to

examine its elements; these will

constitute the subjects of ſuture

discussion. A few suggestions

preparatory to the investigation,

which might have a tendency to

promote a just valuation of the sci

ence, embraced our present object.

The proper method of studying the

science will be the subject of our

next number. In the mean time,

let every theologian be careful how

he adopts theories of speculation.

He who takes leave of facts can

never anticipate the termination of

his course—that it will not be in

truth, is all that he can certainl

know.

MEMOIR or captain dex.jAmin

WiCKES,

(Continued from p. 20.)

Captain Wickes continues his

narrative of the state of his mind,

during the seventeen years that

he remained in the melancholy

darkness already noticed. We

shall exhibit his statement, mak

ing but very little change in his

language, and none at all in his

ideas. Recurring to his gloomy

and distressing situation he says—

“Thus I went on during our revo

lutionary war. Whenever I was

at home I hastened to get away,

expecting that what I feared, about

my dying in the midst of my

friends, would take place. When

I got away, I was more at ease;

but never, for one waking hour,

was I free from distress, in a great

er or less degree. At the end of

the war I was a prisoner on parol;

and had lost my all of this world’s

goods, being left without a dollar

for myself or my family. I how

ever soon got employed, and was
successful in business for several

years. About the year 1790 I staid

at home, to attend to the building

of a new ship; and while she was

building, I used to go constantly to

publick worship, for I loved to hear

the gospel preached in truth, though

I had no interest in it, for it al

ways condemned me; and I often

came away with fears that the street

might open and swallow me up.

“Here it should be observed, that

there was not a creature who knew

any thing about my soul exercise,

for nearly twenty years: for I kept

myself hidden from the people of

God; until one day, as 1 was re

turning from a religious service in

publick, I was overtaken by one

with whom I had been very inti

mate twenty years before. He had

seen me in the place of worship,

and when the meeting was over, he

followed me and spoke to me; al.

though he seemed to be in doubt
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whether he was not mistaken in the

rson he meant to address. But

knew him well, for I had con

stantly watched him for years past,

both in the house of worship and

in the street. Now I might be said

to be found out, for he soon brought

me to confession, and had compas

sion on me. Finding me wounded

and half dead, he poured into my

wounds such wine and oil as he

had. But he could not heal my

wounds—they were too deep. From

this time, however, he took great

pains to persuade me that there

was hope for me; and he so far

succeeded, that I began to desire

secret prayer." One day my de

sire to pour out my heart to God

was so strong, that I went up stairs

and kneeled down, and when I was

doing so I found myself greatly

opposed by invisible beings; they

even hissed close by me, so as to be

heard. I persisted, however, in

my attempt, and once inore raised

my voice in prayer; which till then

I had not done for nearly the last

seventeen years. Yet I have rea

son to believe that during this pe

riod, many ejaculatory prayers had

reached the throne of grace from

my heart, when no words were

spoken; for my heart was oſten

crying for mercy. From the time

* The name of the person here re

ferred to is not mentioned in the narra

tive. But the sequel leaves no doubt,

that it was the late venerable and emi

nently pious Joseph Eastburn, whose

biography has appeared in our pages.

The writer of this memoir thinks it pro

bable, that captain Wickes wrote his

narrative at the request of Mr. Eastburn,

and by his desire, also, forbore to mention

his name. This holy man was not only

made the instrument in the hand of God,

of the first relief which captain Wickes

obtained from his long and oppressive

melancholy, but of his encouragement

and direction afterwards. When in port

at Philadelphia, the captain spent as

much of his time as he could command in

Mr. Eastburn's company. He was the

friend to whom he generally applied, on

the recurrence of his melancholic fears,

and with him he constantly corresponded
when abroad.

now mentioned, I used to pray in

secret, but not as yet in my family.

“Leaving my family in Philadel

phia, where they had resided for

some years past, I now went a voy

age to Europe, one to the East In

dies, and one to Europe again. As

I had found by experience that my

fears about dying, as heretofore

mentioned, were not realized, I

used to think when I was returning

home, that I was not yet ripe for it

—something was wanting to fill up

the measure of my sins. But when

returning on my last voyage, I

thought Iny cup was full,—I had no

plea to make, and expected it would

take place when I got home. In

this frame of mind I arrived at

Philadelphia, in September, 1793,

in the midst of the pestilence,

which raged in the city at that

time. This circumstance rivetted

my fears; but in place of driving

me to actual despair, it stirred me

up to duty. I set up worship in

my family, and was determined to

persevere in duty, though I should

perish therein.

“Thus I persevered for about two

months, when I was brought to the

last extremity. On the 14th of

November I was so miserable that

I wished to hide myself from every

creature; and had it not been for

the ties of my family, whom I dear

ly loved, I should have gone away

to some place where I was entirely

unknown. In the evening I at

tempted secret prayer, but I could

not pray—my spirit was in such

agony that I could only prostrate

myself, and use groanings that

could not be uttered. The time

for family worship drawing nigh, I

thought I should be obliged to omit

it; but the friend that found me

out, as already mentioned, came in

and performed worship for me.

After worship, my mind became a

little composed, and when I went

to bed I found myself disposed to

meditation: and now the subject

returned that was wrested from

me so many years back, by the
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darkness I have spoken of. But it

was as suddenly taken away again

—only by a very different subject,

which was, a general view of the

gospel, in its great and precious

promises. Eternal life I perceived

was in these, and that they all cen

tered in Christ. A ray of glory

presently broke in upon my mind,

bringing to my view a human form,

seated at the right hand of glory.

While contemplating this object,

many scriptures were brought to

my mind, which I do not now re

collect; but I cried out so loud, in

blessing God for Christ Jesus, that

I awaked Mrs. Wickes. I slept

but little this night, being taken up

with glorious supernatural objects.

I had also a view of sin, as in itself

an abominable thing indeed. The

next morning, when I got up, I

seemed to be in a new world,—

everything I looked upon appeared

to be light and glorious. After

breakfast, I set off to tell my friend

what had taken place; and when in

the streets, the houses, the pave

ments, every thing I saw appeared

glorious—but especially man. I

met one in the streets, whom I had

never seen before or known since,

and he appeared to be the most

º: being in all creation—his

orm, his limbs, his features, his

motion, all appeared in my view as

the master-piece of the works of

God. My heart was now expand

ed with love and wonder, even to

ecstacy. My soul cleaved to the

dear people of God, and embraced

all mankind. A sweet savour of

these things lasted about ten days,

when I lost their influence, and

sunk again into dejection and dee

distress. I feared that all I had

experienced was delusion, and that

God had suffered it, in justice for

my sins. This filled my soul with

such a degree of enmity against

his sovereignty, that I could, if in

my power, have torn him from his

throne. Oh how this exercise did

rend my heart, and drink up my

spirits!—it would force itself upon

me against all opposition, until I

was near despair.

“But the Lord shortly appeared

again, and gave me composure.

This was produced by my mind
being engaged one evening, in me

e

ditating on electing love and grace.

These things he showed me to be

real and precious, and my soul ſul

ly approved them. Now also, I

had a view of the preciousness of

the sacred Scriptures. The Bible

*. to be a rich jewel indeed.

All other things on the earth, were

in comparison with it as fodder–

which was the idea then on my

unind. After this, there appeared

a glory of such light and purity, as

I had never seen before; and these

things so operated on Iny powers,

as to fill me with love and wonder,

and entirely to destroy that enmity

which had lately raged so power

fully. A sweet savour of these

things lasted for a considerable

time; and my friend prevailed with

me to take a leading part in reli

gious societies. A communion sea

son approaching, the minister of

the congregation with which I was

connected,” together with my friend

who was ever watching over me,

strongly persuaded me to join the

church in that ordinance. But my

heart trembled at the thought, and

I held off as long as I could; yet

when the time came, I consented,

and joined the church on that occa

sion. My soul, at this time, longed

to be fully owned and sealed to be

Christ's for ever; but I was disap

pointed. I came home with fearful

apprehensions that I had sealed my

own damnation, by unworthily par

taking; and I fell into a grievous

state of darkness and hardness of

heart. Truly, my heart got so hard,

that no description on record could

reach it. Adamant and nether mill

stone, seemed far more susceptible

ofimpression; and sometimes when

* This was the Third Presbyterian con

gregation of Philadelphia; and its pastor

at that time, was, it is believed, the Rev.

Dr. John Smith.
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I was in the deepest anguish, it

would, as it were, laugh in my face,

and mock my groanings.

“In this state I remained for many

days, until one morning about day

light, when I was awaked by the

crying of one of my children. I

got up to its relief, and when I re

turned to my bed, these words

came as if audibly spoken, “I am

the way’—Christ was brought into

view as the eternal God, the Alpha

and Omega, the beginning and the

end. In him all the promises were

seen to be yea and amen, to the

glory of God the Father. At the

same time, many Scriptures were

opened up to my mind; and with

such an effect on my powers, that I

seemed ready to burst, so that I

cried out, stop thy hand, O Lord, I

am but an earthen vessel. My hope

was now strong, that my troubles

were chiefly over; but alas! the

sequel will show that they were but

beginning”—We shall not farther

transcribe this narrative in detail.

The sequel, which he says would

show that his troubles were but be

ginning, shows indeed a long series

of spiritual conflicts; but they were,

in fact, of the very same character

with those recited above, only va

ried by circumstances, and with

more alternations of deep depres

sion and abounding consolation—

the latter of much shorter duration

than the former. Some letters

which we shall insert, will suffi

ciently indicate what was the ge

neral state of his mind, for several

years in succession.

Immediately after what is stated

in the latter part of the narrative as

quoted above, he went to the state

of Georgia, to view a large tract of

land, for the purchase # which, a

merchant in Philadelphia was in

treaty, and by whom he was em

ployed for this purpose. While at

Savannah, his distress became so ex

treme, that it sensibly impaired his

health, and led him to expect to die

despairing and blaspheming God;

so that he went on board the vessel

in which his voyage was made, and

put himself under the care of the

captain, who happily had been an

apprentice to himself. But he be

came composed on his way to the

vessel, .." on the night on which

he expected his final destiny to be

fixed, he obtained relief by what he

describes as a most extraordinary

kind of vision: It was in part expla

natory, and on the whole the perfect

contrast, of one which he had had the

night before, and which had driven

him so near to desperation. The

conclusion of his extended and par

ticular account of this occurrence,

is as follows. “I went early to my

chamber, where there was a fire;

and here I sat down on the carpet,

reading and meditating on the first

chapter of John's gospel,” in con

nexion with the third. Suddenly

there appeared before me, as it

were, a wilderness, with a human

figure appearing in it. This I took

to be John the Baptist, by his rai

ment of camel's hair. After some

time, I had a view of all the differ

ent things I had lately seen, ac

companied with a voice, saying—

‘ all these things will. I give thee,

if thou wilt fall down and worshi

me.” To which I quickly ...}.
‘Thou shalt worship the Lord thy

God, and him only shalt thou serve.”

Now, although this reply seemed to

be mine, yet I thought they were

not my words, but that Christ had

spoken them in the wilderness for

me; which thought was very en

couraging at the time. As I would

not buy these things, they were

again and again offered me as a

gift; and still urged, until I got

vexed, and said it was in vain to

urge them any more, for I would

have none of them. Here a ques

tion was asked—‘what then will

you have?” . To which I replied “I

will have the portion of the poor,

* He was now at his lodgings on shore,

and was complying with a direction he

had received in his vision, to consult the

first chapter of John, for an explanation

of what he had seen.
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despised followers of Jesus, for time

and eternity.” Then it was asked

—‘Is this your choice?” I answer

ed ‘yes, my deliberate choice.” At

this the scene all vanished—and

from that time, when I made this

record, to the present that I am

transcribing it in this book, which

is a space of fourteen or fifteen

years, I have not had any of the

like exercises. For two or three

years, I had various and sore con

flicts with a body of sin, and the

powers of darkness, which I made

no record of. What I shall further

mention, will be chiefly copies of

letters wrote for a dear friend, I

being at sea, when the exercises de

scribed, took place.”

Before we insert the letters

to which Captain Wickes refers,

as containing an account of his

religious state, subsequently to the

termination of his regular nar

rative, we think proper to give

our views of some things already

stated, and of every thing of a simi

lar kind that may afterwards oc

cur. In drawing up such a me

moir as the present, we hold it to

be incumbent on the writer to make

known, if he can, how the subject

of it did, in fact, feel, think and

reason—The writer may make his

own reflections afterwards. We

have accordingly pursued this

course. . We have given captain

Wickes’ own narrative of his exer

cises, apprehensions and feelings;

and have been glad that we have

been enabled to do it from his own

showing. But we must now re

mark, that we have no belief what

ever in the reality of supernatural

appearances of any kind. We be

lieve that they ceased with the age

of miracles; and that to admit their

existence since, is to open the door—

and has sometimes actually opened

it widely—to the wildest reveries,

and the most deplorable extrava

nces. Let a man believe that he

as direct and supernatural intima

tions from invisible beings, good or

ſ

bad, and he is in imminent danger

of folly and fanaticism, in the ex

treme. That in the evil angels we

have enemies and tempters of the

most insidious kind, and in the

good angels, friends, guardians and

protectors, we have not the shadow

of a doubt—The written word of

God assures us of this truth. But

we know not in what manner their

agency is employed; nor have we

any reason to believe that our ex

ternal senses ever perceive them or

their communications: and what

ever may be their suggestions to

our minds, those suggestions are, in

all cases, to be tried by what we are

taught in the holy scriptures, which

we are to follow and obey, as the

only safe and infallible guide.

Neither are we to expect any new

revelation, or miraculous interposi

tion, from God himself. The ca

non of revelation is complete, and

a fearful denunciation is on record,

on those who shall pretend to add

to it, as well as on those who shall

attempt to take from it. We per

ceive from the late British periodi

cals, that both in England and Scot

land, and among protestants too,

miraculous occurrences—wonderful

cures, and even the giſtof tongues—

have their subjects and their advo

cates. The Christian Observer has

come forward, in the most decided

manner, against all these preten

sions, and we greatly rejoice to see

it. The pious and intelligent con

ductors of that excellent work main

tain, (and our opinion entirely co

incides with theirs) that all these

strange appearances may be ac

counted for, from the known and na

tural operation of second causes—of

the body on the mind, and the mind

on the body—without any interposi

tion of a supernatural kind. In per

sons of a very nervous temperament,

or those who are only temporarily

under strong nervous excitement,

the most extraordinary phenomena

do often and notoriously take place.

In the case of captain Wickes, his
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own narrative shows, and all who

were acquainted with him knew

from their own observation, that he

was subject to a most afflictive me

lancholy. The only wonder is, not

that his imagination should occa

sionally master his reason, but that

its triumph over reason was, in the

merciful order of God’s providence,

never permitted to be complete

and permanent. He was habitually

a man of a sound and discriminating

mind, not only in common affairs,

but in religion also. Of his piety,

and very eminent piety, no body

but himself entertained a doubt.

That he was deceived by his ex

cited imagination, in the things to

which we have referred—as John

Bunyan, and even Martin Luther,

had been before him—may be be

lieved, without detracting from the

excellence of his general character.

It is remarkable that he common

ly reasoned rightly, even from mis

taken facts, and always went to

his Bible for instruction.

We once knew a woman, whose

acknowledged eminent piety had its

origin, according to herown account,

in hearing what she believed was a

supernatural voice, calling her re

peatedly by her proper name. This

she construed into an indication

that she had but a short time to

live, and ought therefore, without

delay, to prepare for death; and

this was followed by the usual ex

ercises which precede and termi

nate in a sound conversion. Now,

admit the hearing of the voice to be

imaginary, as we have no doubt

that it was, still it was true that it

was her duty immediately to pre

pare for death. It was the belief

of this truth, and the performance

of the consequent duty, which

under the divine blessing, termi

nated so favourably; and the same

causes would have produced the

same effects, and in thousands of

instances do really produce them,

without any miraculous voice. Be

side, in the case before us, the

woman concerned, to our certain

knowledge, lived a number of years

after she heard the voice: so that

the miracle, if we suppose it to be

one and her construction of it

right, must be considered as having

announced a falsehood; and if her

interpretation was not the right one,

then the miracle was utterly use

less. In absurdities like this, ima

ginary miracles often terminate;

and a handle is furnished to infi

dels, which they are ever ready to

..". to the injury of all religion,

and the discrediting of all revela
tion.

(To be continued.)

-

PRACTICAL MEthiodisM.

(Continued from p. 25.)

Rev. and dear Sir,

The present paper, I shall devote

to a few strictures on that charac

teristick of our Methodist brethren,

which, for want of a better word, I

shall term their eacclusiveness.

Much of the real glory of the

present age, is derived from the be

nevolent plans and societies to

which it has given origin. Adopt

ing the maxim that “union is pow

er,” evangelical denominations of

Christians have formed themselves

into societies, whose great objects

are, to promote the glory of God,

and extend evangelical religion.

These societies are formed on prin

ciples strictly Christian, and truly

liberal. The effect produced by

them, is already seen and felt

throughout the world. And, per

haps, in no instance are their bene

ficial effects so obvious, as in the

love and harmony which they have

created between brethren, who, be

fore, were separated in heart and

feeling. As it respects these so

cieties, I will state some facts re

specting the conduct of the Metho

dists in regard to them, for the pur

pose of illustrating their exclusive

spirit.

And first, as it regards the Brale

Society. This must be considered
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the most noble and Catholick insti

tution in our land. Publishing the

Bible, as it does, without note or

comment, and without the Apo

crypha, it is reasonable to suppose

that it should engage in its support,

every Protestant denomination.

Concentrated action, is powerful

action; and the same powers, when

applied in the same direction, pro

duce results which they never could

do, if divided. It would seem that

this simple principle should annihi

late all opposition to the Bible So

ciety, and induce the most bigoted

zealots to unite in its support. But

neither this, nor any other prin

ciple, has ever produced this effect

jully upon the Methodists; for

until the present day, as a denomi

nation, they are open in their oppo

sition to it. It is true that some of

that communion are in the Board

of Managers, and are elected year

after year, to a seat among its di

rectors; but their election is more

the result of the policy of the So

ciety to retain a national charac

ter, than on account of any general

co-operation received.

We have now our JMethodist Bi

ble Society. Having found an op

portunity to quarrel with the Young

Men's Bible Society of New York,

they soon transferred the contro

versy from that branch, to the pa

rent institution. The tocsin was

sounded through the Advocate,

ycleped Christian, and echoed

through the country by the “circuit

riders;” and as sure as you live,

at the next conference, the Metho

dist Bible Society came to life.

Since that time, they have been

rallying their 450,000 members to

its support, and that too, with a

great degree of success. For so

completely marshalled and servile

are their members, generally, that

the bishops, riders, and editors have

but to say to one go, and he goes;

to another come, and he comes; and

to another do this, and he doeth it.

His holiness at Rome, could not

desire more implicit obedience

Wol. IX.-Ch. JAdv.

from his Catholick subjects, than

that which is generally rendered

by the members of the Methodist

church, to their bishops and riders.

The American Sunday School

Union, is next deserving of notice.

This noble institution is, perhaps,

second to none in existence. With

the operation of Sunday Schools,

commenced a new era in the histo

ry of our species. When the Na

tional Society was formed, a few

years since, the utmost care was

taken to free its constitution from

every thing calculated to excite the

prejudice of any denomination. In

my opinion, this object was admi

rably effected. But yet the exclu

sive spirit of Methodism, would not

admit of co-operation, even here.

Like the Bible Society, the Sunday

School Union retains, in its Board

of Managers, and in its Publishing

Committee, a due representation

from the Methodist Society, but it

is for precisely the same object—

to retain its national character.

Whilst a few Methodists are its

warm friends, the great body of

them are its warm foes. Let facts

testify to the truth of this remark.

At the last anniversary of the

Sunday School Union, a resolution

was passed, to supply the valley of

the Mississippi, as far as practica

ble, with Sunday Schools, within a

limited period. Reason and piety

would dictate, that the announce

ment of that resolution, would cre

ate no feeling but joy and exulta

tion in every Christian heart. But

how different was its effect upon

our Methodist friends! Their innu

endoes; questioning of motives and

objects—their sly and cunning re

marks, more detrimental to the

cause than open hostility, are too

generally known, and of too recent

a date, to need specification. From

the east to the west the alarm has

been given, and opposition excited

against carrying that resolution into

effect.

Those acquainted with the con

duct of “circuit riders” as it re

I,
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ards Sunday Schools, need no evi

i. to substantiate the remark

we have made. Almost to a man,

they are opposed to Union Sunday

Schools. And if ever they sanc

tion them, it is in deference to the

superior influence of some other de

nomination. At least this is my

experience. A few months since,

between thirty, and forty dollars

were collected, in a village not far

from my residence, to purchase a

library. Every denomination con

tributed. The moment it came to

the ears of the “rider,” he hasten

ed to the spot; made an effort to

send it to the Methodist Society at

New York; and when he could not

effect it, he used every effort to se

parate the school. Throughout the

country, where they cannot have

schools completely under their in

fluence, and libraries from the

“book concern,” they are generally

opposed to them altogether. “Aut

totum, aut nihil,” is their motto.

Next in order, comes the Ameri

can Tract Society. This noble in

stitution, like the others mentioned,

was formed for the purpose of com

bining the efforts of the different

denominations, for the more exten

sive and wider diffusion of religious

Tracts. I believe the Methodists

never pretended to countenance

this Society. The lovely and de

voted Summerfield, who was cut off

in the midst of his days, and in the

zenith of his usefulness, was amon

its original founders. . But he stoo

alone; and when he fell, there was

no one to take his place. As far as

my knowledge extends, there is not

a single auxiliary to that Society,

to be found among the “regulars,”

or Episcopal Methodists. if there

is, it has escaped my notice.

With this Society, I have been

acquainted from its origin; and

know many facts illustrative of the

feelings of Methodists towards it.

During the contested election be

tween the late and present Chief

Magistrate of the United States, an

agent of this Society visited a town

where resided a “rider,” and where

there was a prº strong Metho

dist influence. In the absence of

the “son of thunder,” he had an

opportunity of explaining his object

to the people. He convinced their

understanding, and enlisted their

feelings. The next morning the

rider returned. Hearing what was

effected, and observing the feeling

excited, he set his wits to work to

counteract every thing that was

done. And what, think you, was

the plan adopted? He reported

that the agent, under the mask of

religion, was circulating pamphlets

in favour of the election of Presi

dent Adams! When rebuked by

the agent for such an infamous slan

der, he challenged him to a publick

controversy to prove it!! This is

no second-hand story. I heard it

from the lips of the agent himself.

His character and standing as a mi

nister of the gospel, place the fact

beyond controversy.

Permit me to state another fact,

on the authority of the same indivi

dual. During his agency, he visit

ed a part of the country where free

masonry was greatly unpopular, on

account of recent developments in

the case of Morgan. To prevent

his success, a Methodist reported

that he was circulating pamphlets

in favour of Masonry. The report

produced a powerful opposition to

him; and every thing he could do

or say, could not convince many to

the contrary.

In stating these facts, I am very

far from asserting that all the Me

thodist preachers of our country

would stoop to such foul means, to

accomplish any end, however desir

able. Far from it. Among them I

have known as honourable and high

minded men, as are to be found in

the ministry. But very many of

those who supply the wastes of our

country, will use almost any means

to give Methodism, and Methodist

institutions, the ascendancy, and to

check the progress of those Socie

ties, which come, even remotely, in
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collision with the interests of the

“book concern.”

I might state many other facts

in regard to the Temperance, Sab

bath and other Societies, to illus

trate their exclusive spirit. To

excuse their co-operations in the

cause of temperance, they will tell

you that every JMethodist church is

a Temperance Society!! For the

same purpose, they will tell you

that every Methodist church is a

Sabbath, Society!! And although

inany of those in the high places of

power, are more friendly to these

two institutions than to the others

named, yet it is almost impossible

to enlist them, as societies, through

the country, in their support. And
it is no rare occurrence to hear

their preachers, travelling and

local, delivering philippics, loud

and long, against them. During

the last winter, a petition was sent

to Congress, from the town of my

residence, in favour of Sabbath

mails; and I am credibly informed

—and I mention it with pleasure—

that it was subscribed by the most

reputable members of the Method

ist church.

Here I desire to make a few re

marks. These last statements are

not made for the purpose of censure

or reproach. The Methodists have

a perfect right to pursue their own

plans, in their own way. They

have the right to abstain from any
connexion with all other branches

of the Christian church. They

have the perfect right to assume

caste, and to proclaim the touch of

all others, ceremonial defilement.

But they have no right, whilst en

tertaining and exercising their ex

clusive spirit, to proclaim them

selves, as they do, the most liberal

and catholick of all sects of Chris

tians. The Baptists avow and de

ſend their notions on close commu

nion. In this they are honest.

The Episcopalians avow and de

ſend their peculiar and untenable

notions, on prelacy and church

order. In this they are honest.

But the Methodists, more exclusive

and hostile to every other denomi

nation than either of these, and af.

fording very much less co-opera

tion in the general plans of benevo

lence, are lauded as the truly

catholick, truly liberal sect; whilst

the others are continually accused

of bigotry and sectarianism. Is

this right, is this honest? When

the bandage which the Methodist

circuit riders have tied on the eyes

of the community is taken away, it

will then, in my opinion, be per

ſectly obvious that, with the excep

tion of the Catholicks, there is

not in Christendom so exclusive

a denomination as the Method

ists.

Again: I would not be under

stood as saying that the Methodists

were opposed to Bible, Sunday

School, Tract, Temperance, and

Sabbath Societies, in themselves

considered. This would not be

true. . . They demonstrate their

friendship to these societies, by en

couraging them among themselves.

But the great reason of their oppo

sition to them is, they dislike to be
co-workers with others. And sooner

than do this, I fear they would see

them annihilated. Perhaps my lan

guage may be too strong, perhaps I

may be mistaken; but if I am, I

never was so before, in the face of

so much evidence. But I have no

hesitation in declaring, in view of

what I have seen during the last

twelve years, that the Methodists,

as a body, would sooner see the so

cieties named, sink to the bottom,

like a foundered ship in a storm,

than triumph over opposition, under

the auspices of other, and espe

cially Calvinistick denominations.

This is the result of the earclusive

spirit, which they drink in with the

first milk which they receive from

the breast of Methodism; and which

afterwards grows with their growth,

and strengthens with their strength.

Again: the exclusiveness on

which we have remarked, we would

not be understood to attribute, as
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a necessary consequence, to Me

thodism. There are hundreds, pro

bably thousands, attached to that

communion, who, if left to them

selves, would scarcely make a dif

ference between the truly pious of

any denomination; and who would

contribute their support to every

moral and religious institution.

But here is the rub.-They are

not left to themselves. The moment

they are admitted to full mem

bership, they must be all Metho

dist. They must join the crusade

against all other sects, opinions

and institutions; or otherwise be

considered as halting between

two opinions, and be always.looked

upon with a jealous eye. The lead

ers in this work are the circuit

riders, and under them, the class

leaders. All preachers are agents

for every thing attached to the

“book concern”—for papers, ma

§. Sunday School,

issionary, Bible, and other Socie

ties. Of course, they receive a

compensation proportional to their

success. To be successful they

must infuse into their followers a

spirit as exclusive as possible.

They must array them against the

general objects of benevolence, and

create in them an affection only

for Methodist institutions. To ac

complish this object, they leave no

stone unturned. And it is this un

ceasing exertion of the “circuit

riders” that has given such an ex

clusive cast to the feelings and

sentiments of thousands among

them, who, otherwise, would look

upon other denominations without

suspicion or alarm; and who would

see in every Christian a co-worker

and a brother. If the “book con

cern” would only take away the

strong influence of “compensa

tion,” it is more than probable that

the riders themselves would be less

exclusive, and more catholick, than

they now are.

In connexion with this subject, I

have but one remark more to make.

Would that there existed no occa

sion for it. Influenced by party

on the subject.

and exclusive feelings, very many

of the Methodists descend to means,

“ad captandum vulgus,” which

even the plea of ignorance cannot

palliate. To bring into disrepute

the societies named in this article,

it is well known that infidels and

wicked men have raised against

them the cry of “church and state.”

These are sybilline words, which,

in our day, have an ominous appli

cation to every thing moral and

religious. They are the device of

wicked men, to prejudice and in

fluence the ignorant. It is the fact,

that very many of the Methodists,

instead of confuting this slander,

use every exertion to extend it.

And why? With the expectation

of building up their society and its

institutions, upon the ruins of those

whose destruction is its great ob

ject. Let me not be told that

this is untrue. I have heard the

“riders” with mine own ears, make

assertions by no means equivocal

I have heard them

warn the community against the

“ church and state denominations,

and societies.” Nor let it be said

that all these were ignorant, good

meaning men, who knew no better.

The fact, is otherwise. Men who do

know better, and would not like to

be excused on the ground of igno

rance, are partakers of these sins.

Perhaps the ghost of the article

“JMurder Will Out,” and that of

others, no less injurious to the char

acter of their brethren, and the vera

city of Methodism, which have been

circulated through the community,

by publications from the “book

concern,” may testify to the truth

of these remarks, by a momentary

appearance to my readers.

I will conclude this paper by

stating, that if our Methodist

friends were willing to pass only

for what they are, if they used

only honest means to accomplish

their designs, if they were candid

in the avowal of their feelings, my

remarks would never have appeared

on the pages of your highly useful

Miscellany.
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We cannot say that on the whole

we regret our inability to lay be

fore our readers, at this time, an

original review, which we have in

hand, but which we have found it

impracticable to conplete for the

present month—because we think

they will be better, pleased, and

perhaps more edified, by the fol

lowing, extracted from the Eclectic

Review, of August last, than by that

with which we expected to fill the

pages which it occupies. The sub

ject of the work reviewed, is one of

deep interest to every real Chris

tian; one not often discussed; and

one on which revelation, though

not, as we think, silent, is yet short

and reserved -in its communica

tions. The great objection to the

future recognition, by glorified spi

rits, of their relatives in this world,

is better answered in the subjoined

extract, than in any thing we have

elsewhere seen or heard. We

wish the Reviewer had given us

a little more of what the author

of the work reviewed has said of

the happy intercourse of the bea

tified, when they meet, “to go no

more out,” in “the mansions”

which their Redeemer has prepared

for their reception. We think that

some of our booksellers would find

it no losing business—which we

know they always consider pretty

carefully—if they should import

and reprint a copy of this excellent

work. The table of contents shows

that every thing pertaining to the

very interesting topick discussed,

has received attention from the

author; and the recommendation

of the Reviewer, on whose judg

ment we place much reliance, is

explicit and unqualified. The

enormous impost on English pub

lications, renders it all but hopeless,

to get a volume which is not im

ported for the purpose of republi
cation.

RECOGNITION IN THE WORLD TO

come; or Christian Friendship

on Earth perpetuated in Heaven.

By C. R. Muston, 1...M. 12mo.

pp. xii. 432. Price 6s. 6d. Lon

don, 1830.

On first taking up this volume,

an emotion of surprise may be ex

cited, that it should have been

deemed needful, or even possible,

to occupy a volume with the dis

cussion of the simple point of in

quiry to which it professedly re

lates; but a glance at the table of

contents will show, that Mr. Mus

ton has treated the subject in va

rious extensive and important bear

ings. We shall transcribe the plan

of the work.

“Chap. I. Introductory Remarks. II.

The Hope of Re-union in another World

accordant with the general Apprehension

of Man. III. On Christian Friendship.

IV. The perpetuation of Christian Friend

ship, a Doctrine which rests upon Scrip

tural Evidence. § 1. On the certainty

of a future state. § 2. On the local and

common destination of the righteous.

§ 3. On the certainty of future recogni

tions. § 4. On the perpetuation of the

social principle. § 5. On the future ex

istence of specifick affection. V. The per

petuation of Christian Friendship accord

ant with the nature and design of Chris

tianity. VI. The Final Meeting and

Future Friendship of the Righteous, as

distinguished by its Perfection, Perpe

tuity, and Progressive Character. VII.

Difficulties and Objections connected

with the Doctrine. VIII. Thoughts on

the Final Interview of the Wicked, and

the ultimate Consequences of Unholy

Fellowship. IX. Hints on the Impor

tance of Personal Religion. X. Remarks

on the choice of Friends, and on the

formation of the Matrimonial Compact.

XI. Hints on the Duties of Christians to.

wards their irreligious friends. XII. Re

marks on the Nature and Objects of

Church Fellowship. XIII. Consolatory

Reflections on the Loss of Friends, sug.

gested by the Hope of Re-union.”

These are topics of delightful

and awful interest, legitimately

connected with the main subject;

and in this age of abstracts, out
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lines, and flippant essays, it is re

freshing to find a work in which the

author%. given his whole mind to

the full investigation of his theme

in all its bearings, not wearying of

his purpose, and not satisfied till

he has fairly distilled its essential

virtues. Mr. Muston has evident

ly thought deeply and well, has

read, reflected and felt, before he

committed his work to the press.

He has conversed with his theme,

till he has caught a glow from

its celestial brightness. He has

wrestled with it, till he has extort

ed a blessing for his reward; for

how is it possible, indeed, to put

forth one’s mind in the energetick

encounter with such subjects, with

out receiving their influence into

our bosoms? Of the author's compe

tency for the task he has under

taken, and of the spirit in which he

has accomplished it, we could not

but draw a favourable augury from

the introductory remarks, in the

first chapter.

“The knowledge which revelation con

veys to us respecting the future state of

being, is of a general character. It con

sists more in principles than in minute

details; and discloses to us as much of

the celestial scene as is sufficient to up

hold and animate us in the arduous pur

suit of eternal life, without dazzling our

minds with a vision of overpowering

brilliancy, and abstracting our attention

from the more humble, yet all-important

concerns of human life.”

- º º + - - -

“The question whether the friendships

of the good will be extended to another

life, or whether they will be forever an

nihilated by the oblivion of present asso

ciations, cannot be a cold and barren

speculation, to any who possess the com

mon feelings of humanity. What bosom

does not respond to the sentiment so pa

thetically expressed by a poet, more dis

tinguished, alas! by the splendour than

the sanctity of his genius —

“‘Yet if, as holiest men have deem’d,

there be

A land of souls beyond that sable shore,

To shame the doctrine of the Sadducee

And sophists, madly vain of dubious

lore;

How sweet it were in concert to adore

With those who made our mortal la

bours light!

To hear each voice we feared to hear

no more."

Behold each mighty shade reveal’d to

sight,

The Bactrian, Samian sage, and all who

taught the right.” Brnon.

“The subject, in short, has universal

interest. It connects itself with the best

feelings of the heart, and the deep solici

tude which it frequently awakens, is the

voice of nature attesting its importance.

To discuss its merits at present, would be

for the author to anticipate himself. Let

it suffice to observe, that if the hope to

which it relates can be shown to rest on

valid ground, it is both rich in practical

instruction, and replete with comfort to

all who are mourning over departed

worth. It blends itself with our purest

pleasures here, and with our loftiest an

ticipations of bliss in the life to come. It

mingles heaven with earth, and while it

imparts peculiar endearment and sanctity

to every earthly relation, which is found

ed in love to the Saviour, it adapts itself

to that principle of our nature which bor

rows aid from the impressions of sense. It

multiplies and quickens our religious as

sociations, and establishes an important

link between time and eternity, in addi

tion to every other by which God has

thought proper to unite them. The re

alities of that bright and happy world,

into which the righteous are in due time

to be gathered, do not come within the

range of actual vision. They are objects

of faith, and as such they must continue

to be, until death brings them in full and

sensible manifestation before the eye of

the believer. But our conceptions of this

invisible region are strengthened, and

brought more completely home to the

business and bosom of man, by knowing

that the living materials with which it is

in part to be replenished, are placed in

direct display before his senses. He

hears the voices, and beholds the per

sons, of the very intelligences who are

hereafter to be associated with him, and

to be recognised as his fellow companions

on earth. To live with such prospective

associations, on terms of close fellowship

with them, and to realize in their friend

ship the pledge of future bliss, must be

interesting circumstances, fitted to fami

liarize the unseen world to our minds,

without degrading it, and to further the

work...” for its elevated plea

sures and services.

“Upon the determination of the ques

tion before us, must likewise depend the

degree of regard which is due, on the part

of the Christian, to his holy kindred and

companions in the present life. “I must

confess, as the experience of my own
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soul, (says an eminent divine,”) that the

expectation of loving my friends in hea

ven, principally kindles my love to them

on earth. If I thought that I should never

know them, and consequently never love

them after this life is ended, I should

in reason number them with temporal

things, and love them as such. But I

now delight to converse with my pious

friends, in a firm persuasion that I shall

converse with them for ever; and I take

comfort in those of them that are dead

or absent, as believing I shall shortl

meet them in heaven, and love them wit

a heavenly love, that shall there be per

fected.”—pp. 4–11.

..We do not think it necessary to

give any further analysis of the

work, than the general plan and ti

tles of the chapters. The fairest,

and yet the severest test which we

can apply to the merits of the exe

cution, will be to examine the man

ner in which, in the seventh chap.

ter, Mr. Muston copes with the

difficulties and objections connect

ed with the doctrine of perpetuated

friendship. The objection which

requires at least the most delicate

handling, is that which founds it

self upon the solemn and painful

consideration, that individuals may

be excluded from heaven, who are

now the objects of our tender and

affectionate solicitude: the know

ledge of their absence, and of all

that that absence involves, must, it

is argued, be incompatible with the

anticipated felicity of heaven. The

subject, Mr. Muston remarks, is

indeed one of those gloomy and

distressing topics, from which we

are glad to make a hasty escape.

So deeply does it implicate the

feelings, that it unfits the mind for

calm and impartial inquiry; and

“after all that can be said upon

the subject, the attempt must in

many instances, prove quite una

vailing to produce, on minds of a

certain class, any thing like en

lightened conviction.” The fol

lowing remarks are submitted with

a view to expose the fallacy of the

principles upon which the objection

rests.

* Baxter.

“It is natural then to remark, that the

difficulty adverted to, arises, in no small

degree, from the circumstance of looking

at the present subject through the me

dium of those earthly affections, which

will find no place in the new and spiritual

constitution which is to be set up in the

future world. The instinctive principle

—though it has been employed to ac

count for more of the phenomena of

mind than the rules of sound philosophy

can warrant—is yet a primary element

in the constitution of man. It mingles

with the current of our associations, mo

difies our feelings, and exerts over the

mind an influence, which, in regard to

uniformity and force, bears a striking re

semblance to the great law of gravita

tion, which the Creator has impressed on

inanimate creation. It is probable, that

the most pure and refined affection of

which the human bosom is the residence,

contains some portion of flesh and blood

—some earthly admixture, which will

not enter into celestial happiness. The
aid of the instinctive principle is pecu

liarly necessary in social and domestic

life; and it is here, therefore, that its

power is especially felt, and exhibited in

those forms of tenderness, sympathy, and

assiduous care, which so much contribute

to the harmony and happiness of the

human family. How much of the love

which blends itself with the various rela

tions of kindred and consanguinity, is to

be placed to the score of natural affec

tion and conventional want, it would be

difficult, and perhaps impossible, to de

termine. But it is obvious that no small

proportion flows from this source.

“If the Christian carried into a future

world the same affections which are in

volved in the natural relations of the pre

sent life, they might, for aught that ap

pears to the contrary, become the source

of inquietude, and embitter the enjoy

ments of eternity. But then the wants

and feelings arising out of our corporeal

nature—the perpetuation of which the

objection in question evidently presup.

poses—are designed to answer a tempo

rary purpose; and revelation gives us to

understand, as we have had occasion to

notice, that death will determine them,

and introduce a constitution under which

the righteous “will be as the angels of

God.” And this very important conside

ration conducts us one step at least, to

wards the resolution of a plausible diffi

culty, frequently urged against the doc

trine of perpetuated consciousness. For

it teaches us that the Christian must

stand in a very different position, from

that in which he is at present placed to

wards his irreligious friends. Divested

of all those earthly tendencies, and un
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holy passions, which often pervert his

judgment and enslave his better feel

ings, he will be prepared to look at their

condition with the eye of unsophisticated

reason, and to contemplate them in the

essential and moral attributes of their

nature.

“If, then, in the future world, they

will be regarded in their naked character

and relation to eternity, what will remain

to attach them to redeemed and perfect

ed beings . The objection supposes

them to be unholy intelligences; for there

are only two classes into which the hu

man family will be divided on the great

day, and none will be excluded from the

presence of God but those who finally

reject the Saviour, or die in an impeni

tent state. Such persons will not only

want the requisite title of admittance

into heaven, which faith in the Redeemer

imparts, but will be morally unfit for the

pleasures, employments, and fellowship

of that sacred place. And when the re

straints, the disguises, and the factitious

qualities, which now often conceal the

real character, shall vanish for ever, and

the secrets of all hearts shall be revealed,

it is manifest, that the impenitent cannot

fail to be seen as they truly are, and that

they will appear to be destitute of every

virtuous principle, and at enmity with

God. Were it, therefore, possible for

any of them to be admitted into the su

pernal world, is it to be supposed that

they would be regarded with other feel

ings than those of moral aversion by its

holy inhabitants? Recollections, indeed,

might be awakened, but would they have

any central point of complacency, or

possibly produce any cordial sympathy

amongst beings delivered from the influ

ence of every instinctive affection, and

having for the basis and regulating prin

ciple of every attachment, a strict and

undeviating regard to moral excellence?”

“And what appears to be the state of

mind into which an eminently pious man

is ordinarily brought, in reference to his

earthly relatives in the immediate pros

pect of dissolution—in those eventful and

interesting moments, when it is fair to

presume that he makes the nearest ap

proximation on this side the grave to the

temper of the redeemed in heaven In

those cases, where the power of religion

is manifested, the affections do not seem

to be diminished, but often acquire unu

sual intenseness, even amidst the depress

ing influences of pain and disease. The

soul of a holy man, who enjoys on his

dying bed the presence of God, often

lows with unwonted ardour; joy glistens

in his eye, the light of gratitude comes

over his countenance, and his heart burns

at the very mention of the Saviour's

name: and it is usually found that he be

comes peculiarly susceptible of grateful

impressions, from the sympathy and kind

ness of surrounding friends. But then his

love is sublimed; it is abstracted from

earthly considerations; it is fixed upon

God, and goes out, at the same time, in

pure and complacent emotion towards

his religious friends and associates. And

whilst he regards them no longer ‘after

the flesh,” and every natural relation

seems, in his experience, to be absorbed

in the spiritual one; yet they are endear

ed to him, as he is to them, by the com

mon anticipations of eternity, and the re

membrance of sanctified associations and

leasurable intercourse. But what may

e expected to be his feelings towards

those of his kindred, if such there be, who

are evidently strangers to God, and aban

doned to vicious and profligate courses 2

Has it not frequently happened, that their

very presence has occasioned an unusual

degree of uneasiness, and is it even de

sired but with the benevolent view of

prevailing upon them, by all the solemni

ties of the occasion, to give prompt and

serious attention to their interests for

eternity? And how much stronger must

the operation of such sentiments be, in a

world where love will be made perfect,

and where there will be nothing to ob

struct or divert the current of holy emo

tion º’

“It should not, in conclusion, be for

gotten, that the justice of the above re

marks, and the fallacy of the objection

which has given rise to them, receive

support from the discoveries of revela

tion, in reference to the temper of mind

with which the inflictions of righteous

judgment areº: by the inhabitants

of heaven. God is love, and cannot but

look with ineffable tenderness upon his

creatures. Yet his happiness is not, and

cannot possibly be, impaired by the suf.

ferings which his unerring rectitude has

doomed unholy spirits to endure. And

in like manner the angels of heaven, who

take the most deep and benevolent inte

rest in our apostate race, and who are in

conceivably better acquainted than hu

man beings can be with the precise con

dition of fallen spirits, and with the dire

ful consequences of sin, enjoy, neverthe

less, undisturbed tranquillity and perfect

happiness. The sentiments with which

they contemplate the severest visitations

which are awarded to the impenitent by

the supreme Governor of the universe,

are those of adoring reverence and per

fect confidence in the equity of his deci

sions. Their language, on such occasions,

is embodied in the discoveries of revela

tion; for they are represented to say, in

reference to the vials of the divine wrath,
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“Even so, Lord God Almighty, true and

righteous are thy judgments.”

“Thus it appears that the most intense

benevolence, combined with the full

knowledge of the awful doom of fallen

intelligences, is by no means incompatible

with perfect peace. Nor can we reason

ably suppose, that it will be otherwise in

regard to the glorified spirits of righteous

men, who will be made like God, and the

angels of heaven.”—pp. 217–227.

We offer no comment upon these

paragraphs, but leave them to speak

for the good sense and piety which,

we think, characterize Mr. Mus

ton’s entire discussion of the gene

ral subject. The difficulty advert

ed to, is not, indeed, peculiar to

that subject; for, if the reasoning

of the objector had any force, not

only must mutual recognition and

the perpetuation of present con

sciousness be excluded, as incom

patible with future happiness, but

even the very knowledge of the ex

istence of evil, and its awful and

necessary concomitant, misery.

Mr. Muston has enriched his vo

lume with extracts both from the

heathen classics and our own poets,

in order to show how prevalent has

ever been the hope of a future re

union. This sentiment is some

what obscurely, yet how exquisitely

expressed, in the Antigone of So

phocles! The daughter of GEdipus
exclaims:

“For a deed like this,

Oh, what were death but glory! I shall
rest

Beloved with him I love, my last sad duty

Boldly discharged. Our latest, longest
home

Is with the dead; and therefore would I

lease

The lifeless, not the living. I shall rest

Forever there.”

(Dale's Translation.)

In a still sublimer spirit of poe

try, as well as of faith, the sacred

writer exclaims: “Wherefore, see

ing we are compassed about with

so great a cloud of witnesses, let

us throw aside every weight and

incumbrance, and let us run with

perseverance the race that is set

before us, looking unto Jesus.”

3Literarp ant, 395iiogopijital intelligence, etc.

The Passage of the Red Sea.—One of

my first objects at Suez, was to ascertain

if the sea was fordable opposite the town,

at ebb tide; the consular agent, and the

Levantine writers of the governor, as

sured me that it was not; but I attached

little importance to their assertions. I

therefore desired my servant to find me

out any Indian sailor, who wished to earn

a dollar by crossing the gulf: at eight

in the evening, a man made his appear

ance, who offered to make the attempt.

I explained to him the nature of the ob

ject I wanted to ascertain; I directed him

to walk straight across, as far as it was

possible to do so, and to hold his hands

over his head, as he walked along. He

was in the water forthwith, he proceeded

slowly and steadily, his hands above his

head, and in nine minutes, he was at the

other side of the Red Sea. On his return

he told me, what I knew to be a fact, that

he had walked every step across; the

deepest part being about the middle of

the gulf, when the water was up to his

chin. I proceeded now to follow his

course; I gave him another dollar to cross

Vol. IX.-Ch. JAdv.

over before me; and as I was nearly eight

inches taller than my guide, where his

chin was in the water, my long beard was

quite dry.

The tide was now coming in fast, and

by the time we reached the middle of the

sea, my Indian thought it imprudent to

E. farther, as I could not boast of

eing an expert swimmer. Had we re

mained ten minutes longer, we should

inevitably have suffered Pharaoh's fate,

for the opposite bank was perceptibly di

minishing; and at ten o'clock the sea,

which was hardly more than the breadth

of the Thames at London Bridge two

hours before, was now from two to three

miles broad. I returned, perfectly con

vinced that the Red Sea opposite Suez, is

passable at ebb tide.

By a mark which I made on a perpendi

cular rock on the seaside, about eighty

paces from the spot we forded, I found

the difference between the ebb and flow,

to be six feet two inches. The fountains

of JMoses, above El JN'aba, are about seven

miles from Suez by water, but by land the

distance is double.
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Five miles to the north of Suez, the

sea terminates in a narrow creek and sa

line marsh, which it is necessary to wind

round, in going by land to El Maba. Nie

buhr says he walked across this creek at

ebb tide, and was only knee deep in

water. The Bedouins do this daily, but I

am not aware that any European before

me, ever attempted the passage of the

sea opposite Suez: indeed, the very inha

bitants considered it impracticable, till I

proved the contrary.

In short, there is no other point but

that of Suez, from which so immense a

body as that of the Israelites could have

passed over the sea, without the farther

miracle of removing mountains. I do not

hold the preservation of the Israelites to

be one degree less miraculous, because

the wind or the tide drove back the wa

ters, to let them pass at Suez, and that

the same natural causes were ordained by

God, to overwhelm the Egyptians.

I believe that infinite wisdom, in the

operation of miracles, is pleased to consi

der our finite faculties, and to make natu

ral agents the instruments of his divine

power.—Madden's Travels.

Cholera Morbus.-At a meeting of the

French Institute, communications from

various parts of the Russian Empire, were

made by M. Moreau de Joannes, on the pro

ress which the Cholera Morbus has made

in that empire, to which M. de Humboldt

added some very curious facts, he had ob

tained during his recent travels in Asiatic

Russia. His statement began with its first

appearance in the Bombay army, in 1818,

from whence in 1819, it spread to the Isle

of France and Madagascar. In 1821, it

appeared at Brussels, from whence it

spread by the Euphrates, to Syria; it di

minished in violence for three years, al

though it spread along nearly the whole

of the northern coast of Africa. In 1823,

it appeared on the borders of the Caspian

Sea, and made dreadful ravages at Astra

can, spreading from thence into central

Asia, whence it was supposed to have

been brought by the caravans, which ge

nerally consist of three thousand or four

thousand men and camels; but this sup

position, M. de Humboldt proves by facts,

could not have been the case. In 1829,

it broke out on the Persian frontiers of

the Russian Empire, from whence it spread

into Georgia, where, in one city of 20,000

inhabitants, only 8,000 escaped. On the

31st July, 1830, it again appeared at As

tracan, where 21,000 persons died—from

whence it extended into the country of

the Don Cossacks, and arrived at Mos

cow, having spread over 46,500 square

leagues of country. The official bulletin

published at Moscow states, that from the

18th September, to the 11th October, one

in three of all those attacked, died. It is

also stated, that it has recently appeared

in the neighbourhood of Constantinople ;

it was at Odessa on the 8th October, from

whence it is feared it will gain Greece,

Italy, and the southern parts of France,

though its effects are suspended by the
winter.

Four young French Physicians present

ed a proposal to the Institute, to request

the government to send them to the coun

tries infected with the malady. The In

stitute deprecated the present conduct of

Russia, in marching large bodies of troops

from countries infected with it, to coun

tries that are not; and more especially as

it is historically known that it first ap

peared and was propagated in India, by

Lord Hastings' army. Dr. Alex. Trum

bull Christie's work was highly spoken of,

as being the only one in which any posi

tive knowledge could be obtained. The

Institute afterwards resolved itself into a

Secret Committee, to take the subject of

the disease, and the demand of the young

physicians, into consideration.

Platina employed for Coin.-This singu

lar and extraordinary metal has usually,

and until a modern day, been procured

from a few alluvial districts in South Ame

rica. Notwithstanding its refractory cha

racter, means have been found to melt and

work it. Besides its various applications

for crucibles, spoons, evaporating vessels,

hydrometers, pendulums, standards of

measures, mirrors of reflecting telescopes,

and various other objects, it has latterly

been issued from the mint in the form of

coln,

The Russians seem to have the merit

of this application. The grains of Platina

are picked up in the Ural Mountains,

which are considered by geographers as

forming the boundary for a considerable

distance, between Europe and Asia. It

makes beautiful pieces of money, though

not as bright as silver. Several of these

Platina coins, brought from St. Peters

burgh, by the Ex-Minister of the United

States, the Hon. Mr. Middleton, bear

strong evidence of the neatness and dis

tinctness of the execution. On one side

of a piece, value six silver roubles, is the

Muscovite Eagle, with two crowned

heads, and with wings in full display.

The left foot sustains a globe, and the

right a sceptre. The top is embellished

by a large imperial crown. The work

manship of several of the smaller parts is

highly finished, and will bear examination

by a magnifying lens. On the reverse, is

the date (1830) the value, and an expla

natory inscription in the Russian lan

guage, and character. But there is no

head or likeness of an Autocrat, Emperor,

or any other great person. This currency
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is issued by the government, and received

in payment of taxes, imposts, rents, and

all other publick dues.

The three rouble piece, which is dated

in 1829, has substantially the like impres

sion with the other, having the necessary

alterations, as denomination, work, in

scription, &c. Dr. Mitchell, to whom

they were generously and politely sent,

is fully sensible of Mr. Middleton's noble

spirit, and of the kindness of H. Warner,

Esq., in delivering them promptly, ac

cording to request. A silver rouble is

rated at seventy-seven cents of our mo

ney.—N. F. Com. Adv.

Pure Water.—Water drinkers are in

5. longer livers, are less subject to

ecay of their faculties, have better teeth,

more regular appetites, and less acrid eva

cuations, than those who indulge in a

more stimulating diluent as their common

drink. This liquid is, undoubtedly, not

only the most fitted for quenching the

thirst, and promoting true and healthy di

gestion, but the best adjutant to a long

and comfortable life. Its properties are

thus summed up by Hoffman: “Pure

water is the fittest drink for all ages and

temperaments: and of all the productions

of nature or art, comes the nearest to that

universal remedy so much sought after

by mankind, and never hitherto discover

ed.” This opinion is supported by most

scientifick and intelligent men.

Iron Chimneys.-If our builders would

use cast iron pipes (round or square,) in

stead of making cumbrous, inefficient and

insecure brick chimneys; would it not be

an improvement in the art of building f

They would take up less room—be more

secure against fire—would draw better,

and could be so contrived as to be more

easily cleansed, (if necessary,) than the

expensive, unsightly projections, which

encumber our rooms at present.

fittigioug intelligence.

In another department of our

work, we have inserted an account

of the origin, progress, and general

nature of the disease denominated

Cholera Morbus, which is manifest

ly pestilential in its nature, and but

partially resembling the malady so

denominated in our own country.

But into our own country, we should

recollect, it may come. The lati

tudes where it has spread its most

awful desolations are those of the

United States—Astracan is rather

more than 46° north. The follow

ing account, extracted from the

Evangelical Magazine of Decem

ber last, is affecting in a high de

gree. It has strongly reminded us

of scenes which we witnessed for

ourselves in 1793 and 1798—scenes

of apathy, carelessness, and stupi

dity, succeeding to those of alarm,

terror, and death in some of its most

dreadful forms. It would seem as

if pestilence was intended to be an

unmingled judgment. . We have

known but a few rare instances of

its serving to awaken careless-sin

ners. The hortatory strain, in which

the pious missionary concludes his

account, is truly excellent. We

earnestly recommend it to the seri

ous attention of all our readers.

SOME PARTICULARS RESPECTING THE

cHole:RA MoRBUs AT AstracAN;

Extracted chiefly from letters written by

the Rev. Wm. Glen, of that city.

I. In the beginning of August, 1830, it

was reported that the cholera morbus had

made its appearance in the suburbs. Im

mediately the authorities met, and held a

consultation as to the best means to pre

vent its entrance into the city, or if it

came, what should be done to stop its

ravages.

Papers were printed and circulated

among the inhabitants, informing them of

the names and residence of all the physi

cians; showing them at the same time

what precautions ought to be used, and

what might be considered symptoms of

the disease. If any poor people were at

tacked with it, who had not servants to

send for a doctor, they were requested to

inform the watchmen, who stand night

and day at the watchhouses, and who had

received orders to report such cases in

stantly to the medical attendants. In

deed, everything was done that prompti

tude, vigilance, energy, and medical skill

could perform; but, alas! it was unavail.

ing—the disease soon entered the city,

and it came upon us like a mountain tor
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rent, bearing everything before it. The

shock which it gave the inhabitants, was

dreadful.

II. About the sixth day of the disease,

it entered the mission-house. I was trans

cribing a letter when my wife came into

my study, and informed me that Mr.

Becker, our excellent young German

friend, was attacked. He had been with

me just before, conversing about a sermon

of Dr. Stennett’s, which had afforded him

peculiar delight, and he took the book

with him to translate the sermon into the

German language, hoping that other poor

sinners might derive as much advantage

from it as he had done. But, ah! in a

moment he was laid on the bed of suffer

ing, and all his labours were at an end. I

went down stairs to see him, and found

him convulsed in a most alarming manner.

His groans and screams pierced my heart;

but his agonies were quickly over—in a

few hours after he expired! Dear young

man! he was much beloved by us for his

zealous endeavours to do good, having

exerted himself most laudably for the spi

ritual benefit of the German population,

who have been for years destitute of a pas

tor, and are left as sheep without a shep

herd. But he is gone: his tongue is now

silent in the grave, and his pen is laid

down for ever.

The next person who was seized in our

house was good Mrs. Lovets, another of

our German friends. She was the wife of

the Sarepta commissioner. The disease

rapidly preyed upon her frame, and she

sunk into the arms of death. After her

funeral, her bereaved husband hastened

away with his three motherless children,

in the hope of escaping the contagion;

but he carried death with him; and three

stages from Astracan he died, and was

buried by the road-side; for such was the

fear and horror of the villagers near him,

that they would not permit him to come

near them while he lived, nor to be buried

near them after he was dead.

Next, my beloved wife was attacked.

Our family physician was at this time also

affected by the cholera; but he prescribed

for Mrs. Glen, who, after lingering in aw

ful suspense for some time on the brink

of eternity, was mercifully restored Oh,

I cannot tell you how it comforted me,

while I stood watching by her bed-side,

to hear her confidence in the Lord Jesus

Christ, the Saviour of sinners! She trust

ed simply in the Redeemer, looking for

redemption through his blood—the for

giveness of sins, according to the riches

of his grace. And, ah! where else should

sinners look but to Jesus? If God has so

loved the world as to give his only begot

ten Son, that whosoever believeth in him

should not perish, but have everlasting

life, it is sufficient. Here let me rest,

with the sweet assurance that the man

who believes on him shall be saved.

III. Having stated what particularly re

ferred to my own family, I will now give

you a more extensive view of it.

In general, business of every kind was

at a stand. The bank suspended its ope

rations. In the bazaar not a whisper was

heard; even the Kabaks, those scenes of

iniquity, those moral pests, were abandon

ed, and a general gloom spread over the

countenances of the few solitary indivi

duals who were to be seen walking

through the streets. . This gloom was

heightened by their attitude, moving pen

sively about with handkerchiefs at their

noses, perfumed with, or containing cam

phor; so as to counteract the infection,

with which it was supposed by medical

gentlemen that the open air was in a mea

sure saturated.

According to the best accounts, when

the disease was at its height, the number

of funerals, on one particular day, was

500, and on another, 480. More than

1000 were buried about this time in a

large sand-pit, for want of graves, which

could not be dug so fast as required, nor

at a rate that the poor could afford; twen

ty-five roubles being demanded for each.

Such a time was never before seen in As

tracan.

On the roads .# to the burial

grounds, which are out of the city, scarce

ly anything was to be seen from morn

ing to night, but funeral processions.

During its progress, more than sixty

officers, from the Governor, the Admiral

of the Fleet, the Rector of the University,

and downwards, fell victims to it; and the

number of the dead of all descriptions, in

the city alone (the resident population

being not more than 40,000,) is calculated

at 6000, beside 1000, or, as some say,

2000 of those from the interior of Russia,

who were passing the summer here, and

who fled to the towns and villages up the

Volga, in hopes of escaping it. Of these,

forty were found on the road-side un

buried, on the first three stages, until no

tice was given of the circumstance to the

commanding officer of the district; but

the greater part of the fugitives who fell

victims to the disease, met their fate on

the Volga. Nearly 10,000 left the city, it

is said, in great confusion; and being ill

provided with food and other necessaries,

were reduced to indescribable hardships

on their passage up the river, as the Cal

mucks on its banks would have no inter

course with them. It is said, that in one

or more of these boats, the people all pe

rished from the cholera, and having none

left to man them, were at last carried

down the stream, with the residue of the
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dead on board. In other cases the ravages

on board these boats were dreadful.

With such scenes before their eyes, or

reported on credible authority, it was al

most impossible for the most thoughtless

to be altogether unconcerned at the

time; yet, alas! it is lamentable to see,

that now the danger here is considered as

past, many are returning to their vicious

practices, like the dog to his vomit, and

the sow that was washed to her wallow

ing in the mire.

From the above it appears, that about a

sixth or seventh of our whole population

have been cut off. It is supposed that

half the adults have been. by it.

Some children have died, but compara

tively few. Through the tender mercies

of our God, I have been preserved with

out the least injury, and have been ena

bled to attend to the sick in the house,

and also to render some assistance to our

neighbours. Bless the Lord, O my soul!

Dear friends, what think you of this aw

ful visitation * Oh, if ever there was a

solemn providence which called on sin

ners to prepare to meet their God, it is

this; yes, it calls aloud to every one of

us. Perhaps the cholera morbus may

never visit the place where you reside,

but it may; who can say that it shall not?

When it was raging twelve years ago in

India, no one thought it would destroy a

sixth part of the population of Astracan.

Oh, think of the awful consequences of

being hurried into the presence of your

Judge unprepared! Reader, say not that

your present occupations are so impor

tant as not to allow you to attend to these

things. What are you doing? Surely

your engagements are not more important

than the governor of a province, or the

commander of a fleet, or the rector of a

university; but the gentlemen who filled

these high official situations at Astracan,

were suddenly removed by the cold, re

sistless hand of death! Come, then, I be

seech you, and consider your ways. Be

assured there is nothing on earth, so im

portant to you and to me, as to be pre

pared for heaven; that when we are ab

sent from the body, we may be present

with the Lord. -

Hence it becomes a matter of universal

concern to know wherein this prepara

tion consists. An error here may prove

fatal. Examine it well. Every man is a

sinner; and as such is in a state of con

demnation. How then can he be pardon

ed? How can he be justified in the sight

of a just and holy God? The Bible must

decide. This blessed book declares, that

by the deeds of the law shall no flesh liv

ing be justified; therefore it is a fruitless

effort to seek justification by our own do

ing. No man can redeem his own soul,

or give to God a ransom for his brother;

therefore it is in vain to seek help from

man. What then are we to do? Why,

in the great work of a sinner's salvation,

we must look away from all creatures, for

they cannot procure for us the pardon of

one sin—no, not one. But, blessed be

God! we are not left without a directory

in this momentous affair. Oh, no!—for

thus it is written—“God so loved the

world, that he gave his only begotten Son,

that whosoever believeth in him should

not perish, but have everlasting life.”

Here, then, is the glorious discovery!

The sacrifice of the Lord Jesus Christ, is

an atonement for the sins of the world;

and whosoever, young or old, rich or

poor, whosoever believes in Him, be

comes a partaker of this great salvation.

His sins are blotted out; his person is jus

tified; and, being justified, he is safe; he

has peace with God; he has joy in the

Holy Ghost; he has a title to heaven.

Oh, what a happy state! Having thus

committed his precious soul to the keep

ing of the matchless Saviour, he delights

to meditate on him; seeks daily commu

nion with him; strives continually to ho

nour him, by a holy and useful life; and

looks forward with joy to the day when

he shall join that great multitude, which

no man can number, in singing, “Worthy

is the Lamb that was slain to receive

glory, and honour, and blessing; for he

has redeemed us to God by his blood,

and we shall reign with him for ever.”

It was this precious faith in Jesus, which

supported Mrs. Glen in the prospect of

eternity; and this same precious faith will

support you in life and in death, and pre

are you for a glorious immortality. Hal

lelujah! hallelujah!

Young people; you are now in the

prime of life. What an affecting lesson

does the case of good Mr. Becker teach

you! He also was young, but he feared

the Lord, and was engaged in the delight

ful work of attempting to do good to

others. This was his happiness; this was

his joy. What a sweet preparation for a

better world! Blessed is that servant

whom his Lord, when he comes, shall

find so doing. But, ah, how few young

people are acting so wisely! Dear young

friends, my heart yearns over you; the

summons may come as suddenly for you

as it came to him. Are you ready? Have

you given your heart to God? Are you

trusting in the merits of Christ? Are you

walking in the narrow path which leads

to glory? Oh, if you are acting thus,

then happy are ye! Go forward. May

your life be long spared to honour your

Redeemer! Yet if, while thus engaged,

any of you be cut off in the days of youth,

nothing will afford your sorrowing parents
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so much pleasure, as the thought that

you were prepared for glory. Oh, do

not neglect this great salvation!

Husbands and wives; you can judge

better than others, what must have been

the feelings of Mr. and Mrs. Glen while

she was struggling with this alarming dis

ease, and her affectionate partner stood

weeping by what he feared would be her

dying bed. Oh, what can comfort under

such circumstances? What can bind up

the breaking heart What can dry up

the falling tear? Only one thing; and

that is what the Saviour denominates the

“one-thing needful.” Yes; it was her

hope in Christ—her simple reliance on

Christ alone. And would not you like to

see your partners in this happy frame

when they are passing through the dark

valley of the shadow of death? Remem

ber that the time will come when you

must part; the cold hand of death will

separate the dearest friends; and what

will console you then, but a good hope

that your beloved partners areF.
for the mansions of blºss. And have you

any scriptural ground to hope that it will

be so? Examine yourself whether ye be

in the faith. Prove yourselves by the un

erring standard of God's holy word; and

give no sleep to your eyes, nor slumber

to your eyelids, until you have obtained

eace and satisfaction on this grand and

important subject.

Ye zealous and devoted servants of the

Lord; let this awful visitation of Provi

dence quicken you in your labours of

love. If any thing can give Mr. Glen

pain, now he sees his wife restored and

his children smiling around him, it is the

thought that many are gone beyond the

reach of his voice, whom he never faith

fully warned to flee from the wrath to

come. Now, now is the time to work;

soon, very soon, all our opportunities will

be over; our tongues will be silent in

death, and our bodies lodged in the house

appointed for all living; therefore, what

soever your hand finds to do, do it with

all your might. -

Before I conclude, I cannot help no

ticing the dreadful obduracy of the hu

man heart. Mr. Glen says, “Now the

danger here is considered as past, many

are returning to their old vicious prac

tices, like the dog to his vomit, and the

sow that was washed to her wallowing in

the mire.” Is not this dreadful ? Read

er, see what man is when left to himself.

Oh, cry day and night unto God to give

É. a new heart and a right spirit; to

old up your going, and preserve you

from evil; to guide you by his Spirit, and

lead you in the way everlasting.

Most affectionately I entreat you to

give up yourself to the life-giving Sa

viour, then you will be prepared for every
event. Amen.

(Signed) Richann KNILL.

St. Petersburgh, September 8th, 1830.

*

The Treasurer of the Trustees of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, ac

knowledges the receipt of the following sums, for their Theological Seminary at Prince

ton, JW. J., during the month of January last, viz.

Of Rev. John W. Scott, a quarter's rent, for the contingent fund - -

Of Rev. Thomas J. Biggs, for the Kennedy Scholarship - - -

S87 50

37 50

Amount received $125 00
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The ebb tide of news has succeeded to the flood. We find it stated in the paper

of the morning of January 31, on the evening of which we write, that there has not

been an arrival from Europe in twenty-seven days. We last month brought down

our chronicle to the date of December 9th, from Britain, and to the 6th of the same

month from France. An arrival at Halifax, Nova Scotia, has brought intelligence

from Falmouth to the 11th of December, only two days later than that received a

month ago. It is of little importance, but we give the whole we have seen—it is as

follows:–“In the British Parliament on the 9th of December, the Regency Bill was

brought down from the House of Lords, and was read a first time. The Pope's nuncio

in Paris is stripped of his honours; and the French soldiers are no longer to attend

mass. The man who attempted assassination in the House of Lords has been handed

over to the civil power; he says he had an account to settle with the Duke of Wel

lington. The incendiary outrages which have been committed over so great a por

tion of England, have, for the most part, ceased on the strict enforcement of the law.

the majority of nearly all classes of the citizens of Brussels, Antwerp, and Ghent,

&
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even Liege, particularly the armed burghers, are, it is said, in favour of the accession

of the Prince of Orange, or one of his sons, as the means of restoring peace and con

fidence.” We have also observed an European article during the last month, in

which it is stated, we think authentically, that the island of Candia has been ceded by

the Turkish Sultan to his ally, or subject, the Viceroy of Egypt; and that the inhabi

tants of the island, both Greeks and Turks, are filled with joy by this transfer. This

is all the recent information from the old world which we are able to communicate.—

Since writing as above, we find in the morning paper of February 1, that by an arri

val at New York, European intelligence to the 19th of December inclusive, has been

received—a summary of it is as follows—

The prominent article of intelligence by this arrival is, the account of a revolution

in Russian Poland. It appears that the Archduke Constantine, who governed

Poland, in behalf of his brother Nicholas, after several tyrannical and cruel acts,

which had much incensed the Poles, undertook to inflict discipline on the pupils of

the military school at Warsaw. These pupils, on some occasion of a publick dinner,

had drank some offensive toasts, and among others, one to the memory of the cele

brated Kosciusko. Constantine, informed of this by his spies, ordered a commission

to inquire into the affair. The commission considered the conduct of the youth as

either harmless or not worthy of regard; and so reported. Not satisfied with this,

the Vice-Emperor committed the inquiry to two general officers; and still not satis

fied with their treatment of the business, he interposed by his own immediate autho

rity, inflicted a severe punishment on several of the young men, and sent a large

number of them to prison. This arbitrary proceeding exasperated the publick

mind. The young men of the military school rose in a body to break the chains of

their comrades, and take vengeance upon the oppressor of their country. Detach

ments of regiments of the Russian Guard, who, contrary to the provisions of the Con

stitution, formed part of the garrison at Warsaw, were ordered to put down the rebel

fious pupils, whilst several companies of Polish troops took part with the latter.

Thus the combat began. The insurgents having forced their way through the Rus

sian troops, marched immediately towards the Belvidere, the residence of the Grand

Duke Constantine, half a league from Warsaw. His officers fell under the blows of

national vengeance, but Constantine made his escape by a back door. It appears

that the Grand Duke, in fear of some popular disturbance, had some time previously

sent away his wife: and when out of reach of the insurrectionists, he issued a procla

mation, saying, that he had permitted the Polish troops who had remained faithful to

him, to return to their comrades, and added, “I am setting out with the imperial

troops, to proceed to a distance from the capital; and I hope from Polish good faith,

that they will not be harassed, in their movements to reach the empire.” It is evi

dent from this, that he considered his Russian troops as inadequate to resist the force

which the Poles could array against them. On the return of the Polish regiments to

Warsaw, they were received with enthusiastick approbation by their countrymen.

The inhabitants of all ranks rushed to arms, and the whole country was in commotion,

and flying to the succour of Warsaw. A provisional government was formed, and the

names of those who compose it are given in the publick papers. . It appears that the

struggle at Warsaw was sanguinary. One account states that “nine Russian generals

and the principal officers of state, were put to death; and also that a great number of

the Russian soldiery were massacred.” This we exceedingly regret, as it will greatly

incense the Russian soldiery. General Diebitsch, who was at Berlin when the insur

rection took place, had left it to put himself at the head of his immense army, we

suppose with a view to suppress this revolution in its infancy. The Poles, we doubt

not, will fight to desperation, as indeed they did when Suwarrow took Warsaw by

storm; but humanly speaking, it seems impossible that they should forcibly resist the

Russian legions. Yet the God of battles may order it otherwise than short-sighted

mortals can forecast; and of this, history, both sacred and profane, furnishes nume

rous instances.

Information had been received in London from France, of the death of the highly

distinguished deputy, B. Constant. His funeral was celebrated with national honours.

Eighty thousand men in military array, were drawn out on the occasion. With the

exception of Lafayette, probably no man in France was more popular.

It appears also, that the news of the recent revolution in Russian Poland, had

reached Paris; and a short speech of General Lafayette is given in the papers, in

which he explicitly maintains—and it was heard with acclamation,-that France will

not suffer either Austria or Prussia to interfere in aid of Russia against Poland—which,

as these three great powers were all concerned in the partition of this country, we

suppose he thought probable. In short, the indications of a general war in Europe,

are far greater than they were, when we last month gave our views on this subject.
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Still, we hope there will not be a general war. There is reason to think that France

and Britain either have already, or very speedily will, enter into a formal agreement,

and make it known to the world, that they will not consent that, in any case, one

nation shall interfere in the concerns of another. If this take place, Russia may shed

much Polish blood, without the aid ofAustria and Prussia, and yet no general war ensue.

But we think that the military spirit in France is ardently in favour of war; and in a

short time, it is stated that they will have (including the National Guard) from nine to

twelve hundred thousand soldiers equipped for action. It is hardly to be expected, if

this be so, that such a body of troops, filled with military enthusiasm, will not find, or

make, some occasion to display their heroick valour.

There is a rumour, likewise, of an insurrection in a part of Prussia; and also the

statement of the suppression of one at Milan, which was on the eve of breaking out.

But these accounts, though not improbable, are not yet authenticated,

The news, so far as Britain is immediately concerned, is not of great interest. Tal

leyrand is to be recalled to France, at his own request; and is to be succeeded by the

Count Flahault. The internal state of the country is said to be far from quiescent;

and incendiary acts are still frequent. A motion was expected to be made in parlia

ment, to suppress Cobbett's Weekly Register, as being of treasonable tendency. It

was thought that Hunt, the coadjutor of Cobbett, was likely to be chosen a member

of parliament. -

The provisional government at Brussels was employed in framing a new constitu

tion. The king of Holland had referred his concern with Belgium to the decision of

the foreign ambassadors in London. Pope Pius VII., whose illness we mentioned last

month, has died of the gout in the stomach.

AMERICA.

Colombia.-There is reason to believe that the Liberator Bolivar has gone to his

last account. After well authenticated information of his being on the brink of the

grave with a consumptive complaint, his farewell letter to his countrymen has made

its appearance. Among other things, he says, “I have laboured with disinterested

ness, sacrificing my own fortune, and even my tranquillity " " " " I have been the

victim of my persecutors, who have driven me to the borders of the grave. I freely

pardon them.* * * * Colombians! should my death be the means of allaying the rage

of party spirit, and consolidating the union, I go down in tranquillity to the tomb.”—

The effect of his removal from the theatre on which he has acted so conspicuous, and

for a while at least, so glorious a part, time will decide; and time alone, it would seem,

will enable us to pronounce a just verdict on his whole career and character.

MExico.—Recent advices from this large republick, represent the state of the

country to be more favourable than it recently was. It is hoped that the civil war is

nearly or quite terminated; and that peace and prosperity are likely to ensue—With

such hopes we mingle many fears.

UNITED STATEs.-Our Congress have made but little progress in the despatch of

publick business; and but little time remains for them to do any thing, although

much ought to be done. On the all important concern of the Indians, very numerous

and earnest petitions and remonstrances have been addressed to Congress, from va

rious parts of our country. The missionaries, too, of several religious denominations,

who have been residing in the Indian country for years past, have drawn up and pub

lished an able, temperate and lucid statement, calculated to correct the unfavourable

and slanderous reports, which the enemies of the Indians, in and out ef Congress,

have circulated, in regard to their state and their wishes. But alas! we fear that

Congress will rise, without doing any thing for their relief; and before the next

meeting, their oppressors may effect all their purposes. What will be the issue of the

conflict between the state of Georgia and the supreme court of the United States,

is as yet unknown, but appearances are most inauspicious. Possibly the chastise

ment of heaven for our national injustice and oppression of the Indians, is to come out

of this very affair: so that we may see our crime in its punishment.—May a merciful

God turn us from our sins, and turn his displeasure from us.

-º-

ErinATUM.

A more important error than has ever before occurred in the typography of our

work, appears on the last page of Publick Affairs, in our last number. It took place

in correcting the proof, after it had passed from the hands of the editor. A whole line

is misplaced—The 32d line from the bottom of the page, should change place with

that which is next below it. This will restore the sense, which, as the lines stand, is

entirely destroyed.

...!
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SELECTIONS FOR THE MONTHLY CONCERT.

[The Missionary Herald for January,

1831, contains a brief view of the A. B.

C. F. M. and its operations, from which

it appears, that the whole number of

stations, occupied by that Board, is 50–

Missionaries 59, Assistant Missionaries

male and females 175. The whole num

ber of learners, in the schools, under the

direction of these Missionaries, and their

assistants, is 47,558.]

Remarks uſion the Schools.

Mr. Stone thus speaks of the schools

connected with the Bombay mission,

after having spent eleven days in a per

sonal inspection of them.—“I found the

schools generally in a flourishing state,

and exerting a most salutary,influence on

the minds of the scholars and natives

generally in the villages where they are

located. They have already excited a

spirit of inquiry among the people, which

promises much good. As I went from

village to village that are enveloped in all

the darkness of Hindooism, the mission

schools appeared like so many lamps

hung outin the moral hemisphere,throw

ing rays of heavenly light on the sur

rounding darkness; or like springs of

living water, breaking out in the desert,

to renovate and change it into a fruitful

garden. ... I have long considered mission

schools for the instruction of the rising

generation, as important auxiliaries to

the#. of the gospel; but I have never

felt their importance so sensibly as on my

present tour, in which I have witnessed

the impression they are producing in re

gions where the gospel had scarcely been

heard from the voice of a missionary.

Could the patrons of these schools take

an excursion with me to the schools they

support; could they stand in one of them,

planted in the heart of a Pagan village,

containing from twenty to thirty thousand
inhabitants—hear a hundred little im

mortals reading the word of God, and

repeating the ten commandments, and a

catechism comprising a summary of

Christian doctrines and precepts—hear

them chaunt a Christian hymn, and with
up raised hands and solemn tone repeat

the Lºrd's prayer—could they .
these children home, and there hearthem

Vol. IX. —Chr. Adv. N

read their Christian books to their par

rents and friends, who are unable to read

themselves, and would never know the

gospel, or see its heavenly light, except

through the medium of the mission

schools;—I say then they would feel that

our mission schools are important, and

well deserve their patronage and pray

ers.

From Mr. Winslow’s report concern

ing the schools at Oodooville, in Ceylon,

which may serve as a specimen of the

rest in connection with the Ceylon mis

sion.—“At the general examination in

the church, at the close of this quarter,

128 were studying or had finished (more

than 70 had finished) our Scripture His

tory, 65 the Sermon on the Mount, 100

our large doctrinal catechism, and 50 or

60 the smaller catechism. I found that

several also had left the schools since the

last examination, who had gone through,

or nearly through, with the course cf

Christian instruction in them; and others

less forward who are yet able to read a

little. Thus though the schools do not

go forward much from year to year, new

classes are constantly presented, and

numbers are yearly sent out from them

with the rudiments of the most important,

and what may become to them saving

knowledge.”

Speaking of the learners in the schools

of the Sandwich Islands, the missionaries

say:-"About one half of them are able

to read. A great part, however, are

obliged to spellout their words, when any

thing is put into their hands, which they

have not previously studied. Nearly

one fourth part of the whole number of

scholars are able to write legibly on a

slate.”

Choctaw Schools. The average num

ber of scholars attending on instruction

was 194; 299 are full blooded Choctaws,

and 229 mixed; in the schools 177 were

males and 101 females; 67 were new

scholars; 17 left school with a good com

mon education; 36 read in spelling lessons,

36 in English reading lessons, 63 in the

English Testaments, 58 in English Rea

der; 90 spell, and 245 read in Choctaw

only; 126 read in both Choctaw and En

glish; 51 studied arithmetic, 64 geogra

phy, 22 grammar, 57 composed in
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English, 12 in Choctaw, 11 in Choctaw

and English, and 137 wrote.

- PREACHING.

This grand means ofº: the

Gospel is employed in all the missions,

though under various forms, with various

degrees of attention on the part of the

people, and with various success. One

or two passages will be quoted from com

munications of the missionaries, relating

to the performance of this duty.

“Besides our stated services at the

chapel, we make our school-rooms little

sanctuaries, where we frequently preach

to the scholars, their parents and others,

who assemble to hear the word of God.

We also make daily excursions through

this great idolatrous city, to give instruc

tions to those in the bazars, the high

ways, &c. Sometimes we sit down at

the door of a native hut, and tell them the

story of Jesus—sometimes converse in a

familiar manner with a few individuals

by the way-side—now we reason out of

the scriptures with a self-righteous and

conceited Brahmin, or an angry priest of

the false prophet—sometimes proclaim

the glad tidings of salvation to companies

varying in number from twenty to three

hundred, and not unfrequently, do we

have as many clustered around us as can

near our voice, some of whom are chil

dren,some in middle age,others trembling

with age and bending over their staves.

Let the power of the gospel be felt by

this people, and a missionary, had he

strength, might preach to tens of thou

sands daily. Our duty is plain; having

received the ministry of reconciliation

from the Lord Jesus, we must fulfil it by

testifying the gospel of the grace of God

to these Pagans. Wo be to us, if we

reach not the gospel to both Jews and

entiles as we have opportunity from

day to day.”—Missionaries at Bombay.

“Preaching has been maintained as

usual at all the stations, and at most of

them the number of hearers has greatly

increased. Our congregations on the

Sabbath usually consist of from one to four

thousand hearers, and are characterized

by stillness and strict attention to the

exhibition of divine truth. Meetings on

other days are well attended. Twoi.
substantial churches have been comple

ted during the past year, one at#.

and one at Honoruru. At Lahaina a good

stone church has been brought forward,

and will soon be finished.”—Missionaries

at the Sandwich Islands.

GENERAL SUMMARY AND REMARKs,

This brief survey furnishes an answer,

in part, to the question, What has been

effected by the Board, during the twenty

wears which have elafised?—In a number

of countries, covered with the deep dark

ness of paganism, or blest with only the

dim twilight of the gospel, Christian mis

| twenty years of its existence.

sions have been established. To these

countries eighty-five ministers of Christ

have been sent by the Board, during the

Thirteen

of these have died in the service, and

fifty-nine are still in the field. There are,

also, at the present time, forty-five lay

assistants, thirty-five unmarried female

helpers, and ninety-five married females,

wives of the missionaries and assistant

missionaries. The whole number of la

borers in foreign service, male and fe

male, who have been sent from this

country and are now living in connection

with the Board, is two HUNDRED AND

THIRTY-FOUR.

Valuable printing establishments have

been set up in three of the missions

widely remote from each other, and are

in active operation. From them have is

sued more than 35,000,000 of pages,

which, with the printing executed at the

expense of the Board in other places,

swells the number of pages to nearly

37,000,000. The number of copies of

different works is not less than 900,000.

These have been printed in eleven dif

ferent languages, three of which had

previously been reduced to writing by

missionaries of the Board; and the seve

ral works were almost all composed, or

translated by persons connected with

that institution.

In schools, established and superin

tended by missionaries of the Board, and

sustained by funds placed at its disposal,

there are more than 47,000 learners,"

and not less than 70,000 persons either

belong to these schools, or have enjoyed

their advantages. One-fourth part, if not

one-third, of the population of the Sand

wich Islands, is now receiving instruction

in the mission-schools.

Look, then, at the laborers, at the

printing, at the school-instruction, at the

whole array of means and influence. It is

nothing, indeed,º: with the ne

cessities and claims of the heathen world.

It is nothing in comparison of what might

have been done, and ought to have been

done, by the thousands of churches re

presented by the Board. . In that point

of view, every friend of the Lord Jesus,

and of the world for which he died, will

look on with grief and confusion of face.

O! How MUCH MoRE must be attempt

ed, and done, the next twenty years!—

Yet there is another point of view, from

* This number is less than that stated

in the last survey. Yet there has been

no actual diminution of numbers in the

schools. More accurate returns .

have been received from the Sandwic

Islands. Mr. Bingham states, however,

in a late letter to his friends in England,

that the schools of those favored islands

contain not less than 45,000 pupils.
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whence we must look with gratitude to

God. How many thousands of sermons

have been preached by these missionaries

in the lapse of twenty years. How many

thousands of addresses have these pious

men and women poured into the ears of

benighted wanderers from God. And

how many thousands of persons have

listened to these sermons and private ap

É. And those millions of pages—

ins of spiritual light—into how many

dark minds must they have poured their

heavenly radiance; and what a multitude

of persons must have learned at least

some of those great truths, which are

able, with the divine blessing, to make

men wise unto salvation.

Yet we must not suppose, that even

the missionaries can perceive all the in

fluence they exert upon the multitudes

around them; much less that they can so

describe it that others, in distant coun

tries, can see the whole of it. Much of

their influence escapes all human obser

vation; and much of it consists, for a time,

in mere modifications of character, rather

than in radical changes;–extensive mo

difications, and therefore important; but

slight and therefore not easily perceived;

or else so exceedingly gradual, as to be

made strongly apparent only by contrast

ing distant periods. Then it is seen, that

the manners of the people have been

softened; that their customs have become

more humane; that there is less intem

perance and contention; that there is

more industry and honesty; more regard

for right and equity; more order, har

mony, and happiness in families. Chil

dren in the schools begin to thirst for

knowledge. They carry their books,

ing and reflecting, he may behold more

to encourage his hopes for the future, in

the extensive preparatory influence,

which has goned. the community,

and which will be likely, through God's

sº to work out more glorious re

SultS.

REPORTs of MissionAREs.

NEw York.

Revival in Middlebury, N. Y.

From Rev. E. S. Hunten, dated Wyo

ming, Middlebury, Genese county, Decem

ber 13th, 1830.

“It affords me pleasure to have it in

my power to say to you, that the good

work of the Lord which 1 mentioned in

my last as being begun in this place, is

now going forward in a very powerful

manner. God has “bowed the heavens

and come down and the mountains have

flowed down at his presence.” The wave

of salvation is rolling deep and wide, and

bearing up on its peaceful bosom, the

fruits of eternal love to the multitude of

souls that were perishing in their sins.

This work is almost indiscriminate as to

the characters who are the subjects of it.

All classes of persons are affected. The

aged and the young, the moralist, and

the openly profane. The middle-aged

and aged especially, are extensively

wrought upon. Men, who have for years

been settled in the principles of infidelity

are scared from their vain subterfuges

and led to seek a refuge from impending

wo, beneath the Cross of Christ. Some

of the most influential men in town, who

but a few weeks since were apparently

indifferent and neglectful, if not positively

into the domestic circle, and read them

to their parents and friends. Mind be

gins to wake up in villages and neighbor

hoods. Ideas new and strange, but

* important, pass from man to

‘man, till thought is roused, and the mo

ral sense, and conscience.—Now the mis

sionary perceives that he has not been la

boring in vain. He is encouraged. He

sows the good seed in hope. He plies all

his means with increased faith and dili

gence. At length he fully gains the un

derstandings and hearts of some, and

these are converts to the truth. Now he

rejoices over his sheaves, and his patrons

at home become apprised of the effects

of his labours. They acknowledge, that

he no longer labours ineffectually—that

he begins to succeed.

But, it should be remembered, that

these few converts are no proper mea

sure of his success. They may be only

the first fruits of a great harvest. There

may be stronger evidences than these of

success, in the mass ofunconverted minds

around. Over these converts he rejoices

opposed to religion—are now seen upon

their knees in the praying circle mingling

their hearts and voices at the throne of

grace for the salvation of souls around

them. In our meetings, which are now

every evening in the week, tumult and

confusion are unknown. God appears in

our midst in the ‘still small voice;' but oh!

in this very stillness there is a resistless

energy before which the hardened sinner

is constrained to bow.

“The number that has obtained hopes

in the town cannot be definitely stated.

I can only say, that it is general and

powerful. There is not perhaps a single

school district in the town but what has

shared, or is sharing, more or less in this

blessed work. But as much of the ter

ritory of the town is under the influence

of other denominations, I know less as to

the exact number that has obtained

hopes out of my own congregation, I

only know, that it is great. . In my own

congregation the number of fruits of this

revival is perhaps not, far from sixty;

Thirty of whom have already connected

themselves with the church.-Severalwith a peculiar joy; but, if he be observ

º>.r. A : * * *
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more will come forward at the next com- west Mendon and fifty dollars in Rush

munion.

“There are some particularly striking

instances of the power of divine grace in

subduing the human heart that have

been presented to view in this revival,

which I should love to describe and per

haps I may when I write again.

“Immediately after the date of my last,

our circumstances required the number

of weekly megtings to be increased.

Since about that time, I have attended a

meeting nearly every day or evening. I

F. three discourses upon the Sab

ath, three or four lectures in the course

of the week, the remainder of the time is

employed in visiting and attending con

ferences and prayer meetings.

“My Bible class which I was in the

habit of attending Sabbath morning, at 9

o'clock, has been for a little season sus

pended, and in its stead has been substi

tuted a prayer meeting for the Sabbath

School Teachers. These exercises have

been blest. At the hour appointed the

superintendent opens the meeting with

prayer and singing. The lesson is then

read and explained; prayers are offered

with special reference to the school, that

teachers, and scholars, may be led to a

right understanding of God’s word, and

that the carnal minds of both may be re

newed.

“Since the commencement of these

meetings, four teachers and nine scholars

have in the estimation of charity become

subjects of renewing grace. The Sab

bath, School cause has strengthened

greatly the season past.”

From Rev. G. G. SILL, dated, West Men.

don, N. Y. Dec. 18th 1830.

“The prospects of West Mendon are

more encouraging. The congregation has

been gradually increasing for the last six

months.

“During the quarter there has been

one case of hopeful conversion, and some

are now inquiring. A meeting for reli

gious conference and prayer has been es

tablished and the organization of a church

is contemplated as soon as practicable.

We now count four male and six female

professors of the Presbyterian order in

this place. It is a singular fact that when

this congregation was commenced, more

than two years ago, there was not known

to be a male professor of the Presbyterian

order in this village of four hundred in

habitants. Previous to that period the

Methodists, Chrystians, and Universal

ists had the sole occupancy of the

round.

“The congregation are now desirous

of my services the whole of the time. It

will be recollected that my services have

been divided between West Mendon and

Rush, one hundred and fifty dollars in

being raised for my support. The con

gregation of West Mendon having gained

some strength the last year, now pro

poses to raise two hundred dollars this

year and ask the aid of the Board of Mis

sions to the amount of 100 dollars.

.4 ºvedding fee well affiroſhriated.

“Now for my apology for notforward

ing my report before. T made a pledge

in my own mind some weeks ago, that I

would contribute the next marriage fee

which I should receive, to the funds of

the Auxiliary in this place. I heard of

an intended marriage before the quarter

was out, and I delayed my report till it

should take place, which was last even

ing. Five dollars was the fee. I told

some of our young men that they must

raise a similar sum which being done,

raises the funds of the Auxiliary to

twenty dollars—So that the delay has

turned to your advantage.”

From Rev. JABEz SPICER, dated Ando

ver, N. Y. Dec. 1, 1830.

.A Season of Refreshing.

Since my last we have been again visi

ted with a little refreshing from the pre

sence of the Lord, which has made glad

theº of God in this region, and

awakened in them those expressions of

'gratitude which evince that they do not
despise the day of small things. During

the latter part of summer and autumn,

the Lord has been pleased to pour out his

spirit, and carry on a work of Divine

grace in that part of Thornelsville,

which lies on the north-east corner of

Andover. A few professors of religion

had lived in the place several years, and

had not been favoured with but two ser

mons from Clergymen of our order pre

vious to my visiting them: yet I believe

they had prayed much for the means of

grace and for the blessing of God to

accompany them. I have visited them

as often as consistent with other duties,

going from house to house and attending

religious meetings: the distance from

Andover Center is about eight or ten

miles: numbers attend public worship on

the Sabbath at Andover: seven have al

ready united with the church; twelve or

fourteen more have expressed a wish to

unite, and probably will soon; others are

entertaining hopes of a gracious change,

some have recently gained evidence of

an interest in Christ, and others are still

inquiring: which gives evidence that the

Lord has not yet taken his spirit from

them; and there appears to be an ardent

desire breathed out in fervent prayer to

God for the continuance of his gracious

work. -

On examining my journal, I find I have

preached one hundred and twenty-two

sermons, made some over one hu
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family visits, and rode about five hundred

and sixty miles. I have thought it pre:

ferable to have prayer meetings and

religious conferences rather than ser

mons in times of awakening, in order to

habituate young professors to take an

active part, that they may be the better

prepared to hold religious meetings in

their respective neighborhoods when I

cannot be with them.

I have admitted seventeen to the com

munion of the churches in Andover and

Greenwood. Baptised eighteen infants

and four adults, administered the sacra

ment of the Lord's ...P. four times;

have regularly attended four Bible class

es, established two temperance societies,

and a Sabbath-school in every school

district where there was sufficient Pres

byterian influence to warrant success.

The Church and Society in Andover are

in a very flourishing state, they are going

on with their meeting-house well: I have

received by the hand of Rev. M. Hunter

a donation of fifty dollars from Rev. Mr.

Dwight, of Geneva, for aiding in finish

ing the house, which they are expending

to good advantage. The Church and

Society in Greenword are also in a pros

rous state, it will be more convenient

or them to unite with the town of Jasper

the coming year. I have preached a

number of Sabbaths and frequent Lec

tures in the town of Independence. So

ciety is flourishing there, and a Church

will probably be organized soon after the

next meeting of Presbytery, they are

engaged in finishing their meeting-house.

I have also received fifty dollars for them

at the hand of the Rev. M. Hunter a

donation from the Rev. Dr. Janeway, of

Philadelphia; which they have expended

in nails, glass and putty. They are young

and feeble, surrounded with enemies who

are devising every means to hinder their

work, and hoping they will not be able

to finish. If there could be any further

donations made them from Philadelphia,

the smallest would be thankfully received

and expended to the promotion of the

Redeemer's cause. Do procure them

some assistance if you can. Theirhouse

is 50 by 40, two story, and will be a rich

blessing in this wilderness town if it can

be completed.

From Rev. M. HARRIson, dated Pre

ble, N. Y. December 23d, 1830.

Interesting Revº# the town of Scott,

In my communication about the first

of§... if my memory serves me, I

mentioned the precious season of revival

or work of grace that the people in the

town of Scott had been favored with.

About that time there were added to the

Presbyterian Church fifteen persons on

profession on their faith. Last Sabbath

five more were added—subjects of the

gracious work, and three others on letters

of recommendation. Have baptized eight
adults and one infant.

. Previous to the revival, the Church

in Scºtt, (the Presbyterian Church) num

bered only eighteen members; twenty

three have now been added to that num

ber. This something more than doubles

their number, and as several families

have thus been added, their strength is

also in some measure augmented, and

there begins to be some talk of building

a house for public worship, and I am

rather, inclined to believe they will at

tempt it the coming season.

The town of Scott has within six

months last past undergone a very great

moral change, and yet in Scott, that is in

some parts of it, iniquity still abounds—

especailly Sabbath breaking. As it res

pects the Presbyterian Church we hope

that the revival is not altogether past—

that the Lord has not yet withdrawn the

Holy Spirits’ influence from us. It is

thought that the spirit of prayer is rather

reviving amongst professors of religion,

and that some impenitent sinners are un

der serious impressions. Prayer and

conference meetings are still kept up and

are interesting, and we still hope to see

numbers more gathered into the Church.

For what the Lord has already done, we

have abundant reason to call upon our

souls and all within us to bless and prSise

his great and holy name—and we have

great occasion also to be very humble

and to abase ourselves before God for our

unfaithfulness,seeing so many remain im

penitent and unbelieving—probably on

account of the unfaithfulness of Christ

ians. I need not say to you, dear brother,

pray—hray for me as your Missionary,

that I may be found faithful to my trust

—I would feel that souls are committed

to my care.

We have uniformly a conference on

Saturday afternoon. I preach twice on

Sabbath, attend the Bible class between

services, and conference at six o'clock.

The number of hopeful conversions in

the town of Scott is about a hundred and

twenty—about sixty have united with the

Seventh-day Baptists, and between thirty

and forty with the First-day Baptists.

In Scott there is a Bible society auxil

iary to the county society of Cortland,

and I believe that every family in town

is furnished with a copy of the Bible.

There is also a Temperance Society in

this town consisting of between fifty and

one hundred members, and is evidently

exerting a very salutary influence.
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PENNSYLVANIA.

From Mr. N. L. Rice, dated, Morrisville,

Pa. January 5th, 1831.

“Although in giving you an account of

my labours in Morrisville and vicinity

during the last three months, I cannot

inform you of an extensive and powerful

work ..} grace; yet I rejoice to be able to

say there is good reason to believe that

the preaching of the Gospel, however

feebly done hasnotbeen in vain. Its effects

are manifested in several ways. Public

worship is attended by many, who for

§. have either entirely or at least ha

itually neglected it. The Sabbath is

less profaned. The Scriptures are more

read—a number who were in the habit

of neglecting entirely this important duty

now read them with interest. About two

months since, I formed a Bible class in

Morrisville, which is attended by from

16 to 20 females, almost all of whom

manifestincreasing anxiety to understand

the Scriptures. The Sunday school is in

a tolerably prosperous state, though not

so well attended now as in warm weather.

The cause of temperance is gradually

gaining ground. Intermperance is the

reatest obstacle to the progress of the

Sospel here. A few however, have de

termined no longer to use ardent spirits,

and an individual in extensive business

has determined not to give ardent spirits

to those whom he employs. Several lit

tle dram-shops have been broken up and

one notorious drunkard has entirely

ceased to use ardent spirits and is indus

triously engaged in his business. A large

number of males attend on publicworship,

some of whom appear to be in aninterest

ing state of mind. Since my last report I

rejoice to say that several persons have

given pleasing evidence of having been

born again, the number I cannot state

precisely. For several reasons an op

portunity has not been given them as yet

of making aº profession, but this

will be done I hope very soon. There are

also several who are enquiring what they

must do to be saved—these are some of

the effects of the Gospel amongst this

people, from which it will be seen that

the encouraging state of thingsmentioned

in my last still continues, though the work,
is still and gradual. But while we re

joice that God has in any degree owned

and blessed his word to the salvation of

perishing sinners, we look, and hope, and

pray for greater things.-Paul may plant

and Appollos water, but God only can

#. the increase. I spent about 3 weeks

ast vacation in visiting the families in this

place and vicinity. My visits were in al

most every instance kindly received and

frequently were interesting. Several cases

of awakening are to be ascribed under

Cod to these visits.”

Ohio.

From Mr. R. YoUNG, Millersburg, O.

Dec. 6, 1830.

.Additions to the Church.

Little has occurred, during the three

months past, which merits notice. The

Sacrament of the Lord's Supper was dis

pensed at Millersburg, by the Rev.

Archd. Hanna, of Paintville, on the last

Sabbath of August; when fourteen com

municants were added to the congrega

tion. Seventeen children were admitted

by baptism members of the visible

Church, -

Measures adofited for the erection of a

new Meeting-House.

The East Hopewell Congregation, af

ter a tedious discussion, have agreed

unanimously to build a frame Meeting

House; and they have contracted with

an undertaker, who is engaged, at

present, in preparing the necessary ma

terials. The number of hearers, who

attend at each place of worship, has in

creased greatly during Summer; and

deep interest and order characterize all

our meetings. And although, no singu

lar excitement prevails in this place, yet

a considerable number wait with anxiety

for an opportunity to profess publicly

their faith in Christ. We have discon

tinued the Sabbath-school on account of

the return of Autumn; not withstanding I

W. to maintain Bible classes during

'inter, as the number of those who

attend them increases progressively.—

During the last six months, I have

preached in different parts of the county,

to audiences composed of men of various

sects and of dissimilar faith. The peo

ple, almost uniformly, appear solicitous

to hear Presbyterian preaching. This

station demands much labour, but it un

folds a prospect which is highly interest

ing.

From the Rev. J. L. BELLville, near

Miamiesburg, Ohio.

.A Public Meeting and Revival in the

Congregation of Washington. '

A meeting was appointed to be held in

our bounds, on the 23d of September.

On the day previous pursuant to appoint

ment, I expected to meet my people in

the Church for the purpose of special

prayer to God for his superintendence of,

and blessing upon, the meeting in pros

pect. But scarcely a dozen of the con

gregation met, such was the deplorable

state of the Church; (here, however, I

should say, that the attendance on the

Sabbath, was numerous and apparentl

solemn,) but the day appointe.
the ministers and people collected, the

meeting commenced and progressed, and

the spirit of God descended; Christians
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were aroused and sinners alarmed. As

to the preaching, I think I can honestly

say, it was the simple unadulturated Gos

pel of Christ, exhibited with great

earnestness and much affection; accom

panied with the mostpowerful appeals to

the heart and conscience. But besides

this, there was public and private exhor

tations, and an earnest wrestling in pray

er, andº it was good to be there; I

am aware that many do consider such

meeting as Anti-Presbyterial, yet I am

constrained to say that when langour pre

vails in the churches, they are a pre

cious means of arousing and calling into

lively exercise the graces of the Chris

tian, and assisting the attention of unbe

lievers. The results of that meeting

have to us been precious indeed. The

Lord (we trust) has added to our Church

27 precious souls as fruits of the revival,

and there is yet a most delightful state

of things existing. Our Sabbath-school

which we held in the Church during the

Summer, we have divided into three

schools, which we hope to continue

through the winter season: heretofore

there has been a suspension of Sabbath

school instruction, but aware of its impor

tance, and also of the loss sustained by so

long a vacation, we resolved on making

the trial of winter schools and hope they

will flourish. We have now three regular

weekly prayer meetings, all well attend

ed. rofitably conducted. Of those

latel º to the church, the greater

number are heads of families, three are

upwards of 60 years of age, and among

them one who had not been seen at any

meeting, (except at his own house as his

wife was a member,) for about 9 years,

previous to the one above named; curiosi

tyF. him to come, and the Lord

had mercy on him. He was not received

at that time but has since joined us, and

thus far is steadfast. Since my last report

I have baptized 14 adults and 17 infants,

total 31. At our last stated meeting of

Presbytery, (in view of our wide extend

ed moral desolations,) we resolved that

it was the duty of each member of the

Miamiesburg Presbytery to spend at

least one month in each year in Missiona

ry labours. In accordance with that

resolution, I spent two weeks in company

with Brother Coe, in Shelby Co. In

Shelby Co. there is a small Presbyterian

Church of about 20 members; these have

as yetenjoyed but little preaching,& alas!

we found them too generally insensible

of their spiritual wants, but ere we left

them, there was evidently a hungering

and thirsting after righteousness, and

with tearful eye and aching hearts, seve

ral bade us farewell. We encouraged

them to trust in the Lord while they

made exertions to procure a Missionary.

A subscription paper was in circulation

before we left them, and they hoped to be

able to raise, somewhere near $150,

although it is doubtful whether they will

be able quite to reach it. But inasmuch

as it is likely to become an important

section, I do hope the Board will furnish

them with a Missionary as speedily as
possible.

ILLINois.

From the Rev. B. F. Spril,MAN, dated

Shawneetown, Illinois, October 31, 1830.

“As Brother B. has not yet received

ordination, it has devolved upon me to

attend to the administration of the sacra

ments of Baptism and the Lord's Supper,

&c. in his field of labour as well as my

own. . This makes it necessary for me to

travel more than it otherwise would have

been. Besides this, I have yielded to the

pressing solicitations of some members of

our church in Clarke county in this state,

about 150 miles from this place; and have

visited them and organized them into a

Church consisting of about 20 members,

with promising prospects if they can only

obtain a minister. With these excep

tions I have still labored at Shawneetown,

Equality and Golconda.

Some Mercy Droſis.

“In the Golconda church, we have at

length realized that for which we have

been prayingand looking—a few cases of

conviction made their appearance in Au

gust; and the number gradually increased

until the time arrived which we had set

for a four-day’s meeting including the

two Sabbaths of September. And as the

congregation does not live compact it was

thought best for the families who lived at

a distance from the place of...! to

prepare and encamp on the ground.—

Thus, they continned there during the

four days. This is what is called a camp

meeting. Good order and solemnity pre

vailed throughout the meeting, and it

was manifest that the Lord was with us.

| Seven persons were on examination re

| ceived and sat down with us for the first

at the Lord's table. A number more left

the place under deep anxiety, of whom

eight are now indulging a hope in the

crucified Saviour. A few others are still

among the anxious. We do not yet ven

ture to call this a revival: but you will

agree with us, that “the Lord hath done

great things for us, whereofwe are glad.”

To his name be all the glory. “God on

his thirsty zion hill, some mercy drops

has thrown.” I find also two places in

brother Bennet’s field, where the Lord is

showing some “tokens for good.” But

I leave it for him to give you particulars.

With other means we believe that the

Head of the Church especially smiles

upon our visits from house to, house,

in which we converse personally with
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all the members of families who are old

enough to understand. And dear Sir,

while I express the gratitude which these

feeble churches feel to our more favored

brethren in the East, for what they have

done and are doing for us: let me again

request them to remember us in their

prayers. We do hope that a brighter.
day is about to dawn upon this part of

Illinois.

“During the quarter just closed I have

travelled 1151 miles, preached 61 ser

mons besides several public exhortations

and addresses, organized one church, or

dained one elder and installed two others,

administered the Lord’s Supper four

times, received into communion (inclu

ding those in the newly organized church)

11 on examination and 20 on certificates

baptised 2 adults and 5 infants, made

many family visits, attended and ad

dressed the Sabbath school as often s

practicable and distributed a quantity of

religious tracts.

JM request of the Sessions of Carmi and

Sharon Churches.

“At a meeting of these sessions on the

23d inst, they requested me as their

agent to represent to the much esteemed

Board of Missions of the Assembly, in

substance as follows:

“1. The time during which Mr. Isaac

Bennet, your Missionary was appointed

to labour with us has now expired: and

he has informed us, that he does not

wish to locate himself permanently. But

we feel it to be due to him and to the

board, to express our cordial approba
tion of him as a faithful Minister of

Christ, and our gratitude to God and un

derhiin to your Board for his labors thus

long, and our sorrow that we cannot con

tinue to enjoy them. But we consider it

a duty to acquiesce in the dispensation by

which we are for the present left desti

tute of the stated preaching of the Gos

bel.

pe. 2. As we cannot bear the idea of re

maining in this destitute situation, we

feel it our duty and privilege again re

spectfully to send up our cry to you. We

cannot promise anything very inviting in

a pecuniary way. We are in moderate

circumstances and most of us still labour

under the difficulties, common to new

settlers. The Carmi church feels able

with its present strength to promise for

the support of a minister 80 or from that

to 100 dollars a year. The Sharon church

does not feel disposed to say what it can

do. But we think that if a minister were

settled with us and would receive as a

part of his support the produce of the

earth; we could give him nearly or quite

a competant support. The present num

ber of communicants in our two churches

is sixty-four.

“These facts we think you ought to

know.—And now we ...} Our Wants.

With the confidence of children to a mo

ther, we ask you to think of us. We ask

i. to send us a minister; to go ini and out

efore us; and break to us the bread of

life. To whom shall we apply but to you?

We cannot reconcile it with our feelings

to live without one to instruct our chil

dren and our neighbours in the way of

life. We cannot bear the idea of these

churches languishing and dying. “Come

over into Illinois and help us.” And, O!

that our cry may reach the heart of some

dear servant of Christ, who will immedi

ately reply: “here am I send me.”

“By order of the Sessions of Carmi

and Sharon Churches.”

BENJ. F. SPILLMAN.

REPORTS OF AGENTS.

From Rev. L. F. LEAKE, Lexington,

Va. 22d December, 1830.

“Since my last report I have visited

the following churches, and have obtain

ed the following subscriptions, to wit:

New Providence congregation,(Rev. Jas.

Morrison, pastor.)—

49 Annual subscribers, amount

subscribed,

Donations,

Received cash,

Included ann. subscrip.

Rev. Jas. Morrison and

S56 50

1 00

family, $7 00

Robt. M'Chesney, 5 00

James Martin, 5 00

James M*Nutt, 3 00

Lexington congregation, (Rev. Dr. Bax

ter, pastor.)—

47 Annual subscribers, amount

subscribed,

Donation,

Received cash,

Included ann. subscrip.

Rev. Dr. Baxter, S5 00

Rev. H. Ruffner, 5 00

Maj. J. Alexander, 5 00

Edward Graham and

family, 3 50

A. T. Barclay, 3 00

J. Leyburn & family, 5 00

John M'Corkle, 4 00

Joseph Steele, 3 00

Doctor A. Leyburn, 3 00

J. F. Coruthers, and

lady, 5 00

Fairfield and Timber Ridge congrega

tion, (Rev. Allen D. Metcalfe, Pastor:)

33 Annual subscribers, amount

S72 25

$400

subscribed, $42 25

Donations, 2 25

Received cash, $14 50

Included ann. subscrip.
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Col. Jas. M*Dowell and

º 7 00

Rev.Allen D. Metcalf

and lady, 5 00

C. Bias, 5 00

William Patton, 3 90

Bethesda church, (Rev. A. B. Davidson,

S. S.

10 Annual subscribers, amount

subscribed, $8 75

Received cash, $550

Oxford church, (Rev. A. B. Davidson,

S. S.

13 Annual subscribers, amount

subscribed,

Donations, 1873

Received cash, $6 123

New Monmouth congregation, (Rev. J.

Payne, Minister.)—

16 Aunual subscribers, amount

subscribed,

Received cash,

S7 75

From the same, dated Fincastle, Bote

tourt county, Virginia, Jan. 17th, 1831.

“I have now to report the concluding

results of my agency in the Presbytery

of Lexington. Since my last communi

cation, I have visited the following

churches, and have obtained the follow

ing subscriptions, to wit:—

Falling Spring congregation, (Rev. John

D. Ewing, Pastor.)—

28 Annual subscribers, amount

subscribed,

Included, ann. subscription

Rev. J. D. Ewing and fa

mily, $5 00

Received cash, $250

High Bridge congregation, (Rev. Samuel

Houston, Pastor.)—

17 Annual subscribers, amount

subscribed,

Included, ann. subscription

Rev. Samuel Houston and

family,

Received cash, $6 50

Salem congregation.—

5 Annual subscribers, amount

subscribed,

Included, ann. subscription

Col. Elijah M'Clanahan

and family, $5 00

William and John Walton, 5 00

Received cash, $3 00

Fincastle congregation, (Rev. John M.

Fulton, Pastor.)—

6 Annual subscribers,

subscribed,

Included, ann. subscription

Rev. J. M. Fulton and

$22 00

S22 00

00

S13 00

amount

S11 00

family, $500

William Patton, Esq. 3 00

Received cash, $6 50

Asthe result of the agency, 18 congre

sations have been organized on the plan

Vol. IX.-Chr. Adv.

of the Board. The number of annual

subscribers is 491. The amount subscri

bed is $526 75. I have received cash

$193. Names reported to you as sub

scribers to the Missionary Reporter, 27.

Besides preaching at the churches ex

pressly upon the subject of my agency, I

have attended a number of more private

meetings, at which, when it was deemed

expedient I have usually said something

about my object. I have not noted the

number of miles travelled—I have only

to say that the churches that I have visi

ted are spread over the width of this val

ley. The two extreme points at which I

have been, Harrisonburg and Salem, are

120 miles distant, and the latter is about

400 miles from Philadelphia.

I could scarcely have engaged in this

agency at a more unfavourable season.

On account of storms, high waters, bad

roads, and cold, I have scarcely in a sin

gle instance had an ordinary congrega

tion. Frequently not more than one-half

or one-third of the people have been pre

sent—often less. A season so unfavor

able is scarcely recollected, even in this

variable climate. Had the season been

good, it is right to suppose that much

more would have been accomplished. I

have however in almost every case re

ceived from the Pastor and Session, a

distinct pledge that vigorous efforts

should be made to extend the subscrip

tions. On the whole I think we may

with safety calculate that an annual sub

scription of 600 dollars or upwards to

your funds will have been the result of

this agency.”

Rev. Thomas Barr, Ohio.

By letters recently received, we learn,

that the Rev. Mr. Barr is diligently and

successfully prosecuting the business of

his agency—He has formed some new

Auxiliaries, enlarged and revived many

old ones, arranged several of the Presby

teries for annual visits from volunta

agents, collected funds for the Boa :*

and obtained a number of new subscri

bers to the Missionary Reporter.

Rev. W. C.Anderson, Valley of the Mis

sissifiſii.

In a letter dated Columbia, Tenn. De

cember 22, 1831, the Rev. Mr. Ander

son informs us, that he is now on his way,

by land, to New Orleans, with a view of

visitingº: the claims of the

Board of Missions, in all the principal

places on both sides of the river, between

Cincinnati and New Orleans—He had

formed Auxiliaries in Nashville and Co

lumbia, and made arrangements for one

in Franklin. Other Auxiliaries had been

formed by him in Kentucky, of which we

can give no particular account at pre

sent, owing to the miscarriage, of a let
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ter which should have been received

some weeks since. The amount of mo

nies collected will be acknowledged in

the treasurers account, next month. Mr.

A. states that his prospects were very

encouraging, and that he was generally

received with kindness and cordiality

by ministers and people, and that the

plans of the Board were highly approved

and readily adopted by the congregations

generally, which he had visited.

Rev. S. H. Crane, General Agent for

the J, est.

No letters have recently been received

from Mr. Crane, but we are happy to

learn from the “Jestern Luminaryand

Presbyterian Advocate,” published in

Lexington Ky. that he is prosecuting his

work with energy,and arousing the Aux

iliaries of the Board in Kentucky to re

newed and vigorous efforts in the Mis

sionary cause. The happy results of his

earnest appeals to the churches in the

West, are already apparent, in the libc

ral contributions, from Auxiliaries and

individuals, which are beginning to re

plenish our exhausted treasury. The

monies received will be acknowledged in
Our next number.

From the above named paper of the

12th instant, we select the following ar

ticle, which we find under the editorial

$50,000 to aid the Board of Directors in

their truly benevolent and christian ef.

'forts in the cause of Domestic Missi

and particularly in the Great Valley of

the Mississippi. In pursuance of the pian
the first instalment of $50 has beef.

warded. Persons desirous of uniting in
the above scheme, will please to make

known their intentions, without delay, to

Mr. David A. Sayre, Lexington, Trea.

surer of the Board for the Synod of Ken

tucky; Rev. Simeon H. Crane, Cincin

natti, General Agent for the Valley of

the Mississippi; Rev. Joshua T. Russell,

Philadelphia, Corresponding Sec

of the Bºard; or any other authorised

Agent of the Board, in any part of the

United States.

| The earth is the Lord's and the full

|ness thereof—Yet how few hold their

property as stewards of the Lord's boun

ty. How few hold it consecrated to the

service of Christ. How many gather

and lay up riches, “for heirs, they know

not who.” The man who, when the

ims of christian benevolence are pres

|sed upon him, refuses to impart of the

earthly substance, which God has given

him—how dwells the love of God in him.

The plan pursued so generally of holding
in reserve for his children or other heirs

all the property a man can make, is not

only to rob God but to act a foolish part

towards them. In three cases out of
head, and would respectfully and earn

estly urge, upon the friends of the do

mestic missionary cause, an attentive

consideration of the plan proposed for

doing good. To encourage others to imi

tate the noble example of the individual

who has pledged 500 dollars, we would

state, that should the sum contemplated

be raised, the Board of Missions, on their t

present economical plan of appropria

tions, would be able to sustain, fifty ad

ditional laborers, annually, on Mission

ary ground. . The number of years of
ministerial labour, thus secured to feeble

churches, within the time specified for

the payment of the S50,000, would be

equal to the number of dollars contribu

ted by each individual—or, 500 years of

ministerial labor, for 50,000 dollars.

PLAN to RAIsE $50,000 For THE

GENERAL ASSEMBLY'S BOARD OF

MISSIONS.

The same individual who has pledged

$500 to the Amer’n Colonization Society,

has also pledged himself to pay $500 to

the Board of Missions of the General

Assembly of the Presbyterian Church—

to be paid in regular annual instalments

of $50 each; and he proposes to unite with

ninety nine other friends of the Board, in

four such legacies prove a curse instead

of a blessing to children. But how much

good might such property do if cast into

the treasury of the Lord and spent in

sending the Bible and Missionaries to

the destitute. If by such a use of his

property a man might be instrumentalin
converting one soul, infinitely happier

must he be than in leaving to heirs an

estate gathered by toil and care and un

touched by the claims of benevolence

and religion. To give money for the pro

motion of Christ’s kingdom, is not to

throw it away or hide it in a napkin. It

is the way with five talents to gain five

talents more, and with two talents to gain

two more, and to be in readiness when

the Lord shall come to reckon with his

servants.—JPestern Luminary.

$400 Donation from Mississippi.

We cannot deny ourselves the plea

sure of inserting entire the following

letter, dated Natchez, (Miss.) Dec. 28th,

1830—it needs no comment.

Enclosed, you will find a check upon

the U. S. Bank, for $400, which you will

appropriate for the use of your Board.

It is a part of a five hundred dollar -

different parts of the United States, who

may be willing to pledge the same

amount, in order to raise the sum of

note, which I lately received throug the

Post-Office, from some anonymous friend

of the Missionary cause. As the res
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ponsibility of appropriating it, was left

to me, I took the liberty of giving $100

of the sum to the American Board of

Com. for Foreign Missions.

I would, in addition, merely say, that

I have no doubt that the unknown con

tributor to the Missionary cause, would

be gratified, if the money should be ap

propriated to the supply of the destitute
of this State. With earnest desires for

the success of your Board, which unites

the friendly feelings of all in this quarter,

I am, dear sir, yours very truly,

GEoRGE Potts.

4 Mantuamaker's Christmas Gift.

On the last Christmas day, a pious

mantuamaker in this city, presented to

her Pastor, the Rev. W.M. L. M'CALLA,

a donation of one hundred dollars, for the

use of the Board of Missions. This mu

nificent offering is the fruit of personal in

dustry and self denial.—The same bene:

volent individual, a short time since, pre

sented twenty dollars to the Board of

Education, and she assists another sister

who keeps a little store, in the support

of an aged widowed mother. Reader!

pause and ask of God—“Lord what wilt"
thou have me to do?”

APPOINTºiexts.

Mr. A. Scovel, for 3 months to Colum

biaville, Columbia co. N. Y.

Rev. J. C. Campbell, for 1 year to New

Hope, Vigo co. Inda. and New Providence,

Edgar co. Ills.

Rev. Isaac Bard, for 1 year to Greenville,

Mt. Zion and Mt. Pleasant and vicinity, Ky.

Rev. W. C. Blair, for 1 year to Pinkney

ville and Fort Adams, Miss.

fre-APPOINT WIENTS.

Rev. E. D. Andrews, for 1 year to Men

don, Monroe co. N.Y.

Rev. Geo. G. Sill, for 1 year to West

Mendon, N. Y.

Rev. J. Spicer, for 1 year to Andover and

Independence, N. Y.

Rev. S. Sturgeon, for 1 year to Middle

Smithfield, Pike co, and vicinity, Pa.

Rev. S. H. Terry, for 1 year to Somer

set and Genoa, Somerset co. Pa.

Rev. J. Kemper, for 3 months in Ohio.

Rev.S.Gazley, for 1 year to Shelby co.o.

Rev. J. S. Weaver, for 1 year to Bell

brook, Green co. and vicinity, Ohio.

Rev. A. McIver, for 1 year Missionary

Agent, supported by the Presbytery of

Fayetteville, N.C. within their own bounds.

NEw Auxili ARTEs.

Bull Creek, Pa. Rutger's street Church,

N. Y. Jamaica, L. I. New Providence, Va.

Lexington, Va. Fairfield and Timber Ridge,

Va. Beersheba, Va. Oxford, Va. New Mon

mouth, Va. New Lexington, O, Indianapolis,

Ind. Bellfontaine, O. Stony Creek, O.

Truro, O. Louisville Monthly Concert of

Missions, Ky. Nashville, Tenn. Columbia,

Tenn. Chippewa, O.--Total 404.

LETTERS IRECEIVED,

From 20th December to 20th January.

J. F. Clark, N.J. T. Lyman, N. Y. W.

Burke, O. R. Young, O. H. Davis, N. Y. J.

Wolf, O. J. Callis, M. J. R. Whiting, NY.

E. D. Andrews, NY. Commit. Church, at

Mendon, NY. A. B. Wilson, Pa. J. Wither

spoon, NC. Elders Church at Tuscaloosa,

Ala. J. Kemper, O. R. G. Linn, O. W. C.

Blair, 2, Tenn. G. W. Ashbridge, Ky. T.

Beer, O. C. McIver, N. C. T. Barr, 3, 0.

W. Wallace, O. D. Page, NY. Messrs. Dar

by & Irvine, 2, Pa. J. McKnight, Pa. El

ders Somerset Church, Pa. J. L. Bellville,

O. M. Harrison, NY. M. Smith, O. J. Hyde,

N. Y. J. Ficklin, Ky. E. Swift, Pa. S. J.

Miller, O. J. Peebles, Pa. L. B. Sullivan,

NY. E. S. Hunter, NY. W. F. Curry, NY.

2: L. F. Leake, V. J. Coe, O. A. Gilchrist,

SC. O. Davis, Pa. S. Gazley O. J. M. Ar

nell, Ala. M. Smith, O. N. L. Rice, NY. S.

Peck, NY. A. Kyle, Ky., J. S. Skinner, Md.

J. Pitkin, O. T. P. Atkinson, Va. J. Reed,

2, Inda. G. D. McCuenn, Pa. G. Printz, Pa.

H. Kennedy, Md. W. Chester, NY. G. W.

Hampson, Pa. S. Thompson, 3, Pa. W. A.

Hallºck, NY. S. Jones, NH. J. Crawford,

l'a. R. Armstrong, NY. T. E. Hughes, Ind.

B. Harding, NJ. Elders Church, Delaware,

O. J. Dyke, Tenn. W. C. Anderson, Ten.

Elders Church, West Mendon, NY. S. King,

pa. Trustees Churches, Andover and Inde

pendence, NY: J. Spicer, NY. M. Hunter,

NY. A. Broadwell, Ky. A. Boyd, Pa. A.

Porter, NY. D. I. Russell, Va. A. Castle,

NY. G. G. Sill, NY. W. B. Stow, NY. J.

H. Dickey, O. D. Ellison, O. M. Carpen

ter, NY. j. Huntington, NY. J. C. Harrison,

Ky. T. T. Skillman, Ky.|

.Account of Cash received by the Board of Missions of the General Assembly,

from the 20th of December, 1830, to the 20th of January, 1831.

Bethel, Pa. From aux. Miss. soc. per S. Thompson, Treasurer, 5 75

Burr Creek, Pa. do. per do. . ' - 13 59

Brandon, N. Y. Collection per Rev. R. Armstrong, - - Gº
Bangor, N. Y. do. per do. - - 124

Do. do. Donation from a friend per do. - • . - 25

Baltimore, Md. Donation from R. L. Colt, Esq. per Rev. J. K. Burch, 50 00

Blue Rock and Meigs Congregation, Ohio. Collections per Rev. W. Wallace, 7 00

Bucks Creek Congregation, Ohio. Donation per Rev. T. Barr, - - 1. ;
Centre, Pa. Aux. Society per Rev. J. H. Kennedy,
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Cash, From Rev. E. Macurdy, M. M. Soc. per J. Thompson, Tr. - 80 00

Easton, Pa. From Aux. Society per Rev. J. Gray, - - 40 00

Hopewell, Chester Co., Pa., Coll. at monthly concert per Rev. E. Dickey, D.D. 700

Hagerstown, Md. Collection at monthly concert of prayer, in Rev. Mr. Fuller

ton’s congregation, per J. and W. Robertson, - - 13 50

Do. do, Auxiliary Missionary Society per do. - - 27 25

Jamaica, L. I. From Thos. Napier, Esq. of the 3d Presbyterian church, Charles

ton, S. C. subscription for 1831, per Rev. J. T. Russell, - - 100 00

Do. do. Eliphalet Wickes, Esq. subscription for 1831 per do. - 50 00

Do. do. Auxiliary Society in part per do. - - 11 66

Kishacoquillas Valley, From the Churches per Dr. Ely, - - 28 75

Knowlesville, N. Y. From ladies of the congregation per Rev. D. Page, 4, 14

Licking Cong. Pa. Auxiliary Miss. Society per S. Thompson, Tr. - 5 32

Dansingburgh, N. Y. Collections at the monthly concert of prayer in Presbyterian

church per Mr. Seth Seely, - - 50 00

Mendon, Monroe Co. N. Y. Auxiliary Society per Rev. E. D. Andrews, 25 00

Newburyport, Mass. Auxiliary Society per Rev. J. Proudfit, - - 130 00

New Geneva, Pa. George' Creek congregation aux. society, per J. W. Nichol

son, Jr. 10 00

New Lexington, Preble Co. Ohio, Aux. Society per Rev. S. J. Miller, - 5 80

Newark, N. J. Aux. Society in part per Rev. J. T. Russell, - - 45 90

Neshamony, Pa. Auxiliary Society per Rev. Mr. Belville, - 46 25

New York City, Aux. society Rutger's-st. cong, per Rev. J. T. Russell, 27 75

Do. H. Remson, Esq. do. per do. - - 20 00

Do. Eliza Lewis, do. per do. - - - 20 00

Do. Aux. society Murray-street congregation per do. - - 81 00

Do. Levi Coit, Esq. do, per do. - - - 5 00

Do. D. Andrews, Esq. do. per do. - - - 10 00

Do. John Johnson, Esq. do. per do. - - - 50 00

Do. A female friend of Murray-street cong. per Rev. J. T. Russel, . 4 00

Do. J. Boorman, do. per do. - - - 50 00

Do. Aux. society Canal-street congregation, per do. - 95 00

Do. Joel Post, Cedar-street congregation, per do. - 25 00

Do. Hugh Auchincloss, do. per do. - 25 00

Do. Chas. Squire, do. per do. - 10 00

Do. R. H. McCurdy, do. per do. - 5 00

Do. John Morrison, Wall-street congregation, per do. - 10 00

Do. J. S. McNight, do. . per do. - 10 00

Do. J. G. Warren, do. per do. - 10 00

Do. Mrs. Leavenworth, do. per do. - 5 00

Do. D. McCormick, do. per do. - 5 OO

Do. From several individuals, do. per do. - 11 00

Do. Rev. Gardiner Spring, D. D. per do. - 25 00

Oxford Chester. Co. Pa. Cong. amt. collected per Rev. E. Dickey, D. D. 18 OO

Princeton, N. J. From aux, society in part, per Rev. G. S. Woodhull, . 10 00

Pigeon Creek, Pa. Aux, Miss, society, per S. Thompson, Esq. Tr. - 31 OO

Pittsburg, do. 2 Pr. ch. per do. - 55 00

Do. Donation from Theological Students, per do. - - 9 25

... do. do. C. McPherrin per do. - - 50

Poland, Ohio. From aux, society 1829-30, in part per Rev. T. Barr, - 7 50

Philadelphia. Colls, and subsp. in 8th Pr. Church, per H. McKeen, Esq. 86 46

Do. Donation from a female member of do. per do. - 100 00

Do. Coll. at Concert of Prayer 2d Pr. Church, - 38 32

Do: Amount subscriptions, 1830, do. - - 72 25

Do. Additional do. do. - - 2 00

Do. do. do. do. - - - 12 OO

Do. Amount subscriptions, 4th Pr. Church, - - - 24 00

Racoon Cong. Pa. Aux. Missionary society, per S. Thompson, Esq. Tr. 23 25

South Carolina. Cash received from a Missionary, - - - 5 00

sººns M. Y. from ladies of the congregation per Rev. D. Page, 3 50

- do. gentlemen do. per do. - 2 75

}; Mills, Sinking Creek aux, society, per D. Duncan, Tr. - 22 7.5

ashington, Ohio. Collection at a public meeting, per Rev. J. L. Belville, 15 00

West Mendon, N. Y. Aux. society, per Rev. G. G. Sill, - 20 00

Do. Collection on Thanksgiving-day, per do. - - 5 00

Missionary Reporter. From sundry subscribers, - - 92 50

$1,929 92

SoLoMox ALLEN, Treasurer, No. 18, S. Third street.
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SUGGESTION's Advisory To CANDI

DATEs For THE Gospel MINISTRY.

(Continued from flage 78.)

III. Another topic, on which we would

submit a few thoughts, is the attention

due to the preservation of health. This

is a matter of so much importance that

all teachers find it necessary to counsel

their pupils frequently and seriously on

the subject. Yet young men, particular

ly those who feel themselves under re

ligious obligations to make the best use

of their time and opportunities, are very

apt, in the ardor of their zeal, to neglect

the voice of experience, in this respect

until their constitutions become radically

impaired, and the adoption of preven

tive measures is either impracticable or

useless. Hence many young men of un

equivocal piety and high promise, are

consigned to an early grave; and a preju

dice is, thus, fostered against a thorough

course of study, not a little injurious to

the cause of sound learning.

Every student should regard the care

of his health as a religious duty. The

connection between mind and body, in

man, is so intimate, that the one cannot

be affected, injuriously, without impair;

ing in some degree, the free action and

healthful vigor of the other. Let your

muscular powers become enfeebled, and

your nervous system acquire a morbid

sensitiveness, and what, of comfort or

usefulness, can you reasonably count up

on? The body is the apparatus of the

mind, as well in the acquisition, as in the

communication of knowledge. Hence

bodily disease, invariably checks profi

ciency in study, and renders the vigorous

and effective discharge of professional

duty impossible.

he means of maintaining and promo

ting good health are various. e shall

notice a few, very briefly. And, in the

first§. we remark, that a peaceful

and benevolent state of mind, is favour

able, if not essential to the full enjoy

ment of this inestimable blessing. All

harrassing solicitude, arising out of en

gagements entered into without areason

able prospect of being able to fulfil them;

—gloomy forebodings, in relation to

events over which we have no controul;

—fearful anticipations of evil, in refer

ence to ourselves, or others, for whom

we feel deeply interested;—all malevo

lent emotions, such as anger, envy, jea

lousy, hatred, and revenge, are to be

principles of our holy religion, but as ini

mical to peace of mind and, of conse

quence, to the healthful operation of the

various and delicate organs of our animal

system. -

But, as means of more direct influence,

in promoting good health and having

strong claims to the attentiou of students,

we may mention regularity, or something

like system, in the taking of food, sleef;

and cºrercise. In regard to the first of

these, we have only to remark, that it

should be nutritious, and be taken fre

quently,rather than in large quantities at

once. This, to some, may appear to be

a matter of little moment; but to persons

of sedentary habits, it is found, by expe

rience, to be of real consequence. As to

drink—pure wateris the best, the safest,

and the most healthful. It is nature’s

beverage,—the grand diluter—the very

article which the beneficent Creator has

provided, in rich profusion, for the use of

man and beast. Distilled, and ordinarily

fermented liquors, are not only needless,

but pernicious. All artificial stimulants

produce indirect debility; and except

when taken as a medical prescription,

ought to be discarded.

What we mean by regularity in taking

sleep is, that a certain portion of time

should be allotted to this demand of na

ture; and, that the seasonº
to it, should not, ordinarily, be invaded,

either by business, or the attractions of

society. ' The practice of intruding upon

the hours of sleep, is too common espe

cially, with those who are fitly called

hard students; and theº, which

it produces, are the more scrupulously to

be guarded against, because they are ge

nerally, so insidious as to be unsuspected
by the patient, until he finds himself a

confirmed valetudinarian. To say no

thing of the ill effects of this practice

upon the eyes, which are often ruined

by it—all experience proves, that close

study, continued to a late hour in the

evening, unfits the human system for

quiet and refreshing repose. Every de

votee of the midnight lamp, knows some

thing about the difficulty of coaxing him

self to sleep, after having been intensely

engaged, for hours in succession, on sub

jects of a recondite, or highly interesting

character. The writer, taught by pain

ful and perilous experiment, would warn

his yong brethren of shoals and quick

sands, on which his own constitution was

well nigh wrecked. Often have wake

ful restlessness, distressing dreams, ex

haustion, lassitude, languor, and strong

deprecated and scrupulously guarded

against, not only as incompatible with the

temptation to encroach, by way of repri

sal, on the active duties of the following
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day, admonished him that he was doing

violence to nature, by carrying his stu

dies into the season of rest; and he re

cords it, not without some feeling of self

reproach, that he was so slow to take the

alarm: Had he persisted a little longer,

the effects would have been fatal.

But, among the means of maintaining

and promoting health, that of regular

and systematic exercise—exercise, we

mean, of the corporeal powers, in one

way or other, is worthy of special regard.

Man was formed for action; and neither

body nor mind can continue long in a

... state, without it. The ancients

understood this principle well; and a

useful lesson may be taken from their

É. The Persians, Greeks, and

omans, whose policy it was to rear a

race of warriors, accustomed their youth

to exposure and athletic exercises, from

their early boyhood. And he who would

wish to be fitted to “endure hardness as

a good soldier of Jesus Christ,” should

subject himself voluntarily to some such

discipline. One who has been used, from

childhood, to a sedentary way of life,

will of course, suffer less, from the want

of exercise, than those who retire from

agricultural or mechanical occupations,

at a more advanced age; which is the

case with a large proportion of those

youth, for whose benefit these suggestions

are designed. Take a youth in his teens,

who has been used to any active employ

ment, in the open air,–set him at his

books, and let him pore over them, day

after day, from eight to twelve hours in

the twenty-four—and, as the natural and

certain consequences of so great and sud

den a change of habits, you may expect

depression of spirits, discouragement,

discontent, and in a few months or years

at most, the utter prostration of his pow

ers, both of body and mind.

such as is here supposed, are of frequent

occurrence. The human constitution,

flexible and capable of accommodating

itself to circumstances as it is, cannot un

dergo extreme changes suddenly, with

out detriment.

It is not within the scope of these re

marks to enumearte the varions exer

cises which may be advantageousla used,

—or to institute comparisons, with the

view of recommending those that we

deem most eligible. Regard mustbe had,

of course, to the lacation of the student,

and to the varying seasons of the year.

The usual sports of school-boys, are

not, we suppose, suitable for young men,

who have the ministry in view; though in

the absence of more appropriate means

of recreation, there may be no harm in

the use of them. The cultivation of the

ground, or, when the weather will not

admit of this, the operationsof the work

shop are commendable, not only because

Instances,

–

healthful, but because they may be made

the means of support, in part, to those

whose pecuniary circumstances are rath

er limited. To secure to the pupils the

opportunity of productive manual labor,

it were desirable that every respectable

institution of learning have attached to it,

a lot of land, or a work shop, with appro

priate implements. Without some such

provision, and the allotment of a certain

portion of time, every week-day, to this

purpose, regularity, in the taking of

cxercise, which is essential to its utility,

can scarcely be expected from young

men of sedate and studious habits. We

close this article, with the testimony of

Captain Partridge,a gentleman of experi

ence and accurate observation, and well

known as a teacher of youth, particularly

with a view to a military life. After a

minute account of several pedestrian ex

cursions, during the last summer and

autumn, in which he walked, carrying a

knapsack of 20 pounds weight, together

with his thermometer and barometer, at

the rate of from 40 to 70 miles a day,+

he remarks:—“Amongst the many im

portant advantages that I feel I have

derived from combining regular and, in

some instances, severe exercises with

study, is the enjoyment of almost unin

terrupted good health. I am now, and

always have been, entirely free from

those debilitating affections under which

so many of our literary men have sunk

and are fast sinking. I know nothing of

that fashionable disorder, called dyspep

sia, except the name. My appetite is

uniformly good,and I seldom enjoy less

than eight hours of sound sleep, out of the

twenty four. I have, within twenty

years, ascended and measured nearly all

the principal mountains and eminences

to the north and east of the Alleghany

range—have been exposed to heat, cold

and wet—not having had my clothes

dry, in some instances, for six days in

succession—have slept in the woods on

the ground for several wecks,—have

been subjected to all the varieties of liv

ing, from that which is obtained at the

first hotels in the U. States, down to salt

pork and dry beans, cooked in the woods;

and after all, my constitution was never

more firm and vigorous—nor was I ever

capable of enduring more fatigue or

greater exertion than I am now, at the

age of forty-five. If, then, our literary

men were to inquire of me what they

must do to preserve and enjoy health, I

should readily answer—discard about

nine-tenths of the rules laid down by the

pedantic writers and lecturers of the

present day, on that subject—walk at

least ten miles each day, at the rate of

four miles an hour—about threc or four

times a year shoulder your knapsack,

and with your barometer, &c. ascend to
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the summits of our principal mountains

and determine their altitudes, walking

from thirty to eighty miles a day, accord

ing as you can bear the fatigue, do all

these, and I will insure you firm and

vigorous constitutions and an entire free

dom from those loads of debility, dispep

sia, &c. under which so many of you are

labouring and languishing out a compa

ratively miserable and useless existence:

adhere to these rules, and study, how

ever severe, will not injure you; on the

contrary, your mental vision will keep

pace with the improvement of your phy- |

sical energies.”

(To be continued. )

BOARD OF EDUCATION.

The only thing necessary to the suc

cess of this institution, under favour of

divine Providence, is effective co-opera

tion, on the part of our Presbyteries and

Churches. This it ought to be remem

bered, however, is indispensable to the

accomplishment of the object of its ap

pointment. Originating with the Gene

ral Assembly of our Church, and respon

sible to that body, for all its transactions,

it surely has fair claims to the patronage

of Presbyterians, unless there is some

thing wrong in the administration of its

affairs; and if this be the case, the wrong

should be pointed out and measures taken

to have it corrected: for the credit and

prosperity of the church are intimately

involved in the wisdom and results of her

institutions. We make these remarks,

not from despondency, or any serious

apprehension of failure, in this benevo

lententerprize, but to remind our friends,

far and near, within the limits of our

widely extended bounds that we do ex

pect and greatly need their assistance.

Since the complete organization of the

Board, something has been done—though

not so much as could have been wished;

owing to the tardiness with which most

of the Presbyteries move in the business.

A plan of co-operation was published a

year ago, designed to secure the joint in

fluence and action of all our churches.

—Several Presbyteries have declared

themselves Auxiliary to the Board, on

the plan submitted, and are going for

ward with commendable zeal, and cheer

ing prospects. In regard to a large num

ber of the Presbyteries, however, we are

not aware that they have done any thing

in the matter. We earnestly hope and

request, that such will at their approach

ing meetings, previous to the next Ge

neral Assembly, decide whether they

mean to unite with us, in this work of

faith and labor of love or not. The Board

wish to know, what support they may

count upon,--how far they can go, with

prudence, in pledging aid to the appli

cants. It is highly desirable that every

youth, of the right character, should be

encouraged and assisted, as his circum

stances require. Many interesting calls

have been made upon the Board, within

the last few months, which they have

been obliged to decline, through want of

means. This is a matter of deep regret;

and the only remedy is united effort.—

The Board have not appointed local

agents, because it was thought better

that that should be done by each Presby

tery within its own limits. In this case,

there would, it is believed, be a deeper

interest excited and a considerable saving

of expense. Why cannot the agents of

the Board of Missions, act also, as the

agents of this Board? The two institu

tions are closely allied,—theiraim is sub

stantially, one.

Extract from an address of the Trustees

of Elkton Academy, Ky.

“The influence of prevailing habits of

education on the political, as well as mo

ral destinies of a people, is too generally

admitted to require proof. The nature

of our political institutions is generally

thought to render them more than ordi

narily dependent for their stability and

happy effects on the general diffusion of

intelligence and virtue. Such has been

the opinion of the most venerated fathers

of American liberty, and in this opinion

we entirely concur. At the same time

we believe, in common with many en

lightened observers, entirely unconnect

ed with our institution, not only that this

great object has been, heretofore, too

much neglected in the west, but that the

common system of elementary education,

both with respect to mental culture and

moral discipline, is essentially defective.

A candid examination of facts would, we

think, fully justify us in this opinion. We

know there are many highly honorable

exceptions. We know also, many indi

viduals, who amidst all the usual disad

vantages on these subjects, have, by the
mere force of talents and virtue, risen su

perior to circumstances, and deservedly
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occupy conspicuous stations amongst the

enlightened benefactors of the age. The

enaral truth, however, is not to be af

ected by these admissions; and cannot,

we are persuaded, be successfully con

troverted. The precipitate, confused

and superficial course of elementary in

struction, too generally prevalent in this

country, has frustrated the otherwise just

expectations ofmany a parent who would

have spared neither pains nor expense in

qualifying his son for distinguished lite

rary and professional eminence. To such

an extent has this unhappy system pre

vailed that it would require a degree of

literary devotion not to be reasonably ex

ected in mere temporary instructors, to

institute a different course. Where the

impression has been long and deeply fix

ed on the public mind that two or three

years is a sufficient period to be applied

to classical studies, those teachers who

aim chiefly at the emoluments of the pro

fession; and especially, that numerous

class who embark in the business of in

struction merely to enable them to enter

upon what they, falsely consider more

respectable professions, will readily fall

in with the current of public opinion. So

far is this from being matter of surprise,

that it would be really in a high degree

marvellous if it were otherwise. Hence,

in a great degree, the disrepute into

which classical education has fallen with

many, otherwise well informed men.

But mere literary deficiencies, how

ever great, are less tobe deprecated than

the absence of proper moral discipline,

which too generally prevails. It is a no

torious fact that many parents, who

would be desirous of affording their sons

the advantages of a liberal education, and

who possesses ample means for that pur

É. are deterred by fears of the injury

ikely to be sustained in their morals by

an attendance on the public schools.

And we verily believe that the appre

hensions on this subject, so far from being

causeless, are even less than the magni

tude of the danger ought to excite.—

Public Seminaries are proverbially “nur

series of vice;” and it will scarcely be

pretended that those of our country form

an exception. Hundreds of our most

promising youth return periodically from

the public schools, not only greatly defi

cient in sound literary accomplishments,

but confirmed in idle, vicious and dis

graceful habits, for which all the literary

eminence ever attained by man would be

but a miserable compensation. What,

wonder that such causes should tend to

produce apathy on the subject of educa

tion! What reflecting parent would, for

the sake of a questionable good, expose

his son to the imminent risk of great and

permanent evil? -

To the supposed existence of these

facts, the Elkton Academy is indebted

for its origin and distinctive character.

—The sentiments of the Presbyterian

church on the subject of education in

general, and of ministerial education in

particular, have long been before the

public. While, in common with all other

evangelical denominations, we hold un

doubted and exemplary piety as the first

and indespensible qualification for the

ministry, and cheerfully admit that many

persons destitute of what is usually called

a liberal education, have, nevertheless,

been eminently successful labourers in

the gospel harvest; yet we also believe

that a high degree of mental improve

ment is, in all ordinary cases, an impor

tant prerequisite for admission to the

sacred office. The propriety of these

sentiments it is not our present purpose

to discuss. If we are not deceived, how

ever, a tacit admission of their general

correctness may be inferred from the

increasing efforts amongst other denomi

nations to promote the same objects.-

But, be this as it may, it is well known to

all who are conversant with the religious

history of this country for the last thirty

years, that the Presbyterian church has

been surrounded with very strong induce

ments to relax from a rigid maintainance

of her princeples on this subject; and that

notwithstanding this, she has hitherto

adhered to them so far as her circum

stances rendered practicable, with unde

viating firmness.”

Receipts for the Board of Education,

during the last month, ending the

26th ult. viz:

From Mrs. Blaine and family, of 2d ch.

Philadelphia, $10,00

Sixth church Philad. 66 50

Do. monthly concert, 5 50

— 72 00

A member of 11th ch. Philad. 50

Roswell L. Colt, Esq. Baltimore, per

Rev. J. K. Burch, 50 00

Fourth church, Albany, N.Y. per

Smith and Willard

Female Friend, York, Pa. per Rev.

Dr. Cathcart, 8 00

Congregation of Rev.M.L.Fullerton,

of Hagerstown, Md. 26 50

Do. of Rev. John H. Kennedy,

Washington co. Pa. 10 00

Annual subscriptions, 10 60

- $237 60

John STILLE, Treas.
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What is forbidden in the ninth

commandment is to be the subject

of the present lecture... “The ninth

commandment, according to our Ca

techism, forbiddeth whatsoever is

prejudicial to truth, or injurious to

our own and our neighbour's good

name.”

Although in treating of the pre

cept now before us, the arrange

ment adopted has been to consider

separately, its requisitions and its

prohibitions, yet in speaking of the

former, the latter has been in a

measure anticipated. This antici

pation, which it was not easy to

avoid, is attended with this advan

tage, that of the two parts into

which the answer now to be dis

cussed is divided; namely, the vio

lations of truth, and the injury of

our own and our neighbour's good

name, the latter has received so

much attention, that a separate con

sideration of it does not seem ne

cessary. What farther notice it

may require, will fall under some

of the particulars embraced in the

series which will be laid before you.

In pursuing this series, I will speak:

1. Of whatsoever is prejudicial

to truth in courts of justice. The
awful sin of perjury, as it involves

the crime of profaneness as well as

Wol. IX.-Ch.Adv.

of falsehood, was treated of in our

lecture on the third commandment;

and it was also noticed, with a dis

tinct reference to witness bearing,

in the close of our last lecture. But

in courts of justice, in our country,

there are not only witnesses, but

judges, jurors, and attorneys: And

of these, the judges as well as the

jurors, always act under the solem

nity and responsibility of an official

oath. . The judge or magistrate,

therefore, who pronounces a sen

tence, or gives instruction to a jury,

contrary to what he knows to be

law and justice, violates his official

oath, and is really guilty of perjury,

as well as of an act of gross injus

tice to the person, property, or good

name of his neighbourhood. Nor is

he scarcely less guilty, if he ne

glects to do all in his power to pre

vent, or detect, the suborning of

false witnesses, or the false swear

ing of witnesses not suborned. In

like manner, the juror who know

ingly gives, or consents to a false

verdict, breaks his oath, as well as .

incurs the guilt of doing injustice

to his neighbour. The attorney,

also, who labours to gain a cause

which he knows to be altogether un

just, or to clear a culprit whom he

knows to be guilty, is chargeable

with a palpable and shameful disre

gard to truth. I do not say that an

attorney may not lawfully appear

as the friend and protector of a

guilty party, to prevent his being

punished beyond his desert. This
P
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is often an important service, and

is what reason, as well as law, will

approve. But it is no valid apology

which is frequently made by those

who endeavour entirely to clear the

guilty, knowing them to be such,

that the attorney identifies himself

with his client; and that as the

client would doubtless, if he acted

for himself, endeavour to escape all

penalty, or to gain his cause al

though he knew it to be unjust,

therefore the attorney, who acts for

him, should do the same. The truth

is, that supposing a wrong-doer to

have become right minded, he would

not himself seek to escape the pe

nalty of the law, or to pervert it to

the injury of his neighbour; and he

who assists an offender to do so, is

what the scripture denominates “a

artaker of another man’s sin.”

2dually futile is the allegation, that

the pleas on the opposite sides of a

litigated question are to be made as

plausible as their advocates seve

rally can render them, and that thus

the exact truth will be most likely

to be clearly seen: for it is notori

ous, that an able and eloquent ad

vocate may, and often does, make

the worse appear the better cause,

and that substantial injustice is the

result.

2. The uttering of known false

hood, with an intention to deceive,

is a manifest and palpable violation

of the precept we consider. The

kinds of falsehood which fall under

this particular, and the degrees of

criminality which they severally in

volve, are very various. A delibe

rate lie is more sinful than one into

which a man is surprised by sudden

fear, or by a strong desire to escape

some unwelcome consequence of

speaking the truth; although in

both instances the liar is without

excuse. In like manner, a mali

cious lie, intended to do injury to

our neighbour, or one which from

any cause is likely to be followed

by serious evils, is more aggravated

than one which involves none of

these consequences, and is princi

pally injurious to the falsifier him

self. There are some persons who

consider falsehoods told in jest as

innocent. This is by no means to

be admitted—Truth is a thing too

sacred to be sported with. . Of offi

cious lies, something was said in the

last lecture. But I feel constrain

ed to add here, that physicians, who

by falsehood make their patients

believe they are recovering, or like

ly to recover, when they know that

the sick are sinking to the grave,

are chargeable with grievous and

wicked simulation. While hope is

entertained by the physician, he

may and ought to cherish it in his

atient. But when he has no hope,

º acts with cruel falsehood, if both

the sick individual and his relations

and friends are not, in a discreet

and tender manner, apprized of the

truth. With a knowledge of it, the

most important interests, both tem

poral and eternal, may be connect

ed; and to these no other consider

ations can be a counterbalance.

Under this particular, also, I

must warn you, my young friends,

against ever indulging in the fa

shionable, but most unchristian

practice, of falsely denying your

selves to be at home, when inquired

after by a friend or a stranger.

Such inquiry is a courtesy, which

we are bound to reciprocate, if we

are not actually so engaged as to

forbid it; and if we are, a kind and

frank statement of the fact, will

give no offence to a reasonable per

son; and it is better to offend the

unreasonable, than to violate truth

ourselves, or to teach domesticks to

lie, by putting a falsehood into their

mouths.

It has been inquired, whether an

individual who makes a promise

which he fully intended to fulfil

when he made it, but refuses to do

so in consequence of something oc

curring which he did not know or

anticipate when he promised—

whether such an individual is to be

considered as telling a lie?, I an

swer, that when we do all in our
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power to fulfil a promise, but are

prevented by the providence of

God, or by any insurmountable

obstacles, we are clearly not guilty

of falsehood; for every promise

must be supposed to have been

made subject to these contingen

cies. If however our best endea

vours have not been used to fulfil

every lawful and proper promise,

failure always involves guilt—much,

if no attempt has been made; less,

if the attempt was not sufficiently

earnest and persevering. Farther

—when a promise has been made

with a sincere intention to perform

it, occurrences may take place

which would have prevented our

promising, if we had foreseen them;

and which every reasonable person

will admit, should have prevented

us at first, and ought to absolve us

afterward. All such cases however

ought to be very clearly marked.

A conscientious man will choose, in

all but extreme cases, to fulfil even

an indiscreet promise, unless the

party to whom it has been made

will consent to release him; and if

the promise relate to F.P. and

is not plainly unlawful or impracti

cable in itself, the obligation to ful

fil ought to be considered as indis

pensable, unless he to whom it was

made will grant a free release.

The Psalmist gives it as a discri

minating feature in the character of

a good man, that “he sweareth to

his hurt, and changeth not.”

The expression of a purpose, or

intention, is not binding, if on re

flection we see reason to change

our purpose. Yet even here, the

duty we owe to ourselves should

render us cautious. The man who

is observed frequently to change

his mind, after he has declared it,

although it be in regard to things

not important in themselves, will

acquire a character for levity, or

versatility, which will exceedingly

diminish his respectability and in

fluence. He who would have the

greatest weight of character, must

keep most of his intentions to him

self, till he has the fairest prospect

of carrying them into effect.

(To be continued.)

-

WITHERSPOON ON REGENERATION.

(Continued from p. 66.)

Of the Degree of Sorrow for Sin in

true Penitents.

There is often as great, or, per

haps, it may be safely said there is

often a greater degree of terror in

persons brought under occasional

convictions, which are afterwards

fruitless, than in others, in whom

they are the introduction to a sav

ing change. It is probable that the

horror of mind which possessed

Cain after his brother’s murder, was

of the most terrible kind. It is

probable that the humiliation of

Ahab, after he had caused Naboth

to be destroyed by false evidence,

and was threatened with a dreadful

visitation, was exceeding great. It

is probable that the mere passion of

fear in either of these criminals

was equal, if not superior, to the

fear of any true penitent recorded

in scripture. It is the principle

that distinguishes their nature. It

is the differing principle that pro

duces opposite effects. The one is

alarmed and trembles through fear

of wrath from an irresistible and

incensed God; the other is truly

sensible of sin in all its malignity,

and fears the sanction of a right

eous, but violated law. The one

feels himself a miserable creature;

the other confesses himself a guilty

sinner. The one is terrified, and

the other is humbled.

× # # + + st xt

Would any know, therefore, whe

ther their sorrow for sin hath been

to the requisite degree, let me in

treat them to suffer conscience to

answer honestly to the following

interrogatories. Has your convic

tion of sin been such as to make
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you abhor and hate it in every

form; Hath it been such as to make

you resolve upon a thorough and

perpetual separation from your once

beloved pleasures? Does it make

you ready to examine the lawful

ness of every pursuit, and to abstain

even from every doubtful or sus

pected practice? Is there no known

sin that you are desirous to excuse

or palliate, studious to conceal, or

willing to spare? Remember, this

necessary caution of our Saviour:

“And if thy right eye offend thee,

pluck it out, and cast it from thee:

for it is profitable for thee that one

of thy members should perish, and

not that thy whole body should be

cast into hell. And if thy right

hand offend thee, cut it off, and cast

it from thee; for it is profitable for

thee that one of thy members should

perish, and not that thy whole body

should be cast into hell.”* Is there

no sin, however long practised, or

however greatly delighted in; is

there no sin, however gainful or ho

nourable, but you desire liberty

from its enslaving power, as well as

deliverance from its condemning

guilt? Is there no part of the law

of God, of the duty and character

of a Christian, however ungrateful

to a covetous heart, however de

spised by a scorning world, but you

acknowledge its obligation? Would

you, indeed, rather be holy than

great? Do you rather choose per

secution with the people of God,

than to enjoy the pleasures of sin

for a season? See what terms

Christ makes with his disciples:

* If any man will come after me,

let him deny himself, and take up

his cross, and follow me: for whe

soever will save his life shall lose

it, and whosoever will lose his life,

for my sake, shall find it.”—Upon

the whole, instead of finding fault

with the duty or lot of God’s chil

dren, can you truly say, “O that

there were such an heart in me that

I could keep his statutes! The

* Matt. v. 29, 30. f Matt. xvi. 24.

law of the Lord is perfectly holy.

The paths of the Lord toward me

have been infinitely gracious. , My

heart only is exceeding sinful. O

Lord, write thy law in my heart,

and put it in my inward parts: give

me a new heart and a new spirit,

and cause me to walk in thy

statutes, and keep thy judgments,

and do them.”

3. It is an excellent evidence of

conviction's being right both in

principle and in degree, when the

penitent hath a greater fear of sin

than of suffering. As the great

source of genuine conviction of sin

is a sense of its evil in itself, rather

than an apprehension of its conse

quences even in the life to come,

there is no way in which this will

discover itself more distinctly, than

in the views we have of sin, and

suffering in the present state. Whe

ther do you grieve most heartily for

sin, or for worldly losses? Which

of them do you avoid with the

greatest solicitude and care? Will

not this show what it is that lies

nearest your hearts, and hath the

dominion there? Will not this

show it in a manner that must be

convincing even to yourselves, and

leave no room to reply? Alas!

how heavy a sentence does this car

ry against many professing Chris

tians? How great their anxiety

about the things of time, how little

about the concerns of eternity?

How carefully will they observe

the increase or decrease of their

trade and opulence? But how little

attention will they pay to the

growth or decay of religion in their

hearts? They will dread the arts,

and fly from the society of a fraudu

lent dealer, but will suspect no

danger while their ears are drink

ing in the poison of licentious or

impure conversation. The loss of

a child, or the loss of their sub

stance, oppresses them with sor

row, while even the commission of

gross sin, if concealed from the

world, produces a reflection scarce

ly felt, and speedily forgotten.
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I have said, indeed, above, that

all persons are not equally suscep

tible of violent emotions of any

kind. But what shall be said of the

same persons, who have the strong

est passions on every other subject,

and nothing but coldness and indif.

ference in matters of religion?

What shall be said of the same per

sons, who are easily and deeply af

fected with all temporal sufferings,

and yet are but very slightly af

fected with a sense of the evil of

sin P Whose tears flow readily and

copiously over a dying friend, but

have no tears at all to shed over a

dying Saviour? Does this at all

correspond with the description

given by the prophet, “of mourning

as for an only son?” In which

penitential sorrow is compared to

the most severe and exquisite of all

human calamities. I must, how

ever, observe, that temporal suffer

ings are ordinarily attended and

aggravated by sensible images, and

are also sometimes sudden and un

expected, on both which accounts

they may more powerfully call forth

the expressions of sorrow and sym

pathy. But it is not difficult to

judge which of them dwells most

heavily upon the mind, which of

them would be first avoided by the

deliberate choice of the heart.

Every true penitent does certainly

see sin to be the greatest of all evils,

and will discover this by compari

son with all the other evils of which

he hath at present any knowledge

or experience.

4. I shall only mention one other

evidence of conviction’s being to a

proper degree, which is when a

sense of the evil of sin is still grow

ing, instead of diminishing. This

will be found essentially to distin

guish a sense of the evil of sin in it

self, from a mere terror of God’s

power in taking vengeance on the

sinner. Time gradually weakens

the one, but knowledge, and even

the mercy of God, continues to in

crease the other. When a sinner is

brought under great convictions, it

is a state so painful and distressing,

that it cannot continue long. Some

kind of peace must of necessity

succeed. Either he stifles his con

victions, hides the danger by shut

ting his own eyes, and returns to

his former security and licentious

ness of practice; or he does some

things for a time, to quiet the cries

of conscience, and lay a foundation

for future peace; or, lastly, he re

turns to God through Christ, by

true repentance, and continues to

serve him in newness of life.

The first of these cases needs no

illustration; the sense of sin in all

such persons being not so properli

º asº i.

second, the sinner is under great

restraints for a season, but, when

the terror is over, his obedience

and diligence is immediately re

laxed. This shows plainly, that he

had no sincere or cordial affection

to the law of God, but was afraid of

his power. It shows that his con

victions never were of a right kind,

and, therefore, it is no wonder their

strength should decay. But, in

every true penitent, a sense of sin

not only continues, but daily in

creases. His growing discovery of

the glory of God points out more

clearly to him his own corruption

and depravity, both in its quantity

and its malignity, so to speak.

The very mercies of God, whatever

delight or sweetness they afford,

take nothing away from his sense of

the evil of his doings, but rather

melt him down in penitential sor

row. They serve to cover him with

confusion at his own unworthiness,

and to fill him with wonder at the

divine patience and condescension.

The first work of a convinced

sinner is, to mourn over the gross

enormities of a profligate life, or a

life devoted to worldly pursuits.

And his continued employment af.

ter conversion is, to resist and

wrestle with that inherent corrup

tion which was hidden from his

view before, but becomes daily

more and more sensible. So true
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is this, that I have known many in

stances in which the most genuine

expressions of self-abasement hap

pening to fall from aged expe

rienced Christians, have appeared

to others as little better than affec

tation. They were not able to con

ceive the propriety of these senti

ments, which long acquaintance

with God and with ourselves doth

naturally and infallibly inspire.

From these remarks, let me beg

the reader to judge of the reality

and progress of the spiritual life.

Does your sense of the evil of sin

not only continue, but grow P Do

you now see sin in many things

which you never suspected before?

Do you see more of the boldness,

ingratitude, and sottish folly of sin

ners and despisers of God? Are

you daily making new discoveries

of the vanity, sensuality, and treach

ery of your own hearts? 'Be not

discouraged at it, but humbled by

it. Let it empty you of all self

esteem and self-dependence, and

give you a higher relish of the gos

pel of peace. The substance of the

gospel is “salvation to the chief of

sinners, by the riches of divine

grace, and the sanctification of

your polluted natures by the power

of the Holy Ghost.”

As I would willingly give as

much information and instruction

as possible, I shall, before quitting

this part of the subject, speak a few

words of a pretty extraordinary

opinion to be found in some of the

practical writers of the last age.

It is, that genuine conviction, and

the soul’s subjection to God, ought

to be carried so far in every true

penitent, as to make him willing,

satisfied, and, some say, even

“pleased,” that God should glorify

his justice in his everlasting perdi

tion. This is so repugnant to na

ture, and to that very solicitude

about our eternal happiness, by

which the conscience is first laid

hold of, that it appears to be utterly

impossible. There have been many

to whom this requisition has given

inexpressible concern, has been a

daily snare to their conscience, and

an obstruction to their peace.

There is such an inseparable con

nexion between our duty and hap

piness, that the question should

never have been moved; but, for

the satisfaction of those who ma

have met, or may still meet with it

in authors, otherwise deservedly

esteemed, I shall make some re

marks which I hope will either ex

plain it in a sound sense, or show

it to be at bottom false.

Men do often differ more in

words than in substance. Perhaps

what these authors chiefly mean, is

no more than what has been ex

plained above at considerable

length, viz. That the sinner finds

himself without excuse, his “mouth

is stopped,” he seeth the holiness

of the law, he confesseth the justice

of the sentence, he quits every

claim but mercy. Thus he may be

said to absolve or justify God,

though he should leave him to pe

rish for ever. So far, I apprehend,

it is undeniably just; otherwise, the

very foundation of the gospel is

overthrown, and salvation is not

“of grace,” but “of debt.” If we

impartially examine the word mer

cy, and the many strong declara

tions in scripture of our obligations

to God for the gift of eternal life,

we shall find that they cannot, con

sistently, imply less, than that the

sinner “deserved,” and was liable,

to “eternal death.”

But to carry the thing farther,

and to say that the penitent must

be pleased and satisfied with dam

nation itself, as he is pleased with

suffering in another view, as it is

his heavenly Father's sanctified

rod, appears to me to be at once

unnatural, unreasonable, unlawful,

and impossible. It is plainly con

trary to that desire of our own hap

piness which is so deeply implant

ed in our natures, and which seems

to be inseparable from a rational

creature. No such thing is, either

directly or consequentially, assert
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ed in the holy scriptures, which so

often urge us to a due care of our

own best interests. “Wherefore,

says the prophet, do* spend your

money for that which is not bread,

and your labour for that which sa

tisfieth not? Hearken diligently

unto me, and eat ye that which is

good, and let your soul delight it

self in fatness. Incline your ear,

and come unto me, hear, and your

souls shall live, and I will make an

everlasting covenant with you, even

the sure mercies of David.” Fur

ther, the proposition seems to me

necessarily to imply an impossibi

lity in itself. For what is damna

tion? It is to be for ever separated

from, and deprived of, the fruition

of God. Is this then, a dutiful ob

ject either of desire or acquies

cence? It is to hate God and blas

heme his name, as well as to be

tieſ from his presence. Can

this be tolerable to any true peni

tent? or is it reconcileable to, or

consistent with, subjection to his

righteous will? Can any creature

be supposed to please God, by giv

ing up all hope of his favour? Or

is it less absurd than “disobeying”

him from a sense of “duty,” and

“hating” him from a principle of

“love?”

We must, therefore, carefully se

parate the acknowledgment of di

vine justice, and most unconditional

subjection to the divine sovereign

ty, from an absolute despair, or giv

ing up all hope in the divine mercy.

We have a very beautiful scripture

instance of humble, yet persisting

importunity, in the woman of Ca

naan, who met with many repulses,

confessed the justice of everything

that made against her, and yet con

tinued to urge her plea. Neither

is there any är... between the

way in which she supplicated of the

Saviour a cure for her distressed

daughter, and the way in which an

awakened sinner will implore from

the same Saviour more necessary

relief to an afflicted conscience.

“And behold a woman of Canaan

came out of the same coasts, and

cried unto him, saying, Have mercy

on me, O Lord, thou son of David,

my, daughter is grievously vexed
with a devil. But he answered her

not a word. And his disciples

came and besought him, saying,

send her away, for she crieth after

us. But he answered and said, I

am not sent but unto the lost sheep

of the house of Israel. Then came

she and worshipped him, saying,

Lord help me. But he answered

and said, it is not meet to take the

children’s bread and cast it to dogs.

And she said, Truth, Lord, yet the

dogs eat of the crumbs which fall

from their master’s table. Then

Jesus answered and said unto her,

0 woman, great is thy faith; be it

unto thee even as thou wilt.” I

shall conclude with mentioning an

instance of a similar character in a

foreigner of eminent station, who

had been a great profligate, and af

terwards became a great penitent.t

He composed a little piece of poe

try after his conversion, the lead

ing sentiment of which was what I

have recommended above, and in

his own language was to the follow

ing purpose: “Great God, thy

judgments are full of righteous

ness, thou takest pleasure in the ex

ercise of mercy: but I have sinned

to such a height, that justice de

mands my destruction, and mercy

itself seems to solicit my perdition.

Disdain my tears, strike the blow,

and execute thy judgment. I am

willing to submit, and adore, even

..". the equity of thy pro

cedure. But on what place will

the stroke fall, that is not covered

with the blood of Christ?”

(To be continued.)

* Isa. lv.2, 3.

* Matt. xv. 22–28.

f Des Barreaux.
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the PiLGrime

Wain folly of another age,

This wandering over earth,

To find the peace, by some dark sin

Banished our household hearth.

On Lebanon the dark green pines

Wave over sacred ground,

And Carmel's consecrated rose

Springs from a hallow'd mound.

Glorious the truth they testify,

And blessed is their name;

But even in such sacred spots

Are sin and wo the same.

Oh, pilgrim, vain each toilsome step,

Vain every weary day;

There is no charm in soil or shrine,

To wash thy guilt away.

Return, with prayer and tear return,

To those who weep at home;

To dry their eyes will more avail,

Than o'er a world to roam.

There's hope for one who leaves with

shame

The guilt that lured before,

Remember, He who said “Repent,”

Said also, “Sin no more.”

Return, and in thy daily round

Of duty and of love,

Thou best will find that patient faith

Which lifts the soul above.

In every innocent prayer each child

Lisps at his father's knee,

If thine has been to teach that prayer,

There will be hope for thee.

There is a small white church that stands

Beside thy father's grave;

There kneel and pour those earnest

prayers

That sanctify and save.

Around thee draw thine own home ties,

And, with a chastened mind,

In meek well-doing seek that peace

No wanderer will find.

In charity and penitence

Thy sin.. forgiven.

Pilgrim' the heart is the true shrine

Whence prayers ascend to heaven.

L. E. L. [Eclec. Rev.

jlºigttliancoug.

MOTES OF A TRAVELLER.

(Continued from page 71.)

Berne, Switzerland,

August 26, 1828.

Tuesday.—To-day, being the fair

or market day, we found the streets

this morning crowded with coun

try people from different parts of

the canton. We had a good op

portunity of seeing the peasantry

in their various costumes. The

dress of the Bernese females is

quite peculiar: we noticed it yes

terday almost as soon as we enter

ed the canton, and now we saw it

in all its perfection and variety.

The head is covered with a black

cap, fitted close to it, from the

sides of which project two pieces

of net-work, five or six inches

broad, like wings, which have a

very odd looking appearance. If

nothing but the head of the animal

could be seen, it might be mistaken

for some huge nondescript species

of dragon-fly. I supposed these

wings to be made of wire; but

upon touching one of them upon

the head of a little girl, passing

through the crowd, I found it com:

posed of horse hair. This kind of

millinery lasts a very long time,

and I understand passes from ge

neration to generation. The hair

under this machine descends in

two long plaited queues, which

ought to reach to the heels to be in

fashion; and to effect this, black

ribands, of the proper length, are

interwoven with the hair. The

arms are covered with enormous

sleeves of white linen, gathered

close to the wrist: black stays–

short frocks—red, blue, and white

stockings, complete the dress—not

to be surpassed by any thing in

the Parisian fashions or in Acker

man's Repository. The dress of the

men has nothing about it peculiar.

The city of Berne is interesting

on many accounts; and you are not

to suppose that, because my notes

here are not so full as in other

places, we saw but little. Com
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mon, though beautiful objects, have

become rather tedious. Our eyes

are almost saturated with novel

ties; and it is often a matter of

great gratification, to ascertain

that there is nothing worthy of no

tice near us. Though our visit to

Berne was short and hurried, it has

left quite a vivid impression on

my mind.

Taking an early dinner, we set

off for Lucerne. The road is de

lightful. After riding a few miles,

we stopped at a chapel near the

way side, to see a curious and ce

lebrated monument, erected to the

beautiful Maria Langhans. The

little girl who showed us the

church, opened a rough kind of

trap-door in the pavement, which

conceals the tomb. The marble is

represented as splitting asunder at

the sound of the last trumpet: the

mother rises through the fissure,

bearing on one arm a little infant,

while with the other she pushes

aside the fragments of the tomb.

The artist has succeeded happily

in combining the expressions of

pious awe, and hope and surprise,

in the beautiful face of the young

mother. The whole, which is

nearly as large as life, is carved

out of a single piece of stone. The

impression which this fine piece of

sculpture is calculated to produce,

is very much weakened by a num

ber of mean and dirty accompani

ments. We purchased a good re

presentation of the monument from

the guide. Every thing here is

converted into an object of gain.

At about seven miles distance

from Berne, we passed Hofwyl, the

celebrated seminary of Fellenberg.

The merits of this highly interest

ing establishment are well known

to all who are devoted to the great

and good cause of education. Our

party were equally divided, as to

the propriety or pleasure of pass

ing a few hours here; and rather

than create any disagreeable feel

ing, I submitted to the disappoint

ment of not examining the ar

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

rangements of this manual labour

school.

The country through which we

passed was full of hills and valleys,

all in a good state of cultivation.

The Swiss farmers, male and fe

male, we observed sprinkling their

grounds with a dark coffee-colour

ed, odiously perfumed liquid, drain

ed in large casks, from their styes,

and the manure heaps of their barn

yards. The women are employed

in all kinds of agricultural labour.

In one instance, we saw two cows

dragging a load of hay, under the

guidance of a damsel that looked

like any thing else but a Chloe.

The romance I had attached to fe

males employed in rural life, is en

tirely dissipated. I never want to

see any more shepherdesses. Thus

you see, one dream after another

of my youthful imagination vanish

es, before the “dull realities of

life,” and by the time I hope to

get home, you will find me, I think,

a plain, sober, matter-of-fact per

sonage.

The black skull-cap of the Ber

nese women, with its dragon-fly

wings, is now superseded by a large

flat circular hat, made of straw, or

some other light substance, paint

ed yellow: it has no crown, but is

kept in its place by a riband tied

under the chin. In almost every

canton, the females have a peculiar

bonnet, which, if worn by those in

any other canton, would be consi

dered an outrage.

Owing to the hilly nature of the

country, our progress was but

slow, and our coachman was par

ticularly careful of his horses. It

is a general remark, that in no

country are horses better taken

care of than in Switzerland. After

mounting any considerable hill,

they rest a short time, and the

driver takes a loaf of bread out of

his pocket, and commonly feeds

himself and his nags with a num

ber of slices, before we take a fresh

start. This method of giving bread

to horses on the road is common,

Q
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I believe, all over Europe. We

have often noticed, it before.

We stopped for the night at an

inconsiderable village. The inn,

like many of the houses here, is

entirely built of wood. The shin

gles on the roofs are secured by

heavy poles laid across them, and

are kept in their place by huge

stones. After a very frugal supper,

we were each shown to a separate

chamber in a long gallery, by a

chambermaid who could not speak

a word of French. Nothing but

German was understood in the

house. In spite of all my language

of signs, I could not make her take

off a feather bed, under which I

was obliged to sleep, instead of a

sheet, blanket and counterpane.

Wednesday, Aug. 26.—At an

early hour we set off again on the

road to Lucerne. A succession of

verdant hills and fertile valleys

brought us at length to the Lake

of Sempach, a sheet of water of

considerable extent. The town of

Sempach is on the opposite side of

the lake. This place you know is

celebrated in history for the defeat

of Leopold, duke of Austria, in

1386, by the forces of the Swiss

confederation. The field where the

famous battle was fought, is on a

rising ground, and no vestige of it

remains. A small chapel is built,

it is said, on the spot where Leo

pold fell.

The approach to Lucerne is very

beautiful. The city standing on

the borders of a placid lake, with

its turrets and spires—the old

fashioned wall winding over the

neighbouring heights, with its an

tiquated towers and battlements—

produce a strong impression; and

Mount Pilatus and Mount Rigi,

with the range of prodigious

hills which bounded the view im

mediately before, added not a little

to the scene. Our coachman drove

us to the Balance, an hotel which

turned out quite as rich in comforts

as any of the Falcons—the most

popular name for good inns here.

After dressing for dinner, I took a

seat at the window of my chamber,

which opened on the water: the

evening was charming: the sun

had just sunk behind the hills, but

the tops of the Rigi and of Mount

Pilatus were still glowing with his

rays: the music of “Sweet home”

from my Genevese box, was flow

ing into my ear—This was a mo

ment of enthusiasm; but the spell

which began to bind my senses

was broken by the clanking of

chains, and upon looking up, I saw

on the opposite side of the river a

file of miserable convicts, male and

female, returning to prison, after

their daily and disgraceful toil in

the streets.

Thursday, Aug. 27.-Lucerne is

situated at the junction of the river

Reuss with the lake of the four

forest cantons; the river dividing

the town into two parts. One of

the most noticeable things are se

veral curious wooden bridges,

which connect different portions of

the town, separated by the river

and the lake. Two of these cover

ed bridges are more than one thou

sand feet in length. The interior

of the roof of one of these, called

the Chapel bridge, is decorated

with one hundred and fifty-four an

cient pictures, representing histo

rical and religious subjects, in a

taste characteristic of the times in

which they were painted. Near

the middle of this bridge, the

Watch Tower rises out of the lake,

and was once a light-house. This

gave to the town its name Lucerne,

from lucerna, the lantern on the top

of the tower. IHere we noticed a

number of wild ducks, sporting in

the water.

On the breakfast table this morn

ing, we found a little daily paper,

quite common in the principal

places in Switzerland : in it the

names of all strangers are publish

ed, who are then in town. Here

we discovered our own names,

spelled in a most singular manner,

half French, half German, with a

º
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little touch of English. We also

noticed in it the arrival of an Ame

rican friend from the Oberland, and

we set off immediately to pay him

a visit, but unfortunately we miss

ed each other: his guide we found

laid up in bed, with a broken limb,

received in crossing one of the

mountains.

There are a number of objects

here which commonly attract the

notice of the tourist. In the Ar

senal we saw several ancient and

interesting trophies: the coat of

mail worn by Leopold at the battle

of Sempach—iron collars, full of

sharp points, with which the Aus

trians intended to torture some of

their expected captives—the sword

of William Tell—and a great va

riety of ancient armour, with the

other curious and horrid ma

chinery of war. Leaving the Ar

senal, we ascended a hill, and walk

ed along the outside of the battle

ments of the city, and then visited

in the environs the celebrated mo

numental Lion, intended to com

memorate the massacre of the

Swiss guards of Louis XVI. This

monument is carved in the side of

a living rock, crowned with trees,

and represents a colossal lion, near

ly thirty feet long, dying amidst

weapons of war and armorial bear

ings. We could scarcely realize

that the figure of the animal was

much beyond the natural size, so

perfect is it in all its proportions;

yet the artist must have known but

little of natural history, for he has

given but four fingers to the paw

of the royal beast. In a shop of

curiosities, opposite the monument,

we purchased among other things,

a good representation of this re

markable work.

On our return to town, we stop

ped at a dirty little chapel, built

also as a memorial of the Swiss

guards: it contains a privileged

altar, covered with silk, embroider

ed by the dauphiness of France.

The walls are filled with many

strange votive offerings: here also

are two bulls of Pius VII., giving

plenary indulgence and other im.

munities, to those who perform in

this place certain religious ser

vices. Many of the Catholick

church yards are ornamented in a

very strange kind of taste, The

head boards of the graves are often

painted and gilded in a fantastical

manner, the figure of the cross

being on the top, and from the

arms of which there are often sus

pended, by strings, little carved re

presentations of angels and saints,

which dangle loosely in the wind.

The lake of Lucerne is one of

the most picturesque and interest

ing sheets of water in Switzerland

—not only on account of its nume

rous windings, the copious rivers

which flow into it, and the majes

tick mountains by which it is sur

rounded, but also by the romantick

scenes connected with it in history.

Mount Pilate rises from the shore

to the height of nearly seven thou

sand feet, and presents a magnifi

cent sight. It is calcareous in its

formation, and abounds with ani

mal remains. On the top there

was once a deep and dismal pool

of water called Mare Infernale,

where Pontius Pilate, the Roman

Governor of Jerusalem, is said to

have drowned himself—this pool

is now nothing more than a mud

hole. Much has been written on

the subject of the supernatural ap

paritions connected with this lake.

The violent storms which some

times burst over Lucerne, were, by

the superstitious, imagined to be

the ebullitions of the angry spirit

of Pilate issuing from the pool,

when any person had the hardi

hood to disturb its waters. “Such

was the credence bestowed upon

this legend in the 14th century,

that it was expressly prohibited by

the government to approach the

lake.”

Mount Rigi is another interest

ing feature in the grand scenery
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around Lucerne, and it is perhaps

more frequently visited by tourists

than any other spot in Switzerland.

The object in ascending this high

mountain, is to witness the effects

of the rising and setting of the sun

on the extensive range of lofty

peaks, the lakes, the valleys, and

the plains, in the centre of which

it stands. As this day gave pro

mise of a glorious sunset, we de

termined to spend the evening and

night upon the mountain.

On our return to the inn, we fell

in with three young South Ameri

cans, who were just preparing to

make an excursion to the Rigi;

and they were not a little gratified

to meet with human beings from

the other side of the Atlantick,

who spake the English language—

indeed we all felt as if we were

more closely connected together,

than with any of the Europeans by

whom we were surrounded. We

therefore soon became sociable,

and determined to visit the sum

mit of the Rigi together. Our

travelling carriages we sent on to

Zug, a town fifteen or twenty miles

distant, expecting to meet them

there to-morrow. We soon ob

tained a boat to convey us on the

lake to the town of Weggis, from

which the mountain may be as

cended by a very good path.

Our excursion on the lake was

delightful—the water was clear

and placid—the air mild—and the

sky unclouded. The banks pre

sented all the variety of slope and

precipice; and lofty mountains

bounded our vision on every side

with solemn grandeur. Many of

the boats here are navigated by fe

males, who, in the fanciful costume

of the country, singing as they

dash their oars in the water, pro

duce, at a distance, quite a roman

tick effect. High above the sur

face of the water we saw, in a nitch

of an almost inaccessible rock, the

image of a saint, in an iron case,

to aid the devotions of the pious

boatmen. We passed the Gulf of

Kussnacht, at the upper end of

which Gessler landed, after the

sudden storm during which Wil

liam Tell made his escape from

the boat in which the tyrant was

conveying him to his castle. The

whole of this romantick story is

too familiar to need repetition.

The ruins of Gessler's castle may

yet be seen. After landing at

Weggis, we ordered horses, mules,

and guides, to ascend the moun

tain. This little town, which is

now scarcely noticed by the travel

ler, contained, in remote times,

the castle of the most noble baron

in all Switzerland. In 1795, this

district was nearly all swallowed

up by a torrent of mud, which de

scended upon it from the Rigi.

The inhabitants were first alarmed

by strange rumblings in the air,

and upon looking up the side of

the mountain, they observed a

mass of mud about a mile long,

and fifty or sixty feet broad, sliding

down upon them; but as it moved

slowly, they had time to escape.

It continued flowing many days,

and, like a stream of lava, it swept

before it trees, and houses, and

walls, and every obstacle in its

course.

After taking some refreshment

at the inn, we began to ascend the

rugged sides of the mountain, in

some parts of which are yet to be

seen the effects of the terrible erup

tion of mud. We passed a num

ber of singular crucifixes, erected

at various distances along the side

of the path. Small paintings on

these crosses represented the Sa

viour toiling up Mount Calvary.

In the first he is represented as

bearing his cruel burden with con

siderable strength. As you ascend

the hill, the figures appear more

and more languid, and at last he is

seen prostrate on the ground, una.

ble to proceed with it any farther

There is also near the path a small

chapel, full of er-rotos—for this
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hill is quite a resort for Catholick

pilgrims. Some distance up the

mountain we passed through a cu

rious natural arch, formed of im

mense blocks of breccia or pudding

stone, and soon after stopped to

rest at an inn near the Cold Baths.

The breccia, or pudding stone, of

the German naturalists, masses of

which lie scattered around us, is a

rock composed of fragments of

various minerals, united together

commonly by a calcareous cement.

The Rigi, and the neighbouring

mountains, appear to be composed

of layers of this rock of different

thicknesses, with thin intervening

earthy strata. This curious for

mation must be highly interesting

to the intelligent geologist.

Setting off in high glee from the

Cold Baths, we soon passed the

Staffel, an inn frequented by many

travellers to these upper regions,

and then arrived at the Culm, or

summit of the Rigi, about an hour

before sunset. We found here a

large concourse of strangers from

various parts of the world, all as

sembled to enjoy the sublimity of

the surrounding scene, and now all

anxiously watching the slow de

cline of the cloudless and glorious

orb of day. I retired a short dis

tance from the expecting and si

lent groups of spectators; and as I

called home my thoughts, I felt,

While gazing from this pinnacle of

the earth on the majesty and sub

limity of nature, more immediately

in the presence of its great Author,

than I had ever done before. My

first glimpses of the vast expanse

spread around me, had an intoxi

tating effect—but soon the objects

before me lost their impression—

the villages, the lakes, the rocks,

the streams, and the mountains,

*ded away, and my thoughts ho

wered over mysteries deeper than

the abysses at my feet, and soared

to heights beyond the “vast ceru

lean" spread over my head.

(To be continued.)
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MENTAI, sci F. N.C. E.

JIethod of Investigation.

In order to form a proper esti

mate of mental philosophy, it will

be proper to consider the method

by which it is to be investigated,

before we examine its elements and

uses. All correctness of our opi

nions, and the result of our investi

gations in this department of know

ledge, depend on the method of

studying the science. No reliance

can be placed on speculations, pur

sued on assumed theories. Hy

potheses may be multiplied to any

extent, with which some occasional

facts may accord, without ever

leading us to examine the science

in its proper elements. Precon

ceived theories and hypotheses are

worth very little, in any branch of

knowledge. They can have no use

except to aid in illustration; and

in mental philosophy they are gene

rally mischievous. The whole ma

terials of the science are simple

facts, within the reach of every

mind, and familiar to every man.

It may not be in every man's power

to name the facts, to arrange and

classify them according to an

principle of discrimination, but the

facts themselves all must know,

because they are subjects of their

OW in consciousness.

The phenomena of mind need

not be so abstruse as many have

considered them. Mystery and

absurdity have so often been asso

ciated with pretensions to meta

physical researches, that few think

of investigating this department of

knowledge. It would be more cu

rious than profitable to trace the

hypotheses of ancient and modern

philosophy, which have involved

the essence, nature, duration and

phenomena of mind in mysticism,

darkness and folly. . It Inight

amuse us to examine the Vedas of

the Bramins—the Zendavista of the

Parsees—the Stoicism and Pytha
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goreanism of the Greeks,—their

emanations and immenations from

the soul of the universe, and their

resorption into the same, their

transmigrations, with nameless fa

bulous hypotheses. The systems

of Plato, Aristotle and Epicurus,

are scarcely more intelligible or

rational. In more recent times

Descartes, Berkeley and Hume,

are fit to be classed with the school

men of Greece—and more recent

still, we might find theories as fool

ish and useless as the Zendavista,

or Pyrrhonism. But it would sub

serve no other good purpose, than

to illustrate the futility of all hy

potheses in the investigation of

mind, to collect the number of ab

surdities which have been heaped

upon this subject for ages. Here

and there some fragments of truth

might be found, among the rubbish

that has been accumulating for

centuries, and around the absurd

speculations of modern Aristotles

and . Pyrrhos, but they are not

worth the trouble of collection and

separation. -

The only profitable method of

studying mental science is to apply

rigidly the principle of Bacon,

and examine the facts as we find

them. The inductive method alone

can lead us to accurate knowledge

in any branch of philosophy, and it

is more emphatically true in the

investigations of mind. Lord Bacon

said, “all our knowledge is derived

from experience.” This he esta

blished as a maxim, and used it

with unprecedented effect. It

uided him, and others after him,

into unexplored regions of philoso

phy, and produced a revolution in

science. Locke attempted the ap

plication of the maxim to mental

philosophy, in his “Essay concern

ing Human Understanding,” which

formed a new era in mental science.

His application of the principle

was not completely successful—he

did not adhere throughout to the

maxim; but had he excluded other

subjects, not necessarily connected

with that which he proposed to in

vestigate, and preserved through

out his essay the same precision in

the use of terms, which he employ

ed in some of his definitions, his

work might have been imperishable,

and his ſame uneclipsed. As it

now is, the world is greatly indebt

ed to Locke, for leading the way

and attempting the proper method

of investigating mental phenomena.

Dr. Reid stated the same principle,

although he sometimes departed

from it in his investigations. “Wise

men now agree, or ought to agree

in this, that there is but one way to

the knowledge of nature's works,

the way of observation and experi

ment—and it is the only one by

which any real discovery in philo

sophy can be made.” This senti

ment, which is claimed by all

writers on mental philosophy, of

any value since the days of Bacon,

is not to be confounded with the

uses which have been made of it by

those who have attempted to em

ploy it; nor will it sanction all the

opinions of those who profess to

estimate its value. There are few

men, perhaps none, who have been

completely successful, in its appli

cation to the investigation of

mental phenomena. Locke, Reid,

Stewart, Brown, Payne, and some

others have attempted it; and to

some extent have been successful.

Payne has pursued the application

further than either of º others

mentioned; but he has seemed to

grow weary of the labour, and to

substitute hypotheses in solvin

some mental phenomena. Al

writers on this subject have done

the same, to a greater or less ex

tent, and many, without seeming

to know that they did it. Perhaps

we may do the same; for in claim

ing to have detected the fault in

others and an intention to be go

verned by the inductive method, we

do no more than others have done;

and yet they have fallen into the

error which they disclaim. It

seems to us, that after having ex
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amined a few facts inductively,

they have found it convenient to

frame them into a theory, by which

they could explain other pheno

mena; thus they have insensibly

departed from their maxim, until

at length, they use hypotheses in

the place of facts. Probably the

task upon their time, patience, and

intensity of thought, was too great

to be continued, as long as was ne

cessary to complete their system.

But some have written with a view

to refute a certain error, which has

been so constantly associated in

their thoughts while writing, that

every illustration seems carefully

adapted to that specific object;

without regarding the sources

whence the arguments have been

derived. Our countryman, Ed

wards, has given to the world a

specimen of patient, research and

intense thought, in his “Treatise

on the Will.” But he has not

rigidly applied the principle under

consideration to the method of his

investigations. Having his mind

intensely fixed on his object, the

refutation of a certain error, he has

used arguments drawn from facts

and from hypotheses, without dis

crimination of their source; only

taking care that they should an

swer his purpose, in prostrating the

system which he opposed. This

could be plausibly and forcibly

done, in many instances, by hypo

theses, because the error which he

opposed was a mere hypothesis.

The same may be said of almost

all the writers on the phenomena

of mind. With the exception of a

few facts industriously arranged

and classified, which will stand the

test of all examination, the sys

tems of mental science may be pro

F. considered a collection of

ypotheses, one giving place to

another, as successive writers have

employed them—sometimes with

little, but often with no improve

ment in the stock of knowledge.

Frequently they have been mis

chievous in their application to the

subject by perverting facts; and

they have always hindered the pro

gress of mental science. Almost all

metaphysicians have too much at

tachment to some favourite associa

tions and classifications of thoughts,

with which their minds become fa

miliar. Those few associations

embrace the first principles of their

scheme, which they find useful in

solving other phenomena. Their

minds soon become charmed with

the principles, and their application

in solving, difficulties; they save

much laborious thinking; a fine theo

ry is adopted, and their system is

completed under its influence. Such

have hitherto been the course and

results of mental research; and

such will ever be the state and

character of mental science, dis

cordant and unfixed, until there

shall arise some man who will

examine the subject inductively

throughout, and furnish the world

with the results, expressed in terms

of precision, and a style of clear

ness in illustration, not yet at

tained—Hypotheses and theories

must be laid aside, and facts alone

must guide.

A work on this subject, such as

we need, would require a mind of

strong intellectual power, well dis

ciplined to accurate thought, to pa

tient and persevering investigation;

and then its possessor must devote

years of labour and revision to the

system. Hitherto, this department

of science has not been made the

main object of any man’s study

during a whole life, as natural phi

losophy and the mathematics have

been of many men. In these latter

branches of science, the facts are

classed, the terms are fixed, and

every man who reads and thinks,

can compare the facts and examine

the system. If any new discovery

be made, it is carefully disposed

and arranged in its place, and real

advancement is made in the sci

ence. Every improvement becomes

common property, and when it is

announced, every lover of the sci
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ence can make himself master of

the whole process by which the

discovery was made: because he is

led by the hand every step. But it

is otherwise in mental philosophy;

few things are fixed, and classifica

tions are various and multiplied,

producing confusion and doubt. If

one hypothesis be swept away, and

a real improvement be made by

any individual, another cannot re

ceive it without a process of thought

as intense, and almost as original,

as that by which the discovery was

made. All other branches of sci

ence can now be studied under the

guidance of books, without perplex

ing hypotheses, and the result is

satisfactory, because it is obvious

truth; but in this, original thought

and independent examination are

necessary, to arrive at any satisfac

tory and valuable result. Perhaps

there will always, from its nature, be

less precision and more discordant

opinions in this, than in almost any

other department of knowledge.

We can enter at once into the pos

session of Newton’s discoveries, be

cause the whole process is placed

before us; but in mental science

only the result is seen, without the

process. The object cannot be at

tained without fixed attention to

unembodied thoughts, and evanes

cent feelings of one’s own mind.

If we had, therefore, a correct and

thorough system of metaphysicks, it

is doubtful whether the majority of

students would compare the classi

fications with the facts, and ex

amine thoroughly the phenomena

of mind; and unless this be done,

hypotheses are likely to be pre

ferred to truth, and much confusion

to remain in the minds of those who

adopt them.

It may be observed here, that al

most all the writers on mental phi

losophy have attempted, not only

to classify the phenomena of mind,

but also the materials of knowledge,

with their relations, associations,

and similarity. This has led them

into so wide a field of investigation

that their discussions become too

complex and indefinite. It is true

that the names of mental exercises

are, many of them, derived from the

external objects to which they re

late: and there is undoubtedly an

intimate connexion between mental

science and logical discussions.

But it seems to us important that

they should be examined distinctly,

for the sake of truth and accuracy.

We would not undervalue dialec

tics, but let every branch of science

be in its place, and its elements be

carefully examined by themselves.

When once the elements of the two

branches are thoroughly examined

and well settled, then let their re

lation and connexion be illustrated,

for the improvement and use of

both.

After all that has been said of

the inductive method, there is an

important question to be settled,

viz. by what standard shall we es

timate the phenomena of mind; or

how shall we pursue the inductive

method of investigation? To this

inquiry we answer, by our own

consciousness and the revelation of

God.

By our own consciousness. Every

man must of necessity employ and

trust his own consciousness in this

investigation. If this should de

ceive him when properly employed,

there is no remedy; because this is

the last resort and the highest tri

bunal of truth, in the cases appro

priately within its sphere. Here

every man will and must trust his

consciousness, rather than all other

testimony, and it may be in oppo

sition to all other evidence. But

when the body and mind are in a

healthful state, consciousness will

not deceive us. There may, in

deed, be some mental illusions and

wrong associations, which may be

come habitual, and serve to mislead

in some mental investigations; but

even here, rigidly inductive appeals

to consciousness, afford the only

prospect of expelling the illusion,

and correcting the habit.
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We do not now enter on the ex

amination and discussion of con

sciousness, to decide the question,

whether it be a distinct faculty of

mind, a mere feeling, a mere intel

lectual exercise, or a combination

of both feeling and apprehension.

This question will be considered in

its place, when we examine the

phenomena of mind, or elements of

the science. It seems necessary

to advert to the fact, in this place,

that the mind does take cognizance

of its own acts. Whatever this

may be called, and however the

knowledge may be attained, the

fact is most certain and needs no

proof. Indeed if it should be al

leged that it is necessary to prove
to a man that he is conscious of his

own mental acts, we should not

know what arguments to employ.

We might describe his mental ex

ercises, and state their results in

external conduct, but this would

only be evidence of his conscious

ness to others, not to himself. The

most it could do would be to recal

to his mind the facts in their con

nexion. The proof is in his own

mind—it must be intuitive, the fact

itself. Intuitive truths and simple

ideas do not admit of being made

more certain, or more plain, by ar

gument or illustration. We ma

describe them, and illustrate their

use, but beyond this we cannot go.

These things being premised, we

say that all mental phenomena, in

order to be understood and classed,

must come under the cognizance

which the mind takes of its own

acts. Every illustration and every

definition, must accord with con

sciousness. Now it would seem

from the nature of the case, that

there might be more certainty in

the knowledge of mind than of mat

ter. All our knowledge of matter

is through the medium of the senses,

the cognizance which they take of

the properties belonging to material

substances. We do not suspect

our senses of deceiving us, and yet

illusions are sometimes so com

Vol. IX.—Ch. ,ſldv.

plete, that for a time we are de

ceived. In such cases, a second ex

periment sometimes dispels the il

lusion, and sometimes it is dispell

ed by analogical reasoning, or by

opposing and audible testimony.

After all we must be guided by

our senses, properly employed, in

all matters which come appropri

ately under their cognizance. In

this illustration, and throughout

this article, we use terms in their

popular import, and according to

common usage, without attempting

their analysis. So we say con

sciousness must be our guide, in

acquiring knowledge of all those

things which appropriately come

under its cognizance. There may

be some difficulty in certain cases,

to determine what belongs to its

sphere, but in such cases the ques

tion respects more particularly the

relations, not the elements—the

connexion and influence of mental

acts, and not the acts themselves.

The revelation of God, is also

our guide in this investigation. In

the moral estimate of our mental

relations, this furnishes our stand

ard, and may not be contravened.

In the elements of mental science

this standard corresponds with con

sciousness. He, who formed the

mind and governs it, has given a re

velation of his will, adapted to

man’s mental state and character.

This all will admit, who accredit his

revelation. That He, who knows

what is in man, not only knows

how to adapt his instructions to his

case, but has done so, is secured by

his goodness. And what is thus

secured, appears in fact upon the

face of the document which he has

sent us. Let us be understood on

this part of the subject.

The fair grammatical interpreta

tion of the revelation will be found

to correspond with the result of in

duction, pursued according to con

sciousness, so far as both relate to

the same things. But here it should

be remembered, that mental philo

sophy, founded on hypotheses, is a

R

-
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very dangerous guide in the inter

pretation of the holy scriptures.

The interpreter of scripture should

ascertain the mind of the Holy Spi

rit, according to correct philologi

cal principles: then, if the true

meaning be ascertained, and it cor

respond not with the views he has

taken of mental phenomena, he

should suspect the correctness of

his mental investigation, and rigid

ly scrutinize every step in the ana

lysis. We may be sure that the

escriptions which God has given,

of the human mind and its exer

cises, correspond with the facts;

and if we are guided by conscious

ness in our mental analysis, the re

sult will be the same.

It is true that God’s revelation

was not given for the purpose of

teaching men a system of mental

science. It was not necessary that

he should reveal directly the facts

which we know, or which we may

know, from our own consciousness.

But it is also true that, in the de

velopment of man’s moral charac

ter, relations and responsibilities,

the whole mental phenomena are

directly or indirectly involved. Not

that we believe every thing proper

ly belonging to mental science, will

be found in the Bible; but all the

elements are there, and should be

regarded as fixed principles. They

should be well understood, correct

ly defined, and never invaded by

theories of any kind. We do be

lieve that correct philology, and an

appropriate application of gramma

tical principles to the interpreta

tion of the scriptures, will furnish

data sufficient to correct our specu

lations in mental philosophy. This

will be done by settling correct

principles, and compelling us to

adopt the inductive method of in

vestigation. The sum of the mat

ter is this: revelation does not

teach directly, nor was it needed so

to teach, mental science; but it re

cognises the principal facts of men

tal phenomena, in such a manner as

to furnish sufficient principles to

guard us against hypothetical theo

ries, and guide us in the pursuit of

truth.

We have but one remark more at

present, on the method of studying

the science; and that is, a caution

against analogical reasoning in the

investigations. The human mind

loves analogy, and whenever, its

use is appropriate, it is certainly a

forcible, as well as an agreeable me

thod of illustration. Whenever

analogies are judicoiusly selected

and properly applied, they give life,

vigour and permanence to impres

sions, which are otherwise rarely at

tained. But they are inadmissible

in the investigations of the exact

sciences, and of mental philosophy.

Who would think of teaching the

mathematicks by analogies taken

from political discussions, or from

any source whatever? It would be

equally absurd to attempt analogical

deductions, in classing mental phe

nomena, or in examining the facts

under inspection and analysis. We

must therefore be cautious how we

apply the same mode of reasoning

to mind, which is applicable to the

body and its senses. We cannot

prove by analogy, that the mind

consists of parts or numbers; nor

because the body has several senses,

some of which may be destroyed

and the rest remain perfect, may

we infer that the same is true of

the mind. The mind must be exa

mined by itself, in all its pheno

mena: and no proof, argument, or

classification can be analogically

established. Nothing except facts,

and those belonging to the depart

ment itself, can be trusted. In the

abstract science of mental pheno

mena, we must be very cautious

how we admit analogies. The in

ductive method, under the guidance

of consciousness and the word of

God, affords the only prospect of

safety and truth. All other me

thods will perplex and may grossly

deceive us.

We have been the more prolix in

this article, because we think many
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have been misled by their method

of investigation; and others have

been disgusted by the bewildering

hypotheses and perplexing analo

gies, so often and so improperly em

ployed in the discussion of this sub

ject. We feel confident that a suc

cessful application of those princi

ples which we have attempted to

describe, to the method of investi

gation, will be both useful and *:

-

Yºon the chiralsTIAN ADVOCAte.

The article on the doctrine of im

putation in the July number of the

Biblical Repertory, I read with

great satisfaction. It presents a

luminous and correct exhibition of

that important truth. It ought to

be widely circulated. I feel, how

ever, apprehensive that from the

brief notice taken of President Ed

wards, in that article, the reader

may receive a wrong impression of

what has been taught by that great

man, on this important doctrine. It

has led me to examine with some

care his work on original sin; and

if you will grant me a few pages in

your useful miscellany, I will en

deavour to present a fair and fuller

exhibition of his sentiments.

I. Original sin, in Edward’s

view, comprehended not only in

nate depravity, but the imputation

of Adam’s first sin.

In the very first sentences of his

treatise, he says—“By original sin,

as the phrase has been most com

monly used by divines, is meant

the inmate sinful depravity of the

heart. But yet, when the doctrine

of original sin is spoken of, it is

vulgarly understood in that lati

tude, as to include not only the de

pravity of nature, but the imputa

tion of Jidam’s first sin; or, in

other words, the liableness or ex

posedness of Adam’s posterity, in

the divine judgment, to partake of

the punishment of that sin. So far

as I know, most of those who hold

one of these have maintained the

other; and most of those who have

opposed one have opposed the other.

And it may perhaps appear in our

future consideration of the subject,

that they are closely connected, and

that the arguments which prove the

one, establish the other, and that

there are no more difficulties at

tending the allowing of one, than

the other.”

“I shall, in the first place, con

sider this doctrine more especially

with regard to the corruption o

nature; and as we treat of this, the

other will naturally come into con

sideration, in the prosecution of the

discourse as connected with it.”—I

quote from Dwight's edition.

ii. Presidentièdwards proves in

mate depravity of heart to be univer

sal. No quotations are needed to

support this particular. Every one,

having the slightest acquaintance

with his work on original sin, will

allow at least the fact, that he at

tempts to establish this important

truth.

III. He endeavours to show, that

the imputation of Adam’s first sin

is taught with GREAT PLAINNEss in

holy scripture.

“As this place” (referring to

Rom. v. 12–21) “in general is

very full and plain, so the doctrine

of the corruption of nature derived

from Adam, and also the imputa

tion of his first sin, are both clearly

taught in it. The imputation of

Adam's one transgression, is in

deed most directly and frequently

asserted. We are here assured

that by onE MAN’s six, death passed

upon all; all being adjudged to

this punishment, as having sinned

(so it is implied) in that one man’s

sin. And it is repeated over and

over, that all are condemned, many

are dead, many made sinners, &c.,

by onE MAN's offence, by the disobe

dience of onE, and by one offence.

And the doctrine of original depra

vity is also here taught, when the

apostle says, by one man sin entered

into the world; having a plain re

spect (as hath been shown) to that
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universal corruption and wicked

ness, as well as guilt, which he had

before largely treated of.”—Vol. ii.

p. 512.

“Though the word impute is not

used with respect to Adam's sin,

yet it is said, all have sinned; which

respecting infants, can be true

only of their sinning % this sin.

And it is said, by his disobedience

many were made sinners; and judg

ment came upon all by that sin;

and that, by this means death (the

wages of sin) passed on all men, &c.

Which phrases amount to full and

precise explanations of the word

impute; and therefore do more cer

tainly determine the point really

insisted on.”—vol. ii. p. 517.

IV. The ground both of the im

putation of Adam’s first sin, and of

the derivation of depravity from

him, is, in the judgment of Presi

dent Edwards, a divinely consti

tuted onENEss or IDENTITY.

“And I am persuaded, no solid

reason can be given, why God, who

constitutes all other created union

or omeness, according to his plea

sure, and for what purposes, com

munications, and effects he pleases,

may not establish a constitution,

whereby the natural posterity of

Adam, proceeding from him, much

as buds and branches from the

stock or root of a tree, should be

treated as onE with him, for the

derivation, either of righteousness

and communion in rewards, or of

the loss of righteousness and conse

quent corruption and guilt.”—vol.

ii. p. 557.

What does the President mean

by this divinely constituted one

ness?

1. JWot the union that subsists

between the root of a tree and its

branches. He refers to this for il

lustration; but he knew that Adam

was not literally speaking a root,

nor his posterity branches. Our

Saviour calls himself the true vine,

and his disciples branches: but no

one ever supposed him to mean that

he was, literally speaking, a vine.

2. JWot PERsonAL IDENTITY. Un

til very recently I had no concep

tion that any one could charge on

Edwards so great an absurdity, as

to affirm that he taught, that Adam

and his posterity were one natural

person. He indeed refers to per

sonal identity to prove the general

truth, that all kinds of oneness de

pend on divine constitution. But

he certainly does not teach the ab

surdity that Adam and his poste

rity make one person.

“Thus it appears, if we consider

matters strictly, there is no such

thing as ANY identity or oneness in

created objects, existing at differ

ent times, but what depends on

God’s sovereign constitution. And

so it appears, that the objection we

are upon, made against a supposed

constitution, whereby Adam and

his posterity are viewed and treated

as one, in the manner, and for the

purposes supposed, as if it were not

consistent with truth, because no

constitution can make those to be

one which are not one; I say it ap

pears that this objection is built on

a false hypothesis, for it appears,
that a divine constitution is the

thing which makes truth in affairs

of this nature.”—p. 556.-See the

next paragraph.

If Adam and his posterity were

one person, then his sin would have

been one personal sin, and the act

of eating the forbidden fruit would

have been one personal act. But

Edwards expressly denies this. “It

is there observed, as a proof of this

doctrine, that “death reigned over

them which had not sinned after the

similitude of Adam’s transgres

sion;’ i.e. by their personal act,

and therefore could be exposed to

death, only by deriving guilt and

pollution from Adam in conse

quence of his sin.”—p. 510.

Another thing urged against the

imputation of Adam’s sin, is this:—

Though in Scripture, sin is said to

be imputed, reckoned, accounted

to a person, “it is no other than his

own act and deed.” How does
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Edwards answer this objection?

Does he affirm the act of Adam to

be our own personal act? This he

would have done, if he had held the

absurd notion, that we were person

ally one with Adam. Not so. His

answer is founded on an admission

of the fact that Adam’s act was

not our personal act, nor his sin our

personal sin. See p. 570.

3. JW'ot the NATURAL UNIon sub

sisting between a parent and his

children.

“By reason of the established

union between Adam and his pos

terity, the case is far otherwise be

tween him and them, than it is be

tween distinct parts or individuals

of Adam’s race, betwixt whom is

no such constituted union; as be

tween children and other ances

tors.”—p. 559.

What then does the President

mean? I take it to be a divinely

constituted covenaNT union.

“It seems to me pretty mani

fest that none can, in good con

sistence with themselves, own a

real imputation of Adam’s first

sin to his posterity, without own

ing that they are justly viewed

and treated as sinners, truly guilty

and children of wrath on that ac

count; nor unless they allow a just

imputation of the whole of the evil

of that transgression; at least all

that pertains to the essence of that

act, as a full and complete violation

of the covenANT which God had

established; even as much as if each

of mankind had the like covenANT

established with him singly, and

had by the like direct and full act

of rebellion, violated it for him

self.”

The whole of sect. 3, part 2,

chap. 1, pp. 424–438, in which

the President proves that Adam

was our federal head and represen

tative, might here be quoted.

The editors of the Repertory

have, in my opinion, misunderstood

the language of Edwards, in one

place. It is true he does say, in

reference to the sin of the apostacy,

“It is truly and properly ours;”

but this declaration is not “the

very reverse” of Turretin’s affirma

tion, “non potest esse peccatum

nostrum proprium et personale.”

Let it be observed, that Edwards

has elsewhere denied it to be our

personal sin, and in this he agrees

with Turretin. What then, it may

be asked, is meant by the President

in the assertion quoted? Let us

look at the whole passage, and try

to discover his meaning. It reads

thus:

“From what has been observed

it may appear there is no sure

ground to conclude that it must be

an absurd and impossible thing, for

the race of mankind truly to par

take of the sin of the first apostacy,

so as that this, in reality and pro

priety, shall become their sin; by vir

tue of a real union between the root

and branches of the world of man

kind (truly and properly availing to

such a consequence) established by

the Author of the whole system of

the universe; to whose establish

ment is owing all propriety and re

ality of union, in any part of that

system; and by virtue of the full

consent of the hearts of ſldam's pos

terity to that first apostacy. And

therefore the sin of the apostacy is

not theirs merely because God

imputes it to them; but it is truly

and properly theirs, and on that

ground, God imputes it to them.”

—p. 559.

By the sin of the apostacy, Ed

wards means that sin by which

mankind were ruined; original sin,

which includes, according to his

statement in the commencement of

his discussion, already quoted, both

the guilt of Adam’s first sin and

innate depravity. He does not

deny the imputation of this sin; on

the contrary, he asserts it in this

very paragraph, when he says it

“is not theirs merely because God

imputes it to them;” and we have

shown before how strongly he

proves the guilt of Adam’s first sin

to be imputed to his posterity. He
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is stating in what respects the sin

of the apostacy is “truly and pro

perly theirs.” Two reasons are

assigned: the first is, “a real union

between” Adam and his offspring;

that is, a covenant union established

by divine appointment; the second

is, “the full consent of the hearts

of Adam’s posterity to that first

apostacy.” Now on these two ac

counts, Edwards thinks that sin to

be “truly and properly, but not

personally, theirs,” and is therefore

justly imputed to them.”

In the first reason Edwards ac

cords with Boston, who says,

“Adam’s sin is imputed to us, be

cause it is ours. For God doth not

reckon a thing ours, which is not

so, Rom. ii. 2–" The judgment of

God is according to truth.” For

God’s justice doth not punish men

for a sin which is no way theirs.

And it is our sin upon the account

aforesaid,” (that is, “because we

are all included in .1dam’s cove

mant,”—p. 299.) “Even as Christ's

righteousness is ours by virtue of

our union to him.”—Vol. i., p. 300.

Here Boston assigns our covenant

union to Adam as the ground of the

imputation of his sin to us. Yet he

maintains that it is ours by impu

tation, and that imputation of it is

antecedent to depravity. In proof

of the former part of this assertion,

I offer this quotation: “First, ori

ginal sin consists in the guilt of

Adam’s first sin. Guilt is an obli

gation to punishment. For this sin,

which is ours by imputation, we

are liable to punishment. This

i. lies on all men by nature,

om. v. 18. And this guilt of

Adam’s first sin is original sin in

puted.”—Vol. i., p. 305. In sup

port of the latter part of the asser

tion, the following quotation will

afford conclusive proof. “This

want of original righteousness is a

sin, being a want of conformity to

the law of God, which requires all

moral perfection. It is also a pu

mishment of sin, and so is justly in

flicted by God. And though the

want of this righteousness be sin,

yet God’s depriving man of it, or

rather the not giving it him, is a

most just act; seeing Adam, having

got it for himself and his posterity,

threw it away, and God is not

obliged to restore it. And it can

be no other sin but the first sin,

whereof this withholding of original

righteousness is the punishment.

So true it is, that if the imputation

of Adam's first sin be denied, origi

mal sin is quite rased; theRE Is No

FoundATIon LEFT For IT.”—Vol. i.

p. 306.

Boston then teaches, in accord

ance with Edwards, that the sin of

the apostacy is really ours, on ac

count of the covenant union of

Adam and his posterity; and that

for this reason it is justly imputed

to us. But he does not assert that

it is our personal sin, or that we did

personally commit it. Nor does

Edwards advance such an absurd

sentiment; he affirms the contrary.

It is true he assigns as another rea

son why this sin is to be considered

as the sin of mankind, “the full

consent of their hearts;” but this

ought not so to be construed as if

he believed the sin of the apostacy

to be our personal sin, nor as if he

supposed it to be imputed to man

kind—solely because they consent

ed to it with their hearts; for he

states expressly the other reason,

in which, it is presumed, Turretin

would have united. It is true that

Edwards inverts the order of Bos

ton and of standard writers, in re

gard to imputation and depravity;

yet he does teach that both result

from the covenant union between

Adam and his posterity: “The

first depravity of heart, and the

imputation of that sin, are both con

sequences of that established union;

but yet in such order, that the evil

disposition is first, and the charge

of guilt consequent, as it was in the

case of Adam himself.”—P. 544.

This speculation, however, cannot

with propriety be urged against

those it'statements which we have
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:

seen he makes in regard to the im

putation of Adam's first sin. He

certainly does not symbolize with

those who boldly affirm we have no

more to do with Adam’s sin, than

we have to do with any other man’s

sins; and then contradict them

selves, by saying that the certainty

of all mankind sinning, is the result

of ºldam’s apostacy. .

Paul says, [Heb. vii. 9, 10,

“Levi also, who receiveth tythes,

payed tythes IN ABRAHAM. For he

was yet in the loins of his father,

when Melchisedeck met him.” The

Shorter Catechism says, “The co

venant being made with Adam, not

only for himself, but for his poste

rity; all mankind, descending from

him by ordinary generation, sinned

IN HIM and fell, and fell with him

in his first transgression.” The

words payed and sinned are, let it

be observed, both active verbs; both

express action. In reading Paul’s

affirmation, did any man of sense

ever suppose the inspired writer in

tended to teach that Levi did ac

tually and personally pay tithes,

before he was born? Surely not.

Why then should any man of sense

conceive that the framers of the

Catechism intended to teach the

monstrous absurdity, that mankind

actually and personally sinned, be

fore they were born ?

A. B.

-

Mexioir of CAPTAIN

WICKES,

(Continued from p. 80.)

We shall now lay before our

readers the letters of Capt. Wickes,

to which he refers in the close of

the last quotation we have made

from his manuscript, and to which

we have adverted, as “indicating

the general state of his mind for

several years in succession.” We

have before us many more of his

letters, of much the same charac

ter; but these were selected and

transcribed by himself, as appen

BENJAMIN

dages to his narrative, accompanied

by the remarks which follow them.

We think they will be read with

much interest, and we hope with

some benefit, by those who have

had some experience themselves of

the trials and , conflicts through

which he passed. Of every exer

cised Christian they will doubtless

command the sympathy; and cer

tainly they should excite gratitude

to God, in those whose pilgrimage

has been conducted along a less

thorny path. As we shall insert

but little in addition to his letters

and narrative, descriptive of the

state of his mind to the end of life,

it may be proper just to mention,

that these papers appear to have

been written or transcribed, about

seventeen years before his death;

and that, in general, his last years

were of a more tranquil character

than those of an earlier period—

not, however, without turns of me

lancholick depression, even to the

last. After the letters, we shall re

turn to trace the leading events of

his life; several of which are of

considerable interest, and illustra

tive of his excellent character, and

of the high estimation in which he

was held by those who knew him

best—The following letters were

addressed to “The Rev. Joseph

Eastburn.” -

At Sea, Dec. 7th, 1797.

My Precious Friend,-I wrote

you from Calcutta, I think, by way

of New York, and I remember that

a part of it might give you reason

to hope that I was rejoicing in a

covenant God, in Christ Jesus. I

vainly hoped then, that I had an

interest in him, now alas, it is

otherwise; truly, my friend, I am

near distraction, and without

speedy relief, from a God of grace

and mercy, I shall be lost. The

enemy comes in like a flood, so that

I have no rest, day nor night: and

in place of the precious drawing

spirit of Christ, that gives hope, and

encourages under darkness, I con
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tinually experience a forbidding,

heart-breaking, terror and dark

ness. Ah, my friend I have cause

to fear, that you, and all my reli

gious acquaintance, have been de

ceived, with respect to my religious

experience. True, I have had great

distress of soul, on account of sin;

but I do greatly fear it has been

from a wrong principle; for I al

ways appear to be short of that

sense of sin, which David had

when he confessed “ against Thee,

Thee only have I sinned,” &c.—

O for a precious look of repentance

that would reach the bottom of m

hard and stony heart! Such a loo

as Peter had, after he had denied

his Lord and Master. Blessed, for

ever blessed, is that person, who

ets such a divine touch, such a

i. of love and repentance. O

thou Saviour of sinners, thou Re

deemer of men! grant a look of

mercy unto me, that my soul may

praise Thee; suffer not the enemy

to prevail over me, but from this

temptation make a way of escape,

that shall get glory to thy name

and grace. -

My friend, I am truly weak and

feeble; you have several times at

Philadelphia, seen how sensibly the

exercise of my mind, has affected

my body; now my heart seems to

be just broken; I feel at times as if

all the curses of Mount Ebal, were

about to be fulfilled in me. O

whither shall I flee for refuge! O

my soul, if thou shouldst go down

to the pit, none there will be so

miserable! If grace and mercy

save thee, none will have so great

cause to praise the riches of re

deeming love! As yet there is

hope, seeing I am out of hell, and

within the reach of mercy; for

Jesus is mighty to save “even to

the uttermost;” and he has said

that “all manner of sin and blas

phemy shall be forgiven unto men,”

except one: I will therefore try to

lay hold on his word, and bear up

as long as I can, and if I perish,

let it be at his feet.

- Dec. 8th.

My Friend,-The above was

wrote yesterday, as one of the last

acts of my life, and merely, as it

were, that you might have know

ledge of the state of mind, that I

expected I should leave this world

in. Blessed be a God of grace and

mercy, I am now in cheerful hope;

and will try to give you an account

of my exercise, after the above let

ter was wrote. Being in extreme

anguish of soul, I put by the paper,

and went on deck, where I conti

nued walking, backward and for

ward, for some time, trying to look

up to a throne of grace, under a

feeling sense of the weight of some

of the curses pronounced from

Mount Ebal, as recorded in the

28th of Deuteronomy, particularly

the 23d and 24th verses. “And

the heaven that is over thy head

shall be brass, and the earth that is

under thee shall be iron, the Lord

shall make the rain of thy land

powder and dust, from isº

shall it come down upon thee, until

thou be destroyed.”—My friend, I

think I felt as much of the power of

those words, for some days, as my

strength could well bear, until my

heart got such a strong palpitation,

that it seemed as if it would force

its way out of my body. Thus bur

dened, I was striving to look up, as

I have said, when suddenly a ray

of light beamed on my heart, and

I had leave to look.”the heaven

over my head, was now no longer

as brass, nor the earth as iron; the

enemy had fled, and all was peace

within, but my body was very

weak. In this sore travail, my

friend, I had a deep sense of the

misery connected with being ever.

lastingly deprived of the light of

God’s countenance: truly may it be

said, that this light is “better than

life.” My soul beareth witness to

the truth of it; for nothing less

than the light of his countenance

being lifted up upon me, could have

relieved me from the distress I was

in. Some little time after, I went
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to retirement, and had sweet free

don at a throne of grace; and my

soul clave to the dear people of

God: a separation from them has

often appeared to me to be con

nected with much misery; but I

think it can only be so to a gra

cious soul, and that only in this
world.

The last night I had rest, and this

morning arose refreshed, and had

sweet liberty at a throne of grace.

Walking the deck before breakfast,

part of an hymn came to my recol

lection, and I began to sing “None

but Jesus, None but Jesus, None

but Jesus, can do helpless sinners

good.” In the next verse, there is

the word Hallelujah; when I came

to that, it appeared as if I was in

concert with the Heavenly Host;

and was so affected, that to avoid

observation, and support my weak

frame, I was obliged to lean against

the pump. Here I cried out to the

Heavenly Host, to prostrate them

selves still lower at the feet of

Jesus; adding if ever I came there,

I would so outdo them in this, that

they should have nothing to do, but

stand still and wonder. This may

appear a flight of fancy; neverthe

less, I think I have the word of

God, in support of an opinion I

have longentertained—the idea that

the happiness of the . angels

will be increased, by beholding the

humble worship of the redeemed

ones of Jesus. Another thing I

have had a deep sense of in this

trial, which is this—That the crea

ture cannot possibly have any thing

inherent in itself, that can consti

tute its happiness; but its happi

ness is wholly in the blessed God;

and were it possible for God to be

in the least degree unhappy, the

creature must of necessity be mi

serable. ... I have many things on

my mind, that I wish to express,

but you see the paper fails. May

a God of grace keep you near to

himself, and pour out upon you a

spirit of prayer and supplication,

that you may often, at a throne of

Vol. IX.-Ch. ,Adv.

grace, remember a poor helpless

creature, that greatly needs the

prayers of others.

January 16th, 1798.

My Precious Friend,-It was but

a few days after I wrote the other

two sheets, before the native unbe

lief of my heart began to work, and

open a way for the enemy to ap

proach. He returned, with I think

unusual fury or force, or both, and

got as full possession of my powers

as he could obtain, without quite

Jestroying me. Truly, my friend,

I did appear like one fallen under

his enemy, who was continually

Piercing him in the tenderest parts,

with poisoned weapons, that in.

flamed his blood, and hastened his

end. Just such an effect has the

fiery darts of Satan on the powers

of the soul, which are mostly urg

ing to apostacy, despair, blasphe

mies, &c. &c. They tend to poison

the soul to death, and to drink the

spirits up, so that I appeared to be

dying by inches; so that despair

ing of life, I did, on the 14th day

of January, warn my officers of my

fears, and gave some direction for

their future government. It is im

possible to give a full description of

what has passed in my soul for se

veral days past. There is some

thing descriptive of it in the seventh

chapter of Job.

After noon, I was walking fee

bly to and fro on the deck, for I

could not lie, or sit still a minute

together, because the enemy was

now determined for blood. He

would come to no terms, but would

have life, soul, body and all—noth

ing less would satisfy him.—In this

extremity, those words in the 45th

of Isaiah, “Look unto me and be

ye saved, all the ends of the earth,

for I am God, and there is none

else.”—Those words I say, came

with such an inviting voice and

fulness, that they took in even me;

and I was enabled to look up, as

the children of Israel did, to the

brazen serpent in the wilderness,

S
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and experienced the same effect;

for instantly the enemy fled, and I

was healed of my wounds, so that I

felt no more of them, than if they

had never been, except bodily

weakness. Those words also, “And

I, if I be lifted up, will draw all

men unto me,” were precious words

indeed. How exceedingly endear

ing to the soul, is a crucified Sa

viour, under these views, and in

such circumstances! I will now

mention some of the leading things,

or scripture texts, that have appear

ed against me in this trial. The

sixth of the Hebrews, appeared so

F. against me, that I thought

could not be saved, without it was

broken, which I knew was impos

sible. The 13th of 1st Corinthi

ans also, shut me out. A total

want of charity, and all its accom

panying graces, made me conclude

I was nothing. This I experienced

for myself, my friend, that no pos

sible attainment of doctrine &c.,

can satisfy my soul. I must pos

sess this precious grace of love, and

have it in exercise, or I cannot rest

satisfied. Part of the 24th of

Matthew, together with the 2d of

2d Thessalonians, with many other

passages, have had a tendency to

f". me heartbreaking fears that

was deluded. An assertion of

old Mr. M'Crearys', at Mrs. Hodges’

society one evening, has also much

broken my peace, which was this—

That a person might love God, love

his word, love his people, hate sin,

&c., and yet not have old things

done away. My friend, this is a

hard saying, and coming from such

an old ambassador of Jesus as he

is, makes it still harder. I confess,

I think he spoke it unadvisedly;

and after all my exercise about it,

it cannot pass, without being qua

lified with these words, “A person

might think he loved,” &c. &c. Per

haps you may be ready to say here,

why you have been searching the

scriptures, and every thing else, for

weapons against your own peace.

It may be so, my friend, but mine

is an active mind, and is fearful of

deception. Truly the salvation of

a sinner, and the preciousness of

the soul, are so great in my view,

that I cannot rest, without a well

founded hope. O who can bear the

thought of being banished from the

presence of God, and the glory of

his power for ever ! May his grace

be sufficient for me, and in his own

good time, establish my soul in

peace; that I may no longer be a

burden to myself, and his dear peo

ple; but may be made useful to his

church militant, and be prepared

to join his church triumphant, and

sing the praises of redeeming love,

in strains that shall outdo any other

creature he has made.

On my arrival at Philadelphia

from the aforesaid voyage, I heard

of the death of an elder brother, in

the state of Maryland, and thought

it a duty to visit his bereaved fa

mily. I therefore gave up the com

mand of the ship, took my wife and

two of our little children, and set

off to Maryland in the stage. When

I got to my brother’s late dwelling,

I met with a melancholy scene,

which tended to bring my mind into

awful gloom and despondence; so

that I could derive no comfort from

being with my relatives. I there

fore made but a short stay among

them, and set off again to return to

Philadelphia, earnestly desiring to

be with the dear people of God, and

in the way of means and ordi

nances. While on the road, the

second morning, I had such views

of the dreadful evil and desert of

sin, with my own exposedness to

everlasting destruction, by reason

of it, that I was deprived of the

common, feelings of humanity; so

that while viewing the rocks, trees,

and other objects around, I thought

were they, and all nature, instantly

enveloped in ruin, it would give

me no concern at all; it would be

but a trifle, in comparison with the

wrath of an Infinite God, bursting

upon a guilty sinner, out of Christ.

In this state of mind, we arrived at
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an inn, where we were to breakfast.

While this was preparing, I walked

about the room, regardless of pre

sent objects, until I saw a book ly

ing in the window, which I took

up, and opened at the beginning of

a sermon, headed with these words

in capital letters, “My GRACE is

sufficient for THEE:” on reading

these words, a ray of hope beamed

upon my soul, that was as life from

the dead. I could now eat my

breakfast, and attend to my wife

and children with affection and de

light, whereas before, I cared noth

ing about them. We now proceeded

on our journey, and I had not been

long seated, before the enemy sug

gested a thought, that although

these words were sufficient for

Paul, yet they were not applicable

to my case. Now I sunk again

into deep despondence, which last

ed several months. Sometimes I

had such an aversion forced upon

me to religious exercises, that I

went to them with reluctance; but

always found that I could not only

endure them, but could take a lead

ing part in them with composure,

and I hope to edification, some

times. I felt so great an aversion

to the gospel, or to preaching, that

I thought if I went to meeting, I

should not be able to stay the ser

mon out, so that I used to go in

great fear. But I had secretly de

termined, that before I fled, I would

step out in the midst of the congre

gation, and bear my testimony to

the truths of the gospel, and to the

reality and glory of religion, and

confess my want of it, that it might

not be evil spoken of. This exer

cise wore off gradually, so that I,

insensibly as it were, recovered

hope and peace, without any ex

traordinary interposition of Provi

dence, as heretofore.

About seven years has elapsed

since the above was noted; nothing

having taken place in the interval,

that is uncommon among men that

are careful about their souls’ salva

tion. On another voyage, dated

July the 10th, 1804, I thus wrote—

For several days past, my soul has

been in such gloom and darkness,

that I this day have awful fears of

getting into actual despair of mercy,

and giving up all for lost. Sure I

am, if God does not lift up the light

of his countenance upon my dark

benighted soul, in an especial man

ner soon, I shall be driven away

from his presence, and the glory of

his power for ever. The enemy

does appear to have such a mastery

over me, that he drives me from

every refuge, giving me no rest,

day or night, saying, “where is

now your God!” O whither shall

I flee! every door appears to be

shut, even mercy’s door, and who

can open that! O where is the Sa

viour ! where is the Lamb of God,

that taketh away the sin of the

world! Surely he was slain to sa

tisfy justice, and open the door of

mercy, for poor lost sinners; for in

him “mercy and truth have met to

gether, righteousness and peace

have kissed each other.” O that

my soul was interested in this sa

crifice, and could feel the efficacy

of that blood, which cleanseth from

all sin! O for faith, precious faith

herein, that I might experience the

peaceful effects thereof; but the

tempter says, I have often trampled

this blood under my feet, and out.

the Saviour to open shame, and

have done such despite to the Holy

Spirit, that I have been long given

up to Satan's delusions, who has

been mocking me, with all his

counterfeits of Christian experi

ences. O Lord God of grace, for

bid that this should be the case ! and

help me to distinguish, between

what is thine and his. 0 let him

not triumph over me! O Lord,

bruise him under my feet shortly,

as thou hast promised to thy church

and people, in thy precious word'

O Lord, let a sinner, a trembling,

hell-deserving sinner, live, and show

unto me thy precious salvation,

that I may praise thee! - -

July the 11th–The last night,
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for the most part, the enemy' was

pursuing my spirit , with many

things to excite despair, and I can

not see why he has not prevailed,

for I have no strength to oppose,

and my only hope appears to be,

that I am as yet out of hell. My

head feels very giddy, my heart

faint, and my flesh burning with

fever of a nervous kind, which I

cannot but fear the issue of; for we

are in a bad climate, being near the

equator, with bad rainy weather,

and no medical aid. Surely these

things would be a sore trial even to

one of God’s own dear people, that

had his special aid. No wonder then,

that they should quite overcome a

oor weak creature, that really

H. he is an apostate, and that his

very prayers are sin. O for a

limpse of the Saviour! O for the

#. of his blessed countenance,

to be lifted up upon my dark be

nighted soul!

July the 12th-This day I have

a hope of better things than yester

day; even things that pertain to

salvation. While I was writing

the above, yesterday, I felt a sen

sible relief from the oppression of

the enemy, and when I had gone

on deck and walked about awhile,

I found that he had quite with

drawn; so that I could look around,

as it were, and reflect with compo

sure; and now my mind got en

gaged on pleasing subjects, that

created hope, and restored peace,

so that a sweet calm pervaded all

my powers. Truly the change was

so great, that it appeared in a de

gree, like a deliverance from the

pains of hell, to the joys of heaven.

Adored for ever be a God of grace,

for the rich inestimable gift of his

dear Son, to a lost world, that by

shedding his precious blood, the

flames of hell are quenched, and

sinners everlastingly saved from sin

and all its direful effects, through

faith in His name. During the last

night I had rest, and was entirely

free from the enemy; not one blast

came near, and this morning I arose

refreshed and composed, but very

weak, and still in fever. After

walking the deck awhile, I felt

more .#, childlike spirit than I had

ever experienced. I mean not a

spirit of adoption, but a spirit of

dependence and helplessness; yea,

as helpless as an infant; and that

I stood in need of as constant care

and protection, as an infant just

born into this world; and now, un

der this view of myself, I was en

abled to look up to an all-sufficient

God, as my Hº Father in

Christ Jesus, and trust him for all

things, both for time and eternity.

I had no lively emotion of joy on

this occasion, but I appeared to

have a solid, substantial rock to

rest upon, which could not be

moved, and was every way suited

to my necessities. Blessed be a

God of boundless grace, for all

things that pertain to this life, and

a hope for that which is to come.

I shall mention one thing worth

noticing, and have done, which is

this—That either in the time of

those trials, or soon after they were

over, I have been guided to a chap

ter or psalm, descriptive of the ex

ercise; for instance, in this last

case, I was guided to the hundred

and thirtieth psalm for the trial,

and to the hundred and thirty-first,

for its effects.

BENJAMIN Wickes.
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A commentary upon the epistle

of Paul, the Apostle to the GA

latians. Wherein is set forth

most earcellently, theglorious rich

es of God’s grace, and the power

of the Gospel, with the difference

between the Law and the Gospel,

and the strength of Faith declared;

to the joyful comfort and confir

mation of all true Christian be

lievers, especially such as are in

wardly afflicted and grieved in

conscience, and do hunger and

thirst for justification in Christ

Jesus. For whose case most chief!

this book is translated, printed,

and dedicated to the same. By JMr.

JMartin Luther. To which is pre

faced, an Account of the Life of

the .Author.

“He that believeth and is baptized, shall

be saved; but he that believeth not,

shall be damned.” JMark xvi. 16.

“Walk while ye have the light, lest dark

ness come upon you.” John xii. 35.

Philadelphia; printed and sold by

R. Aitken, JNo. 22, JMarket Street,

1801.

Retrospective reviews have of

late years become frequent; and

for ourselves, we are free to declare,

that we think them, if well conduct

ed, far more valuable than the re

views, however ably written, of the

eater part of the productions of

#. day. Books are now mostly

made from books; and we would

rather go back at once to the origi

nal thinkers on a subject, than to

receive their thoughts after having

been strained through a dozen

minds, and often tinctured with

much extraneous matter which they

have acquired in the passage. On

the important points in theology es

pecially, we want to know in what

manner those great men thought

and wrote, who cleared away the

vile and accumulated rubbish, of

popery, at the time of the Protest

ant reformation, and dug out, just

as they found them, the essential

and precious truths of the Christian

system, from the pure mine of di

vine revelation. -

It is well known in what light

the gospel doctrine of justification

by the imputed righteousness of

Christ, received and rested on by

faith alone, was regarded by Luther,

the first and chief of the reformers.

He not only considered it, as articu

lus stantis vel cadentis ecclesiae, but

he insisted that there could be no

genuine and soul-saving religion,

where this doctrine was not well

understood and cordially embraced.

The sensibility with which he spoke

and wrote on this subject, was no

doubt increased by a remembrance

of “the wormwood and the gall,”

of which he had partaken deeply,

before he obtained deliverance by

coming to an understanding of this

glorious and fundamental truth. It

appears by a statement of one of his

early biographers, prefixed to the

work before us, that “three days

and three nights together, he lay

upon his bed, without meat, drink,

or any sleep, like a dead man, (as

some do write of him,) labouring in

soul and spirit upon a certain place

of St. Paul, in the third chapter to

the Romans, which was, “ad osten

dendam justitiam suám;” thinking

Christ to be sent for no other end

but to show forth God’s justice, as

an executor of his law; till at length

being assured and satisfied by the

Lord, touching the right meaning

of these words, signifying the jus

tice of God to be executed upon his

son, to save us from the stroke

thereof, he immediately upon the

same, started up from his bed, so

confirmed in faith, as nothing after

wards could appal him.”

On reading this passage it occurred

to us, that the text which cost Luther

such an agony, and the right under
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standing of which afforded him such

joyous and permanent relief, is the

very one on which Dr. Murdock

preached his notorious sermon,

which was reviewed in our second

volume; and in which he set aside

the doctrine of Luther, and of all the

reformers in relation to the atone

ment; and represented that doctrine

as wholly unsatisfactory and inde

fensible. We verily suspect that the

Doctor did not fast, and pray, and

study, half as much as the reformer

did, in order to get at the true im

port of this all-important text; and

as to the natural powers of the two

men, we shall make no compari

son. But as it is—we distinctly

avow it—a part of our object in

this review, to set the doctrine of

justification by faith, as held at the

reformation, and as it is now held

by those who truly believe in the

Confession of Faith and Catechisms

of the Presbyterian church, in con

trast with that which has some open

advocates in our country, even

among those who claim to be Cal

vinists, yes, and Presbyterians too

—we shall give what we take to be

the cream, or essence, of the new

and improved system of justifica

tion, from the Christian Spectator,

published at New Haven in Sep

tember last, in a review of a trea

tise of Dr. Bellamy, entitled, “True

Religion Delineated ;” and in

which, by the way, we think Dr.

B. is grievously misrepresented:

“What then is the ground on which

the penitent sinner is pardoned? It is

not that the sufferings of Christ were of

the nature of punishment; for, being in

nocent, he had no sins of his own to

be punished for; and as he was a dis

tinct being from us, he could not be

strictly punished for ours. It is not that

he suffered in our stead, in such a sense

as to annihilate our guilt; for then we

should not have needed pardon. It is

not that he cancelled any debt of ours on

the cross; for if he did, all men might

demand a discharge from penal obliga

tion. Of those who suppose that Christ

literally “paid the whole debt of the

elect,” our author says, “they understand

nothing rightly about God or Christ, the

law or the gospel." He is indeed called

a ‘ransom,’ and his people are said to be

‘bought with a price;' but it is only by

way of metaphor. It is not that by his

death he satisfied the penal justice of

God; for if he did, punishment could not

be equitably inflicted on sinners, whether

penitent or not. Nor indeed is it that

the righteousness of Christ is imputed to

those who are pardoned, either as a per

sonal quality, or in such a manner as to

be accounted to them as if it were theirs.

Nothing can be imputed but that which

is one’s own personal attribute or act.

Hence, though Dr. B. does in one place

speak of the imputation of Christ's right

eousness to believers, he obviously refers

not to its transfer, but to the enjoyment

of its consequences; and he more com

monly speaks of “faith,” a personal quali

ty of the saints, “is imputed for right

eousness.” What then is the ground on

which forgiveness is bestowed It is

simply this, that the death of Christ

removed the difficulties which would

otherwise have eternally barred the exer

cise of pardoning mercy.

“One of these difficulties was, that

God could not maintain the honour of his

law and remit transgression, without a

propitiatory sacrifice. But how does he

thus show his respect for the law while

he remits its penalty? By submitting, in

the death of Christ, to an evil in the mo

ral system, more expressive of his displea

sure against sin, than would have been

the evil of the eternal misery of mankind,

had they been left to perish. It was not

necessary that the evil involved in the

sufferings of Christ should be actually as

great as that involved in the everlasting

perdition of all men. All that was need

ful was, that God in the sacrifice of his

Son, should make an eachibition to the in

telligent universe, of as much respect for

his law, as he would have done by inflict

ing its penalty on every offender. All

must have known that his love to his Son

was infinite, and therefore that in giving

him up to die, he submitted to an evil,

which displayed his detestation of sin, as

fully as would have been done by the de

served punishment of our whole race.

Another difficulty removed by the

atonement was, that without this expedi

ent God could not be just to his moral

kingdom, in dispensing forgiveness. Jus

tice to all the subjects of his moral go

vernment required, that he should not do

that which would most effectually deter

them from sinning. And how does the

death of Christ answer this purpose By

showing them that God, rather than suf.

fer transgression to pass with impunity,

would devote his holy Son to the bitter

pains of the cross! And what ingenuous

mind would not consider this dreadful

spectacle as great a motive to refrain from
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sin, as would be the infliction of the curse

of the law on all transgressors? To see

infinite Innocence bleeding for sins not

his own, how is it calculated to chill the

heart, and inspire it with horror at the

thought of transgression Who now can

continue in sin with the hope of impunity,

if, to render pardon consistent with the

welfare of God’s moral kingdom, his im

maculate Son must die!

“The other difficulty obviated by the

death of Christ was, that without it, God

could not pardon sin in justice to his own

character as a moral ruler. “It was not,

therefore, because the goodness of the

divine nature needed any motive to draw

it forth into exercise, that Jesus Christ

obeyed, and died in our room; but it was

to answer the ends of moral government,

and to secure the honour of the moral Go

termor.” He had the credit of his own

character to maintain as a holy, sin-hating

God. And by devoting his Son to the

cross, he showed his aversion to sin as

clearly as he could have done by execut

ing the incurred penalty on the whole of

cur sinful race. Would we wish to know

how he feels in regard to sin, it is not ne

cessary to turn our eyes on that world of

waiting which he has peopled with his

nghteous wrath, we may see it still more

clearly in the cross on which he left the

nfinite Redeemer to agonize and expire.

Thus the death of Christ has removed all

the difficulties which, from the nature of

moral government, must otherwise have

stood in the way of a consistent exercise

of pardoning mercy. So that now God

can be “just” to himself, to his law, and

to the intelligent universe, “and the jus

tifier of him that believeth in Jesus.”

We request the reader to keep

in his recollection this precious

morceau of New Haven theolo

sy, and to compare it with the

doctrine taught by Luther; and not

by him alone, but, we repeat, by all

the Reformers; for however they

might differ about the nature of the

sacramental elements in the Lord’s

supper, and some other minor

Points, they were, on this cardinal

doctrine of justification, perfectly

agreed. It will be found that there

is just as much difference between

the old system and the new, as be

tween light and darkness—that the

two systems are in fact the direct

and perfect opposites of each other.

Luther seemed as if he could never

sufficiently inculcate his favourite

doctrine, the value of which he

knew, as he declared, by much ex

perience. He brought it in on all

occasions; but his most elaborate

and full explanation of it, is found in

this commentary on the Epistle to

the Galatians. He publickly ex

pounded this whole epistle, twice

over, at Wittemberg—verse by

verse, and in many passages, word

by word; and then committed the

whole to the press, and sent it

abroad in the Latin language.

The work before us is a transla

tion made in England, in less than

thirty years after the'death of Lu

ther, and allowed and recommended

by the bishop of London. We love

this good old wine of the Reforma

tion so much, that presuming some

of our readers at least may have the

same relish, we will give them a pre

libation of it, in the recommendatory

address of the good bishop. His lan

guage indeed is somewhat antiqua

ted, but not half as much so as his

sentiments. He writes as follows:

to The READEh.

This Book being brought unto me to

peruse and to consider of, I thought it my

part, not only to allow of it to be printed,

but also to commend it to the Reader, as

a treatise most comfortable to all afflicted

consciences, exercised in the school of

Christ. The author felt what he spoke,

and had experience of what he wrote,

and therefore was able more lively to ex

press both the assaults and the salving ;

the order of the battle, and the means of

the victory. Satan is the enemy; the vic

tory is only by faith in Christ, as John re

cordeth. If Christ justify, who can con

demn f saith St. Paul. This most neces

sary doctrine the Author hath most sub

stantially cleared in this Commentary:

Which being written in the Latin tongue,

certain godly learned men have most sin

cerely translated into our language, to the

great benefit of all such as, with humble

hearts, will diligently read the same.

Some began it according to such skill as

they had; others, godly affected; not

suffering so good a matter in-handling to

be marred, put to their helping hands, for

the better framing and furthering of so

worthy a work. They refuse to be

named, seeking neither their own gain

nor glory, but thinking it their happiness,
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if by any means they may relieve afflicted

minds, and do good to the church of

Christ, yielding all glory unto God, to

whom all glory is due.

EDw1Nus LoNDox.

.Aprilis 28th, 1575.

This book was reprinted in Phi

ladelphia, as the title shows, by Ro

bert Aitken—the same man, Chris

tian reader, who reduced himself

to poverty by printing the first edi

tion of the Bible, that was ever pub

lished in the United States. It

was during our revolutionary war,

when no copies of the English Bi

ble could be imported from Britain:

and when it was not yet thought and

said in our country, that we could

do better without the Bible and the

Sabbath, than with them. Then it

was that Robert Aitken, counselled

by the pious part of the old conti

nental Congress, published the Eng

lish Bible, that the people might not

be famished for a want of the bread

and water of life; and although he

became poor by this, as Bibles were

imported before he had sold half his

edition—Bibles which could be af

forded at half the cost of his—yet he

had such a love for the reformation

doctrines, that when his own soul

had been refreshed by some book

that contained them, print it he

would, whether it would sell or not.

It was in this manner, that the old

fashioned book before us, came to

have a reimpression in our country.

We speak here of our own know

ledge, and we have thought it not

beside our purpose, to tell how Lu

ther's Commentary on the Epistle

to the Galatians, came to be re

published in America. ...We are

pretty confident there is not a

printer among us at present, that

would do anything like it—nor are

the printers greatly to blame for not

printing books that few will read—

the want of readers, is the chief cri

minal and censurable matter.

We have never seen the Latin

copy of this work; but we doubt

not the translation was correct at the

time it was made; and although the

change in our own language, since

that period, has rendered some of

the translator’s expressions in a de

gree uncouth; yet they are still in

telligible, and to some they will be

even the more acceptable from their

age—exhibiting forms of speech

once in accordance with the taste

of the day, not undesirable to be

known, and which, in many in

stances, have not been changed for

the better. There is a masculine

strength in the style of Hooker,

which no prose writer of the pre

sent age can pretend to equal.

... left no opportunity that

offered unemployed, to assail pope

ry; and this work abounds with

deadly thrusts at “The Man of

sin”—To us, he is not the less wel

come on that account. He also

dealt heavy blows against the fa

natick Anabaptists of Germany;

who about the time of his..

ing this commentary, were near

the zenith of their influence—It is

scarcely necessary to say, that the

Baptists of the present day have no

resemblance to the deluded men

whom he thus assailed.

It is our purpose to publish so

much of this commentary, as to place

fully before our readers, Luther's

views of the doctrine ofJustification,

and his manner of applying it; and

to add, as we proceed, and at the

close, such remarks of our own as

we may think of use, to expose the

anti-reformation doctrines which

are striving for dominancy in our

country; and to promote the hold

ing fast of the truth as it is in Jesus,

and its salutary practical influence

on the hearts and lives of our fel

low Christians. But this must be

delayed till the coming month.

(To be continued.)
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Hints for the Gardener.—In Pennsylva

nia, vegetation generally commences at a

mean temperature between 55° and 65°,

if the wind should be east of the meri

dian, but if west, between 55° and 75°.

In either case an uninterrupted continu

ance of not less than 14 days, will be ne

cessary to produce a visible effect. If

southerly winds prevail, the time will be

shorter. The above temperature often

takes place in March, by which both

gardeners and farmers are deceived in

raising vegetables; for, by long observa

tion, it is known that a settled state of the

weather does not take place in Pennsyl

vania, before the middle of April. Such

seeds and plants as have been put in the

ground at an earlier period, and have as

sumed a prosperous appearance, are, by

piercing winds and late frosts, nipped in

the bud and checked in their growth, for

a week or two. Experience therefore

teaches us that gardens made after the

middle of April, are most productive.

The difference of temperature between

55° and 75° often takes place in the ,

course of 24 hours, owing to the force

and direction of the wind. Lancaster

Eraminer.

Western Enterprise.—Under this head,

the New Orleans Mercantile mentions the

arrival at that place of General Dodge, a

citizen of Michigan Territory, near Green

Bay. He is a trader to New Orleans from

the river Ousconsin, in a boat navigated

by himself, and laden with lead produced

above Galena. He was a direct trader to

the city of New Orleans from one hun

dred and fifty miles above Febvre river,

one thousand miles above St. Louis, in all

two thousand two hundred miles above

the New Orleans ordinary water naviga

tion!

Georgia Gold.—A gentleman from Wal

ton county, has furnished the Georgia

Athenian with the following flattering

statement of the richness of a gold mihe

in Hall county, to which he says he was

an eye-witness.

“At a mine called New Potosi, ten

miles west of Gainesville, Hall county,

now owned and worked by Harris

M'Laughlin & Co., thirty-four pounds of

rock were pounded in a common iron

mortar, and yielded seventy-one penny

weights of pure gold. I have the gold

now in my possession. The hands em

ployed are making, by washing dirt, from

four to seven dwts. per day each. It is

altogether gold dust, no coarse gold. We

think the vein inexhaustible.”

Gossamer.—It is generally supposed

Vol. IX.-Ch. ,ſldv.

that the silver lines which cross our path

way in autumnal mornings, or the threads

that hang, laden with dew drops, from

branch to branch, or from bank to bank

of the murmuring rivulet, are the bridges

by which the industrious spider travels

from these opposite situations. A French

naturalist, has, however, just published a

very ingenious statement, in which he as

serts that the spider weaves himself a

wing of net-work from limb to limb–or,

to speak scientifically, from anterior to

posterior extremities, as in the flying

squirrel—and that, by this contrivance,

the insect can traverse considerable

spaces, and leaves a thread for his even

ing return.

The Zanesville Republican of the 12th

inst, says:–“On Saturday morning last,

we beheld a most beautiful phenomenon

at the rising of the sun. Its appearance

was preceded by the semblance of three

suns on the eastern horizon, about 15 de

grees distant from each other: and as the

sun rose in the centre, the luminous ap

[...". rose in the manner of a rain

ow, with some of the colours of which

they were tinctured, and by the time the

sun had reached the distance of 5 degrees

above the horizon formed a beautiful

halo, or rather arch, the base and apex of

which vied in brilliancy with the sun it

self, slightly veiled as it was by light

clouds, or mist on the horizon. The

whole formed the most splendid pheno

mena of the kind that we ever witnessed.”

A prospectus has been issued for the

publication of the Life of the late Richard

Stockton, Esq. of New Jersey. The life

of so distinguished a man, by a compe

tent biographer, will prove interesting

and instructive to the community.

Culture of Silk.—On publishing the

Report lately made to the House of Re

presentatives of the United States by

Judge Spencer, on the domestick culture

of silk, embracing a very instructive and

interesting letter on the subject, from the

venerable and patriotick Peter S., Du

Ponceau of Philadelphia, the National In

telligencer says, we are strongly impress

ed with the conviction, that an interest of

immense value to our country is involved

in this matter, and consequently in the

decision which Congress shall make on

the proposition now before it. The op

portunity, which is now so fortunately

presented, of securing for the country,

beyond the risk of loss, that knowledge

of the art which is indispensable to any

extensive utility from the silk, culture,

and which it is extremely difficult to pro
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cure, if not now embraced, may be lost

for many years, or for an age.

Cultivation of the Tea Plant at the

Cape of Good Hope.—The colonists at the

Cape have been for some time speculat

ing on the cultivation of the tea plant.

The South African Advertiser states, that

Mr. Rhenius, one of the governors of the

Cape, raised tea sufficient for his own

consumption. It states that the tea plant

is hardy and vigorous, and will grow any

where, from the Equator to the 45th de

gree of latitude, but, that the best tea is

produced between 25 and 32 degrees of

latitude. It is supposed, if Chinese, ac

quainted with the cultivation could be in

duced to come to the Cape, even for a

time, that under their instruction it might

be brought to perfection; but the great

difficulty appears to be, how to induce

such Chinese to come among them; for

which they seem to build their hope on

the effect of opening the trade between

England and China, which they suppose

will cause a much greater number of Chi

nese than heretofore, to visit England,

and the colonies in the line of voyage.

.An Or's Gall will set any colour—silk,

cotton or woollen. I have seen the co

lours of calico which faded at one wash

ing, fixed by it. Where one lives near a

slaughterhouse, it is worth while to buy

cheap fading goods, and set them in this

way. The gall can be bought for a few

cents. Get out all the liquid, and cork it

up in a large vial. One large spoonful of

this in a gallon of warm water is suffi

cient. This is likewise excellent for tak

ing out spots from bombazine, bombazet,

&c. After being washed in this, they

look about as well as when new. It must

be thoroughly stirred into the water, and

not put upon the cloth. It is used with

out soap. After being washed in this,

cloth which you want to clean, should be

washed in warm suds, without using soap.

iſitiigious; intelligence.

From the Missionary Chronicle for Decem

ber last, of the London Evangelicul Soc.

FortEign.

MADAGASCAR.

Ertracts from the most recent Communica

tions of the Missionaries belonging to the

.Madagascar JMission, together with the

Report of the School Society there.

Presuming that information respecting

the Mission to the Island of Madagascar,

will be interesting to our readers in gene

ral, we lay before them the following ac

count, which is the substance of the latest

communications received from the mis

sionaries belonging to that station. It is

to be regretted that it is not of a more en

couraging nature; but there is one fact

which must afford high gratification to

all the friends of missions—that is, the

tramslation of the JNew Testament into the

JMadagasse language, and the printing of

an edition of three thousand copies of that

translation. It is hoped that this is an ef.

fect of missionary labour which, whatever

steps the missionaries themselves may be

*:::: to take, shall not cease to operate

in the diffusion of religious knowledge,

until the time come when the whole earth

shall be filled with the glory of God.

In letters from Messrs. Griffith and

Johns, dated Tananarivo, 19th March, 1830,

containing minutes of meetings of the

missionaries from the 11th of September,

1829, to 19th March, 1830, it is stated,

that the printing of 3000 copies of the

New Testament, in the Madagasse lan

guage, had been completed. They had

resolved to bind 400 copies in the first in

stance, and to distribute 50 copies, in se

parate sheets, for improving the scholars

in reading; 600 copies of John's Gospel

were about to be stitched and put into

circulation; and 800 extra copies of the

Epistles to the Galatians and Ephesians,

with the decalogue annexed to it, were

ready for circulation. They were pro

ceeding with the book of Genesis, and

intended to send it to press as soon as

ossible. Editions of two tracts, consist

ing of 1000 copies each, had also been

printed, and they were preparing other

tracts for the press, and an abstract of a

book on arithmetick, for the use of

schools. They complain that none buy
the spelling-book which had been in:

Besides finishing the New Testament,

they had printed four sheets of the Old,

1500 copies of a catechism, and 2000

spelling-books, bound 1060 catechisms,

800 copies of a catechism of Scripture

names, 1500 of Luke's, 500 of Mark’s,

and 100 of John's gospel, and 700 spell

-ing-books. One of the artizans had ap

plied to the authorities for a remunera

tion of the loss he had sustained in conse

quence of their not fulfilling their en

gagement, which was favourably re

ceived. The money demanded had been

|. and orders given to go on with the

usiness. Nothing is known as to the in

tention of the French: a report had

reached Tananarivo, stating that the

French had abandoned their project.
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The schools were somewhat revived,

and the queen had promised they should

be placed on their former footing, and be

better filled than ever. The present po

litical state of the country presents noth

ing of a very cheering or promising na

ture; yet notwithstanding the events of

the last two years, the discouragements,

disappointments, and anxiety under which

they have laboured, “we have been per

mitted,” say they, “through the tender

mercies of our heavenly Father, to pursue

our work, and have succeeded beyond

our expectations, and now have seen the

printing of the New Testament com

pleted. May the Lord open the hearts of

the people to receive his word, that the

wilderness may rejoice and blossom as the
rose!

These minutes are accompanied with

the following Report of the Madagascar

School Society.

Report of the Madagascar Missionary

School Society, from JMarch, 1828, to

December 31, 1829.

The members of the Madagascar School

Society cannot review the events which

have transpired since their last Report,

without deep emotion. Numerous cir

cumstances at that time occurred to en

courage the cheering expectation, that

education would rapidly extend through
some populous districts at a greater dis

tance from the capital of Mada r than

those places where schools had been pre

viously established. Arrangements had

been made to open schools in Imamo,

the southern part of the province of Vo

nizongo, and the northern part of the pro

vince of Betsileo. Stations were select

ed. In the southern part of the pro

vince of Venizongo, Soavina, Fihaonana,

Andrambazina, Fierenana-Miara-manjaka

Ankazobe; in the province of Imamo, in

cluding its four districts, viz. Valalafotsy,

Tsimamolakazo, Mandridrano, Fonena

naisandaby.

These, with the schools previously

formed in connexion with this Society,

and specified in the last Report, aug

mented the number of scholars and teach

ers, by 30th June, 1828, thus:—

Schools. Teachers. Scholars.

Voromahery 9 18 423

Avaradrano 46 92 1790

Vakinisisaony 8 16 384

Ambodirano 4. 8 300

Marovatana 6 12 383

Betsileo 4. 8 377

Imamo 19 38 977

Vonizonge 6 12 380

Total 5014

About this period an event occurred

which appeared for a time calculated to

render uncertain all the future operations

of this society, and which the members

of the society have never ceased to con

template as one among the numerous

mysteries in the plans of divine Provi

dence, namely, the decease of Radama,

the sovereign of this country, in the very

prime of his life.

His late majesty's efforts in the diffu

sion of education among a considerable

portion of his subjects are well known,

and the direct encouragements he afford

ed to the formation of the new schools

were hailed by the members of the socie

ty as pledges of his continued regard to

the object of their labours, and of his

steady determination to prosecute the

work he had commenced.

Although express assurances were

given by her majesty, Ranavalona, suc

cessor to Radama, that she would steadily

carry forward the plans adopted by her

predecessor; yet, from the very customs

and political circumstances of the coun

try, some interruption and suspension of

the Society’s labours became unavoid

able.

The public mourning, which took place

on the decease of the king, prevented

the revival of the schools till the month

of December, 1828. In the course of

that month the schools were again per

mitted to be opened; but scarcely had

the scholars been collected, when an

augmentation of the military forces of the

country having been resolved on, a great

number of the senior scholars and teach

ers were drawn off to form recruits.

About 700 were removed from the schools

on this occasion.

Since that period, many of the schools

have diminished in numbers, and in some

cases they have entirely dwindled away.

In one village, regarded as sacred to the

principal idol of this part of the island,

exemption from the service of schools has

been claimed by the people, and allowed

by the government. Idolatry, of every

form, is unfavourable to the culture of the

human mind and the diffusion of useful

knowledge.

The members of the School Society

cannot help regretting that the stipulated

numbers for each school have not yet

been filled up; neither the deficiencies

remaining at the time of the demise of

the late king, nor those occasioned since,

by the increase of the army, and other

causes, have been made up by any dis

tinct orders from the government.

The present state of the schools (Dec.

31, 1829) may be thus estimated. Of

Schools specified in Report, May, 1828:--
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Schools. Teuchers. Scholars.

Voromahery 8 16 242

*Avaradrano 26 52 797

Imarovatana 2 4. 51

Ambodirano 4 8 227

Wakinisisaony 7 14 128

Total 1445

Of those formed subsequently to the

last Report, in the outer Province:–

Schools. Teachers. Scholars.

Innamo 12 24 267

Valalafotsy 5 10 226

Betsileo 4. 8 312

Vonizongo 6 12 380

Total 1185

Total in the Schools are . . 2630

31st Dec. 1829.

In consequence of express, orders

having been communicated from her ma

jesty to the School Society, interdicting

the gratuitous supplies of slates, paper,

&c. &c., and of the payment of gratuities

to the teachers, the School Society re

solved, a short time since, to wind up its

affairs for the present. The property,

consigned by different friends to the

Madagascar School Society, has been dis

posed of, and the proceeds have been

applied to the reduction of the Society’s

debt, as stated in the last report.

After mentioning the discouraging

state of affairs, Mr. David Johns, in a

letter, dated Tananarivo, 19th Feb. 1830,

states, that last Christmas the government

ſº an order for all the children who

ad left the schools, without permission,

to return and attend to their education,

which had revived the schools a little;

and the queen and her officers appear

more friendly than formerly. The queen

had ordered that the twelve boys who

were learning the dead languages, should

henceforth apply themselves to the Eng

lish language only, and endeavour to ob

tain a correct knowledge of it. The queen

purposes to have English and Madagasse,

and Madagasse and English, Dictionarics

composed, containing all the words in

use in the island. Two or three hundred

boys are to be employed to collect the

words, and when collected, they are to

be submitted to a society she intends to

establish, composed of officers, soldiers,

judges and white people, together with

some of the most intelligent men from

every part of the island, who are to ex

amine the words; and such as are ap

proved of are to be alphabetically enter

ed in a book by the secretaries.

* Five of these schools are on the bor.

ders of Antsihanaka.

From the Missionary Herald of last month.

EMBARKATIon of MISSIONARIES.

On the 28th of December last, the third

reinforcement of the mission at the Sand

wich Islands, sailed from New Bedford, in

the ship New England, Capt. Parker,

bound to the Pacific Ocean. The mem

bers of this reinforcement were the Rev.

Messrs. Dwight BALDw1N, REUBEN TIN

ken, and SHELDoN DIBBLE, and Mr. AN

Daew Johnstone, and their wives.

The three ordained missionaries had

received their theological education at

the seminary in Auburn; Mr. Baldwin

being a graduate of Yale College, Mr.

Tinker of Amherst, and Mr. Dibble of

Hamilton. Mr. Johnstone is sent out to

sustain a portion of the secular cares and

labours, and perhaps to relieve Mr. Cham

berlain of those labours entirely, for a

8CaSOn.

Should it be found practicable and ex

pedient, a mission will be fitted out to the

Marquesas Islands from the Sandwich

Islands, within a year from the arrival of

the present reinforcement. General in

structions have been given to this effect;

but so much must depend upon events

beyond human control, or even human

foresight, that no very definite plan can

now be laid with reference to the subject.

The missionaries were received with

great kindness and cordiality by friends

of missions in New Bedford and the vici

nity. There were numerous publick ex

ercises, having reference to the sailing of

the missionaries.

Mr. Dibble preached for the Rev. Mr.

Holmes, New Bedford, Sabbath, Dec.

12th; for the Rev. Mr. Eaton, Middle

borough, Sabbath, Dec. 19th; at Roches

ter, Rev. Mr. Bigelow's parish, Monday,

20th; at the Rev. Mr. Cobb's parish,

Tuesday, 21st; and in one of the Baptist

* of New Bedford, Sabbath, Dec.

26th.

Mr. Tinker preached for the Rev. Mr.

Holmes, Sabbath, Dec. 19th; at Fall

River, Monday, 20th; at Mattapoisett,

Sabbath, 26th; and at Fairhaven, on the

evenings of the 19th, 21st, and 26th.

Mr. Baldwin preached at Dartmouth,

Sabbath, Dec. 19th, and in one of the

Methodist churches of New Bedford, Sab

bath, Dec. 26th.

On most of the abovementioned occa

sions, the subjects of discourse had refer

ence to the duty of sending the gospel to

the heathen. Beside these publickmeet

ings, various more private meetings were

held for conference and prayer.

The instructions of the Prudential

Committee were delivered to the Mission

aries, by the Corresponding Secretary of

the Board, in Mr. Holmes’ church, on

Wednesday evening, Dec. 22d. The
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Rev. Samuel Nott, of Wareham, one of

the first missionaries to Bombay, deliver

ed an address to the Assembly. A col

lection of $98.94 was taken. At the

close of the exercises, the sacrament of

the Lord's Supper was administered by

the Rev. Messrs. King, of Tiverton, Gould,

of Fairhaven, and Bigelow, of Rochester.

The assembly was numerous and respect

able, clergymen and private members of

churches being present from several

neighbouring towns.

On Sabbath, Dec. 19th, the Corres

ponding Secretary delivered a discourse

on missions, in the Rev. Mr. Gould's

church, Fairhaven; and, in the evening

of that day, a history of the mission at the

Sandwich Islands, in Mr. Holmes' church,

New Bedford. On the latter occasion, an

address was delivered by the Hon. Mr.

Reed, a member of the Prudential Com

mittee, on the Bible, as the only proper

foundation of missionary effort.

On Tuesday morning, the 28th, the

weather, which had long been rainy and

otherwise unfavourable, suddenly became

fair and inviting. The missionaries, and

numerous friends, assembled on the wharf

for embarkation at sunrise. A prayer

was made by the Rev. Dr. Wisner, a

member of the Prudential Committee,

and a parting hymn was sung; after which

hasty andº farewells were

taken. The ship was followed by many

an eager eye, as she sailed beautifully out

to sea; and numerous Christian friends

were gratified, that the weather, for seve

ral successive days, was pleasant and fa

vourable to the ship's making a good

commencement of her voyage.

Several collections of useful articles

were made for the missionaries, by indi

viduals in New Bedford. One gentleman

inclosed $20, in a kind note to Mr.

Holmes; to whom, and to members of

his church and congregation, special ac

knowledgments are due for their kindness

and hospitality, which were uniformly ex

perienced during the delay of the em

barkation, and the various preparations

for it.

Mackinaw.

Eliza, an Indian woman, of whose early

life and conversion an account was given

in the volume of this work for 1829, pp.

154–8, died at the mission station, Nov.

23. By the blessing of God on the reli

gious instruction given her, she had been

raised from uncommon debasement to a

degree of Christian knowledge and piety,

seldom attained by persons in her circum

stances. At the time of her decease,

“she exhibited,” says Mr. Ferry, “the

character of the believer triumphing in

death. For many months she had been

almost daily looking for her departure.

Though suffering much in body, yet she

was uniformly patient and happy. She

repeatedly said on the day of her death,

“I think I shall go to-day.” At night she

shook hands with some of the members

of the mission family, and with a smile

spoke of it as the last time. But a few

minutes before her death, in allusion to

David's words, she said she feared no

evil. Surely no unbeliever, observin

her course down the dark valley, coul

any longer doubt the reality of religion,

or deny the importance of carrying the

tidings of the gospel to the unlettered

savage.”

choctaws.

Eight members were added to the May

hew church, at a meeting held at Hika

shubbaha, or Long-sweet-gums, Nov. 14th;

and some who had previously been under

censure for misconduct were restored to

the privileges of the church. Ten chil

dren were baptized.

“It is distressing,” says Mr. Byington,

“to see how many of the poor Choctaws

give themselves up to drink whiskey. I

have just been in a neighbourhood where

I formerly had large and attentive congre

gations, and hoped to do much good; but

now they are all, without exception,

given up to drinking !” This is the con

sequence of their present political trou

bles.

A temperance association was lately or

ganized in the vicinity of Hikashubbaha,

which was joined by more than a hun

dred members at the first meeting. The

necessity for exertions to stem the tide of

intemperance, which is overflowing the

Choctaw nation, in this time of trouble,

is seen in the fact, that, in one district,

fourteen deaths have taken place, in con

sequence of intemperance, since last

March.

chreitok EEs or the ARKANSAs.

The school at Dwight contains about

forty scholars, only a few of whom were

members of the school before its removal.

Though new scholars, and beginning with

the alphabet, they make good proficiency.

The other schools are also promising.

Westerix Asia.

The last published intelligence from

Messrs. Smith and Dwight left them at

Tiflis, on the 4th of August. . More re

cent accounts trace them in their journey

south as far as Shousha, where they were

on the first of October. Both had been

somewhat ill of a remittent, or intermit

tent fever; but Mr. D. appears to have

recovered, and Mr. S. was convalescent.

The cholera morbus was exceedingly fatal

in places around Shousha, but was com

paratively mild in that salubrious place,
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EUROPE.

The latest European accounts, at the time we write, are from Britain, (Liverpool,)

to the 26th of January, and from France, (Paris,) to the 23d of same month. The

intelligence, especially from the continent of Europe, is so abundant, that we cannot

pretend to give much of its detail; but it is also highly important, and we shall endea

vour to make our summary as complete as our space will permit.

BRITAIN.—Parliament adjourned on the 23d of December, till the Sd of February.

On the last night of the sitting, Sir James Graham, in behalf of the ministry, made a

statement in the House of Commons, relative to the views of those who now direct

the publick councils. It was in substance, that the present ministry were determined

to redeem the pledges which they had given to the nation, in relation to a reform in

parliament, the reduction of publick expenses, and other measures to relieve the bur

dens and complaints of the people; and that it was their firm purpose, if the existing

parliament would not bear them out in these views, to advise the king to dissolve it,

and to appeal to the sense of the nation, by a new election. This declaration was

received with great applause. It appears, however, that there was a considerable

variety of opinion, as to the extent to which reformation ought to be carried—from

moderate reform, down to radicalism. Earl Grey, the premier, was in favour of less nu

merous changes, than would suit the wishes of many others. Incendiary outrages still

prevailed in many parts of the country, notwithstanding the detection, trial and execu

tion of a number of the guilty. It appears, indeed, that the people of England are in a

very unquiet and agitated state; and meetings to express the popular voice in favour

of thorough parliamentary reform, were every where held. A form of Prayer, on

account of the troubled state of certain parts of the united kingdom,” has been pub

lished by authority, and ordered to be used in all the churches of the establishment.

Among the dissenters also, meetings and associations for prayer have taken place.

The serious and reflecting part of the community appear to be deeply imp with

a sense of the critical and dangerous state of the nation. That things cannot remain as

they are, seems to be the conviction of all; and yet the hazard of making changes, such

... as will in any tolerable degree satisfy the mass of the population, is manifestly great—

when begun, none can foresee where they will end. We have long been of the

mind, that in some way or other, that enormous disparity, which exists between the

higher and lower classes, between the noble and wealthy, the dependant and poor, of

South Britain—must come to an end, or be greatly diminished. Most sincerely do we

wish that it may take place without convulsion and bloodshed; but how it is to be

effected, we do not perceive. Ireland is still more agitated than England. O'Connell

is doing all in his power to effect a dissolution of the Union; and it is not doubted

that his ultimate aim is to render Ireland a separate and independent kingdom. The

present Lord Lieutenant, the Marquis of Anglesea, is highly popular; but it is ques

tionable whether, with all his influence, he can preserve peace without the intervention

of a powerful military force; and this may produce insurrection and rebellion at once.

He has caused O'Connell and four of his chief associates, Messrs. Steele, Reynolds,

Barrett, and Lawless, to be arrested by a State warrant, on a charge of conspiring to

evade the proclamation act. This measure occasioned great excitement in Dublin,

which continued at the date of the last accounts. On Christmas day, the Archbishop

of Rheims (Cardinal Latil), presided at the celebration of the popish ceremonies, in

the Roman Catholick Chapel of Edinburgh, having for attendants, the ex-king,

Charles X., the duke and duchess of Angouleme, the duchess of Berri, and the duke of

Bordeaux, with their suites. Were John Knox living, what would he say to this!

There has been a small deficiency in the English revenue for the current year, but

none that causes alarm. In some parts of England and Scotland, the operatives have

lately found full employ, but at low wages.

FRANCE.-The trial of the ex-ministers of France was concluded on the 21st of De

cember, and they were all sentenced to perpetual imprisonment, and to be deprived

of their titles, dignities and privileges. In addition to this, the sentence pronounced

on Polignac included transportation and civil death. In France, civil death, deprives

a man of every civil and social right, dissolves his marriage, conveys his property to

his heirs, and takes from him all control and direction in the education of his children.
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The unhappy man on whom this fearful sentence has been pronounced, is to be con

fined in the fortress of St. Michael, on a bleak, barren rock, near the coast of Nor

mandy; his associates go together to Fort Ham in Picardy. What a change, in less

than five months, from the highest honours short of royalty, to the lowest depths of

contempt, degradation and infamy! To such changes are those distinctions exposed,

for which the great and the wise of this world pant and strive, and keep the world in

commotion. Happy is he who seeks that honour “which cometh from God only,”

and leaves the conflicts of ambition to its deluded votaries and victims. Great fears

were entertained that the populace of Paris would break through all restraint, when

it should be known that their importunate demand for the death of the ex-ministers

had not been complied with. But the number and fidelity of the National Guards, un

der the wise arrangements of General Lafayette, who went and lodged with the pri

soners during the night they remained in Paris after their trial, preserved the city in

perfect peace; and the next morning, at a very early hour, they were transferred with

out interruption to the castle of Vincennes, where their sentence was read to them,

by two commissioners from the court of Peers. On Friday evening, December 24th,

three days after sentence had been pronounced on the ex-ministers, a resolution was

passed by the Chamber of Deputies, declaring the office held by General Lafayette,

as commander-in-chief of the National Guards, unnecessary. The consequence of this

vote, if it had been approved by other branches of the government, would of course

have been the removal of the General from the command of that body. The General,

however, after a consultation with his friends, resigned his commission into the hands

of the king, in a letter, in which he declared that, in resuming his station as a simple

soldier of the revolution, he was determined by all the means still at his disposal to

support the throne, and the principles which had grown out of the events of July.

The king, upon receiving General Lafayette's letter, immediately sent for (as he call

ed him) “his old and long attached friend.” The call was promptly obeyed, and a

long interview was the result. They parted, late in the day, on terms of warm and mu

tual respect. Much, excitement, however, was produced in Paris, particularly among

the students of the Polytechnic school. On Monday a number of the students, in de

fiance of the frowns of superior authority, went in a body to General Lafayette's pri

vate house, to express to him their cordial regard. On the same day, he informed the

Chamber of Deputies, that he had resigned his commission. We wish we had space

to give his whole speech, ofj. length, on the occasion. He told them that

“he had always considered the post of commander-in-chief of the National Guards of

France as incompatible with a constitutional monarchy; which had led him, in 1790,

when solicited to accept it by three millions of National Guards, to apply to the “Con

stituent Assembly to issue a decree to forbid his acceptance”—that the memorable

events of July, had induced him to accept this command, “always retaining the inten

tion of laying it down, as soon as he was satisfied that it was no longer necessary for

him to retain it, earlier if peace remained unbroken, but at a later period if war

ensued.” He told them, however, that he would not have resigned his command till

after the trial and sentence of the ex-ministers; and intimated than it had been some

what hastened by their act, and by finding that his retaining it had given some um

brage. He declared that he resigned it cheerfully, and even felt himself relieved

from some embarrassment in speaking as a deputy, now that he should sustain that

character without any other influence or authority. Such was the purport of his

speech. He soon after addressed a very affectionate farewell letter to the National

Guards, in which he recommends a ready obedience to his successor, Count

Lobau, who, (we believe on his recommendation,) had been appointed by the

king; to whom the resignation of Lafayette appears to have occasioned unfeigned

regret. In a word, our country's friend has in this, as in every other instance, sus

tained his character as a pure and dignified patriot. There was probably some in

triguing to get him to resign his commission, in the manner and at the time it took

place; but we see no evidence that his influence, or popularity, is diminished. The

king immediately published an address to the National Guards, in which he czpressed

his regret at the retirement of General Lafayette, and then announced his suc

cessor. . Since the foregoing occurrences, the Chambers have been busily employed

in a variety of concerns, important to the country; such as a new election law—acts in

regard to the military establishment, &c.—but of these we cannot give a detail.

There have also been changes in the ministry; and the last accounts state that the

prime minister, La Fitte, who was at the head of the most noted banking house in

France, has publickly announced that he has resigned all connexion with that

establishment. On the whole, the prospect for France still seems to be auspicious.

Louis Philip has positively, but very courteously, refused the request of the Belgic

Congress, to permit his son to be chosen king of Belgium.
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SPAIN.—It appears, by a published letter from Madrid, of the 13th of January, that

“Spain is actively preparing to take part in any movement which the great powers

may think fit to adopt, with respect to France. All the fortresses are undergoing

repairs, and receiving provisions.” In the mean time, the banished refugees are col

lecting on the frontiers; and it is said, that laying aside their former dissentions in

regard to a commander-in-chief, they have unanimously agreed to act under the saga

cious and experienced Mina; and that he has promised to lead them into Spain on

the opening of the Spring, and has assured them, that he has good reason to believe

they will be numerously joined by their discontented countrymen.

PohrugAL–Remains nearly in statu quo. There is a report of an expected alliance

between a son of the present king of the French, and Donna Maria, who was affianced

to Don Miguel. She claims the throne of Portugal by the appointment of her father,

to whom it was left by her grandfather. If the rumoured marriage takes place, the

faithless and tyrannical Don Miguel, may find other employment than his favourite

one of hunting and bull baiting.

ITALY.—There is, as usual, a great deal of manoeuvring about the choice of a pope.

The cardinals have been shut up in conclave, we forget how long. Cardinal Fesch,

the uncle of Buonaparte, has been mentioned as a promising candidate for the triple

crown; but there are several rivals and competitors. If we had any right to advise

on the subject, it should be to toss a copper for the choice.

BELGIUM-Is torn and distracted by contending parties, and the people are suffer

ing for the want of employment and sustenance. It seems a point settled, that they

must have a king; but there is no one who wants to be their king, that the Congress

will choose. We greatly fear that the cause of rational liberty will suffer by its mis

management in Belgium.

Holland.—The king of Holland, (till lately “the king of the Netherlands,”) in an

address to the States General, at the Hague, on the 20th of January, informed them,

that in conformity with a protocol issued on the 20th of December, 1830, by the

plenipotentiaries of Austria, France, Great Britain, Russia and Prussia, sitting in Con

ss at London, “he had consented to the opening of the Scheldt, in order to save

Holland from greater evils; being convinced that the blame ought rather to fall upon

the strong, who employs his strength to oppress the weak, than on the weak who

obeys. His excellency [the minister who delivered the royal message] then declared,

that the separation between Belgium and Holland, on equitable conditions, would be

the result of the conferences [of the five great powers, and that in the mean time,

there would be a suspension of arms, which would not in any manner affect the rights

and honour of the Dutch.” By an article in a London paper, we learn, that the king

of Holland, who was the umpire to whom was referred our controversy with the

British, in regard to territory bordering on the British colony of Nova Scotia, has

made his decision; and that this decision is, on the whole, exceedingly favourable to

the United States; the British paragraphist seems quite angry. -

Russia and Poland.—Manifestoes have been issued by both these powers, in re

ference to the Polish revolution. All our sympathies are with the oppressed Poles;

and we were ready to weep, in reading the manifesto—extended, temperate, firm, and

magnanimous—in which they make their appeal, to Europe and the world. But an

awful conflict—decided it may be ere now—was before them. The Russian emperor

had declared that a single battle should settle the controversy; and he was marching

large corps of troops toward Poland. But on the other hand, the Poles were deter.

mined to breast the storm without shrinking; and were marching their forces to meet

the enemy on the very confines of their country. The devotedness of every class of

the people, women as well as men, clergy as well as laity, was most wonderful. O,

it reminds us of what we witnessed and felt in our own revolution! May heaven

prosper the righteous cause of Poland, partitioned, oppressed, and insulted by tyrants,

who have done wickedly, because they had power to do it. And remembering that

“the battle is not always to the strong,” we have a gleam of hope that heaven will

favour their cause, although, to human apprehension, it is all but desperate.

We have exhausted our space, without completing our usual round. We how

ever leave no very important matter unnoticed.
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SELECTIONS FOR THE MONTHLY CONCERT.

INDIANTS IN INEV YORK.

Extracts from a letter of Mr. Bradley, da

ted at Seneca, Oct. 15th, 1830.

Advantages which the Indians suffiose

they have derived from the Missions,

The Indians at Seneca were visited ear

ly in the fall by eight or ten persons,

whose design seemed to be, to gain the

favor of the heathen party, and, if possi

ble, to disaffect the Christian party with

the missionaries and the school. Having

invited both parties to hold a council,

they addressed the assembly; and among

other questions, implying that the mis

sionaries had not fulfilled their promises,

and had misapplied the funds entrusted

to them, and at least, had done them no

good, they asked the Christian party

whether they were “going forward in

civilization or backward?” To which

Captain Pollard, a Christian chief, re

plied in the following manner.

“Since we began to keep the Sabbath

day, we have been growing more indus

trious and more happy. e have now

large farms which we cultivate, and by

cultivating them we get a comfortable

living. ur farms are surrounded by

fences, which will enable usto sleep quiet

ly during the night, feeling that our crops

are safe from being destroyed by cattle

breaking in upon them. Within a little

time we have built twenty-three large

framed barns and thirteen framed houses,

besides a meeting-house which cost 1,730

dollars. In our framed houses we can

live comfortably, and in our meeting

house we assemble every Sabbath. About

fifty of us have agreed to abandon forever

the use of liquor, which makes people

drunk. We think our condition is great

ly changed from what it once was. The

missionaries and the Missionary Society

have done us much good.”

After this reply, the attack, on the

mission was renewed by the visiters, who

took occasion to speak contemptuously of

the Sabbath. Y. spirited and appro

priate answers to these attacks were re

turned by Seneca White and Young King

two other Christian chiefs. Respecting

all the proceedings Mr. Bradley, who

was present most of the time, remarks—

I believe that good will come out of

this; for it presented a favorable oppor
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tunity for the Christian Indians to lay be

fore the heathen party the good effects

of missionary labor among that portion

who wish to embrace the Christian reli

gion. It must, I think, produce in the

minds of the opposers a conviction in fa
vor of the Christian religion. In some

of their speeches they frankly acknow

ledged that what their breathren, the

Christian party, had said, was true; par

ticularly what had been said respecting

the progress of civilization among them.

I do not know of a single framed house or

framed barn among the whole of the

heathen party; and there is scarcely an

jºi. them,that raises enough

from the land to furnish him with food

through the winter. The temporal con

dition of the two parties, to say nothing

of their spirtual condition, speaks vol

umes in favor of the religion of the Bible.

Extract from a letter of Mr. Tharºn, dated

at Cattaraugus, December 3d, 1830.

Wisit to the Indians on the Tonawanda

and Allegheny Reservations.

INTEREs.TING visits made by the missio

naries at Seneca and Cattaraugus, to the

Indians on the Alleghany reservation,

have often been noticed. These visits

have been the principal means of acquir

ing religious knowledge, which the In

dians on this reservation have enjoyed.

Yet nearly one half of them express their

belief in the Christian religion, and have

made great advances in knowledge and

civilization. A small church has been

organized among them ; they have built,

or are building, school-houses for them

selves, at both of their villages; and dur

ing the last year they have maintained a

school, and }. a young Indian, educa

ted at one of the other mission schools to

teach it. The statements contained in

the following extracts, show that their

desire for improvement and their exer

tions to promote it are undiminished.

I have lately visited the Tonawando

and Allegheny reservations. The sta

tion at the former place is under the care

of the Baptists, and is very interesting.

The boarding-school there contains twen

ty-six Indian children, who are making

good progress in learning. The mission

aries appear to be pious and devoted. I

was thankful for the opportunity of be

coming acquainted with them.
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I was much pleased with my visit to

Allegheny. The Indians there are scat

tered over a reservation, which is gene

rally about a mile wide, and extends

more than thirty miles on the Allegheny

river. The Christian party reside prin

cipally in two villages, about eight miles

apart; the principal village of the hea

then party lying between them. At the

lower village there is a good framed

school-house, large enough to answer the

purpose of a meeting-house, built last

ear. They are now erecting a similar

Éing at the upper village:

I spent a few days on the reservation

and attended mcetings at each village.—

All appeared anxious to hear, and were

quite solemn. Though there is no spe

cial excitement, yet there is a good deal

of feeling among the members of the

church. Joseph Sanford, (a young man

who went from Cattaraugus to teach the

school,) thinks he has been converted

since he resided there. I hope he is not

mistaken.

The last day I spent at Allegheny, I

held a temperance meeting; and after ad

gressing the Indians on the subject, I

formed a society on the principle of en

tire abstinence. Thirty-five signed their

names. One of the signers was a hundred

years old.

The Indians on that reservation are

desirous of having a teacher sent to them,

and urged me to come and live with them,

promising to build me a house, in case I

would consent to become their teacher.

I told them I was willing to go and labor

where I could be most useful, but could

give them no encouragement.

Since my return to Cattaraugus, I have

received a letter from Joseph W. Pierce,

an Indian youth, secretary of the “Alle.

É. Indian Temperance Society,” in

orming me that they had held a meetin

since I left, 'at which eighty-two §

joined the society, making in all 117

members.

IRUSSIA.

.Attention to the Scrifitures in Russia.

A gentleman at St. Petersburg, thus

speaks of the desire manifested for the

word of God among the Russian people.

We have completed the distribution of

eleven thousand volumes, and are enter

ed on the twelfth thousand; chiefly of

Russ Testaments, but including various

Bibles and Psalters, with Finnish, Ger

man, Polish, and Esthonian Testaments.

Among the Russians, in particular, the

desire for the Scriptures increases oneve

ryiside. The field is widening; and will

continue to do so, as the work becomes || L

known to the people. Some areonly be

ginning to hear of it, and many morehave

not yet heard of it; but, everywhere, the

people are learning to read, in a way un

known in past ages. The august mon

arch encourages education : schools are

becoming very general : adult peasants

are instructing one another : parents are

teachingtheir children; and children are

reading what they learn to their aged re

lations.

I was sitting a few evenings ago, read

ing to §§ wife the 302d page of “The

Natural History of Enthusiasm”:—

“Now, if it may for a moment be as

sumed, that a general rectification of doc

trine and practice, and a revival of pri

mitive Christianity, is actually about to

take place, what is that preliminary mea

sure which might be anticipated as the

necessary means of giving irresistible

force and universal spread to such a re

formation ?—what, but the placing of

the Sacred Canon, the arbiter of all dis

pute, and the fountain of all motive, pre

viously in the hands of the people of eve

ry country 2” -

In viewing this passage in connection

with our present engagements, we could

not but be struck with its force and beau

ty : but we had scarcely time to think

of one or the other, before it wasannounc

|ed that a peasant wished to speak with

us. I closed the book, and went to the

stranger; who had come with money for

| 20 Russ Testaments some time since re

|ceived, and to obtain a fresh supply of

these preciousyolumes tocirculate among

the people who dwelt in his neighbor

hood. e is from a place near Peteroff,

surrounded by numerous villages; some

three versts, some ten, and others twenty

versts distant. I cannot tell you the plea

sing associations of ideas which rushed

into my mind while conversing with this

simple-hearted and devoutChristian : his

coming to us just at that moment appear

ed like a striking illustration and confir

mation of what we had been reading.—

We had never seen this man before ; but

he had long been known to us as the

pious Joan Joanovitch, having previously

received about 300 Testaments and Psal

ters. The conversation of this good man

was very refreshing; and his animated

description of the “hunger of the people

for the word of God” would have made

your heart leap for joy. I think I never

saw a person whoº more delight

ed at the thought of doing a little to ad

vance the Redeemer's kingdom. He was

a poor man, and clothed in the very hum

blest costume of the country; but the

rophet would have said of him, How

eautiful uſion the mountains are the feet

of him that bringeth good tidings / I

confess I felt a peculiar love to him, as

a devoted laborer in the vineyard of the

ord.

We supplied him with books; and on

his departurehe said, “I beg you to pro

cure me 100 Testaments without delay :

they will soon be called for ; and, al
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though I cannot pay you for them imme

diately, yet as I receive the money from

my poor neighbors I shall faithfully deliv

er it to you. Farewell ?”

For several days my mind had been

depressed with incidents connected with

a pilgrim's life; when, in an unexpected

hour, as if an angel were sent to comfort

me, I was completely relieved by a visit

from a Baron's servant. He was a well

dressed, clever, and intelligent man. “I

am come,” said he, “from a far coun

try ; and, if you please, I should like to

have a copy of the New Testament, the

Psalter,” &c. “Who sent you hither ?”

“It is ºl. enough,” he replied,

“that ever I should hear of you ; but it

came to pass in the following manner.

Some of my master's people were at work

in this city last summer; and when they

returned to spend the winter with their

families, they exhibited the treasures

which theyº from the metropolis:

a few of them had the books which I have

now asked for. I had never seen any of

the sort before; and I resolved, if it were

ever in my power, I would possess them

as my own ; and, to my great joy, my

master lately determined to come hither,

and to take me with him. When this

was known, my nephew requested me to

bring a New Testament for him also. We

are just arrived, and I had some difficul

in finding your house; but, thank God!

have found it at last.” He was not sent

empty away. -

he next morning a laborer called for

exactly the same books as we had sold

this man the preceding day. “Whence

came you, friend ?” He told us. “Why,

there was a gentleman’s servant here

from the same place, yesterday.” “O

es!” replied the man; “it wasfrom him

have heard of it; and he has promised

to carry these books, for me, to my rela

tives.”

How delightfully employed are these

poor peasants, who, when perhaps a

thousand miles from home, are preparing

to supply their families with the glad ti

dings contained in the Bible !

In the spring of 1829, Timothy, the

hawker, called at my house with his

wares. My servants, who recommend

the Scriptures whenever they have an

opportunity, talked with this man on the

value of the New Testament, and advis

ed him to buy a copy. “Of what use

can it be to me,” said he, “when I am

not able to read 2* “Yes, it may be of

great service to you : you can carry it to

your lodgings, and have it read to you; or

you can send it to your family, some of

whom can read it. It will do good : buy

one.” The man attended to this advice,

and carried the book to his lodgings.

We saw nothing more of this man un

til autumn ; when he returned, and earn

stly entreated a copy of every kind of

book which we could give him. “You

can form no idea,” said he, “ of the good

that book has done, which I bought here

in the spring. There are more than thir

ty of us who mess together at the same

lodgings; and, at the time when I first

took home the New Testament these

men spent almost every evening at the

ublic-house, and returned intoxicated :

utnow the scene is quite altered--scarce

ly a man leavesi. in the even

ing. Thereare three among us who can

read ; and they take it by turns, and the

others sit round and listen to them.—

There is no drunkenness in our party
now.”

Oh, what an interesting scene would

this group have presented to the eye of

an apostle!—thirty poor villagers,collect

ed together from various parts of the

country, listening to one of their number

reading the words of eternal life; and,

from this circumstance, breaking off from

their vices, saving their hard-earnings

for their families, and acting like rational

creatures 1

REPORTS OF MISSIONARES.

VIRGIN.I.A.

From Mr. J. StoxEnoAD, Morgantown,

Monongalia Co. Va. Jan. 27th, 1831.

“First fruits” of Missionary labours.

ON the 27th of October last, I left home

to enter on the service of your Board—

In eight days, by the Divine blessing, I

reached the field assigned me—I felt ut

terly unworthy of the deep interest man

ifested at my arrival, by the members of

the church. Agreeably to the arrange

ment made, I preach, once in two weeks,

in three different neighbourhoods, at an

average distance of about six miles from

town. These stations are all within the

bounds of the Morgantown congregation.

At two of these stations Iconduct a Bible

Class, before preaching. I have also or

ganized a Bible Class in Morgantown, in

which the members generally take a ve

deep interest. ... I entertain a very hig

sense of the utility and importance of Bi

ble Classes—Many are thus induced to

study the Bible, to whom previously, the

Bible was literally, as well as spiritually

a sealed book. Two of the female mem

bers of the class in Morgantown, have

lately entertained a hope of having “pas
sed from death unto life;” one of whom

dates her first serious attention to the Bi

ble from her connection with the Bible

Class—And I fondly hope and earnestly

pray that others, connected with the

Class, may yet, thro’ the Divine blessing,

reap immortal benefit, from such connec

tion—Five of the members of the Class

at Stewarttown (7 miles from Morgan

town) are enquiring “what they must dº

to be saved”—one of the same class h
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obtained a hope. There are twoSabbath

schools within the bounds of this congre

gation. The school in Morgantown con
sists of about 120 scholars; and is under

the jointdirection of Methodists and Pres

byterians. This school I meet and ad

dress, when consistent with my other

avocations—I hope to form two or three

other schools, when the severity of win

ter shall have p. by. The other

school already formed, in the Country,
consists of about 50 scholars; the chil

dren of Presbyterian and Baptist parents.
The state of Education in all this ºff.

of country is generally deplorable—The

sparseness of the population, in some

neighbourhoods, and their general pov

erty in others, render it difficult, if not

impossible,to sustain regular day-schools.

The importance of Education, generally,

is entirely underrated. The low state of

education, just alluded to, as might have

been anticipated, is, for the most part,

attended with a correspondent laxness

ofmorality. Instead of being “the moth

er of devotion,” ignorance, like its ghost

ly patron and advocate, is “the mother
of harlots and abominations”—I never

saw this fact more fully exemplified than

in this region of country. he state of

education is generally a correct thermom

eter by which to graduate the state of

morals—I am happy to believe, however,

that the literary and moral character of

the population, is generally improving.

The necessity of Missionary labour, in

this region, is very imperious. The peo

ple, however, at present, cannot, with

out assistance,ºppº the stated preach

ing of the Gospel. Here, as elsewhere,

too, individuals may be found, who seem

to be influenced by the principle that

money given for this or any other bene

volent enterprise, is lost.—For the honor

of religion, however, I would hope that

all such sustain no connection with the

church. I have much reason to thank

God if my unworthy instrumentality has

been blessed to the salvation of a single

soul. I have reason to believe that I have

not laboured entirely in vain. There has

been in the vicinity of Stewarttown,

(where I preach once in two weeks and

hold Bible-class) considerable excitement

both among Presbyterians and Baptists.

—We had the sacrament administered

there some weeks since, when four were

admitted upon examination ; three of

whom belong to this congregation. In

addition to preaching I visited considera

bly from house to house. Since then elev

en more have obtained a hope, and near

ly as many moreare still anxious. These,

expect, will soon be admitted as mem

bers of the church. This neighborhood,

it is proper to remark, had formerly

been almost proverbial for immorality.

At Kingwood (20 miles distance) there

has been a deal of attention to reli

gion—I preach there one fourth of my

time. hen last there, seven or eight

were anxious about their salvation—this

number, I learn, has since been increas

ed. Some few of these have expressed a

strong hope in Christ. There is here no

Presbyterian Church—I preach general

ly in the Court House; sometimes in pri

vate houses. They"have agreed to raise

one fourth of three hundred dollars for

my support. In the four stations at which

I preach, 18 at leastº more)

have obtained a hope and wish to join the

church. This opportunity, I trust, they

will soon enjoy. É. all this let God be

praised. I have held anxious meetings

twice at Stewarttown, at which about

sixteen attended. Oh! tis delightful em

É. to point enquiring souls to the

leeding lamb of God. The temperance

cause is pretty (generally patronized in

this part of the country. There are a

male and female temperance society in

Morgantown; the former consisting of 56,

the latter of near 100 members. The

demon of intemperance, the Devil’s re

cruiting sergeant, I hope will ere long be

expelled from the country. The amount

of Missionary service is as follows:–

preached 50 times; met and conducted

prayer meetings for different purposes

22 times; addressed a Sabbath school at

different times; visited sick persons 24

times; met and conducted Bible-classes

20 times; visited 35 families for religious

purposes; addressed a temperance socie

ty and attended 2 monthly concerts; held

anxious meetings 4 times.

PENNSYLVANIA.

From Mr. J. B. McCREAmr, Great Bend,

Susquehanna county, Pa. Jan. 20, 1831.

“The following is a brief summary of

my laboursº: the past year. I have

circulated 10 confessions of faith; 20 co

pies of religious periodicals; and 7,500

pages of religious tracts; assisted in get

ting 3 townships and 1 village under

monthly tract distribution; obtained the

erection and completion of one new

church and the improvement of one al

ready built; attended the dedication of 2

churches, 3 church conferences, 3 in

stallations, 6 meetings of Presbytery, and

1 of Synod; preached in 12 different

churches; made 150 family visits; per

formed 222 religious services; travelled

2165 miles; attended 6 anniversaries, 6

funerals, 1 thanksgiving, 2 weddings, 2

temperance meetings; delivered 2 tract

and 6 sabbath school addresses; admitted

11 members to the church, 8 of them by

profession; had 20 children baptized, and

the sacrament of the Lord's supper ad

ministered 4 times; induced 2 congrega
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tional churches to become Presbyterian

in their form of government; had 7 elders

and 1 deacon ordained; established 1 bi

ble class and 4 sabbath schools; and at

tended a large number of monthly con

certs, meetings of session, bible class and

rayer meetings; and exerted my feeble

influence in many other ways when I had

the opportunity, in promoting the cause
of Christ. These services I humbly sub

mit to the consideration of §. oard,

and commend them to the blessing and

lory of God, to whom all the praise be

ongs.

Dedication of a new church, and sale

of fiews.

Our church, which we have just ded

icated to the service of God, was built

principally through the zeal and liberal

. of two gentlemen, the one a member

of the church, the tother of the congre

gation. The building is very handsome

and convenient, and is completely finish

ed in every part; it cost nearly $1300,

and promises great good to this place

both in a temporal and spiritual point of

view, if the gospel can be supported in

it. We appointed last Saturday to sell

theH. on which the whole expense of

the building was levied, and although

the day was extremely inclement, they

were all sold except 7, and they will soon

be disposed of—some who have purcha

sed, have since refused a rent of 15 per

cent; on the cost of their pews. This lit

tle flock are greatly rejoiced in the pros

pect of enlarging their borders, and I

mention these facts to shew the encour

agement you have to continue to them

your fostering care; but if you withdraw

your aid from them now, they must ei

ther close the doors of their temple, or

open them to the Baptists and Metho

dists, who have each already applied for

admission into it. - #: #

The enemies of the cross also are using

every effort to spread the seeds of infi

delity both by their private intercourse

with men, and by the circulation of infi

del publications, which renders it of the

utmost importance that the gospel be

preached here, and every possible effort

used to get the youth under Sabbath

school and Bible class instruction, which

appears to me, to be the only hope of

saving the next and future generations

from destruction. I have also been much

impressed with the importance of having

a well conducted female boarding school

established here, in which religion and

education shall be united. This situa

tion is a very favorable one, there being

no such institution within 130 iniles of us.

We have a very large and elegant build

ing situated on the bank of the Susque

hanna, well adapted to such use, and

which is now in a course of preparation

for that object—We have just had a visit

from Rev. F. A. Strale and lady, of Al

lentown, who have agreed to return and

commence a school in April next. I need

not speak to you of the great impor

tance of theº education of moth

ers, and of having their influence well

directed, at this eventful period of the

church. I would only say, that the suc

cess of this important institution depends

very much, under God,upon your Board;

for if the preaching of the Gospel is not

ºfamong us, we cannot expect

that parents will entrust their daughters

to our care, and the consequence will be

a failure of our plans and expectations. I

hope that these few brief hints may have

the influence upon the minds of the

Board which we feel their importance

demands.”

.An important station in Pennsylvania.

We learn with regret, that our Missiona

ry in Warren County, has engagements

which render it necessary for him to leave

his present field of labour in the Spring—

and we publish a few extracts from his last

communication, dated Sugar Grove, Jan.

22, 1831, in hopes that it may meet the eye

and secure the services of some one who

will say, “Here am I, send me.”

“I shall be under the necessity ofleav

ing this field of labour on the expiration

of my present commission. It is with

regret I do so, for altho’ the labour is ar

duous and the adversaries many, there is

an effectual door open for usefulness in

the cause of Christ. There is a congre

gation organized at Warren, Sugar Grove

and Brokenstraw, and at each of these

stations religious services are attended to

every Sabbath, and once during the week,

whether I be there or not. There is a

Bible Class at every station. Tracts are

in circulation, and Sabbath schools are

particularly attended to.

It is of vast importance to the cause of

religion that a person be here to occup

the ground on my leaving it; indeed it

would be better tohave one here in April,

so that I might go round with him and

introduce him at the different stations.

The object in view in the present com

munication is to solicit your Board to send

a labourer here with a general commis

sion for Warren County, in April. With

aid such as is usually granted by the

Board, there will be no difficulty in sup

porting one, Missionary, indeed, I º:
efforts will be made to keep two in the

County.

At this station they are now collecting

materials for a Church which is to be put

up next Spring, in neither of the other

stations have they yet a Church.
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As for the qualifications of the labourer,

let him be as able a one as can be had,

for he will have to maintain the ground

against Deists, Universalists, Arminians,

&c. &c. He will find zealous assistants

in every station, kind treatment, an un

commonly healthful country, and plenty

of labour.

That the Lord may incline the heart

of some devoted servant of Christ to bend

his way in this direction, and bless his

exertions in watering the seed I have at

tempted to sow, is the prayer of your pre

sent Missionary.

**

"A Missionary’s lamentation.

A Missionary in Venango County, Pa.

under date of Jan. 20th, 1831, thus writes,

I have spent three months more in this

field of labour. If my usefulness is to
be estimated by what appears, it is very

limited. To proclaim deliverence to

captives, to publish peace to the guilty,

to hold up toº sinners a crucified

Saviour, to comfort the people of God, is

apleasing employment, butattended with

awful responsibilities, and many discou

ragements. It is a time of barrenness in

this part of the Church. The people of

God still slumber, although heaven with

all its glories is rapidly approaching.—

Sinners sleep on the brink of “everlast

ing burning.” We may warn, entreat,

and urge, but all will be in vain, un

less God will arise and work. But alas!

how backward are we to ask him to work.

We feel that we need his immediate aid,

but still we slumber. We have had (in

Richland,) a weekly prayer meeting,

which is attended by a number, but I fear

we have not the spirit of prayer. We

“ask but receive not, because we ask

amiss.”

NORTH CAROLINA,

From Mr. A. Y. LockRIDGE, dated Row

an County, N. C. January 21st, 1831.

I arrived at my destined field of labour

on the 5th day of October last. I found

the good people anxiously waiting my

safe arrival, yea more, prāying that God

would come with me,º

bours among them.

My time and labours, (since my arri

val) have been divided between) Third

Creek and Back Creek congregations—

distant from each other about 8 miles. I

have preached 26 times, attended the

Monthly Concert of prayer, for the

heathen, as often as Israel's friends come

together in other parts of the world, on

the first Monday of each Month, to offer

to God their prayers and their silver and

gold, for the conversion of the world. Be

sides the Monthly Concert of prayer, I

bless my la

tings, at least one per week, in different

neighborhoods, within my field of labour.

I have visited 50 families. I spent two

days in every week going from house to

house, preaching the Gospel, to old and

oung, masters and servants, and this I

§ found to be the most pleasant and

profitable part of my public labours. I

have organized a Bible Class at one of

my places of preaching, of about 50 mem

bers, most of the members are young

people : But some of my fathers and mo
thers in Isreal have connected themselves

with the Class for the double purpose of

increasing their own knowledge of God's

blessed word, and of encouraging their

children, and the youth in the bounds of

the congregation, to study the best of all

books, the Bible. At my other place, of

preaching we hope soon to form a similar

Class, we would have organized one be

fore this date, if we had a sufficient num

ber of question books. (We use the

Union Questions.) We have sent to the

principal Towns in the State, but could

not procure one dozen of question books.

So that we will be compelled to send all

the way to your city for a supply of books.
Could not the A. S. S. Union send us an

agent to collect funds, and form unions

auxiliary to their Society. We have the

funds, and we much need a suitable man

to labour as an agent for Sabbath schools

in this part of the State. We had four

Sabbath schools at the commencement of

the Winter. Three white schools, and

one black school. Two (of these have

been stopped. One by the Legislature of

the State prohibiting “the coloured peo

ple, in the State, to learn to read or write,

the use of figures excefited.” The other

school has ceased operation a few weeks

for the want of a suitable room. Two of

the schools are still in operation, and one

of them is as flourishinga school as I have

seen in the southern country. We have

a Tract Society in Back Creek congre

gation, that resolved at a late meeting to

adop; the “Monthly plan of distribu

tion.”

VIRGIN.I.A.

From the Rev. C. B. Bristol, dated Mid

dletown, Va. Dec. 7, 1831,

I came to this place cn the 6th of

November, and found the people waitin

with deep solicitude for the arrival o

their Missionary. Since that time I have

preached eleven sermons, attended four

prayer meetings, and organized one Bible

Class, and a Sabbath school in the village,

both of which are now in a very flourish

ing situation. I have also commenced

two Bible Classes in other parts of the

congregation, in which I contemplate

have attended congregational prayermee

º: teachers for Sabbath schools

in their respective neighborhoods. My
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labours have been principally confined to

this congregation. I have visited seve

ral families, and have been much gratifi

ed in witnessing the deep interest, which

now prevails, for the regular administra

tion of the ordinances of God’s house. My

meetings have been well attended, and

the audienceremarkably attentive. From

this unusual seriousness and attention to

the means God has appointed, we begin

to indulge a trembling hope that the work

of grace has already commenced in the

hearts of some, which will not “be as the

morning cloud, and as the early dew that

passeth away.” My Bible Class and

bbath school have enlisted the attention

of the people of all ages in this village to

the study of “the Holy Scriptures” which

I hope will make many “wise unto sal

vation through faith which is in Christ

Jesus.”

This village in which the Church is

located, contains between 25 and 30 fam

ilies, some of them belonging to other de

nominations. The house of worship is a

frame building 45 by 30 feet, it has

not been plastered nor seated. As near

as I can ascertain, there are 24 members

of the Church in good standing. They

have no session book nor any records of

the proceedings of the session. At pre

sent there are only two elders, I expect

soon to ordain one or two more.

As it regards my support in this place

and vicinity, I scarcely know what to say.

The inhabitants are in quite moderate

circumstances, and there is but little mo

ney in circulationamong them. They have

now about $140 subscribed, they will

probably raise about $175 or $200. If

they can raise $200, they will expect

two thirds of my time. They appear to

be very anxious to secure this at least,

and if possible the whole of my time, and

also to have me settled with them,

One circumstance which appears re

markable is, that those who are not mem

bers of the Church ºf to be more en

gaged than the members, not excepting

the elders. ... Some labouring mechanics

have subscribed double to what the el

ders have, who are both farmers in very

good circumstances. If the interest

which now exists continues, they will

robably give me enough to eat and

rink. Here is a great field for useful

ness. The woods and mountains about

here contain many immortal souls who

may be brought into the fold of Christ.

INDIAN.A.

Want of Bibles in Montgomery Co.

From a Missionary in Indiana dated, Craw

fordville, Jan. 6th, 1831.

We are going on with the work of sup

plying the destitute families of this coun

ty with the Bible, though the work pro

gresses slowly for the want of a sufficient

supply of Bibles. From apretty thorough

investigation of two or three townships,
we find that between a third and a half

of the county will be found destitute. We

had no idea of such a want, considering

that we had a Bible Society in operation

for three years, and the merchants of

this place had sold a great many Bibles

in addition... We are likewise making an

effort at this time to raise a fund to es

tablish a depository of Sabbath school

books in this place. A County Auxiliary

Society was formed here a few weeks

since, for that and other purposes con
nected with the orºg and fostering

Sabbath schools. I have volunteered to

act as Agent for this County.

NEW YORK,

From Rev. W. J. BRADronn, dated Wir

gil County, N. Y. Feb. 4, 1831.

“Our meetings on the Sabbath are be:

coming interesting. The number of

attendants is increasing and the attention

given to the preaching of the word very

encouraging. One has been received in

to the Church on confession, three or

four are indulging hopes; who will pro

bably connect with the Church soon,some

are serious. We have established a con

ference meeting in our village, which is

well attended. A Bible Class and Tract

Society have been established; the Bible

Class is generally attended, and promis

ses well. Our tract society is small, but

prosperous. We have engaged in the

monthly distribution, every family is sup

plied with a tract, and we are expecting

soon tobe furnished with means to supply
every family in the remote corner ºpthe

town. We feel it an imperious duty to

use vigilant efforts for the spread of tracts.

As a large proportion of the people are

very destitute of Books, and many are

negligent of public instruction, no other

means will in all probability be so effectual

as that of tracts. We have a Temperance

Society in a prosperousstate, and spread

ing a powerful influence over the town.

In short, it is our object to engage in all

the enterprises of the day, so far as our

circumstances will permit.

As it respects the state of religion with

us, while we have some things that are

cheering, we have much to deplore.—

While some appear to be living near to

God, are enjoying the light of his coun

tenance, and are active in building up his

kingdom, others who profess friendship

and faith in Christ, appear still to be

much attached to the world, are unsat

isfied as to the heart, and unwilling to

come up to the help of the Lord against

the mighty powers of darkness.

Among our numbers there have been

some whohaveimbibed prejudices against

the measures that have*. adopted for
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the promotion of benevolent objects. But

we hope the time has arrived when all

such prejudices or fears shall cease, to

keep Christians from the work. We

feel that the present is a time for exer

tion, and that if duly instructed, no chris

tian can fireserve agood conscience, with

out doing something for the spread of the

Gospel abroad and for its success at home.

From a Missionary of the Board in Ala

bama, under date of Nov. 1st, 1830.

, Offiosition to the Distribution of the

Scriptures.

“I have mentioned the resolution and

efforts of the American Bible Society in

public and often in private, but to my

sorrow I never meet with a reciprocity

of feeling on that subject. Objections are

always raised, not directly against the

spread of the Bible, but often against the

gratuitous distribution; and some there
are, who preach, that often sound the

tocsin of alarm at all such operations,

and they are not without their influence.

Bibles have been gratuitously provided

to supply this county, but the county will

be unsupplied next May, for any thing

that now appears. I wish not to be faith

less but believing on these subjects, for it

is the Lord’s work, and I hope he may

spread his truth even here. here is a

lamentable dearth of knowledge of any

kind in this region, and perhaps as little

reading as in any community in a christ

ian land. All kinds of iniquity abounds.”

REPORTS OF AGENTS.

TENNESSEE.

From Mr. ALFRED HAMILTON, agent

in Tennessee—dated Jackson, Madison co.

Jan. 14, 1821.

I feel that the service of the Board is a

laborious and arduous one, but feel at the

same time, no disposition to shrink from

any service however arduous, provided I

can be instrumental in sustaining and urg

ing forward the “ark of God”—the cause

of our Lord Jesus Christ. My motto is

“Nil desperandum Christo duce ’’-

“Perseverantia vincit omnia.” And I

desire to spend and be spent—to labour

and die in the field, leading on the “sacra

mental host of God's elect” to the great

battle of God Almighty—to the final tri

umph. The hosts of earth and hell may

ather, array and concentrate themselves

in vain. The arm of the Redeemer is

too powerful, and his purposes to save

and rescue “his sheep”—and present his

church arrayed in bridal attire, “with

out spot or wrinkle or any such thing”

before the throne of his Father, too sta

ble &well concerted,to be stayed or frus

trated by any or all opposition. And rap

idly is the Church advancing to this glo

riousandblessed triumph. She callsjustly

upon her sons and daughters to pour into

her treasury their substance, and into the

bosom of her God their unceasing pray

ers of faith. O that the children of

God would arouse and gird themselves

for the conflict ' Roll on ye chariot

wheels of redemption ; and O descend

thou Eternal Spirit of quickening and

grace, and arouse thy children and take

possession of this revolted earth ! But I

must restrain my thoughts and my feel

ings, and give an account of my steward

ship, though it be an informal one.

8. my way to the District, I stopped

at Charlotte, Dickson county, where I

found a small Presbyterian Church, to

which I preached on the Sabbath and or

#. it as Auxiliary to the Board.—

There were 25 annual subscribers mak

ing an amount of $13.00 of which $4.C0

were paid to me.

The Auxiliary of New Providence

Church, in Carrol county, consists of 29

annual subscribers, making an amount of

$15 75. This Church had been organ

ized in ’28 or ’29, but was never reported

to the Board. It may therefore be con

sidered as just formed.

Wednesday 22d. Preached at Mount

Hermon, in Henderson county, and or

ganized the Church. Eight annual sub

scribers—amount $4.00.

Thursday 23rd. Organized theChurch

at Cotton Grove, called “Union,” in

Madison county, Twelve annual sub

scribers—amount $650—paid $2.00.

Sabbath 26th. Organized the Church

of Hopewell, Madison county. Twenty

five annual subscribers—amount $12.00.

Tuesday 28th. Organized the Church

of Brownville, Haywood county. Nine

annual subscribers—amouut $5.00.

Want of Missionaries in the Western dis

trict of Tennessee.

This section of the State is a very im

portant one, and is destined, I think, to

bethe wealthiest and most desirable part

of the whole. It is rapidly populating

with emigrants from the Carolina's and

Virginia, who come and bring their cap

ital with them, and design this as their

permanent residence. he country, is

filling up therefore for the most part with

wealthy and respectable planters. Its

population has increased more rapidly

than I have ever known a country to do.

But about nine years ago, the first settle

ments were made, and now every Coun

ty has from five to twelvethousand inhab

itants. The land is good, and the cli

mate far the most healthy. Thus it is

important in a mere temporal point of

view, but it is much more so in a moral

and religious. The moral and religious as

pect of the District, at present, is not in

-
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deed the most flattering, but prospective

ly there is. thing to hope for.

I think it is destined to be emphatical

ly a Presbyterian country. The Presby

terian Church is now regarded as the

most respectable and stable of any of the

others that have a place here. It is re

garded as the stay or prop of the land.

It is but about seven years since the first

Presbyterian Church was organized in

the District, and there are now nearly

twenty. It is true these are all as yet

very feeble, but all that is wanting to in

crease their individual numbers, and of

course their strength is the faithful and

devoted labours of the missionary of the

cross. Where, O where shall a sufficient

number of these be obtained. Where

are those who count not their lives dear

unto them, if they may but win souls un

to Christ? Methinks the Church, and

especially the Presbyterian Church, has
a dreadful amount of sin to answer for, in

that she has slept so long; and in that

her waking energies are put forth so

sparingly, and in many cases so reluctant

ly. Ministers must be had: pious youths

must be educated and thrust into the har

vest. And this must be done now: 'twill

not do hereafter, the present generation

will be lost, lost, and the succeeding one

be more difficult to bring under the in

fluence of moral truth. Had I men now

at command, I could place 10 or 12 in

this district, where, under the blessing of

God, they would be instrumental in pre

paring many, many, souls for immortal

glory. And for want of these men, many

very many of these souls, sofar as man is

concerned, must go down to the region

of the dead, unforgiven, and unsprinkled

with redeeming blood. Can men be

found 2 Then why are they not sent

forth 2 Do they need support 2 Is there

ing Executive Committee, in the Cincin

nati Presbytery, viz:

Rev. Joshua L. Wilson, D.D. Chairman.

William Schillinger, Rec. Sec.

John F. Keys, Cor. Secretary.

Henry B. Funk, Treasurer.

James McIntyre,

John Baker,

Nathan Baker,

James Johnston,

John Mahart, jr.

Rev. Ludwell G. Gaines,

G. C. Miller,

Charles Cist.

By a letter from Mr. Crane of recent

date, we have been informed, that the

above named Cormmittee have already

| entered upon their duties, and adopted

systematic measures for increasing the

funds, and extending the operations of

the Board. Mr. C. states that he preach
led a few weeks since in the Rev. Dr.

| Wilson's church, and took up a collec

|tion for the Board, amounting to $106,

which was afterwards increased to near

|ly $200. He is now in Louisville, Ky. on

his way to Mississippi. In a letter dated

Louisville, Feb. 2, he states, that he has

organized the 2d Presbyterian congrega

tion in that place, under the care of the

Rev. Mr. Sawtell, into an Auxiliary to

this Board. In the first congregation,

under the care of the Rev. Mr. Ash

bridge, (before reported as an Auxilia

ry) he made a special effort in behalf of

the Board, which resulted in subscrip

tions to the amount of§§ annually for

10 years. . The Rev. G. W. Ashbridge

subscribed $50 a year for 10 years, and

Mr. Laws, an Elder of his church, $50

a year for life.

MISSISSIPPI.

DO

not money enough in the 8.i. Chris

tians, children of God, will you not emp

ty your treasures for the sake of rescuing

souls from eternal death !! Speak, Dear

Sir, loud, and yet more loud than has ever

yet been. tothe Churches to awake

and gird themselves for the mighty work

which is before them.

There are several important stations

which could and ought to be occupied as

soon as possible by your Board.

General Agent of the Board for the Wal

ley of the Mississippi.

It affords us pleasure to inform the

churches, that the Rev. SIMEON H.

CRANE has entered upon the active du

ties of his agency, in Cincinnati and in

otherº of the Valley. In accordance

with the earnest request of the friends of

the Board in Cincinnati and its vicinity,

From Rev. T. AnchIBAL.D, dated Cloum

bus, Mississippi, Nov. 13, 1830.

Defilorable condition of the Choctaws.

I have just returned from Presbytery

and Synod. Our Presbytery met at

Goshen, a Missionary station in the south

ern part of the Choctaw nation. The

Churches in the Nation are not in a good

state. Many of the Choctaws are very

much dissatisfied with the last treaty,

and have given themselvesup to drunken; -

ness and its consequent evils. I heard

that more than two hundred were drunk

in one day at a ball play. They say “Qur

country is sold and we do not care what

we do.” I think that a large majority

of the common people areº to the

Treaty. Our Presbytery has resolved

to spend the evening twilight in prayer,

to the great head of the Church, and to

recommend the same to the Churches,

This resolution was made in view of the

the following persons have been appoint:

ed by the Board as a Shecial Corresfond
&. IX.—Chr. Adv. V

great opposition which the wicked make

against §. Gospel; but had particular
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reference to the situation of the Choc

taws. There is a great declension among

them; and some, we fear, will turn out

reprobates; but many seem to be firm and

steadfast. Wicked men and seducers

seem to wax worse and worse.

I reioice that brother PATRICK has re

ceived an appointment to labour in this

region. We expect to organizethe Unity,

Bersheba and Columbus Churches into

Auxiliaries to the Board ; but do not ex

ect that much will be contributed. We

§: that the way will be open in the

course of the winter to form a Tract and

several Temperance Societies. . I think

that the cause of Temperance is daily

ining ground. We very much need a

ible Society, but I do not think that any

thing considerable can be done at this

time towards forming one. Brother

PATRIck and myself have agreed to sup

ly Lowndes County this winter with

}. so far as we are able. We can

et some Bibles from Mayhew and Elliot

tations, but not enough. Monroe coun

ty will stilllººp'. which is much

more needy, and I know of but few

ersons in it who will probably feel an

interest in the distribution of the word of

life.

The Farmer’s prospects have been

much blasted for the past season. The

Corn crop is about half as good as com

mon. The Cotton crop aboutone third.

But I hope the great scarcity will prove

a blessing in the end. O that it mayhum

ble the people and make them seek the

one thing needful.

A good example for Sabbath School

Teachers.

A few days since, the Sabbath School

Teachers belonging to the 7th Congre

gation in Philadelphia, under the Pastoral

care of the Rev. William M. Engles,

formed themselves into a Missionary As

sociation, auxiliary to the Board of Mis

sion, and pledged themselves for the sup

portofat least one Missionary--Their first

annual payment of $100, the sum neces

sary, has been received, and the Mis

sionary station assigned to them is Mor

gantown and vicinity, Monongalia Coun

ty, (Va.)

Are there not many associations of S.

S. Teachers, in this City, and in other

parts of the country, which might with

very little exertion, provide in like man

ner, for the permanent support of one or

moreMissionaries? Let the experiment

be fairly tried, and we doubt not, the re

sults will be favorable.

ANother GooD ExAMPLE.

The following note, enclosing $100,

was received a few days since by the

President of the Board of Missions, “God

loveth a cheerful giver.”

Shifflensburg, Feb. 19, 1831.

REv. DR. GREEN,

I hereby transmit One

Hundred Dollars, of which please put

Fifty to the fund of the General Assem

bly’s Board of Missions; and Fifty to the

General Assembly’s Board of Educa
tion.

With great respect,

Yours,

A friend to Gospel GRACE.

“THE PRESBYTERIAN.”

A religious weekly newspaper, under

the above title, has recently been estab

lished in the city of Philadelphia, by an

association of Ministers and Laymen of

high respectability and influence.—The

Rev. John BURTT formerly of Salem,

N. J. has been appointed as the Editor,

to be assisted by a Committee of the As

sociation, consisting of four clergymen

and three laymen of this City. Mr. B.

has already entered upon his Editorial

labors—and the first number of the Pres

byterian was issued on Wednesday the

16th of February. The size of this pa

per is the same as that of the “New

York Observer”—which has hitherto

been equalled in this respect, by no reli

gious paper in the United States.—It is

printed on paper of an excellent quality,

and with a fair new type, which gives a

plain and beautiful impression, and may

be easily read. The mechanical execu

tion, we think, is not surpassed, in neat

ness or accuracy, by any of the religious

journals of the day. The firofits of this

fublication are to be divided between the

Boards of Missions and of Education,

under the care of the General Assembly

of the Presbyterian Church. The price

is only two dollars a year in advance, or

if paid within one month from the time of

subscribing—and $2.50 if paid after

wards.
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SPECIAL NOTICE TO MISSIONARIFS.

All the Missionaries of the Board are

requested, without fail, on the 1st of

April next, to prepare, and forwardim

mediately, to the Corresponding Secre

tary, a shecial refort, embracing the fol

lowing particulars:

1. Date of commission, and the precise

amount of labour performed since May

1st, 1830.

2. The number of congregations, and

missionary stations supplied, and the

number of families in each.

3. The number of additions to the

church on examination, or on certificate;

of baptisms, and the total in communion.

4. The number of churchesorganized,

and houses of worship erected.

5. The number of Sabbath Schools,

Catechetical and Bible Classes, and the

number of Teachers and learners in each.

6. The number of Bible, Tract, Mis

sionary, Education, Temperance, and

Colonization Societies.

7. The amount raised for Foreign and

Domestic Missions, and the number of

Auxiliary Missionary Societies.

8. The whole number of Sermons

preached, Monthly Concerts attended,

Prayer-meetings established, and fami

lies visited.

.Notice to Muriliaries, and Treasurers º
the Board.

Auxiliary Societies are respectfully and

earnestly requested to have their annual

collections for the Board of Missionscom

pleted, as speedily as possible, and all

Treasurers, and Agents to whom funds

have been committed for the use of the

Board, are, also, requested to forward, to

our Treasurer, Solomon Allen, Esq. No.

18, S. 3rd. St. Philadelphia, an accurate

statement of the amounts they have re

ceived, and the particular sources from

which they were derived, together with

thefullamount of money, where this may

not be impracticable.

APPOINTMENTS.

Rev. I. Clinton, for 3 months to Western

part of Harrisburg and Watson, N.Y.

Rev. N. A. Wilson, for 3 months to Mor

. and Bush Hill, vicinity of Philadel

pnia.

Rev. A. Hamilton, Missionary Agent,

for 6 months in Tennessee.

Rev. D. Hoyt, for 1 year to Eusebia and

Boyds Creek, Tenn.

RE-APPOINTMENTS.

Rev. A. L. Crandall, for 6 weeks to Har

risburg and Watson, N. Y.

Rev. C. Long, for 1 year to White Plains,

N. Y.

Rev. B. E. Collins, for 1 year to Millers

town and vicinity, Perry co. Pa.

Mr. J. B. McCreary, for 1 year to Great

Bend, Pa. and Conklin, N. Y.

Rev. W. McJimsey, for 3 months to Port

Carbon and vicinity, Pa.

Rev. J. M. Ogden, for 3 months to Louis

ville and vicinity, Ky.

-ne

New AUxILIARIEs.

New Jersey, O. Raleigh, N. C. Char

ilotte, Dickson co. Tenn. New Providence,

Carroll co. Tenn. Mount Hermon, Hen

derson co. Tenn. Union, at Cotton Grove,

Madison co. Tenn. Hopewell, Madison co.

Tenn. Brownsville, Haywood co. Tenn.

Covington, Tipton co. Tenn. A Congre

gation on Beach Island, Geo. Somerset, Pa.

2nd Church Louisville, Ky.—Total 416.

LETTERS RECEIVED,

From 20th January to 20th February.

T. Barr, O. 2. J. P. Harrison, Ky. A. D.

Montgomery, Va. G. Potts, Missi. W. Mar

tin, Ky. T. Love, Del. J. Gaudy, O. A.

Alexander, N. J. A. McIvre, N. C. D. C.

Allen, O. T. Archibald, Missi. O. Filer, N.

Y. M. Dickson, S. C. A. Head, Va.

Messrs. White and Pearson, Tenn. S. H.

Crane, O. 2. A. Allen, O. C. Long, N. Y.

S. H. McNutt, Ind. S. W. Doak, Tenn. J.

witherspoon, N. C. W. Carlisle, S.C., Q.
G. Crozier, Tenn.J. Thompson, Ind. B. E.

Collins, Pa. N. A. Wilson, N. J. W. A.

Bush, Ky. A. Y. Lockridge, N. C. R. Arm

strong, Tenn. G. S. Boardman, N.Y. J.

Berry, Tenn. C. Coburn, Pa. J. J. Rice, N.

J. Elders, White Plains, N.Y. J. Green, N.

| Y. J. Stoneroad, Va. A. Hamilton, Tenn.

J. Flenn, Pa. Sessions Great Bend, Pa. and

| Conklin, N. Y. W. F. Houston, Pa., J. B.

| McCreary, Pa. A. Leonard, O...H. Patten,

Tenn. H. Patrick, Tenn. A. Williams, Illi.

J. Ficklin, Ky. S. Griswold, N.Y. H. Saf

|ford, Geo. S. H. Terry, Pa. W. J. Brad

ford, N. Y. G. W. Kennedy, Md. S. H.

Crane, Ky. G. W. Ashbridge, Ky. A. Gil

christ, S. C. H. B. Funk, O. R. B. Laps

ley, Ky. S. Cowles, O. S. B. Robertson,

| Ky. J. H. Logan, Ky. J. Bennett, Ills. J. A.

Logan, Ind. D. Rockwell, Ind. P. Dillon, O.

R. H. Chapman, Tenn. J. Hunt, O.
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.Account of Cash received by the Board of Missions of the General Assembly,

from the 20th of January to the 19th of February, 1831.

.Allentownship, Pa. From the Female Sewing society per Rev. A. Heberton $20

.daronsburg, Pa. From Messrs. Duncan and Foster, for Missions in the Valley

of the Mississippi, - - - - - - - 50

Bethany, Pa. Cong. by Rev. Mr. Jeffers per S. Thompson, Esq. Treasurer, 67 50

Columbia, Tenn. Aux. Society per Rev. W. Anderson, - - 14 50

Charlotte, Dickson Co. Ten, do. per Rev. A. Hamilton - - - 4.

Charleston, S. C. Cash returned by a Missionary - - - - 7.

Do. Do. Donation from do. 3

Danville, Va. Collection at Monthly Concert per Rev. A. D. Montgomery . 30

Frankford, Pa. Collections in Presbyterian Church per Rev. Mr. Biggs - 39 50

Hempstead, L. I. Coll. at Monthly Concert of Prayer and on thanksgiving

day per Rev. C. Webster - - - - - - 10

Marks*; Cong. Pa. Proceeds of Rev. Mr. Brackenbridges Missionary serm. 1

0. Aux. Society per Rev. J. Peebles - - - 8

Lexington, Ky. Aux. soc. of 1st. Church of which Rev. N. A. Hall is pastor, pe,

D. A. Sayre, Esq. * . - -

Do. Donation from T. T. Skillman, per D. A. Sayre, Esq. - 50

Do. From D. A. Sayre, Esq. 1st annu. paym. to be cont. for 10 yrs. 50

Lick Run Cong. Pa. Aux. Soc. per Jas. Linn, - - . 8 50

Do. Donation from members per do. - - 6 50

Mulberry Cong. Ky. Aux. Soc. per Rev. W. C. Anderson - - 3

Mississippi. From an anonymous friend to the cause of Missions per Rev. G. Potts 400

Nashville, Ten. Aux. Soc. per W. C. Anderson - - . . 9 25

New Geneva, Pa. Georges Creek Aux. Soc. per. J. W. Nicholson, - 5

Norristown, Pa. From Aux. Soc. per Hugh Hamill - . . 11

%; Cong. N.J. Coll. by Rev. J. N. Condee per Mr. C. Paul - - 3

Philadelphia. Donation from Mrs. Murphey - - - 5

I}o. From I. Snowden, Esq. per Gen. Assembly, 6 months interest to

1st February - - - - -

Do. Aux. Soc. 1st Presb. Church in part - . . . 30

Do. Do. additional - - 3

Do. Donation from Thomas Fleming, Esq. - - 50

Do. do. from Mr. R. Wallace - - ... 10

Do. Aux. Soc. 6th Pres. Ch. additional - - 1 50

Do. do. 2nd. do. do. . . - - 1 50

Do. From the Sabbath School teachers in the 7th Pres. Ch. per

Rev. Wm. M. Engles - - - 100

Do. Aux. Soc. 7th Pres. Ch. do. - - - 40

Do. Donation from a member of the 11th Pres. Ch. - 1

Do. From the 3d Pres. Ch. per Dr. Ely - , . 137

Do. W. Greason do. do. - - - 5

... Do. A friend to Dom. Missi. per do. - - - 5

Pittsburg, Aux. Soc. 1st Pres. Ch. per Rev. F. Herron ". . 160

Do. (near) Highland Cong. per do. - - - 12 OG

Petersburg, Pa. Coil. at Monthly Concert per A. Head, Esq. - . 20 87

Rochester, N. Y. Aux. Soc. per L. A. Ward - - 67 10

Reading, Pa. Coll. in Pres. Ch. on 30th Jan. J. McKnight -

Salem, M. J. Aux. So. 1st Pres. Ch. in part, Rev. A. H. Parker. -

Union Cotton Grove, Madison co, Tenn. Aux, soc. per. Rev. A. Hamilton .

Wheatland, Monroe Co. N. Y. Coll. in Pres, ch. at Monthly Concert of prayer

in December, per L. A. Ward - - -

17

Do. Do. in January per do. - - -

Welsh Settlement, Donation from J. McDonald per Rev. J. Culbertson

Zion Congregation, Tenn. Aux. Soc. per. Rev. w. c. Anderson - 4

Do. Collections per do. - - ... 7

%gnesville and Putnam Congregations, Ohio. Aux. Soc, per Rev. J. Culbertson 100

Missionary Reporter, from sundry subscribers - - 26 50

.
59

$2,106 04

SolomoN ALLEN, Treasurer,

No. 18, S. Third street.
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IV. A fourth particular, on which we

wish to submit to you a few thoughts, is,

the great importance of cultivating a

spirit of devotion while engaged in stu

dies preparatory to the sacred ministry.

You entertain the hope that God has cal

led you, by his grace, into the faith and

fellowship of his son, Jesus Christ; and

you are looking forward to the time when

you will be commissioned to preach the

everlasting Gospel. You cannot, there

fore, cherish too assiduously a sense of

obligation to redeeming love;—nor can

you be too deeply impressed with the sa

credness and responsibilities of the office,

at which you are aiming. Ministers of

the§§ ought to be eminently pious,

and devoted men. They profess to have

seen the glorious excellence of the Sa

viour; to have renounced the world, and

to have set their affection on things

above. Their employment is holy and

spiritual; and if they do not possess a

congeniality of soul—if they are not spir

itually-minded—if they do not evince a

relish for religious duties, it is impossible

for them to be either useful or happy, in

their appropriate work. It is the love
of Christ constraining us—-bearing us;

along through all trials, that makes his
yoke easy and his burden light. Hence

it is of the utmost moment, that we not

only have scriptural evidence of our in
terest in the Redeemer, but, that we

make progress in the divine, life—that
we grow in grace and in the knowledge

of him, in whom all fulness dwells. We

are required to add to our faith—virtue;

and knowledge, and temperance, and

patience, and godliness, and brotherly

kindness, and charity. “If these things

be in you, and abound, (saith the Apos

tle,) they make you that ye shall neither
be barren nor unfruitful in the knowl

edge of our Lord Jesus Christ.”

Now, you have, no doubt, found by ex

perience, that there are many tempta

tions to be encountered, in prosecuting

your preparatory studies. You mingle,

almost constantly, with associates, of va

rious dispositions;–emulation, jealousy,

and envy will sometimes assail you;-the

desire of literary distinction will be very

apt to disturb that peaceful and benevo

lent feeling, which it is your duty to

cises of the institution, with which you

are connected, will demand a large share

of your attention,—so that self-examina

tion and the other means of personal pie

ty will be in danger of being neglected;

and the inevitable consequence will be

spiritual lethargy, an obtuseness of mor

al sensibility, and criminal conformity to

the world.

The best means of guarding against

these ruinous tendencies of our#.na

ture, are watchfulness, frayer, and the

serious reading of the Holy Scriptures.

It has been often and justly remarked,

that apostacy generally begins in the clo

set. The zealous prosecution of your

class—studies, and punctual attendance

on the social duties of religion are good

and commendable in their place; but at

tention to these cannot be sustained, as a

sufficient excuse, for the neglect of se

cret devotion. A portion of every day

should be appropriated to solemn self

arraignment at the bar of conscience,and

in the presence of God alone—connected

with the perusal of his word, for devo

tional purposes, and fervent supplica

tions for the influence of his preventing

and sanctifying grace. It is in the retire

ment of the closet, that we gain the most

intimate acquaintance with our own

hearts—hold the sweetest converse with

God, and obtain the most impressive

views of our high & holy vocation. If you

would know what spirit yon are of, it

you would grow in grace, and maintain

a close and comfortable walk with God,

and be furnished for the christian warfare

and for the right discharge of ministerial

|service, neglect not the duties of secret

devotion. Retire statedly ;-call your

selves to account for the motives that ac

tuate you in your social intercourse and

in all your public movemeuts. Recol

lect your engagements, your sacramen

tal vows, and the momentous design of

the office, with which you hope, ere

long, to be invested. Let all your attain

ments be sanctified by the word of God

and prayer. Commune much with your

own hearts: the more you know of your

selves, the more sensible you will be

come of your weakness and insufficiency

for the right performance of any duty,+

and the more likely you will be to appre

ciate the Redeemer’s fulness,and the bet

ter you will be prepared to proclaim the

unsearchable riches of his truth and

grace to your dying fellow sinners.-A-

midst your laudable efforts to become

profound scholars, forget not, young

friends, that genuine picty—that piety

cherish towards companions in study and

brethren in the Lord;—the daily exer

which is the result of a clear perception

of the truth as it is in Jesus, and an ex
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perimental knowledge of its power on

your own souls, is the basis of ministerial

character. Other qualifications are use

ful; but this is indispensable. “Give all

diligence to make your calling and elec

tion sure.”

REMARKs on MANUAL LABor Schools:

from the Biblical Reflertory, for Janu

ary 1831.

In institutions where some daily labour

is required of all the pupils, the odium

attached to manual industry is entirely

removed. No one can despise his fel

low for performing a service in which all

are alike occupied In other situations,

where a majority of the pupils spend their

hours of relaxation in lounging, in con

versation, or in active sports, there will

be prejudice and ridicule to be encoun

tered by those who depart from prevail

ing habits. But ought young men, who

areºr. in future life to direct and

control the moral and religious sentiments

of the community, to yield to these pre

judices 2 If they have not moral courage

sufficient to sustain them in performing

their duty in opposition to the false no

tions of a few individuals, will they here

after be competent to resist theP.
ces, to oppose the corruptions of multi

tudes, and to defend the cause of truth

and holiness amidst a gainsaying world 2

.Won tali auxilio, nec defensoribus istis

tem/ius eget. The present state of our

country, the perfect freedom with which

men express and publish their sentiments

on all subjects, and especially the oppos

ition likely to be made to evangelical doc

trines and Christian practice, will demand

men of more stable purpose and firmer

nerve, than to be deterred in the dis

charge of duty, by the remarks and

sneers of a few inconsiderate youth. The

apprehension of reproach arising from

. cause is, we are persuaded, far grea

ter, than will be realized when the ex

periment is made. Let three or four

young men in our most distinguished lit

erary institutions, commence some man

ual operation, and we venture to predict

that, in six months, their invigorated

health, their progress in study, their ex

emplary conduct, will silence every re

proachful tongue.

We by no means think it necessary that

labour should be confined exclusively to

institutions in which all are required to

work. Every Academy and College and

Theological Seminary in the United

States, might make such arrangements

as would give employment to a few fru

gal and industrious young men. In these

cases, let the period of daily labour nev

er exceed the hours of relaxation given

to the other students, and we are confi

dent that the literary and scientific pro

gress of theºth thus employed, will

not be retarded.

If those who have the distribution of

funds collected to aid indigent young men

in their education, should make it an in

dispensable condition, that those assisted

labour whenever employment can be

found, we see nothing hard or unreasona

ble in the terms. We know respectable

mechanics and farmers, able and willing

to give their sons a liberal education, who

require them in vacations, and in hours

of relaxation from study, to assist in their

shops and on their farms. This plan is

adopted rather from a regard to the

health and future benefit of their sons

than for the sake of immediate profit.

Perhaps it may be thought that young

men of promising talents and feeble or

imparted health, ought to be an excep

tion to the generai rule. So far from .

forming an exception, these are the per

sons who ought to spend a large portion

of their time in such invigoratingoccupa

tions as are suited to their strength. It is

the most likely means of restoring them

to health, and of giving them a constitu

tion able to endure the studies and labours

of the profession in prospect. Or if their

constitution be so broken that they are

unable to bear a few hours of moderate

daily labour, they ought not to be aided

by funds.consecrated to a sacred object.

They would probably sink under the

pressure of perparatory studies ; or, if

they entered the ministry, they would

perform a short and inefficient service.

We cannot forbear to remark, that the

state of our country is peculiarly favorable

to the success of this mode of educating

young men. Labour of all kinds is high,

compared with the expense of living.

In the crowded population of Europe,

where the greatest labour which the hu

man frame can bear, is hardly sufficient

to furnish the necessaries of life, this me

thod is impracticable. In this new and

growing country, the value of labour

bears a larger proportion to the means of

subsistance than in any other part of the

world. And this fact seems to be a plain

indication of Divine Providence, that the

method which we have contemplated

ought to be employed in preparing for

the ministry men qualified to extend the

influence and blessings of the gospel in

the large regions rapidly increasing in

population in our own country, as well as

in furnishing missionaries for foreign

lands.

The question, now arises, can young

men of piety and talent, in sufficient num

| ber, be found, willing to undergo this

toil, aud to prepare themselves by a long

course of discipline and study, for the

sacred ministry 2 We answer, unhesi

tatingly, such men can be fonnd. All
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that is necessary is, to afford them the

requisite facilities, and to show them the

importance and necessity of this course,

and men such as the cause of Christ

needs, will be found. The fact, that

hundreds of young men, under circum

stances more discouraging than we have

recommended, are already thus labour

ing in different parts of our country, is

proof that others will appear when the

necessary facilities are provided. On

what grounds can a young man of right

spirit, refuse to submit to the discipline

proposed ?. The labour recommended is

necessary for the preservation of health;

the discipline is necessary for future com

fort and usefulness ; the attempt of each

one to aid himself as much as practicable,

will excite the sympathies of the Chris

tian community, and open ten thousand

purses now sealed against all calls of this

nature. And is the youth who is now so

delicate that he cannot endure a few

hours labour, the man who is hereafter

amidst rain and snow, or under a burning

sun, to traverse the wilderness, to sleep

in an open cabin, and to preach under the

canopy of the heavens? Is the youth;who

will not exert a muscle or move a limb to

aid in his education, the man who is here

after to preach self-denial and liberality,

and to rouse the slumbering churches to

assist in evangelizing the world 2 Is he

who is now ashamed to touch an instru

ment of husbandry, the man who is here

after to teach humility, to inculcate on

his hearers, to labour with their own

hands, so that they may have something

to give in aid of every christian enter

prise 2 To these and similar considera

tions, we are very confident that no young

man, worthy to be entrusted with the

sacred ministry, can feel indifferent.

In conclusion, we do nothesitate to say,

that no person constitutionally or habit

ually indolent, ought to be aided with a

view to the gospel ministry. Much less

should those who are too proud to snb

mit to such labour as would diminish the

necessary demands on the Lord’s trea

sury,

MaxIMs—from the Dia

Charles Buck.

“Lightness of spirit sometimes brings
darkness of soul.

“Sin is the most dreadful monster that

walks the earth, but least suspected.

“God sends the weight of affliction to

suppress the weed of pride.

“Great talkers are sometimes loose

walkers,

“We often meet our greatest trials

our greatest friends.

We cannot pluck a rose without a

ºn, a comfort without a cross, a sweet

"thoutabitter: we cannot have a friend

of the Rev.

without an enemy, while in this vale of
tears.

“We should think it strange for a man

to choose to live in a dissecting room, or

among dead bodies; and it would appear

equally strange for a good man to delight

to live with those who are dead in tres

passes and sins.

“Were we to run a race, and a man

were to beº us by the coat all the

way, it would retard our progress, so it

is the same by keeping company with

the world; they hinder us from pressing
towards the mark set before us.

“As a man cannot rest quietly when

he knows thieves are in his house; so a

good conscience will not rest if sin is in

the heart.

“A good conscience is a servant that

will keep (the house) the heart clean.

“The devil will always be playing his

engine of malice, &c. to put out the fire

of our love, but blessed be God, it will be

always in vain.

“How inconsistent would it appear, if

we had incurred the displeasure of his

Majesty, to think of appeasing his wrath

by a small gift, or worthless offering; but

how much more inconsistent for us to be

offering our works to God (which are cal

led filthy rags) as the foundation of our

acceptance, and to satisfy his justice.

“It proves there is something wrongin

our life and conversation, when it will

not bear reflection.

“Instead of coming more out of self,
and sº into Christ, alas ! we get

more out of Christ, and more into self.

‘‘Time is the boat that is carrying us

swiftly into the ocean of eternity.

“What a mercy, to have a good hope
in a bad time.

“A man may talk like an angel and
act like a devil.

“There is no glory in our hope, if

Christ is not the hope of our glory.

“Faith is a self applier.

“The anticipation of the glories of the

world above should stimulate us to duty

and diligence in the world below.

“As gratitude is one of the first of

graces, so ingratitude is one of the worst

of sins.

“Christians should look back to the

fall by way of humiliation, and look for

wards to glory by way of consolation.

“It is true Christ can do any thing
without us, but we should remember we

can do nothing without him. John xv. 5.

“The flower of youth never appears
more beatiful than when it bends towards.

the Sun of Righteousness.

“Though God may seem to frown in

his providences, yet he always smiles in

his promises.

“As sin is the worst of diseases, it must

have the best of Physicians to cnre it.

“When we give way to sin, we put a
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sword into the enemy's hand to fight

against us.

“One ungarded step of a believer per

haps may lay a foundation for his future

uneasiness, even to the end of life.

“Daniel thought it better to die in a

den and go to heaven, than live in a pal

ace and go to hell.
-

“We cannot fully comprehend the
dreadful nature of sin, because we can

not comprehend the greatness of the ob

ject against whom we sin; as sin is ag

gravating in proportion to the dignity of

the object we sin against.

“O the condescension of Christ He

was born of a woman that we n: ht be
born of God.

“How humiliating is the character

given to man;–he is dust. What is the

rich man but dust exalted ; what is the

gay man but dust disguised ; what is the

worldling but dust depraved; what the

beautiful but dust refined

“Christ's grace and righteousness are

the only keys that can open the gate of

heaven ; yet how do many attempt to

open that gate by the keys of their own
works and resolutions.

“We often pray to God that we may

be humble, but we do not like the mea

sures he takes to make us so.

“The hearts of God’s people are some

times good books, for a minister to read ;

and good texts for him to preach upon.

“Though there may be such a thing

as knowledge without grace, yet there is

no grace without knowledge.

“Those who pray most for their min

isters, may expect to have most from

their ministers.

“We all ought to endeavour to be use

ful in our place. Those who cannot speak
for God to sinners, should speak to God

for sinners,

“Though God's eye be upon all the

world, yet his heart only is upon his

church.
-

-

“As unbelief is the worst of evils, so

believing is the greatest of graces.

“When the world solicits us to spend

our time in the pursuit of their pleasures,

let us tell them that we have but one

life, and even that is a short one ; and

therefore we cannot spare time to do as

they do.
** When we look back upon the book

of our past lives, we shall see a great

many blank leaves there, and many on

which the most trifling things are writ

ten.

UNION HALL ACADEMY.

Rev. John Mulligan, Princifial.

THE Trustees of this Institution have

recently provided a work-shop and me

chanical tools, for the accommodation of

such students as may choose to devote a

part of their time to manual labor.

Manufactured articles, of which pack

ing boxes are thought to be the most pro

fitable, may be easily transported to New

York (the distance being only 12 miles);

and it is believed, that a person by 2 or 3

hours daily labor, may realize a sum suf

ficient to defray a large proportion of his

annual expenses. Board and washing

may be had for $1 to $1,50 per week,

for such students as are indigent.

Ordinary price of board, including

washing and mending, for other students,

is about $1.50 per annum. Tuition for

the Classical department, S14 per ses

sion of 23 weeks—in the English Depart

ment, from $6 to $10 per session.

JAcob SchoonMAKER, President.

Jamaica, Feb. 12, 1831.

The foregoing notice is takeu from the

“Union Hall Gazette,” a semi-monthly

paper, published at Jamaica, L. I. ; and

conducted, as we are informed, by the

gº. of the Academy in that place.—

Such a publication may be a means of im

provement to the young men; yet there

is danger of its diverting their attention

too much from their class studies.—In

regard to conveniences for manual labor,

in connection with classical schools, we

deem them worthy of public favour ;-

not only as affording an opportunity for

healthful exercise, but because young

men of small pecuniary resources, may

thus do something towards their own sup

port; while prosecuting their studies.—

We are fearful, however, that more is

expected, in the way of pecuniary advan

tage, from this source, than can be rea

lized. Three hours a day is, perhaps,

as much time as a student ought to spend

in manual operation; which can be of no

great value, unless the individual hap

pens to have previously acquired some

knowledge of the business assigned him.

If a young man carn, from 50 to 75 dol

lars a year, in this way, it is as much, we

suppose, as can reasonably be counted

upon. Yet it is said, by some, that any

youth who is not too lazy to work, can

support himself, while getting an educa
tion. This is a mistaken idea ; and it is

doing mischief to the education cause. It

would take an indigent young man at least

15 years to work his way into the minis

try, with the acquirements which are

véry properly demanded by the Presby

teries in order to his licensure to preach

the Gospel.

Receipts for the Board of Education,

for the month, ending 19th ult.

Collection 1st Church Philad. $53.85

From Phebean Socºty, 6th ch. do. 50.50

From 4 members of do. do. 4,50

Do, a member of do, do. 0.50

John STILLE, Treas. $108,85
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3. Forgery, or setting a false

name to a writing, or fabricating

the whole of a writing, with a view

to deceive and defraud—is one of

the grossest violations of truth that

can be perpetrated; and at the same

time it is a most nefarious deed, in

relation to the property of another—

It breaks two commandments, the

eighth and ninth, in one act; being

equally a theft and a deliberate lie.

Its frequency is a lamentable indi

cation of the prevalence of licen

tious principles and practice. In

the country from which we derive

our origin, it was, till lately, inva

riably followed, when detected, by

the punishment of death; because

in a commercial community, scarce

ly any other violation of law could

be so injurious. Believing, as I do,

that no crime but murder, or that

which involves it, should be punish

ed with death, I have marked with

F. the efforts recently made—

am not sure that they have as yet

been successful—to exempt forgery

from the list of capital offences in

Britain. Yet I wish by no means

to diminish in your minds its moral

turpitude. It is certainly one of the

basest and blackest transgressions

of the moral law of God, that can

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

be committed; and the injury that

it does to society is also of the most

flagrant and inexcusable kind.

4. Hypocrisy is forbidden by the

spirit and scope of the ninth com

mandment. , Self-deceivers in re

gard to their spiritual state, are

sometimes, both in scripture and

in common discourse, called hypo

crites. But of such we do not now

speak—We here refer to those who,

knowingly, make a false and deceit

ful profession and show of religion;

who assume the appearance of piety,

and perhaps pretend to great zeal,

on purpose to deceive the world, and

promote their own temporal emolu

ment; while, in their hearts, they

are opposed to religion, perhaps dis

believe and despise it utterly; and

it may be, indulge secretly in gross

vice. Of such persons it may be

said with truth, that their whole life

is one series of practical falsehood

—one continued lie. Their guilt is

beyond description; for the sin they

commit is a direct affront to the

heart-searching God; being a con

stant practical denial of his omnis

cience. It is as much as to say,

that if they can deceive man, and

escape his censure, they are regard

less of the knowledge and displea

sure of the Most High. It is wor

thy of remark, that they who are

loudest in the condemnation of hy

pocrisy, and are apt to charge it on

all who are strictly and eminently

pious, are often gross hypocrites

themselves. While they hate all

Y
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religion, and know that they hate it,

they are very unwilling that this

should be known; and resent as an

unpardonable offence, every attempt

to invest them with their true cha

racter in the view of the publick.

You ought also to be apprized,

my...Young friends, that those are

notjiree from a species of hypocri

sy, who are willing and desirous to

be thought less anxious about the

state of their souls, than they really

are. It not unfrequently happens

that persons, especially young per

sons, are, for a length of time, un

der pretty strong convictions of

their guilty and dangerous state,

and yet take much pains to keep

this from being known, or even sus

pected, by others.--To avoid it,

ractices are sometimes indulged

in, which wound the conscience and

occasion keen remorse. In such a

course, there is both guilt and dan

ger of a very fearful kind. I would

be very far from advising you to

proclaim every serious emotion that

ou feel; or at any time, or in any

orm, to be forward and ostentatious

in revealing what passes in your

minds in reference to your eternal

interests. But on the other hand,

beware of seeming to be unconcern

ed about your souls when you really

are so; lest you be left of God to

become in fact what you are de

sirous to be thought. Always act

at least as conscientiously as you

feel; and with prudence and due

reserve, disclose the state of your

minds to a pious and confidential

friend, and especially to your pas

tor, whose business it is to watch

for#. souls, and who will rejoice

to direct, and as far as he is able,

assist your labouring spirits.

5. Slandering the character of an

absent individual, is a manifest vio

lation of the ninth commandment—

It is clearly one form of bearing

false witness against our neighbour.

In speaking, in my last lecture, on

the. required by the precept

before us, I endeavoured to enforce,

with reference to this subject, the

great gospel principle, of doing to

others as we would wish they should

do to us—to treat the character of

every absent individual as we should

desire, and think it reasonable, that

he should treat our own. The de

partures from this rule, which we

now consider, are exceedingly nu

merous, and of very various de

grees of criminality—from the ut

tering of a wilful, malicious, and

unqualified falsehood against our

neighbour, down to the fault alrea.

dy noticed, of keeping silence when

we hear him misrepresented.

As a fair character is of inesti

mable value to every man, he who

blasts or blackens it by a delibe

rate, slanderous falsehood, is guilty

of doing an injury to his neighbour,

only less enormous than assassina

tion and murder. Hence the pithy.

lines of the poet, known, I presume,

to the most of you—

“Who steals my purse, steals trash; ’tis

something, nothing;

'Twas mine, ’tis his; and has been slave

to thousands.

But he that filches from me my good

name,

Robs me of that which not enriches him,

And makes me poor indeed.”

In holy writ, slandering and

backbiting are placed among the

basest and most atrocious crimes

that men can commit. “He that

slandereth his neighbour is a fool,”

says Solomon. “Whoso privil

slandereth his neighbour, him .#

I cut off,” says David, when pro

fessing before God the manner in

which he would act, as a magistrate

and a sovereign; and “backbiters”

are classed by the apostle Paul, in

the first chapter of his epistle to

the Romans, among the most aban

doned and shameless sinners that

have ever existed on the earth.

But there is another form of slan

der, far more common than that of

telling a deliberately fabricated and

downright falsehood, to the injury

of our neighbour—It consists in

greatly aggravating or magnifying

a real fault; or in giving a false
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colouring to something which, in

reality, was a trifle, or perhaps no

fault at all; in a word, by traducing

an absent person’s character by

placing some action, or some part

of his conduct, in a worse light by

far, than that in which it would ap

pear, if fairly and impartially re

presented. In this manner, the

precept before us is transgressed

with a frequency that is surprising

and lamentable. Indeed, the ways

in which this command may be vio

lated, are more various than can be

specified—Sometimes by mere hints

and insinuations, that more is

known than is told: sometimes by

affecting to fear that there is too

much truth in a flying report: some

times by professing to hope that

such a report will turn out to be

false: sometimes by expressing a

wish, that there were no ground for

suspicion: sometimes by mention

ing a rumour, with an injunction

not to spread it: sometimes even

by a significant sigh, or shrug, or

smile. Be assured, that in the

view of God, the sin of slander is

committed in all such instances,

and in many of a like kind, which

are not, and indeed cannot be des

cribed.

6. Tale bearing and tattling are

nearly allied to slander, and sel

dom take place without it. The

Levitical law contained an express

prohibition of this evil—“Thou

shalt not go up and down as a tale

bearer, among thy people.”—DLev.

xix. 16.] In the book of Proverbs,

we have it twice distinctly repeat

ed—“The words of a tale bearer

are as wounds, and they go down

into the innermost parts of the

belly.” And again, “Where no

wood is, there the fire goeth out;

so where there is no tale bearer,

the strife ceaseth.” Never was

there a more exact description of

an evil, and its remedy, than in

these words. A very large part of

all the strife and contention that

takes place among neighbours and

friends, is owing to tale bearing;

and remove the cause, and the ef

fect will cease. Never, my dear

youth, indulge in this mischievous,

but very common vice. Never re

peat to a friend, or a neighbour, what

you hear another say to his disad

vantage; unless it is clearly neces

sary to put him on his guard against

an injury, to which he may other

wise be exposed. Then indeed it is

a duty to warn him; but otherwise,

you do evil both to him who spoke

disrespectfully, and to him to whom

you report it. You occasion pain

ful feelings unnecessarily; and per

haps stir up strife, which may pro

duce the most lasting mischief.

Many harsh words are uttered has

tily, or , thoughtlessly, which the

speaker himself may afterwards re

gret; and which would hurt no

body but the speaker, if they were

never repeated. Tale bearers sel

dom fail to magnify the evil speak

ing which they report; and there

fore are plainly slanderers, as well

as otherwise injurious.

Tattling is often productive of

the same effects as tale-bearing; al

though there be no such intention

in the tattler. Solomon tells us,

that “In the multitude of words

there wanteth not sin; but he that

restraineth his lips is wise.” Talk

ative people often say much, for no

other reason, as it would seem, but

because they are unquiet while

their tongues are still—This cha

racter is always a contemptible one;

and dignity, as well as duty, is con

cerned in avoiding it. The govern

ment of the tongue is a most im

portant!". of prudence and duty,

to which youth especially should

give great attention. They will

assuredly find it to be intimately .

connected, both with their respecta

bility and their happiness, in the

whole of their future life.

7. Eacaggeration in relating facts,

is the last transgression of the ninth

commandment, which I shall men

tion. One of the historians of our

own country, once observed to me,

that in endeavouring to obtain cor
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rect information, in regard to facts

and events in our revolutionary

war, then recently terminated, it

was difficult, almost beyond belief,

to find a man, although an eye wit:

ness of what he related, who would

give an accurate, unvarnished state

ment, of what he narrated. “I

have been ready, said he, to say

with David, “all men are liars.’”

He was reminded that David spoke

thus “in his haste;” but indeed, my

oung friends, it is too true, that it

is extremely rare to find a man

whose words, in narrating facts,

convey neither more nor less than

the simple truth. Yet this is what

a due regard to the command before

us will lead us to aim at; and he

who reaches the object of such an

aim, will at once perform an im

portant duty to his God and his

fellow men, and at the same time

add unspeakably to the respectabi

lity and weight of his own charac

ter. It was a high commendation

bestowed on an eminent man, “that

he always stated facts as if he was

speaking under oath.” Let it then

be a distinct object with you all, to

acquire the character indicated by

the proverb, “his word is as good

as his oath.”

WithErspoon on REGENERAtion.

(Continued from p. 66.)

JAcceptance of Salvation through the

Cross of Christ.

The next great step in a sinner's

change, is a discovery and accept.

ance of salvation from sin and mi

sery through Jesus Christ. This is

the last and finishing step of the

glorious work. When this is at

tained, the change is completed,

the new nature is fully formed in

all its parts. The spiritual seed is

implanted, and hath taken root;

and it will arrive by degrees, in

every vessel of mercy, to that mea

sure of maturity and strength, that

it pleaseth God each shall possess

before he be carried hence.

It is easy to see, that conviction

of sin which hath been before illus

trated, prepares and paves the way

for a discovery and acceptance of

salvation by Christ. Before con

viction of sin, or when conviction

is but imperfect, the gospel of

Christ, and particularly the doc

trine of the cross, almost constant

ly appears to be foolishness. Or if,

as sometimes happens, education

and example prompts the sinner to

speak with some degree of rever

ence of the name, character and

undertaking of a Saviour, there is

no distinct perception of the mean

ing, nor any inward relish of the

sweetness of the salutary truths.

But those who have been “wounded

in their spirits, and grieved in their

minds,” begin to perceive their un

speakable importance and value.

That mystery which was hid from

ages and generations, begins to open

upon the soul in its lustre and

glory. The helpless and hopeless

state of the sinner makes him ear

nestly and anxiously inquire, whe

ther there is any way to escape,

whether there is any door of mercy

or of hope. He says, with the

awakened and trembling jailer,

“What must I do to be saved?”*

And with the Psalmist, “Innumer

able evils have compassed me about,

mine iniquities have taken hold

upon me, so that I am not able to

look up; they are more than the

hairs of mine head, therefore my

heart faileth me.f. I have no ex

cuse to offer, nor any shelter to fly

to; the works, the word, and the

providence of God, seem all to be

up in arms against me, and have

inclosed me as an enemy to him.

O how fearful a thing is it to fall

into the hands of the living God :

Who shall dwell with devouring

fire? Who shall dwell with ever

lasting burnings? Is there no

rospect of relief? Is there no

alm in Gilead? Is there no phy

* Acts xvi. 30. f Psal. xl. 12.
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sician there? Wonderful has been

my past blindness! I have awaken

ed as out of a dream, and find my

self hastening fast to the pit of de

struction. What would I not do,

what would I not give for good

ground to believe that my guilt

were taken away, and my peace

made with God?”

With what eagerness and ear

nestness, hitherto unknown, does

the sinner now inquire after the

way to life? With what solicitude

does he “go forth by the footsteps

of the flock, and feed beside the

shepherds’ tents.” The sabbaths,

and ordinances, and word of God,

are now quite different things from

what they were before. No more

waste of that sacred time in busi

ness or in play. No more serenity

of heart, because he had been regu

larly and constantly at church, but

an astonishing view of the sins of

his holy things; careless, formal,

heartless worship. He cries out

with the Psalmist, “Lord, if thou

shouldst mark iniquity, who shall

stand.” No more indifferent, sloth

ful, disdainful hearing the word.

No more critical hearing the word,

that he may commend the ability,

or deride the weakness of the

preacher. With what concern

does he hang upon the sacred mes

sage, to see if there be any thing

upon which he can lay hold F He

then hears that “God is in Christ,

reconciling the world to himself.”

The very news of salvation, the

bare mention of pardon, is now a

joyful sound. It rouses his atten

tion, it awakens his curiosity, and

he sets himself to weigh and ponder

the important intimation. He hears

that “God so loved the world, that

he gave his only begotten Son, that

whosoever believeth in him should

not perish, but have everlasting

life. For God sent not his Son into

the world to condemn the world,

but that the world through him

might be saved." Is there then,”

says he, “hope of mercy with God,

* John iii. 16, 17.

whom I have so long forgotten, and

so greatly offended? hath he indeed

loved a guilty world? hath he loved

them in so amazing a manner, as

to send his only begotten Son to

save them from destruction? How

great is the giver, how wonderful

the gift, and how undeserving the

objects of his love!”

Here perhaps a difficulty may

occur. “It may be so,” says the

soul; “but are all the children of

Adam the objects of divine love?

Shall every sinner be a partaker of

divine mercy? Surely not. How

then are they distinguished? Per

haps he intends only to save a few

of the least unworthy, and to glori

fy his justice and severity in the

condemnation of the most eminent

ly guilty. What then have I rea

son to expect? None, none, none

of any rank, so criminal as I. I

have sinned early, and I have sin

ned long. I have sinned against

the clearest light and knowledge.

I have sinned against innumerable

mercies. I have sinned against the

threatenings of God’s word, the re

bukes of his providence, the checks

of my own conscience, and the un

wearied pains and diligence of mi

nisters and parents. I have burst

every bond, and torn in pieces

every restraining tie.” How many

gracious promises present, them

selves immediately, to extinguish

this fear? “Come now, and let us

reason together, saith the Lord;

though your sins be as scarlet, they

shall be as white as snow; though

they be red like crimson, they shall

be as wool; if ye be willing and

obedient, ye shall eat the good of

the land.*—Him that cometh unto

me, I will in no wise cast out.t—

Wherefore also he is able to save

them to the uttermost that come

unto God by him. And the Spirit

and the bride say come; and let

him that heareth say come; and let

him that is athirst come; and who

soever will, let him take the water

* Is. i. 18, 19. f John vi. 37.

+ Heb. vii. 25.
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of life freely.” To these promises

may be added many scripture ex

amples of first-rate sinners, saved

by the power of God, that none may

despair. An idolatrous Manasseh,

an unrighteous and oppressive pub

lican Zaccheus, an unclean Mar

Magdalene, and a persecuting Saul.

Then is the soul brought to acknow

ledge and adore the matchless love

of God; to repeat and adopt the

words of the apostle Paul; “This

is a faithful saying, and worthy of

all acceptation, that Christ Jesus

came into the world to save sinners,

of whom I am chief.”

The sinner, in such a situation,

is wholly employed in alternately

viewing his own deplorable charac

ter and state on the one hand, and

the sufficiency and efficacy of the

remedy on the other. As these

take their turns in his mind, his

hope rises or falls. Perhaps when

he again reflects on the infinite

number and heinous nature of his

offences; when he considers the

holiness and purity of God’s nature

and law, he is ready to bring all

into question, and to say, “How

can these things be? Is it possible

that all this guilt can be passed by,

is it possible that it can be forgiven

and forgotten by a holy God? Is

he not of purer eyes than to behold

iniquity ? Is it not said, that evil

cannot dwell with him f That sin

ners shall not stand in his pre

sence P How then can I presume

to approach him? I, who have been

so daring and obstinate a rebel?

What reception can I expect to

meet with, but, Bind him hand and

foot, and take him away, and cast

him into utter darkness; there shall

be weeping and gnashing of teeth.”f

To remove this distrust, and as

sure his heart before God, he is in

formed of the foundation of his

hope, that salvation comes by a Me

diator. He undertook our cause,

he purchased redemption by his

precious blood. Hear him saying

in the councils of the Most High,

* Rev. xxii. 17. f Matt. xxii. 13.

“Sacrifice and offering thou didst

not desire; mine ears hast thou

opened. Burnt-offering and sin-of

fering hast thou not required.

Then said I, Lo, I come, in the vo

lume of the book it is written of

me, I delight to do thy will, O my

God; yea, thy law is within my

heart.”* Hear also in what man

ner he executed this gracious pur

pose. “He was wounded for our

transgressions, he was bruised for

our iniquities; the chastisement of

our peace was upon him, and with

his stripes we are healed. All we

like sheep have gone astray, we

have turned every one to his own

way, and the Lord hath laid on him

the iniquity of us all.”f Let us

also see how this matter is repre

sented in the New Testament.

“Whom God hath set forth to be a

propitiation, through faith in his

blood, to declare his righteousness

for the remission of sins that are

past, through the forbearance of

God; to declare, I say, at this time

his righteousness: that he might be

just, and the justifier of him that

believeth in Jesus. For he hath

made him to be sin for us, who

knew no sin, that we might be made

the righteousness of God in him.”5

It is through this man, and

through his blood, that “repentance

and remission of sins is preached to

all nations.” Is not this a suffi

cient and stable ground of hope P

In the substitution of our surety,

we see a way opened for the recep

tion and restoration of sinners, in a

perfect consistency with all the di

vine perfections. The spotless pu

rity and holiness, the strict and im

partial justice of God, seem to raise

an insuperable obstacle to our ad

mission into his favour; but in the

sufferings and atonement of our

Redeemer, we see how he may tes

tify his abhorrence of sin, and pu

nish it, and at the same time show

mercy to the sinner. There is a

perfect harmony of all the divine

* Psal. xl. 6, 7, 8. f is. liii. 5, 6.

# Rom. iii. 25, 26. § 2. Cor. v. 21
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attributes in this design, and parti

cularly a joint illustration of mercy

and justice. This is the gospel of

Christ, the blessed and reviving

message brought unto the world by

the Prince of peace. This is “the

record which God hath given of his

Son.”

How welcome, how reviving this,

to the discouraged convinced sin

ner! His very concern and fear,

when proceeding upon proper

rounds, arises from a view of the

infinite evil of sin, so provoking to

a holy God. But in this plan laid

by divine wisdom, he sees the guilt

of sin sufficiently expiated by a sa

crifice of infinite value. “For we

are not redeemed with corruptible

things, such as silver and gold–

but with the precious blood of

Christ, as of a Lamb without blem

ish and without spot.”

He compares and contrasts, if I

may so speak, the greatness of his

guilt with the price of his pardon.

Then appears, with new and un

common force, the greatness of this

mystery of godliness, GOD mani

fested in the flesh. A victim no

less considerable than the eternal

and “only begotten.” Son of God,

“the brightness of his Father’s

glory, .# the express image of his

person.” What is it that cannot

be purchased by this marvellous ex

change P. The believer sees with

adoring wonder, the justice of God

more awfully severe, in awaking his

sword against the man who was

“his fellow,” than if the whole race

of offending men had been irre

coverably lost. At the same time

he sees the unspeakable dignity and

majesty of God, in his infinite and

truly royal mercy, great in itself,

and greater still in the way in which

it is dispensed. “Herein is love

indeed, not that we loved God, but

that he loved us, and sent his Son

to be the propitiation for our sins.”f

I cannot help here observing, that

this salvation is so amazing, so

wonderful in its nature, and so far

removed from any thing we know

* 1 Pet. i. 18. i 1 John iv. 10.

among men, that we are in danger

of being put to a stand, and can

scarcely conceive it possible. But

on the other hand, when we consi

der that it carrieth not upon it any

of the marks of human wisdom, we

are naturally led to say, “Salvation

belongeth unto God.—His ways are

not as our ways, nor his thoughts as

our thoughts.” Therefore when

conviction of sin makes us feel the

necessity, and discovers the glory

of our Saviour’s atonement; we

may both rest assured of its truth,

and triumph in its power. We

may say with the apostle Paul,

“Who shall lay any thing to the

charge of God’s electi It is God

that justifieth: who is he that con

demneth? It is Christ that died,

ea rather that is risen again, who

is even at the right hand of God,

who also maketh intercession for

us.”*

-

From Mrs. Hale's Ladies . Magazine for

.dugust.

SABBATH STILLNESS.

'Tis Sabbath morn—how calm and still!

Forest and grotto, glen and hill.

Palace and cottage feel the hour,

And the deep silence falls with power

On mighty cities, and the proud

Have in the soothing stillness bowed.

Europe, o'er thee, shines Bethlehem's

Star,

And thou art still!—The haughty Czar,

Upon his gilded cushion kneels,

And as a lowly subject feels;

And Moscow's walls around are still—

'Tis Sabbath on the plain and hill.

Dark, warring Greece, so long unblest,

Now hails the morn of holy rest,

And Gallia's millions own the day,

And Britain bends her proud array;

The Switzer shuts his cottage door,

And feels the Sabbath's soothing power.

Afric, long sunk in darkness dun,

Blesses the Sabbath's cheering sun;

On Asia, and her southern Isles,

This morning's sacred stillness smiles;–

While our new world with joy doth share

The hallowed calm, the hush of prayer!

Where'er the Christian footstep treads,

This peaceful Sabbath stillness spreads;

There's stillness 'neath the lordly dome,

And stillness in the lowly home.—

Be still—for God the day has blest–

Be happy—’tis the good man's rest.

* Rom. viii. 33, 34.
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Rigi Culm, Switzerland,

August 28th, 1828.

Friday.—Last evening I broke

off journalizing, rather abruptly,

just as the sun, in all his glory, was

sinking behind the Alps, whose

snowy summits tinged with purple

and red and blue rays, shone like

vast heaps of variegated flowers.

The wreaths of mist and sunshine

floating along the horizon, and the

long shadows projected by the im

mense cross erected on the very

pinnacle of the mountain, and those

of the visiters stretching out for

many miles before the eye, were

the only things about this glorious

sunset, which struck me as pecu

liar to this spot. The prospect,

however, from the tall wooden

stage or open observatory, on the

top of the Rigi, is said to be the

most expansive and magnificent of

all views; and that you may form

some idea of it, I will enter into

some details—The sublimity of na

ture, however, is inconceivable,

from mere description—it must be

seen. When at Lucerne, one of

our party purchased a pocket map

called the Panorama of the Rigi,

by means of which the most inte

resting objects now in view can be

readily determined. On one side,

the chain of the Alps, sparkling

with perpetual snows, stretches on

the right and left to a vast distance,

separating Italy from Switzerland.

The northern horizon compre

hends all the area circumscribed

by the Rhine, from the lake of

Constance to Basle, and includes

all the northern and central can

tons as far as the Jura. Within

this circuit fourteen lakes are visi

ble; and among the mountains, the

most intereºting and conspicuous

are the entire range of the Bernese

Oberland—the Sentis—the lofty

peaks of the Forest Cantons—

Mount Pilatus, and some others.

On approaching the verge of the

Rigi, and casting the eye into the

immense abyss, deepening almost

vertically for nearly six thousand

feet below, the picture is sublime.

Villages like little dove cots, or

heaps of shattered rocks; lakes,

and patches of cultivated ground,

though acres in extent, are dwin

dled into little shining spots of

green and silver; and waterfalls,

dashing down lofty precipices,

seem motionless, and like strips of

white ribbon. The eye becomes

giddy in gazing upon them. The

natural wildness and grandeur of

the objects less distant, are also

striking. The vast forests of pine

on the sides of the mountain,

thrown into surges of verdure by

the evening breeze, with the golden

sunshine gleaming at the same

time through their dark foliage—

the jutting crags rearing their

heads above the trees—the unfor

tunate valley of Goldau, with the

fatal Rossberg near it, all contri

bute much to this wonderful scene.

The beauty and grandeur of this

landscapemadea comparatively fee

ble impression on me, from having

been familiar with the sublime views

from the summits of our own Cats

kill mountains. There are, how

ever, some interesting phenomena

quite peculiar to this scene. The

rocky pass, the broad lake, the

verdant valley, and the rushing

torrent, are attributes of other

hills—but in Switzerland alone are

these to be found interspersed with

the magnificent glacier, and the

snow capped summit.

About an hour before sunrise,

we were called to prepare our

selves for another view of the

scenery I have just attempted to

descrºbe. The sky was remarka
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bly clear. We stood near the foot

of the great cross, and gazed with

new delight on the panoramick

view, of about three hundred miles

in circumference, displayed before

us. It is at this time, when the va

pours of the night have not begun

to arise, that the details of this

great geographical map are the

most clearly discerned. The Al

pine horn was now blown by one of

its usual minstrels, to inform us of

what we all knew, that the sun was

just peeping above the horizon;

and when the full broad eye of day

poured his level beams upon us,

we paid the piper, and retired to

breakfast. At the door of the inn,

we found a cripple with a variety

of curious toys, made from a red

kind of cedar, or larch, which

grows on these mountains—they

were beautifully carved, and for a

few batz, the current coin of this

district, we obtained a few speci

mens.

About an hour and a half after

sunrise, we prepared to descend

the mountain, by the path which

passes over the ruins of Goldau,

and terminates at the village of

Art, on the opposite side of the

Rigi to Weggis, where we com

menced our ascent yesterday. Just

before we set off, I hastened to the

verge of the mountain, in order to

throw a last look into the vast

abyss—but what was my surprise,

and delight, and awe. The mag

nificent landscape which I had but

a short time ago been admiring,

was now completely obscured by

the rising dews of the morning—

and the immense concave below,

was filled with heaps and wreaths

of soft and glittering mist.

I am giddy—clouds

Rise curling fast beneath me, white and

sparkling,

Like foam from the roused ocean.

This spectacle was far more in

teresting than the rays of the morn

ing, or the shadows of evening,

stealing over the cloud-capped

summits of the surrounding peaks.

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

Sometimes an opening would oc

cur in the mist, occasioned by the

passing breeze, and then the eye

might catch a glance of little ver

dant spots, or shining lakes, or

pigmy villages, lying far beneath.

These vapours of the night, which

now hang on the hills far below the

eye of the spectator, and which ap

pear like a wavy ocean of mist,

often rise, when the air is per

fectly calm, in a smooth, broad,

dense column, from the surface of

which, as from a polished mirror,

is reflected the large cross on the

top of the Rigi, the figures of the

visiters, and every other object

which happens to pass before it.

A bright arch, tinted with all the

colours of the rainbow, commonly

encircles this beautiful aerial pic

ture. The Fata Morgana painted

on the clouds in the harbour of

Messina—the Phantom Ship float

ing in the air near the Cape of

Good Hope—and the looming of

objects at sea, are all produced by

the same concurrence of circum

stances. May not the famous cross,

seen by the Emperor Constantine,

be accounted for in a similar man

ner?

As we descended the mountain

on foot, with a guide to carry our

baggage, we passed a remarkable

opening in the ground, into which

we threw heavy stones; and then

upon looking over the sides of a

precipice, we saw them issue from

a crevice a thousand feet below.

Farther down, we passed the cha

pel of “Our Lady of the Snows,” a

favourite resort of pilgrims, and

full of ex votos. At the Hospice,

near this place, we stopped to rest,

and obtained, with other refresh

ments, some Kersh water, a kind

of spirit distilled from the cherries

which grow in abundance through

out Europe. Near the Hospice, a

stream, called the Aa, rises; and

after dashing and foaming for some

distance near our path, descends

through a ravine of the mountain

to the lake of Zug, at Art. On

Z
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this route to the Culm of the Rigi,

there are a number of stations vi

sited by Roman Catholick pilgrims

—in one of the little chapels we

saw an image of the Saviour, stain

ed with blood, as large as life, pros

trate on the ground, with an im

mense cross pressing him to the

earth.

After a fatiguing descentof about

four hours, we arrived in the valley,

between the Rossberg and the Ri

gi, and paused for awhile on the

ruins of the village of Goldau. In

1806, after many premonitions of

some mighty catastrophe,the whole

upper surface of the Rossberg be

gan to move, slowly at first, but af

terwards with such rapidity, that

in a few moments five villages in

the valley of Goldau, and all their

inhabitants, were suddenly buried

deep beneath the ruins. It is said,

that at the moment of the fall of

the Rossberg, a party of ladies and

gentlemen from Berne, eleven in

number, were walking from Art to

wards Goldau, in order to ascend

the Rigi; seven were about two

hundred yards in advance of the

others, and just entering the vil

lage—All at once the party behind

were alarmed by a flight of stones

passing swiftly through the air

over their heads; thick clouds of

dust obscured the valley, and loud

and frightful noises were heard.

As soon as objects could be dis

cerned, they sought anxiously for

their friends, but all in vain—the

town of Goldau itself had disap

peared, beneath heaps of rubbish

one hundred feet in depth, and the

whole valley presented one wide

scene of desolation and chaos.

The slides which have taken

place in the northern parts of the

United States, particularly those

which happened in August, 1826,

on the White mountains of New

Hampshire, are of a very different

character. There the rocky face

of the mountain was left bare; the

earth and the trees, by which it was .

covered, being stripped from it by

torrents of rain and storms of wind;

but here, a portion of the mountain

itself has been uprooted from its

foundation. These terrible catas

trophes enable us to form some

feeble conception of the effects of

that awful deluge, which once

swept over the highest hills, and

overwhelmed in desolation and

death the fair frame of nature.

Steele, in one of his papers in the

Spectator, has a fine passage on

this subject, which has been called

a funeral oration over the globe.

“Let us now (says he) reflect on

the transient nature of the earth;

how by the force of one element

breaking loose on the rest, all the

beauties of nature, each work of

art and every labour of man, are

reduced to nothing; all that once

seemed admirable is now oblite

rated; all that was great and mag

nificent has vanished, and another

form and face of things overspread

the earth. Where are now the

empires of the world—where the

imperial cities, the pillars, tro

phies and monuments of glory?—

what remains, what impressions,

or distinctions do you now behold?

But not the cities only and the

works of men's hands, but the hills

and mountains and rocks, are melt

ed as wax before the sun, and their

place is no where to be found; all

have vanished and dropped away,

like the snow that once rested upon

their summits.

“What does not fade? The tower, that

stood

The crash of thunder and the warring

winds,

Shook by the slow but sure destroyer,

Time,

Now hangs in doubtful ruins o'er its base;

This huge rotundity we tread, grows old,

And all these worlds that roll around the

sun

The sun himself shall die, and ancient

night

Again involve the desolate abyss.”

Nothing is left of Goldau but

the bell which hung in its steeple,

and which was found about a mile

off. This avalanche of rocks from
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the Rossberg, glanced with pro

digious velocity across the valley,

and ascended a considerable dis

tance up the side of the Rigi.

The following transverse section

of the two mountains, will perhaps

give you a clearer idea of what I

have described.

The elevation on the right, sur

mounted by a cross, is intended for

the Rigi; that on the left is the

Rossberg—the valley of Goldau

lies, between. The iines running

in the direction B, C, show the in

clination of the strata, all dipping

at the same angle. Near D was

situated the unfortunate village of

Goldau, overwhelmed by the slide

from the mountain above. At A

commenced the irruption of mud

down the Rigi into thelake Lucerne,

and which swallowed up the dis

trict of Weggis. The Rigi rises be

tween five and six thousand feet

above the valley, and the Rossberg

nearly four. As these mountains

are composed of alternate strata of

rocks and argillaceous earth, which

incline at an angle of twenty-five or

thirty degrees, the introduction of

water from the melting snows and

heavy rains, through crevices or

by infiltration, softens the argilla

ceous earth, till it becomes a vis

cous mud, over which the superin

cumbent rocks slide into the valleys

below, sweeping with resistless im

petuosity every thing before them.

We now left this scene of deso

lation, and walked on to the village

of Art, situated at the southern ex

tremity of the lake of Zug. With

some difficulty we obtained a boat

to convey us to Zug, where our

and its environs.

carriages were in waiting, to take

us to Zurich. Our excursion on

the water was very agreeable, after

our long and fatiguing walk from

the top of the Rigi. The town of

Zug has a very antiquated appear

ance. It was destroyed by the

Helvetians when they attempted to

emigrate into the Roman provinces,

in the time of Caesar. Its Roman

name was Tugium. It also suf

fered from a slide—In 1435 two

streets, and a part of the wall of

the town, suddenly slipped into the

lake. The chief magistrate of the

canton was then drowned, but his

infant son was found floating in his

cradle, and lived to succeed to the

honours of his father. While din

ner was preparing, I visited two or

three very old churches, and en

joyed some fine views of the lake

In the ossuary

of one of the chapels, a number of

skulls are prepared, with the names

of the individuals annexed. We

sat down to an excellent dinner, in

company with a newly married

couple, and were quite amused

with the tender and polite atten

tions of the young pair.

“Love rules the court, the camp, the

grove.”

The distance from Zug to Zu

rich is about fifteen miles, and the

road possesses but little interest,

though the farms around seemed

well tilled. It passes also over the

field of battle, where the reformer,

Ulrick Zuingle, lost his life, fight

ing in the ranks of the Zurichese

Protestants, against a numerous

Catholick army.

The sun was but a few degrees

above the horizon as we approach

ed Zurich. From an eminence,

we enjoyed a fine view of the mag

nificent scenery of the lake of Zu

rich, wholly different in its fea

tures from that to which we had

been accustomed for some days

past. The whole of the banks of

the lake opposite to us, as far as

the eye could reach, seemed stud

ded with little white villages, sur
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rounded by green pastures, and

with innumerable farm houses

amidst groves of trees. Zimmer

man, you know, was a native of this

town. He was a favourite author

with me in my younger years, and

I now had an opportunity of esti

mating the correctness of his beau

tiful description of this spot. The

sunset effect on the glassy lake, and

the surrounding scenery of Zurich,

I had often admired, at a period

when there was but a very faint

Fº of ever witnessing it

or myself. At a distance, the

town seems surrounded by verdant

slopes, descending gradually to the

river Limmat, which issues from

the lake, and divides the city into

two unequal parts. Our coach

man drove us to the Sword tavern,

close by a wide bridge which

crosses the blue waves of the river,

where a dish of good tea, and some

other refreshments, more substan

tial, soon made us forget our past

fatigues.

Saturday, August 29th.-Since I

left England, I have seen no place

where I should better like to re

side, than in the neighbourhood

of Zurich, if ever I should become

an exile from home. There seems

to me to be more domestick com

fort here, than in any other part of

Switzerland. This city is interest

ing to the tourist, from a number

of circumstances, exclusive of its

delightful locality. Besides being

the residence of many eminent

theologians, here, in 1523, the glo

rious reformation was introduced

by Zuingle; and here the celebrated

Lavater received his death wound,

a few steps from his own door, by

one of the French soldiers under

Massena. Its high literary repu

tation, in former times, obtained

for it the appellation of the learned

Zurich; and at present the multi

tude of its publick institutions de

monstrate the benevolence, the

science, and the enterprise of its

inhabitants. Among the remark

able edifices shown to the stranger,

we have, of course, those inhabited

by Zuingle, Lavater, and Zimmer

man, that of the tyrant Gessler,

and the one Charlemagne occu

pied during his visits here. Many

of the publick buildings are hand

some, but the architecture of the

houses, generally, is tasteless and

mean, and the streets are narrow

and very crooked. The bridge

over the blue and rustling waters

of the river Limmat, which is

close to the door of our hotel, is

very wide, and is used as a market

place. To-day being one of the

principal market days, we had an

opportunity of seeing a large num

ber of the town and country folk

collected together. The dresses of

the females, and the trappings of

the horses, displayed more neat

ness, taste, and skill, than we wit

nessed in any other part of Swit

zerland—perhaps this may be

owing to the number of English

families who reside here. Another

peculiarity is, that not a beggar is

to be found in all the Canton,

though its population is very nu

InCrous.

Our three South American

friends bade us farewell—they pro

posing to make an excursion to the

baths of Baden, and we, in a few

hours, to set off for the Falls

of the Rhine. I cannot part with

these gentlemen, without remark

ing, that I never met with three

brothers more affable, intelligent,

and harmonious. There are anum

ber of open spaces before many of

the publick buildings, furnished

with seats, and planted with groves

of linden trees. While Dr. G. and

myself were walking in one of these

promenades, called the Lindenhof,

a fine terrace elevated an hundred

and twenty-five feet above the Lim

mat, the three brothers passed in

their carriage along the bank of

the river. We waved our hand

kerchiefs to each other, and saw

them no more. In old times, on

this terrace, once stood the palaces

of some of the Roman functiona
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ries, when ancient Thuricum oc

cupied the site where Zurich now

stands.

The road between Zurich and

Schaffhausen, not far from which

town the Falls of the Rhine are

situated, possesses but little inte

rest to the traveller, after the views

of the lake and its immediate

neighbourhood are lost sight of.

The bold, peculiar, and romantick

features of the scenery of Switzer

land, which we have been admiring

for many days past, are gradually

fading from the view, as the road

approaches the mighty river Rhine.

We passed several extensive forests

of firs; indeed, the whole of this

country is, I think, more thickly

covered with trees, than any of our

middle States. As we rode along,

the country people familiarly nod

ded to us, as they do to the travel

ler in New England—we were,

therefore, obliged to look askance

at the rich red stockings of the

females, displayed, according to

the fashion of the Canton, almost

from top to toe. A short distance

before reaching Schaffhausen, the

road passes not far from the banks

of the Rhine, so that we perceived

the spray of the cataract, and heard

the dull and heavy roar, peculiar to

the precipitous rush “of many

waters.” I was desirous to leave

our carriage, and visit the falls im

mediately; but my motion to that

effect, was overruled by the ma

jority of the party.

Schaffhausen, the capital of the

Canton of the same name, appears

to be a dull, uninteresting town,

though its situation, on the banks

of the Rhine, gives it many advan

tages. It was founded at a very

early period, being originally a few

storehouses to receive goods con

veyed along the river, and from

thence to be transported, by land,

to boats below the falls. Hence

its name in English, skiff-house.

There are some mills and manu

factories in the vicinity. The Pro

testant religion is established here,

and I hope to visit some of their

churches to-morrow,

The Crown hotel, at which we

stopped, was all in confusion—the

best rooms being secured for the

Russian Archduchess Michael,

and suite, who are expected here

to-morrow. The Grand Duke is

now fighting the Turks at Shumla,

and his good lady takes this op

portunity to visit her friends in

Germany. We sat down pretty

late in the evening, to a very pro

fuse and dainty supper, which we

all welcomed with keen appetites.

The wine was from Neufchatel,

and we all thought it remarkably

good—the cheese was from the

Canton of Glaris, and was of the

celebrated green kind, called chap

sigre, or, as we say at home, sap

sago. The herb which gives it its

strong and peculiar odour, is here

called trifolium odoratum. In

Pennsylvania, an imitation of this

cheese is prepared, by using a num

ber of odoriferous plants to give it

a perfume and flavour.

This evening we were obliged to

resign our carriage and horses,

which we hired a week since at

Lausanne—no persuasion or in

ducement could prevail with our

honest coachman to accompany us

any farther—This we regretted ex

ceedingly, not only on account of

his faithfulness and care, but be

cause our landlord informed us

that all the post horses in Schaff

hausen, and its neighbourhood,

were engaged as relays, for the

Archduchess and her suite. How

long, therefore, we may be obliged

to remain here, I cannot tell. After

leaving this place, the next town

we expect to stop at, is Friburg, in

Germany. It will be our first step

towards home—would that it were

the last.

Sunday, August 30th.-I rose

this morning with the expectation

of passing a quiet and retired day.

The streets of this Protestant town

were remarkably still; scarcely a

passenger was to be seen, until the
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bells of a neighbouring church

gave the signal for publick pray

ers. I followed a number of the

inhabitants, most of whom had

books in their hands, into a very

old place of worship, called, I

think, All Saints. The house was

but thinly attended; and as the ser

vice was in an unknown tongue,

my own reflections were my only

monitors.

On returning to the Crown, I

found that Mr. G., our travelling

companion, who speaks German,

had procured a carriage and horses

to convey us to Friburg, and that

it was proposed to set off imme

diately—We were to ramble along

the banks of the Rhine to the falls,

near which our coachman was to

meet uS.

The falls of the Rhine have been

so often described, that I need not

be very particular. Having heard

so much of their grandeur, and

having seen the mighty cataract of

Niagara, and the grand cascades

at Trenton and Cahoos, in the

State of New York, I must say I

was a good deal disappointed. No

one, however, can contemplate such

an object as this, without emotions

of awe and sublimity. The best

view is from a wooden balcony

projecting from the rock, close to

the precipice over which the great

est volume of water descends. The

river is chafed into foam and fury,

by the enormous masses of rocks

which lie in its sloping bed, for

some distance before it is projected

into the deep abyss below. The

falls of Niagara, and those of the

Cahoos, descend in nearly an un

broken sheet; but here the waters

are divided into a number of dif

ferent cascades, the most impe

tuous of which rushes between two

huge rocky pillars. The surround

ing natural scenery is bold and

picturesque, but is very much

debased by several offensive ob

jects. The cultivated fields in the

neighbourhood of.#. weaken

very much the effect of the mighty

cataract; but the dreary and savage

character of the landscape around

the Cahoos, is much more in har

mony with the wildness of such

scenes. The falls of the Rhine are

about seventy feet high. There is

what they call an ancient castle,

on an island just in front of the

cataract, in a darkened chamber of

which, a camera obscura is placed,

for the exhibition of this ever

moving picture. We admired it

exceedingly. As to the castle, it

seemed to me nothing but a paltry

old mill, which ought to be levelled

to the earth, as it spoils the scene.

It belonged, however, to an an

cient noble family, who flourished

before the foundation of Schaff

hausen.

Our road passed through the

part of Germany adjacent to Swit

zerland; and I felt no little regret

at bidding a long farewell to the

charming scenery of that roman

tick country. We travelled all

day, in the famous district called

the Black Forest. A considerable

part of the land is now under the

cultivation of an orderly and in

dustrious people; and the forests

are no longer infested by those

bands of robbers, who frequently

committed such horrid deeds of

murder and rapine on the traveller,

in former times. We passed seve

ral ancient castles and monasteries,

and as the shades of night began

to gather round us, we entered a

thick and extensive wood. We

had all fallen into that sort of reve

rie which most travellers expe

rience towards the close of a mo

notonous day's ride—the usual con

versation was of course suspended,

and each mind was busily occupied

in musings on the past, and in an

ticipations of the future; or was

indulging in those thrilling and

strange fancyings, which the an

cient deeds of war and crime com

mitted in this forest, were pecu

liarly calculated to excite. The

darkness of the evening increased;

and as the road became more diffi
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cult, our coachman was obliged to

leave the box, and lead along the

horses. In this situation, as we

were winding round a narrow val

ley, just at the verge of the forest,

we were all roused by a light start

ing up in the wood, on the oppo

site side of the valley, which we

had a few moments before passed.

On looking out of the carriage, I

saw, at some distance, the grim

visages of three men, by the torch

light, running towards us. Our

coachman informed us that there

was no habitation near this spot—

and as spectres and banditti are

both common in the forests of

Germany—our driver seemed most

fearful of the first—He quickly

mounted the box, and urged for

ward his horses, in spite of the

darkness and danger of the road,

till the apparitions were left far

behind.

When we were safely lodged for

the night at an insignificant inn,

the adventure I have just described,

and the superstitious fears of our

driver, afforded us a good deal of

amusement—but we were none of

us disposed to be very merry during

its continuance; for, as the poet

says,

Affairs that walk

(As they say spirits do) at midnight, have

In them a wilder nature than the business

That seeks despatch by day.

Monday, August 31st.—We set

off early this morning on our road

to Friburg. Though we have been

some time in Germany, in this

part of it I could not perceive any

remarkable difference between the

manners and customs of the peo

ple, and those of Switzerland—the

change from Schaffhausen to the

Black Forest was not so great as

we often noticed in passing from

one Swiss Canton to another. Our

route did not conduct us over the

most interesting parts of the Black

Forest, which includes one of the

largest chains of mountains in Ger

many. About twelve miles from

Friburg, we entered a deep pass in

the hills, named the Hellenthal, Io

Infernal Valley: through this, Ge

neral Moreau, the only French ge

neral of any distinction I recollect

ever to have seen, except a dancing

master, made his famous retreat in

1796. It has quite a terrifick ap

pearance, the rocks being heaped

on each other, as if by some tre

mendous convulsion of nature.

Near this spot I examined a grist

mill, on the Dreysam, a small

stream which passes near Friburg;

it was miserably deficient in every

mechanical convenience, and might

have been constructed in the early

periods of Teutonick history, for

the use of the warriors who anni

hilated the power of the old Ro

Inans.

There are three towns in Europe

which have the name of Friburg–

the one in Switzerland, which I

have already spoken of the place

where the celebrated mineralogist,

Werner, resided—and the city in

which we now are. Luckily there

are but few objects of curiosity to

detain us here. The Cathedral, or

Minster, is said to be one of the

most beautiful and perfect old

churches in all Germany. It was

founded by Conrad, Duke of Zāh

ringen, about 1150, and the tombs

of the princes of that name, now

in the building, are magnificent.

Its tall and well proportioned spire,

and its large windows of painted

glass, are also admired very much.

The image of the Duke is on the

sign of our hotel, where we found

a sumptuous table d’hote spread, on

our arrival. We saw, marching

through the streets, a corps of a

thousand of the best looking and

well disciplined soldiers in the

world—they formed, once, a por

tion of Napoleon's grand army.

After dinner, having made fur

ther arrangements with our driver

to carry us to Strasburg, we set

out on the road to that place. Af

ter passing through a highly culti

wated country, interspersed with

villages and farm houses, we stop
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ped, late in the evening, at a con

venient inn, just beyond the walls

of an old town. I must not forget

to mention, that we passed, on the

road, the Archduchess Michael,

and all her train—and truly the

Russians made quite a formidable

appearance. She rode in a fine

barouche, and we saw her dis

tinctly. Her female attendants had

full and fair features, though we

did not think them handsome.

“Methought she looked at us—

So every one believes that sees a Duchess.”

(To be continued.)

-

Fort THE CHRISTIAN ADV00ATE.

MENTAL SCIENCE,

Elements of the Science.

The first principles of every sci

ence are few and simple; but their

relations, combinations and uses,

are very numerous. This is em

phatically true of mental philo

º:y elements we mean the first

principles of the science. If we

speak of language, letters are its

first principles or elements; of the

science of numbers, the ten digits

are its elements. So of mental

science, the faculties of the mind,

and the rule or principle of classi

fication in examining the pheno

mena, are the elements. Strictly

speaking, the faculties, capabilities,

or properties, are the elements; but

inasmuch as we cannot proceed a

single step without observing some

general law of mental operations,

which discovers the primary rela

tions of those phenomena to the

character of their respective facul

ties, we consider it right to incor

porate the principle of classifica

tion with the elements of the sci

ence. But if any object to this,

we have no very strong objection

to its being considered a secondary

principle.

JMind is the subject, its proper

ties or faculties are the elements;

and the whole mental phenomena,

developing their character, rela:

tions and uses, are to be classed

and described, to form a complete

system of mental science.

Our first inquiry respects, the

mind itself, as that to which all the

elements belong.

Of mind itself, we are not con

scious, but only of its exercises.

We are, however, as certain of the

existence of mind as of any fact

whatever. There are several ways

in which we arrive at certainty;

the most important which concern

the present philosophy are intui

tion, consciousness, and inference.

The first two are simple and

difficult of explanation; the latter

is complex and admits of extend

ed illustration, but it belongs more

properly to dialectics. e omit,

for the present, any extended illus

tration of either; but it may be pro

per to say, that what we know by

consciousness and intuition is cer

tainty. The difference between

these two mental acts is perhaps

not very wide, yet they are easily

distinguished one from the other.

By one we take cognizance of

exercises and properties, and by

the other, of their simple and ne

cessary relations. We know by con

sciousness the exercises, thought,

feeling, and volition; and we know

by intuition, that something thinks,

feels and wills. We know by con

sciousness, the difference between

perception and feeling; and by in

tuition that there is a difference

between the capacity, or adapted

ness, to perceive and to feel.

The famous enthymeme of Des

Cartes, “cogito, ergo sum,” does

not describe the mental process,

because the knowledge of our

thought and existence are simulta

neous, without reasoning on the

subject, and with complete certain

ty. The process is too simple for

explanation, and the fact is intui

tive: no argument can ascertain it

with more certainty.
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Of the essence of mind, we are

profoundly ignorant, and so we

must remain, while our spirits are

so intimately connected with their

material habitations. How it may

be when our minds are disembo

died, must remain hidden from our

view, while we dwell on earth.

We can speculate concerning it,

but knowledge we have none.

There are, however, some things

concerning the mind which we can

certainly know, others, satisfac

torily: and there are some others

of which we may have probable

knowledge. Take the following

specimen for illustration. The

mind’s earistence is certainly, be

cause intuitively known, its ope

rations, because of them we are

conscious, its immateriality, be

cause the nature of all its known

properties differs from those of

matter, its immortality, because

its moral relations, and revealed

destiny require it, according to

that #. which brings life and

immortality to light.

The mind's moral character may

be satisfactorily known, because

its feelings may be compared with

a perfect moral rule, capable of

being examined. The expansion

of its capacities, when it shall be

separated from the body, is proba

ble, because this is according to its

known history in its present frail ta

bernacle, and in harmony with some

intimations of God’s revelation.

We are aware that it has been

said, mind is only eacercise; and

because we are conscious of no

thing antecedent, therefore nothing

else of mental character exists.

This sentiment has been variously

modified. By some it has been

made the ground of materialism;

and great efforts have been made

to prove that matter, peculiarly or

ganized, is capable of thought, feel

ing and volition. By others it has

been contended, that all those ex

ercises commonly styled mental,

are produced immediately by the

author of our being. The conclusion

Vol. IX.-Ch. JAdv.

from this doctrine, as it seems to us,

must be, that there is only one intel

ligent agent in the universe. Others

say that action is the essence of

mind, and that those evanescent,

ever varying phenomena, called

thoughts, feelings, and volitions,
constitute the mind.

It is worthy of remark, that the

latter speculation has been applied

in all its principles to matter. Thus

one class of philosophers has at

tempted to deprive us of mind, ano

ther has attempted the same with

matter, and both have been equally

successful and rational. As well

might a man undertake to prove

that he has no existence, as that he

has no permanent subject of the

constantly diversified intellectual

phenomena; that is, has no mind

distinct from exercises. We know

not how to guide any man’s mental

process to convince himself that he

exists, or that he has a mind, if he

denies or doubts the facts. A man

who will not trust his conscious

ness and his intuition, should

rather seek relief from medicine

than philosophy.

We think it sound pneumato

logy, and unassailable truth, to as

sert that we have intuitive know

ledge of both existence and mind.

We should think it quite as philo

sophical to talk of motion without

anything being moved, as of men

tal exercises without a mind—ante

cedent to, and distinct from, the

exercises themselves.

What is mind? We cannot an

swer essentially, but we can answer

the question relatively: and that

with rational satisfaction. It is a

spiritual substance, which thinks,

feels and wills. It is the perma

nent subject of those numerous and

diversified phenomena, of which

we are conscious, and which differ

in their nature and laws from all

that pertains to matter. This is

mind—simple, uncompounded, not

consisting of parts orº but

indivisible and unique. Its capa

cities we shall attempt to describe,

2 A
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but not its essence. It is proper

here to state, there is a mental

process, in the form of an argument,

approximating certainty, for the

immateriality of mind. The pro

cess is similar to that by which we

prove the existence of matter. By

our senses we take cognizance of

certain properties, which must be

long to something beyond human

cognizance. This something, we

call matter—not because we know

its essence, but can judge of its

properties. ... The material sub;

stance, in all its masses, atoms and

forms, is unintelligent. We take

this upon the authority of our
senses; and their testimony is cor

roborated by the history of its crea:

tion and government, in the word

of God’s revelation to man. Those

properties of matter—each, and all

together, unintelligent—must be

long to something in its nature un

intelligent. Now by consciousness

we know certain properties and

phenomena, entirely different in

their uature from all the pheno

mena and properties of matter.

This character is intelligence;

hence, the substance to which they

belong must be entirely different

from matter: we call it mind, in

telligent spirit. If there be any

truth in philosophy, the results of

this process are truths. But after

all, this is not the process by which

the mind originally arrives at these

results. Every intelligent man

takes the knowledge of his own

existence, and the nature of mind,

as far as he knows any thing of its

nature, upon the authority of his

own intuition; his knowledge of the

phenomena of mind, upon the au

thority of his consciousness; and his

knowledge of external objects, upon

the authority of his senses. We

must take these things upon such

authority, supported by the intima

tions of revelation, without philoso

phical proof; but if any man can

not do this, we should think his

best remedy would be a mad-house.

When facts are known, we may

class them, use them as arguments,

point out their relations, and show

their dependence one upon another.

But a man, who has so employed

his philosophy, as to produce a

doubt or denial of his own intui

tion, consciousness, senses and ex

perience, must be left to the enjoy

ment of his blank scepticism.

Our next inquiry is the principle

of classification, by which we dis

tribute and arrange the phenomena

of mind. We introduce this in

quiry in this connexion, for reasons

which will be obvious from its use;

and because many different classi

fications have been made by meta

physicians. The latter reason

seems to render it important that

we should carefully examine and

settle this principle, before we ex

amine the capacities and their

phenomena.

Classification is the disposition

or distribution of our mental exer

cises, according to some principle,

or character, cognizable by con

sciousness. Some have made two

classes, some three, some six, some

nine, twelve, and some many more.

In some systems, a preconceived

theory of faculties forms the basis

of classification, which saves much

time and accurate painful investi

gation of facts, but lacks truth and

utility. Others have adopted the re

lations of mental phenomenatointer

nal and external objects of thought,

and thus have multiplied the fa

culties of mind to a great number.

We shall not stop to examine those

theories and principles; although

they have had, and it is likely they

will yet have, their advocates. It

will be sufficient for our purpose, to

define what we consider the true

principle of classification.

The resemblance, or difference, in

the nature of exercises, is the prin

ciple. To state it more fully—All

mental exercises which are of the

same nature, however they may be

modified and combined, we put

together, and distribute them into

as many classes as we find pheno
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mena essentially different. For

example, we know, let all the ex

ercises whose nature is knowledge,

form one class—we feel, let all the

phenomena of feeling constitute

another class—and we will, let all

those exercises whose nature is

choosing or refusing, that is will

ing, be disposed in another dis

tinct class. This is the general,

and we think only correct, princi

ple of classification; except there

may be sub-classes, disposed ac

cording to the relations, combina

tions, or circumstance of pheno

mena, having the same nature. But

in this sub-classification, the whole

nomenclature might be exhausted

to name the classes. We trust it

will be evident, that the general

principle of classification is suffi

cient for our guidance in mental

analysis; although we may some

times have occasion to make a

secondary class, the principle and

reason of which will hereafter be

explained.

According to the general prin.

ciple of classification, we denomi

nate the faculties of the mind. Let

us be understood in our use of the

term faculty. We mean what is

sometimes called capacity, proper

ty, preparedness, or adaptedness;

something antecedent to the exer

cise which developes its character.

The faculties of the mind are the

simple elements of mental science,

and somewhat difficult logically to

define. We may use other terms

to express the same simple ideas;

but . will not furnish logical

definitions. We may also guard

our meaning, by dissociating such

things as others might be liable to

suppose belonged to our intention.

The latter may be important. We

do not mean by faculty, a distinct

agent, as if the mind were a habita

tion of different agents; nor do we

mean parts of the mind, as if it

were divisible like matter. The

mind is one indivisible agent, ca

pable of knowing, feeling and will

ing. This capability is what we

mean by faculty; and the distinc

tion, to , which we have already

alluded is obvious, that the capabi

lity of knowing is not identically

the capability of feeling, or of will

ing. They all belong to one agent,

but differ as much as the essential

character of the phenomena which

they exhibit. Without supposing

any analogy in the things them

selves, the illustration is appro

priate which we take from the pro

cess of thought, in associating and

dissociating the properties of mat

ter. The process is similar. Take

the following example. Gold has

colour, weight, malleability, &c.;

but we ascribe not the phenomena

belonging to one property, to an

other, yet we ascribe them all to

the one mass, and to its every par

ticle. So we ascribe to that one

indivisible essence, which we call

mind, all mental phenomena, but

to each faculty its appropriate

character and exercise, and not the

same to another faculty, or to all

indiscriminately.

Faculty is an inherent and inse

parable property of the human

mind, which has its own peculiar

character, and all the faculties be

long to the mind. We ascertain

the character of each faculty by its

appropriate phenomena. The fa

culties are the real basis of classi

fication in all mental phenomena,

because each faculty exhibits its

own peculiar character, in its own

exercises. But we must pursue

the inductive method, learn first

the character of the phenomena,

then by them the character of the

faculty to which they belong.

When, therefore, all the pheno

mena are classed, and the charac

ter of each faculty ascertained, their

whole estimate indicates the char

acter of the mind. Thus it will be

perceived there are three stages in

the process of this examination—

the first is the character and clas

sification of the phenomena—se

cond, the character of each faculty,

—third, the character of mind.
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Now if we were conscious of that

spiritual essence itself, and could

take cognizance directly of its

character and properties, this pro

cess would be unnecessary. We

should then know, with certainty,

all the mind’s properties and prin

ciples of action, and precisely how

it would act in all supposable cir

cumstances. This would be know

ing the mind in some measure as

God knows it. Possibly this may

be one thing included in the apos

tle’s assurance of knowledge, when

that which is in part shall be done

away—" then shall I know even

as I am known.” But such know

ledge, and such method of acquir

ing knowledge, are denied to us in

our present state. We must now

examine facts as they come under

our cognizance, and by slow de

#. learn their character and re

ations, to acquire a useful and prac

ticalºl. even of ourselves.

It has been said that faculties

and exercises of mind are only dif

ferent states, in which the mind ex

ists. This may be true or it ma

be false, just as it is uniº.

The term state is so indefinite as to

furnish a cover for almost any con

ceivable associations of thought;

and yet the acute metaphysician,

Payne, who uses the phraseology,

may have had an entirely correct

view of the facts. The term may

mean condition, modification, rela

tion, quality, or character. It is

true that qualities belong to sub

stances, and have not a separate

existence; so actions are evanes

cent, and cannot exist without an

agent; but the agent and action

are not the same thing. Connect

ed with mind, action has existence,

quality, mode, relation and charac

ter, not independently, but as ex

pressive of mind. As objects of

consciousness, therefore, mental

actions, thoughts and emotions,

have real existence, and are not

mind, nor its condition, but indices

of its character. We may as well

speak of the state of mental affec

tions, thoughts and volitions, or of

the faculties, as to speak of the

state of mind: in all we might

speak truth. If the phraseolog

be intended merely as a caution

against considering mental pheno

mena material, it is very well,

nothing is lost by the word state;

but if it mean any thing more, it

may not be so harmless. It adds

nothing to the definiteness of

thought or expression. The mind

in action, is just as definite as mind

in a state of action—the mind feel

ing, as in a state of feeling—the

mind willing, as in a state of voli

tion. Still we admit that the state

of the mind is ascertained by the

phenomena, but they are not the

same; and we have an objection to

use a term differently from its pro

er significance, and without gain

ing any thing in the definiteness

sought, especially when the term is

intended to denote any important

distinction.

In order to be the better under

stood, we state here the result of

our general classification, so far as

the names of the faculties are con

cerned, before we give the process

and application of the principle in

detail. The general faculties are

three, understanding, or faculty of

knowing; heart, or faculty of feel

ing; will, or faculty of volition.

Having disposed of three inqui

ries, namely, concerning the mind

itself, the meaning of faculty, and

the principle of classing mental

phenomena, it will be convenient to

close this article with some general

remarks, on the application of our

principle in distinguishing mental

operations. We call it our princi

ple, not because we claim to have

discovered it, but because we adopt

and use it. Indeed we affect no

originality in these discussions;

and our main object is to simplify

the application and use of known

principles.

In applying the principle of clas

sification, it is obviously the first

step to examine carefully the sha
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racter of the phenomena. To do

this successfully, we must examine .

each exercise distinctly, and com

pare it with others, that we may

avoid mistaking the character, and

shun confusion in the arrangement.

After all, it must be confessed, there

is a difficulty in the process. It is

difficult to apply the principle to

thoughts which are evanescent, feel

ings which are transient, and voli

tions which are momentary. We

cannot lay them by in some repo

sitory, and examine them at our

leisure, as we analyze material

substances in the laboratory of the

chemist. We must take cogni

zance of them as they pass in in

stantaneous succession, and if we

continue the examination, recollec

tion must furnish the subject.

But there is less difficulty in ap

plying this principle of classifica

tion, than any other which we have

seen, or of which we can form any

conception. If relations and cir

cumstances are to form the rule of

classification, we cannot reduce

them to form, or complete the work

of distribution. If we take the ob

jects of thought, feeling, and voli

tion, as the basis of classing mental

phenomena, there will be as little

prospect of relief and success. On

this principle, our classification

must be confused, and our labour

interminable. It is not at all won

derful that philosophers, who have

attempted classification on the prin

ciple of relations, or of objects, have

uniformly failed of success, both in

distinctness and completion. All

variety in circumstance, complexity,

or objects, would, in such a case,

indicate a different state of mind.

What, therefore, becomes of the

principle of distribution? It be

comes a mere arbitrary name of re

semblance, or else there will be no

limit to the number of classes. But

if resemblance, or difference, in the

nature of exercises, be the principle

of classification, we have some pros

pect of cognizable distinction, and

the completion of our labour. Re

lations and circumstances may

furnish reasons for sub-classifica

tions, or the distribution of genera

into species, but never can be a rule

by which to discover generick dif

ferences, or to form general classes

of mental phenomena. It may

sometimes be convenient, as has al

ready been intimated, to employ

these secondary, or specifick clas

sifications, in our mental investiga

tions, but it will make great confu

sion to dispense with generick

classes.

We do not expect in these es

says, to examine all the phenomena

of mind, or all of any one class of

exercises, but to furnish sufficient

specimens to illustrate and settle

both the principle and the process

of classification. In our next, we

propose to apply the principle to

several phenomena, and examine

their connexion with the mind’s ca

pabilities. F.

--

PRACTICAL METHODISM.

(Continued from p. 25.)

To the Editor of the Christian Advocate.

Rev. and dear Sir,

In the present paper, I shall con

fine myself to some general re

marks on the effects of Methodism

on the church, and on the world.

By way of preliminary, I would

state,that I am very far from depreci

ating the good the Methodists are ac

complishing all around us. I do, yea,

and will rejoice, that through their

zeal and activity, the lamp of the

gospel is carried to many sitting in

the regions of darkness. In the

wild wastes, and new settlements

of our country, as well as in foreign

lands, they are accomplishing much,

which without them, would proba

bly remain undone. But yet, in

several respects, I think the effects

of their influence are very much to

be deplored. And

1. As it regards the church.

Here the first obvious effect of their

influence, is in lowering the stand
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ard of qualification for the Chris

tian ministry. All history bears its

mournful testimony to the deplora:

ble effects of an unqualified mi

nistry. Incompetent teachers of

religion, have ever been the scourge

of the church, the abettors of error

—the tools of wily ecclesiasticks

and politicians, and at once the

victims and supporters of supersti

tion and fanaticism. Need I refer

the readers of the Advocate, to the

evidence which proves these allega

tions P It is written in sunbeams

on the pages of every ecclesiastical

and civil historian. And in the

face of all this light and evidence,

the Methodists, as a body, are the

stern advocates of an untaught mi

nistry. Throughout the country,

we see them elevating men to the

dignity of ambassadors of Christ,

utterly unprepared to discharge

correctly, a single duty of the sa

cred function. And if report speaks

the truth, in the south and west it

is no uncommon thing to hear them

commence their sermons, by thank

ing God that they were not “man

made ministers,” that they did not

preach with the enticing words of

“human larnin.” To the igno

rance of their clergy, as a primary

cause, we may trace nearly all the

conduct on which strictures have

been made, in my preceding papers.

And I am sorry to state, that the

influence of Methodist example in

this respect, is felt and seen in

other branches of the church of

Christ. Influenced by motives not

altogether justifiable, they admit

young men to the holy calling, be

fore they have passed through a

tythe of the necessary preparation.

This is one of the signs of the times

that makes me tremble, like Eli,

for the ark of God. If ever the

church sinks again into the dark

ness from which she was freed by

the reformation, it must be for the

want of an intelligent ministry.

And if ever she becomes the joy of

the whole earth, diffusing her sav

ing light from pole to pole, and

“from the rivers to the end of the

earth,” it must be, under God, to

the influence of a pious, devoted,

talented, well-informed ministry.

And the influence exerted by the

Methodists in advocating an illite

rate ministry, and in slandering the

learning and talents of their more

enlightened neighbours, will, in its

ultimate results, be found sufficient

to counterbalance a large proportion

of the good they are effecting.

Another of their evil effects upon

the church is, the little value they

lace upon Christian instruction.

heir system is mainly formed with

a reference to the passions. Their

preaching, praying, classes, camp

meetings, and love-feasts, are all

conducted so as to affect the pas

sions. As respects instruction,

a moral famine pervades every

thing they do. This might be ex

pected from the character of a large

majority of their clergy. The time

was, when the labouring oar of mi

nisterial duty, was the instruction

of the rising and risen generation;

when none were admitted to the

church, without a knowledge of its

doctrines and duties, without being

able to give a reason for the hope

which they professed. That was

the golden age of the church, which

produced the Erskines and Owens;

the Henrys and Baxters; the Char

nocks and Howes. But it would

seem as if that time were passing

away. Certain it is that what these

great luminaries considered a ne

cessary course of instruction for ad

mission to Christian privileges, is

by the Methodists, in a great mea

sure neglected. A person pro

fesses conversion to-day, and is ad

mitted to the communion to-mor

row. And thus the church is filled

with ignorant members; ignorant

of the Bible, and in a very lamenta

ble degree, of the plan of salvation.

Were it not for their reigning de

sire to make members, they would

probably, to some extent at least,

pursue a different plan; but as it

is, the course which they pursue is
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to be deplored. And their example

in this respect, is exerting a delete

rious influence on other portions of

the church. Other denominations,

to prevent their adherents from be

coming Methodists, “where they

can get religion so easy,” admit

them to membership, before the

consent of enlightened piety and

judgment w. pronounce them

qualified. If the Methodist church

is determined to run upon the rock

on which the Romish church split,

and around which its broken frag

ments are floating until the present

hour; it is earnestly to be wished

that her sister churches may not be

so unwise as to follow her.

Another of the evil effects of Me

thodism upon the church is, the

perverted taste which it creates for

hearing the word of God.

Such a taste have they created for

clamorous preaching, that now they

will be satisfied with nothing else.

The great object of preaching, sure

ly, is to elucidate and explain the

word of God, and to bring it home

to the heart and conscience. These

two things must necessarily be

united; but among our Methodist

brethren generally, such a union is

not regarded as important, and is in

fact seldom witnessed. A didac

tick man among them is regarded

as a mere dabbler in human learn

ing, and is generally unpopular.

What can be more detrimental to

the purity and prosperity of the

church of Christ, than a sentiment

like this? If in the sacred and di

vine institution of preaching, a

calm, deliberate, rational and pun

gent exposition of the scriptures, is

to give way to the narration of ex

perience, and of wonderful inci

dents and anecdotes—often to the

veriest rant and bombast, what is

to become of the church? If the

scriptures cease to shine from the

pulpit, what is to enlighten and

save the people?

Nor is the evil influence of Me

thodism in this respect confined to

themselves. Sorry am I to say, that

it is seen and felt among other de

nominations. Our preaching is in

many instances, dwindling down to

declamation; our sermons to rhe

torical flourishes: expositions of

scripture are superseded by little

flights of fancy, and too many of

our youthful preachers are more

ambitious to collect their laurels

from Parnassus than from Calvary.

When our modern sermons are

compared with those of the Er

skines, and Mathew Henry, and

Witherspoon, how wide the differ

ence between them! It cannot be

denied or concealed, that the in

creasing tendency of our pulpit ex

ercises is to superficialness. And

that the rise and progress of Me

thodism has increased this tendency

very much, especially among the

clergy of the second order of mind,

to me is as clear as demonstration.

Another evil of Methodism is, it

separates the less from the more in

telligent class of Christians. Far

am I from intending any thing in

vidious by this remark. There are

very many intelligent individuals

to be found throughout the country

attached to that society. . But they

themselves admit, and frequently

make it their boast, that the poor,

and despised, and illiterate, flock

to their banner wherever it is ele

vated. And this fact, by a singular

command of logick, they convert

into a proof that “theirs is the only

true religion.”

I think it a very serious evil that

such a separation should ever be

encouraged. The whole machinery

of Methodism, is admirably calcu

lated to affect the less intelligent

portion of the community. These

form the mass congregated at their

camp-meetings, pass through “fit

conversions,” and are added to

their societies. The attention which

our Methodist brethren give to the

poor and ignorant, would indeed de

serve all commendation, and should

have mine without reserve, if they
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would labouras diligently to enlight

en and instruct them, as they do to

gather them into their fold. It is

their leaving them nearly as unin

structed as they find them, which

forms the evil of which I com

plain.

Every body feels the influence of

mind. Its presence is calculated

to awe fanaticism and ignorance

into silence and order. Its advice

and directions commonly command

attention. The influence of a few

men of mind is felt in every church.

And when such men are sanctified

by divine grace, they become the

guides, the counsellors, the directors

of their less gifted brethren. It is

of great utility to unintelligent pro

fessors of religion, to be connected .

in church fellowship with such men.

Their views and feelings are better

directed; their minds are more ex

cited to action; in difficulties, they

know where to resort for counsel;

they are strengthened in faith, and

guided in practice; and on account

of this connexion are, in every

thing, more efficient members.

Many evils result from their sepa

ration. Much of the influence

which the intelligent might exert,

and much of the good to which the

ignorant might be stimulated, is

lost. The reins by which the pre

sence of imind curbs passion, error

and extravagance, are cut asunder.

And when those of but little mind,

and less information come together,

they are like a ship upon the ocean

º a helm, receiving its di

rection from the fickle wind. I

have but little doubt, that if the

large number of pious but illiterate

people now attached to the Metho

dist church, were under the govern

ing influence of intelligent mem

bers, they would be seven fold

more efficient than they now are, in

promoting the interests of the king

dom of Christ. And that Metho

dism, in its progress through the

country, is drawing 'the line be

tween two portions of the commu

nity which never ought to be sepa

rated, is, in my apprehension, one

of its great evils.

The conclusion of this paper,

and of the whole discussion on the

subject of Practical Methodism,

with a statement and remarks of

our own, were prepared for inser

tion in our present number; but we

find ourselves compelled, for the

want of space, to postpone them to

the coming month.]

-

MEMOIR OF CAPTAIN BENJAMIN

WICKES,

(Continued from page 140.)

The humble views which melan

cholick Christians entertain of

themselves, instead of diminishing,

often increase the confidence which

their Christian brethren possess in

their unfeigned piety, and fitness to

be office bearers in the church of

Christ. This was fully realized in

the case of Captain Wickes. In

the year 1794, not long after he had

made a publick profession of reli

gion, he was elected a ruling elder

of the Third Presbyterian congrega

tion of Philadelphia, of which the

Rev. Dr. John Smith was at that

time the pastor. Nor was this

choice ever regretted by those who

made it, or its propriety rendered

at all questionable, by any thing in

the conduct or character of him

who was the object of it, through

the whole of his subsequent life.

On the contrary, it appeared that

he was, in several respects, more

than ordinarily qualified to bear

rule in the house of God. He was

sound in the faith, unusually fami

liar with the sacred scriptures, not

slightly acquainted with system

atick theology, gifted in social

prayer, and always ready, when re

quested, to take part in its perform

ance—deeply desirous, and ever

ready, to do all in his power to pro

mote true religion, firm and sted

fast in his attachment to the doc
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trines and order of the church to

which he belonged, and yet remark

ably Catholick and fraternal in his

feelings toward all, of whatever de

nomination, who appeared truly to

love the Lord Jesus Christ. He

also possessed a kind and sympa

thetick heart, and from his nume

rous and long continued spiritual

conflicts, was able to speak experi

mentally to minds labouring under

similar trials: and however strange

it may seem, to those unacquainted

with cases similar to that of Cap

tain Wickes, he had a quick and

just discernment of the true char

acter of religious exercises—a rea

diness in distinguishing between

the genuine and the counterfeit—

in all cases except his own. He

was ready, in every situation in

which he could beº to mani

fest, not ostentatiously or with in

trusive forwardness, but with firm

ness and decision, his attachment

to his Saviour, his cause and peo

le. Reproach for Christ's sake

e esteemed an honour. Perhaps

no one ever felt less of the fear of

man in the performance of plain

religious duty, than the subject of

this memoir. Of him it might truly

be said, that his fear of God absorb

ed every other fear.

The sea-faring life of Captain

Wickes, which he followed for

about fourteen years after he was

chosen to the eldership, often, it is

true, removed him from the imme

diate service of the church and con

gregation to which he belonged.

But it qualified him to appear with

more advantage as a leader in so

cial prayer, and in some other reli

#. exercises, not only on board

is own ship while at sea, but in the

company of the pious and devout,

wherever he went—of which many

examples will appear in the sequel.

In the mean time, his associates in

the eldership supplied his lack ofser

vice when absent; and while athome,

they received his active assistance,

and the benefit of his countenance,

counsels and prayers. It appears

Vol. IX.-Ch. ,ldv.

that in the lowest depths of spiri

tual depression, and when he was

ready to think that he had lost all

hope, and had entered the region

of black despair, there was still a

secret influence on his mind, falsi

fying his dismal apprehensions, and

not permitting him to neglect any

religious duty, either personal or

social. The writer of this memoir

has had a striking proof of this fact,

since the publication of the last

number of the Christian Advocate.

By turning to pages 139 and 140

of that number, it will appear from

a part of Captain W.’s sea-journal

for 1804, that for several days pre

vious to the 10th of July, and in

continuance to the 12th of that

month, his soul was as much cast

down, and in as great anguish, as

he probably ever experienced. Yet

the following extracts from the

journal of a passenger, kept at the

time, and sent (the author un

known,) to the Editor of the Advo

cate, proves that even then he cele

brated publick worship on the Sab

bath, on board his ship, and per

formed all the exercises himself;

enfeebled as he was by disease, as

well as oppressed in spirit almost

beyond endurance. What a noble

example this of Christian resolution

and perseverance! The whole note

referred to, is as follows:

Rev Enrnn Sin,_On reading the letters

of Captain Wickes in your last Advocate,

wherein he gives the state of his mind

in July, 1804, I was induced to turn to

a journal kept on board the Benjamin

Franklin, which ship he commanded at

that time, on a voyage to Batavia; where

in, I find the following remarks noted. I

have extracted them for your perusal.

The winds and weather from the 8th to

the 17th, were the same as noted on the

11th, (the day he speaks of the weather,)

but not now copied.

With great respect,

A READER of your Advocate.

JMarch 12th, 1831.

“Sunday, July 8th, 1804.—At 10 A.M.

all hands being assembled aft, Captain

Wickes read to us the 41st Psalm—then

prayed—after which, he read one of New

ton's Sermons, from the words, in the

2 B
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11th chapter, 27th verse, of Matthew,-

“all things are delivered unto me of my

Father, and no man knoweth the Son but

the Father; neither knoweth any man the

Father, save the Son, and he to whom the

Son will reveal him.”

“Monday, July 9th.-Captain Wickes

complains this forenoon of being much

indisposed with a foul stomach, and ex

treme debility.

“Tuesday, July 10th.-This forenoon

Captain Wickes is rather worse, although

not confined below. Took an emetick,

which operated very gently, and caused

a discharge of a considerable quantity of

bile,-his complaint a nervous fever.

“Wednesday, July 11th.--Captain

Wickes thinks himself rather worse this

morning; but towards noon felt much

stronger, and considerably better than for

several days past. A continual succession

of squalls, with rain, and very variable

winds, all these 24 hours. Took in and

made sail, as needful; latitude 9° 21'

north.

“Thursday, July 12th.-Captain Wickes

continues to grow better.

“Friday, July 13th.--Captain Wickes

something better; but not quite free

from fever.

“Saturday, July 14th.-Captain Wickes

continues to get better.

“Sunday, July 15th-At 10 A.M. all

hands assembled aft, as usual—Captain

Wickes read the 7th chapter of Matthew

—prayed—and then read Newton's ser

mon from 11th chapter, 28th verse of St.

Matthew:—“Come unto me all ye that

labour and are heavy laden, and I will

give you rest.”

“Thursday, July 19th-This morning

Captain Wickes very unwell, having rest.

ed ill last night.”

Comparing the journal of the

writer of this note with that of

Captain W. during the same pe

riod, it is manifest that the state of

his bodily health was in a great

measure dependent on the state of

his mind. When his mind was re

lieved and became tranquil, his bo

dily indisposition was soon re

moved. The changeableness of his

feelings, from sorrow to joy, from

hope to despondence, and some

times from. to almost de

spair, is also remarkable. This ap

pears to have been the general

character of his religious state and

feelings, during the whole period of

his sea-faring life, after he made a

profession of religion. We have

before us numerous letters written

by him at sea, and from foreign

lands, to his old and confidential

friend, Eastburn, which almost uni

formly exhibit a fluctuation of re

ligious feeling truly surprising.

Several of them are worthy of pub

lication, but our limits do not per

mit their insertion in this memoir.

Through the whole, however, no

religious duty was omitted: his sor

rows and his joys were his own, or

confided only to discreet religious

friends: before the world, he stood

uniformly as an example of emi

ment and zealous Christian piety,

adorning the doctrine of God his

Saviour, and ready to every good

work.

In the month of May, 1799, Cap

tain Wickes had the gratification

of carrying out to the East Indies,

the first considerable reinforcement

of Baptist missionaries, sent to

the assistance of the Rev. Messrs.

Carey and Thomas, the pioneers of

the glorious and successful enter

prise of that denomination in the

eastern world. A Mr. Fountain

only, had joined them before. In

the ship Criterion, Captain W. had

undertaken a voyage, first to Lon

don and thence to Calcutta. He

had no expectation, it appears, of

carrying out missionaries; nor did

he even know that any were de

sirous to go in the ship which he

commanded, till their passage had

actually been contracted for, by

the supercargo of his vessel. . It

will presently be seen, with what

pleasure he received this informa

tion; and the cordial manner in

which he voluntarily expressed to

the Baptist Committee for Mis

sions, his readiness to receive their

missionaries, and to assure them

that every thing should be done for

their accommodation on the voyage.

But before this, we must insert a

letter which he had previously ad

dressed to his friend Eastburn;

giving an account of the first ac

quaintance which he formed with

that eminent minister of Christ,
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the late Rev. John Newton; the

relief which he found under one of

his dark and despairing frames of

mind, from Mr. Newton’s wise and

kind counsel; and the preparation

which he thus received, cheerfully

to welcome the intelligence that he

was to convey the messengers of

gospel grace to the perishing hea

then in India.

London, April 10th, 1799.

My precious Friend and Brother in

Christ Jesus,-My heart, at this moment,

embraces you in the bonds, I do hope, of

everlasting love. I do feel it cleave unto

you, and all my precious brethren in

Christ at Philadelphia. Oh shall I ever

be again permitted to see you in the flesh!

Blessed Saviour of sinners' grant me true

resignation to thy blessed will. But is it

not thine own command, that we should

love one another? Oh grant more and

more of this precious grace, and shed

abroad thine own love in all our hearts,

that we may all join in love supreme to

thy blessed self. Truly, my friend, I do

a little fear that you are something of an

idol to my heart; but if so in an undue

sense, it shall be corrected. The promise

issure to that effect.

We arrived here after a passage of

thirty-two days of very tempestuous wea

ther. One gale we had, which very

nearly overwhelmed us. The ship was

hove on her beam ends, and many things

swept off the deck: happily, no lives

were lost, but one man got a small bone;

near his kneepan, broke; he is now able

towalk—We are now unloading the ship,

and preparing her for our voyage to In

dia. It is intended we shall leave this

place in about a month.

Now, my friend, I know that the lan

guage on the top of this sheet, excites a

desire to know the grounds of it; and

perhaps an attempt to satisfy you may not

be satisfactory, for I will tell you I am not

satisfied myself, º: something like the

man in the gospel that was born blind,

and had his eyes opened to see—One

thing he knew, that whereas he was blind,

now he could see. So also I can say, that

... my heart has more love to God,

and his people, and his church, and his

cause on the earth, and more peace of con

science, than I have had these many days

and months. You already know my state

of mind when I left New York: the gloom

continued, yea, rather increased on my

passage; so that, when I arrived here, I

cannot say that I had any hope left; and

seemed careless, in a measure, of what

became of me here; but waiting, as it

were, with “a fearful looking for of judg

ment, and fiery indignation,” which should

destroy me, the Sabbath approaching, I

made it my business to inquire for Mr.

Newton's church, which I heard of, but

could not learn whether he was alive or

dead. However, I went there in the

morning, and stood in the great aisle, (no

one opening a pew for me) when I saw a

middle aged man in the reading desk,

reading the morning service. The pulpit

was then empty; but when the reading

service was nearly ended, I saw a little

old man go into the pulpit. He made a

short prayer, opened §. Bible, took a

text from Hebrews the ninth, and two

last verses. The man spoke bold and

clear gospel, in my judgment; and before

he was done, I was pretty sure it was

Newton himself: and although he spoke

not a word of comfort to me, yet I had a

strong desire to speak to him; and when

church was over, I waited for him, and

stopped him at the door, and asked an op

Fº to have some conversation with

im: he readily appointed Tuesday morn

ing, gave me his address, and invited me

to breakfast with him. On Tuesday

morning I awoke with as deep a sense of

my lost condition as I had ever known,

though not so piercing. I seemed so lost,

that I was careless whether I prayed or

not, and was in a degree sorry I had this

appointment—fearing that when I should

enter into conversation, as I intended to

speak the truth, he would really abhor

me, and put me out of his house. I did

not suppose he would use any violence;

but thought he would show his aversion

in such a way as would tend to the same

thing. However, I went; and after

breakfast, he took me up stairs, and very

soon knew me, I hope, better than I did

myself; for he entered into my difficul

ties at once, and gave such clear know

ledge of them, evidenced by my own ex

perience, that my heart began to receive

a gleam of hope; since which time, I

have experienced an increasing degree of

light and knowledge of the person, and the

love of Christ to his people; and have, I

humbly hope, been in some degree will

ing to commit my soul and all my con

cerns into his hands. Oh my friend!

could I but once be able to make him a

full surrender, my soul would then be

satisfied. The paper is full–Farewell—

Give my love to Mrs. Eastburn, &c.

BENJAMIN WIckes.

From the printed Baptist pe

riodical accounts, for 1799, we now

extract the following account of

the agreement made for the passage

of their missionaries to India. The

missionaries were the Rev. Messrs.
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Marshman, Ward, Brunsdon, and

Grant, with their wives and chil

dren; and a single lady, a Miss

Tidd; nine adults, and several

children. The extract is as fol

lows:

“In the month of April, brethren Fuller

and Ward were in London, and agreed

with Mr. F., supercargo of an American

ship, the Criterion, for a passage. She

was expected to sail about the middle of

May. The master of the ship, Captain

Wickes, was not present at the agree

ment, but on being informed of it by the

supercargo, he wrote to one of the com

mittee as follows—-‘When I was inform

ed by Mr. F. that the passengers we are

to take out were Christian Missionaries,

truly my heart rejoiced. It brought

strongly to my mind a desire which I had

felt some years past, when this business

was much talked of, that I might have

the command of a ship that should con

vey some of these messengers of peace

to the heathen. And now it seems God

is about to grant me my desire. I am the

master of the Criterion, sir, and am not

ashamed to confess myself a lover of the

gospel, and of them that preach it, pro

vided they preach not themselves, but

Christ Jesus the Lord, of whatever deno

mination they may be. I have been seve

ral days preparing the ship for the re

ception of those passengers, but little

thought who they were. Tell them I

will have every thing as comfortable as

possible, and that they may be entirely

separate from every other person of the

ship, if they choose it, except myself and

two mates, who will be in the same apart

ment.”

“We could not but consider it as a fa.

vourable providence, and bless the Lord

for it, that the Captain was a friend of

Christ. We learned afterwards that he

was an elder of the Presbyterian church

at Philadelphia, of which Dr. Smith is

pastor.”

The following additional extract

from the periodical accounts is

worthy of notice, as recording a

merciful interposition of Provi

dence, in behalf of Captain Wickes

and the missionaries; but for which,

the rapacity of wicked men would

have deprived him of his vessel and

cargo, and frustrated, for a season

at least, perhaps forever, the bene

volent designs of the holy and de

voted company, who were carrying

the glad tidings of salvation to the

pagans of India. But “the Lord

regineth, let the earth rejoice.”

The extract also bears testimony

to the active and decided piety of

Captain W. and his readiness to

favour and assist the missionaries,

in making his ship a Bethel, while

it was passing to the far-distant

port of its destination.

“About three weeks after their depar

ture, we received letters by the Lisbon

packet, dated June 14, off Cape Finis

terre, in which they speak of being all

well and happy; but relate their having

met with much boisterous weather in the

channel, and being chased by a French

privateer, from which they escaped by

the darkness of the night. When sailing

by Plymouth, they felt very...'.
tions on the situation of dear brother

Pearce. ‘ ‘O that I could adopt one of

his children, (says brother Ward) and

provide for it as my own."

“They intimate that the captain joined

with them in morning and evening pray

er, and in his turn engaged; also that

on the Lord's day they had publick wor

ship on deck, where one of the brethren

preached to the ship's company, after

the captain had first addressed them on

the subject, and recommended the ac

knowledging and worshipping of God in

their voyage.”

The voyage to Calcutta, after

passing the English channel, ap

pears to have been prosperous, and

on the whole, remarkably pleasant

—It was accomplished in 140 days,

or twenty weeks. On two or three

occasions some alarms were expe

rienced, but they were of short du

ration, and only served to excite

trust in God while they continued,

and more lively gratitude to him

for protection and deliverance, af

ter they were over. The greatest

alarm of all, as .. happens,

proved to be entirely groundless—

occasioned by mistaking a friend

for an enemy. In the Periodical

Accounts, to which we have al

ready referred, there are extracts

from three journals kept on the

voyage, by Messrs. Ward, Marsh

man, and Grant. From these we

shall quote a few passages, illustra

tive of the character of Captain

Wickes, the manner in which he

treated the missionaries, and the
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estimation in which he was held by
them.

WArtD.

“May 24.—Went on board the ship

with our luggage. I blessed God for this

new aera in my life.

“June 9.-The Captain joined us in

prayer this morning. He now takes his

turn with us. After previous arrange.

ment, we went upon deck about half past

ten, where the Captain had assembled the

ship's crew for publick worship. Brother

Brunsdon, whose turn it was to preach,

gave it up to me. The Captain addressed

the crew tenderly as his ‘fellow ship

mates,’ and said, that they had now un

dertaken a long voyage together; it

therefore became them to seek the fa

vour of God; that he had in former voy

ages called the crew together and spoke

to them himself; but that now he should

resign that work, as Divine Providence

had sent amongst them men whom he

had called to preach the gospel. God

had attended those addresses he had been

enabled to make, with some success; pro

fane swearing had been laid aside; and

he hoped good would be done now. For

which purpose he entreated them to pay

a serious attention.

“June 11.-Held our conference this

evening. A vessel is still pursuing us,

which the Captain believes to be a

Frenchman. I feel some alarm: consi

derable alarm. Oh Lord, be thou our

defender! The vessel seems to gain

upon us. (Quarter past eleven at night.)

There is no doubt of the vessel being a

French privateer: when we changed our

tack, she changed hers. We have, since

dark, changed into our old course; so

that possibly we shall lose her. Brethren

G. and B. have engaged in prayer; we

have read Luther's Psalm,” and our minds

are pretty well composed. Our guns are

all loaded, and the Captain seems very

low. We are thine, Oh Lord, and thou art

our Father.

“June 12.-Blessed be God, and bless

ed be his glorious name for ever! We

are still in tranquillity on board our ves

sel, and the enemy has disappeared. To

night we had our experience meeting,

which was truly sweet to us.

“June 13.−(One o’clock in the morn

ing.) Our friends have just waked me

out of sleep, with the information, that

two large vessels are just upon us, and

that one of them has fired a gun to bring

us to... I dress myself in a hurry, and go

upon deck. All hands are at the guns,

and the matches are lighted. I go to the

end of the ship. I can just see the ves

* The xlvi.

sel, though it is very foggy. A ball

whizzes over my head, and makes me

tremble. I go down, and go to prayer

with our friends. My mind calm. We

leave ourselves in the hands of our God,

whether we are to go to a French gaol,

or to India. Another ball goes over the

shrouds. The Captain thinks it is an

English frigate. . He has scarce any

doubts; and now lest the mast should be

shot away, he orders to haul to, for the

ship gets nearer and nearer. The sails

are furled, and we are going along-side.

They are within hearing. 'Tis a fine

sight. The light through their port holes,

and that on the surface of the water

around their vessel, make it charming,

even amidst the fears of its being an ene

my. They demand through their trum

pet, our name, our destination, how long

we have been from London, &c. &c. We

soon learned that their vessel was an Eng

lish frigate!! As soon as these words

caught my ears, I was electrified with

joy; and word was immediately carried to

our friends below; who, however, were

greatly supported. We fall down and

thank our Saviour, and then retire to

rest.

“June 14.—We know not where to

begin in counting the multitude of God's

tender mercies. Our Captain—our room

for worship—our supplies of food—the

harmony amongst us—the health we en

joy—the seasons of refreshment in social

meetings—the comfortable situation of

the children—our preaching to the sail

ors—our deliverance in time of great

peril, &c. &c. &c.

“Lord's day, June 16–Fine morning.

The Captain engaged in prayer.

“June 22.-Our Captain expresses his

anxiety for our being at the scene of ac

tion. Alas! he does not know what poor

creatures we are, or he would not expect

much from us.

“July 1.—We have had a sweet

monthly prayer meeting this evening. I

thank our Saviour for Captain W. The

divine image, drawn in lively characters

on his soul, would silence a thousand

deists, if their eyes were not holden.

“Lord's day, August 4.—Preached on

deck from—Godliness is profitable to all

things, &c. In the afternoon, Brother

Marshman read to the sailors and cate

chised. Brother Brunsdon preached in

our room from—Behold the man! We

then partook of the Lord's Supper; a

sweet time it was to us all. We admired

the goodness of God in our privileges.

We are in fact so happy, that we are al

most ready to say with Peter, It is good

to be here—on board a ship—7,000 miles

from home and friends, and exposed to

the perils of the deep. Bless the Lord,
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O our souls. How different Paul's mis

sidnary voyage Acts xxvii.

“Aug. 10.-We had a tremendous

storm. Oh! what an insignificant worm

does a hardened blasphemer seem amidst

this every day's work of Omnipotence

“Aug. 28.—Experience meeting truly

pleasant. Captain said he had enjoyed

more solid resting on Christ in this voy

age, than in his whole life before; and he

has been a follower of Christ, I suppose,

thirty years.

“Öct. 12–Captain wickes has sent a

Sicar to Calcutta for two boats to carry

us and our luggage to Serampore. (Ten

o'clock.) We are now setting off; bro

ther Brunsdon and I in the boat with the

luggage, and the rest in a passage boat.

We leave Captain Wickes and the Crite

rion.”

MARSHMAN.

“June 23.-I have no painful feelings

to relate at present: goodness and mercy

have hitherto followed us. If I attempt

to recount the privileges we enjoy, I

could scarcely enumerate them all. It is

a singular mercy that so precious a Chris

tian has been given us for our Captain;

having been exercised for a long time in

the school of temptation, and been made

to feel the buffetings of Satan almost to

the driving him to despair, he is as hum

ble and teachable as a child, and behaves

towards us with all the tenderness of a

father. He engages with us in prayer,

joins us at our conference and experience

meetings, and takes every opportunity to

leave his gay company in the cabin, and

sit and participate in our conversation:

consequently every attention that can

contribute to the convenience of the wo.

men and children is constantly paid.”

GRANT.

“I began to recover, June 10. Phoebe

thrives amazingly; she has found in the

Captain an affectionate grandfather, for

he is known to the children by no other

name, and also is able to supply the want

of your tender offices to her; he carries

her in his arms, and frequently she is

soothed to sleep by his nursing. Our

situation is very agreeable; the greatest

harmony prevails; an interesting ex

change of kind offices appears to be the

delight of the whole company. We have

great reason forº: or the many

advantages we enjoy.

“July 24.—In the evening, the Captain

gave us an account of a trial he was once

under, from an...” of his being

in a state of reprobation.

“Oct. 13.—Arrived at Serampore. It

is a beautiful little town, and esteemed

the most healthy spot in all India. Lord's

day following, brother Ward preached,

when the Governor attended, with some

of the principal inhabitants.

“N. B. About ten days after writing

this letter, Mr. Grant died!”

As this death happened before

Captain Wickes left Calcutta, he

attended the funeral of Mr. Grant

as a mourner—No doubt he was

one in reality. The following letter

was previously addressed to Capt.

W. by the missionaries jointly.

“DEAR BrothER WIckes, -We are

bound to give thanks to God for you,

brother, making mention of you in our

prayers continually. We thank God for

directing us to the vessel under your

command; we thank Him for that expe

rience of his grace in your mind, which

has often instructed and refreshed us;

for that example of holy caution, zeal

and fortitude, which he, by his holy in

fluence, has enabled you to give us; for

those opportunities of refreshment from

his presence, which we have enjoyed to

gether; and for all the tender mercies

which filled up every day of our voyage.

We trust, this experience of the divine

presence, will make a deep and perma

nent impression upon our minds.

“We are bound to make our acknow

ledgments to you also, beloved brother,

for the care and tenderness you perpetu

ally exercised towards us, our sisters, and

little ones; and we pray our heavenly

Father to forgive our evil example, and

prevent its ill effects: that your spiritual

prosperity may not be impeded by our

manifold failings.

“We entreat your intercessions at the

mercy seat for us, that we may grow in

grace, and be filled with the fulness of

God; that his work may not be impeded,

but in some degree forwarded, by our

feeble efforts; that satan may not over

come us, but that the grace of God may

be sufficient for us; that we may not

faint under our difficulties, but be faithful

unto death. And, when your fellowshi

is intimately with the Father and j.

his Son Jesus Christ, oh! remember the

poor Hindoo, and the millions sitting in

darkness and the shades of death.

“Thus at the throne of mercy our

prayers shall be united, our souls shall be

one; till we lose our depravity, our fears,

and our doubts, and form one blessed

communion in the vision of the Lamb.

“We pray that the grace of our Lord

Jesus Christ, the love of God, and the

fellowship of the Holy Ghost, may rest

upon you.-Amen. Farewell.

“Joshua MARshMax,

WILLIAM GRAMT,

DANIEL BRUNspox,

w.wamp.”

Criterion, October 8, 1799,
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The wives of the missionaries,

also, addressed a most affection

ate letter to the wife of Captain

Wickes; in which they make their

acknowledgments, in warm terms,

for the kindness they had expe

rienced from her husband; and as

sure her of their prayers for the

lasting happiness both of him and

her. The whole missionary corps

appear to have regarded him as a

father; and as often as he would

permit it (for he appears generally

to have forbidden them to use it)

they addressed him by this appella

tion. Several of them addressed

notes to him, individually, on his

departure. We shall insert that

of Dr. Carey, in which the Cap

tain’s benevolent loan to the mis

sionaries, of a thousand rupees, is

acknowledged; and for the repay

ment of which he did not take the

bills offered, but trusted for it en

tirely to the integrity of the com

mittee in Britain. We also cannot

forbear to add an extract from the

affectionate letter of Mr. Ward,

written on the same sheet with that

of Dr. Carey, and with that shall

close our account of this missionary

voyage.

From Dr. Carey to Capt. Wickes.

“Dean SIR,--I just drop a line to you

to express my gratitude for the great at

tention which you paid to our brethren

and sisters, the missionaries, on their pas

sage, and also have paid to them since

their arrival. May the good Lord requite

your kindness with good.

“Brother Ward is now with me, and

among other things has informed me that

-

-

you have generously lent them 1000

rupees, for which you have not yet taken

any note or security. I think you should

take bills on our Society's Bankers in

London for the amount: and shall be ex

tremely happy to send you a set of bills

for it, if you will signify your willingness

to take them.

“I have resolved to remove to Seram

pore to join the brethren there, and

should be happy if I could accomplish it

before your departure—but I am afraid I

cannot; it will be near a month before I

can leave this place; should you have

sailed first, I most sincerely wish you a

safe and pleasant voyage, and may the

Most High protect you, and return you

in safety to your intended port.

“I am affectionately yours,

“W. CAREY.”

JMudnabatty, Dec. 2, 1799.

From JMr. Ward.

“DEAR BRothen WIckes, * * * * *

I am afraid l shall not be back in time to

see you, or I would present to you Hou

lie’s Scotch Worthies, a book which con

tains the experience of many of the first

reformers in Scotland. I observe many

of the temptations and trials of these

great men, very much resemble the most

extraordinary of yours.

“If I am not permitted to see you again

on earth, I am happy in the assurance,

that our Saviour loves you infinitely bet

ter than I can; he knows what sore

temptations mean, for he has felt the

same; and he will finally compel you to

say, “Thanks be to God, that giveth us the

victory through our Lord Jesus Christ.”

Blessed blessed be God, for precious

blood, precious faith, precious promises,

and the prospect of death, temporal, spi-'

ritual* eternal, being swallowed up in

victory. Remember me in your prayers;

and when you cannot pray for yourself,

try to pray for a worm in India, and for

the most wretched idolators in the woods

of India. * * * * * * *

“Adieu, my dear, dear Brother.

“W. WARD.”

JMudnabatty, Dec. 2, 1799.

(To be continued.)

ificbictu.

LUTHER’s commentARY on THE

EpistLE TO THE GALATIANS.

(Continued from page 144.)

As already stated, the great ob

ject of Luther in this commentary

was, to explain, vindicate, and ap

plyº: the doctrine of jus

tification by the imputed righteous

ness of Christ, received and rested

on by faith alone. This doctrinc

had been buried for centuries under

the mass of Romish inventions and

superstitions, fortified and guarded
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by the subtilties and philosophy of

the schoolmen. Against these the

reat Reformer directed all the

#. of his mighty mind. He de

nounced them unsparingly, and

hurled them and their advocates to

perdition, without ceremony or re

serve. His manner has been cen

sured as harsh, and offensive; and

he admitted himself, that his zeal

and vehemence sometimes carried

him too far. But it has been justly

remarked, that a spirit less bold

and daring and decisive than that

of Luther, and a manner more

bland and persuasive than his,

would never have produced the Re

formation. The times in which he

lived, and the work to which he was

called, required exactly such a man

as he was. He was.

raised up, in the providence of God,

to perform what he did perform;

and if he had shown no imperfec

tions, he would have been what we

have never yet seen in a mere man

—He would have been other than

Moses, or Elijah, or Paul. A hun

dred Melancthons, with all their

learning, and eloquence, and gen

tleness, without a Luther to lead

them, and stand in the fore front of

the hottest battle, would have ef

fected little or nothing.

Luther had been a professor and

teacher of philosophy, before he

was a Reformer. He was tho

roughly versed in all the arts and

logomachies of the Aristotelian sys

tem, as taught in the schools of his

day; and most deeply did he abhor,

and most pointedly reprobate them

all, when he came truly to under

stand and embrace the gospel. But .

his knowledge of the school philo

.# qualified him, sometimes to

fight his opposers with their own

weapons, often to expose and ridi

cule their fallacies, and always to

add force to his condemnations of

the scholastick jargon, by showing

that he was not ignorant of that

which he condemned. Had he

lived in our day—and 0 that ano

ther Luther might arise! to do effec

tually what he did—he would have

directed the lightning and thunder

of his eloquence, against the phi

losophy now employed, to subvert

the precious and fundamental truths

of the gospel of Christ. Our meta

physicians think and boast, that

they have a wiser and better sys

tem than that which ruled the as

cendant, at the time of the Refor

mation. Be it so—It is true, ne

vertheless, that they have not more

confidence in their system, nor a

greater attachment to it—they have

even much less, than the schoolmen

had to theirs. But then, as soon as

one of them was divinely taught,

and knew the preciousness of the

revealed truth of God, he held this

truth to be paramount to all his

philosophy. Theologians might and

did use their philosophy sometimes,

and indeed too much and often, in

defending and illustrating their

theological creed. But to the Bi

ble, and the Bible only, they went

for that creed. They boasted truly,

that the Bible was the religion of

Protestants—not as is now done, to

the exclusion of creeds, and con

fessions, and catechisms. All these

they had, and held them to be es

sential for the embodying of gospel

truth, teaching it to learners, show

ing their belief to the world, and

flºº ainst heresy and schism.

ut they looked into the sacred

oracles, primarily and solely, for

every article of their faith. Read

the commentaries of Luther, and

the institutes of Calvin; and you

shall find that they considered

a plain text of scripture as in

dispensable, to the establishment

of every position which they

took, every doctrine which they

taught—and when they found, as

they often did, that the philoso

phy of the day interfered with the

teachings from heaven, they re

nounced it, condemned it, and gave

it to the winds. Such was the

course of the Reformers; and this

textual establishment of all doc

trines was regarded as essential, by
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all orthodox divines, not only in

their systems, but in their sermons

too, till within a century of the

resent time. But is it so now P

o—Would to God that it were

-this is the very thing which we

wish, and for which we contend.

But, although justification by

faith alone was the great theme of

Luther,in the commentary before us,

he well understood all its connex

ions and its bearings. He saw and

believed, that the whole rested on

one great principle, a principle

which the philosophy of this age of

improvement and the march of mind

has discovered to be “intrinsically

absurd”—the principle of IMPUTA

TIon. We, notwithstanding, are

old fashioned and unphilosophical

enough, to think with the Reform

ers, and as we most solemnly be

lieve, with the apostle Paul, and all

the other writers of the New Tes

tament. We will, therefore, in the

first place, state as distinctly and

plainly as we can, and in all its ex

tent, what this principle of imputa

tion is. We say then that the true

New Testament doctrine of imputa

tion, held as fundamental by the

Protestant Reformers, is to reckon,

or account, (Aayićtréal) as done by

us, that which has been done by our

representative; to account the acts

of that representative as our acts;

and to treat us accordingly. Hence

the first sin of Adam, by which he

broke covenant with God, is ac

counted as our sin, because he was

our representative, or federal head,

in the covenant of works, and we

are accounted and treated as cove

nant breakers by his act. Hence,

in like manner, our sins were so

reckoned or imputed to Christ, as

that he was treated (though he

knew no sin) as if they were his own

sins. Hence too, the righteousness

of Christ, consisting in his perfect

obedience to the law and full en

durance of its penalty, is reckoned,

accounted, or imputed to true be

lievers, as if they had perfectly

obeyed the law and borne its pe

ol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

nalty; and that therefore they are,

in point of law, perfectly just be

fore God. All these things stand

º on the same ground; they

are also indissolubly connected;

and he who rejects one, must, to be

consistent, reject the whole; and

he who admits one, must admit the

whole. The New Haven theology

does really and truly reject the

whole; and those who speak out,

say so explicitly; and treat this

whole doctrine of imputation as ex

ploded falsehood and folly. We

shall go on to show, nevertheless,

that it was held distinctly, and in

all its extent, by Luther; and that

he confirms every part of it, by per

tinent and abundant quotations

from the oracles of infallible truth.

It will be observed that there are

three points—the imputation of

Adam's first sin to his posterity;

the imputation of the sins of be

lievers to Christ; and the imputa

tion of his finished righteousness to

them, for their complete justifica

tion in the sight of God. As to the

first of these, it did not fall in Lu

ther's way, in this commentary, to

treat of it professedly and at length.

Yet, as it held a necessary con

nexion with his main topick, it did

fall in his way to recognise it,

again and again, as an unquestion

able gospel truth. Prefixed to the

Commentary is, “The Argument of

the Epistle of St. Paul to the Gala

tians;” in which is set forth in a

condensed form, the whole scope of

the Apostle, and the general strain

of his reasoning, in this portion of

revealed truth. In this “Argu

ment” the doctrine of the imputa

tion of Adam’s sin could not be

omitted. It is thus expressed—“I

am indeed a sinner, as touching this

present life and the righteousness

thereof as the child of Adam; where

the law accuseth me, death reign

eth over me, and at length would

devour me. But I have another

righteousness and life above this

life, which is Christ the Son of

God. Rom. viii. 9, 10, 11,” &c.

2 C
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Let it not be said that the imputa

tion of Adam’s sin is not here as

serted. It is asserted, by direct

and clear implication, though not

in words. The Reformer asserts

that he is “a sinner, as the child of

Adam;” affirming that his very re

lation to Adam made him a sinner;

and let it be told how this could be,

except as Adam was his federal

head and representative, whose of.

fence was reckoned to all his pos

terity. The corruption of our na

ture is, indeed, an invariable con

sequence of the apostacy, but it is

not here specified,—it is relation

ship to Adam, which is specified as

making man a sinner, subjecting

him to the accusation of the law,

the reign of death, and the danger

of final perdition; from all which,

he is delivered only by the righteous

ness of Christ, the Son of God. We

could easily multiply, passages of

similar import, from the Commen

tary itself; but we shall only add

a few sentences from a part of that

exposition of the 20th verse of the

second chapter, the explicitness of

which, precludes the necessity of

any remarks from us.

“We cannot deny but that we are all

sinners, and are constrained to say that

through the sin of Adam we were all

lost, were made the enemies of God, sub

ject to the wrath and judgment of God,

and guilty of eternal death, (for this do

all terrified hearts feel and confess, and

more indeed than they should do,) so

can we not deny but that Christ died for

our sins, that he might make us righteous.

For he died not to justify the righteous

but the unrighteous, and to make them

the children of God, and inheritors of all

spiritual and heavenly gifts. Therefore

when I feel and confess myself to be a

sinner through Adam's transgression,

why should I not say, that I am made

righteous through the righteousness of

Christ, especially when I hear that he

loved me, and gave himself for me? This

did Paul most steadfastly believe, and

therefore he speaketh these words with

so great vehemency and full assurance.

Which may he grant unto us, in some part

at the least, who hath loved us and given
himself for us.”

We think proper here to state,

what appears to have been the rea

son that the Reformers, in speak

ing of original sin, say compara

tively little on that part which con

sists in the imputation of Adam's

first sin, and much on the other

part, the corruption of our whole

nature, which they denominated

with emphasis, original sin; some

times, apparently, almost to the

exclusion of the former part. The

fact may be accounted for thus:-

The imputation of Adam’s first sin

was not controverted or denied

by the Papists, more than by the

Protestants themselves. The coun

cil of Trent were, on this point,

clear and explicit; whereas, in re

gard to the corruption of our whole

nature, they were so obscure and

equivocal as to admit of its being

held or denied, at pleasure. In

deed, their doctrine about free will,

the native powers of the human

mind, and obtaining grace by con

gruity, as they called it, before

sanctification, was really inconsist

ent with man’s total depravity.

Hence the Reformers levelled their

most powerful arguments, and di

rected their most frequent attacks,

against this point of fundamental

error. Total depravity, the cor

ruption of our whole nature, origi

mal sin, in this sense of the terms,

were the subject, of their main ar

guments, their most extended dis

cussion. But as to the imputation

of Adam’s first sin, holding it in

common with their adversaries,

they mentioned it only incidentally

and cursorily. On this account,

we suppose it is, that some have

ventured to deny that Calvin did

really hold the doctrine of the im

putation of the sin of Adam to his

posterity. But nothing was ever

more palpably false and ground

less, than such a denial. He as

serts it plainly, although incident

ally, in numerous instances in his

Institutes. We could give some

half a dozen examples from the

very chapter which contains his

famous definition of original sin,

and all of them previous to that
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definition. Pictèt, in the 6th chap

ter of his 6th book of “Christian

Theology,” shows that the imputa

tion of Adam's sin had been held

by the church, “from the purest

antiquity,” as he expresses it; and

he quotes in proof of his assertion,

Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Origen,

Athanasius, Basil, Cyril of Jeru

salem, Chrysostom, Ambrose, Je

rome, and Augustine.

The imputation of the sins of

men to the atoning Saviour, and

the imputation of his perfect righ

teousness to believers for their jus

tification, were points on which

Luther was called to speak direct

ly and largely, in expounding this

epistle. They were topicks on

which he delighted to dwell, from

which he declared that he derived

all his consolations and all his

hopes, and which he recommended

to the attention of convicted and

trembling sinners, as their only re

medy and relief. On these we

mean to quote extensively, in hope

that our quotations will answer

even a better purpose than con

futing the spurious theology to

which they are opposed—willi.
inquiring and labouring minds to

the rock, Christ Jesus, as the only

safe resting place of their souls, for

eternity.

(To be continued.)

3Literatp ant 490iſogopijital ºintelligentt, etc.

Intellectual State of Russia, &c.—At

the present moment, the following infor

mation may interest many. The number

of journals, which at present issue from

the Russian press, is seventy-three, and of

these, the “Northern Bee,” “The Pa

triot,” and the “Invalid,” enjoy the most

extensive circulation: they are written in

no less than twelve different languages.

The number of elementary schools is

1411: they are frequented by 70,000 pu

pils: so that, on a comparison of the total

number of children capable of instruction

in the Russian dominions, with those who

are actually educated, there does not ap

pear to be more than one in 367, whose

mind is even superficially cultivated.

There are seven Universities in Russia, at

which 3100 youth are educating under

the care of three hundred professors. The

ecclesiastical nursery is well attended to,

inasmuch as the four academies of theo

logy, at Kiew, St. Petersburg, Moscow,

and Kasan, together with the seven and

thirty upper, and eighteen lower semina

ries, appertaining to the Greek Church,

contain 26,000 pupils, in charge of 427

professors.—The Roman Catholick church

possesses fourteen seminaries, of which

one is of a superior class, in which above

two hundred and fifty youths are edu

cated for the priesthood.—Athenæum.

The following method of extracting a

blue colour for dyeing, from buckwheat

straw, is copied from a late London perio

dical:—“The straw should be gathered

before the grain is quite dry; and placed

on the ground in the sun, until it becomes

sufficiently dry to be taken from the husks

with facility. The wheat having been re

moved, the straw is to be piled up, moist

ened, and left to foment, till it is in a state

of decomposition, when it will become of

a blue colour: this indicates the period

when it should be gathered, and formed

into cakes, which are to be dried in the

sun, or in a stove. On these cakes being

boiled in water, the water assumes a

strong blue colour, which will not change

either in vinegar, or in sulphurick, acid.

It may, however, be turned into red with

alkali, into a light black with bruised gall

nuts, and into a beautiful green by evapo

ration. Stuffs dyed blue with this solu

tion, which is to be used in the same way

as vegetable matters of a similar species

employed in dyeing, become of a beautiful

and durable colour.”

Portable Gas.-Mr. Boston, chemist,

has shown us this morning a copper re

cipient or receiver of gas, intended as a

substitute for lamps in families. For cer

tain purposes it seems preferable to lamps

and candles, and more economical. The

flame is clear and brilliant, and attended

with no offensive smell. The capacity of

the vessel shown to us, had been proved

to be sixty atmospheric gallons, but

only thirty will be put in. The price of

filling those of similar dimensions with

that quantity will be ten cents, and, the

gas will burn for seventy hours; or as long

as a large wax candle, yielding much

more light. The jet can be easily regu
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lated by a key. The composition of the

is a secret. We presume the article

will be in demand, if it is found as safe,

cheap, and useful as it seems to be. The

vessel may be made in any form, such as

a classical urn, column, &c. and as highly

ornamented as the taste of those who use

it may require.—Another gentleman is

associated with Mr. Boston in the project.

—JN. Y. Com. Adv.

iſitiigious; intelligente.

Domestick.

We have been requested to pub

lish the following Circular, and we

comply with the request readily

and with great pleasure.

(cIRCULAR.)

Baltimore, JMarch 18, 1831.

DEAR BRETHREN,-At the last stated

meeting of the Presbytery of Baltimore,

the following preamble and resolution

were unanimously adopted, viz:

Whereas, in the view of this Presby

tery, the Presbyterian church with which

we are connected, in general, and we, as

a Presbytery, in particular, have, to a

most inexcusable degree, neglected the

claims of Foreign Missions; and whereas,

the present state of the heathen world,

as well as the last command of our Divine

Redeemer, most urgently calls us to ex

ert ourselves in this noble cause—There

fore,

Resolved, That we, as a body, will

make the attempt from this time to sup

port at least one Missionary, from year to

year, in the foreign field.

[It is to be understood, that the Pres

bytery reserves to itself the right to select

the Missionary, when it is thought pro

per; but the details of the plan were de

signedly left for future and more general

consultation—The object at first was only

to present the general principle.]

Since that time we have attempted to

carry into effect the plan therein ex

pressed; and if we are not deceived, it is

well adapted to interest the people of

God in the great cause of Missions; and

has been attended by tokens of the Divine

favour."

We feel at the same time, unfeigned

diffidence in our own judgment—and

desire the prayers and counsel of our

brethren on this momentous subject.

We therefore venture to lay before you

the plan which we have been led to

adopt, affectionately asking your co

operation if you approve it; or your sug.

gestions as to some other plan, better

* Between four and five hundred dol.

lars have already been secured towards

this object, since October last.

fitted to promote the interests of foreign

missions. -

You are fully aware that we are doing

almost nothing for the cause of Foreign

Missions, in the Presbyterian Church in

the United States. And compared with

what we ought to do, with what we

might do, .# with what we have done

in other forms of Christian charity, our

neglect of this is surprising, criminal, and

very perilous.

Much of this has been owing, we think,

to the want of a specifick plan, fitted to

reach and excite our people, and to carry

forward this great work. No such plan

has ever been projected, or carried ac

tively into general use among us.

Yet our church affords peculiar facili

ties for combined, uniform and powerful

operations in this way.—It is organized

already, and only needs to be set in mo

tion, in order to make it a most efficient

Missionary Institution. The plan pro

posed above of operating, through the

Presbyteries, seems to be at once the

most simple and effective.

One reason why the cause of Foreign

Missions has not more interested our

people has been, their ignorance of the

men to be supported by them, and of the

destination of their money when given.

From this, has resulted a vague, abstract

sentiment on the whole subject; and

their sympathies have not been enlisted,

even when their consciences have been

in part informed.—This scheme has the

advantage of directly identifying the body

of the people with the foreign missiona

ries whom they support; and with the

field in which they labour. Thus the re

gards of our people will be in some mea

sure located abroad; and out of their

personal and almost pastoral relation to

the missionaries whom they support, will

arise attachments well calculated to se

cure their continued prayers and chari

ties. In confirmation of this, we need

only refer to the striking fact, that those

churches and neighbourhoods, from which

missionaries have gone out, have uniform

ly felt and done most for foreign missions:

and for that portion of the Heathen world

also in which such missionaries labour.

It is a very interesting circumstance in

connexion with this view, that many

young men well qualified for the work,
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are now preparing in the Theological

Seminary at Princeton, and elsewhere,

who are saying with deep desire, “send

me,” “send me”—and who may at once

be selected and sustained by their respec

tive Presbyteries.

In proposing this plan, it is by no
means intended to interfere with other

societies already engaged in missions.

On the contrary, the object is to co

operate with them, as far as is possible

to do so.-But the Assembly's Board of

Missions is fully occupied on our own

continent, and has no purpose of effort

beyond the two Americas." The Ameri

can Home Missionary Society is exclu

sively domestick as its name imports; and

the American Board of Commissioners

for Foreign Missions, needs some such

combined effort as this, to bring up “to

the help of the Lord against the mighty,”

the whole Presbyterian Church.

The details of the plan may be left for

future consultation—but the great prin

ciple of operation might be at once adopt

ed; the whole church might be simulta

neously excited through the Presbyte

ries; and the way be thus prepared to

send forth from 100 Presbyteries, 100

missionaries to the foreign field.

Dear brethren, we are wedded to no

peculiar plan; but we feel that some

thing must be done; that it must be done

at once; that it must be done by all the

church; and with all “our heart and soul

and mind and strength.”

Our prayer is that we may be divinely

directed and sustained in all our efforts

for this great and neglected cause. May

millions now ready to perish rejoice for

ever in the great salvation sent to them

through our hands—and may we escape

, the awful curse of having their blood

found on our skirts.

WILLIAM NEVINs,

GEonge Monrison,

GEonge W. MusghAve,

John BREckINRInge,

On behalf of the Presbytery of Baltimore.

Editorial Remarks.

We earnestly recommend to all

our readers, and especially to our

clerical brethren, a careful and very
serious consideration of the fore

going circular. It relates to a sub

ject which has borne with great

weight on our mind for several

years past, and which we have not

ſailed to advocate in the best man

* At least so far as we are now in

formed.

ner we could. In the overture to

the General Assembly, in 1828,

from which resulted the present

very efficient and successful plan

of conducting domestick unissions,

the importance of engaging in fo

reign missions also, by the Presby

terian church, in its distinctive

character, was brought into view;

and the continuance of the exist

ing neglect was deprecated, as

highly inauspicious to the prospects

of our beloved church, as depend

ent on the smiles and benediction

of her glorified Lord, whose com

mand to “preach the gospel to

every creature, and to disciple

all nations,” was awfully disre

garded and violated by this ne

glect. The same was done in our

essays on “the best method of con

ducting Christian Missions.” . It

is therefore with no ordinary plea

sure that we at length find one

Presbytery resolved to act as well

as talk, in relation to this high con

cern; and we do earnestly hope

that the example thus most lauda

bly set, will be extensively ap

proved, and imitated by other Pres

byteries. The plan proposed is, in

our judgment, as good as any that

could be devised. Nor do we see

any difficulty in its execution, even

without the further interposition

of the supreme judicature of the

church. By that judicature, the

most ample and unrestricted power

has already been granted to the

Board of Misions, for conductin

the operations of foreign as wel

as domestick missions. All that

would be farther necessary, would

be, for the Board to organize an

other Executive Committee, with a

secretary and treasurer, for the ex

clusive purpose of promoting and

managing foreign missions, and for

keeping the funds given for this

purpose entirely and sacredly dis

tinct from all others. This Execu

tive Committee might easily, lay

down a plan, by which each Pres

bytery should have all the influ

ence it could desire, in selecting,
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as well as supporting, its own mis

sionary or missionaries, and even

in choosing the field of his or their

labours; while the committee would

be the organ for executing the pur

poses and designs of Presbyteries,

giving to them harmony, and sys

tem, managing and collecting funds,

superintending, directing, and cor

responding with the missionaries,

and for conveying useful and ne

cessary information to the Presby

teries and to the publick. Nor

would missionaries be wanting.

We speak on our own knowledge,

when we state, that there are now

Princeton, a number of most pro

mising young men, who earnestly

desire to go out on foreign mis

sions, under the direction and pa

tronage of their own church. But

we must drop the subject for the

present, when we have added, that

although we have shown in what

manner the plan of the Baltimore

Presbytery may be executed, yet

that we shall rejoice to see it car

ried into effect by any other mode

of execution that shall appear to be

more acceptable, to those who wish

that foreign missions should be sus

tained by the Presbyterian church

in the Theological Seminary at in her distinctive character,

The Treasurer of the Trustees of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, ac

knowledges the receipt of the following sums, for their Theological Seminary at Prince

ton, JW. J., during the month of JMarch last, viz.

Of the Rev. Dr. John M'Dowell, collected by the Rev. Marcius S. Hutton, in

Fox Hill, Newton Presbytery, for the Professorship to be endowed by the

Synods of New York and New Jersey - - - - . $17 00

And by the Rev. Jacob R. Castner, in Mansfield, same Presbytery, and for

the same Professorship . - 55 00

$72 00Amount

àbittu of 39 ubiith ºffairg.

EUROPE.

The most recent intelligence from Europe is from Liverpool of the 12th of February,

from London of the 11th, and from France, by the way of Havre, to the 13th of Fe

bruary. The general state of Europe remained much as was shown in our statements

of last month. One new revolution had broken out, which we shall notice in its place.

BRITAIN.—Subscriptions for the benefit of the Poles had been announced in several

of the British papers. We are astonished to see the numbers that have been executed,

sentenced to death, and to transportation, for the burning of houses, hay, grain, and

other property, in several of the counties of South Britain. Yet the severity of the

law had not put an end to the evil—burnings, but in less number, still continued. The

opular agitation in Ireland was not abated—it threatened open rebellion. The grand

jury of Dublin had indicted O'Connell, and eight of his principal associates, for con

spiring to evade and oppose the design of the Lord Lieutenant's proclamation, pro

hibiting their illegal meetings—The trials were in progress, but not terminated. St.

Peter's church in Birmingham had been burned down—supposed to have been set on

fire by an incendiary. Lord Rivers had drowned himself—a victim of gambling.

Burials in London in 1830, 21,645; births 26,743—increase of population, 5,098. The

distance between Liverpool and Manchester, which is 32 miles, had been travelled by

passenger's, in a rail road car, in a little more than the hour. Between the two places,

the Majestick engine had travelled six times in one. and conveyed backward and for

ward 142 tons—ten such engines were on that road. . The price of flour in Britain

had declined a little. The British parliament, agreeably to adjournment, met on the

3d of February. Up to the 11th of that month, the proposed measures for reform had

not been brought forward. Orator Hunt, as he is called, who had been elected a

member from Preston, made a motion and a long speech on the 8th, in favour of pe

titioning the king to grant a pardon, and amnesty to all who had been convicted ofin

cendiary acts. He spoke for two hours and a half, and when the decision on his motion

was taken, it appeared that only one member voted with himself in favour of it—2

against 369. The weather in England had been severe. Heavy falls of snow, as in

our own country, had impeded the transportation of the mails. The Edinburgh mail

coach had been lost in the snow, and the driver had perished.
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FRANce.—Parties and dissentions have arisen in France, in relation to the affairs

both of Belgium and Poland. Not long since there appeared a note, signed by Count

Sebastiani, the French Secretary for foreign affairs, addressed to the French minister

at Brussels, stating, in substance, that France would consider as an act of hostility to

her, the election of the Duke de Leuchtenberg to the crown of Belgium; and order.

ing the French minister, in the event of such election, immediately to leave Brussels.

This notwithstanding, the parties in the Belgick Congress were nearly equally di

vided between the Duke de Leuchtenberg, and the Duke de Nemours, the latter

the second son of the King of the French—a youth not more than seventeen years

of age. At length, after much dispute and several ballotings, the Duke de Ne

mours was elected, by a majority of one vote. It has been positively stated, as we

mentioned last month, that King Philip, of France, had absolutely refused to accept

the crown of Belgium for his young son; and that the ambassadors of the five great

powers in London had united to protest against such an acceptance. But the last

accounts state, that the question of acceptance is yet unsettled; and that there has

been great vacillation and contrariety of determinations on this point, in the French

cabinet. The truth is, that Britain, Austria, Prussia, Russia, and Holland, all depre

cate the union of Belgium to France, which they suppose would be virtually effected,

if the son of the French king should become king of Belgium. On the other hand,

France is greatly opposed to any addition to the power and influence of Austria and

her allies, which, it is believed, would be the result, if an Austrian Prince should ob

tain the Belgick throne. There is also a strong party in France in favour of aiding

Poland. Subscriptions are opened for pecuniary succours to the Poles, and men in

power of the first influence, Fayette among the rest, give their names, money and

influence, for their promotion. It seems also to be well understood, that it is the wish

of this party that France should give Russia to understand, that she will not consent

to see Poland again subjected to Russian sway. In the mean time, the king of France

and the existing ministry, earnestly wish for the continuance of peace, and are doing

all in their power to preserve it inviolate. But it looks, at present, as if the war party

would prevail, and the ministry be changed—Indeed the prospect of a general war

in Europe appears to us to have been more threatening, at the date of the last ac

counts, than at any preceding period since the late revolution. Commerce is greatly

depressed in France, and much suffering is felt for the want of employment, by the

poor, and by mechanicks and artisans generally—Much has been said about a large

secession of Roman Catholick clergymen in France from “the mother church.” We

doubt not there is some truth in the statements; but we wait for more accurate and

authentick details, before we make our record on the subject.

SPAIN and Pontugal still remain much in statu quo. We see no prospect of an

immediate struggle for liberty in either of these kingdoms.

ITALY.—A paper from Havre by the last arrival contains the following article:—“A

Telegraphick communication has been made at Lyons, that a serious Revolution had

enokks our IN ITALY—that Reggio, Bologna, and Modena, had been overthrown, and

that the Duke of Modena had been killed.” Time will unfold how much of truth

there is in this article. We have not yet heard of the election of a new Pope.

Austaia, Paussia, and Russia, are in a state of agitation; but we observe nothing

in their political affairs which calls for recital, beyond what will be seen under our

other articles.

Belgium.—It appears, says an article in an English print, that on the 9th of Feb.

“the Belgian Deputation in Paris were officially received by the Minister of Foreign

Relations. The interview lasted two hours, and the gravest questions were under

consideration. If, says the Gazette, our information is exact, it will now be proposed

to the Belgick Congress to elect Prince Charles of Naples as their King, who will

espouse the Princess Mary of France. The Belgick Deputies stated, that their mis

sion related exclusively to the Duke of Nemours.” . A Dutch gun-boat was driven

ashore at Antwerp; the Belgians seized it, and hauled down the flag of Holland. On

which the commander of the boat, Lieutenant Von Spyck, went below, and set fire to

the powder magazine. The vessel blew up instantly, and all on board, except two,

perished—himself among the rest—Tcn Belgians were killed, and twenty wounded.

It is not easy to conjecture what will be the issue of the business of choosing a king

for Belgium. We fear it will prove a firebrand, to kindle the flame of war through.

out Europe.

Poland.—It appears by the last accounts that the Russians were advancing in great

force toward the confines of Poland. Count Diebitsch had issued two proclamations,

one to the people of Poland, the other to the army. To these the Polish Diet re

turned a spirited answer, which concludes thus:-"The Polish nation, united in its
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Diet, declares, that for the future, it constitutes an independent people, which has

the right to confer the Polish crown upon him whom it shall deem worthy of it—upon

him whom it shall judge capable of observing faithfully the principles which he shall

have sworn to, and of preserving untouched the National Liberties.” The declaration

was signed unanimously by the members of the Diet. To all human appearance, the

Poles are rushing on their own destruction. But God can order it otherwise, and we

pray that he may. Russia has reason to dread the conquest of Poland, even if she

should achieve it. The leaven of insurrection and rebellion is working silently among

her own subjects; and we suspect strongly that she will have to fight France before

all is over, if she sheds Polish blood—What is called the cholera morbus, but which

is now believed to be the genuine plague, brought by the Russian army out of Turkey,

has appeared at St. Petersburg, and in a part of Poland also-Fears are entertained

that it will spread over Europe. Thus, war and pestilence, two of the three of hea

ven's sorest judgments, are in the heart of Europe, and the third—famine—may pos

sibly follow before long.

ASIA and AFRICA.

Did our space permit, we should chronicle a few articles from these large sections

of the globe. But as they are not of immediate interest, we reserve them to a future

occasion.

- AMERICA.

The political state of our sister republicks, in the southern part of our continent,

continues to be most deplorable. There is no actual war, at present, in Chili and

Peru; but there is no stable peace and order, even in these States; and in all the

rest, civil commotions exist, and in some, actual warfare. The last accounts from

Buenos Ayres, represent the danger of war in the whole of the United Provinces, as

imminent, if not unavoidable. In fact, neither these provinces, nor the Argentine

republick, can properly be said to have enjoyed peace at all, for several years past.

In Colombia, Central America and Mexico, there is active civil warfare. The death

of Bolivar appears to have been seriously lamented by a large part of Colombia, and

the persecutions which are believed to have caused his death, have probably given

depth and keenness to the indignation and resentment of his numerous friends. In

Mexico, the ex-president Guerrero, has been taken, and after a very summary pro

ceeding, on the part of his captors, shot. His party is in a great measure put down,

but peace is not obtained, nor is there any prospect of its being speedily settled on a

solid basis. In Guatimala, or Central America, the conflict of parties, which seemed

to be stayed for a while, has recently been renewed. It is long since we remarked

that Republicans cannot be formed but by time, education and information. The in

fluence of all these is wanting among our southern neighbours; and in addition, the

effects of the lºomish superstition on the mass of the people, and of infidelity on the

part of their leading men, are pernicious in the extreme.

UNITED STATEs.-We take no part in the ardent controversies going on in our

country, relative to the choice of the next President, or the recent quarrel between

the two highest officers of our government. Paper wars are bad enough, but they

are so much less an evil than the wars which shed blood, that in view of the present

state of the world, we have abundant reason to be satisfied and thankful. We bow

before the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, in regard to the un

happy Indians.—Their cause was most ably advocated, and we doubt not that the

decision of the judges was right. But the heavy guilt of violating our treaties with

these Indians, and of driving them from the lands which they hold by the gift of the

God of the whole earth, as well as by solemn compacts with us, is only shifted from our

legal tribunals to another department of our government; and such we understand

to be the purport distinctly of the opinion of Chief Justice Marshall—the man of all

the world to whose opinion we should, on such a subject, be the most ready to sur

render our own. After a winter of unusual severity, and much suffering among the

poor, the spring appears to be advancing in its happiest form. We have great cause,

also, to be thankful for the numerous awakenings and revivals of religion, which are

witnessed in various parts of our land. The enemy was in very deed coming in like

a flood; but we do hope and pray, that Jehovah has begun to lift up a standard

against him. Now is the time for much prayer and much Christian effort; and guilty,

in no ordinary degree, must be that professing Christian, whose active co-operation

is now withheld.

Ennatuxt in our last number–On p. 132, the 2d column, and beginning of the third

paragraph, in place of what there appears, read—“If Adam and his posterity were

one person, then his sin would have been our personal sin, and the act of eating the

forbidden fruit would have been our personal act.”
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REPORTS OF MISSIONARIES.

Many of the Reports received from our

Missionaries during the last month, are

of so interesting a character, that we

deem it expedient to omit, in our present

number, the usual selections of foreign

intelligence, for the Monthly Concert–

and would earnestly recommend, in their

stead, extracts from the following ac

counts of the gracious outpourings of the

Spirit of God, upon our Missionary sta

tions.

NEW YORK.

From the Rev. J. BURchARD, dated Bel

ville, Feb. 3, 1831.

Revival in Belville, N. York.

In the early part of the summer, our

shiritual horizon began to brighten.—

The attention of the people in the differ

ent settlements contiguous to Belville,

where the word was preached during

the week, was evidently arrested, and in

a short time, a goodly number gave evi

dence of a saving change. But the work

which at one time, indicated a powerful

refreshing, was soon arrested by sec

tarian influence. About this time, that

rtion of our field of labour called the

ardwell's settlement, (".." from

15 to 20 buildings) was favoured with a

gracious outpouring of the Spirit, and in

a few days fifty persons, comprising more

than one half of the population that were

in the habit of attending public worship,

gave evidence of having passed from death

into life. The dispensation of the Spir

it in this place was marked by pungent

conviction for sin, followed by an early

submission to the supremacy of Christ.

At several of our social prayer meetings

at private houses the spirit moved upon

the deep of the heart in#. majesty.—

The hardy sinner bowed before its pow

cr, like the rush before the wind. Yet,

in the midst of this deep feeling of soul,

even when the great fountains of iniquity

were breaking up, there was none of that

wildebullition of feeling, which is so often

a “counterfeit of the work of the spirit;”

but it appeared like clay, yielding to the

hand of an 4.i. pótter. In the

month of September, we had an acces

Chr. Adv.–Vol. IX. 2 B

sion to our number of forty-five persons,

principally on a profession of their faith.

And when this church which had so earn

estly contended for the faith against

“principalities and powers”beheld these

trophies of love, approaching the baptis

mal font, to receive the symbol of con

secration, they felt to appropriate in full

the language of the Spirit, “A refresh

ing from the firesence of the Lord.”—

From the formation of this church, in the

month of December 1829, to the Septem

ber following, we received into ouſ corn:

munion seventy members. ... Our whole

number is now eighty-five. With the aid

of fifty dollars, from your Society, we

have been enabled to sustain forthe whole.

of the time, the administration of the

word. Our meetings on the Sabbath,

have been well attended. Our Bible

class and Sabbath School are flourishing.

We have a Tract Society, upon the plan

of monthly distribution in successful ope

ration. The church maintain the “uni

ty of the spirit in the bond of peace.”-

e have reason to believe, that rising 6F

130 souls have been gathered into the

kingdom of Christ: many of whom

have joined other churches. The means

used have been the preaching of the

word; faithful parochial visitation, and

public fasts : the latter of which, have

been most signally blessed of God. fre

the space of six months we had efeven

ublic convocations of the church, for

asting and prayer, which were observed

with all the solemnity of the Sabbath.—

And now, desiring to refer all saving

benefits, to their heavenly origin, even

God's eternal purpose, in Christ Jesus,

and cherishing the hope, that the past is

but the pledge of future blessings, in the

words of the Prophet we would say,

“For Zion's sake, we will not hold our

peace, and for Jerusalem's sake, we will:

not rest, until the righteousness thereof

go forth as the brightness, and the salva

tion thereof, as a lamp that burneth.”

From the Rev. D. PAGE, dated Knowles

ville, Orleans co. N. Y. March 3, 1831.

Revival in Knowlesville, JW. Y.

In ". last I said there were some fa

vourable appearances in this place. Soon

after mytwriting, the Lord came this was
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indeed, set down the foot of his power,

and has brought a number out of moral

darkness into the light of the gos

pel. The work is not so general as in

other places of which we hear, yet we

have witnessed in many instances, very

ial manifestations of the Holy Ghost,

filling the hearts of christians with pray

er and faith. We have seen the evi

dence before our eyes, that God will hear

the prayer of the faithful. The work is

stillÉ. on, tho' it is somewhat retar

ded by preachers of other denominations

crowding in, whereby sinners are diver

ted from the great business ofsaving their

souls; and christians having a spirit of

party and*...* have ceased to pray

with that holy, heavenly , fervour, and

strong faith that characterized their in

tercessions a few days ago. Thus they

have in a measure quenched the spirit.

But they are becoming convinced of their

sin, and humblingthemselvesin the dust;

and the spirit of prayer is rising, and I

am confident the work will go on. In

the North part of the Society, where no

other denominations hold meetings, the

work goes on with a steady course. Chris

tians pray and souls are born “into the

kingdom.” I have not time to give you

a particular account of my labours, I

would only say that I delight to do all

that I am able in the service of my Lord

and Master. And for the last three

months I have been enabled to perform

more labor than is common forme,and for

this specialğ. I bless and praise.

my Lord and Master, . How many have

already been renewed in this work

I am unable to say. Many have obtain

ed hopes that they shall through the

blood of Christ be saved from their sins.

And although it is tobe feared, that some

have been led to deceive themselves,

yet I think that in the general, the

work is genuine, and that many have tru

ly submitted their hearts to God.

The last Lord's day was a time of the

special presence of the Lord ; the place

of worship was filled to overflowing.

We received into the church one by

Ietter, and nine on profession; seven of

whom I baptized. In partaking of the

symbols of Jesus' death, many commu

nicants I believe exprienced a preci

ous season. It is expected that others

will come to the church soon. When I

came here one year ago; the members of

this church, residing in the place were

about 27. The number is now about dou

ble. There is still a prospect, that the

church will be increased.

From the Rev. E. S. Huxten, dated Wy

oming (Middlebury,) Genesee Co. Feb.

28th. 1831.

Revival in Middlebury, M. Y.

As the results of my remaining here, I

am able to say that through the smiles

of the great head of the church, the con

gregation under my care has been

strengthened and built up. A revival of

religion has been enjoyed, which in the

estimation of charity, has brought many

souls from the kingdom of darkness, into

the kingdom of God's dearSon.

Fifty-four of these fruits have alread

connected themselves with the ch

undef my care. The Sabbath School

cause in this place has the past year re

ceived an impulse, which I trust will be

felt in its happy influence, for years to

come. . During the past year, every des

titute family in the town has been sup

plied with a copy of the word of life.

A Temperance Society formed upon

the principle of entire abstinence nowex

ists in this town, consisting of more than

two hundred members. Šº. has

been done, and is still doing in reference

to the Tract cause. The attention of

the members of the church has been di

rected to the subject of aiding by regular

yearly contributions, the funds of the As

sembly’s Board of Missions; upon this

subject a state of feeling seems to

exist, and it is probable that in the course

of the present year, the church will be

come regularly organized upon the fifty

cent plan.

This .g., feel that the aid,

which your Society has afforded them in

their feeble and trying circumstances, is

the alone means which, with the blessing

of God, has lifted their head above the

waves. It is indeed true, sir, that this

congregation furnishes one, among the

many instances of a society labouring to

sustain the gospel, with its privileges and

its hopes, and yet for want of sufficient

resources to succeed in the effort, was de

spairing and sinking, but has been revi

ved, and the way prepared for the per

manent enjoyment of the meansof grace,

through the timely aid of Missionary

Charity.

From the Rev. A. Rawson, dated' Barre,

Feb. 28, 1831.

Revival in Shelby and Royalton, M. Y.

Since H wrote you, God has done won:

ders among the people of Shelby, and

|Royalton. Between thirty and forty in

Shelby, hope, they have submitted them

selves to God, and believed in Jesus

Christ. Others are now enquiring, what

they shall do to be saved. A general se

|riousness pervades the congregation

|Some will probably connect themselves

with the Methodists—and others with

the Congregational church at Medina.

In Royalton twelve or thirteen cherish:

hope in Christ. In them I have grea:

confidence—they seem to have a gre"
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sense of their sins as committed against

a holy God, and in his unbounded mercy

in saving them.-Seven came forward to

be prayed for Sabbath-day, evening.—

Many others are serious. The church is

united and alive. We hope many more

will not only feel it to be a duty, but a

privilege, to deny themselves—take up
their cross and follow Christ. In both

congregations, God has been mindful of

those, that have attended Sabbath

Sdhools. The cause of temperance is

flourishing. At the last meeting of the

Temperance Society of Shelby, fifty uni
ted.

º

PENNSYLVANIA.

From the Rev. D. M. Bannen, dated

Great Island, Feb. 16th, 1831.

Results of three year's Missionary la

bours.

The third year of my labours in the

service of your Board having expired, I

will notice briefly, what has been doing

for the cause of Christ during that time.

Two congregations have been formed.

Three houses for public worship have

been erected, and two others commen

ced which we expect will be finished

shortly. Between 60 and 70persons have

been received into communion in the

church. Eight or nine Sabbath Schools

have been formed, in which from three

to four hundred youths, have received

instruction. But for reasons mentioned

in former reports, some of these schools

were short lived. Others formed under

more favourable circumstances have

flourished.

The most interesting part of my charge

at present is the Great Island congrega

tion, which lies immediately below this

mountainous region in a very pleasant

and fertile valley. I have been labouring

in this congregation but one year, and on

ly but the one fourth of my time, but for

the future I expect to spend one half of

my time in the congregation. We form

ed but two Sabbath Schools in the con

gregation lastseason which promise great

usefulness. One of them has 108 schol

lars enroled, and until the deep snow fell,

there was a general attendance. The

other school has about 70 scholars.

All the Merchants in the bounds of this

congregation, (five in number) have ex

cluded ardent spirits from their stores as

an article of profit.

We have lately formed a temperance

society on the plan of entire abstinence,

and about 70 have joined it. On this sub

--~

m.Atariº anIo.

From the Rev. G. W. KENNEDY, dated

Taneytown, Md. Feb. 10th, 1881.

My prospects at first, were not ve

ry flattering. I found here sinners dead

in tresſiasses and sins, and professors of

religion, twice dead, flucked up by the

root. O ye dry bones, I cried, hear ye

the word of the Lord; but they would not

hear. Awake! Awake! I exclaimed;

get ye out of this city, its name is destruc

tion; but they would not move—The stil

small voice was wanting.

A day of fasting, humiliation, and

|firayer, was appointed. After humbling

ourselves by fasting we prayed unto the

Lord for his spirit, and the Spirit of the

Lord came down, and moved over the as

sembly—bone came to its bone, and we

were quickened together in Christ.

My congregation has increased very

much in numbers) and attention.

Our church is now finished. It is a

brick edifice sufficiently large to accom

modate, in addition to our present num

ber, a few hundreds of our brethren the

other side of the mountain if we had them

here. It is flaid for.

I have formed two Bible Classes. One

for young ladies, the other for young

men. These are highly interesting.

Missionary Shirit among Sabbath School

children.

We have two flourishing Sabbath

Schools. One is in union with the Luthe

rian church. The other is conducted b

a few pious females at their own resi.

dence. I was invited to attend this last

mentioned school last New Year's day,

when we had an exhibition of Missionary

Shirit, such as I never before witnessed.

he children were to receive firemiums,

which, when they beheld, excited their

highest admiration. The superintendent

observed, that those children who wers.

disposed, might have the value of their

presents in money, provided they would

ut it in the Mission Bor. More than

alf the children chose the cash, and

dropt it in the box, with countenances

shining with benevolenee. I observed one

poor little Irish girl drop in fifty cents,

Our Missionary Society is firoshering.

In addition to the $40 you have received

this year, you may expect 10 more in

May. The females in the congregation,

devote one day in each week, to work,

for benevolent objects.

Tract Society.—We distribute about

1000 pages monthly.

We have a Bible Society auxiliary to

young men's of Baltimore.

k

ject we meet with much opposition, but

we have reason to believe the Lord is on

our side, and his friends are fast coming

over.

The last society I shall mention, though

not the least in numbers or" importance,

is our temperance society. ... At its organi

zation about a year since, there were but
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wards of 60. The anniversary of this

society took place on the 1st of January.

As a preparatory measure, we distribu

ted about 100 Kittredges! Enemies have

become friends.

INDIANA,

From the Rev. S. Scovel, dated Lawrence

burgh, (Indiana) Feb. 3, 1831.

We still enjoy the uninterrupted bles

sings of our covenant God; and while so

totally unworthy of these blessings, we

trust their continued bestow inent excites

in us gratitude. Since my last report we

have removed to this part of the field,

and have been encouraged with some ac

gessions to our little communion from

which we hope to raise up one for the

ministry, who has, with good prospects,

commenced his preparatory studies. We

are now looking too with joy towards the

removal of the painful disabilities under

which we have laboured for the want of

a house for public worship. The friends

of our cause here have made self-denying

arrangements for the erection'of such a

house the coming season. God grant suc

Acess to the design.

Our house at Harrison, we have so far

finished that, with two stoves, it is com

fortably warm for winter use. Seldom

does a christian heart enter it, but feels

thankful to see it rescued from its former

rostitution; Purifying the sanctuary

as, more than once, been accompanied

with a blessing. Harrison is an exam

ple. Forty one have been added to the

mmunion of that church, since they

an to repair “the altar of the Lord.”

The present prospect is encouraging.

The rich fruits of the refreshing expe

rienced by the “church of Elizabeth and

Berea” still reinain, affordinggood prom

ise of fitness for “the garner of God.”—

#. church now consists of 36 members,

with hope of addition soon.

To our Sunday Schools, four have been

added since my last report; by all which I

am encouraged, but with one truly delight

ed. I refer to the school in this place. It

is made up of Methodists and Presbyte

rians, consists of more than 100 pupils on

the list, and is carried forward by a vig

orous set of Teachers, whose competen
cy is aided by§. over each

Sunday lesson in a Bible class which I in

struct on each preceding Thursday even

ling. .

#i. Bible Class, formed a few months

since, and now consisting of 40 members,

is an object of affection to the pupils, and

of hope and joy to the teachers. It is my

blessed nursery, where I trust, the “good
seed of the word” will take deep root,

and flourish abundantly.

10 or 15 members, now there are up

| ed himsel

as usual: have also baptized, since my

last report, 16 adults and 5 infants

preached 100 sermons—given numerous

lectures and addresses—established one

Rºº. meeting & one additional Month

y Concert, besides one Sabbath School

Concert—I have received 54 to the com

munion."

With trials, I have much comfort in

my work; more from heaven and earth

than I have any reason to expect. I am

highly gratified with the increase of in

telligence throughout my field. Religious

and other reading is becoming more com

mon, while the good fruits of it are of

course apparent. Thechildren who have

| not outgrown the benefits of S. Schools,

(which, alas! many have done) are gath

ering manna from these blessed institu

tions, which, we hope, will nourish them

up to the stature of perfect persons in

Christ. Along with the comfort arising

from these sources, I have been}.

to see the aged sinner seek a refuge just

as his sun was setting. There are two

cases; the one 80, the other 84 years of

age. They fought for their country in

its infant struggle, and feared not the

clangour of arms nor the roar of cannon,

but I have seen their quaking and tears

on account of their unprofitableness and

guilt. I have rejoiced to embosom them

in the fold of Jesus; and ...; at hearing

one of them for the first, in his 85thyear,

lead our public devotions. The same in

dividual had a little previously commen

ced family worship, and had so number

{\º 15 other heads of fami

lies around me who have within a few

months thus consecrated their houses to

God. Thanks to God for this increase

of family religion.

From the Rev. W.M. SickLEs, dated Rush

ville, Indiana, Feb. 10, 1831.

I have two Bible classes, and expect

when the spring opens, and the days be
conne a º: longer, to commence one or

two more. We have a S. School in this

place, but at Olive Ridge it hasbeen sus

pended during the winter, for want of a

suitable place to meet in,but shall re-com.

mence again, as soon as the weatherbe

comes warm enough to hold the school in

the church. During the last six months,

10 persons havebeen added to thechurch

on certificate. I regret to be compelled

to say that very little visible success

seems to have attended my ministerial

labours for the period included in this re

port. . The attention, however, to the

preaching of the word has been as gener

al, as at any other former time, often

more than the rootn we occupy would

contain, (our church being not yet in a

condition for use.) I have endeavoured

I travel-visit families—circulate tracts * 17 of these were on certificate.
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with all plainness and simplicity to ex

hibit and enforce the truth, according as

God has given me ability, and to “keep
back nothing that might be profitable,”

but alas! I must take up the complaint

of the Prophet, and add, “Who hath be

lieved our report.” I often feel much dis

couraged in view of the state of religion

inthis part ofthe church. But perhaps in

this there may be something of a disposi

tion to walk by sight and not by faith. I

know that not the least part of the minis

ter's work is to “perfect the saints,” and

"edify the body of Christ.” But are not

the same means which God has ordained

for effecting these glorious purposes of

his grace, also adapted to transform sin

ners into saints? And are not those seas

ons in which many are turned from dark

ness to light, also the seasons in which

saints are turned more and more unto

God? It may be, however, that God

sometimes effects the two objects sepa

rately; and though the seed sown, (save

that which lodges in the hearts of God's

people,) may seem to fall by the way

side, among thorns, or in stony places,
tet in due time it may spring up and bear

it. Such reflections serve to sustain

the spirits of many of God’s ministers,

especially in these western states, where

there are so many obstacles to the suc

cess of the gospel, resulting from the ig

norance, the prejudice, and the sectarian

spirit almost every where to be met

with. In some of our congregations there

is not one active zealous, and efficient

man, but the burthen of almost every

thing falls upon the minister. In such a

state of things, our hands oftenº
down. You §o: my brother (for G

hasblessed your labours) that nothing is

more cheering to the servant of Christ,

than to witness the success and power of

the el in the conversion of sinners;

andperhaps you know how painful is the

apprehension to seem to be “set for the

of many,” and to be a “savor of

death” and not of life. Though frequent

ly cast down and perplexed in view of the

existing apathy, I am not in despair, I

dare not bt that God will bless his

own truth, and will one day raise in pow

er what has been sown in weakness.-

The field I occupy is an important one.

This county, by§. census, is, I be

lieve the fourth in the state in pop

ulation, and second to none in fertility.

seemed to have been directed to this

place by the finger of providence. I am

willing to live and labour here; or I am

willing to go toany other part of the vine

yard where the same providence may di

rect. Since I have been located in this

place, I believe my ministry has been

generally acceptable to my own people,

and perhaps as much so among other de;
hominations, as our views of truth could

reasonably be expected to be. Peace and

-

harmony seem to prevail among the

members of the church, and but two or

Pi three cases of discipline have occurred. .

In the adjoining county, where I spend

one fourth of my time, there appears to

be a prospect of good. The attention to

preaching is encouraging; and the settle

ment is rapidly increasing, as the nation

al road passes through it. There is yet

no church organized, and perhaps suita

ble materials do not at present exist

there, but it is thought the object ma

º accomplished at no very distant peri

O(1.

I received some time ago your letter, en

closing a commission from the American

Sabbath School Union, and will attend to

the duties assigned as soon as the season

will permit. Several agents are now em

§§. in this State in the formation of

Sabbath Schools, but the inclemency of

the season has rendered their success ve

ry limited.

The Temperance reformation seems

to be making a gradual progress in this

county, and some are now its friends who

not long ago, manifested a very decided

opposition . From 15 to 20,000 pages of.

tracts have been circulated in this coun

ty within the last six months, and have

been attended with some good effects, es

pecially on the subject of temperance.

With respect to the general prospects

of the Presbyterian Church, in this state

at the present time, I am not able to

speak particularly, having been confined

to my own district since the meeting of

Synod. We anticipate, however, the

happiest results from the operations of

the American Sabbath School Union.—

It is believed theR.which hasex

isted against the Union is wearing away
and doubtless, when the public mind

shall be satisfied as to the benevolent and

catholic character of that noble institu

tion, its plans will meet with a general

co-operation among protestant christians,

in the western country.

From the Rev. D. Moxront, dated Frank

lin, Johnson Co. Indiana, Feb. 17, 1831.

The prospects of the church here are

exceedingly flattering. . . The increase

from emigration is rapid. The people

are well united, and generally from fixed

sentiment attached strongly to the doc

trines of the old School.

weekly prayer meetings have been
kept up Hº: the winter; likewise the

Monthly Concert. Two interesting Bi

ble classes are organized. The Sabbath

Schools, of which there are two, have

done little during the cold weather, for

want of suitable houses; and I take this

opportunity to say that in the business of

organizing Schools, I shall not attempt

anything until the warm season.
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ILLINOIS.

From Mr. Isaac BeNNETT, dated Carmi,

(Ill.) Jan. 18, 1831.

Anticipating the difficulty of travelling

in the winter season, and regretting the

loss of time, that it would consume, I

formed a resolution last fall to obviate it

in some degree, by making my visits to

the congregations, less frequent and pro

portionably more protracted—to remain

at one place talking personally “from

house to house” during the day, and

preaching “publicly” in the evenings,

so long as the Lord seemed to favour it;

and then to go to another, just as Provi

dence from time to time appeared to di

rect. In adopting this plan, I was soon

much encouraged with the hope that the

blessings of God was attending it, in the

serious impression of a number, and in

thej'. of a few. But my

resolution was not sufficiently firm to

prosecute it far; seeing that it left other

congregations too long destitute ; which,

together with the earnest solicitations

that came to me topreach occasionally in

some other sections of the country,

which are yet a moral desolation, at

length allured me away. And in one of

these excursions, 30 miles beyond my

western boundary I visited two places,

and since twice repeated the visit,

preaching 3 or 4 times before I departed;

when I discovered that a congregation in

each of the places might soon be collected

if they could be attended to. Atthe place

the most remote, the Lord has blessed

these visits to the awakening of some, and

to the hopeful conversion of two or three.

Encouraged by this, and finding that

there were a number of Presbyterian

families in the vicinity, and several who

were communicants in that church pre

viously totheir emigration, I have made,

in accordance with their earnest desires,

some arrangements for the organization

of a church, and proceeded as far as your

missionary is officially qualified to do.—

There is much land yet to be possessed,

and many churches might soon be gath

ered with the blessing of God upon a lit

tle ministerial labour. But as we have

already more churches than we can well

attend to, we cannot devote much time

to collect others—And if we could, it

would be attended with the melancholy

fear, that we were gathering churches

only to neglect them—(for the want of

time, impels usin a great measure to ne

lect some that now exist)—buoying up,

for a time, the hopes of those who have

raised the Macedonian cry, only to let

them sink in deeper despondency; which

must be the case till more labourers are

sent forth into the vast harvest of this

western land.

The new congregation organized at

the Kickapoo last August, and left, I bef

lieve, entirely destitute of preaching ever

since, has at last raised a cry for a sup

ply of the bread of life; but the place is

too remote from this to admit of our vis

iting it often. And they wish, in con

nection with the Paris church, (only 30

miles distant) to locate a minister, and

think they are able to support one in the

manner of this country, if they knew

where to obtain him.

From the Rev. B., F. SPILMAN, dated

Shawneetown, Illinois, Jan. 31st, 1831.

During the month of November, we

had an interesting communion season in

Shawneetown. hree more were added

on examination to our little flock here.

Some impressions were [made,

which we trust will not be forgotten.—

This is a place which we think demands

the sympathies and prayers of christians

as much as any other place in the wes

tern country. Much business is done

here, as a place of landing for all kinds

of boats. And freight must often be re

ceived on the Sabbath, by those who oth

erwise would be in the house of prayer.

According to the present arrangements,

the Sabbath is also the principal day of

business in the post office. It is a distri

buting office; and on that Holy day, the

mails generally come in from all parts,

and at the very hour in which some are

repairing to the house of the Lord, some

are obliged (underthe present law) tola

bor in the office; and others are visiting

the office for letters, &c.

With these, and other obstacles in the

way of the advancement of the cause of

Christ, I find my faith often severely

tried. But from our own experience in

“the day of small things,” and from the

sure promises of God, we believe that

“Jacob” will here “arise,” though “he

is small.” The Sabbath School here has

I think accomplished considerable good,

and under the blessing of God, promises

much more in future. There is much

need here of some intelligent, pious man,

who could find leisure to attend this

school, and fill the place both of a super

intendent and teacher.

GOLCONDA.

I have been providentially prevented

from prosecuting my labors in the Gol

conda church, almost the whole of the

last quarter. A species of the smallpox,
called the varioloid, spread through the

village and a part of the neighborhood,

which rendered it, as we thought, impru

dent to hold public meetings or even pass

from house to house. This seemed to

us mysterious, as that was the time when

the special influences of the Holy Spirit

were shed down there. But the Lord, as

we think, has carried on his work in the
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hearts of those who appeared to be truly

convicted. Qn my visit there two weeks
since, I could discover no instance of

turning back. There has been a Sab

bathi School in operation in this part

of the church, which lies in the coun

try; but for want of some one who

has the qualifications and leisure to act

as a superintendent, no such school has

et been in operation in the town. There

{ find, with gratification, that measures

have been lately adopted for furnishing

every destitute family with the Bible, be

fore the first of May next. The cause of

Zion here is evidently going forward.

Itinerant Labors.

Since my last report, I have spent some

time in White,Wayne and Franklin co’s.

I am more & more convinced of the impor.

tance of settled ministers spending time

when it is practicable in itinerant labors.

For seven years I have labored and trav

elled in this State : and the greater part of

the time has been employed in this way.

I was trying to raise the standard here

when there was no Minister resident in

the State of our order, with whom I

could take “sweet counsel.” The stron

gest faith which was then in possession

could not carry my mind forward to what

I now witness. We have now in the

State about 20 ministers, and by a resolu

tion at the last meeting of the Synod, our

presbytery is divided into three. And

we expect a Synod to be erected by the

next General Assembly. My feelings

with respect to what the Lord has done

and is doing, I cannot describe. This

art of the State has been particular

y blessed in several places, during the

last year in brother Bennett's field of la

bor, and in my own. And we trust that

the dews of Heaven will still descend.

Pray for us, that our unfaithfulness and

unworthiness, may not prevent the work

of God in the salvation of sinners from

advancing.

Ohio,

From the Rev. L. C. Rutter, dated Man

chester, Feb. 15th, 1831.

My congregation at Manchester, con

tinues to increase in numbers and atten

tion. Some cases of seriousness have

lately come to my knowledge. At Hun

tington in consequence of the want of a

convenient house, the attendance upon

the dispensation of the word is not so good

as during last summer; the approach of

the season, when we can again assemble

under the trees of the forest, encourages

me to hope, that we shall be favored

with a more numerous attendance. In

the meantime, the increased desire for

the continuance of the public means of

ace, and the unusual attention mani

ed during the deliverance of my mes

sages, encouragesme in the hope that my

feeble attempts to advance the kingdom

of the Redeemer, have not been “in vain

in the Lord.”

I rejoice, in the fact, that the temper

ance cause is advancing among us. In my

last report, I believe, it was stated, that

the Temperance Society of Manchester

consisted of forty members; since that

time, it has increased to about sixty-five.

One, who has lately connected himself

with the Society, had been considered a

confirmed drunkard, for the last twenty

years; he is now, however, a warm friend

to cold water. His reformation has ef

fected aº, change in a large and re

spectable family.

MISSISSIPPt.

From the Rev. T. ARCHIBAL.D, dated

Columbus, (Miss.) Feb. 21st, 1831.

Difficulty of sustaining Sabbath School

in Mississiſ/ii.

. I have for ten years taken great delight
in Sabbath Schools. When I came to

this county four years ago there was not

a single Sabbath School in it. It was a

thing but little known. In the course of

the year I organized three Sabbath

Schools; and about that time three oth

ers were formed; and now there is not a

single Sabbath School in existence. The

three which I formed did well while I

attended to them in person; but I found

that it was not consistent with ministerial

duties to be always in a Sabbath School.

And as soon as the novelty of the thin

was over they declined and finally died.

They were revived for a time but are

now extinct. I could fill the whole coun

try with Sabbath Schools; but the great

matter is to keep them alive. This can

be done by having competent teachers.

Rewards or premiums are not sufficient

to keep such schools in existence. I speak

from experience. In conducting Sabbath

Schools there are several difficulties, but

the great difficulty is the want of self

denying men. He who undertakes to

teach a Sabbath School should be pleas

ing in his manners, attentive to the chil

dren, firm, zealous, persevering, and

determined in the pursuit of his object.

He should be discreet and qualified to in

struct. You may gointo a neighbourhood

and find the people very willing to have

a Sabbath School, but you will probably

not find a man in it capable of conducting

one. You may find a man that would do,

if his education was sufficient; and again

you may find a man whose education is

very good, but he is wanting in every oth

er qualification. Cannot such men be

found in the North as would do well in a

Sabbath School. I know that people in

the North are afraid to live in the South,

but I do believe this country is as healthy
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as any in the U. S. We want several

mechanics in this country. We want a

tinner and silversmith very much. I will

do all in my power to promote the Sab

bath School cause.

LOWER CANADA.

From a Missionary of the Board, dated

Lapraire, March 2d, 1831.

It is difficult to unite the people inH.
cuniary efforts to advance religion. he

Scotch and the English are so prone to

look to the government for churches,

schools, ministers, &c. that it is not until

their patience is exhausted, and they are

led to reflect, “while we wait our chil

dren are growing up in ignorance and

heathenism,” that they arouse them

selves to action; but I trust that from the

spirit of the times, and social improve

ment in Britain, a crisis will arrive which

will throw them upon their own ener

gies, and oblige, them to discover that

they have*. better resources

among themselves, for the purposes, in

question, than can be possibly found in

any government. If all the denominations

are put upon an equal footing, and each

has to provide for itself, this wilderness

will soon begin to blossom as the rose.

This must at all events take place in

Canada ere long, whether it does in Bri

tain or not; and such a change is neces

sary to dissipate unfounded prejudices, as

well as to produce united and direct ef

forts to do good. We look for better

days, and we trust that a large portion of

the labour, and a rich reward will fall to

the lot of American Brethren.

Defilorable Ignorance and Sufierstition.

How much we needbetter days I might

state a thousand facts to shew:—take the

following incidents as specimens. Im

mediately after Christmas I was inform

ed by a gentleman, a son of a clergyman

of the Kirk, who is agent for the seigni

ory of B. where I preached once a fort

night, that two Roman Catholic Priests,

and two Church Wardens, in their tour

around the Parish, for the purpose, had

called on him to beg “flour l'enfant Je

sus,” observing that he was come into the

world, and must of course beº:

“And did you give them any thing for

such a purpose?” “I gave them five dol

lars”—not from any respect to their plea

of course, but for the sake of good neigh

bourhood, as representative of the Seigni

ory, a tract of land 18 miles square, the

property of a memberof the present *.

ular administration, Edward Ellis, Esq.

Secretary of the Treasury.

This farce is performed annually im

mediately after Christmas: alms of all

sorts are collected, money, flour, pork,

grain, bread, &c. &c. these various arti

cles are exposed to sale at the church

door the next Sabbath, and whether the

proceeds are appropriated to benevolent

and holy purposes this deponent sayeth

not.

The second incident will also shew

what adepts the gentlemen of the Cas

sock are in matters of finance. I was one

day driving down the river in my sleigh

and passed a poor beggar, of whom we

have many in this country, he appeared

to be in a delicate state of health, and re

i. me to allow him to ride a short

istance. As they are in general addicted

to intemperance, and otherwise discred

itable, I at first drove past him, and took

no notice of his request, but suddenly re

collecting that it would give me ano -

tunity of conversing with him, I took him

up, and asked . more questions

than Dr. Franklin answered withoutask

ing. It appeared that in consequence of

his malady he had been induced to bring

himself under a vow, in order to obtain a

cure, and had visited a sacred station at

the lake of the two mountains, about 100

miles from his home; he had already

passed through six parishes, and had

presented an offering to each of the So

cieties of half a dollar, to say mass for

his recovery; he had yet two parishes

to pass where he would have to pay two
more half dollars. I asked him how

much he had collected by begging, he

said four dollars, so that it appeared that

he would have given to the Priests every

farthing that he had begged.

I then asked how he had lived if he

had given all the money to the Priests—

he replied that he had supported himself

on his journey by the morsels of food that

were given him at different places where

he had called. I endeavo to point out

to him,a more excellent way,and told him

that I was a Protestant Minister,and that

I would pray for him, but that I did not

wish him to give me half a dollar, he ex

pressed histhanks in the strongest terms;

our way divided and we parted; may he

become an importunate beggar at the

throne of grace.
Penance is used for the same conveni

ent purposes—a French woman who is

wife of an Englishman, living near me,

had on one occasion to leave her family

for three months and to bring home a

certain number of dollars for the church.

In some instances they have to go

through a certain district, to enter every

house, and in every house to kneel down

on their knees and beg.

These hard terms of reconciliation are

sometimes accompanied with the addi

|tional imposition of perfect silence, so

that persons unacquainted with the

system would suppose that many of the

beggars were dumb. A clean, well dress

ed female entered my house a few days

ago, and without speaking a word opened
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her hand and shewed a half-penny by

way of explaining her object.

I might mention here a thousand abuses

among Protestants as well as among Pa

ists; the violation of the Sabbath is

#if: prevalent here, as it is in all

popish countries; and what is very, very

much to be regretted and has created an

indescribable pang in my heart, when

ing out to preach on the Lord's day, I

ave met, in the winte., a long proces

sion of loaded sleighs, and in the sum

mer, immense droves of hogs driven by

the sons of the pilgrims, at once dishon

ouring their fathers, their country and

God, andi. countenance to the pro

fanations that are practiced in this semi

pagan country. hese are some of the

j. to be lamented in our hours of hu

miliation.

Yet after all something is still doing:

the English language is becoming more

revalent. Two schools are patronized

in this village by the government. Our

Sabbath School is renovated, and while

we number about 12 of the most interest

ing young people in the village as Teach

ers, we have every protestant child in

the village, old enough to attend, on our

list, and nearly a thousand verses of

scripture, hymns, and catechisms are re

cited every Sabbath.

One of our Sabbath School Teachers,

aged 20, has just been removed by death.

She had not long put her hand to the

[. and we hoped she would have

n useful to the children; but probably

God had determined to effect by her

death, what we had anticipated by her

life. She confessed herself one of the

chief of sinners, and died hoping in the

Lord Jesus, and counseling her young

friends to immediate and earnest prepa

ration for heaven, and exhorting them in

the Sabbath School to be “steadfast, un

moveable, always abounding in the work

of the Lord.” I endeavoured to improve

the event in a discourse to the young

people, Teachers and children, and I

trust not without effect.

Since I last wrote I have preached reg

ularly on the Sabbath at Laprairie and

Beuharnois, and occasionally at Russel

Town and St. Pierres, and in the week

from house to house, within a circuit of

seven miles about Laprairie.

This latter exercise has been of great

use,_and the number of my hearers on

the Sabbath has been much increased. I

have reason to hope that some good has

beendone. A society is to be formed al

most immediately under the name of the

“United Presbyterian Society,” and the

first steps are taken towards the erection

of aplace of worship, and a house for the
Thinister.

The people will do something conside

probably be able to raise about a third or

a half of the amount, and for the remain

der it will be necessary for us to appeal

to the liberality of our friends.

E

REPORTS OF AGENTS.

INDIANA.

The Rev. Isaac Reed has recently

performed an Agency of 3 months, with

in the bounds of the Wabash and Craw

fordsville Presbyteries, and in his last re

port, dated Feb. 8th, he says, “I feel

happy to inform the Board, that we have

now six districts suffilied, all of which

were vacant, without the prospect of a

supply soon, when I wrote to the Board

in August. Five of these districts are in

the bounds of Wabash, and one in Craw

fordsville Presbytery. That one is in

Putnam Co. and contains two small chur

ches. Both were constituted by my min

istry; one the day before I entered upon

the Agency with 10 members;the other

is more than a year old, and has over 20

members. In this county I visited four

settlements for the Board, and preached

four times. The people heard joyfully

of the designs and success of the Board.”

The special object of Mr. Reed's

Agency was to explore the country, and

prepare the way for the location of mis

sionaries. He names a number of very

interesting districts which are still desti

tute, and where the way will speedily be

prepared for the permanent location of

Missionaries. But “whom shall we send,

and who will go for us?”

The following extract from Mr. R's.

report, will be read, we doubt not, with

interest and profit.

Last Day of the Year.

The previous night a deep snow had

fallen, and this day, the wind north west,

high and cold, and was dark with clouds.

revented as I was from setting out in

my tour down the Wabash, I conclu

ded to ride about two miles to see how a

family fared, in the severe weather,

which I knew were in a camp in the

woods. I was previously acquainted with

the family, though they i. lately come

to their present place. The occasion of

their coming, was, a lease for two years

of a piece of wood land, on which, they

were to make an improvement. They

came and commenced to prepare for a

house, a little before the hard freeze and

most severe weather. A pen of logs, with

rable towards the expense; they will
Chr, Adv.–Vol. IX. º

clapboardroof, raised for a stable, hous
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ed their things, and was their sleeping

lace. A fire was made at the root of a

arge Beech tree, with a camp made .
setting forks in the ground, on whic

were laid poles horizontally, nearly four

square round about the fire. Against these

horizontal poles, long and straight poles

were raised, placed upon end at the

ground, and standing in a sloping man

ner, along two sides—the west and

north, with a turn round the north east

corner. At the top over the fire, and the

area within the top of the camp, was a

covering of clapboards. And the day

previous to my visit a neighbor had sent

them two la waggon covers, which

were strung along the open side. The

place where these met was the entry in

to the camp.

I feared they were suffering. This fear

led to my visit. I wished to cheer them

with the voice of friendship and prayer,

for I knew they were pious. The mo

ther with four little girls was within: the

husband and three boys were employed

without, getting up logs to rear up a

house. Two of the little girls, too young

to work, one seven, the other near five

years old, had each a Bible in her hand,

and the mother, whilst sewing upon a

linsey garment, was hearing their chap

ter and teaching them to read. The lit

tle child of nearly seven years, stood up

§ my side, and read appropriately a

chapter in Mark of 56 verses. The hus

band and three boys finding that I was

there, left their work and came in.

then commenced asking the children the

I

shorter catechisin of our church,and they ||

scarcely missed a word. The oldest girl

nine years, went also a long way with the

boys. . This was closed by reading

the 12th chapter of Eccl. remarks and

prayer,

thought truly religion is the ruling prin

ciple of this family. It is seen in all they

do. These children are training up in

the way they shouldgo–And it is in the

nurture and admonition of the Lord.—

The Bible is their guide. And this pi

ous mother is taking immensc pains, that

the little ones may know the Holy Word,

from the dawn of their reason. She in

formed me that five of their seven chil

dren, read each a chapter in the Bible

every evening, and usually by fire light.

I did not find them in distress. Of the

parents and seven children, not one was

ill. And in the sevearest weather the

Thermometer was 12 below Zero.—

None of these children had a cold. O

how strongly was in my mind, the part

of the proofof the mission of my Saviour,

“The hoor have the goshelfireached un

to them.” I returned light of heart, and

had my christian feelings refreshed from

my visit to the poor in their camp, in the

cold snowy day–For while I was teach- ||b

and often during the time, I |

ling within, the winds were roaring in the

º of the tall and thick forest trees,

which were over our heads. Happy pov

erty when they are “the Lord's floor.”

The cause of Temperance.

A man in Greenº (Ind.) who

keeps travellers, on the Temperance

plan, took in three men after dark, (I

was with him before.) One soon asked

the host if he kept liquor, and received a

negative answer. Taking a bottle from

|his pocket he said, would it be offensive

if we should drink our own liquor? The

man of the house set a bucket of water

out side of the door, and told them if they

wished they could go out and drink.--

They went out and the querist immedi

ately returned and asked some who were

within, if they would take a drink—To

which I replied, I neither drink such li

uor, nor encourage others to drink it.

He replied, hah : then you don’t eat

|hay; and I replied, not sir, till I become a

horse, and a horse will not drink your li

quor. This put him to silence.

MEETING OF THE GENERAL AS

SEMBLY.

As the period for the meeting of the As

|sembly is near at hand, we would remind

the Agents of the Board of Missions, Trea

|surers of Auxiliary Societies, and all other

persons who have monies to remit for the

| use of the Board, of the favourable oppor

tunity of doing so, by the delegates, who

will soon be on their way to this city.

Our Treasury, at the present time, is

over-drawn to the amount of several thou

sand dollars, and unless the funds already

pledged to us are promptly forwarded, we

shall find it difficult to meet the engage

ments which we have made with our Mis

|sionaries. Theappropriations of the Board,

for the support of between 200 and 300

Missionaries, are nearly $25,000.

To enable them to meet their engage

ments without borrowing money, from 8 to

|10,000 dollars will be indispensably neces

sary, by the middle of May.

The Board have great confidence in

their numerous Auxiliaries, and in the

|churches generally, and encouraged by

their pledges of support, they have moved

steadily onward in their work, extending

their operations, increasing the number of

their missionaries, and of course their pe

cuniary responsibilities. Let the pledges

given be promptly redeemed, and the re

|sources on which they have relied will be

abundant.

All persons, who are indebted for the

Missionary Reforter, are earnestly request

ed to remit the amounts duc, to the Fqi

tor, with the least possible delay—and if

convenient, by the delegates to the Assem

ly.
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SPECIAL NOTICE TO MISSIONARIES.

With a view of securing accurate returns

from all who have been employed in the

service of the Board, for a longer or shorter

period of time, since the 1st of May,1830–

we republish the following notice which

was contained in our last number, and ear

nestly request that it may receive prompt

attention.

All the Missionaries of the Board are

requested, without fail, on the 1st of

April next, to prepare, and forward im

mediately, to the ...; Secre

tary, a shecial refort, embracing the fol

*6.1. Date of commission, and the precise

amount of labour performed since May

1st, 1830.

2. The number of congregations, and

missionary stations ºple", and the

number of families in each.

3. The number of additions to the

church on examination, or on certificate;

of baptisms, and the total in communion.

4. The number of churchesorganized,

and houses of worship erected.

5. The number of Sabbath Schools,

Catechetical and Bible Classes, and the

numberofTeachers and learners in each.

6. The number of Bible, Tract, Mis

sionary, Education, Temperance, and

Colonization Societies.

7. The amount raised for Foreign and

Domestic Missions, and the number of

Auxiliary Missionary Societies.

8. The whole number of Sermons

p. Monthly Concerts attended,

rayer-meetings established, and fami

lies visited.

MISTAKE CORRECTED.

In publishing a report from Mr. W. G.

Campbell, of Lewisburg, Va. in our num

ber for December last, we inadvertently

omitted to state that the remarks contained

in the first part of that report, referred ex

clusively to Little Levels, Pocahontas co.

Va. and not to Lewisburg, where the letter

was dated. The mistake, which we deep

ly regret, was entirely our own, and we

hope this correction will be deemed satis

factory.

APPOINTMENTS.

Mr. S. Peck, for 1 year to 1st Presbyte

rian Congregation, Alden, N. Y.

Mr. S. R. Bertron, for one year to 2d

Presbyterian Church Southwark, Philad.

Mr. A. Torrence, for one year to Cleave

land, O.

Rev. C. Stewart, for one year; half his

time to Eaton, Preble co. O.

Rev. J. F. Price, for 1 year to N. Mid

dletown, Sugar Ridge and vicinity, Ky

Hev. A. M. Keith, for 1 year to Cabin

Creek, Ky.

Rev. Elijah Graves, for 1 year to Bethle

hem and vicinity, Orange co. N. C.

Rev. D. L. Russell, for 3 months to Gran

ville co. N. C.

Rev. R. H. Chapman, D. D. destitute

settlements, Tipton co. and vicinity, Tenn.

Mr. J. Ramsey, for 1 year to Carmi and

Sharon, Ill.

RE-APPOINTMENTS.

Rev. D. Page, for 1 year to Knowlesville,

Orleans Co. N. Y.

Rev. R. Clapp, for 1 year, Lyme, Gene

see co. N. Y.

Rev. N. Harned for one year, half his

time to Ridley, Del. co. Pa.

Rev. J. Andrews, for 1 year to 2 con

gregations and missionary district, N. W.

of Pittsburg, Pa.

Rev. I. Reed, Missionary Agent, Indiana

and Illinois.

Rev. John Smith, for 1 year to Rockland,

N. Castle co. Del.

Rev. J. R. Bain, for 1 year to Sumner
co. Tenn.

Rev. B. F. Spilman, for 1 year to Shaw.

neetown, Golconda and vicinity, Ill.

New AuxilianIEs.

Mount Pleasant, Tenn. Aimwell, Tenn.

Bethel, Tenn. Coneauttee, Pa. Eaton, Pre

ble co. O. Manchester, O. Pulaski, Tenn.

Florence, Ala. Courtland, Ala-Total425,

LETTERS RECEIVED,

From 20th February to 20th March.

S. and M. Allen, Louis’a. J. S. Galloway,

O. H. B. Funk 3, O. I. Reed 2, Ind. P.

Chamberlain, Pa. W. B. Stow, N. Y.

J. Hallinback, N. Y. S. M. Williamson,

Tenn. W. Hughes, O. R. Brown, 0.

P. F. Phelps, Del. S. Peck, N. Y. Trus

tees chh.. at Alden, N. Y. J. Eaton and J.

Remington, N.Y. D. A. Sayre, Ky. R. M.

Laird, Md. E. Harrison, D.C. T. B. Clark,

O. Elders 2d ch. Southwark, Pa.Trustees of

Ridley, Pa. D. M. Barber, Pa. T. Barr, 0.

Elders Eaton, O. J. S. Blain, Va. P. F.

Fullinwider, Missi. J. A. Mitchell, S. C.

T. Root, Ala. Elders Bethlehem, N. C. E.

C. Hutchinson, Wa. J. Painter, Pa. S. Steel,

Ky. Ex. Commit. W. Lexington Presby.

Ky. J. Andrews, Pa. Elders Middletown,Va.

G. Vaneman, Pa. G. W. Ashbridge, Ky.

J. S. Weaver, O. E. S. Hunter, N. Y. G. G.

Sill, N. Y. J. Hart, N. Y. R. Clapp, N. Y.

E. W. Crane, N. Y. J. Burchard, N. Y.

G. S. Boardman, N. Y. M. Carpenter, N.Y.

A. Rawson, N. Y. W. J. Frazier, Illi. J. R.

Bain, Tenn. J. M. Ogden, Ky. S. H. Crane,

Ky. W. C. Anderson, Missi. I. Purkiss, L.

c. D. s. Russell, N. C. Elders Union ch.

Tenn. J. T. Ramsey, D. C. D. M'Alpin,

| N. C. G. W. Kennedy, Md. W. M'Jimsey,

º S. C. Brown, N. Y. Elders 2d ch. Me

| Morris, N. Y. H. Hamil, N. Y.
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.Account of Cash received by the Board of Missions of the General Assembly,

from the 19th of February to the 19th of March, 1831.

Bethel, Tenn. From aux, society per Rev. A. Hamilton, - - $ 2 00

Big Spring, Nelson co. Ky. aux, soc. per John Bemiss, - - 15 00

Bowling Green, Ky. do. per J. Marshall, Esq. Treasurer, - 1 00

Cincinnati, Ohio, Presbytery per Rev. Joshua L. Wilson, D.D. - 100 00

Congruity, Pa. Aux. soc. per S. Thompson, Treasurer, - - 38 12

Courtland, Ala, do. per Rev. W. C. Anderson, - - 15 50

Deerfield, Ohio, do. per Rev. J. Hunt, - - - 2 50

Darlington, Pa.. do. per S. Todd, Esq. Treasurer, - - 9 OO

Darien, Geo. Donation from B. E. Hand, Esq. - - - 50 00

Dicks Creek, 0. Aux. soc. per Rev. J. S. Weaver, - - - 8 00

Florence, Ala. Donations from Mr. John Little per Rev. W. C. Anderson, 10 00

Auxiliary society, - per do. 10 50

Franklin, Ohio, do. - per Rev. J. S. Weaver, - 8 05

Golconda, Ill. do. - per Rev. B. F. Spilman, 11 50

Great Island, Pa. do. - per Rev. D. M. Barber, 22 OO

Harrodsburg, Ky. do. - per D. A. Sayre, - 20 00

Jamaica, L.I. do. additional and donations per Rev. S. H. Crane, 35 00

Louisiana, Cash received by a Missionary, - - - 25 OO

Lawrenceburg, Ia. Collections per Rev. J. Scovel, - - 2 50

Leesburg, Va. Donation from Mrs. Anna Rozett, per Rev. J. C. Hutchinson, 5 00

Lyme, Green co, N.Y. Auxiliary society, per Rev. R. Clapp, - - 20 00

Lebanon, Ohio, do. per Rev. J. S. Weaver - 16 75

McConnellsville, Ohio, do. per Rev. J. Hunt, - - 11 75

Mount Pleasant, Tenn. do. per Rev. A. Hamilton, 1.00; donation

from D. Gilchrist, do. 1.00; do. D. Hughes, per do. 0.12 2 12

Monokin and Wikomico, Md. Aux. soc. per Rev. R. M. Laird, - 13 50

Donation from Col. G. Handy and Lady per do. 5 00

Memphis, Tenn. Aux, soc. per Rev. S. M. Williamson, - - 6 00

Mississippi, From Zion Congregation per Rev. P. H. Fullenwider, - 12 50

Philadelphus Congregation, per do. - - 7 50

Middlebury, Genesse co. NY. Coll. on Thanksg'g day, per Rev. E. S. Hunter 10 00

Middletown, Ohio, Aux. Soc. per Rev. J. S. Weaver, - - 9 75

Newton, Muskingum co. Ohio, Collection per Rev. J. S. Galloway, - 8 00

Philadelphia, Donation from Mr. William F. Geddes, - - 10 00

One cent a week subscription from Master and Miss Gaudy, 1 04

Subscriptions from Second Presbyterian Church - 8 50

Donation from a female member of the Eighth Presb. Church, 5 00

Collections in do 30 00

From a friend to the Gospel, per Rev. Mr. Winchester, - 2 50

Pulaski, Tenn. From aux. soc. per Rev. W. C. Anderson, - . 2 00

Port Gibson, Miss. Congregation per do. - - 60 00

Princeton, N.J. aux. soc. per Mr John Lowrey, - - 26 00

Springfield, Ky. do. . per A. McIlroy, - - - 7 00

Shippensburg, Pa. Donation from a friend to Gospel Grace, - 50 00

Sinemahoning, Pa. aux, soc. per Rev. D. M. Barber, - 8 00

Tuscumbia, Ala. Donation from D. Mitchell, per Rev. W. C. Anderson, 5 00

Do. J. Elliott, Esq. per do. - . 5 00

Do. Dr. Wheaton, per do. - . 2 50

- Do. Mrs. Winsten, per do. - - 1 00

Unity, Ohio, Aux. soc. per Rev. J. S. Weaver, - - - 11 00

. . Perry.co. O. Coll, per Rev. J. S. Galloway, 325; several individ's. 3.75, 700

Windsor, Ohio, Aux, soc.per Rev. J. Hunt, - - - - 9 25

Malertown, N. Y. Cash received by a Missionary, - - - 75 00

Washin ton, Guernsey co. Ohio, Aux. soc. per Rev. J. B. Clark, - 13 50

Zanesville, Ohio, Donation from Rev. J. Arbuthnot, per Rev. J. Culbertson, 1 00

- Do. Mr. M'Laughlin, per do. 50

Missionary Reporter, from sundry subscribers - - - - 70 50

Solomon ALLEN, Treasurer, -

No. 34, S. Third street. $924 83

The following sums are acknowledged as having been received and appropriated to the Missionaries of

this Board by the Ex. Comm. of the Presbytery of Watertown, N. Y. from Jan. 1, 1830 to Jan. 1, 1831.

Champion, N. Y. 8.00; Rodman, do. 16.25; North Adams, 10.00; Oxbow, 9.12; S. Harbour, 55.87;

Brownsville, 26.58; Alexandria, 2.75; Adams, 72.88; Lorraine, 12.91 ; Henderson, 10.25 ; Oileans, 1.94 ;

Theresa, *50; Rutland, 5.44; Watertown, 108.83; Copenhagen, 2.00; Evans' Mills, 13.62; Cape Vin

****; old subscription, 8.23; stows' Square, paid Rev. A. L. Craudan, 35.00; Lewis co. pr. Mr.

Abot, 1387,-Total, 431,54.
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A SERIOUS APPEAL

To the Presbyterians of the United States,

in behalfof the Board of Education of

the General Assembly.

DEAR BRETHREN:—It is known to

rou that this Board was instituted by the

ś Judicatory of the Presbyterian

Church, in this country, with the view

of uniting and facilitating our efforts to

assist such pious and gifted young men

as desire to become ministers of the gos

el, but who have not the means of de

raying the expense of a suitable educa

tion. You are aware, also, that the Board

is dependent on the General Assembly

for its existence, and for all the powers

with which it is invested—that its mem.

bers are appointed, and its transactions

reviewed [. that body, from year to

year;-that it is strictly an ecclesiastical

institution, amenable to the Presbyterian

church, in her distinctive character, and

of course, limited in its attentions and ap

propriations to her own sons, whom she

is aiming to qualify for the labors of the

Evangelical Ministry :-

Now the question, which we would re

spectfully submit to your serious consid

eration is—whether an institution, thus

constituted, and having in view the ob

ject just named, has not strong claims up

on your patronage and cordial su º: ?

That an increase of Ministers of Christ,

is desirable will scarcely be denied by

any one, who believes the Bible, and re

gards, with christian sympathy, the de

plorable state of the thousands, nay, the

millions of mankind, that are destitute of

the gospel. In our own connexion, there

are hundreds of vacant congregations;

besides many othersthat are but partially

supplied. One minister, in many instan

ces, having charge of several societies,

among which his labours are divided :

and these wants are multiplying with the

rapid increase of the population of our

new states and territories. And it is well

known that one of the chief hindrances

to the success of our missionary opera

tions, both foreign and domestic, is the

scarcity of well qualified men to perform

missionary service. If we extend our

views beyond the limits of these United

States, we see in every direction, moral

desolation, in a still more appalling form.

Look at the British territory, to the

north—at Mexico in the south-west, and

at South America, where the obstacles

to the spread of the gospel are fast §:
ing way, and who, that loves the Re

*

deemer and cares for the souls of men,

can hesitate to acknowledge that more

labourers are needed to gather in this

great harvest? The revolutionary move

ments in Europe, we doubt not, are de

signed of Providence, to prepare the way

of the Lord, by breaking down the high

places of civil despotism and Papal in

fluence. Here a door will soon be open

ed, if we are not greatly deceived, into a

wide field of ministerial labour. Where

shall we find men of the right stamp, to

enter in, and do the work. evangelists?

In Asia, and Africa, as also in many

islands of the sea, a good beginning has

been made, which, ifnot prosecuted with

vigor, must, in all human probability,

É. abortive. Fresh recruits of la

ourers from Christian lands must be

furnished, for years to come, or the poor

agan, half won to Christ, will return to

is idolatry; and Christendom will sub

ject herself to the charge of parsimony

and want of zeal, in the best of causes.

There remaineth much land yet to be

possessed. Three-fourths of mankind

are yet in heathenish darkness, or shrou

ded in the false and lurid drapery of anti

christian superstition. If ever the world

is to be won to the obedience of Christ,

and the acknowledgment of him, as the

only Redeemer, it will be, by the bles

sing God, upon such means as he has

seen fit to appoint. . The preaching of

the word is, by divine designation, the

principal means of propagating the gos

pel, and of saving souls.

Is not an augmentation of ministerial

force then, desirable? is it not closely

connected with the glory of God?. By

what other instrumentality is the chris

tian religion to be published to all na

tions? Other means have their use; but

this is indispensable. Now we are not to

expect this desirable increase of minis

ters, in a way of miracle, or without the

use of appointed means on our part.—

While we pray the Lord of the harvest

to send forth labourers into his harvest;

we must sustain the pious poor, whose

hearts he has disposed to the work, while

they are acquiring the requisite degree of

mental culture, É. the arduous and re

sponsible service.

This is the precise and sole object of

the Board, in whose behalf your favour

is solicited. It proposes to aid and en

courage every deserving , and needy

youth, in our communion, who manifests

an earnest desire to devote himself to the

work of the ministry. It aims to concen—

trate and systematize the exertions ofthe

Presbyterian Church,in#. of its

grand object; and bids fair, if properly

-
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supported, to rear up in habits of attach

anent to the doctrines and discipline of

the church at whose altars they are to

minister. But these ends cannot be ac

complished to any considerable extent,

without the co-operation of the people

of our denomination generally. The

Board is the organ of the Church, de

signed to{". convenience impar

tiality and efficiency in this impor

tant concern. Its funds are compo

sed entirely of the voluntary contribu

tions of the friends of the cause, placed at

its disposal, from year to year. And it

ought to be recollected that, as this is a

Presbyterian institution, and contem

plates aiding those candidates only who

are of that denomination; we cannot ex

pect and do not presume to ask the pat

ronage of any persons who do not belong

to our religious connexion.

We ask you then, brethren, in the

spirit of fraternal confidence, to sustain

your own institution. It is not local in its

character, or partial in its appropriations.

It has no favorite schools or colleges—in

the locating of its benificiaries, for the

purpose of instruction; it neither claims

nor exercises any power. Its object is

to aid and encourage young men, during

their whole course of study preparatory

for the sacred ministry, whatever may be

their location, upon the receipt of satis

factory evidence, as to their character

and necessities. True, our efforts in this

matter, are limited to our own denomi

nation; and so we may, perhaps, be incli

ned to regard this as an objectionable

trait in the character of the Board. But

is it a reasonable ground of objection ?—

May not any denomination of christians

unite, and act alone in their endeavors to

romote the interests of religion, without

incurring the charge of sectarianism or

bigotry. 2 We concede this right to oth

ers. We cheerfully unite with our breth

ren of other persuasions, in the Bible

cause, and in every similar design invol

ving no compromise of principle, or sac

rifice of our own honest views of truth

and duty. But in training ministers of

the gospel, we verily believe, more will

be done, in the aggregate, by the sepa

rate action of each sect, on its own plan,

than can be accomplished by a nominal

union, while there exists such a diversi

ty of opinion among christians, in relation

to ministerial qualifications, gospel order

and ecclesiastical polity. These consid

erations must, we think, commend them

selves to every sober and reflecting man’s

understanding.

May we not, then, count upon the as

sistance of our brethren, in this good

work? By means of this Board and that

of Missions, our denomination has now an

opportunity to put forth its strength, and

act with vigor, and through divine fºyor,

with an efficiency correspondent to the

space which it occupies in the American

church. And never were the dispensa

tions of Providence more propitious to

evangelical enterprize than they are at

present. Peace and prosperity pervade
Our ;Pº country. God is pouring

out his Spirit, and calling multitudes

into his Kingdom. Many pious youth

are offering their services, in the minis

try of reconciliation, if they can but se

cure the requisite measure of intellectu

al culture. Shall we not extend to them

a helping hand? There is a pressing de

mand for labourers, in the Lord’s vine

yard at present; and ten years hence, it

will probably be ten fold what it now is.

From every quarter of the inhabited

globe, the cry is, “Come over and help

us.” The inhabitants of the isles are

waiting to receive the Messiah’s laws—

the messagesof truth and grace. Let us

take courage—letus have faith in the di

vine promises respecting the Redeemer's

Kingdom—let us come up to the help of

the Lord against the mighty, with the

prayer of faith, and those labours of love

which God never fails to own and bless,

for the furtherance of his Gospel.

And now, brethren, we close this ap:

peal, indulging the hope that you will

foward sheedily, by mail or otherwise,

such contributions, as will enable us not

only to sustain the young men that are

connected with the Board, but to afford

assistance to several interesting appli

cants, who are anxiously waiting toknow

the result oftheir application. A consid

erable number ofourbeneficiariesarenow

well forward, in their education, and will

soon be off our hands, if not interrupted;

but, really, we shall not be able to sup

port them to the end of their course,

without more liberal contributions than

we have been receiving for the last few

months. And it is grievous to be obli

|ged to ‘urn, away applicants of good

promise, with ample testimonials, when

we know that thousands at home, and

millions in foreign lands, are suffering a

famine of the word of life.

J7* Ministers are requested to read

the foregoing to their congregations, on

the Sabbath, accompanied by such re

marks as they shall deem proper.

Editor.

PLAN

For the suffort of Public Charities.

WE have received a circular of the 2d

Presbyterian church, in the city of Al

bany, N. Y. with which we are mug

pleased, giving the outlines of a plan fºr

the above purpose. . We copy the sub

liº of it, omitting local matters, in the

hope that other churches may be indu
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ced to follow the example, or adopt

something of the kind, with such modifi

cations as shall be deemed best suited to

the peculiar circumstances of each.-

The plan was adopted, it appears,

in this instance, at a joint meeting of the

Trustees and Session of the church. In

explaining their views of the necessity of

some such measure, they say :—“It may

be proper to observe, that the reason for

proposing a new plan is, that there is

great expense and inconvenience in the

common method of taking subscriptions

and making collections. It is also sup

posed that the ordinary mode of soliciting

funds is attended with bad effects on the

cause of christian charity, and perhaps,

also, at times upon the hearts of the con

tributors.

If an Agent is employed to raise con

tributions, he must be constantly travel

ling, at no small expense; and yet he can

hardly address more than one or two

congregations in a week. In the mean

time, an able minister is thus taken from

other duties. There is, therefore, a great

loss, or misapplication of ministerial la

bour, and a portion of the funds raised

must go to support the Agent. . But,

when we recollect, that, no one Agent,

for one object, could go through all

the churches in the land in many

years:–and, further, that there are ma

my different objects, for which funds are

to be raised, it becomes quite manifest

that there is too great a sacrifice of mo

ney and of valuable time, in the method

of Agencies, as generally practised.

Furthermore, the present system is

inadequate, in its operation; it is ineffi

cient and often oppressive on individuals.

Acall may happen to be made on a man of

businessata moment ofpressure and diffi

culty. , Many calls for extra efforts may

be made within a few months. It seems

right that every one should, upon calm

and serious deliberation, survey the sev

eral objects of public charity, and set

apart such sum as he thinks proper for

each; and it is better that thisbe donede

liberately, than under the influence of

"º: orº: solicitation.

To remedy these inconveniences, it is

F. that, for the public charities

reafter proposed, no public collections

be made, nor subscriptions encouraged;

but, instead thereof, the following course

be pursued, viz:

1. That there be a list of objects made

out and agreed upon; and let each mem

ber of the congregation determine what

sum he will appropriate monthly, to any

or all of these objects. He can give to

all, or to such only as he deems most im

portant.

2. Let the sums subscribed be month

ly, it is thought best that the habit of

making frequent appropriations to be

nevolent objects should be formed. The

will not be much felt, if small, thoug

frequent; and yet the amount to the

whole congregation, will be great.—

Those, however, who prefer paying for

three, six, or twelve months at once,

will of course, do so.

3. A committee, appointed by the con

|gregation, is to have charge of collecting

and applying the funds thus raised; of

which an account is to be rendered once

a year.

4. Every subscriber can withdraw or

vary his subscription at pleasure.

5. It is recommended to parents to en

courage their children to subscribe, even

if the sums be very small. This is an

important item of christian education.

Then follows the list of objects, such

as the distribution of the Bible,—Educa

tion for the ministry, Missions,—Dis

tribution of tracts,—Sunday Schools, &c.

with a form of subscription, and MEMO

RANDUM, demonstrating, that a congre

gation of fifteen hundred individuals, can

raise $3.435 per annum, by contributing

according to their various circumstances,

from one cent to one dollar a month

thus—

Suppose 500 persons to pay one cent per

month, it will amount, per annum

to - - - $60.00

500 at 64 cents do. 375.00

250 do. 25 do. do. 750.00

125 do. 50 do. do. 750.00

125 do. 100 do, do. 1.500.00

1500 $3.435.00

This is certainly a feasible plan; and if

generally adopted by our churches, it is

easy to see what an amount of money

might be raised, even if no one in our

communion should pay more than twelve

dollars a year. On the plan hitherto

pursued, if indeed it may be called a

plan, many individuals are harrassed and

oppressed, while the great mass of the

people do almost nothing;-and some of

our best institutions are languishing and

ready to die for want of adequate sup

port. The prejudice againt soliciting

agencies is very strong. Some change

in our mode of operation seems necessa

ry. Perhaps we shall do well to revert

to primitive usage. Paul's plan was a

weekly appropriation. “Upon the first

day of the week, let every one of you lay

by him in store, as the Lord hath pros

pered him, that there be no gathering

when I come.”
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Extract of a letter from a Clergyman in

JW. Jersey to the Rev. Dr. Green of

Philadelfi.hia.

“In looking over the contributions to

the Board of Education, I am grieved to see

that the amount is so small; and afflicted b

being informed that the Board are compell

ed to decline increasing the number of their

beneficiaries for want of funds.

To aid in supplying every destitute fam

ily in the U. States with a Bible,—in plant

ing Sunday Schools over the great Western

Valley, and in sending forth missionaries to

every unoccupied region, is doubtless in

cumbent on every christian. But without

a great increase of educated ministers, your

missionary operations must be cramped,

and, without the influence of the living

teacher, the Bible will produce, compara

tively, little effect, and Sunday Schools

will languish and die. . If then, we wish

Sunday Schools to flourish, the Bible tº be

read, studied and loved—and the light of

the gospel to be carried to every darkºor.

ner of our land,—let us sustain our Educa

tion Board. :

The prejudice existing, against the ex

pense attending necessary agencies, I deem

unreasonable. If the principal part of the

salary of your General Agent were raised

by specific contributions this prejudice

might be allayed. Twenty individuals,

giving $50 each, wouldbe sufficient. Can

not that number be found in the Presbyterian

Church?

Please to appropriate the amount of my

order ($50) to the use of the Gen. Agent

of the Board of Fducation.”

The writer has our sincere thanks not

only for the substantial proof of his zeal in

the Education cause enclosed, but for his

judicious remarks. We trust his sugges

tion, in relation to the prejudice referred

to, will be duly regarded. It is, indeed,

unreasonable; but as it exists, and is exert

ing a pernicious influence, all occasion for

it should be removed if possible.

Duties of the Corresponding Secretary

and General Agent of the Board of

Education.

12–1. It shall be the duty ofthe Cor

responding Secretary and General Agent,

to take special care of the office.

2. To keep the books of minutes, and

all the necessary registers of beneficiaries

—their names, recommendation, place

of education, stage of education, date of

reception, and amount of aid rendered.

3. Toprepare all the regular business for

the meeting of the Board, and of the Exe

ecutive Committee—and so to arrange it

as to facilitate the despatch ofbusiness.

4. T conduct the general correspon

|dence of the Board and of the Commit.

|tee, and prepare the matter for the Ed

lucation Register, monthly, endeavouring

to make it both profitable and popular.

5. To exercise a pastoral care overall

the beneficiaries of the Board, to visit

them as often as practicable, at least once

in every year, and to hold correspon

dence with them as frequently as circum

stances may require, so that the Com

mittee may always be fully informed re

| specting them.

6. To take the direction and guidance

of the various Agents which may be em

ployed by the Executive Committee,

maintain a constant correspondence with

them, and keep the Committee fully ad

vised of their proceedings, and

7. To do whatever may be necessary,

under the direction, and with advice and

consent of the Executive Committee, to

secure and advance the prosperity of the

education cause.

RECEIPTS

For THE BoARD of Education,

ufi to the 15th ult, viz:

Churches of Great Valley and

Charleston, by the Rev.

Wm. Latta - $7.06

General Agent—a balance 90.25

Seventh Church, Phila. by

the Rev. Mr. Engles 60.00

Rev. J. Culbertson, Zanes

ville, Ohio, his donation 10.00

John Stille—annual subscrip

tion - - - 100.00

Auxiliary—Lebanon, Ohio,

by Mr. Hardy - - 33.00

Church of Dillstown, by Rev.

G. Duffield - - 5.00

Rceived previous to 23d of

February $ 305.31

The following since; viz:

From Church of Frankford,

by Gen. Agent 17.75

Fourth Church Phila. do. 10.00

|R. and L. Pittsburg, bal

J ance D * d 62}

udge Darling, Readin

; ºs aang - * 5.00

Wm. J. Williams of 6th

Church, Phila. do. - 20.00

Conrad Hanse do. do, do. 30.00

$83,874

John Stille, Treasurer.
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We now proceed to the con

sideration of the tenth command

ment, which is thus expressed—

"Thou shalt not covet thy neigh

bour's house, thou shalt not covet

thy heighbour's wife, nor his man

servant, nor his maid-servant, nor

his ox, nor his ass, nor any thing

that is thy neighbour’s.” This

commandment requires “full con

tentment with our own condition,

with a right and charitable frame

of spirit toward our neighbour

and all that is his;” and it for

bids “all discontentment with our

ºwn estate, envying or grieving

at the good of our neighbour,

and all inordinate motions or af

ſections toward any thing that
is his.”

You are aware, I suppose, that

is the Papists dispense with the

second commandment, because it

manifestly prohibits their use of

Images; so, to keep up the number

len, they divide the one now before

tº taking the first clause, “Thou

shalt, not covet thy neighbour's

wife,” for the ninth commandment,

and the remaining clauses for the

ºnth. To justify this, they say

that the first clause of this precept

*lates to property, or interest; and

* rest to pleasure or gratification.

Vol. IX—Ch. Adv.

But besides the absurdity of such a

distinction, in regard to one and

the same sinful emotion—that of

coveting—the thing asserted is not

true in fact; for the ox and the ass

of our neighbour, to say nothing of

his servants, are as much parts of

his property as his house. Besides,

it is evident, beyond reasonable

controversy, that the inspired law

giver did not intend that this pre

cept should be thus divided, be

cause the two first clauses, which

furnish the whole ground of the

distinction contended for, are used

interchangeably by himself, in two

places, in which this precept is re

corded. In Exodus, xx. 21, the

commandment begins with the

words, “Thou shalt not covet

thy neighbour's house;” but when

Moses recites the decalogue to the

children of his people, on the bor

ders of the promised land, [Deut.

v. 21, he introduces the tenth pre

cept thus—“Neither shalt thou de

sire thy neighbour's wife,” and

then goes on with the other parts,

which chiefly relate to property.

In truth, this Popish distinction is

so absurd, that it is scarcely worthy

of serious confutation.

A point far more worthy of at

tention is, to ascertain why this

commandment was given at all;

since the whole of the decalogue

relates, not merely to outward ac

tions, but in every precept, is spi

ritual in its nature and extent,

reaching to “the thoughts and in
2 F
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tents of the heart;” and the

eighth commandment, when thus

viewed, would seem to prohibit

that coveting of our neighbour's
property, from which actual theft

and all similar enormities proceed.

In other words, when viewed spi

ritually, how does the tenth com:

mandment differ from the eighth F

The learned and eminent Pictét,

one of the successors of Calvin be

fore the Genevan school became

corrupt, has gone at some length

into this subject, thinking, as I cer

tainly do, that it is one of great

importance. I will give you the

substance of what he says, on the

inquiry specified.” In order, he

* There is a real difficulty in explain

ing this commandment perspicuously,

from the fact that the English verb, to

covet, used in the prohibition, does not

convey at once, the true meaning of

the precept. The original word inn

(hamed), by the consent of all the Lex

icographers, and by its manifest and

frequent use in the Hebrew Scriptures,

signifies to desire earnestly, lust after, take

pleasure in, delight in, covet. This word

is, in the Septuagint, translated by the

Greek verb triºvasa (epithumed), which

signifies to desire, long for, or lust after,

both in a good sense and a bad one; for

to lust after or against, is sometimes

taken in a good sense, as Gal. v. 17, the

Spirit “lusteth against the flesh.” From

the verb arºuata, is derived the noun

arºvala, which strictly signifies any de

sire of the mind, either good or bad; for

both the verb and the noun have their

origin from Guwo: (thumos), the mind.

Now these two words ºrišvasa and arºv

aua–the former used sixteen times in

the New Testament, and the latter no

less than thirty-eight times—are, in the

common version, translated in three or

four different ways; and we will not say

that, in any instance, the translation is a

bad one; because the translators have

manifestly sought to characterize the

mental affection, when evil, by some sin

gle termi, denoting a bad affection, which

could scarcely have been done, if they

had kept, as the original does, to the use

of two terms only. The verb triºvasa, is

five times translated to desire, five or six

times to lust, or to lust after, not more

than twice, or thrice, to covet; and once it

is translated he would fain;–" he would

fain (tribuuu, epithumei,) have filled his

belly with the husks which the swine did

states, to set the matter in its

proper light, we should observe,

1. That in relation to every action,

eat.” The noun triºvua, is between thir

ty and forty times translated lust; three

times desire, and three times concu

piscence; and not in a single instance is

it translated covetousness. The original

word for covetousness, which is pretty

frequently used, is always rasovićia (pleo

nexia); and there is one remarkable text

which shows clearly, that rifluuz and

ratovićia, do not, at least always, denote

the same, but different affections of the

mind. It is Coloss. iii. 5, “Mortify there

fore your members which are upon the

earth, fornication, uncleanness, inordinate

affections, evil concupiscence (ºrišvuzy

zawny epithumian kakeen), and covetous

ness, (ray ºrxovsåtay teen pleonexian),

which is idolatry.” Here riflvaux and

ratovºlz are placed together as distinct

items in the enumeration of vices: there

is therefore a difference in their meaning.

To translate triºvuzy kazny, evil concu

piscence, must be regarded as a pleunasm,

and perhaps was intended to be so, be

cause concupiscence, by itself, signifies an

evil desire; the real meaning of triºvula

zakh is evil desire, generally, in regard to

any object whatever; and thus it is dis.

tinct from ranovića, covetousness, which is

specifick, relating only to an unlawful de

sire of property.

We may now ascertain what is the

true import of the verb rendered covet,

in the tenth commandment. As we

have shown above, it primarily denotes,

both in Hebrew and Greek, to de

sire, or earnestly to desire, and nothing

more. But the desires of the soul, even

earnest desires, are not necessarily sin

ful. The desires of the human soul are

its moving springs; without them, man

would make no improvement, if indeed

he could even continue his existence.

It is not unlawful for me even to desire

the property of my neighbour, provided

he is willing to sell it, and I am willing to

give him what he asks for it. Without

something of this kind, no fair bargain "

ever made. Now, as the tenth command"

ment is expressed in the prohibitory form,

it must relate to an evil desire. To in:

dulge an evil desire towards any thing

that belongs to my neighbour, whether

it relate to his house, his wife, his ser:

vants, his cattle, this it is to covet them,

in the sense in which this word must Pº

taken in this commandment. The “”

desire, in order to be sinful, need nº

proceed to the length that it did in the

case of Ahab, in relation to Naboth's win*

yard; or in that of Herod, in regard to the

wife of his brother Philip. Nay, such sin"
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there is the external act, the resolu

tion on which it depends, and the

inclination or disposition of the

mind, which precedes the resolu

tion or determination to act. Now

God, in the other commandments,

forbids bad actions, and the reso

lutions, on which they depend, but

in the tenth commandment he con

demns the very inclinations, which

recede bad resolutions. 2. We

should farther consider, that there

are three sorts of inclinations, or

thoughts, which precede the resolu

tion to sin. There are thoughts,

which as soon as they occur to our

minds, are rejected with horror, so

that they make no abiding impres

sion on the soul. The mere occur

rence of these thoughts is not sin

ful. But there are others which

make a longer stay in the soul, and

which afford it some degree of

pleasure, although in the end they

are rejected. Now here are the

inclinations, or feelings, or emo

tions, which the law of God con

demns in this commandment.

There are still others, which, as it

were, take up their abode in the

soul, and obtain the full consent

and approbation of the will; and

these are the thoughts which the

as theirs, are not those which are con

templated in this commandment. It not

only does not contemplate a wicked act,

but it does not refer to a formed purpose,

resolution, or determination to act wick

edly. It specifically refers to a sin short

of all these. Its specifick prohibition is of

those desires, feelings, motions or disposi

tions toward evil, which are so resisted as

not to produce even a real purpose, or a

distinct determination to commit a wicked

act, and yet are in their very nature sin

ful—abhorent to that God, who searches

the heart, and “who is of purer eyes than

to behold evil.” It is in this view of the

tenth commandment—the only just one,

it is verily believed—that the discussion

in the lecture is conducted. The subject

could not there be so well treated in a

critical way, as in a note; and this note

has therefore been added. The verbal

criticism it contains seemed necessary.

It may be useful to some of our readers,

and can do injury to no one.

divine law condemns in the other

commandments.

We ought not to doubt that the

very inclinations, or motions of the

mind towards evil, of which we

have spoken, are sinful, since the

law of God, in this commandment,

condemns them. If we might covet

(that is, have lascivious inclinations

towards) our neighbour's wife, with

out criminality, although the law

says, “thou shalt not covet,” we

might also have murderous incli

nations without sin, which will

scarcely be denied to be a violation

of the -law, which says, “ thou
shalt not kill.” The Scripture

says expressly, “Cursed is every

one who continueth not in all things

written in the book of the law to

do them.” But “Thou shalt not

covet,” is one of the things written

in the book of the law. It follows

therefore, that the man who vio

lates this commandment is subject

to a curse, and consequently that

he sins. St. Paul, moreover, in

the vii. chap. of his Epistle to the

Romans, more than once, calls

coveting a sin. Is it objected, that

in the first verse of the following

chapter he says, “There is there

fore now no condemnation to them

that are in Christ Jesus?” I an

swer, that it is true, nevertheless,

that there is in those of whom this

is said, a subject of condemnation;

but God pardons their sin for his

Son’s sake. Some also object the

passage of St. James, who says,

“when lust hath conceived it bring

eth forth sin,” from which they

inſer, that lust itself is not a sin. I

reply, that it only follows that lust

is a sin distinct from that which it

brings forth; and as a mother is al

ways of the same nature with her

child, so nothing hinders, that lust

should be a sin, as well as that its

fruit should be one. Since, in

deed, every thing begets its like,
we have much reason to conclude

that lust is a sin, inasmuch as it

conceives and brings forth sin. It
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is clear that by the sin which covet

ing brings forth, we are to under

stand those wicked works which

proceed from this source; and that

it is the design of the apostle to

show in a few words, the progress

of iniquity.

It has been said, that it is not in

the power of the holiest of men, to

prevent the motions of covetous

ness, and therefore that covetous

ness is not a sin. I answer,<-

1. That those who maintain that

covetousness is not a sin in be.

lievers, because they have not power

to avoid it, cannot deny that it

is still far less in the power of

wnbelievers to avoid it. 2. 'That

the reason alleged in the objection,

only proves that the holiest of men

are not perfectly renewed in the

present life, and therefore that

they still sin; but not that covetous

ness is not a sin. 3. If the objec

tion were well founded, we might,

for the same reason say, that a man

who, by long practice, had con

tracted an inveterate habitude of

committing a particular crime,

would thenceforward not sin at all

in committing it.

Thus you perceive, my dear

youth, that the doctrine of this

sound and eminent theologian is,

that all those evil propensities, in

clinations, dispositions, thoughts

and desires, which exist, or spring

up in the mind, but which meet

with so much resistance from bet

ter principles, that they do not re

sult in actual choice, or effective

resolution to do evil—that these

are the precise object of prohibi

tion in this tenth commandment;

making it to differ from, and con

stituting the whole difference be

tween, what is forbidden in this

commandment, and in the other

precepts of the decalogue. On

this account, I have thought it right

to lay before you so full an expla

nation of the subject. I confess I

had also another reason. I have

made it a point in all these lec

tures, to endeavour to guard you

specially against the errors and

false principles which are current,

or in danger of becoming popular,

in the day in which we live. Now

we have had a new theory on “the

nature of sin,” lately broached in

this country, which teaches that

“sin, in every form and instance,

is reducible to the act of a moral

agent, in which he violates a known

rule of duty;” or in another form

of expressing it, that “there can be

no sin but what consists in volun

tary action;” or still in another

form, that “all sin consists in

man’s own act of choice.” Now

if this theory be true, there was,

it seems to me, no necessity what

ever for the tenth commandment;

not at least, if the exposition given

of its real and exclusive meaning by

Pictet, and by all other sound and

orthodox divines, be just. They

say it relates only to those sins

which never reach to a real choice

of the will, or an effective resolu

tion to do evil. With this our

catechism, you will observe, exact

ly corresponds, declaring that it

forbids “all inordinate motions or

affections towards any thing that is

our neighbour’s.” But the new

theory says, there are no such sins,

—that there is not, and cannot be,

any sin, antecedent to “the act of

a moral agent—to voluntary action

—to a man’s own act of choice.”

Alas! and what then did the Apos

tle Paul mean by “the law in his

members, warring against the law

of his mind?” ... What in saying,

“when I would do good, evil is

present with me?” What, in a

word, when he wrote the whole

latter part of the vii. chapter of the

epistle to the Romans ? which ex

torted from him the pathetick ex

clamation of the 24th verse, “O

wretched man that I am, who

shall deliver me from the body of

this death?” The apostle him

self, in the 7th and 8th verses, and

a few that follow them, explains

the true import of the remark

able passage of scripture which
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closes this chapter of his epistle.

“Nay,” says he, “I had not known

sin but by the law; for I had not

known lust, except the law had

said, thou shalt not covet. But

sin, taking occasion by the com

mandment, wrought in me all man

ner of concupiscence.” Here the

original words, rendered in our

translation lust, covet, and concu

piscence, are all the same; except

that one is a verb, from which the

two which are nouns are derived:

so that the literal—I do not say the

better rendering of the passage,

would be, “I had not known covet

ing, except the law had said thou

shalt not covet. But sin, taking

occasion by the commandment,

wrought in me all manner of co

veting.” Read, at your leisure,

the excellent commentary of Scott.

on this passage. I have used it to

show what the apostle understands

by coveting, which does not so

fully appear in the common trans

lation; and especially to show that

it was under the influence of the

new light, let in on his mind by the

regenerating grace of God, that he

came to be sensible of those evil

thoughts, propensities, desires, and

emotions called coveting, which he

had never noticed in his unconvert

ed state; but which he now clearly

perceived, and which produced the

sore conflict that he afterwards

describes and bewails. These in

clinations and tendencies to a vio

lation of the divine law, were all

sinful, although he did not delibe

rately approve of one of them;

nay, although his will and choice

resisted them continually, so that

he could say, “I delight in the law

of God after the inner man.” Yes,

my young friends, let false metaphy

sicks teach as they may, the exer

cised practical Christian has his

greatest trial, as the apostle had,

in contending against those corrupt

propensities and workings of his

partially sanctified heart, in which

the violations of this tenth com

mandment essentially consist, but

which, by the grace of God, do not,

as a habit, so prevail as to obtain

the choice of his will to sin, or an

effective resolution to transgress.

When they, occasionally, reach to

this awful extent, it is only by deep

and sore repentance, and a special

application to the blood of cleans

ing, that he gets back to his better

state. Therefore, “beware lest any

man spoil you through philosophy

and vain deceit, after the tradition

of men, after the rudiments of the

world, and not after Christ.”

(To be continued.)

-

WITHERSPOON ON REGENERATION.

(Continued from page 175.)

But, “Pause a little, my soul,”

saith the convinced sinner, “what

tidings are here?” What saith the

scripture, “Who shall lay anything

to the charge of God’s elect? Un

answerable indeed! Happy, hap

py, thrice happy they, who are the

objects of God’s everlasting, distin

uishing and electing love. But

ow can I be sure that this in

cludes, or rather does not exclude

me? Can I ever hope to read my

name written in the Lamb's book

of life?” No. But when you con

fess you cannot read any thing

there in your favour, who hath au.

thorized you to suppose any thing

there to your prejudice? Secret

things belong only to God. We

are not permitted to search, and

we are not able to comprehend or

explain, the infinite depth of the di

vine councils. But do not things

that are revealed belong to us?

And how shall we presume to set

at variance the secret and revealed

will of God? Is not the commis

sion sufficiently extensive? “And

he said unto them, go ye into all

the world, and preach the gospel to

every creature; he that believeth

and is baptized, shall be saved;

and he that believeth not, shall be

damned.”* Is not the call unlimit

* Mark xvi. 15, 16.
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ed and universal? “Come unto

me, all ye that labour, and are heavy

laden, and I will give you rest.”

“And Jesus said unto them, I am

the bread of life; he that cometh

to me shall never hunger, and he

that believeth on me shall never

thirst.”f “And in the last day,

that great day of the feast, Jesus

stood and cried, saying, If any man

thirst, let him come unto ine and

drink.”f

Can you then entertain any doubt

of the call reaching to you, or ques

tion your title to rest upon this

rock of ages P. Behold, we preach

unto you Christ crucified; a de

spised Saviour indeed—“to the

Jews a stumbling-block, and to

the Greeks foolishness;” but the

“power of God, and the wisdom of

God for salvation to every one that

believeth.” There is no guilt so

deep, but this precious blood will

wash it out. No gift so great, but

infinite merit is sufficient to procure

it. No nature so polluted, but in

finite power is sufficient to renew it.

Shall we then any more withhold

our approbation, or refuse our con

sent? Shall not every sinner, bur

dened with a sense of guilt or dan

ger, intimate his compliance and

urge his claim, and say, “Thanks,

thanks be to God for his unspeaka

ble giſt.—It is salvation by the

death of Christ, and therefore be

coming a holy and a jealous God,

with whom evil cannot dwell. It

is the same unchangeable God, who

enacted the holy law, and who pub

lishes this glorious gospel.—It is

salvation by grace, otherwise no

child of Adam could have had any

claim; and it is meet that the lofty

looks of man should be humbled,

and the Lord alone exalted in that

day.—It is salvation to the chief of

sinners: I am the man. I hear

my character clearly described in

the word of God. I can read my

name in the general and gracious

invitation. I will accept of the of

* Matth. xi. 28. f John vi. 35.

# John vii. 37.

fer, I will receive and embrace this

blessed Saviour as my Lord and

my God, as my life and my all.”

. Once more, perhaps the believer

is still staggered, and his faith be

gins to fail. Astonished at the

greatness of the mercy, “he be

lieveth not for joy, and wondereth.”

He is ready to say, “Might I but

hold fast this beginning of my con

fidence, I would not envy the great

est monarch on earth his throne, his

purple, or his sceptre, but would

sing the new song put into my

mouth, “Unto him that loved us, and

washed us from our sins in his own

blood, and hath made us kings and

priests to God and his Father, to

him be glory and dominion for ever

and ever.” But alas! are not all

the promises of salvation only in

favour of them that believe? Here

then the conclusion may ſail. I

am sensible of a lamentable weak

ness and backwardness of mind;

and whilst I think I have no doubt

of any of the truths of God, I great

ly distrust the reality of my own

consent and compliance with his

will.” Do you then really give

credit to all the truths of God re

specting your own lost condition,

and the only way of deliverance

from it? May the Lord himself

increase your faith; for if it be so

indeed, you are happy and safe.

These truths, these alone, are the

sure foundation of hope. I am

afraid we have all too strong a ten

dency to look for some encouraging

qualification in ourselves, on which

we might more securely rest. What

is faith? Is it any more than re

ceiving the record which God hath

given of his Son, believing the tes

timony of the Amen, the true and

faithful witness? Is not your peace

and reconciliation with God, and

the sanctification of your natures,

expressly provided for in the ali

sufficiency of Christ, and to him

ou are assured that you must be

indebted for both P What standeth

in the way of your comfort then,

but either that you do not give cre
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dit to the promise he hath made, or

that you are not willing that he

should do it for you? and this I ac

knowledge is both unbelief and im

penitence.

Complain therefore no more, that
you are afraid of yourselves, whilst

yet you pretend to have the highest

esteem of the blessings of redemp

tion; on the contrary, say unto

God in a thankful frame of spirit,

“Glory to God in the highest, on

earth peace, and good-will towards

men. I praise thee for this message

of peace. I think I see, in some

measure, its necessity, truth and

beauty. I see it, I trust to such a

degree, that it is the sole foundation

of my hope. I renounce every

other claim; nay, I abhor the

thoughts of any other claim: yea,

doubtless, and I count all things

but loss, for the excellency of the

knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord,

for whom I have suffered the loss of

all things, and do count them but

dung that I may win Christ, and be

found in him, not having mine own

righteousness, which is of the law,

but that which is through the faith

of Christ, the righteousness which

is of God by faith." It grieves me

that there is such a backwardness

in me to give glory to thy name,

and to be indebted to the riches of

thy grace. Subdue my obstinacy,

and rule by thine own power.

Lord, I believe, help thou mine un

belief.”

How the Believer recovers Peace of

Conscience.

We have now seen in what way

the believer is reconciled to God,

and delivered from condemnation.

It will not be improper, however.

also to consider how he recovers

º: of conscience, and how his

heart and life are governed in his

after walk. This will serve more

fully to illustrate the influence and

operation of the truths of the gospel.

There is even a necessity for doing

so on two different accounts: 1.

* Phil. iii. 8.

That, as has been shown above at

considerable length, every true pe

nitent is deeply and inwardly sen

sible of the evil of sin in itself. He

is not merely afraid of wrath, but

sees the impurity and poliution of

his own heart. Supposing, there

fore, will the intelligent reader say,

this great distinction thoroughly es

tablished, his relief is but half ac

complished. There may be no

more condemnation for him in the

law of God, for the breach of which

satisfaction has been made and ac

cepted: but he is only so much the

more liable to the condemnation of

his own conscience. He must still

suffer the reproaches and challenges

of his own mind, which make so

great a part of the misery of a guilty
State.

This receives additional strength,

from a second consideration, that

as he is justified by faith, he hath

peace only through the blood of

Christ. This is not from himself,

and may be thought to leave him,

so to speak, in point of state and

character, in point of pollution and

defilement, just as before; nay, the

extraordinary, unsolicited, unde

served grace of God, may be thought

to increase his self-condemnation,

and set the malignity of his rebel

lion in the strongest light. And

indeed, so far this is true, that the

free grace of God was intended,

and does serve, to produce a grow

ing humiliation of mind and self

abasement, as well as an admiration

of the love of God in Christ Jesus.

As the tenderness of a parent is an

image which God hath very fre

quently made use of, to shadow

forth his own infinite compassion,

I will borrow from it an illustration

of the two remarks just now made.

Suppose any child has offended a

parent by a gross instance of undu

tiful behaviour, for which he hath

been severely reproved, and for

some time kept at a distance: if the

parent forgives him, and receives

him again into his favour, does not

his being thus freed from the fear
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of suffering, leave full room for his

concern at the offence? And does

not a sense of his father’s love melt

his heart more for having grieved

such a parent, than any terror upon

his mind for the punishment of the

crime? He is immediately covered

with confusion; and if there be in

him any spark of ingenuity, he is

no sooner forgiven of his father,

than the tide of his affections re

turns back with full force, and he

can hardly forgive himself.

But notwithstanding this, as

Christ, by his sufferings and death,

delivered us from the wrath to

come, so by the shedding of his pre

cious blood, the heart is also, as the

scripture expresses it, sprinkled

from an evil conscience. On this

important subject, which leads as

to the great principles of the spi

ritual life, the following particulars

are recommended to the serious at

tention of the reader.

1. Through Jesus Christ, and the

whole of his undertaking as Me

diator of the new covenant, the

glory and honour of God is most ad

mirably promoted, and a perfect

reparation made to his holy law

which had been broken. This must

needs be highly pleasing to every

convinced sinner. As the justice

of God is thereby satisfied, so con

science, which is God’s vicegerent,

and as it were pleads his cause, is

satisfied by the same means. The

round of a sinner’s dissatisfaction

with himself, is the dishonour done

to God. Must it not, therefore,

please and satisfy him to see this

dishonour so perfectly removed,

and so much of the divine glory

shining in the work of redemption.

All the divine perfections appear

there with distinguished lustre;

and must not this be highly refresh

ing to the pardoned criminal? the

very holiness and justice of God,

which before were terrible to him,

are now amiable. He also contem

plates and adores the divine wis

dom, as it is to be seen in the cross

of Christ. We are told, that even

the celestial hosts have new disco

veries of the wisdom of God in this

great design of providence. “To

the intent that now unto principali

ties and powers in heavenly places,

might be known by the church the

manifold wisdom of God.” How

much more must the interested be

liever, with peculiar complacency,

approve and adore it? But, above

all, if that love and mercy which

reigns through the whole is i.
ous to God, must it not be delight

ful to the Christian P God is love;

and his tender mercies are over all

his other works; but creating and

preserving goodness are shaded and

eclipsed by redeeming love. It is

the theme of the praises of heaven,

where Christ, as the object of wor

ship, is represented as appearing

“like a Lamb that had been slain.”

2. Believers have peace of con

science through Christ, as their re

demption through his blood serves

for their own humiliation and self

abasement, for the manifestation of

the evil of sin, and the vileness and

unworthiness of the sinner. Nothing

could be so well contrived as the

doctrine of the cross, in its purity

and simplicity, to stain the pride

of all human glory. We are parti

cularly called to deny ourselves,

and to derive our worth and strength

from our Redeemer, in whom “it

hath pleased the Father, that all

fulness should dwell,” and from

whose fulness all his disciples must

“receive, and grace for grace.”

No hope of mercy but through him;

“I am the way, and the truth, and

the life: no man cometh unto the

Father but by me.”f “Neither is

there salvation in any other: for

there is none other name under

heaven given among men, whereby

we must be saved.”f No access to

the throne of grace or acceptance

in worship, but through him: . in

whom we have access with bold

ness and confidence, through the

faith of him.' And whatsoever ye

• Eph. iii. 10. # John xiv.º.

# Acts iv. 12. § Eph. iii. 12.
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do in word or deed, do all in the

name of the Lord Jesus, giving

thanks to God and the Father by

him.” . No hope of stability in

duty, of usefulness, or holiness of

conversation, but by the continued

exercise of faith in him. “Abide

in me, and I in you; as the branch

cannot bear fruit of itself, except it

abide in the vine, no more can ye,

except ye abide in me. I am the

vine, ye are the branches: he that

abideth in me, and I in him, the

same bringeth forth much fruit; for

without me ye can do nothing.”f

Hard sayings and humbling doc

trine indeed! But this is appeas

ing to the conscience; for as con

science condemns us as guilty and

undeserving, this condemnation is

ratified in every particular by the

gospel. These very circumstances

in this doctrine, which provoke the

hatred, or invite the contempt of

worldly men, do but so much the

more endear it to the convinced

soul; and he says from the heart,

“It is highly just and reasonable

that God alone should be exalted,

and that he, through our Redeemer,

should have the whole praise of our

recovery and salvation.” Agreea

bly to this it will be found, that the

apostles, in celebrating the grace of

God, seldom omit an express con

demnation of themselves, and a re

nunciation of all merit of their own,

which indeed in every passage on

this subject is manifestiy implied:

"For by grace ye are saved, through

faith; and that not of yourselves, it

is the gift of God: not of works, lest

any man should boast: for we are

his workmanship, created in Christ

Jesus unto good works, which God

hath before ordained that we should

walk in them.”f Whereof I was

made a minister, according to the

gift of the grace of God given unto

me, by the effectual working of his

Power. Unto me, who am less than

the least of all saints, is this grace

given, that I should preach among

." Col. iii. 17. f John xv. 4, 5.

# Eph. ii. 8, 9, 10.

Vol. IX—Ch. Adv.

the Gentiles the unsearchable riches

of Christ.”*

3. Believers have peace from the

challenges of an evil conscience,

through Christ, as they have an ab

solute assurance of being delivered

from the power of sin, and effectu

ally enabled to glorify him with

their souls and with their bodies,

which are his. This must be the

most earnest desire of every con

vinced sinner. He breathes after

deliverance from the bondage of

sin: the more he hath felt the weight

of his chains, the more he longs to

be free. This is inseparable from

genuine convictions, on the princi

ples above laid down. How much

must it contribute to compose the

conscience, to know that this desire

shallº be accomplished?

However much cause he may have

to condemn himself for his past

provocations, or to dread the weak

ness of his own resolutions of fu

ture amendment, he knows and

trusts in the power of his Redeemer.

He knows that henceforth he shall

not serve sin, that its dominion

shall be gradually broken through

life, and entirely destroyed at

death. As the end of Christ’s com

ing was to glorify his heavenly Fa

ther, he knows that the glory of

God cannot be promoted by leaving

the sinner under, the bondage of

corruption, and therefore that he

shall be purified, and made meet to

be a “partaker of the inheritance

of the saints in light.”

If we look with care and atten

tion into the New Testament, we

shall perceive that there is a close

and mutual connexion between our

justification and sanctification, and

that both are represented as the

fruit of our Redeemer's purchase:

“There is therefore now no con

demnation to them that are in

Christ Jesus, who walk not after

the flesh but after the Spirit: for

the law of the Spirit of life in Christ

Jesus, hath made me free from the

law of sin and death: for what the

* Eph. iii. 7, 8.

2 G
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law could not do, in that it was

weak through the flesh, God send

ing his own Son in the likeness of

sinful flesh, and for sin condemned

sin in the flesh.” All the blessings

of salvation are represented as fol

lowing one another in a continued

chain or series, not one link of

which can possibly be broken:

“For whom he did foreknow, he

also did predestinate to be conform

ed to the image of his Son, that he

might be the first-born among many

brethren. Moreover, whom he did

predestinate, them he also called;

and whom he called, them he also

justified; and , whom he justified,

them he also glorified.”t There is

a cleansing and purifying virtue in

the blood of Christ, as well as an

infinite value in the way of pur

chase and atonement: “For if the

blood of bulls, and of goats, and the

ashes of an heifer sprinkling the

unclean, sanctifieth to the purify

ing of the flesh; how much more

shall the blood of Christ, who

through the eternal Spirit offered

himself without spot to God, purge

your conscience from dead works

to serve the living God?”f

None but real Christians, exer

cised in the spiritual life, know the

value or necessity of the promises

of strength and assistance contained

in the scriptures. The glory of

their Redeemer's person, spoken of

in so magnificent terms, both in

the Old Testament and the New,

is surveyed by them with the most

exquisite delight. The power and

efficacy of his administration is, to

them, a source of unspeakable com

fort. Under him, as the Captain

of their salvation, they “display

their banners,” and go forth with

undaunted courage to meet every

opposing enemy, believing that

they shall be “more than conquer

ors through him that loved them.”

Among many others, see the two

following passages: “O Zion, that

bringest good tidings, get thee up

into the high mountain: O Jeru

salem, that bringest good tidings,

lift up thy voice with strength, lift

it up, be not afraid : say unto the

cities of Judah, behold your God.

Behold, the Lord God will come

with strong hand, and his arm shall

rule for him: behold, his reward is

with him, and his work before him.

He shall feed his flock like a shep

herd; he shall gather the lambs

with his arm, and carry them in his

bosom, and shall gently lead those

that are with young.”—Fear thou

not, for I am with thee: be not dis

mayed, for I am thy God: I will

strengthen thee, yea, I will help

thee, yea, I will uphold thee with

the right-hand of my righteousness.

Behold, all they that were incensed

against thee, shall be ashamed and

confounded: they shall be as noth

ing, and they that strive with thee,

shall perish. Thou shalt seek

them, and shalt not find them, even

them that contended with thee:

they that war against thee, shall be

as nothing, and as a thing of nought.

For I the Lord thy God will hold

thy right-hand, saying unto thee,

Fear not, I will help thee.”t

-

We do not often quote blank

verse, for we think with him who

said, that “it is often verse only to

the eye.” But the attentive reader

of the following, will find that it

contains both poetry and piety.

We take it from the Eclectic Re

view of February last.

THE FIRESIDE.

How many feet upon this fender placed,

In other years, duly as evening came,

Have crowded our fire-side, the feet of those

* Rom. viii. 1, 2, 3., f Rom. viii. 29, 30.

# Heb. ix. 13, 14.

* Is. xl. 9, 10, 11.

f Is. xli. 10, 11, 12, 13.
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Our childhood fondly loved: but scattered now,

Perchance 'midst all the toils of life to feel

The fond regret, the deep and natural grief

That flows upon the thoughts of broken ties,

And sweet dreams buried in the far dark past.

And some have left us for the brightening glow

Of their own happy hearth, for days and hours

Lighted with love's own sunshine; yet sometimes

With changeless heart, as in the long, long days

Now gone for ever, and with constant feet,

That know the accustomed place, they turn to thee.

Aye, and some feet have prest thee once that ne'er

Shall touch thy bars again; some feet that now

Have run their weary race, and are stretched out

In the calm silent grave. O how we loved them!

Nor summer hour, when nature from her lap

Pours forth her beauty; nor in winter nights,

When circling to thy blazing side we cling,

As the wild tempest rages, and the moon

Puts forth her pale, cold cheek to meet the blast,

And the dark night-cloud rises; never, never

Shall we forget those who have left their place,

Their wonted place amidst our little band.

We speak not; but the tear is in our eyes,

The throb is in our hearts, and as we crowd

More close around thee in our loneliness,

Fond memories will arise and take us back

Amidst the scene of long-forgotten things.

Aye, and we hear again the merry laugh,

And the light-hearted peal of opening youth;

Again we sit beside the forms we love,

And time and distance, vast, unmeasured days,

And wide estranging scenes, and death itself,

All vanish at our bidding; and we turn

To answer smile with smile, and greet again

Our best and dearest, ours, a moment ours.

We rend oblivion's veil, we burst the band,

And on our ears the tones we loved are breathing

As they were wont to breathe. Is it a dream?

A single cinder falls upon thy hearth,

And we start back to melancholy truth.

Oh and is life so brief? And are its ties,

Its holiest ties so frail and vanishing 2

Pass but a few short years, and shall we too

Be missing in our places? Gracious Heaven!

With noble purpose and eternal hope

Encompass thou our spirits, guide us on

From race to race, from light to purer light,

To the high source of being; till our hearts

Thirsting for holiness and glory, rise

On wings of faith above this fading scene

Of mortal suffering, and expand in love

Which seeks communion with the realms of God.
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Strasburg, France,

Sept. 1st, 1828.

Tuesday.—We arrived early this

afternoon in this ancient and cele

brated city, once the bulwark of

Germany against France. The

woods, the hills, the cultivated

fields, and the mouldering castles

which we saw along the road,

were, most of them, highly beauti

ful and romantick. Many of these

picturesque ruins are connected

with wild and superstitious le

gends; and the dilapidated towers

and fastnesses carry back the ima

gination to ancient days of civil

crime, war, and chivalry. The

fertility of the country near the

Rhine is proverbial. The deep

verdure of the vineyards, which

covered many a sunny slope, in

duced me to think there was really

some beauty in this species of ve

getation.

This majestick river, after dash

ing over the precipice near Shaff

hausen, pursues an exceedingly

circuitous route, and never again

came into view till we arrived near

this place. When we first saw it

again, we were disposed to hail it,

almost with the enthusiasm of the

German army on their victorious

return from France:—

It is the Rhine, our mountain vineyards

laving,

I see the bright flood shine!

Sing on the march, with every banner

waving,

Sing, brothers, 'tis the Rhine!

We stopped a short time at the

once strongly fortified town of

Kehl, on the western bank of the

river, opposite to Strasburg, and

we found custom house officers

near this place, who slightly exa

mined our luggage. Though the

German language is still almost

exclusively used, it was very ob

vious, from the change in the man

ners and the appearance of the

people, that we were approaching

a different country. The cele

brated bridge of boats over the

Rhine, extends from Kehl to Stras

burg; and not far from it may be

seen the monumental pyramid

erected by Napoleon, in memory

of General Dessaix. Our luggage

and passports were once more exa

mined by another set of officers of

the police, and then we were suf

fered to enter this French frontier

city.

Strasburg is an old fashioned

looking place. The inhabitants

appear to be more than half Ger

man. Though the French have

had possession of it for nearly two

centuries, the peculiarities in the

language and manners of the origi

nal occupants still prevail. Thus,

on one side of the street you may

talk French, and enjoy all the culi

nary accomplishments of a Paris

ian restaurateur, and on the other,

jabber German, and dine upon

boiled beef and sourcrout. The

principal curiosity in Strasburg, is

the spire of its far famed cathedral.

It is the highest steeple in Europe;

indeed the great pyramid of Egypt,

exceeds it in altitude but about

three feet. It is formed of a red

sand stone, brought from quarries

near the Rhine, and is built in open

work, each block of stone being

pierced through and through, with

large holes of different shapes.

Many of these openings are so

large, that iron bars are placed

across them, in order to secure

those who ascend the spire from

falling out. I dont recollect ever

to have had my nerves more ex

cited, than when climbing the 635

steps which lead to the top of this

tower. Gusts of wind rushed and

howled with such fury through the

open work, in the upper part of

this pinnacle, that I was fearful of

being blown out through the open
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ings, or that the whole fabrick

would be dashed to the earth,

though I knew it had stood, “un

hurt, amidst the war of elements,”

for more than six hundred years.

The gothick open work is so finely

carved, that it is difficult to realize

that it should have lasted so long,

or how the various parts support

each other. The tower is erected

on one side of a quadrangular base,

of beautiful architecture, about

three hundred feet high, the top of

which is called the platform. It

seems to have been the original

design of the architect to build

another spire, corresponding with

the one which now exists, on the

opposite side of the platform; but

it required one hundred and sixty

two years to construct as much as

is now completed. On the plat

form there is a large cistern, kept

always filled with water, to be used

in cases of fire. The view of the

city below, and of the surrounding

country, from this elevation, is

magnificent indeed. The prospect

is bounded on one side by the dark

mountains of the Black Forest:

nearer the mighty river Rhine

stretches, far as the eye can trace

it, through richly cultivated fields,

now dressed out in all the rich

array of summer; and on the oppo

site side, meadows, and castles,

and villages, exhibit a picture

equally beautiful. A sight of this

extensive and varied panorama,

amply compensates for the toil ne

cessary to obtain it. Often while

I thus stand enraptured with the

wonders of nature or of art, I call

to remembrance my friends far

away, and reflect how much greater

my enjoyment would be, if they

also were participants in it. Of a

family who reside here in the

tower, three hundred feet above

the surface of the earth, we pur

chased a large medal, on the face

of which is stamped a very good

representation of the cathedral.

I cannot say that I was much

struck with the interior of this ve

nerable pile. The porches, as is

usual in Catholick countries, were

crowded with beggars, through

whom we passed into the edifice

with some difficulty. The tall co

lumns, the fretted arches, and the

painted windows, are surpassed in

beauty by many churches which I

have seen; but the officiating

priests, the clouds of incense, and

the glittering lamps, carried my

thoughts back to the feudal ages,

when kings and warriors kneeled

before these shrines, and when an

cient worshippers here, whispered

with their falling beads the fervent

pious prayer.

There is a famous old clock in

the cathedral, said to be a master

piece of mechanism; but it is now,

and has been from time immemo

rial, so much out of order, that the

sun, the moon, and all its little

puppet shows, are entirely motion

less. Towards the bottom of the

frame, there is a portrait of Coper

nicus, who is said by many to be

the author of this machinery; but

as our guide and our guide books

both doubt the report, you may

judge how much it is to be trusted.

One objection to the truth of the

story is, that the great astronomer

died about thirty years before this

toy was completed.

Every traveller, after examining

the cathedral, visits the church of

St. Thomas, to see the beautiful

marble monument erected by Louis

XV., in memory of the famous

Marshal Saxe. It is the admira

tion of every one. Its composition

is so chaste, and its execution so

finished, that it would be highly

esteemed even in Italy, that land

of statues and sculptors.

There is a mushroom found in

great abundance near the banks of

the Rhine, called the boletus ignia

rius—this is manufactured here in

immense quantities, into a species

of spunk or touch wood, called by

us, in America, German tinder.

It is made by boiling the mush

room in water, then drying and
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beating it; after which it is steeped

in a solution of nitre, and dried for

use. The quantity of this arti

cle annually sold, is said to be

seven or eight hundred quintals.

This tinder may be considered as

one of the necessaries of life to the

people. Almost every one smokes

a pipe, and they all carry a roll of

this touch wood with them, in or

der to light it. It is surprising

with what dexterity they manage

their pipes; they read, and sleep,

and run, and talk, and almost eat

with them, swinging from their

mouths. A man’s quality and

standing in society may be pretty

accurately ascertained, by the style

of his pipe. Some of them are of

the finest porcelain, ornamented

with miniature representations of

castles and landscapes, or with the

heads of distinguished men. These

paintings are burnt into the porce

lain, in the same manner as the

figures in the Seve china. The

pipes of the German students, are

sometimes beautified with the

heads of their favourite professors.

The students in all colleges, both

European and American, are great

puffers; but those of Germany

seem as if they could not think,

except in clouds of smoke. In

several parts of Switzerland, we

met with a number of these young

men in mustaches and pipes, mak

ing so much noise, and looking so

fierce and wise, as to put me in

mind of the lines ridiculed by

Swift:—

“He roared so loud, and looked so won

drous grim,

His very shadow durst not follow him.”

We have noticed but a few fields

in which tobacco plants were cul

tivated: they were by no means so

thrifty and luxuriant as those on

the plantation of Uncle J., near

Baltimore. The demand for this

fascinating weed in this neigh

bourhood, must be far greater than

the native supply.

Wednesday, Sept. 2–Intending

to set off for Paris to-day, we pro

posed taking a post chaise as far

as Metz, the capital of the ancient

province of Lorraine; but owing

to certain novel regulations, to

which we should be forced to sub

mit, we abandoned this mode of

conveyance, for the Diligence.

Being aware of the vexatious and

embarrassing nature of the police

office, we applied, at as early an

hour as practicable, for our pass

ports, at the Hotel de Ville. This

is a large and handsome edifice,

parts of which are now undergoing

repairs, and receiving new decora

tions, for the reception of the king.

His present majesty, Charles X.,

seems to be but little respected by

the people; and the tour which he

is now making, from Paris to Stras

burg, though intended as a politi

cal manoeuvre, to gain popularity,

will produce in many minds a di

rectly opposite effect. Triumphal

arches are erected, we understand,

in all the towns through which he

passes; and they are here making

splendid preparations for a struc

ture of that sort; but I have heard

it sneeringly said, what victory or

what battle has Charles X. ever

won. But I must throw down my

pen, and prepare for my pilgrim

age to Paris. I have summoned

to my aid all possible patience and

courage, to encounter the horrors

of the French Diligence, which, by

the way, are not quite so shocking

as those of the Germany contri

vance of the same name.

Paris.

Saturday, Sept. 5.-For three

days past we have been rolling in

the Diligence, from Strasburg to

this place, through a country in

which the professed hunter of cu

riosities would find but very little

to detain him. It is a remark re

peated by almost every tourist, that

the evils of intemperance are sel

dom or never witnessed in France,

or in any country where wine is

the common beverage; indeed it

has been proposed by some philan
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thropists, to introduce the cultiva

tion of the vine into our own be

loved country, in order to check

the growing distresses produced

by that terrible vice. My little

experience does not correspond .

with the statements of any writer,

on the subject of temperance in

France. When we set off from

Strasburg, there were five or six

persons on the top of the Dili

gence absolutely drunk; they were

as boisterous and unruly as any set

of fellows I have ever seen. In the

vicinity of Strasburg, we stopped

at a house to take in a gentleman,

who had been booked at the stage

office. He quickly appeared, with

a large bottle of wine in one hand,

and a tumbler in the other. Four

or five of his boon companions fol

lowed him with cups to the car

riage, where they all sang and

quaffed merrily to his “bon voy

age.”

Upon the Rhine, upon the Rhine, they

cluster,

The grapes ofjuice divine,

Which make the soldier's jovial courage

muster,

O blessed be the Rhine.

Such appeared to me the sub

stance of their foolish bacchanal.

I could mention a number of other

cases of inebriation, which I wit

nessed in the fauxbourgs of Paris,

and elsewhere. Wherever wine is

abundant, brandy will soon be com

mon. I have not unfrequently seen

females take a glass of pure brandy,

with some lumps of white sugar,

during breakfast; and with gentle

men, this practice is quite usual.

On the road between Strasburg

and Metz, we passed a number of

triumphal arches, beneath which

Charles X. is shortly to pass.

Some of them were very tastefully

made of green boughs. We no

ticed one in particular, crossing

the road on the summit of a very

high hill, up the steep ascent of

which, all the passengers in the

Diligence had to toil on foot,

during our first night.

At Metz we fell in with the royal

party, and had an opportunity not

only of witnessing the style in

which a king is received by his

liege subjects, but of seeing almost

the whole of the population, far

and near, grouped together. We

did not remain long enough to join

in the processions, publick games,

and religious ceremonies, pre

scribed for the occasion, but an

hour or two was sufficient to con

vince us that these publick so

lemnities had nothing in them very

animating or picturesque. The

cathedral of St. Simon, which we

visited, and where high mass was

to be performed in presence of his

majesty, was quite superbly deco

rated; but the ragged white hand

kerchiefs, with fleur de lis stuck

upon them, suspended from the

windows, and several other awk

ward and insignificant exhibitions

of the publick rejoicings, seemed

more like the fetes of an English

horse race, or fair, than entertain

ments in honour of his most Chris

tian majesty. We were right glad

to escape from the rabble and rout

in commemoration of the visit of

Charles X., and the grand digni

taries of state, though we were

obliged to enter the Diligence—

where, for a season, we were al

most suffocated with the compound

essence of garlick, onions, cheese,

and tobacco.

From Metz to Paris, there is ab

solutely nothing in the road that

can afford the traveller any inte

rest. The vast difference between

a French and an English land

scape, is perhaps no where more

striking than on this route. The

destitution of hedges, or enclosures

of any kind, the absence of farm

houses, and the disappearance of

the inhabitants, give a dreariness

to the scene, which quite sinks the

spirits. All the population of the

country is accumulated in dirty

and mean villages. The rural re

tirement, and sober quiet, of an

English or American farm house,
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or country seat, are unrelished, if

not unknown, in France. The pea

sant, like the citizen in Paris, must

have the bustle and the amuse

ments of society.

We stopped a short time at

Chalons, situated on the dull banks

of the river Marne. This is a mi

serable looking town, and is so old,

that nobody can tell when it was

founded. “In the time of the Em

peror Aurelian it was considered

one of the principal towns of Bel

gick Gaul. Two remarkable bat

tles were fought near it—that in

which Tetricus was defeated by

Aurelian, his competitor for the

empire, and that in which Attila

and his allies were vanquished and

dispersed by the Romans, Burgun

dians, and Goths, in 451.” Here,

if it had not been for the horrors

of the Diligence, one might have

been excited to some enthusiasm

by reflecting on “by-gone” days;

though scenes of battle and blood,

either in ancient or modern times,

are no agreeable topicks of con

templation.

Between Chalons and Paris, we

passed through a portion of the

district of Champagne; and the

Diligence stopped at an inn, where

we obtained some of the eacquisite

and famous wine, for which this

country is celebrated. The cham

pagne wine does not seem to be

produced from any species of grape

peculiar to this part of France,

but it derives its superiority

from the manner in which the

vineyards are cultivated, and the

skill exercised in expressing and

refining the juice. The nature of

the soil, no doubt, contributes much

to the perfect growth of the grapes.

The conductor of the Diligence we

noticed purchasing a number of

bottles of capital champagne,

which he stowed-away in some of

the inscrutable holes of his moving

castle; and he succeeded in eluding

the custom house officers stationed

at the barriers of Paris, and who

searched us before we entered the

metropolis. Thus, after three days

of hard labour, by sun and stars,

we arrived safely from Strasburg;

and I am now once more comfort

ably lodged in my old apartments,

in the Hotel de l'Interieur, Rue

Mont Martre.

(To be continued.)

-

MENTAL science.

Intellectual Phenomena.

In applying the principle of clas

sification to mental phenomena, it

will be our aim to describe the pro

cess of examination, pursue some

examples of analysis, and state a

few important results.

Understanding, has been long

used as the name of a mental facul

ty, and should not be discontinued

without good reasons. It means

the mind's aptitude to know or ap

prehend. To avoid circumlocu

tion, we shall use this term as the

name of a faculty to which one class

of mental operations belongs, al

though we are aware it is sometimes

used as the name of a mental ope

ration itself.

It is now convenient to begin

our examination with simple ap

prehension. We mention this as

indicating the essential character,

or mature, of all those exercises

which form one class, and belong to

one faculty. This term is preferred

for reasons which will be obvious,

in our analysis of intellectual phe

nomena. Several other terms are

used to designate the same opera

tion; as knowing, understanding,

cognizance, and some others less

appropriate... We are certainly

conscious of a mental operation

called apprehension. It is a sim

ple, uncompounded and indivisible

exercise, which admits of no ana

lysis. We can give no philological

definition of the term, because it

suggests a simple idea; all that

can be done towards a description of

the operation intended, is to use its

appropriate name, point out its re
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lations, and refer men to their own

consciousness for the true know

ledge of its meaning. If we use a

technical description, it is the tak

ing hold of any thing, or thought,

without comparing, judging or rea

soning—one simple mental act. By

whatever name it may be called, we

use it to indicate the character of a

whole class. All the mental exer

cises of this class are distinguished

by this character, whatever may be

their relations, objects, modes, or

combinations. Operations of this

character may vary in all these re

spects, and be so connected as to

form a process of thought, to which

a distinct name is given. We give

different names to mental exercises

ofthe same nature—from the objects

to which they are directed, the re

lations involved, and the results

obtained. But they are all capable

of analysis, and reducible to simple

apprehension. All this will be

evident from the illustrations here

after to be given.

Some of the operations of the un

derstanding, are consciousness, con

ception, perception, memory, judg

ment, reason, and imagination. All

these belong to one class, because

they possess a common character,

although in different relations: they

belong to one faculty, because they

develop but one capability, or ap

titude of the mind. These differ

ent operations vary in their objects,

strength, clearness, and other cir

cumstances, but not in their na

ture.

What is consciousness? Its tech

nical, or philological import, is the

mind's knowledge of its own ope

rations—the mind knowing in, of,

with, or by itself. It is a single

simple operation; knowing, or ap

prehending, is its character. It

admits of no analysis or more ap

propriate definition, and the best

description is simple apprehension,

having for its object the internal

mental phenomena. Some have

told us that consciousness is a fa

culty, power, or susceptibility of

ol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

the mind; but its meaning indicates

no more than a mental act with its

peculiar relation; for if it were a

distinct faculty, then the principle,

by which it is so denominated,

would make every modification of

thought or intellection, to denote a

distinct faculty. Such a principle

of classification, would introduce

confusion into the science, and con

tradict the testimony of common

sense. All attempts at classifica

tion on such a principle would be

useless.

Others have told us that con

sciousness is a general term, ex

pressing the whole variety of our

feelings. But this is more indefi

nite still, and farther from the truth.

Consciousness is neither a variety

of feelings, a mode of feeling, nor

any feeling at all. It has no such

character, but is a knowledge of

feelings, as well as other mental

acts. If it were merely feeling, or

if it consisted of multiplied feelings

combined, it could not be our

guide in the investigation of men

tal exercises. And those philoso

phers, who give it this description,

resort to a supposed faculty of dis

covering resemblances, by which

the mind is able to class its own

operations. What is this but an

inappropriate description of con

sciousness? It is the apprehend

ing faculty, or understanding, em

ployed with mental acts as its ob

jects. Why suppose a distinct fa

culty to account for a mental phe

nomenon, so obviously the same ex

ercise properly denominated con

sciousness? The truth on this sub

ject recognises an agent or mind, a

capacity, and a description of its

appropriate exercises relating to

different objects. A different mode,

and different objects of the same

kind of exercises, do not indi

cate different faculties; but differ

ence in the nature of the exercises

necessarily implies a different ca

pacity. We have already intimated

that correct philology corresponds

with correct mental philosophy. In

2 H
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this case, the philological meaning

of consciousness, expresses correct

ly the distinct mental operation to

which it is applied. It should be

applied no otherwise, than to de

note the exercises of the mind tak

ing cognizance of its own acts.

What is conception? Like all

other mental acts, it has been the

subject of many puzzling specula

tions, and given rise to many ab

surd theories. By some it has been

considered a faculty of making

things absent, objects of thought.

By others it has been considered a

modification of memory; by some

others a modification of imagina

tion; and by another class of philo

sophers, it is considered as belong

ing to a supposed faculty of sug

gestion. We cannot here enume

rate all the hypotheses on this sub

ject, much less attempt to describe

and expose their fallacy in order.

Conception is applied either to

one or more mental acts, and never

properly to denote a faculty of

mind. It is sometimes used to de

note a single idea, which the mind

forms of an absent object; but it

more properly denotes the mental

process of combinations and abstrac

tions of thought, in which the mind

forms ideas of things not present,

or things never seen. We hear or

read the description of an animal,

plan, or thing which we have not

seen; conception denotes the pro

cess of thought in combining or ab

stracting qualities, , and circum

stances to form an idea of the ani

mal, plan, or thing which may, or

may not, correspond with the fact;

and therefore it differs from per

ception, and from recollection of

the facts. Such is our meaning

when we say we conceive of things,

events, or relations; for it matters

not as to the nature of the exer

cise, what the objects or relations

may be. All the descriptions of

past, absent, and future things and

events, are materials from which

the mind forms its conceptions, or

with which they are connected.

The technical meaning, (con and

capio) as applied to mental acts, is

to take or apprehend with, in, or by

the mind itself. But it has an ac

quired import from the usus lo

quendi, and so indicates the inven

tion, arrangement, combination, or

abstraction of thoughts; it is there

fore a process of simple apprehen

sions. When the whole process is

carefully examined and analysed,

it will be found to consist exclu

sively of simple apprehensions con

nected together, and so related to

their appropriate objects, as to form

the result. This result is often

called the conception, but more

properly it denotes the process of

mind by which the result is attained.

What is perception? In answer

to this question we are constrained

again to differ from many respecta

ble pneumatologists, who describe

perception as a distinct faculty.

We consider it a very important

operation of the understanding,

perhaps, next to consciousness, the

most important. Some have con

sidered it the characteristick ope

ration of the faculty; and such it

would be, from its prominence and

use, but for the fact that it is not a

simple operation, or its description

does not suggest a simple idea. It

includes necessarily, or by its use, a

fixed and indissoluble relation to

the senses. Its technical import

is its true and appropriate mean

ing; (per capio) always denotes to

take through the senses. But ab

stract its expressed relation to the

medium and external objects, and

what is there left, except simple ap

prehension; Apprehending or know

ing is its character. It differs not

in its nature from the exercises al

ready described, but relates to ex

ternal objects of thought, appre

hended through the senses of sight,

hearing, touch, taste, or smell. Thus

we perceive light, sound, hardness,

sweetness, scent. Terms are often

used, which are derived from the

senses, to denote the mind's cogni

zance through their medium; but
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there is no need of confusion from

that source. The mind’s appre

hension through the senses is what

we call perception. This coln

pletes the analysis.

We enter not into a discussion

of the question whether sensation

is in the organ, in some interme

diate link between it and the mind,

or in the mind itself. This ques

tion would involve physiological

principles which we have not room

to discuss; and it is not necessary

to our purpose. We only express

our full and deliberate conviction,

that a careful and thorough induc

tive inquiry will establish incontro

vertibly the facts, that all sensation

is in the mind and not in the organ,

and that there is no intermediate

link between them. Our purpose

will be accomplished by describing

the operation itself.

What is memory? It is a process

more complex than perception, but

it as certainly belongs to the intel

lectual class, consequently to the

understanding. The term can

never be properly used as the

name of a distinct faculty, because

it denotes a complex process of

thought. The analysis is simple

and easy. To make the matter

plain we may use a tautological

explanation. It is the apprehen

sion of an object, or thought, to

ether with the apprehension of

aving apprehended it before. This

may be either with or without the

precise time or place associated.

Take any process of memory, and

this is its whole analysis; and no

thing else belongs to the mental

operations. If, however, we use

the term in a sense a little more

extended, as may be entirely pro

per, to include recollection, there

will often be a longer process of

analysis. The circumstances of

time, place, similar things, rela

tions and connexions of facts, may

be so associated as to awaken all

the apprehensions, and furnish the

process of memory and recollec

tion. The latter differs from the

former only by including a volun

tary exertion, to recal former ap

rehensions: but beside this, there

is nothing in the whole mental

process except a combination of

simple apprehensions; to this every

mental act in memory is reducible.

Beyond this, they cannot be sepa
rated.

We are well apprized that me

mory has been called a distinct

faculty of the mind; also that some

have attempted to resolve the phe

nomena into a law of suggestion;

others have called it a power of

association; and it has been de

scribed as a particular mode of

operation belonging to a supposed

faculty of suggestion. But all

these are mere hypotheses, and not

the result of inductive examination

and analysis. . The stubborn fact,

which no thinking man can avoid,

is, that the whole process of me

mory has no other generic char

acter than simple apprehension.

Every man, who adopts the onl

principle of classification wº

can be defended, will refer it to

the same generic class with per

ception and apprehension; conse

quently it cannot be a distinct

faculty.

With respect to the faculty of

suggestion, which some very re

spectable philosophers have sup

posed to exist in the mind, and to

which belong, as appropriate exer

cises, conception, memory, imagi

nation and habit, we have room

only to state that it is a fanciful

theory, tending more to perplex

than to simplify the subject. The

terms are indefinite, and seem to

us, calculated to cover ignorance

under general names, without any

proper attempt to analyze the

mental process. The doctrines of

relations, resemblances, contrast,

and contiguity, which are made so

conspicuous in the scheme, and as

sociated with mental operations,

seem to have misled the advocates

of the system. They seem to have

forgotten that the relations of ob
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jects and the mental recognitions

of them, are distinct things to be

examined. States of the mind, and

suggestions of the mind to itself,

or of relations founded on resem

blance, contrast and contiguity, as

their laws, suggesting the succes

sion of one mental state after an

other, all seem to us much like

talking very wisely without any

definite meaning; or more proper

ly, it is confusion confounded.

he truth, as it seems to us, is al

together in opposition to this the

ory. A careful inductive analysis

would have set it aside, and shown

its authors and advocates that they

were contemplating different com

binations of simple apprehension—

operations of the understanding.

What is judgment? It is an

operation of the understanding, re

cognizing some relation between

two or more objects. It respects

relations only, and is an appre

hension of their character. It is

perfect or imperfect, clear or in

distinct, according to the character

of the apprehensions in the case.

A man recognises the difference

between a stone and bread, be

tween a circle and a triangle, and

between a plain matter of fact and

an obvious falsehood. But in each

of these cases the process is an ex

ercise called judgment, easily re

duced to simple apprehensions of

the things and their relations. The

correctness of the judgment, in

volves the distinctness and cer

tainty of the apprehensions in the

process.

What is reason? In this ques

tion we refer not to any syllogism,

or form of words in which reason

ing is expressed—this consists in

a series of related and connected

propositions. We mean that pro

cess of intellection by which the

mind reaches its conclusions. It

corresponds with the description

of judgment in having relations for

its objects; and it differs only in

the number and combination of the

apprehensions. In judgment the

relations are obvious and the pro

cess short; but in reasoning they

are not immediately obvious, some

other connecting things, having re

lations to both, are interposed and

compared to discover the relations

sought. This is reasoning. Now

the whole intellectual process, be

it long or short, is nothing more

than a concatenation of simple ap

rehensions. The whole complex

ity arises from the number and

arrangement of simple operations,

having the same nature. What is

that intellectual operation in which

the mind discovers one relation or

quality? It is apprehension. The

same, by which two, three, or more

are known, when the exercises are

arranged in a certain order, consti

stitutes reason. It is not, therefore,

a distinct faculty of the mind, but

only a process of thought, of the

same character with judgment,

whose nature is simple apprehen

sion. We need not lumber this

discussion with examples to illus

trate a process so familiar to every

mind. All appropriate arguments,

short or long, and on any subject to

which argumentation can apply, will

furnish examples for analysis. And

every analysis inductively made,

will but investigate the same pro

cess of apprehension.

What is imagination? The

phenomena of imagination are mo

dified conceptions. We combine

and abstract our apprehensions of

facts, qualities, and relations, not

only as things exist, but in forms

and , connexions never actually

found. This is a process of imagi

nation. We also arrange and com

bine apprehensions of resemblances,

and relations for the illustration

and embellishment of subjects,

which is also called imagination.

Perhaps the only difference be

tween conception and imagination,

consists in a more extended com

bination of apprehensions, or giv

ing, as a whole, liveliness and

strength to the latter, which do not

necessarily belong to the former.

•
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Any process of imagination may be

resolved into conceptions, and

these again into simple apprehen

sions. The same process of ana

lysis directly reduces both, and

brings us to the same result. No

distinct faculty is developed, no

new generick class of phenomena

is furnished; it is only a develop

ment of the understanding, in some

of its most rapid and variously

combined operations. A good ima

gination, therefore, means a readi

ness of apprehending appropriate

relations: and a lively imagination,

intends a ready combination of re

semblances or contrasts, abstracting

and associating, without any regard

to existing connexions.

In the same manner attention,

abstraction, comparison, habit, and

every intellectual process, may be

analyzed. Let the combination

and arrangement be distinguished,

the nature of each exercise be exa

mined by itself, and the class to

which it belongs will be easily de

termined. Such a process of exa

mination conducted throughout, on

inductive principles, will be satis

factory and profitable.

There are some phenomena, or

combinations of mental exercises,

having appropriate names, which

belong partly to the intellectual

class, and partly to others, because

they combine operations differing

in their nature. But when they

are analyzed, each part of the com

bination can easily be assigned to

its class and appropriate faculty.

We shall have occasion to examine

some exercises of this description,

after we have considered the phe

nomena of different natures, ac

cording to the radical principle of

classification. Such are conscience,

faith, hope, and several graces of

Christianity.

We close this article with some

general remarks on the use of the

understanding. This faculty con

stitutes man an intelligent being;

it is important to man in all the re

lations of his nature. The use of

the understanding, expressed in a

simple abstract term, is to know.

Its first development is in the ac

quisition of knowledge. The same

process is repeated again and again,

new combinations are formed as

the faculty developes, and through

man's life on earth, its appropriate

employment is to acquire know

ledge. . From these facts we might

infer, that the design of this impor

tant faculty is to be forever em

ployed in learning the perfections,

works, and government of God. It

is an expanding capacity, ever in

creasing in strength by exercise,

and improving in its present brief

lodgment, until the organs, which

connect it with this world, decay.

The intimate and mysterious con

nexion between the mind and its

mortal habitation, must remain to

us an inexplicable fact; and how

mind can act or know without the

intervention of material organs, we

cannot explain. But the fact rests

not on inference, or our desire of

its truth. God, who formed both

the spirit and the body, has assured

us of the mind’s immortality, and

its capacity to know and improve,

after its release from the mortal

habitation. The objects of know

ledge are infinitely multiplied, and

sufficient to employ this expanding

capacity for ever. At present, we

know only in part, but how wide,

even here, the different degrees of

knowledge in infancy and ripened

age! But such differences vanish,

when we think of the cloudless

intelligence of unembodied spirit.

The progress of knowledge, when

men task their intellectual power

to its utmost effort, under compara

tively favourable circumstances,

seems to us rapid. But, in another

view, this is slow improvement,

and no investigation is completed.

What must be the march of intel

lect, when no clog shall hang on this

continually expanding capacity?

In looking abroad through a little

portion of the vast expanse, and

thinking how little we know, and
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how unbounded and sublime the

materials of knowledge, we would

like to become philosophers with

angelick wings, that we might ex

plore the worlds and wonders of

creation. Could we thus soar for

ages amid the systems of worlds,

with the mightiest intellect of man’s

possession in this life, we should

have learned little of the works and

ways of God. We might find ever

lasting employment for all our in

tellectual efforts in this survey.

We must have indefinitely en

larged capacity, even to scan the

material worlds. But there are

subjects of higher interest to be in

vestigated in the development of

redemption. This scheme of

grace will doubtless furnish an

gelick and redeemed minds with

objects of intense and ceaseless in

vestigation. These thoughts, which

we think are authorized by intima

tions of revelation, suggest the im

portant use of this intellectual fa

culty in the present and future

life. F.

(To be continued.)

-

PRACTICAL METHODISM.

(Concluded from p. 192.)

But what is, perhaps, the great

est evil of Methodism, is yet to be

named. I mean its effect in beget

ting improper motions in regard to

divine truth. The influence which

our views of divine truth exert on

the heart and conscience, is exten

sive and powerful. In regard to

the production ofF. religious

feeling, our views of truth are every

thing. When they are obscure

and undefined, there will be a cor

responding confusion in our feel

ings; when rational and luminous,

they impart warmth, vigour, and

ropriety to every holy affection.

º, this view of the subject, how

deplorable the extension which is

given to views, and notions, based

on clouds, and borne up by va

pours, which vanish into thin air

before the light of reason and Scrip
ture.

Were it not that I resolved, at

the commencement, to exclude all

doctrinal discussion from these

papers, I could easily elucidate

what I mean, by a slight glance

at some peculiarly erroneous senti

ments. I would refer to them,

however, merely as to their prac

tical tendency. Among the Metho

dists there is very much religious

irreverence,—arising, no doubt,

from their improper views of the

character of God. It is impossible

to support their creed without de

rogating from some of the essential

attributes of his nature. His so

vereignty, omniscience, foreknow

ledge and unchangeableness, are by

implication, set aside; and having

lost a just view of his majesty, he can

be approached with the less reve

rence. Hence their boisterous and

unmeaning prayers, the great fami

liarity with which they treat the

Most High, their crude notions

on the subject of “getting reli

gion,” and of sinless perfection.

They suppose that religion can be

obtained and lost at any time—

that it consists in a boisterous agi

tation of the passions—that other

means than prayer and the avoid

ance of temptation, are to be used

in overcoming the devil,"—and

that reverence and order in reli

gious worship are the characteris

tics of coldness and formality. So

incorrect are their notions in re

gard to some truths, and so lax and

ross as it regards others, that

where Methodism has been to any

extent prevalent, it is almost im

possible to make a proper impres

sion upon the mind. You can do

but little else than look upon, and

* A man of my acquaintance, a few

years since, cried out, in an evening

meeting among the Methodists, “brethren,

I have got the devil, and will not let

him go till I kill him.” He continued

fisting his Satanic Majesty against the

wall, for half an hour, whilst the cries of

“Amen,” and “Glory to God,” were

rising all around him.
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weep over the wild waste that is

widening around you. That there

are individuals among the Method

ists, who utterly disapprove of

many, or of all the excesses, I have

here mentioned, I freely and glad

ly admit; but that the specified

errors and excesses do prevail

among them generally, as a sect, is

what I know to be true.

I will conclude this paper by say

ing a few words respecting the in

fluence of Methodism upon the

world. By the world, I mean un

sanctified sinners in general. Here

I touch upon a topic where what I

shall offer may, I am aware, be

opposed by a great show of argu

ment. Facts may be stated which

will, to all appearance, prove every

thing which I say to be fallacious.

We shall be told of the great zeal

and success of the “circuit riders”

—of the 450,000 members collect

ed together in the short space of

60 or 70 years, of the revivals

which they have enjoyed—and of

the influence which they exert in

promoting religion and virtue, and

of checking immorality and vice.

I will readily concede the truth of

every modest statement that may

be made on all these subjects. I

cheerfully admit that they are

doing much, very much, to advance

the declarative glory of God, and

to save sinners. And yet I am

fully impressed with the belief that

on the rational, thinking portion of

the world, their example and in

fluence produce a very unhappy

effect.

I will suppose a case for the pur

pose of illustration. A man of in

telligence is prompted by curiosity

to attend one of their boisterous

“camp-meetings.” He goes from

camp to camp, and from one pray

ing circle to another. He hears

the fervid enthusiasm of the preach

ers, which acts upon the mass, as a

whirlwind upon the ocean. He

sees some falling into fits—others

exhausted with shouting—others

prostrate on the earth, and crying

out, “it made no difference to

them whether they went to heaven

head or heels foremost.”* With

what impressions respecting reli

gion would he return from this

scene of anarchy and confusion?

Let any candid mind answer the

question. Such scenes are as lit

tle calculated to honour the cause

of religion as those exhibited by

the Stylites, Mystics or Whippers.

I will suppose another case. A

man of intelligence visits their

prayer meetings. He hears twen

ty or thirty praying at once, and

the less fluent brethren and sisters

shouting “Amen.” He hears one

exclaim “I see the Saviour: there

he is;” and another, “I see heaven

open, and God preparing to de

scend to us;” and another crying

out, “pray on, brothers and sisters,

the blessing will soon come.” He

sees little else than irreverence

before Him who hath said, “The

Lord is in his holy temple; let all

the earth keep silence before him.”

With what impressions respecting

religion will he return from this

meeting Let any impartial mind

answer. If such scenes are not

well calculated to make the im

pression, that religion is only fitted

for the vulgar; that it is all a mat

ter of blind superstition; I know

not what scenes are. And these

are the scenes actually exhibited

in nearly every camp meeting, and

in many prayer-meetings and love

feasts, from one extremity of the

country to the other.

And the impressions which these

scenes are calculated to make are

the very ones that are made.

Where the “Methodist religion”

has been for any time prevalent,

unchecked by the presence of other

denominations, you find the talent

ed and influential members of so

ciety, generally in the opposition.

They are opposed not only to the

Methodists, but to every thing in

* A scene actually witnessed at a cam

meeting, but a few miles from my resi

dence.
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the form of godliness. The region

in which I live, bears a decided

testimony to the truth of this fact.

Methodism was once dominant. It

carried nearly every thing before

it; and now the intelligent and in

fluential are generally infidels, or

something as bad; and are rarely

ever seen within the walls of a

church. Methodism is at present

on the wane: the people are becom

ing wearied of it: and that cold

chill, which is the sure precursor

of spiritual death, is pervading the

whole community. From the facts

stated, I conclude, that in many

places where the Methodists are

doing much good, they are also

doing much harm; often where

they are scattering some of the

good seed of the word, they are

also sowing the bad seed of opposi

tion and infidelity.

With this article, sir, my stric

tures on Practical Methodism are

brought to a conclusion. They

were commenced with reluctance.

They were written and published

with no pleasure. Nothing but im

perious duty to the church of Christ

at large, could ever have induced

me to make such an exposure.

“What is writ, is writ. Would it

were worthier.” I have said many

things at which the Methodists

may cavil; but nothing from which,

if they are wise, they may not

profit.

Editorial Remarks.

We think the present a proper

occasion to state briefly, but dis

tinctly, to our readers, the views

we entertain of the duty of an edi.

tor of a religious periodical.

He who superintends such a pub

lication, ought, it is believed, to

make it his great object, that

which he should constantly keep

in view, and sacredly regard, to

propagate, inculcate, and defend

“ the truth as it is in Jesus.” In

doing this, he ought not, on the one

hand, to seek controversy; nor on

the other, to avoid it, when he con

scientiously believes that the cause

of the Redeemer and the good of

souls call him to it—call him to

“contend earnestly for the faith

once delivered to the saints.”

In conducting controversy, how

ever, the religious editor ought

most carefully to guard against an

unchristian spirit, and all harsh

ness of expression; and yet, we

believe he is not bound to adopt

such a tameness of style and man

ner, as to emasculate the truth, and

render his compositions insipid.

He should endeavour, in all proper

ways, to please his readers, by con

sulting the healthful taste and law

ful preference, of different classes,

and by giving to each in turn, some

thing specially calculated for their

gratification; but no desire to

please them, or fear of offending

them, should make him swerve

from the course which he verily

believes his publick character, and

his responsibility to his Master in

heaven, require him to pursue.

If he has occasion to name an in

dividual—an occasion which will

not often, and yet may sometimes

occur—he ought to permit that in

dividual, at a reasonable length, to

speak in his own behalf, for expla–

nation, or exculpation, as the case

may demand. But when no indi

vidual has been named, an editor

of a religious Miscellany is under

no obligation, either of Christianity

or courtesy, to respond to the call

of the editors or friends of an of

fended denomination, for specifica

tions of times and places, when and

where occurrences that have been

mentioned took place, or of indivi

duals concerned in such occur

rences. This would unquestion

ably lead to an endless series of

assertions and denials, fendings

and provings, criminations and re

criminations; from which no good,

but incalculable evil, would result

to religion, and to society at large.

Will it then be asked, whether an

editor is under no obligation to

correct erroneous statements, or
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injurious representations, which he

may have admitted into his work,

in relation to another denomina

tion? We answer, that he is under

a most sacred obligation to correct

every known error. He owes it to

his readers, to the cause of truth, to

his conscience, and to his God, to

correct all misrepresentations, how

ever unintentional, which he may

be convinced he has made—every

aberration from truth, into which he

may be satisfied that he has been led:

And when complaints are brought

forward, he ought to inquire and

examine, with all the care and

candour he can employ, to know

if they are well founded; and if

he finds them to be so, he should

frankly and fully correct his errors,

and with as much publicity as he has

made them—nor do we believe

that such a course as this will hurt

the reputation of a Miscellany, but

rather increase and establish it.

The editor of the Christian Ad

vocate can say with perfect truth,

that he has faithfully endeavoured

to fulfil the functions of his voca

tion, agreeably to the plan above

delineated; and he farther adver

tises his readers, that it is his firm

purpose, in reliance on divine aid,

to continue in the course which he

has hitherto pursued, and not to be

drawn or driven from it, by any

consideration whatsoever. He does

earnestly desire to avoid giving

offence, but he cannot avoid it at

the expense of violating or neglect

ing what he believes to be his duty

to God, and to the Christian com

munity.

A very respectable and truly es

teemed member of the Methodist

communion, called on the Editor,

and at his request stated what oc

curred at the time, as subjects of

complaint, in the papers entitled

“Practical Methodism.” The state

ments of the complainant were

written down in his presence, and

read to him by the editor, that

their correctness might be unques

tionable; and a promise was made,

Vol. IX.-Ch. JAdv.

that, if conviction of error should

ensue, the errors should be prompt

ly acknowledged and publickly cor

rected.

The items of complaint were,

as soon as practicable, transmitted

to the author of the papers in ques

tion, and he was asked to say what

he could in his own vindication.

In the mean time, the editor care

fully inquired of all who he sup

posed could give information rela

tive to the points complained of;

and he had opportunities to do so,

from individuals of candour, re

putation, and intelligence, from

many parts of the country, both

far-distant and near at hand. He

also received letters, in which vo

luntary, unsolicited observations

were made on the papers entitled

“Practical Methodism,” so far as

they had then appeared in the Ad

vocate; and the whole had appear

ed, except the one to which these

remarks are subjoined. The result

has been, a more complete and sa

tisfactory conviction in the mind

of the editor, than he feared the

subject would admit of, that no

thing has appeared in his pages

that cannot be strictly verified.

The reports, without one excep

tion, have been, that the statements

are unequivocally true; and some

have gone farther in their allega

tions than the writer of “Practical

Methodism.” He, it should be re

marked, has constantly given due

credit to our Methodist brethren,

for much that is commendable and

excellent; and has exempted nu

merous individuals of that commu

nion from the charge of approving,

much less of promoting, the er

rors and excesses which he con

demns.

The worthy complainant, to

whom we have referred, thought

that the term riders, as applied to

the Methodist travelling or itine

rant preachers, an opprobrious ap

pellation, and intended to be so;

and he also thought that there was

a general and unjust charge that

2 I
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the travelling preachers were horse

jockies. In reply to the first of

these objections, our correspondent

remarks, and our own inquiries ful

ly confirm the justice of the re

mark, that “circuit riders” is the

appellation that is most commonly

given to their travelling or itinerant

preachers, by the Methodists them:

selves: and on a careful review of

the papers in question, we find that

the writer speaks of itinerant

preachers, travelling preachers, cir

cuit riders, and riders, promiscu

ously, as words of the same import.

The term rider, unconnected with

its adjunct, we did suppose was in

tended merely as an abbreviation,

in places where it was frequently

used; and we still think that such

was the fact. But had we suspect

ed that it would have been consi

dered as opprobrious, it should

never have appeared with our con

sent, in its solitary form; for every

thing that partakes of the nature of

reviſing, we would most studiously

exclude from our work. On the

subject of jockeying, the author of
“Practical Methodism,” makes no

general charge against the Metho

dist travelling preachers. All that

he says on the subject is in the fol

lowing words: “Are their minis

ters less given to traffick, and to

the making of money? By no

means; some of them are consider

ed decidedly the best jockeys, in

the part of the country where I re

side.” Here, surely, is no general

charge—it is confined to some, as to

number, and to the part of the coun

try where the writer resides, as to

place; and in regard to his state

ment thus limited, the writer de

clares that it is “true to the letter.”

He replies in detail to all the other

items of complaint which were trans

mitted to him; but it is not neces

sary to insert his particular replies,

since in relation to all he has writ

ten, he affirms—“No fact has been

stated, which I cannot substantiate.

The facts either passed under my

own observation, or were narrated

to me by creditable and pious indi

viduals. If facts are even highly

coloured, it is a fact of which I am

not conscious. So far from doubt

ing a single statement made, I have

not heard an individual say a word

respecting them, who did not say

that they were similar to what he

was called to witness continually.”

This, it will be perceived, is in ex

act accordance with the reports

which, as we have stated, have been

made to us from various quarters.

We are therefore perfectly satis

fied, that we have made no repre

sentations that need to be correct

ed, qualified, or explained, beyond

what is now before the reader.

If we are still asked whether, as

suming the facts to be unquestion

able, there was a call to hold them

up to publick view in the pages of

our work? We answer, we deli

berately believe there was a loud

call to do this. Many of the doings

exposed in “Practical Methodism,”

have had a very ill influence, not

only on religion generally, but on

some parts of the Presbyterian

church in particular. Mingled, as

they have been, with the appear

ance, and often, we doubt not, with

the reality, of zealous and fervent

piety, they have been first tole

rated, and then, to a considerable

extent, approved, and even imi

tated. In this way, they have al

ready done no inconsiderable in

jury, and are threatening to do

more, if not arrested.

In the fact of which we are not ig

norant, that there are Presbyterians

who think and say, that it were better

not to expose the objectionable prac

tices of the Methodists, as has been

done in the Christian Advocate, we

see a palpable proof that these prac

tices are, to say the least, regarded

with a degree of indulgence that

is inauspicious to our church. We

would respectfully and affection

ately entreat Presbyterians of this

description, to consider the insi

dious nature of error, both in doc

trine and practice. It almost al
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ways comes in by slow advances;

and is always most dangerous when

it is connected with something that

is commendable—and especially

when it is associated with religious

zeal; and persons who are warm

hearted in religion, are most of all

liable to be misled by errors thus

disguised. We thought, and still

think, it was our imperious duty,

to give the warning we have given.

It has always been, we repeat, our

sincere wish and endeavour, in

conducting the Christian Advocate,

to avoid offence to any, so far as

this could consist with a good con

science, and fidelity to the cause

of evangelical truth in its purity.

Farther than this, no desire of

pleasing friends, or fear of of.

fending foes, ought ever to influ

ence us to go, and we pray God

that it never may.

-

MEMOIR OF CAPTAIN BENJAMIN

Wickes.

(Continued from page 199.)

Captain Wickes earnestly desired

to quit a sea-faring life, long before

he found himself at liberty to aban

don it. He had no other means of

supporting himself and his family;

and therefore, though he deeply

lamented the privation of the stated

ordinances of the gospel, to which

this mode of life subjected him;

and in his letters to his friends fre

quently asked their prayers, not

only for special grace to enable

him to sustain his Christian char

acter while he was compelled to

follow the seas, but that it would

please God to open for him some

other way to obtain a livelihood;

yet, till this should appear, he

judged it to be his indispensable

duty, to abide in the same calling

in which he had been called. Ac

cordingly, he continued in his vo

cation as a commander of a mer

chant vessel; making voyages some

times to Europe, but more fre

quently to the East Indies, and in

some instances to both, in the same

voyage, till the year 1810, when a

favourable change of circumstances,

enabled him to relinquish for ever

the unsettled life of a mariner.

The limits to which this memoir

must be confined, do not permit a

detail of all the interesting oc

currences in the life of Captain

Wickes, during the ten years which

elapsed from the close of his first

missionary voyage, of which we

have given an account, till the

time when he ceased going to sea—

We can only make a selection.

One occurrence, which we should

not notice, if occasion had not been

taken from it to implicate his char

acter, related to an action with a

French privateer, in concert with

the commander of another mer

chant vessel, in a voyage home

from Calcutta. The report of this

transaction, by Captain Wickes, to

the owners of the ship which he

commanded, is as follows:–

...An Account of an Engagement between the

ship Criterion, of 14 guns and 30 men,

and the ship Louis, of 12 guns and 27,

or 28 men, and a French ship, of 20 or

22 guns, having to appearance many

men.

On the 2d day of January, 1800, we

left the Pilot at the mouth of the Ganges

and proceeded down the bay of Bengal,

in company with the ship Louis, of Balti

more, Captain Deale, bound to Madras,

with whom we agreed to keep company

a few days, for mutual defence. On the

4th, at day light, we saw a ship, that

gave us chase; expecting she was a

French privateer, we called to quarters,

and prepared for defence; observing she

approached us fast, we took in our light

sails, spoke with Captain Deale, and

made some arrangements, in case she

should attack us. When she drew near,

we hoisted our colours at the mizen peak.

The ship in chase then hoisted the na

tional flag abaft, and a bloody flag at his

main top gallant mast head. We were

at this time sailing before the wind, and

close together, which was the way I

thought best to receive the enemy in;

but Captain Deale wished to be by the

wind; and when the enemy approached

pretty close, Captain D. requested we

would take that position, to which I

agreed—the doing of which, brought the

Louis the sternmost ship. The enemy
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approaching within musket shot, Captain

Deale observed they intended to lay him

on board, and bore up to give him his

broadside; we also bore up, and attack

ed the enemy with all our force. The

enemy poured a volley of musketry from

the fore-castle, into the Louis, and laid

her on board; and attacked us with both

cannon and small arms. In boarding the

Louis, the enemy carried away his bow

sprit; which brought his bow, close to

the Louis’ quarter, and gave him easy

access into her. After a little time, we

observed the Louis' guns turned on us;

and as her colours were still flying, we

could not determine whether it was error

or intention, until she repeated it; this

being an evidence that the enemy had

possession of her, we turned our attention

to attempt an escape, which we had hopes

of doing by hauling to the wind—expect

ing that the enemy could not chase by

the wind, wanting a bowsprit. The ene

my observing our intention, quickly gave

us chase, with both ships. As we in

creased our sail, the wind being pretty

fresh, we found the Criterion so crank,

that we found it necessary to cast over

the lee guns: we therefore cast over six

of our lee guns, and cut away an anchor

from the lee fore chains, which so re

lieved the ship that we could make sail,

and drew sensibly from both ships. The

French ship had not chased far, before

we observed her fore-top-mast gone over

board, which obliged him to give over the

chase; and his prize wore about, and

went to her. We now had time to look

around, and see what damage we had

sustained: and had to lament the first

officer, Mr. Wm. Murdock, having re

ceived a wound, of which he died in two

days; a young man killed by a cannon

ball, and one wounded by a musketball;

our rigging and sails were much cut and

torn. DENJAMIN WIckes, Sen.

It appears that Captain Wickes

was severely censured by those

who were losers in this unfortunate

affair, as not having acted with

fidelity to his engagement with the

commander of the captured vessel.

But assuming that his account is

correct—and no man that ever

lived was a more scrupulous ob

server of truth—it is hard to per

ceive how any one could, with the

least show of justice, blame him for

any part of his conduct in this

whole transaction. On the con

trary, it clearly appears to us, that

he would have been greatly to

blame, if he had acted otherwise

than he did. He conformed entire

ly to the wishes of Captain Deale,

in coming to action. He fought

“with all his force,” till the Louis

was taken by boarding, and her
guns turned upon himself. Was

there the least probability that, by

continuing the action, he could sub

due both vessels, and recapture his

companion? If not (and none we

think will affirm that there was)

then it surely was an indispensable

duty which he owed to himself, and

to the owners of the vessel entrust

ed to his care, to endeavour to es

cape. Most justly might they have

blamed him, and he have blamed

himself, if he had been captured

as there is every reason to believe

he would have been—in a desperate

attempt to retake the Louis. We

are confident that if his vessel had

been the prey of the marauder, and

the other had escaped, after fight

ing “with all her force,” as long

as Captain Wickes actually did, he

would never have uttered a com

plaint, or indulged a hard thought

against Captain Deale. The truth

is, the providence of God sent de

liverance to the ship commanded

by Captain Wickes—enabling him,

as the means of obtaining it, to act

with great self-possession, to dis

cern and seize the favourable mo

ment for escape, and to avail him

self of his eminent skill as a sea

man, to effect his purpose.

It was natural for Captain Wickes

to take a very deep interest in the

success of the Baptist missionaries,

in India, after having carried so

many of them to their field of la

bour, witnessed their devoted piety,

and received from them so many

warm expressions, as we have seen

that he did, of their respect and

affection for himself. He made

several voyages to Calcutta, after

he left them there, in the close of

the year 1799; and when there, he

derived, apparently, the greatest

pleasure of his life, from seein

their diligence and success, an
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from his intercourse and Christian

fellowship with them. He return

ed from one of these voyages, by

the way of Europe, in the summer

of 1804; and when in London, he

had confided to his care a thousand

guineas, to be sent to the missiona:

ries in the following spring, to aid

in printing the sacred Scriptures

in seven of the languages of India,

into which translations of the Bible

were then in progress. The money

was lodged in the hands of Robert

Ralston, Esq. of Philadelphia; and

Captain Wickes announced this

fact in a publication, with his name

affixed, and invited the Christian

community of the United States to

add to this sacred deposite, des

tined to enable the missionaries to

ive to the wretched idolators of

ndia, in their own languages, the

record of God’s revealed will.

The success of this invitation was

eventually great; and it became

so, by an incident, in which the

writer of this memoir had a con

cern; and of which the following

statement seems to be proper, in

order to show how the providence

of God effects its purposes, beyond

human designs and views. The

facts were these. The late pious

and liberal Dr. Elias Boudinot was,

at that time, a member of the

Standing Committee of the Gene

ral Assembly of the Presbyterian

church, of which the writer was

the chairman. Dr. Boudinot, hav

ing seen or heard of the published

invitation of Captain W., had made

up his mind to give one hundred

dollars to the Baptist missionaries.

But in the mean time, when at

tending the committee of which he

was a member, he found that a mis

sion to the Sandusky Indians of

our own country, of which the com

mittee had the superintendence,

was in the most urgent need of

pecuniary aid, and that the funds

from which it was expected and

sought were exhausted. He stated

to the committee the purpose he

had formed of giving a hundred

dollars to the missionaries at Cal

cutta, or Serampore, but expressed

a doubt whether he was not, in pre

sent circumstances, bound rather

to give it for the benefit of the In

dians on our own borders; and said

he would do so, if it was the judg

ment of the committee that such a

change in the destination of his

donation, was right and proper.

The committee, it is believed

unanimously, advised the change,

and it was accordingly made.

When Captain Wickes heard of

this, as he shortly after did, he was

greatly grieved; and meeting the

writer in the street, remonstrated

with him very earnestly, for having

advised, or consented, to the alien

ation of a sum of money destined

to so noble a purpose as the trans

lation of the Scriptures into the

languages of India; and with the

frankness which always character

ized him, intimated very plainly,

that he feared sectarian feelings

had had an undue influence in this

affair. The writer vindicated the

award of the committee; and in an

swer to the suggestion about secta

rian feelings, expressed his present

readiness to favour the contribu

tions to the East India enterprise,

by any means in his power. “Then

you can do it,” was the short and

earnest reply. “Tell me how, and

it shall be done without delay,”

was the response. “Go and write,

and publish with your name, a re

commendation of the contributions

for the Baptist missionaries,” said

Captain W. “It shall be so done,”

replied the writer. And so it was

done. An earnest address to the

publick was penned, and subscribed

by the writer, and at his instance,

by eleven other clergymen, of ya
rious denominations, in Philadel

phia. . The result of the whole

was, that first and last, the sum of

$1357 65 was collected; which,

added to the deposite of Captain

Wickes, made the amount of

$6024 25. Thus the fervent zeal

and inflexible perseverance of this
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excellent man, were made instru

mental, under the wise ordering of

the providence of God, of appro

priating a hundred dollars to the

benefit of American Indians, and

to those of Asia a far larger sum

than they would otherwise have re

ceived.

(To be continued.)

iłębietn.

LUTHER’s CoMMENTARY ON THE

EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS.

(Continued from page 203.)

We have been at a great loss in

selecting passages for our review

from the commentary before us;

not because we could not find what

was excellent, but because there

was so much of this character, and

so much that we wished to lay be

fore our readers, that, being obliged

to quote sparingly, we found it

hard to determine what we should

take, and what we should leave.

We also wished that the few and

short extracts, of which alone our

space would admit, should exhibit

the perfect contrast which exists

between the theology of the refor

mation, and that of the New Haven

school. The two systems certain

ly are, in several essential points,

as opposite to each other as the

poles—They directly contradict

each other, in doctrine, argument,

and almost in words. In proof of

this, let the reader turn to the ex

tended extract we have heretofore

given from the Christian Spectator,

and compare it, especially the first

paragraph, with the following ex

cerptions, from this commentary of

Luther. But let us, first of all,

see how he disposes, not only of

the pope, and the schoolmen—the

latter the philosophers and meta

physicians of the day—but of all

who teach any doctrine which is not

plainly revealed in holy Scripture.

“The first two chapters [of this epis

tle to the Galatians] in a manner contain

nothing else but defences of his [the

apostle's] doctrine, and confutations of

errors; so that until he cometh to the

end of the second chapter, he toucheth

not the chief matter which he handleth

in this epistle, namely, the article of jus

tification. Notwithstanding, this sentence

of Paul's" ought to admonish us, that so

many as think the pope to be judge of

the Scripture are accursed. Which thing

the Popish schoolmen have wickedly

taught, standing upon this ground—“The

church hath allowed four gospels only;

therefore there are but four; for if it had

allowed more, there had been more.” Now,

seeing the church might receive and

allow such and so many gospels as it

would, therefore the church is above the

gospel; a goodly argument indeed. I

approve the Scripture, therefore, I am

above the Scripture. John Baptist ac

knowledgeth and confesseth Christ, and

pointeth to him with his finger, therefore

he is above Christ. The church ap

proveth the Christian faith and doctrine,

therefore the church is above them. For

the overthrowing of this their wicked

and blasphemous doctrine; thou hast here

a plain text like a thunder-bolt, wherein

Paul subjecteth both himself and an angel

from heaven, and doctors upon earth, and

all other teachers and masters whatso.

ever, under the authority of the Scrip

ture. For they ought not to be masters,

judges, or arbiters, but only witnesses,

disciples, and confessors of the church,

whether it be the Pope, Luther, Augus

tine, Paul, or an angel from heaven.

Neither ought any doctrine to be taught

or heard in the church, besides the pure

word of God, that is, the holy Scripture.

Otherwise accursed be both the teach

ers and hearers, together with their doc

trine.”

Luther's abhorrence was unmea

sured, of every exhibition of the

sacrifice of Christ in which he was

not represented as the proper sub

stitute of sinners, bearing by impu

tation all their sins, making a com

plete satisfaction for them to the

law and justice of God, and fur

* Gal. i. 9.
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nishing thereby the only foundation

of a sinner's hope. Thus, in com

menting on the words—"If right

eousness come by the law, then

Christ is dead in vain,” and speak

ing of those who seek justification

by the deeds of the law, as he af.

firmed the papists did, he breaks

out in this strong language—

“Is this horrible blasphemy to be suf.

fered or dissembled, that the Divine Ma

jesty, not sparing his own dear Son, but

delivering him to death for us all, should

not do all these things seriously and in

good earnest, but as it were in sport?

Before I would admit this blasphemy, I

would not only that the holiness of all

the papists and merit mongers, but also

of all the saints and holy angels should

be thrown into the bottom of hell, and

condemned with the devil: mine eyes

shall behold nothing else but this inesti

mable price, my Lord and Savicur Christ;

he ought to be such a treasure unto me

that all other things should be but dung

in comparison of him; he ought to be

such a light unto me, that when I have

apprehended him by faith, I should not

know whether there be any law, any sin,

any righteousness or unrighteousness in

the world. For what are all things which

are in heaven and earth in comparison

of the Son of God, Christ Jesus my Lord

and Saviour, who loved me, and gave him

self for me.”

We shall now make a number of

extracts, from which the sentiments

of the Reformer on several impor

tant points, will appear. The parts

of the sacred text from which the

quoted passages are derived, as

commentaries or inferences, we

shall not always insert, but in

general merely note. How the law

of God is fulfilled for the believer,

by his surety Saviour, and both jus

tification and sanctification ensured

by the perfect work of Christ, is

summarily taught in the following
Sentences :

“Wherefore the sentence of Moses,

[chap. iii. 16,) Cursed is every one that

abideth not in all the things that are written

in this book, is not contrary to Paul, who

pronounceth all them to be accursed, who

are of the works of the law. For Moses

requireth such a doer, as may do the law

perfectly. But where shall we find him?

No where. For David saith, Enter not

into judgment with thy servant. For in thy

sight shall no man living be justified, Psal.

cxliii. 2. And Paul saith, For what I

would, that do 1 mot; but what I hate, that

do I, Rom. vii. 15. Wherefore Moses,

together with Paul, doth necessarily drive

us to Christ, through whom we are made

doers of the law, and are not accounted

guilty of any transgression. How so?

First, By forgiveness of sins and imputa

tion of righteousness because of our faith

in Christ. Secondly, by the gift of God

and the Holy Ghost, which bringeth forth

a new life and new motions in us, so that

we may also do the law effectually,

Now, that which is not done, is pardoned

for Christ's sake; and moreover, what sin

soever is left in us, is not imputed. So

Moses agreeth with Paul, and meaneth

the self-same thing that he doth, when

he saith, Cursed is every one that abideth

not, &c.”

Luther thought there was a dif

ference between philosophy and

theology.—

“The schoolmen and all such as under

stand not the article of justification, do

no other righteousness than the civil

righteousness and the righteousness of

the law, which after a sort the Gentiles

also do know. Therefore they borrow

certain words out of the law and moral

philosophy, as to do, to work, and such

like, and they apply the same unto spiri

tual matters, wherein they deal most per

versely and wickedly, ... We must put a

difference between philosophy and divi.

nity. But the schoolmen themselves, grant

and teach, that in the order of nature,

being goeth before working: for natural

ly the tree is before the fruit. Again,

in philosophy, they grant, that a work

morally wrought, , is not good, except

there be first a right judgment of reason,

and a good will or a good intent. So

then they will have a right judgment of

reason, and a good intent to go before

the work, that is, they make the person

morally righteous before the work. But

contrariwise in divinity, and in spiritual

matters, where they ought, most of all so

to do, such senseless asses they are, that

they pervert and turn all quite contrary,

placing the work before right judgment
of reason and intent.”

In the following quotations Lu

ther and the New Haven doctors

are directly at issue:—

“Verse 13, chap. iii. Christ hath redeem

ed us from the curse of the law, being

made a curse for us: For it is written,

Cursed is every one that hangeth on a

tree:-

“Here again, Jerom and the popish

sophisters who follow him, are much trou
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bled, and miserably rack this most com

fortable place, seeking, as they would

seem, with a godly zeal to turn away this

reproach from Christ, that he should be

called a curse or execration. They shift

off this sentence after this manner; that

Paul spake not here in good earnest;

and therefore they most wickedly affirm,

that the Scripture in Paul agreeth not

with itself. And this they prove after

this manner? The sentence (say they)

of Moses, which Paul here allegeth,

speaketh not of Christ. Moreover, this

general clause, whosoever, which Paul al

legeth, is not added in Moses. Again,

Paul omitteth these words, of God, which

are in Moses. To conclude, it is evident

enough that Moses speaketh of a thief or

a malefactor, who by his evil deeds had

deserved the gallows, as the Scripture

plainly witnesseth in the xxi. chapter of

Deuteronomy; therefore they ask this

question, how this sentence may be ap

plied to Christ, that he is accursed of God

and hanged upon a tree, seeing that he is

no malefactor or thief, but righteous and

holy This may peradventure move the

simple and ignorant, thinking that the

sophisters do speak it, not only wittily,

but also very godly, and thereby do de

fend the honour and glory of Christ, and

give warning to all Christians to beware

that they think not so wickedly of Christ,

that he should be made a curse, &c. Let

us see therefore what the meaning and

purpose of Paul is.

“But here again we must make a dis

tinction, as the words of Paul do plainly

show: For he saith not that Christ was

made a curse for himself, but for us.

Therefore all the weight of the matter

standeth in these words, for us. For

Christ is innocent as concerning his own

F." and therefore he ought not to

ave been hanged on a tree; but be

cause, according to the law of Moses,

every thief and malefactor ought to be

hanged, therefore Christ also, according

to the law, ought to be hanged, for he

sustained the person of a sinner and of a

thief, not of one, but of all sinners and

thieves. For we are sinners and thieves,

and therefore guilty of death and ever

lasting damnation. But Christ took all

our sins upon him, and for them died

upon the cross; therefore it behoved

that he should become a transgressor,

(as Isaiah the prophet saith, chap. liii.) to

be reckoned and accounted among trans

gressors,
- - - - -

“The popish sophisers do spoil us of

this knowledge of Christ and most hea

venly comfort, (namely, that Christ was

made a curse, that he might deliver us

from the curse of the law) when they

separate him from sins and sinners, and

only set him out unto us as an example

to be followed. By this means they make

Christ, not only unprofitable unto us,

but also a judge and a tyrant, who is

angry with our sins, and condemneth

sinners. But we must as well wrap

Christ, and know him to be wrapped in

our sins, in our malediction, in our death,

and in all our evils, as he is wrapped in

our flesh and in our blood.

“But some man will say, it is very

absurd and slanderous, to call the Son of

God a cursed sinner. I answer if thou

wilt deny him to be a sinner and to be

accursed, deny also that he was crucified

and died. For it is no less absurd to say,

that the Son of God (as our faith confes

seth and believeth) was crucified and suf

fered the pains of sin and death, than to

say, that he is a sinner and accursed.

But if it be not absurd to confess and be

lieve that Christ was crucified between

two thieves, then is it not absurd to say,

also that he was accursed and of all sin

ners the greatest. These words of Paul

are not spoken in vain, Christ was made

a curse for us. For he hath made him to

be sin for us, who knew no sin; that we

might be made the righteousness of God in

him, 2 Cor. v. 21.

After the same manner, John the Bap

tist calleth him. The Lamb of God, which

taketh away the sin of the world, John i.

29. He verily is innocent, because he is

the unspotted and undefiled Lamb of

God; but because he beareth the sins of

the world, his innocency is burdened

with the sins and guilt of the whole

world. Whatsoever sins, I, thou, and we

all have done, or shall do hereafter, they

are Christ's own sins, as verily as if he

himself had done them. To be brief, our

sins must needs become Christ's own

sins, or else we shall perish for ever.

This true knowledge of Christ, which

Paul and the prophets have most plainly

delivered unto us, the wicked sophisters

have darkened and defaced.”

We do think there are other

sophisters beside the popish, who

have “darkened and defaced” the

all-important doctrine of justifica:

tion, through the righteousness of

Christ. A part of this modern

sophistry consists in retaining the

two old orthodox words, atonement

and justification, while the mean

ing of these terms, in their native

and proper import, and as held by

all sound theologians from the time

of the protestant reformation to

the present hour, is absolutely and
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totally rejected. Atonement pro

perly means an adequate satisfac

tion for a specific offence. Johnson

defines it “earpiation, earpiatory

equivalent;” and this is its only legi

timate use in the English language,

as applicable to the subject in hand.

It!. implies two things, first

an offence committed, and second

ly that offence done away, by a

complete satisfaction made for it to

the offended party. It cannot be

plausibly denied that this is the true

and only proper meaning of the

word, whether we consider its use

by the best writers, or in com

mon discourse, or in our transla

tion of the Bible, with the excep

tion, in the latter instance, of one

lace, in which, by a wrong trans

ation, it is used for reconciliation,

zaraxxayn, in the original.” Now,

compare this with the New Haven

theology, as we have it in the quo

tation given in our March number.

“What, it is asked, is the ground

on which the Denitent sinner is

p. It is not that the suf

erings of Christ were of the nature

of punishment—It is not that he

suffered in our stead, in such sense

as to annihilate our guilt—It is

not that he cancelled any debt of

ours on the cross—It is not that by

his death he satisfied the penal jus,
tice of God—Neither indeed is it

that the righteousness of Christ is

imputed to those who are pardon

ed, either as a personal quality, or

* There has been a considerable change

in the popular use of a number of words

in our language, since the vulgar transla

tion of the Bible was made. Johnson

gives as one of the meanings of atone

ment—“agreement, concord;” and he

gives Shakspeare as his authority—

“He seeks to make atonement

Between the duke of Gloster and your

brother.”

Our translation of the Scripture synchro

nises nearly with the age of Shakspeare,

and it is not improbable that the transla

tors used atonement, in the sense of agree

ment, or concord, which would make the

translation of karaxxay, correct. But this

has no application to the subject under

discussion.

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

in such manner as to be accounted

to them as if it were theirs.” Let

any candid, and competent judge

declare, if here is not a complete

and unequivocal denial of every

one idea that belongs to the notion

of an atonement, properly so called.

It seems to us to be a studied ex

clusion—and we think an entirely

successful one—of all that ortho

dox writers have taught, as con

stituting the very essence of the

atonement of Christ. Yet these

men constantly apply the word

atonement, to their “exhibition—

symbolical representation—display

—removal of the difficulties which

would otherwise have eternally

barrred, the exercise of pardoning

mercy.” We do not love to charge

any writer or speaker with inten

tional fraud or deception. But we

do say, that whether intended or

not, there is here a gross deception

in fact. The unwary are made to

think that these men hold the doc

trine of atonement as it has been

commonly taught; whereas they

disbelieve it totally—they use the

word, but the thing they complete

ly reject and deny. The very same

is also the fact, in their use of the

word justification. Pardon is not

all that is included in justification.

Many a criminal is pardoned who

is never justified; that is, is not

cleared from the imputation of

guilt, and treated as if he were a

just or unaffending individual. Al

though pardoned he is always con

sidered as guilty—his guilt is never

cancelled till the hour of his death.

And this is the very notion of jus

tification for which Dr. Murdock

earnestly contends, in his too-well

known sermon on the “Nature of

the Atonement.” He says ex

pressly, “the atonement does not

cause a sinner to be justified on

the principles of law and distribu

tive justice—the pardoned sinner

not only remains in fact the same

guilty creature he was before, but

he is viewed by his Maker as per

sonally guilty—We pronounce the

2 K
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justification of believers to be an

act of the sovereign . of God,

a departure from the regular course

of justice; and such a departure as

leaves the claims of the law forever

unsatisfied.” Was there ever a

greater absurdity put into language,

than is exhibited in this description

of justification? A man is account

ed just who leaves the claims of

law forever unsatisfied! No two

things were ever more directly op:

posite than the notions entertained

of justification by Luther and Dr.

Murdock: and with Luther all the

reformers agreed, and so does the

catechism of our church—“Justi

fication is an act of God's free

grace, wherein he pardoneth all our

sins, and accepteth us as Righteous

in his sight, only for the righteous:
mess of Christ imputed to us, and

received by faith alone.” For very

shame, let these march-of-mind

theologians forbear to use the terms

atonement and justification, in the
manner they have done; or else

take pains to have it well under

stood, that they mean by them

something that is not only different

from the orthodox use, but diame

trically opposite to it.

(To be continued.)
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On the Eristence of Animalcula in Snow.

—The following account was sent by Dr.

J. E. Mure in a letter to Dr. Silliman.

“When the winter had made a consider

able progress without much frost, there

happened a heavy fall of snow. Appre

hending that I might not have an oppor

tunity of filling my house with ice, I

threw in snow, perhaps enough to half fill

it. There was afterwards severely cold

weather, and I filled the remainder with

ice. About August, the waste and con

sumption of the ice, brought us down to

the snow, when it was discovered that a

glass of water, which was cooled with it,

contained hundreds of animalcules. I

then examined another glass of water, out

of the same pitcher, and with the aid of a

microscope, before the snow was put

into it, found it perfectly clear and pure;

the snow was then thrown into it, and on

solution, the water again exhibited the

same phenomenon-hundreds of animal

cules, visible to the naked eye with acute

attention, and, when viewed through the

microscope, resembling most diminutive

shrimps, and, wholly unlike the eels dis

covered in the acetous acid, were seen in

the full enjoyment of animated nature.

“I caused holes to be dug in several

parts of the mass of snow in the ice-house,

and to the centre of it, and in the most

unequivocal and repeated experiments,

had similar results; so that my family did

not again venture to introduce the snow

ice into the water they drank, which had

been a favourite method, but used it as an

external refrigerant for the pitcher.

“These little animals may class with

the amphibia, which have cold blood, and

are generally capable, in a low tempera

ture, of a torpid state of existence.

Hence their icy immersion did no vio

lence to their constitution, and the possi

bility of their revival by heat is well sus

tained by analogy; but their generation,

their parentage, and their extraordinary

transmigration, are to me subjects of pro

found astonishment.”

JMammoth Crystal—In Moretown, on

Onion River, among the Green Moun

tains, has been found a crystal of smoky

quartz, weighing 1101b., most of it of first

water. This crystal is a six-sided prism,

very regularly formed, having one end

terminated by a six-sided pyramid, sur

face generally smooth, and angles well

defined, and being so transparent, that

large letters may, in some directions, be

read through it. The sides of the prism

are parallelograms, transversely striated,

varying in length from 8 to 10 inches, and

in breadth from 5% to 7. The circumfer

ence of the prism, at the end next to the

termination, is 2 feet 11 inches; at the

other end, 3 feet. When this crystal

stands erect, it is 20 inches high. It is

now in the cabinet of Rev. T. A. Merrill,

of Middlebury.—Vermont Chronicle.

One of the steam carriages, at the prize

trial on the Liverpool rail-road, rushed

over the distance of a mile in one minute,

that is ten times the speed of what a few

years since was considered good travel

ling. A similar increase of velocity, were
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it practicable, would enable a carriage

leaving Manchester for Liverpool, to out

strip the sun and stars, and thus see the

heavenly bodies move eastward, so that,

if the land were continued round the

globe, the traveller would at length leave

the sun setting in the east and see it rise

again in the west, and the same of the

stars; or by condescending to abate his

speed, or taking a rather lower latitude,

where the degrees are longer, he might

keep the sun always at noon, or always at

morning or evening, as he pleased.

After the fire of London, the walls of

St. Paul's, eighty feet perpendicular, and

five feet thick, and the tower, two hun

dred feet high, though cracked and tot

tering, stuck obstinately together, and

their removal, stone by stone, was found

tedious and dangerous. Sir C. Wren

wrought a hole in the foundation of one

of the pillars, and with eighteen pounds

of gunpowder cracked the whole angle

of the tower, with two great arches which

rested upon it, and also two adjoining

arches of the aisles, and all above them;

and this it seemed to do somewhat lei

surely, cracking the walls to the top, lift

ing the whole weight above nine inches,

which falling, made a heap of ruins with

out scattering. The powder lifted three

thousand tons, and saved the work of a

thousand labourers. The fall of so great

a weight from a height of two hundred

feet, gave a concussion to the ground that

the inhabitants around took for an earth

quake. During Wren's absence, his su
perintendent having done some mischief

with gunpowder, the whole neighbour

hood united in petitioning that no more

should be used. Wren yielded to their

solicitations, and resolved to try the effect

of that ancient engine, the battering ram.

He took a strong mast, armed with iron

in two places, which he suspended, and

with thirty men vibrated the machine

against the wall a whole day. They be

lieved it was to little purpose, but the

second day the wall was perceived to

tremble, and in a few hours it fell.—-Fa

mily Library. Lives of Architects.

The Monument in London was first

used by the members of the Royal So

ciety for astronomical experiments, but

was abandoned on account of its vibra

tions being too great for the nicety re

quired in their observations. This occa

sioned a report that it was unsafe; but its

scientifick construction may bid defiance

to the attacks of all but earthquakes, for

centuries.—Ibid.

Bishop Sanderson says, in his preface

to his once-celebrated prelections on the

“Obligations of Conscience,” that he had

no intention of printing them; they had

lain for many years neglected, scattered

in shreds in corners among waste papers;

but a bookseller wrote #. word, that

two fair copies (written out perhaps by

some diligent students, to whom the lec

turer had lent his MSS. at the time of the

delivery) were in his possession, which

he was strongly urged to print; but he

would make no use of them without the

author's consent. “Laudavi,” says the

Bishop, “immo amavi in homine, milli

penitus ignoto, animi candorem; et ex eo

genere quibus fere unius lucri studium

est, acqui reverentiam.” He in conse

quence wrote to the bookseller to send

him one of his copies; which preventing

the labour of transcription, he was in

duced to send the work to press. This

anecdote would have delighted honest

Isaac Walton, the bishop's biographer and

panegyrist, especially as the worthy book

seller was, like himself, a London trades

man.— Ch. Obs.

What a terrifick picture does the fol

lowing passage (from Lardner's Cyclo

paedia, History of France,) exhibit of the

death-bed of a man devoted to the pomps

and vanities of the world, and who is “at

ease in his possessions.” “A fatal malady

had seized on Cardinal Mazarin, whilst

engaged in the conferences of the treaty,

and worn by mental fatigue. He con

sulted Guenaud, the physician, who told

him that he had but two months to live.

Some days after, Brienne perceived the

cardinal in his night-cap and dressing

gown tottering along his gallery, pointing

to his pictures, and exclaiming, “Must I

quit all these?" He saw Brienne, and

seized him: “Look at that Correggio !

this Venus of Titian! that incomparable

Deluge of Caracci! Ah! my friend, I

must quit all these. Farewell, dear pic

tures, that I loved so dearly, and that cost

me so much " A few days before his

death, he caused himself to be dressed,

shaved, rouged, and painted. In this

state he was carried in his chair to the

promenade, where the envious courtiers

paid him ironical compliments on his ap:

earance. Cards were the amusement of

É. death-bed, his hand being held by

others; and they were only interrupted

by the papal nuncio, who came to give

the cardinal that plenary indulgence to

which the prelates of the sacred college

are officially entitled.” Mazarin expired

on the 9th of March, 1661.-Lardner's

Cyclopædia, History of France.
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FOREIGN.

We have the gratification of lay

ing before our readers this month,

original intelligence, (and as far as

we know, the most recent that has

reached our country,) from one of

the most interesting fields of mis

sionary labour in the world. We
publish the whole letter, because

we admire the spirit and feelings of

the writer in relation to himself

and family, as well as rejoice in

the success and the prospects of the

missionary corps to which he be

longs.

copy of a Letter from the Rev. George D.

IBoardman, a Baptist JMissionary in

Burmah, to a gentleman in Philadelphia.

JMaulmein, -īugust 3, 1830.

VERY prAR AND RESPECTED SIR,

Your kind letter of May 12th, 1829,

should not bave remained so long unan- .

swered, but for the repeated attacks of

illness with which it has pleased our

Heavenly Father to visit my beloved

wife and children; the necessary confu

sion attending on our removal from Ta

voy to this place ; and, finally, my own

long protracted illness, from which I have

not yet recovered. Indeed, the physi

cian says, l have no reason to expect a

total recovery. He, however, hopes that

after the present rains I may be better,

and if I can avoid the next annual return

of the rain, by going to a different cli

mate, my life may be prolonged a year or

two. But I am not careful for my life,

except as the happiness of an affection

ate family, and the spread of the Re

deemer's kingdom, are more or less in

volved in it. For some time past, I have

been almost ready to say, “I had rather

depart and be with Christ.”

Your account of the happy and wonder

ful progress of religion, the distribution

of the sacred Scriptures, both in America

and in Europe, and the increased atten

tion to the education of children, is truly

cheering. And yet, I feel inclined to

think that the spirit of benevolent opera

tion will be aroused and raised to a much

higher and holier pitch, as we advance

nearer and nearer to the glorions days

foretold in the divine word. Sometimes

I have felt a wish to be spared, like

blessed old Simeon, to see the new light

and glory dawn on the nations of the

earth. But the sight will probably be as

pleasant from the heavenly battlements,

as from this earthly house of our taber

nacle.

Our friend, Mr. Judson, left this sta

tion in April last, and after spending a

few weeks in Rangoon, proceeded up

the river as far as Prome, intending, I

believe, after the rains, to proceed to the

Burman capital. Mr. Wade is at Ran

goon, where, for several months past, the

call for Christian Scriptures has been al

most unprecedented. Thirty, forty, or

fifty in a day, from all parts of the coun

try, come soliciting books. In this way,

hundreds and thousands of Tracts and

portions of the Christian Scriptures have

been distributed, within a few months,

and the call seems as loud as ever A

few have been baptized, but the spirit

that has rested on the people, has been

that of inquiry, rather than of immediate

and obvious conversion.

In this place is a native church of

about 50 members, and two small churches

among the English soldiers stationed

here. These three churches depend on

us entirely for instruction. In Tavoy, the

station we recently left, there is a church

of 13 members, all wild men from the fo

rest, but I hope subdued by the power of

the gospel. The whole number baptized

by all of us, since this mission was first

established in 1813, is about 120. Mr.

Bennett, our printer, who with his family

sailed from your city last year, with our

mutual friend Mr. Blaikie, is at this sta

tion. He is very busily engaged in

printing Tracts and portions of the sacred

Scriptures, and before very long, if we live,

we hope to see the Burman nation well

supplied with copies of the New Testa

inent.

Our beloved wives are busily employed

in conducting schools, and in managing

the female part of the native church.

Our children, of whom we have two sons,

and Mr. and Mrs. Bennett two daughters,

are still small, but they claim a tender in

terest in our care and prayers.

Mrs. Boardman unites with me in most

respectful and affectionate regards to

yourself, and the members of your family.

With much sincerity of respect and

Christian affection, I am, my dear Sir, ever

yours, GEoker D. BoARDMAs.
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* First Presbyterian Church in Phi

ladelphia, on the third Thursday,

The General Assembly of the the 19th of the present month; to

Presbyterian Church in the United be opened with a sermon, at 11

States, is expected to convene, o'clock A. M., by the Rev Dr. Ezra

agreeably to adjournment, in the Fisk, the Moderator of the last year.

NoticE.

-

The Treasurer of the Trustees of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, ac

knowledges the receipt of the following sums, for their Theological Seminary at Prince

ton, .W. J., during the month of April last, viz.

Of Mr. John M'Mullin, the annual collection in the Sixth Presbyterian

Church for the contingent fund - - - - - . 312 00

Of the Rev. Samuel Lawrence, Greenwich, for do. . - - • 2 00

Of the Rev. John W. Scott, a quarter's rent, for do. . - - . 87 50

Of the Rev. Joshua T. Russell, collected by him in New York for the Profes

sorship to be endowed by the Synods of New York and New Jersey . 130 00

Amount $231 50

âbittu of 39ubiith 2ffairg,

EUROPE.

With the exception of Sweden and Denmark, if indeed they are to be excepted,

there is not a state of Europe which has not been thrown into agitation by the

last revolution in France. The most recent intelligence from Britain is of the date

of the 31st of March, and from France, by the way of Britain, of the 30th of the

same month.

BRITAIN.—Very ardent debates have taken place in both houses of the British

parliament, on the subject of reform. . In the Commons, on the second reading of the

reform bill, which had been prepared and submitted by the ministry, the opposition

to the measure was found to be far greater than had been anticipated. Mr. Peel

distinguished himself highly by a speech against the bill, although he declared that he

was not opposed to all reform. On taking the question for a third reading, it was found

that the ministry had a very slender majority. As the bill had not had its final reading

in the Commons, at the date of the last accounts, it of course had not been formally

submitted to the house of Lords. But the topick was so all engrossing, that it was

brought forward informally in that house, when petitions were presented, as they

constantly were, either in favour of reform, or against it. The debate was principally

carried on by the Duke of Wellington against reform, and by Lord Grey in favour of

the measure. Lord Chancellor Brougham made one speech, with his usual abilit

and eloquence. The London newspaper paragraphists are chiefly occupied.
discussions, pro and con, in relation to this subject. The prevalent impression seems

to be, that if the ministry do not carry the bill, without any material alteration, and by a

considerable majority (of which there is apparently but little prospect) an appeal will

be made to the sense of the nation, by a dissolution of the present parliament, and a

new election of members. Many think and say, that there is no alternative but

reform or revolution. Yet the opposition to reform appears to be greater, in the coun

try at large, than we had apprehended. In Scotland, it is strenuously opposed.

Among others, Sir Walter Scott, at a publick meeting, came forward in a decided

and able speech against it. Still, we have no doubt, that a large majority of the

nation, both in the north and south, are in favour of reform; and that however reluc

tant the present holders of power and influence may be to yield the point, they must

do it, or that consequences more fearful even to them, than the measure which they

hate so inveterately, will inevitably ensue. This we hope, and rather believe, they

will at length perceive, and abate, if they do not withdraw their opposition. O'Con

nell is ardent in the cause of reform, and now uses all his influence to keep Ireland

quiet, till the question shall be decided. He says, moreover, that the success of the
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measure will insure permanent quiet in that country. Ireland, however, is as yet,

far from being quiet; and it is stated, that a large body of troops is to be sent from

England, to aid the civil authority in suppressing banditti, and insurrectionary move

ments. There is a dreadful, scarcity, amounting it is said to absolute famine, in

some parts of this unhappy island. Britain has lately lost two men of great distinc

tion in the religious and literary world—Robert Hall, of Bristol, and Andrew Thomson,

of Edinburgh—the former a Baptist, the latter a Presbyterian minister of the gospel.

We question if Mr. Hall has left in Britain a man of superior intellect to that which

he possessed; and if not in Britain, we certainly know not where else to look for his

rival. Nor was Dr. Thomson much his inferior. Whether as speakers or writers,

both were pre-eminent among the eminent: and both had consecrated all their powers

to God and to the promotion of his cause. When such men die, in the zenith of their

influence and their usefulness, the world sustains a loss beyond an estimate.

FnANck.—There has been another change of ministry in the French cabinet—

Casimir Perrier is now president of the council. We regret to observe these frequent

changes; they indicate a want of confidence in those who manage the helm of state

in France. It appears also that the king is far less popular, with those who placed

him on the throne, than he was at first—he is even suspected, and by some declared,

to be in the interest of the exiled monarch. This we do not believe; but it is a bad

indication that he and La Fayette appear to be no longer friends, although no open

and apparent rupture has yet taken place. It is clear, however, that the views of La

Fayette and those of the court, are widely different; parties run high, and are be

coming fixed. The king and his ministry wish for peace, but the disposition of the

nation, and especially of that part of it which led the way to the late revolution, is for

war; the provocation lately given by the march of the Austrian troops into Italy,

seems to render war almost inevitable. A London paper of March 31st, says: “We

have received the ... of Tuesday and Wednesday, the 29th and 30th. Their

contents appear to us of considerable importance. The tone of all is decidedly war

like. The entry of the Austrians into Bologna is no longer doubtful; but France is

said to have addressed a letter to that power upon the subject, the answer to which

was anxiously looked for in Paris, as upon it hung the question of immediate hostili

ties, or an equivocal peace. Prince Metternich acts upon the principle that France is

really afraid, or unable to take a single step in her own or any other nation's defence.

This want of candour and generosity has roused the choler of Perrier, the irascible

President of the Council, for he looks upon it as a sort of personal indignity; and

coupled with some curious disclosures of plans of attack by Austria upon France, fos

tered long before the breaking out of the Italian insurrection, has decided him upon

addressing a peremptory note to the Austrian Cabinet, calling upon it categorically to

state what its intentions are with respect to Italy. But before taking his final resolve,

the President wished to feel the pulse of the English Ministry, and he has accord

ingly sent his son to England with a mission, it is said, of satisfying our government,

that if France should feel itself obliged to draw the sword, it would not be for pur

poses of territorial aggrandizement. A remark of the Minister in the Chamber of De

puties, ‘that France was prepared at all events,’ together with some movements

amongst Excelmans, Clausel, and some of the French Generals, seem to strengthen

the conviction that war is imminent.” We shall be agreeably disappointed if the ad

vices from France do not, within a month, announce the commencement of war with

Austria; and if so, it will scarcely terminate, till Europe is drenched in blood.

SPAIN.—We have no news of importance from Spain. The symptoms of insurrec

tion, or revolution, which manifested themselves at Cadiz, have disappeared—effec

tual measures were taken by the government to suppress them—Several revolutionists

were executed.

Pontugal.—How long that human monster, Don Miguel, will be permitted to ma

sacre his subjects we know not. On the 10th of March, seven Constitutionalists were

executed in Lisbon, in a manner too shocking for recital; and afterwards money wº

distributed to the troops, and the city was illuminated—Nero danced, while Romº

was burning. e

ITALY.—The whole of northern Italy is convulsed. In Bologna there has been *"
organized revolution, and for a while the revolutionists carried all before them.

The governing Duke narrowly escaped with his life. But powerful corps of Aus.

trian troops, we believe at the instance of the Pope, have been poured suddenly into

the country, and the insurgents have fled to the mountains, and wait for succourſº

France, which we expect they will shortly receive, and thus war commence wº

Austria.
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Roxz.—A Pope has at length been elected. He takes the name of Gregory XVI,

and is sixty-six years old. , His name is, or was, D. M. Maunus Carrellani, presiding

Cardinal of the Propaganda in Rome; and of course he is not likely to lack zeal in

sending Popery to other countries—We may look out for more Jesuits in the United

States.

Austnia, Russia, and Paussia.-These powers are likely to form a league, if it is

not already formed, to endeavour to preserve their subjects from the infection of the

revolutionary influenza, as they esteem it, which is pervading Europe; and to resist

the first symptoms of it that shall appear. . Between them and France, there is, as we

have said, every appearance that a bloody conflict will soon commence—the result of

which no human foresight can foretell.

BELGIUM and Holland remain much in statu quo. Open and declared warfare be

tween them is predicted by some of the English Journalists—the former to be sus

tained by France, and the latter by Prussia and Austria. Belgium is still without a

king, and is in great confusion. It is said that a Dutch and English fleet is to blockade

Antwerp—England being offended because the Protocol of London, in regard to the

choice of a reigning prince, was disregarded. If there is a general war in Europe, and

England keeps out of it, we shall wonder.

Poland.—The brave Poles have maintained their struggle for freedom with more

than Roman courage and devotedness. We cannot give details; we can only say, that

after a series of bloody conflicts, continued daily for more than a week, their invading

foe found himself, though claiming a victory, in a most perilous situation, and obliged
to fall back to secure his ºr. and reinforcements. The elements have fought

against the Russians now, as they did against the French, when Russia was invaded.

The breaking up of the winter has operated to prevent both the advance of rein

forcements to the Russian army, and the operations which Diebitsch wished to prose

cute, in the neighbourhood of Warsaw. Insurrections in several of the Russian

provinces bordering on Poland have also begun to be manifested; so that although

we have still great fears that Poland will be subdued, we have more hope than we

had some time since, that a favouring Providence will enable her to maintain her

ground, and ultimately to achieve her independence.

Russia.-Had the emperor Nicholas foreseen the desperate resistance to his arms

which has been made in Poland, and the state of the conflict as it existed at the time

of the last advices, we do not believe he would have engaged in the war into which

he has rushed. He expected an easy conquest, and will now find his honour con

cerned to effect what he has undertaken. But if the rumoured revolt of several of

the provinces of his empire should really take place, he will be compelled to desist,

and to patch up a peace in the best manner he can. We have long been looking to

see the Russian empire fall to pieces. We do not think it can long exist as it has

done for the last half century—if it should, it will be a new thing under the sun. It

is more extensive than the Roman empire was in the height of its power.

TURKEY.-The Turk, we are told, is rejoicing that his old enemy, by whom he has

lately been humbled, has found employment for his arms among his own subjects;

and it is intimated that if Russia should be weakened in her present war with the

Poles, or should be still farther committed for a conflict with France, the opportunity

will be seized by the reigning Sultan, to endeavour to recover the possessions which

have recently been wrested from him. We think, however, he will be cautious, and

not make an attempt till he thinks he is sure of success. We see it stated in a recent

account, that he has issued an explicit prohibition to his subjects, against continuing

to call the Christians nogs—the common appellation hitherto used by the Turks,

when speaking both of Christians and Jews. Mahmoud appears to be desirous to

introduce among his people the improvements of modern Europe; sensible that

there is no other way of raising them from that inferiority to their Christian neighbours,

of which he seems to be very sensible.

ASIA.

Asia has often been the theatre of war and carnage of the most desolating kind;

but at present it is far more tranquil than Europe. Not long since, there was a rebel.

lion in China, which threatened to be serious, but it appears to have been arrested;

and throughout the whole of this extensive and most populous section of our globe,

there is at present no war—beyond some petty broils among subordinate chiefs. The

missionary operations, too, of several Christian denominations, are proceeding in a very

auspicious manner—May peace continue and Christianity extend—must be the wish

of everyE. and the prayer of every lover of the Redeemer. There has

recently been a most terrifick storm of wind and rain, producing an inundation, and
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occasioning considerable loss of property and of a number of lives, at Smyrna and its

vicinity. -

AFRICA.

The Rev. Dr. Philip, by whose benevolent and active exertions the Hottentots in

South Africa were, not long since, emancipated from the cruelty of their Dutch and

English oppressors, has been himself most grievously persecuted, by those whose

tyranny over the natives he was instrumental in circumscribing. He has been prose

cuted in an English court at the Cape of Good Hope, and sentenced to pay an enor

mous fine. But his friends in England have determined to indemnify him; and he

will doubtless proceed and persevere in his plans of humanity and Christian charity.

The American colony at Liberia was never before in so prosperous a state, as it is re

presented to have been by the last accounts from that interesting establishment. Nu

merous comfortable dwellings have lately been built, agriculture is more generally

attended to, commerce is extended, schools are established, and the neighbouring

native princes are seeking the friendship and alliance of the American colonists.

Yet the slave trade is still pursued, with little, if any diminution. A most desperate

action lately took place, between a slaver and the boats of a British cruiser. The

slaver was eventually captured, and 167 slaves were found in chains and liberated—

When will this horrible traffick terminate! never, we fear, till Christian establishments

on the whole slave coast shall render it impracticable, as has already been done at Li

beria and its neighbourhood.

AMERICA.

There is still nothing like stable peace in any of the republicks of Southern Ame

rica. Some are less agitated than others; but it does not consist with our plan to say

much of those ephemeral changes which are constantly taking place in this interesting,

but at present unhappy portion of our continent. In general, their state is little differ

ent from that which we exhibited in our last number. There is more active hostility

in Colombia, and less in Mexico, than we had heard of a month ago. The United

Provinces appeared, by the last reports from that quarter, to be preparing for a ge

neral civil war, but it had not actually commenced, and some hopes were entertained

that it might be avoided.

United States—The President of the United States has seen fit to change his

whole cabinet, unless the attorney general be excepted—he has not yet resigned,

but it is expected that he soon will. This is the first occurrence of the kind which

has happened under the federal government; and it is our sincere prayer that it may

prove auspicious, and not injurious to our beloved country. It does not appear that

the President had lost his confidence in the integrity or capacity of any of his secre

taries—Other causes are assigned for the change—causes which the Christian Advocate

thinks it beside his duty to canvass—into which he judges it not to be within his

province even to inquire. Of every thing that has a direct bearing on the moral and

religious interests of our country, he will always speak freely—and most readily when

the evil, or the good, is seen in high places. But on matters merely political, or whose

moral tendency is questionable, he believes that he will best subserve the interests

which he seeks to promote, by entire silence, or by only stating facts without any
comment.

---

THE NEXT GENERAL ASSEMBLY.

There is reason to believe that the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church,

at its approaching Sessions, will be called to discuss and decide on questions and

concerns deeply affecting not only the particular interests of the church of which it

is the supreme judicatory, but those in which the cause of vital piety and the exten

sion of the Redeemer's kingdom in the world, are involved. Without wishing to say

a single word to forestall the opinions of any one, we desire respectfully and affec

tionately to suggest to all our Christian brethren, the great importance of being much

in prayer to God, that he would graciously preside over the deliberations of the As

sembly, and guide them to the best issue. We are aware that in some congregations

a season of special social prayer is set apart for the purpose we have mentioned; and

we rejoice to see that the members of the Assembly themselves, are invited to a

prayer meeting for the same purpose, immediately before the commencement of the

sessions. But beside all this, there surely ought to be much private and family

prayer, in which the Sovereign Disposer of all events and of all hearts, should be ear

nestly implored to take the management of the concerns that relate to his own cause

into his own hands; and so to order every thing on which the Assembly is called to

act, as that his glory and the good of souls may best be promoted—let the gratifica

tion or the disappointment of short sighted and erring mortals, fall how or where

it may,
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YEstERDAY attended ourannual meet

ing for business. , All the brethren were

present, and much business, important to

the mission, was transacted with great

harmony. Though we are often called

to discuss and decide questions, on which

there is room for difference of opinion, as

well as for selfishness to operate, it is a

subject that calls for devout thanksgiv

ing to the Author of peace and concord,

that these virtues have so long been cher

ished and cultivated among us. We are

often reminded of that beautiful expres

sion of the sweet psalmist of Israel, “Be

hold how good and how pleasant it is for

brethren to dwell together in unity.”

12. Many workmen are engaged upon

the buildings for the seminary, who, from

their ignorance, laziness, and dishonesty,

require a great deal of my time and at

tention. It is not in heathen lands as in

Christian, where intelligent and honest

men can be obtained to superintend, as

well as perform, every branch of busi

ness. An honest and intelligent super

intendent I have not been able to find.

From the want of good-workmen and a

market, where necessary articles

may be purchased, building in this dis

trict is attended with much delay and

many perplexities.

Quarterly Communion—Public Libra

ry—Prayerfor Colleges.

12. Our quarterly season of commu

nion, at which the members from all the

stations are expected to be present, was

at Batticotta to-day. Though it is at

tended with some expense and inconve

nience, for those who live at a distance

from the place of meeting to attend, yet

the advantages of frequently coming to

§. for this purpose are very great.

hile the members are scattered at the

different stations, they feel that they are

indeed a “little flock;” but when they

all come together, they see and feel that

they are not alone. They become ac

quainted with each other, and by com

ingtogether at the same table, though

from different parishes, and of different

castes, they learn to love each other, and every

common bond of union between them,

uniting to each other and to their com

mon Lord, by the most endearing ties.

It furnishes us, also, with frequent oppor

tunities of addressing them all togeth

er on the great and all important truths

and duties of Christianity, and of exhort

ing them to walk worthy of the profes

sion which they have made, and of their

high and holy calling.

February 19. Have spent all the

time that I could command for several

days past in arranging, labelling, and

making a new catalogue of our public li

brary. Books, in order to be preserved

in this country from the effects of the heat

and moisture of the atmosphere, as well

as from the numerous insects that eat

them, require a great deal of care and at

tention. The library consists of 600 vol

umes, many of which are valuable and

scarce books. It may be recollected,

that our departed brother, Warren, be

queathed his library to the mission, which

accounts in part for the number of vol

uines.

26. As this is the day set apart in our

native land to pray for our colleges and

other seminaries of learning, it was a

greed by all of our members to spend it

as a day of prayer for the same great obj

ject. It has proved an interesting, and

profitable day to me... If our friends in

America feel the pressing necessity of far

greater numbers of pious young men to

supply the destitute churches there, and

our immerse frontier settlements, where

as yet there are but few churches form

ed, what is the condition, and what are

the necessities of six hundred millions of

perishing heathen and Mohammedans, to
say nothing of Roman Catholics and no

minal Christians? We know something

of their miserable condition, by living

among them, and witnessing their abo

minable idolatries. We feel the need of

hundreds and thousands more to come up

to the help of the Lord against these

mighty hosts. But where shall they be
found? O that the Lord would pour out

his Spirit in copious effusions upon all the

colleges and seminaries in our land, and

thusiaise up a host of faithful preachers,

to carry the good news of salvation into

dark corner of this misera

to feel more and more that there is a

Chr. Adv.–Vol. IX. 2L

world!
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March 6. That our own children may

not be neglected while we preach the

ospel to the heathen, we have a month

y service with them at our several sta

tions, at which all the children, who are

old enough to understand, are expected

to attend. The meeting was here to

day, and I had much pleasure in declar

ing to them the simple, yet sublime and

interesting truths of the gospel.

Labors of a Sabbath.

15. Sabbath. In theafternoon preach

ed in the chapel to an attentive audi

ence, consisting of our own families and

servants; the workmen employed upon

building for the seminary, the youth of

the seminary, our school-masters, and

the larger children in the native free

schools, and a few of the neighbouring

men and women,-in all, about four hun

dred persons. A large part of these

hear the gospel understandingly, *

some few, we have reason to hope, profit

by what they hear. |

A few minutes after the morning ser

vice is ended, we hold a church meeting,

at which our own families and the ha.

tive members at the station, together

with a few inquirers, attend. This is a

meeting for prayer for a blessing on the

word preached, and for the discussion of

interesting subjects of faith and practice.

At 3 o'clock, P. M. attended a second

meeting in the chapel for the benefit of

our hired assistants and the members of

the seminary.

At 4o’clock went to the Gorham school

in Sangaratta, about a mile and a half

east of the station, and preached to the

school and about twenty-five of the neigh

bouring men who commonly attend.---

Here I often find a very attentive and in

teresting audience, though some are dis

posed to revile at what they hear. The

greater part, however, appear to be per

suaded of the excellence of the Christian

religion, but say it is too strict for them,

and that they are not able to live agreea

bly to its requirements.

In the evening held another meeting

with about half of the young men in the

seminary, at which they recite two chap

ters in the bible, to which they have at

tended in the course of the day. -

In the afternoon of every Šabbath, al

art of the native members of the church

visit the schools in the several villages

around us, catechise the children, and

hear them read the scriptures; and the

rest go into the villages to jºbº

tracts, and speak to the people on the

Though

|

great concerns of their souls.

they often meet with much to discourage,

they have also much to encourage them

to persevere in their good work, as ap

pears by the reports of their labours,

which they make every Saturday even
ºng. As between twenty and thirty are

thus engaged, we may suppose that at

least two hundred persons hear some

thing of the gospel every Sabbath. As

these people do not attend church, they

would otherwise remain in heathenish

ignorance.

The foregoing account may be con

sidered a fair specimen of the manner of

spending the Sabbath, when at the sta

tion. Mr. Poor and myself are not com

monly both at the station on theSabbath.

During the last three years, it has so

happened, that some one of the brethren

has been absent from his station for want

of health, and from other causes, by far

the greatest part of the time. We have

therefore taken turns in supplying these

stations on the Sabbath.

REPORTS OF MISSIONARIES.

NEw-York.

From the Rev. G. G. Sill, dated, West

Mendon, N. Y. April 1st 1831.

Revival in West Mendon, N. Y.

In my last letter I stated our prospects

to be more encouraging than they had

been—one case of hopeful conversion had

occurred, and that several wereinquiring.

I now have the happiness to communicate

the intelligence of a revival of religion in

this Congregation.

It has progressed very gradually and

still for about four months,in which time

between twenty and thirty have been

made the hopeful subjects of divine grace.

A Church was organized by acommis

sion of the Presbytery of Rochester on

the first of March consisting of sixmem

bers. Since the Church was formed the

Lord's supper has been administered

twice, and twelve members added upon

examination, and five by letter. Of

these twelve, eleven were the subjects of

the present revival. The Church now

consists of 12 Male and 11 Female Mem

bers. Meetings for religious conference

and prayer, have been and are now at

tended three evenings in the week; be

sides these there are some small praying

circles which meet weekly orsemi-week

ly. There appears to be at present as

much engagedness& more of the spirit of

prayer among christians than at any time

since the revival commenced.

In view of what has transpired in this

Congregation we may well exclaim,

what hath God wrought? Two years

and a half ago when I commenced my

labours here there was not a male mern

ber of the Presbyterian Church living in

the place. Five months ago there were

no meetings for religious conference and

prayer. Indeed when the first prayer

meeting was held there was but one bro

ther present belonging to the congrega
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tion, whom I could call upon to lead in

prayer. Now there are nearly twenty

that occasionally lead in our social meet

ings. Before the revival commenced

there was not a family in the congrega

tion, save that of your Missionary, in

which worship was maintained,’ now
there are thirteen.

Since my last report a Sabbath School

has been established, and also the month

ly concert of prayer, at the close of which

a cºllection is taken up for the Assem

bly’s Board of Missions."

PENNsylvania.

From the Rev. J. L. Grant, Pastor of the

11th Church, Philadelphia, dated April 18,

1831.

Interesting Revival.

The period since I last addressed the

Board has been cme of no ordinary inter

est to our little Zion—and although there

has been a continued manifestation of the

gracious presence of the spirit among us,

still the last six months has in a remark.

able manner been characterised by his

divine influences. Our congregation in.

creases very fast; the house is well fill

ed three times on the Sabbath, and our

evening meetings through the week are

well sustained; the Church seems to be

aroused, the spirit of prayer is evidentl

among the people of God, and as an evi

dence of this, the preached word is at

tended by the invincible operationsof the

Holy Spirit, sinners of all ages have been

seen to bow, at the footstool of sovereign

mercy. It has been truly a season ofre

freshing—The instrumentality which has

been employed has been the plain exhi

bition of the doctrines of grace. The

Church has been frequently called to

gether, and the personal and relative du

ties of Christians explained and enforced,

while sinners have been urged to an im.

mediate compliance with the offers of

mercy. The observance of days of Hu

miliation, Fasting, and Prayer, has been

followed by happy results; unity of senti

ment and feeling pervades the Church,

and an increased love to the doctrines and

discipline of our Church is plainly discov

ered.We have added to'our number since

I last reported to you, 46 on Examina

tion, and 14 on Certificate; 31 of whom

received the ordinance of Baptism. I

have also baptised 33 children from the

house-holds of professing parents.

MICHIGAN TERRITORY.

From the Rev. R. Pettibone, dated Ann

Arbour, M. T. March 9, 1830.

I have organized a Town Bible So

ciety, auxiliary to that of the county,

and attended four of its meetings for

business.

A Female Tract Society was formed

E. to my coming. Another has

een formed with reference to a monthly

distribution; but the latter society has

not, as yet, received its tracts and will

not until the opening of navigation. From

the Female Tract Society and from a

benevolent individual, I have received

and distributed one thousand pages of

tracts---all that I could procure.

Two Sabbath Schools connected with

the church and congregation, have been

revived and continued during the winter;

they are now in a very flourishing state.

In the cause of temperance I have not

been inactive; I have delivered several

addresses upon the subject in this, and

in the towns adjoining.§º. to this

cause has been bold and spirited, but it is

rapidly declining. Some, who, three

months since, openly opposed it, have

seen their folly, and have since become

members of the Temperance Society.

One distillery is abandoned, and one mer

chant and one innkeeper in this village,

sell no ardent spirits.

The Bible Society organized in this

town is small, but active and efficient.

Every family within its limits has been

visited and the destitute supplied with

the scriptures excepting a few Catholic

families who would receive no bible.

There has been a gradual increase of

the worshipping congregation on the

Sabbath and “brotherly love,” abounds

much more in the church than formerly.

There have occurred two instances of

hopeful conversion among us of late, and

some few individuals are enquiring, but

still we have experienced nothing that

may be called a revival.

As it respects this territory in general,

I would state that it is much better sup

plied with Missionaries, than I anticipat

ed. I have received such information

respecting it that I have considered it

unnecessary to spend time in exploring.

This territory in general, is much better

supplied with evangelical ministers than

many parts of the state of New York.

At present, I should not think it advisable

to send any more Missionaries into this

territory. Another year will probably

open new fields of labour.

The importance of Missionary labour

in this region is unspeakable. Emigra

tion from all parts of the Union andfrom

Europe, is extremely rapid... But a few

years and this country will contain a

large population. The soil is fertile and

the #. more healthy than most

countries equally new. ...Now is the time

to gather and build up churchesand pre

peretheway for Zion'sprosperity in the
Western "º. JWow is the time to
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the foundation upon which the super

structure shall rise, whose walls will be

salvation and whose gates praise.

VIRGINIA.

From Mr. John Dickey, dated Halifax

county, Va. March 31st 1831.

My labours for some time, on the Sab

bath have been equally divided between

the two churches, Harmony and Carmel,

situated about seven miles apart. I have

also preached some during the week, in

different parts of the country: but not as

much as I wish to do, when I can obtain

private houses conveniently situated for

the purpose. The number of members

in each of the two churches is very small;

being about six in the one and eight in the

other. Both of the houses of worship,

are excellent buildings and are nearly

new and of a very convenient size.

Since I have been here I have preach

ed about 30 times—dilivered one address

on the subject of temperance—visited a

few falmilies and distributed near 3000

ages of tracts most of them on my way

rom Baltimore to this place. In several

families where I have staid, I have en

deavoured to do something towards the

instruction of the slaves, and have been

gratified with the seriousness and atten

tion which some of them have manifest

ed. I am not so happy as to be able to

report any conversions as the fruit of my

labour, though I would fondly hope that

there are some at least, who are setting

their faces towards the kingdom of God.

I expect next Sabbath to form a Bible

Class at Harmony church, to meet eve

other Sabbath, immediately after

preaching. As soon as we can get books,

we intend commencing a Sabbath School.

The severity of the weather, andmy un

certainty with respect to my location, has

prevented my attending to these useful

institutions sooner. On the third Sabbath

in May next, we expect to have a four

days meeting at Harmony, which I hope

will be attended with happy results to

the church and the welfare of the cause

of Christ in this region; at that time we

expect to form a Temperence Society.

- NEw York,

From Rev. J. Myers, dated Brockport,

New York, March, 1831.

Revival in Brockfort, .Wew York.

At the close of the first quarter of

the present year, very little had trans

pired in my congregation worthy of be

i.Appearances,indeed,began

to brighten about that time, and several

of the members of the church began to

mourn over their stupidity and to awake

| few appeared to wrestle with fervency

for the descent of the Holy Spirit and the

salvation of souls. Butit was some weeks

before there was any special seriousness

|manifested among impenitent sinners.
|The Lord, however, did not refuse to

| hear the prayers of his people and has

since graciously granted us a little time

of reireshing from his presence. Our

village has been favoured with some pre

cious drops from the cloud which has

K. such rich showers of mercy upon

ochester and many other towns in this

vicinity.

The first fruits of revival in this place

were of an interesting character; and

there was a heart-cheering prospect that

the Lord was about to gather many souls

into his kingdom from among his people.

But scarcely had any expressed hopes of

salvation before the spirit of sectarianism

made its appearance, and very soon some

(in our little village of three towering

churches) seemed to think it their duty

to preach and talk about the mode of bap

tism and other topics equally unimpor

tant, and equally calculated to grievethe

spirit of holiness and peace, and to divert

the sinner's mind from the all important

question “what shall I do to be saved?”

The work, therefore, as might be ex

pected under such circumstances has not

been powerful or very extensive in the

midst of us; still however, quite a num

ber of souls have, as we trust, been

brought out of darkness into God's mar:

vellous light. I have not made nor heard

any estimate of the whole number in the

village: do not know how many have

joined the Methodistand Baptist church

es. At the last communion in our church,

14 were added on examination, and 6 or

eight are expected to join us at our com

munion, the 1st Sunday in April. Some

others are entertaining hope, who expect

to join hereafter. The whole number ad

ded since my last report is 19—of these

15 were on examination and 4 by letter,

making our present number of com

municants 75. The number of chil

dren baptised is 8.

Our Sabbath School in the village has

been kept up through the winter with

rather more than usual interest. The

average number of scholars who attend

is from 30 to 40. There has been more

than usual seriousness part of the time

in the school: twoor three have express

ed hope of salvation.

My services on the Sabbath have been

as usual—meetings for prayer, &c. have

been more frequent, and I have a meet

ing one evening of every weck designed

especially for the instruction of the

young converts.

I have preached several times during

the winter in a neighbouring feeble con

to more activity and prayer. Soon some gregation which is destitute of a minis

-

".

.
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ter: it is in the village of Holly, five

miles west of this, on the canal. #.

also, the Lord has brought several souls

hopefully to a knowledge of the truth as

it is in Jesus. Bymy advice and assistance

that congregation were induced to start a

subscription for a meeting house, which

succeeded beyond their expectations,and

they are going on to build, the present

Season.

Dear Brother—this is indeed a year of

the right hand of the Most High in this

whole section of country. I believe every

town in this county has enjoyed or is now

enjoying some measure of the Holy Spir

it's reviving and renovating influences.

Uponsome congregations the Great Head

of the church has poured out large effu

sions of his grace, and brought many

“wanderers home.”

OHIo.

From the Rev. A. Leonard, dated Truro,

Ohio, April 1st, 1831.

In the two and a half months since my

last report, I have preached twenty eight

sermons, and administered the Lord's

Supper in Truro, assisted by brother La

boree. Some mercy drops have fallen

on Truro. Four persons recently con

verted were added to our communion on

examination; two of them (blessed for

ever be the God of mercy,) are my own

children, my elder son of 21, and the

other of 19 years. Previous to the com

munion we had worship in the meeting

house, either public or social, throughout

the week on each evening, except Mon

day. Since the communion which was

on the last Sabbath of February, we

know of five other cases of hopeful con

version, and here again my special praise

is due, and I trust excited ; one of these

is my fourth son, (the third living) a lad

of 15 years. I have but one other child,

ason of 11 years, and my prayer over

him is—may theLord be gracious to thee

my son, and bring thee also into the ark

ºf safety, his most gracious covenant for

Jesus sake! It was thought advisable to

appoint an enquiry meeting, for Wednes

day evening after the communion. Two

anxious persons attended this meeting.

The second meeting nine attended, and

on the third, the last we have held, six

teen attended ; and we know also of

some cases of conviction in which the

persons have not attended the inquiry

meetings. Our hope and our prayer to

God, who hears and answers prayer, is

that this may be the dawning of a bright,

and glorious day in Truro. Surely there

is compassion enough in the heart of a

saviour, who could die to redeem his en

emies, there is virtue enough in his blood

which cleanses from all sin, and there is

power sufficient in the invincible spirit of

all grace to redeem, and purify, and sub

due a multitude in this place. And we

think we hear him saying unto us, “ac

cording to your faith, be it unto you.”

|May he enable us indeed to bear in the

arms of faith before his mercy-seat, the

multitudes around who are living in sin,

and are exposed to the agonies of the

second death.

One token of better times is the fact

that the Bible classes have increased

from about twenty to sixty-seven mem

| bers. This increase has been gained

partly by special visitation for that pur

pose through the principal part #.
| congregation during the last month. 1

| place much confidence in the efficacy of

Bible classes as a means of conversion,

and shall while I see that the late con

versions among us, and the anxious per
sons were all members of the Bible class,

and this gale of divine influence has tak

en in its range nearly all that were mem

bers except such as were previously pi
OuS. -

|

NEw York.

From Mr. ALDEN Scovel, Columbiaville,

N. Y. March 28, 1831.

Pleasing First Fruits.

While infidelity and consequentlyim

morality have greatly prevailed, still

there were some who could not unmoved

witness the desolations with which the

were surrounded. They felt and they

were determined to act, and as the fruits

of their efforts they soon established a

large and flourishing Sabbath School.

The average number of scholars during

the winter past was not far from 120.

This number will doubtless greatly in

crease during the summer months.-

Teachers about 20—many of whom it is

confidently believed have been savingly

benefitted in consequence of their con

nection with this school—who while they

taught others the way which led to heav

en, have themselves been induced to

walk in this way. Out of this institution

has grown another of deep interest—I

mean a Bible Class, which although at

present not large, is nevertheless of in

creasing importance. It is in contem

lation'of soon forming another S.School.

Since I came to this place I have uniform-,

ly attended to both of these institutions

whenever circumstances and the nature

of my engagements would permit. The

monthly concert of prayer for Sunday

Schools as well as that for missions are .

statedly observed. A Tract society has

also been formed under the most favour

able auspices. It numbers about 100

members. The monthly distribution is

followed and has been attended with ve
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ry pleasing results. A church has also

been organised, and at its organization it

was composed of 11 members. Since that

period there have been two communions.

At the first which was administered by

the Rev. Mr. Chester, 8 were admitted

6 on confession and 2 by certificate. . At

the second which was administered by

the Rev. Mr. Searls, 7 were added, 4 by

confession, and 3 by certificate. Two

more had been examined and accepted

by the session, but from considerations

needless to relate they were induced to

&lelay aFº acknowledgment of their

love to the Saviour. It is hoped however

that they will have no difficulty of so do

ing when a similar opportunity may be

enjoyed. We are therefore in a short

time, through the tender mercy of God,

whohath visited us from on high, almost

thrice the number with which we com

menced. And what is peculiarly pleas

ing, is that his spirit still appears to be

hovering over us to convince, to comfort

and to save. May the light of his pres

ence still be enjoyed until all error and

darkness shall be chased away from ev

ery mind. In the view of the prosperity

which has attended us and the wants of

the people, the Trustees have resolved

if possible, to erect a neat and commodi

ous house for public worship the ensuing

summer. To effect this object they have
pledged themselves for $1,000. And

such has been the promptitude and libe

rality of many to sustain this resolution

that the whole amount will probably soon

be realized. Efforts will be made and

are making to raise another thousand a

broad, and the appeal thus far has not

and the prospect is, will not, be made in

vain; for manufacturing establishments

present peculiar claims, and they are

continually increasing in our country and

it is well known from the experience of

other nations, that if they are not early

brought under the dominion of religious

truth, they exert a powerful influence in

corrupting the fountains of human hap

piness.Left to themselves,they soon natu

rally become the grand reservoirs of ini

guity from which will flow forth desola

tion and death on all the surrounding po

pulation. Viewing them in this light,you

as well as many others will doubtless re

joice, that efforts are making to establish

in this place the institutions of the gospel

oil a permanent basis.

RESOLUTIONS OF PRESBYTERIES.

Presbytery of Mew York.

Most of the congregations within the

bounds of this Presbytery have already

been organized as Auxiliaries to the

have contributed liberally in aid of our

funds. The general agent, in the course

of a few days spent in the city of New

York, in the months of Dec’r and April,

received for the Board more than $1200

in cash,& secured $600 more, which will

shortly be paid into our Treasury. We

received, a few days since, the pleas

ing intelligence, that the above named

Presbytery, at their session, on the 19th

inst, adopted without a dissenting voice,

the following resolution in favor of the

Board of Missions—viz:

Resolved, That while the Presbytery

would leave the individual churches to

their own deliberate and unbiassed choice

of the particular channel through which

their aid shall be extended to the cause

of Domestic Missions, the Board of Mis:

sions of the General Assembly be, and it

is hereby recommended to the affection

ate regard and support of the churches;
within the bounds of this Presbytery, and

that this Presbytery become auxiliary to

said Board on the plan recommended by

the General Assembly.

Drs. Spring and Philips, and Mr. M'-

Cartee, ministers, Mr. Hugh Auchin:

closs of Cedar Street, Gaus Fenn of

Rutgers Street, and Moses Allen of the

Brick Church, were appointed a Corres

ponding ex, committee, to carry the
above resolution into effect.

Presbytery of Philadelphia.

At the session of this Presbytery,

April 20, 1831, the following resolutions

were adopted with great unanimity-at

ter which, subscriptions were opened,

and four of the ministers present, pledg:

ed $280 towards the support of two mis

sionaries in the foreign field—and thir

teen members of the Presbytery gave

pledges for the permanent support of

seventeen beneficiaries of the Board of

Education. No doubt is entertained,

that both of these subscriptions will be

greatly increased, and that the pledges

given in the resolutions, will be prompt

ly and fully redeemed.

Resolved, 1. That it is the deliberate

opinion of this Presbytery, that it is the

duty of the Presbyterian Church in these
United States, to conduct Christian mis

sions, both foreign and domestic, in her

distinctive character. -

Resolved, 2. That the Boards of Mis

sions and Education of the General As

sembly of the Presbyterian Church, are

Board of Missions—and several of them cordially recommended to the continued
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support and patronage of all the church

es under our care; and that Executive

Committees of this Presbytery be ap

pointed to correspond with those Boards.

Resolved, 3. That we as a Presbytery

do agree and pledge ourselves to support

i. least two missionaries in the foreign

eld.

Resolved, 4. That the attention of all

the sessions within our bounds be

particularly directed to the foregoing

resolutions as soon as may be, and that

they be read from all the pulpits within

our bounds before the meeting of the

next General Assembly.

The foregoing is a true extract, from

the minutes of the Philadelphia Pres

bytery.

S. G. WINCHESTER,

Stated clerk of Philad’a Presb’y.

Presbytery of Louisville, Ky.

At the late stated meeting of this Pres

bytery, the following preamble and reso

lutions were adopted by a vote of 10 to

5—viz:

“Whereas there is a great and grow

ing diversity of feeling and effort among

the Presbyterian Churches of the West

on the subject of Missionary plans and

efforts, Therefore the Presbytery of

Louisville feel themselves imperiously

called upon to present, to the churches

under their care, their views on this im

rtant subject, which they do in the fol

wing resolutions.

1st, Resolved, That the transaction of

issionary business, as appertaining to
the Church in her distinctive character,

is too sacred to be safely confided to any

irresponsible and self-created body.

2d, Resolved, That we consider the

present organization of the Board of Mis

sions of the General Assembly as most

consistent with the order, and mostcon

ducive to the peace and purity of our
church. -

3d, Resolved, That we consider it

more proper for the Presbytery of Lou

isville to be Auxiliary to the Board of

Missions of the General Assembly, than

to any other Missionary association or

º, Resolved, That inasmuch as so

many inroads have been attempted upon

the Presbyterian form of. govern

ment, it has become in the view of Pres

bytery indispensible, that a decided stand

be made in this matter, and while they

would deprecateany amalgamation of the

Board of Missions of the General Assem

bly and the A. H.M.Society, they would

be pleased to see all the members of the

resbyterian church harmoniously en

taged in Missionary operations through

the Board of Missions of the General As

sembly.

The following persons were appointed

a “Special Corresponding gº.

Committee” on the plan recommended

by the Board, viz:

Rev. Geo. W. Ashbridge, Chair’m.

Dr. Harrison, Cor. Sec'y.

Casedy, Treas’r.

Rev. Archibald Cameron,

Rev. Jos. L. Marshall,

Rev. Wm. Scott,

Rev. Jas. Hawthorn,

Samuel Harbison,

William Hewlett,

William W. Laws,

James Pomeroy.

Abijah Bayless.

Presbytery of West Lexington, Ky.

The following minute and resolution

were adopted by this Presbytery at its

late stated meeting, and published in the

Western Luminary of April 13th, 1831.

A memorial from the church in Frank

fort respecting the General Assembly’s

Board of Missions and the Home Mis

sionary Society was read and ordered to

be laid on the table. Four resolutions

presented by Dr. Blythe, respecting said

societies were also read and the subject

discussed for some time, after which the

following preamble and resolution were

moved as a substitute, and after conside

rable debate were adopted in the words.

following, viz;

Whereas a memorial from the Frank

fort church was presented to this Pres

bytery, requesting them to unite in a pe

tition to the General Assembly in favour

of a union between the Assembly’s Board

of missions and the Home Missionary So

ciety; therefore.

Resolved, That we disapprove of this

attempt to unite these two Societies at

present, and do hereby declare our pre

ference for the General Assembly’s

Board of Missions, and express our strong

desire that our churches will continue to

support said Board, and enable it to carry

on with vigor its plans for blessing the

destitute in our land with the gospel of

peace.

The vote on this motion stood, Yeas 17

.Ways 6.

Presbytery of West Tennessee.

The following resolutions were unani

mously adopted by this Presbytery, at

its stated spring meeting, and we have

reason to believe, that similar resolutions

have been adopted by the Presbytery of

Shiloh.
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1. Resolved, that this Presbytery highly

approve the plans and operations of the

Assembly's Board of Missions, and par

ticularly as they regard the valley of

the west.

2. Resolved, That this Presbytery

view the union of all the churches

throughout the bounds of the Assembly

with their Board, as an object greatly to

be desired, and as an event which will

bring the greatest good and prosperity

to this branch of the church.

3. Resolved, That this Presbytery will

take effective measures to further the

objects of the Board, by attending annu

ally to the collection and forwarding of

the funds which have been, or may be,

subscribed in their congregations as aux

iliary to the Board.

The above is a true copy from the re

cords of Presbytery.

DUNCAN BROWN, Stated Cl’k.,

Presbytery of Holsten, East Tennessee.

A few days since we were furnished

with the following extracts from the

minutes of this Presbytery, which we

believe have not before been published.

Leesburg Church, April 6th, 1830.

“Resolved, unanimously, that this

Presbytery form itself into a Missionary

society, auxiliary to the Board of mis-|

sions of the General Assembly, and ear
nestly recommend to all the Sessions

within our bounds to form societies, on

the plan recommended by the Board,

auxiliary to this society.

Rogersville Church, Oct. 4th, 1830.

Mr. Matthew Stephenson of Lees

burg, was unanimously chosen Treas

urer for the missionary society.

The Rev. L. G. 3. Messrs. John

G. Easton and John Stephenson, were

appointed an Executive Committee, for

the same society for the term of one

year.”

From the above named Committee,

we have received a very interesting|

communication, respecting the vacan:

cies and missionary stations within the

bounds of the Presbytery, accompanied

with an earnest request for the speedy

appointment of at least, five mission

aries. The Chairman of the Committee

says, “The churches under our care,

embrace upwards of 1800 members, and

it appears that upwards of twelve hun

dred of these are totally destitute of the
ministry.” a

It is the ardent desire and purpose of
the Board, to locate in this field, as

speedy as possible, at least three mis
SiOnaries.

Presbytery of Washington, Pa.

Extract from the minutes of the Pres

bytery of Washington, at their sessions

in January, 1831.

“The Committee appointed to define

and report on the powers of the Execu

tive Committee of Correspondence with

the General Assembly’s Board of Mis

sions, reported, and recommended the

following points as requiring the special

attention of said committee, and falling

within the scope of...; viz.

1. To receive generally applications

for aid from feeble congregations within

the bounds of this Presbytery, which

have pastors or stated supplies: and to

recommend the same to the Executive

Committee of the Board of Missions.

2. To devise and execute plans for

raising funds in the several congrega

tions within their bounds, which funds

shall be reported to the Treasurer of

the Assembly’s Board, and be subject to

the order of said Board.

3. To select and recommend to the

Executive Committee of the Board of

missions, Missionary fields and mission

ary laborers; and also to locate such

missionaries as may be sent to them by

the Board for specific instructions.

| Ordered that the members of Presby
tery pay over all monies collected for

the above object, to the Treasurer of the

|Corresponding Committee on missions.

Resolved, that the above-mentioned

Committee on missions, report annually

to this Presbytery; and that any three of

them be a Committee for the transaction

of business.

| The committee consists of the follow

|ing members viz:—The Rev. John An

|derson, D. D. Flisha Macurdy, Thomas

| Hoge, James. Hervey, David Elliott,

|and John McCluskey. --

The Rev. Thomas Hoge, was ap:

pointed the Treasurer and secretary of

the Committee, to whom all monies shall

º paid, and all communications ad

dressed.

|

|

The Presbytery of Bethel, S. C.

Rev. and Dear Sir.

I am directed officially to an

nounce to the Executive Committee

of the Board of Missions of the General

Assembly, that the Presbytery of Bethel

have resolved to become auxiliary to the

Board of Missions of the General Assem

bly, that the Presbytery have directed

the congregations under their care to or

ganize themselves into associations aux

iliary to the Presbytery that the elders in

each congregation be authorized to act as

a board of Managers in the said associa

tions, and that they are required to make

an annual report to the Presbytery of
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their doings and of their collectors for

this object.

Yours in our common Lord.

John B. DAvi Es, S. C.

The Presbytery of Mewton.

“At a meeting of the Presbytery of

Newton held at Belvidere, N. J. April

26th, 1831, the following resolutions

upon the subject of Missions were adopt
ed.

“1. That this Presbytery cordially

adopt the sentiment, that it is the duty

of the Church in her distinctive charac

terto conduct the whole subject of Chris

tian Missions.

“2. That this Presbytery become

auxiliary to the Assembly’s Board of

Missions; and that they earnestly recom

mend this Board to the attention of all

their Churches.

“3. That in dependance upon divine

assistance, we will raise six hundred dol

lars this year for the Assembly’s Board

of Missions, and request that two mis

sionaries be appointed to labour within

our bounds for the ensuing year.

“4. That Messrs. Campbell, Castner,

Shafer, Candee, Ministers, and Messrs.

Sherrard, J. Y. Miller, and Štiger, El

ders, be a corresponding executive com

mittee, on the plan recommended in the

last report of the Board.

For elGN Missions.

“Having received a circular from the

Presbytery of Baltimore requesting our

co-operation with them in efforts to pro

mote the extension and enlargement of

Foreign Missionary, operations, on con

sideration; Resolved,

“1. That the object is highly import

ant.

“2. That as soon as the General As

sembly shall mature a plan of operation

on this subject, and, send it down to their

Churches, we will co-operate with our

brethren of other Presbyteries, and use

cur best endeavours to extend the Re

deemers kingdom to the ends of the earth.

J. GRAY,

Cl’k of Presb’y.”

REPORTS OF AGF.NTS.

The Rev. S. H. Crane, general agent

reports, that he has recently visited St.

Louis, Missouri, and secured for the

Board in that place, upwards of 130 dol

lars. He has also visited several other

places, and some Presbyteries, and pre

sented statements respecting the Board,

which were favourably received.

Mr. Alfred Hamilton, Agent in Ten

nessee, ts seven additional auxilia

Chr. Adv. Vol. IX. 2 M

ries in Middle Tennessee, in most of

which, liberal subscriptions, in propor

tion to the members and resources of the

congregations, were made.

In reference to the moral condition of

the people in some parts of that country

Mr. H. gives the following melancholy

and affecting description—We earnestly

hope, that his repeated and solemn calls

for ministerial help, will not be made in

vain. May the spirit of the Lord con

strain some of the devoted heralds of the

cross to go forth, without tarrying, and

build up the wide spread moral wastes

of the Scuth West.

“The state of the church.cs in this

land is lamentable indeed. With the ex

ception of a glimmering light here and

there, darkness resteth upon the land and

gross darkness coycreth the people. The

churches in the North and East can have

no just idea of the wants of this land—

wants which ought to and which do wring

the feeling, pious heart with intense pain.

Multitudes upon multitudes are living

without the fear of God before their

eyes; and the few who do love the ways

of Zion, mourn in secret places, but have

none comparatively to administer to them

the consolations of the Bible—none toap

ply the healing balm of Gilead. There

are wanting in these two Presbyteries;

West Ten. and Shiloh, at least 20 faith

ful and devoted heralds of the cross, to

fill simply the vacancies which exist.

| Even with that number in the field, there

| would remain yet much land to be pos

sessed. The narrative of the state of re

ligion given at the late meeting of the

West Ten. Presbytery, was the most

gloomy one I have ever heard. Certainly

my dear brother, if God do not make

bare his arm for this part of the great

valley, the churches must perish, infi

delity and love of the world, its wealth

and pleasures must prevail, vice and

| wickedness of every kind, like some vast

and tremenduous whirlpool, like the

Norwegian Maelstroom, will engulph

the land and bear down in the fearful

vortex, the nearest, the dearest, and

best interests of souls, to irremediable and

"cternal destruction!”

| Disregurd of the holy Sabbath pre
walls to an alarming extent; this, too,

amongst many who are professedly on

the Lord's side. From this fruitful

source, vice of every form, and iniquity

of every hue flow forth. And like streams

from pºisoned fountains, or like the ma

laria which encircles the deadly Upas,

they inſect the moral system with dis

ease.
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APPOINTM ENTS.

Mr. E. H. Walker for one year to the

2d church, Mount Morris, Livingston coun

ty, N.Y.

Mr. w. A. Stevens for one year to West

Chester, Chester county, Pa.

Mr. Joseph Reid for one year to Presby

tery of Cincinnati, Ohio.

Rev. Samuel Bell for one year to Chris'

tiana, Del.

Rev. J. L. Sloan for six months to New

Shiloh, Union and vicinity, Tenn.

Rev. E. H. Snowden for 1 year to St.

Augustine, Florida.

Mr. A. Torrence for one year to Cleave

land, Ohio.

Rev.C.Stewart for one year toFaton,Pre

ble county, Ohio.

Rev. A. O. Patterson, for three months

to the valley of the Mississippi.

RE-APPOINTMENTS.

Mr. A. Scovel for one year to Columbia

ville, Columbia county, N.Y.

Rev.s.L. Crosby for one year to Blooms.

burg, Briar creek and Berwick, Pa.

Rev. A. B. Q.-ay for one year to Dills

burg, York county, and Petersburg, Adams

county, Pa.

Rev. Joshua Moore for two weeks Mis.

sionaryAgent in Pennsyl'a and N. Jersey.

Mr. N. L. Rice for six months to Morris.

ville and Yardleyville, Pa.

Rev. J. Rhoads for one year to North

moreland, Braintrim, and Windham, Pa.

Rev. Jonathan Winchester for one year

to the counties of Loraine, Huron, Sandus

ky, Wood, Henry and Williams, Ohio.

Rev. Peter Monfort for three months to

Hancock county, Ohio.

Mr. John A. Mitchell, for one year under

the direction of the Harmony Presby.,SC.

LPTTERS RECEIVED,

From 20th March to 20th April.

W. Smith, NC. A. Kyle, Ky. G.W. War.

ner, O., N.W. Calhoun, Va., J.S. Ball, Mo.,

L. F. Leake, 2, O., A. Bronson, NY., J. I.

Wilson, O., A. E. Campbell, 2, N.Y., J.

Blythe, Ky., I. Flagler, NY., A. O. Patter

son, Pa., N. Gould,2, NY. J. Burchard,NY.,

J. H. Gillespie, Ala., J. Stoneroad, 2, Wa.

J. L. Bellville, O., S. L. Crosby, Del, A.

Hamilton, Tenn., R Pettibone, MT., R.

Sears, NY., O. W. Hamlin, Pa., A. Coe, 2,

NWT., T.Thomas, O., J.C. Gillespie,Tenn.

A. B. Wilson, Pa., G. Printz, Pa., A. Tor

rence, Pa., G.W.Ashbridge, Ky., A. Alex

ander, NJ., W. M'Jimsey, Pa., J. Dyke,

Tenn., J. Paine, Va., W. K. Stewart, Ilk,

B. Bean, Md., J. P. Fenner, Tenn., J.Wolf,

0., G. Duffield, Pa., S. Sturgeon, Pa., P.

Monfort, O., W. Chester, NY., W. Brob

ston, NC., J. Myers, NY., C. Long,NY., A.

(). Hubbard, Pa., D. A. Sayre, Ky., G. W.

Kennedy, Md., L. B.Sullivan, NY., Elders

Providence, Ill., J. Andrews,Pa., S.Peck,2

NY., N. L. Rice, Pa., S. Smith, Pa. E.M.'.

Vaugh, Pa., H. Halsey, NY, W. Gray,2,0,

J. Dickey, Va., J. A. Mitchell, S.C., J.

Montgomery, la., A. Scovel,NY., J.Smith,

Va., J. Glenn, Pa., W. F. Houston, Pa., S.

Cowles, O., A.B.Quay, Pa., W. Hugher,0.,

J. Winchester, O., I. Todd, Pa., J. Pitkin,

O., J. Grisham, SC., J. Huntington, NJ.,

P. Chamberlain,Pa., T Cratty, O., A Leon

ard, O., J.H.Logan, Ky., F. D. Andrews,

NY., T.B. Clark, O. T. Beer, 0., F. Her.

ron, Pa., J. Schaffner,0., S. H. Terry,Pa.,

J. Rhoades, Pa., S. Scovel, O. S. Gazley,O.

J. M'Kinney, O. T. E. Hughes, la, D. M'.

Intyre, NC. A. O. Patterson, Pa. G.G.Sill,

NY. A. Aten, O. H. Hamil,NY. G. Crozier,

Tenn, J. Hoge, O. R.Lee, O. T.Barr,0. S.

Hubbard, NY., F. Monfort, O. C. Cist, 0.

Trust's St.Augustine, Florida, W.G Camp

bell, Wa. S.Thompson,Pa. H.D. Funk,0. L.

C. Rutter,O. D.C.Allen, O. J.S.Weaver,0.

H. Patrick, Tenn. S.Wilson,Pa. G. Want

man, Pa.

Nxw Auxilianſ Es.

Kenhawa, Va. Mossy creek,Va. Union inAu

gusta,Va.Augusta,Va Staunton,Va. Bethel,

Tinkling Spring and Waynesboro’,Va. He.

bron, Va. Lexington, Va. Fairfield and

Timber Ridge, Va. Bethesda, Va. New

Monmouth, Va. Falling Spring, Va. High

Bridge, Va. Salem, Va. Fincastle, Va. Ebe.

nezer, Tenn. Shelbyville,Tenn. Bethesda,

New Providence, Tenn. Unity, Tenn. Fay.

etteville, Tenn. Bethany, Tenn. Little Har.

peth, Tenn. South River, NC., Keene, 0.

Providence, Ill. Allen,NY.—Total 455.

.Account of Cash received by the Board of Missions of the General Assembly,

of the Presbyterian Church, from the 19th of Marcº to the 20th of .#pril, 1831.

.Albany, N. Y. Collections in 2nd Presb. Ch

.Alexandria, Huntingdon co, Pa. Collections

urch, per Chas. B. Webb, Tr. $100 00

in part for 1829 and 1830, per

John Porter, Tr. - - - - - 2

.Augusta Church, Pa. Aux. Soc, per Rev. L. F. Leake, . - - 21 00

Donations per do. - - - - 2 124

Bonhomme, Miss. Aux. Soc. Rev. J. S. Ball, - - - 7 50

Bridgeton, N.J. Monthly Concert col. per L. Stratton, - - 32 00

Baltimore, Md. Alex. Fridge per Rev. J. T. Russell, - - 50 00

Alex. McDonald, per do - 50 00

Alex. Brown, per do - - 50 00

Wm. McDonald, per do - - - 50 00

George Morris, per do - - - 25 00

. Jas. Armstrong, jr. per do - - 25 00

!
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3altimore, Md. Wm. W. Taylor, per do - - - 25 00

George Brown, per do - - - 20 00

Jas. Campbell, per do - 10 00

Jos. Taylor, per do - - - 10 00

James Swan, per do - - - 10 00

Robt. Gilmore, per do - - - 10 00

Rev. Wm. Nevins. per do - - 10 00

Mrs. T. Kelso, per do - - 10 00

Henry Bird, per do - - 5 00

Francis Hyde, per do - - - 5 00

Peter Neff, per do - - - 5 00

S. Brown, per do - - - 5 00

J. D. Armstrong, per do - - - 5 00

O. Kellog, per do - - - 5 00

Dr. G. S. Gibson, per do - - - 5 00

Wm. Wirt, Esq. per do - - - 5 00

A. S. Boggs, per do - - - 3 00

J. M'Clelland, per do - - - 5 00

Jas. Cox, per do - - -- 5 00

James Beattie, per do - - - 5 00

A. George, per do - - - 5 00

Wm. Hays, per do - 5 00

Jas. Wilson, per do - - - 5 00

John A. Conklin, per do - - - 5 00

Dr. W. H. Clendenen, per do - - - 5 00

James Ramsey, per do - - - 5 00

Miss Jane Armstrong, per do - - - 5 00

D. M'Intyre, per do - - - 5 00

George Carson, per do - - - 5 00

A. George, jr. per do - - - 5 00

Mrs. Turnbulls family. per do - - . 2 50

Donation from several individuals per do . - - 6 00

Aux. Soc. 50 cent plan, 1st Presb. Church in part, per do. 52 50

do 2nd do per do. 8 00

Bellbrook, Ohio, Aux. Soc. per Rev. J. L. Bellville, - - - 3 25

Bethel Congregation, Va. Aux. Soc. per Rev. L. F. Leake, - 15 50

Donation, per do - - 2 50

Bethesda Church, Pa. Aux. Soc. per do - - 5 50

Bethsalem, Tenn. Aux. Soc. per Rev. Alexander Hamilton, - - 3 50

Donation, per - do - 1 00

Bostick's Store, N. C. Donation from Rev. D. M'Intyre, - - 75 00

Brooklyn, L. I. Donation from several individuals, per Rev. J. T. Russell, 10 50

Bluirsville Bethel Congregation. Aux. Soc. per J. Cunningham, . - 30 00

West Union, do per do - - 16 25

Connellsville, Fayette co. Pa. Alex. Johnson, Esq. his subscription for 1830, 100 00

Coshoclon, Ohio. Aux. Soc. per Rev. G. W. Warner, - - - 2 25

Cold Spring, N.J. Col. in congregation, per Rev. A. Green,D. D. - 4 92

Cas'. Returned by a Missionary, per Rev. Dr. Miller, . - 25 00

Ebenezer, Tenn. Aux. Soc. per Rev. A. Hamilton, - - - 1 50

Emmettsburgh, Rev. Robert S. Grier, per Rev. E. S. Ely, D. D. . - 10 00

Mr. John M'Kee, per do - - 5 00

Mr. John Stewart, per do - - 3 00

Mrs. Barr, (lately deceased) per do - - 20 00

Easton, Pa. Aux. Soc. per Rev. J. Gray, - - - - 13 60

Fairfield and Timber Ridge, Va. Aux. Soc. per Rev. L. F. Leake, - 14 50

Donations, per do - 2 25

Falling Spring, Va. Aux. Soc. per do - 2 50

Fayettville, Zenn. Aux. Soc. per Rev. A. Hamilton, - - 5 00

Donations, per do - - 31

Fincastle, Va. - - - - - 6 50

Gallatine, Tenn. Collection from Messrs. Sloanes, per Rev. J. R. Bain, . 3 00

Gravel Run, Pa. auxiliary society per Rev. P. Chamberlain, - - 3 00

Hopewell, Ky. auxiliary society by Rev. S. Steele, per D. A. Sayre, - 13 50

Hebron congregation, Pa. auxiliary society per Rev. L. F. Leake, - 35 25

High Bridge, Va. auxiliary society per de - - 6 50

Kºne, Coshocton county, Ohio, auxiliary society per Rev. G. W. Warner, 14 7.5

Kenhawa, Va. auxiliary society per Rev. L. F. Leake, - - 51 25

donation from several coloured individuals per do - i. º
Lexington, Ky. Rev. J. Blythe, D.D. subscription, - - -
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Lezington, Va. auxiliary society, per Rev. L. F. Leake, - - 4 ()0

donation per do - - - 50

Little Harpeth, Tenn. auxiliary society per Rev. A. Hamilton, - 3 00

Lambertsville, N. J. auxiliary society per Rev. P. O. Studdiford, - 11 12

Lower and Middle Tuscarora, Pa.. collections per Rev. J. Coulter, - 20 00

Mount Pleasant, Ky. auxiliary society by T. T. Skillman, per D. A. Sayre, 15 00

Muddy Run, Ohio, auxiliary society, per Rev. J. L. Bellville, - 6 25

Madison, Ohio, Donation from Rev. J. Winchester, - - - 5 (JJ

New Providence, Va. Auxili ry society per Rev. L. F. Leake, - - 2.1 00

donations per do. - - 1 (10

New Monmouth, Pa. auxiliary society per do - - 3 00

New Providence, Tenn. auxiliary seciety per Rev. A. Hamilton, - 1 50

New Providence, Ky. auxiliary society by Rev.T. Cleland, D. D. per D.A.Sayre, 16 00

Neur Brunswick, N.J. auxiliary society, per Rev. J. H. Jones, - - 37 00

donation from M. Wilkins, per do - - 1 00

Newark, W.J. auxiliary society 3d church, additional, per Rev. J. T. Russell, 2 50

weekly cent collection per Dr. J. G. Goble, per do - 6 81

New York, auxiliary society Wall street church per Rev. J. T. Russell, - 215 00

annual subscription of kobert Lenox, Esq. 1830 perdo - 100 00

annual subscription of Dr. J. R. B. Roger, per do - 25 00

auxiliary society Rutger's street church, per do - 112 50,

donation from Benjamin Strong, per do - 20 00

do Cyrenus Beers,per do - 20 00;

do G. W. Strong, per do - 10 00

do Rev. James V. Henry, per do - 10 00

do Mr. John Moreland, per do - 5 00

do Messrs. Weed & Little, per do - 2 00

Oxford, Pa. auxiliary society per Rev. L. F. Leake, - - - 6 12.

donations per do - - - - 1 873

Oxford Presbytery, Ohio, per Rev. P. Monfort, Treasurer, - - - 8 50

Philadelphia, auxiliary society of Sixth Presbyterian Church, additional, 5 00

do per James Crowell, - 100 00

do per Rev. S. G. Winchester, 74 50

do per Jo. J. N. Dickson 10, C. Hanse 10, D.W. PrescottiO, 30 00

donation from a member of 1st Presbyterian Church, - 1 00

donation from William F. Geddes, - - - 10 00

Pisgah, Ky., auxiliary society per Rev. J. Blythe, D.D. - - - 22 50

donation from J. Elliott, per do. - - - 50

Pittsburgh, Pa.. bequest of W Semple, deceased, per his executors, - 50 00

Pembroke, N.J. donation from Rev. Lot R. Sullivan, - - - 20 00

Richmond, Pa. “O” per Rev. A. Converse, - - - 10 00

Richland, Pa. auxiliary society per Rev. J. Glenn, - - - 7 00

Rockland, Pa. auxiliary society per do - - - - 6 00

Scott county, Ky. a friend per B. A. Sayre, - - 6 25

Staunton, Pa. auxiliary society per Rev. J. F. Leake, - - 1 50

donation per do - - 1 ()()

Salem, Pa. auxiliary society per do - - 3 00

Shelbyville, Tenn. auxiliary society, per Rev. A. Hamilton, - - 11 50

Shippensburg, Pa. auxiliary sºciety per Rev. II. lt. Wilson, - - 25 00

- annual contribution from do. - - - 10 00

donation from do - - - 2 00

}; from John S. Davis, per Rev. E. s. Ely, D.D. - 5 00

nkling Spring and Waynesborough, Pa. auxiliary sºciety per Rev.L.F.Leake, 16 50

- do
- donation per 50

ſnity, Tenn, auxiliary society per Rev. A. Hamilton, - - 4 50

Venice, Ohio, monthly concert collection per Rev. T. Thomas, . - 1 1 00

donations, - - - - - 6 00

Walnut Hill, Ky. auxiliary society by J. Todd, per D. A. Sayre, - 13 50

Washington, Pa.. donation from w. Wallace, - - - 5 00

Waterford, Pa. auxiliary society per Rev. T. Chamberlain, - - 3 00

Woodfield & Maluga, Ohio, auxiliary society per Rev. s. Cowles, - 1 00donation from do e - 4 00

Yellow Spring, Ohio, auxiliary society per Rev. J. L. Bellville, - 20 00

Missionary Reporter, from sundry subscribers 68 25

$2491 55

Solovo N ALLEN, Treasurer.

- No. 34, S. Third street, Philad.
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“And he said unto them, Go ye into all

the world, and preach the Gospel to every

creature: He that believeth and is baptized

shall be saved; but he that believeth not

shall be damned:” Mark xvi. 15 & 16; com

pared with Matt. xxviii.19 & 20, and Luke
xxiv. 44.

We have before us the commission

which Christ gave to his apostles, a short

time before his ascension to glory. The

two other inspired writers, referred to,

give us substantially the same accºunt of

its import, together with some brief no
tices ºf the manner in which it was de

signed to be executed, and the premise
with which it was accompanied. We

are to regard this commission, therefore,

as emanating from the fountain of all

power; as being indubitably authentic;

and as furnishing ample authority for the

faithful and fearless discharge of the sa

cred functions therein prescribed. The

ApostLEs are here commanded, by the

Risen Redeemer, no longer to confine

their evangelical labors within the limits

of Judea, but to go forth, as extensively

as possible, into all the world, and preach

the Gosph.L., the glad tidings of salvation

to every creature, to every human being,

to every descendant of Adam, to whom

access can be obtained, without distinct

ion, and without limitation. The middle

wall of partition is broken down; the veil

of the temple is rent asunder; the ransºm

for captive souls is paid; an everlasting

righteousness is announced as unto and

upon them that believe; life and immor

tality are brought to light; the grace of

God appears unto all men, and all are

invited to participate of its liberal provi

sions. Nor are these precious overtures

of mercy to be despised with impunity:

“He that believeth and is baptized shall

same class of subjects, namely, sinners of

the human race, the principles of sound

Biblical interpretation oblige us to admit,

that they are alike complete, both in kind

and duration: so that, if the believer be

completely and ete, nally saved, the un

believer will be completely and eternally

lost. So runs the closing sentence of the

final]udgment:“And these shall go away

into everlasting punishment ; but the

righteous into life eternal: Matt.xxv. 46.

The Gospel, then, is to be preached

to all the world, to every creature; and

its acceptance is to be urged by promise

and by penalty; by an assurance of end

less felicity to him that believes, and a

threatening of endless misery to every

one who rejects the graciºus message.

The Aposti.Es undoubtedly understocd

their Master's orders; and the sacred

history informs us that they proceeded,

straightway, to carry them into effect:

“After the Lord had spoken unto them,

he was received up into heaven and sat

on the right hand of God; and they went

fºrth and /reached every where, the

Lºrd wºrking with them, and confirm

ing the word with signs following.”

But these holy men, howeverH.
to obey, and however well they might be

furnished for the work, could not fully

accomplish the design of the Saviour, in

regard to the propagation of his Gospel.

Though inspired, and endued with mi

raculous powers, they were mortal men,

they could not continue in the work, by
reason of death. We are astonishcd and

delighted indeed in reading the history

of their achievements. The weapons of

their warfare were mighty; the truth

was wonderfully efficacious under the

ministration of the Spirit. Multitudes of

sºuls were rescued from the dominion of

sin, and turned from dumb idols to the

service of the living God. But the career

of these primitive ministers soon termi

be saved; but he that believeth not shall

be damned.” This awful appendix, or

§ we may so call it) sanction of the

Żvangelical Law, is to be published

along with the joyful message of grace

and glory. The design of this moment

ous declaration is manifestly good and

useful. Let it be carefully noted, by ev

ery one who hears the Gospel; that,

while it warrants the sinner to lay hold

on eternal life by faith in the Son of God,

it also premonishes him, that, if he will

not come to Christ, that he may have

life, he must die in his sin, with the

wrath of God abiding on him. And as

the life and death, the salvation and per

dition, here spoken of, are placed in con

nated. The lapse of a few years bore

them to their eternal rest, while the

world was yet far from being completely

evangelized; so that, had the commission

in question been limited to the age of the

apostles, the progress of the Gospel

would have been arrested by the death

of its first ministers. But the truth is,

this commission was given to the church

of God, to that blood-bought community

which lives and grows under the smiles

and guardianship of her immortal King

and Head. Now the church has a MIN

1st Ry, instituted for her edification, and

designed to be exercised, in succession,

by men called of God, and endued with

various gifts and graces. This is evident
trast with one another, and relate to the from the fact that Christ has directed his
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disciples to “pray the Lord of the har.

vest, that he would send forth laborers,”

and has ordained that “they who preach

the Gospel shall be maintained, so that

they may be in circumstances to give

themselves wholly to their appropriate

work.” -

The firomise, moreover, which accom

panied the commission, demonstrates be

yond all reasonable doubt, that it had a

prospective bearing: “Lo, I am with

you alway; even unto the end of the

world!” Matt. xxviii, 20. It is not said,

I am with you till death, which might

have been said, with a personal refer.

ence to those whom the Saviour imme

diately addressed; but 1 am with you al

way, every where and in all ſcrils, till

the end of the world. But the .4/mostles

could not be ministers in the church, on

earth, till the end of the world; and yet

we are not to suppose that our Lord ut

tered words without meaning. Is it not

perfectly plain, therefore, that this prom

ise was made to the Christian Ministry,

then, embodied in the .4/mostles but which

was intended to be perpetuated, in the

church, till the end of the world, for the

ºn: of the Redeemer's gra

cious designs?

This order of our blessed Master has!

not been, as yet, fully executed: and yet

it is in full force. The obligation which

it imposes upon the ministers of Christ ||

to, go into all the world, and preach the

Gospel to every creature, is nowise di

minished. But how can they go and

preach, except they be furnished, sent,

and supported? Ministers of the Gospel

are, in a qualified sense, the property of

the church. Thev are reckoned among

the gifts which her ascended Lord be

stowed upon her: She is bound, there

fore, to bring their agency into opera

tion. She must use proper means to pro

cure them, in sufficient numbers, and

with suitable qualifications. She must

rear them up, and send them forth, and

sustain them, in their arduous work, by

her prayers and her charities, “We,”

says Paul to the Corinthians, (2 Epis. iv.

5.) “preach, not ourselves, but Christ

Jesus, the Lord; and ourselves your scr

vants, for Jesus' sake.”

All faithful ministers of the Gospel act

under the commission before us; and a

persuasion that it is in full force, and will

continue so, till the end of the world, has

given rise to Education and Missionary

exertions. It is, or ought to be, the com

mon aim of all christians to publish the

Gospel throughout the whole world; that

every human being may hear it preach

ed, and have an opportunity of sharing in

its inestimable benefits. Christendom is

not§ however, more than half awake

on this interesting subject. Great things

have been done, whereof we are glad,

and for which we give thanks to the God

of all grace. But much, very much, re

mains to be accomplished. The dark

hlaces of the earth, are large filaces; and

they are filled with the habitations ofcru

elty. ore than three fourths of man

kind are, at this moment, destitute of the

light and influence of the blessed Gospel;

and the resistless tide of time is bearing

them, on its bosom, to the judgment seat.

O when will the earth be filled with the

knowledge of the Lord? And when will

Christians awake cut of sleep and put

forth their combined efforts to save the

souls that are perishing for lack of vision?

Surely Christian Missions, whether for

eign or domestic, have high and holy

claims, upon all who love the Lord Jesus,

and profess a regard for the welfare of

their fellow men. Exceptions may be

taken to the mode of conducting missicn

|ary operations; but when prosecuted dis

creetly and in conformity to the princi.

ples of the New Testament, opposition to

the cause of missions IDENTIFIEs itself

INEvitably with hostility to the kingdom

and glory of Christ.

t

.Address of the Presbytery of Water

town, and the Rlack River.Association,

to the churches under their care.

From the Monitor. Watertown. March 7th, 1831.

DEAR BRETHREN:—One year has pass.

ed away since we addressed you on the

subject of educating poor and pious yourg

men for the Gospel Ministry. The ex

perience of the year has fully satisfiedus

if the importance and propriety of this

part of cur plan of oenevolent operations,

We trust the part you have taken with

us thus far has served to arouse your kind

sympathy for the destitute and suffering

among us; and that you now inquire with

increased earnestness, what can we dº

to further the Gospel among our friends

and neighbours? How shall we supply

with the bread of life, those that are per

ishing for lack of vision? You are awar:

that ºur inquiries into the condition ºf

ºur neighbours has resulted in the diº

covery ºf very great want of Gospel or
|dinances. Sºme ºf our churches areen

tirely without preaching—almost with

out any assemblies for God’s worship

the people like sheep without a shepherd

wandering into paths of sin and error

and your brethren in such circumstance.

sitting in darkness and mourn the loss ºf
blessings richly enjoyed, and }. lightly

valued by some of us, if you have loºk:

led closely into the state of such churches

and their immediate neighbourhood. Yºu

have seen most deplorable evils resulº

from this want of a stated ministry. Yº

have seen ignorance, superstition, Viº

in its naked deformity, and soul ruining
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error, prevailing to an alarming degree.

You have seen children, following their

parents in the road of sin that leads to

death; and old and young alike regard

less of God and his terrible wrath.

Brethren, Knowing the terror of the

Lord, we would persuade such to turn,

and hear, and repent, and live. But

“how shall they hear without a preach

er? And how shall they preach except

they be sent?” And how shall we send

ministers when we have not got them,

and cannot obtain them? We have in

deed a few missionaries employed in this

field; we have, in answer to our earnest

entreaties, and by the blessing of God,

obtained a very few from abroad to come

and labour with us. But still the cry

comes up to us from our destitute church

es, “send us a minister—give us the

bread of life—come over and help us.”

And truly our hearts are grieved to see

and hear such things; and more than all,

to think that we are so unable to relieve

such pressing wants. But can we not

do something? Would you have us turn

coldly away, telling these brethren and

fellow sinners, we cannot help you? Or

shall we endeavour to relieve them?

And how may this be done?

Three ways may be suggested as wor

thy of notice.

1st. To take such men as we can find,

piously disposed, and willing to preach,

and clothe them with authority to go into

these destitute places and minister in the

name of God. Perhaps we could find

some such—they might be ardent, zeal.

ous, active, and willing, both to labour

and suffer. But they are not yet quali

fied for the work which they would have

to do:—toº the Gospel; to teach

men the will of God; to explain, enforce,

and apply, the message of the Great

King to His rebellious and unwilling sub

jects: to defend the truth against artful,

able, and persevering enemies, who, aid

ed by Satán, seek to turn men away from

the truth, and to pervert the right ways

of the Lord. These form part of the

christian minister's duty; and full enough

to occupy his whole life, and call forth

his best energies. But more than this is

required of such: He must visit the sick

and administer the consolations of God’s

word; but not lull into security those that

have no well grounded hope in Christ.

He must counsel with inquiring souls.

He must be foremost in every good

work—taking the lead in every.

prise calculated to promote the welfare

of men and the honour of God; and he

must have influence, such influence as

honest well meaning piety alone is not

sufficient to give. We cannot venture to

send any not thus qualified, in someº
measure, to places where such qualifi

ations arc needed.

|

2nd. We can apply to our eastern and

southern schools for qualified men. We

have applied; but the demand made on

them from the west is so great, so urgent,

that our claims can be but feebly urged.

As we have said, a very few missiona

ºries have been sent to us from the south;

as many as we ought, perhaps, to expect.

We may possibly obtain more missiona

ries from the south, and our efforts to

this end will not be relinquished. Yet

we fear to rely much on this source—we

need more than they can send, and we

ought not to deprive other churches, as

destitute as ourselves.

3d. We can take measures to raise up

ministers among ourselves. We have

found the difficulties that seemed to op

|pose this part of our plan disap

| Pas we ventured onward. The

earin

ord o

the harvest has directed us to pray that

he would send forth labourers into his

harvest—doubtless also we must use the

necessary means to further this most de

sirable object, and we can say, in ourown

case, that the Lord has actually helped

us. He has raised up for us, young men

of hopeful piety, and good natural abili

ties, who are willing and anxious to de

vote themselves to this great and good

work, God has also blessed and pros

pered them in their studies, and is giving

us great encouragement to persevere.

We have also thus far been enabled,

through yourassistance, brethren, to fur

nish to these young men the necessary

support and means of instruction; and we

believe that we might have more men in

a course of preparation for the ministry

if we had the means of aiding them.

Our expectation is, that in a few years

we shall have our destitute churches su

plied with these and other young minis

ters educated by your assistance; deeply

interested in your spiritual welfare, and

devoted to the promotion of religion in

our own immediate neighbourhood. We

do expect, with the blessing of God on

our efforts, to have in every church with

in our bounds, now destitute and suffer

ing, a man of God, humble, prayerful,

self-denying, and active, in the cause of

God and benevolence. And can you es

timate the amount of good that we may

then expect? The rapid and healthful

dissemination of sound knowledge and bi

ble piety? The increased and expand

ing benevolence of the Gospel, scattering

light, life, and joy, abroad, even to the

dark and wtº of the heathen

world.

Brethren—Why should we not expect

great things, when we have the precious

promises of the great and faithful God?

Why should we not aspire to great, and

extended, and permanent usefulness?

Blessed shall he §. that can say at last,

here Lord am I, and the children which
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thou hast given me! And why should

not this blessedness be yours and ours?

But, dear friends, let us speak plainly,

we need much more of the Spirit of

Christ; the self-denying, faithful, unre

served devotion of soul and body, prop

erty, and influence, to the cause of God.

Suffer us to ask the question. How ma

ny members in yºur particular church

have the very spirit of Christ? Know you

not that if any man have nºt the spirit of

Christ he is none of His? And if you

have that spirit, you know and feel that

it is indeed more blessed to give than to

receive. . If you truly love him who, al

though rich, for your sakes became poor,

'ou will count it an honour and a privi

ege to spend and be spent for Him.

And now, the time is short—if you would

do good you have no time to lose—years

are rolling on—you are drawing nearer

to the grave, and in that land of for get

fulness you cannot labour, nor give, nor

Wi. for the salvation of perishing sinners.

Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do

it with thy might. We entreat you to

be faithful as you hope to find mercy of

the Lord in that day.

To the officers of the churches is com.

mitted the duty of soliciting of every

member of their congregations, a contri- |

bution for the interesting object already

mentioned. . That they be from/it and

faithful is of the greatest infortance.

LEv1 BEEh EE,

John Sessions,

PAUL AB hot,

John H. Whipple,

DAVID SPEAR,

JAMEs I). Pick Axis,

G. S. BoAnnMAN,

Erecutive

Committee.

N. B. Will the persons who may receive

this, please to cause it to be read, without de.

lay, in their respective congregatiºns.

Seventeen Beneficiaries firovided for.

WE, whose namics are hereunto sub

scribed, do promise to support or cause

to be supported the number of candidates |

opposite to our respective names, under

training for the Gospel Ministry by the

the Board of Education undcr the care of

the General Assembly.

Names.

Ashbel Green,

R. Steel,

W. L. M’Calla,

Wm. M. Engles,

S. G. Winchester, -

Charles Williamson,

George C. Potts,

Joseph Sanford,

B. Hoff,

Moses Reed,

Alexander Boyd,

... I

i

| Theforegoing pledges were given at a

rmeeting of the Presbytery of Philadel

phia, April 19–23, 1831. Seven other

individuals, resident in Philadelphia, con

tribute each, $100, per annum, to the

funds of the Board; viz. Robt. Ralston,

Alex’r. Henry, John Stille, Solomon Al

len, George Ralston, Wm. Brown, and

E. S. Ely; so that, 24 temporary scho

larships are now secured, within the li

mits of this Presbytery. Let the other

Presbyteries go and do likewise, accord

ling to their ability, and the Board will

soon have it in their power to assist every

descrving young mån, in our connexion

who desires to devote himseif, when pro

perly qualified to the work of the sacred

ministry. In addition to the above named

contributors of a hundred dollars, per an:

num, it is proper to mention here,%.
Montgomery, Esq. of Danville, Pa. Rev.

Dr. Janeway of N. J., and Rev. S. H.

Pratt of St. Mary's Georgia. Several

gentlemen, of the first church in Balti

more, contributed liberally, last year,

from $25, to $75 each.

RECEIPTS.

Female aux, soc. of 2d Presbyterian

Church, $81.75

do 2.00

$83,75

A. to Gospel Grace by Dr.

3 reen,

A Friend to the Gospel in Sixth

| Presbyterian Church, 2.50

Rev. 1)r. Mill's collections, 83.87

8th Presbyterian Church, per Mr.

McEwen, 1

Aux.soc. of Fox run and Bull skin

| congregation, Ky.

Miss M'Yerran,

50.00

50.00

do. of 1st Presbyterian Church

Philadelphia,

14 subscriptions fromH. R. Wilson,

| Shippensburg, - -

By donation of a Female of 11th

Presbyterian church, -

By Springfield cong’n. Ohio, by

Rev. John D. Hughes, ... 1990

By the following from Dr. Neill, Gen

crat Agent:

Dr. J. J. Janeway for support of

Agent, 50.00

Wm. Wallace, Washingtor co,

Tenn. 5; a Friend, 0.75,

Dr. Blythe’s family,

2 l African Church, Philad.

Church at Fredericksburg,con

trib. of pastor S. B. Wilson, 40.9%

Church at Trenton, Nº. J. 35.00

do at Greenwich, N.J. 2.50

VVm. Nassau of Third church, 00

Philadelphia, —150.7%

--"

45.90

6.25

6.25

George Junkin,

William Latta. Joh N STILLE, Treasurer.

$609.97
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LECTURES ON THE SHORTFR CATE

chism of The WESTMINSTER AS

semBLY or DIVINES-ADDRESSED

To YouTh.

LECTURE Lv1.

(Concluded from page 229.)

The large and particular expla

nation which has been given of the

spirit and design of the tenth com

mandment, will prevent the neces

sity of as much detail as would

otherwise have been proper in con

sidering the requirements and pro

hibitions specified in our catechism

—Of the prohibitions, especially, so

much has already been said, that

we shall not go over them in order,

but only add a few farther remarks

respecting them, in stating the du

ties of which the sins forbidden are

the violation.

1. The tenth commandment re

quires “full contentment with our

own condition.” It was no doubt

a high and rare attainment which

the apostle Paul had made when he

said [Phil. iv. 11, “I have learned

in whatsoever state I am therewith

to be content.” Yet at this attain

ment we are constantly to aim, and

by the aids of divine grace, in the

use of the proper means, we shall

make advances toward it; and

at length, perhaps, be enabled to

adopt the language of the apostle,

as descriptive of the prevalent state

or habit : our minds; which in

eed is all that he could have in

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

tended by it, for doubtless in this,

as in other graces, he would have

been ready to say, “not as though

I had already attained, either were

already perfect.”

There are several considerations,

which in the various situations or

conditions of life in which we ma

be placed by the providence of God

will, if duly attended to, contribute

greatly to render us contented—that

is, willing, and on the whole

choosing, to remain in the circum

stances in which God has placed

us, till he shall please to order or

make way for a change. The peo

ple of God may sometimes suffer,

as their Saviour did, so severely,

that their very nature may shudder

and revolt; and they may earnestl

pray that if it be consistent.
the divine will, the cup of anguish

or affliction may pass from them;

and yet they may and ought to say

with their Saviour, “not my will

but thine be done.”

Prosperity is often, but very er

roneously, thought to be most fa

vourable to contentment. The ex

perience of the world in all ages

demonstrates, that ambitious and

covetous desires generally increase

in proportion as they are gratified.

In no human bosoms are anxiety

and fear, in regard to the keeping

of what has been acquired, and

an eager grasping after something

more, so restless and tormenting,

as in those of the wealthy, the pow
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erful, and the celebrated. It is

therefore peculiarly incumbent on

those who are in what is called a

prosperous state, often and most

seriously to consider how vain and

transitory are all earthly posses

sions and distinctions. Let thern

reflect that in the eye of God they

are of no account; that in the di

vine estimation a Lazarus possesses

infinitely a better character than

the luxurious worldling who fares

sumptuously every day. Let them

labour therefore to restrain every

craving desire; to use the world

as not abusing it; to feel the re

sponsibility which they hold to God

as his stewards, for the proper

use of all they possess. Let them

be sensible that he has a right to

take it from them, as he has done

from many of their fellows, even

before their death; and that by

death they must beº and

finally separated from it all: and

let them be led by the whole view

of their state, to choose God as

their soul satisfying portion, saying

with the royal Psalmist, “The Lord

is the portion of mine inheritance

and my cup—Whom have I in hea

ven but thee, and there is none

upon earth that I desire beside

thee. My flesh and my heart fail

eth; but God is the strength of my

heart, and my portion forever.”

It is admitted by all, that to

maintain “full contentment” is

a difficult duty, in times of se

vere trial or great affliction. The

proper extent and import of the

duty at such times, have already

been briefly indicated. Let me

now lay before you some of the

considerations, which are calculated

to reconcile an afflicted Christian

to his allotment. First of all, let

him consider that murmuring and

repining, under affliction, is both

sinful and unwise—Sinful, because

it is a rebellion against God, whose

chastening hand, be the instrument

what it may, is laid upon him—Un

wise, because the affliction itself is

greatly aggravated by all restive

ness and impatience under it; while

it is half annihilated by humble,

quiet, and submissive resignation

to the divine will.

Let the suffering saint farther

consider, that affliction is so far

from being, as he is sometimes

tempted to think, an indication of

the angry rebuke of his heavenly

Father, that it is expressly declared

in the oracles of unerring truth,

that “whom the Lord loveth he

chasteneth, and scourgeth every son

whom he receiveth;” so that “if we

are without chastisement, whereof

all are partakers, then are we bas

tards and not sons;” nay, that it is

by affliction that our heavenly in

heritance itself is rendered more

rich and valuable—The infallible

word declares, “that these light af.

flictions, which are but for a mo

ment, work out for us a far more

exceeding and eternal weight of

glory.” In view of these precious

truths, the people of God have often,

not only been contented in afflic

tion, but thankful for it; have not

merely forborne to murmur, but

have "joyed in tribulation.”

Is the believer, then, suffering

under bodily afflictions? Let him

ever remember, that they are not

only consistent with love, but an

expression of it; that the rod which

chastens him is in a father's hand;

that his sufferings are “for his pro

fit, that he may be a partaker of the

holiness” of Hiun who inflicts them;

that the period of suffering will

soon be over; and that although

“no chastening for the present

seemeth to be joyous but grievous,

nevertheless, afterwards it yieldeth

the peaceable fruit of righteousness,

unto them that are exercised there

by.” Is the Christian called to

Inourn the loss of near and dear

relatives or friends? Let him en

deavour to turn that current of af

fection which used to flow out, and

perhaps unduly, toward a creature

object, on God the Creator, where

it can never be either excessive or

disappointed. Let him recollect

that he has a sympathizing cove

nant Saviour, who in the days of
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his flesh wept at the grave of a

friend; a Saviour who sustains to

him every dear and amiable rela

tion, and who is “the same yester

day, to-day, and forever.” Does

the disciple of Christ suffer con

tumely and reproach P Let him

recollect how much of these his

Saviour endured for him; and that

the apostles departed from the Jew

ish council, where they had not only

been reproached, but beaten, “re

joicing that they were counted wor

thy to suffer shame for the name.”

of their Lord. Let him call to

mind the host of martyrs, who have

gone triumphing, through crowds of

scorners and revilers, to the scaf

fold and the stake. Or are offences

laid to his charge of which he knows

that he is innocent, and which his

very soul abhors? Let him recol

lect that he has a promise which

will certainly be fulfilled—perhaps

in this world, and certainly in the

judgment of the great day—that God

will bring forth his righteousness

as the light, and his judgment as

the noon day.” Is it the lot of the

pious, as we know that it often is,

to suffer poverty and want? . Let

them call to mind the words of

their Lord—" How hardly shall

they that have riches enter into

the kingdom of God,” and recol

lect, that their hope of an ad

mission into that kingdom might

not have been possessed, if poverty

had not been their lot. Let them

consider, that though they be poor

in this world, yet they may be

“rich in faith,” as well as “heirs of

the kingdom.” Is it asked, can a

child of God be content, or ought

he to be content, under divine de

sertion, or in the absence of a felt

sense of the love of God? Cer

tainly he ought to feel deeply the

privation of that which is to him

dearer than life itself, and ear

nestly to pray with the Psalmist—

“Cast me not away from thy pre

sence, and take not thy Holy Spirit

from me: Restore unto me the joy

of thy salvation, and uphold me

with thy free Spirit.” But in the

mean time, he is to be very cau

tious, not to quarrel with his Maker

for withdrawing the light of his

countenance; i. to remember,

and endeavour to obey, the gra

cious direction left for his support

in the very situation in which he

now finds himself. “Who is among

you that feareth the Lord and obey

eth the voice of his servant; that

walketh in darkness and hath no

light; let him trust in the name of

the Lord, and stay upon his God.”

2. We are required by this com

mandment to cultivate “a right and

charitable frame of spirit toward

our neighbour, and all that is his.”

The duty here enjoined is the same

which our Saviour taught, as com

prising the whole of the moral law

of God, in relation to our fellow

men—“Thou shalt love thy neigh

bour as thyself.” Agreeably to

this, is the teaching also of the

apostle Paul, [Rom. xiii. 10] “Love

worketh no ill to his neighbour;

therefore love is the fulfilling of the

law:” and in his extended and

beautiful description of love, or

charity, [1 Cor. xiii. 4–7] he thus

dilates on the exercise of this di

vine principle, as it has our brethren

of mankind for its object—“Charity

suffereth long and is kind; charity

envieth not, charity vaunteth not

itself; is not puffed up; doth not

behave itself unseeinly ; seeketh

not her own ; is not easily pro

voked; thinketh no evil; rejoiceth

not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the

truth; beareth all things, believeth

all things, hopeth all things, en

dureth all things.” He in whose

bosom this holy principle has due

influence, will never “envy or

grieve at the good of his neigh

bour,” but will carefully resist, and

endeavour utterly to extinguish,

“all inordinate motions or affec

tions toward any thing that is his.”

He will cherish such a spirit of

Christian benevolence, as will ha

bitually “sway and determine him

to rejoice in the welfare of his

neighbour, both as to his spiritual

and temporal concerns.” When
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he observes the superior and shining

gifts and graces, and large attain

ments of eminent Christians, he

will be humbled under a sense of

his own defects and short comings,

and rejoice in the honour that is

brought to God, by the riches of

his grace bestowed on these his

honoured servants—rejoice to see

what divine power can effect, on

creatures naturally and totally de

praved—rejoice to see some of his

fellow men, by the extraordinary

natural endowments bestowed on

them by their Creator, and by his

grace consecrated to his service, ap

proximating the rank and perform

ing the work of angelick natures.

When he observes those whose cir

cumstances or condition in the

world appear to be better and more

eligible than his own, he will recol

lect that his lot in life, as well as

that of his neighbour, has been as

signed by God; that great posses

sions are not always an indication

of the divine favour; “that if we

enjoy communion with God, it is

infinitely preferable to all outward

prosperity without it;” and that it

may be, that he has more of this

best and highest blessing than he

would have#. if the possessions

of this world had been more largely

bestowed upon him.

In concluding this lecture, let

me remark to you, my young

friends, that the view I have en

deavoured to give you of it, is cal

culated to direct your attention,

in an especial manner, to the ori

gin and fountain of all sin, in the

native and deep depravity of the

human heart. Unsanctified sin

ners are often convinced of their

guilt, in particular acts of wicked

ness; and sometimes feel keen re

morse of conscience, when such

acts have been those of enormous

and reproachful transgression. But

they scarcely go. than this.

They seem to think that if particu

lar sins could be blotted out, they

should have little, or no cause for

self condemnation. It is far other

wise with one who has been en

lightened, renewed and sanctified,

by the Spirit of God. He traces all

particular acts of sin to a corrupted

nature, and sees in them only so

many streams from one and the

same deeply polluted fountain.

Thus we find that David’s awful

transgression, in the matter of

Uriah, was traced by him to the

original corruption of his nature,

“Behold, I was shapen in iniquity;

and in sin did my mother conceive

me.” And his prayer was—“Cre

ate in me a clean heart, O God;

and renew a right spirit within

me.” Here is the great distinc

tion between all sanctified, and all

unsanctified men. The former

know, by much sore experience, the

plague-sore of their own hearts;

the latter never do—their appre

hensions of their inbred corrup

tion are very slight, if they exist

at all. I verily believe that the

force of this tenth commandment,

in its real spirit and intention, is

never felt, except by those who are

renewed in the temper of their

mind. But they clearly perceive

its import, and feel its power.

They see that it condemns the very

workings of that native corruption,

thatji. sin, of which they

are most painfully conscious. The

transgressions of this command

ment give them more uneasiness,

and more sore and constant con

flicts, than those of all the other

precepts of the decalogue put to

gether: or, I should rather say,

they see that all transgressions of

the other commandments have their

root and spring from the motions

of those vile affections or desires,

which are directly condemned by

this precept. Be not content, there

fore, with the view of sin, which is

confined to individual acts. Look

deeper, and see the source of all,

in the abominations of your hearts.

See that you must be changed there,

or beforever miserable. In a word,

learn the necessity of being cleansed

in the blood, clothed with the righ
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teousness, and transformed by the

spirit of Christ, in order to your

being admitted to heaven, or quali

fied to be happy there.—Amen.

WithERSPoon on REGenerATION.

(Continued from p. 234.)

How the Christian is governed in

his daily Conversation.

I shall speak a few words of the

principles by which a believer is

governed in his after obedience.

On this the reader may observe

that a change in his whole charac

ter and conduct, immediately and

necessarily takes place. The love

of God is “shed abroad in his heart

by the Holy Ghost,” and is the

commanding principle of all his

future actions. It constantly dis

covers its influence, except in so

far as it is resisted and counteract

ed by the remaining struggles of

that “law in his members, which

warreth against the law of God in

his mind.” By the discovery which

he hath obtained of the real nature

and infinite amiableness of God, his

will is renewed; he approves the

things that are excellent, and gets

such an impression of the obliga

tion of the law of God, as cannot

be afterwards effaced. So long,

however, as he continues under a

load of unforgiven guilt, and sees

every perfection of God armed with

terror against himself, there can be

little else than slavish fear; but

when he hears a gracious promise

of pardon; when on examining the

evidence, his doubt and uncertainty

is removed; when he sees the righ

teous ground on which this forgive

ness is built, he lays hold of it as

his own, and is united to God by

unfeigned love. This love, though

weak in its measure, is, notwith

standing, perfect in its nature, and

therefore powerful in its influence;

being at once a love of esteem, of

gratitude, and of desire.

The love of God is the first pre

cept of the moral law, and the first

duty of every intelligent creature;

but it is easy to see, that unless our

love is fixed upon the true God, it

is spurious and unprofitable: and

unless the true God is seen in “the

face of Jesus Christ,” for any sin

ner to love him is impossible: but

through the glorious gospel, the

new nature is effectually produced,

and cannot be produced in any

other way. It is Christ Jesus who

reveals to us the true God, the

knowledge of whom we had lost.

“No man hath seen God at any

time; the only begotton Son, which

is in the bosom of the Father, he

hath declared him.” It is he who

makes our peace with God, whom

we had offended by our transgres

sions; for “being justified by faith,

we have peace with God through

our Lord Jesus Christ.”t And it

is he who reconcileth our minds to

God, by discovering his mercy to

us; so that he might well say of

himself, “I am the way, and the

truth, and the life; no man cometh

unto the Father but by me.”f

I might easily show, that the love

of d.º. the source, the sum, and

the perfection of holiness. All

other duties naturally flow from it;

nay, all other duties are nothing

else but the necessary expressions

of it. But instead of entering into

a particular detail, suffer me only

to observe these two things; First,

that a believer is under the constant

influence of gratitude to God; and

secondly, That this includes in it,

and will certainly produce, the

most sincere and fervent love to all

his fellow creatures.

1. A believer is under the con

stant influence of gratitude to God,

and that not of a common kind. It

is not merely thankfulness to a

bountiful and liberal benefactor, for

mercies which have not been de

served, but a deep sense of obliga

tion to a Saviour who loved him,

* John i. 18. f Rom. v. 1.

f John xiv. 6.
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and washed him in his own blood

from the guilt he had contracted;

who saved him by his own death,

from the dreadful penalty which

he had incurred. What the influ

ence of this must be, we may ga

ther from the words of the apostle

Paul, “For the love of Christ con

straineth us, because we thus judge,

That if one died for all, then were

all dead; and that he died for all,

that they which live should not

henceforth live unto themselves,

but unto him which died for them,

and rose again.”

I cannot immediately drop this

subject, but must intreat the reader

to observe how deeply a sense of

redeeming love will be engraven

on the heart of every believer. On

how many circumstances will he

expatiate, which serve to magnify

the grace of God, and point out the

force of his own obligations? The

infinite greatness and glory of God,

independent and all-sufficient, that

he should have compassion on the

#. sinner, and say, “Deliver

im from going down into the pit;

I have found a ransom.” (), how

piercing those rays of love, which

could reach from the Godhead to

man! To this he will never fail to

add his own unworthiness, his nu

merous, aggravated, repeated pro

vocations. He never loses sight of

those sins which first compelled

him to fly for refuge “to the hope

set before him.” His own interest

obliged him to remember them be

fore, as exposing him to condemna

tion, and he is now willing to con

fess and record them, as serving to

illustrate the divine mercy.

And let us never forget the un

speakable gift of God, “that he

spared not his own son, but deliver

ed him up for us all.” How shall

we sufficiently wonder at the bound

less mercy of the Father, and the

infinite condescension of the Son,

when we reflect upon his incarna

tion, and on the astonishing end of

his appearance in our nature, that

he might “bear our sins in his own

body on the tree.” Did he over.

come all his enemies in his last con

flict, and “make a show of them

openly, triumphing over them in his

cross?” And shall he not also, by

the same means, reign in his peo

ple's hearts, and be the sovereign

Lord of all their affections?

To all this, I shall only add that

glorious inheritance, which is pro

vided for every “vessel of mercy.”

after he hath passed his preparator

trials. How well may we join wit

the apostle Peter in this solemn

form of thanksgiving, “Blessed be

the God and Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ, which, according to

his abundant mercy, hath begotten

us again by the resurrection of Je

sus Christ from the dead, to an in

heritance incorruptible and unde

filed, and that fadeth not away.”

Now, when all these circumstances

are considered by the believer, to

gether with such as may be peculiar

to himself and his own past con

duct, must he not be ready to cry

out, “Lord, what wilt thou have

me to do! O that I knew how I

might repay some small part of my

infinite obligations! O that I knew

by what means, or at what expense

I might magnify and do thee ho

nour! Write thy laws in my heart,

and put them in my inward parts,

and enable me in every possible

way to show that I love thee, be

cause thou hast first loved me.” .

2. This plainly includes in it,

and will certainly produce the most

sincere and fervent love to his fel

low creatures. As love to God is

the first, so love to man is the se

cond commandment of the moral

law. We have our Lord’s own au

thority, for saying it is “like” unto

the first; and that love which

“worketh no ill to his neighbour,”

is the “fulfilling of the law.”

Every one is ready to acknowledge,

that love to man is an important

branch of practical religion. But

many great pleaders for this duty

do not sufficiently attend to its in

* 1 Pet. i. 3, 4.
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separable connexion with the love

of God, and in particular, with a

sense of redeeming love, or the love

of God in Christ: Yet is there no

such principle of universal love any

where else to be found P

In order to take a short view of

this, it will be proper to distinguish

our brethren of mankind into the

two general classes of bad men and

good. As to bad men, the same

Tove to God, the same concern for

his glory, which fills the Christian

with grief and indignation at their

most daring offences, inspires the

most ardent desire for their reco

very and salvation. This is the

only love to them, which is either

acceptable to God or profitable to

themselves. It will show itself in

all the offices of kindness and hu

manity; in instructing them where

there is ability, admonishing them

where there is opportunity, and in

pleading for them at the throne of

grace, to which there is always un

disturbed access. The believer,

knowing the danger of sin, and

having a prospect of approaching

eternity, is moved with compassion

for blind and inconsiderate sinners.

Their conduct leads him to reflect

upon the depravity of his own na

ture, and earnestly to pray, that

they may be partakers of divine

grace.

He that loveth God is under lit

tle temptation to hate his brother;

or rather, in so far as he loveth God

sincerely, he is under none at all.

Hatred commonly ariseth from

envy and rival pursuits. But a

Christian, more than satisfied with

his own portion, hath no occasion

to envy others, either what they

possess or prosecute. In what a

contemptible light does he look

upon the honours, riches and plea

sures, about which there is so vio

lent a struggle among worldly men?

It is impossible, therefore, that he

should hate those who do not inter

fere with him, though in many

cases he is disposed heartily to pity

their folly and delusion.

Nay, the matter does not even

rest here, for the Christian is laid

under the most express command

to “love his” personal “enemies,

to bless them that curse him, to

pray for them who despitefully use

him and persecute him.” This is

the glory of the gospel, which gives

the doctrine of Christ a lustre far

superior to the most admired sys

tems of human virtue. And how

ever hard a saying it may appear at

first view, yet when we consider the

character and hopes of a penitent

sinner, and the example of his ex

piring Saviour, it hath nothing

strange or incredible in it at all:

that he, who expects, from the free

grace of God, pardon for his innu

merable and aggravated offences,

should be ready to forgive the far

slighter trespasses of his brethren

against himself. Or rather, that

he should take the highest pleasure,

and think it is honour to do so,

when he remembers his Redeemer’s

dying words, “Father, forgive them,

for they know not what they do.”

As to good men, there is no man

ner of difficulty: they are united

together by the tenderest and the

strongest ties, and love one another

with a pure heart fervently. It

was no wonder, that when Christi

anity was in a persecuted state, the

heathens should make the remark,

“Behold how these Christians love

one another!” They had a com

mon character, a common Saviour,

common sufferings, and common

hopes. And must it not be the

same still P for “all that will live

godly in Christ Jesus, must suffer

persecution.” If they are not per

secuted with the swords, they shall

be persecuted with the tongues of

men. They have the strongest

motives to love one another, and

nothing to divide them, for there

can be no rivalship or jealousy be

tween those who possess or court

the “true riches.” There is enough

in an all-sufficient God to satisfy

the desires of all his saints; and

they being intimately united to
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the one only living and true God,

must of consequence be united to

one another. This is the tenor of

their Saviour’s intercessory prayer:

“That they all may be one, as

thou, Father, art in me, and I in

thee; that they also may be one in

us: that the world may believe that

thou hast sent me. And the glory

which thou gavest me, I have given

them: that they may be one, even

as we are one. I in them, and

thou in me, that they may be made

perfect in one, and that the world

may know that thou hast sent me,

and hast loved them as thou hast

oved me.”

-

ExtRAct FRom TAylor’s Essays IN

RhyMe.

The question is not, if our earthly race

Was once enlightened by a flash of grace;

If we sustained a place on Zion's hill,

And called him Lord, but if we did his

will.

What if, in strange defiance of that rule,

Made not in Moses', but the gospel school,

Shining as clearly as the light of heaven,

“They who forgive not shall not be for

given;’

We live in envy, hatred, anger, strife,

Still firmly hoping for eternal life;

And where the streams of Christian love

should flow,

The root of bitterness is left to grow;

Resisting evil, indisposed to brook

A word of insult, or a scornful look!

What if the stranger, sick, and captive lie

Naked and hungry, and we pass them by!

Or do but some extorted pittance throw,

To save our credit, not to ease their wo!

Or strangers to the charity whence springs

The liberal heart devising liberal things,

We, cumbered ever with our own pur.

Sults,

To others leave the labour and its fruits;

Pleading excuses for the crumb we save,

For want of faith to cast it on the wave!

Shall we go forth with joy to meet our

Lord,

Enter his kingdom, reap the full reward?

—Can such his good, his faithful ser

vants be,

Blest of the Father?—Read his word,

and see.

jºišttilantouš.

notes of A TRAVELLER.

(Continued from p. 240.)

Sunday, Sept. 6.-There is to be

a grand fête at the Palace and Gar

dens of St. Cloud to-day. The

three first Sabbaths in this month

are annually devoted to riot and

dissipation in that place. Booths

of every description fill the park.

The waters of the fountains play,

and all kinds of games and exhibi

tions form a part of the amuse

ments. All Paris, of course, crowd

to gaze and partake in the festivity.

The scenes which take place when

darkness covers the earth, and

which are witnessed by that Holy

Eye, the glances of which no veil

can elude, are not for my pen to

describe. I passed the day in my

own room, and in the ancient

* John xvii. 21, 22, 23.

church of the Oratoire, where the

Rev. Mr. Wilks performed the or

dinary dissenting service, with

great talent and fervour.

Monday, Sept. 7-You will rea

dily suppose that on returning to

this great metropolis, we found

many new and interesting objects,

to engross the little time we yet

have left to us on this side of the

ocean. Some sights we had not

seen at all, and others we had exa

mined in such a hurry, that they

required further attention. I shall

not, however, trouble you or my

self with many descriptions, for I

am really quite tired of journal.

1zing.

Our first business was to secure

a passage in the packet which is

to sail from Havre, for New York,

on the 15th of this month, that is,

early next week. The captain is

in town, and we were somewhat
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embarrassed to learn that all the

berths in the cabin were engaged;

but by the kind intercession of our

good friends, Messrs. C. and P.,

we were afterwards accommodated.

Our delay turned out to our advan

tage, for we obtained two of the

best state rooms on board of the

ship—a part of the ladies' cabin

being partitioned off for our use.

Mr. B. C., who has been so useful

and kind to us, when on our former

visit here, is to be one of the pas

sengers, and has obligingly under

taken to make all necessary ar

rangements for our departure.

I was rejoiced to meet again my

young friend, H. R., with whom I

parted at Geneva; he accompanied

Dr. G. and myself in our rambles

this morning. The sight which

pleased us most to-day, and the

only one I shall notice, was a large

and accurate model of the great

city of St. Petersburg. I never

had any proper idea of the Russian

capital before. All the principal

buildings are perfectly and ele

gantly constructed, so as to give a

complete miniature of the whole.

This pleasing representation of the

town, and the fortifications by

which it is surrounded, occupies a

room, I should say, at least fifty

feet square.

Tuesday, Sept. 8–Before I was

quite ready for breakfast this morn

ing, I received an unexpected visit

from my friend, Dr. Brown, bro

ther to our worthy minister at this

court, and whom I parted from on

the quay at Dieppe, on the first

day of my arrival in France. It

was a matter of no small gratifica

tion to learn from him, that he in

tended returning to America in the

same packet with us. He men

tioned that Mr. and Mrs. L., of

New York, were also to be fellow

passengers with us, so that we

shall have quite an American par

ty. I am therefore relieved from

the horror I felt at the idea of

being cooped up, for a month or

more, with none but the citizens of

Vol. IX.-Ch. JAdv.

this “gay and polite nation.” Dr.

B. and myself took our dejune à

la fauchet, and spent a great part

of the morning, together.

This evening there is to be a

grand entertainment at the garden

of Tivoli, which is the Vauxhall of

Paris. I saw a magnificent pro

gramme of the different spectacles;

and as the unrivalled skill of the

French in the art of pyrotechny is

notorious, we expected to have a

fair specimen, at least, of all that

could be accomplished in this kind

of publick amusement. Having

witnessed the exhibitions at Vaux

hall, I felt a little desirous of see

ing those of Tivoli. The French

garden comprises about forty acres

of ground, in one of the faux

bourgs of the city. How it ap

pears in the day time, I cannot tell.

The walks are said to be bordered

with rose bushes, honeysuckles,

and orange trees, and discover, as

you pass along their windings, an

interesting succession of striking

objects.

The moment we entered the

garden, we all felt disappointed.

Instead of being dazzled and de

º with the magnificent effect

of innumerable lamps of various

colours, arranged in all possible

figures, as at Vauxhall; the lights

were suspended in clusters on

trees, so few and far between, that

in many places they only served to

make “darkness visible.” In one

place we saw a crowd collected

round a stage, on which some

mountebanks were performing; in

another, tumblers, rope dancers,

and professors of legerdemain,

were amusing the spectators with

their tricks; on the lawns, num

bers were whirled round a ring in

cars shaped like swans, or were

playing at shuttlecock, and various

other games. The amusement

called the Mountain was new to

me. A carriage, in the form of a

ship, is made to descend with great

velocity on a rail road, placed on a

long and undulating inclined plane,

20
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and is then made to rise, by some

mechanism, I suppose, to nearly the

place from whence it started. It

seems to me an exceedingly easy

matter to amuse the French peo

ple. The things which I have just

hinted at, though witnessed by us

with the greatest indifference, were

enjoyed by the crowd around

with the most rapturous expres

sions of delight: they all mani

fested the utmost eagerness of cu

riosity, and frequently uttered im

pulsive exclamations of surprise.

The general gaiety, thoughtless

ness, and eccentricity of this peo

ple, in the middle and lower ranks

of society, must strike every

stranger. Being wofully disap

pointed at what we had already

seen, we had not patience to wait

till the termination of the grand

exhibition of fire works, announced

in the programme du spectacle: we

took ices, drank lemonade, and

sipped orgeat, all to no purpose—

we found it impossible to remain

in this delightful retreat of nature

and of art, as they call it, any

longer.

Wednesday, Sept. 9-The busi

ness of getting our passports

through the police office, occupied

a considerable portion of to-day.

One of the strongest recollections

which an American traveller

through Europe will feel on his

return home, will be, the character

and deportment of police officers,

and the incidents connected with

his passport. Many delightful im

ressions and feelings, produced by

interesting objects, many amusing

occurrences, and many casual in

timacies, will all fade away; but

the memory of the passport, and

its long train of attendant annoy

ances, “will flourish in immortal

youth.” I hope one day to show

you this European Souvenir of

mine, embellished with at least

twenty engravings, showing the

art of seal cutting, or die sinking,

in various sections of the conti

ment. The numerous specimens of

chirography which it contains, are

also highly curious and amusing.

When framed, I think it will be

quite as attractive as any Keepsake

or Forget Me Not, on the parlour

table.

Thursday, Sept. 10.-My lit

tle commercial transactions in this

city were settled to-day, and my

books, philosophical apparatus,

chemical materials, and objects of

natural history, were all packed,

and ready to be sent off to Havre.

I now feel that I have done with Pa

ris, and am as anxious to be on

board of ship, and to be rolling on

the billows of the ocean, as I have

ever been to escape from them.

In passing along the streets I

noticed an unusual number of beg

gars lounging about the door of a

chapel, which induced me to enter

the building. A larger concourse

of people were collected together

than I had ever before seen in a

Catholic church. They were ce

lebrating mass for the dead. The

chapel was hung in black, and the

burning candles, silver crucifixes,

and other ornaments, produced a

fine contrast, and rather a solemn

effect. The measured and slow

chaunts of the priests had in them

neither much music nor devotion,

and so indifferent and unconcerned

were they at the service, that many

of them smiled and nodded to their

acquaintances standing near. In

all the religious exercises of the

Catholic church which I have wit

nessed in this country, I have never

seen any thing like devout beha

viour in the officiating individuals;

their parts appear to be performed

in a mechanical and business-like

manner, without a single sentiment

of devotion.

Friday, Sept. 11–To-day was

occupied principally in visiting and

receiving visits from our friends.

Those of French origin gave us

but little trouble, one way or the

other. This gay nation are not

troubled on many occasions with

much real feeling, and they pro
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nounced our parting bon voyage,

with as much indifference, as if it

had been a bon jour.

One of the last sights which Dr.

G. and myself visited, was an im

mense hollow globe, I should think

sixty or eighty feet in diameter:

all the lakes, mountains, rivers,

seas, and islands, of our terraque

ous ball, were beautifully and ac

curately delineated upon it. We

ascended by a delicate spiral stair

case round the axis of the globe, to

a circular gallery near the centre.

On the vast concave translucent

map which was spread around us,

we could distinctly trace the inte

resting tour which we had per

formed through England, France,

and Switzerland; but, the shoals in

the mouth of the Seine, the dan

gers of the British channel, and

the vast reach of the Atlantick

ocean, over which we were yet to

pass before we could reach our

friends, were still more interesting.

The city of our birth was marked

in large letters, and fancy’s eye

could plainly distinguish our very

homes. While gazing thus in si

lence on this pictorial representa

tion of our native country, to which

we were now about to return, a

peculiar thrill was felt in every

nerve, and the following lines of

Scott trembled on my tongue:

Breathes there the man with soul so dead,

Who never to himself hath said,

This is my own—my native land 2

Whose heart hath ne'er within him burned,

When home his footsteps he hath turned,

From wandering on a foreign strand

Saturday, Sept. 12-Early this

morning the Baron Ferussac called

upon me, and made a thousand

apologies for not being more at

tentive during my residence in Pa

ris, which I of course regretted,

“in due manner and form, as in

such case made and provided.” We

conversed for some time on the na

tural history of the United States,

and I engaged to pass the hour from

twelve to one,in looking over hisca

binet; which promise I put myself

to some inconvenience to perform.

The only interesting object in

Paris now left for us, is the Royal

Messagerie, from which the dili

gences emanate to all parts of

France, and from which we expect

to set out at five o’clock this after

noon. It is the first real French

sight in this great capital which

astonishes the stranger, and the

last which seriously annoys him.

The scenes which occur here daily

are often exceedingly ludicrous;

always amusing to the mere look

ers-on, and always vexatious to

those who are obliged to form a

part of the dramatis personae. Many

strangers in Paris frequently pay

this place a visit, for the amuse

ment it is almost sure to afford.

People from all parts of Europe

are usually collected here; each in

dividual being in a great bustle,

and uttering his grievances about

luggage and friends in his own

tongue. There you may see a

group of dancing Frenchmen, with

their fiddles, and dogs, and parrots;

here a sorrowful looking set of

Dutch women, surrounded by rag

gamuffin children; there John Bull

blusters and swears prodigiously,

in a huge box coat; here vast vo

lumes of smoke issue from the

mouth and pipe of the more quiet

German; then the porters, lugging

up vast loads of queer kinds of

baggage to the tops of the dili

gences; the postillions limping

along in their bobtail coats and

heavy boots, and the ostlers yell

ing at their horses, all present a

scene which neither the pencil of

Hogarth, nor the pen of Crabbe

could fairly delineate. With the

Messagerie Royale I commenced

my picture of this city, and with it

I now conclude my sketch.

Havre de Grace, France.

Monday, Sept. 14.—We left Pa

ris on Saturday afternoon at five

o'clock, and arrived here late last

might, I need scarcely say, after a

very tedious and fatiguing journey.

Our first stage was to Rouen, the

capital of Normandy, which place
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I have formerly described. Our

ride from Rouen was over a coun

try entirely new to us, but though

another, it was for the most part

still the same. In Normandy we

noticed a greater number of farm

houses along the road side than in

the north of France, but still the

landscape to me was far from be

ing interesting. When the dili

gence approached the Seine, the

views were much more agreeable.

On the river we saw a steam-boat

passing rapidly down to Havre,

which brought Fulton and Ame

rica fresh into memory.

Havre is not a very ancient town,

a circumstance which most travel

lers will not regret. Its situation

at the mouth of the Seine, the

safety of its harbour, and its proxi

mity to Rouen and Paris, render it

one of the most flourishing and

well built places in the kingdom.

Napoleon proposed to have con

structed here an immense dock or

basin, to contain almost a thousand

ships of war at one time. The

most interesting object to us all,

was the American ship in which

we were to embark to-morrow, and

we paid her a visit this morning at

as early an hour as possible. The

cabin is both showy and conveni

. ent. It is ornamented with about

twenty or thirty white marble co

lumns, with as many looking

glasses behind them: these are

much admired, but I think they

are quite out of place, and there

fore in bad taste. Our own situ

ation in the ship we are much

pleased with, and every thing

seems to indicate, that we shall

have as tolerable a voyage as can

reasonably be anticipated,—as to

pleasure or comfort, I know they

are not to be expected.

There are some fine mansions

built on a very high hill in the su

burbs of Havre, said to be occu

pied by merchants who have re

tired from business. We ascended

the hill by a circuitous path which

leads to the summit, on which they

stand, and enjoyed a very beautiful

and extensive land and water pros

pect. The little town of Honfleur

is on the opposite side of the bay,

and is rendered memorable by one

of Irwin's most captivating stories.

On our way to the summit of the

cliff, we saw a Frenchman lying

dead drunk in the street—and on

our return we found two fighting

near the wharf.

The church at Havre is a dirty

building, without ornament or at

traction of any kind. On passing

through it I was followed by a wo

man with a plate, who begged pi

teously for some sous for the poor.

Not far from this place there is a

market, for the sale of dogs, cats,

parrots, and monkeys. Such a jab

bering and noise was kept up by

these animals and their keepers,

as to be heard at a great distance;

and so much alike were many of

their tones, that it was difficult to

tell whether you heard—monkey,

parrot, dog, or Frenchman.

At Sea, Tuesday, Sept. 15, 1828.

At the appointed time our beau

tiful packet ship was ready to leave

the wharf. The confusion, hurry,

and noise, which attended our em

barkation, may well be conceived,

as we had about seventy Swiss

emigrants in the steerage, and

about twenty-one passengers in the

cabin. When the ship had drop

ped down some distance below the

town, we were boarded by a gang of

custom-house officers, who brought

along with them our passports

Every one was called upon deck,

and each, after a slight scrutiny

from one of the whiskered gentry,

received his permission to depart,

on his name being called. One

poor fellow in the steerage who

had neglected to furnish himself

with one of these important docu

ments, was carried on shore by the

officers of the police, and he of

course lost his passage in our ship.

We soon escaped from the shoals

at the mouth of the Seine, and a
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favourable wind springing up, in a

few hours the light-houses, and

white cliffs of Albion, and the Li

zard Point and Land’s End, on the

opposite side of the channel faded

away, and the boundless and bil

lowy ocean was spread out be

fore us—

Coelum undique, undique pontus.

After describing so minutely my

voyage from Philadelphia to Li

verpool, I shall not occupy much

time in detailing the incidents of

my second passage across the At

lantick. The usual insupportable

tedium, the same long, weary,

monotonous days, and the still

longer and more troublesome

watchful nights, we had again to

encounter. Our occupations were

also the same. “To count the waves

as they idly chafe along the ship's

sides, or watch the bubbles as they

are thrown aside by the bows, and

burst and disappear forever; to

mark the heave of the ship as she

plunges to meet the shock of the

next billow, and the next and the

next, until all self consciousness is

lost in reverie. To view with deep

and absorbing interest a race of

porpoises, or watch the light li

brations of mother Carey's chic

kens, now hanging suspended for a

moment on the top of a wave, and

now pursuing their flight after the

vessel in endless agitations;” in

occupations such as these does the

mind take refuge.

Sept. 30.--To day the island of

Terceira, one of the Azores, hove

in sight, and we amused ourselves

with taking sketches of the land,

as its various elevations came into

view. It was a sorry kind of

employment, especially to such a

draftsman as myself; but even this

incident was eagerly caught at to

fill up the vacant moments. Most

of the passengers have been sea

sick; but my friend Dr. G. and

myself, have again entirely escaped.

I am almost tempted to think that

a deliverance from this horrible

malady is a misfortune; for the pa

tient, during its paroxysms at least,

finds something to do.

Oct. 10.-Head winds have pre

vailed for many days past, and

have driven us very far to the

south of our course. The other

day we were all effectually roused

from our lethargy, by the informa

tion that one of the ropes which

fastens the rudder to the wheel,

was broken. The sea was very

high, and the wind blew a gale,

but fortunately our sails were not

close hauled, as they had been for

many days past, otherwise we

might have received serious inju

ry. A tiller was soon attached to

the rudder, and after some time,

new ropes were rigged to the

wheel. It required five or six men

to steer the ship with the tiller,

and then it was a dangerous busi

ness, from the jerking and tossing

of the ship.

The other day we were in rather

a critical situation : we encounter

ed a violent wind, blowing directly

in an opposite direction to the one

which was bearing us along. The

instant they met the sails were all

dexterously set by order of the

captain, in the opposite direction,

as the contrary wind was much

the most violent. The sky pre

sented a curious aspect at the mo

ment the gales met; the clouds

were then heaped upon each other

in many fantastic forms, much in a

manner resembling the contact of

two opposite currents of foam.

We have a very good barometer

on board, and I have convinced

myself of what I have frequently

observed, that the variations in the

height of the mercury in this in

strument, indicate nothing with

certainty as to falling weather.

We have had rain when this in

strument, for a long time, prognos

ticated fair weather; and so on the

other hand, we had rain when it

should have been sunshine. “Fair

is foul, and foul is fair.” I noticed

that the direction and violence of
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the wind had a great influence on

the altitude of the quicksilver. It

is generally believed that a south

wind causes it to fall, and a north

wind to rise, and my limited ob

servations confirm this result.

The weather has been exceed

ingly variable; often the atmos

phere was filled in certain portions

with moisture, while the sun shone

brilliantly in others: this has given

me an opportunity of seeing a great

variety of rainbows, and sections

of bows, which I could not account

for by any of the principles of op

tics; sometimes but a single co

lour could be seen, and in one in

stance we had segments of an in

verted arch. Many of these phe

nomena were, no doubt, produced

by the reflection of the sun from

the surface of the sea; but the

horrible languor of my mind would

not allow me to trace these remark

able and beautiful effects to any phi

losophical cause. Day after day,

and night after night, drag wearily

along, and still there is nothing but

the light blue concave above, and

the dark blue convex below. The

equinoctial storms, so much dread

ed by landsmen, we have not yet

encountered. -

Oct. 15.-A violent cold has

confined me to my state-room for

a day or two past, where I think I

get along quite as comfortably as

if upon deck. I have read Irving's

Columbus through, a fact at sea

worth recording. I have enjoyed

uniform high health ever since I

left home up to this time—not a

day of sickness has interrupted my

pleasures or pursuits—a kind Provi

dence has preserved me from every

accident throughout my whole jour

ney. With humble confidence I

commit myself to Thee . O, Thou,

who makest the clouds thy chariot

and the dark waters thy pavilion!

Thou wilt still preserve me, and

.# me in peace and safety to

my friends.

Conclusion.

The slight indisposition which

I have mentioned in my diary at

sea, was but the commencement of

a long and troublesome illness.

On the 19th of October we entered

the Narrows of New York harbour,

and so prostrate were my mind and

body by disease, that I felt but few

emotions of gratitude or of plea

sure, at my return to my native

land. The idea that some of my

friends had sunk into the grave,

since my departure, crossed my

mind without producing a tumult

of sorrow, and the thoughts of

meeting the warm embraces and

greetings of those who might still

survive, occasioned no throbbing

expectations of delight.

-

The two following short papers,

from the Christian Observer for

Feb. last, will, we think, gratify

those who love to investigate the

statements of Holy Scripture, with

a view to ascertain their genuine

import.

ON THE PARABLE OF THE LORD OF

the Vineyard.

“It has been objected to the Pa

rable of the Lord of the Vineyard,

that the conduct of the household

er offends against our instinctive
sense of justice; that the labourer

who worked the whole day might

naturally feel discontented that he

had only the same reward as the

one who worked an hour; and

that, though legally speaking, a

man has a right to do what he will

with his own, yet, morally speaking,

he has not; for that an arbitrary

distribution of property, a distribu

tion without reference to the re

spective claims of the parties, is

virtual injustice, and would be felt

to be so in any actual case which

might occur—as, for example, a

father capriciously giving all his

property to his second or third

child, and leaving the rest desti

tute, their claims being equal.

“To this it is replied, either, first,

that the narrative is only parabolick,

and that therefore we are not to
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press every minute feature; or,

secondly, that there might be good

reasons for the proceeding—such as

the necessity of the labourers last

hired, thus resolving the case into

charity; or their great diligence

and good conduct during the short

time they were employed, thus re

solving it into a claim of merit;-

or, thirdly, that no difficulty really

exists, for that the alleged instinc

tive feeling of injustice is only fac

titious, and that the employer was

no more morally than legally ac

countable for his conduct.

“To the first of these solutions

it is rejoined, that the circumstance

alluded to is not a mere casual in

cident, but the very gist of the

narrative; so that its being a para

ble does not render an explana

tion of so material a point unne

cessary. To the second it is replied,

that, though a plea of want, or a

claim of merit, would amply justify

the householder, it would contra

vene the express object of the pa

rable, which was to make the con

duct of the householder depend, not

upon the services or necessities of

the claimants, but upon his own

volition: he had a right to do what

he would with his own. In refer

ence to the third solution it is

argued, that it is in vain to reason

against those instincts of our na

ture which God has implanted in

us; that every child who reads the

arable feels, till he learns the so

ution, his moral sense offended,

and wishes that the householder

had given a reason for his conduct,

in order that the complainants

might have seen that he did not

act capriciously.

-- F. solutions, the second,

notwithstanding the objection, is

simple and solid—namely, that the

householder had good reasons for

his conduct. hat those rea

sons were does not appear; the

only point necessary to the argu

ment being to show that he was

not bound to produce them. , Le

gally, he might act without either

reason or explanation; morally, he

could not act without reason, but,

under certain circumstances, he

might without explanation: as, for

instance, if the complainants as

sumed an undue attitude towards.

him, or violated justice by requirin

an account of his actions, whic

even where it might be right for him

to give it, they would not be en

titled to demand. The objections

proceed upon the supposition that

the householder acted capriciously,

or without any better reason than

his mere will; but the real point

of the narrative is, not that he had

not a good reason, but that he was

not obliged to explain his reason

to insolent complainants. To have

yielded to their clamour would

have been a virtual acknowledg

ment of their right to interfere with

his actions; and that right he was

not obliged to concede. A man is

bound to do what he believes to

be right and just; to explain his

motives may or may not be pro

per. If they are likely to be mis

construed, so as to prove a stum

bling-block to his neighbour, and to

cast an apparently just reproach

upon his character, to withhold an

explanation would often be an im

moral act: but not always, for

there may be stronger reasons why

he should allow himself to be mis

understood, than that he should

disclose all he knows. God himself

deals thus with us: all he does is

right, and he often condescends to

tell us his reasons for his conduct;

but he is not bound in any case to

do so; it is enough for us to know

that the Judge of all the earth will

do right. And this the parable

supposes on the part of the house

holder: it does not intimate ca

price, but only that he had wise

reasons for not telling the reasons

on which he had acted. This state

ment would assuredly satisfy the

alleged “moral sense” of the most

captious objector; for even a little

child may understand, that, though

it seems hard upon the first*
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men to have no more than the

others, there might be sufficient

motives for the householder’s con

duct, but that he was not bound to

tell them to the repining claimants;

and that even had they not thus

complained, there might still be

reasons why he should withhold

explanation, and refer them to

their knowledge of his character to

conclude that he acted rightly.

“But the chief object of the pre

sent remarks was to suggest one

single point, which has been over

looked in the parable, and the no

tice of which obviates the only real

difficulty. That difficulty is in rea

soning from man to God, and from

God to man. Man is in a degree

accountable to his fellow-creatures,

as a member of the human family,

for the moral aspect of his actions:

he cannot even appear to act capri

ciously without feeling that his

neighbours, in proportion as they

respect his character, naturally seek

an explanation of his conduct; ap

parent moral incongruity would be

a blot upon his public fame. But

God is not accountable, either, so

to speak, morally or legally; and

the parable, if examined carefully,

leads us to this very distinction, for

it speaks of the ‘householder” and

of his “steward,” and what is said

of the one does not apply to the

other. Had the steward acted as

his master acted, he would have

been bound to explain to his master

the cause of his seeming caprice,

because he was dispensing the pro

erty of another; but the house

º, was dispensing his own.

Now the above-mentioned objec

tions tacitly substitute the steward

for the householder. When the

objector, speaking of the parable as

a literal history, finds fault with

the lord of the vineyard, it is from a

feeling that he was morally, though

not legally, accountable for his ac

tions; that not only ought an act

to be right, but that it ought also to

justify itself to the popular sense;

and this idea of accountability in

volves the notion of stewardship in

the individual, and also that no man

lives or dies to himself. But when

we refer to the parable of the Al

mighty, this idea does not apply,

for he is not accountable: he is not

a steward, but the householder: he

has only to do what he himself

wills, for his will is not only the

highest law, but the perfection of

reason. The parable, therefore, so

far fails; but it only fails as all

finite similitudes must fail of set

ting forth the properties of the In

finite. We cannot think literally

of a ‘householder” dispensing his

property, without remembering

that he is spiritually a steward to

a Higher Power, and also a member

of the human family; but God has

over him no master. The parable

is thus only a proximate resem

blance, for analogy cannot go fur

ther. The householder was not

legally responsible: the inference

is, that God is not morally so.”

* * *

ON THE MOSAICK ACCOUNT OF thr.

CreatioN.

“In considering the first chapter

of Genesis, an idea occurred to me,

which, if found to be reasonable,

might remove some of the difficul

ties which are said to have arisen

in attempting to reconcile the dis

coveries in modern geology with

the Mosaick account of the creation.

Not that I attach much importance

to the objection; for the Mosaick

account is much too brief and gene

ral to be subject to the proof either

of positive consistency or inconsist

ency with any system which may

be inferred from geological disco

veries; but I am not aware that

sufficient attention has been given

to it, and particularly to the second

verse, where it is said, ‘the earth

was without form and void, and

darkness was upon the face of the

deep.” The Septuagint may be

translated, “ the earth was invisible
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and unfurnished.” Both expres

sions appear to imply that the earth

had a previous existence. It is

true, the first verse says that, “God

created the heavens and the earth;’

but we may suppose that it was not

on one of the days of the Mosaick

creation; for it is said, the heaven

and the earth were created ‘in the

beginning;' and this verse has not

the invariable announcement of the

heavenly day’s works, as it may be

called, “And God said.”

“Now, if it be admitted that the

earth had a pre-existence, may it

not have been inhabited by those

tribes of animals whose remains

have been discovered? And may

it not have been overwhelmed by

the waters of a flood, and have been

made void? And may not the light

of the sun have been darkened,

and darkness cast upon the face

of the deep? It may be said, that

the creation of the sun was part of

the work of the fourth day; but I

cannot think that reasonable; for

may we not suppose it was the re

volution of the earth on its axis

which divided the light from the

darkness, and created even the

first day? But if we admit that

the sun (though, like the earth, it

was originally created by God) had

an existence previous to the Mo

saick creation; when the Almighty

command went forth ‘Let there

be light, the sun was instantly

illuminated; and the same Divine

authority causing the earth to re

volve on its axis, the light was di

vided from the darkness. And this

does not appear to be inconsistent

with the mention of the sun on the

fourth day, when God said, “Let

there be lights in the firmament of

heaven, to divide the day from the

night.” If it be necessary that the

sun should have been created on

this day, it is equally necessary

that the light should then, for the

first time, be divided from the

darkness, but indisputably that

was performed on the first day; and

why, therefore, may not the sun

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

have been created on the first day?

and then the work of the fourth

day will be the appearance of a

plurality of lights, when the moon

was created, and they were ap

pointed “for signs and for seasons,

and for days and years;’ the moon

being then ordained to move round

the earth, and the earth to take its

annual course round the sun. And

in that case the sixteenth verse

should be in a parenthesis, in

which the creation of all the greater

and lesser lights is recapitulated, as

they were all necessary to com

plete the signs and the seasons,

and so to perfect the Divine ar

rangements for the rule of the day

and the night as to induce him

to pronounce that it was good.

And perhaps it is worth observing,

that when God illumines the sun

by his divine word, and simply di

vides the light from the darkness,

the fact is only stated; but when

he completes his merciful arrange

ment of signs and seasons for the

use and comfort of man, he pro

nounces it is good.

“I would make only one remark

more. God said, ‘Let the earth

bring forth grass, the herb yield

ing seed after his kind, and the

fruit tree yielding fruit;’ and it is

added, “And the earth brought forth

grass, and the herb yielding seed;’

the waters, too, ‘brought forth the

living creatures that have life, and

the fowls that fly in the open firma

ment of heaven;’ and God com

manded the earth ‘to bring forth

the living creature after his kind;’

and it is added, “God created ever

living creature that moveth, whic

the waters brought forth abun

dantly,” and God made the beast of

the earth after his kind. We have

here a regular gradation. In order

to produce the vegetable tribes,

the Divine Word merely endued

the earth with the powers of vege

tation: He also commanded the

waters to bring forth abundantly

the moving creatures, and that the

earth should bring forth the living

2 P
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ºcreatures after his kind; but these

were also created. Of man alone

it is simply said, “God created

man in his own image,’ after a

Divine consultation, which deter

mined that he should have domi

nion over the whole creation.

-

ON FAMILY worship.

From the Evangelical.Magazine for .4pril.

“His mercy visits every house

Who pay their night and morning vows.”

Family religion is very essential

to individual piety; it makes the

house a sanctuary, and the domes

tick circle a church, whose mem

bers are daily brought to the foot

stool of divine mercy in the posture

of suppliants, and are by its engage

ments led to a knowledge of the

spiritual wants and woes of man,

and also of the source of their sup

ply or removal; it is both a substi

tute for, and a preparative to, the

publick services of the house of

prayer—at once filling the intervals

of Sabbath engagements and giving

a zest to their profitable perform:

ance in future. It recognises Je

hovah as the author .# giver of

every good and perfect gift. It

teaches dependence on Him for

mercies needed; hope for mercies

promised; submission for mercies

delayed; f". for mercies re

ceived. It gives an impetus to

duty, a scourge to idleness, a curb

to inordinate passions. Its instruc

tions are cautions to youth, stimu

lants to manhood, comforts to hoary

age. Am I a master?—let family
religion by me be established, en

forced, perpetuated: it is my ser

wants’ instructor," my servants'

* In Britain, a hireling or an appren

tice, is never offended by being called a

servant. It is the detestable practice of

slavery, (for slaves are commonly called

servants by their owners,) which has ren.

dered this term offensive to every free

born American, whether man or woman,

when applied to him or her. Ed. Ch.Mºv.

friend, and may prove the instru

ment of my servants’ salvation.

Am I a parent?—let it be the pri

vilege of my children to bow at the

domestick altar. Family worship

is a parent’s boon—it is the chil

dren's blessing! Family religion

ofttimes coils the silver chain of

pure affection around the members

of the Christian household, binds

hand to hand, and heart to heart, in

“Union sweet and dear esteem,”

and calls forth from the lips of those

who witness the harmony, the ex

clamation of the inspired Psalmist

—“Behold, how good and how

pleasant a thing it is for brethren

to dwell together in unity!”

How highly important, then, must

those engagements be which are so

full of present pleasure, and so

powerfully subservient to promote

a progress to eternal felicity!—and

yet how frequently, by professors

of Christianity, are these duties

wholly or partially neglected:

May it not be said of such indi

viduals, “This their way is their

folly?”—and may we not go even

further and declare, “This their

way is their sin?” It is their folly
—it is their sin. The God in whom

we live, and move, and have our be

ing, has an undoubted right to the

morning and evening devotions of

every Christian family, in its col

lected capacity. David blessed his

household—so should the Christian

master, bless, his. Every member

of the domestick band, except those

whom necessity prevents, should be

called round the holy altar.

The prayer of associated suppli

cants may be presented with iarge

hopes of success. “If two or three

shall agree as touching any thing.”

&c.; and again—“Wherever two

or three are gathered together in

my name I will be in the midst of

them to bless them.”

Those who kneel at the family

altar frequently discover a singular

adaptation in the petitions of him
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who leads their devotions to their

individual necessities. Thus the

expression and opportunity for

prayer are at Once presented, where,

but for this exercise, perhaps, nei

ther would be sought. Many a ser

want has regarded the devotional

engagements of the family in which

she has lived as the means of fixin

serious impressions on her mind.

Many a child has traced his con:

victions of sin, righteousness, and

judgment to come, to the same in

strumental cause. Many a visiter

has been virtually reproved, ad

monished, and impelled to duty by

the same instrumentality. Many a

day has been brightened by the re

conciled countenance of Jehovah,

sought and obtained at the family

altar. Many a care has been lost,

in the flame that has descended to

consume the morning sacrifice!

And will any one who has tasted

that the Lord is gracious, forbear to

live in the full exercise of a privi

lege, so important as that to which

this paper refers? Oh, let Joshua's

resolution to serve the Lord with

all his house, be the decision of all;

let the Christian tradesman so time

his occupations as to be able to call

together his domesticks, to offer to

the Lord the first-fruits of the day,

and to commend themselves to his

care at the approach of night; that

while the hive of industry is richl

stored with the produce of his dili

gence and labour, the family altar

may never lack the morning and

the evening sacrifice. And let

those whose time is occupied in the

more refined pursuits of a life of

affluence, reflect that they can have

no excuse for the habitual neglect

of the duties of family religion;

and, oh, that all who profess to be

the followers of him who came into

the world to save sinners, may use

their influence, be it weak or pow

erful, to aid their families on the

road to the heavenly Canaan, call

ing upon them, in imitation of the

Psalmist, “Oh, come let us worship

and bow down, let us kneel before

the Lord our maker! For he is our

God, and we are the people of his

pasture, and the sheep of his hand.”

SAMUEL.

-

EXTRACTS FROM DISCOURSES OCCA

SIONED BY THE DEATH OF THE

REV. ROBERT HALL.

In the Eclectic Review for April

last, (a Review to which the late

Mr. Hall had been a considerable

contributor.) we find a short notice

of four funeral sermons, preached

by the same number of individuals,

on the lanented death of that dis

tinguished man. “Our only ob

ject,” say the Reviewers, “in no

ticing these appropriate tributes of

publick grief and veneration for

the memory of the great man to

whose death they relate—in his

own department at least the great
est man of our own day—is to ad

vert to the loss which the Christian

world has sustained.” . They sub

sequently give a hint which we are

gratified to observe. “Other op

portunities,” say they, “will be af.

forded us, of dwelling on the cha

racter of Mr. Hall as a preacher, a

writer, and an eminent servant of

God.” From one of the discourses,

we insert the following striking ex

tract:—

“It is true, the world has never been

without its lights. Nor was all the genius

of the land buried in the grave of Mr.

Hall. Not only much of talent, but much

of talented piety still remains. But when

will both be blended in such high degrees

again First-rate genius, through a thou

sand transmigrations, will keep its being

in the world; but when will it reassume

that useful, godly form which it has just

abandoned When again will the purest

living literature take the shape of a sim

ple evangelical piety, that shall “not shun

to declare the whole counsel of God?”

There may be another Hume, to poison

the fountain of knowledge, that those who

would slake their thirst for information

may drink a death-draught of infidelity;

there may be another Voltaire, whose ge

nius, like the lightning wrapt in an ele

ment of tempestuous darkness, shall never
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show itself but to appal, to blacken, or

destroy; there may be another Byron,

who, with an archangel's harp, but a sa

tanick inspiration, shall utter sentiments

for devils to applaud, in a poetry that

seraphs may admire:—these, and far less

appalling forms of intellectual greatness,

may revisit the world. The bar and the

senate, as they are stages in the road to

power, may still display a throng of ge

nius; but when shall we see another Hall,

a voluntary exile from worldly greatness,

with the hopes of no other reward than

the Divine approbation and the luxury of

doing good, expending his mighty powers

in the lowly sphere of ministerial labour,

to instruct and comfort the wretched and

the lost f"

Another preacher, speaking of

the death bed of Mr. Hall, commu

nicates the following interesting

thoughts; from one of which, how

ever, unless qualified by explana.

tion, we must enter our dissent,

that “the Son of Man himself ex

periences an augmentation of his

bliss, when the purchase of his ago

nies first appears before him.”

“The Scriptures teach us to believe,

that the scenc attracts the notice, and en

gages the attention of angels; these mi

nistering spirits, who may have often

smiled on him in his course, descend to

guard the servant of God in his final con

flict. The last effort of the malignant
powers is about to be made; that contest

which in the estimation of the expiring

saint has so often appeared doubtful, is

about to close, the destination of an im.

mortal being to be decided; the scene is

carried on under the eye of a great cloud

of witnesses; and the messengers of Je.

hovah will not abandon their trust, until

they have watched the last effort, and

crowned the combatant with success,

Under the same auspices, we are taught

to believe, that the liberated spirit as:

cends to the presence of the Saviour

“and it came to pass, that the beggar

died, and was carried by angels into

Abraham's bosom,”—although the plea.

sures of the ascending saint, the delight

of his benevolent convoy, and the holy

and august solemnities which are attend.

ant on their entrance to the multitude of

the redeemed, are enchanting parts of

the stupendous subject which are con

cealed from us, as by a veil of light; but

to imagine that such events occur un

noticed, or that they are but slightly felt,

is at variance with their significance and

magnitude, as well as with the interest

which, as we are instructed to believe,

the angels of God are accustomed to take

in the previous history of the faithful

And may we not suppose, without pre

sumption, that this law extends to the

Son of Man himself, and that he of whom

the prophet testifies, “He shall see of the

travail of his soul and shall be satisfied,'

experiences an augmentation of bliss

when the purchase of his agonies first ap

pears before him And surely if there

be seasons of unusual joy, if there be oc

casions of deeper gratitude and of more

rapturous welcome, such a season has re

cently occurred in heaven; and may not

the elevation of their praises form a bril.

liant contrast to the profundity of our re.

gret?”

fictuittu.

AN Essay on the warRANT, NATURE

AND DU TIES OF THE OFFICE OF

THE RULING ELDER, IN THE PRES

ByTERIAN church. By Samuel

JMiller, D.D., Professor of Eccle

siastical History and Church Go

vernment in the Theological Se

minary at Princeton, JW. J. JNew

Fork: Jonathan Leavitt. Boston:

Crocker & Brewster. 1831. 12mo,

{{..
e hasten to give notice to our

readers of the publication of this

essay... Such a work has long been

a desideratum in the Presbyterian

church; and it is now supplied

from a quarter whence it was most

desirable that it should proceed

from a professor of church govern.

ment in a Theological Seminary

under the immediate direction of

the supreme judicatory of our be:

loved church. Some of our corres

pondents, urged us, years ago, to

discuss the subject of this essay in

our pages. We declined a compli

ance with the request, because we

had not at command the time nor

the facilities, which we knew would

be necessary to a just and full treat
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ment of this important subject.

After we heard that Professor Mil

ler was employed in preparing to

publish a tract, or treatise, on the el

dership of the Presbyterian church,

we were gratified in thinking that

Our j. of the discussion

would occasion no loss. to the

friends of the Presbyterian church.

Dr. Miller is here on professional

ground; and it is ground too which

it appears he had taken before he

was a professor, and every part of

which his subsequent inquiries and

reading must of course have led

him to examine carefully and mi

nutely. We shall, for the present

j. do no more than lay before

our readers the contents of this lit

tle volume, that they may see the

various points which it embraces—

intending hereafter to review the

whole as carefully as we can, and

to express our opinion frankly on

what we shall think most worthy

of notice. In the mean time we

hesitate not to say, that this is a

work which, in our judgment, ought

to be in the hands of every clergy

man and every ruling elder in the

Presbyterian church.

Chapter I—Introductory Remarks—

Nature of the Church—Visible and In

visible Church—Unity of the Church—A

form of government for the Church ap

pointed by Christ—Nature and limits of

ecclesiastical power—Summary of the

doctrine of Presbyterians on this subject

—The proper classes of officers in a

Church completely organized—Positions

intended to |. established, as affording a

warrant for the office of Ruling Elders.

Chapter II—Testimony from the order

of the Old Testament Church—Import of

the term Elder—Specimen of the repre

sentations given of this class of officers—

Elders of the Synagogue—Authorities in

reference to the government of the Sy.

nagogue–The titles, duties, number,

mode of sitting, &c., of the Elders of the

Synagogue—Quotations from distinguish

ed writers on this subject—Burnet—

Goodwin—Lightfoot—Stillingfleet–Gro.

tius–Spencer—Clarke—JMeander.

Chapter III.-Evidence from the New

Testament Scriptures—Model of the Sy.

nagogue transferred to the Church—Spe

cimen of the passages which speak of the

New Testament Elders—Particular texts

which establish the existence of this class

of Elders in the primitive Church—Ob

jections to our construction of these pas.
sages—Answered.

Chapter IV-Testimony of the Chris.

tian Fathers—Clemens Romanus—Ignatius

--Polycarp--Cyprian—-Origen—Gesta

Purgationis, &c.--Optatus—Ambrose—

•Augustine–Apostolical Constitutions—Iso

dore-Gregory—Facts incidentally stated

by the Fathers concerning some of the

Elders—Syrian Christians.

Chapter V-Testimony of the Wit.

nesses for the Truth in the Dark Ages

Waldenses—Albigenses—Bohemian

Churches—Calvin derived this feature in

his ecclesiastical system from the Bohe

mian Brethren.

Chapter VI.—Testimony of the Re

formers–Zuingle—CEcolampadius–Bucer

-Peter JMartyr—John M. Lasco–Calvin

-Whitgift—Dean.Nowell—Ursinus-.Con

fession ofSarony--Szegeden-Magdeburgh
Centuriators–Junius—Zanchius--Paraus

Piscator–Cartwight—Greenham—-Estius

Whitaker-Ruling Elders generally es

tablished in the Reformed Churches.

Chapter VII—Testimony of eminent

divines since the Reformation—Owen

Barter-English Puritans—of Mew Eng
land-Goodwin–Hooker–Cotton-Daven

port--Thorndike—-Cotton JMather—-Ed.

wards--Kromayer—Baldwin–Sucer—

Whitby-Matts—Doddridge—Neander—

Dwight.

Chapter VIII.-Ruling Elders neces.

sºry in the Church—The importance of

Discipline to the purity of the Church—

Discipline cannot be maintained without

this class of officers, or persons of equiva.

lent powers—The Pastor alone cannot

maintainit—The whole body ofthe Church

cannot conduct it in a wise and happy

manner-Prelatists and Independents both

obliged to provide substitutes for them

-This provision, however, inadequate.

Chapter. IX. —Nature of the Ruling

Elder's office–Analogy between their

office and that of secular rulers—Their

duties as members of the Church Ses

sion—Their more private and constant

duties as “overseers” of the Church—

Their duties as members of higher judica

tories—Question discussed whether they

ought to be called lay-Elders—Duties of

the Church members to their Elders—

Elders ought to have a particular seat

assigned them.

Chapter X-Distinction between the

office of Ruling Elder and Deacon—The

persons whose appointment to take care

of the poor is recorded in the sixth chap

ter of the Acts of the Apostles, were the

first Deacons—The question discussed,

whether they were Deacons at all—Whe

ther the first Deacons were preachers and
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baptizers?—Deacons were never eccle

siastical Rulers—The office of Deacon

dropped by many Presbyterian Churches

—The offices of Ruling Elder and Deacon

united in the same men, in Scotland and

the United States—This not desirable—

Reasons for this opinion.

Chapter XI.-The qualifications proper

for the office of Ruling Elder—It is not

necessary that they be aged persons—It

is of the utmost importance that they have

unfeigned and approved piety—That they

possess good sense and sound judgment—

That they be orthodor, and well informed

in gospel truth—That they have eminent

prudence—That they be of good report

among them who are without—That they

be men of public spirit—That they be

men of ardent zeal, and importunate

prayer.

Chapter XII—Ofthe Election of Ruling

Elders—Who are proper Electors?—

Ought they to be elected for life, or only

for a limited time 2—Of the number of

Elders proper for each Church—Of those

who may be considered as eligible to this

office—whether a man may be a Ruling

Elder in more than one Church at the

same time.

Chapter XIII.-Of the Ordination of

Ruling Elders—Ordination a necessary

designation to office—Proofs from Scrip

ture—The laying on of hands—Not al.

ways connected with the special gifts of

the Spirit—This ceremony ought to be

employed in the ordination of Ruling

Elders—Probable reason of its falling into

disuse—Authorities in favour of its resto

ration—Who ought to lay on hands in the

Ordination of Elders—Advantages of in

posing hands in ordaining this class of

officers.

Chapter XIV.-On the resignation of

Ruling Elders—Their removal from one

Church to another—The method of con

ducting discipline against them.

Chapter XV-The advantages of con

ducting discipline upon the Presbyterian

plan—it is founded on the principle of

Representation—It presents one of the

best barriers against Clerical ambition and

encroachments—furnishes one of the best

securities for preserving the rights of the

people—Furnishes to Ministers ºfficient

counsel and support—Favourable to des

patch and energy—Accomplishes that

which cannot be attained in any other

way—Favourable to union and co-opera

tion in enterprises of Christian benevo

lence.

3Literary and 395ilogopijital ºntelligentt, tte.

Temperature of the Earth.—It is stated

that the evidence is accumulating in fa

vour of the theory that the temperature

of the earth increases as we descend be

low its surface. In some places, by means

of natural and artificial excavations, the

earth has been penetrated to the depth

of 1600 feet. The result of the observa

tions made in the different excavations in

different parts of the globe is, that there

is “an increase of heat amounting to about

1 deg. of Fahrenheit for every 46 feet in

depth; that at the depth of 10,000 feet

the heat would be sufficient to boil water,

and that at the depth of about 100 miles,

or one-fortieth part of the distance to the

centre, the heat would be intense enough

to melt most of the earths and stones that

are known to enter into the composition

of the globe.” This theory, says the

American Almanac, if established, is cal

culated to have an important bearing on

the explanation of the phenomena of

earthquakes and volcanoes, and opens a

wide field for the speculations of the na

tural historian and geologist.

Tansy-This herb may frequently be

observed growing in the country church

yards, which induces us to think it was for

merly used as a funeral plant. Tansy has

this peculiar virtue, that if any dead animal

substance be rubbed with it, the flesh fly

will not attack it. Boerhaave says, the

leaves applied to a dead body, and in

truded into the mouth and nostrils, pre

serve it from putrefaction and insects;

whence the plant has been called.Athana

sia, that is, immortal plant.

An ingenious plan (says an English

Review) for increasing the power of the

voice, has been carried into execution at

Attercliff's church, near Sheffield. It is

effected by erecting a concave sounding

board, to act as a reflector behind the

reading desk and pulpit, with the speak
er's voice near the focus of the concave.

The effect of this reflector, it is said, in

creases the power of the voice five times

beyond the ordinary volume, so that it

can be heard in the most distant corner

of the church. *

A letter from Messina, dated March,

says, “After having for several days ex

perienced several shocks of an earth

quake, of more or less violence, we have

witnessed a new opening in the crater of
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Mount Etna, which was followed by a

considerable eruption. As this opening

did not take place towards Catania, in the

direction of the sea, as has usually been

the case, but towards the west, the stream

of lava took a direction to the interior.”

Flies upon Pictures.—The following

simple way of preventing flies from sit

ting on pictures, or any other furniture, is

well experienced, and will, if generally

used, prevent trouble and damage: Let a

large bunch of leeks soak four or five

days in a pailful of water, and wash the

picture, or any other piece of furniture,

with it—the flies will never come near

any thing so washed.

An Arab ship arrived from the Red

Sea, has brought 250 bales of cotton yarn,

the manufacture of Ali Pacha, at his spin

ning mills near Cairo. It is reported that

he has sent 500 bales to Surat, 1000 to

Calcutta, and that he intends next season

to send long cloths, Madapollams, &c.

having established steam power looms?

These golds are at present admitted to

60 per cent. invoice cost, besides 4% per

customs.

What will the mercantile community

say to this new competition ?–Bombay

Courier, August 21.

.American Silk.-The success which has

so far attended the attempts to culti

vate this article in America, is a matter

of as much surprise in England, as of

gratification on this side of the Atlantic.

A Liverpool paper of February 10, says:

“The ship Monongahela, Captain Dixey,

which arrived here from Philadelphia a

few days ago, has brought to this country

a new article of commerce from America,

namely, 12 lbs. of raw silk.

“It is to the exertions of Peter S. Du

ponceau, Esq. of Philadelphia, who, from

patriotic motives, has formed an establish

ment, under the care of Mr. J. D’Homer

gue, late of Nismes, that the Americans

owe the production of an article which

may eventually be of considerable na

tional importance, for the purpose either

of export or home manufacture.”

.American Dates.—The Savannah Geor

gian mentions that a branch of young

dates, taken from one of several date

trees on Wilmington Island, near that

city, cut down by the late severe weather,

and which but for this misfortune, would

no doubt have successfully matured. This

tree, when raised by planting the axil of

the leaves, remarks that paper, will bear

in five or six years, but produced from

the seed, fifteen to twenty years are re

quired. In the northern part of Africa,

in Persia, the Levant, &c. it grows over

sixty feet high, with a straight trunk

crowned by a tuft of pendant leaves ten

or twelve feet long.

Heat of the JMight in London.—The ce

lebrated meteorologist, Luke Howard,

discovered a very singular difference be

tween the temperature of the night in the

metropolis and in the country a few miles

distant. On an average of ten years, the

night temperature of London was found

to be considerably the highest, giving 44

deg. 80 min. while that of the country was

only 41 deg. 10 min. The mean variation

of the temperature from the heat of the

day to the cold of the night, is, in Lon

don, 11 deg. 34 min.; in the country, 15

deg. 40 min. the greater mean variation

being 4 deg. 4 min. in the country. It

renders the preceding facts more striking

that the same does not hold of the tem

perature by day, the average difference

between the metropolis and country,

when taken by the month, being some

times above, sometimes below, and at

others nearly parallel with that in the

country.

Palm Leaf Hats.—Most of our readers

have no idea, probably, of the extent to

which the manufacture of palm leaf hats

is carried in this state. In several

towns we might mention, from twenty to

fifty thousand are annually made. Two

establishments in Barre, those of Messrs.

Woods and Lee, sent to market last year,

seventy-five thousand each. It is calcu

lated that last year there were made in

New England nine hundred thousand,

and the present year two millions, of this

species of hats. They are sold for about

$3 a dozen, and shipped to the southern

states, and some to South America, where

they form a favourite article of summer

wear.—Boston Traveller.

Sheet Lead Manufactory.—We are in

formed that Messrs. Tilton & Parker, of

Galena, have put their sheet lead manu

factory into operation near that place.

They are able to roll five thousand lbs.

per day. The lead is delivered from the

rollers in sheets of fifty feet in length and

three feet breadth, and of any required

thickness. There is no doubt that sheet

lead will soon supply the place of shin

gles as a covering for the roofs of houses.

Illinois Ploughboy.

Lusus Wature.-A farmer in this neigh

bourhood, took from his poultry yard an

egg, laid by a common hen, weighing 53

ounces, and which when broken, was

found to enclose a perfect egg of common

size. The outer egg, though having a

thin shell and of irregular shape, was

every way perfect, and contained beside

the ; a regular yolk and white—so

that when both shells were emptied, their
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contents had every appearance of having

been two unconnected eggs.-JVew Haven

..?dv.

A French chemist has discovered that

potatoes one-third boiled, effectually sup.

ply the place of soap in washing linen.
That their farina is a usefuli.i. in

starch, has long been known.

iſitiigioug intelligentt.

The General Assembly of the

Presbyterian Church in the United

States, commenced its annual

meeting in the First Presbyterian

Church in Philadelphia, on Thurs

day, the 19th of the last month, at

eleven o’clock, A.M., and was

opened with a sermon by the Rev.

Ezra Fisk, 1).D. the moderator of

the last year from Acts xxvi. 18. In

the afternoon of the same day, after

the examination of the commissions

of the members, by the committee

appointed for the purpose, the As

sembly proceeded to the choice of

a moderator—Two candidates only

were in nomination—the Rev. Drs.

Spring and Beeman, both of the

state of New York. On taking

the vote, it appeared that Dr. Bee

man was elected—he having 102

votes, and Dr. Spring 92. The

Rev. Jacob Green was chosen tem

porary clerk. The whole number

of members of this Assembly, in

cluding delegates from correspond

ing churches, was 235. We find

by our statement of last year, that

the number of members then was

185, and that this was a larger

number, by about 25, than that of

any preceding year. The increase

for the present year is, it appears,

50—double the increase of the last

year; and if this increase be again

doubled in the coming year, as it

probably will be, the next Assem

bly will consist of no less than 335

members.

On the evening which preceded

the convening of the General As

sembly, a meeting took place in the
room in which the sessions of the

Assembly were expected to be held,

for prayer for the Divine direction

and blessing, in the ensuing delibe

rations and decisions of this im

portant church judicature; and to

make some arrangements for fu

ture devotional services, and for

conferences on the means best calcu

lated to promote religious revivals

and vital piety. This meeting was

pretty numerously attended; and

the exercises were truly solemu

and impressive. Among the mea

sures adopted, was one for holding

a daily morning prayer-meeting, of

one hour’s continuance—from half

after five till half after six o'clock

—in the session room of the As

sembly. This meeting was kept up

during the whole time that the As

sembly was in session. At five

o'clock, in the afternoon of the first

Sabbath, after the meeting of the

Assembly, the Lord's Supper was

celebrated in the First Presbyte

rian Church; and the entire ground

floor of this spacious building was

occupied by communicants, con

vened from several churches in the

city, to unite with the members of

the Assembly, in the celebration of

this solemn and delightful ordi

nance. The following Wednesday,

agreeably to a standing rule of the

Assembly, was exclusively appro

priated to devotional exercises,

private and publick. All the reli

gious services which we have now

mentioned, seemed to us to be con

ducted, and attended on, with deep

solemnity—and we should hope

with a measure of genuine Chris

tian edification. Many other reli

gious services were also performed,

in the several Presbyterian churches

of the city and liberties, in two of

which the Lord's Supper was also
administered.

It appeared to us, that a happy
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influence was derived from the de

votional exercises to which we have

referred; and that this influence

was sensibly felt, even amidst much

that was calculated to produce un

pleasant excitement, till the mis

sionary concerns of the Assembly

were brought forward. But in dis

posing of these concerns, there oc

curred such disorder and confusion

as we have never before witnessed

in the General Assembly, and

which we devoutly pray may never

be seen again.

We have hesitated whether we

should express any opinion on the

proceedings of the last Assembly,

or suffer all, except what we have

just mentioned, to pass in entire

silence. We are not yet fully de

cided; but at present we strongly

incline to offer, in our next number,

our sentiments on several of the

most important subjects which

claimed the attention of the su

preme judicatory of our church, at

the sessions recently closed. We

believe our readers expect from us

this expression of our views, and

may not be well satisfied if we re

fuse to give it. We also observe

that other religious periodicals

make no scruple of sitting in judg

ment on the proceedings of the As

sembly, and of condemning some

and approving others. Of this we

are not disposed to complain. . We

live in a free country; and the

proceedings of publick deliberative

bodies, especially after the close

of their sessions, are the proper

subjects of temperate remarks.

Having been a member of the last

Assembly, and shared in its dis

cussions, we are fully aware that

our remarks may be considered as

those of a party. Be it so; yet let

it be remembered that a party may

evince candour, temper and a love

of truth; and our readers (if we

write, as we at present think we

shall,) will judge whether we are a

party of this character or not. In

the statement of facts, we shall use

our best endeavours to be strictly

Wol. IX.-Ch. Jºdi".

accurate, and will publickly correct

any error into which we shall be

convinced that we have been be

trayed. Our opinions will stand

for what they are worth-The As

sembly was dissolved on Monday

evening, the 6th of June.

We subjoin the narrative of the

state of religion adopted by the

Assembly.

NARRative

Of the State of Religion within the bounds

of the Presbyterian Church in the United

States, and of Corresponding Churches;

JMay, 1831.

If the churches in this land are not un

faithful to God and to themselves, the

prospects of our nation are brighter far

than even our past history.

What wonders will open to the view of

the philanthropist and the Christian who

surveys this western world from the emi

nence of some fifty or sixty years hence!

Already is our mountain of Zion watered

and refreshed by copious showers. Plants

of grace are springing up on every side,

healthful and vigorous: and the Sun of

Righteousness is rising upon it with heal

ing in his beams.

The past year has been such a year of

revivals and rejoicing in the church as

never before was known in this land.

In former years details of revivals in

the different churcheo have been given,

but this year we can give only the name

of the Presbyteries. And we are happy

to say that forty-four have sent in reports

of the visitation of God's Spirit, and of

hundreds of sinners converted by his

power. In the Presbyteries of Cham

plain, Albany, Troy, Watertown, Oneida,

Otsego, Chenango, Courtland, Cayuga,

Onondaga, Tioga, Geneva, Ontario, Ro

chester, Genesee, Niagara, Buffalo, North

River, New York 1st, New York 3d, Erie,

Huron, Cincinnati, and West Hanover, the

revivals have been powerful and general

beyond any that have ever before been

reported to the Assembly. In the Pres
byteries of Columbia, St. Lawrence, Os

wego, Bath, Hudson, Bedford, Long

Island, New York 2d, Newark, Elizabeth

town, Philadelphia, District of Columbia,

Carlisle, Columbus, Chilicothe, Miami,

Salem, Kaskaskia, Cleaveland and Charles.

ton Union, there have been revivals more

or less powerful. Some of them in years

past would have been denominated great

and glorious works of grace, and in none

of them are there less than two or three

or more churches blessed by the Spirit,

2 Qwº
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and some of them in a very signal manner.

Besides these, some other Presbyteries

have reported single churches, which

have been revived within their bounds.

The whole number of the churches thus

visited is more than three hundred and

fifty. Many of these revivals are at this

time in progress, some of them increasing

in power, and interest, and almost every

week adds the name of some new church

es to the favoured list. Our prayer to

God is, that the number may never be

diminished, nor the work decline, until

not only every church, but every soul

shall be blessed. How many are already

subjects of renewing grace it is impossi

ble to estimate with any degree of accu

racy; but in this we may rejoice that

many thousands of immortal souls who

were but a few months ago enemies to

Christ, and led captive by Satan, are now

obedient servants to the Saviour, and ra

tional expectants of eternal glory.

The character of this work, so far as

we can learn, has generally been such as

the friends of God must approve, and de

sire to see continued,—still, solemn, and

in some cases overwhelming. In general

there has been but little to produce dis

trust, or to awaken fear in the mind of

the most timid and cautious Christian.

And it is worthy of remark, that we hear

but little of open and violent opposition.

The presence and power of God have

been so manifest, that the most vile,

though they refuse to repent, have not

the hardihood to oppose or to revile.

And for this, we would give thanks to

God, that while revivals are becoming

more frequent, and more powerful, they

are also becoming more pure from every

thing of human origin.

In these great works of salvation some

of all orders and ranks, and ages and

character have been included. The child

of six and seven years, yet in the infant

school, and the aged sinner who had

passed his four score years in rebellion,

have in the same congregation, been

brought together at the feet of Jesus,

and some of all the intermediate ages.

The great and learned officers of state,

and the most illiterate servants have been

found together in the same prayer meet

ing, on a level before the throne of God.

The man of wealth and the poor man,

have united in begging for mercy of him

who is no respecter of persons. It is

however, believed that no previous re

vival ever took so large a proportion of

the wealth and learning and influence of

society, as this has done. Literary and

professional men who are at the head of

society giving the tone to public senti

ment, have been brought into the king

dom, in far greater numbers than ever

before was known. Moral men, who

have regarded themselves as approved of

God on account of the purity of their

lives, and the openly vicious and profane

have been alike humbled before God on

account of their vileness, and the just

sentence of wrath which was upon them.

In many instances the intemperate, tot

tering upon the verge of a drunkard's

grave, have been rescued by the sovereign

mercy of God, and made temperate, sober

Christians. Some of every character and

condition in life have been taken, so that

we need not despair of any, but should

labour and pray in hope and faith for all.

In some congregations, especially in the

western sections of the state of New

York, the work has been so general and

thorough that the whole customs of so

ciety have been changed. Amusements

and all practices of a doubtful character,

the object of which is simply pleasure,

have been abandoned, and far higher and

purer enjoyment is found in exercises of

devotion, and engagements for the glory

of God, and the salvation of men. So

far as we can learn, the new converts

come at once into all the designs and

plans of benevolence which are the glory

of the present day, and rejoice in bearing

their part in the conversion of the world.

Already have the treasuries of many be:

nevolent societies felt their influence. It

is also worthy of remark, that in very

many instances, and we do not know

but in all, where a person has wronged

another, on his professing repentance be:

fore God, he has been solicitous to make

a speedy and full restitution for the in

jury, and in all cases, the converts are

immediately zealous friends of the tem"

perance reformation, and friends of every

thing that favours the cause of the Re

deemer. All the effect of these revivals,

that is worthy of regard, is the advance:

ment of the cause of Christ in the hearts

of individuals, in the church, and in the

world. Should they continue and in:

crease, as we pray they may, and produº

no other effects than they have already

done, they will shortly bring intº

country all the blessings promised of God
to the church in the latter days. They

multiply the families that call on th:

name of the Lord, they change the mºn

aspect and habits of society, by giviº

the tone of christianity to publick semi

ment and practice; they silence the cº,

mour of opposers, and close the lipº
the profane; they rescue the sabbath

from under the feet of the impious, bre”
up the deep and strong foundation. of

iniquity, disperse the assemblies ºf.”
wicked, and fill the churches of God from

the haunts of dissipation. They c.
up the fountains from whence flow the

desolating streams of intemperance, liº.

tiousness and cvery vice; and give ".
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creasing energy and triumph to all the

plans of benevolence, by which this re

volted world is to be brought back to

the service and the favour of God. What

more, or what different then, does the

church need to bring in her millennial

glory? While we pray God to multiply

such revivals, and thus cause his king

dom to come, we would urge all the

friends of the Redeemer and the minis

ters of Christ in particular, to be diligent

and faithful in using the means by which

they are promoted.

In the Presbyterial reports, Sabbath

Schools, Bible classes, the distribution of

religious tracts, faithful private conversa

tion, three and four days meetings, ob

serving seasons of fasting and prayer, fre

quent prayer meetings, especially at sun

rising, have been mentioned as means

which God has blest. Neither from these

nor any other means however, ought we

to expect success, unless they are employ

ed with a heart that earnestly desires the

blessing, feels its entire dependence on

sovereign grace, and relies with an un

wavering confidence on the promises of

God to grant the request of his people.

But especially from every Presbytery

where revivals exist, we learn that God

is pleased to mark with peculiar favour

every well directed effort to promote en

tire abstinence from ardent spirits. where
this cause is triumphant, it is so sure a

harbinger of a revival, that there is no

danger in crying, “the kingdom of God

is at hand.” With respect to the kind of

preaching which it pleases God to make

effectual, we are prepared to say, there

is in it nothing peculiar—nothing but a

full and plain exhibition of the great doc

trines of the Bible which are expressed

in our Confession of Faith: but such an

exhibition of them as shows the sinner

his entire voluntary wickedness, and that

no palliation or excuse can be offered for

his violation of God's law: that he is ab

solutely and entirely dependant on the

Spirit of God, and that this dependence

appears the strongest possible encourage

ment to immediate repentance and right

moral action, because that spirit is con

stantly striving with him and urging him

to that point:—that now his eternal in

terest is suspended solely on his own

choice, and while it takes away all his

excuses for impenitence, urges him to

the immediate choice of life, by all the

motives that can be made to bear upon

the mind and move the heart. We do

hope that all these means will be more

faithfully employed, with strong desire,

with more humility, faith, and prayer;

and we pray that they may be more abun

dantly prospered of God. Then will the

cry of coldness and death and dissentions,

which now comes from many of the Pres.

byteries cease to be heard in our great
convocations.

Though we have dwelt thus long on

things that demand our gratitude and

praise, yet from the narrative of many

Presbyteries, we might declare facts re

specting the powers and works of dark

ness, in the extreme painful and alarm

ing. Ordinances of God are neglected

and despised, the Sabbath and the name

of the Lord profaned, the servants of

Christ defamed and slandered, and their

benevolent designs perverted. Infidelity,

Universalism, Papacy, and many errors

and delusions still abound, and intempe

rance still prevails. And it is with ex

treme and unmingled regret, that we

hear of some members of our churches

who encourage the latter crime by mak

ing, vending, and using ardent spirits.

We do affectionately, but earnestly,

entreat all such individuals by the love of

Christ, and by the value of immortal souls,

that they immediately reform, or re

nounce their profession of having the

Spirit of Him who sacrificed himself to

save the souls of men.

Other evils have been reported, which

are very distressing, but to dwell upon

them, and to weep over the ruin they

spread, will not redress them. . As the

Spirit of God is poured out, and his king

dom advances, we know that they will be

diminished.

As the general affairs of this kingdom

are very much conducted by societies of

different names, in order to learn fully the

advancement of the cause of Christ, we

must attend to their respective reports.

That noble institution, the American

Board of Commissioners for Foreign Mis

sions, in which our own church is equally

interested with the Congregational and

Reformed Dutch Churches, is making a

steady and successful progress in its ope

rations among the heathen. More than

1200 converts from heathenism are con

nected with the churches formed in its

various missions; and it is a fact interest

ing to the Assembly, that a majority of

its missionaries, and much the greatest

number of its mission churches, belong

to our denomination. The whole num

ber of its missionaries, clergy and laity,

male and female, now in the field, is 235.

Several churches in one of the interior

Presbyteries in New York, moved by re

cent statements of a deficiency in the

receipts of the Board, and several Pres

byteries in different parts of the country,

solicitous that more should be done in

the Presbyterian church for foreign mis

sions, have each resolved to furnish the

means of support for one or more mis

sionaries, and it is earnestly hoped that
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their example may provoke many to si

milar good works.

The Assembly has been pained to hear,

since its present session commenced, that

the distinguished friend of missions, and

principal secretary of the Board, as well

as the devoted friend and able advocate

of the oppressed Indians, Jeremiah Evarts,

£eg. has been removed from his earthly

labours.

The grand design of the American Bi

ble Society, to supply every destitute

family in the nation with a Bible, is near

ly accomplished. This invaluable institu

tion is well sustained by the benefactions

of the church, and every year witnesses

an augmentation of its power and exten

‘sion of its influence.

Home missions, under the direction of

the American Home Missionary Society,

and the Assembly’s Board, have been

carried forward with increased energy,

and they have been crowned with unpre

cedented success. The number of mis

sionaries reported by the American Home

Missionary Society has been increased

during the year from 342 to 463. Those

of the Assembly’s Board from 198 to 233,

making the whole number employed by

both institutions 696, and not less than

900 congregations have been aided in

their support. More than eighty churches,

aided by both institutions, have been

visited with special revivals of religion.

The missionaries of the American Home

Missionary Society have made returns of

2533 additions to the churches on profes

ision of their faith, and the number thus

added to the churches, aided by the As

sembly’s Board, is estimated in theirreport

at not less than 1500, making in all more

than 4000 who have been admitted for

the first time to the communion of the

church. In view of such results who can

refrain from lending a helping hand

Surely the wilderness and the solitary

lace has been made glad for them, and

if this work is urged forward as it ought

to be, every moral desert in our land will

blossom as the rose.

The education of pious indigent young

men for the ministry has been carried for.

ward with unprecedented energy and

success. And while we have put our

hands to the work to train up ministers

for the church, and have prayed the Lord

of the harvest to send labourers into the

harvest, he has answered our request, not

only in blessing the beneficiaries, and in

ºil. hundreds more for patronage

in the churches, but he has poured out

his Spirit upon most of the colleges and

seminaries of learning in our land, con

secrating the hearts, the talents, the edu

cation and the lives of the young men

who are advanced in their literary course,

to himself. Such efforts, attended with

such blessings, will soon be able to meet

the cry for more labourers, which comes

from every part of the country, with a

well educated and well trained host of

pious ministers.

The American Tract Society, is yearly

doing more and more to spread the

knowledge of the gospel of Christ through

the country. Not only are its silent

preachers eminently useful where the

living teacher cannot be sustained, but

the cause of revivals and the salvation of

souls in our congregations are promoted

by their influence. By the monthly dis

tribution of a single tract to every family,

which has been adopted by many of our

churches, so much good has been done

that we hope every church will without

delay engage in the work.

The American Sunday School Unionis

making vigorous and successful efforts to

extend the blessings of Sabbath school

instruction throughout the country. Dur

ing the past year God has seen fit to visit

these nurseries of the church in a re

markable manner. In many instances

they have been the means of revivals, and

thousands of scholars and teachers we

trust have been brought into the fold of

Christ. We rejoice to learn that there are

now not less than 450,000 scholars con

nected with the Union, and that the reso

lution some time ago adopted to establish

schools throughout the valley of the Mis

sissippi, is going into operation with flat

tering prospects of success.

The Seamen's Friend Society, the Co:

lonization Society, together with kindred

institutions, are making a happy and joy

ful progress in their enterprises. While

God is abundantly enriching the church,

by giving fruitful seasons, and prospering

all the means of wealth, while he is add

ing to her the influence and riches of

thousands, who have hitherto been op

F. and while by the reformation of

abits produced by the Temperance S0.

ciety, far more is saved to her than all

that had been expended, is it not unrea

sonable, and must it not be provoking to

the God of heaven, that any benevolent

society should be cramped and retarded

in its operations for the want of more li:

beral support? “The liberal soul shall

be made fat, and he that watereth shall

be watered also himself.” As the large

demands of these societies are more

promptly and fully met, we shall see the

triumphs of the cross and the reign of

ce,

From the General Association of Con

necticut, we learn that the same reviving

influences of the Holy Spirit which have

visited so many portions of our church;

have been poured out upon theirs. And
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often as those churches have been blessed

with revivals of religion, yet such revivals

—in respect to the number of the sub

jects, the rapidity of the work of conver

sion, the harmony of the churches and

ãº. the absence of all to which the

tidious might plausibly object, and the

overawing manifestation of the power of

God—have rarely, if ever, been witnessed

there before. Not fewer than fifty con

gregations have experienced, in a greater

or less degree, the special visitation of the

Spirit of God since the commencement

ºp the present year, and every week

brings tidings that another and another of

the churches is rejoicing in the same

mercy of the Saviour. The cities of

Hartford and New Haven have been par

ticularly blessed. In Yale College, about

120 of the students have given evidence

of having passed from death unto life.

From the General Association of Mas

sachusetts no report has been received.

From the General Convention of Ver

mont, the General Consociation of New

Hampshire, the General Conference of

Maine, the Evangelical Association of

Rhode Island, and the Synod of the Ger

man IReformed Church, we learn much

that is cheering. Though not blessed

with so many and so peaceful revivals of

religion, yet many of their churches are

refreshed by gentle showers of grace, and

in general, the cause of piety and be

nevolence is advancing. And it is wor

thy of remark, that in all these connexions

God is manifesting peculiar favour to the

Colleges and Seminaries of learning. In

many of them, especially at Middlebury,

Dartmouth, and Bowdoin, there have

been interesting revivals of religion.

By all these mighty works we are anew

reminded that we live in the most event

ful period of the world; a period when

holiness is to take the precedence of sin,

direct the conversation and control the

customs of society. . This precedence the

world has held too long, and values it too

highly, to relinquish it without a strug

gle, but our God will prevail. It will be

accomplished, not by might nor by power,

but by the Spirit of Jehovah, yet through

human agency. The place for Christ's

ministers and people is at the feet of their

Redeemer, while they rely entirely upon

his grace.

Nothing unknown in the Scriptures or

untried in the church, is needed in the

conversion of the world to God. The

whole church is warned to be more hum

ble, more prayerful, and more faithful and

devoted in the work of the Lord, expect

ing his grace, and relying upon him for

the fulfilment of all his promises: and the

desired result is sure.

The removal of some of our fathers and

brethren from this field of their labours

to their rest above, admonishes us, that

what we have to do we must do quickly.

Another year may number us too with

the dead.*

The revolutions taking place upon the

Eastern Continent, and the power of God

there manifested in overthrowing the

thrones of kings, wresting the .
from the hand§. causing the long

oppressed to breathe the air of freedom,

humbling the crescent of the false Pro

phet, entering the strong entrenchments

of the man of sin and scattering his de

voted hosts, give encouragement that the

day of the world's redemption is rapidly

approaching. The Lord is shaking ter

ribly the earth and overturning the na

tions, to prepare the way for Him whose

right it is to reign.

Let us give ourselves wholly to the

work of the Lord, that in our beloved

land it may speedily be accomplished, and

that as we bear the standard of the cross

among the nations of the earth, we may

witness with joy their submission to the

prince of peace.

By order of the General Assembly,

EzRA STILEs Ely, Stated Clerk.

Philadelphia, June 3d, 1831.

* Note by the Stated Clerk.

The following ordained Ministers of the

Gospel, lately belonging to the Presbyte

rian Church, have deceased since the last

publication of the Minutes, viz.

Rev. Amasa A. Hayes of the Presybtery of

Londonderry.

Henry Slater, Champlain.

John Alexander, Oswego.

Johnson Baldwin -

Evansh.3 Oneida.

James P. Wilson, D. D. - -

Alexander Aikman, ; Philadelphia,

Ebenezer Dickey, D.D. New Castle.

John Niblock, Carlisle.

John Thompson, Huntingdon.

James Power, D. D. Redstone.

Robert Hall,

John F. Annan,

Winchester.

East Hanover.

Josiah J. Kirkpatrick -

William Peacock, > ; Fayetteville.

Matthew Donald, Uni

G. M. Erskine, alon.

Samuel W. Yongue, Harmony.

Samuel Hunter, Mississippi.

Samuel Doak, D. D. Holsten.

-

Foreign.

We feel that we have, for some

months past, inserted less foreign

missionary intelligence in the pages

of the Christian Advocate, than the
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nature of our work seems to de

mand. We shall not occupy our

space with assigning the reason for

this apparent defect, but hasten to

supply it. The following extracts

are taken from the most approved

vehicles of missionary information,

both in this country and in Britain;

and each article is credited to its

proper source. In regard to the

first article, FRANCE, it may be re

collected, that two months since,

we stated, in our view of publick

affairs, that we did not consider as

authentick the accounts of a large

secession of Roman Catholick cler

gymen from “the mother church,”

which were then going the rounds

of the religious periodicals. . It

now appears that our apprehensions

were not groundless.

state or FRANCE.

We deeply regret to state, from autho

rity which we cannot doubt, that Lieut.

Rhind's circular, which appeared on the

last page of the Chronicle," for February,

relative to certain French priests, was by

far too highly coloured, and was by no

means justified by the facts of the case;

though we attribute to the excellent in

dividual whose name was attached to the

circular nothing inconsistent with the

most perfect love of truth. He wrote

agreeably to the information he had re

ceived; but that information, alas! was

very inaccurate. It is, indeed certain,

that many pleasing facilities have been

of late afforded in France for the diffusion

of divine truth, and that among persons

of different orders of society in Paris an

inclination has been manifested to assimi

late more nearly to the profession and

mode of worship which prevailed among

the primitive Christians. It is also true

that a considerable number of Romish

priests have professed to be dissatisfied

with some parts of the constitution and

* We may just inform our readers that

the reason of the circular in question ap

pearing in the Chronicle was simply that
it reached us too late for insertion in the

department of the Magazine devoted to

religious intelligence. We thought the

account extravagant, and threw out a

hint to that effect, which, without our

knowledge or consent, but from the very

best motives, was left out of the article,

as it appeared before the publick,-ED.

ceremonies of the Catholick church; but

still nothing appears to have occurred in

France to warrant the broad statements

contained in the circular. We should

not have thought it necessary to make

these remarks in reference to a docu

ment", which was in print, and which

was circulated very widely in private

before ever it reached us, did we not

fear that our insertion of it may have led

some to conclude that we pledged our

selves for its truth; which was by no

means the case. Indeed we had no op

portunity of verifying its statements; but

thought it wrong to keep back from the

publick an article of intelligence which

many believed to be correct, and the

truth of which we had no where heard

impugned. After all, there is much to

encourage in the moral movements which

are now taking place in France; and we

earnestly implore that her present agits:

tions and changes may issue in her moral,

political, and religious improvement, Let

the whole Christian world unite in bear

ing her best interests on their hearts, and

especially in imploring that those within

her own dominions who are alive to her

spiritual welfare may be blessed with that

special wisdom and grace which her pre

sent critical situation so eminently re.

quires.—Lond. Evang. Mag. for April.

EAST INDIES.

sINGAPOIte.

Letter from Rev. Jacob Tomlin, Mission.

ary, dated Singapore, June 10, 1830,

addressed to the late Foreign Secretary.

My dear Sir, You are doubtless al.

ready acquainted with the recent mis.

sionary tour Mr. Medhurst and myself

took through Java, for the purpose of

scattering tracts and Scriptures at the

various settlements of Chinese lying along

its coasts; I shall therefore say little

about it at present. Mr. M.'s Journalis

nearly through the press here; when

finished, copies of it will be sent to you.

The health of each of us suffered const

derably during the journey, but through

the blessing of God both of us are near

ly recovered. Since returning to Singa'

pore, my health has been so much re

cruited as to enable me to enter upon

the work with renewed vigour and cheer:

fulness, and I feel truly grateful to the

* As one of the statements of that do:

cument is of a personal nature, we deem

it proper to observe that M. Dupin, whº

is referred to, made no such application

on behalf of the town of Nièvre, as that

attributed to him in the circular.
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Lord that I can say, I never have been

more fully occupied in His work among

the poor heathen, than during the last

six or eight weeks, and never had so

much freedom and happiness in the ser

vice of my divine master since I came out.

The work around us is indeed so abun

dant, and the labourers so few, that the

feeblest of the Lord's servants ought to

gird up his loins afresh, and put forth his

utmost strength in the work. There

were a good many junks lying in the

roads on my return hither. Brother

Thomson accompanied me in my visits to

them, and we had much pleasure in sup

plying them amply with books. It is

§: to see that as they become

etter acquainted with us, and the nature

of the books given to them, they become

increasingly friendly, and desirous of the

heavenly boon. Indeed, during the pre

sent season we have, almost without a

single exception, been frankly and cheer

fully received on board. I met with se

yeral old friends who had been at Bang

kok last year, and had received books or

medicines from Mr. Gutzlaff and myself.

One of the junks had since been at

Leanghae, a place not far from Peking,

where they had left our books among

their friends. About half a dozen large

Canton junks have been here this season.

Aforetime we had usually been received

by this people with coldness or shyness,

but we were happy to see their preju

dices and apathy now removed, and

amongst their several crews found some

of our best customers. We visited two

Cambojan prows, which trade annually

with Singapore, and are sent out by the

king. We invited the people to come

ashore, and had a good deal of friendly

conversation with them, by which we

obtained considerable knowledge of that

country, and the various classes of the

inhabitants. There are thirty or forty

thousand Chinese in Camboja, and four

or five thousand Malays. It seems there

fore desirable that a Chinese missionary

should at least pay them a visit. A few

months’ stay there might be profitably

spent in distributing books, and convers

ing freely with the Chinese. On our

proposing to return with them in their

prows, the head-man cheerfully engaged

to take us, assuring us of a friendly re

ception from the Rajah, two of whose

sons I was well acquainted with at Bang

kok. Probably the next year our hands

may be a little strengthened, and one or

two of us go forth to help them. Their

language much resembles the Siamese,

so that a previous knowledge of the lat

ter would facilitate our progress in the

former. Mr. Gutzlaff returned to Siam

the beginning of this year, intending

(D. W.) to embark in a junk for China

about this time. The Lord I think is

opening a way for his gospel into that

mighty empire, and also into many other

surrounding countries, which I hope our

Christian friends at home are beginning

to discern, and will not be slack in com.

ing forward to cultivate this large field,

which is a part of the promised land as

well as other countries. It is indeed al

most our daily prayer that the Lord of

the harvest would Himself thrust forth

labourers into his harvest.

Though it is still the day of small

things with us at Singapore, we have a

cheering hope that a rich blessing of the

Lord will soon be poured down from

above on us and our humble labours. Our

female friends have two schools for

Malay and Chinese girls. The latter

seems in rather a hopeful state, consist

ing of about twelve scholars. Just now 1

am occupied in going out daily amongst

the people, conversing with them, and

giving them a fresh supply of books.

After finishing this work in Singapore

and the neighbourhood, 1 shall probably

visit some other places and islands around,

having had one or two invitations so to

do from neighbouring brethren. Many

poor wretched invalids daily come to me

for medicine, and to have their sores

healed. On the Sabbath mornings there

is a grand muster, from thirty to forty in

the whole. I have thus an opportunity

of speaking a few words to them for

their eternal good, and of directing them

to the great and compassionate Physician

of soul and body. ... My dear partner had

suffered much while in Java, as well as

myself, but is now enjoying good health

and spirits, and busily studying the

Malay, and pays a daily visit, with Mrs.

Thomson and Miss Martyn, to the schools.

She joins us in kind regards to you and

other friends.

Yours, my Dear Sir,

Very truly,

(Signed) J. ToMLIN.

SOUTh trawANCORE.

NeilGhettries.

Extracts of a Letter from Rev. J. C.

Thompson, Missionary at Quilon, dated

Vioturgherry, Neilgherry Hills, (where

he had been obliged to repair for health)

5th May, 1830, addressed to the late

Foreign Secretary.

My dear Sir-From my last you would

learn the necessity which led to my com

ing here. I had hoped that a few months
might be sufficient to restore the health of

Mrs. Thompson, and permit us to return

to our work. After being here, however,
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for nearly seven months, I regret that it

should be necessary to prolong our stay.

Mrs. T. is so far recovered as to be able to

walk a little, and use her hands partially;

but our medical attendant strongly urges

our remaining here at least till October.

This is the more necessary on account of

my own health, which, latterly, has not

been good. A considerable derangement

of the liver, &c. has called for a lengthen

ed medical treatment, which only now be

gins to afford hope that it may, under a

gracious Providence, be shortly effectual
+ + +

...An Account of the Mission to March, 1830.

After my coming away from Quilon, the

teachers became more slack in their at

tendance on instruction on Saturdays and

Sabbaths. Some of the schools began to

languish. The school at Thattarkonam

had been shut up on account of the non

attendance of the children, and the want

of a suitable teacher; it has since been re

opened at Viarikotta, a village at a short

distance, and seems to go on very well.

Considerable opposition has been made at

Wrykollom, and Mulaugadarathu to the

schools, which has reduced them consi

derably. These fluctuations, however, are

ordinary things, and generally yield to

rseverance. The schools, in general,

º gone on steadily improving, especial

ly at Myanathu, and the girl's school at

Kulialoor. The labours of the readers

have been continued, as when I wrote last,

and Perimbanaigan, especially, seems to

be diligently devoted to his work, and use

ful in it. In November last some heathens

where he labours, at Moondakul, professed

to renounce idolatry, and seek to know

“the way of the Lord;" they have, how

ever, since fallen away. These people

have been vacillating since I came to the

station. Brother Miller says—“One or

two of them occasionally attend worship

on Sabbath.” Two Roman Catholicks in

the same village have professed to abjure

Popery. Brother Miller says—“One of

them appears to be a promising character.”

Faith and patient perseverance are greatly

necessary among such a class of people,

whose general character appears to be

“unstable as water.” The Romanists

around are very violent and abusive in

their opposition, and rejoice that I have

been obliged to leave, predicting that Mr.

Miller will soon follow me.

I have during the past year received

from some of my friends upwards of 1,000

rupees, for the erection of a place of wor

ship, on which I hope to enter when per

mitted to return.

I beg you will present my best thanks to

the directors for the supply of medicine

they have sent. When received they will,

I doubt not, be of great service. In the

village where I have distributed most me

dicine, I think I have a stronger hold on

the people than in any other. They are

very thankful for such aid, and seem to

#. greater attention to any one who will

afford them relief in that way.

Occasional labours at Neilgherry.

Since coming up here, I have been en

aged in preaching, twice on each Sab

th, to the people residing here, nearly

all of whom attend. With Messrs. Graves

and Scudder, both of the American mis

sion, we have also a monthly missionary

prayer-meeting, at which a majority of

the people attend. I hope these services

will be found, in the great day, to have

been useful.

I have not been able to be of much use

to the natives of the hills, as their language

is founded on the Canarese, with a mix

ture of Tamil in it.

+ + + º º

A missionary might be most usefully

employed among the hill people, and enjoy

a climate nearly as mild as that of Britain,

while premises might be erected at an ex

pense not amounting to one half of what

must be paid for them, when purchased,

and bearing no proportion to the house

rents, which are most exorbitant. I hope

the directors may think this subject wor

thy of consideration. If any further mo

tive be neeessary, I may just mention that

the morals of the people, especially the

Baddagars, are exceedingly vile—if possi

ble, still more so than in Travancore,

where the very constitution of society is

unnatural and revoltingly licentious.

With Christian regard to all the direc

tors, I remain, my dear Sir, yours, very

truly,

(Signed) J. C. Thompson.

AFRICA,

Journal of Mr. Rolland, one of the French

Missionaries, who, after visiting Eng

land, accompanied Dr. Philip to Africa.

After five days' travelling in the desert,

we at last arrived at Pacaltsdorp, where

we were received as brothers and friends

by the missionary, Mr. Anderson, and his

family. He gave us his sincerest good

wishes for the success of our future la

bours, and we passed an agreeable evening

with this interesting family. After eight

days' stay at Pacaltsdorp, we took leave of

our friend Mr. Anderson; a great num

ber of Hottentots came also to bid us

adieu, and I took advantage of this solemn

moment of separation to exhort them to

persevere in the faith, and to make fresh

progress in piety and truth. We took a

bye-road to visit Kousie, which is thought

the most beautiful place in the colony.

Dr. Philip was to set out the following

day, and we were to rejoin him, several

days after, on the Bethelsdorp road. Mr
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Anderson lent us his two horses for the

journey. That which I rode had carried

Mr. Pacalt on his missionary excursions,

which afforded me opportunity to reflect

on the life of that faithful servant of God.

I found in his piety, his zeal, and his dis

interestedness, much occasion for humilia

tion, and I pray God to make me as faith

ful; I may say that I desire to walk in his

steps, to finish my career, as he did, in the

service of the Lord, and not to cease pro

claiming the immense riches of God's

grace and love, till the time when I shall

rejoin Pacalt, and unite with him in ex

alting for ever the mercy of our God. We

proceeded six leagues that day, almost al

ways on the sand, and along the sea-shore.

We slept at a farm called Meeting-place;

the proprietor, who has twelve children,

complains much of the difficulty of having

then instructed; some of them are mar

tied, and do not yet know how to read.

His wife appeared to feel still more grief,

that the Hottentots were more privileged

than they. “Every where,” said she,

“they have many ministers and school

masters; their children can learn to read

in Dutch and English, while ours remain

in ignorance.” In some places through

which we passed, the farmers were so ig

norant, and so little civilized, that we saw

their children running about naked, with

those of their slaves.

.drrival at the Kousie.

The next day, at eleven in the morning,

we arrived upon the borders of the river

Kousie, where we went to see a large ves

sel, which Mr. Rex has had built at his

own cost. This is the first that has been

constructed of African, or rather of colo

nial, wood; it has cost 32,000 rix dollars.

He means to use it to transport carpenter

ing wood to the Cape. A league farther

we found his dwelling house. I was so

struck with every thing on approaching

this house, that I experienced sensations

which I cannot describe. We perceived a

large building surrounded with smaller

ones, and situated upon a little hill covered

with verdure. We entered through a

large and magnificent garden by a road

bordered with flourishing roses; to our

left was the river Kousie, and we could

discover where it empties itself into the

sea; behind, and to the right, is a magnifi

cent forest, extending as far as the eye

can reach. The Kousie, whose surface

resembles a lake, is sprinkled with little

islands, generally covered with sea-birds

of different species, which give them a

very animated air. This charming coun

try house, with the gardens and vineyards

which surround it, #. park and the neigh

bouring forest, strongly reminded me of

Paris and many of its country houses. I

could hardly persuade myself that I was

still in Africa, so much did this place re

Vor. IX.-Ch. Adv.

semble Europe, and differ from the dry

and almost desert country which we had

just passed. We were received with the

j demonstrations of joy by Mr.

ex and his numerous family. The even

ing passed in talking of Tranu, and the

friends we knew there. On Sunday we

had family worship, and after service,

which was celebrated in the English man

ner, the preceptor catechised the children,

who answered with much propriety. In

the afternoon I had an opportunity to

speak to the Hottentots belonging to the

house. We remained three days at Kousie

to see all that was interesting. I shall re

frain from description, as I have many still

more interesting things to tell you.
+ + + + *

We had a very troublesome journey in

crossing the mountains; we thought they

would never end, and night was coming

on ; the more we advanced the more they

appeared to multiply. Some are covered

with trees and verdure, others are only

enormous masses of rock piled one upon

another. In the valleys we every where

found water and tallgrass,but all wasdesert

ed and uninhabited. All the day we heard

only the cries of wild animals, and saw

among others a troop of about two hundred

baboons, who annoyed us as we passed.

They very distinctly pronounced the word

“Koa.” At last, after ten hours travel

ling, we arrived at Mr. Zonday's, where

we learnt that our wagons had set out two

days before; that Dr. Philip had passed

the previous Sunday with him, and that

Mr. Lemue had preached to the Dutch

slaves. This farmer appeared to be very

well disposed, and spoke of the things of

futurity, as the only objects worthy of our

attention. As Mr. Fairbairne wished to

write his journal to send to the Cape, we

remained here two days. In that interval

I had many conversations with this family

on faith in Christ Jesus, regeneration,

Christian assurance, &c. I was rejoiced

to find that they were not strangers to

these things, and that they had an influ

ence over their conduct.

On the 6th we set out with the horses

that the doctor had left us, in order that

we might the sooner rejoin him. Every

body complained that day of the haze

caused by a north wind which had blown

with impetuosity during the night; it was

an extraordinary wind, not only violent,

but so burning, that we could not remain

out of doors with our faces uncovered.

We afterwards learnt that it was felt

throughout the colony. At Bethelsdorp,

the thermometer of Fahrenheit was 120

degrees above zero.

n the 8th we rejoined the doctor at

Hankey, where Mr. Messer, the mission

ary, lives. There we found Mr. Robson,

from Bethelsdorp, who had come with se

veral Hottentots to meet Dr. Philip; but

2 R
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we were very sorry to learn that our dear

friend Mr. Lemue could not leave his

room, on account of a wound which he

had received in his .. with his knife,

and that he could scarcely support the mo

tion of the carriage to Hankey.

Description of Hankey.

Hankey is a little Hottentot village, si

tuated on the right bank of the Kamtu (or

Camtoos) river, and near its confluence.

The land which belongs to the Hottentots

would be very fertile, if it were well water

ed. That which borders the river is co

vered with delicious verdure, and all sorts

of trees, which grow there without culti

vation. The houses of the Hottentots

which I visited, appeared worse furnished,

and less commodious, than those at Pa

caltsdorp, notwithstanding they are very

neat, and the inhabitants are well made.

In the evening 1 presided at the meeting;

it was the first time I had dared to speak

ublicly in Dutch; the preceding evening,

R. Lemue had preached in that language.

On the 10th we had an interesting

meeting at the school, which served for a

church. After an exposition of some

verses by Mr. Robson, I was very delight

ed with hearing a Hottentot pray. We

remarked in his prayer, that he had a

great knowledge of his spiritual wants,

and that he had found grace with God.

He knelt with confidence at the foot of

the throne of grace, and supplicated God,

as having , free access to him, through

Jesus Christ. Afterwards the men fol.

lowed the doctor into his room, when he

spoke to them of their past and present

state, nearly in the same way that he had

to the inhabitants of Pacaltsdorp. He

showed them the advantages which they

possessed above the farmers, as it regards

spiritual instruction, and the education of

their children. He then made them ob

serve the superior advantages of the farm

ers, in regard to temporal things; and

asked them which of the two conditions

they preferred, their own, or that of the

farmers? Then one among them arose

and said, that though he was poor, he

would not change conditions with the

farmer; that, even if they would give him

a large grant of land, where he might live

at ease with his family, he would not ac

cept it. “What should I do there with

my family,” said he, “without having food

for my soul, without being able to hear

the word of God preached, and without

the advantage of instruction for my chil

dren?” Many said the same thing, and all
seemed tojº. the happiness which

they enjoyed, in living in a little commu

nity, and having ministers and schoolinas

ters among them. They then expressed

their gratitude to Dr. Philip, for having

laboured so hard to obtain their liberty.

The doctor told then that they were in

debted for this favour to the gospel, and

to the friends of the gospel; and that their

own advancement in the knowledge of

God, and of true piety, was the only re

compense desired. He then proposed to

them to go on with the work, which they

had been obliged to discontinue the year

before, for want of food; this was a kind

of canal, to conduct the water to their vil

lage, and through their land. They have

already done more than half of it, and, if

they are not interrupted by rocks, they

will be able to finish it in two or three

months. This work being completed,

Hankey will become one of the best sta

tions in the colony; the land is capable of

producing much more than is necessary

for the inhabitants of the village, and it

may be made to yield abundantly—London

JMissionary Chronicle.

MADAGASCAR.

distribution and beneficial effects or

The scriptures in MADAGAscArt.

From Mr. E. Baker, Missionary Printer.

Tananarico, July 1, 1830.

The New Testament is rapidly dispers

ing through the whole district of Imerina,

by means of the Schools: it has even

reached to the sea-coast in several direc

tions, through the circumstances of many,

who were formerly scholars, being station

ed there on Government service. Several

instances, have come to my knowledge,

proving the zeal and spirit of inquiry with

which it is read, sometimes equalling in

ardour the eagerness with which it is at

first sought after. Two of my Printers

have, since its publication, begun to read

it, and to pray in their families; and now

bring each a wife and sister to Chapel.

Some complain that, in many passages,

they understand the words very well, but

cannot get at the meaning. Of these, a

few have, for some weeks past, voluntarily

come every evening to read to us, and to

obtain an explanation of the word of God.

Some passages of Scripture, as far as it

regards the literal meaning, are peculiarly

#. to a Malagassy, arising from his

ignorance of Scripture generally, and from
diversities of custom, &c. But even of

these passages, the instruction they con

vey is often plain to them, though the li

teral meaning be obscurely comprehended.

Other passages are strikingly significant,

from a coincidence of customs, and the

state of society here. Thus the Malagas

ses understand immediately the Parable of

the Talents, Matt. xxv.; because it is a

custom here for masters, on leaving home,

to commit money to the care of their

slaves, and on their return to demand it

back with profit. So also a boy, after read

ing to me Gal. iv. 10, “Ye observe days

and months” &c., said, “This condemns
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the people here, such as kill their chil

dren, because the day or month of their

birth was an unlucky one ; and others,

who abstain from doing things at unlucky

times.” In numberless similar instances,

paasages alluding to and condemning ido

latry, sorcery, &c., come with great force

to the apprehension of the Malagassy.

This fact shows the wisdom of God, in

leaving such passages on record until the

fulness of the Gentiles be gathered in. I

am often gratified with remarks thus illus

trative of Scripture, and which indicate

considerable reflection upon the instruc

tions they receive from the preached and

the written word.

One man, who has been as my right

hand during the printing of the latter half

of the New Testament, and is the slave of

a scholar, appears to me peculiarly alive to

religious impressions. He attended his

master to school for some time without

learning any thing, until Mr. Griffiths
formed a #in for the instruction of all

such attendant slaves. This man was

amongst the first to come eagerly forward,

and ere long had learned to read and write

tolerably, and was at all times remarkably

attentive to every meeting for Divine

Worship. He could engage in prayer, and

was appointed to teach the servants of

Messrs. Johns and Griffiths every even

ing. His industry and perseverance at

the presswork have been truly unremit

ting, and that for a salary never exceed

ing one dollar per month, which, accord

ing to custom, was divided with his mas

ter: but his chief desire, I fully believe,

was to see the Testament completed: in

meditation upon which, I trust, he now

places his chief delight, whilst relying for

salvation with much fear and trembling

upon the Saviour therein revealed. His

zeal in persuading others has been corres

pondent with our best hopes of the state

of his own mind. . He related to me, a

short time since, that he had often spoken

to his father on the subject of salvation,

and begged of him to learn to rend; but

the; always replied, “You are still

young, how can you teach me any thing 2"

and perversely laughed at every thing read

to him from the Testament. “What ad

monition or instruction am I,’” said he,

“to give my father under such circum

stances?” I bid him not to cease, but to

persevere in speaking to his father, avoid

ing, as much as possible, every word

which had made him angry. I also re

minded him that, according to the testi

mony of Scripture, such, by nature, was

the enmity of all to the word of God; but

God might hereafter change his father's

heart, and incline him to receive instruc

tion.

He has succeeded better with his fellow

slaves, several of whom can read pretty

well. Two other slaves, fruits I am told

of this man's zealous conversation and ad

vice, have, by their behaviour, attracted a

good deal of my attention. They are the

sovereign's slaves, and, engaging their

fellow slaves to do their work during their

absence, they have been able consuantly

to attend Chapel. I know not if, for many

months, I have failed to observe generally

both, and always one of them, at the hour

of prayer or preaching. I found them sur

prisingly acquainted with what are the sim

plest, but, as God has wisely ordered, the

most important and leading doctrines of

the Gospel. They have had much scorn

and ridicule to bear; yet one of them has

commenced teaching his companions, and

has induced six or eight fellow slaves to

become learners. He told me, that having

the word of God himself, he desired that

his friends might be able to read it; and

so had brought them to me to try elemen

tary lessons, promising to , bring them

again from time to time, that I might

know their progress.

Another servant of the sovereign (of a

higher class) is a constant attendant. He is

one of some musicians whom the king ap

pointed to learn European music. He ob

tained a Testament; and, in conversation

with a neighbour, who was a notable di

viner, and a friend to the superstitions of

the country, he so forcibly urged the sub

ject of religion, that the diviner came to

Chapel, and the next day threw away all

his idols and charms, declaring his entire

renunciation of them.—Monthly Extracts

for March, of the British and Foreign Bi

ble Society.

South SEAs.

riMpo.

Ertracts of a Letter from Rev. J. M. Ors

mond, dated Griffin Town, January 13th,

1830, addressed to the Directors.

During the past year nearly twenty

from among the vilest of the vile have

come forth and have joined our church.

Not one has been suspended or excom

municated. We have not as yet had one

tainted with false doctrine among us; and

those who have been sent here from

Bunauia and Papeete, by the hand of

what I consider persecution, because of

their erroneous doctrine, have, without

exception, been reclaimed, and are re

united with us as members. A little

friendly, dispassionate reasoning does

more than fifty publick judgments. I like

to meet such poor deluded creatures on

their own ground, if possible, and so

carry the pi. of victory in the hand of
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conviction. On the whole, I feel encou

raged from a review of the past.

Rum has been brought to our people's

doors in casks, but they would not buy it.

As far as I can discover, only two of our

church-members purchased it at all. One

had four bottles, which he sold the next

day for cloth; the other had ten, which

he bartered away for other property.—

Pond. JMiss. Chron.

SANDwich is i.A.N. tos.

semi-Annual Letter of the Missionaries

on the Island of Oahu, dated Sept. 20,

1830.

The last number, pp. 113–118, con

tained highly interesting extracts from
a semi-annual letter of the missionaries

on the island of Oahu, narrating, among

other things, the state of education in

that island, the operations of the printing

establishment designed for the benefit of

all the islands, and some remarkable facts

illustrative of the progress of religion

among the natives. A few extracts will

now be given from another letter re

specting the same branch of the mission,

dated six months later.

Progress made in the supply of Books.

The supply in March had risen as high

as 13,632,800 pages. The printing done

from March 20th to Sept. 20th, was as

follows:

Pages. Copies. Pages.

First Book for Child.

(3d ed.) 36 10,000 360,000

Regulat. for Churches, 3 30 90

Scripture Catechism, 72 10,000 720,000

Psalms, 24 10,000 240,000

Handbill, for the king, 1 200

Romans, (2d sheet,) 12 10,000 120,000

Appen. to spell. book, .

(3d ed.) 8 10,000 80,000

Hymns, (5th ed.) 72 10,000 720,000

Hist. ofJoseph, (2d ed.)60 10,000 600,000

288 70,030 2,840,290

Progress of Education on the Island.

The annual examination of the schools

in Oahu was on the 19th of April. The

results show an increase, since February,

of eight schools, 600 adults, and 294 chil

dren; or a total increase of 894 learners,

viz.:-

Schools, 210; readers, 3,061; writers,

1,602; adults, 5,197; children, 1,438;

total, 6,635.

A quarterly examination of the schools

of Honoruru was attended July 19. The

schools in other parts of the island were

examined by native teachers appointed

for the purpose. The result was much

the same as the above. Owing to the

want of suitable instructors and other

causes, the improvement in our schools

from year to year is not so great as we

should be glad to see. Many, who are

classed among readers would hardly be

ranked as such in our own country. But

they have practised putting syllables and

words together, and are, wherefore, put

down as readers. Many who cannot read

a syllable, are able to repeat large por

tions of some of our books from memory.

But we are compelled to discourage this

method of learning, as it essentially re

tards their real progress in learning to

read. Many of those who are put down

as writers have practised only on a slate.

Frequent efforts have been made to raise

the qualifications of native teachers, but

our success has not been equal to out

wishes. About the middle of July, Doct.

Judd returned from Waimea, and not

long after commenced a school for teach

ers, which consists of about one hundred

scholars. Doct. Judd spends part of four

days in a week with . and another

of our members spends a part of one.

They are instructed in reading, writing,

and arithmetick. A female school of teach

ers is also instructed by Mrs. Judd, Mrs.

Clark, and Mrs. Chamberlain. The school

consists of about forty scholars. Their

attention is directed principally to read

ing and writing.

About the middle of June, the king,

Kaahumanu, and several other chiefs,

left this place for the purpose of making

the tour of all the windward islands,

This measure met our cordial approba

tion, since it would - have the double

effect to call the king away from the

temptations of Honoruru, and excite the

people, whom they should visit, to high

er attainments in learning and morals,

They have accomplished the tour of

Malokai, Ranai, and Maui, and are now

in some part of Hawaii.

J'dmissions to the Church.

The number of natives admitted to the

church of Honoruru previous to March

20th, was 87, of whom one had been ex

communicated, and five had died appa.

rently in the faith. From that date till

the date of the present communication,

it appears that 13 persons were admitted,

and 11 propounded for admission.— Miss.

Horn?,? -
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The Treasurer of the Trustees of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, ac

knºwledges the receipt of the following sums, for their Theological Seminary at Prince

ton, W. J., during the month of May last, viz.

Of Josiah Sherman, Esq. Albany Presbytery - - - - S7 06

Of Rev. Jeremiah Wood, do. do. - - - - - 1 37

Of Hugh Auchincloss, Esq. 1st Presbytery, New York - - - 50 00

Of Samuel Bayard, Esq. Princeton - - - - - - 16 66

Of Rev Geo. S. Woodhull, for the Scholarship of 1820 - - - 10 00

Of John Forsyth, Esq. one of the Executors of Robert Hall and of his sister

Marrion, their legacies, each $1250, to found a Scholarship, to be called the

ED. Scholarship - - - - - - - - 2500 00

Amount $2.585 09

abittu of publich ºffairg.

F.U ROPE.

The most recent advices from Europe are from Liverpool, of the 17th of May, and

from London, the 16th of the same month. The last accounts are of a very different

aspect, as to the prospect of an immediate and general war in Europe, from those which

reached us a month ago. All the great powers, however, are in such a state of prepa.

ration for war, and there are so many conflicting interests not yet arrangod, that it

would not be matter of much surprise if the next arrival should announce the actual

commencement of a general war. At present, however, with the exception of the

sanguinary warfare between the Poles and the Russians, Europe would seem to be

disposed to remain at peace.

Britain.-The existing British ministry, finding that on the final question being
taken in the House of Commons on their }}.}}| there was a majority of Eight

against it, tendered their resignations to the king. He refused to accept them, and

determined forthwith on the bold measure of appealing inmediately to the sense of his

people, by a dissolution of parliament; and in |. measure he acted with such prompti

tude as to take the House of Lords completely by surprise. Neglecting the usual

ceremonies on such occasions, he appeared in person among them, while they were in

great confusion, and endeavouring to get up a petition to him not to dissolve the exist:

ing parliament. His Majesty took his seat on the throne, wearing his crown and

holding his sceptre in his hand. The Commons were summoned to attend at the bar,

and about a hundred immediately gave their attendance. The speaker, on reaching

the bar, brought up the civil list bill, and several others; and the royal assent was

given in the customary manner to these bills. The king then read, in a firm tone of

voice, a speech of which the introductory part was as follows:—

“My Lords and Gentlemen—I have come to meet you for the purpose of proroguing

this Parliament, with a view to its immediate dissolution.

“I have been induced to resort to this measure for the purpose of ascertaining the

sense of my people, in the only way in which it can be most conveniently and authenti

cally expressed, for the purpose of making such changes in the representation as cir

cumstances may appear to require, and which, founded upon the acknowledged princi:

ples of the constitution, may tend at once to uphold the just rights and prerogatives of

the crown, and to give security to the liberties of the people.”

The king then thanked the Commons for several acts they had passed, particularly

for one in which they had made a provision for “the state and comfort of his royal

consort.” He then assured both Lords and Commons that he entertained “the best

hopes of a continuance of peace,” and that his “most anxious endeavours should be

used to preserve it.” After this, he declared that he had resolved on the dissolution of

Parliament “only by a desire and personal anxiety for the contentment and happiness

of his subjects.” He then turned to the Lord Chancellor and said, “My pleasure is,

that this Parliament shall be prorogued, and forthwith, to Tuesday the 10th day of May

next." The Lord Chancellor immediately said,—“My Lords and Gentlemen—It is

his Majesty's will and pleasure that this Parliament be prorogued to Tuesday, the 10th

of May next, to be then here holden, and this Parliament is accordingly prorogued till

Tuesday the 10th day of May next.” The Commons then immediately withdrew, and

the king returned to his palace, amidst the enthusiastick acclamations of the people.
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The foregoing transactions took place on the 22d of April. The next day the writs

for the election of a new Parliament were issued, and the information spread with

unprecedented rapidity into every part of the united kingdom. Never probably was

England more agitated than it had been from the time of the dissolution of the Parlia:

ment, up to the date of the last advices. By the popular party the king is compared to

Alfred the Great, and lauded to the skies. London has been illuminated, and in various

arts of the country demonstrations have been given of ecstatick joy. On the other

É. however, the aristocracy have also been active, and it appears that their influence

is greater than had been expected. . Both parties were straining every nerve to attain

the ascendancy in the pending elections for members of Parliament. The popular party

calculated with confidence on a majority in the new Parliament, of from 100 to 150

members. A majority we have no doubt they will have—to what amount time only

can disclose. In England, Scotland, and Ireland, and equally in all, the elections and

the cause of reform, are the all-absorbing topicks. Nothing else is talked of, and on no

other matter have we any report to make. e cannot, however, withhold the remark,

that the reform bill, when carried, will probably be followed by great disappointment.

The people look for immediate relief from their burdens and sufferings, and this relief

no reform can produce—it can come only by slow advances; and we are not without

fears that when the people feel their power, they will not use it with moderation and

discretion. The hierarchy, we believe will, and we are sure it ought, to lose its secular
influence, power and patronage—but we forbear. The duchess of Wellington died on

the 24th of April.

FRANCE:-The month past has given us no news of much importance from France.

There have been numerous ephemeral changes and unimportant occurrences, of

which it does not comport with our plan, in this department of our Miscellany, to take

particular notice. The Session of the late French Chambers, or National Legislature,

terminated on the 20th of April; when King Louis Philippe delivered to them, in per

son, a kind of valedictory speech, or address, which was well received. The Chamber

of Peers put a negative on several bills sent to them by the Chamber of Deputies,

which has given much dissatisfaction to the popular leaders, and to the party gene.

rally. The truth is, there is a very powerful republican party in France—a party that

wish that the form of government should be that of a Republick, and not of a Mo

narchy. They consented to the present form for fear of foreign invasion and of inter

nal excesses, but they have never been satisfied. They think that the government,

even in its present form, might be, and ought to be, more popular and republican in its

measures and spirit than it has been, or is at present. They suspect that those now in

power have high monarchical wishes and views, and are endeavouring to shape all

their measures in favour of regal and aristocratic pretensions and privileges. They

think that the Peerage, if it must exist at all, ought not to be hereditary, and hope, at

the next Session of the Chambers, when the number of Deputies will be considerably

enlarged, and the state of the Peerage is to be finally settled, that no hereditary ho

nours or titles, except those of the King, will be suffered to remain. This republican

party also, would willingly have interfered with arms, to prevent Austria putting down
the efforts of the patriots in Italy to effect a revolution there; and they probably have

wished, and still wish, that France should interpose decisively in favour of the Poles,

and perhaps of the Belgians also. It is this party which has recently produced some

disturbances in Paris; and, with a view to thwart the Government, is doing all it

can to honour the name and commemorate the exploits of Buonaparte. The Govern

ment, however, is still able to control this party—yielding to it in some things, and de

cidedly resisting it in others, and resolutely persisting in its endeavours to preserve the

peace of the nation with foreign powers. At a recent meeting in Paris of the diploma

tick corps of foreign nations, King Philippe gave, in reply to an address, the most tin

equivocal assurance of his desire and determination to preserve, to the utmost of his

power, the peace of Europe. On the whole, we consider the state of France as still

unsettled and equivocal ; yet we hope that the necessary changes, if changes are in

deed necessary, may be made without another overturning; but still we fear while we

hope. Fayette is with the republican party, although he probably does not approve of
all their measures.

Belgium remains much as it was represented to be in our report of last month. The

last accounts state, that the national Congress was to convene on the 18th of May;

when the decision of the Prince of Coburg, to whom the throne of that country had

been offered, was expected to be definitely announced. This acceptance, if it take place,

will doubtless extend English influence in that country; and yet we have seen one

account, which states that the British court is decidedly opposed to this acceptance.

In the mean time, intrigues, and plots, and confusion, greatly prevail, and the existing
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ministry are exceedingly". The meeting of Congress is looked to as a remedy

for these evils—with how much, or how little reason, time will manifest.

SPAIN AND Portugal—These powers have recently given umbrage both to Britain

and to France, by the ill treatment of British and#. subjects and agents; and

have been obliged to make humble concessions and prompt reparations to the offended

powers, in order to avoid something worse.

ITALY.—The last accounts from Italy state, that since the retrograde movement of the

Austrian troops (for France insisted that these troops should be withdrawn) the patriots

of Italy are again active, and causing some uneasy apprehensions to the Pope. Whe

ther they will be able to effect any thing in favour of freedom remains to be seen—We

think their prospects are by no means flattering.

GREEcE.—There has been another revolution in Greece. The representation is, that

Capo d'Istria played the tyrant to such a degree as to be no longer sufferable; and that

the people have risen, and taken all power out of his hands, and committed it to a coun

cil of their own appointment—This is all we know at present; and perhaps this state

ment, though positively made in the European papers lately received, will not turn out

to be in accordance with facts. The poor Greeks seem to have been lately overlooked

by the great powers, in consequence of their being obliged to look after their own con

cerns. Perhaps the Greeks, like other people, will doÉ.". think they will—if left

to manage their own affairs in their own way.

Austria AND PRussia.-These two great powers appear to be watching with much

anxiety the Belgic and Polish revolutions; to both of which there is no doubt they are

decisively hostile; yet afraid to interfere, lest they should bring upon themselves foreign

war and internal commotions. How long they will be able to keep their present atti

tude we are not able to conjecture. They will be fortunate if they can maintain it

permanently.

Poland.—Never did a people contend for freedom and independence with more

devotedness and heroick bravery, than the Poles have done, since the commencement of

their late revolution: and it has been well remarked, in several of the European jour

nals, that their cause as justly calls for the interference of other nations, as did that of

Greece. Their brave army has also come under the chief command of one of the

ablest generals of any age or country. Some of the manoeuvres and enterprises of

Skrzynecki (pronounced Skrenetske,) have strongly reminded us of those of our own

Washington. Finding that the advance of the#. under General Weimar, on

the right of the Vistula, and in the neighbourhood of Warsaw, seemed to think them

selves in safety, and to be somewhat off their guard, he caused a bridge of boats over

the river to be covered with straw, on the night of the 31st of March, so that he passed

it with his whole army, in such silence as to be unobserved either by friend or foe, till

he fell with resistless impetuosity on Weimar's army, and put it completely to the

route. He drove before him, through the whole of the succeeding day, every Russian

corps that he found in his way, till the exhaustion of his troops compelled him to halt,

in the evening. From that time till the date of the last accounts, he and field-marshal

Diebitsch (De-bitch,) have been trying their whole skill in generalship, each to get the

advantage of the other; and we may at least say, that the Russian conqueror of the

Turk has met his full match in the accomplished and wary Pole. We cannot pretend

to give in detail an account of the numerous actions and manoeuvres which have taken

place—they have generally been in favour of the Poles; but in two instances, the

intemperate courage of Polish generals, in pointed disobedience of orders, rushing on

troops of manifold their own number, has been productive of most disastrous results—

diminishing the Polish army by at least 12,000 men. After much and skilful manage.

ment, Diebitsch was able to concentrate his whole army; and then, greatly superior in

numbers to that of Skrzynecki, offered him battle, and did all in his power to draw on

a general engagement. This the Polish general wisely and skilfully avoided, and fell

back, constantly fighting the advance of the Russians, till he nearly reached Praga.

Then the Russian general, fearful of a hostile population in his rear, and of being cut

off from his supplies and reinforcements, took his turn to retreat, and the Polish general

his turn to advance; and to harass the rear, and cut off every corps that was detached

from the main army. In this manner the two armies, at the date of the last accounts,

were brought very nearly to the position they were in when Diebitsch began to ad

vance. We must not omit to mention, that about the time that Skrzynecki passed the Vis.

tula, General Dwernicki, a bold and skilful partisan officer, marched a small army in a

south-eastern direction from Warsaw, to endeavour to promote insurrectionary move.

ments against the Russians among several of the former Polish provinces, and to attack

the troops stationed there. For a time, his success was of the most brilliant kind. an”
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will probably indeed be of great ultimate utility. But the Russian forces in that quar.

ter, after being concentrated and reinforced, outnumbered him so far, and pressed him

so closely, that he was obliged, to avoid capture, to march into Austrian Galicia.

Thither the Russians followed him, till they were stopped by a corps of German cavalry

—They then apologised and retired; and the troops of General Dwernicki were com:

pelled to surrender their arms, and to consent to be cantoned in such place as the Aus.

trian authorities might appoint. This intelligence has been brought by the last arrival,

and perhaps is not entirely correct; we fear however it is materially so—The Poles have

taken several thousand Russian prisoners, some of high rank, and many cannon and

small arms, and other stores, of which they were in great want. It is calculated that

the Russian army has lost from fifty to sixty thousand men, by capture, death, and dis.

ease, since this Polish invasion. But the loss of the Poles has also been severe; and

the country, traversed by both armies, has been so desolated, and agricultural operations

so interrupted, that famine is seriously threatened. The cholera, too, has appeared in

both armies. It is indeed represented as not having hitherto been malignant—A wide

leathern belt, lined with flannel, and worn next the body, is said to prove highly salu.

tary. Yet the state of Polish affairs, viewed in all their connexions and prospects, is

affecting and afflictive, in a high degree. We sympathise with them, fear for them,

and pray that God in his providence may send them deliverance, in whatsoever way he

may see meet to appoint; and we hope he will.

Russia-—Great as have been the Russian losses in Poland, it is said that the war is

popular in Russia; and that there has been a recent levy of 150,000 men to reinforce

the army under the command of Diebitsch. Humanly speaking, therefore, it would

seem as if the unhappy Poles must at last be crushed. But the race is not always to

the swift nor the battle to the strong. In ways unexpected and sometimes unthought

of by mortals, the most formidable military preparations have frequently been rendered

abortive. So it may be again—we say not that it will. The destiny of Poland is in the

hand of the Almighty, and he will do that which seemeth him good.

Turkey.—There has been a serious insurrection for some time past in the western

part of European Turkey; and in an English journal brought by the last arrival we find

the following paragraph:—“If it be true, as our Vienna communication announces, that

the Pacha of Scutari is on his march to Constantinople, to re-establish the Janissaries,

and to annul the Russian treaty, the emperor Nicholas will have to send another army

across the Balkan, to re-establish his Turkish relations.” Possibly here may be the way

in which Poland may find deliverance.

[We find that our chronicle cannot, for the present month, circumnavigate the world

We yield reluctantly, but we must stop here.]

-

[IP Our attendance on the General Assembly has not permitted us to finish, in our

present number, as we wished and expected to do, the Memoir of Captain Wickes, and

our Review of Luther on the Galatians. Those articles required an examination of

papers, for the careful perusal of which we found it utterly impracticable to redeem the

necessary time, during the past month—We hope to complete both these articles in our

next number; and also to continue the interesting essays on Mental Science—whose

author pleaded the same apology with us—an attendance on the General Assembly

which we have offered to our readers, for an interruption for one month of a series, the

unbroken continuance of which would naturally be expected. Our present number also

is issued later in the month than usual. This has partly been occasioned by waiting for

the interesting reports of the Boards of Missions and Education, attached to our work

the perusal of which will, we are sure, give our readers a pleasure which will abundant.

ly compensate for a little delay.
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EDITED BY J. T. RUSSELL, CORRESPONDING SECRETARY.
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THE FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT

OF THE

BOARD OF MISSIONS OF THE GENERAI, ASSEMBLY,

of the Presbyterian Church in the U. States; laid before that body in May, 1831.

The conversion of this revolted world to God must be regarded by every

devoted christian, as an object of paramount importance and intense desire. The

achievement of this hallowed enterprise has been formally and solemnly commit

ted by the Great Head of the Church, to those who were purchased with his pre

cious blood. To the chosen and sanctified members of his own “little flock,” he

exhibited “the world” as the appropriate field of benevolent effort and action; and

to them he said, explicitly and emphatically, “Go ye into all the world and preach

the Gospel to every creature.” The obligation imposed by this divine command

is certainly co-extensive with the work of redemption from sin—and it will rest in

all its original force, upon the conscience of every ransomed sinner, until the last

stone in the spiritual temple of Jehovah Jesus shall have been laid, with shoutings

of “Grace, grace unto it.” The elements of the moral revolutions which must

precede and accompany the universal and triumphant reign of the Son of God upon

earth, and the instrumentalities which are to be employed in effecting those moral

revolutions, are all embosomed in the true and visible church of Jesus Christ. The

high responsibilities of the work to be done are resting, therefore, pre-eminently,

if not exclusively, upon those who have sincerely covenanted with God, and made

a credible profession of the christian religion. From a share in these responsibili

ties, precisely proportioned to gifts bestowed, and opportunities afforded, no pro

fessing christian can possibly be freed. Whether he |. viewed singly, as an indivi

dual member of the church universal, or in his more direct and immediate con

nexion with any particular branch of that universal church, he is manifestly bound

by the prescribed and acknowledged terms of the covenant of grace, to live, and

labor, and if need be, to suffer and die in the work of extending and establishing the

kingdom of the Redeemer among men. In the household of faith, the principle

has been immutably established, and where circumstances require, it mus', in all

its extent, be reduced to practice, “Whether, therefore, ye eat or drink, or what

soever ye do, do all to the glory of God.” “If any man come to me, and hate not

his father, and mother, and wife, and children, and brethren, and sisters, yea, and

his own life also, he cannot be my disciple.”

In presenting to the General Assembly an outline of their missionary operations

during the past year, the Board are delightfully constrained both by a sense of

duty and of gratitude, to acknowledge that the evangelical spirit of missions is

manifestly and rapidly increasing, in the particular branch of the Church with

which they stand connected, "that the principles embraced in the preceding re

marks are beginning to be more fully understood and appreciated by the Officers

and private members of the Presbyterian Church, than they formerly were. . A

spirit of sober inquiry, in reference to the obligations of the Church in her distinc

tive character, has gone forth extensively, and many of the private members and

inferior judicatories have been aroused from their slumbers, and excited to compa

ratively vigorous and systematic efforts in the missionary enterprise. The bene

ficial results of such inquiry, are already exhibited in the increase of Sessional

Auxiliaries, Corresponding Executive Committtees of Presbyteries, Missionary

laborers and the means of their support. The advances, however, which have

been made, in the course of the year, in these particulars, although truly encour

aging, your Board are compelled to say, have fallen far, very far short, of those

sacred and elevated attainments in christian liberality, and benevolent effort,

which the mental and pecuniary resources of the church warranted us to expect,
Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv. 2S
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and which the pressing necessities of the destitute and perishing imperiously de

manded. The propriety of this remark will be but too fully illustrated in the de

tails of the present report.

The operations of the Board during the past, as in former years, have been con

fined almost exclusively to the narrow limits of our own country. The map of the

world has indeed been before them; the thrilling cry of six hundred millions of per

ishing heathen and Mohammedans has fallenº their ears and affected their

hearts, but they have been painfully compelled, by their scanty resources of men

and means, to withhold from them the bread of life eternal.

No efficient measures have been adopted by the Board, to supply the spiritual

wants of the destitute beyond the limits of the United States, except those which

were in progress at the date of our last annual report, in Lower Canada, and among

the Chippeway Indians in the North Western Territory. The station at Laprairie,

near Montreal, is still occupied by a solitary missionary, who is but partially sup

ported by the Board, and the self-denying and disinterested labors and sufferings

of the Rev, Alvan Coe, have been continued among the benighted Chippeways.

The prospects of usefulness, at both of these distant stations, are, at present, pe.

culiarly encouraging, and the repeated calls for more laborers have been loud and

affecting, but they have remained hitherto unanswered, because the men and means

necessary have not been at command. In the neighborhood of Laprairie the way

is now prepared for the permanent establishment of one or two additional mission

aries, at the small expense to this Board of $100 a year each. In the very midst

of the wildernesses of the wandering Chippeways, an effort has been made, to se

cure the benefits of religious instruction, and the stated preaching of the gospel,

which may well excite the surprise, and we would fain hope, will speedily awaken

the sympathies, and draw forth the contributions of this highly favored christian

community, in their behalf. By six Indian traders residing at Sandy Lake, in the

interior of the Chippeway country, an importunate application has recently been

made to the Board for the establishment of a mission and school among them, and

the sum of four hundred dollars annually, for four years to come, has been formally

ledged by these six individuals, to aid in the support of such an establishment,

This interesting proposition has been taken into serious consideration by the Board

and it remains for the Assembly and the churches under their care to say, whether

thisº desert shall “blossom as the rose,” or be doomed to perpetual sterility

and gloom.

The names of the missionaries and agents whohave last received appointments, or

re-appointments from the Board in the course of the last year, together with their

fields of labor, and the periods of time for which they have been commissioned, are

embraced in the following list. - -

[This list is here omitted, but will be inserted in the Report.]

Of the above named missionaries and agents, there have been employed in New

York 43; in New Jersey. 5; in Pennsylvania 48; in Delaware 3; in Maryland 5;
in Virginia 12; in North Carolina 11; in South Carolina 2; in Georgia 2; in Ala

bama 3; in Ohio 45; in Kentucky 11; in Tennessee 11; in Indiana 12; in Illinois 6;

in Mississippi 4; in Louisiana 1; in Missouri 3; in Florida 1; in Arkansaw Terri

itory 1i in Michigan Territory 2; in Lower Canada 1; in the North Western Ter

ritory 1. -

Fields of Labour assigned.

Of the 233 Missionaries embraced in the foregoing list, 188 are pastors of one or

more feeble congregations or supplies, for one year, of limited, destitute districts,

enbracing several stations for preaching; 34 have been commissioned as itinerant

labºrers, for shorter periods of time, with a view of collecting congregations, or

ganizing churches, and preparing the way for the permanent location of missiona

ries, and 11 have been employed in special agencies for the Board.

-Afifiointments, re-affiointments, and affiroſhriations.

The whole number of appointments and re-appointments embraced in the pre:

sent report is 314. The whole number of Congregations and Missionary stations

is more than 350. The whole amouut of time embraced in all these appointments

and re-appointments, is 264 years and 6 months; and the whole amount of mone

appropriated including special agencies, and the expenses of the office of the
for 264 years of ministerial labor is $34,198,26 and the average expense of

each year's labor, is about $129.

º

!

w
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By refering to the preceding details, it will at once be perceived, that some of

the commissions here enumerated were in part fulfilled last year, and that some

of them remain to be fulfilled hereafter. he specific design of the present cal

culation is to exhibit the sum total of the appropriations made for a given amount

of Missionary labor—and the average expense of each year included in that

amount.

Economy in Ahfirofuriations, +

In accordance with the views which have frequently been presented to your

Board by individual ministers, churches, and presbyteries, a rigid system ofecono

my has been adopted in all our appropriations and expenditures. No outfits are

allowed to Missionaries—and the highest amount appropriated within the United

States for one year's service is 200 dollars. The ordinary allowance is 100 dollars

a year. Our Missionaries are required to form Auxiliaries to the Board on the 50

cent plan, in the congregations. serve, and thus to return to our Treasury a

part of the appropriations granted.—To supersede the necessity of outfits and

pledges from the Board for full missionary, wages, great pains have been taken to

prepare the way for missionaries, especially in the new and destitute settlements

of the West, by a systematic arrangement of circuits, and by prudent efforts to

obtain subscriptions from the people applying for assistance. The past expe

rience of your Board warrants an expression of their decided conviction, that they

can in this way, without an appropriation in any case of more than 200 dollars,

provide for the comfortable support of as many faithful and well qualified mission

aries as may be found willing to engage in the work of Domestic Missions.

Of the commissions granted to missionaries and named in this report, the

amount appropriated for a year's service in eleven of them is 200 dollars—in twelve

between $100and $200, and in all the rest $100 or less.

.Amount of labor fierformed.

The amount of labor actually performed by all our missionaries in the course o

the last year, is equal to one hundred and twenty-nine years—exhibiting," in this

important particular, an increase of more than one third, or 49 years more than

we reported in 1830,
*

Present state of the Treasury. "

The actual receipts into the Treasury of the Board, since the last report, in

cluding interest on the permanent funds, and payments for the Missionary Repor

ter, have been $19,158.35, shewing an increase of more than fifty per cent... 'The

entire amount of expenditures during the same period has been S22,158.35—A

portion of this sum has been paid for services rendered previous to the last report,

and a portion of it has been paid in advance for services hereafter to be performed.

Balance against the Board $3,000—Considerably more than this sum has been

pledged to the Board by individuals and auxiliaries, and will soon be paid. The

appropriations embraced in this report, remaining unpaid, amount to several

thousand dollars.

A large part of these appropriations however have been made very recently,

and will not at present be needed. A lesser portion of them will shortly become

due to our missionaries, and ought to be punctually paid. The Board ſº: with

confidence to the churches, for the enlarged resources, which will become indis

pensably necessary to enable them to meet engagements already made, and to ex

tend their future operations, as their duty seems to demand—nor can they hesi

tate to believe that all the requisite funds will be cheerfully and liberally furnished

by those to whom the Lord of the harvest has committed treasures accompani

ed with the sacred injunction “occufly till I come.”

Sessional Auxiliaries and Annual Subscriptions,

More than 150 new auxiliaries have been reported to the Board during the past

year, and the whole number of sessions and congregations now organized on the

50 cent plan, exceeds five hundred. Some of these auxiliaries have been formed

in direct connection with Presbyteries which are themselves auxiliary to the

Board. In these cases the names of the congregations are not published in the list

of our immediate auxiliaries. Very few of the Presbyteries have chosen this plan
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of organization, and the Board cannot but indulge and express the hope, that all the

Presbyteries will speedily and cordially adopt that plain and simple but systematic

and efficient plan of the Board, which brings the sessions and congregations into a

direct auxiliary relation, and secures uniformity and efficiency in the measures

adopted for raising funds. As the chief dependence of the Board, for pecuniary re

sources, is upon permanent sessional auxiliaries, and the sum expected from such

auxiliaries, on the 50 cent plan is comparatively small and cannot materially in

terfere with any other benevolent operations, and as annual collections for the

Board have been dispensed with, it is hoped that very few, if any, of the churches

in connection with the Assembly, will long withhold the small amount which might

thus be secured to the Board. Could the entire church be brought up to the work

of Domestic Missions, and the names of communicants and such members of the .

congregations as might be disposed to unite with them, be enrolled as members of

auxiliaries, on the 50 cent plan, a sufficient revenue would be annually secured, to

answer all the purposes of the Board. The accomplishment of this desirable ob

ject will be kept constantly in view—and the measures already in progress will be

vigorously prosecuted from year to year, in the confident expectation of complete

ultimate success. -

As considerable time, however, must necessarily elapse, before this plan can be

fully consummated, and as the number of our Missionaries and Agents, and conse

quently the amount of our appropriations are constantly, increasing, it is found

necessary, for the present, to provide funds for the Board, by annual subscriptions

and donations of larger sums. We are happy to inform the Assembly, that several

liberal donations and subscriptions for ten years have been obtained since the last

report was presented. From an unknown friend of Missions in the State of Missis

sippi a munificient donation of four hundred dollars has been received. From

several individuals in the State of Kentucky payments have been made of fifty dol

lars each, as the first fruits of a plan, which originated in Lexington, for raising

$50,000 from 100 individuals in 10 years. Such instances of christian liberality

i. the private members of our churches in distant and different parts of the

land, have greatly cheered and encouraged your Board in the prosecution of their

work, and can scarcely fail of producing a salutary influence upon the minds of all

who realize their responsibilities as the stewards of God. The view which has al

ready beenH. of the state of our Treasury, and the amount of appropria

tions which have been made,renders it sufficiently obvious, that a large increase of

such donations and subscriptions, is not only desirable, but indispensably necessary,

in order that the operations of the Board may be continued and extended, as it is

important they should be, without involving our Treasury in heavy debts. A dis

tinct apprehension of the real wants of the Board, on the part of those who possess

the means of relief, will prompt them, we trust, to a cheerful imitationº:
ples so truly liberal and praise worthy. “The Lord loveth the cheerful giver;”

and he himself hath said, “The liberal soul shall be made fat, and he that watereth

shall be watered also himself.”
º

4 new filan of firoviding for the suffort of Missionaries.

In some of the congregations in Philadelphia, and in neighboring cities, the

plan has recently been adopted with success, of providing for the permanent sup

port of Missionaries by individuals, or associations of individuals, agreeing to con

tribute annually one hundred dollars—for which sum the Board pledge themselves

to sustain a laborer on Missionary ground, for twelve months, in any State of the

Union, which may be designated by the coutributors of that amount. On this plan
associations have been formed of twenty individuals at $5 each—of ten individuals

at $10 each, of four individuals at S25 each, and of two individuals at $50 each ;

and thus provision has been made in three or four comparatively feeble churches,

for the support of twelve or fifteen Missionaries. It is supposed there is hardly a

congregation, in connextion with the Assembly, which is able to support a pastor,

that might not with suitable exertions sustain, at least, on E Domestic Missionary.

And not a few of our wealthy churches, might easily furnish the means of sup;

orting from five to ten annually. In one instance the teachers of a Sabbath school

in this city have formed themselves into a Missionary association, and without any
great exertions secured at once the amount required for the support of one Mis

slonary. In accordance with this plan, resolutions have been.. by some
Presbyteries, and pledges given, to raise in the course of a year, a given amount of

money for the use of the Board. One Presbytery in Nºrth Carolina has thus
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virtually provided for ten Missionaries, by a resolution to raise one thousand dol

lars; and another in New Jersey has provided for six Missionaries, by a resolution

to raise S600 in the course of twelve months. Should liberal individuals, churches,

Sabbath school teachers and Presbyteries generally, adopt this plan and prosecute

it vigorously—the Treasury of your Board would soon be filled to overflowing—and

its operations would cease to be limited by want of pecuniary resources.

Corresponding Executive Committees of Presbyteries.

It is highly gratifying to your Board to be able to state, that the plan submitted

to the Assembly in our last annual report, for bringing the Presbyteries, through

the agency of Corresponding Executive Committees, into direct and immediate

connexion and co-operation with the Board in the missionary work, has been very

cordially adopted by a large number of those efficient judicatories, in different parts

of the country—and that the beneficial results of this system of correspondence

and co-operation, have been already extensively realized and acknowledged by

such Presbyteries, and by many of the feeble congregations which have been

brought under their particular supervision. From nearly one half of all the Presby

teries under the care of the Assembly, the Board have received satisfactory assu

rances of their entire approbation of this plan of correspondence, and of their

disposition to aid the operations of the Board with their prayers, their counsel,

their contributions, and their personal exertions. In the appendix to this report,

a number of the resolutions which have been formally adopted on this subject,

by several important Synods, Presbyteries, and Sessions, ". be published. . It is

cºnfidently believed that many more Presbyteries will soon adopt this plan of cor

respondence, and the Board deem it a matter of so much importanee to keep it

distinctly before the churches, that they take the liberty of introducing in this

place, a short extract from their last.report, defining the powers and specifying

the duties of Corresponding Executive Committees.

“It is proposed that each Presbytery shall appoint annually, from their own

body, an Executive Committee on Missions, jº. duty it shall be to open a

regularcorrespondence with the Assembly’s Board; to be invested with the follow

ing powers:–

1. To receive, generally, applications for aid, from feeble congregationsº
the bounds of the Presbytery) which have pastors, or stated supplies, and to re

commend the same to the Exécutive Committee of the Board ofR.

2. To devise and execute plans for raising funds in the several congregations

within their bounds, which funds shall be reported to the treasurer of the Assem

bly’s Board, and be held subject to the orders of said Board.

3. To select and recommend to the Executive Committee of the Board of Mis

sions, missionary fields, and missionary labourers, and also, to locate such missiona

ries as may be sent to them by the Board for specific instructions.

4. To suggest the amount of aid which they may deem indispensably necessary

to be afforded to each congregation, which they shall recommend to the attention

of the Board.”

The Board would again suggest, that it is a matter of great importance, that

Corresponding Executive Committees should be composed of active and efficient

men—that they should be located in the immediate vicinity of each other—that the

number necessary to transact business should be small—and that a due proportion

of each Committee should be ruling elders.

One of the prominent duties of such Committees is to prepare and communicate

to the Board, a minute and accurate statement of the number, location, and wants

of the vacant and feeble congregations, and destitute districts, within their bounds,

and the amount of aid which may be deemed indispensably necessary, to each, for

the permanent support of the gospel among them. ...The success of the Board in

procuring missionaries, for distant churches especially, depends materially on the

ºfficial information which they are enabled to present to those who apply to them

for commissions. They would, therefore, importunately request of all the Exec

utive Committees in correspondence with them, a prompt and special attention to

this part of their official duty.

Itinerant Labours. -

The particular attention of your Board has repeatedly been directed, within the

last year, to the importance of Itinerant Missionary labours in the more destitute
No. 10.
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districts, and new settlements of the country. A peals of the most solemn and

affecting nature have been made to them on this subject by influential and experi

enced ministers and laymen in the West; and they are now fully convinced, that

immediate and persevering efforts are urgently demanded of them, to extend the

blessings of the gospel, to organize congregations, and establish churches, in many

Fº of the land which have hitherto lain waste and neglected. To effect this

ighly important object in a systematic and economical manner, the Board, have

had it in contemplation to establish, in such destitute districts, regular circuits for

preaching, embracing such a number of stations as may be visited andº by

the missionary withº and regularity. By some of our agents, and by one

in particular, in the state of Indiana, successful efforts have. been made to

organize circuits of this description, and the way has been prepared for sustaining

several itinerant labourers, at the comparatively small expense to the Board of

two hundred dollars a year. It is hoped, that the attention of Corresponding Ex

ecutive Committees of Presbyteries will be particularly turned to this subject, and

that more extended efforts will hereafter be made, to enlarge, in this way, the

boundaries of our church, and the visible kingdom of our Divine Redeemer.

With a view to the same end, it would be gratifying to the Board to employ, more

frequently than they have done, for short periods of time, settled pastors, who are

surrounded by destitute districts of country; who, by devoting to such districts,

two or three months in the year, might be instrumental in gathering congregations,

|...} new churches, and introducing missionaries into fields of permanent use

Ullil CSS. -

Missionary Reporter and Education Register.

The second volume of this monthly publication was commenced in September

last, with some alterations in the plan of the work, designed to adapt it more fully

to the purposes of the Monthly Concert. About 6000 copies of the present vol

ume are circulated monthly, and distributed throughout almost every section of

the church—and your Board regard it as a valuable auxiliary to their operations.

At the close of the present volume, a farther alteration is contemplated, with a

yiew of rendering it entirely subservient to the cause of Foreign and Domestic

Missions—and efforts will be made to furnish in a more condensed form, a greater

variety of missionary and religious intelligence—together with occasional original

essays, and addresses for the Concert of Prayer, *

Although the payments made directly into our treasury for this work have fallen

somewhat short of the expenses incurred in its publication, yet it is fully believed

that the entire income has considerably exceeded the expenditures from the com

mencement. A great many payments for the Repofter have been made immedi

ately to Sessional Auxiliaries, and have been included in our acknowledgments of

receipts from those Auxiliaries. Many members of Auxiliaries on the 50 cent

plan have been induced to become contributors of one dollar a year, instead of 5c

cents, in order to obtain the Reporter, and in this way, a considerable amount of

money has been secured, which would not otherwise have come into our trea

sury—and information has thus been extensively circulated, which has a direct

tendency to nurture and increase the missionary spirit. By continued efforts to

extend far more widely the circulation of this very cheap and valuable periodical,

on the part of agents, missionaries, and other friends of the Board, it is believed, an

important service would be rendered to the missionary cause,

Results of Missionary labours during the last year.

From a detail of their own past operations, and their plans for future usefulness,

your Board now turn with peculiar pleasure to the contemplation of the many and

gratifying proofs, with which they have been furnished, of the commendable zeal,

fidelity, diligence and success of the 233 missionaries whom it has been their pri

vilege to engage in the service of the churches. The true character of our mis

sionaries, the nature of the service rendered, and the beneficial results of their

consecrated labours, may be best illustrated by a brief and accurate detail of the

various, and divinely-authorized means and instrumentalities used by them, for

the purpose of training up the young, instructing the ignorant, relieving the op

pressed, reforming the vicious, edifying the pious, and saving the perishing.
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Preaching and distribution of the Scrifitures.

With very few exceptions, the missionaries employed by the Board, the past

year, appear to have been truly diligent and abundant in the appropriate duties of

the iministerial and pastoral office. They have preached the word, in season and

out of season—publicly, and from house to house. Family visiting has been very

generally attended to, and in several cases reported, the performance of this duty

has been followed with the happiest consequences both to the missionaries and their

eople. In nearly all the congregations, the Monthly. Concert, and other meetings

or prayer, and religious conference, have been regularly maintained, and in some

congregations special seasons of humiliation, fasting and prayer, and, in others,

public meetings for several days in succession, have been observed; and these ex

ercises have very generally been accompanied and followed with the manifest bles

sing of God. . Most of our missionaries have been statedly employed in preaching

and exhortation from three to six times every week, and many of the children

committed to their charge have enjoyed the invaluable privilege of regular cate

chetical instruction, and in some instances such instruction has been advantageously

afforded to adults. . Many of our missionaries have faithfully explored the districts

assigned them, and ascertained and supplied the destitute with copies of the sacred

scriptures.

Sabbath Schools and Bible Classes.

Special efforts have been made by our missionaries to revive, to enlarge, and to

organize institutions of this description for the benefit of the young and rising

generation—and in most instances, such efforts have been crowned with pleasing

success. The number of Sabbath Schools, established by our missionaries, or

brought under their general supervision, is estimated at 500, and the number of

teachers employed in them is estimated at 2,500, and the number of learners at

18,000. Scarcely a congregation or destitute district of country is supplied by any

of our Missionaries where one or more bible classes have not been established.

The whole number in operation is estimated at 250. Many of them are in a flour

ishing condition, and the instructions imparted in some of them, have been signal

*º and blest of God, for the awakening and hopeful conversion of the

SCI1 Olal’S. -

The attention of our Missionaries in the West has been very particularly called

to the benevolent enterprize, which originated in this city at the last anniversary of

the American Sunday School Union, of establishing Sabbath Schools throughout

the great Valley of the Mississippi. To encourage this good work, your Board

gave a pledge, that each of their Missionaries in the Valley should establish with

in two years, from two to ten Sabbath Schools. . By most of those Missionaries,

this pledge has already been redeemed—and no doubt is entertained, that the an

ticipations of the Board, on this subject, will be fully realized before the close of

another year.

Bible, Tract, Missionary and Education Societies.

For the organization or enlargement of such Societies, increased exertions have

been ºi..'i. the last year, by our Missionaries generally; and in most cases,

these exertions have been crowned with success. By several of our Missionaries,

particularly in the South and West, important aid has been afforded to the Mana

gers of the American Bible Society, in the great work of supplying every destitute

family in the United States with a copy of the bible. -

In aid of the Tract cause, successful efforts have been made by most of our Mis

sionaries. The plan of monthly distribution has been extensively adopted, and in

, a large number of the congregations served by our Missionaries, associations have

been formed, and efficient measures adopted for carrying this plan fully into opera

tion. Many hundreds of thousands of pages of religious Tracts have been put into

circulation, the last year, by such associations, and by the direct agency of our

Missionaries. Several gratifying instances have been reported of the good effect

ed by these unobtrusive messengers of mercy, in arresting the attention of the

thoughtless, in closing the lips of the profane, in turning the drunkard from his

cups, in reclaiming the backslider from his guilty wanderings, and imparting con

solation to the pious poor of Christ's flock,

In most of the stations occupied by our Missionaries, truly laudable efforts have

been made, not only to aid the funds of your own Board, but also, to assist the
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American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions in their noble efforts to

evangelize the heathen world., Very many of the congregations aided have been

organized into Auxiliaries to the Board, and in some instances where appropria

tions of $100 have been made, the increase of strength and of liberality among the

people has been such, that they have returned into our Treasury, before the close

of the year, a fourth, and even a half of the amount appropriated by the Board.

In some of these congregations our Missionaries have established Societies aux

iliary to the Assembly’s Board of Education—and a lively interest has been mani

fested, by the Missionaries generally, and the people among whom they labour, in

the operations and efforts of that Board. It is earnestly hoped, and confidently

believed, that the exertions of our Missionaries, in the vitally important work of

training up indigent and pious youth for the Gospel Ministry, will hereafter be
greatly increased. - w

The cause of Temſierance.

The commendations bestowed upon our Missionaries in the last Annual Report,

on account of their zeal and activity in promoting the cause of Temperance, might

here be repeated with peculiar emphasis and propriety. It is believed by the

Board, that all our Missionaries are the decided and consistent friends of this good

cause, and that they have spared no efforts which were deemed reasonable and ju

dicious, to organize and enlarge Temperance Societies, on the principle of entire

abstinence. In some instances they have been called to encounter strenuous and

even violent opposition to these measures, but in despite of the clamours of the in

temperate, and the criminal indifference of some professed christians, they have

succeeded in establishing, or in sustaining and increasing at least three hundred

Societies of this descriptiºn. The whole number of the members of such Socie

ties in the congregations and districts supplied by our Missionaries probably ex

ceeds twelve thousand.

Churches formed and Houses of Iſorshift erected.

During the last vear, between 20 and 30 new Churches have been collected and

formed by our Missionaries, chiefly in destitute districts of country, where none

had ever before existed, in connexion with the Assembly.

In the erection of Houses of Public Worship on Missionary ground, the zeal and

liberality of the people, and the efforts of our Missionaries have been truly com

mendable and encouraging. Not less than twenty-eight such buildings have been

erected in the course of the last year—and are now regularly occupied by flourish

ing congregations. -

Revivals of Religion and additions to the Church.

With unfeigned gratitude and devout thanksgiving to the Great Head of the

Church,your Board would here record the loving kindness and abundant mercies of

the Lord, towards most of their Missionaries, and the people whom they have serv

ed in the Gospel during the past year. While the labors of all have been mani

festly useful, the ministrations of some have been signally owned and blessed of

God. In about thirty of the congregations under the care of our Missionaries,

special seasons of awakening and refreshing from the presence of the Lord have

been experienced. ... To the churches, which have been thus graciously visited,

unusually large additions from the world have been made. In some congregations

ten, in others thirty, in others sixty, and in others nearly a hundred persons have

hopefully been made partakers of the grace of God. Encouraging additions have

been made to the great majority of the churches. The number added on profes

sion to the churches supplied by 56 Missionaries who have reported particularly

on this subject, is 726, and the whole number added on profession to all the churches

supplied is estimated at 1500. The number added on certificate is estimated at

800. From these reports and estimates it appears that about 2,300 have been ad

ded to the churches supplied by our Missionaries during the last year.

Review and Conclusion,

With a view of presenting in a condensed form, the results of the calculations

and statements embraced in the reports of the Board for the last four years, and of

exhibiting in a perspicuous light, the strict economy of the plan of appropriations
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adopted—the Boardbeg leave, in this place, to introduce the following

- TABLE,

1828. 1829 1830 1831

Number of Missionaries reported . - 31 101 198 233

Number of years embraced in commissions

reported - - - - - -

Average appropriation for each years minister
ial labor -- - - - ". - 375 300 130 129

8 50 182 264

Receipts - - - - - - 2.400 | 8.000 |12,632.34|19,158.35

Appropriations, as presented in the reports 3.000 5,000 |23.782.34|34,198.26

Number of auxiliaries - - - - none 150 350 500

Congregations and destitute districts supplied not reporſ not rep. 300 350 ( ,

. From the foregoing statements it appears, that the operations of the Board,

since its re-organization in 1828, have been annually and rapidly extending, and

that there has been a very encouraging increase from year to year, in the number

of their permanent auxiliaries, of their Missionaries, and of the congregations and

destitute districts supplied, and also in the amount of their receipts and appropria

tions. . It is, also, apparent, from the same statements, that the average expense

of each year's ministerial labor, according to the plan of appropriations exhibited,

has been so much diminished—that the Board are able to sustain, on an average, 3

laborers on Missionary ground, for a smaller amount of money than was formerly

appropriated for the support of one.

n view of these radical and beneficial changes in their system of operations, and

of the vast amount of good which has been effected by the instrumentality of the

Missionaries employed, during the year past, the Board do now, with increased

confidence, and with enlarged expectations, make their appeal, in the name and

as the servants of the Assembly, to all the Synods, Presbyteries, Sessions and

Congregations in the United States, for that cordial and enlarged patronage and

support, which seem to be demanded, by the relations they sustain to the Head of

the Church universal, to the supreme judicatory of that particular branch of the

Church with which they have entered into solemn covenant ; and to those desti

tute and perishing millions of American citizens, who are wedded to them by all

the sacred ties which are created by a community of natural rights, civil liber

ties, and religious privileges.

As the Board of Missions are, under Providence, indebted solely to the General

Assembly for their existence; and are directly responsible to them for all their

acts; so are they wholly dependent on the Assembly, and on the Churches under

their immediate supervision and control, for all the means and resources which

are required to sustain their benevolent operations.—Under these circumstances,

which, although well understood by the Assembly, are not, we apprehend, suf

ficiently appreciated by the cluristian community at large, the Board confidently

expect that their appeal will be fully sanctioned and approved by the Assembly.

n soliciting, however, of the churches their fervent prayers and their liberal

contributions, they would enforce their appeal chiefly, by presenting to their view

the amount of good which has already been accomplished, and by spreading out

before them the work which remains to be done, and by putting them affection

ately in remembrance of their sacred relations and infinite obligations to Him who

... [... their offences and arose again for their justification, who, though he was

rich, for our sakes became poor, that we through his poverty might become rich—

If motives to action be needed, we would say to all expectants of immortality and

life eternal, look ye to the manger, the wilderness, the garden and the cross—and

let the love of Christ constrain you—Listen for a moment to the wailings of the

lost, to the hossanas of the redeemed, and then turn an eye over the vast mul

titude of undying spirits, at home and abroad, which are pressing onward to the

bar of God, regardless alike of the miseries of the former and the felicities of the

latter ; and without an anxious thought concerning their own eternal destiny—See

them covered with the deepening gloom of a moral midnight—crowding the broad

avenues to the grave; and to the fathomless pit which lies beyond it—without a

living teacher to warn them of their peril—without even a Bible to mark out bes

fore them the pathway to heaven. When the attention of your Board is directed
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to scenes like these—when they behold millions of their own countrymen, and

hundreds of millions of the distant heathen, perishing for lack of vision—they feel

as if, comparatively, nothing had been done, either by themselves or others to

evangelize the world. But when they compare the present with the past—when

they remember that by their own limited efforts during the last year, 233 Mis

sionaries have been secured—350 congregations and destitute districts supplied—

20 or 30 new churches organized—28 houses of worship erected—300 temperance

societies—250 Bible classes and 500 Sabbath schools sustained and established—

18,000 children brought under the influence of religious instruction—and above

all, when they remember that 30 revivals of religion have been experienced under

the labors of our Missionaries, and 1500 members added from the world, to the

visible church of Christ—they are greatly encouraged, and desire to be found

humbly and fervently ascribing unto God alone the honor and the praise.

It is, also, to your Board a source of additional encouragement, and a subject of

devout thanksgiving, that the important work of Domestic Missions has been vigº

rously and successfully prosecuted during the past year, by a number of sister in

stitutions in our own and in other denominations of christians in the land. We re

joice unfeignedly in their existence and prosperity, and we sincerely bid them

God-speed in all their well directed efforts to save the souls of the perishing, and

to extend the spiritual kingdom of our common Lord. The field yet to be occupied

is extensive—the labors of all are needed, and were the operations of every Domes

tic Missionary Society in the land to receive at once a ten-fold increase, the wants of

of the destitute would still be but very partially supplied. The harvestisplen

teous, but the laborers are few, and the Board would fervently unite with the As

sembly, with the churches, and with all who love to pray, in importunate per

º for a rapid increase of laborers and the means of their support.

“Send Lord, by whom thou wilt send,” only let the gospel be preached in its sim:

plicity and purity to all men, that the desert may rejoice and blossom like the

rose, and that the kingdom and the dominion under the whole heavens may be

given to the people of the saints of the Most High.

In conclusion, your Board beg leave to say, that their attention has been very

|...'. directed, during the past year to the Great Valley of the Mississippi.

rom the post of observation which they have been permitted to occupy, they

have kept their eyes steadfastly fixed upon the clustering millions which are rapidly

overspreading that widely extended, and inviting region of our happy country, and

laying the foundations. mighty empire, which seems to be designed, in the

providence of God, at no distant period of time, to exercise a controlling influence

over the moral, civil, political, and religious character and destinies of these Uni

ted States. With intense and glowing interest, your Board have watched the hap

py movements of the American Sunday School Union, in that magnanimous at:

tempt which they are now prosecuting with such encouraging success; and with a

view of aiding more efficiently than they have done in the achievement of this no

ble enterprise, and of permanently securing to the people of the West, the mea

sureless benefits of Sabbath school instruction, and all the spiritual privileges which

usually follow in its train, they have receutly adopted with entire unanimity, the

following resolution, viz.

Resolved, in humble reliance on Divine Providence, That the Board of Missions ºf

the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in theUnited States, will use their

best endeavors to supply in the course of five years every vacant Presbyterian con

.." and destitute district which may be disposed to receive aid from this

oard, with a faithful and devoted minister of the Gospel of Christ; and they do

hereby pledge themselves to extend prompt and efficient aid to all feeble congrega.

tions throughout the valley, which !. apply to them for assistance with suitable

recommendations, and also to send into this particular field, every well qualified li

centiate or minister of the Gospel, who may hereafter bewilling to engage in thiswork.

It would have been highly gratifying to your Board to have specified a much

shorter period of time, for the accomplishment of the object they have in view,

than that which is named in the foregoing resolution, but they have been restrained

in their purposes by the present distressing want of suitable Missionaries for the

work. They are encouraged however to believe, that in the course of five years

at farthest, when the subjects of the present glorious revivals, in our schools, aca

demies, and colleges, shall have had time to prepare for action, this difficulty will

be removed, and the way be fully prepared for the consummation of their ardent

desire and sacred purpose. It affords the Board unmingled pleasure to assure the

Assembly and the churches, that measures are already in a course of preparation

-
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for occupying the field named, to great advantage. Two large and efficient spe

cial Corresponding Executive Committees have been appointed and organised in

the West; the one at Cincinnati, as the centre of operations for the states of Ohio
Indiana, Illinois, Missouri and the adjacent Territories; aud the other at Louis:

ville as the centre of operations for the states of Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama,

Mississippi and Louisiana. An efficient General Agent has been successfully em.

ployed for several months in connexion with the Special Committee at Cincinnati,

and his services have been permanently secured, and in a very few weeks a Gen.

eral Agent will be engaged in the other field of operations.

The Board take great pleasure also, in assuring the Assembly,that they do not en

tertain the slightest apprehension, that there will be any lack of the pecuniary re

sources, which may be necessary, for the perfect accomplishment of the great en

terprise which they have here projected. By three benevolent friends of the pre

sent Board of Missions, the sum of fifteen thousand dollars, or one thousand dol

lars per year each for five years, if it be required, has already been pledged to the

Board for the purpose, and they have no doubt there are other members of this

Board, and other friends of missions, who will cheerfully imitate their noble ex

ample,

RESOſ,UTIONS OF PRESBYTERIES.

Presbytery of Hudson, N. Y.

Mr. Russell. At the last meeting of

the Presbytery of Hudson, a committee

was appointed to suggest the order which

should be adopted concerning the recom

mendation of the “Board of Missions of

the General Assembly" to all their

churches and judicatories. The follow

ing report was presented and adopted,

and the undersigned appointed to request

its publication in the “Missionary Re

porter” and “New York Observer,”—

By complying with this request you will

confer a favour on, yours truly,

H.M. Koontz.

In the view of your committee, the ad

vancement of the cause of Home Mis

signs, in a manner so unexceptionable and

which recommends itself to the atten

tion of every friend of the Presbyterian

church and of the best interests of socie

ty, should receive our efficient and zeal

ous co-operation. Every effort to sustain

this cause, is a new impulse to the pro

gress of truth, in opposition to the inroads

tº error, which in the Southern and

Western portions of our land threaten

to overturn every thing that is beautiful

and lovely in our religious institutions,

unless the evil be speedily counteracted
by the exertions of christians to cast in

the pure leaven of the Gospel. This is

an object identified with the best politi.

tal interests of our country, as furnishing

the only safe and permanent foundation,

on which can rest our civil institutions,

or distinguish the fate of our republic

from that of others, which have been

overturned by the anarchy and confusion

which have followed in the train of gen

erally prevailing immorality, ignorance

or superstition. ,

It is not to be denied, that as a Presby

tery we have been deficient in the per

formance of our duty in this great depart

ment of christian enterprize, and are

reaping our reward in the luke-warm

ness of our churches. It is they only who

feel for the desolations of Zion, and re

joice in the privilege of building up her

destitute plates, that receive emphati

cally the fulfilment of the gracious pro

mise “He who watereth others shall be

watered also himself.” Your commit

tee would therefore recommend the

adoption of the following resolutions, viz:

1. Resolved, That as a Presbytery we

cordially approve of the objects of the

"General Assembly’s Board!of Missions”

as identified with the best interests of

ºur church and country, and will cheer

fally sustain its ºperations by cur influ

ence and exertions.

2. Resolved, That we recommend to

the congregatiºns under our care, the
formation of “Home Missionary Associa

tions” auxiliary to the “General Assem

bly’s Board of Missions” under the direc

tion of the particular Sessions in each;-

not interfering at the same time with the

wishes of those who prefer the “Ameri

can Home Missionary Society” as the

channel of their exertions on this subject.

3. Resolved, That Pastors employ

their unwearied efforts in their respec

tive charges, to enlighten their people

concerning the alarming moral desola

tions of our country,+the benefits which

have resulted from missionary operations,

—the need of more extended and zealous

efforts in this cause, and to this end en

deavour to promote the general circula

tion of such religious publications as will

excite christians to the cheerful perfor

|nance of their duty in this matter.
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Presbytery of Mississiſ/ii.

NATCHEz, April 12, 1831.

Dear Sir,-At a meeting of the Mis

sionary Society of the Mississippi Pres

bytery, on the 2d inst, the following res

olutions were adopted viz:

Resolved, That this Society rega

with great interest, the present exertions

of the Board of Missions of the General

Assembly; and that we cordially unite |

in prayers for their success.

esolved, That this Society do now ||

become Auxiliary to the Board of Mis

sions.

Resolved, That the attention of the

Board of Missions be respectfully solicit

ed to the importance of reviving to some ||

extent, the plan ofitinerancy; in as much

as we deem it necessary to meet the ,

wants of many portions of the Church.

Resolved, That the Secretary be di

rected to transmit a copy of these resolu

tions to the Corresponding Secretary of

the Board of Missions.

Respectfully"yours,

BENJ, CHAsE, Sec'y.

Rev. J.T. RussFLL, Cor.sº
and General Agent.

Presbytery of Shiloh, Tenn.

PRES BYTERY of Shiloh, IN session,

...Ahril 21, 1831.

Mr. Alfred Hamilton, an Agent of the

Board of Missions of the General As

sembly, having appeared in Presbytery,

and requesting the privilege of laying the

plans of said Board before Presbytery,

On motion, it was resolved, that he be

heard. After which, Messrs. Hall and

Eagleton were appointed a Committee

to report a plan of co-operation with the

Board, for which he is an Agent. Aad

after mature deliberation, the Commit

tee reported the following preamble and

resolutions, which were accepted and

unanimously adopted.

Whereas, the signs of the times, indi

cate the near approach of the latter day

glory; and

Whereas, the present state of the

world, our own country, and especially

our own bounds and vicinity, calls loudly

for devoted and unwearied efforts for

moral and religious enterprize; and

Whereas, the Ministry of the Gospel

is the special means appointed of Hea

ven for advancing the triumphs of the

cross; and

approves of the

the Assembly’s

rd the wants of our own country; and

Whereas, this Board is responsible to

the Assembly, and through it, to all the

churches under its government; and

Whereas, this Presbytery cordially

lans and operations of

oard, in reference to

Whereas, “concentrated action is

powerful action,”

Therefore, resolved, unanimously,

That the Missionary Society of this

Presbytery be, and hereby is, dissolved,

and that this Presbytery become Aux

iliary to the Board of Missions of the

General Assembly, on the plan proposed

by said Board, in their last annual report,

and that Rev. G. Newton, Rev. Wm.

Eagleton, and elders Wm. D. Baird, B.

M’Culloch, and James C. Mitchell, be

appointed an Executive Committee," to

correspond with the Board, and take all

proper measures to further and accom

plish the objects of their appointment.

A true copy.

A, B, LAwRENCE,

Moderator.

J. W. HALL,

Sated Clerk of Shiloh Presbytery.

The following is a resolution, which

was subsequently adopted, in reference

to the above.

Resolved, That this Presbytery do

earnestly recommend to all the churches

under their care, to unite immediately

and efficiently, in co-operation with the

General Assembly’s Board of Missions,

and that each Minister, as soon as prac

ticable, make this resolution knownto

their respective charges.

Ordered, that the Stated Clerk for

ward a copy of this resolution to each

vacant church, not represented at this

meeting of Presbytery.

A true copy, J. W. HALL,

S. C. of Shiloh Presbytery.

•of this commiteee, win. D. Baird is Treasurer,

and Rev. Wm. Eagleton is Secretary.

Presbytery of Oxford, Ohio.

An extract from the minutes of the

Oxford Presbytery in Session,

Ahril 7, 1831.

Resolved, That in the opinion ºf tº
Presbytery, the managment of missiona"

ry concerns belongs especially to *
&n. in her distinctive character,

that as a Presbytery, we have full º
dence in the Board of Missions of*

Whereas, the General Assembly, in

1828, re-organized their Board of Mis

sions, with the special design, to meet,

speedily and efficiently, the wants of the

yacant churches, and wide spread deso

lations of our own Zion; and

General Assembly, and cordially...

prove of its proceedings, so far as*

have come to our knowledge.

ADAM B. GilliLANP,

Stated Clerk.

• *

º

&
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Resolutions of the Presbytery of Kas

kaskia.

It has become my duty to inform you,

that “the following preamble and reso.

lutions were adopted by our Presbytery,

at its first meeting at Vandalia, on the

5th day of March, 1831, viz:

“Whereas, the churches under the

care of this Presbytery are aided by both

the Board of Missions of the General

Assembly, and the Home Missionary

Society, therefore,

“Resolved, That Messrs. Spilman,

Baldwin, and McClung, be a Commit

tee of Missions, to correspond with both

those Boards, in accordance with their

respective plans of operation.

“And further, resolved, That Messrs.

Spilman, Messenger and Sim, be a Com

mittee to correspond with the Board of

Education, according to the plan of that

Board.”

A true extract.

BENJ. F. SPILMAN,

Clerk firo. tem.

A strong affieal for Tennessee.

The following is an extract from a let

ter of an Agent of the Board, in Ten

nessee:

“I was very sorry, when I looked over

the Reporter for April, and discovered

that no appointments had been made for

Tennessee, except that of Dr. C. Such

is the state of things in Tennessee, and

indeed in almost all the South and South

western States, that every delay is so

much direct loss. I am afraid there is a

strong prejudice in the minds of most, if

not all the young brethren, against going

to the Šiš. &c. owing to the slavery

which exists. It is true, slavery does

exist, and to a most lamentable extent;

but are souls of masters and slaves to be

lost together, without any one being wil

ling to endure the self-denial, of preach

ing in such a country? Are not the souls

of slaves, as valuable, in the reckoning

of eternity, as those of their masters?

And will not the star in the ministerial

crown of rejoicing, shine as brightly

from the salvation of a poor, black, de

spised slave, as in that of the more hon

oured master? ...Surely, then, this ought

to be no prevailing objection in the mind

of any one, who desires the salvation of

souls? It is true, it may be disagreeable,

and revolting to the feelings of the heart

to dwell in such a land, but are ministers

of Jesus Christ, to choose where they

will go; or are they to go no where, but

where every thing will be pleasant, and

agreeable; where no self-denial will have

to be exercised? and where neither their

Vo . IX.-Ch. Adv,

eyes nor their hearts will be pained at

the wickedness and oppression of men?

Do the young brethren, who are leaving

the different Seminaries, from time to

time, make this bargain with their mas

ter? If they do, or if they are disflosed

to do so, they had better go to heaven

at once; or if they wish to live a little

longer on this earth, they had better

turn their attention to something else.—

But, Sir, I hope they do not, nor dare

not make such a bargain. The Minis

try of the Gospel has always been a post

of labour, of fatigue, of self-denial, and

hardship. And so it must be now. Sir,

the time has come, when the world must

be conquered. The armies of the Prince

of Peace are already in the field, and the

standard bearers of the camp must lead

the wan. Rivers must be crossed and

mountains must be scaled. Continents

must be traversed, and the terrors of the

ocean braved. . The enemy's country

must be invaded, and every fortress and

citadel be reduced. Hunger and thirst

must be endured, heat and cold, sunshine

and storm, must be sustained; the army

must be kept in motion by night and by

day; the banners must be nailed to the

staff, and the magnanimous resolution, to

conquer or die, be taken by every soul.

But, (metaphor aside,) ministers of the

gospel—and especially Presbyterians—

must be men of self-denial; men who can

and will endure hardships as good sol

diers of Jesus Christ. To the usual lite

rary, and , theological acquirements of

Presbyterian ministers, inust now, more

than ever, be added a disposition and de

termination to “glory in tribulations.”—

Their names seem to be a bye word, and

the drunkard’s song; and if they do good,

it must be through obloquy and reproach,

through mockery, suspicion, and con

tempt. This was their master's fare,

and they must be content with it.

With these things they will have to

contend too, in Tennessee. But, notwith

standing, if ministers, who would be

content to “glory in tribulations” of this

kind, to fare hardly and endure much fa

tigue, could be sent, I have little hesita

tion in saying, that in a very short time,

they would be instrumental in greatly

enlarging the feeble churches which now

exist, and of organizing many new ones.

Although there seems to be a very strong

prejudice every where against Presbyte

rians and Presbyterian ministers, yet, as

one of the brethren in Tennessee obser

ved, “they are like United States paper,

very current, and much liked where

they can be obtained.”

But the great difficulty is, ministers

cannot be obtained in sufficient numbers,

to fill, at once, the wants of Tennessee.
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and other destitute sections of the Val

ley. Our church government does not

mit of itinerancy precisely on the same

plan of the Methodists, yet, from looking

at the subject, I am fully persuaded, that

sormething similar must be adopted in

Tennessee, if the interests of our church

are to be sustained throughout the State.

The Methodists deserve praise for their

indefatigable zeal in establishing their

circuits so as to embrace almost eve

§ settlement, however inaccessible,

throughout the whole land.

I think the Executive Committees of

Presbyteries, are well qualified to assist

the Board in so locating their missiona

ries, that whilst they would perform al

most all pastoral duties, in particular con

gregations, they would, at the same time,

be sufficiently itinerant to embracea con

siderable section of country. I would,

therefore, earnestly recommend to the

Board, to send, if possible, at least three

or four, able, devoted, and prudent men

to each of the Presbyteries in Tennessee,

west of the Cumberland mountains, to

be directed in their field of labour by the

Executive Committees.

In this way, many vacancies can be

supplied, and much good done. The

Shilohº is anxious for some ar

rangement of this kind, and I do most

earnestly hope it may be adopted,

.4 plea for the French Catholics in Mis

souri. -

The following communication to the

Board, was recently received from a

highly respectable layman, in the State

of Missouri.

In the multitude of the benevolent ob

jects of the present day, I have often had

my mind turned to the present Canadi

an French population, settled in the va

rious villages along the banks of the Mis

sissippi, from New Madrid to St. Charles.

The number of this French population

I could not give with any degree of cor

rectness, but I should judge them up

wards of 15,000. Say about 1000 in St.

Charles; 500 in Portage de Sioux; in

St. Louis near 2000; in the Illinois Bot

tom, from St. Louis to Kaskaskia, about

2000; in Carondollet and other vil

lages, 1000; in Cape Girardeau, St.

Genevieve, and the mining country, may

be 5000 or 6000; New Madrid, and scat

tered about in various other little settle

ments in Missouri, about 2500 more.—

From the time that Louisiana became

theP. of the United States, till

about 1820, Romanism declined, and their

language was the chief reason they did

not amalgamate with the influx of Ameri.

|can population. In various instances,

they were not regularly supplied with

Catholic Priests, and a good opening was

made of introducing the French youth

into Sunday Schools, and something of

that kind was attempted with very flat

|tering prospects of success. About this

time, or soon after, the Jesuits came

among us, and altered the whole pros

pect; in some of the villages they pulled

down the churches that belonged to oth

|er orders, and raised new churches and

buildings entirely their own property,

|and by these means, they have got the

entire possession; except, perhaps, the

church in St. Louis, the priest of which

is a Dominican or Franciscan, or some

other order. From the time of their

coming among us, unto the present day,

the prospect is entirely changed; they

have entirély prohibited the French

youth from attending ourSunday Schools,

yea, they have multiplied their nunne

ries and free schools, for theº of

entangling our American youth in their

foils, and not without success; they have

gained over many; they appear extreme

|ly anxious to educate American youth,

especially the female part, while it is

evident, the poor French, whom they

have in perfect captivity, are growing up

in ignorance and idolatry; in many in

stances, I do believe, the poor beguiled

parents would rather see their offspring

enter the tomb, than go to a Protestant

Sunday School. If our charity would

give them theº of Truth, we

dare not, as we are fully persuaded, they

would be taken from them, and destroy

ed by the Priests and Nuns.

| Every way of entrance to the Roman

population appears to be effectually shut,

and not only so, but the Jesuits have had

the boldness to raise their masked batte

ries of lies within our own lines.

That these poor deceived and abused

people might be redeemed from the pow

er of priestcraft and papal darkness, has

cost me many a thought; and among

these, the only probable one I can con

ceive of, is a mission established among

them: if a French missionary could be

procured to labour among them, of the

right stamp, directly from France, posses:

sing excellent missionary talents, and

sound piety, something might, with the

blessing of God, be done to recover this

poor degraded remnant out of the fangs

of the Beast. Surely the pious French

would be more anxious, if they knew

their true situation, to send a mission

among them, their brethren, whos eak

their own language, than to the wiſds ºf

|Africa, or any other pagan land. ..].”

|humbly hope, the various Boards of Mis:

-

:

-
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sions will turn their eyes to this field of

labour, with a full purpose to try the ex

periment without a moment's delay; if

they succeed in procuring one or two

able missionaries of the sort mentioned,

to labout on the banks of the Mississippi,

great might be the consequence for the

good of these French citizens, as well

as the safety of our own American popu

lation. At this presentjuncture, when the

French nation are making such rapid

strides to relieve themselves of the heavy

burden and galling chains of Jesuit cu

pidity and tyranny in their own country;

it would be a desperate and untenable

effort in the Jesuits, entirely to hold these

people in subjection, if a talented French

man were coming among them. At pres

ent, many of this people feel very uneasy

under the heavy mulcts of these extortion

ers, who, by their thousand contrivances

to get money, are like the horse-leach,

who never has enough. May the Mis

sionary Society be led, by this feeble no

tice, to take efficient means, like Mr.

Raffles, in another case, and I pray God,

they may be as successful.

Slavery and Sabhuth-breaking.

A Missionary in Tennessee, thus writes:

One little incident, illustrating another

subject, may not be uninteresting. On

last Sabbath, a man of colour, a slave and

a professor of religion, called at my

house. He had walked nine miles that

morning, to get some necessaries at the

store for his wife, who was sick, and was

about to return home the same evening

Knowing that he had spent several Sab

baths in the same way, I asked him if

he did not feel guilty of breaking the

Sabbath. He said, he did frequently,

but he could not help it. His master would

not spare him from his work, to come up

on any other day, of the week; some

times, after working all day, he had

come up in the night, and returned before

day light, to labour, all the next day

without sleep; once he came up in that

way, and after knocking and calling in

vain at the stores for some time, was un

der the mortifying necessity of returning

the same night, without accomplishing

his object. When coming up on the Sab

bath, he prayed all the way, that the

Lord would not lay to his charge, the sin

of Sabbath-breaking, or forgive him if

guilty. But there were some things, it

seemed to him he must get, but could

no, without trespassing upon the Sab

bath. I urged him to submit to his lot,

even though it might seem a hard one,

and not by any means to violate the Sab

bath. His conscience appeared tender,

and he wept freely. But should he let

his wife suffer, pine away in sickness,

and perhaps die, for want of certain ne

cessaries which he could get for her inno

other way? ... I confess, on imagining

myself placed in the situation of this poor

slave, I was somewhat staggered at this

question. I knew it was not right “to

do evil that good might come,” but at

whose door would the crime of Sabbath

breaking, in this case, lie, that of the

poor slave, or his master? -

.M. Drunkard burnt to death.

The following melancholy account of

the miserable end of a drunkard, in the

western part of the State of New Jersey,

is taken from a recent report of one of

the Missionaries of the Board.

The most correct account of the case

states, that in the latter part of the day

he came to his house, under the influ

ence of intoxication, as usual; his wife

had to make her escape, but the children

he kept in the house, he was yet capable

of sitting on a chair; after some time his

wife returned and succeeded in getting

the children away with her, this was now

the more easily effected, as a degree of

stupor had overpowered his inflamed fe

rocity, and thus a merciful Providence

snatched three helpless children from

the jaws of destruction. Here, the last

lines of Selkirk’s soliloquy appear in their

correct bearing.

“There’s mercy in every place,

And mercy, encouraging thought,

Gives even affliction a grace

And reconciles man to his lot.”

After a short space of time, perhaps

fifteen or twenty minutes, the wife, anx

ious to ascertain the state of her wretch

ed husband, returned to her cabin, but

alas! on opening the door, she found the

house was filled with a dense body of

smoke; she then gave the alarm, that

either the house was on fire, or John was

burning up: the first man that attempted

to drag him out was completely baffled

by the intolerable stench and smoke;

a second making the attempt, succeeded

in dragging him out of the apartment, his

face was but little, if any marred, his

clothing, which I uuderstood was all cot

ton, was burned up, and his sides con

siderably burned in; he lay about three

feet from a small fire on the hearth,

without any appearance of contact with

it, unless one of his arms lying in that di
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rection. Many conjectures have been

offered as to the probable way he fell un

der the accident, but no satisfaction re

sults.

The following note was intended for

our May number, but was inadvertently

omitted.

From the Western Luminary.

Last week Mr. David A. Sayre re

ceived through the Post Office, a letter

of which the following is a copy:

“Scott County, March, 1831.

“SIR-I enclose $30 Commonwealth

of Kentucky, to be exchanged by you at

}". rates of exchange, and afterwards,

wish you to apply $20 to the benefit of

the Colonization Society, and the balance

to whoever may be agent for the Board

of Missions of the General Assembly.

- “A FRIEND.”

“Mr. D. A. Sayre.”

The donor is informed that $20 has

been paid to the Treasurer of the Colo

nization Society, and $6 25 placed to the

credit of the General Assembly's Board

of Missions, which shall be duly for

warded to the Treasurer at Philadelphia.

APPOINTMENTS.

From the 20th of April to the 1st of June.

Rev. L. Brookes, for 1 year to Bethany

Centre, N.Y.

Rev. Samuel E. Cornish, for six months'

to the 1st African Church, Philadelphia.

Mr. Samuel Wilson, for one year to the

Huntingdon Presbytery, Pa.

Rev. James B. Morrow, for one year to

New Philadelphia and Sandyville, Ohio.

Rev. James Anderson, for one year to

Rockhill, Bethel and vicinity, Ohio.

Mr. John Crawford, for one year to Car

lisle and Hopewell, Indiana.

Mr. Cochran Forbes, for two months to

Georgetown - Roads and vicinity, Md.

Rev. Richard Campbell, for one year to

Three Springs, Brook Co., Va.

Mr. W. D. Smith, for one year to the

Flatts of Grave Creek, Wolf Run and vi.

cinity, Wa.

Rev. Roswell Tenny, for one year to

Salem, Botetourt Co. Va.

Rev. H. M. Kerr, for one year to Little

Britain, Duncan's Creek and Drusilla, N.C.

Mr. James Kerr, for 6 months to Goshen

and Olney congregations, N. C.

Mr. John Pumroy, for one year to Rock

ingham Co. N.C.

Rev. Reuben Sears, for one year to the

Territory of Michigan.

RE-APPOINTMENTS,

Rev. Matthew Harrison, for one year to the

congregation of Scott. Courthand Co. N.Y,

Rev. Jacob Burbank, for one year to the

church of Naples, N.Y.

Rev. C. Webster, for one year to Hemp.

stead, L. Island. -

Rev. Moses Hunter, for one year to An

gelica, N.Y.

Rev. John Glenn, for one year to Rich.

land and Rockland, Venango County, Pa.

Rev. Salmon King, for one year to War.

ren and vicinity, Bradford County, Pa.

Rev. Peter Hassinger, for one year to

Waterford and vicinity, Erie County, Pa.

Mr. George W. Hampson, for one year

to Concord and Oil Creek, Pa.

Rev. A. McKeehan, for one year to Shir.

leysburg and Three Springs, Pa.

Rev. Robert B. Dobbins, for one year to

Williamsburg and White Oak, Ohio.

Rev. James Cunningham, for one year

to Mary Ann and West Carlisle, Ohio.

Rev. William Hughes, for one year to

Loudonville and Lake fork >; Roads, Ohio,

Rev. Richard Brown, for one year to

Mount Hope, Ohio.

Rev. Jacob Wolff, for one year to Bloom.

ings Grove and Sharon, Ohio.

Rev. Robert Young, for one year to Mil.

lersburg and East Hopewell, Ohio.

Rev. William Gray, for one year to

Springfield, Clark County, Ohio.

Rev. Salmon Cowles, for one year to

Fairview, Malaga and vicinity, Ohio.

Rev. John L. Belville, for one year to

Washington congregation and vicinity, 0.

Rev. William Wallace, for one year one.

third of his time to Cainbridge, Guernsey

County, Ohio. "

Rev. Samuel J. Miller, for one year to

West Lexington and New Providence, 0.

Rev. 1. Reed, Missionary Agent for three

months from 28th of May to Indiana and Ill

Mr. George W. Kennedy, for 6 months

to Taneytown, Md.

Rev. Jacob F. Price, for one year to

Louisville and vicinity, Ky.

Rev. D. L. Russell, for one year to N. C.

Rev. H. Patten, for 6 months to Cuacord

church, Tenn.

LETTERS RECEIVED,

From the 20th of April to the 1st of June.

O. Leavitt, NY. I. Reed, Ind. G. Colton,

NY. W. McJimsey, Pa. A. D. Montgome.

ry, Va. R. M'Cachren, Pa. J. Thomson, 0.

D. Monfort, Ind. Executive Committee of

Washington Presbytery. E. Hart, Pa. R.B.

Dobbins, O.I.A. Ogden, Ind. S. J. Cox, 0.

T. G. Govett, Ky. A. Y. Lockridge, NC.

R. G. Linn, 0.J. Thomson, Ind. J. Spiceſ,

-
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2, NY. T. Barr, 2 O. R. M. Cartee, NY. A.E.

Campbell, NY. G. H. Hulin, NJ. J.Wolff, O.

A.Hamilton, 2, Tenn. S.H.Crane, Ky. J.M.

Arnall, Ala. Ch, at Scott, NY. S.J. Miller O.

D.C. Allen, O. Elders Concord, Tenn. T.J.

Morgan,Pa. J. Caine,Ind. R.A. Lapsley, K.
W.Gray, O.S.M. Williamson,Tenn. J. H. Gil

lespie, Ala. J. L. Belville, o, S.F. Holiday,

NY. I. Bennett, Ill. G. W. Warner, O. C.

B. Bristol, Va. J. Montgomery, Ind. N.

Murray, Pa. T. Hoge, Pa. J. C. Campbell,

Ill. I. Reed, 2 Ind. L. G. Bell, Tenn. H. B.

Funk, O. C. Birnie, Mil. M. Harrison, NY.

C. Riggs, Pa. W. S. Potts, Mo. S.W.Doak,

Tenn. W. H. Whitaker, Ala. W. Carlisle,

SC. Elders,Naples, NY. A.O. Patterson, Pa

j, hyke, tem. A coe, of I.R. Brown,

N.W. Territory. J. M.Street, N.W.Territo

ry. J. F. Price, 2 Ky. S. B.Smith, O. J. Hunt,

O. L. G. Gaines and Elders Hopewell, O.

W.A. Aitkin, N.W.Territory. Elders and

Deacons, Bethel, O. J. B. Wilcox, NY. El

ders and Trustees, Round Bottom, O. W.

K. stewart, Ill. H. M. Pharr, NC. S.Cowles,

O. J. Crafford, Pa. J. Dorrance, Pa. D

Page, 2 N.Y. Executive Committee Niaga.

ra Presbytery. A. Rawson, 2 NY. J. B. Mc.

Creary, Pa. Executive Committee Shiloh"

Presbytery. W. C. Blair, Lou. Elders, Som

erset. O. A. M. Keith, 2 Ky. R. Everitt, NY.

1. Oakes, NY. R. Young, O. J. W. Robin

--

son, Tenn. J. Coe, 2 O. T. Lindsey, Miss.

Pastor and Elders, Pleasant Ridge, O. J.

Paine, Va. O.Hill, NY. J. B. Watkins, Ky.

A. A. M'Ginley, Pa. A. B. Gilliland, O. J.

Cunningham, O. M. Hunter, NY. W. Sic

kles, 3 Ind. J. C. Harrison, Ky. S. Rhea,

Tenn. D. Hoyt, Tenn. S. B. Robertson,

Ky. J. Culbertson, O. C. C. Beatty, 2 O. A.

Hamilton, Ky. G. Addison, SC. A. B. Law

rence, Tenn. I. Brainard, NY. R. Post, D.C.

R. Dilworth, Pa. Elders, Poke run & Plum

creek, Pa. R. Henry, Pa. J. Pomeroy, NC.

S. Austin, Pa. D. L. Russell, NC. W. Han

ford, O. D. A. Sayre, Ky. S. King, Pa. R.

Kennedy, Pa. G. W. Ashbridge, 2 Ky. J.B.

Davis,NC. R. Holman, Ry. Executive Com

mittee Susquehanna Presbytery, Elders

and Trustees, Peekskill, NY. C. Webster,

L. I. W. Brobston, NC. Presbytery of Cham

plain. A. Parmele, NY. J.J. Rice, NJ. W.J.,

|Frazier, Ill. G. S. Woodhull, NJ. J. Buch

anan, Pa. W. F. Houston, Pa. J. L. Mont

gomery, Pa. E, S. Hunter, Pa. L. Clark, N.

Y. J. Ficklin, Ky.

----ee-et--

- New AUx111ARIES.

Elk Ridge, Tenn. Bethberei, Tenn.

Piedmont, Tenn. Bethesda, Tenn. Frank

lin, Tenn. Jackson, Madison, Co. Tenn.

Trenton, Gibson Co. Tenn. Peytons creek

Tenn. Murfreesboro, Tenn. Dauphin Mis

son, Geo. J. Witherspoon, NC. W.J. Frier. sionary Society, Pa.-Total, 433.

.Accorºnt of Cash received by the Board of Missions of the General Assembly,

of the Presbyterian Church, from the 20th of April, to the 24th of May 1831.

.ºrnwall, N. J. Auxiliary Society per Rev. J.

Collections per do

.4/bany, N. Y. Collected in 1st Presbyterian

..?!...candria, Huntingdon Co. Pa. auxiliary society per Mr. J. Porter,

.ºrnsterdam, N. Y. Presbyterian Congregation through Board of Domestic

Missions of the Presbytery of Albany,

..?ugusta, Ky. auxiliary society per D. A. Sayre,

B. thany, N. Y. Female auxiliary society per Rev. J. B.

Bethesda, Tenn. auxiliary society per Rev. A. Hamilton,

Bethany, Tenn. auxiliary society by Rev.

tive Committee per

JBeach Springs, O. auxiliary society per Re

Bedford Co. Pa. Donation from Miss Marth

Bethel, Ky. auxiliary society per D.A. Sayre,

do per Rev. J. L. Bellville,Bellbrook, O. Do

Buffalo, O. Contributions 50 cent plan per

Curlisle, Pa. Donation from Rev. S. B. Howe, D. D.,

Columbia, Tenn annual subscription by D.

( rab.dpple, O. auxiliary society per lev. J.

Centrerille, Crawford Co. Pa. Congregation per Rev.

Champlain Presbytery, per Rev. M. Chase,

Changeford, Pa. irom an unknown individual per Dr. Martin,

Deerfield, N.J. auxiliary society and collection per Mr. J. Davis, -

Janville, Pa, from Gen. D. Montgomery his

Doylestown, Pa. auxiliary society per Rev.

Dayton, 0. - do do Rev.

Ebenezer, Tenn. annual sub. by Rev. D. Brown, per Rev. A. Hamilton,

Erie, Pa. auxiliary society per Rev. Peter Hassinger, -

East Liberty, Pa. auxiliary society per S. T

East Chanceford, Pa. do do per Dr.

25

40

00

00

Moore,

Church

$4

4.

36

3

per P. Boyd, - -

100

15

7

2

00

50

00

50

Wilcox,

O. Jennings, Treasurer Execu

l?ev. A. Hamilton,

v. J. McArthur,

a D. Mitchell,

50

50

00

50

00

00

75

00

50

00

50

00

00

00

O0

18 00

2 00

50 50

35 00

17 75

10

29

5

- - 12

5

20

3

2

S3

7

11

10

12

100

17

T. Hood,

Hamilton,Hardin, per Rev. A.

McArthur,

Mr. Chamberlain,

Dr. Green, .sub. for 1831, per

Mr. Bellville,

J. L. Bellville,

:
'hompson, Treasurer,

Martin,

No. 10.
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Flemington, N. J. do do per Rev. J. Moore, - - - 3 81

Fairfield N. J. do do per Rev. Ethan Osborn, - - 16 25

For Run & Bullskin, Ky. United churches per Rev. S. H. Crane, - 5 00

Frunklin, Tenn. auxiliary society per Rev. A. Hamilton, - - 6.50

donation from a lady per do - - - 300

Fairfield, W. J. from Rev. J. Osborn annual collection per Isaac Snowden 300

Fountain County, Ind. collections per Rev. J. S. Thomson, - - 12 72

Frankford, Pa. auxiliary society additional per Rev. Mr. Biggs, - 5 00

Fairfield, Crawford Co. Pa.. from the Female Missionary Society per Wells

Bushnell, Treasurer, per Rev. Mr. Chamberlin, 9 37

from the Male Miss. So... per do - 11 (ſ)

Forks of Brandywine, Pa, collections per Rev. J. N. C. Grier, Stated Cler

of the New Castle Presbytery, - - 6 53

from Capt. Buchanan per do - - 3 00

R. McIntyre per do - - 3 50

S. Ralston per do - - 3 50

J. Ralston jr. per do - - 3 11

Female Miss. So, per do - - 38 50

Rev. A. G. Morrison per do - - 12 00

S. Bell per do - - 5 00

Robert Adair per do - - 23 00

Thomas Love per; do - - 5 00

J. Magraw, D. D. per do - - 10 00

Fayetteville, Tenn. auxiliary society additional per Rev. A. Hamilton, - 5 50

donation from Rev. E. McEwen per do - - 50

Goshen, 0. collection per Rev. R. G. Linn, - - - - 14 88

Greenwich, Cumberland Co. N.J. auxiliary society, - -* - 4 50

Great Comowogo, Adams Co. Pa. Female Miss. So, per D. McConaugby, 27 62

Greersburg Society, by Mr. Stephen Todd, - - - - 2 00

Hopewell, Ind collection per Rev. J. A. Ogden, - - - 3 10

Hustings, N.Y. centributions in congregation per Rev. O. Leavitt, - 3 00

Hempstead, L. I. collection per Hugh Auchincloss, Esq. Treasurer, - 4 00

Hopewell, Orange Co. N. Y. donation from several individuals per Rev.

H. M. Koontz, - - - $25

Hartford Presbytery, by Rev. W. Nesbit, - - - - 22 52

Hopewell Congregation, by do - - - - - 2 00

Hillsboro, O. auxiliary society per Mr. S. D. Blythe, - - - 12 25

Jamaica, L. I. collection per Hugh Auchincloss, Esq. Tr. - - 2 50

Kingsborough, N.Y. Presbyterian congregation through Board of Domestic

Missions of Presbytery of Albany, - - - 200 00

Kingston, W.J. auxiliary society per Rev. D. Comfort, - - - 31 00

Lammington, N. J. do per Mr. Benj. McDowell, - - 16 62

Lower Marsh Creek Congregation per D. McConaughy, - - - 5 25

Liek Run Congregation, Pa. per Rev. Mr. Peebles, - - - 5 00

Lawrence, N.J. Presbyterian congregation per Mr. R. Green, - - 8 00

Liberty Congregation, Presbytery of Hudson, - - - - 2 25

Learington, #. donation from J. Williams per D. A. Sayre, - - 5 00

Landisburg Congregation, per Rev. E. S. Ely, D. D., - - - 10 00

Lawrence, N.J. auxiliary society per Mr. R. Howe, - * - - 1 1 00

Lambert ville, N.J. do do additional per Rev. J. Studdiford, - 2 00

Louisville, Ky. do do 2d Presbyterian Ch. per Mr. M. Daverill 11 00

Millerstown, Perry Co., Pa.. collections per itev. B. E. Collins, - - 2 50

Morgantown, Monongalia Co. Va. collections per Joel Stoneroad, - 5 00

Mount Vernon, Ky. from the family of Mr. Bradstreet, per Rev. S. H. Crane 2 UU

Anna S. Walsh, do do - 50

Franklin Dunlap, do do - 50

Mount Pleasant, Pa.. donation from A. Basset, per Rev. A. O. Patterson, 50

Mississippi, from A. Macrery, Esq. Tr. of Mississippi Presbytery, 50 cent

contributions per Isaac Snowden, Esq. - 120 00

Mount Horeb, Ky., auxiliary society per Rev. S. Steel, -

- 9 00

Middle Spring, Pa.. collections per Rev. R. Kennedy, - - - 13 12

Mill Creek, Pa. auxiliary society per S. Thompson, Treasurer, - - 22 31

Mount Pleasant, Pa.. do do do - - - 26 15

Moira Church, N. Y. collection per Rev. A. Parmelie, - - • 1 86

donation from Widow Filton per do - - 5 00
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Milton, N. Y. contribution 50 cent plan per T. Hood, - - - 5 00

Mount Horeb, Ky. auxiliary society additional per Rev S. Steele, - 3 00

Newville, Pa. donation from an unknown individual per Rev. R. McCachran, 5 00

auxiliary society per do - - - 1 00

Natchez, Miss. donation from an unknown individual per Rev. G. Potts, 50 00

Nashville, Tenn. annual sub. per Rev. O.Jennings, Tr. by Rev. A. Hamilton, 27 00

New York, Wall street Ch. 2 friends additional per Rev. W. W. Phillips, D.D. 14 00

collection in 1st Presbyterian Ch.per Hugh Auchincloss, Esq. Tr. 75 40
Cedar street Ch. per do - - 31 00

Brick Church per do - - 428 00

from Canal street Church per do - - 10 00

donation from George Zabriskie, Esq. - - - 50

Samuel Boyd, Esq. subscription for 1831, - 50 00

North East, Pa. auxiliary society Rev. G. W. Hampson, - - - 25 00

IVewton, donation from Mr. Rosset, - - - 1 50

New Brunswick, W. J. Presbytery per Rev. G. S. Woodhull, - - 11. 84

Newark, O. auxiliary society Itev. J. Little, - - - 2 00

Newburyport, Mass, donations from Females of the 2d Presbyterian Ch. 7 13

Nashville, Tenn. collections additional per Rev. A. Hamilton, - - 10 00

Newark, N.J. auxiliary society additional Mr. D. Nichols, - - 1 00

donation from D. Nichols, - - - 20 00

Neshamany, Pa. auxiliary society additional per Rev. R. B. Belville, - 1 50

New Providence, O. collection per Rev. S. J. Miller, - - - 4 00

Oxford, N.J. auxiliary society Rev. J. T. Russell, - - - 30 00

Piedmont, Tenn, auxiliary society per Rev. A. Hamilton, - - 1 00

Portland and Carroll, Chatauque Co. N. P. collections per Rev. I. Oakes, 14 7.5

Pleasant Hill, O. auxiliary society per Rev. J. Little, - - - 4 7.5

Pike & Clearfield Congregations, Pa.. by Rev. J. Hutchinson, - - 2 00

Pine Creek, Lycoming Co. Pa.. congregation per Rev. J. H. Grier, - 17 50

Presbytery of Lewes, - - - - - - - 11 50

Peytons creek church, Tenn. don. from Rev. J. L. Sloan, per Hev. A. Hamilton, 1 00

Pigeon creek, Pa. auxiliary society per S. Thompson, Tr. - - 14 00

Poland, 0. do do do - 7 50

Philadelphia, Pa. auxiliary society 6th Prn. Ch. per Rev. S.G. Winchester, 30 00

from 7 members of the 8th Prn Ch. for support of a

missionary for one year per H. McKeen, - - 100 00

Monthly Concert collection 8th Prn. Ch. per do - 10 00

collections at Concert of Prayer in 2d Prn. Ch. - 46 20

donation from Mrs. S through A. Henry, Esq. - 5 00

Joseph P. Engles, Esq. his subscription for 1830 & 1831, 200 00

annual contributions 4th Prn. Ch. per James Algeo, - 9 00

collection at Monthly Concert of Prayer in do per do 5 00

J. McAlpin, Esq. his subscription for 1831, - - 100 00

Solomon Allen, Esq. do do - - 100 00

from the 4th Prn. Ch. per Isaac Snowden, Esq. - 9 00

William Brown, Esq. his subscription for 1831, - 100 00

donation from L. Lamb, Esq. per Dr. Ely, - - 12 00

Red Clay creek congregation, from a lady, - 1 00

Rushville & Pleasant Ridge, Ind auxiliary society per Rev. W. Sickles, 10 0ſ)

Surguinsville, East Tenn. donation from Mr. W. Lyons, per Rev.S. W. Doak. , 500

St. Louis, Mo. auxiliary society per Rev. S. H. Crane, - r - 105 75

Springfield, Portage co. O. do do per Rev. J. D. Hughes, - - 10 00

Shiloh, Ind. collections per Rev. John S. Thomson, - - - 3 12

Short creek congregation, Ohio co. Pa. donation from Mrs. Mary Waits, per

Rev. Mr. Wylie, - - - 96 62

Salem, Mercer co, Pa. congregation per lev. Mr. Chamberlain, - - 8 50

Sweet Hollow, collection per Hugh Auchincloss, Esq. Tr. - - 1 65

St. Francisville & Pinkneyville, La. congregations, - : - 8 00

Scott Settlement, La. Presbyterian Church, - - - - 3 50

Saltsburg, Indiana co. Pa. congregation per Rev. W. Hughes, - - 11 12

Shelbyville, Tenn. from auxiliary society additional per Rev. A. Hamilton, 8 50

Sawickly, Pa. auxiliary society per S. Thompson, Tr. - - - 26 50

Susquehanna Presbytery, per W. Jessup, Tr. - - 103 75 .

Slate Ridge congregation, Pa, collection per Rev. Mr. Parke, - - 10 00

Steubenville, Q. from Presbytery per Rev. C. Clinton Beatty, Tr. - - 137 Q0
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Staunton, Va. received from J. Cowan, Tr. per Rev. John McIlhenny, viz:

received of Rev. Frs McFarland, collected at the meeting

of the Presbytery held in Lewisburg, $95 00

received of do collected in Bethel congrega

tion at sundry times, 21 50

do Rev. C. Speece,D.D. coll’d. in Augusta Ch. 3 50

do Major Wm. Bell, do do 12 25

do Mr. C. Bias collected at sundry times in

Tamberidge and Fairfield congregations, 37 00

do from Union congregation, 24 75

do of Jn. Tate, Esq. collected in Hebron cong. 20 00

do from Mossy Creek congregation, 50

collected at sundry times in Staunton congregation, 36 50

received of Ladies' Missionary Society of Staunton

at sundry times, 200 00

do Rev. Jos. Smith from Lexington cong. 63 75

do do do Falling Springs cong. 37 7

do do do New Providence do 36 50

do do do Locust Bottom do 2 00

$590 95

Deduct amount acknowledged in the Treasurer's

account from 20th Oct. to 20th Nov.

Solomox ALLEx, Treasurer.

From Female Missionary Society, $160

Collected at meeting of Pr’y. in Lewisburg, 95

Sundry Portages paid by J. Cowan, Tr. 2 28–257 28

333 67

Trenton, N.J., auxiliary society 1st Prn. Ch. per Rev. J. Moore, - - 1 50

do do 2d do do - - - 15 25

Taneytown, Md. do do additional per Rev. G. W. Kennedy, - 10 00

Faggs Manmor congregation, Pa.. collection per Rev. Mr. White, - - 8 00

Upper Marsh creek & Great Conowago congregations, per Rev. D. McConaughy, 10 00

Woodbury, N.J. collections in Prn. Ch. per Rev. C. Williamson, - - 12.44

Washington, O. auxiliary society per Rev. J. L. Bellville, - - - 15 50

JWaterford, Erie co, Pa, congregation per Rev. Mr. Chamberlain, - - 1 65

JWelsh Hun, Pa.. collection per Rev. R. Kennedy, - - - 16 00

donation from a young lady per do - - - 400

Washington, D.C. auxiliary society additional, - - - - 50

Western Muziliary Missionary Society, per Itev. E. McCurdy, Tr. per

S. Thompson, Tr. - - - - 130 00

Wooster Wayne, co. O. received by Jn. Cunningham, Tr. from the following:

Jeromeville cong, per Dr. Cunningham per R. Beale, 1287:

Wooster congregation per Rev. T. Barr do 3 12:

East Hopewell cong, per D. F. Finney do 625

Congress cong, per John Stanley do 4 50

Newmans Creek cong. per Rev. S.Cleland do 10 06:

Mount Hope cong, per Jn. Hamilton do 14 223

Newmans Creek cong, per Rev. T. Barr do 5 00

East Hopewell cong. do do 1 00

Apple Creek cong. do do 1 56}

Millersburg cong. do do 1 62;

Paintville cong. do do 10 75

Unity alias Salt Creek cong, do do 3 00

Pigeon run auxiliary society per Rev. Mr. Snodgrass, 8 87%

Sugar Creek do do per Mr. W. Forbes, 12 22

Newmans Creek do do per Rev. S. Cleland, 10 00

Martinsburg do do per Rev. H. Harvey, 30 25
Utica do do per do 7

Lexington do do per Rev. T. Barr, 5 12}

Pleasant Hill do do do 5 75

Missionary Reporter, from sundry subscribers 98 00

$4,419 91

No. 34, S. Third street, Philad
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In addition to the fifty-five beneficia

ries, reported last year, thirteen have

been taken under patronage, in the course

of the year, ending the 19th inst. Of

this number, two have been dropped, be

cause they did not appear to possess, in a

satisfactory degree, all those traits of

character, which are desirable, if not in

dispensable, in candidates for the sacred

Ministry. One, who had been licensed

some time previously, has been recently

ordained, and located, as stated supply,

in an interesting but feeble congregation,
in Pennsylvania.

The whole number, now in immediate

connection with the Board, is sixty-five:

The number connected with it, through

the medium of the Presbyteries and other

auxiliaries, cannot be accurately given,

as but few reports have been received.—

The Board of the Synod of New York,

have thirteen under their care, and have

raised $1,399 58 in the last year. Re

ports from 22 Presbyteries have been re

ceived; from which it appears that these

Presbyteries have 45 beneficiaries in

training, and have expended, in their sup

ort, $2,546 60. Whole number of bene

ciaries, so far as reported, 123; Funds

raised, S9,471 87. Twenty-three are

at Theological Seminaries; twelve are in

Colleges; and the remainder in prepara

tory schools. Of the talents and piety of

the young men, we may say, that, from

all the information which we have been

able to obtain concerning their conduct

and proficiency in study, there is good

reason to hope, that they will prove, un

der favour of Divine Providence, useful

labourers in the Lord's vineyard. Some

of them, we know, are distinguished

scholars; and we are happy to find that

they seem, generally, to take a deep in

terest and an active part, in those devo

tional exercises, and labours of love,

which become their christian profession

and holy vocation.

GENERAL RULEs.

A system of rules, or by-laws, design

ed to promote economy, convenience, and

consistency in the transaction of business,

has been adopted, and published, togeth

er with the constitution of the Board, in

Fºllº form; copies of which may be

had by application to the Cor. Sec'y'and

General Agent. From this summary, we

give the following items, as matter of in

formation, viz.: “No beneficiary is al
lowed more than one hundred dollars,

annually, from our funds, except in ex

traordinary cases, and if any beneficiary

receives aid from other sources, he is to

report the nature andamount of the same,

once a year, to this Board.

“As a general rule, the preference is

given to those applicants for patronage,

whohave made the greatest advancement

in their studies.

“Every beneficiary is considered as al

ways on frobation; and, if, at any time,

he manifest such defects in capacity, tem.

per, general manners, or piety, as would

render his introduction into the Ministry

of doubtful utility, the Board feel them.

selves religiously bound to make no furth

er appropriations, in his case.

“No written obligation is required of

our beneficiaries, to refund the money ex

pended by the Board in their education;

because we act upon the principle that

the Church, as a moral parent, ought to

provide for the education of such of her

sons as are indigent, and yet may, pro

bably, become her faithful servants in

the ministry: but we, nevertheless, de

sire every beneficiary to remember, that

his duty to the Church, to his younger

brethren who seek the same holy office,

and to his Saviour, requires, that, so soon

as he shall be able, he should refund:

and this understanding is made known to

the young men, when received under

patronage. Those who voluntarily de

cline entering the ministry, are required

to refund, with interest; and their wil

lingness to do so, is signified by engaging

to conform to our rules.

“Any individual, or congregation, by

paying annually, a sum, not less than one

hundred dollars, has the privilege of se.

lecting the beneficiary who shall enjoy

the benefit of the endowment, provided,

his qualifications be approved by the

Board.

“Young men, applying for aid, must

furnish satisfactory testimonials, from

two or more ministers or elders of the

Presbyterian church, or from some Pres

bytery, of their piety, talents, good de

portment, and real necessities: and the

are required to furnish, as often as shall

be deemed proper, during their prepara

tory course, a written declaration of their

views and purposes, in relation to the
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Gospel Ministry, as the labour of their

lives. Certificates of their proficiency

and behaviour, are required, also, from

their teachers: strict economy, in all

their expenditures, is enjoined upon them

as a sacred duty. The allowance, to

those who are at manual-labour schools,

is limited to seventy dollars a year: Some

have made fifty dollars, in addition to

their own earnings, answer their purpose.

“No person receives aid, who does not

manifest a willingness to pursue such a

cºurse of education as the Board deems

proper, or , whose attachment to the

standards of the Presbyterian church is

questionable, or, who is unwilling to re

ceive his theological instruction in a

Presbyterian seminary.

“The grounds upon which patronage

is withdrawn, are such as these, viz: If

the beneficiary change his place of edu

cation without leave of the Board; if his

talents, state of health, or his prudence,

or piety, or diligence be not such as to

warrant its continuance; if he enter into

the married state; if he put himself un

der the care of another education society,

or refuse to make the requisite returns,

in regard to his progress, expenditures,

and purpose, in reference to the work of

the Ministry.

“Beneficiaries are expected to submit

themselvesto the paternal care and coun

sel of the Corresponding Secretary and

General Agent of the Board.”

SUPERvision.

It is made the duty of the Correspond

ing Secretary and General Agent, to ex

ercise a qualified pastoral care over the

beneficiaries; to visit them as often as

racticable, at least once a year; and to

lold correspondence with them as fre

quently as circumstances may require;

which has been done, so far as could be,

consistently with his other engagements.

Frequent communications are had, also,

with the principal teachers, under whose

tuition the young men are pursuing their

studies: and written advice is submitted

to them, occasionally, through the me

dium of , the “Education Register,”

which, it is believed, they have all had

the opportunity of reading. From their

various location, it is obvious, however,

that the offices of paternity cannot be

extended to them so fully and regularly

as might be, in other circumstances.

PAUCITY OF BENEFICIAR1Es, AND THE

REASON of IT,

It may seem strange, that the number

is so small; that it has increased so little

beyond what it was a year ago: Strange,

indeed, it is—nay, it is mortifying. This

Board, ostensibly represents, and was de

signed, in the important business of train

ing labourers for the Gospel Harvest, to

act for upwards of two thousand chris

tian churches, embracing nearly twohun

dred thousand communicants. Why,

then, it may well be asked, is our list of

Beneficiaries so small? We answer, not

because there are no more young men of

the character contemplated, but simply

and solely because we have not been

able, in good faith, to receive any more,

with a promise of the assistance which

they need. Applications for aid are nu

merous and pressing, from various parts

of our country; but we have not felt war

ranted to entertain and encourage them.

We have been obliged, though with

painful reluctance, to put them off for

the present, with a conditional promise

of aid, so soon as it shall be in our power

to render it.

RECEIPts AND ExPENDITUREs.

On this topic, the Board would willing

ly be silent, did not duty require them to

speak out, and declare the truth. The

whole amount received, during the year,

including annual contributions, congre.

gational collections, donations from indi
viduals, and remittances from auxilia

ries, as appears from the Treasurer's

statement, is $5,525 69." -

This sum has been expended inap

propriations to our Beneficiaries, and in

defraying the necessary expenses of the

Board; and there are now demands upon

the treasury to a considerable amount,

which we have not the means of satisfy

ing. Upwards of sixty young men, whº

have been encouraged to expect aid, are

importuning us for the means of gºing

forward in their studies. Their neces.

sities are urgent, and, if not speedily re

lieved, they will be obliged to suspend

for a time at least, their preparations for

the Ministry; and, in all probability, a

large number of pious and talented youth

will turn to other occupations, in despair

of being able to reach the sacred office,

with the requisite qualifications. -

This state of things is, indeed, humilia

ting—it is appalling: and the questiºn

will naturally be asked, have the Board

done their duty? Have suitable exer.

tions been made to raise funds? Of this

the Assembly must judge. We can only
say, that we have endeavoured to do our

duty. And we believe all has been *

tempted, which it would have been wº

to attempt, in the circumstances ºf the

case. . We may have been wanting .
faith, but not, we trust, in solicitude, or

diligence. . The fact is, the whole powº,

in this business, is, by the constitutiºn

the Board, left in the hands of the Prº*

byteries. All that is required of them,
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is, to hand over tous their surplus funds,

for distributidh. They were expected,

indeed, to become auxiliary. A few of

them have done so, in form; but none of

them have afforded efficient aid, beyond

the wants of their own Beneficiaries.—

Pastors of churches have, in some instan

ces, remonstrated against our going in

among their people, to solicit contribu

tions. We are not willing to be obtru

sive; to cause divisions in congregations,

or to interfere with other benevolent in

stitutions. We have not been able to

procure agents, to operate, where an ap

lication would probably be welcomed.

§. appointments have been made in

different sections of the church; but they

have been declined, with the exception

of one or two, perhaps. We are told,

in very pathetic terms, that the pressing

of our object, at present, would interfere

seriously with other good designs, of a

local character, dear to the hearts of the

people. Agencies, moreover, are expen

sive. Men cannot be expected to engage

in them, without adequate support; and

we have not felt quite at liberty to give

pledges, which it might not be in our

power to redeem,

These are a few of the causes that have

operated against the success of this en

terprize. Others might be named; such

as the supposed efficacy of manual-labour

establishments, which, though helpful

to some extent, and worthy of public fa

vour, certainly cannot be made to super

cede the necessity of other pecuniary

aid, unless young men are required to
spend some twenty years, of the best

part of life, instead of eight or ten, in

preparing to labour in the Gºspel vine

yard. Some people profess to have scru

ples, in regard to our general design, be

cause, in a few instances, young men who

have received gratuitous aid, have disap

pointed public expectation; a result to

i.e. guarded against, with all care, but,

by no means, forming a valid objection to
the cause. With another class of per

sons, it is a question, whether an institu

tion, so limited in its scope—confined as

this is, in its appropriations, to indigent

youth of our own denomination, exclu

sively, comport with the spirit of the

age, or be consistent with good feelings
towards other portions of the great chris

tian family. On this point, the Presby

terian Church, in the exercise of chari

ty and good will towards all that love our

i. Jesus Christ, expressed her judg

ment when she instituted this Board.—

Nor has it been proved, as vet, that her

decision was erroneous. It seems rea

sonable to expect that more, in the ag

regate, will be done, and done with less

5. of sectarian jealousy, if every

denomination train its ministry in its own

way, than could be accomplished by any

attempt at union, so long as there exists

such a diversity of opinion, as is known

to exist among christians, in regard to

the proper education and necessary quali

fications of Gospel Minisiers.

We bid God-speed to our brethren of

other denominations in the household of

faith, in their efforts to fill up their min

isterial ranks. We hail them, as fellow

labourers in the good work of the Lord;

but we wish to share in these labours of

love. There is ample room, and a loud

call for the exertions of all who love the

Redeemer, and care for the souls of men.

It is our deliberate purpose, therefore,

to go forward, in this great work, in the

name and strength of the risen Saviour.

In the hearing of the high command, as

it issues from the lips of redeeming love,

“go, teach all nations”—and, on the

margin of “the fountain tha cleanseth

from all sin,” we invoke the cordial co

operation of the two thousand one hun

dred and fifty-eight churches, with

which we stand connected by a solemn

profession of attachment to the same sys

tem of christian doctrine and ecclesiasti

cal order. Our aim is to raise up well

taught, and holy pastors for our seven

hundred vacant congregations; evangeli

cal labourers, to perform missionary ser

vice in the waste places of our own great

country, and to assist in bearing the glad

tidings of Gospel Salvation to six hun

dred millions of heathen. The Provi

dence of God is calling upon us to en

gage in this work, with renewed zeal,

and strong confidence. The spirit of re

vivals is abroad in the churches. Large

numbers of young men are brought into

the kingdom of Christ, and are disposed,

by his grace, to serve him in the minis

try of his gospel. They are saying, in

view of the plentecus harvest, and scar

city of labourers, “here are we, send

us.” The time to favour Zion is come.

The Macedonian cry, comes from every

quarter of the peopled world. The in

habitants of the isles are waiting for Mes

siah’s law. Can we, in such circumstan

ces, and in such times as these, be inac

tive, without treachery to our blessed

Master? We cannot. “He that is not

with me, says Christ, is against me; and

he that gathereth not with me, scatter

eth abroad.” The maxim is divine and

incontrovertible. Let us endeavour to

imbibe and manifest its spirit; and our

labour will not be in vain in the Lord. A

pious ministry—able, and in number,

adequate to the work that is to be per

formed, is indispensable, in the grand

design of evangelizing the world.

We hope to be excused for these ex
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hortatory remarks. An earnest desire

to reach the ear, and secure the assist

ance of the churches, through the me

dium of the General Assembly, must be

our apology. One suggestion more, and

we have done. If every congregation,

by its minister or eldership, would be

come responsible for the support of one

beneficiary, or more, as may suit their

ability, and make punctual payment,

semi-annually, or annually, we should,

no longer, have occasion to complain of

, he want of funds. At a late meeting of

the Presbytery of Philadelphia, pledges

were given for the support of seventeen

beneficiaries; and we are happy to learn,

that this simple and practicable plan has

been recently adopted elsewhere. How

easy it would be, for this great§.
to set an example, in this way, that would

animate and move the whole Presbyte

rian church, and give an impulse to the

cause of Ministerial education, that

might pervade this land;—nay, this en

tire world, and be had in grateful re

membrance, in the millenium. Would

not the people, here represented, sustain

such an act of confidence in their libe

rality and zeal, for the promotion of a

design so closely connected with the glo

ry of Christ, and the salvation of souls?

We throw out the idea, in the hope,

that, before the rising of this venerable

body, we shall be authorized to say to our

present incumbents—go on, in your pre

E. for the Lord’s work: you shall

e supported;—and to many others, in

waiting for an answer to their applica

£º we will receive you, also:—

For “the harvest is plenteous, but the

labourers are few.”

By order,

W. NEILL,

Sec'y and Gen. Agent.

Receifts by the

-

MEMBERS of the

BOARD OF EDUCATION,

Elected by the last Assembly.

MINIstERs.

Rev. H. R. Weed

Sylvester Eaton,

Eliakim Phelps,

Ashbel Green, D, D.

Robert Steel,

Samuel G. Winchester,

W. L. McCalla,

C. P. Storrs,

J. Mathews, D. D.

Jas. Blythe, D. D.

John Witherspoon,

Alexander Magee,

Obadiah Jennings,

George Potts,
W. J. Frazer. s

ELDERs.

Mr, Thomas McKeen,

Aristarchus Champion,

Matthew L. Bevan,

John McMullin,

Henry McKeen,

Zalmon Fitch,

James McCay,

Robt. J. Breckenridge,

David Patton,

Felix Grundy,

John Henderson,

Thomas Lindsey,

Samuel Thompson,

H. B. Funk,

C. McIntyre.

6th inst, viz:

United churches of Fox Run and Bullskin, Ky., - -

Abraham B. Hutton, of 6th church, Philadelphia, - -

John Fletcher, McConnelsburgh, Pa.

John Brewster, per Rev. Mr. Musgrave,

Church of Snow-Hill, Md. per Rev. Mr.

Church of Frankford, Pa. additional,

Church of Freehold, New Jersey,

Rev. P. Hassinger, -

Church of Hillsborough,

Rev. William Finney, Md.

Rev. Nathaniel Calhoon, Va.

Churches of York and Hopewell, Pa.. by Rev. Dr. cºurt.
lChurch of Upper Marsh Creek,

Mrs. Jane Whiteside, Oak Mills, Pa.. b

Rev. Samuel Davis, by Mr. Barklav,

Church of Buffalo, Ohio, by Rev. Mr. Wallace, - -

Joseph B. MITCHELL, Treasurer.

Ohio, per Rev. S. D. Blythe, - -

Church of Newburyport, by Rev. J. Proudfit, - -

arford county,

John Morrison, Fsq. Abington, Pa. per Rev.

-

-

$ 1

5;

Mustard, - -

5i:15

- - 10 00

- - 10 00R. Steel,

- 4 (º(10. 0.

y Rev. Mr. Hutchinson,
- - - - 5 00

$199.18

General Agent for the Board of Education, from May 4th to the

i.
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After considering and explain

ing the various duties enjoined in

the Decalogue, or the summary of

the moral law contained in the ten

commandments, it is with peculiar

propriety that the question is im

mediately asked in our Catechism

—"Is any man able perfectly to

keep the commandments of God?”

The answer you are aware is—“No

there man, since the fall, is able in

this life, perfectly to keep the com

mandments of God, but doth daily

break them, in thought, word and
deed.”

That admirable discrimination,

united with conciseness and per

spicuity, which characterises the

whole of our Shorter Catechism, is

strikingly visible in the answer be
fore us.

1. The inability to obey the law

of God, of which the answer speaks,

is predicated, or affirmed, only of

every mere man, among the de

scendants of Adam. Our Lord

and Saviour Jesus Christ was truly

man, and descended, according to

the flesh, from the primitive parents

of the human family: and he did,

“in this life,” that is, through the

whole of his abode on earth, per

ſectly keep the commandments of

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

God. Being “ conceived by the

power of the Holy Ghost in the

womb of the virgin Mary,” he was

not “conceived in sin, and shapen

in iniquity,” like every other de

scendant of the fallen progenitors

of our race. He had no taint of

native depravity; and through the

whole of his life on earth, he did,

in thought, word and deed, perfect

ly obey the law of God. Having

been “made under the law, to re

deem them that were under the

law,” if there had been the least

moral stain of his nature, or the

least defect in his obedience, he

could not have been “made of God

unto us righteousness.” But we

are expressly told that “he did no

sin, neither was guile found in his

mouth,” and that “such a high

priest became us, who is holy, harm

less, undefiled, and separate from

sinners.” Such then was Jesus

Christ as man; but you know that

he was not a mere man. While he

was truly man, he was also truly

God—“God and man, in two dis

tinct natures, and one person for

ever;” as your Catechism elsewhere

teaches, and we have had occasion

to demonstrate from the Scriptures

of truth. Not being, therefore, a

mere man, his having perfectl

kept the commandments of God,

does not invalidate the assertion

that all mere men are transgressors

of those commandments; that is,

they have been so—

2 X
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2. “Since the fall,” but not pre

viously. For Adam, before his fall,

was able perfectly to obey the di

vine law; and for a season he did

actually thus obey it. Having been

created “in the image of God,” he

was perfectly holy, and was, in his

very formation, endued with all the

power or ability necessary to his

resistance of every temptation, and

to his rendering to the law which his

Creator gave him,a perfectly sinless

obedience. It was therefore pro

per, that the answer before us

should carefully limit, as it does,

the moral impotency of man, to

what has become {i, condition

“since the fall.”

3. Another limitation is, that it

is only “in this life” that the ina

bility in question will continue,

For it is a most comfortable thought

to the people of God, that “in the

life to come” they will be, and for

ever remain, as entirely free from

sin as the angels of God in heaven.

There they will eternally and de

lightfully obey the j. will of

their heavenly Father; and find

that in this entire conformity to his

blessed will, the happiness of their

glorified state will essentially con

sist.

4. Another, and the last qualifi

cation of the assertion contained

in the answer before us is, that it

relates only to a perfect obedience

—“no mere man since the fall is

able, in this life, perfectly to keep

the commandments of God.” This

must be noted and remembered,

because every real child of God

certainly does keep his command

ments, truly, sincerely, impartially,

and without reserve; although a

degree of imperfection cleaves, for

the present, to all that he does; and

although he is liable to fall, and does

sometimes actually fall, into aggra

vated sin. It is not easy for us to un

derstand how any one who has just

conceptions of the holiness of God,

and the spirituality and perfection

of his law; and who is acquainted

with the depravity and deceitful

ness of the human heart; and who

reads in the book of God, that

“there is not a just man upon earth

who doth good and sinneth not.”

should still believe in a state of

sinless perfection, as the attainment

of any child of Adam in the present

life. So far is this from being the

truth, that our Catechism is borne

out by the plain testimony of the

sacred scriptures, when it asserts

that every mere man since the fall,

and in the present life, doth “daily

break the commandments of God,

in thought, word, and deed.” Re

collect that the commandments of

God are broken by the want of per

fect obedience, as well as by the

actual violation or transgression of

them; then think of the summary

which our Saviour himself has given

of these commandments—"Thou

shalt love the Ilord thy God with

all thy heart, and with all thy soul,

and with all thy strength, and with

all thy mind; and thy neighbour as

thyself”—and then say, whether in

your own judgment, there has ever

been a day of your life, since you

were capable of moral action, in

which there was no defect of obe

dience, nor any actual transgres:

sion of the Saviour's summary of

God’s holy law. Can you lay your

hand on your heart, and looking

up to Him who searches it say—

“Great God, I appeal to thee, that

on such a day my thoughts were

all in perfect harmony with su

preme love to thee, and with love

to my neighbour as to myself; and

when all my words and actions

were without a fault " I hope

there is none of you that would

dare to do this; because your doing

it would be a demonstrative proof

that you were most awfully blinded

and infatuated, by the very sin

which you denied. Consider at
tentively the following !'; cita.

tions from the oracles of inſallible

truth, and you will see that the

statement of the Catechism does

not go to an extreme—Gen. viii.

21—"The imagination of man's
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heart is evil from his youth.” Job

xv. 14—“What is man that he

should be clean P and he that is

born of a woman that he should be

righteous?” John xv. 5–" With

out me ye can do nothing.” 1 John

i. 8—“If we say we have no sin,

we deceive ourselves, and the truth

is not in us.” James iii. 2—“In

many things we offend all”—and

v. 8–" The tongue can no man

tame; it is an unruly evil, full of

deadly poison.” Rom. iii. 19–

“that every mouth may be stopped,

and all the world may become

guilty before God.” And add to

these texts that remarkable passage

in the seventh chapter of the Epis

tle to the Romans, to which I re

ferred in the last lecture, as ilius

trative of the evil desires and pro

pensities even of the renewed

mind; and in which the Holy

Apostle represents himself as in a

perpetual conflict with the indwell

ing sin of his heart.

The eminent and justly cele

brated Richard Hooker, in his

“learned discourse of Justifica

tion,” goes farther than is express

ed in our Catechism; but not far

ther than its intended meaning and

import, nor farther than the truth

of the case. He not only maintains

that we sin daily, but that there is

notone thought, word, or deed, of our

whole life, but what is imperfect, or

mingled with sin. His language is

a little antiquated, but it is very

impressive. “Let, says he, the ho

liest and best things which we do

be considered: we are never better

affected unto God than when we

pray; yet when we pray, how are

our affections many times distract

ed! how little reverence do we

show unto the grand Majesty of

God, unto whom we speak! #.
little remorse of our own miseries'

How little taste of the sweet in

fluence of his tender mercies do we

feel ! Are we not as unwillin

many times to begin, and as gla

to make an end, as if in saying,

Call upon me, he had set us a very

burthensome task? It may seem

somewhat extreme, which I will

speak; therefore let every one

judge of it, even as his own heart

shall tell him, and no otherwise; I

will but only make a demand: if

God should yield unto us, not as

unto Abraham, if fifty, forty, thirty,

twenty, yea, or if ten good persons

could be found in a city, for their

sakes that city should not be de

stroyed: but, and if he should make

us an offer thus large: Search all

the generations of men, since the

fall of our father Adam, find one

man, that hath done one action,

which hath passed from him pure,

without any stain or blemish at all;

and for that one man’s only action,

neither man nor angel shall feel the

torments which are prepared for

both. Do you think that this ran

som, to deliver men and angels,

could be ſound to be among the

sons of men? The best things

which we do, have somewhat in

them to be pardoned. How then

can we do any thing meritorious, or

worthy to be rewarded? Indeed,

God doth liberally promise whatso

ever appertaineth to a blessed life,

to as many as sincerely keep his

law, though they be not exactly

able to keep it. Wherefore we ac

knowledge a dutiful necessity of

doing well; but the meritorious

dignity of doing well, we utterly

renounce. We see how far we are

from the perfect righteousness of

the law; l. little fruit which we

have in holiness, it is, God know

eth, corrupt and unsound: we put

no confidence at all in it, we chal

lenge nothing in the world for it;

we dare not call God to reckoning,

as if we had him in our debt-books:

our continual suit to him is, and

must be, to bear with our infirmi

ties, and pardon our offences.”

In closing this lecture, in which

our Catechism expressly declares

that no mere man, since the fall, is

able perfectly to keep the command

ments of God, you may expect that

I should say something of a contro
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versy which has long been going

on, and is not yet terminated, in our

country, in regard to what is deno

minated “natural and moral inabi

lity.” My first remark is, that the

wording of the point in controversy

appears to me to be unhappy, and

calculated to produce confusion of

thought and expression; because it

will be allowed by both parties in

this controversy, that the moral in

ability spoken of, is natural to the

whole human race since the fall of

Adam—That is, it is a part of our

nature.* An eminent and discrimi

nating writer,t on this subject, has

said justly, “That is physical ne

cessity which is the invincible effect

of the law of nature; and it is nei

ther less natural nor less unsur

mountable, if it is from the laws of

spirit, than it would be if it were

from the laws of matter.” Again—

The parties in this controversy are

agreed in another point; namely,

that all actual sin is voluntary, and

therefore criminal and inexcusable.

Those, indeed, who contend for the

difference between natural and mo

ral inability, in reference to the

sinful actions of men, endeavour

to represent those with whom they

contend, as opposing human liberty

and accountableness. But the op

posite party deny this unequivo

cally, protest against their being

charged with a consequence of

their system, which they affirm is

not fairly drawn, and maintain that,

although they may account for hu

man guilt in a manner different

from their opponents, yet they as

fully and extensively admit and in

sist on its existence and criminal

ity; and make the free offers of the

gospel, and urge their acceptance,

as sincerely and earnestly as any

others. Once more—Both parties,

if they maintain other Calvinistic

* Perhaps the New Haven school of

Theology should here be excepted; but

if so, let it stand by itself on the present

occasion.

f witherspoon.

sentiments, as the most of them

hitherto have done, say explicitly,

that not one of Adam’s fallen race

ever yet did, or ever will, make

use of his moral ability to renounce

sin and accept the salvation proffer

ed by the gospel of Christ, till dis

posed and inclined thereto by the

renewing influences of the Holy

Ghost: And those who deny the

distinction in question, think and

say, that it seems to be a singular

kind of ability, which no child of

Adam ever did, or ever will exert,

although urged to it by the strong

est possible motives that can be

presented to an intelligent being–

will never exert this ability, till an

influence comes on his mind from

an external source. They think

teo, that the assertion of this moral

ability leads to the denial of the

necessity of divine influence—one

of the plainest and most important

doctrines of the gospel—and that

even those who admit the necessity

of this influence, do often, in

preaching, so leave it out of view,

as to make the people think that

the speaker does not regard it as

indispensable. Neither is it admit

|

ted, that a full sense of dependence

on God, when real and rightly un

derstood, has any tendency to dis

courage effort, or to dispose to a ne

glect of the use of means. On the

contrary, it is maintained that no

thing is so encouraging to a soul

that truly perceives its helplessness,

as to point it to an Almighty deli

verer; that nothing will make it

cry for help so earnestly, impor

tunately, nor with such a prospect

of success, as this very feeling of

helplessness in itself; and that

means are never so likely to be dili

gently and effectually used, as

when they are represented as de

riving their efficiency from the

blessing of God, sought for in the

way of his appointment—in the

use of the means prescribed in his

holy word. On the whole then, al

though I admit fully, that there is

-

* *
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a plain difference between moral

and natural inability, such as

would instantly strike you all, if

I should ask one of you to rise

from his seat, and request of ano

ther to fly in the air—yet when

applied to the subject before us, I

think it altogether improper—a dis

tinction without a difference. The

disposition to do right, is as essen

tial to right doing, as understand

ing, judgment, conscience, or any

other natural faculty of the mind;

and if every man in his natural state

is without this disposition, he has a

natural inability—which is at the

same time a moral inability—to act

rightly. The word of God also, as

seems to me, is directly opposed to

this distinction; as in the declara

tion of the Saviour, “No man can

come to me, except the Father

which hath sent me draw him;”

and of the apostle Paul—“The

carnal mind is enmity against God,

not subject to his law, neither in

deed can be;” and in a great vari

ety of passages of similar import.

I conclude the present Lecture,

with a quotation from Dr. Wither

spoon, in which my own views of

the topick before us are correctly

expressed—“As to the inability of

man to recover himself by his own

power, though I would never at

tempt to establish a metaphysical

system of necessity, of which in

fidels avail themselves in opposi

tion to all religion, nor presume to

explain the influence of the Cre

ator on the creature; yet nothing

is more plain, from Scripture, or

better supported by daily experi

ence, than that man by nature is in

fact incapable of recovery, without

the power of God specially inter

posed. I will not call it a necessity

arising from the irresistible laws of

nature. I see it is not a necessity

of the same kind as constraint; but

I see it an impossibility, such as

the sinner never does overcome.”

WITHERSPOON ON REGENERATION.

(Continued from p. 288.)

Conclusion.

I shall now close this discourse

with some practical improvement

of these important truths. Several

reflections have, indeed, already

been interwoven with the particu

lar branches of the subject, and the

light which they throw on other

parts of religion pointed out. I

shall, therefore, at this time, only

make a few observations upon the

whole, and proceed to a serious

address to all my readers on this

most interesting subject. And,

1st, From the various truths above

established, and the order in which

they have been opened, we may see

the indissoluble connexion between

salvation by the grace of God, and

holiness in heart and conversation.

We may see their equal importance

and their influence upon one an

other. There are many who at--

tempt to divide those things which

God hath inseparably joined. Many

insist only on the duties of the law

of God and our natural obliga

tions to obedience; and are hardly

brought to any mention of the

righteousness of Christ, as the

ground of a sinner's acceptance

before God. Nay, some scruple

not to affirm that the doctrine of

justification by free grace, or a sin

ner's being found in Christ, not

having his own righteousness, weak

ens the obligation to holiness, and

tends to introduce licentiousness

of practice. But from what has

been said in the above discourse,

we may learn, not only in general

the absolute necessity of a change,

but how this stands connected with

the purchase and gift of salvation,

the character and work of a Re

deemer. It will plainly appear,

that a change in some respects is

necessary to bring us to, and in

others is the necessary effect and

consequence of, the acceptance of

salvation.
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I have endeavoured in the pre

ceding pages to show, that a disco.

very of the nature and glory of

God, and of the infinite evil of sin,

is absolutely necessary, in order to

our either understanding or relish

ing the doctrine of the cross. What

is this then, but a change begun ?

Must not the dominion of sin in

every such person have received a

mortal blow? Doth anything more

directly tend to holiness, than to

see the power and glory of a holy

God, and how “evil and bitter a

thing” it is to depart from him?

On the other hand, is it not neces

sary to complete the change, that

there be a sense of reconciliation

and peace P “Can two walk to

gether except they be agreed P’’

Can any person live in the ſove and

service of God, while he conceives

him to be his enemy, and supposes

himself still the object of his wrath

and displeasure ? But supposing

this reconciliation obtained, let me

boldly ask, What motive to holi

ness in all manner of conversation,

equal to the force of redeeming

love? Judge, O Christian, will any

cold reasoning on the nature and

beauty of virtue have such an effect

in mortifying corruptions, as a be

lieving view of a pierced Saviour?

Where shall we find so faithful, so

active, so cheerful a servant of God,

as one who joins with the apostle

Paul in saying, “I am crucified

with Christ: nevertheless I live;

et not I, but Christ liveth in me:

and the life which I now live in the

flesh, I live by the faith of the Son

of God, who loved me, and gave

himself for me.”* Faith in Christ

Jesus never can take place in any

heart, unless there has been an in

ternal work of the Spirit of God

testifying of him; and there is no

effectual principle of new obedience,

but faith which worketh by love.
2. What has been said above,

will serve to explain some contro

versies with which the truths of the

* Gal. ii. 20

gospel have been often darkened

and perplexed; particularly those

relating to the priority, or right of

precedency, so to speak, between

faith and repentance. Some make

repentance, that is, as they explain

it, sorrow for sin, serious resolu

tions of forsaking it, and begun re.

formation, the joint grounds of ºur

acceptance, with the merit of a

Saviour. These, with great plausi.

bility, state the matter thus: That

our sincerity is accepted through

the satisfaction of Christ, instead

of that perfect obedience to which

we cannot now attain; and, when

taken in a certain light, this asser.

tion is undoubtedly true. Others,

discerning the falsehood that may

lurk under this representation, and

fearing the consequences of every

self-righteous plan, are tempted to

go to the opposite extreme. That

they might show salvation to be

wholly of grace, some have even

presumed to use this harsh and un

scriptural expression, that it is not

necessary to forsake sin in order tº

come to Christ. I could show a

sense in which this also is true,

even as it is not necessasy to for.

sake your disease, in order to apply

to the physician. But if it is not

necessary to forsake it, I am sure

it is necessary, in both cases, to

hate it, and desire deliverance

from it. -

This difficulty will be easily

solved from what has been said in

the preceding parts of this treatist,

and we may learn to preserve the

truth, without exposing it to the

scorn or resentment of its enemies.

The reader may observe, then, that

none can see the form or comeli

ness of a Saviour standing in the

room of sinners, and pº

forgiveness from a holy God, til

the glory of this God is discovered,

till the guilt of sin lays hold of the

conscience, and its power is both

felt and lamented. This may, per:

haps be called repentance, and I

believe it is called so sometimes in

the holy scriptures, particularly in
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the following passage: “Repent

ye, therefore, and be converted,

that your sins may be blotted out,

when the times of refreshing shall

come from the presence of the

Lord.” But the sinner does not

so properly forsake sin in order to

come to Christ, as he flies to him

for deliverance from its condemn

ing guilt and enslaving power. He

is so far from coming to God with

a gift in his hand, even of his own

prayers and penitential tears, that

his convictions continue to follow

bim, if I may speak so, through

every lurking place, till he is en

tirely subjected, till he is stript

naked and bare, and deprived of

every shadow of excuse. Then it

is that salvation through a despised

crucified Saviour becomes unspeak

ably amiable in all its parts, sin

becomes more perfectly hateful,

and an assured prospect is obtain

ed of its immediate mortification,

and in due time, of its entire and

complete destruction. Thus faith

and repentance are involved in one

another; they produce, and are

produced by one another. They

may be treated of distinctly, but

they cannot exist separately. So

that whenever either of them is

found alone, or stands independent

of the other, that very thing is a

sufficient evidence that it is false

and spurious.

3. From what has been said on

this subject, we may be enabled to

judge what are the fundamental

and essential doctrines of the gos

pel, to which all others are but

subordinate and subservient. Re

generation, or the New Birth, we

are warranted to say, after the ex

ample of our Saviour, is absolutely

necessary to salvation: “Except a

man be born again, he cannot see

the kingdom of God.” If any man,

therefore, depart from this truth,

he makes shipwreck of the faith,

and will at last be found to fight

against God. It is also plain, that

the reconciliation of a sinner to

God must be through the blood of

the atonement: “For other foun

dation can no man lay, than that is

laid, which is Jesus Christ.”* If

any man hold by, and build upon,

this great foundation, he shall be

finally accepted, though many things

may be found in him justly blame

worthy. Nor is it easy, indeed, to

say what degree of error and mis

apprehension concerning these

truths themselves, may be consist

ent with abiding by the substance.

But certainly all who directly and

openly oppose them, may be said

“to bring in damnable heresies,

even denying the Lord that bought

them, and to bring upon themselves

swift destruction.”f

This may teach us, what judg

ment Christians ought to form of

the many parties and factions which

divide the visible church. There

may be smaller differences, which

keep them asunder on earth, while,

in faith and in love to an unseen

Saviour, they are perfectly united.

We are told that God shall gather

his elect from the four winds,

and that “many shall come from

the east and west, and shall sit

down with Abraham, and Isaac,

and Jacob, in the kingdom of hea

ven.”f I always think with much

pleasure on the perfect union of

this great and general assembly of

the church of the first born. Then,

all other distinctions, all other de

signations, shall be abolished, and

those shall make one pure and un

mixed society, who have received

“a white stone and a new name,”

and “whose names are written in

the Lamb’s book of life.” The

prospect of this should keep us

from immoderate resentment, at

present, against any of whom we

have reason to think that they

hold the foundation, are acquaint.

ed with real and practical religion,

or have had experience of a saving

change.

* Acts ii. 19.

* 1 Cor. iii. 11. # 2 Pet. ii. 1.

# Matt. viii. 11.
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No man, indeed, can deny it to

be just, that every one should en

deavour to support that plan of the

discipline and government of the

church of Christ, and even the mi

nutest parts of it, which appear to

him to be founded upon the word

of God. But still sound doctrine

is more to be esteemed than any

form. Still we ought to consider

the excellence of every particular

form, as consisting in its fitness to

promote or preserve the knowledge

of the truth, and to carry on a

work of illumination, conviction,

and conversion, to the saving of the

soul. Would any Christian show

that he is of a truly catholick dis

position, let him discover a greater

attachment to those even of differ

ent denominations, who seem to

bear the image of God, than to pro

fane persons, be their apparent or

pretended principles what they

will. Let us pay some regard to

other distinctions, but still the

greatest regard to the most impor

tant of all distinctions, that of saints

and sinners.

(To be continued.)

-

hY.M.N. From the FRENch.

From the Evangelical.Magazine for May.

Cloth'd with thy Son, Thou glorious M.

jesty,

A wretched sinner at thy feet Ulie!

T’avenge my guilt, should justice raise

the rod,

It first must strike my Saviour, and my

God.

I do not plead, to gain thy clemency,

My penitential tears, my heartfelt cry;

No: from the hateful sinner turn thine

eyes,

Look on thy dying Son, accept his si
crifice.

In Him, in Him alone, I put my trust, 7

My all is sin and mis’ry, guilt and dust;

But, hateful as I am, and self-abhor'd,

Receive, accept me, in my sinless Lord

B. H. S.

The original of the above may be found

in a French collection of hymns, published

at Basle about the year 1814.

Jºigtellantouš.

MEMoin or CAPTAIN

WICKES.

(Concluded from page 254.)

BexJ.A.M. iN

Captain Wickes continued in

the command of merchant vessels

for several years after the occur

rence last recited. His voyages

were mostly made to the East ln

dies, sometimes by the way of Eu

rope, and sometimes by a direct

course from Philadelphia—His last

voyage was to Canton. From nu

merous letters to his friends, which

have been put into the hands of the

writer, some interesting incidents

might be selected; but they are

chiefly such as not unfrequently

occur in a sea-faring life, and our

lan requires that our memoir

should be summary and brief. The

state of Captain Wickes' mind,

and the character of his religious

exercises, through the whole of this

period, were very much the same as

those which have already been ex

hibited—often, and even generally,

clouded by a greater or less degree

of melancholy, with a few bright,

but short seasons, when hope beam

ed on his soul; and one or two, in

which, as we have heretofore re

marked, hope rose to confidence,

and was even productive of ecstasy.

In June, 1807, the subject of our

memoir lost the wife of his youth.

She was the mother of eleven chil

dren, only three of whom, as al.

ready stated, survived their father.

Three years after, June 1810, he

was again happily married to her,

whom he has left, with one child,

a daughter, to mourn his loss, and to

be comforted by the remembrance
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of his example and his prayers, and

by the joyful hope of meeting him

where sorrow and sighing shall for

ever cease. On his second mar

riage, he took a final leave of a sea

faring life. Through the recom

mendation of numerous friends, he

soon after obtained the appointment

of Clerk of the Navy Yard, in Phi

ladelphia; and in this office, as in

every other trust that he held

through life, his diligence was un

wearied, and his fidelity exemplary.

While his strength lasted, he was

ready, by night or by day, to per
form any service that his station

could be thought to require, and to

many such services he was called.

The infirmities of age, however,

gradually crept upon him; so that

about three years before his death,

he voluntarily resigned his office,

and spent the remainder of his days

in retirement. It is believed by

the writer, that the entire want of

some stated occupation, after having

led so active a life as his had been,

had a tendency to increase that

constitutional gloom, under which

he had so long and so severely suf

fered. Some intervals of spiritual

comfort, however, he experienced,

while his decaying strength, both of

body and of mind, indicated his

approaching dissolution. Without

any marked disease, he gradually

became more and more feeble;

was first confined to his house, and

then to his bed, till at length, ex

hausted nature could no longer

sustain the vital functions, and he

sunk into the arms of death, with

out a struggle or a pang, on the

17th of October, 1830, in the 84th

year of his age.

In closing this memoir, it may be

useful to bring together some of the

most prominent features in the

character of Captain Wickes, and

to accompany them with a few re

marks.

1. He was a man of great humi

lity, simplicity, sincerity, and in

tegrity. Never was a man more

free from all affectation of qualities

Vol. IX.—Cli. Adv. *

which he did not possess; and few

indeed have ever manifested more

lowliness of mind. He was even

reluctant—unfeignedly reluctant—

to receive the marks of honourable

notice, and of high and affectionate

regard, which were frequently ten

dered him; especially when he was

employed in carrying missionaries

to their stations, and in providing

for their comfort. He was, in every

art of his character, “an Israelite

indeed, in whom there was no

guile.” In all his statements, no

thing was to be looked for but the

simplicity oftruth—no exaggeration

and no disguise. His word was

the same as his oath: and the offer

of the world, as a reward for any

departure from strict integrity, he

would have rejected with instant

abhorrence. We have before us

the copy of a letter which he wrote

to a merchant, who had engaged

him to command a vessel destined

to a port in which he discovered,

after he had negotiated for the

command, that some evasion of the

measures there adopted to secure

revenue, might be expected from

him. His letter concludes thus—

“If in the prosecution of this voy

age, there is a chance of any cir

cumstances happening that a strict

adherence to truth would endanger

your property, do not entrust me

with it; for was it my own, I would

not hesitate a moment to save it.

I have taken this method to express

my mind about this business, that

you might , at once determine

whether I should proceed farther

in it.” The result was, that he

lost the voyage, but saved his con

science. What a changed world

would be that which we see, if all

who inhabit it were like minded

with Capt. Wickes! There would

be no gibbets, or jails, or law suits,

or controversies about º:

nor any need of nine-tenths of the

laws which are now required to

secure justice and equity. And

such would be the actual change, if

genuine Christianity governeſ the

* >
-
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hearts and lives of all men:—it is

something like this change which

we believe will be realized in the

Millennial age.

2. The subject of this memoir

possessed, in an eminent degree, a

kind, benevolent, charitable, and

liberal disposition. His kindness

was manifested, not only in every

domestick relation which he sus

tained, but in his treatment of

every human being. If in the ar

dour of feeling—for his feelings

and passions were ardent--he

thought he had spoken or acted

amiss, a speedy and frank acknow

ledgment was sure to follow. To

relieve distress was his delight;

and he did it to the extent of his

means, and indeed beyond what

many would have considered as

rudent and proper. The writer

is forbidden to verify this remark,

by a specification of facts, which

have come to his knowledge. While

unwavering, as we shall presently

see that he was, in his attachment

to the doctrines and order of the

church to which he belonged, he

was, notwithstanding, no bigot. He

was cordially attached to all with

out distinction, who, he believed,

were the real children of God, and

desirous to promote his cause. He

could freely converse and commune

with them as brethren; and was

careful to avoid every thing that

was calculated to disturb their feel

ings. He was as earnest and ac

tive in promoting the Baptist mis

sions, as if they had been those of

his own church. This is the true

spirit and character of a sincere

and consistent Christian. Firm in

his own opinions, and decided in

his preferences; but yielding cheer

fully to others what he claims for .

himself; and delighting in those

who bear the Redeemer’s image,

wherever he may find them, or

by, whatever name they may be
called.

3. Captain Wickes was a man

of great fortitude, resolution, and

perseverance. We have already

had occasion to remark, that with

him the fear of God seemed to have

swallowed up every other fear.

This was truly the case; but in ad

dition to what was a matter of prin

ciple, he†. to have been con

stitutionally courageous and devoid

of fear. We have not inserted

among the incidents of his life, an

extended account of a command

which was given him by the masters

of a little fleet of merchantmen,

for their common defence against

an array of piratical cruisers in the

Chinese seas; and of the prudence,

bravery, and success, with which

he conducted the measures taken

for their protection and defence.

On that, and on all other occasions,

when a cool fortitude in danger

was requisite in the discharge of his

duty, he never failed to exhibit it.

He was equally remarkable for a

steadfast and persevering pursuit

of any important object which he

sought to attain. He could not be

diverted from it by difficulties,

dangers, or discouragements, to

which the most of men would have

yielded and given up their efforts.

This might seem to be inconsistent

with that habitual timidity and those

frequent fluctuations in regard to

his spiritual state, of which so much

appears in this memoir. But it was

not so.

God, but before none of his crea

tures. He sunk down into help

lessness, or rather he looked only

to his Saviour, when the realities

of eternity were in contemplation;

but he was little moved by the

good or the ill of the present life.

Nor in this was he singular. It

will generally be found that they

He trembled before his

who have the most lively apprehen

sions of the majesty of God, and of

the happiness or misery of what lies

beyond the grave, can meet with

out shrinking perils and hardships

which terrify ordinary minds, and

which often show that to be a blas

phemer and a coward, are features

of character easily united. The

truth is, that a Christian's visions
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by faith, of things unseen, render

comparatively insignificant to him,

the events of time, and the smiles

or frowns of his fellow worms.

4. Captain Wickes, though fear

ful and changeful in his apprehen

sions in regard to his personal

piety, was remarkably stable in his

opinions on the great doctrines of

religion, and the duties of the

Christian life. He had long read

and studied the holy scriptures

with attention; and had a fami

liarity with them very rarely ac

quired. Nor was it a familiarity

with the letter merely; he had

diligently sought to understand

the spirit and scope of the sacred

oracles. The result was, that his

knowledge was clear, solid and

systematick; and his belief in di

vine truth never wavered; he held

it as firmly when he thought it

condemned him, as when he de

rived from it hope and consolation.

His views, moreover, of the duties

which true religion enjoins, were

not less clear and rational, than

those which related to its doctrines.

These duties he most conscien

tiously performed, in all the rela

tions of life which he sustained—

as a father, a husband, a friend, a

citizen, a member and an elder of

the church of Christ. He was a

man of prayer; and had a happy

talentof leading in social prayer; in

which his expressions were perti

nent, scriptural, sober, and yet emi

nently fervent. After he quitted the

sea, and had his time at command,

and while his strength would at all

permit, he was a very punctual at

tendant on the meetings for prayer

and religious conference, which

were held in the congregation to

which he belonged; and he readily

took part in every exercise. He

was, till his debility became ex

treme, a useful and efficient mem

ber of the church session. He had

a quick perception and a sound

judgment, in relation to eccle
siastical concerns. In all cases

except his own, his discernment of

an afflicted man.

character, also, and of the nature

of genuine Christian exercises, af.

fections and feelings, was more

than ordinarily prompt and accu

rate. He was, in principle forti

fied by long observation, a decided

Presbyterian, of what has been de

nominated the old school. When

no longer able to hold a pen, on

hearing of some unhappy divisions

and controversies in the Philadel.

phia Presbytery, he dictated a note

to his young pastor, in which he

expressed himself thus—“I profess

my attachment to the Presbyterian

denomination, and I still adhere to

the principles of that society in the

strictest sense; and I do hold them

with both my hands, firmly, im

movably; and do think their opi

nions come as near as may be to .

the apostles’, as recorded in the

New Testament.” It is to be ob

served, that this was a perfectly

voluntary expression of the sen

timents of Captain Wickes; his

pastor having never spoken to him

on the subject of this note, either

before or after it was written.

5. The whole of the foregoin

memoir goes to show that the sub

ject of it was, in a peculiar degree,

We here refer

to that distressing, melancholy

which brooded over his mind, to a

greater or less extent, for three

score years. Of other afflictions,

he had indeed no small share, as

the narrative before the reader

shows; but all these he counted as

nothing—“The spirit of a man will

sustain his infirmity, but a wound

ed spirit who can bear.” Com

menting on these words, Scott re

marks—“The mind can well bear

the infirmities of the body, but

when the spirit is wounded, it is a

thing most hard to sustain. Even

natural courage and resolution will

support a man, under manifold

pains and calamities, if his mind

and conscience be composed; and

the inward consolations of the Holy

Spirit, will enable the believer to

bear any tedious affliction or per
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secution, without fainting. But

when the conscience is tortured

with remorse and horror, when the

heart is racked with furious and

disappointed passions; when He

that made the soul causes his sword

to approach unto it, or even permits

Satan to pour in his horrid tempta

tions; no human fortitude can sus

tain the misery; even the believer,

like Job, will be almost driven to

madness, and the borders of despe

ration. Nay, the incarnate Son of

God, in circumstances of this kind,

cried out—‘My soul is exceeding

sorrowful, even unto death.’ An

unbelievers, in such a case, are

often driven into despair, blas

phemy and suicide.”

Among the papers of Captain

Wickes, the memorialist has found

a memorandum in his own hand

writing, in the following words—

“First gleam of light and hope

broke in upon my mind, on Nov.

the 25th, 1793. Another encou

raging manifestation, Dec. 13th,

1793. Another still more bright and

abiding, Jan. 14th, 1794. These

were graciously given to encourage

me, after a sore conflict, bordering

on despair of mercy, for about 23

years-B. W.” We believe that

a spirit so deeply wounded, and

the wound left to fester for so long

a period as that which is here de

scribed, will rarely if ever, be per

fectly and finally healed, on this

side of heaven. Relief may be ob

tained, and the bruised spirit may

seem for a time to be made whole.

But on some fresh exciting cause,

the former sore place will ache

anew, and perhaps exhibit almost

the whole of the distressing symp

toms, by which it was marked at

first. To speak without a figure—

a religious melancholy, which has

lasted for three and twenty years,

or even for a much shorter space,

will scarcely ever fail to return,

with less or more force, on an

new exciting cause; and it is happy
if a taint of it does not even be.

come habitual. It may appear

deeply mysterious, and so we cer.

tainly consider it, that this should

have been the lot of some of the

most eminent saints that have ever

appeared in the world. We be.

lieve, however, that the mystery

admits of some explanation.—All

these sufferings will enhance the

eternal joys of heaven, “These

light afflictions”—light when their

brevity and their consequences are

considered—“ which are but for a

moment”—when compared with

endless duration—“work out for

us a far more exceeding and eter

nal weight of glory.” We know

that happiness is greatly increased

by contrast., Ease is never so set

sible and delightful, as when it

suddenly succeeds to violent pain.

What then must have been the joys

of heaven to Cowper, succeeding

instantly to long and black de

spair! And although the subject of

this memoir did not die in despair,

yet we doubt not he will find his

eternal bliss enhanced, by its suc

ceeding to that deep, dismal gloom,

in which so much of hisº ex

istence was passed. Dr. Watts

has somewhere a remark to this

effect—“Two sorts of people will be

disappointed when they get to hea

ven: the melancholy Christian to

find himself there, and the censori

ous Christian to find others there.”

In the mean time, it is our duty to

endeavour to alleviate the suffer

ings of those whose distresses

spring from the source now in con

templation; and much alleviation

may be derived from proper treat

ment. A description of such a

treatment, in detail, cannot now

be attempted. We can only say,

that much will depend upon get

ting the unhappy party, in This

brightest hours, to study and un

derstand his own case. We say

in his brightest hours, for in his

darkest, the thing is impracticable.

Probably no man was ever called

to deal with more cases of religious

melancholy than Richard Baxter:

and what he has written on this

º
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topick, is probably the best in the

English language. Clergymen es

pecially ought to read Baxter, and

to study this subject carefully;

for if they do not understand it,

and many of them do not—they

may give advice, and adopt a treat

ment of an afflicted inquirer, of

the most injurious kind. Baxter,

in his “Saints' Rest,” in assigning

the causes why the believer cannot

at all times derive consolation

from the anticipation of his heaven

ly rest, mentions melancholy as

one; and he says that persons

under this affliction need the ad

vice of a physician rather than

of a minister; and that the comforts

of melancholy Christians can sel

dom be more than a day or two

old. Often has the writer thought

o: this remark of Baxter, in consi

dering the case of Captain Wickes,

both while he lived, and since his

death.

Finally—We hesitate not to say,

that the subject of this memoir was

eminently a Christian. As such

he was regarded by all who knew

him intimately. On board a ship,

in a long voyage, a man's true tem

per and character are as likely to

show themselves, to one who marks

them daily, as in any situation that

can easily be imagined. In this si

tuation, and with constant inspec

tion, we have seen the estimate

made of Captain Wickes, by the

eminently pious and judicious Bap

tist missionary, Ward. “I thank

our Saviour, said he, for Captain

W. The divine image, drawn in

lively characters on his soul, would

silence a thousand deists, if their

eyes were not holden.” Nor was

this opinion ever changed, after a

long and intimate acquaintance.

But this indeed was the general

opinion of those who had the most

intercourse with him. In what

does eminent piety consist? Let

us go over some of its essential

parts. Much secret prayer is

one. Now we have not known the

man who abounded in this more

than Captain Wickes: and we

have been well informed, that the

places where he kneeled have often

been found literally wet—watered

with his tears. Another part is a

thorough knowledge and high es

teem of the word of God? In this,

few indeed excelled him. Another

part consists in a simple reliance on

the merits and righteousness of the

Lord Jesus Christ, as the only hope

of the soul for acceptance with

God; and in the simplicity and sin

cerity of such a reliance, few, it is

believed, since the days of the apos

tle Paul, exceeded the man of whom

we write. Another evidence is

found in a love and delight in all the

ordinances and institutions of God’s

house, and worship. From these

Captain W. derived some of the

highest pleasures which he knew

on earth, and prized them above all

earthly good. Another evidence

is derived from the communion

of saints: and never was this man

apparently so happy, as when he

enjoyed such communion. Acts of

benevolence, beneficence and kind

ness, always accompany eminent

iety: and in these Capt. W. great

y excelled. Integrity and honesty

also, in all his intercourse with men,

distinguish an eminent Christian;

and none could surpass him in these.

An exemplary discharge of all the

social duties of life, is likewise

seen in one who walks with God:

and in all these Captain Wickes

was truly exemplary. In what

then was he deficient? In the

comforts of religion only—attribu

table, evidently, to constitutional

melancholy. But even from this,

the strength of the principle of

piety in This heart was demon

strated; for without one of the

powerful aids of other believers—a

cheering and animating hope—he

left many behind him in his Chris

tian course. A death-bed triumph

is, without controversy, highly de

sirable; but it is not essential to

designate the most eminent saints;

for how many of these have expired
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in stupor, in delirium, and even in

sleep; and melancholy is as much

a bodily disease as ſever or lethar

gy. There was much in the re

mark of Dr. Johnson, himself the

prey of constitutional gloom, and

despondency.—" The question,”

said Johnson, “is not, how did a

man die, but how did he live?”

Captain Wickes had no death-bed

triumph; but we must not omit to

state, that for about three weeks

before he expired, his mind, that

had previously been much agitated,

settled into calmness and serenity.

He asked and received the prayers

of his attending Christian friends.

He directed to portions of scripture

which he wished to be read: and

in all his feebleness—such was his

familiarity with the word of God,

and the dying grasp with which

this was held, when all else was

gone and forgotten—he named even

the chapters and verses which

he desired to hear. In this manner

he approached the crisis of his mor

tal existence, till he calmly ex

pired—leaving it questionable for

a moment, whether he was not li

terally asleep, instead of having

slept in Jesus—on the morning of

the Christian Sabbath; and went to

celebrate, in the presence of his risen

and ascended Saviour, a sweeter

and holier worship, than that which

used to be his delight on earth.

We think we cannot better close

this memoir, than by the insertion

of the following letter, addressed

to Mrs. Wickes, shortly after the

decease of her husband, by one who

knew him long and well. It sug

gests, better than we could do, to

the mourning relatives, the im

provement for which their bereave

inent tenderly calls, and it ought

to be edifying to every reader. Our

brother, we think, will have no ob

jection that his name should appear

connected with a memoir of Cap

tain Wickes—and it will give

weight to the sentiments of piety

which the composition contains.

JNewburyport, .N'ov. 1st. 1830.

My dear afflicted friend,-By a

letter from our common and re

spected friend, Mr. Ralston, I am

informed of the decease of your

excellent and beloved husband.

This event I have been for some

time anticipating; and so, doubt

less, have you. "Still, when it has

actually arrived, it brings with it

new and unanticipated emotions.

And let us bless God that in part

ing with such a friend, we are not

forbidden to mourn, nor to weep.

No, our heavenly Father knows our

jrame; knows our weakness, and

allows and pities our sorrow. And

surely that gracious Saviour who

himself wept at the grave of a be

loved friend, will not frown upon

our tears, shed at the departure of

one so dear to him, as well as to us.

For myself, I am conscious of

having sustained no common loss.

By an acquaintance, an intimacy

of more than twenty years, this

dear man was very closely bound to

my heart. Even his infirmities

tended to mingle a peculiar ten

derness with all my thoughts of

him. And though precluded by

distance from frequent personal

intercourse, I was comforted with

the thought of having an interest

in his prayers. The world itself

was more valuable to me, while he

remained in it. But I will not com

pare my loss with yours. By the

dearest of human relations, and by

the stronger tie of Christian affec

tion, you had become one with him.

You had the most intimate access

to his kind and good heart. You

were constantly with him; and

while sharing, more than any other

mortal, in his tender regard, you

were continually employed in mi

nistering to his wants, alleviating

his afflictions, and leading him up

to the fountain of divine and ever

lasting consolation. The near view

you took of his uncommon spiritual

trials, contributed much, no doubt,

to strengthen and deepen his inter
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est in your heart. But if your af

fliction is great, are not its allevi

ations and comforts likewise pecu

liar? This dear friend has slept in

Jesus, and has awoke to those un

mingled, everlasting joys which his

presence gives. His prayers and

complaints are turned into praises;

his sighs and groans are succeeded

by ecstasies of delight. No doubts

afflict him now. No fears agonize

his spirit. He has received a wel

come from his adored Redeemer,

and his tears are for ever wiped

away. It was to us a mysterious,

as well as painful, dispensation,

that one who apparently possessed

so much of the spirit of religion,

should enjoy so little of its comfort;

and that, with eternal joys just at

the door, he should sink, at times,

almost into the agonies of despair.

But to him, these are mysteries no

longer. He looks back on the path

through which Infinite Wisdom and

Love led him to the heavenly Ca

naan, and sees that, sown as it was

with thorns, and bedeved with

tears, it was the right way. And

who can tell how much those afflic

tions, grievous as they were in

themselves, yet light and momenta

ry in comparison, have contributed

to increase the intenseness of his

present delight?

It was your privilege, my afflict

ed friend, to |. much, very much,

to help this eminent follower of Je

sus, on his way to glory. You now

look back, and wonder at the grace

which has sustained you through all

your cares, and toils, and watch

ings. The same grace, I doubt not,

will sustain you still. You will still

be enabled to honour your Saviour

and his religion, by a calm and holy

acquiescence in the divine will.

Affliction, you know, is a privileged

season, in which the children of God

are permitted to let their light

shine; to manifest the sincerity of

their faith, submission and love;

and to instruct the world around

them, into the reality and worth

of those supports which religion

, death

only can impart. May you be fa

voured with a special nearness to

your heavenly Friend and Sa

viour! Human friends, the nearest

and the best, must be parted with.

But how consoling to the bleeding,

sinking heart, is the promise of the

Unchanging All-sufficient God. “I

will never leave thee, never forsake

thee.” “My grace is sufficient for

thee; my strength is made perfect

in weakness.” “The Eternal God

is thy refuge, and underneath are

the everlasting arms.” “The moun

tains shall depart, and the hills be

removed; but my kindness shall

not depart from thee, neither shall

the covenant of my peace be re

moved, saith the Lord, who hath

mercy on thee.”—May you be en

abled to enter into the full meaning

and sweetness of these precious,

precious promises. May your con

solations, in this day of trouble, be

neither few nor small. May you

be enabled to cast your cares, your

burdens, yourself, your dear chil

dren, upon the arm which is al

mighty to sustain.

For the children of my dear de

parted friend, I feel most tenderly.

God has taken from them the best,

of earthly fathers. With what un

utterable anxieties did that heart

which is now cold in death, beat for

their welfare and salvation. How

many invaluable instructions and

counsels fell from those lips which

has sealed. How many

prayers, which lately ascended to

heaven in their behalf, will now as

cend no more. Dear children'

They have no father now but God.

O that they might indeed choose

him as their Father, and their God!

Should even this unutterable loss

be sanctified to promote this end,

it would be, in the issue, unutter

able gain. There is one path, and

one only, through which they may

hope to reach that blessed world

where the dear parent finds his eter

nal repose. Let them but choose

luis God as their God, and his Sa

viour as their Saviour. Let them
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but live the same life of prayer, of

faith, of self denial, of holy obe

dience, which he lived, and all will

be well. They will soon meet him

beyond the reach of sin, or separa

tion, and share in all his high and

immortal felicities. * * *

* # # ºt + * #

I must now my dear afflicted

friend, bid you adieu, wishing you

the constant presence of our hea

venly Father, and the precious, all

sufficient consolations of his love.

Permit me to hope that ere long,

you will favour me with a letter,

which shall assure me that you en

joy these divine and unfailing sup

ports.

I am your sympathizing friend,

DANIEL DANA.

Mrs. ElizaBETH WIckes.

-

ANECDOTEs.

From the Evangelical Magazine for May.

Dr. Hurd, Bishop of Worcester.

As this venerable prelate used

frequently to preach, he constantly

observed a poor man remarkably

attentive, and made him some little

presents. After a while he missed

his humble auditor, and meeting

him said, “John, how is it that I

do not see you in the aisle as

usual?” John, with some hesitation,

replied, “My lord, I hope you will

not be offended, and I will tell you

the truth: I went the other day to

hear the Methodists; and I under

stood their plain words so much

better that I have attended them

ever since.” The bishop put his

hand into his pocket and gave him

a guinea, with words to this effect;

—“God bless you! and go where

you can receive the greatest profit

to your soul.”

JArchbishop Leighton.

One day, in which there happen

cd a tremendous storm of lightning

and thunder, as Archbishop Leigh

ton was going from Glasgow to

Dumblain, he was descried, when

at a considerable distance, by two

men of bad character. They had

not courage to rob him, but wishing

to fall on some method of extract

ing money from him, one of them

presently said, “I will lay down

by the way side as if I was dead,

and you shall inform the archbishop

that I was killed by the lightning,

and beg money of him to bury me.”

When the archbishop came up, the

infamous wretch told him this fa

bricated story, and the holy, un

suspicious man believed it, sympa

thised with the survivor, gave him

money, and went on his journey.

But when the man returned to his

companion he found him actually

dead; immediately he began to ex

claim aloud, “Oh, sir! oh, sir! he,

is dead he is dead!” On which

the archbishop returned, discovered

the fraud, and said, “It is a dan

gerous thing to trifle with the judg

ments of God!”

The Faithful.Appeal.

A person on a journey, not much

acquainted with true religion, after

being for some time pensive, ex

claimed to his companion, “I never

shall forget an expression my friend

made on his dying bed some years

ago.” On being asked what it was,

it was said to be this:—“ Kou must

die, as I soon shall; but, if your

heart be not changed, you cannot

enter the kingdom of heaven; and

if that be the case I think we shall

never meet again!” Such expres

sions of religious persons to ungod

ly friends is profitably using our

influence—it is faithful preaching;

and such words will eventually be

found not to have been spoken in

vain. “Whatsoever thy hand find

eth to do, do it with thy might;

for there is no work, nor device,

nor knowledge in the grave, whi

ther thou goest.”
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Extract.

“Mercy, grace, and love, so often

mentioned in the Holy Scriptures,

are different modifications of good

ness. Mercy is goodness to the

miserable: grace is goodness to the

unworthy; love is goodness delight

ing in the happiness of its objects.

When God has completely deliver

ed his people from all the penal ef

fects of their apostacy, they will no

longer be the objects of his good

ness under the idea of mercy,

because mercy has regard to mi

sery. When they are perfectly

free from all the unworthiness at

tending depravity and guilt, they

will no longer need grace; but

saints will always be the objects of

Divine love. łº, love their

children merely as they are their

children; but if they be fallen into

misery, their love works in a way

of pity.”—Collyer.

-

Th E. RILL•

That rill, which at its mountain-source

Possesses such a feeble force,

That vain is all the schoolboys's skill

To make it turn his tiny mill,

Or float the bark of fairy size,

which welt’ring in its current lies:—

That rill may roll from dell to dell,

And other streams its bulk may swell,

Till, ruthless and resistless grown,

It rends the mountain's rocky throne,

Or forms the lake's majestick tide,

Where anchor'd navies proudly ride.

Thus he, who, in his heart inclined

To bless or benefit mankind,

Shall all alone the work essay,

May find his labours cast away.

But if combin'd, with heart and hand,

The master spirits of the land

Shall vice or bigotry assail,

They will not, and they cannot fail.

For, like that wid’ning, deep'ning rill,

their phalanx waxes stronger still:

And gath'ring might and stretching wide,

Rolls onward, with resistless tide;

till guilt, o'erwhelm'd with shame and

dread,

In shades of darkness shrouds its head;

And Dagon, from his basement riv'n,

Falls down before the ark of heav'n'

Edinburgh.

Vol. IX.-Ch. Jīdv.

H. F.

From the Christian Observer for April.

on THE AFFECTATION OF USING THE

PLURAL NUMBER,

Will your younger clerical read

ers permit me to warn them against

the affectation of speaking in the

plural number, in their pulpit, ad
dresses? This is sometimes done

from a notion of avoiding egotism;

but it is superlatively egotistick,

besides being pompous and unna

tural. There requires but a mo

ment's reflection to ascertain when

the use of the plural is the more

proper and modest, and when it is

conceited and displeasing. When

writing or speaking in the name of

others as well as our own, the

plural should of course be prefer

red: thus a cabinet minister may

properly say “we propose;” or a

reviewer, “we think;” or a physi

cian, “we always prescribe;” or a

clergyman, “we beseech;” when

the speaker or writer gives not
merely his own sentiment, but the

opinion of his colleagues, or those

with whom he is known to act, or

of the persons of his profession.

Pomposity and affectation would in

these cases consist in using the

singular number: for the cabinet

minister has but one voice in the

council, and speaks in the name of
the government; the reviewer is

not supposed to give us his private

decision independent of his col

leagues; the physician adverts not

to his own personal practice, but to

the habits of his profession, “We

prescribe calomel and, opium in
such and such cases;” and the

divine uses not his own name or

authority, and means not to inti
mate that it is his own exclusive

personal habit, when he says,“We

beseech you, be ye reconciled to

God.” In all such cases the par

ties speak generally, and there:

fore properly employ the plural
form.

But if they were delivering what

was only private and personal, the
use of ºf we” and “us” would be

2 Z
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bombastick. What a laugh would

assail a cabinet minister who should

say, “While on our legs we shall

reply to the honourable member

who animadverted on our speech.”

Equally pompous and unmeaning

were it for a private correspondent

like myself, addressing the con

ductors of a periodical publication,

to assume the chair, and talk of

“we;” and even more ludicrous is

the mock solemnity with which I

have heard an ill-instructed apo

thecary ejaculate, “Well, sir, we

have seen our patient; and we have

convalesced a good deal since yes

terday; and we purpose going on

with the medicines as before.”

Equally opposed to simplicity is

the pluralism of the pulpit, where

the speaker is alluding to what is

strictly personal, as his own dis

course, his division of his subject,

his plans, his wishes, his inten

tions: as, for example, “We have

always thought, in our ministra

tions among you, &c.; It is our

fixed opinion, &c.; We propose, in

concluding our present discourse,

&c.” Such a style is unnatural,

and not a little displeasing. In all

such cases, “I,” and “my,” and

“me,” are in reality far more mo

dest than their correspondent plu

rals; or if the speaker, upon try.

ing them, finds them, as perhaps he

will, too egotistick, it may be worth

his inquiry whether the egotism

was not in the ideas, rather than

in the words; and if he could not

avoid the difficulty by not intro

ducing himself at all, or at least

more than is necessary; and what

is necessary will not appear ob

trusive. A cabinet minister gives

no offence in speaking in the first

person singular where it is proper,

as in alluding to something in his

own particular department. “I

should not object,” says a chan

cellor of the exchequer, “to giving

up such or such a duty;” and a

clergyman, in like manner, gives

no offence in using similar lan

guage relative to his own discourse,

so far as it is necessary to mention

what is strictly personal; but the

limits of this necessity are very

narrow, and in most instances he

will do well to avoid the difficulty

by avoiding self, and including

others in the range of his sympa

thies. There ought to be as little

as possible of “1” and “you” in a

sermon—I, the teacher; you, the

learners: I, the oracle, you, the

suitors. Rather let it be “we,”

not “we,” meaning “I;” but we,

fellow sinners; we, fellow Chris

tians; we, fellow worshippers; we,

the pastor and the flock. It is not

what “I,” I the individual, think,

or urge, or wish; but the master I
serve, the message I bear, the office

I sustain. There is something un

fº. to all men, and particular

y to persons of cultivated minds,

in being accosted, even in a good

cause, in a spirit of dogmatism;

but love and meekness, and the

absence of self and personal dis

play, carry with them a charm, the

force of which all can feel, and the

roudest will not disdain to ac

nowledge.

Rusticus,

-

The PRESENT STATE of THE PRES"

BYTERIAN ChurtCH•

JW'o. I.

Under the above title, we pro

pose to execute a purpose of which

we gave an intimation in our last

number, in speaking of the General

Assembly which ind then just

risen. We choose this title be

cause we propose to extend our

views and observations beyond the

recent proceedings of the Assem

bly, although those proceedings

will demand a particular attention

—will form a text on which our

comments and remarks will be

grounded—as having chiefly led to

the views and opinions which we

entertain, and which we propose to

submit to our readers. -

Hitherto, in conducting this mis’
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cellany, we have seldom done more,

except in reviews, than state facts,

and discuss doctrines and general

principles; and to these limits we

would still gladly confine ourselves,

if we did not verily believe that

our duty to the church to which

we belong, and by whose members

our work is almost wholly sustain

ed, and to whose interests it has

always been faithfully devoted,

loudly calls us to go farther—to

speak more plainly than we have

yet spoken, of the perils to which,

as we believe, the Presbyterian

church is exposed, and of the mea

sures which we consider as essen

tial to her safety. This church, it

is our solemn conviction, has reach

ed a most important, and in our

view a very fearful crisis—a crisis

in which it is soon to be decided

whether changes, affecting material

ly her doctrinal purity, her eccle

siastical order, and all her institu

tions and endowments, shall, or

shall not, take place. At such a

time, it seems to us, that all who

feel a deep interest in the welfare

of our beloved church ought to

speak out; and we are willing, and

even desirous, that this should be

done by those who differ from us,

as well as by those who agree with

us, in sentiment and views. Solne

we are aware, suppose and say, that

there is no cause for alarm, no fear

of any change or innovation, that

should excite anxiety. Let those

who hold this opinion enjoy it, and

let them say what theyº right,

to convince the publick that theirs

is the right opinion.—We have al

ready seen one laboured essay, of

this description. But we differ

toto caelo from this opinion, and we

claim the right to show why we dif

ſer; and if we do this in language

temperate and decorous—in lan

guage and manner as little offensive

as justice to our cause will permit—

we do nothing that ought to give

umbrage. We know indeed that

there are truths which cannot be

told without giving offence, simply

because, they are truths—truths

which place individuals and parties

in a light in which they do not like

to appear. If any such truths fall

in our way in the following discus

sion, we shall tell them as inoffen

sively as we can, but we shall still

tell them. We pledge ourselves to

say nothing with a design or desire

to give provocation, or to injure the

feelings of any individual.... But

we do not hold ourselves at liberty

to compromise the welfare of the

church, or to keep back what we

conscientiously believe its welfare

requires should be known, from a

regard to individual feeling. Act

ing thus, we are prepared to take

alſ consequences. If we are re

viled, we hope to be enabled to fol

low the example of our Master,

“who, when he was reviled, re

viled not again.” If we answer at

all, we shall endeavour to do it

without anger, and with as little

severity as we may think the nature

of the case may render proper.

With these preliminary remarks,

we proceed to give an account of

the character and doings of the last

General Assembly, agreeably to :

our apprehensions of them while

the sessions of that body were in

process, and our deliberate reflec

tions on them since. We say then,

that the members of the last As

sembly appeared to us to be far

more strongly and characteristical

ly marked by a difference in theo

logical views and attachments, than

those of any other, Assembly we

have ever seen. Indeed the differ

ence we speak of was unhesitating
ly avowed, by a number of the

members in their speeches; and to

ive our readers a right understand

ing of it, we will, as correctly as

we can, divide those among whom

this difference did and does exist,

into two classes—sometimes called

—and occasionally so called in the

Assembly—the Old School, and the

New School Presbyterians. In the

first class we include those who put

the same construction on our Con
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fession of Faith, Catechisms, and

Form of Government, that was put

on those Formularies when the

Constitution of our church was

adopted, and for several years af

terwards.” Some of those who, for

want of a better designation, have

been denominated Old Hopkinsi

ans—who equally eschew the pecu

liarities of Dr. Emmons, and those

of the present New Haven system

of theology—have chosen to rank

themselves with this class; and

their brotherhood has been cordially

admitted, although a difference in

some minor points of doctrine is

distinctly recognised. The whole

of this class profess to be firm and

decided adherents to Presbyterian

church government and order, with

out any such relaxations of the pro

visions of the constitution as will

assimilate it to, or mingle it with,

the peculiarities of Congregational
ism. In like manner they insist on

managing their educational and

missionary concerns without any

amalgamation of them with volun

tary associations, or with any other

bodies whatsoever. They generall

—perhaps not iº".
that the church, as such, ought to

º the destitute with the gos

el, and to endeavour to evange

ize the world; and with this view

they believe that the church should

nurture her children for the gospel

ministry in her own bosom, embue

them early with her own principles,

and cherish their attachment to her

welfare and prosperity. Yet they

declare their entire willingness,

that those who choose to conduct

missionary operations and educa

tion for the gospel ministry, by

the agency of voluntary societies,

should do it freely. They only

claim to prosecute their own plans

* If we are asked, how we know what

was the construction of the constitution

by its framers? we answer, by being a

member of the Synod that adopted it, by

intimacy with those who had the most to

do in its formation, and by several of the

early decisions of the Assembly, now ap

parent on their records.

without interference or hindrance,

while they yield to others the same

right and privilege.

The second class consists of

those who, generally at least, pro

fess to receive and adopt the stand

ards of the Presbyterian church as

sincerely as those of the first class.

We have, indeed, heard a rumour,

which we mention to say that we

do not credit it—that there are

Presbyteries in connexion with the

General Assembly, in which the

questions required in our consti

tution to be affirmatively answered

by candidates for the gospel minis

try at their licensure, are not put to

the candidates; or at least that it

is not held to be indispensable that

they should be put. But what ad

mits of no doubt is, that some

yet we think not all, nor even a

majority—who belong to this class,

separate that part of the doctrinal

portion of our standards which is

entitled The Confession of Faith,

from the part which consists of

The Larger and Shorter Catechisms,

and consider their ordination en

gagements as relating solely to the

former, and not at all to the latter.

The whole of this class, however,

so far as we know, maintain that the

doctrinal standards of our church

º: to receive a far greater latiº

tude of construction, than that which

is contended for by those of the

first class. They say it was “the

systEM of doctrine taught in the

holy scriptures,” which, in their or

dination engagements, they prº

fessed to believe was contained in

the Confession of Faith of our

Church; and that it was in this

view only that they received an

adopted it: and some of them

think and say explicitly, that the

reception and adoption of a forml.

lary, as containing a system of truth,

neither implies that it embraces all

important truth, nor that it may

not contain some important error.

They also insist on construng

many expressions in the Conſes:

sion of Faith, in such a manner as
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to consist with sentiments and opi

nions which those of the first class

consider as impliedly condemned

in those very expressions, and as

very plainly condemned in other

parts of the Confession and Cate

chisms. The result of this latitude

of construction is, that the most of

those included in this class, per

haps the whole, seem to us to think,

that ministers of the gospel who

adopt the whole system of Dr. Hop

kins, or the whole system of Dr.

Emmons, or the whole system of

Dr. Murdock, or the whole system

of Dr. Taylor and Mr. Fitch of

New Haven, and who preach and

print the same, ought not to be sub

i. to any discipline of the Pres

yterian church, for so doing. Not

by any means, that every indivi

dual agrees with every other, that

these systems are all free from

error, even important error—error

that ought to be met and counter

acted by oral speech and printed

ublications. But still, we verily

elieve, if put to the trial, they

would vote that in none of these

systems is there such heresy, as

should subject the holders of it

to the discipline of the Presbyte

rian church; or prevent them from

holding as good and fair a standing

in that church, as any other of its

members or ministers.

In regard to church government

and order, there is some diversity of

sentiment among those who are com

prised in this second class. Some

appear to agree very nearly, if not

entirely, with those of the first class,

in a strict adherence to the Presby

terian principles of ecclesiastical

order. But a large majority appear

desirous to relax those principles

to a considerable extent; so that

the relaxation, taken in connexion

with certain stipulations, which

many years since were entered

into between the General Assem

bly of our church and the Congre

gational churches of New England,

would give to congregations, no

minally perhaps Presbyterian, but

really Congregational, a represen

tation in the supreme judicatory

of our church, as well as in Pres

byteries and synods. Hence, men

who have never been ordained or

elected as ruling elders, men who,

in the churches to which they be

long, have never held any other

office than that of committee men,

and in some instances not even

that, but have been merely church

members, have actually come up

to the General Assembly commis

sioned as ruling elders, and as such

have taken uheir seats, and exer

cised the same right of speaking

and voting as is enjoyed by those

who have actually been ordained as

ruling elders; and this, a large

proportion of this second class ap

prove of, as right and proper.

They accordingly voted against an

act of the last Assembly—which,

however, was carried by a conside

rable majority—the object of which

is, to prevent committee men and

mere church members, from here

after having any claim to seats in

the General Assembly.

Into these two great classes the

mass of the last General Assembly

might, in our apprehension, be fair

ly divided; and in feeling, speech

and action, was actually divided.

Let it be noted that we have said

the mass of the Assembly might

thus be divided; for candour re

quires it should be distinctly stated,

that there were a few who declared

that they were, and would be, of

no party; and who actually some

times voted with the one class, and

sometimes with the other. Yet be

fore the sessions were terminated,

these middle-men seemed to us to

draw pretty nearly to a complete

union, with the one class or the

other. There were, however, to

the last, two or three members who

unequivocally declared, that their

doctrinal opinions were those which

we have described as held by the

first class; and yet, they spoke

with earnestness, and acted with

decision, in favour of most of the
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measures proposed and urged by

the second class.

It has been truly painful to us to

give the foregoing exhibition of the

difference of sentiments and views,

entertained and manifested by the

members of the last General As

sembly. But such an exhibition

has appeared to us essential, in or

der to let the people and churches

of our denomination among whom

our miscellany is circulated, see

clearly their real situation. That

situation could not be correctly

known, without some such state

ment as that which we have given;

and unless the truth be not only

known but brought home to the feel

ings of the members of our church,

the torpid security in which many

have indulged, in regard to the con

cerns of the church, will be likely

to continue till it becomes fatal.

We speak what we firmly believe

when we say, that unless, in the

passing year, there is a general

waking up of the old school Presby

terians, to a sense of their danger

and their duty, their influence in

the General Assembly will forever

afterward be subordinate, and un

der control; and we are willing

that men of all parties should know

that such is our conviction. We

wish for no concealment on this

subject. It need not be told that

those whom we have ranked in the

second class of the constituent

members of the last Assembly, were

a decided majority of that body.

They chose a moderator suited to
their plans and intentions; and it

was in their power to dispose of

every measure that came before the

judicature, just as they pleased.

How that majority came to be what

it was, what course the moderator

pursued, and some remarks on the

measures attempted and adopted,

will, if our life and health conti

nue, be seen in our next number.

iſitbittuš.

AN ESSAY ON THE WARRANT, NATURE

AND DUTIES OF the orFICE OF

THE RULING ELDER, IN THE PRES

BYTERIAN church. By Samuel

JMiller, D.D.

(Concluded from p. 302.)

After an entire and careful read

ing of this essay, and marking for

extraction enough to fill many

pages of our work, we have changed

our purpose, and instead of an ex

tended review, shall present our

readers with a very short one. The

truth is, we can neither do justice

to the author of this publication,

nor to our own views of its merit,

by short extracts and accompany

ing criticisms. The value of the

work—its eaccellence, we say with

out hesitation—cannot be properl

estimated by an unconnected read

ing of selected parts; and as to

criticisms, we have none to make

which we deem important. We

believe we have never yet read

critically, a mere human composi.

tion, in relation to which we did

not differ in some

thought from the writer, and were

disposed to think that we could

mend, a little at least, some of his

language or expressions. But when
we can do no more than this in

the way of fault-finding—and **

could do but little more than this

with Dr. Miller's essay, if we should

try—we hope we shall always.”

disposed to do nothing. “Useſ".

ness,” says Dr. Johnson, the gre"

Corypheus of English criticks

“Usefulness seldom depends ""

little things.” -

we know it is a vain wish, bº
we must be allowed to express it,

notwithstanding—we do wish that

every Presbyterian in the Uniº

States would read this book c**

shades of

º
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fully—the unlearned,º:
the sprinkling of Hebrew, Greek

and Latin, which they would find

in the first part; but clergymen and

educated laymen, ruling elders es

pecially, missing nothing. Presby

terians, almost universally, do ur

gently need to know a great deal

which this book would teach them.

It would teach them, among other

things, what little foundation there

is in the scriptures of truth, for

either Popery or Prelacy; and what

is still more important, it would

teach them their personal duties—

their duties we mean as Presbyte

rians—of which too many are sadly

ignorant. Our church has lon

wanted such a manual as that whic

is here furnished. We have re

cently been gratified, indeed, by

reading in “the ‘Presbyterian,” a

number of short and excellent

papers on the qualifications and

duties of ruling elders; and we

hope those papers will do much

good. But we still wanted what

we have here—the whole subject

brought out, placed on the firm

ground of inspired warrant, and all

that relates to the election, the in

vestiture, and the offices of rulin

elders and deacons, fairly stated,

and in such detail as to be practi

cally useful. With this book in

his hand, no Presbyterian minister,

ruling elder, or deacon, need be at

a loss for any thing, as a matter of

principle or order, which his official

station calls him to know or to do,

in relation to the eldership, or dea

conship §. dislike the word dia

conate) of our church.

After all,—sorry we are to say it

—there are too many who will think

and say, that this small and cheap

book, is too large and too dear.

The wretched parsimony which

prevails in our country, in regard

to every thing in the shape of a

book, is hardly credible to those

who have not had a taste of au

thorship; and the popular indispo

sition to read any thing—novels

excepted—of greater length than a

tract or a newspaper, is not less to

be deplored. But we must take

things as we find them; and there

fore we respectfully suggest to the

author of this essay, the propriety

of publishing the last seven chap

ters of his work by themselves.

These chapters are entirely practi

cal; and taken separately, we should

hope, that at least every elder and

deacon of our church would have

reading patience enough to go

through them. They would amount

to but little more than a third part

of the present volume; and hence,

too, the price of the extract would

be so small, that any one who had

a disposition to read on the sub

ject, would be likely to give it. It

is not without sensible reluctance

that we throw out this suggestion;

for we repeat, it is our wish that

this whole book, without any muti

lation, could find its way into every

Presbyterian family of the United

States. But as we know this is

hopeless, and as it is peculiarly

important that the practical part

should be widely diffused, we ven

ture to recommend the measure we

have mentioned—hoping that there

will always be found a considerable

number, both clergy and laity, who

will prefer to take the work with

out any diminution. We shall only

add, that we think the minute of

the last General Assembly, relative

to the organization of new churches,

might advantageously be appended

to the reduced manual which we

have recommended, if professor

Miller should think proper to form

one.

-

LUTHER’s commentARY on "the

EPISTLE TO THE GALAtiANs.

(Concluded from p. 258.)

In commenting on the 17th verse

of the fifth chapter of this epistle—

“For the flesh lusteth against the

spirit, and the spirit against the

flesh, and these are contrary the

one to the other, so that ye cannot
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do the things that ye would”—Lu

ther admirably shows his acquain

tance with the conflicts of the spi

ritual life; and that the genuine

evangelical doctrines, so far from

leading to licentiousness, do pow

erfully promote the sanctification

of the believer. We can quote

but a part of what he says on this

remarkable text.—

“The faithful therefore receive great

consolation by this doctrine of Paul, in

that they know themselves to have part

of the flesh, and part of the Spirit, but

yet so notwithstanding that the Spirit

ruleth, and the flesh is subdued and kept

under awe, that righteousness reigneth,

and sin serveth. He that knoweth not

this doctrine, and thinketh that the faith

ful ought to be without all fault, and yet

seeth the contrary in himself, must needs

at length be swallowed up by the spirit

of heaviness, and fall into desperation.

But whoso knoweth this doctrine well

and useth it rightly, to him the things

that are evil, turn unto good; Rom. viii.

28. For when the flesh provoke th him

to sin, by occasion thereof he is stirred

up and enforced to seek forgiveness of

sins by Christ, and to embrace the right

eousness of faith, which else he would

not so greatly esteem, nor seek for the

same with so great desire. Therefore it

profiteth us very much to feel sometimes

the wickedness of our nature, and cor

ruption of our flesh, that yet by this

means we may be waked and stirred up

to faith, and to call upon Christ. And

by this occasion a Christian becometh a

mighty workman and a wonderful creator,

who of heaviness can make joy, of terror

comfort, of sin righteousness, and of death

life, when he by this means repressing

and bridling the flesh, maketh it subject

to the Spirit.

“Wherefore let not them who feel the

lust of the flesh, despair of their salva

tion. Let them feel it with all the force

thereof, so that they consent not to it.

Let the passions of lust, wrath and such

other vices shake them, so that they do

not overthrow them. Let sin assault

them, so that they do not accomplish it.

Yea, the more godly a man is, the more

doth he feel that battle. And hereof

come those lamentable complaints of the

faithful in the Psalms and in the whole

Scripture. Of this battle the hermits,

the monks, and the schoolmen, and all

that seek righteousness and salvation by

works, know nothing at all.

“But here may some men say; that it

is a dangerous matter to teach that a man

is not condemned, if by and by he over

come not the motions and passions of the

flesh he feeleth. For when this doctrine

is taught among the common people, it

maketh them careless, negligent and

slothful. This is it which I said a little

before, that if we touch faith, then car

nal men neglect and reject works; if

works be required, then is faith and con

science lost. Here no man can be com

pelled, neither can there be any certain

rule prescribed. But let every man di.

ligently try himself to what passion of the

flesh he is most subject, and when he

findeth that, let him not be careless, nor

flatter himself; but let him watch and

wrestle in Spirit against it, that if he can

not altogether bridle it, yet, at least he

do not fulfil the lust thereof.

“This battle of the flesh against the Spi

rit, all the children of God have had and

felt: and the self-same do we also feel

and prove. He that searcheth his own

conscience, if he be not an hypocrite,

shall well perceive that to be true in him.

self which Paul here saith, that the flesh

lusteth against the Spirit. All the faith

ful therefore do feel and confess that

their flesh resisteth the Spirit, and that

these two are so contrary the one to the

other in themselves, that do what they

can, they are not able to perform that

which they would do. Therefore the

flesh hindereth us that we cannot keep

the commandments of God, that we can

not love our neighbours as ourselves,

much less can we love God with all our

heart: therefore it is impossible for us to

become righteous by the works of the

law. Indeed there is a good-will in us,

and so must there be (for it is the Spirit

itself, which resisteth the flesh) which

would gladly do good, fulfil the law, love

God and his neighbour, and such like, but

the flesh obeyeth not this good-will, but

resisteth it; and yet God imputeth not

unto us this sin; for he is merciful to

those that believe, for Christ’s sake.

“But it followeth not therefore that

thou shouldst make a light matter of sin,

because God doth not impute it. True

it is that he doth not impute it: but to

whom, and for what cause 2 To such as

repent and lay hold by faith upon Christ

the mercy-seat, for whose sake, as all

their sins are forgiven them; even so the

remnants of sin which are in them, are

not imputed unto them. They make not

their sin less than it is, but amplify it

and set it out as it is indeed; for they

know that it cannot be put away by ss

tisfaction, works or righteousness, but

only by the death of Christ. And yet,

notwithstanding the greatness and enor.

mity of their sin doth not cause them to

despair, but they assure themselves, that
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the same shall not be imputed unto them,

or laid to their charge.

“This I say, lest any man should think

that after faith is received, there is little

account to be made of sin. Sin is truly

sin, whether a man commit it before he

hath received the knowledge of Christ,

or after. And God always hateth sin;

yea, all sin is damnable as touching the

fact itself. But in that it is not damnable

to him that believeth, it cometh of Christ,

who by his death hath taken away sin.

But to him that believeth not in Christ,

not only all his sins are damnable, but

even his good works also are sin, accord

ing to that saying; Whatsoever is not of

faith is sin; Rom. xiv. 23. Therefore

the error of the schoolmen is most perni

cious, who distinguish sins according to

the fact, and not according to the person.

He that believeth hath as great sin as the

unbeliever. But to him that believeth, it

is forgiven and not imputed; to the un

believer it is not pardoned, but imputed.

To the believer it is venial; to the unbe

liever it is mortal and damnable: not for

any difference of sins, or because the sin

of the believer is less, and the sin of the

unbeliever is greater; but for the differ

ence of the persons. For the faithful as

sureth himself by faith that his sin is for

ń. him, forasmuch as Christ hath given

imself for it. Therefore although he

have sin in him, and daily sinneth, yet he

continueth godly; but contrariwise, the

unbeliever continueth wicked. And this

is the true wisdom and consolation of the

godly, that although they have and com

mit sins, yet, they know that for Christ's

sake they are not imputed unto them.
º - - - - - - -

“Hereby we may see who are the very

saints indeed. They are not stocks and

stones (as the monks and schoolmen

dream) so that they are never moved with

any thing, never feel any lusts or desires

of the flesh; but as Paul saith, their flesh

lusteth against the Spirit, and therefore

they have sin, and both can and do sin.

And the thirty-second Psalm witnesseth,

that the faithful do confess their unright

eousness, and pray that the wickedness

of their sin may be forgiven, where he

saith, ver. 5–1 will confess my transgres

sion unto the Lord; and thou forgavest

the iniquity of my sin: ver, 6–Therefore

shall every one that is godly, pray unto

thee, &c. Moreover, the whole church,

which indeed is holy, prayeth that her

sins may be forgiven her, and it believeth

the forgiveness of sins. And in Psalm

cxliii. 2—David prayeth; O Lord, enter

not into judgment with thy servant : for in

thy sight shall no man living be justified.

And in Psal. cxxx. 3, 4–If thou, Lord,

shouldst mark iniquity, O Lord, who shall

Wol. IX.-Ch. JAdv.

stand? But there is forgiveness with thee,

&c. Thus do the chiefest saints and chil

dren of God speak and pray; as David,

Paul, &c. All the faithful therefore do

speak and pray the same thing, and with

the same spirit. The popish sophisters

read not the Scriptures, or if they read

them, they have a veil before their eyes;

and therefore as they cannot judge rightly

of anything, so can they not judge rightly

either of sin, or of holiness.”

Throughout the whole of this

commentary, Luther pays a parti

cular attention to the case of those

who are awakened to a sense of

their sinfulness, and their danger

of falling under the wrath of God.

He recollected the deep anguish of

his spirit when such was his own

situation; and to this he often re

fers, and tells in what manner he

received deliverance from his fear

ful apprehensions, obtained peace

of conscience, and an assured hope

of acceptance with God—Our space

does not permit us to quote the pas

sages in which he speaks on this

topick. But all his consolation re

sulted, as he affirms, from clear

views of the Lord Jesus Christ, as

having substituted himself in the

place of sinners, obeyed perfectly

the law of God, and suffered all its

penalty in their behalf, and from

his being enabled to appropriate

by faith the finished righteousness

of the Redeemer to himself, so as

to stand invested with it in the view

and estimation of God. This was

the experience of Luther, and this

the method in which he directs

awakened anxious sinners, and fear

ful trembling believers, to seek that

“peace of God which passeth all

understanding.”

we have heard much of late,

and we have greatly rejoiced to

hear, of revivals of religion in

every part of our land, and of nu

merous converts as the fruits of

these revivals. In what manner

these converts were directed by

their spiritual guides to seek recon

ciliation with God, is unknown to

us. One thing we think we know,

and that is, that unless their exer

3 A
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cises have been in substance the

same as those of Luther, they have

been sadly and dangerously defec

tive. Far be it from us to pronounce

upon any of them; but from some

things we have seen and heard, we

have greatly feared that there have

been instances—we hope they have

not been numerous—in which

awakened sinners have heard but

little of the righteousness of Christ,

as the only ground of their justifi

cation with God and adoption into

his family. For ourselves, we must

explicitly avow, that we can never

be satisfied with any supposed con

versions, in which the subjects of

them have had no distinct and

heart-approving, and heart-attract

ing views of the unspeakable excel

lence and glory of Christ, in all his

offices; .*. exact and wonderful

suitableness to the case of a lost

and perishing sinner, sweetly and

powerfully drawing the soul to rest

unreservedly on him, in the exer

cise of an humble faith, and to make

him its all in all; and sometimes

to rejoice in him with a joy that is

exceeding great and full of glory—

a joy springing up in the soul, from

a transporting view of the attri

butes of God, all meeting and

blending, and shining, in the won

derful device of saving sinners

through the finished work of the

Lord Jesus Christ, who of God is

made unto the redeemed sinner,

“wisdom, and righteousness, and

sanctification, , and redemption.”

Such views and exercises as these,

often perhaps stammered out in

broken expressions, (and the more

satisfactory on that very account)

by an unlearned, and as yet but im

perfectly taught and experienced

disciple—are, antecedently to a life

of holy obedience, the best evidence

of a sound conversion, of a work

of regenerating grace. We do not

believe that such views and exer

cises as we have here briefly and

imperfectly indicated, are ever re

ally known by an unregenerate sin

ner; and something of them are,

we think, always known, under

the light of the gospel, by those who

have "passed from death unto life.”

We confess that we always like to

hear a great deal of Christ, in the

exercises of young converts; and

that we have recently not heard as

much as we could wish, of bright

visions by faith of his transcendent

beauty and loveliness, and of the

glory of God displayed in the plan

of redemption by him—in the ac

counts that have been given in de

tail, of the views and feelings of

those who have obtained a hope of

their good estate. We have spoken

of the experience of Luther, but we

would regard it but little, if it were

not also the experience of the apos

tle Paul, on whose writings he was

commenting. Open the epistles of

Paul, and you shall find that he

is so full of his love to Christ, so

full of meditations on his righteous

ness and all sufficiency, and of his

being the all of hope and salvation

to himself, and to those to whom he

addresses his inimitable letters,

that he cannot get along for many

sentences together, without intro

ducing these delightful themes. He

seems as if he loved even to dwell

on the sound of that blessed name,

which was to him “as ointment

poured forth.” How often do we

find the words “our Lord Jesus

Christ,” in some of his epistles, re

peated over and over again, in the

compass of a few verses? and what

a contrast does this form to many

modern sermons? O that the writer,

and all his brethren in the ministry

of reconciliation, and all to whom

they give spiritual counsel, may be
able to say with blessed Paul—

“What things were gain to me,

those I counted loss for Christ; yea

doubtless, and I count all things

but loss for the excellency of the

knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord

—and do count them but dung that

I may win Christ, and be found in

him, not having, mine own right

eousness, which is of the law, but

that which is through the faith of

Christ, the righteousness which is

of God by faith—For God who
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commanded the light to shine out of

darkness, hath shined in our hearts,

to give the light of the knowledge

of the glory of God, in the face of

Jesus Christ.”

Titerarm ant 395ilogopijital intelligentt, etc.

A thermometer in good preservation

was lately exhibited at the French Insti

tute, which, it is affirmed, was the cele

brated instrument of Galileo. It is stated

to have been secreted from the Inquisi

tion.

“The distance to which icebergs float

from the polar regions on the opposite

sides of the Line, is very different. Their

extreme limit in the northern hemisphere

appears to be the Azores; north latitude

42it. But in the other hemisphere they

have been seen, within the last two years,

off the cape of Good Hope, between lati

tude 36 deg. and 39 deg. One of these

was two miles in circulnference, and 150

feet high. Others rose from 250 to 300

feet above the level of the sea: and for

every solid foot seen above, there must be

at least eight feet below water.—Lyell's

Geology.

“Severity of climate is not always de

pendent on latitude. In the island of

Georgia, which is in the 53d deg. south

latitude, or the same parallel as the central

counties of England, the perpetual snow

descends to the level of the ocean. When

we consider this fact, and then recollect

that the highest mountains in Scotland

do not attain the limit of perpetual snow

on this side of the equator, we learn that

latitude is only one of many powerful

causes which determine the climate of

particular regions of the globe. The

number and dimensions of icebergs in

Baffin's Bay is prodigious. Captain Ross

saw several of them together aground in

water 1500 feet deep! Many of them are

driven down into Hudson's Bay, and, ac

cumulating there, diffuse excessive cold

over the neighbouring continent; so that

Captain Franklin reports, that at the

mouth of Hayes river, which lies in the

same latitude as the north of Prussia, or

the south of Scotland, ice is found every

where in digging wells at the depth of

four feet.—Ibid.

“Bones of the mammoth have been

recently found at North Cliff, in the

county of York, in a lacustrine formation,

in which all the land and fresh-water

shells have been identified with species

now existing in that country. Bones of

the bison, an animal now inhabiting a

cold or temperate climate, have also been

found in the same place. That these

quadrupeds, and the indigenous species of

testacea associated with them, were all

contemporary inhabitants of Yorkshire (a

fact of the greatest importance in geo

logy), has been established by unequivocal

proofs by the Rev. W. W. Vernon, who

caused a pit to be sunk to the depth of

more than 200 feet, through undisturbed

strata, in which the remains of the mam

moth were found imbedded, together with

the shells, in a deposit which had evident

ly resulted from tranquil waters. These

acts, as Mr. Vernon observes, indicate

that there has been little alteration in the

temperature of these latitudes since the

mammoth lived there.”—Ibid.

Mr. Lyell, in his Geology, mentions a

remarkable discovery lately made on Etna,

of a large mass of ice, preserved for many

years, perhaps for centuries, from melting,

by a current of red-hot lava having flowed

over it. The extraordinary heat of 1828,

having caused the supplies of ice preserved

for the use of Catania, Sicily, and Malta,

to fail, considerable distress was felt for

the want of a commodity regarded in these

countries as one of the necessaries of life.

The magistrates of Catania applied to

Signor Gemmellaro, in the hope that his

local knowledge of Etna might enable

him to point out some crevice or natural

grotto where drift snow, was still pre

served. Nor were they disappointed; for

he had long suspected that a small mass

of perennial ice at the foot of the highest

cone was part of a larger and continuous

glacier covered by a lava-current. Having

rocured a body of workmen, he quarried

into this ice, and proved the super-position

of the lava for several hundred yards, so

as completely to satisfy himself that no

thing but the subsequent flowing of the

lava over the ice could account for the po

sition of the glacier. Mr. Lyell, who visit

ed the spot, supposes that, at the com

mencement of the eruption, a deep mass of

drift snow had been covered by volcanic

sand showered down upon it before the

descent of the lava. A dense stratum of

this fine dust mixed with scoriae is an ex

cellent non-conductor of heat, and might,

he thinks, have preserved the snow from

complete fusion when the burning flood

poured over it. The shepherds in the

higher regions of Etna are accustomed

to keep an annual store of snow, by sim

ply strewing over it a layer of volcanick

sand a few inches thick, which effectually

prevents the sun from penetrating. When
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lava had once consolidated over a glacier

at the height of 10,000 feet above the level

of the sea, the ice might endure as long as

the snows of Mont Blanc, unless melted

by volcanic heat from below.

It has been estimated that seven hun

dred thousand children are born in the

United States every year; and that the

amount of deaths of persons of all ages is

only half that number. The reader_ma

hence infer the importance and the difficul

ty of keeping up religious institutions to

#. wants of a population thus rapidly in:

creasing. If for instance, the number of

ministers and places of worship were at

this moment quite sufficient, there would

require an addition of several hundreds

every year, to keep pace with the exi

gency.—Christ. Obs.

English Language.—Some years ago a

entleman, after carefully examining the

#. edition of Johnson's Dictionary, form

ed the following table of English words

derived from other languages:—

Latin 6732

French . - 4812

Saxon . - - - . 1665

Greek - - - 1148

Dutch . - - - 691

Italian - - 211

German . - - - ... 106

Welsh . - - 95

Danish 75

Spanish 56

Icelandic 50

Swedish 34

Gothic 31

Hebrew - - - 16

Teutonic - - - - 15

Arabic - - - 13

Irish - - . - - 6

Runic - - - - -" 4

Flemish . - - - - 4

Erse - - - - - 4

Syriac . - - - - 3

Scottish - - - 3

Irish and Erse . . . 2

Turkish . - - - 2

Irish and Scottish 1

Portuguese 1

Persian . - 1

Frisi - - - - 1

Persic . - - - - 1

...Uncertain 1

Total, 15,784

The Bow of William Tell.—Among other

places pointed out to strangers as worthy

of notice at Zurich, I visited the arsenal,

where onemayreceive a lesson of humility,

in attempting to wield the swords and to

carry the armour, borne by the warriors

of other days. I, of course handled the

bow, said to be the bow of William Tell

—and the identical arrow that pierced the

apple is also shown. I cannot conceive

of what materials the sinews of that dis

tinguished patriot were made, for the de

generate men of our time are obliged to

use a machine with the power of a lever,

to draw the cord even half way to the

point at which the arrow is discharged.

There is a vast collection of ancient ar

mour preserved, and modern equipments

for more than all the able-bodied men in

the canton.—Switzerland, France, and the

Pyrenees; by Derwent Conway.

Mr. S. B. Heisse, of Columbia, Pennsyl

vania, who has had much experience in

the management of bees, informs us that

a swarm of young bees made, from the

6th of June to the 13th, a period of seven

days, 14lbs. of honey. This was ascer

tained by weighing the hive. We doubt

whether this instance of the industry of

the bee is equalled on record.—Spy.

.Advance of the West.—It is stated that

wheat which twelve years ago was worth

31 cents a bushel, on the borders of Lake

Erie, now fetches 75 cents; and the va

lue of many other products, and of the

land, have increased proportionably.

These effects are attributed entirely to

the New York and Welland canals.

JWew Invented Tooth Drawer.—A new

instrument, for extracting teeth, has been

invented by a Surgeon Dentist in New

York. It is so constructed as to elevate

the tooth perpendicularly from the socket,

without making use of the contiguous

teeth for that purpose, by which there is

hazard of injuring them, and without

pressure on the gums, by which pain is

occasioned.

CHARLEston, (S. C.) June 10.

Great Influx of the Title.—The tide in

our harbour arose, yesterday afternoon,

to a height without parallel in the re

membrance of our citizens, except when

accompanied by a storm. The water, in

some places, was at least a foot above the

wharves—injuring the cotton piled upon

them for shipment, and penetrating, we

understand, to the cellars, where a consi.

derable quantity of salt suffered deliqua

tion, before it could be removed. This

unwonted influx of the tide was unac

companied by any of those outbreakings

of nature, which might reasonably ac

count for it. The weather was warm

—the atmosphere dense and cloudy, and

the wind moderately fresh.
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British AND ForteiGN BIBLE so

CIETY.

Our readers will probably have

learned from the weekly religious

periodicals, that a most unhappy

and even disgraceful controversy,

took place at the last annual meet

ing of the British and Foreign Bible

Society. It was occasioned by pro

positions brought forward to alter

the original Constitution of the So

ciety, in two important points—so

as to require that the meetings of

the society should be opened with

prayer, and that a test should be

imposed on every.."
to exclude from membership al

who deny the proper Deity of our

Lord Jesus Christ. The zeal and

i. intentions of those who brought

orward these propositions we are

not disposed to question; but the

expediency of the measures pro

posed we cannot admit. We sin

cerely rejoice that in the Philadel

phia Bible Society, not only the an

nual meetings of the Society, but

every meeting of the Directors, is

opened with prayer; and that to

this there has never been, so far as

we know, any objection. But in

England, and in several parts of

our own country, serious objections

do exist to such a procedure; and

we are of the opinion that where

this is the case, it is better not to

attempt social prayer,º it to

each individual to look up for the

divine blessing in the silence of his

own mind) than to promote discord

and division, by calling on an indi

vidual of a particular sect to be the

mouth of all, in preferring their

supplications to the Most High.

As to excluding Arians and Soci

nians from the Bible Society, we

think nothing can be more prepos.

terous—For ourselves, we wish that

not only they, but avowed Deists,

would contribute to the diffusion

of the Scriptures; and we think

there are some who would have no

objection to do it, from a conviction

that the reading of the Bible gene

rally, is useful to society. Let all

who choose help to circulate the

Bible. It may lead them to peruse

it, and the Spirit that indited it

may seal its sacred truths on their

consciences, correct their errors,

and save their souls.

The following paper was drawn

up with a view to prevent the re

proachful controversy to which we

have referred above; and it is

greatly to be regretted that it had

not the desired effect, although it

probably had its influence in pre

venting a change of the constitu

tion. Believing that its perusal

will gratify our readers, we insert

it entire—It breathes an excellent

spirit, and is probably the produc

tion of the President, Lord Teign

mouth.

“The following address was prepared at

a meeting held by the president, with some

of the vice-presidents, at his lordship's

house; and was afterwards submitted to

the members of the elected committee, to

gether with the treasurer and secretaries,

whom his lordship had invited to attend

him at his residence in Portman square,

for that purpose, on Thursday, March 24,

1831: when, after mature consideration, it

was finally agreed upon, and copies trans

mitted to the vice-presidents, the treasu

rer, and the members of the elected com

mittee, for signature.

To the Members of the British and Foreign

Bible Society.

We, the undersigned, the president, vice

presidents, treasurer, members of the elect

ed committee, and secretaries of the Bri

tish and Foreign Bible Society, think it

right, individually, to express our senti

ments upon two important subjects, which,

we are aware, have of late excited much

public attention, and occasioned anxiety to

many of the subscribers.

We have considered the proposition for

introducing a law, that the meetings of the

society and its committees should be open

ed with prayer. It is obvious that the Bible

Society, by its constitution, unites persons

of different religious opinions in one in

-
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portant object, for the furtherance of which

they may co-operate without any compro

mise of their respective principles. No ar

rangement has yet been suggested, on the

subject of the introduction of prayer into

the meetings, which appears to us gene

rally practicable, or which would not de

mand such a compromise on the part of

some of our members; and we cannot ven

ture to recommend the adoption of a mea

sure which might force any friends of the

society to the alternative of either retiring

from it, or of appearing to sacrifice that

consistency on which peace of mind and

usefulness so materially depend. We are

likewise persuaded that the tone which has

pervaded its reports, and the sentiments

which have animated its proceedings, must

make it manifest that the society has dis

tinctly professed to look up to the favour

of the Most High, and to ascribe its suc

cess wholly to his blessing. This, we con

ceive, is the frame of mind in which the

Christian is habitually prepared to enter

upon any business, whether religious or

secular.

In the opinion we have given on this

subject, we desire to be understood as not

expressing any unkind judgment upon the

practice where it exists in auxiliary so

cieties.

We have also considered the no less im

portant question of adopting measures

which would operate to i. exclusion of

any particular class of persons, on account

of their religious opinions, by the introduc

tion of a test on the admission of members;

and we believe that the sound principles

of Christian faith, as well as Christian cha

rity, are more likely to be promoted by an

adherence to our present constitution than

by any change which would occasion a

breach in the society.

On these grounds we object to the alte

ration of the fundamental principle of the

society, which admits of the co-operation

of all persons willing to assist in the circu

lation of the Holy Scriptures; and we en

treat those among our friends who are in

clined to view these subjects in a different

light, to weigh against their private senti

ments or feelings the danger of dividing, if

not dissolving, a society, which, as at pre

sent constituted and as hitherto conducted,

has been honoured with such evident tes

timonies of the blessing of Almighty God

upon its object and its proceedings.

In conclusion, we would express an anx

ious desire that the Divine influence may

guide the proceedings of the parent insti

tution, and of all its auxiliaries, branches,

and associations; and that the respective

committees and officers may continuall

prove, by their piety, wisdom, and zeal,

that they possess the qualifications re

quisite for the due discharge of their im

portant duties.

President.—Teignmouth.

Vice-Presidents.-C. Winton, H. Lich

field and Coventry, J. B. Chester, Bedford,

Spencer, Romney, Exmouth, Calthorpe,

Gambier, Bexley, C. J. Shore, Thomas

Dyke Ackland, William Wilberforce,Tho

mas Babington.

Treasurer.—John Thornton.

JMembers of the Elected Committee.—Ri

chard Barrett, John Blackett, jun., Joseph

Reyner Brooksbank, Jesse Curling, Roger

Dawson, Henry Dobbs, Thomas Farmer,

Josiah Foster, Michael Gibbs, William

Harding, Lancelot Haslope, P. J. Heisch,

Thomas Horsfield, Samuel Houston, Za

chary Macaulay, Samuel Mills, John Pfei

ler, John Poynder, R. Richardson, Natha

niel Robarts, Josiah Roberts, Johnº:
Robert Saunders, G. G. Schneider, John

Siffken, George Stacey, Thomas Stokes,

E. N. Thornton, Henry Tritton, Joseph

Trueman, Percival White, Joseph Wilson.

Secretaries.—Andrew Brandram, Joseph

Hughes."

DIFFUSION OF THE SACRED schip

TU Res.,

Extract of a Letter, dated 20th

JMay, 1831, from a JMember of

the British and Foreign Bible

Society, to his Correspondent in

Philadelphia—Original.

“We are cheered by the progress of

scripture distribution—the past year 35,000

copies more than the preceding, and the

increase of funds upwards of £10,000.

Recent accounts from various quarters are

also very gratifying. The Honourable

John Shore, son of our revered President,

has lately made a tour in Sweden and Nor

way, where the distribution is going on so

rapidly, that it is probable every family in

the former country that can read, will be

soon supplied with the scriptures.

The Chinese scriptural school lessons have

been printed by Dr. Morrison, and exten

sively circulated, where the whole volume

could not find admission. The calls from

France for enlarged supplies are con

stantly repeated, and new measures are

adopting to answer them on a more exten

sive scale. The supply to the Prussian

soldiery is further augmented, and the de

ficiency of the cost, we are informed, has

been defrayed in the highest quarter. Mr.

Peter Jones, a native Chippeway, has

lately come over from Canada, to superin

tend the printing of the gospels which he

has been instrumental in translating for

that tribe; and further parts of the New

Testament are now in hand. The Pied

montese Valleys, inhabited by the Wau

dois, who have suffered so much for con

stancy to the truth, are now supplying
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with copies of the New Testaments lately

completed, and which are most gratefully

received.”

British Society Fort ProMoting

The ReliGious principles OF

Thre Refore MAtion.

A society whose designation is

the foregoing, and composed of no:

bility and clergy of the established

church, with some eminent dis

senters, both clergy and laity, has,

for some time past, been actively

employed inãº. to coun

teract the influence of the Roman

Catholicks in England, Scotland,

and Ireland; and also to aid, as

occasion offers, the propagation of

the Protestant religion on the con

tinent of Europe. As their state

ments may be considered as more

impartial than those made by pri

vate individuals, we take from their

“QuARTERLY Extracts,” attached

to the Christian Observer for March

last, the summary account of the

result of their operations for the

last year—made at the beginning of

the present year.

“It is impossible to commence the la

bours of a New Year without some of those

feelings which are ever connected with the

retrospect of the past, and the anticipation

of the future. In matters of a mere tem

poral nature a constant reference is made

to both at this period; how much more

should we expect it in regard to those

things that give to time all its value, and

to eternity all its blessedness! In these

feelings, therefore, the members of the

Reformation Society may fully participate.

The history of the past year is fraught

with circumstances to them peculiarly in

teresting. In the immediate scene of their

labours, Romanism has made efforts almost

without a parallel. In the strong tone of

assumed authority, she has endeavoured to

rivet her ſetters with tenfold power on the

consciences of her too submissive children;

and in the modest garment of specious

apology, she has endeavoured to hide all

her deformities, and to present herself as

an object of love and admiration. In both

cases we lament to say she has had too

much success. Her children for the most

part have hugged their chains of spiritual

bondage, and refused to listen to the sound

of liberty in the blessed gospel. Her

former adversaries have been deceived by

her smooth speeches, and have sometimes

even drunk of the cup of her intoxication.

God however has not left himself without

witnesses. Some of his servants have been

wholly occupied in exhibiting the defor

mity of this system by bringing it under

the light and radiance of the lamp of truth;

whilst others in their different stations

have come to the “help of the Lord

against the ..". Controversial meet

ings have been frequently held, in which

the ministers of God have wielded the

sword of the Spirit against the Man of sin,

who in his tottering feebleness has even

leaned on the ungodly arm of infidelity.

Strange amalgamation! the infallible

...; borrowing her weapons from those

who deny the Lord that bought them, and

propping up her cause by those who deify

fallible reason. Yet have they taken coun

sel together in vain. God has blessed his

own word to the souls of many; He has

dashed the cup of poison from the lips of

those who were just about to drink it; He

has delivered others from the yoke of bond.

age, and caused others who have had the

light to rejoice before God with exceeding

joy. Our readers will find that the minis

ters of the established church have awa

kened from their slumbers on this subject,

and now begin to lift up their voices and

spare not; and ere another year closes, we

trust that this godly protest will ring with

might and power through the length and

breadth of our land. This is not mere sup

position; we know that at this very time

ministers are consulting together how they

shall best attack the strong holds of error:

may God bless their efforts, and teach

many to join this faithful band. On the

continent also, the fields are white and

ready for harvest. We deprecate every

thing like political views, in our plans

and proceedings; but who cannot see the

mighty hand of God in his chastisement

of papal countries 2 Who that loves Christ

does not rejoice at the blow that the church

of Rome has received in France? and when

the barriers to the tide of truth have been

removed, who would not wish to see the

stream of mercy flow upon those shores

which otherwise must be deluged with the

floods of infidelity? The Committee have

made the most anxious inquiries, and they

do trust that some door will soon be opened

in that country for the utterance of truth

in condemning the inventions of men; and

that ere long the torch of spiritual Pro

testantism will blaze as a beacon, and burn

as the lamp, to the conviction and comfort

of many deluded souls in that devoted

land.”

-

south Africa.

We have read many affecting

missionary narratives, but we never
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read one with deeper interest, or

more lively pleasure, than the fol

lowing. . It seems to us that he who

can read it, and not become a warm

friend to missionary enterprises, if

he is not one already, must not only

be destitute of a Christian spirit,

but of all regard to the happiness

of his fellow men. It is the speech

of a Missionary, at a missionary

meeting, held in December, 1830,

at the Cape of Good Hope. It was

first published at Cape Town, in

“The South African Commercial

Advertiser” of 15th December,

1830. We take it from the Mis

sionary Chronicle of the London

Missionary Society, for May last.

“The Rev. Mr. Moffat, of Lattakoo, in

moving one of the resolutions of the even

ing, took occasion to apologize for the im

perfect manner in which he should feel

himself compelled to address the assembly,

although an Englishman, and fourteen

years a missionary; but, for the last seven

years, the chief application and bent of

his mind had been the acquirement of

barbarous languages; and, for the last

three years, he had preached exclusively

in the Bechuana dialect.

The report which had been read should

call forth the liveliest gratitude from every

bosom. It exhibited at one view what the

missionaries were doing; and showed that,

notwithstanding all the obstacles which

had been and still were in the way, man

was raised in the scale of being, and souls

were rescued from ignorance and super

stition.

It had frequently been said, by persons

unfriendly to the great cause of missionary

exertion, that psalm-singing was all that

they taught the people; but he could ap

peal to the effects of their humble endea

vours to convince the prejudiced that mis

sionaries did more than sing psalms, for,

in many instances, their exertions had the

effect of turning almost devils into men.

“l speak from experience,” continued

Mr. M., “I appeal to the mission in which

I am employed, and to the various stations

which I have visited. I appeal to Lattakoo,

where there is a church gathered from bar

barians, who, a few years ago, were in an

awful state of moral degradation, and on a

level with the beasts that perish' I appeal

to a well-filled chapel, marked with a de

corum which would do honour to a British

congregation. I_appeal to the change

which has been effected in the persons and

habits of those residing on our station.

“ It must be recollected that the Bechu

anas are altogether ignorant of a future

state. They have no idea of any existence

beyond the present. They suppose that

all the pleasures, enjoyments and honours,

of this world terminate in annihilation.

When the spirit leaves the body they sup:

pose that it has ceased to exist; and, if a

plebeian's, the body is dragged away, and

left a prey to beasts; and, if that of one

more honourable, the body is committed

to the grave, with many unmeaning cere.

monies, while the females chaunt a dirge,

deploring the eternal loss, and then return

from the grave without one pleasing hope

of immortality.

“The consequence of such deplorable

ignorance is that they participate in every

species of sin, and think as little of plung.

ing their spear into their neighbour's

bosom, as of killing a dog. A traveller

among them, like a bird of passage, may

be led to form a favourable opinion of their

humanity, their fidelity and good sense;

but far different will be the judgment ºf

those who have half the acquaintance with

the native tribes which the missionaries

possess. There you will see men tyran:

nising over the females—the weaker ves:

sels doomed to bear infirmities and afflic:

tions of which their husbands are compara

tively ignorant. There you will see the

men reclining under the shade of a spread:

ing tree, while the females are most of the

year employed preparing the ground, Sow"

ing the grain, and gathering in the haſ
vest. There you may see a mother of

twins without compunction allow one tº

be strangled by the hands of her attendant,

when it has but just entered the world.

If there be one º each sex, the female is

the victim: if both of one sex, the weaker

is cut off. Their minds are debased—they

are earthly, sensual, and devilish. There

might be seen a nation looking to a man

called a “rain-maker, to open the windows
of heaven, and cause it to rain upon the

earth; and while such deceivers maintain'

ed their influence over the people, the

missionaries were made the butts of their

indignation, and were treated as the sup:
posed cause of every evil which befel

them.

“In endeavouring to convey a know.

ledge of true religion to the natives.”
taught them that they were men, fallen

and sinful men, and we exhibited to them

the character of that God against whom

they had sinned. We disclosed to them

the doctrines of the eternal state. They

were startled as if they had seen the Judge

descend, the graves open, the dead aris",

and the adjudication of the awful day.

We unfolded to them the meaning of the

gospel. In fulfilling the ministry commit.

ted to us, our faith was tried; and often

have we hung our harps on the willow",

and mourned over the condition of thou.

sands who were snying to us, “Away,

away,' and threatening to drive us back
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with the spear and with fire. One wave

of affliction followed another; one cloud

darker than another hung over our pros

pects, while we were exposed to the mock

ery and rage of a lawless and independent

people. Full oft have my worthy brother

functionaries and myself prayed together

for faith to maintain our posts, even though

we appeared to labour in vain and spend

our strength for nought. We felt deter

mined never to leave our posts, even

though our external resources should fail.

In the mean time the language was ac

quired; portions of scripture translated;

catechisms and hymns composed; and

while our eyes were weary of looking up

wards—while we were even yet praying—

the blessing descended; it ran from house

to house, from heart to heart, and, in a

short time, the whole station seemed to be

filled with prayer and praises.

“That season was one I cannot easily

forget. It was indeed a time of refreshing

from the presence of the Lord. Many re

ceived the truth, and a church was formed.

The natives have acquired a taste for

reading and writing, and are taught in

their own language. We trust we have

also taught them to hold converse with

heaven, and to meet the king of terrors
with unshaken faith.

“I wish I could take the mission and

place it before you. You would see what

would do your souls good, and arouse you

to increased exertions in the cause of mis

sions. How great the change! The un

tutored savage, instead of entering the

church with a wild stare, now decently

cnters the courts of Jehovah, and listens

with attention to the gospel of peace.

How great the change in those that be

level I have seen the contrast in death

bed scenes. I have attended the couch of

some of the more respectable and informed

of the natives; but ah! how gloomy, and

how distracting : The untaught Bechu

ana, on the article of death, maintains

profound silence. The subject of death is

revolting to him, and, if he happen for a

moment to look to the gloomy prospect,

his thoughts start back with horror. Far

otherwise in the experience of those who

have tasted of the powers of the world to

come. I have recently seen the same

people on the brink of the grave, rejoic

ing in hope of the glory of God, telling

their weeping relations that they die not

as the brutes, but die to live for ever.

“They have been taught industrious

habits, and to appreciate and be grateful

for the boon which has been handed to

them by British Christians. A temporary

place of worship has been built free of ex

pense to the Society, but this being found

insufficient, the foundation of a large

building has been laid, to which many

have subscribed of the little which they

possess. A water-course, extending for

Ch. Adv.–Vol. IX.

miles in length, six feet wide, and from

two to ten feet deep, has been dug, and is

kept in order by a public subscription

made on the station. The station is in

creasing in size. Its capabilities are great;

its prospects are encouraging. The na

tives have now acquired an unbounded

confidence in us—indeed, they would trust

their property and their lives in our hands.

Wherever we travel we are viewed as

friends, and even our names are sometimes

used by the travellers into the interior, to

insure safety.

“Our station is very frequently visited

by parties of natives from the interior, and

what they see and the treatment they ex

perience, inspire their confidence in us,

and are preparing the way for the ad

vances of the heralds of the cross. They

now begin to appreciate our labours, and

would deprecate our leaving their terri

tories. We maintained our post when the

natives themselves were driven from their

homes by hostile bands, and when we our

selves were surrounded by war, bloodshed,

and rapine. From this circumstance they

consider us even the lawful owners of the

country. -

“We have an extensive field of mis

sionary labour. We have hundreds on

the mission premises and thousands in the

neighbourhood. It must be recollected

that the Bechuanas congregate in towns

which contain from one hundred to twelve

thousand. They call for your sympathy,

your assistance, and your prayers. I am

persuaded that you have been gratified to

hear that considerable portions of the

Scriptures have been translated into their

language, and are ready for the press.

“By the favour of the Colonial govern

ment we have been permitted to print at

the government press the Gospel by Luke,

which is nearly completed. We are taking

a printing press with us,” and trust soon

to put most of the scriptures into the

hands of the natives, among whom there

is an increasing desire for knowledge.

They are anxious for books. A pastoral

people particularly need books: They

come from a great distance to hear the

gospel. Some time before leaving Latta

koo, I was in the habit every sabbath

morning of leaving the station at day

light, on horseback, and visiting two and

sometimes three villages at eight miles

distance. On these visits I have continu

ally met parties—occasionally a mother,

her children, and servants, even before

sunrise—coming to enjoy the sabbath sor

vices on the station.

“The Bechuana language is extensive

ly spoken. It is not confined to one tribe,

or to twenty tribes. I have met with

many persons from many different tribes

living at a remote distance, and conversed

* From Cape Town to Latakoo.

3 B
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with them in the Bechuana language. I

have seen individuals from within the tro

pics, and found no difficulty in holding

converse with them in the Bechuana lan

uage; and I have good authority for be

fº. that the Damaras on the western

coast, the Mosambiques, the inhabitants

of Delogoa Bay and of central Africa,

speak different dialects only of the same

language.

“The effects of missionary labours are

far more extensive than people are gene

rally aware. To see the resuſ's we must

look beyond the pursuits of a missionary

station. We must look to distant tribes,

and listen to their cry, “come and help

us!" The light is reflected from the

mountains and plains of the interior. The

Barolongs are soliciting missionaries. Se

beque (sometimes called Sebego,) my

friend, the king of the Wanketsens, that

populous and powerful nation, has repeat

edly applied for missionaries. Nor is that

the extent of missionary influence. A

tribe, nearly four hundred miles to the

east, heard of the Lattakoo mission, and,

as if a star had been seen, the king of that

nation sent two of his powerful men, with

their attendants, to see what kind of beings

we were. They came, saw our manners,

regularly attended divine service, and ex

perienced our kindness. A report having

been circulated that some of the tribes,

through which they had to pass on their

return, intended to murder them, they

earnestly solicited me to accompany them

back to their own country.” I consented;

and that journey was to me one of the

most interesting I ever took. When I

reached the Baharutse, Mokatla, the chief,

§. me with a number of his men.

e had no sooner entered the territories

of Moselekatse than I was treated with

the greatest kindness and respect. At

every place where I slept I was presented

with an ox for slaughter; and as I ap

proached the residence of the king, I re

ceived numerous testimonies of the plea

sure which he enjoyed in the prospect of

seeing me. On the day of our arrival at

the metropolis, we saddled our horses and

preceded the waggons: we entered a large

fold capable of holding 6,000 head of cat

tle. A semicircle of four hundred war

riors, four men deep, stood in the centre,

all silent. When we alighted from our

horses, according to direction, about three

hundred men, who were lying in ambush

at the entrance, rushed in and joined the

main body. Some war songs were sung,

and after three shouts all paused; when

* A remarkable fact, that the name of

missionaries not only protects the Euro

pean traveller, but they are looked up to

for protection by the natives themselves

in passing from one nation to another—

Editor of the Commercial Advertiser.

Moselekatse came walking up to us, and

shook hands with us in the most affection

ate manner, welcomed us to his town and

presented us with refreshments. During

the time I stopped there, I had frequent

opportunities of conversing with him, and

experiencing the greatest kindness. He

told me he was at a loss how to express

the gratitude which he felt for the atten

tions I had shown his people who had vi

sited our station. At one of these seasons

he addressed me as follows:—“My friend,

my heart loves you;-you, although a

stranger, have loved me; you have fed

me, shielded me from danger; you have

carried me on your arms and blessed me.'

I replied, or rather interrupted him, with

saying that I was not sensible of having

done him any service of the kind. He re

joined, pointing to the chief men whom he

had sent to our station, ‘These are princi

pal men among my chiefs; therefore I sent

them to you. There are my eyes, my

ears, my mouth ; and therefore what you

did to them, you did it unto me.' . Layin

his hand on his breast, he added, with all

the ardour of his soul, “My heart to-day is

whiter than milk'—(signifying great joy).

He accompanied me a day's journey from

his town, sent me away with blessings, and

the last thing which he said was “Visit

me soon again, and bring missionaries; I

wish to have things here as they are at the

Lattakoo mission.'

“My friends, these facts call for our

gratitude, and encourage us to hope that

the time to favour Africa is come. It is

impossible for me to describe what I felt

when I met the French brethren, and Mr.

and Mrs. Baillie, of our society, at Philip

polis. I thanked God, and took courage;

and let us hope that these are but pioneers

of the legions which France and our friends

in England, will yet send forth to join us

in the glorious enterprise of making a con

quest of the interior.

“Whether we look to the interior or to

Cafferland, the prospect brightens and in

spires our hopes. The boundaries of God's

kingdom are daily extending, and Ethiopia

is stretching out her hands unto God. In

my late visit to Cafferland, I stood on an

eminence and cast my eyes on the spot

where Van der Kemp first pitched his

tent. How changed the scene Com

pared with that period the desert now re

joices. His faith descried at a distance

what we now realize. At the grave of our

missionary, Williams, I stood with inde

scribable emotions, and gazed with trans

port on the host of missionaries of different

societies, who hastened into his labours,

and who are extending their exertions

over the hills and dales of Amakosa."

The resolutions passed were six in num

ber. The following are the 2d and 5th :—

“2. That, notwithstanding the numer

ous efforts which have already been made
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on behalf of the evangelization of Africa

by various societies, an immense field yet

remains uncultivated, and therefore de

mands the most zealous and persevering

exertions of the friends of the gospel; and

that the important fact that native tribes

are themselves asking for missionaries—

“Ethiopia stretching out her hands unto

God’—presents one of the most forcible

appeals to Christian compassion contained

in the records of church history.”

“5. That among the means employed

for the great objects already specified edu

cation must be allowed to claim a most

important place. This meeting therefore

hails with peculiar satisfaction the state

ments in the report now read respect

ing schools—infant, children's, and adult

schools—early morning and evening

schools—week-day and sunday-schools;

and this meeting recommends the utmost

efforts being made for their increase and

encouragement.”

N. B. Numerous letters have been re

ceived from missionaries, &c., the acknow

ledgment of which is unavoidably post

poned.

-

From the Missionary Herald for July.

BOM BAY,

Extracts from a Letter of Mr. Ramsey, on

his way to Bombay, dated December 23,

1830.

The arrival of Messrs. Hervey, Read,

and Ramsey, at Calcutta, was mentioned

at p. 196. Before their arrival, while de

tained in the Hoogley river, they repeat

edly went on shore, and from what they

observed while visiting the people, and

seeing and conversing with them on board

of the vessel, Mr. Ramsey makes the fol

lowing

Statement respecting their Condition and

Opinions.

After a confinement of 142 days on

board the Corvo, I went ashore at Dia

mond Harbour with Capt. S. and Mr.

Read. We walked in various directions

for about two hours, and then returned to

the vessel. You cannot imagine how

grateful I felt, to think that God had pre

served us amid the dangers of the deep,

brought us safely thus far, and permitted

me to put my foot on the shores of India.

I endeavoured to lift my heart to God in

prayer for my brethren and myself, and for

these poor benighted heathen.

I was pleased with the appearance of the

paddy fields, the cocoa-nut trees, the bana

nas, &c., and the large flocks of sheep and

goats and herds of cattle; but as I felt

more concern for the people, we directed

our course towards their dwellings. On

our way we were met by three females;

but more of these again. When we ar

rived, we found their houses were made of

mud, and covered with bamboo rods and

leaves. We entered the houses and found

them quite cool; they are from the ground

to the eaves about seven feet, and from the

floor to the top about twelve feet. We

saw nothing to answer the purpose of

chairs. Here and there a mat was spread

upon the floor. Before the doors we saw

rice spread on mats and drying in the sun;

and near to it cow-dung spread to dry for

fuel. The most of the men seemed to be

busily employed in making a kind of net

work, and paid very little attention to us,

seeming to be absorbed in their own con

cerns. We were able through Captain

S. to make various inquiries respecting

things. After we were tired of looking at

the men and their houses, we went into

the house occupied by the females. Their

rooms were adorned with the pictures of

their temples and gods. Some of them I

saw together with their tom-toms, or

drums, which they use at their festivals

and worship, similar to the toy-drum which

may be had in the shops of our cities.

Near the door was a hole dug in the earth,

which serves for an oven. I saw only one

pot, which was used for the purposes of

cooking. In this they boil their rice and

make their gee, an article which they use

instead of butter. The females were clad

in muslin from head to foot, having their

hair plaited with a good deal of neatness.

On their foreheads were the marks of the

beast, the idols they worship. On their

arms, wrists, and ancles, were silver rings

and clasps, and on their feet were sandals.

They appeared to be lost to every refined

moralfeeling. Oh when shall the daughters

of India receive and love the truth of the

gospel ! If the daughters of Zion in Ame

rica could but see what I have this day

seen, they would pray more fervently for

the salvation of those who sit in this be

mighted region.

In returning to the ship we passed a

burying ground, where a number of the

English lie buried; but had not time to

turn aside to read the inscriptions on the

tomb-stones. The natives brought us back

in good season, and I felt much refreshed

in consequence of uny walk.

About six o'clock we cast anchor. And

on the shore about a quarter of a mile from

us, we saw the natives burning the body

of a man. At a distance several persons

stood with their backs towards the body,

while five men were busily cmployed in

burning it. The body being burnt, a part

of the ashes was taken and thrown into the

river, and the people then dispersed.

Half an hour afterwards we heard the

sound of the tom-toms, and the noise of

the people shouting aloud and singing.

They were at their worship. Oh how my

soul sickened at the noise. Are these, I

asked, immortal beings? Yes, and they

too have souls to be saved' But oh how
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benighted they are. Lord, break the spell

of superstition and sin speedily, and set

these slaves of the adversary of God at

liberty.

After tea I fell into conversation with a

Hindoo Sicar, and talked with him for

nearly an hour. As he could talk some

English, we made out pretty well to un

derstand each other. I began by asking

him what that noise meant which I heard;

upon which the following dialogue took

place:—

“It is a Hindoo festival,” said he. “The

Hindoos pray to God now, then at eight

o'clock again.” How often do they have

their festivals or meetings? ... “Every day.”

What day is your Sabbath? “Hindoos

have no Sunday like English people. They

pray every day.” Why do not you go

to them now? “I not know any body

there. If I had friends, then I go.” What

do they do there? “Make a fire, catch

hands, dance around, and sing.” What

then? “At eleven o'clock they go to

bed.” Do the women do so too? “No ;

no; no woman come there. They stay in

the house.” Have they gods with them

there? “Yes.” Do they pray to them 2

“Yes”. What is the use of that? They

cannot hear or see. “I know Hindoo re

ligion foolish. I like English much.” Can

you read the English: “Not much.” Did

K. ever read our Bible? “I read a little.

ot much. We have a Bible too.” Our

Bible tells us that there is only one God—

and he made all things, “Yes, My Bible

say so too--one God bigger than all the

others—great many gods. He made you

white and me black. He give you your

Bible, and me mine.” What do you think

of Jesus Christ? “I not much like him.”

Why? “My people all hate me, if I do.”

Do not you think the religion of the Eng

lish people better than yours? “Yes,

more good.” Why then do you not turn

from your idols, since you know it is fool.

ish to worship them? “I know. Our Bi

ble say all Hindoos will be Christians after

a while.” How long “About forty

years.” In forty years? “Yes, in forty

years all Hindoos be Christians." Why

do you not turn now * “The full time not

come yet.” This answer filled me with

wonder: I could not but lift my heart to

God in prayer, and say, oh Lord hasten

that blessed day. I continued, if a hun.

dred Hindoos would become Christians

and throw away their idols, would you do

so too? He replied, “I turn if great many

do.” Then you know that you ought to

worship our God? “Yes." Why do you

not then * “My father hate me; I lose

caste; my people not speak to me any

more. I do not like that.” Then you are

more afraid to make your father angry,

than you are to offend God. He smiled

and said, “Yes.” Have you a brother:

“Yes,” Do you love him? “Yes". If

your brother should turn to be a Christian,

would you love him then * * No. . I hate

him.” Why hate him “My father say

so, and padre say so too.” If your brother

should come to your house, and be sick,

and ask you to take him in, would you do

it? “No." If he should ask you for a lit:

tle rice, would you give him any “I

love my brother, but I not give him any

thing.” Would you let him lie at the door

and die, and not give him any thing?

“Yes; not touch him.” What! let your

brother die! “Yes.” Oh how true it is

that the heathen are without natural affec.

tion! I added, I would not do so, if you

were my brother. “I know Christian nº

do so. Hindoo religion foolish, liot good

-
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EUROPE.

we have seen, at the time we write, no advices from Europe more recent than from

Bristol (England) of the 31st of May, from London of the 30th, and from Paris of the
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27th, of the same month. No very important new occurrence in Europe has come to

our knowledge within the last month, unless an unauthenticated report should prove

true, that a proposal has been made by the French ministry, and favoured by the Aus

trian court, for a general disarming; or, in other words, for a great reduction of the mi

litary establishments of the continental powers; and this to be accompanied by a mutual

engagement among the great powers, that no one shall commence war, on any pretence,

without the assent of the others. But it is well remarked by the editor of the London

Globe, the paper from which this account is taken, that this proposal cannot be acceded

to while Russia is carrying on a sanguinary war against the Poles, unless the great

powers should agree to interfere and stop that war, and give the Poles their liberty, as

a previous measure—Of this we fear there is little probability.

BRITAIN.—The result of king William's appeal to his people has been such as he ex

pected. . There remains no doubt that there will be a decided majority of the members

returned for seats in the new House of Commons, in favour of reform. The London

Courier gives a summary of the returns from the late elections, which does not appear

to be controverted ; and the statement is, that there will be 394 votes in favour of re

form, and 235 against it—majority 139. The Courier classes amongst the anti-reform

ers, all whose votes are considered as in any degree doubtful, so that the majority will

probably be greater than it is made in the estimate. From nine places in Scotland,

returns had not been received; but from each of these places only one member could

be returned, so that the estimated majority could not, in any event, be materially affect

ed. Never in Britain certainly, has there been an election so ardently contested. In

Ireland there has been blood shed, and at least one duel, or rather an attempt at a duel.

Murders, riots and disturbances of every character, still continue in that unhappy coun

try. The probable course of business in the new British parliament is thus given in a

London paper:-" Parliament will certainly meet on the 14th of June, and business is

expected to commence on the 21st. The first struggle between the parties will be the

election of a Speaker. By many it is thought that Mr. Manners Sutton will be offered

a peerage, with the usual pension, in order to induce him to resign the chair; but should

he resist this offer, a most violent attempt will be made to displace him. The Reform

Bill will certainly be proceeded upon instantly, and in all probability will be concluded

in the House of Commons in the month of July. Parliament will then be kept in a

state of short periodical adjournment for about two months; that is, from the month of

August to the month of October, in order that the members may have some recess; and

also that the previous steps in the House of Commons, made towards the accomplish

ment of the Bill, may not be lost. In October the Bill will be brought before the House

of Lords, and perhaps will be finally carried in that house, and receive the Royal assent

before the month of November. Parliament will then be prorogued until January, and

after meeting at that time for the usual business, will continue to sit until the month of

May, when a dissolution will take place, and the new elections be made according to

the principles of the new Reform Bill.” The king of England has conferred honour

able distinctions on, we believe, six of his natural children, three sons and three daugh

ters; and the honour of knighthood on Earl Grey. It does not grieve us that we have

neither knights nor royal bastards in the United States. It appears that serious appre

hensions are entertained in Britain, lest the cholera morbus should be introduced into

the ports of the kingdom, in goods coming from Russia, Prussia, and the Hanseatic

towns. An order of government has been issued, directing that certain articles of mer

chandise from those countries most likely to convey infection, shall be placed under

quarantine. Ought not some measures relative to this matter be taken in the United

States? -

France.—About the middle of May, the king of France, on a Sunday, reviewed a

hundred thousand national guards in the vicinity of Paris, and immediately afterward

set out, accompanied by his family, on a tour through his kingdom. We have nume

rous accounts of the manifestation of the popular enthusiasm with which he was re

ceived, in the towns through which he was passing, at the date of the last accounts. He

is manifestly doing all in his power to court popularity; yet we suspect it is on the wane

—indeed wejà not be surprised if he should lose it altogether... General La Fayette

it appears, has withdrawn from him and from his ministers, in disgust. The Genera

thinks that the fundamental stipulations entered into when the king was first put into

power, in July, 1830, have not . fulfilled, either by him or by the legislative Cham

bers. There is a strong party in France, probably a majority of the nation, who wish

that the institutions and laws of the country should take a far more decided republi

can stamp than they have yet received—far more than the king and those in power ap

pear willing that they should receive. Whether another revolution will not take place

ere long, may be considered as doubtful. Those who were the#. active agents

in effecting the last revolution, are certainly much dissatisfied. The Chamber of Depu

ties was dissolved on the 25th of May. The court party, and the party in opposition,

were each putting forth all their influence and activity to secure such a majority as

should assure them a decided ascendancy in the new Chamber. We think it not impro
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bable that the royal journey through the kingdom, at the present time, is intended to

have an influence on the elections. It was said that Austria was giving the most

friendly explanations to France; but at the same time strengthening every where her

military posts in Italy, and more than threatening the independence of Piedmont. She

was increasing her army, and making a new loan at Vienna. This does not accord with

the rumour that the great powers were likely to reduce their military establishments.

In Spain, Portug AL, and ITALY, things remain much as they were when we gave

our last details. In Spain, hanging and imprisonment are frequent. The French, in

imitation of the English, are threatening the tyrant Don Miguel into a compliance with

their demands of compensation for injustice done to their merchants, and humble con

cessions for indignity shown to their consul. In Italy, the Pope is using all his influ

ence to keep down the spirit of revolution, and with the aid of Austria is, for the present,

successful.

GREEce remains in a very distracted state, in consequence of dissatisfaction with their

chief, Capo D'Istria, and the neglect of the powers who claim the prerogative to give

them a sovereign, to appoint one, since the refusal of prince Leopold. Anarchy is

threatened, and indeed, in some of the islands it already exists. Their strong attach

ment, moreover, to the superstitions of the Greek church, is likely to prevent the

establishment of schools, and even to break up a number already established by the

charity and exertions of English and American Christians. Habits of slavery and

superstition are seldom laid aside by a generation that has grown up under their

influence.

Austria and PRussia appear to be watching with great solicitude the conflict of the

Poles with the emperor of Russia. That their wishes are all in favour of Russia, there

is no doubt. Yet they desire and aim, to preserve the appearance of strict neutrality.

They are in fact, in great fear of a revolution among their own subjects. Austria

refuses to permit the Polish general Dwernicki to return to Warsaw, and his troops are

also treated as prisoners. The Poles remonstrate, and an interference by other powers

is talked of; but we suspect that nothing will be done. The Poles must help them

selves, and with the blessing of heaven, we hope they will be able to do it. When

assistance is less needed than it is at present, it will probably be offered, or easily

obtained. So it was in our revolutionary struggle, and so it always was in this

selfish world.

Russia and Poland.—Nothing decisive had taken place up to the latter part of May,

in the sanguinary conflict which has been maintained for months past, between the

armies of these hostile powers, in the neighbourhood of Warsaw. A great and decisive

battle was daily expected, at the date of the last accounts. It is stated that the nume

rical force of the Poles is equal, if not superior, to that of the Russians; and confident

expectations are entertained of success to the Polish arms in the expected encounter.

There have been many actions of outposts, detachments, and rear-guards, and the

balance of success seems to have been in favour of the Poles. With a view to repair

the disaster of Dwernicki, and to keep up the spirit of insurrection in what were formerly

the southern, and south-eastern provinces of Poland, general Chrzanowski has marched

into that region, cutting his way through the opposing corps of Russians. His success,

although his army consisted of only 8000 men, is represented as great, and it appears

that in Lithuania, Volhynia, and Samogitia, the spirit of revolt is general. In the first

mentioned province, there has been a rising of the inhabitants in mass, in favour of

their Polish brethren. Their forces have been organized into regular armies, and have

fought desperately against their Russian invaders. They have been in a degree

scattered, but they are by no means subdued; and the measures which the Russians

have taken to subdue them, by hanging and shooting them as rebels, and by abandoning

their helpless women and families to the brutal licentiousness of the soldiery, has only

inflamed them to madness. They are determined to conquer or die. The cholera is

making havock among the Russian soldiery, and the Poles also suffer from this scourge,

but in a less degree than their enemies. The issue of the bloody strife is yet dubious,

but the ultimate success of the Poles seems to be more probable, we think, than at any

former period.

BELGIUM and Holland.—The five great powers, Britain, France, Austria, Prussia,

and Russia, have delivered their ultimatum to the Belgic congress. The Belgians

must not make war for the extension of their territory, and must content themselves

with the limits prescribed by those powers, or be treated by them as enemies. Lord

Ponsonby, the British ambassador at Brussels, is charged with seeing this ultimatum

recognised and agreed to by the congress, or in the event of refusal, he is to leave the

country. The Belgians are restive, and the country is in a state of great disorder, but

they will probably not be so desperate as to set the great powers at defiance. Prince

Leopold is, at present, most likely to have the next offer of the kingship of Belgium,

which has for some time past been going a begging. The Hollanders appear to be
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managing their affairs with wisdom and spirit. Their king and his eldest son are men

of talents, and they appear to have the entire confidence of the nation.

TURKEy.—The Sultan Mahmoud is greatly embarrassed by his rebellious Pachas.

They threaten him on the East, and on the West. It is said indeed that he has settled

his quarrel with the Pacha of Bagdat; but there are two or three others who are in

arms against him. The Pacha of Albania has an army greater, we believe, in numerical

force, than the Sultan can send against him. It however lacks artillery and cavalry,

and has lately been worsted in a conflict with the Sultan's troops; but it is by no means

subdued. In short, it has become questionable whether Mahmoud is likely to wear his

crown and his head much longer. There was even a report at Vienna, that he had

actually been murdered. The present rebellion appears to have been kindled from the

unextinguished embers of inveterate hatred, which the Sultan drew upon himself, by

the destruction of the Janissaries, increased by his want of success in the late war with

Russia, and by his endeavours to introduce among his subjects the improvements of

modern Europe. It is said that of the male population of European Turkey, three

fourths had some alliance or connexion with the Janissaries. Had the war with Russia

terminated in favour of Turkey, little more would probably have been heard about that

old military corps. But the failure of success in that war, imputed by the Turks to the

destruction of the Janissaries, and the partiality shown by Mahmoud to Christian usages

and improvements, have inflamed the minds of the rigid Mussulmans to a great height,

and a war of extermination between him and then has commenced. Time will show

its issue. The Mohammedan power is manifestly waning to extinction.

ASIA.

A report was prevalent in this country last month, and we believe credited, that the

commander-in-chief of the British forces in India had been put under arrest by the

governor-general, and that the most serious consequences to the British interests, in

that country, were expected to ensue. But as a late arrival brings no information of

such an occurrence, the story is now regarded as a fabrication. The governor-general

was making a tour through the interior of British India for the benefit of his health,

and the inspection of the state of the country; and was received by several of the

native princes with every mark of honourable distinction. The death of lieutenant

general sir Thomas Sidney Beckwith, governor of the presidency of Bombay, and

commander-in-chief, was announced at Calcutta on the 4th of February. Captain John

James Hamilton, assistant adjutant-general of the army, attached to the head quarters

of the commander-in-chief, also died on the 20th of January, at Alahabad. The cholera

was still prevailing at Calcutta, and in other parts of India.

AFRICA.

The grand geographical problem relative to the termination of the river Niger, is

believed in England to have been recently solved and settled. This river, it has long

been known, rises in Western Africa, near the sources of the Senegal, and runs east

ward for a considerable distance—The question was, where did it terminate. One

opinion was, that it was lost in the lakes and marshes of Wangara, far in the interior of

the continent; a second was, that it joined the Nile, or rather that it became the Nile,

and emptied into the Mediterranean Sea; a third was, that after running far eastward,

it turned to the west in a curve, and emptied into the Atlantic Ocean. This last opi

nion is now said to be satisfactorily verified. It appears that two Englishmen, brothers,

by the name of Landers, embarked on the Niger, in a canoe, at Youri, in Central Africa,

and after a variety of hazardous incidents, reached the Atlantick by a branch of this

river, in the Bight of Biafra, south-east of Benin.

AM1ERICA.

Hayri.—A rupture is threatened between France and the government of Hayti. It

appears that an envoy, or agent, was sent to Paris by the President of Hayti, to endea

vour to obtain a modification and mitigation of the pecuniary demand made on Hayti,

and heretofore agreed to, for indemnifying the sufferers by the revolution in Saint Do.

mingo. The envoy, as the President affirms—exceeding, if not violating the powers

given him—signed two treaties, very disadvantageous to , Hayti. These treaties

were brought out to Hayti by two vessels of war, and their immediate ratification by

the President was demanded. This he peremptorily refused. The consul general

thereupon made his arrangements to leave the island without delay, and advised all his

countrymen to do the same, under the idea that war with France would inevitably

ensue. It is hoped, however, that war will be avoided. The conditions imposed on

Hayti are, it is said, such as she cannot fulfil; and it is thought that a more equitable

arrangement will be made. The French have not generally left the island; but the

President has issued a proclamation, and is taking prompt and energetick measures for

a vigorous defence, in the event of an invasion.
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BRAzil.--Don Pedro, the Emperor of Brazil, has abdicated his throne, and left Anne

rica for Europe. Finding that his Parliament was determined to withstand some of his

demands, and that his army was not disposed to sustain his authority and enforce his

orders, he suddenly went on board a vessel of war with his wife, and left an instrument

of abdication in favour of his son. We have not heard of his arrival in Europe. This

event has occasioned, of course, great agitation throughout the Brazils—the country is

in a state of great disorder, and the issue remains to be seen.

Colombia is a prey to a succession of factions. There has lately been a revolution

and a change of authorities at Bogota—What is called the liberal party is now domi

nant, and tranquillity is hoped for; but it is we fear a forlorn hope. We now believe

that Bolivar was right in his general views in regard to his countrymen; and that in

his attempts to do the best that the circumstances in which he was placed would admit

of, he fell a sacrifice to party strife which he could not control. It is impossible to con

jecture what will be the termination of the civil broils, by which this fine country is

losing all its natural advantages for improvement and happiness.

Mexico is in a more quiet state than it was a year ago. But it is still agitated by

party strife; and the same may be said of all the other republicks of Southern America

—It were endless and useless to attempt to chronicle their ephemeral changes.

UNITED STATEs.-We are glad to observe that the celebration of the birth-day of our

country, the 4th of July, is gradually taking a more moral and religious aspect than it

once assumed. In many places, religious services have been performed, and in some

the festivities have been conducted without ardent spirits, wine, or any other liquor that

could intoxicate. We hope it will also appear that the religious community have, at

this season, made handsome collections in their several churches, to recruit the funds of

the African Colonization Society. Surely on the day on which we celebrate the esta

blishment of our national freedom, contributions for the purpose of extending freedom

to others, especially when those others have been enslaved by ourselves, must be a thank

offering to the Author of all good, peculiarly appropriate. In some of the toasts given

in this city, and in other places, we are sorry to say that we have been disgusted and

shocked at the contemptible and profane attempts at wit, by the application of texts of

scripture to subjects and events utterly unworthy of such an association. There seems

to be a prevailing disposition to this practice, and it is one that is reproachful to us as a

matter of taste, as well as a matter of morals. The venerable James Munroe, one of

the ex-presidents of the United States, died, it appears, at his residence in the city of

New York, at three o'clock on the 4th instant. It is certainly remarkable, that of four

Fº of the United States who have passed from time to eternity, three should

have made this solemn passage on the day when the people whose chiefs they had been,

were rejoicing in the commemoration of the act which gave them a place among the

nations of the earth—What a transition! from the pageantry of time to the change

less realities of eternity!

With much grief we have noticed the prospect of an Indian war in the state of Illi

nois. The Sac and Fox tribes of Indians are charged with a hostile invasion. Their

territory forms the northern part of the marked limits of that State on our maps; and

whether they have actually transgressed, or we are seeking for more of their lands, we

are not prepared to pronounce. #. removal to the western side of the Mississippi is

declared to be necessary. Why this? Why not drive them, if they need driving, within

their own territory, on the eastern side of the river ? It appears also, that the Creek

Indians, in the state of Georgia, are suffering, and we believe dying, of actual starva

tion. How much of this is attributable to the late measures taken for their removal we

know not. We are not disposed to charge our country unduly with the sufferings of the

wretched aborigines of our land. They often suffer grievously for the necessaries of

life from their own improvidence. But as a nation, we have a fearful responsibility to

our common Creator, for the injuries done to these unhappy people—and never, we

think, so glaringly done, as in some recent transactions.

We know not when, if ever, our nation will cease to be dishonoured and injured, by

men in high stations challenging each other to duels. Certain it is, that this murder

ous practice will never be ... by others, while secretaries and members of Con

gress sanction and sustain it by their example. A most disgraceful scene has recently

been witnessed at Washington. The late Secretary of War challenged the late Secre

tary of the Treasury, who very properly refused to fight him; and an attempt at assas

sination is affirmed to have followed the refusal. This allegation is indeed denied, but

in our code of morals the difference between a duellist and an assassin is very small.

*...* We did not receive our valued correspondent's paper, in continuation of his Es

says on Mental Science, in time for its insertion in our present number—it will appear

in our next; and we thank him for the assurance that the series will not hereafter be in

terrupted, unless by unforeseen occurrences. -
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BOINºte arr.

Extracts from the Journal of Mr. Stone,

a Missionary of the A. B. C. F. M. from

Dec. 15, 1829, to March 31, 1830.

15. In the morning, Bapoo, the Brah

min at Panwell, who, in consequence of

readingourbooksand hearing Mr.Graves

F. once, about a year ago, destroyed

is household gods and professed to re

nounce the superstitions of his fathers,

called on me and spent two hours in reli

gious conversation. He says he still be

lieves that idolatry is wrong; that there

is but one God; that he prays to him, and

not to the gods of the heathen. He says

that he is convinced of the truth of Chris

tianity,that he views himself tobe a great

sinner; that he has great fears that, he

shall go to hell, &c. I asked him, if he

was a great sinner, how he could be sav

ed. He replied, that he could be saved

only by repenting of his sins, believing in

Christ, and having his heart renewed by

the Holy Spirit of God, (or to use the

literal meaning of the Mahratta word,

his heartbeing new created by the Holy

Spirit of God.) I asked, if he prayed

for the gift of the Holy Spirit, to reno

vate his heart? He replied, that he did.

I asked if he was willing then to be bap

tised and confess Christ before men? He

said he wanted to have Christian instruc

tion ripe in his mind first; an expression

which means, when I shall understand

all the doctrines and duties of Christian

ity well, then I shall wish tobe baptised.

He says his wife, who was very angry

with him for destroying their family gods,

and entreated him not to become an out

cast, by forsaking their religion, , is now

willing herself to hear Christian instruc

tion and will not object to his becoming

a Christian. He thinks she will become

one too. He mentioned another interest

ing case. A merchant of the brahmin

caste had, by reading the books which

he had given him, became convinced of

the folly of idolatry, and greatly desired

to receive Christian instruction from us.

He residesbeyond Poonah, more than 100

miles distant. These facts shºw that
Chr. Mdv. Vol. IX. -)

there is a spirit of inquiry going abroad

among this people.

16. There are now three brahmins who

yrofess their conviction of the truth of

hristianity, who say they do net wor

ship idols, and should be willing to be

baptised, could any way be devised for

their support. Two of them are embar

rassed by debts entailed upon them by

their ancestors, and should they violate

caste, they would be immediately threwn

into prison. The great poverty of nine

tenths of the natives operates as an iron

chain to bind them to their caste.

January 2. Morning, visited schools:

remainder of the day in my study, not

very well. Had another very interesting

conversation with Bapoo,the brahmin in

quirer. He is a native of considerable

strength of intellect, really a metaphysi

cian, and an acute reasoner, and possess

ed of more openness of character than

most brahmins. He is employed now as

an inspector of our schools, and comes

and reads the scriptures with me daily.

He says that every night many brahmins

call at his lodgings to dispute with him,

so that he gets but little time for rest.

Should he become a true christian, and

be received into the church, the natives

would at once forsake him. He brought

me this morning the opinion of several

brahmins respecting the different re

ligions in the world, and respecting sin,

&c. A curious illustration of their

opinions were expressed as follows. All

religions are given to men by God. As

vapors, through the influence of the

sun, rise from all the rivers, lakes, and

seas, and mingle together in the hea

vens, and form clouds and rain; so

all who practise, their various re

ligions will rise and mingle, together in

heaven. To forsake the religion of their

forefathers is the greatest sin. Bapoo did

not pretend to believe their tenets, but

wished me to give him a refutation of

them, which I did in a few words to his

entire satisfaction.

Another brakmin called to-day profess

edly to make inquiries about this new re

ligion, as they call Christianity.... I had
but a few moments toconverse with him.

I asked him how a sinner could obtain
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the pardon of his sins and the favor of a

holy God. He asked what is sin? I re

plied the transgression of the command

ments of God. He asked what com

mands? I repeated the first and second

comandments, which at once proves all

brahmins to be sinners. He then said

that pardon is to be obtained by fasting,

repeating the names of the gods, per

forming religious austerities, &c. I asked

if the doing of these things would change

the affections and destroy the love of sin

in the soul. He said he could not tell

then how a sinner could be delivered from

sin and be saved. I replied that was the

very reason why I came to this country,

to tell sinners how they may be deliver

ed from sin and be saved. Having given

him a brief history of Christ, and of the

atonement which he made for the sins of

the world, I told him that to renovate

and purify the heart was the work of the

Holy Spirit, which could be obtained on

ly by those who repented of sin, believ

ed in Christ, and prayed to the true God,

I gave him the ten commandments with

an exposition of them, and the tract en

titled Glad Tidings, requesting him to

read them attentively, and call on me

again. May the divine Spirit guide him

to the truth.

12. In the morning visited and exam

ined two schools; and addressed a collec

tion of natives in the front yard of one of

their houses, for more than an hour.

They listened with fixedness of mind,

and manifested considerable emotion

when I described to them the sufferings

which Christ endured to atone for their

sins and to save them. I asked them if

any of their gods ever died to make an

atonement for their sins? They replied
“None.” I asked if . of them ever

did any thing for their salvation? They
all replied with one voice “None of

them.” I asked how then can you be

saved, as you are all sinners, having vio

lated the holy law of God. They replied

that they should obtain pardon by repeat

ing the names of the gods, by penance,

&c. I shewed them by familiar illustra

tions these could never take away sin.

Some of them seemed convinced that

they had been trusting in refuges of lies.

Having exposed the absurdity of idola

try and shewing them the great sin of

forsaking the only true God, the crea

tor, preserver, and benefactor of all, and

in his stead to worship a vile image, they

acknowledged that they ought to worship

but one God. I exhorted them, as they

would escape the woes of hell, and ob

tain the favour of God, from this day to

their death, no more to worship idols nor

ractise their abominable superstitions;

the Lord Jesus Christ, and obey his com

mands. May the divine Spirit give them

a heart to understand and obey the gos

pel of salvation.

I, Mrs. Stone had twenty very interesting

Hindoo girls, belonging to her school,

call at our house. I heard them read and

repeat the commandments. They man

lifest much affection for her, and put

much confidence in what she says to

them. This was not the case a few

months ago: they then regarded her with

great jealousy and fear, lest she would

do something to them which should pol

lute them. #. could not then be per

suaded to come to our house. Such fears

| were excited in their minds by the brah

mins and others, who exert all their in

fluence to prevent females from receiving
Christian instruction. These fears have

been removed by the kindness which

Mrs. S. shows them, and the desire she

manifests for their happiness.

29. At evening went to a native bun

galow, inhabited by shoemakers; and sat

down on a board in the centre of the

room, as the roof was too low to admit of

standing erect, and they have no chairs

in their houses, and taught fifteen men,

women, and children from the scriptures.

I gave them the history of man’s crea

tion, apostacy, and the way of obtaining

salvation. I found on inquiry that they

were all convinced that they were sinfuſ,

and I then showed them from this, that

the wrath of God was upon them. I

asked by what means they could escape

this wrath? One said by practising aus

terities; another said by calling on the

name of the gods, i.e. to repeat over the

names of their gods, a great number of

times; another said by ablution, &c.&c.

I showed them that none or all of these

expedients could remove sin and obtain

the favour of God. They then said,

“How can we escape the wrath of God?”

In reply I preached to them Jesus and

him crucified, while they listened with

great earnestness. I was peculiarly in

terested by the inquiries of the aged fe

males, whose feelings were much excit

ed by what they heard. I preached to

them till nine o’clock, prayed with them,

|and told them I would come again and

give them further instructions; upon

hearing which they appeared quite re

joiced.

SANDWICH ISLANDS.

Extracts from a letter of Messrs. Rich

ards and Green, dated at Lahaina,

October 2, 1830.

RELIGIOUs MEETINcs.

Public worship on the Sabbath is con

ut to repent of all their sins, believe in ducted as formerly, except that one of
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our number goes out on the Sabbath to

some of the neighbouring villages. But

we shall speak more particularly of this

in another part of the letter. On Friday

there is a meeting of the females in La

haina, who profess to be seeking the sal

vation of their souls. All persons known

to be immoral are prohibited from at

tending. The number now enrolled as

members of the meeting is more than

1,000. These are divided into classes of

about forty each; and native teachers

from the church are appointed to super

intend the classes, under the general di

rection of the ladies of the Mission. The

exercises at the meetings, consist in the

recitation of scripture lessons, and an ex

amination on the subject of the sermons

preached during the week, and are clo

sed by some exhortation and counsel.—

The native teachers or monitors have al

so occasional private meetings with their

classes, and once a month assemble by

themselves, separate from their classes,

to receive counsel and instruction as to

the management of their classes, and al

so to report instances of misdemeanors

and neglect. The meeting is one of very

great interest to the people; so much so

that many would be glad to come a dis

tance of twenty or thirty miles to attend

it, and even to cross the channel from

Lanai and Molokai, if we should ad

vise it. This is the same meeting that

was established on the 18th of February,

1825, under circumstances of very pecu

liar interest. Then ten persons were

present—now more than as many hun

dreds. There have been various chan

ges in the meeting, as new circumstan

ces have occurred, but the meeting has

never been discontinued during the five

years. This is a good example to show
what has been effected here by a merci

ful Providence during this period.

The men have also a religious meeting

by themselves, on Tuesday evening, at

which nearly as many men attend as

there are females on Friday. There are

meetings of the same character among

the females and males of the neighbour

ing villages, under the principal direction

of the native members of the church.-

These meetings are called by the natives

tabu meetings; because it is tabu for

anv to attend who are immoral, or

who do not profess to be under the influ

ence of the scriptures. This tabu, in the

opinion of the people, adds great impor

tance, or sacredness, to the meetings,

and we have a strong hold on those who

attend, that we have not on others. This

feeling of veneration for the meetings, on

account of their being tabu, is often car

ried to great excess; and among the more

ignorant is real superstition. They think

them to be the one thing needful, not be

cause of the instruction communicated,

but because they are tabu. This kind

of feeling, however, is not so common

among those who are members, as it is

among those who live at a distance, and

desire to attend.

The meeting of the church on Satur

day evening, for examining candidatesfor

admission to the church, is also continu

ed. Qnly a small part of the time, howe

ver, is spent in these examinations. One

object of the meeting is to communicate

that kind of advice and instruction which

is more particularly appropriate to

church members and those who are can.

didates for baptism and communion; and

which can be communicated with better

effect at a private meeting than in a mix

ed assembly. This meeting is the con

tinuation of the one commenced in April,

1826. Then two persons were present;
now eighty-five attend. That was inter.

esting, as the first fruits: these are inter

esting as an abundant harvest. Wethen

received the pledge. To the glory of

Zion's King, and the triumph of her

friends, that pledge is now redeemed.—

Our success, which was formerly an ob

ject of faith, grounded entirely on the sa

cred promises, now, in a degree, ceases

to be such; and we realise that, the

mere anticipation of which has borne us

through many discouragements, and

cheered many a dark hour. We must

acknowledge, however, that not a day

passes in which we are not still severely

tried, and deeply affected by the vices,

the stupidity, and the coldness of the

people: but still, when we look back,

and contrast their appearance now with

what it was only seven years ago, we

drop our pens, as being incompetent to

describe our feelings; and we long for a

voice to reach every infidel heart on

earth, that we may tell in their unbeliev

ing ears, not what we believe the Lord

will do, but what he has already done.-

We sometimes fear to tell the full amount

of what appears to us to have been ac

complished, lest some should feel that

the great object is already gained, and

that little more remains to be done. But

could we represent the exact condition of

the people, even as it is in its present im

proved state, together, with all that re

mains to be effected, before the people

shall be raised to an enlightened state of

civilization, every pious heart in the uni

verse would yearn over these islands; and

the churches of America, instead of

thinking that they had done well, would

feel that they had incurred the curse of

heaven, because they had done so little.

Still a spirit of improvement is among

them. We can point to multitudes, who,
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as we travel about in different parts of

the island, leave their homes on Saturday

morning, and travel through the day un

der a vertical sun, take a scanty meal at

night, and a still more scanty one on Sab

bath morning; then go to the house of

prayer, and with attentive ear, and often

with moistened eye, listen to the word of

sacred truth; and when the Sabbath is

over, with scarce a remnant of food, set

out for their distant homes, accounting

themselves happy in having the word of

God brought so near. We can point you

to places, where a hundred of these can

be assembled in a single congregation,

together with two thousand more, who

would have travelled only two or three ||

miles.

REPORTS OF MISSIONARIES, &C.

INDIANA. -

From the Rev. IsAAC REED, Agent of

the Board in Indiana, dated Bloomington,

June 8th, 1831.

Three newchurches organized in Indiana.

May, has been a successful month in the

formation of churches. Three new ones

have been organized by my ministry.

The first is Bedford Church, in Law–

rence co. Indiana: this has 19 members.

This I consider a great point gained; and

pray and hope, that it may be increased

with the increase of God. The next in

time, is the Church at Palestine, Craw

ford county, Illinois. This has sixteen

members, with encouraging prospects of

addition. This place is occupied by one

of your missionaries. The probability

of his usefulnes seems good.

The third is Oak Ridge Church, in

the Western edge of Jackson county, In

diana: this has seven members. This

is a country settlement, where I do not

expect additions fast. I expect this to

make a part of a missionary district with

the Bedford church.

.A filea in behalf of the White River and

Wabash River Tracts of Indianu. By
a resident citizen.

These tracts may be traced upon the

map; but they are not well known abroad.

They embrace a vast scope of fertile

country. White River is divided into

the East and West forks. The East

fork extends into the country nearly two

hundred miles from the junction. It has,

lying upon it, the counties of Pike, Du

bois, Martin, Lawrence, Jackson, and

Bartholomew. The main river below

the junction, has Knox and Gibson coun

ties on its banks. The West fork has Da

vis, Green, Owen, Monroe, Morgan,

: Jºhnson, Marion, Hamilton, Delaware,

and Randolph counties upon it. This

traverses the count about three hun

dred miles. The Wabash river extends

into the country from the Ohio river,

following its winding nearly five hundred

miles. And on its margin, are Posey,

Gibson, Knox, Sullivan, Vigo, Parke,

Vermillion, Warren, Fountain, Tippa

canoe, Carroll, and Cass counties. And

between the Wabash and White river,

lie Clay, Putnam, Hendricks, Mont

omery, Boone, and Clinton counties.—

n the North these tracts extend nearly

the width of the State. I will suppose it

one hundred and twenty miles. nd it

runs with the West line of the State,

South to the Ohio river, I suppose about

two hundred miles. And in a diagonal

line from Posey county, on the Ohio

river, in a North-east direction to Ran

dolph county upon the Ohio state line.—

This embraces a tract of near two hun

dred miles from South to North, and

from twenty miles to one hundred and

twenty miles of width from East toWest.

In this tract lie the richness and beauty

of the State, in soil and situation. It con

tains the Seat of Government and the

State College, as also a number of the

best towns of the Commonwealth. It is

already extensively settled, and parts of

it are now settling, faster, I believe, than

any other parts of the State. Such it is

in territory, such in soil, and such in

population. And now, Sir, what are its

means of ministerial supply from the

Presbyterian Church? Why sir, the three

lower counties are without a minister,

and but one of them has a church. The

whole number of counties upon the East

fork of White river are without a single

resident minister. They have five little

churches, and only two of them have as

much preaching as a Sabbath a month.

Upon the West fork there are ten coun

ties with eight ministers, and nine church

es. Two of these eight ministers are

confined to the College, which leaves but

six to attend to the country. Upon the

Wabash river, above the mouth of White

river, there are ten counties with nine

ministers, and ten churches. In the in

termediate tract there are six counties

and two ministers, and four churches.—

Suppose the average number of commu

nicants in these twenty-nine churches,

forty-five, which is near the real num

ber, but I suppose exceeds it. Then Sir,

thirteeni. and five church mem

bers are in these thirty-one counties,

with nineteen ministers. And two of the

ministers almost prevented from attend

ing upon the work of the ministry. Our

Christian Brethren, of the older States,

are desired to pause over this, and think,
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if in these Tracts, the Church does not

need help! And if it is not needful for

the Board of Missions to put more labour.

ers into this part of the field. And if the

cry “come and help us” is not made in

this plea respecting the destitute in this

region. Christian Brethren, read and

awake to their help! cast in of your

treasures to the Board, that ministers

may be sent. O read and feel, and act

as you would wish to have other Chris

tians act, if your lot were here. And O'

ye ministers, partakers of the zeal and

sharers of the sufferings of Christ in his

body, the Church, read and think, what

you will do. Will not you give to this

object in this Western field? Not money;

silver and gold you may have none. You

have been bidden to go and not take mo

ney in your purse. Have you, therefore,

nothing to give to win to Immanuel, and

to keep in his fold, souls in these tracts of

Indiana? Yea rather, when asked, as

you are here asked, what will you give?

Let it be your reply—Sir, I shall give

myself. Do this. O let this goodly land

become Immanuel's land.

ILLINois.

From the Rev. ENoch BoutoN, Dar

win, Clark county, Illinois, May 18th,

1831.

This place (Darwin,) is the county

seat of Clark county, Illinois, on the

West side of the Wabash, and only about

twenty miles below Terre Haut. The

location is beautiful, and will probably be

healthy—it is at the head of Walnut

prairie. Here are several members of

the Presbyterian Church, though a ser

mon by a Presbyterian or Congregation

al minister had never been preached at

Darwin until I came here. The people

here seemed very anxious to havepreach

ing. It seemed, indeed, as if this section

of country had been almost entirely over

looked. On the second Sabbath of

preaching at Darwin, I formed a Bible

Class here of nearly twenty; this con

tinues very interesting, and I trust will

be useful. Last Sabbath I formed a simi

lar class at York, a village ten miles be

low this. Perhaps there is no place where

a class was more needed, or where one

romises to be more useful. Here are a

ew scattered sheep of the fold who have

long been destitute of the ordinances of

the gospel. One, formerly an elder of

the church of Vincennes, welcomed me

with tears, and told me that he had long

been praying for a missionary to be sent

there. Since I have been on this field,

I have preached frequently three times

sometimes rode twenty miles, My pre

sent plan of operations is, to divide my

labours principally between this place

and York, in addition to other services,

to preach twice on the Sabbath, and at

| tend one or two Bible classes. I think in

a short time I shall be able to form a

church in this place. That there is an

important field of usefulness here I think

there is no question.

OHIo.

From the Rev. L. C. RUTTER, Man

chester, Ohio, May 15, 1831.

.4 new Church organized.

My little flock at Huntington have

been organized into a church, consisting

of about twenty members. A few more

will probably join us soon, by certificate.

Their house is in a state of forwardness,

and we hope soon to remove the ark from

the grove to the temple preparing for its

reception. Theº: of forming a

flourishing church at H., I consider much

more favourable than at Manchester,

where they have long enjoyed the stated

means of grace. Huntington, you will

doubtless recollect, is new ground, which

had been partially cultivated by Rev. J.

Rankin, previous to my arrival here.

From the Rev. John McKINNEy,

Frederick, Ohio, February 23, 1831.

I have concluded the bible examina

tion of Wayne Township, to which I was

appointed by the Knox County Bible So

ciety. Of one hundred and fifty families,

thirty were destitute of the§. in full;

only three were destitute of the New

Testament. The county was pretty well

supplied with Testaments upwards of a

year ago by the Sunday School Deposito

I have been attending to the pastoral

duties in the two congregations, Freder

ick and Harmony. The churches ap

pear united and harmonious, but no spe

cial excitement exists, excepting that

several members of the church appear

anxious for a revival. We held a confer

ence meeting on the subject, the 21st

January, and agreed to set apart a por

tion of time every Saturday evening to

pray for the special outpouring of the

Spirit of God on our church and congre

gation.

I attend four Bible Classes containin

together about sixty members. Two o

them I attend every two weeks—the

other two, every four weeks.

Our Temperance Society does well,

on the Sabbath—in doing this I have considering the former character of the
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country. Upwards of sixty members be

long to it. It exerts a powerful influence

all around for the suppression of dram

drinking. Many who do not belong to it,

act on the principle of entire abstinence.

We have lately formed a Temper

ance Society in Harmony Congregation.

It is yet in its infancy.

From the Rev. J. S. Weaven, Bellbrook,

Greene County, Ohio, June 6th, 1831.

I have preached regularly on the sab

bath, and frequently through the week

since I last reported, and I may say, my

heart has been encouraged, by seeing

better assemblies latterly than at any for

mer period. In some instances I have

preached in neighborhoods where the

É. seldom, if ever, before, heard a

resbyterian sermon, and I have been

surprized to see such large numbers of

persons in attendance. A few sabbaths

since I preached in a settlement of Uni

versalists; they were out almost to a man

and I know not that I ever had such a

deep sense of the apparent hopelessness

of a congregation. I endeavoured how

ever to deal faithfully with them. In

another neighborhood, where we have

afew members, I preached not long since;

many persons were there who very sel

dom hear a gospel sermon. One man

who has lived in the neighborhood twen

ty five years was never seen before at a

place of public worship. I do not men

tion these circumstances to induce you to

think, that I have a greater faculty than

others, of calling people out to hear the

word preached, É. to show that the

cause is not yet hopeless. It is ‘,by the

foolishness of preaching,” that those who

believe are saved, consequently, the more

that souls put themselves within the

reach of the great mean, the greater the

prospects, that they will be saved. How

ever, Paul may plant and Appollos water

but God giveth the increase.

The Lord’s supper has been adminis

tered once since my last communication,

and though the weather was extremely

unpleasant (very rainy) we had a com

fortable time. Six were added to the

church,-three of them on examina

tion.

Our Bible class is still very promising,

belonging to it is the girl of fourteen and

the woman of sixty. Two of the three

who took upon them the name of Christ

for the first time at our last communion,

belonged to it. They are the first fruits

of the families to which they belong.

A Tract society, formed since my last

report, has put into circulation several

thousand pages of tracts. As far as I have

learned they have been read with atten

tion.

A Sabbath School put in operation last

month flourishes.—It numbers ten teach

ers and sixty scholars. We have a li

hº belonging to it, worth fourteen dol

a1's.

From the Rev. J. PAINE, Warm

Springs, Bath County, Virginia, June 21st,

1831.

Pleasing Results of Missionary Labors.

Although the state of things in our lit

tle church has not been discouraging,

since I became their stated supply, yet

never were their prospects so bright and

cheering as they are now. When I came

here to labor among this people under

the direction of the A. B.-I found this

little flock as sheep without a shepherd;

their number consisting of only seventeen.

Since that time our hearts have been en

couraged;—your benevolence has cheer

led us amidst our sadest gloom—and dark

est prospects, for which we must ever

feel grateful. We have increased under

your fostering care, we have not only

added to our number, but we have

grown in grace,and in love,and in know

ledge. Pible classes have been greatly

instrum.cntal in the acquisition of the lat

ter. Our hearts are united in love and

we go on pleasantly and happily. Isin

cerely pray that this state of things and

of feeling may not only continue, but go
on to increase.

At our late communion season we had

a very interesting meeting. Ten were

added, on examination, and profession of

their faith in Christ, to “the Church of

the Living God,” of such, we trust, as

shall be everlastingly saved. And between

twenty-five and thirty are anxiously in

quiring—What the Lord will have them

to do. These things greatly encourage

us. Pray that the Lord may continue to

bless us;–that he may open the windows

of heaven and pour us out such a bless

ing, that we shall not have room to

receive it. Our Bible Classes continue

to prosper. We cannot say the same

concerning all our Sunday Schools, some

are doing well—others not so well—we

cannot procure efficient and deeply inte

rested teachers; this is the great draw

back.

Our Temperance Societies go cn to

gain strength, and to increase, rapidly in

numbers. I hope I shall be little or no

expense to the Board this year.

PENNsylvan IA.

.A death-bed scene.

A Missionary of the Board, in Penn
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sylvania, under date of May 26th, 1831,

gives the following affecting narrative:

Mrs. B, whose death we here record,

had some years ago been the subject of

occasional convictions of sin, but they

were transient and no abiding effect was

produced. She still gave evidence of an

unhumbled heart, and was careless and

irreligious. Some time in March, she

was seized with an affection of the breast

resembling pleurisy and suffered a great

deal of pain. The violence of the di

sease after a few daysabated, and her hus

band about to be called in the prosecution

of his business several hundred miles

down the river, she was removed to the

house of a sister in W.

The disease although apparently sub

dued was still preying upon her strength,

and it was still evident to all her friends

that she was rapidly declining. A fe

male relative, two days before her death,

was so impresed with the belief that she

would not recover, that she conceived it

to be her duty to inform her of her situ

ation. This she did in as cautious a way

as possible, hinting at her danger and

the propriety of being prepared fordeath.

The intelligence surprized and shocked

her very much, for she had entertained

no fears of death. From this time she

began to pray, but with much ignorance

of the evil of sin and the flague of her
own heart. Her chief desire and the

great burden of her petitions was, that

she might recover, that she might live

till her husband would return, &c. She

could not for the two days after she had

been informed of her situation bear to

talk or think of death, and indeed tried

various ways to persuade her friends that

she was growing stronger.

On Saturday, the 16th of April last,

between 11 and 12 o'clock at night, after

a short sleep, she awoke, and feeling her

debility more than she had ever done be

fore, told her attendants that she must

die. She urged them to send for Doctor

F. but before he could arrive, exclaimed

that it was not the loctor that she want

ed, but Mr. T. one of the elders of W.

Church. He was sent for, and as soon as

he came into the yard, before he entered

the house he heard her voice in ardent

prayer to God for mercy. When he had

entered the room, she said to him, “get

down, get down and pray, for my poor

sinful soul, for I am dying.” He began

to supplicate for her, but she was so im

portunate that she continued her own

cries. . He then paused without rising

from the attitude of prayer. At this she

ceased, and urged him to pray for her.

He renewed his supplications, and she

no longer interrupted him, except to re

|
t

peat occasionally a petition after him.—

After he had closed his prayer, she again

commenced, and such prayer he says he

never heard: there was all the dread of

one undet sentence of condemnation who

saw the penalty of the law just about to

be inflicted, all the fervency of one who

saw the prize of eternal life held up to

view, all the urgency and importunity and

wrestling agony of one who thoroughly

felt the worth of the soul, and its lost es

tate by sin, who saw heaven and hell

opened to her vision, and knew that an

hour or two would decide her everlastin

destiny. O! it was a season of deepj

thrilling interest, and will never be for

gotten by those who supported in the bed

her dying body, who heard the tones of

her voice, who witnessed the agitation of

soul depicted on her countenance!

Her supplications, which were very

appropriate, manifesting a clear view of

the plan of salvation laid down in the

Gospel, clothed in language such as they

thought quite above her acquirements,

and uttered with a fervour of feeling such

as I have described, were continued for

about an hºur. She then paused, and af.

ter remaining silent a moment, said “I

thank thee, Jesus, I thank thee.” Her

friends caught at the expression, and a

pious female friend who was assisting to

support her in bed, said to her, “S-

have you found peace, have you found

the Saviour?” “O yes (said she) I have

found Jesus.” She then began to speak

of the excellency of Jesus, and the joys of

heaven. . After a short rest, she began

to pray for her friends, and after praying

fervently for all, she talked to her friends

who were present, yea, preached to them

with the eloquence of one who had al

ready entered the pearly gates, walked

the golden streets, seen the glory and

tasted the enjoyments of the New Jeru

salem above, of the value of the soul, the

joys of heaven, the necessity of religion,

and the danger of delay. Her work was

not yet done. Her husband was far away,

and many of her other friends were not

now present. She left a message for her

husband, her aged father, and all her oth

er friends, and I need not say that this mes

sage was not about this world’s concerns.

O! now this world was to her, what it

will sºon be to each, just receding forever

from her view. The message had rela

tion to the souls of her friends, and

to the future, and eternal things which

are of so much greater moment. If this

narrative should hereafter ever reach the

eye of a father, of a husband, of a broth

er or a sister of the deceased, who has

not yet put in practice what was recom

mended, let it speak to their hearts, and

be laid away for frequent inspection. Her
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work was now done, and she said to Mr.

T. who sat behind her in the bed to sup

ort her, “now lay me down.” They

É. her down; she reclined her head on

her left hand, and breathed away her

life in about ten minutes, with so much

calmness and serenity that her attend

ants could hardly perceive the moment

when her spirit took its flight. Thus

died, in the 26th year of her age, Susan

B., and a new convert went, as we trust

and believe, to spend her very first Sab

bath in the upper Sanctuary.

From the Rev. G. WANNEMAN, Greene

county, Pa. April 1, 1831.

.Additions to the Church, and firogress of

Temperance.

The first of June last, I engaged in

preaching at Jefferson and New Provi

dence Congregations, in this county, and

McClellandtown, in Fayette county, and

have divided my labours nearly equally

between those three places. . In New

Providence there were thirty-five mem

bers in communion. I administered the

Lord's Supper twice in that congregation

last Fall, and seven persons were admit

ted on examination. The Congregation

is small; has a Session of five elders; one

Sabbath School which I attend, and is in

a promising condition, numbering seven

}. members, and one Tract Society.—

efferson is eight miles from New Provi

dence; consists of thirty members in

communion; three Elders; we had the

Lord's Supper administered twice last

Fall, and twelve were received on ex

amination. There is a Sabbath School

here; not prospering for want of compe

tent teachers. t

McClellandtown has not been organi

zed as a congregation, but may be, with

out interfering with any other. We ad

ministered the Lord’s Supper there in

September last; found fourteen who had

been members of the Presbyterian

church, and fifteen were admitted on ex

amination. The people are generally

poor; have ears to hear the gospel, and

much solemnity prevails at the meetings.

They have subscribed — dollars to

ward my support. In the three places

there are seven Sabbath Schools (two of

which I formed myself, and assisted the

Agents in forming the ...}.'";
ing two hundred and eight scholars. I

have preached to, and visited all of them,

and some of them often.

In the bounds of these congregations

there are four Temperance Societies,

formed mainly through my influence,

numbering three hundred and twenty

members; they have done much good.

From the Rev. Edson HART, Spring

field, Pa. June 17th, 1831.

Revival in Shringfield, Pa.

In my last, it will doubtless be recol

lected, that mention was made of the

commencement, as we hoped, of a revi

val. Forever blessed be the God of Hea

ven, our expectations havebeen realized,

and even now are we enjoying it at its full

heighth. The Lord grant that it may

never cease. The work has been of a

very interesting character from the first,

and I rejoice in being able to state, that

no occurrence has taken place from the

first that has at all hindered the work,

and while I have received much help

from the Elders of the church, there have

been other members that have rendered

essential service. Great order has been

maintained in all our meetings, and very

great solemnity has prevailed. On the

3d inst, a four day’s meeting commenced

at this place, and on the 5th thirty-five

were received into communion with the

church on profession, and six by letter.

About fifty in all were hoping, before the

meeting. The meeting was truly of an

interesting character. There were four

things in it worthy of notice. The holy

wrestling of the church, connected with

strong faith; the faithful preaching of

the ministers of Jesus; the deep convic

tions of those that came forward to the

anxious seats; and the number of hope

ful conversions among those who came

forward. One hundred came forward to

the anxious seats on the fourth day of

meeting, one-fifth of which were found

to have entertained a hope during the

meeting; and I think not less than eighty

have entertained a hope since. There

are but very few of those who came for

ward but "what are hoping. Some proud

hearts have been made to bow, but there

are many more that are yet too stubborn.

Will the Lord subdue them.

In this report I include twelve weeks.

labour, in which time I have preached

fifty seven times; visited one hundred and

thirty-five families; travelled five hun

dred and nine miles; and attended eighty

four meetings. These meetings, have

been for prayer and for the anxious, for

church conferences, and meetings of the

Session. I have baptised one infant and

sixteen adults, and have formed seven

Sabbath Schools, which are in a very

flourishing state. Many more might be
formed within twenty miles of this, but

the Board will see from what I have

done, that it has not been in my power to
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have formed more, and I have no pros

pect of being able at the present to leave

the people and go out on this errand.

From the Rev. J. ANDREws, a Mis

sionary in the vicinity of Pittsburgh, Pa.

dated June 14, 1831.

Since my last quarterly report, dated

March 2, 1831, I have pursued my mis

sionary labours in that way which ap

peared to tend most directly to promote

the objects of my appointment. Part of

my time has been devoted to the visita

tion of such families as are not particular

º connected with any christian church.

o this duty I attended more especially

in the month of March. Since the first

of April I have employed a considerable

ortion of time in efforts to establish Sab

ath Schools. This was done under the

impression that it was important to the

religious, instruction and spiritual inter

ests of the rising race, that as many as

possible of these institutions, where they

were needed, should be organized and go

into operation at the most favourable sea

son of the year. With this object in view,

I have visited every part of my missiona

ry field; formed schools wherever it was

practicable; engaged the most competent

men to attend to them; urged parents, at

their own houses, to send their children;

and strongly recommended the purchase

of libraries for the use of the schools, as

a source of much interest and improve

ment to the scholars and others to whom

they might be accessible, and as a means

of securing the permanence of these in

stitutions. In several places, I have ap

parently laboured in vain. This has been

owing, partly, to the impossibility of

finding teachers qualified by piety and

education for the management of schools;

partly, to the most unreasonable preju

dices against the Am. Sabbath School

Union, and all other benevolent institu

tions of the day, which are denounced in

some public prints, and in other ways,

as speculating, money-making schemes;

and partly, to a false and injurious report

raised and industriously propagated, that

for every Sabbath School which I form I

receive a compensation of four or five

dollars. Yet I have the consolation to

know, that in other places, my labours

have been crowned with an encouraging

degree of success.

It was stated in a former report, that

there were seven Sabbath Schools within

the bounds of Duff's and Sawickley con

gregations. These are still in operation.

Intemperance, inſidelity, and suicide.

On the 25th of May, I attended at Pro

Chr. Mdv.–Vol. IX. 3A

vidence, to fulfil appointments for preach

ing and examining the Bible Class in that

place; but had no assembly to hear me,

and no class to examine. This was ow

ing to a great excitement in the immedi

ate vicinity, occasioned by suicide com

mitted by a man about half an hour be

fore my arrival at the house of worship.

He was once respectable and sustained

an office in civil life. But he became an

infidel, a scoffer at religion, an habitual

drunkard, injurious to his best earthly

friend, and contemptible as a member of

society; and, unhappily, pursued his im

pious and iniquitous course until he mise

rably terminated his mortal life by sus

pending himself in his own barn. In him

are clearly seen the legitimate fruits of

infidelity and intemperance; and his hor

rible end may be viewed as a solemn

warning to those who are disposed to

drink the poison of infidelity, and say,

“they shall have peace, though they

walk after the imagination of their own

hearts, to add drunkenness to thirst.”

The following is a summary of the

whole of my ministerial and missionary

labours since the date of my last quarter

ly report: Under the auspices of a kind

rovidence, I have preached thirty-five

sermons; administered the Lord's Sup

per once at Duff’s, assisted by Mr. Ray,

and admitted one person to communion

on examination; assisted Mr. Ray, in re

turn, in administering the Lord's Supper

at Mount Carmel; baptised two infants,

delivered one exhortation, formed one

Bible Class, and examined Bible Classes

eighteen times; formed nine Sabbath

Schools, which are in operation, and

made several abortive attempts to form

others; visited, or imparted religious in

struction in families, in sixty-two instan

ces; visited two sick persons, and three

common schools; attended two prayer

meetings, one meeting of Presbytery,

five meetings of Session, one meeting of

the Temperance Society of Franklin and

Ohio Township, at which two or three

addresses were delivered; distributed

twenty-three copies of the New Testa

ment, eighteen of Sabbath School Hymn

Books, four of other Sabbath School

books, six hundred and sixty pages of re

ligious tracts; and travelled in the whole

six hundred and sixty-five miles.

From Mr. GEORGE W. HAMPson,

Erie county, Pa. April 28, 1831.

Catechetical Instructions.

Since my last communication to your

Board, I have preached forty-five times;

rode three hundred and ninety-six miles;

visited one hundred and five families,
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pursuing such instruction as seemed most

prudent, and always where there were

children, introducing the Shorter Cate

chism as important; and as a favourable

symptom this little book is not treated

with that contempt so common, but as

an important document of christian faith,

many seem to estimate it as it deserves.

I have had two days public catechising

of the young.

NEw JERsEy.

From Mr. J. J. Rice, Dutch Neck,

N. J. June 12th, 1831.

-4 three days’ meeting and communion

season.

As I mentioned in my last, a little ex

citement has been manifest among us for

some time past. I have just had a three

days’ meeting, which closed on yester

day, (Sabbath.) The meetings on Sat

urday and Sabbath, were deeply inte

resting: Christians were much excited

and I hope edified. Twenty-one were

received to the communion of the Church

on examination, all except three in the

flower of youth, some in early youth. An

infant baptized. Anumber still deeply se

rious. One or two entertaining hope. A

blacksmith working a few stepsfrom the

Church on Saturday, was suddenly seiz

ed with conviction, immediately drop

ped his hammer and cried for mercy,

which he seems to have receivedin a very

affecting manner a few hours afterwards.

The sacraments were administered by

Dr. Alexander. A few days since we

formed a Temperance Society consisting

of forty-seven members, total abstinence

the principle—hope shortly to have tracts

distributed to the Congregation monthly.

Some little good seems to be doing,thanks

be to God who has not withheld his mer

cy from us.

From the Rev. C. WEbstER, Hemp

stead, L. I. May 1831.

.4 Season of refreshing.

An increased spirit of seriousness has

been witnessed for several months past,

in the regular sanctuary services of the

sabbath and of the week day meeting in

private houses, in the Sabbath Schools

and in the Bible classes.But nothing very

special occurred until sometime in Janu

ary last when the Church began to feel

its responsibility and awake to its duty.

Then the desire for a revival began toap

pear in the frequent and earnest suppli

cations of our pious members, in their

conversation and humble godly deport

ment. The Communion season in Janu

ſ ary at which four persons were joined to

the church was unusually solemn and in

pressive and several persons at that time

were awakened to a concern for their

souls, the number of anxious persons be

gan to increase, and in April we receiv

ed at our second communion ten more,

most of them heads of families. There

are several others entertaining the hope

that they have believed in Christ, and

given themselves away in the bonds of

the covenant, who expect to come for

ward at the next communion in July.

This has made the duties of pastoral

visitation as well as all the other duties

of my ministerial office peculiarly de

lightful. The whole number received

into this church during the past year is

about twenty. Considerable additions

have been made to the Episcopal and

Methodist Societies in this place as the

fruit of God’s love.

There is an increased attention to the

cause of Sabbath Schools, of which we

have attached to our Church three, two

of the teachers and three of the scholars

have been hopefully born into the king

dom. The Bible class is punctually at

tended and with deep interest. We have

a Tract, Bible and Temperance Society

in connexion with the Episcopal Church.

And we began with the monthly distri

bution, but our means were unequal to

the task, we continued to distribute for

about four months, at the rate of 600 a

month. Several instances of conversions

have been traced to these tracts of the

monthly distribution. The Temperance

efforts are succeeding beyond our most

sanguine anticipations. We hold public

meetings once a month in the Presby

terian and Episcopal churches alternate

ly. The number pledged to total absti

nence is about 150.

APPOINTMENTS.

From the 1st to the 20th of June.

Mr. Henry Brown for one year to Ran

dolph Co. Virginia.

RE-APPOINTMENTS.

Mr. Samuel Montgomery for one year to

Mount Pleasant & Sawickly, Westmoreland

Co. Penn.

Rev. L. C. Rutter for one year to Man

chester and Huntington, Ohio.

Rev. A. Hamilton for three months Mis

sionary agent.

Rev. S. B. Smith for one year to western

part of Ohio and eastern part of Indiana.

Rev. Robert Lee for one year to Bucy

rus and vicinity, Crawford Co. Ohio.

Rev. J. Reed for three months Missiona

ry agent: Indiana and Illinois from 28th of

August next.
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Rev. J. H. Logan for one year to Au

gusta and vicinity, ‘.
Rev. John Dyke for one year to Unitia,

Hackberry, and Pleasant Grove, Tenn.

Rev. W. J. Fraser for one year to Prov

idence, Bairdstown, and Jersey Prairie, Illi.

LETTERS RECEIVED

From the 1st to the 20th of June.

F. Farrar, Tenn. A. Foster, L.I. J. Rob

inson, O. R. B. Dobbins, O. J. M'Clure, O.

Elders Tiffen, Melmore, and Scipio, O. H.

Patten, Tenn. J. Cozad, O. W. Wallace,

O. W. Gray,O. A.O. Hubbard, Penn. M'K.

Williamson, Penn. J. Brick, Il. J. Reed,

Ind. J. Montgomery, Ind. C. Bouton, Il. J.

B. Davies, S. C. L. C. Rutter, O. J. B.

M'Creary, Penn. J. Rhoades, Penn. J. A.

Mibane, N. C. J. H. Morrison, Penn. J.

Paine, Vir. J. Flagler, N. Y. P. M. Cincin

natti, O. P. M. Lodus, N. Y. J. J. Rice,

N. J. J. S. Weaver, O. Trustees St. Ma

rys, Geo. A. Malone, N. C. S. B. Smith,

0. Elders, Unitia, Hackberry, and Pleas

ant Grove, Tenn. M. Stephenson, Tenn.

M. Decker, O. J. Andrews. Pa. S. Mont

gomery, Penn. G. Vanneman, Penn.

JAccount of Cash received by the Board of Missions of the General Mssembly of

the Presbyterian Church from the 24th of May to the 20th June,
1831.

, Geo. Annual Subscriptions of Rev. S. S. Davis, - - - - $500

Bethel, Pa. and Indiana, Pa. Auxiliary Society per Rev. S. Swan, - - 20 00

Bridgeton, W. J. Auxiliary Society per Rev. B. Hoff, - - - - - 24 50

Broken Straw, Pa.. from several individuals, per Rev, W. F. Houston,- - 6 50

Brooklyn, L. I. donation from a Lady per Rev. D. L. Carroll, - - - 5 00

do. from a poor woman per do. - - - - - 25

Buffaloe Church, W. C. - " - - - - - - - - - 32 00

Buffalo, Ohio, Aux. Soc. per Rev. W. Wallace, - - - - - 7 75

Bloomington, Ind donation from Martha D. Reed, - - - - - 25

do. do. Anna L. Reed, - - - - - 12

do. do. Sarah L. Reed, - - - - - 13

Bedford, West Chester Co. N. Y. Collection in cong.per Rev. J. Green,- - 14 26

Female miss. soc. aux. to the Board, per do. 77 74

Bible Class collection, per do. - - - 2 00

donation from T. Purdy, per do. - - 1 00

do. Miss R. Peck, per do. - 1 00

- do. from Rev. J. Green, - - - 10 00

Digests sold, per do. - - - - 1 50°

Bedford Presbytery, annual collection per do. - - - , : - - - 35 75

Buffalo Spring, Ky. auxiliary society per John B. Camden, Treasurer, - 10 00

Bethel Cong. Pa. W. Woods, Pastor, per Samuel Thompson, Esq. Treas. - 22 75

donation from J. W. Jinks, per do. - - - - - 1990

Chambersburg, Pa. Female missionary society, per Rev. D. Denny, - - $99

collection in Presb. Congregation, per do. . .- - - 23 00

Churchville, Md. amount subscribed in five years by a few individuals, per

Rev. H. Finney, - - - - - - - - 10 00

Carlisle Presbytery, viz. Greencastle, per Rev. Dr. Cathcart, - - - 5 01

Great Cove, do. - - - - - - 21 65

London, do. - - - - - - 4 62

Shermans Creek, do. - - - - - - 4 00

Big Spring, do. - - - - - - 30 50

Path Valley, do. - - - - - - 20 38

York & Hopewell, do. - ... - - - - - 26 %

Cambridge, Ohio. auxiliary society, per Rev. W. Wallace, - - - - 1 00

Conneautee Cong. Pa. do. per Rev. P. Chamberlain, - - - 4 00

Collection at a sacramental occasion, per Rev. W. G. Campbell, - - - 5 87

Derry Congregation, per J. R. Sharon, - - - - - - - - 10 00

Derry& Paxton Congregation, do. - - - - - - - 15 87

Emmittsburg, Md. donation from Mrs. Barr, decoased, per Rev. E. S. Ely, D. D. 10 00

do. Alexander Horner, per Rev. R. S. Grier, - 5 00

Fairfield, Penn, anxiliary society, per Rev. S. Swan, -, - - - - 7 50

Fishkill, N. Y. auxiliary society, per Rev. R. G. Armstrong, - - - - - , ſ 59
Forks of Brandywine, Penn, donation from Mrs. Clinger, Per Rev. J. N. C. Grier, 3 00

do. Mrs. N. Grier, do. : §

For Run and Bullskin, Ky. auxiliary society, -

Greenwich, N.J. contribution, being their proportion of $600 pledged by the

Presbytery of Newton, per Rev. W. B. Sloan, -, - -

Germantown, Penn. monthly concert collection, per Rev. Mr. Junkin, -

per Rev. J. L. Marshall, , ; -

5

! ºº
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Hagerstown, Md. donation from Hugh Kennedy, Esq. - - - - 10 GO

Huntingdon, Penn, donation for Brackenridge and Duffield's Sermons, per Rev.
J. Hutchinson, - - 50

Hardwick, N. J. the product of the cultivation of a small piece of ground by a

little boy, per Benjamin J. Lowe, - - - -

donation from his sister, per do. - - - -

do. and Marksborough collections in congregations, per do.

Head of Green Briar, Va. collection, per Rev. W. G. Campbell, -

%. Green Co., Penn. do. per Rev. G. Vanneman, - -

4 00

: :
;

Kittaning, Penn, monthly concert collection, per Rev. S. Swan, - 3 85

Long Island Presbytery, per Rev. Daniel Beers, - - - - 18 51

Lewistown and Waynesborough, Penn. auxiliary society, per Rev. J. S. Woods, 34 00

Middle Spring, auxiliary society, per Rev. J. Moody, - - - - - 24 00

donation from a friend to missions, per do. - - - - 4 50

do. from an unknown friend, per do. - - - - 5 00

Newark, Del auxiliary society, per Rev. E. S. Ely, D. D. - - - 26 OO

New Shiloh, Ten. monthly concert collections, per Rev. J. L. Sloan, - - 5 00

New Brunswick Presbytery, additional, per Rev. G. S. Woodhull, - - 6 00

Newton Presbytery, viz. Allentownship, per J. F. Clark, - - - - 3 33

Newton, do. - - - - - 17 62

- Oxford, do. - - - • - 3 OO

Hackettstown, do. - - - • - 3 00

Knowlton, do. - - - - - 2 00

Mansfield, do. - - - - - 11 00

Flemington, do. - - - - - 5 00

Donation, do. - - - - - 5

Neshamany, collection in Presbyterian congregation, per Rev. Mr. Bellville, 4 00

Northumberland Co. Penn. avails of a missionary box kept by Miss G. Henderson,

per Hon. Judge Montgomery, - - - - 3 70

Oxford, Penn. donation from Mrs. Prudence Ross, per Rev. R. White, - _1 00

Pencader Congregation, per Rev. S. Bell, - - - - - - - 9 75

Pequa, Penn, auxiliary society, per Rev. A. Babbit, - - : - - 15 00

Princeton, N. J. do. additional, per Rev. G. S. Woodhull, - 5 00

do. donation from Rev. G. S. Woodhull, - - 5 00

#.%Jilbany, per J. Sherman, Treasurer, - - - - - 8 00

iltsburg, Penn, from 2nd Presbyterian church $100—amount acknowledged

in January $55—per Rev. E. P. Swift, - - - - 45 00

Poundridge, donation from Miss Betsey Hunt, per Rev. J. Green, - - 10 00

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, auxiliary society, Sixth Presbyterian church, per

Rev. S. G. Winchester, - - - - - - - 10 00

collection at anniversary meeting of the board, - - - 47 88

1st Presbyterian church N. Liberties, per Rev. J. Patterson, 16 00

do. Kensington, per Rev. G. Chandler, 5 00

from Rev. A Green. D. D.—his subscription for 1830, - - 100 00

donation from Mr. Wm. F. Geddes, $5 and $451, - - 9 51

do. Miss O. Sproat, per Rev. A. Green, D. D. - 10 00

Rehoboth Congregation, per Rev. Robert Johnston, - - - - - 31 25

Roundhill do. do. - - - - - - - - 7 75

Solesbury, Penn, auxiliary society, per Rev. P. O. Studdiford, - - - 13 50

St. Marys, Georgia, from Rev. Horace S. Pratt,-his subscription for 1830, 100 00

Tyrone Congregation, per Rev. Robert Johnston, - - - - - 13 00

Upper Octorara, Penn. auxiliary society, per Rev. James Latta, -, -, - 30 00

#. Furnace, Huntingdon Co. Penn. Sinking Valley Presbyterian churc

aux.soc., per M. Wallace, Treasurer, 19 16

missionary box on a footbridge across

the Juniata River, per do. - - 84

Vienna, Trumbull Co. O. donation from Miss L. L. Derrow, per Rev. E. Bouton, 10 00

Vincennes Presbytery, per Rev. I. Reed, - - - - - - - 8 00

Warrior Run, Presbyterian church, per Mr. D. Watson, - - - - 30 75.

Zanesville and Putnam, collected since the remittance in January, per Rev.

J. Culbertson, - - - - - - - 2 50

Missionary Reporter, from sundry subscribers, - - - - - - 42 50

$1404 57

SolomoN ALLEN, Treasurer,

No. 34, South Third Street, Philadelphia.
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The REv. John BRECKENRIDGE, of

Baltimore, has recently been chosen the

Corresponding Secretary and General

Agent of the Board of Education, in

place of the REv. Dr. NEIll., resigned.

It is expected that Mr. B, will enter, in

a few days, upon the duties of his office.

In the absence of the Editor of the Re

gister, we invite the attention of our rea

ders, particularly, of all who have the

ministry in view, to the following im

pressive remarks, extracted from an

address of the REv. DR. MILLER, de

livered some time since, to the students

of the Theological Seminary in Prince

ton, N. J. on the

Importance of Mature Preharatory

Study for the Ministry.

III. A third consideration which shows

the importance of having the preparato

ry studies in theology as thorough and

complete as possible, is, that he who does

not lay a good foundation in the begin

ning, will never be likely to suffi.ly the

deficiency afterwards.

Many candidates for the ministry, no

doubt, content themselves with what

they acknowledge to be a short and very

suffierficial course of study at the outset,

because they imagine. will have an

ample opportunity of supplying all defici

encies after entering on their official work.

They flatter themselves that, after they

have actually entered the field of public

labour, they will have at once, better fa

cilities, and stronger excitements to stu

dy, than they now enjoy; and that, then,

they will make up, and more than make

up, whatever may now be wanting. But

it is easy to show that this expectation

generally proves, in fact, and in most

cases must prove, altogether, delusive.

Rely on it, my young friends, if you

leave this Seminary with a mere smat

tering of theological knowledge; with

what you know to be a scanty and inade

quate foundation, there is every proba

bility that you will go through life, and

to your graves, with very little more.

The superstructure concerning which

you anticipate so much, will, pretty cer.

tainly, be of the same miserable, scanty,

and insufficient character.

For, in the first place, when a young

preacher, at the present day, goes out to

serve the Church,--if he have talents,

and be popular, and especially if he

have ardent piety, and a heart to perform

his work with zeal, he will have so much

to do; will be so incessantly called upon

in every direction; will be constrained to

preach so much in season, and out of

season, that he will hardly find time

enough to prepare, even in the most

hasty and superficial manner, for the

pulpit; much less to engage in other stu

dies in which he might have found him

self deficient when he began to preach.

And, what is worthy of particular notice

here, the more ardent his piety, and the

more animated, interesting, and popular

his preaching, the worse, as to the point

in question, it will be for him:-that is,

the more incessant will be his interrup

tions, and the more difficult he will find

it to redeem any time for real study. I

say for real study; for those little snatches

of reading and writing, all of which, and

more, areiº necessary for

preparation for the pulpit, and which

are seldom enjoyed with a perfectly

composed mind, are really not worthy of

the name of study. The consequence is,

that nine out of ten, perhaps nineteen

out of twenty, of those who engage in

preaching with very slender furniture,

go through the whole of their ministerial

life with lean, unfurnished minds. Their

“profiting does not appear to all.” Not

having the habit of close study, it is not

easy to begin. They, perhaps, hope for

much, and promise much in the way of

future improvement, but never find time

for it. The result is, they are not in

structive or interesting preachers. The

small stock with which they begin is soon

exhausted. Their popular acceptance

soon declines or ceases. They are sel

dom long settled in one congregation, the

people every where discovering, in a

short time, that they know but little, and

cannot “feed them with knowledge and

with understanding.” They remove, ig

nominiously, from place to place. In

.stead of being attracted and edified, the

people to whom they minister are scat

tered, and perhaps perish under their

feeble ministrations. Premature dotage

creeps on: and they die, in many cases,

rather a burden than a blessing to the

Church. It is truly melancholy to think

how often this has been the real histor

of ministers who entered the sacred of

fice without proper furniture, and who,

for want of time or inclination after

wards never made up their early defi

ciency.
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. He may attempt, amidst all his multipli

*

We know that if a common mechanic

learn his trade well in the beginning, and

go forth from his apprenticeship a gºod

workman, he is not only able to do his

work better, but also to do more work in

a given time, and to do it with far more

ease and comfort to himself, than if he

had gone out a bungler, and but half

taught. The same principle, in all its

extent, applies to the intellectual. and
moralwº When the candidate

for the sacred office allows himself to en

gage in the duties of that office but half
repared, all his subsequent work will

e performed with more difficulty, more

tardily, and probably with less useful

ness. His preparations for the pulpit

will cost him more time and toil, and will

be less satisfactory to himself, as well as

to others. Whereas, if he delay going

forth to his work until he be really rea

dy, his comfort, his reputation, and his

benefit to the Church and the world,

will be likely to be proportionably in
creased.

But, even supposing that he who en

ters on the duties of the holy ministry

with slender furniture, should afterwards

be determined, whatever it may cost

him, to make up his deficiency by un

wearied and extra efforts. Still his task

will be difficult, and his prospect gloomy.

He can only take one of two courses,

either of which will probably be fatal.

ed active labours, and distracting cares,

by might studies, and by urging nature in

every way, and beyond her strength, to

gain that which he ought to have ac

uired before he entered the pulpit. In

this case he will, pretty certainly, de

stroy his health, and either sink into a

premature grave, or reduce himself, for

the remainder of his days, to a state of

º and protracted disease, which

will render existence a burden, and all

comfortable and efficient discharge ofdu

ty impossible. O how many miserable

and hopeless invalids for life, might have

avoided the calamity of which they are

victims, by gaining, in the preliminary

part of their course, that which they un

wisely left to be accomplished by subse

quent efforts! Or, the delinquent in

uestion mav choose another alternative.

e may, after entering the ministry,

confine himself to his study, neglecting

family visitation, neglecting family in

struction, neglecting the anxious inqui

rer, neglecting the sick and the dying,

in short, neglecting all pastoral duties,

excepting those of the pulpit. The con

sequences of adopting this alternative,

may be even still more deplorable than

in the former case. While the other

course would, probably, be fatal to his

health, this would be fatal to his useful

ness, fatal to his character, fatal to the

best interests of the souls committed to

his charge.

But it will be asked, have not individu

als been frequently known, who entered

the office of the holy ministry with very

small theological furniture; but who at

terwards, by extraordinary efforts, be

came not only respectably, but some of

them even richly furnished for their

work? I answer, such instances have

now and then occurred. But they have

been generally, men of peculiar intellec

tual vigour and perseverance; of great

decision of character; and placed in cir

cumstances which, in a great measure

exempted them from the daily and hour

ly calls of pastoral duty. Of such a man

in the American Church, within the last

twenty years, since the additional claims

on the time and efforts of ministers have

become so numerous and importunate, I

know of no example. , And I have no

doubt that, if the whole history of those

men, who, in other times and countries,

have presented such examples, were im

partially examined, they would be found

powerful witnesses not against, but for

the doctrine which I am labouring to es

tablish.

IV. Further: a mature and leisurely

training for the Gospel ministry is highly

important, not merely for the furhose of

storing the mind with knowledge, but al

so for the hurhose of that intellectual and

moral discipline, which is of no less value

to a minister of Christ than theological

learning.

Many seem to imagine that the only

use of a regular and complete course of

preparatory study, is the mere attain

ment of knowledge. And, therefore,

when a candidate for the ministry, after

completing his collegiate course, is ex

horted to spend at least three years in a

Theological Seminary, or in some similar

situation, it is thought, by many serious

people, to be almost a criminal sacrifice

to mere learning. But such persons for

get that the discipline of the mind, and

especially of the heart, the temper, and

the general character, is among the

most important parts of professional pre

paration. They forget that even if the

requisite amount of facts and princi

ples could be crowded into the mind of

a young man in six months, or even in

six weeks, still one essential object of

theological education would be unattain:
ed; which is casting the whole man, if I

may be allowed the expression, into the

hroſier mould for a minister of.
This includes the correction of bad hab

its; the formation of new and , better

ones; the gradual discipline and ripening
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of the intellectual powers; mellowing,

softening, and at the same time invigora

ting, the graces of the heart; bringing

down high thoughts of himself; ascer

taining his own defects and foibles; learn

ing the value of gravity, self-command,

rudence, and christian dignity; study

ing human nature and the world; study

ing cle:RICAL CHARACTER as it too com

monly has been, and as it ought to be; in

short, unlearning many things which

have been learned amiss, and correcting

many erroneous views, and juvenile pro

pensities, which nothing but time, and

suitable associations, accompanied with

much observation, watchfulness, prayer

and conflict can possibly, under God,

enable him to accomplish. Suppose a

young man to enter a Seminary like this,

to be trained up for the Gospel ministry.

Suppose him to have lively, vigorous ta

lents, and unfeigned piety; but at the

same time to be rash, impetuous, indis

creet, ignorant of the world, elated with

ideas of his own powers and importance,

and ready on all occasions, to dash for

ward for the attainment of his object.—

Now, if such a young man had read all

the books in the world, and heard and

treasured up all the learned lectures that

ever were delivered, within these or

any other walls, he would still be unfit to

forth as a Minister of the Gospel; to

É. a teacher, an example, and a guide in

the Church of God. Such an one needs

the friendly hints, the fraternal counsel,

the gentle Christian attention of a band

of fellow-students. He needs to be

taught by experience, and sometimes by

very painful experience; to be admon

ished, and mortified, and humbled again

and again, before he can be brought to

“think soberly,” to feel what his own de

fects and foibles are, and to acknowledge

that others are greater and better than

himself; before he can learn habitually

to respect the feelings of others, to treat

all around him with delicacy, to be “swift

to hear, slow to speak, slow to wrath.”

And all this is not, ordinarily, to be ac

quired in a year, or in two years. . It is,

usually, a slow process; and the longer

it can be continued, within reasonable

limits, the better. It will indeed be well

if the close of the most protracted course

in the Seminary, should find those who

pass through it in any good measure, ma

ture, or even advanced, in these attain

ments. For it is certain that all who en

joy theº are by no means so

appy. In fact, with many, this intel

lectual and moral discipline is far more

needed, and far more important, than

mere knowledge. The want of it is

their most prominent and radical defect;

and will be likely, perhaps, more than

any other, (next to a defect in piety,) to

interfere with their acceptance, their

comfort, and their usefulness to the end

of life.

The truth is, many of the ministers of

our Church, enter on their public work

by a good deal too early in life. Not only

before they have taken time to become

sufficiently furnished with Biblical and

Theological knowledge; but before their

character is properly formed and matu

red. Like the unfledged young of the

feathered tribes, they have ventured

forth, and attempted to fly, before their
wings wereº to sustain them. The

consequence is, that like them also, ma

ny an ignoble fall, and many a sad bruise

and wound, are found to be the result.

It is really very seldom that any man has

such maturity and solidity of judgment,

such habitual gravity and prudence, such

a knowledge of himself and of the world,

and such a store of the various and im

portant information which he needs, as

to qualify him for entering the pulpit be

fore twenty-five or twenty-six years of

age, and especially for undertaking a

pastoral charge before twenty-seven or

twenty-eight. Nor even then is he ready

for such delicate, difficult and momen

tous work, unless he have spent years in

steadily contemplating its nature, and in

preparing, and disciplining his whole

mind and habits for its performance.

V. A further argument in favour of a

regular and complete course of theologi

cal study, may be drawn from the oftinion

and fractice of our Fathers in all fast
a gres.

n the ancient Jewish Church, no priest

could enter on the full and active duties

of his office, until he was thirty years

old; and of the preceding years, the last

fifteen, and especially the last ten, were

devoted to diligent study and prepara

tion for his official work. Of course, I

hardly need add, that the course of stu

dy in the Divinity Schools under the Qld
Testament dispensation, was long, lei

surely, and mature.

In i. manner, after the advent of the

Saviour, when the Church became or

ganized and settled, careful study as a

preparation for the sacred office was con

tinued, and that by Divine direction.—

For although the first preachers were il

literate fishermen, yet they were super

naturally instructed by their Master, and

endowed with the power of working mi

racles, and speaking with tongues, in aid

of their ministry; and long before this

period of miracle and inspiration was

ended, we find careful study and mature

knowledge enjoined by an Apostle, who

knew their value by experience, and in

culcated them upon principles which ap
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ply to all ages. He had himself been

“brought up at the feet of Gamaliel;”

and seems to have been well skilled in

every branch of literature and science

then taught. And, what is particularly

worthy of our notice, this only man,

among all the Apostles, who was favour

ed with ample and ripe learning, was by

far the most eminently useful of the

whole number. Accordingly he gives

directions which plainly establish, not

only the truth but also the importance of

the doctrine for which I am contending.

The candidate for the ministry, accord

ing to the direction of this Apostle—is

not to be “a novice,”—but to be “apt to
teach;’—and “able to teach;”—he is to

“give himself to reading,” and “to let his

profitingſº. to all.” In the second,

third, and fourth centuries, study for the

holy ministry seems to have been con

sidered as a serious thing, by no means

to be hurried over, or regarded as a small

affair. Several years of laborious study

were not thought too much to be submit

ted to for this important object. By some

of the early councils it was solemnly de

cided, that no man ought to be ordained

to the work of the ministry under thirty

years of*: because they thought that

none could be qualified for the office at

an earlier period; because the Lord Je

sus Christ himself began his ministry at

that age; and because they considered it

as the most perfect age of man.

When the modern Theological Semi

naries, or rather theological courses of

instruction, in the Universities of Europe

were established, the same general plan

was adopted. In none of them, I believe,

is a less time than three years considered

as sufficient for a regular course——and in

some much more is required. And, what

is remarkable, even in those Universities

in which the Professors in the theologi

cal department, complete their whole

course of Lectures in a single year, as I

believe, is the case in Holland, and some

other countries, still at least three years

are considered as requisite for a complete

professional course. It being supposed

of essential importance that every stu

dent should travel repeatedly over the

same ground, that his knowledge might

be more thoroughly digested, and more

deeply impressed on his mind.

hen the Seminary of the Associate

Reformed Church in the United States

was first established, a period of three

years was assigned for the regular

course. Yet, in a little time afterwards,

the venerable Synod of that Church, ex

tended the course to four years; finding,

by experience, that three were altoge

ther inadequate to the purpose intended.

ow, the use which I wish to make

of these facts, and others of a similar

|. which might be detailed, is the

following:—If our Fathers in all ages; if

the wisest and best of men, both under

the Old and New Testament dispensa

|tions, have judged that a number of

years of close application to study were

necessary to a suitable course of prepa

ration for the ministry, shall we be arro

gant enough to suppose that they were

all wrong, and that we understand the

subject better than they did? Is the field

of knowledge now less extended than it

was then? Or shall we be vain enough

to imagine that we have better talents,

and better capacities for acquiring know

|ledge than they had; and that we can

accomplish as much as they did in less

time? It is probable that none of us

think of adopting either of these suppo

sitions. No; they had as vigorous and

active minds as we possess; they were at

least as diligent in study as we are;

|. were quite as much averse to the

waste of time; they felt as much as we

probably feel, for the salvation of souls

perishing around them:—and yet, after

such experience, they found the time

which has been mentioned necessary to

them. Rely on it, my beloved pupils, if

'you had the same experience, you would

|be of the same mind with them; and if

you have not the same convictions notv,

| you will, I doubt not, adopt them b

|and, by; perhaps some of you when it

shall be too late to profit by the convic
titløn.
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The next position of our cate

chism which we are called to con

sider is this—“Some sins in them

selves and by reason of several

aggravations, are more heinous in

the sight of God than others.”

This proposition, you perceive,

consists of two parts. It affirms—

I. That some sins in themselves;

that is, in their very nature, are

more heinous in the sight of God

than others.

II. That the guilt or malignity

of sin, may be increased by reason

of several aggravations.
I do not think that either of these

propositions requires any formal

proof. Both of them are sanction

ed, not only by very numerous and

plain declarations of holy scrip:

ture, but by the common sense and

feeling of mankind. Illustration,

then, is all that is necessary in

treating on this answer of the cate

chism—thus

I. In regard to the assertion that

some sins in themselves, that is, in

their very nature, are more heinous

in the sight of God than others, we

thave only to say—that unqualified

\olasphemy is a more heinous sin

than a minced oath; or that delibe

rate murder is a greater crime than

Vol. IX.—Ch. .1dv.

a momentary feeling of unjustifia

ble anger; and every human being,

who understands our language, and

whose conscience is not perfectly

stupified, will immediately assent

to the truth of what we affirm. All

perceive that blasphemy implies

a depth of depravity, a force and

strength of horrible impiety, in

the blasphemer, that is not indi

cated by a degree of profaneness

which the very act demonstrates,

that he who is guilty of it is still

afraid of the extreme of the sin

which he commits. In like man

ner, we cannot think without shud

dering of that destitution of all

moral sensibility, and that infernal

vindictiveness, which there must

be in the soul of the deliberate

murderer; while we regard a flash

of unseasonable angry feeling, ra

ther as an infirmity than a crime.

Transgressions, therefore, both of

the first table of the moral law and

of the second—sins against God,

and sins against man—are, by the

feelings of every person who has

any moral sensibility, immediately

adjudged to be, in their very na

ture, of exceedingly different de

grees of malignity. Accordingly,

this truth is recognised throughout

the Bible. To give but a single

example: our Saviour represents

the sin of Capernaum and Beth

saida, as unquestionably greater

than that of Tyre and Sidon, Sodom

and Gomorrah.

3 E
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II. It is also evident that the

guilt or malignity of sin may be

increased, by reason of several ag

gravations. This will at once ap

pear, when the circumstances and

considerations which render sin

aggravated are brought into view.

These circumstances and conside

rations I have, to a considerable

extent already stated, in my six

teenth lecture—to which I refer

you; and request you particularly

to regard the warning l have there

given, against the common and

pernicious evil of seeking to excuse

and extenuate guilt, by comparin

one sin with another. To what

have heretofore said, I shall only

now add what the pious, judicious,

and accurate authors of our Larger

Catechism, have said on this sub

ject. Their statement is at once

so comprehensive and so particu

lar, that it will not be found easy

to think of a single circumstance or

consideration that aggravates sin,

which they have not specified... In

answer to the question—“What

are those aggravations that make

some sins more heinous than

others?” this answer is given:-

“Sins receive their aggravations,

“1. From the persons offending:

If they be of riper age, greater

experience, or grace; eminent for

profession,gifts, place, office, guides

to others, and whose example is

likely to be followed by others.

“2. From the parties offended:

If immediately against God, his

attributes and worship; against

Christ, and his grace; the Holy

Spirit, his witness, and workings;

against superiors, men of eminency,

and such as we stand jī;

related and engaged unto; against

any of the saints, particularly weak

brethren, the souls of them or any

other; and the common good of all

or of many.

“3. From the nature and quality

of the offence: If it be against the

express letter of the law, break

many commandments, contain in it

many sins: If not only conceived

in the heart, but breaks forth in

words and actions, scandalize

others, and admit of no reparation:

If against means, mercies, judg

ments, light of nature, conviction

of conscience, publick or private

admonition, censures of the church,

civil punishments; and our pray

ers, purposes, promises, vows, co

venants, and engagements to God

or men: If done deliberately, wil

fully, presumptuously, impudent

ly, boastingly, maliciously, fre

quently, obstinately, with delight,

continuance, or relapsing after re

pentance.

“4. From circumstances of time,

and place: If on the Lord’s day,

or other times of divine worship;

or immediately before, or after

these, or otherſº to prevent or

remedy such miscarriages: If in

j or in the presence of others,

who are thereby likely to be pro

voked or defiled.”

I would recommend to you, my

young friends, as a very profitable

employment for an hour on the

Lord's day, to go over deliberately

this enumeration of the aggrava

tions of sin, contained in your

Larger Catechism; to consider each

article attentively; to connect it

with an attentive reading of the

scripture proof, to which you will

find a reference; and with a serious

meditation on the whole. I know

of no exercise better calculated to

promote a holy fear of sinning, and

to guard you especially against
flagrant transgressions. # the ex

ercise be rightly conducted, you

can hardly fail to be led by it, to

join in the exclamation and prayer

of the Psalmist—“Who can un

derstand his errors! Cleanse thou

me from secret faults; keep back

thy servant also from presumptuous

sins; let them not have dominiºn

over me; then shall I be upright,

and I shall be innocent from the

great transgression.”

There is one clause in the an:

swer of our catechism now beforº

us, which has not yet been noticed
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and which we must by no means

overlook. It is, that the nature

and aggravation of sin is to be es

timated as it appears “in the sight

of God.” Men often regard parti

cular sins very differently from the

manner in which they are regarded

by God. Human estimate in such

cases is always erroneous, and in

deed in every case it is defective;

but God’s estimate is always right

and perfect. This is a point, my

dear youth, that deserves your par

ticular attention. You live in a

sinful world, and you will fre

quently find yourselves, from a

corrupt state of society, or the pre

valence of fashionable vice, in great

danger of putting evil for good,

and good for evil. Unquestionable

virtues you will often hear stigma

tized as mean and contemptible

qualities; and certain vices repre

sented as indications of a noble

and manly spirit. Wile practices,

and very sinful acts, will often be

disguised by giving them soft names,

or by representing them as the

venial aberrations of a generous

mind and a good heart—and very

often as nothing more than the

effervescence, or at worst, the

frailties of youth. But, O remem

ber! that “God seeth not as man

seeth.” Take his holy word, and

not the opinions of sinful men,

blinded and perverted by their

lusts, and passions, and prejudices,

as the criterion of virtue and vice,

truth and error. Although it be

true, as you have just been hearing,

that some sins are more heinous

than others, yet remember that this

does not imply that there are any

little sins. No truly; every sin is

a violation of God’s most just and

holy law; and many of those prac

tices which a world that lieth in

wickedness think harmless, or re

gard as mere foibles of character,

the oracles of infallible truth point

edly condemn, and show that they

have sometimes brought down on

those who indulge in them, the

marked and severe displeasure of

God, who is of “purer eyes than to

behold evil, and who cannot look

on iniquity.”

But in reality there are many

sins, and some of very great enor

mity, which are “naked and open

to the eyes of Him with whom we

have to do,” which are and will be

hidden from every human eye, till

the disclosures of that day, when

“God shall bring every work into

judgment, with every secret thing,

whether it be good, or whether it

be evil.” I have here in view, not

only those acts of flagitious wick

edness, which are never brought to

light in this world; but also, and

chiefly, those sins of the heart,

which have been long cherished

and brooded over, in the secret re

cesses of the soul, but which, for

the want of opportunity, or from

the fear of detection, have never

issued in overt acts of transgres

sion. When we consider that the

heart is the seat and source of all

sin—that the outward act, in a

moral view, is nothing, farther than

as it indicates the state of the heart

—we may easily perceive that in

the view of that “God who searches

the heart,” a man may be chargea

ble with sins of the deepest die,

which have never broken forth into

deeds of atrocity. There is no

reason to doubt that there have

often been, and now are, mental

blasphemers, murderers, adulterers,

thieves and robbers, who are at

present known as such to God, and

whom he will judge and punish as

such hereafter, who yet have never

perpetrated, and never will perpe

trate, the outward acts to which

their inward dispositions fully cor

respond. Cultivate, my dear young

friends, an habitual sense of your

Maker's omniscience, and the re

collection that every secret of your

souls, is as perfectly set in the

light of his countenance as the most

conspicuous action of your lives.

This will produce a strong induce

ment to watch against all sin, both

of heart and life; and it will tend to
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make you seek its pardon—to seek

earnestly to be cleansed in your

Redeemer’s blood, clothed with his

righteousness, and sanctified by his

Spirit, that you may be prepared to

dwell with him in those pure and

blessed mansions, from which all

sin, and all its awful consequences,

shall be forever excluded.

-

Witherspoon on Regeneration.

(Continued from p. 252.)

4. As this great distinction ſthe

sanctified and the unsanctified" di

vides the whole human race,and is so

very important in its consequences,

let me earnestly entreat every one

who peruseth this treatise, to bring

the matter to a trial with regard to

himself. Answer this question in

seriousness, Whether do you be

long to the one class or the other?

We are dropping into the grave

from day to day, and our state is

fixed beyond any possibility of

change. What astonishing folly to

continue in uncertainty whether

we shall go to heaven or hell, whe

ther we shall be companions of an

gels, or associates with blasphem

ing devils to all eternity. Nothing,

therefore, can be more salutary,

than that you make an impartial

search into your present character

and state. If you have ground to

conclude that you are at peace with

God, what an unspeakable source

of joy and consolation? If other

wise, there is no time to lose in

hastening from the brink of the pit.

May I not with some confidence

make this demand of every reader,

that he would set apart some time,

and apply with vigour and earnest

ness, to the duty of self-examina

tion? Is not this demand reason

able? What injury can you suffer

by complying with it? Will con

science perinit any to continue un

reproved in the neglect of it? Have

you read so much on the subject of

regeneration, and are you unwilling

to reap the benefit of it? Let every

one, without exception, take up or

renew this grand inquiry, “Am I

in Christ? That is, am I a New

Creature or not? Am I a child of

God? or do I still continue an heir

of hell ?”

5. As it is more than probable

there will be some readers who are,

or have reason to suspect, them

selves unrenewed, I would now

come as an ambassador from Christ,

and endeavour to negotiate peace.

Wherefore, “as though God did

beseech you by me, I pray you in

Christ's stead, be ye reconciled

unto God.” While I attempt this,

I desire to do it under a just im

pression of the great and principal

truths, which have been illustrated

on this subject. I know that this

change is a work of the Holy Spirit

of grace; that he only can bring a

clean thing out of an unclean; that

without his effectual blessing, the

clearest and most conclusive rea

.."; directed to the understand

ing, the most warm and pathetick

º to the affections, will be

together fruitless. I know that

great natural abilities are often

perverted and abused, that the

soundest reason in worldly things,

and the most brutish folly in mat

ters of eternity, are often joined

together. That men may be learn

ed scholars, eminent politicians,

active merchants, skilful trades

men, and yet blinded sinners, whom

no instruction can enlighten, whom

no warning can alarm. But I know

and believe, at the same time, that

God “whom I serve with my spirit

in the gospel of his Son,” is able to

make “his word quick and power

ful, sharper than a two-edged sword,

piercing even to the dividing asun

der of soul and spirit, and of the

joints and marrow, and a discerner

of the thoughts and intents of the

heart.”t There is an express ap

pointment that the wicked shall

“receive warning,” and in this way

alone the watchman can “deliver

* 2 Cor. v. 20. f Heb. iv., 12.

a

a
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his own soul.” It is also agreeable

to reflect, that when God giveth “a

door of utterance,” he is also often

pleased to give “a door of faith,”

which I pray may be the case with

many who read this discourse, for

Christ’s sake.

Let me, therefore, repeat in your

ears this truth, and may God Al

mighty by his Spirit carry it to your

hearts, that “except a man be born

again, he cannot enter into the

kingdom of God.” Every child of

Adam, by nature, is at enmity with

God, and must either be renewed

in the spirit of his mind, or perish

eternally. It is of no consequence

what you are as to outward station,

if you are not reconciled to God;

it is of no consequence what you

are as to outward profession, if you

are not inwardly changed. God is

no respecter of persons, and, there

fore, whether you are high or low,

rich or poor, whether you are of one

denomination of Christians or amo

ther, if you have not been the sub

jects of a renewing and sanctifying

work of the Holy Spirit, you are

children of wrath, and, if you die

in that condition, must “go away

into everlasting punishment.” To

reflect seriously but for a few mo

ments on this truth, and that every

one of us is so deeply concerned in

it, one would think might be suffi

cient to alarm us all, either for our

selves or for others, or for both.

Who could imagine that this weak

flesh, so frail in its nature, and so

easily taken to pieces, should yet

so harden us against the impression

of approaching eternity: but is

there any hope of relief? Yes there

is, and that as universal as the dan

ger. The commission is unlimited,

“Go ye into all the world, and

preach the Gospel to every CREA

TURE.”

In order to make this exhortation

the more distinct and effectual, I

shall endeavour to address it in a

particular and separate manner to:

the following classes: the rich and

* Mark xvi. 15.

-

the poor; the young and the old;

the self-righteous and the chief of

sinners.

I would preach the everlasting

gospel to the rich and affluent, on

whom (as the world chooses to ex

press it) fortune smiles, who are

well and plentifully supplied with

every present conveniency. The

prophet Jeremiah, in trying the suc

cess of his message, says, “I will

get me unto the great men, and will

speak unto them.” It is, indeed,

a matter of no small difficulty often,

to persuade such to hear the truths

of the gospel. Let them not be of.

fended while I mention the words

of our blessed Saviour, “Verily I

say unto you, that a rich man shall

hardly enter into the kingdom of

heaven.” And again, “I say unto

you, it is easier for a camel to go

through the eye of a needle, than

for a rich man to enter into the

kingdom of God.”f When the

world is pleasant and inviting, it is

ready to engross our attention, to

possess our esteem, and to attract

our homage. Worldly grandeur is

very ready to inspire the mind with

pride and self-sufficiency, which is,

of all other things, the most de

structive of real religion, and which

is particularly opposite to the hum

bling and self-abasing doctrine of

salvation by grace. The great and

fashionable world is still in danger

of the offence of the cross. Deny

ing themselves, bearing profane

scorn, mortifying the flesh, loving

and following a crucified master,

are hard lessons, indeed, to men of

wealth and affluence.

But suffer me to warn all such,

not to “trust in uncertain riches.”

Place not your happiness in so un

stable a possession. How strong,

as well as how just, the wise man’s

expressions! “Wilt thou set thine

eyes upon that which is not: for

riches certainly make themselves

wings, they fly away as an eagle

towards heaven.”f—Behold, I

i Matt. xix. 23, 24.

+ Prov. xxiii.

* Jer v. 5.
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preach the gospel to you, and offer

you the true riches. However

pride may make you fondly flatter

yourselves, however your greatness

or wealth may deter others from

treating you with plainness and

sincerity, you are sinners of the

race of Adam, you are lost in him

by nature, you are transgressors in

practice, and liable to divine wrath,

from which there is no shelter but

in the blood of Christ. It is but a

very little time that your worldly

greatness can endure. Death shall

write vanity on all created glory;

and nothing else shall screen you

from the wrath of the Almighty

Judge in the last and great day.

There the rich and the poor, the

prisoner and the oppressor, shall

stand upon a level before the

Maker of them all. Embrace then

while you may, the mercy of God.

Put on the spotless robe of your

Redeemer’s righteousness, and va

lue it more than purple and fine

linen, or the most costly attire.

Seek the bread of life which came

down from heaven, and value it

more highly than the most sump

tuous and delicate fare. Be not

ashamed of a crucified Saviour.

Endure with a noble firmness the

disdainful smiles of a scoffing world.

O! how amiable is the union of high

station and piety, honour and humi

lity, wealth and self-denial, with a

resolute profession of the gospel!

Blessed is the memory of Joseph of

Arimathea, an honourable man, and

a counsellor, who boldly begged,

and honourably interred the body

of our Lord, after it had been cru

cified at the instigation of corrupt

priests, and pierced by the inhu

manity of brutal soldiers. May the

Lord God of nature bless and in

crease your substance, and make

every thing you do to prosper, but

in his mercy deliver you from de

spising the#. ying impeni

tent, and lifting up your eyes in

torments.

2. Let me preach this gospel to

the poor. It was the glory of the

gospel that it was preached to the

poor, and given by our Saviour him

self as one of the marks of the

Messiah’s arrival, that “the gospel

was preached to the poor.” Very

suitable was this to their state, good

news were brought to them in their

distress. But think not, my breth

ren, that your being poor is enough

of itself. It may, indeed, preserve

you from many temptations to

which the rich are exposed, and it

ought, one would think, to con

strain you to seek to be rich to

wards God. But, alas! this is not

always the case, and, when it is

otherwise, how does it make every

considerate heart bleed with com

assion and tenderness! O! un

º: they who are both poor and

profane, miserable in time and mi

serable to eternity, despised on

earth, and outcasts forever. Pitia

ble case indeed

But does not the Saviour of sin

ners beseech you to be reconciled

unto God. He intreats you to

come unto him that you may have

life. He regardeth not the per

sons of men, but values a precious

immortal spirit as much in a mean

cottage as in a splendid palace.

Your rags and nakedness can be no

hindrance to your obtaining his fa

vour. He counsels you “to buy of

him gold tried in the fire, that you

may be rich; and white raiment,

that you may be clothed.” But 0.

consider that you are naturally much

more loathsome by sin than by po

verty. Humble yourselves deeply

in the sight of God. Fly for refuge

to lay hold of the hope set before

you. Accept of a free pardon of

all your sins through the blood of

Christ, and of his Holy Spirit to

enable you to love and serve him.

Rejoice in your portion as all-suf

ficient and full, and in the covenant

of peace, as “ordered in all things,

and sure.” Go in the spirit of

adoption to your reconciled Father

in Christ, and ask of him your daily

bread. Do not envy the prosperity

of others; since it is not material
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whether you shall live in plenty and

sleep on a bed of down, or live in

straits and lie on a dunghill, com

pared to what shall become of you

forever. But, above all, be not so

mad as to envy sinners an unsanc

tified prosperity. Rather, when

ou see a man of opulence despis

ing the Sabbath, or hear a wretch

in a gilded chariot profaning his

Creator's name, be ready to say,

“Shall I complain of poverty, when

my Lord and master had not where

to lay his head? No, let me on

the contrary, bless that adversity

which caused me to consider. Let

me be very thankful for that hum

ble station which gives me access

to communion with God, and does

not waste my time with crowds of

company. Who knoweth whether

I should have retained my integri

ty, if I had been constantly sur

rounded with profane gaiety, swim

ming in pleasure, besieged by flat

terers, solicited by sensualists, be

set with temptations? O that I

may be possessed of the pearl of

great price, reconciled to God,

united to Christ, adorned with

Divine grace, and that I may be

my Redeemer's at his second com

ing.”

(To be continued.)

-

In the Eclectic Review for April

last, we find a notice of a late

publication entitled “The Book of

the Seasons; or, the Calendar of

Nature: By William Howitt.”

The work is highly commended by

the reviewers, and they quote the

following as the production of Mrs.

Howitt. Though it is now sum

mer, we think our readers will be

pleased with the following lay, en

titled

WINTER,

There’s not a flower upon the hill,

There's not a leaf upon the tree;

The summer-bird hath left its bough,

Bright child of sunshine, singing now

In spicy lands beyond the sea.

There's silence in the harvest field,

And blackness in the mountain-glen,

And cloud that will not pass away

From the hill-tops for many a day;

And stillness round the homes of men.

The old tree hath an older look;

The lonesome place is yet more dreary;

They go not now, the young and old,

Slow wandering on by wood and wold;

The air is damp, the winds are cold;

And summer-paths are wet and weary.

The drooping year is in the wane,

No longer floats the thistle down;

The crimson heath is wan and sere;

The sedge hangs withering by the mere,

And the broad fern is rent and brown.

The owl sits huddling by himself,

The cold has pierced his body through;

The patient cattle hang their head;

The deer are 'neath their winter shed;

The ruddy squirrel's in his bed,

And each small thing within its burrow.

In rich men's halls the fire is piled,

And ermine robes keep out the wea

ther;

In poor men's huts the fire is low,

Through broken panes the keen winds

blow,

And old and young are cold together.

Oh, Poverty is disconsolate!—

Its pains are many, its foes are strong:

The rich man, in his jovial cheer,

Wishes 'twas winter through the year;

The poor man, 'mid his wants profound,

With all his little children round,

Prays God that winter be not long.

One silent night hath passed, and lo!

How beautiful the earth is now !

All aspect of decay is gone,

The hills have put their vesture on,

And clothed is the forest bough.

Say not, 'tis an unlovely time!

Turn to the wide, white waste thy

view;

Turn to the silent hills that rise

In their cold beauty to the skies;

And to those skies intensely blue.

Silent, not sad, the scene appeareth;

And fancy, like a vagrant breeze,

Ready a-wing for flight, doth go

To the cold northern land of snow,

Beyond the icy Orcades.

The land of ice, the land of snow,

The land that hath no summer-flowers,

Where never living creature stood,

The wild, dim, polar solitude,

How different from this land of ours!

Walk now i.". the forest trees,

Said'st thou that they were stripped

and bare *
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Each heavy bough is bending down

with snowy leaves and flowers--the

crown

Which winter regally doth wear.

'Tis well:—thy summer-garden ne'er

Was lovelier with its birds and flowers,

Than is this silent place of snow,

With feathery branches drooping low,

Wreathingaround theeshadowy bowers!

'Tis night! Oh now come forth to gaze

Upon the heavens, intense and bright!

Look on yon myriad worlds, and say,

Though beauty dwelleth with the day,

Is not God manifest by night?

Thou that createdst all! Thou fountain

Of our sun's light—who dwellest far

From man, beyond the farthest star,

Yet ever present; who dost heed

Our spirits in their human need,

We bless thee, Father, that we are /

We bless Thee for our inward life;

For its immortal date decreeing;

For that which comprehendeth thee,

A spark of thy divinity,

Which is the being of our being !

We bless Thee for this bounteous earth;

For its increase—for corn and wine;

For forest-oaks, for mountain-rills,

For cattle on a thousand hills;

We bless thee—for all good is thine.

The earth is thine, and it thou keepest,

That man may labour not in vain;

Thou giv'st the grass, the grain, the

tree;

Seed-time and harvest come from Thee,

The early and the latter rain!

The earth is thine—the summer earth;

Fresh with the dews, with sumshine

bright;

With golden clouds in evening hours,

With singing birds and balmy flowers,

Creatures of beauty and delight.

The earth is thine—the teeming earth;

In the rich, bounteous time of seed,

When man goes forth in joy to reap,

And gathers up his garnered heap,

Against the time of storm and need.

The earth is thine—when days are dim,

And leafless stands the stately tree;

When from the north the fierce winds

blow,

When falleth fast the mantling snow;-

The earth pertaineth still to Thee;

The earth is thine—thy creature, man!

Thine are all worlds, all suns that

shine;

Darkness and light, and life and death;

Whate'er all space inhabiteth—

Creator! Father! all are thine!

crº
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SKETCh of the LiFE OF REW. JACOB

GREEN, A. M., formerly Pastor of

the Presbyterian Church in Hano

ver, JMorris County, JVew Jersey.

The subject of the following

sketch, the father of the editor of

this Miscellany, died in the month

of May, 1790. The first part of

the following narrative was entirely

written by himself, and as stated in

a note on the first leaf of his manu

script, was intended chiefly for his

children, with an intimation that a

part of his story might possibly be

of use to some others, who might

happen to become acquainted with

it. There is, however, no reason to

believe that the writer intended or

expected that what he wrote would

be made publick. This has in

duced the editor, during the forty

-

years that his father's autobiogra

phy has been in his possession, to

refuse to publish it, although urged

to do so by several individuals to

whom it has been read, and to

whose judgment great respect was

due. But it has recently occurred,

that a connected sketch of the life

mightbegiven, and nearlyin the very

words of the writer, without either

inserting the whole narrative, or

giving any other impression of his

character, than wº be made, if

the whole were published; and that

if this were done, perhaps the

writer's intimation, already no

ticed, would in fact be complied

with—This therefore has been at

tempted—Parts of his narrative,

interesting only to his family, have

been dropped, and some other omis

sions, of no importance to a correct

i
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view of his character or opinions,

have been made. A few occasional

notes will be added by the editor

at the foot of the page, and a brief

account will be given of his father’s

life, from the period at which his

own narrative terminates till the

time of his death.

SECTION Firust.

Parentage, Birth, Life, &c., till

fourteen years old.

I was born at Malden, about

eight miles north of Boston, in New

England, Anno Domini, 1722; the

22d day of January old i. or

the 2d of February as the style now

is. My father's name was Jacob

Green, the youngest son of Henry

Green, who had a large family of

children, sons and daughters. My

mother's name was Dorothy Lynde,

daughter of John Lynde, of the

same town. I had four sisters, all

older than myself. . . . -

My father died of a nervous fever

when I was about a year and a half

old. . . My only brother,

Benjamin, came to New Jersey

after I did, where he married, and

has since lived.* . . Each

of my sisters were married, and had

a number of children. My mother

lived a widow for two or three

years, and then inarried John Bar

ret, of the same town; by him she

had three children. . . . . .

I lived with my mother and father

in-law, Barret, till I was 14 years

of age. When I was about seven

ears old, my father-in-law moved

}. family from Malden to Kil

lingly, the most easterly town in

Connecticut, about 60 miles from

Malden. My mother and my fa

ther-in-law both died of the long

fever, in the hard winter of 1741.

My mother took much pains to

teach me to read, and early to in

* This brother, a man of eminent piety,

was for many years a deacon in the church

of which the subject of this sketch was the

pastor.

Vol. IX.-Ch. ,ſldv,

stil into my mind the principles of

religion. Before I was seven years

old, I was at times much affected

with the thoughts of the day of

judgment, and future misery. At

that age, I used with attention to

hear, my sisters read Mr. Wiggle

worth’s verses upon The Day of

Doom, and those upon Eternity.
That book used much to awaken

and affect me: I have always had

a peculiar regard for it, and have

often wished it could be reprinted

and spread among young people.
My pious mother used to inculcate

on me the necessity of secret pray

er, and tell me, how I must pray;

and at about eight or ten years of

age I began to pray in secret, at
times. From seven to fourteen

years of age, I had many serious

thoughts about my soul and future

state. But my corruptions were

much stronger than my convictions

—In early life I discovered a na

ture wholly degenerate. Con

science used often to alarm me,

and I often dreamed that the day

of judgment was come, &c. When

something alarmed me, I used to

pray in secret for a few days, but

soon omitted it again, and almost

always found a dreadful reluctance

to the duty. I had in those years

many a struggle between con

science and my corrupt backward

nature, respecting secret prayer.

But I used for the most part to

omit it, and sometimes I think for

six months together. I had no re

ligion but slavish fear, and corrupt

nature was all the while growing

stronger and stronger.

second section.

From fourteen years of age, until I

entered College, between eighteen

and nineteen years of age.

When I was fourteen years of

age, I was to choose a guardian,

and be put out to a trade. With

the advice of my friends, I went to

live with one Henry Green, of Kil

lingley. With him I continued

3 r
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about nine months; but when I was

about to be bound to him, some dif

ficulties occurring, I left him and

went to live with one of my uncles,

Daniel Green, of Stoneham, about

ten miles from Boston, near my na

tive place. With him I lived about

one year. , My indenture was writ

ten to bind me till I was twenty

one; but some pecuniary difficul

ties prevented, and I left him and

went to live with one of my mo

ther's brothers, Thomas Lynde, of

Malden, my native place. With

him I lived about one year, when

my brother-in-law, Bixby, coming

from Connecticut, proposed a me

thod for my going to College. I

had for some years had an inclina

tion for study. People took notice

that I was bookish, and my mother

used to say she would be glad if I

could have learning. But there

seemed no way for it, as I could

not come at my property, till I was

twenty-one years old. My brother

Bixby proposed that my property,
which lay in land, and that too in

rtnership, should be sold, though

was under age—I engaging to

give deeds when I came to be of

e: and by choosing a new guar

dian, and by application to the

Judge of Probate, the thing was ac

complished. I viewed it as a ſa

vourable providence, that three

times I missed being bound out till

I was twenty-one years old, which

would doubtless have prevented a

liberal education. About a month

before I was seventeen years old, I

went to a grammar school, and pur

sued my studies till July, 1740,

when I was admitted into the col

lege at Cambridge, near Boston,

ºs eighteen years and an half
o

But I am now to give some ac

count of my convictions and reli

gious exercises, from the age of

fourteen, until this time. Froun

fourteen to near fifteen, I passed

my time in a large family of chil

dren, and among young persons ſtill

of vanity and ſolly; and I, like the

others, had little or no sense of di

vine things, was very stupid, and

neglected secret prayer almost en

tirely. From fifteen to sixteen, I

had some convictions, and prayed

in secret at times; but vanity and

corrupt nature generally prevailed,

and I knew little what religion was.

In the first half of my seventeenth

year, I had some strong convic

tions, the throat distemper being

then very mortal in the town where

I lived. I prayed at times, and

was much afraid of going to hell;

but the neighbourhood where I lived

wholly escaped the distemper; and

on the whole, I grew much more

vicious. I lived with wicked com

panions, one especially; and I now

began to think myself old enough,

and was encouraged to go into com

pany, to dancing frolicks, &c. This

was very agreeable to my corrupt

youthful nature; and by the fall of

the year I had become very vain,

and was in the high road to destruc

tion. But then I met with an aw

ful shock, and stopped short in my

career. I thought that I had com

mitted the unpardonable sin; and

it may be that but few who have

not committed it, have had more

reason to think so than I had—

What reason I had to fear, will ap

pear in the following narration:—

I had for several months de

pended upon making a visit to my

mother, at Killingly, in the fall of

the year. This was sixty miles

from Malden, where I now lived.

I had not been at Killingly to

see my mother for the space of

two years. In the course of that

visit I expected an opportunit

would offer to commit a sin,.

my corrupt nature prompted me to.

Sometimes, under conviction, I

thought I would not commit such a

sin; but generally my corrupt na

ture determined me to it, if I should

have the opportunity. In the lat

ter end of October I took the jour

ney, and went by the way of Lei

cester, where a number of my rela

tions lived. Between Leicester
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and Killingly, fifteen miles distant,

was a gloomy wilderness, where,

for the space of six or eight miles,

were very few houses: I was a per

ſect stranger to the road, having

never been that way before. It

was a cloudy day, and later in the

aſternoon than W supposed, when

alone I set out from Leicester, to

go to my mother's at Killingly. By

the time I had well gotten away

from the habitable parts, I was

overtaken by night, and it also be

gan to rain. Before it was quite

dark, I found a parting of the path;

and having no opportunity to in

quire, I happened to take the wron

way. After some time, I found the

path I was in grew less and less,

and it was very dark, being a rain

night, and no moon above the hori

zon. I soon supposed I was wrong,

but expected the path would lead

me to some house. Sometimes I

dismounted and led , my horse,

thinking I could keep the path bet

ter than he did. Sometimes I rode

and let my horse pick his way—at

best there was nothing but a nar

row cow path, and sometimes none

at all. It was exceeding dark, and

I could not find the way back to

the parting of the paths—What to

do I knew not. Sometimes I moved

onward, sometimes stopped and

considered; but generally kept go

ing on. At length I came near the

side of a river, or brook, swelled by

the late rains, which roared down

among the rocks, and made a hi

deous noise; and beside, it lay, as

I supposed, between me and the

path I must take, if I got right.

At length the old logs, brush, and

woods, became thicker and more

impassable, and I was at my wits’

end. I knew that bears and wolves

were often in that wilderness, and

I was entirely defenceless. Some

times I thought of lying down un

der a log till morning. But I was

cold and wet, for it continued rain

ing. I had nothing with me to eat;

my horse also was hungry, and no

thing for him to eat—the frost have

ing killed every green thing; and

if I let him loose to browse the

bushes, he might leave me. What

to do I knew not—In these circum

stances, my conscience fell upon

me, and brought my sins and omis

sions of duty to remembrance; es

pecially that I was now on a jour

ney in which I proposed to commit

sin. , I had many reflections in my

mind: I thought how justly God
had permitted me to ńſ into such

difficulties. Revolving much in my

mind my situation in that wilder

ness, and my state as a sinner, my

heart was inclined to cry to God for

help. I made my address to him,

and poured out my soul abundantly

—my circumstances enlarged my

heart. I confessed my sins and

omissions, especially my breach of

promise; for I had on one occasion

promised before God to pray in se

cret for a certain space of time, and

had often broken such promises.

In this my prayer and confession in

the wilderness, Isolemnly promised

and vowed, and bound my soul be

fore God as solemnly as I could,

that if he would deliver me out of

that wilderness, and grant that I

might get safe to my nother's house

that night, I would by no means

commit the sin which I had for

some time thought of committing;

and also that I would, within one

week after I got home from that

journey, begin to pray in secret.

evening and morning, and continue

so to do for a fortnight; and af

ter that would endeavour to pray

constantly—but that I would cer

tainly pray for a fortnight. Havin

laid myself under the double bond

of not committing the sin, and of

praying for a fortnight, and havin

ended my prayer, I againj
to move onward in the woods: and

I had not gone many rods, before I

saw a light, and not at a great dis
tance. f made towards it, and

soon came to a little house in the

woods. The family was not yet

abed. I made known my case;

they told me it was about three
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quarters of a mile through the

woods, to the road that I ought to

go in. I told them they must put

me in the road, or let me and my

horse tarry with them. I saw a

boy there, not so large as I was,

and I told him I would give him

what pence I had, which I think

were seven, if he would go and put

me in the road. About this time,

also, the moon arose; and though it

rained, yet it was so light that we

could see to travel. The boy con

sented to go, and after being put in

the road, I had no more difficulty

in finding the way, and I got safe to

my mother’s house a little after the

middle of the night.

I tarried about ten days with my

ſriends and acquaintances at Kil

lingly. I often thought of my so

lemn promise in the woods, and did

not directly seek an opportunity to

commit the sin. But every day I

was less and less affected with a

sense of my being lost in the woods,

and the promise I had made: and

the day before I was to set out on

my journey to Malden, I was led

into temptation. A number of cir

cumstances concurred to bring me

to the trial, and I endeavoured not

at all to keep out of the way of

temptation; and when an opportu

nity offered, I made a free and vo

luntary attempt to commit the sin,

but was unexpectedly prevented

and disappointed. After some hours

I repeatedly endeavoured it again,

but was still prevented, as to the

outward action; but in me it was

the same as if I had done it: for I

did what I could; my will was cer

tainly in the thing; and in the very

time of my endeavouring it, my

conscience put me in mind of my

F. and checked me: but I

earkened not, stifled conscience,

and resolutely complied with temp

tation, so far as I could : so that in

the sight of God I was guilty, and

that against light and conscience.

The next day I set out on my jour

ney, and returned home to Malden

—careless, stupid, and insensible of

my guilt. After my return home,

I recollected my promise in the

woods, and that one part of it was

“that within a week after I return

ed, I would begin to pray in se

cret;' but I thought with myself

that I had broke one part of the

promise, by endeavouring to com

mit the sin, and the promise being

broken, it would be much the same

if I neglected to pray; and so con

cluded that I would not observe

that part which respected praying.

The truth was, I had no inclination

or heart to pray, but felt amazingly

stupid and careless. This was my

condition till the last night of the

week after I returned; that is, the

night before the morning, when,

according to my promise, I was to

begin to pray-On which night I

had a remarkable dream.

(To be continued.)

-

MENTAL science,

Phenomena of Feeling.

In examining our mental exer

cises, we find a class which we de

nominate feelings, or emotions.

Much speculation has been excited

among philosophers concerning

these exercises; some refusing them

the distinctive appellation of a class,

and denying a generick difference

between them and intellectual ope

rations. But apprehensions are so

manifestly different from emotions,

that we think it unnecessary to

state and refute those speculations

which assume their identity, or si

milarity. It is quite sufficient to

refer every thinking inan to the

evidence of his own consciousness.

The difference is generick, and

therefore properly denotes a dis

tinct class, in which are to be in

cluded all mental exercises, which

are of the nature of emotion or feel

ing. However numerous their com

binations, and various their modifi

cations, a proper analysis will dis

cover their character and relation.
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The truth is, they are not as vari

ously modified as the operations of

intellect.

Mental feeling is the generick

indication; pleasure and pain are

the two modes of this class. Every

mental affection, desire, or pas

sion, will be found to possess the

generick distinction, and one or the

other of the modal characters; or,

as is sometimes the fact, a combi

nation of both. We shall not at

tempt to follow, establish, or refute

the theories of Reid, Stewart,

Brown, or Payne, but simply men

tion a few of the most important

phenomena of this class, and give

some brief specimens of illustra

tion, as we apprehend the facts.

We have mentioned affection, de

sire, and passion, as names of".

rations belonging to this class. But

these are general terms, which de

note the degrees of feeling, and not

the kind, mode, or relation of the

exercise. The same is true of emo

tions. In their general, or abstract

meaning, we cannot define them,

because they are only other names

for feelings, and they need no other

description than to call them de

grees of feeling; and refer every

thinking man to his own conscious

ness for the recognition. Affection,

without any qualifying term, may

indicate any kind, mode, or degree

of feeling, in relation to any object.

Desire is used to express any feel

ing of anxiety, more or less strong:

it follows the simple emotion of

pleasure or pain, and may be con

sidered generally as exciting voli

tion. Passion denotes a stronger

degree of feeling, and in common

usage means a sudden, highly ex

cited emotion. The most impor

tant distinction to be observed in

the use of these general terms, is

that between affection and passion.

Those emotions or feelings, which

gradually increase and abide, are

called affections; and those which

are suddenly excited, are strong

and vivid, and which soon subside,

are called passions. But in all this

the difference is circumstantial

only; the principal difference is in

degree.

Love is an affection which in

cludes pleasure and desire. It pre

supposes several things: an object

corresponding in its nature and

tendency with some propensity, or

character of the faculty which feels;

and an apprehension of the object,

and the quality or character suited

to awaken the emotion, are necessa

rily presupposed. Except what is

included in this statement, no rea

son can be given why we love any

object. The pleasure excited may

be greater or less in degree; and in

proportion to its strength will be the

desire to enjoy the object, or pro

mote its good, if it be capable of

enjoyment. The specific character

of this affection is distinguished by

the object, or by its intensity.

When the object denominates its

character it is easily understood,

as self-love, benevolence, friend

ship, patriotism, complacence, pa

ternal, filial and conjugal love. So,

where it is distinguished by the de

grees of its intensity, we use vari

ous terms, as respect, esteem, at

tachment and veneration. There

is no other method of analysing this

affection. It has no ingredients ex

cept pleasure and desire; and all

its modifications are by its objects,

degrees, or some circumstantial re

lation. Its moral estimate is ano

ther matter, hereafter to be consi

dered.

Hatred is an emotion directly

opposite to that of love. It consists

of pain, and desire to avoid or re

move the object which awakens the

feeling. The analysis is conducted

in the same manner as with love,

its opposite affection; and is modi

fied by the object, its degree, or

circumstantial relation. It is self

abhorrence, and misanthropy, or it

is disregard, disesteem and con

tempt.

The modifications of pleasure

are numerous; sometimes with

strong, and oftentimes with very
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slightshades of difference. Take for

an example of the former, gladness,

joy, delight, and compare them
with cheerfulness, contentment, sa

tisfaction, and the difference is

readily perceived. But compare

satisfaction with contentment, or

ladness with joy, the shade of dif

erence is very slight. They are all

modifications of the simple emo

tion of pleasure, connected with

less or more strength of desire.

The same method will show the

modifications of pain to be various

in different degrees. The terms

grief, regret and melancholy, indi

cate emotions of pain differently

modified in slight shades; while an

er, remorse, disgust and revenge,

iffer widely, in their modifica

tions and relations, from the pre

ceding and from each other. Take

any affection or passion, and ana

lyze it by observing its objects, re

lations, and degree of intensity,

then all that will be left will be an

emotion of pleasure or pain, and its

attendant desire. Let pride and

remorse be the examples for illus

tration.

Pride is considered essentially

an inordinate self-esteem; it is a

high degree of pleasure in one’s

real or supposed superior excel

lence, with a desire to make it ma

nifest. Now these ingredients sup

pose some other exercises of mind

beside feeling, but they belong not

to its proper description. Intellec

tual exercises are always presup

º in pride: there is always a

ligh estimate by the mind of its

state, qualifications, attainments,

or of whatever excites the emotion.

This estimate may be just, and yet

awaken the emotion properly called

pride. But it does not follow that

every man who highly estimates his

own qualities, attainments or pos

sessions is necessarily, or in fact,

influenced by pride. We make

these remarks to show that the in

tellectual process does not belong

to pride. Now separate, in the

analysis, what belongs to the man

ner and circumstances of its mani

festation, and what belongs to the

kindred feelings of haughtiness and

overbearing contempt of inferiors,

and the definition above will be ap

plicable to all cases.

Remorse is a painful feeling

which arises from self-accusation,

on a retrospection of one’s own

guilt. It presupposes a perception

of the standard by which the cha

racter is estimated, and a con

sciousness of criminality; but the

consequent painful feeling is the

remorse. There is one emotion pre

supposed in all cases of remorse:

it is an approbation of the rule or

standard by which the estimate is

made. The desire which belongs

to remorse varies with the nature,

relations and circumstances of the

crime and the criminal. Some

times it may be for restitution,

sometimes self-destruction, some

times to drown sensibility, and

sometimes to seek forgiveness.

The foregoing brief analysis of

some phenomena belonging to the

class of feeling, is sufficient for

the purpose of furnishing a speci

men of ascertaining both the na

ture and the modification of this

class. Recurring, now, to a prin

ciple already established, that all

mental exercises, of the same na

ture, belong to the same faculty,

we propose to make some remarks

on the name given to this faculty

in the scriptures; and on its uses.

This will render the present arti

cle both scriptural and practical.

The term which is used in the

holy scriptures to designate the fa

culty of feeling is heart. The

meaning of this term is an impor

tant subject of inquiry. . It is used

in connexions where it is very ne

cessary to be understood, because

great importance is attached to the

heart and its operations. Although

the term is used in different senses

in different passages of the Bible,

sometimes figuratively, more or less

extended or limited, yet it has an

appropriate distinctive meaning,
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when applied to the source of moral

exercises. We intend not to ex

amine all the different senses in

which the term heart is used in the

Bible, or in common language; a

few only will be sufficient. Its li

teral and common meaning is, to

denote the muscular organ which

gives circulation to the blood; one

of the primary organs of animal

life. It is scarcely necessary to

saw that we have no reference to

this vital organ in our present dis

cussion: as physiologists we might

have something to say of the mate

rial organ, but as mental philoso

phers nothing. The term is also

used to denote the vital part, and

sometimes the inner or hidden part

of any thing: with these meanings

we have at present no concern. Our

only object now is, to remark on

some of the meanings of this term

as applied to mind. It is here pro

per to say, that by far the greatest

number of the terms applied to

mind are borrowed from material

things, or have their original and

literal application to the properties

of matter. But while in this view

words are taken from their original

and literal meaning, and may be

said to be figuratively employed,

common usage has so familiarized

them to the ear and thoughts, that

we scarcely think of any other than

the figurative import.

Heart is one of the terms, though

figurative in the above sense, as ap

plied to mind, which has, from its

use, a proper meaning; and when

it is applied to the seat or source of

affections it is used properly. Thus

we read of a good heart, an evil

heart, of sorrowful, joyous, hard,

roud, tender, faint, and pure

nearts. By these and many like

uses of the term heart, are meant

plainly, the seat of mental feeling;

but it would be manifestly impro

per to substitute the name of any

other faculty in the places where

heart is thus properly used. We

never speak of a sorrowful, or joy

ous understanding, nor of a hard

or tender will. By a metonymy,

heart is used for an affection or pas

sion in many instances, which will

readily occur to the reflecting reader

as he peruses his Bible. By a dif

ferent form of the figure, heart is

sometimes used for the soul, or

mind, with all its faculties, which

instances are easily distinguished

by the careful reader. These sug

gestions will be sufficient to show

what we think is the true meaning

of the term heart in the scriptures,

and in mental philosophy. e re

peat it, that it may not be misunder

stood or forgotten—heart is thefa

culty offeeling, or seat of affections

and passions, in distinction from

the faculties of knowledge and vo

lition.

The heart is a moral faculty, as

is evident from the scriptures, and

from the nature of the case. Jesus

Christ, who proved his divinity b

that perfection of the true God,

searching the heart, declared that

from the heart proceeds every evil.

(Matt. xv. 18, 19.) The question,

what belongs to man of a moral na

ture, and why is it moral? deserves

more full and particular considera

tion than we shall attempt to give

it in this place. In some future

article we intend to give the result

of a careful examination of this im

ortant question. For the present

it is enough to say, that the heart

is a moral faculty, because it is the

seat of praise or blame, good or

evil, sin or holiness in man. We

shall not deny the depravity or per

version of the other faculties, or

their sanctification in the saint, but

we mean to say, that the scriptures

do represent the heart as the seat

of that which is morally good or

evil in man. (Matt. xii. 34, 35.)

The affections are, therefore, more

directly expressive of all moral

qualities than perception or voli

tion.

The heart is the governing ſa

culty of the mind, and its charac

ter determines the character of the

man. Men perceive objects of a
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physical and moral character, but

the mere perception does not pro

duce any action, nor discover cha

racter, except the mere fact that

they are intellectual beings. Good

men and bad men may perceive the

same objects—they may see the

same evidences of God’s power,

wisdom and goodness, in his works

and providence, but they feel very

differently affected in view of the

same truths. We can have no

doubt that holy angels and fallen

spirits feel very differently in view

of the same developments of God’s

plan. The temper of the heart,

therefore, gives character to men

and angels. It is the feeling that

governs the conduct. Holy angels

act very differently from wicked
angels; and wicked men act dif

ferently from good men, in their

moral relations, and that because

they feel differently from each other.

The reason is entirely obvious,

therefore, why the revelation of

God contains such special injunc

tions to keep the heart, and to direct

its exercises towards God and ho

liness. Its governing influence,

and being the source of character,

account for the fervent appeals

made to men's hearts, in the scrip

tures of truth.

The uses of this faculty have been

already, in part, intimated; but we

are desirous to add a few thoughts

on this suggestion, in the close of

this article.

In addition to the intimations al

ready made, we say that one im

portant use of the faculty is to ren

der men responsible agents. It is

the heart alone, which feels a sense

of responsibleness; and without a

faculty to feel a sense of obligation,

no obligation could bind man: he

could not be a subject of praise or

blame. Here it may, perhaps, be

said by some, that men perceive

their relations to law, and to God

the Lawgiver, that without under

standing, man could not be morally

bound, and that understanding is,

therefore, the faculty connecting

with obligation. But to make this

matter plain, let it be observed that

all the faculties of understanding,

heart and will, are necessary to con

stitute man a moral, accountable

agent. No man can be a responsible

subject of moral government unless

he has a faculty of knowing his

relations, a faculty of feeling the

influence of inducement, and a fa

culty of action—that is, he must be

a perceptive, sensitive, voluntary

agent. But after all, some one of

these faculties must be more imme

diately connected with the idea of

obligation than the other, and this

we think must be the heart. Take

another view of the facts in the case.

It is moral agency alone that can

fit a man for obligation. There

must be an internal principle of ac

tion, which is itself a moral prin

ciple. Man has such a principle of

action, and that is the heart, which

alone can feel. Without this capa

bility of feeling in man, there could

be no action. No motive would

influence him, nothing could induce

him to seek one object or avoid

another. The heart is the spring

of action, consequently that on

which obligation ultimately rests.

Take one more view of the subject.

That, which distinguishes good be

ings from bad, must be of a moral

character, belong to the moral fa

culty, and correspond with, or vio

late responsibility. That faculty

which renders man virtuous or vi

cious, renders him capable of moral

obligation; and the exercise of that

principle might be under moral re

sponsibility.

There is another use of this ſa

culty which will show that man's

moral obligation connects primari

ly with the heart—it is to render

him capable of happiness or mi

sery, susceptible of reward or pu

nishment. A responsible man must

be liable to punishment if he vio

late his obligation, otherwise to re

ward. But no reward or punish

ment can be appreciated in pros

pect, or felt when present, without
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a faculty of feeling; this brings us

to the same result as before, the

heart is the grand qualification for

sustaining obligation.

It is evident that the great de

sign of this capacity is that minds

may enjoy happiness, and that they

should feel obligation to seek their

own and promote the happiness of
others. There can be no doubt that

this heart is capable of increasing

degrees of happiness or misery.

We believe it will be eternally ex

anding its capacity for enjoyment,

if in this life it shall be prepared to

enjoy the development of eternal

scenes; or if not prepared to de

light in those scenes, its capacity

for misery will be for ever increas

ing. The everlasting increase of

knowledge will bring along with it

an everlasting increase of pleasure

or pain. It is not at all wonderful,

therefore, that so much importance
should be attached to the heart in

the scriptures of truth; that God

should look upon the heart to as

certain the character; should de

mand the heart as the primary fa
culty of obedience, º predicate

obligation and ultimate responsibi

lity principally of its character and

operations. How elevated, with

this capacity fitted for the enjoy

ment of God, may man become?

Bound to the throne of God for

ever, by a heart fitted for deriving

enjoyment immediately from the

perfections, glory and government

of the only true God—to know whom

is eternal life! But how debased

and forlorn in wretchedness, with

this capacity unfitted for the enjoy

ment of God, may man become?

Bound to existence by the hand of

God, and to his dominion who made

him, by an obligation which he per

petually violates, who can estimate

the misery of his eternal curse!

These thoughts arise from the ca

pability of man’s heart to feel,

without entering into an estimate

of his moral character and relations,

any further than the principles of

his being necessarily imply them.

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

We close this article with a sin

gle remark, obviously suggested by
the foregoing examination. It is

this, a correct knowledge of the

heart, as a faculty of the mind, is of

vast importance in understanding

and applying the holy scriptures.

Every man who errs in his view of

this faculty, will be at fault in the

interpretation of many parts of the
Bible. If the heart mean a dis

tinct, permanent faculty, consist

ing of different propensities or ap
titudes, then we shall understand

and apply the Bible descriptions of

its change and influence agreeably

to their philological import; but if

we understand it to mean exercises

only, we must have a new rule of

interpretation of many passages,

and shall often find difficulty in

their application. Illustrations of

several principles and facts now

suggested, will be given hereafter.

-

The PRESENT STATE OF THE PRES

BYTElrian Church.

JW'o. II.

Agreeably to an intimation in

our last number, we are now to en

deavour to show how the majority

in the last Assembly came to be

what it was. On this point, we

have no hesitation in saying, gene

rally, that it was the result of pre

concerted plan and effort. This

has been freely admitted by some

who helped to form the majority.

It was, indeed, openly avowed by

a member, on the floor of the house,

that he had come to the Assembly

for the express purpose of using

his influence, with others, for ef

fecting, if possible, two things.-

One was, to vindicate Mr. Barnes;

and the other, to change the Board

of Missions, and put out of office

the Corresponding Secretary and

General Agent of that Board. His

errand, without doubt, was the same

with that of many others; and we

think, that without any constrained

3 G
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or unnatural inference, it might

afford a solution of the problem

before us—even if there were not

known facts, as there certainly are,

whose indication is precisely the

88tme.

In the winter previous to the

meeting of the General Assembly,

extra copies of the Philadelphian,

to the amount of a good many hun

dreds, containing a favourable state

ment of the case of Mr. Barnes,

and his own explanations and de

fence of the sermon which had led

to the proceedings against him in

the Presbytery of Philadelphia, had

been sent gratuitously into almost

every section of the Presbyterian

church. Shortly after this occur

rence, the Corresponding Secretary

and General Agent of the Home

Missionary Society, issued a series

of letters, published at Cincinnati,

assailing the character of the Cor

responding Secretary and General

Agent of the Assembly’s Board of

Missions, and through him, impli

cating deeply the proceedings and

the published report of the Board

itself. Strong excitement , was

doubtless produced and cherished

by these means, in the minds of

those friendly to the person, prin

ciples, and cause of Mr. Barnes,

and to the measures, operations,

and plans, of the Home Missionar

Society; and hostile to the deci

sions of the Presbytery of Phila

delphia, and to all who favoured

those decisions; and likewise to the

Board of Missions of the General

Assembly, and especially to itsCor

responding Secretary and General

Agent. Thus, if we combine friend

ship to Mr. Barnes, love of the

new theology, partiality to the

Home Missionary Society, hostility

to the Board of Missions, and spe

cial resentment against its faithful

and efficient secretary, and consi.

der all these active principles as

put under a strong excitement—

we shall be at no loss to account

for the exertions which were made

to secure that kind of a majority

which appeared in the last General

Assembly; and we shall cease to

wonder, if those who were elected

were more generally and punctual

ly present in the Assembly, and at

its very opening, than those who

felt little else than the ordinary

motives to attend.

There were, however, some other

circumstances relative to the elec

tion of members to the last As

sembly, peculiarly favourable to

the ensuring of the majority which

was actually obtained. In some

sections of the church, the fla

É. unconstitutional practice,

eretofore noticed, had become

considerably extensive—the prac

tice of sending forward to the

Assembly men commissioned as

ruling eſders, who had never been

either ordained or elected as elders.

These, to a man, it is believed,

were found in the majority; their

previous feelings, principles and

views, having fully disposed them

to place themselves on that side of

the house, on every important ques

tion. What their number was is

unknown, but it doubtless formed

an item of some importance. An

other considerable item was form

ed by the missionaries and agents

of the Home Missionary Society.

Having no stated charges to leave,

their attendance on the Assembly

was less inconvenient than would

have been that of settled pastors; and

their readiness to co-operate in put

ting down a rival Board, a chief

object in view, as the declaration to

which we have adverted demon

strates—could not be questioned.

In Presbyteries, therefore, in which

their known sentiments were ap

proved, they were commissioned to

the Assembly, in far greater num

bers, it is believed, than on any

former occasion; their attendance

also was general and punctual, and

they voted in mass with the majority.

The gentleman who became the

Moderator of the Assembly, and

the Corresponding Secretary and

General Agent of the Home Mis
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sionary Society, there is good rea

son to believe, had the chief agency

in marshalling the measures and

the men, that gave character to the

Assembly. The former individual

had spent a part of the preceding

autumn, and the whole .P. win

ter, on a visit to the south; had

travelled considerably, and had,

if we are rightly informed, at
tended ºf judicatures of the

church in that section of our coun

try: and that he there used all his

influence to insure the result which

was witnessed when the Assembly

convened, and that the Secretary

and agent of the Home Missionary

Society did the same in the north

and east, where his influence and

operations were most extensive,

none we suppose will deny or doubt.

That the candidate for the Modera

tor’s chair, to whom every vote was

to be given, had also been agreed

on, was, if there were no other evi

dence, so strongly indicated when

the vote came to be taken, that we

believe the fact was questioned by

Il0 one,

The preconcerted operations and

arrangements which have now been

noticed, were conducted with won

derful secrecy and address; for

widely extensive as they necessa

rily were, those whom they were to

affect unfavourably, did not, we

know, even suspect their existence.

They had themselves made some

exertions to secure a return of such

members to the Assembly as they

believed would favour their cause;

and they did not doubt that their

opponents had done the same. But

that such an extended, active, and

systematick combination had been

entered into against them, was as

perfectly unknown and unappre

hended by them, till it began to de

velope itself in the choice of a Mo

derator, as if the thing had been in

itself an impossibility. In military

phrase, they had been completely out

generalled, and were taken perfect

Iy by surprise. Had the facts

which became manifest during the

sessions of the Assembly been ge

nerally known or suspected before

the meeting, we are confident there

would not have been so many ab

sences of the old school Presbyte

rians, as was notoriously the case.

Some absences there doubtless were

on both sides, but they are believed

to have been threefold as numerous

on the side of the old school, as on

that of the new.

We should feel ourselves inex

cusable for devoting to the forego

ing statement, so much space as

it occupies, if it did not serve, and

if indeed, it were not necessary,

to show what is the present state of

the Presbyterian church; and if a

better and more general knowledge

of this state, were not, as we firm y

believe, essential to its safety, per

haps to its existence. Well do we

remember the time—and we have a

melancholy pleasure in recollect

ingit—when there was no planning
or electioneering for commissioners

to the Assembly: when, in some

Presbyteries going to the supreme

judicatory of our church was a pri

vilege or a duty—and regarded

more as the latter than the former–

which was taken in rotation by the

members: when there was no pre

concert whatever, on the subject:

when all the inquiry was, who

could go with the greatest conve

nience, or who were the ablest men

that the Presbytery could send:

when the coming together in the

Assembly, was a universal meeting

of brother with brother, and the

social intercourse at such meetings

was of the most free and delightful

kind: when the theological views

of the members, if not perfectly

harmonious, were so little at vari

ance as to produce no discord:

when the constitution of the church

both as to doctrine and govern

ment, was cordially approved, and

made, in practice as well as in

name, the standard by which every

thing was fairly tried; and when,

of course, the first manifestation of

heresy, was nipped in the bud.
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But how totally different the state

of our church now is, the foregoing

exhibition demonstrates. And what

we ask, has produced this differ

ence? Can it be denied that it has

been altogether caused, by the com

ing in of men who hold doctrines

widely at variance with those held

by the founders of our church—by

founders who certainly well under

stood the meaning and import of

the constitution which they adopt

ed—the coming in of men who, in

addition to latitudinarianism in doc

trine, are not real Presbyterians,but

more than half Congregationalists,

in their views and feelings, in rela

tion to ecclesiastical order and

church government? The denial

cannot be made, with any show of

truth or plausibility. And is it right?

is it reasonable? ought it to be en

dured? that those who still hold

the opinions, and wish to maintain

the order and institutions of the

founders and builders up of the

Presbyterian church, should be put

down, by men whom their own-le

nity and indulgence have admitted

into the bosom of this church 2 The

questions carry their answers with

them. And here—let it be well

noted—is the source of all that

scheming and electioneering which

has been going on in our church for

several years past, and which was

never before so active and general,

as in the year which immediately

preceded the last meeting of the

Assembly.

It will always happen that party

spirit in one portion of the church

will begetitin another. Indeed when

parties exist, and are earnestly op

posed to each other, the one that uses

no means to obtain or preserve an

ascendancy, will almost inevitably

be crushed, by the one that actively

employs such means—The crimi

nality of party spirit, therefore,

rests principally with those who

call it into action; who first give

occasion for it; who first indulge

it; and who render it necessary to

self-preservation in the party they

oppose. We have admitted that in

the year past the old school Pres

byterians made use of some exer

tions to secure a majority in the

last General Assembly; but they

certainly did not make use of half

the efforts employed by their oppo

nents; and some means to which

their opponents resorted we hope

they never will employ—We hope

they never will introduce into the

Assembly a corps of men who have

no constitutional right to be there

we hope their commissioners will

never come with their minds made

up to do certain things whether

right or wrong—resolved to vote

on debatable and questionable -

points in a certain way, before they

have heard with candour, arguments

calculated to produce a change of

opinion. But fas est al hoste do:

ceri—We do wish the old school

Presbyterians may learn from their

opposers, what those opposers have

rendered necessary; that is, to be

active throughout the year, in che

rishing and extending the opinions

which they wish to prevail; in pre

paring to send to the Assembly a

delegation which will represent

them fairly; and in taking mea

sures that all their commissioners,

both lay and clerical, not only give

their attendance in the Assembly,

but give it in season to vote for a

Moderator.

We have now adverted to the un

happy, and ever to be deplored

party spirit, which at present dis:

turbs the Presbyterian church; and

the radical causes of its origin and

progress have been noticed. But

the peculiar ardour of excitement

now prevalent, is principally at

tributable to a special cause, which

ought to be more distinctlv marked

—It is not the case of Mr. Barnes—

That case was indeed made an ad

junct and auxiliary of the principal

cause; but the cause itself, the

baneful apple of discord which has

been thrown into the midst of us,

is the inflexible purpose and un

tiring efforts of the Corresponding
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Secretary and general Agent of the

A. H. M. S. to amalgamate the

Board of Missions of the General

Assembly with that Society. It is

readily admitted that that society

has done much to supply with the

word of life and the ordinances of

the gospel, the destitute portions of

uur land: and it was among the

first acts of the Assembly's Board

of Missions, after its new organiza

tion, to invite it to a friendly cor

respondence and co-operation. No

thing less, however, than a formal

connexion of the Board with the

society, and associating it with

some seven or eight religious

bodies, most of them congrega

tional, and without any formulary

of faith or government, would sa

tisfy the advocate of amalgamation.

The palpable inexpediency, impro

priety, and even unlawfulness, of

the proposed connexion, has been

distinctly and fully shown—but

shown and urged in vain. In vain

has it been said, and often repeated.--

“Pursue your own course, and suf

fer us to pursue ours." In this way

more funds will be raised for mis

sionary purposes, and more relief

will be sent to the destitute. Your

principles of association and orga

nization we cannot adopt. But we

will rejoice in all the good you do;

and if you will consent to act fra

ternally, we will not interfere with

you, nor hinder you, more than un

avoidably happens in the case of all

the numerous benevolent institu

tions of the day, which seek, as

many of them do, their supplies and

patronage from the same sources—

The missionary field is wide enough

for us and for you, and if you will

be neighbourly, and leave us unmo

lested, there will be no such differ

ence or interference as mutual

friendly feelings cannot easily com:

pose and satisfactorily arrange.”

Refusing to listen to these peaceful
suggestions, strife has been kin

lied, and then its existence has

been pleaded as a new and power

tul reason for amalgamation—as if

the pressing together of parties al

ready alienated, would not in

crease, instead of allaying, their

irritation and jealousy. fiscord

thus promoted in the church at

large, has thence been transferred

to the General Assembly. There,

an equal voice with the friends of

the Assembly’s Board is possessed

by the members of the A. H. M. S.

in disposing of all the affairs of an

institution which they regard as a

rival; while they manage their own

concerns without any objection or

hindrance whatsoever, from those

whom, in the Assembly, they harass

and seek to overrule. The palpa

ble inequality and impropriety of

such a state of things, requires no

argument or explanation to expose

it. Much longer it cannot, and

ought not to continue. In what

way it is to be remedied we know

not; but in stating the immediate

exciting causes of the lamentable

divisions, controversies, and aliena

tions which mark the present dis

tressing state of the Presbyterian

church, we should not do justice to

the subject, if we did not set down

as the most effective of all, the

plans, and measures, and demands

of the A. H. M. S., and the inter

ference of its members, both in the

General Assembly and out of it,

with the Board of Missions, formed

and sustained by that judicatory,

and directly responsible to it for all

its transactions.

In our next number, the course

pursued by the last Moderator of

the General Assembly will come

under consideration.

-

From the Christian Observer for Jºſay last.

ORIGINAL LETTER OF THE IRF.V.

Robert HALL.

The following copy of a letter

from the late Mr. Robert Hall to a

friend of his, was some time since

found among some papers of a de

ceased relative. It has never ap
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peared in print, but is well worthy

of being preserved from oblivion;

and there can be no impropriety,

now that the writer has entered

into his rest, in publishing this

truly consolatory epistle. F. B.

To JMr. H. on the death of Mrs. H.

“My dear friend,-I cannot ex

press the emotions of soul which I

felt on receiving from your valuable

son an account of the death of his

dear mamma. I often realize in my

mind, and think I see you in various

postures, and with indications of

heartfelt sorrow and pungent per

plexity. Oh! the piercing pangs of

grief attending such a separation!

They cannot be expressed nor pic

tured, but in idea. I have felt, I

daily feel, for you and your dear

children. Your and their loss is

great indeed. More But stop,

my friend: the sluices of sorrow

ought not to be kept open, but the

torrent of grief abated, lest it swell

beyond the bounds of Christian mo

deration and overwhelm the soul.

How favourable to mourners is the

blessed gospell Gaze not, there

fore, on the dark side of the cloud.

The black and sable dispensation is

tinged with radiant beams of the

Sun of Righteousness, which por

tend a glorious coming day. Could

. hear the dear departed spirit,

er language would be, ‘Refrain

from tears; I am well: weep not

for me.”

“Consider, my dear friend: He

who gave her, reserved a superior

right to her: this she, through grace,

sweetly acquiesced in: and though

she gave herself to you, for a time,

yea, till time with her should be no

more; she gave herself to the Lord

in everlasting covenant, never to be

forgotten. The Lord, her first, her

best husband, was not willing to

bear her absence any longer, and

therefore sent his chariot to convey

her home, saying, “Arise, my fair

one, and come away.”

“My friend, you will likewise

consider, that you and she are not

far separated; for although all com

munication be now broken off, you

are yet, and will for ever, continue

in the same house, even the house

of mercy; that divine, capacious,

and beautiful structure which Je

hovah hath said, “shall be built up

for ever.” In that house are many

mansions. We are in the lower

apartments, while she is admitted

to the large upper room, where Je

sus keeps the feast with his disci

}. and by and by I hope the

ord will give us a gracious token,

and say, ‘Come up hither.’

“You know, sir, it is an evil time;

a gloomy prospect attends the land:

her righteous soul may in mercy
be taken from the evil to come.

However, it is in the Lord’s hands,

who says, “Be still, and know that

I am God.” Difficulties and increas

ing cares, it is true, devolve upon

you; but know that the Lord is all

sufficient. It makes not much,

whether burthens be lessened or in

creased, if strength be but in exact

proportion; and He who cannot lie

hath said, “My strength shall be

perfected in thy weakness; and, as

thy day is so shall thy strength be.”

Creatures are like candles: ver

useful, and always most irº,
when the sun is absent; but if he

arise, we can do without them.

May the Lord arise and shine, and

his glory light upon you and yours!

As death does not separate from the

I.ord, neither does it divide the

saints from one another. Your spi

rit and hers daily meet at the same

throne; she to praise, and you to

pray: therefore, in that sense,

though absent in the body, you are

present in the spirit; and after a

while you will meet in person, to

art no more; for “they that sleep

in Jesus will the Lord bring with

him.” In the mean time, we are

called to walk by faith, and not by

sight; and He, in whom we may

safely confide, hath declared, "All

things work together for good.” It

was once a reconciling thought to
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me in great trouble, that afflictions

areºr. in Scripture to work

men; all employed, and busy in the

Christian's behalf. They work for

you: it might have been against

you, as is frequently feared. They

work together; not separately, but

in happy harmony. I then thought,

the more the better, if God direct

and point out their employment;

for the end to be accomplished, is

a far more exceeding and eternal

weight of glory.” As persons take

pleasure in reviewing the industri

nus workman, so the Christian,

with Paul, may rejoice, not only in

the Lord, but in his tribulation also.

I take pleasure in afflictions also,”

&c. If God send a great affliction

(thought I), we may then view it as

a fresh workman, engaged in our

favour; and not only so, but look

upon it as one who, in consequence

of singular strength, will dispatch

business (though of a heavy nature)

at a great pace. Thus those for

whom they are employed will grow

rich at last. Among others, let pa

tience have her perfect work: she

is a pensive, but a precious grace.

Have, likewise, labours abundant

in the Lord: Desire goes in search

after celestial productions; Hope

stands on tiptoe to view them;

Faith goes to receive them, and

* them home. Thus, the just

shall live by his faith; for what

Faith brings, Love cordially re

ceives, and Wolition bids it welcome.

Joy sings, and makes sweet melody;

Peace possesseth; Rest receives;

and Fear ceaseth to quake, and

Jealousy to tremble. How well is

it for the soul, when tribulation

worketh for her, and when every

grace is active in her! Angels en

camp about her, and God rejoiceth

over her to do her good.—l would

not be tedious: excuse my prolix

ity.

'i remain your affectionate and

sympathizing friend, and I hope

brother in the kingdom and patience

of Christ Jesus.

RobERT HALL.

itbittuš.

The following Review is taken

from the Christian Observer of

April last. In that work, some of

the severest remarks that it has

ever contained, were made on Dr.

Thomson, in relation to the Apo

cryphal controversy in the British

and Foreign Bible Society; and we

know that in consequence of those

remarks, and those of a like cha

racter in the Eclectic Review, some

have been led to entertain a very

unfavourable opinion of the whole

character of Dr. Thomson. We

think that Dr. T. went to an ex

treme in that controversy, and the

reviewers to quite as great an ex

treme in their censures. It is plea

sant to see the reviewer in the

Christian Observer, willing to re

move the unfavourable impressions

he had made; but our chief design

in inserting this review in our

pages is, to give our readers the ex

tract from the sermon of Dr. Chal

mers. We think Dr. C. in draw

ing the character of his friend, which

we believe to be strictly just, has

made one of his happiest efforts.

The character of Dr. Thomson,

taken as a whole, was of the most

estimable kind; distinguished alike

for fervent piety, and superior ta

lent; and it has found an eulogist

worthy of his subject.

A SERMon, preached in St. George's

Church, Edinburgh, on Occasion

of the Death of the Rev. Dr. Jin

rew Thomson. By the Rev. T.

Chalmers, D. D. Glasgow. 1831.

The name of Dr. Thomson hav

ing hitherto appeared in our vo

lumes chiefly in reference to an
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unhappy controversy, in which he

bore a conspicuous part, it is truly

grateful to our feelings—more es

pecially now that he has quitted a

world of turmoil and controversy,

and entered upon that blessed state

where all is peace—to sketch those

bright features of his portrait which

will abundantly relieve any shades

which in some instances hung

around it. This pleasing office we

are enabled to discharge by means

of the funeral discourse now before

us, which is one of those striking,

splendid, and thrilling composi

tions, which Dr. Chalmers is able,

apparently almost without effort or
premeditation, to throw off, for the

mingled delight, instruction, and

edification of his readers. Our only

task shall be transcription, without

comment: for thus . we most

gratify our readers: most honour

the writer, whose own pages are

his best eulogium; and most gra

phically exhibit that remarkable

man, the subject of his narrative,

who deserves to be known in the

South, as he was in the North, by

far other characteristicks than those

which are currently associated with

his name in the Bible Society con

troversy. The following are some

of the principal passages of Dr.

Chalmers's powerful description.

“I need not say, to this assembly of

mourners, in what more striking and im

pressive form the lºsson has been given to

us. It is just as if death had wanted to

make the highest demonstration of his

sovereignty, and for this purpose had se

lected as his mark, him who stood the

foremost, and the most conspicuous in the

view of his countrymen. I speak not at

present of any of the relations in which

he stood to the living society immediately

around him—to the thousands in church

whom his well-known voice reached upon

the Sabbath—to the tens of thousands in

the city, whom through the week, in the

varied rounds and meetings of Christian

philanthropy, he either guided by his

counsel, or stimulated by his eloquence.

You know, over and above, how far the

wide, and the wakeful, and the untired

benevolence of his nature carried him;

and that, in the labours, and the locomo

tions connected with these, he may be

said to have become, the personal ac

quaintance of the people of Scotland. In
somuch, that there is not a village in the

land, where the tidings of his death have

not conveyed the intimation, that a mas

ter in Israel has fallen; and I may also

add, that such was the charm of his com

panionship, such the cordiality lighted up

by his presence in every household, that,

connected with his death, there is, at

this moment, an oppressive sadness in the

hearts of many thousands, even of our

most distant Scottish families. And so, a

national lesson has been given forth by

this event, even as a national loss has been

incurred by it. It is a public death in the

view of many spectators. And when one

thinks of the vital energy by which every

deed and every utterance were pervaded

—of that prodigious strength which but

gamboled with the difficulties that would

have so depressed and overborne other

men—of that prowess in conflict, and that

promptitude in counsel with his fellows

—of that elastic buoyancy which ever

rose with the occasion, and bore him on

ward and upward to the successful termi

nation of his cause—of the weight and

multiplicity of his engagement; and yet,

as if nothing could overwork that colossal

mind, and that robust framework, the

perfect lightness and facility where with

all was executed,—when one thinks, in

the midst of these powers and these per

formances, how intensely he laboured, I

had almost said, how intensely he lived,

in the midst of us, we cannot but acknow

ledge, that death, in seizing upon him,

hath made full proof of a mastery that sets

all the might and all the promise of hu

manity at defiance. -

“But while in no possible way could

general society have, through means of

but one individual example, been more

impressively told of the power of death

—to you, in particular, it is a lesson of

deepest pathos. The world at large, can

form no estimate of the tenderness which

belongs to the spiritual relationship,

though I trust that on this topick, myste.

rious to them, yet familiar, I hope and

believe to many of you, I now speak to a

goodly number who can own him as their

spiritual father.”—pp. 5–7.

“The lesson is prodigiously enhanced,

when we pass from his pulpit to his house

hold ministrations. I perhaps do him

wrong, in supposing that any large pro

portion of his hearers did not know him

personally—for such was his matchless

superiority to fatigue, such the uncon

querable strength and activity of his na

ture, that he may almost be said to have

accomplished a sort of personal ubiquity

among his people. But ere you can ap

preciate theº effect of this, let me
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advert to a principle of very extensive

operation in nature. Painters know it

well. They are aware, how much it adds

to the force and beauty of any represen

tation of theirs, when made strikingly

and properly to contrast with the back

ground on which it is projected. And

the same is as true of direct nature, set

forth in one of our own immediate scenes,

as of reflex nature, set forth by the ima

gination and pencil of an artist. This is

often exemplified in those Alpine wilds,

where beauty may, at times, be seen em

bosomed in the lap of grandeur,-as

when, at the base of a lofty precipice,

some spot of verdure, or peaceful cot

tage-home, seems to smile in more in

tense loveliness, because of the towering

strength and magnificence which are be

hind it. Apply this to character, and

think how precisely analogous the effect

is—when, from the ground-work of a cha

racter that, mainly, in its texture and ge

neral aspect, is masculine, there do .# -

resce the forth-puttings of a softer na

ture, and those gentler charities of the

heart, which come out irradiated in ten

fold beauty, when they arise from a sub

stratum of moral strength and grandeur

underneath. It is thus, when the man of

strength shows himself the man of ten

derness; and he who, sturdy and impreg

nable in every righteous cause, makes

his graceſul descent to the ordinary com

panionships of life, is found to mingle,

with kindred warmth, in all the cares and

the sympathies of his fellow-men. Such,

I am sure, is the touching recollection of

very many who now hear me, and who

can tell, in their own experience, that the

vigour of his pulpit, was only equalled by

the fidelity and the tenderness of his

household ministrations. They under

stand the whole force and significancy of

the contrast I have now been speaking of

—when the pastor of the church becomes

the pastor of the family; and he who, in

the crowded assembly, held imperial sway

over every understanding, entered some

parent's lowly dwelling, and prayed and

wept along with them over their infant's

dying bed. It is on occasions like these

when the minister carries to its highest

pitch the moral ascendency which be.

longs to his station. It is this which fur.

nushes him with a key to every heart,-

and when the triumphs of charity are su

peradded to the triumphs of argument,

then it is that he sits enthroned over the

affections of a willing people.

“But I dare not venture any further on

this track of observation. While yet

standing aghast at a death which has come

upon us all with the rapidity of a whirl

wind, it might be easy, by means of a few

touching and graphic recollections, to

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

raise a tempest of emotion in the midst

of you. It might be easy to awaken, in

vivid delineation to the view of your

mind, him who but a few days ago trod

upon the streets of our city with tie foot

steps of firm manhood; and took part,

with all his accustomed earnestness and

vigour in the busy concerns of living

men. We could image forth the intense

vitality which beamed in every look, and

kept up, to the last moment, the incessant

play of a mind, that was the fertile and

ever-eddying fountain of just and solid

thoughts. We could ask you to think of

that master-spirit, with what presiding ef.

ficacy, yet with what perfect lightness and

ease, he moved among his fellow-men;

and, whether in the hall of debate, or in

the circles of private conviviality, subor

dinated all to his purposes and views.

We could fasten our regards on that dread

encounter, when Death met this most

powerful and resolute of men upon his

way, and, laying instant arrest upon his

movements, held him forth, in view of the

citizens, as the proudest, while the most

appalling of his triumphs. We could bid

you weep at the thought of his agonized

family—or rather, hurrying away from

this big and insupportable distress—we

would tell of the public grief and the

public consternation,-how the tidings of

some great disaser flew from household

to household, till, under the feeling of one

common and overwhelming bereavement,

the whole city became a city of mourners

—we could recall to you that day when

the earth was committed to the earth

from which it came—and the deep seri

ousness that sat on every countenance

bespoke, not the pageantry, but the whole

power and reality of wo. We could

point to his closing sepulchre, and read

to you there the oft-repeated lesson of

man's fading and evanescent glories.

But we gladly, my brethren, we gladly

make our escape from all these images,

and these sentiments, of oppressive me

lancholy. We would fain take refuge in

other views, and betake ourselves to some

other direction.”—pp. 9–12.

After these masterly general

sketches, Dr. Chalmers proceeds to

delineate in detail the character of

his lamented friend, as a theologian,

and as a man.

The following is his estimate of

his theology.

“In briefest possible definition, his was

the olden theology of Scotland. A tho

roughly devoted son of our church, he

was, through life, the firm, the unflinch

ing advocate of its articles, and its formu

laries, and its rights, and the whole polity

3 H
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of its constitution and discipline. His

creed he derived, by inheritance from the

fathers of the Scottish Reformation—not,

however, as based on human authority,

but as based and upholden on the au

thority of Scripture alone. Its two great

articles are—justification, only by the

righteousness of Christ—sanctification,

only by that Spirit which Christ is com

missioned to bestow, the one derived to

the believer by faith—the other derived

by faith too, because obtained and rea

lized in the exercise of believing prayer.

This simple and sublime theology, con

necting i. influences of heaven with the

moralities of earth, did the founders of

our church incorporate, by their cate

chisms, with the education of the people;

and, through the medium of a clergy, who

maintained their orthodoxy and their zeal

for several generations, was it faithfully

and efficiently preached in all the parishes

of the land. The whole system originated

in deepest piety, and has resulted in the

formation of the most moral and intelli

gentº in Europe. Yet, in spite

of this palpable evidence in its favour, it

fell into discredit. Along with the ele:

gant literature of our sister country, did

the meagre Arminianism of her church

make invasion among our clergy; and we

certainly receded for a time from the

good old way of our forefathers. This

was the middle age of the Church of

Scotland, an age of cold and feeble ra:

tionality, when Evangelism was derided

as fanatical, and its very phraseology was

deemed an ignoble and vulgar thing, in

the upper classes of society. A morality

without godliness—a certain prettiness of

sentiment, served up in tasteful and

well-turned periods of composition—the

ethicks of philosophy, or the academick

chair, rather than the ethicks of the Gos

pel—the speculations of Natural Theo

logy, and perhaps an ingenious and scho

lar-like exposition of the credentials,

rather than a faithful exposition of the

contents of the New Testament, these

for a time dispossessed the topicks of

other days, and occupied that room in our

pulpits, which had formerly been given

to the demonstrations of sin, and of the

Saviour. You know there has been a re

flux. The tide of sentiment has been

turned; and there is none who has given

it greater momentum, or borne it more

triumphantly along, than did the lamented

pastor of this congregation. His talents

and his advocacy have thrown a lustre

around the cause. The prejudices of

thousands have given way before the

might and the mastery of his resistless

demonstrations. The evangelical system

has of consequence risen, has risen pro

digiously of late years, in the estimation

of general society—connected to a great

degree, we doubt not, under the blessing

of God, with his powerful appeals to

Scripture, and his no less powerful ap

peals to the consciences of men.”—pp. 13

—15.

In estimating his character as a

man, Dr. Chalmers , particularly

dwells upon that fixed determina

tion of purpose with which, having

seized the grand outline of a prin

ciple, he followed it up, with a vi

gour and unity of purpose, which

we must continue to think, now

that he is dead, as we did when he

was living, did not always allow

him to take into the account all

those modifying circumstances

which were necessary to be weigh

ed, both for the purposes of charity

and of truth. Of this the Apocry

phal controversy furnishes a re

markable instance. His great prin

ciple was right: he would not that

the word of God and the word of

man should be blended; in this he

was to be honoured: but he would

not have been the less useful in his

efforts on this great question, if he

had always restrained them within

the bounds of truth and charity.

But we forbear recurring to these

painful recollections; and shall

therefore keep to our purpose, of

only copying a few paragraphs of

one who knew him well, and whose

high eulogy is above all suspicion

of weakness or partiality.

“No two things can be more dissimilar,

than a religion of points, and a religion

of principles. No one will suspect his of

being a religion of senseless or unmean

ing points. Altogether, there was a man

hood in his understanding—a strength

and a firmness in the whole staple of his

mind, as remote as possible from what

ever is weakly and superstitiously fanci

ful. It is therefore, you will find, that

whenever he laid the stress of his zeal or

energy on a cause—instead of a stress dis

proportionate to its importance, there was

always the weight of some great, some

cardinal principle underneath to sustain

it. It is thus, that every subject he un

dertook was throughout charged with

sentiment. The whole drift and doings

of the man were instinct with it; and

that, too, sentiment fresh from the word
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of God, or warm with generous enthusi

asm for the best interests of the church

and of the species.

“There is one peculiarity by which he

was signalized above all his fellows; and

which makes him an incalculable loss,

both to the church and to the country at

large. We have known men of great

power, but they wanted promptitude;

and we have known men of great promp

titude, but they wanted power. The

former, if permitted to concentrate their

energies on one great object, may, by dint

of a rivetted perseverance, succeed in its

accomplishment—but they cannot bear to

have this concentration broken up; and

it is torture to all their habits, 'ſº as

sailed by the importunity of those mani

fold and miscellaneous applications, to

which every publick man is exposed, from

the philanthropy of our modern day.

The latter again—that is, they who have

the promptitude but not the power, faci

lity without force, and whose very light

ness favours both the exceeding variety

and velocity of their movements, why,

they are alert and serviceable, and can

acquit themselves in a respectable way of

any slender or secondary part which is

put into their hands; but then, they want

predominance and momentum in any one

direction to which they may betake them

selves. But in him, never did such pon

derous faculties meet with such marvel

lous power of wielding them at pleasure,

—insomuch, that even on the impulse of

most unforeseen occasions, he could bring

them immediately to bear—and that with

sweeping and resistless effect, on the ob

ject before him.”—pp. 23–25.

“I must now satisfy myself with a few

slight and rapid touches on his character

as a man. It is a subject I dare hardly

approach. To myself, he was at all times

a joyous, hearty, gallant, honourable, and

out and out most worthy friend—while,

in harmony with a former observation,

there were beautifully projected on this

broad and general ground-work, some of

friendship's finest and most considerate

delicacies. By far the most declared and

discernible feature in his character, was a

dauntless, and direct, and right-forward

honesty, that needed no disguise for it

self, and was impatient of aught like dis

simulation or disguise in other men.

There were withal a heart and a hilarity

in his companionship, that every where

carried its own welcome along with it;

and there were none who moved with

greater acceptance, or wielded a greater

ascendant over so wide a circle of living

society. Christianity does not overbear

the constitutional varieties either of talent

or of temperament. After the conversion

of the Apostles, their complexional differ

ences of mind and character remained with

them; and, there can be no doubt that,

apart from, and anterior to the influence

of the Gospel, the hand of nature had

stamped a generosity, and a sincerity, and

an openness on the subject of our descrip

tion, among the very strongest of the li

neaments which belong to him. Under

an urgent sense of rectitude, he delivered

himself with vigour and with vehemence,

in behalf of what he deemed to be its

cause—but I would have you to discrimi

nate between the vehemence of passion,

and the vehemence of sentiment, which,

like though they be in outward expres

sion, are wholly different and dissimilar

in themselves. His was mainly, the ve

hemence of sentiment, which, hurrying

him when it did, into what he afterwards

felt to be excesses, were immediately fol

lowed up by the relentings of a noble na

ture. The pulpit is not the place for the

idolatry of an unqualified panegyrick on

any of our fellow-mortals—but it is im

possible not to acknowledge, that what

ever might have been his errors, he was

right at bottom—that truth and piety, and

ardent philanthropy formed the sub

stratum of his character; and that the

tribute was altogether a just one, when

the profoundest admiration, along with

the pungent regrets of his fellow-citizens,

did follow him to his grave.”—pp. 27, 28.

-

A visit To The south seas, in the

U. S. ship Vincennes, during the

years 1829 and 1830; with Scenes

in Brazil, Peru, Manilla, the

Cape of Good Hope, and St. He

lena. By C. S. Stewart, .d. JM.
Chaplain in the United States

JNavy, and Author of “...d Resi

dence in the Sandwich Islands in

1823 and 1825.”

It was through the medium of our

pages that Mr. Stewart's former

work, “A Journal of a Residence

in the Sandwich Islands,” first

came before the publick; and in an

advertisement prefixed to that work

he states, that “extracts from the

manuscript of his journal, intro

duced into the pages of the Chris

tian Advocate,” with something of

the same kind in the Missionary

Herald, “gave rise to various and

repeated applications for the publi:

cation of the whole, in a connected
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form.” Now we may as well own

it as not, that we have written this

first sentence of our Review with

something very much like feelings

of vanity—which we will indulge

no ſarther than to say, that if we

have had any agency in making Mr.

Stewart an author, for this one

thing at least, we hold the publick

to be our debtor. In a talent for

description of natural objects, works

of art, the manners and appearance

of men, civilized and savage, we

have never read a writer whoin we

esteem his superior. His pages too

abound with pious sentiment, mo

ral reflections, and just remarks on

the varied state of society and hu

man character through all its gra

dations, from the prince and the po

lished scholar to the untutored

children of nature in the South Sea

Islands.

The motives which induced Mr.

Stewart to make the voyage of

which the work before us gives an

account, the manner in which it

was written, and his views in the

ublication, will best be explained

y himself.

“The circumstances which compelled

me to bid a reluctant farewell to the Sand

wich Islands, in the year 1825, are known

to the publick. A partial restoration of

the health of Mrs. Stewart was effected

by the residence of a year in the United

States; but all medical advisers inter.

dicted a return to a tropical climate, and

any future exposures to the privations of

a missionary life. It became desirable,

therefore, that I should select some

sphere for the exercise of the duties of

my profession, other than the ficla of my

first choice.

“Familiarity with the sea; long inter

course with seamen ; close observation

of their character; and strong attachment

to individuals of their number, had im

planted a lively interest in my heart for

them, as a class of my fellows; and led

me, in connection with circumstances

which it is unnecessary to explain, to di

rect my attention to the UN rero States

Naval Senvice. As early as the spring

of 1827, I communicated my views on

this subject to the gentleman then at the

head of that department of our govern

ment, with an application for a chaplain

ship, when the relation existing between

myself and the American Board of Fo

reign Missions should cease.

“It was subsequently arranged, that

my connection with that body should not

be dissolved till November, 1828. A few

weeks previous to this period, I was in

cidentally apprized, by the Secretary of

the Navy, of an opportunity of commu

nicating with any friends at the Sandwich

Islands, through a government vessel—

the United States' ships Guerriere and

St. Louis having been ordered to relieve

the publick squadron in the Pacific

Ocean, one vessel from which, the cor

vette Vincennes, would visit the Islands,

and return to America by the Cape of

Good Hope.

“The idea at once suggested itself, of

commencing the duties of my proposed

new station, by making the voyage. It

was with deep regret that I had relin

quished the hope of returning to reside

permanently at the Islands; and I felt

that the visit of a few weeks to them,

while discharging the duties of the office

I had selected, would soften the necessi

ty of a permanent separation from my for

mer associates, and from the enterprise

in which they are engaged. Others, in

whose judgment I confided, strongly ur

ged the measure; and, ascertaining that

the commission of a chaplain could be se

cured, with the privilege of a transfer

from the Guerriere to the Vincennes, I

determined to perform the voyage.

“The resolution necessarily involved a

painful sacrifice to myself and to those

most deeply interested in me, in the se

paration requisite to its accomplishment

—a sacrifice, which could be mitigated to

those left behind, only by the minuteness

of the detail, I should furnish, of the in

cidents and scenes through which I might

pass. To insure this, as far as practica

ble, the manuscript from which the let

ters contained in these volumesare drawn,

was filled up, and transmitted to the per

son to whom they are addressed.

“A thought of making the contents

publick was never entertained by me, till

the cruise in the South Seas was in part

accomplished ; and the whole voyage was

nearly at its close, before I became satis

fied of the propriety of hazarding a se

cond appearance in print. It was not my

intention, when this point was determin

ed, to present the matter in its original,

familiar, and confidential form. But cir

cumstances awaiting my arrival in the

United States, and an event of sorrow,

that has since occurred, made the review

of the manuscript too unwelcome a task

to admit of any material alteration either

in its arrangement or style; and, with the

exception of erasures, the whole remains,

almost word for word, as originally pen
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ned at the common mess-table of a gun

room, amidst the various conversation of

my fellow-officers, liable to momentary

interruptions from busy attendants, and

within hearing of all the bustle and dun

of a man-of-war.”

These letters of Mr. S. will no

doubt be read with some additional

interest, by those who were ac

quainted with the lovely woman to

whom they were addressed; and

who, although she expired in her

native land, was in fact a martyr

in the sacred cause of missions.

And who but must deeply sympa

thise with the writer of the letters

himself, when it appears that he re

turned from his voyage only in time

to attend the dying bed of her in

whom, and most justly too, his

heart was bound up How consol

ing the thought, that there is to be

a meeting where “the inhabitants

go no more out—and where God

shall wipe away all tears from their

eyes, and there shall be no more

death, neither sorrow nor crying,

neither shall there be any more

pain; for the former things are pass

ed away.”

We earnestly wish that these two

small volumes may have many

readers; fully believing that they

cannot be perused without both
pleasure and edification, by any in

dividual of taste and moral sensi

bility. We shall give extracts

enough to verify the justice of our

opinion. In our present number we

have space only for the latter part

of the first letter, and the whole of

the second.

“My man-of-war life is now actually be

gun: how far I shall be pleased, and how

far useful in it, I know not. It is very

distinct from every other life, but I see

no reason yet to fear, that as the novelty

which now interests and amuses me ceases

to be such, I shall be less satisfied than 1

at present am. It has one advantage at

least, over many others—that of unvary

ing regularity in all its arrangements—an

essential in the economy of happiness

with me. And it allows, in a degree, of

retirement too, but only to one who can

abstract himself from the seeming confu

sion of a very Babel. Besides the hum

and varied din of the talk and occupation

of five hundred men thickly crowded to

gether, with the first tap of the révielle

at the dawning of the morning, a succes

sion of noisy signals commences in the

various trilling of the boatswain's whistle

and the hoarse calls of his mates, ceasing

only when the blasts of the bugle and

firing of musketry on setting the watch

at night, proclaim a respite except in the

half hourly striking of the time, accom

panied by the watchful sentry’s cry—

“All's well!” Still I trust I shall be ena

bled, at least in a degree, to abstract my

mind from them, and besides attempting

to be useful to others, shall, by reading

and study, make the voyage highly profit

able to inyself.

“It is long since I learned to love the

character of the sailor: not the vulgarity

and low vice too often found under the

name, but the nobler traits which belong

more distinctly to him than to any other

order of men. I mean the warm heart

and generous soul, the clan-like tie which

leads him to hail every round jacket and

tarpaulin hat, as if they were the features

of a brother; the recklessness of danger

and disregard of self; the humour, gay

spirit, and credulity, tinctured with su

º, which are characteristically

is own.

“They have long been a neglected

race, and most unjustly so: for there are

none to whom the world stands more in

debted—none to whom every class of so

ciety are under stronger obligations of

good will. Though too generally the vic

tims of vice, they are far from being in

variably such. Among them I have met

individuals of as correct principles, pure

habits, and refined feelings, as any I have

known elsewhere; and more than once,

have myself proved such worthy of re

ceiving and capable of appreciating the

best afiections of our nature. Even to

true piety of heart they are not altoge

ther strangers; and here and there at

least, one may be found who fears God

and keeps his commandments.

“I have already ascertained, that two

or three of our crew are professedly and

decidedly religious. In this 1 greatly re

joice; not only in view of the blessing to

themselves, but of its probable happy

influence upon others. One bright and

living example of piety, in the midst of

those wandering from God, is worth a

thousand speculative illustrations of the

benefit and happiness of religion, in per

suading others to return. May this hap

pily prove true in the present case; and

may many here speedily be added to the

little number who have already chosen

• that good part which shall never be

taken#. them.”
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“Let your prayers, dear H–, be

with me in this behalf; and let all who

love me pray, not only for my own safety

and prosperity, but for the rich gift of

the Spirit of grace upon our ship, and the

crew with which I sail.”

* ALTTER II.-DEPARTURE FROM THE CHES

APEAKE,

“ U. S Ship Guerriere, off the Capes

of Virginia, February 14th, 1829.

“Yesterday, while captain Smith and

myself were dining with general North

and family at Fortress Monroe, the wind

suddenly became fair, and signals for

sailing were made from the Guerriere. A

boat was at the same time despatched for

us, and we were obliged to take a hasty

leave of our friends and their hospitality.

When we gained the frigate she was al

ready under way; and, followed by the

St. Louis, dropped down to Lynn Haven

for the night. At daybreak this morning

we again weighed anchor, and had scarce

time to scribble a note to send on shore

by the pilot, before our topsails were

aback, and a cutter lowering to set him

ou board his little craft, tossing gaily on

the billows under our lee.

“Delays in the time of sailing had been

so frequent that, though the light-house

on Cape Henry was already behind us,

and we on the open sea, I then first be

gan to feel that we were actually off.

The hurried manner in which many, from

the Commodore to the roughest of the

crew, pressed round the honest man to

thrust into his letter-bag “last lines’ to

many a loved one—and the agitation of

lip and eye here and there betrayed by

one and another, as they added to a hasty

farewell, “take good care of my packet,”

made us sensible that the hour had in

deed come, when we must bid adieu to

our country and our homes, till the cir

euit of the globe should be measured by

our keel.

“I watched the well manned barge, as

it plunged and buffeted its way to the lit

tle schooner, fluttering like a gay bird on

the crestings of the sea, in seeming ea

gerness to welcome its master. Our no

ble ship, looked like some “living thing,”

conscious of the power and majesty with

which she rested on her wings, in this

act of condescension and kindness. The

St. Louis, a bright and beautiful vessel

close in our wake, was in a similar man

ner discharging her temporary guide;

while the white sand bluff forming Cape

Henry, surmounted with its light-house,

and flanked on either side by a stretch

of low, cedar covered shore—with the

bellying sails of a coaster here and there

gleaming brightly in the morning sun,

made up the sketch. There was scarce

time, however, for the eye to glance on

its different objects, before the landsmen

in their bark, with kind tossings of the

hat and hand, were hastening to their

homes, and the frigate and her consort

with squared yards, were heaping sail

upon sail to catch all the freshness of the

breeze now bearing us far away.

“At 11 o'clock, with a strong north

wester and an unclouded sky, we took

our departure from Cape Henry, the

light-house due west twelve miles. Short

ly afterwards we lost sight of it, the few

stretches of coast still looming here and

there in the distance, appearing only like

lines of haze on the horizon, and quickly

becoming—as the ship rose and fell with

the swellings of the deep—entirely indis

tinguishable from the distant heavings of

the sea.

“I have, more than once, known what

it is to see a friend of the heart hurried

away upon the ocean to distant and un

certain scenes; but now, for the first

time, felt what it was to be myself the

wanderer, lanching forth comparatively

alone, while all most dear were far be

hind. I recollect in one of the former in

stances, to have watched the receding

sail till reduced to a wavering and almost

invisible speck on the horizon; in another,

I lost sight of her, while yet a tall spire on

the water, in the haze of approaching

night; and in a third, beheld her, still

seemingly within hail, suddenly cut from

the view by the scud and blackness of a

driving storm: and in each case, as the

eager eye failed in again securing its ob

ject, and I was compelled to exclaim,

“She is gone!” I found relief from the

oppression within only by fervent prayer

to that Being, who not only “commands

the winds and the waves and they obey,”

but who guards and sanctifies by his

grace all who put their trust in him. The

rapid and involuntary ejaculation has

been, “Almighty and most merciful

God, let thy spirit be with him! preserve

him from the power of the tempest and

from the destruction of the deep! Keep

him, O keep him from the evil there is in

the world, and in the world to come

crown him with life everlasting!” while

“God bless him 1" “God bless him 1"

were the long echoings of the heart. And

now, as I stood, gazing still on the west,

while nothing but the undulating line of a

watery horizon was marked against its

clear blue sky, I insensibly looked—at

thoughts of those I love best—to the same

consolatory and sure refuge; and in

prayer and in tears left for them a memo

rial before God.

“It is at times such as this, that the ima

gination delights to be busy, and at which
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she often plays the tyrant over the affec

tions, by throwing the charm of a double

fascination around the object and scenes

from which we are torn. As with rapid

pencil she sketches in vivid colouring

all I have left behind, I keenly feel the

reality of my departure, and am almost

ready to wonder that I could voluntarily

have undertaken, at such a sacrifice, a

voyage attended with much uncertainty,

and necessarily involving many a hazard.

But in my better judgment I cannot, and

do not regret it. The duty has been

pointed out too plainly by the dispensa

tions of Him who directs the destinies

alike of angels and of men, not to be fol.

lowed with unshaken confidence and good

cheer.

“You are aware of my firm belief in a

particular providence—in that govern

ance of the world which regulates, not

only the larger affairs of men and of na

tions, but which extends to the minutest

concerns of the creatures of God—till,

“without him not even a sparrow falleth

to the ground.” Next to those truths

which assure us of the remission of sin

through the shedding of blood, and which

bring the life and immortality of the gos

pel to light, the Bible unfolds no one in

my view more precious or more consola

tory than this. I delight to believe, not

only that a particular guidance, by provi

dential dispensations, is granted to all

who sincerely wish to do the will of their

Maker, but that special paths of duty are

often made so plain, that there can scarce

be a mistake in entering upon and pursu

ing them.

“This belief, with the persuasion—

from a chain of circumstances well known

to you—that my present situation is one

of unquestioned duty, keeps my mind in

perfect peace; and even emboldens me

to appropriate to myself the assurance,

• Behold I am with thee, and will keep

thee in all places whither thou goest, and

will bring thee again to this land, for I

will not leave thee nor forsake thee."

“An additional cause of quietude

springs from another truth of inspiration,

to which I yield the most implicit cre

dence—the declaration that “the fervent

effectual prayer of the righteous man

availeth much.” Sensible of the respon

sibility of the station I hold, and aware of

all that is needful for a right discharge of

its duties, I sought and received a pledge

of constant remembrance before a throne

of grace, from many whom I know to be

no strangers there; and now, as my

thoughts hasten through the numerous

circles of my best and most loved friends,

a vision of light and blessedness—a vision

which, I am persuaded, is no ‘fancy's

sketch,”—rises sweetly on the sight. In

stead of the clouds and sadness of an un

cheered separation, light and peace en

circle every brow, while supplications for

all needed grace to myself and the ship

in which I sail, like accepted offerings,

ascend gloriously unto God. Presented

on the altar of a living faith, they cannot

—they will not ascend in vain. And as

we are hurried away on the very wings of

the wind, the persuasion steals cheeringly

upon my soul, that high and holy in

fluences, like the dews of Hermon, are

already returning and resting upon us.

“O, my dear H , what a glorious

religion is that which the Christian pos.

sesses—how unsearchable are its riches

of wisdom and of grace' A religion res

cuing us not only from the guilt and con

demºlation of sin—cheering us with hope

and fitting us for immortality--but guiding

and guarding us in all our ways, and

yielding consolation and joy in every cir

cumstance in which we can be placed. If

the religion of the cross be a cunning fa

ble, as some would persuade us to be

lieve, O how wise the intellect that de

vised it, and how happy the heart that is

deceived' if all its promises and its

hopes—its fears and its joys--its impres

sions and its prayers are but a dream—it

is a dream of enchantment from which I

would most devoutly plead never to be

awakened; and of which, to all who sleep,

I would most importunately say—‘Sleep

--O, sleep on '"

(To be continued.)

1Literary ant pºilošOptical intelligtiitt, ttſ.

without disparaging any other of the

many interesting and instructive volumes

issued in the form of cabinet and family

libraries, it is, perhaps, not too much to

place at the head of the list, for extent

and variety of condensed information,

Mr. Herschell's Discourse of Natural Phi

losophy, in Dr. Lardner's Cyclopædia.

We copy one or two curious passages.

What mere assertion will make any

man believe that in one second of time,

in one beat of the pendulum of a clock,

a ray of light travels over one hundred

and ninety-two thousand miles; and would

therefore perform the tour of the world

in about the same time that it requires to

wink with our eyelids, and in much less

time than a swift runner occupies in
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taking a single stride what mortal can

be made to believe, without demonstra.

tion, that the sun is almost a million times

larger than the earth; and that although

so remote from us that a cannon ball shot

directly towards it, and maintaining its

full speed, would be twenty years in

reaching it, it affects the earth by its at

traction in an inappreciable instant of

time * Who would not ask for demon

stration, when told that a goat's wing, in

its ordinary flight, beats many hundred

times in a second; or that there exist

animated and regularly organized beings,

many thousands of whose bodies laid close

together would not extend an inch But

what are these to the astonishing truths

which modern optical inquiries have dis

closed; which teach us that every point

of a medium through which a ray of light

passes, is affected with a succession of

periodical movements, regularly occur

ring at equal intervals, no less than five

hundred millions of times in a single se

cond: that it is by such movements, com

municated to the nerves of our eyes, that

we see: nay, more, that it is the differ

ence in the frequency of their recurrence

which affects us with the sense of the di

versity of colour—that, for instance, ac

quiring the sensation of redness, our eyes

are affected four hundred and eighty-two

millions of millions of times; of yellow

ness, five hundred and forty-two millions

of millions of times; and of violet, seven

hundred and seven millions of millions of

times, per second Do not these things

sound more like the ravings of madmen

than the sober conclusions of people in

their senses? They are, nevertheless,

conclusions to which any one may most

certainly arrive, who will only be at the

trouble of examining the chain of reason

ing by which they have been obtained.—

Christian Observer, JMay, 1831.

Primitive Steam Engine.—In 1629, a

compilation was published, entitled Le

JMuchine del Sig. G. Branca, Roma. It

contains a description of all the machines

known to the author. Among them is an

zolipile—a hollow metallick ball, having

but one small opening, filled with water,

and placed on a brasier in such a manner,

that the current of steam, issuing by a

pipe, strikes the wings or spokes of a lit

tle horizontal wheel, and makes it re

volve. It was remarked, in the year

1605, by Flurence Rivault, in his Elemens

d'Artillerie, that arolipiles burst with a loud

report when the steam was prevented

from escaping. He adds, “the effect of

the rarefaction of air will startle the bold.

est man.” Some of the French scien

tifick journals of the present day are en

deavouring to show that the name of So

lomon de Caus ought to be substituted

for that of the Marquis of Worcester, as

giving the first suggestion of the steam

engine.—Literary Gazette.

Pitcairn's Island.—Those who are fa

miliar with recent accounts of the pros

perous condition of the descendants of

the mutineers of the English ship Bounty,

residing at this place, will learn, perhaps

with some surprise, that the whole num

ber of them have emigrated from the

island, on account of a deficiency of the

necessary means of subsistence.—Captain

Wilcox, of the whaling ship Maria The

resa, arrived at the port of New Bedford,

on Monday last, informs, that whiie at

Otaheite, the English transport ship, Lu

cian, arrived there with all the inhabitants

of Pitcairn's Island, with the purpose of

fixing them in a settlement at Oaheite,

on account of a scarcity of water at the

former island.

A magnificent scheme is at this mo

ment in operation in France to afford the

means of useful and improving reading to

the whole body of the working popula

tion in France, by placing publick libra

ries in every one of the 40,000 communes

(or parishes) into which the kingdom is

divided. The scheme promises to be

sºccessful: it is provided by voluntary

subscriptions, and the books are to con

sist of the best elementary works on the

arts, sciences, and literature, history, bio

graphy, poetry, and other subjects, se

lected by a committee in Paris. This is

a decided improvement on our Mecha

nicks’ Institutes.—London paper.

Bene Plant.—We have been informed

that the Bene Plant, which is to be found

in some of our private gardens, is an in

fallible cure for the summer complaint—

the lives of many thousand children have

been saved by this valuable remedy. A

single leaf of this plant put into a half

pint tumbler of pure water and stirred

round, the water immediately becomes

ropy, but not discoloured; it is perfectly

innocent—the taste not disagreeable—it

has been administered with perfect safety

to children, and in some instances to in

fants only a few days old.

M. Fischer, of Vienna, has discovered

a new process of bleaching straw. In

stead of smoking it with sulphur, as here

tofore, he steeps it in the muriatick acid

saturated with potash. The straw bleach

ed by this process never grows yellow,

and is equally white, besides that it ac

quires a great flexibility.

A Quebec paper mentions that letters

from Murray Bay, ninety miles from Que

bec, on the North Shore, state that a

violent shock of an earthquake was felt

there on Thursday night, 6th instant,

which awoke families in their sleep, and
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shook the walls of several of the build

ings, so as to cause slight damage to them.

It is interesting for farmers who raise

Silk Worms, to know that cocoons, by

being kept, lose considerably of their

weight. A person who made fifteen

pounds this season, after keeping them a

*

few weeks, found them reduced to twelve.

This is occasioned by the dissolution of

the dead chrysalis, which at last is re

duced to powder. It is therefore the in

terest of those who have cocoons on hand,

to dispose of them as soon as possible,

otherwise they will suffer loss.

iſitiigioug intelligence.

Bom BAY.

MR. RAMSEY’s LETTER.

(Concluded from p. 380.)

I than told him of my walk during the

day, and that I had seen some men and some

women. “Women,” said he, “not good.

Good women no see any man. We not

talk much with them, not love them."

Well, but your mother is a woman. “I

know.” Which do you love most, your

father, or your mother “My father. If

my father die, then I be sorry much one

month. I not shave for one month, not

wash, not eat gee, only rice one month."

Would you be very sorry? “I cry one

day. omen cry great deal—one month.”

If your mother should die what then?, “I

not much sorry, I not cry any.” Have

you a wife and children?, “Wife and one

son." If your wife should die, would you

be sorry : “Not much.” . If your son

should die, what then * “I be sorry while

I live.” If your daughter should die, what

then * “I not care much.” You do not

care much about the women it seems ?

“No, not much.” Where is your wife 2

“In Calcutta.” If I should go to Calcutta

could I see your wife : , “You cannot see

her.” Why not * “I do not know. Ben

galee women not see any man." What is

the reason of that * “I dont know—cus

tom—that is all. Bengalee women not eat

with men. If my wife touch my rice, I

throw it away: I not eat any more—then

I be angry." What! angry with your
wife? “Yes; 'tis not good; but be

angry." We do not do so; we eat with

our wives, and talk with them. “Yes, I

know that good." Is it not bad to be an

ry “Yes, bad.” If you hate your wife

and brother, &c. you cannot go up to God.

“I know if I not steal, lie, cheat"—I add

ed, nor get drunk; he then said, “Yes,

not get drunk, and pray to God, then I be

happy. If I be bad, I not be happy."

English people say heaven and hell, lob

served. He replied, “Yes, I know heaven

and hell.”

I then endeavoured to tell him of the

plan of salvation through Jesus Christ.

He said that was a good way. When I

told him that this world would be burned

up, he secrued astonished. It was evi

dently a new idea to him. On the subject

Vol. i X.—Ch. ..]dv.

of the resurrection he had no ideas, except

that after the body was burned a part, re

mained, which, upon being thrown into

the river, was changed into another body.

His notions on this subject were all con

fused; nor could I give him my meaning

clearly, owing to my ignorance of the lan

guage; and many of the words I had to

use have no corresponding words in his

vocabulary. I felt .#il that I could

not tell this poor heathen more... about

Christ. I hope that the Lord will soon

enable me to learn the language of those

among whom I may dwell, so that they

may hear in their own tongue of the won

derful works of God.

25. While the ship was at anchor to

day, I went ashore again. I had not walk

ed far before I picked up a human skull

which lay bleaching in the sun. A few

yards farther on, I saw the place where a

man had been burned lately. The little

bier of bamboo, and the earthen pots used

on the occasion, were lying close at hand.

The next object which drew my attention,

was the ruins of a once celebrated pagoda,

which even now bespeak its former gran

deur. They are shaded by large trees,

such as are to be found only in Asia. By

a flight of stairs I mounted upon a plat

form of about four feet square, the place

where I suppose the officiating priest stood.

In the wall there was a kind of closet,

where I presume the god was placed ; but

as to this, the persons with me could not

tell.

The next thing we came to was the vil

lage of mud huts. The houses and people

are similar to those I saw yesterday. One

man among the people I saw clad in a dif

ferent style from the rest, with a sword and

a spear by his side. He, I learned, was a

kind of police officer, whose business is to

keep the peace, but often makes a disturb

ance among the people himself, which, in

the end, brings a rupee or two into his own

pocket. I approached him, examined his

sword, and the brass plate which had the

name of the office he held, I suppose, in

scribed on it in the Bengalee character.

He seemed very kind. After leaving him

I walked among the people, and was soon

net by a beggar. This poor deluded nºr

tal has hed his wrist and the finger" of his

right hand broken, which he holds out to

3 I
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those who pass by, and asks for pice." His

right foot was also crippled in some way
or other. Some of the toes seemed to bo

eut off, while the others were doubled un

der the foot. He had nothing on his old

shrivelled body, except a piece of dirty

muslin wrapped about his middle. I look

ed upon him with mingled feelings of pity

and sorrow. This poor wretch has thus

crippled himself merely for the purpose of
getting his scantyF. by begging,

and thus save himself from the work which

others are compelled to engage in. What

will not men do for a little praise and for

the sake of meriting, as they vainly sup

pose, the favour of their gods? One of the

natives showed me their godsand tom-toms.

One ugly-looking god was shown me, and

the person added, “This is my sister's, she

prays to her, god every day.” I endea

voured to tell them of the true God, but

they seemed not to understand. Oh! that I

could tell them of Jesus in language which

they could understand. After my return

to the ship, I placed my writing desk on

the capstan, and while writing there I saw

five dead bodies floating down the river in

less than two hours! But the sight which

most affected me was that of a corpse lying

on the shore, surrounded by fourteen vul

tures. I could see them tear the body to

ieces; and as one flew away to devour

is morsel alone, another took his place.

While I gazed upon this disgusting and

soul-sickening scene, a boat full of Hin

doos passed along by the body. They

seemed to be totally indifferent to what

was going on, while the vultures only re

moved a short distance from the body, un

til the boat should pass by, and then re

turned again to their putrid meal. I had

heard of these things by the hearing of the

ear, but the half was not told me. Indeed

language is unable to convey to the mind

the disgusting scenes which daily meet the

eye of a Christian in a heathen land. Oh

if the people of God in America could but

see the poor benighted heathen, hear their

superstitious yelling, while at their wor

ship, and view the sad and soul-sickening

effects of their idolatry, it seems to me

they would pray more and give more for

the spread of the gospel among their pe.

rishing brethren than they now do. As yet,

the more I have seen of their idolatry, the

more I feel desirous to cast in my mite

into the treasury of the Lord, and aid in

bringing, them to the knowledge of the
truth as it is in Jesus.

-

AFRICA.

The following circular is from

the missionary of whose most in

teresting speech we published a

." A small coin "bout the value of our cent.

art in our last number. We take

it from the Missionary Chronicle

for June, of the London Evangelical

Magazine. It serves to show that

the gospel is likely to be perma

nently established at Lattakoo-and

that the tidings of salvation are fast

extending into the heart of Africa,

so long and emphatically “the re

gion of darkness and the shadow of

death.”

BechuaxA Missiox.

During the latter part of last year, the

Rev. Robert Moffat, Missionary at Lat

takoo, visited Cape Town, and while

there circulated a printed paper, of which

the following is a copy, for the purpose

of obtaining subscriptions towards the

expense of erecting a Missionary Chapel

at Lattakoo.

(Circular.)

“The age in which we live is, perhaps,

more distinguished for Christian enter

prise, than that of any other which has

elapsed since the days of the apostles.

“Within the last thirty years Christian

Missions have been planted in a variety

of places among the heathen, and, if they

have not been all equally successful, none

of them, of which we have heard, have

been altogether without a certain mea

sure of fruit.

“The Bechuana Mission was com

menced in 1817, and, after labouring un

der great difficulties and privations till

1828, with little appearance of success, it

pleased God,to crown our humble exer

tions with the Divine blessing; and the

work which was so auspiciously begun at

that period continues to spread º:
the people, and promises a harvest whic

we contemplate with pleasure, as a re

ward for our past anxieties and labours,

and as a pledge of still greater success.

We have on the station, and in its neigh

bourhood, thousands of people, who are

now capable of appreciating and doing

justice to the motives of the Missionaries,

and who, generally speaking, begin to

value the blessings of Christian instruc.

tion and civilization now introduced

among them. Since they began to know

the value of the gospel, they have done

much towards the cultivation of gardens

and corn-fields; and also to promote the

general objects of the Mission; but we

stand in need of a place of worship—and

to erect a building sufficiently large to

accommodate all the people who would

attend divine service, is a work beyond

their slender means. The iron must be
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carried from the colony; the wood must

be brought from a great distance; an Eu

ropean must be employed to superintend

the work; glass for the windows, and

doors and hinges must be provided; all

these require money, which the Bechu

anas do not possess.

“The foundation of a building for a

place of worship, one hundred feet long,

and thirty feet wide, was laid before I left

the station, and the means of procuring

a single plank, or stone, or nail, to aid us

in completing it, will be most thankfully

received by

“Your humble servant,

* RonERT MorFAr.

“Cape Town, 1st January, 1831.”

-

- LABRADOR.

The United Brethren, or Mora

vians, as they are commonly called,

have been the pioneers of modern

missionary enterprises. They

were active in this holy work, and

active distinctively as a church,when

other Protestant churches were al

most asleep. They are still as ac

tive and devoted as ever; and we

have often thought that if we had at

our disposal a million of dollars for

missionary purposes, about one half

of it should be put into the hands

of the United Brethren—None, we

are persuaded, would employ it bet

ter. We extract the following ar

ticle from the Missionary Herald

for the last month.

Mission or THE GRITED BnErharx IN LA

Bitanoºt.

General JMotices respecting the JMissions.

The following extracts respecting the

station at Okkak, are taken from a letter

of the missionaries there, inserted in the

last number of the Missionary Intelli

gencer, and dated Aug. 3, 1830.

During the past winter, we have spent

a blessed time with our Esquimaux con

gregation, and the presence of our Lord

was felt in all our meetings, but particu

larly at baptismal transactions, confirma

tions, and the celebration of the Lord's

Supper. The schools were punctually

held, and diligently attended, and we ex

perienced much satisfaction in the pro

gress made by the scholars. Yet, there

are several of the adults who cause us

uneasiness, by their apparent indiffer

ence to the concerns of their souls,

and some have deviated from the right

way. Their number, however, is compa

ratively small; and even such declare,

that they yet hope to be truly converted.

The number of inhabitants at Okkak, is

388 Esquimaux, of whom 314 are mem

bers of the congregation. Thirteen

adults, and two children above two years

old, have been baptized; eight were re

ceived into the congregation; 16 became

partakers of the holy communion; six

couple were married; fourteen children

were born; and three adults and three

children departed this life.

“We had many visiters last winter,

who arrived in sledges, and again in sum

mer, in boats, from the northern coasts.

A few of them appeared to pay attention

to our exhortations, and the gospel of our

crucified Saviour seemed to make an im

pression upon their minds. One family,

consisting of four persons, remained
with us.

“When the new settlement at Kan

gertluksoak is properly formed, we have

every reason to hope that there will be

an accession of members from amongst

the northern heathen.

“To the venerable British and Foreign

Bible Society, we return our most grate

ful acknowledgments for printing for us

the Psalms of David. Our Esquimaux

beg us to express their cordial thanks for

this gift, and pray that the Lord may bless

and reward their benefactors.

“The winter was not severe for Labra

dor. The thermometer never fell below

30 under 0, Fahr. In July it rose to 70.”

Another letter gives some additional

particulars.

“We can easily picture to ourselves

the eagerness with which the members

of your society will look forward to the

arrival of the Harmony, and the receipt of

intelligence respecting the establishment

of a fourth station; and sincerely do we

rejoice, that the news which we have to

send you, is of so cheering a nature.

Everything seems to convince us that we

have chosen the right time for this un

dertaking, and that the blessing of the

Ilord will not be withholden from it. Our

dependence is upon him, and we are per

suaded that he will not put our faith to

shame, but furnish us in one way or ano

ther with the means necessary for the

completion of the work we have taken in

hand. While the Harmony was at this

place, three boats containing from forty

to fifty heathen from the northward, paid

us a visit; but owing to the accumulation

of business at this season, we were unable

to give that particular attention to them,

which we could have wished. Several of

their number expressed their desire to

hear the gospel, but could not resolve to
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remain with us, at the hazard of being

separated from their relations. To use

their own expressions, “they felt them.

selves unable to live with the believers.”

If, however, the father of a family is de

sirous to be converted, the members of

his household have no alternative but to

follow him, and in this way many a soul

has been brought under the sound of the

gospel, and eventually won for our Sa

viour.

“Our schools are diligently attended

by about 154 scholars, and we have the

pleasure to see, that the labour bestowed

on their education is not in vain. Among

so great a number, there are indeed va

rious characters, some more and others

less hopeful; but we have generally ob

served, that when an impression of the

love of Jesus has been made on the heart,

either of a child or an adult person, an

increased facility in learning to read the

word of God is the natural consequence.

“We have thus far had an uncommonly

fine summer; little rain or fog, and fre

quent and warm sunshine... Our garden

produce will, therefore, in all probability,

be more than usually abundant. The

musquitoes, meanwhile, swarm around us

in myriads, and while their reign lasts,

we have no need of cupping; this opera

tion they perform upon us with great

dexterity, and but for the smoke of to

bacco, to which their aversion seems as

great as the partiality of our countrymen,

we should probably lose more blood, as

well as more patience, than we can afford

to part with. We thank you, therefore,

for sending us a fresh supply of this ne

cessary herb.”

Under date of Aug. 16, the missionaries

at Nain write—

“During the last season, we had the

pleasure to baptize a married couple, and

their child of four years old, as likewise a

young woman, into the death of Jesus.

This transaction occurs but seldom in our

more southern settlements, to which few

heathen resort. Eight children were

born and baptized; six persons received

into the congregation, and six among the

communicants; four couple were mar

ried; two adults and five children de

parted this life. The number of inhabit

ants is 245.

“The last winter was moderately cold,

and the Esquimaux could attend to their

business of procuring provisions on shore.

Being likewise, successful in catching
seals in nets, they suffered no hunger.

They diligently attended both the church

and school.

“Our communicant congregation con

sists of upwards of 100 members, end we

can truly declare, that, at the enjoyment

of the Lord's Supper, his presence cheers

our souls. The festivals and memorial

days were also seasons of great blessing.

Our young people have made some pro

gress in their learning; it is now not dif

ficult for them to repeat many scripture

texts and verses by heart; and we believe

and hope that not only their memories,
but their hearts retain them, and that they

will be applied by the Spirit of God, now

and hereafter, with profit to their souls.”

Respecting the success of their labours

at Hopedale, the missionaries state—

“The word of the cross, which we

preach, has, in the past year, penetrated

into the hearts of most of those who heard

it. Few have remained indifferent, and

we have perceived with joy that many

have found, in the doctrine of Christ's

atonement, salvation and deliverance

from the power of sin. Some young

people, who as yet turn a deaf ear to the

exhortations given, continue in a wayward

course, and we wait with patience for the

time when the good Shepherd will find

them, and bring them to his fold. In our

schools, we have the pleasure to see the

children making considerable progress,

but some of the elder ones learn very

slowly. Those in the first class can read

well, and turn to scripture texts and

hymns with great facility.

“The winter was mild, and Fahren

heit's thermometer never fell below 26

degrees. On December 5th, our bay was

covered with ice, which remained till

June 12th. We now enjoy delightful

summer weather, and our gardens pro

mise a good crop of vegetables.”

The missionaries give the following

description of the first Sabbath spent by

them at Kangertluksoak in the year 1811.

During the last year this place has been

adopted as a permanent station.

“Being Sunday, the missionaries went

on shore, and visited all the Christian fa

milies, by whom they were received with

the most lively expressions of affection

and gratitude. Many strangers from the

opposite coast had joined them, and they

all seated themselves in a large circle on

the grass.

“Nikupsuk's wife, Louisa, who had

long ago forsaken the believers, was

here, and said, with much apparent con

trition, that she was unworthy to be num

bered with them. She then seated her

self at a little distance from the rest.

“The number of the congregation, in

cluding our boat's company, amounted to

about fifty. Brother Kohlmeister first ad

dressed them, by greeting them from

their brethren at Okkak, and expressing

our joy at finding them well in health,

and our hopes, that they were all walking

worthy of their Christian profession, as a

good example to their heathen neigh
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bours. Then the fitany was read, and a

spirit of true devotion pervaded the

whole assembly.

“Our very hearts rejoiced in this place,

which had but lately been a den of mur

derers, dedicated, as it were, by the an

gekoks, or sorcerers, to the service of the

devil, to hear the cheerful voices of con

verted heathen, most melodiously sound

ing forth the praises of God, and giving

glory to the name of Jesus their Re

deemer. Peace and cheerful counte

nances dwelt in the tents of the believing

Esquimaux.”

Upon the recent arrival of the mission

aries at Kangertluksoak, to open the new

station there, they remark, describing

the change which has been effected by

, the instructions of the mission on the cha

racter and appearance of the people.

“Early on the 21st, the report of our

guns brought a great number of north

landers, from Saeglek and Nachvak, on

board the Harmony. They were mostly

heathen, and several of them had a some

what rude and savage aspect. On the

whole, I was exceedingly struck with the

marked difference existing between the

appearance and manners of the converted

Esquimaux, and of their heathen country

men; the sight of the latter affected me

greatly. Their habits indicated a state of

existence but little superior to that of the

brute creation; the children, in particu

lar, seemed to be almost utterly neglect

ed.”

The Treasurer of the Trustees of the General.Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, ac

knowledges the receipt of the following sums, for their Theological Seminary at Prince

ton, M. J., during the month of July last, viz.

Of Dr. John White, Chemist, per the Rev. Dr. Ashbel Green, an old sub

scription for the Contingent Fund - - - - $100 00

Of Rev. John W. Scott, a quarter's rent, for do. - - - - 87 50

Of Rev. Thomas J. Biggs, Executor for the Kennedy Scholarship • 37 50

- Annount $225 00

abictu of publich ºffairg.

EUiroPE.

The latest European dates which have reached this country at the time we write

are of the 18th June, from London, and the 20th, from Portsmouth.

Barrain.—The new parliament assembled on the 14th of June, and was engaged

in swearing in the members up to the 18th. The Right Honourable Charles Man

ners Sutton was re-elected Speaker of the Commons, without opposition. The

speech of the king was expected to be delivered on the 21st. There had not yet

been any occasion on which the strength of parties could appear; but not a doubt re

mained that there was an overwhelming majority in favour of the Reform bill submit

ted to the last Parliament—not, perhaps, without considerable modification, yet in

substance the same, the principles on which that Bill was framed being fully retain

ed. In regard to the future proceedings of the new Parliament, we extract the fol.

lowing statement from a Liverpool paper of the 18th of June.—“It is rumoured that

the present session of Parliament will be very short, ending in September. The re

form question is the only one of importance that will be discussed, the other great

subjects of legislative investigation being very properly deferred until the assembling

of a new and more popular House of Commons. One or two minor bills, however,

will be introduced. The bankrupt laws will be ameliorated, and the stamp duties, it

is said, will be revised. In a spirit of gratitude, ministers will unshackle the press,

an instrument to which they have been so largely indebted. Next week's debate will

indicate the strength and tacticks of the opposition, and therefore will be looked to

with anxious curiosity.”

There has been a turning out of the journeymen in the iron works in Wales—it

has been subdued by military force, but great dissatisfaction still exists, not only there,

but among the working men in other places.

The distress which prevails in some parts of Ireland is of the most appalling kind.

A statement made under oath declares—“It appears that great distress prevails in 42

parishes, or districts, and that in these there are 148,041 persons, now suffering un

der the agonies of hunger.” very liberal contributions have been made both in En.
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gland and Ireland, for the relief of this large starving population. But the supplies

are still very inadequate, and the tales of wo contained in the publick papers are

shocking, almost beyond endurance. There is, it appears, the promise and expecta

tion of the largest potato crop ever known; and the benevolent are endeavouring to

encourage and sustain the sufferers, till this crop shall afford some permanent relief

—It is said that the rioting and murders, which lately so much abounded, and which

appear to have added greatly to the distress, have nearly ceased, and that much lenity

is shown by government to the deluded populace—the ringleaders only are hanged

or transported.

Faaxce.—Serious umbrage has been taken ". the French ministry at a publication

made in St. Petersburg, believed to be by the direction, or under the countenance of

the court. We have seen the article, and the substance of it is, that the late revo.

lution in France has disturbed the whole of Europe, and produced popular excite

ments, which the established governments must put down by force; and that this will

be done by the Emperor of Russia, so far as he is concerned, as preparatory to the

rich blessings which he isº to confer on his subjects. It is said that a remon

strance has been presented by the French ministry, to the court of St. Petersburg,

on this subject—Possibly it may lead to something on the part of France, in favour

of the Poles, beyond good words and pecuniary subscriptions—The liberal party in

France, as we intimated in our last report, are greatly dissatisfied with the govern

ment, and may possibly urge it into war in self defence. Serious disturbances have

lately taken place in Paris, which were, not without difficulty, quieted by the inter

ference of the national guard. It is a bad state of things when peace cannot be main

tained without a frequent recourse to, and a constant dread of, the military force; and

this is certainly the present state of Paris, and of some other parts of France. Whether

the new Chambers, which are to convene in October, will show a majority in favour

of the present government, and in opposition to the liberals, remains to be seen.

The government appears to be confident of support, but to us it seems extremely

doubtful. The country is in a state of agitation, and nothing appears to us to be

stable.

Don Pedro, the Ex Emperor of Brazil, with his Empress and suite, arrived at

Cherbourg, in the British frigate Volage, on the 13th of June. He had despatched

his chamberlain to Brest, where the Queen of Portugal would be landed from the

French frigate Seine, to conduct her to Caen, whence the family would proceed to
Paris.

Since writing the above, we find the packet Dr. RHAM has arrived at New York,

with Paris and Havre papers of the 20th and 21st of June. No important addition,

however, is made to the intelligence previously received—Some more recent infor

mation relative to Polish affairs, and some statements of the mobs of Paris, and their

dispersion by the national guards, with a copy of a letter or an address of General

La Fayette to his constituents, make the amount. The General gives a brief sketch

of his life and military career; an exposition of his political opinions—learned, he

says, in the United States; relates the part which he took in the revolution of the

three great days of July, 1830; gives an account of the interview and conversation

which he had, at that time, with the Duke of Orleans, now King Philip; charges the

government with a departure from the programme de l’Hotel de Ville, avows his wish

that France had stood by herself, and declared herself in favour of Belgium, Poland,

and the friends of liberty in Italy—Yet, on the whole, he expresses the hope that a

decided majority of the liberal party, at the next meeting of the Chambers, will be

able to correct all material errors—He expresses a decided opinion against an heredi.

tary peerage; and declares that “he regards the Constitution of the United States, as

the most perfect that has ever existed.”

SPAIN–affords us not an item of news for the present month.

Portugal.—There seems to be some reason to hope that the tyrannical and mur

derous career of Don Miguel, is drawing to a close. In consequence of his refusal to

give the like satisfaction to France which he gave to Britain, for the injuries and in

dignities offered equally to the subjects of those powers, the French have begun to

make reprisals on the Portuguese commerce—and five captures of merchantmen

have, it appears, been made in or near the very port of Lisbon. In the mean time,

one after another of the Azore islands, is either captured by the fleet and forces of his

niece Donna Maria, issuing from Terceira, the seat of her government, or else tired of

his yoke, voluntarily throws it off, and submits to his female rival—the French ships

of war, meanwhile, preventing his sending any reinforcements, or supplies, to the gar

risons of his islands. Our hope is, that his infatuated subjects in Portugal will find

that they must dethrone their tyrant or lose their commerce, and wisely choose the
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first part of the alternative. The French do not seem to think him and his people

worth an invasion by land.

GREEcz—still presents a gloomy aspect, but we have nothing important to add to

our last statement of its situation and prospects.

Austria and PRussia remain in statu quo—unless it be true, as is suggested in

some of the foreign prints, that Austria is alarmed at the idea of Poland becoming

a mere Russian province, and thus bringing the territories of the mighty autocrat of

the north, into actual and extensive contact with her own dominions—and that influ

enced by this consideration, the Emperor of Austria has actually sent an envoy to his

brother Emperor of Russia, to negotiate in favour of the Poles. This may be so;

and doubtless all the powers of Europe, and none so much as Austria and Prussia,

have reason to wish that the overgrown power of Russia may be diminished, rather

than increased—but we question the truth of the report. There seems to be better

reason to believe that the Hungarians, recollecting how much, in former years, they

were indebted to Polish bravery, in repelling the inroads of the Turks, have raised

their voice against the attempts to subdue and enslave their ancient and best friends.

We do hope that the cause of Poland will yet obtain favour enough among the powers

of Europe, to insure their interference in her behalf.

BELGIUM.–The Belgic Congress has refused to conform to the prescriptions of the

five great powers, as stated in our last number, and the British and French plenipo

tentiaries have left Brussels. The last arrival gives, from an official Brussels paper,

the letter of the Regent, Baron Suhlet de Chokien, to Prince Leopold of Saxe Co

bourg, announcing to him his election as king of Belgium. It is a high toned com

munication. The Regent tells the Prince, that the Belgic Congress rely on his ef.

forts to obtain from the five great powers a total relinquishment of their requisitions,

and adds—“I do not hesitate to say, that if, contrary to all expectation, and in spite

of your efforts, these offers are disdainfully rejected, the Belgians will find no secu

rity but in the sword. It is reserved for your Royal Highness to allay the storm, and

avert from us the evils with which we are threatened, and which will spread all over

Europe. Never was a prince placed in a more enviable situation than your Royal

Highness. You are made arbiter of peace or war: every thing now depends upon

your influence with the conference, to ensure a triumph with the people who have

i.º. for their king. You will, I am confident, meet all their expectations, and

this I adjure you to do in the name of my country.”

We suspect that the Belgians have received assurance of the interposition of France;

or else we must regard this letter as a gasconade, intended to terrify the powers by

the prospect of a general war. The latest accounts say, that there is no expectation

at present that Prince Leopold will accept the crown which is offered him; and in

the mean time, that war between Belgium and Holland seems inevitable, or rather that

it has actually commenced.

Poland.—It appears that after much manoeuvring, the commander in chief of the Polish

army, about the middle of May, commenced offensive operations of the most decisive

kind against the Russians, not far from Warsaw. For nearly ten days in succession,

the Poles were triumphant in every action, and drove the several Russian corps with

whom they came in conflict entirely beyond the frontiers of the kingdom of Poland—

obliging field marshal Diebitsch to retreat with his main army across the river Bug,

and thus enabling the Generalissimo of the Poles to effect his great object in this daring

enterprise, which was to detach two corps of his army to the assistance of the insur

gents in several ancient Polish provinces—one corps to the north-east, under General

Gielgud, and the other to the south-east, under General Chlapowski. On the 26th of

May, however, Marshal Diebitsch, having concentrated his forces, to the amount, it is

said, of 60,000, came to a general action with the Polish General-in-chief Skzrynski,

whose force did not—after the two detachments made from it—exceed 32,000. The

battle took place at Ostrolenka, a town on the river Narew, about 40 miles from the junc

tion of that river with the Bug, and probably no battle in modern times has been more

desperately fought on both sides. Quarter was seldom asked or given; few prisoners

were taken, and it is believed that about 20,000 men lay dead on the bloody field. The

Poles state their loss at 4000, but it must have been considerably greater, and yet wo

believe not nearly as great as that of the Russians. The Poles remained in possession

of the field of battle—in fact it was what is usually called a drawn battle—but on the

next day they commenced a retreat. The retreat was conducted in perfect order, and

the Russians did not attempt to pursue, nor for several days to ndvance. We have seen

the official despatches, or reports of both commanders, giving an account of this san:

guinary battle, and its result. The Russian commander claims a decided victory; and

the Polish general claims to have completely effected his purposes—which were to

detach the corps we have mentioned, and by fighting the main Russian army, to inca.
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pacitate it for hindering the march of those corps, or for reinforcing the Russian

detachments with which they would have to contend; and he affirms that he has per

fectly accomplished both these objects. It appears indeed, that on the very day of the

general battle of Ostrolenka, another, on a smaller scale, was fought by General Chla

powski, near Narewka, which terminated in the complete success of the Poles. And a

still later communication states, that a battle as sanguinary and obstinate as that of

Ostrolenka has been fought with the Russian general, Sacken, at Mariampol, between

220 and 260 miles from Warsaw, and on the direct road to Petersburg. Here the Rus

sians were completely defeated and dispersed. In short, it appears that the corps de

tached by General Skzrynski have hitherto been completely successful, and that the

inhabitants of the ancient Polish provinces are rising in mass to join their brethren

in arms, for the emancipation of their common country from the Russian tyranny

and oppression. The main Polish army, in the mean time, has fallen back on Praga;

and the latest accounts state, that all its losses in the battle of Ostrolenka have been

more than made up, by the recruits which have joined it. The commander in chief has

received the thanks of his government, and the Poles are said to be in high spirits.

The Russians have again been divided into three separate corps, and are making de

monstrations which threaten Praga and Warsaw. The Polish diet has been reduced in

number, and a kind of Regent, or Dictator, has been chosen; but this has been done

with the perfect concurrence and approbation of the commander in chief of the army.

On the whole, we regard the prospects of final success to the Polish cause, as more

flattering than they have ever been before, both in regard to the actual posture of af.

fairs among themselves, and the hope of countenance and succour from abroad.

Russia.-There is every appearance that the Emperor of Russia is determined, in

opposition to all intervention of mediating powers, and the reverses which his armies

and his favourite general have experienced, vigorously to prosecute the war against Po

land. It is said that his calculation is, that the extinction of the Polish rebellion will

cost him the lives of 200,000 soldiers, and that he is prepared to make the sacrifice.

Such is the humanity of ambitious princes ! It is well known, that while General Die

bitsch was gaining his brilliant victories over the Turks in Europe, General Paskiewitz

was not less successful in Asia; and that at the conclusion of the war each received the

highest honours that the Emperor could confer. The last arrival brings information

from France, which seems to be authentick, but to which we do not yield full credence

as yet, that the Emperor Nicholas has recalled Diebitsch from the chief command

against the Poles, and given that command to General Paskiewitz. If this be so, it

speaks volumes—It marks the apprehensions of the Emperor, and will assuredly occa

sion serious dissatisfaction among the Russian generals and grandees—but we have no

room for conjecture and speculation.

Turkey—It appears that the troops of the Sultan Mahmoud have gained several

advantages against the rebellious Pachas, who have been for some time in arms against

him; but it also appears that the rebellious spirit is not subdued, but rather extending

and threatening to become almost general. }. it is not easy to obtain a true view of

Turkish affairs, till they are developed by the lapse of time, and the disclosure of facts

which are often concealed from the publick at the time of their occurrence.

We have occupied so much space in detailing the interesting affairs of Europe,

that we have left none for Asia and Africa, and but little for concerns nearer home. -

It appears that there has been a change in the political state of Colombia, which the

friends of that republick hope is truly auspicious. Mosquera, the banished president,

and General Santander, have been recalled; and it is expected that the Congress

about to convene at Bogota, will be able to settle the concerns of the republick, so as to

preserve peace and promote the prosperity of the country. This is a consummation

devoutly to be wished, and in which we, with many others, will, when we see it, most

unſeignedly rejoice.

It has been with great pleasure that we have seen, in the month past, that our con

troversy with the ladians, in the State of Illinois, has been terminated without blood

shed. As far as we understand the subject of litigation, we believe the Indians, in

this instance, were entirely in the wrong. They insisted on remaining on lands which

they had, several years since, fairly sold. They appear to have endenvoured to form a

pretty extensive combination, of a hostile kind, against the white inhabitants. But the

nppearance of a large military force under the command of General Gaines, and the Go

vernor of Illinois, put them in fear, and they have quietly removed to their own terri

tory, on the Western side of the Mississippi, and it is hoped that peace will be pre

served, and the safety of our frontier inhabitants be ensured.

Our minister at the court of London, the Hon. Mr. M'Lane, has returned to the

United States—having, it appears, given great ratisfaction to the court to which he was

accredited, as well as to the citizens and government of his own country.
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IBOARD OF IMISSIONS.

It is probably known to most of our readers, that a resolution was adopted by

the last General Assembly, recommending to the Synods and Presbyteries of the

West, a friendly correspondence among themselves, in reference to future Mis

sionary operations in that particular section of the Church. By most of the friends

of this Board, who were members of the Assembly, such a resolution was deemed

entirely unnecessary; and fears were expressed, that it might be made the occasion

of far more serious divisions and contentions among the Western Churches, on the

best mode of conducting Domestic Missions, than those which had already been

complained of. No decided opposition, however, was made to the resolution, af

terit was so amended as to require the results of the proposed correspondence to

be laid before the next Assembly, and it was adopted with almost entire unanim

ity. The President and Secretary of this Board both voted for this resolution, and

distinctly assigned their reasons for so doing. One of those reasons was, that they

confidently hoped and believed a full correspondence and free discussion of this

subject in the West would result, not in the establishment of another independent

institution, nor in a union of this Board with the A. H. M. Society, but in a dis

tinct and decided expression of the preference of each of the Judicatories, for one

or the other of the General Boards already established and in successful operation.

We have recently learned, with deep regret, that it is now currently reported in

some parts of the country, that the Board of Missions have changed their views

respecting the proper method of conducting Missions in the West, and are willing

that a “United Agency,” or something equivalent should be established in the

Valley of the Mississippi. We feel ourselves not only authorized, but sacredly

bound to state, for the information of our distant friends, that this report has not

the slightest foundation in truth. Many events of recent occurrence, have served

to confirm and establish the opinions which have heretofore been entertained and

expressed by the Board, in reference to this whole subject. With a view of pre

senting to all our readers, and through them to the churches generally, the senti

ments entertained by this Board, and the reasons by which they are influenced, we

take the liberty of republishing in this place, the following resolutions, adopted by

the Board, Sept. 14, 1830, together with an official letter of the same date, ad

dressed to a Committee of the Presbytery of Cincinnati.

“A communication from the Cincinnati Presbytery, signed by a committee of
several clergymen, was read, suggesting thePº. ofº united agen

cy in the West, through which the Board o issions, and the A. H. M. Society,

might unitedly conduct their missionary operations. After a full conversation on

this subject it was - - -

“Resolved, That while this Board have the highest confidence in the integrity

and purity of motives of the Committee of the Cincinnati Presbytery, in the sug

gestions which they have submitted in respect to a united agency in the West for

conducting missionary operations; and while they sincerely regret that any diffi

culties and collisions should have arisen in the prosecution of this great and impor

tant work, they are nevertheless constrained, by a sense of duty to many of the

churches and Presbyteries in the West, which are already, auxiliary to this

Board, on the plan which has been approved by the General Assembly; as well

as by their own earnest desire to pursue such a course as they deem best adapted
Chr. Adv.–Vol. IX, 3 P
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to secure the permanent peace and tranquility of the churches, to express their

full conviction of the entire inexpediency of attempting to organize such a United

Agency in the West. -

“Resolved, That the Ex. Committee prepare and forward to the Committee of

the Cincinnati Presbytery a respectful letter, presenting in detail the reasons which

have conducted this Board to the conclusion above expressed.”

In compliance with the resolution of the Board, and in behalf of the Ex. Com
mittee, I now proceed, gentlemen, to lay before you some of the reasons which, in

the opinion of the Board of Missions, render any further attempts to establish a

United Agency in the West, entirely inexpedient.

1. The Board deem such attempts entirely inexpedient, because the Union con

templated would be incongruous. Between the Board of Missions and the A. H.

M. iety, there is a radical difference in the principles of their organization, re

sponsibilities, and plan of operations. The one is strictly ecclesiastical, the other

as strictly voluntary. The one is directly responsible to the highest judicatory

of the church for all its acts, and is, in all respects, under its immediate and con

stant supervision and control—the other is responsible only to a small number of

private individuals, and those, too, widely scattered over the country, and actually

at variance in their views of doctrine, discipline, and ecclesiastical polity. The

one proposes to conduct all its distant operations chiefly by the Agency of Sessions

and Presbyteries—the other by voluntary associations and agencies wholly discon

nected with ecclesiastical judicatories. Such being the true state of the case, it is

rfectly obvious, that the Union proposed, if assented to, on the part of this

É. would imply an utter abandonment of that whole plan of operations which

they have formed with great deliberation and care, which has repeatedly been ap

proved by the Assembly, and under their full sanction been earnestly recommend

ed to the churches and Presbyteries in every part of our country. It may, indeed,

be said, that the ultimate object of these two missionary Boards is essentially the

same—to supply the destitute with an able and faithful ministry; and that there

fore minor differences, as to the particular method of effecting this great object,

should be disregarded. It is also true that evangelical Episcopalians, and sound

Presbyterians, have the same ultimate object in view, in .# their missionary ope

rations—but still a union, between these distinct denominations, for the purpose of

effecting this object, would be regarded by both as extremely unnatural and incon

gruous—and by the Members of this Board, the proposed union between this ec

clesiastical Society, and an irresponsible voluntary association, is regarded some

what in the same light.

2. The Board deem further attempts to effect this union entirely inexpedient,

because it would at once dissolve an auxiliary connexion which has recently been

formed, at considerable labour and expense, and after very mature deliberation,

between this Board, and a large number of congregations and Presbyteries in the

West. In the valley of the Mississippi there are, at the present time, ten or fif

teen Presbyteries, and about two hundred Sessions, which sustain to this Board a

direct auxiliary relation ; and in all these judicatories the plans of the Board have

been fully approved, and cordially adopted, and are now in very successful opera

tion; and it is morally certain that the dissolution of this relation would be highly

injurious to the cause of domestic missions.

3. The Board deem further attempts at union entirely inexpedient, because they

are fully convinced that the proposed Union would be utterly disapproved of, and

rejected by a large number of the Presbyteries and a still larger number of the

Sessions and congregations in the West. Not a doubt is entertained by a single

member of the Board, that you express in your letter of the 26th of July, the

honest and deliberate convictions of your own minds when you say, “this commu

nication speaks the sentiments of a large majority of the brethren in the West,

who have seriously deliberated on this matter.” In this opinion, however, the

Board do not, by any means, agree with the Committee. For the last eighteen

months, the Board have maintained an extensive correspondence with pastors,

churches and presbyteries in the West, and by means of such correspondence, to

5. with the reports of their missionaries and agents,. have acquired, as

they conceive, a pretty accurate knowledge of the views and feelings of the people

. in reference to this matter. In the course of this extended correspon

ence, they have received, not only from individual ministers and laymen of high

standing and influence, but also, from several important Sessions, Presbyteries and

Synods, the most satisfactory assurances of strong attachment, and decided prefer

ence. From the same official sources they have also learned, that many of the

presbyteries, and a very large number of the ministers and sessions in the West,
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are decidedly, opposed to a united agency there for missionary purposes. Nor is

the most decided opposition to all measures of the kind, suggested by the commit

tee, confined to the West; it exists, also, in many Presbyteries and Synods of the

middle and southern States, and their views on this subject have been clearly and

repeatedly expressed to this Board.

4. The Board deem further attempts at union entirely inexpedient, because they
do honestly andº believe, that, Pit could be effected, it would greatly increase

the very evils it is designed to remove. The committee state, that there are seri

ous collisions and contentions existing among ministers and churches in the West,

in reference to missionary operations. Now, if such be the state of things at pre

sent, when every presbytery, pastor, and session, are at perfect liberty, both by

the decisions of their respective synods, and of the General Assembly itself, to

connect themselves with either Board, as shall be most agreeable to their own

wishes, how much greater would such collisions and contentions be, if those who

have already made their election, and formed their plan of operations, should sud

denly be compelled to abandon their favourite plan, and to adopt another to which

they are avowedly and decidedly averse! The Board cannot hesitate to believe,

that the consequences would be disastrous in the extreme; and they do most ear

nestly deprecate the experiment proposed.

5. The Board deem this measure entirely inexpedient, because they are fully

Persuaded that, under existing circumstances, a far greater amount of good will be

accomplished by the distinct and separate action of the two Boards, than could pos

sibly be effected by a united agency. Their conclusions on this subject are based

on existing facts, and for a clear development of these facts, they would respect

fully refer the Committee to the last Annual Reports, of the Board of Missions, and

the A. H. M. Society. From these it will be clearly ascertained, that while the

H. M. Society has been steadily and rapidly advancing, for the last two years, in

its career of usefulness, extending its operations, augmenting its resources, and in

creasing its number of missionaries, the Board of Missions has in the mean time,

been reorganized by the Assembly, and under the most appalling difficulties and

discouragements, has been brought up to the missionary work, with a degree of

energy and success, which has far exceeded the 1. ost sanguine expectations of its

friends, and already secured the confidence and patronage of many who were de

cidedly opposed to its reorganization. By carefully analyzing these Reports, it

willbe found, that the Board of Missions have actually sent into the field, during

the last year, a larger number of missionaries, than the A. H. M. Society, as such,

has done. Of the 392 missionaries reported by the latter Society, it will be found

that 196;are employed and sustained, not by the Parent Society, but by auxilia

societies, the most of which were in successful operation, long before the A. H. W.

Society was formed; whereas, the 198 reported by the Assembly’s Board, (to

which number more than 40 have been added, since the Report was made,) are all

employed and sustained by the Board alone, without the agency of a single aux

iliary of the kind just named. This comparison is not instituted either for the

purpose of detracting from the merits of the A. H. M. Society, or boasting of the

success which has crowned the humble efforts of the Board of Missions; but it is

instituted simply for the purpose of presenting more distinctly to your view, inte

resting facts in reference to both those favoured institutions, for the existence of

which, all who love the missionary cause, are bound to give thanks to the great

Head of the Church, and in view of which, the members of this Board cannot en

tertain a doubt, that the separate and independent operations of these two Boards,

have hitherto been blest of God, to the spiritual benefit of many thousands in our

land, who would otherwise have remained destitute of the regular administration

of the Word and ordinances of religion. By the exhibition of these facts to the

last General Assembly, the same conviction was produced upon the minds of the

members generally, as has been expressed by this Board in the foregoing resolu

tion ; and it was under this conviction of the inexpediency of the plan of union

roposed to them by the Cincinnati Presbytery, that the proposition was dismissed

§ a large majority of that venerable body. The good actually accomplished,

is apparent to all; but the difficulties and collisions complained of by the Com

mittee, appear to be apprehended by comparatively few of the churches and pres

byteries.

The Board of Missions have never yet experienced, nor do they now apprehend

any serious evils, arising out of the separate action of the two general societies.

On this subject they have never yet uttered a single complaint, nor have they any

to make. They do most sincerely bid their sister institution, God speed, in all

iudicious efforts to build up the waste places of Zion in every part of the land, and
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in all the prosperity and successes of that institution, they do most unfeignedly re

joice. There remaineth yet very much land to be possessed, and the Board sim:

ly claim what they cheerfully yield to others, the privilege of moving forward

§. peaceably, and independently, to the occupancy and improvement of such

portions of the wide-spread desolations, as may be fully opened to their view, and
need their assistance.

6. The Board deem further attempts to effect the proposed union, entirely in

expedient, because all past efforts to effect this object have not only failed, but they

have also occasioned serious disquietude and dissatisfaction, not only in the minds

of the friends of the Board generally, but also in the minds of many of the warm

friends of the H. M. S., in this section of the country. It is now nearly twoyears

since the secretary of the H. M. S. presented in person to this Board, a plan of

union between the two societies. He then urged at full length, the reasons which

rendered a union desirable in his own view, and in that of the Committee in New

York. The whole subject was then very maturely canvassed and candidly consid

ered by this Board, and the result was a full conviction of the utter inexpediency

of the proposed union. Since that time the subject of a general union, and also of

a limited union in the Valley of the Mississippi, has been presented in various

forms and aspects before this Board, and the decision of the Board, and of its

friends generally throughout the country, has uniformly been the same. From

the proceedings of the last Assembly in reference to this matter, it is perfectly

manifest, that a large majority of its members entirely approved of this decision.

The Board do very deeply regret, that the Presbytery of Cincinnati should have

thought it necessary, after the doings of the Assembly, to agitate again this unplea

sant subject, and they do now, gentlemen, earnestly and affectionately entreat you,

and through you, the Presbytery, to consider prayerfully the resolution which

they have adopted, and the reasons which they have assigned for it. They have

no doubt, the Presbytery have been actuated by the purest motives in the mea

sures they have adopted, and in the propositions they have directed you to make

to this Board. Your communication has been received, and considered in the same

spirit of kindness, and candour with which it was submitted; and after having

bestowed upon it the most careful and prayerful deliberation, the Board find them.

selves under the painful necessity of expressing in the most decided manner, an

opinion entirely different from that of their brethren of the Committee and Pres

bytery. While the Board feel themselves solemnly constrained to adopt this

course, they do nevertheless cherish the most fraternal affection and regard for the

Committee and the Presbytery whom they represent, and they wish them to be

assured, that the Board will promptly adopt all proper and consistent measures in

their power, to prevent collisions, and to promote peace and harmony throughout
the churches. he Board do most sincerely believe, that if the churches in the

West are left to make their own election of the particular channel through which

their charities shall, flow forth, to bless the perishing, and the Presbyteries to

adopt and pursue such plans as they may severally deem most expedient to pro

mote the cause of Missions, existing evils will soon be removed, and harmony and

peace will pervade every section of the church, in reference to future Missionary
operations.

By order of the Ex. Committee, and in the name and in behalf of the

Board of Missions of the General Assembly, I am, gentlemen, very
respectfully, yours, &c.

JOSHUA T. RUSSELL,

Corresponding Secretary.

SELECTIONS FOR THE MONTHLY CONCERT.

CEIºf AOINT. work, in a greater or less degree, at all

joint LETTER FROM THE Mission-ſour stations, and granting us a season of

ARIES, DATED DEC. 1, 1830. refreshing from his presence. It is now

tio manifest tokens of a special divine influ

- ne. - ence upon the minds of a few in our as

It is a most pleasing duty which we 'semblies. Perhaps we may even go back

have to perform at this time, to commu- as far as the monthly missionary prayer

nicate tº you, from this distant land, the meeting, in October, at Batticotta, for

joyful tidings that God is reviving his "the first appearances of an approaching

Unusual attention to Religion at the Sta-. six weeks since we first witnessed
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revival. An unusual degree of feeling

was manifest on the occasion, and more

than ordinary fervency in

revival of the work of the Lord among

us. “O Lord revive thy work,” was a

prayer. and I trust sincerely

and earnestly offered on that day. Our

own children were very particularly ad

dressed and remembered at the throne of

ce. . The effect upon the minds of

some of them appeared to be very salu

tary. From that time an increased se

riousness was manifested in some of our

families. But nothing very marked until

the quarterly season of communion at

Panditeripo, on Thursday, the 21st of

October. It was then very evident that

God was near us; that he was stirring up

his children to repentance, to humilia

tion, to prayer, and to increased diligence

and zeal to labor in his service. It was a

heart-searching season, as well as a time

of love and mercy, Many of the native

members of the church appeared to re

ceive such an impulse, as by the blessing

of God to rouse them from their slum

bers, and prepare them for the coming

of their Lord.

From Panditeripo two of the brethren

went to Batticotta to labor in the semina

3. Such was their encouragement, that

they continued their special exertions

through Friday and Saturday, and one

of them over the Sabbath. It now be

came manifest that God was reviving his

work in the seminary. On Saturday a

special season of prayer and thanksgiv

ing was held by the brethren present with

reference to this object. On the forenoon

of the Sabbath, instead of the usual exer

cises in the chapel, the time was spent

in earnest exhortation and prayer.

sent in special prayer for thedivine bless

ing. In the evening another general

meeting was held in the chapel. The

work ofGod was evidently advancing. A

considerable number in the seminary,

who, a few days before, were careless

and secure in sin, were more or less anx

ious to inquire their way to heaven. The

members of the church were much ex

cited to labor and pray for the conversion

of those around them. Some in particu

lar, who for a few months past had ap

peared to be in a lukewarm state, were

greatly roused from their lukewarmness

and stupidity, and by repentance and con

fession, and earnest prayer returned unto

God. . The studies in the seminary were

for a time nearly suspended, to give op

portunity for all who desired it, to seek

the Lord. It was indeed a cheering and

an affecting sight, to behold all the ten

rayer for a |

he

afternoon was spent by the brethren pre

!companies earnestly engaged in reading

the scriptures, in exhortation and in

prayer.

On Monday evening some of the breth

ren and sisters were at Batticotta at the

prayer meeting, which came in turn to

that station. It was a most interesting

and melting season. Our own children

were again particularly remembered at

the throne of grace. We mention this

because the occasion appeared to be

greatly blessed to them. We hope it

was a night that one or two of them, at

least, will remember with joy through

eternity. But on this subject we rejoice

with trembling, lest our hopes should be

disappointed.

The quarterly meeting with ourschool

masters was to be held on Thursday, the

28th of October, at Manepy. But on ac

count of the state of things in the semi

nary, it was held at Batticotta. A large

number of schoolmasters, and many oth

ers connected with our station, and also

from Nellore were present, so that the

chapel was filled with a very attentive

and interesting congregation. It was a

day which will long be remembered by

all present. All the brethren, together

with some of our native assistants, ad

dressed the meeting with much apparent

effect. Some were in tears. Many who

came there in the morning careless and

stupid, were greatly alarmed for their

safety. We have heard from different

schoolmasters since, that the manner in

which they were addressed on that day,

made a deep impression on their minds

in favor of Christianity.

These favorable appearances were,

however, by no means confined to Batti

cotta. Very evident tokens of the divine

presence were seen at all our stations,

especially in the charity boarding schools

at Tillipally and Oodooville. Many ve

precious meetings have been held at all

our stations, when it was manifest that

the Lord was present. On the fourth of

November we observed a day of fasting

and F. at our several stations, in

which our native members united. We

found it good and profitable to draw near

#. God and to humble ourselves before .

lin.

On the first Tuesday evening in No

vember, the brethren and sisters togeth

er with our friends from Nellore, met at

Oodooville, according to a previous ap

pointment,for the purpose of uniting with

our friends in America, in praying for the

young men under the care of the Ameri

can Education Society; also for our col

leges and seminaries of learning, that God

would pour out his Spirit upon them, and

little rooms for prayer lighted up till af

ter midnight, and nearly filled with little

raise up a multitude of faithful laborers

to go forth into the great harvest of the
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world. We had a very interesting and

profitable evening, and propose to con

tinue to observe the evening every month

as a season of prayer for this great and

glorious object, which is so intimately

connected with the spread of the Re

deemer's kingdom.

On the 18th of November we held ano

ther meeting of a novel kind at Oodoo

ville, consisting of most of the largest

boys and girls in our native free schools.

At least 800 were present on the occa

sion, which was one of great interest to

us all. When the question was asked,

How many of you are in the habit of dai

ly prayer and reading the scriptures? a

considerable number rose up. These

were then taken into another room by

themselves, where they were conversed

with, and exhorted to persevere in the

practice of praying and reading the

scriptures. hen the question wasask

ed the others, How many of you believe

in the truth of Christianity, and are re

solved to seek for salvation through

Christ? a much larger number immedi

ately arose. When we consider that

these children have already considerable

knowledge of Christianity, and that they

will soon take the lead in society in this

district, the question whether they shall

be christians, or idolaters, is one of ama

zing interest and importance.

The stations at Oodooville and Mane

py, being near to each other, have united
in holding a weekly prayer meeting, at

which the brethren and all the native

members connected with the two stations,

and as many others as can be collected,

attend. Many short prayers are offered

and addresses made on these occasions,

which have been productive of great ap

parent benefit to those present. . The

brethren at all the stations are also in the

habit of going into each others parishes,

to assist in holding evening meetings in

the school bungalows, at which many

people attend, and hear the glad tidings

of salvation.

We see much to encourage us to per

severe in the great and glorious work of

preaching the gospel; and we pray that

we may be kept in a humble, prayerful,

waiting posture, till the Lord shall show

us greater things than these.

We dare not at present give the num

ber, even of those who are awakened at

our several stations, much less of those

whom we hope are converted. We shall

be much better able to speak with accu

racy on this subject a few months hence.

We wish, also, to caution our friends

against misunderstanding what we have

stated. While in the fulness of our hearts

we tell them of the favorable appear

ances we are permitted to witness, we

wish to guard ourselves and our friends

against the disappointments that may

arise from seeing many of the three first

kinds of hearers mentioned by our Sa

viour in the parable of the sower, and but

comparatively few of the fourth. We

consider the work as only just begun.

The battle is only set in array. It is yet

to be fought; and may the Lord grant us

a glorious victory.

| ethink it due to our friends that they

should be informed of what the Lord is

doing among us, that they may “rejoice

with those that rejoice;” that they may

unite with us in rendering praise and

thanksgiving to the Lord. But more es

|pecially we desire to engage all who love

the Lord Jesus Christin sincerity, to pray

earnestly and perseveringly for us—for

the little flock already gathered into the

fold of Christ, and more especially for the

perishing heathen around us, that the

Lord would give them ears to hear, and

eyes to see, and hearts to understand the

gospel. We are more and more deeply

convinced by our experience, that with

out the prayers of christians, the heathen

will never be converted. Oh when will

the whole christian world practically be

lieve this great truth? When will they

unite in putting God to the test, and see

whetherhe will redeem the pledge which

he has so solemnly given to hear and an

swer the united prayers of his people;

yea, to open the windows of heaven and

pour out a blessing, that there shall not

be room enough to receive it. “Then

will the servants of the Lord be strong

in the midst of the heathen.” Then will

they speedily hear the anxious inquiry

from multitudes, “What shall we do to

be saved?” Then will they behold them

“flying as a cloud, and as doves to their

| windows,”and then the earth shall speed

ily be filled with the knowledge and glo

ry of God.

Extracts FROM A LETTER of Dr.

scuddER, DATED Oct. 1, 1830.

Religious Excitement among the Catho

lics.

On my way from the Hills, I spent a

few davs very pleasantly with the vene.

rable Mr. Köhlhoff at Tanjore. There

has been a very great excitement among

the Roman Catholics in that vicinity.—

Two hundred and fifty-one families, or

about 1,500 people have renounced that

corrupt faith and enrolled their names

among protestant worshippers. ...The

work commenced in a Catholic village,

where Swartz built a church fifty

years ago, but which was demolished by

that people. The following is an extract

from a communication of Mr. Haubro,
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Mr. Kohlhoff’s fellow laborer. “There

is a wide field opened here for Missiona

ry exertions. great proportion of the

inhabitants are Roman Catholics, though

only a part of them have declared them

selves in favor of the Protestant religion.

The Mottupaty congregation have their

own church. he congregation at Ko

goody and the annexed villages Silloova

aty and Poondy have jointly one church.

Kolamanikam and Kalpalyam, the Pro

testants and Roman Catholics have made

an arrangement that both parties may

have service in the same place of wor

ship but at different times. . At Coonna

goody and Connala it is anticipated that

a similar agreement will take place.”—

After speaking of several places where

there are no houses for worship, he adds,

“The people are willing to contribute

by manual labor to build churches.”

When the people forsake their faith

and become Protestants, they deliver up

their images to the missionaries. I wit

nessed a pleasing sight when there... I

took over three persons who were with

me from Jaffna to Mr. Haubro's, both

for the purpose of seeing the images

which had been brought in, and for con

firming any statements I might make af

ter reaching home. While there, a com

pany of about twenty-five persons, men,

women, and children, came to Mr. Hau

bro's with an image of St. Anthony in

their hands, and delivered it to him. I

brought an image of Christ and one of the

virgin Mary with me. These I have

shewn to numbers of people, and no little

stir has been occasioned. Two loads

(cooley loads) have been sent to Madras,

and a number of others are in Mr. Hau

bro's possession.

Near Madras a number of Roman

Catholics have recently deserted that

Church. This was effected through the

instrumentality of a young man, who for

merly was with Mr. Rhenius, and who

went and settled among them in the ca

pacity of a physician.

As I have not yet been at home two

months, I will say but little of the affairs

of this station. I found them somewhat

disordered, but not as much so as I ex

pected. I think the good work is going

on among the Catholics in this vicinity.

As their priests have dropped their cor

respondence with us, two individuals in

Chillalle have taken the field, and an

swered our tract on the marriage of

priests. It displays much weakness,and

as the sword of the spirit will destroy all

their arguments, their cause must be

weakened. It is a matter for thanksgiv

ing that they write us. In the first place

it makes them search the scriptures; and

in the second it keeps up a spirit of in

| quiry among the people. . The preju
dices oflºs are subsiding. Since

my return, for the first time, they have

applied to me to establish a school among

them. Several have expressed a deter

mination to take a stand against their

priests in regard to the school if opposed.

IINDIANS IN NEW YORK.

PREVAILING ATTENTION TO RELIGION,

AT THE STATIONS.

Tuscarora.

Under date of April 11, Mr. Elliot

writes:— -

The interests of this people, both in a

temporal and spiritual point of view, have

advanced, for a few months past, beyond

our most sanguine expectations. God

has accompanied our feeble efforts by the

energies of his Spirit. I consider it un

necessary to describe particularly the

powerful conviction and hopeful conver

|sion of individual persons. Fruits of ho

liness exhibited in their future walk, will

be the best criterion by which to judge

of the genuineness of their change. Ma

ny have been troubled, and several have

nodoubt truly submitted to God. Among

those who indulge hopes of having pass

ed from death unto life are nine of the

most enterprising young men in the tribe,

who are heads of families, with the wives

of three or four of them. The claims

of the gospel are now urged to good ef

fect, especially in reference to the perma

nent obligations of husbands and wives to

each other. Eight couples have pledged

themselves to each other for life since

the commencement of the revival. There

has been some seriousness among the

children, and two or three hopeful con

versions. Two weeks ago the measles

came among them,which prevented their

attendance at school. A week since its

operations were suspended.

The salutary effects of the revival

upon the people generally are strikingly

visible. Not more than four or five in

all the tribe, now take ardent spirits to

excess.

While seeing the meetings thronged,

I have been solemnly impressed with

the apostolic injunction, “Be instant in

season and out of season.” A multitude

of labors and cares have materially af

fected my health. I am now absolute

ly unfit for labor, but the excitement

among the people draws me from my

bed.

Cattaraugus.

On the 16th of May, Mr. Thayer

made the following statements respecting
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the work which the Holy Spirit wasper

forming among the Indians. -

In my letter of April 27th, I mention

ed that the state of things here was in

greasingly interesting, and stated that a

few evenings before, four persons came

forward to be prayed for, and that the

next week they and some others were

hoping in the mercy of God. About that
time the church desired to have the

Lord'ssupper administered. Itold them

I would obtain a minister for that pur

pose, as soon as by divine providence I

could. Soon Mr. Smith, who spent the

last year here, unexpectedly returned

from New England and visited the sta

tion. Arrangements were then made for

a three days meeting, to commence on

Friday, May 13th. On Tuesday last

we had a church meeting to examine

candidates for admission to the church.

Thirteen were examined, four of whom

had indulged hopes for a year, and the

others only for a few weeks. On Thurs

day evening we had a meeting of the

church for prayer, in preparation for the
three days meeting, which was to com

inence the next day. That prayer-meet

ing was one of uncommon interest. It

was a season of confession, and I trust of

repentance of sins, and of humbling our

. as a church in the dust before

God. Almost every member was pre

sent, and much feeling was manifested.

Special confessions were made by those

who had been disaffected. It was a

melting season. Our three days meet

ing commenced next morning at sunrise.

We had four exercises each day. A

number of the Alleghany brethren and

a few from Seneca were here, also Mr.

Sessions, the teacher at Seneca. Mr.

Smith was the only minister.

At the close of the first day, twelve

ersons, all of whom, except one, had

een scholars in my school, appeared to

be anxiously inquiring what they should

do to be saved. On the second day there

were nineteen, and on the third day

eighteen. Some of them appeared deep

ly affected with their awful state as sin

ners against a holy God. But the con

victions of others, we fear, were not very

ungent. How many of those whocame

rward have obtained hopes we cannot
yet say. Some of them think they have

submitted their hearts to God. Yester

day was indeed a solemn day. Eleven

of those examined were received into

the church, and the other two were ad

vised to wait longer. One man was ad

mitted into the Alleghany church. The

ordinance of baptism was administered

A to all the twelve, and to thirteen chil

Örören. Among the twelve who for the

firset time came around the table of our

blessed Lord to commemorate his dyin

love, were three young persons who ha

been scholars, viz. Nathaniel T. Strong,

Zachariah Lewis, and Harriet Wool

ley. I cannot express my feelings on

the occasion. Bless the Ł: § my

soul, for his great mercy to these poor

Indians,

Last evening more than 30 impenitent

sinners attended the anxious meeting in

the school room, while between 40 and

50 professing Christians met in the house

of É. to pray for them. Such a meet

ing we have never seen here before.

Never have I seen the church at this

place so much awake to the concerns of

the soul, and seem to feel so much for

impenitent_sinners. We believe that

verily the Lord is in this place by his

Holy Spirit, convicting, and we e

converting, some souls. What will

the results of this meeting cannot be ful

ly known till the great day. The meet

ing would have been continued longer,

had there not been a similar meeting ap

pointed at Seneca, to commence to-mor

row. Many of our Indians go there.

REPORTS OF MISSIONARIES.

ILLINois.

From Mr. John Montgomery, Palestine,

Crawford, Co. Illinois, May 23, 1831.

I came to this place on the 7th April,

and from that time have been engaged

in preaching in the town, and in endea

voring to look up the few scattered mem

bers with a view of constituting them

into a church.

I found some who had been deprived

of the privileges of a preached gospel,

at least by their denomination, for so

great a length of time, not less than fif

teen years, that they appeared to have

lost almost "all anxiety on the subject.

But others manifested a very different

spirit—they remarked with deep feeling,

that the want of christian privileges had

been their greatest objection to moving

to the place, and that now they must
make every exertion to avail theniselves

of the assistance which your board was

kindly tendering, in the way of procur

ing the labors of a missionary. It would

have gladdened your heart to have heard

an aged lady, who has passed her six

tieth year, speak on this subject—and to

have seen her going round among her

º in order to bring them to

| feel and act in this matter. She would

say with emphasis, “what would become

of us were it not for our good friends in

the east?” The cold indifference of

some, the ignorance of– and the
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could again enjºy the benefit resulting

and stated preaching of the gospel. The

open opposition of a third to every thing

of a religious nature, when taken toge:

ther, appeared to her mind to be suffi

cient to keep down any exertion which

a few might be disposed to make.

The aspect of the place, mainly in a

religious point of view, (for no charge

can be brought against the morality of

the people ºf the town,) induced a high

ly respectable family, last winter, to

make up their minds to leave the state

and return to Kentucky, where they

from a well conducted Sabbath School,

old gentleman is in delicate health, and

said he could not bear the idea of being

called away from his family under cir:
cumstances so unfavorable to their reli

gious instruction, and therefore resolved

to go back to the place of his former re

sidence. He says, that now he sees a

great change for the better, and thinks

there is much to encourage.

-1 Church organized.

Your Agent, Rev. I. Reed, came from

Bloomington, distance 70 miles, about a

week since, and assisted in organizing a

church in this place, consisting of sixteen

members, to be known by the name of

the Palestine Presbyterian Church. Two

ruling elders being elected, Mr. John

Houston, Sen. and Maj. Wilson Lagow

were ordained by Mr. Reed. On Sab

bath, the Sacrament of the Lord's Sup

per was administered, when an aged la

Ohio.

From the Rev. W. Joxes, Clear Creek, O.

April 29th, 1831.

I have visited, within the field of my
common labours, seven different places,

and preached in all these places; en

deavouring, in each, to teach and incul

cate the duty of instructing children and

youth in the knowledge of the sacred

scriptures, and of using every proper

means of spiritually enlightening their

minds, and of bringing them into a duti

ful subjection to the government of God,

and thus urged the necessity and propri

ety of Sunday Schools. Among these

are Adelphi and Perry, whose schools

hadj' for some time previous; the

former for the want of teachers, the lat

ter on account of the severity of the

winter, and the distance of many of the

pupils from the school-house. . After re

peated and earnest exertions in both these

laces, they have resolved to renew their

Sunday Schools.

At Dryrun I have succeeded in the

formation of two Sunday Schools; one

at the school-house in which I preach,

the other at the school-house of the next

adjoining district.

Since my former report, I have preach

ed sixty-five discourses, besides the Bible

class lectures. The two Bible classes

before mentioned have been as constant

ly and carefully attended, as their dis

persed situation and our severe winter

dy, who has lived in the place for a num

ber of years, and who was held in high

esteem by the people of the place, united

for the first time with the other members

who had been recently constituted into

a church. One or two others were inquir.

ing, with a considerable degree of anxie

ty, as to their duty. Thus a few of the

scattered sheep, as we hope of the true

house of Israel, have been collected to

gether and formed into a fold, in the

midst of a great and wide-spread moral

wilderness. Oh that the good Shepherd

would lead, protect, and defend them

in all their ways through this world, and

save them in his kingdom on high. -

A Sabbath School established.

A Sabbath School was commenced in

this place on yesterday; and although

much, yes, very much, has been said in

this place against the institution, yet we

think this school will prosper under the

smiles of a gracious God, and be made

extensively useful to the town and vicin

ity... We hope to be able soon to establish

a bible class.

Chr. Adv.–Vol. IX. 3 K

would admit. The shorter catechism

has been associated with their scripture

lessons; and some have committed the

whole catechism, and some a part of it.

In March, another Bible class was com

menced at Dryrun, which now consists

of twenty-three members, and probably

will increase, if continued. The mem

bers, in general, are very diligent in at

tending to their lessons.

No revival of religion, according to

the common acceptation of the phrase,

has yet taken place among us; yet there

is an increased attention to the means of

grace. The cause of temperance gains

ground; the sanctity of the Sabbath is

more generally regarded; morality is

more prevalent, and more visible ap

pearances of the fear of God manifest

themselves among the aged, middle

aged, and the young. Our unfeigned

gratitude is, hence, due to the Lord ;

while, on our part, there still remains

great reason for deep humiliation, and

earnest, and persevering prayer; and

why, we should earnestly solicit the

rayerful remembrance of our Christian

rethren.
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NEw York.

From the Rev. C. Long, July 4th, 1831.

Revival at Whitefilains, .W. Y.

I have delayed my report a little be

fond the time at which it should have

een forwarded, in order that I might

give a more detailed account of what,

God has been doing for this people. Du

ring the latter part of winter, it was evi

dent that the spirit of God was moving

upon the hearts of some in this place.

Our weekly meetings were better attend

ed than they formerly had been, obsta

cles, that before, had kept many from

the social prayer meetings, and which,

they no doubt thought sufficient to justify

their neglect, are now easily overcome.

There were at this time, no instances of

deep and pungent conviction, but a gene

ral seriousness seemed to pervade the

minds of all. This state of things sug

gested the propriety of having a three

or four days meeting, as meetings of this

kind appeared to be so remarkably bless

ed, for the conviction and conversion of

sinners. As far as we could judge, there

was a preparedness on the part of the

eople, to listen with profit to the truth.

'e had no idea that there was any

charm about a four days meeting, but

that the effects produced were the na

tural consequences of bringing the mind

to contemplate truth, for several days in

succession, connected with earnest pray

er for the out pourings of the Holy Spirit.

We appointed a meeting of this kind,

X. took place about the middle of

ril.

R number of the neighbouring clergy

were present, as well as one or two from

the city. The first day there was a good

congregation, and the word preached

was listened to, with deep interest, but

there was no evidence of the special

operations of the spirit, till near the close

of the second day, when we found a num

ber greatly affected. From that time,

the work progressed rapidly, and with
increasing interest. At the close of the

exercises on the third day, there were

between fifteen and twenty that were

deeply impressed in view of their guilt

and danger. The distress of several was

very great—they appeared to be over

whelmed with a view of their own char.

acter, as rebels against the government,

and law, and grace of a righteous God.

We were surprised to find that some,who

had seldom attended religious worship

anywhere,were brought while listening

to the truth, to a sense of their lost con

dition by nature. One who was inclined

to quakerism, and another who had tried

to quiet his conscience by a belief that all

would be saved, were constrained to

give up their delusive errors, and ask,

what they must do to be saved. We had

public meetings two days the following

week. The number that have been

hopefully brought out of darkness into

God’s marvelous light, is about twenty

five. For this rich display of mercy, I

desire to say, Bless the Lord O my soul,

and forget not all his benefits. We cele

brated the ordinance of the Supper last

Sabbath, when seventeen were added to

the church, on profession of their faith.

It was a solemn day—the exercises were

deeply interesting, and I doubt not, will

be remembered by some, till time with

them, shall be no more. Five from one

family, the parents and three daughters,

were among the number received into

the church, all of whom were baptised.

Two have left this place since the revi

val, and will unite with churches else

where. There are others that intend

connecting with this church, at our next

communion season. The change in the

character of those who are indulging

hopes, so far as we can judge, appears to
be a thorough one, and I trust is the re

sult of the operations of the Holy Spirit.

All efforts to produce excitement during

the revival, except by a plain exhibition

ofgospel truth, were carefully avoided.

Our meetings were characterized by

that stillness, and solemnity, which a

deep sense of the realities of the eternal

world are calculated to produce. The

state of things with us is still interesting,

and I hope will continue so; though there

are but few cases of seriousness at the

present time. Our Sabbath school is in

a prosperous state. A bible-class has

been formed, composed of those who

have recently obtained a hope, from

which great good I trust will result.

North CARolin A.

From the Rev. Daniel L. Russell, dated

Hillsborough, N. C. July 4th, 1831.

Revivals in JWorth Carolina.

I did not make out a report of my la

bors when my three months expired, be

cause I wished to give a full account of

the state of things at the University, at

the commencement, which took place on

the 23d of June.—In the first place I

ought to inform you how I disposed of

my. time previous to my arrival at C.

ill.

Granville.

Two months were spent in Granville,

laboring in connection with brother Gra

º: two weeks of this time pre

ceded the date of my commission.)While

I was laboring there, some fifteen or

twenty conversions took place; how far

the Lord made use of my instrumentali

ty none but He can tell, for I was only as:
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sisting a brother, who by his faithful la

bors had nearly broken himself down in

the revival which had been going on some

time: I hope, however, my labor was not
in vain.

Raleigh.

Leaving Granville I visited Raleigh,af

ter going to Presbytery at Washington,

and preached about two weeks. We had

a four days’ meeting, which with subse

quent labors resulted in the hopeful con

version of eight or ten persons—a num

ber more seemed to be impressed, and

things seemed to be in rather an encour

aging state. I had held an enquiry meet

ing at which a number attendéd. Near

ly all the converts were young men, and

most of those who were impressed, were

likewise. Five interesting young men

professed within twenty-four hours: of

these, two were members of the senior

class in the University, one having left

college on account of bad health, and the

other being on a visit to Raleigh. The

latter returned to the University, col

lected the few pious students and some

others, and they united in requesting me

to visit the University as soon as conve
nient.

University of M. C. at Chapel Hill.

It was agreed by Dr. M'Pheters and

brother Witherspoon (who happened to

be there) that I ought at least to visit the

University, notwithstanding the interest

ing state of things at Raleigh. I accord

ingly went up and soon found that it was

indeed a providential call, for the Spirit

of the Lord seemed to attend the word

at once and powerfully. I stated in a

former communication, that about twen

ty conversions had taken place when I

wrote. The work was truly powerful and

my labors were so constant that it seem

ed as if I must sink under them, and the

students seeing this, despatched one of

their number to Oxford for brother Har

ding, who arrived about the time I wrote.

He spent two Sabbaths, laboring with

eat zeal, faithfulness, and success;

and I have no doubt the final day will re

veal the fact more fully, that he was

made the messenger of salvation to a

number of precious souls. While he was

at the University I spent three or four

days including the Sabbath, in Raleigh:

during my absence a number had pro

fessed conversion. I repeat it, the work

was indeed powerful: we had both wit

nessed solemn scenes before, but none to

equal the scenes of Chapel Hill. There

was no noise, no confusion; all was sol

emn as the grave, and the Spirit of the

Lord seemed to have taken possession of

nearly every mind in the whole College.

who was not at least thinking seriously

about the things of eternity; and nearly

all visited us to enquire what they must

do to be saved. About five weeks before

the close of the session there were seven

professors of religion, and at the close

there were at least forty-seven who pro

fessed repentance and faith, besides a

number under serious impressions. Of

the Senior class just graduated, ten out of

fourteen professed to be on the Lord's

side; of the Junior class fourteen out of

twenty-three; of the Sophomore eleven

out of eighteen; of the Freshman twelve

out of twenty-two. Thus you will see

there is a majority of every class in Col

lege who profess to love the Saviour. In

the higher classes the majority is largest;

and of the whole number of students, 77,

there is a majority of seventeen who

make a decided profession of piety. You

will not expect me to describe to you in

words the change which has taken place

in the institution; those who have known

its character heretofore could come near

er to it. In the language of scripture it

may be said, Old things have passed

away, behold all things have become

new. Commencement night was indeed

a solemn one, and such as had never been

witnessed at that place. Instead of at

tending the customary ball, the students

with many from abroad assembled in the

chapel to listen to a discourse which I

prepared for the occasion. The scene

was interesting and indescribably solemn.

*=

SPECIAL NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERs.

The present number closes the second

volume of this work. The first number

of the third volume will be sent to all our

present subscribers, and if there should

be any who wish to discontinue it, they

will either inform us by letters, fosthaid,

before the 1st of September, or return

the September number to the Rev. J. T.

Russell, with their name and fost 3.
address written upon the cover of the Re

porter.

| All persons who are in arrears for the

Reporter will please without delay to

pay over the amount due, together with

the advance for the third volume, to any

Presbyterian minister, or other authori

ised agent, most convenient to them, that

the same may be forwarded to the Edi

tol'.

We have it in contemplation in the

next volume,to furnish a greater variety

of missionary intelligence, and occasional

original communications.

Our agents and missionaries are re

spectfully requested to renew their efforts

There seemed to be scarcely a student to obtain new subscribers, and to forward

their names without delay.
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As the General Agent of the Board of

Education has not yet been able to take

the Editorial charge of the Education

Register, we beg leave to call the atten

tion of our readers to the following ex

tract from Massillon's discourse, enti

tled “The Shirit of the Ministry.” We

earnestly request that these forcible and

luminous remarks of Massillon, may be

read by all who are either in or looking

forward to the ministry.

...And—they brought him to Jerusalem to

firesent him to the Lord; As it is writ

ten in the law of the Lord, Every male

that ofteneth the womb shall be called

holy to the Lord—LUKE, 11. 22, 23.

“The Spirit of the Ministry” says

Massillon, is a Spirit of Prayer,-of

Mourning—of Labor—ofZeal—ofKnow

ledge—ºf Piety.

1. A Spirit of Prayer.

Praver is the ornament of the minis

try, the most essential duty of a minister,

the soul of all his functions. Without

prayer he is no longer of any use in the

ministry—of any service to Christians.

He plants, but God does not give the in

crease; he preaches, but his words are

as sounding brass; he recites the praises

of the Lord, but his heart does not join in

them, and he honors God but with his

lips. In one word, without prayer, a

minister is without soul and without life,

all whose labors in the vineyard of the

Lord are but like the mechanical move

ments of an inanimate machine. It is

then prayer alone which constitutes the

strength and success of his different ser

vices; and he ceases to be acceptable to

God or useful to man, as soon as he ceas

es to pray. In prayer consists all his

consolation; and his functions become to

him like the yoke of a hireling—like

hard, burdensome, and painful tasks, if

prayer neither alleviates their burden,

solaces their pains, nor consoles him for

the little success attending them.

Now prayer supposes a pure spirit, a

spirit free from those vain and dangerous

images which pollute the soul, or obscure

its light; it supposes a mind replete with

spiritual ideas, and familiarized to medi
tation on divine truth—a mind which de

arts from its proper employment, when

it is necessay to turn its attention to the

perplexing and unprofitable cares of the

world, and which easily resumes, when

again quitting these cares, the thought

and the recollection of those eternal

truths from which it had been diverted.

Prayer supposes a tranquil heart, in

which the most lively sentiment is that

of holy love to God, and gratitude for his

mercies; a heart accustomed to spiritual

enjoyments—timid, delicate, watchful—

always guarded against sinful impressions

—always attentive to abstain from every

thing which can abate its delightful in

tercourse with the Lord. This is what

the spirit of prayer requires.

2. The Spirit of our Ministry is a Spir

it of Mourning.

We are those ambassadors of peace,

of whom the prophet speaks, who cught

to weep bitterly, because the ways of

righteousness lie waste; hardly any one

walks in the way which conducts to life;

the covenant has become unprofitable; &

the Lord stems to have cast away his

people. “The ambassadors of peace

shall weep bitterly. The high ways lie

waste; the way-faring man ceaseth; he

hath broken the covenant, he hath de

spised the cities, he regardeth no man.”

Yes, my brethren, we ought to be men

of grief; and to mourn incessantly, be

tween the porch and the altar, f for the

scandals which dishonor the Church, and

expose it to the derision of the wicked.

Samuel, after the fall of Saul, retired

and passed the rest of his days in lament

ing the unhappy destiny of that prince.

Jesus Christ, the chief shepherd and the

model for others, seeing Jerusalem hard

ened in blindness, and upon the point of

ruin, wept over it; and he could not re

frain his tears at the sight of Lazarus

when dead, because in him he discover.

ed the image of a soul spiritually dead.

| Our cºmpassion, should be excited by

the miseries and vices ºf our fellow men;

we ought to have the feelings of a moth

er towards them. Indeed, my brethren,

whilst there are sinners upon earth, sor

row and mourning will be the lot offaith
ful ministers.

Now, can you unite this spirit of

mourning with the vain cares and un

profitable amusements of the world? I

ask you, what is the object of men of the

world in all their occupations? Pleasure.

You cannot therefore associate with such

men without being either witnesses, or

approvers, or accomplices of their plea

sures. Though you should be but wit

nesses, can a minister of Christ familiar

ize his eyes to objects which ought to

pierce his heart? Can he amuse him

*Isaiah xxxiii. 7, 8, fjoelii. 17.

-
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self with them? The primitive Doc

tors of the church forbad Christians the

sight of gladiators, believing that the dis

ciples of the mild and charitable Jesus

could not innocently feed their eyes with

the blood and ãº, of those unfortunate

persons, and derive a cruel pleasure from

a sight which ought to inspire them with

horror, and make them deplore the lot

and the eternal ruin of those unhappy

victims.

3 The Spirit of our Ministry is a Spirit

of Labor.

The church of which we are ministers,

is a vine—a field—a harvest—an edifice,

which is building and which should grow

every day—a holy warfare;—these are

all terms which suppose care and fatigue,

they are all swimbols of labor and appli

cation. A minister is placed in the

church, like the first man in the terres

trial paradise, “to dress it and to keep

it.” He is accountable for his time to

the people of his charge. All, therefore,

that he employs in vain and useless in

tercourse with others, except for neces

sary relaxation; all the days, all the mo

ments which he suffers to be lost in the

uselessness of worldly society—in amuse

ments and dissipation, are days and mo

ments which ought to have been devoted

to the salvation of his fellow men; and for

which they will demand an account of

him before the tribunal of Jesus Christ.

By ordination he becomes a public minis

ter; the people acquire a real right over

his person, his leisure, his occupations,

his talents. These are consecrated goods

which form, as it were, the patrimony of

the people; he is but the depositary of

them, and can no longer dispose of them

according to his own inclination. As

soon then as he abandons the employ

ment connected with his office, he

proves himself unworthy of it; he ceases

to be a minister, from the moment that

he ceases to be laborious; and he passes,

in indolence, or in vain amusements, al

ways improper and often dangerous,that

time which ought to be devoted to the

salvation of his people.

An indolent and worldly minded min

ister is, therefore, the most useless and

the most unoccupied man upon earth; he

alone, all whose moments are so pre

cious, whose duties are so serious and so

numerous, whose cares ought to in

crease as the vices of men multiply—he

alone has no employment among men;

passes his days in a continual void-in a
circle of frivolous inutilities; and that life

which ought to be the most occupied, the

most loaded with duties, the most re

i. becomes the most empty and

the most despicable life that is seen in the
world.

Genesis ii. 13.

I am sensible that great zeal and firm

|ness are necessary to enable us to break

the bonds of flesh and blood; and to iller

dict ourselves almost all intercourse with

a world with which we are connected by

so many ties; and to which our own in

clinations draw us. But this furnishes

me with a fourth reflection, as a new

proof of the truth of which I wish to con

vince you.

4. I say then, in the fourth place, that

the Spirit of our Ministry is a Spirit of

Zealand Firmness.

It is our duty to exhort, to correct,

to reprºſe, “in season and out of sea

son.” We ought to bear our testimo

|ny boldly against public sins and abuses.

| The face of a Christian minister ought

not to blush for the ignominy, which in

dulgences, unbecoming his character,

never fail to produce; he bears, written

upon his forehead, with much more ma

|jesty than the High Priest of the law,

“the doctrine and the truth;” he ought

to know no one according to the flesh.

He who, by the imposition of hands, has

been set apart to the holy ministry,should

manifest an heroic disposition, which

elevates him above his own weakness,

which infuses into him noble, great,

generous sentiments, and such as are

worthy his elevated calling,—which

raises him above fears, hopes, reputation,

and opprobrium, and above every thing

which influences the conduct of other

men.

Admitting that, when you first go to

mingle with worldly scenes, you may in:

tend not to be seduced from the path of

duty; admitting that you at first possess

sincerity, firmness, and courage; you will

soon deviate from them. Those ideas of

zeal and firmness against vice, with

which you enter into the world, will soon

grow weaker; intimacy with the world

will soon make them appear to you un

social and erroneous; to them will suc

ceed ideas more pleasant, more agree

able to man, more according to the com

| mon manner of thinking; what appeared

zeal and duty, you will regard as exces

|sive and, imprudent severity; and what
appeared virtue and ministerial prudence

ou will consider as unnecssary singulari.

ity. Nothing enervates that firmness

becoming the ministerial character like

associating freely with men of the world.

We enter, by little and little, and with.

out perceiving it ourselves, into their

prejudices, and adopt the excuses and

vain reasonings to which they have re

courseº their errors; by associat

ing with them we cease to think them so

culpable; we even become almost apolo

gists for their effeminacy, their idleness,

their luxury, their ambition, their pas

sions; we accustom ourselves, like the
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world,to give to those vices softer names,

and what confirms us in this new system

of conduct is, that it has the approbation

of men of the world, who give to our

cowardly compliance with their customs

the specious names of moderation, great

ness of mind, acquaintance with the

world, a talent to render virtue amiable.

5. In the fifth place, the Spirit of cur

Ministry is a Spirit of Knowledge.

“The º: of a priest,” says the

Spirit of God, “should keep know

ledge.” Weare ordered, like the pro

het to devour the sacred volume of the

aw, notwithstanding the bitterness of

laboricus study; we must nourish our

selves with spiritual food by the sweat of

our brow; and adorn our souls with the

law of God as the Jewish priests did

their garments. Ministers of religion

are compared, by an eminent Father, to

those two great luminaries which God at

first placed in the firmament. They are

to preside over the day and over the

night;-over the day, § guiding the

faith and piety of believers;–over the

night, by enlightening the darkness of

error, infidelity, and false doctrine. They

are the interpreters of the law,-the

teachers of the peºple,—the seers and

prophets, appointed to enlighten their

doubts, or to make known to them the

will of the Lord.

Now, judge whether it is possible to

unite dissipated and worldly manaers

with the conduct becoming such a great

and dignified office. Knowledge is not

to be considered as one of those rare gifts

which God distributes to whom he will,

and with which all are not favoured; it is

an essential—an absolutely necessary tal

ent for the ministry. The Apostle, hav.

ing enumerated the different gifts which

God bestowed upon the rising churches,

and remarked that some were prophets,

others had the gift of tongues, and others

the power of healing diseases, and work

ing other miracles, adds that many were

established as “Pastors and Teachers,”f

(He does not separate these two titles,

because one is a necessary attendant up

on the other.) Now, nothing is more

fatal to a taste for useful knowledge than

a familiar intercourse with the scenes of

the world. Order, retirement, and re

collection are necessary for study; con:

tinual dissipation and interruption relax

the fervor of the mind and destroy all

relish for close application.

6. In the last place, the Spirit of the

Ministry is a Spirit of Piety.

By this spirit of piety I mean not only

º morals, but that purity of heart,

that tenderness of conscience, that taste

*Malachiii. 7. tephesians iv. 11.

for divine things, which simply the ap

pearance of evil disturbs. Such a spirit

of piety is the soul of our ministry, and

on this depends all its success. e are

continually conversant with holy things;

temples, altars, the holy mysteries, spi

ritual songs, the wordº'. is in the

midst of these great, these divine objects,

that we pass our days; all our occupa

tions relate to objects, in the view of

which angles themselves tremble.

Now, my brethren, a serious consider

ation of these things could not f il to

make the most pious distrustful of them

selves, and sensible of their need of con

tinual assistance from God. What a life

of prayer, of retirement, of circumspec

tion, of faith, of rigorous government of

the passions, is necessary, to prepare us

for such services? A minister of religion

ought not to indulge himself in anything.

which he cannot carry to the sanctuary,

any thing which would be unbecoming in

that place. He certainly ought not then

to carry thither dispositions, affections,

and desires which arecommon and world

ly. It is necessary that the fire of divine

love should purify his heart and raise it

from a common to a holy and elevated

state; in a word,as nothing is greater and

more sublime than his functions, so noth

ing ought to be purer and more sublime

than his piety.

Will you then think of going from an

assembly of pleasure to the house of God?

Will you go to invoke a blessing from

God, with the same mouth with which

you havejustFºl. vain and trifling

words? Will you attempt to administer

Christian ordinances with a mind filled

with frivolous and indecent images? In

stead of elevating your minds and hearts

on high, will you suffer them to dwell

upon the mean objects of the world?—

upon objects unworthy of occupying the

attention of a wise man, at any time, and

much more of diverting a minister cf

Christ from an attention to the sacred

duties of his office?

But further, a worldly, and dissipated

life is inconsistent not only with that piety

which we ought to possess when officiat

ing at the holy altar, but also with that

grave and edifying conduct which is ne

cessary to prepare us for all the functions

of the ministry, and without which we

cannot expect success. If, my brethren,

you associate freely with men of the

world, with what propriety can you

speak of avoiding the world,—of the

dangers to which people are there ex

posed,—of the necessity of prayer, and

recollection, and watchfulness, of the

eye which must be plucked out, when it

becomes an occasion of offence,—of the
account which we must render for every
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idle word,—and of all those mortifying |
maxims so foreign from your manners,

and so unknown to the world? With

what an air of coldness and dryness must

you appear? The holy truths of Salva

tion coine but with regret, and with an

air of constraint, from a mouth accus

tomed to frivolous and worldly conver

sation. To imitate the Apostle, in

preaching Christ crucified with success,

we must, like him, be attached to the

cross of Christ; to affect the heart, there

must be expressions which proceed from

a heart that is itself affected. Without

this you will be in the Christian pulpit,

like those mercenary declaimers, who

formerly made a parade of their elo

quence, in the public schools of Rome

and Athens, upon vague and indifferent

subjects, which intersted neither the
hearers nor theº: 'ou will make

of the ministry of the word a vain exer

cise of parade and ostentation,-a spec

tacle for the world; and not a serious in

struction for sinners; you will seek the

applauses of your hearers, rather than
their conversion,-your own glory ra

ther than that of Jesus Christ,-your

selves rather than the salvation of your

fellow men.

m

and entered again into the clouds of the

firmament; its ministry was finished, and

its appearance ceased with its ministry.

Therefore, my brethren, as you ex

pect ere long to enter upon the public

duties of the ministry, be on your guard

against a taste for the world and its con

cerns. If you still cherish this fatal

taste, be certain that this is a leaven

which, if not destroyed, will one day cºr

rupt the whole lump; and which will oc

casion your ruin. If this faste is so power

ful that you despair of ever subject

ing it to a sense of duty, take the world

for your portion, before a holy engage

ment shall oblige you to separate from it

for ever. Do not add to the damages cf

a worldly life the crime of appearing

there with a sacred character, which

ought wholly to remove you from it; its

seductions will be dangerous, even if the

calling to which you may devote your

selves should make it your duty to ap

pear there; judge then of the safety

which you can promise yourselves, if

you associate with the world in opposi.

tion to the commands of God, and against

the rules of the holy profession which you

have chosen, Amen.

These consequences of a worldly life

may make you tremble; but they are in

evitable; an intercourse with the world

sooner or later leads to them. And be

sides, do you consider as nothing the

stumbling block which, by such a life,

you will throw in the way of your fellow

men, and the grief which you will occa

sion to good people? What! Shall you

be continually seen in the midst of the

pleasures and vanities of the world, and

will the world, in favor of you alone, not

take offence at this? And will you not,

by such conduct, greatly afflict your
brethren who are faithful, and all those

who are friends to the cause of truth and

righteousness?
-

But our functions themselves, you will

sav, necessarily draw us into an inter

course with men of the world. True, but

we shall rarely be there when we are

there only on this account. When we

have no object but to conduct souls to

Christ, we shall show ourselves ºnly to

point out to them the way. The mo
ment they have found it, and can go with

out us, we shall conceal ourselves, be

come eclipsed, and enter again into the

darkness and safety of retirement. . Like

that star which conducted the Magi to

Christ, and which was a type of pastors;

it showed itself as far as Bethlehem.

whither it was to conduct those Sages of

the East; but the moment they found,
acknowledged, and adored the infant

Saviour, it disappeared, became eclipsed,

The readers of the Education Regis

ter are respectfully informed that it has

not been in the power of the Corres.

ponding Secretary, to attend to the ed

itorial department for the months of

July and August, having only entertà

on the duties of his office on the 28th

instant. It may also be proper to say,

as the present No. closes the year, that

some important changes in the foru and

character of the work, are now under

consideration.
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lecture Lix.

It is a solemn and alarming truth

which is expressed in the proposi

tion of our Catechism, to which

your attention is now invited;

namely, that “Every sin, deserveth

God’s wrath and curse, both in this

life and that which is to come.”

Perhaps you are ready, my young

friends, to object to the doctrine

which is here propounded, as in

consistent with equity, and irre

concilable of course with the di

vine attribute of justice. A care

ful attention to the subject, how

ever, will, I am persuaded, satisfy

you that no other proper answer

could be made to the question

“What doth every sin deserve?”

than that which is given in the ca

techism. A principal design of the

answer doubtless was, to oppose

the absurd and dangerous distinc

tion which is made in the Romish

church, between some sins which,

in that church, are represented as

venial, and others that are denomi

nated mortal.

By mortal sins, the Romanists

understand those which they admit

subject the parties committing them

to the penalty of death—even death

eternal. But there is, according to

them,another class of sins which they

Wol. IX.-Ch. JAdv.

call venial, and which do not sub"

ject those who commit them to such

an awful penalty—sins which are in

their nature so small and trivial,

that they may be expiated by pen

ance, or by some other mode of

making satisfaction for them by the

offenders.” We believe that this

distinction, in regard to the nature

of different kinds of sin, is not

warranted either by reason or

scripture, but directly opposed b

both. All sin, by the verdict bot

of reason and scripture, is an evil

of the same kind, however differing

in degrees. We can give no

other just definition of this evil,

than that which is given in the sa

cred oracles—“Sin is the trans

gression of the law”—and of course

—“where there is no law, there is

no transgression”—no sin. What

* “The Romanists mention three kinds

of venial sins—Some which are in their na

ture really bad, as an idle word, eaccessive

laughter. Others, which are not volun

tary, as the first motions of anger, or of

envy, which occur by surprise. Others,

which are so small that they scarce claim

attention, as the purloining of a denier”—

[The twelfth part of a French penny..]—

Pictet Theol. B. vii. c. 9. JVote.

Pictèt also remarks, that the term ve

mial was applied to sin by the Protestant

Reformers, but in a totally different sense

from its use by the Romanists. The Re

formers used it to denote those sins which

are pardonable, and which are actually

forgiven to believers in Christ—thus dis

tinguishing these from the unpardonable

sin, or the sin unto death.

3 M
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the Papists, therefore, call venial

sins, are either no sins at all, or

else they are transgressions of the

law of God: And if they are trans

gressions of the law, they must sub

ject those who commit them to the

penalty of that law; for you will

observe that it is essential to the

very idea of a law that it should

contain a penalty—A publication

that holds forth no penalty, may

contain counsel, or argument, or

recommendation, or persuasion,

but it is not a law. Now there is

nothing offensive to God, but what

is a violation of his law; for he cer

tainly has prohibited whatsoever is

offensive to himself. If, therefore,

the Papists cannot show that God

has affixed two kinds of penalty to

his law, they can never make out

their class of venial sins. They

seem indeed to have felt this con

sequence, and hence to have in

vented for their venial sins the pe

nalty of penance, and human

merit. But this is only adding a

second error to the first; for the

scriptures teach us abundantly and

unequivocally, that “without the

shedding of blood—the blood of

Christ which cleanseth from all sin

—there is no remission.”

As then all sin—and consequent

ly what is called venial sin—is a

transgression of law, and as every

law must contain its own penalty,

we have only to inquire what is the

penalty which the law of God pro

nounces on all who transgress it,

and we shall see at once what every

sin deserves; for we know that the

judgment of God is always accord

ing to truth. Thus then it is writ

ten—“Cursed is every one who con

tinueth not in all things which are

written in the book of the law to

do them.” The curse of the law is,

and can be, nothing else than the

penalty of the law; and it is here

declared to rest on every trans

gression without exception. “The

wages of sin is death,” says the

Apostle Paul—He makes no dis

tinction between one kind of sin

and another; and by the wages of

sin he manifestly means the desert

of sin. Death, therefore, accord

ing to him, is the desert of every

sin, which is precisely what our ca

techism affirms; for by death, in

this place, the context proves be:

yond a question, we are to under

stand everlasting punishment, which

is the same thing that is intended

in the answer before us, by “the

wrath and curse of God, both in

this life and in that which is to

come”—all the sufferings of this

life being the deserved effects of

sin, and the commencement, to eve

ry finally impenitent sinner, of the

wrath of God to endless ages—You

scarcely need to be reminded here,

that by the wrath of God we do not

mean any thing like passion, which

always implies change, and there:

fore imperfection, which we know

cannot belong to the Supreme Be

ing. By the wrath of God, we are

to understand “that most pure and

undisturbed act of his will, which

produces most dreadful effects

against the sinner.”

I have said so much on this sub

ject, because it is of the greatest

practical importance to have just

views of the very nature of sin–ºf

its unspeakable ill desert. It is, in

its essential nature, rebellion against

God, the supreme moral legislator

of the universe. It is, says Fisher

justly, “opposition and contrariety

to the holiness of God expressed in

his law, which is the very thing

that constitutes the enormity or

heinousness of it.” Without a per

ception of the evil nature of all sin

as possessing this character—the
character, objectively at least, of all

infinite evil—men will not be drive"

away from their vain attempts tº

cancel their sins by some *
of their own—will not be shut "P

to the faith of Christ, as the only
ground of pardon and of hope, and

thus make sure their salvationſ"

the awful consequences of thº'

apostacy from God.

* Fisher.
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But it may now be proper to re

mark, that although we have shown

what every sin deserves, there ne

ver has been, since the fall of our

first parents, an individual of their

apostate race, of whom it could be

said, after he became capable of

imoral action, that he had com

mitted but one sin. The penalt

of the divine law, therefore, will,

in fact, be inflicted only on those

whose sins are multitudinous. Such

at least must be the creed of those

who believe that neither ideots, nor

infants who die in non-age, will

suffer after the present life.

Again. It must be kept in mind,

that no sinner will ever be punished

beyond his desert; and that this

desert, among the individuals con

cerned, is almost infinitely vari

ous. On this point the word of God

is most explicit—“That servant

which knew his lord’s will, and

prepared not himself, neither did

according to his will, shall be beat

en with many stripes. But he that

knew not, and did commit things

worthy of stripes, shall be beaten

with few stripes. For unto whom

much is given, of him shall be much

required; and to whom men have

committed much, of him they will

ask the more—For there is no re

spect of persons with God. For as

many as have sinned without law,

shall also perish without law; and

as many as have sinned in the law,

shall be judged by the law. (For

not the hearers of the law are just

before God, but the doers of the

law shall be justified. For when

the gentiles, which have not the

law, do by nature the things con

tained in the law, these, having

not the law, are a law unto them

selves: Which show the work of

the law written in their hearts,

their conscience also bearing wit

ness, and their thoughts the mean

while accusing or else excusing one

another.) In the day when God

shall judge the secrets of men by

Jesus Christ, according to my gos

pel.”

My dear young friends—it is of

the highest importance to us to hold

correct principles in Theology and

morals—The connexion and the

bearings of , such principles are

more extensive, strong, and prac

tical, than you can easily perceive

or comprehend. But when a retri

bution for sin is to be made, as in

the present case, by the infinitely

wise, just, and merciful God, we

need not trouble ourselves with

nice speculations how he will make

it. We know, from all his attri

butes, that it will be made with

perfect equity—an equity which

we may not be able to analyze, but

which he will not fail to preserve
in his award.

Finally—We are most impres

sively taught by the subject we have

been considering, that the atone

ment made for sin by our Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ, is the only

ground of ". for every child of

Adam, that his transgressions of

God’s holy law will be pardoned,

and his soul be saved from “the

wrath that is to come.” This

great truth is expressed in our

Larger Catechism, as a part of the

subject before us: And verily when

we consider that in every sin we

commit there is a malignity which

deserves the severe and endless dis

pleasure of Almighty God, and call

to mind that we are chargeable with

ten thousand times ten thousand of

these malignant acts; and especi

ally that all our sins, who have en

joyed the clear light of the gospeſ,

are of the most aggravated kind—

what could keep us from sinking

into absolute and endless despair,

but the knowledge that our gracious

God and Father has himself pro

vided an adequate expiation for all

our guilt, a complete remedy for

our helpless ruin. “For God so

loved the world that he gave his

only begotten Son, that whoso
ever believeth in him should not

erish, but have everlasting life.

!. God sent not his Son into the

world to condemn the world; but
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that the world through him might be

saved—Behold the Lamb of God,

which taketh away the sins of the

world—In whom we have redemp

tion through his blood, the forgive

ness of sins, according to the riches

of his grace. For he hath made

him to be sin for us who knew no

sin, that we might be made the

righteousness of God in him.” Ne

ver think, my dear youth, of seek

ing salvation by attempting to di

minish your guilt—admit it in all

its extent and aggravation; your

hope of salvation is derived, not

from the lightness of your disease,

but from the infinite efficacy of the

provided remedy, and the skill and

power of the Almighty physician.

Go to him, and tell him you are un

der a mortal malady, and that with

out his interposition you are sure to

perish. Cast yourself on his mercy

—make it your sole reliance. Re

ject with abhorrence every thought

of help, but from him alone. Accept

and rely on him as your only and

all sufficient Saviour; and be assur

ed “though your sins be as scarlet

they shall be as white as snow;

though they be red like crimson

they shall be as wool;” for “this—

said the Saviour himself—this is

the will of him that sent me, that

whosoever seeth the Son and be

lieveth on him may have everlasting

life; and I will raise him up at the

last day”—Believe him, trust him,

rely upon him, and "you shall be

saved. Amen.

-

WITHERSPOON ON REGENERATION.,

(Continued from p. 252.)

3. I would preach the gospel to

those who are but yet in the morn

ing of life. This is the most plea

sant and hopeful part of a minister's

work. Happy are you, my, dear

children, who have been so early

called into God’s vineyard, but in

finitely more happy, if you are in

wardly and fully determined to

comply with the call. I beseech

you “remember your Creator in

the days of your youth, while the

evil days come not, nor the years

draw nigh, when you shall say you

have no pleasure in them.”—Early

piety is exceeding lovely in the eyes

of the sober part of mankind, high

ly acceptable to God, and will be

infinitely profitable to yourselves.

Be not enticed with the deceitful

promises and false pretences of

worldly enjoyments, which are so

ready to inflame your passions, and

so warmly solicit your love. Be

lieve the testimony of all, without

exception, who have gone before

you, and have left this record writ

ten on created comforts, that they

are “vanity and vexation of spirit.”

Believe it, you have entered on a

world of sin and sorrow. You may

feel the early stirrings of corrup

tion in yourselves, and see its ma

nifest and manifold fruits, both in

yourselves and others. Alas! are

there not some young persons who

learn, as their first language, to

blaspheme their Maker's name?

Many children who cannot work,

are expert in sinning. Alas! your

hearts are naturally far from God.

You “go astray as soon as you are

born, speaking lies.”

Be persuaded, therefore, to fly

to the blood of Christ, the precious

blood of Christ, “who loved you,

and gave himself for you.” He

died upon the cross to save yºu

from the hell which you have de

served by your sins; and he gº:

ciously invites you, saying, “suffer

the little children to come unto mº,

and forbid them not, for of suchiº

the kingdom of God.”t Blessed

are those children, who, like their

Saviour, advance in wisdom * *

stature, and “in favour with God

and man.” Let young persons."

general remember, as they *

growing up, that all the early 90'

portunities of instruction wº

they have enjoyed, especially *

• Eccles. .ii. 1, 1 Mark • *
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as have been brought up under the

inspection of pious parents, will

greatly aggravate their guilt, if they

continue to despise them. For this

reason some, I wish I could not say

many, are old in sin, when they are

but young in years. Wherefore,

without further delay, betake your

selves to God in Christ; learn and

love your Redeemer’s name, and

let the life that you live in the flesh,

be a life of faith on the Son of God,

and only Saviour of the world.

Your early entrance on a religious

life will make you regular, esta

blished, useful, fruitful Christians.

If you are to continue long in the

world, it will greatly contribute to

the sweetness and serenity of life;

and if it be the will of God that you

should die soon, it will make you

meet for the inheritance of the

saints in light. There is something

very terrible in the death (often the

unexpected death) of young per

sons, in the bloom or middle of life,

plunged in sensuality, inflamed

with lust, and bent on sin of every

kind. But, blessed be God, there

are also some agreeable instances

of young saints quickly ripened by

divine grace, thoroughly mellowed

by early affliction, resigning the

world, not with submission only,

but pleasure, and taking wing to a

land of rest and peace, where “the

inhabitants shall not say, I am

sick;” and “the people that dwell

therein shall be forgiven their ini

quity.”

4. I must now preach the gospel

to those who are old, who having

gone through many vicissitudes, are

perhaps totterring upon the brink

of the grave, and drawing near to

“the house appointed for all liv

ing.” And I do it because my office

obliges me to preach the gospel to

every creature. There is but little

pleasure in addressing such, be

cause there is but little hope of

success. May I not suppose, that

some one, or more, may be led to

* Is. xxxiii. 24.

peruse this discourse, who have

many years resisted the calls of the

gospel, and have been long accus

tomed to do evil. What cause

have you to admire the mercy of

God, that you are not now “in the

lake which burns with fire and brim

stone for ever more?” Have you

not followed many of your equals

in age to the churchyard, and com

mitted their bodies to the dust?

What preparation have you made,

in consequence of the reprieve al

lowed you, and the admonitions

given you? Hear then, once unore,

the joyful sound; believe in the

name of the Son of God, that you

may have life through his name.

Fly to his blood, that you may obtain

the forgiveness of your sins, and an

inheritance among them who are

sanctified. He, and none else, is able

to deliver you. Cry to him, that

he may breathe upon the dry bones,

and they shall live. Though you

are hardened in profanity, though

you are besotted in sensuality,

though earthly-mindedness has

overspread you like a leprosy, his

right hand and his holy arm will

get him the victory. He is able to

create you anew unto good works;

and, as you are already monuments

of his patience and forbearance, to

make you to eternity the happy

monuments of his sovereign and

almighty grace. Is there now any

remaining objection? Is there yet

any room for farther delay; Hath

not time shed its hoary hairs upon

your heads, and drawn its furrows

upon your brows? Make haste

then, and fly for your lives, lest

you lie down in sorrow, and make

your bed in hell.

5. Let me preach the gospel to the

self-righteous. By the self-righ

teous, I mean those who trust in

an outward, lifeless form of duties,

in a character formed upon worldly

prudence, and a few of the most

common offices of civility, between

man and man; especially those, if

any such have persisted in reading
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this discourse to the close, who de

spise the doctrines of the grace of

God. Do any of you lean to the

fashionable scheme of irreligious,

pretended morality; and when you

are at liberty, treat the doctrine of

free grace, and of Christ's righ

teousness and merit, with contempt

and scorn. As the full soul loath

eth the honey-comb, so the self-righ

teous soul spurns at the riches of

divine mercy, and likes not the in

cessant repetition of the name of

Christ. Your guilt is of the dark

est and deepest dye. Your danger

it is impossible to conceive or ex

press. What views have you in

drawing near to a holy God in so

lemn worship F Or what meeting

do you expect with God, when he

sitteth upon the throne of his holi

ness in the day of judgment? Do

you ever, though in the slightest

manner, make conscience of the

duty of self-examination? May I

not have some hold of you by that

quarter? What satisfaction have

you in your own hearts? Dare

you tell us now what passes there?

O the power of self-deceit! You

would be covered with confusion,

did but the world know the foul

pollution that lodges within you:

how much less shall you be able to

stand the strict and impartial

judgment of the great Searcher of

hearts?

Do but open the book of God,

and what page will not condemn

you? ... This sentence stands un

cancelled against you, “Cursed is

every one, that continueth not in all

things that are written in the book

of the law to do them. “Out of

your own mouths will you be

judged, ye wicked servants. Thou

that makest thy boast of the law,

through breaking the law, disho

nourest thou God?” Bring forth

your boasted morality, and let it be

put to the trial. Will you, or dare

you say, “I have loved the Lord

with all my heart, with all my soul,

with all my mind, and with all my

strength?” Will you say, I have

loved his worship, and served him

in public, in my family, and in se

cret, and I hope he will accept of

it? I think I am authorized to an

swer in his name, “Was it wor

shipping me to be singing psalms

with your mouths, and not once re

membering their meaning? to be

thinking of an hundred vain things

when you were in the house of God?

To be praising without thankful

ness, confessing without sorrow,

and asking blessings without desir.

ing them; and to be more attentive

to the faces and dresses of others

around you, than to the frame of

your own hearts? Was it hearing

my word, to be criticising the style

and manner of the speaker, and

laying hold, with the utmost eager.

ness, of every improper motion or

ill-chosen expression, as a fund of

entertainment for yourselves and

your companions over your cups

and bowls? Or do you call your

careless, hasty, drowsy prayers,

with long intermissions, worship

ping me in secret?”

But perhaps you will rather

choose to trust to the duties of the

second table, and what you owe

to your neighbour. Perhaps you

will say, I have been honest in all

my dealings, and never wronged

any man : nay, I have been kind

and charitable, have dealt my bread

to the hungry, and supplied the

wants of the afflicted and poor. I

answer, in the name of God, “Many

have been your defects even in

these duties; but supposing it to be

so, you have not feared me. It

might be from pride, from fear of

censure, from prudence; but it was

not in obedience to me, for I was

not in all your thoughts. Was it

your duty to your neighbour, to

make a mock at his sins, to lead

him into intemperance, to despise

him in your hearts, and ridicule

him in your conversation?” In

one word, do but examine all your

“righteousnesses,” they will “be

found as filthy rags before God.”

Trust not in such a “refuge of lies.”
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—The bed is shorter than “that a

man can stretch himself on it, and

the covering narrower than that he

can wrap himself in it.” Believe

it, there is no salvation in any other

than in Christ. His atoning blood

will reconcile you to God: his

grace and love will captivate your

souls: his holy and blessed Spirit

will write his laws in your hearts.

Belive in him, and you will be more

holy than ever, and yet stand as

tonished at your profane and blind

pride and vanity. He will create

in you a clean heart, and you will

then blush at the thoughts of your

remaining pollution. You will ap

ply yourselves to his service with

zeal and diligence, and yet still say

you are unprofitable servants. One

view of the cross of Christ will

make sin more odious than a thou

sand fine descriptions of the beauty

of virtue, which commonly serve

only to nourish and fortify the pride

of man. If ever you desire to see

the face of God in mercy, or to

dwell in his presence, believe in

Christ, for there is no other way to

the Father.

6. In the last place, suffer me to

preach the gospel to the chief of

sinners. It is the glory of our Re

deemer, that he saves “to the ut

termost all that come to God by

him.” The dignity of his person,

the greatness of his sufferings, and

the infinite value of his atonement

founded on both, makes him “migh

ty to save.” Let such sinners at

tend to this, who are without ex

cuse, whose hearts have been a sink

of the greatest impurity, whose

lives are stained with the foulest

and grossest crimes, whose sins

have been numerous and heinous,

and scandalous; who have no plea

to offer, but are sensible that they

have justly merited the wrath of

God in its utmost rigour. Let such

attend to this, as are trembling at

the thoughts of a righteous judg

ment, and saying, “It is a fearful

thing to fall into the hands of the

* Is, xxviii. 20,

living God.—Men and brethren,

what shall we do P” Behold, I

bring you good tidings of mercy

unmerited, pardon unsolicited, a

full and free remission of all your

sins. “I have blotted out thine

iniquities as a cloud, and as a thick

cloud thy sins: return unto me, for

I have redeemed thee.” Receive

this testimony, and “set to your

seal that God is true.”

Think not to do injury to the

grace of God, by weaving a self

righteous cobweb, and refusing to

believe, till you have laid down

some rules of a new life, and ef

fected some partial reformation, as

if you would first save yourselves,

that you may be fit for salvation by

Christ. These hopes will soon be

dashed in pieces. Faith in the im

puted righteousness of Christ is the

sinner’s only plea. The more vile

you are in your own apprehension,

the more need you have “to put on

Christ.” The subsequent change

of heart and practice must be the

effect of his power, is a part of his

purchase, and ought to be received

as his gracious gift. And I will

venture to foretell, that you will

make the greater progress in true

holiness, the less you are disposed

to boast of, or to trust in it.

This I apprehend, is the gospel

itself, styled in Scripture, with the

highest propriety, the “gospel of

the grace of God.”, “Christ came

not to call the righteous, but sin

ners to repentance.” If you will

rely on him for salvation, he will

shed abroad the love of God in your

hearts by the Holy Ghost, which

will be a powerful and operative

principle of new obedience. I be

seech you, therefore, in the most

earnest manner, not to reject the

counsel of God against yourselves.

Nothing can be more liberal, or

more gracious, than the offer of the

ospel: “I will give to him that is

athirst of the fountain of the water

of life freely.” There is no sin of

so deep a dye, or so infectious a

stain, but the blood of Christ is suf
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ficient to wash it out. There is

not any slave of Satan so loaded

with chains, but he is able to set

him free. If you perish, it is of

yourselves. I have given you

warning, from a sincere and ardent

concern for your everlasting inte

rest; and may God himself, for

Christ's sake, by his Holy Spirit,

effectually persuade you to comply

with it.

- (To be continued.)

-

Fort THE ClinisTIAN ADVOCATE.

When I consider thy heavens, the work of

thy fingers, the moon and the stars, which

thou hast ordained; What is man, that

thou art mindful of him 9 and the son of

man, that thou visitest him 3-Ps. viii.

3, 4.

When I behold the evening sky,

And all the starry wonders there;

Thy power, Oh Lord, and majesty,

O'erwhelm my heart with awe and fear.

There shine Arcturus and his sons,

There Mazaroth proclaims thy praise;

There, too, Orion circling runs,

And Pleiades' influence sweetly plays.

And does that same almighty arm,

Which holds and guides each rolling

sphere;

Protect me from surrounding harm,

And grant me every comfort here!

Well might the royal psalmist say,

Viewing those glittering orbs above;

Lord, what is man—what worthless clay!

That thou shouldst visit him in love—

That thou shouldst every want supply,

Notice and keep each pious tear;

And when he lifts to thee his cry,

That thou shouldstbend a gracious ear.

Oh! may thy condescension fill,

With love and gratitude my soul;

And prostrate this rebellious will,

Submissive to thy full control.

Whate'er denied, O grant me Faith,

That heavenly guide to realms above;

Which shows the straight and narrow

path,

That leads to everlasting Love.

-

From the JMirror.

THE BIBLE CLASS,

IN THE CONNECTICUT STATE PR150N.

I saw them bending o'er that holy page,

Whose breath is immortality. There

seem'd

No sadness on their features; to their

limbs

No fetters clung; and they whose early

years

Had told dark tales of wretchedness and

shame

Lifted a calm, clear eye.

Amaz'd, I ask'd,

Is this a prison? and are these the men,

Whom justice from the world's sweet fel.

lowship

Hath sternly sever'd?

But a voice replied—

God’s spirit has been here. Serene it

Canne

Into the cells where guilt and punishment

Rivet her chains, making the victim's life

A hated burden, and his hope despair!

It came —Rebellion laid his weapons

down;

The flinty breast grew soft; the rugged

brow

Gave channels for the tear of penitence;

And souls which sin had blotted from

their race

As a foul gangrene, to the Healer turn'd,

Bathed and were whole.

So now, with humble step, - -

Their penal course they measure, giving

still

The day to toil, and meeting every night,

In solitude, reflection's chast'ning glancº

which wounds to purify. There tood”

glide - -

Fair charity, prompting to deeds divinº

The unaccustomed pupil, while he co",

"Mid the deep silence af a lonely bed,

His Bible lesson; seeks a deeper root

For Christian purpose; or anticipate”

Glad Freedom's sacred gift.

Ye whom our God .

Hath held from deep transgression,”

proud; -

Nor in the heat of passion, haste to weigh

A brother's fault." The Eternal Jud;"

himself

(When by the sin ofingrate Adam moved.)

Čame not to Edentifthe cool of dº

And since that hour when first the "5*

ful sword -

Hung o'er the forfeit gate of Paradise,

Man hath been wayward-weak, an

prone to fall the
Beneath temptation's wile, and so mus

Unto the doomsday burning.

then let his bitterest discipline” mixed

In Mercy's cup,-that so the Pr" ce

May work his soul's salvation; *"

“law, truant

Like a school-master' severe, *

brin -

To Christ, i.advocate andfightº:
Hartford. L. H.
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sketch of the LIFE OF Rev. JACOB

GREEN, A. M., formerly Pastor of

the Presbyterian Church in Hano

ver, JMorris County, JNew Jersey.

(Continued from page 412.)

A DREAM."

I thought that I was in a large

room, just at even or twilight,

where were a number of elderly

men, and also a number of children,

chiefly if not all boys, about 5, 6 or

7 years old. They all seemed to be

serious, or rather mournful. At

the north side of the room was a

door standing wide open. Without

the door were two pair of stairs.

The one on the right side which

went upwards, and led to some

place over head; and directly be

fore the door, or a little to the left

hand, were stairs that went down

ward, and led to some place be

neath. There was the space of

about two feet without the door, be

fore the stairs began that led up

or down. I thought the children

in the room called the place which

the stairs led to above HEAVEN, and

the place which those downward

led to, they called HELL. Once in a

while one of the children went out

at this door, and went either up or

down. They went one at a time,

and some went up and some down.

They went out at this door, in order

to know whether they should go to

heaven or to hell. Not that I thought

they went immediately to heaven

or to hell; but whether they went

up or down they tarried safe and

well that night, and in the morning

came back again, and after that

lived their life in this world: but

according as they went up or down

when they went out of that door,

so, whenever they died, they would

• A review or recollection of the latter

part of this article in our last number, is

necessary to see the connexion and im

port of this dream.

Vol. IX-Ch. 4dv.

go to heaven or to hell. At length

all the children were gºne out, ex

cept one little boy. The children,

I say, for it was not supposed that

the old men were to make the trial.

They all sat still in the room. The

father kept this one little boy that

was left, between his knees, not

willing that the child should go out.

The boy was very desirous to go,

kept begging his father to let him

o, and even cried to go. He told

is father that such a boy, and such

a boy was gone up to heaven, and

that he did not doubt but that he

should f up to heaven. His father

said, “I am afraid you will not, I

am afraid you will go down to

hell.” . I thought they all desired

and endeavoured to go up, and what

it was that made any of them go

down I did not then know; but I

soon knew. At length the father

consented to let the boy go. Now,

thought I with myself, is my time,

to try what will become of me whén

I die. I concluded to let this boy

o first, and as soon as he was gone,

that I would go. But I trembled

and greatly feared that I should go

down. I went to the door with the

boy and well observed him. . He

stepped one step out of the door,

and the next step, he stepped down

one stair, that went downward.

And as soon as he saw he was go

ing downward, he cried and la

mented most bitterly. But he kept

stepping down as fast as possible,

which, if he had not done, he would

have fallen down head foremost.

He went down crying and was

soon out of sight; and I thought I

saw no more of him, but had all my

thoughts turned upon my own case.

I stood trembling and afraid, but I

thought I must try; and concluded

therefore to go out, but determined

that I would not go straight out at
the door, as the others did; but as

theº that went upward were at

3
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the right side of the door without, I

went to the left side of the door

within, determined to run quickly

and spring up the stairs at the right

hand.

At length I sprung with all my

might; but no sooner was I without

the door than a strong wind took

me, stopt me in a moment, and like

a whirlpool, sucked me down the

stairs. This wind turned my face

to the stairs that went downwards,

and drew me with great violence.

Finding myself thus drawn down

wards, I set out one foot before the

other and hung back; but my fore

most foot was about half the length

of it over the first step downwards,

and only my heeland part of my foot

upon the floor. I hung back, and

the wind drew so hard that it bent

me down, my face to my knees, and

drew my loose clothes over my

head; thus I continued as on a

oise, for about half a minute. At

ength I fell backwards, and scrab

bled toward the room again. I got

up and went into the room crying

bitterly, for I thought I certainly

belonged to hell.

When I stepped out at the door,

and the wind stopped me and turn

ed me downward, the old men in the

room, who had their eyes upon me,

spoke out together suddenly—

“Alas! is the congregation will

ing.” This they said with respect

to my going downwards; but the

meaning of it I knew not. When

I had got back among the old men,

I thought in my dream I saw a door

on the west side of the room which

opened into a yard ; and I, in an

guish and dreadful distress, went

out of this door, and there, in that

yard, sat God Almighty, on a kind

of throne. In great bitterness and

anguish I threw myself down be

fore him, and prayed that he would

tell me why I must certainly be

damned. He told me it was for

breaking my promise made in the

woods, together with the sin I had

committed against light and the

checks of conscience at the time of

it; for God, and I myself, regarded

me as having committed the sin,

though the external action was not

performed. The sin itself, said he,

was great: the breach of your pro

mise and vow was also a great and

dreadful sin: and the sinbeing com

mitted, and the promise broken,

against the light and checks of

conscience, make it an unpar

donable sin. What! said I, must

I certainly be damned ' Yes, he

replied, you must—you have com

mitted the unpardonable sin. Up:

on this I cried most bitterly, and

said, “O most merciful God! didst

thou never pardon so great a sin as

this " No, said he, I never did.

Then I mentioned David's sin, and

Peter's sin, and said—“O Lord,

were not these sins so great and

dreadful as mine? No, said he,

they were not. Then did I cry

and plead for pardon in the most

lamentable manner, before an angry

God—I pleaded the merit of Christ
—that his merit was infinite—that

no sin could exceed the infinite

merit of Christ—is not, said I, the

merit and satisfaction of Christ

sufficient? The unpardonable sin,

he replied, is excepted—'tis of

such a nature it cannot be pardoned.

Then I threw myself down, before

him and cried, “O Lord, is there no

way ! is there no way! cannot I be

pardoned Lord, canst thou not

have mercy on me ! Thou art mer

ciful, O Lord; thou hast pardoned:

wilt thou not have mercy on me

No, he answered—that sort of sin

can never be pardoned; 'tis, said

he, the nature of the sin, and nºt

the greatness of it, that makes it

unpardonable. Then I thought of

the nature of my sin, and knew I
committed it*. the checks ºf

conscience, in the very time of it.

Your sinning against light and con:

science in the time of it, said Gºd,

made it the unpardonable sin;

Then I cried, and lamented, and

begged, and prayed, and continued

entreating for pardon. But, said

God, I could easily pardon all your
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other sins, but that one sin is of an

other nature, and cannot be par

doned—I will show you just how it

is. Then I thought in my dream

that he took a maple plank, or

board, which was lyingby, and which

was in itself very smooth, except

that it was full of cracks, like sun

cracks, as full as it could well be:

and as the board was curly, the

cracks were not only lengthways,

but oblique, and almost in every di

rection. Near the middle of the

board there was one large crack,

opening, or flaw, much bigger than

any other, and it went almost

across the board. It was, indeed,

not only an opening, but there

seemed some of the wood gone or

wanting. Now this board, said

God, is your life. Your life is fill

ed up with sins; some greater and

some less, just as these cracks are;

and that great crack or opening,

where some of the wood is wanting,

is that unpardonable sin of yours.

I could pardon all your sins except

that one, as these cracks may be shut

up and the board become smooth.

Then I thought he put his hands on

each side of the board and pressed

all the cracks together, except that

one; so that the board was as

smooth as glass, and not the least

crack or flaw to be seen in it, except

at that one place. Thus, said he,

I could pardon all your sins and do

them all away, so that they should

not be seen, except that one unpar

donable sin—just as I have shut up

the cracks in this wood. Then I

said, “O Mighty God! canst thou

not press it together and make that

one crack shut up P” No, he an

swered, it is of another nature from

the other cracks; there is some of

the wood wanting, so that it cannot

be shut up. If, said he, the crack

was twice as large as it is, and no

more than a crack or opening, I

could shut it up; but as it now is,

'tis contrary to the nature of the

wood that it should be shut up; it

cannot be done. I again said, “O

do try to press it up,” and I

thought that I put my own hands on

each side of the board, and squeez

ed with all my might, but to no pur

ose. Then said I once more—

“What! cannot it be done !” No,

he replied, it cannot—and at that

instant I awoke.

It was at the dawning of the day;

my body was trembling through

out; nor was my mind less dis

tressed, for I thought when awake

as . I did in my dream, that I

had verily committed the unpar

donable sin. I immediately rose

from my bed, went out to the barn,

a little distance from the house, and

there I attempted to pray. But

alas ! I had no freedom. God

seemed at an infinite distance from

me; his face turned away, and his

back, as it were, toward me, not

regarding my prayer. Before that

time, I seemed to think when I

prayed that God heard and regard

ed me; but now it seemed as if he

had turned his back upon me and

heard me not. I could not cry and

be affected with my case, as I

seemed to be in my dream, but had

a dry, hard-hearted, stupid con

cern and distress—I seemed to

have a dreadful weight on me,

but no affectionate concern. I

tried to pray, and ruminated on my

case awhile, till I perceived the fa

mily were up and about. Then I

knew I must make my appearance

in my place, or the reason of my

absence would be inquired into,

which I did not choose should be

done; for I was very anxious to

hide my concern from every bod

in the world. Both before and af

ter my dream, I was very careful

to hide all appearance of reli

gion from every mortal.

The family in which I lived for

some days after my dream, per

ceived a heaviness and gloom upon

me, and several times asked me

what was the matter. But I turned

it off as lightly as I could. My

concern and trouble, though great,

abated by degrees; for I had no

true conviction of sin, and the vicws
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I took of my case became, by cus

tom, less pungent and affecting.

By degrees I began to have a little

hope that I might not have com

mitted the unpardonable sin; but

there was no particular thing that

made me hope. Sometimes, for

encouragement, I thought it was

only a dream, and dreams were not

absolutely to be depended upon :

but it would return upon me that I

knew the dream was according to

my case, and this would cut me

like a knife. After this I never lost

a sense of my guilt, so as to omit

praying in secret twice a day, on

any account. Nor did I, after this,

ever allow myself in any thing that

I knew to be a sin. My concern

was never so great as to prevent

my daily business; and in about a

month or six weeks after this dream

I went to a grammar school, and

began to learn Latin, which was in

December, 1738.

. (To be continued.)

-

MENTAL SCIENCE,

Phenomena of Volition.

The class of exercises denomi

nated volition, is very simple, and

but little diversified. It will, how

ever, be requisite to examine, with

some degree of care and at length,

several questions concerning this

class, which will often be referred

to in the application we intend to

make of the doctrine.

The nature of the exercises con

stituting this class is voluntary

ertion, or to use the very familiar

term which is sufficiently under

stood, we call it willing. The terms

used to denote the operations of this

class are not so numerous, and the

exercises are not so much diversi

fied as those of intelligence and,

feeling. The modifications of vo

lition are only two, and those are

very simple, viz. choosing and re

jusing, or willing and milling, to

use an old fashioned word which

€º-,

sounds awkwardly to us from its

disuse. Whatever is voluntary

belongs to this class, and nothing

else can belong to it. The exer

cise is so simple aad so uniform

that no further description is ne

cessary, in order to direct every

mind inductively to ascertain the

facts in his own experience.

There is, however, a question of

importance to be examined, which

relates to the classification; and

which will involve some further de

scription of the operations. Some

have denied that there is any ge

neric difference between what we

call feelings and volitions. As far

as we know, or now recollect, the

majority of writers on mental sci

ence have classed together all the

emotions and voluntary exertions

of mind. They have entirely over

looked the difference in their na

ture, and the distinction in their fa

culties. A very simple account of

this matter seems to us like the fol

lowing; viz. The mind apprehends

an object—feels pleased or dis’

pleased—then chooses or refuses it.

Here the volition differs essentially

from apprehension, and is not less

different and distinct from feeling.

All the exercises are connected to

gether and relate to the same ob

ject, which must be perceived in

order to excite pleasure or pain; and

an emotion, either pleasing or dis

pleasing, must be awakened, or no

volition will exist. In the concat.

enation of these exercises each one

has its distinctive character; and

we must not substitute one for ano

ther, nor confound them as if they

were parts of one and the same ope

ration. Wolitions have nothing in

them of the nature of pleasure or

pain. Those feelings may attend,

precede and follow the elective

operation; but they are readily dis

tinguished, by every observin

mind, in their true character, an

according to their appropriate clas:

sification. At different times and

under different circumstances the

same voluntary exertion is attended
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with opposite feelings. Objects,

which are painful, are often chosen,

and those which are agreeable, are

often refused, whereas it could not

be thus, if volition and feeling were

identical. The facts to which we

here allude are so plain and certain

that none can doubt them; and

they prove incontestably that there

is a distinction, in the nature of

these exercises, between feelingand

choice. The full explanation of

the facts, just alluded to, must be

reserved for another place, when we

discuss the doctrine of ultimate

and subordinate objects of choice,

which should be well understood in

the illustrations of mental science.

We here make a passing remark,

because it is needful to illustrate

the distinction between pleasure

and choice, pain and refusing, that

ultimate objects are always chosen

because they are agreeable; but

subordinate objects are often disa

greeable, although voluntarily cho

sen. Take a familiar example in

the case of a sick man; he chooses

health because he loves it, and nau

seous medicine, for the sake of

health. It will be obvious that

health is an ultimate object, and

medicine subordinate. This ex

plains a common fact in the pheno

mena of volition, while it proves

most conclusively the difference be

tween feeling and choosing.

Voluntary exertions are some

times described by different names,

because they are so combined with

other mental exercises that willing

is the most prominent. Such are

determination, decision and reso

lution. But commonly the rela

tions of our volitions are denoted

by associating the name of the ob

ject; and few qualifying terms are

used to describe the acts of choos

ing or refusing. Sometimes we say

a wise, a prompt, hesitating, obsti

nate, or final choice; but very sel

dom do we employ adjuncts with

the names of volition, which are

expressive of moral quality. Moral

qualities are predicated of the ob

jects and motives of choice, but

seldom of choice itself. We make

these remarks to show how simple

and undiversified are the operations

belonging to this class, and how

readily they are distinguished from

the affections, with which moral

-qualities are constantly associated.

We do not mean to assert that

there is no moral quality in the act

of volition; a wrong employment

of any faculty produces a wrong

action. But the seat of praise and

blame, right and wrong, is not the

volition, and its moral quality is al

ways relative.

We are now prepared to say that

all volitions belong exclusively to

the will, which is a distinct faculty.

According to the principle of clas

sification by which we distinguish

mental operations, the inference is

conclusive; and as we have before

said, there must be some aptitude

in the mind, distinctive and per

manent, whose character is precise

ly developed by each class of ope

rations. This permanent aptitude,

which is how the subject of inquiry,

we call the faculty of will, whose

appropriate development is volition.

No other character ever belongs to

simple exercises of will. This fa

culty never feels, nor perceives, but

simply acts. .

An important inquiry here pre

sents itself to our view, and de

mands attentive examination, viz.

What are the laws of volition; or,

in other words, does the will act

according to any known rule? The

true answer to this question, in

ductively ascertained, will be of

great service in other investigations

of mental science, and in the esti

mation of human character. The

laws of human action are obviously

of great importance, and yet they

are variously understood and ex

plained by different persons: hence

much of the confusion and uncer

tainty in mental philosophy. There

has been much controversy on this

question from the earliest attention

to mental science. The great dis
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pute concerning the freedom of the

will has been one of deep interest

to the cause of truth, and its deci

sion has an influence on the rules

and results of biblical interpreta

tion.

Some have told us that the will

possesses, inherently, a self-deter

mining power; and that such an

ability is necessary to freedom and

responsibility. But we think such

a supposition impossible, as Presi

dent Edwards has conclusively

shown in his treatise on the “Free

dom of the Will.” We mean not

to advocate all the statements and

arguments of the work alluded to,

because we verily believe some of

them erroneous; but in reference

to this single point, which was the

president’s main object in writing

the above treatise, he has satisfac

torily shown that the will cannot

determine itself. Without enter

ing, at present, into the discussion

of the doctrine of freedom, whether

moral or external, we here observe

that it cannot belong to any one fa

culty, but to the mind, considered

as the agent, in the employment of

its capabilities. All we wish here

to say is, that no such self-deter

mining power can belong to will,

because the supposition contravenes

the laws of volition as inductively

ascertained. Edwards recognised

this fact, when he said, “the will

was always as is the greatest appa

rent good.” This statement is sub

stantially true, but we do not like

the form of expression, because it

is not sufficiently definite, and may

be liable to misconstruction. To

state the matter clearly, let it be

observed that volition always sup

poses an object chosen or refused—

the object chosen is, on some ac

count, agreeable; and the object re

fused, for some reason, disagreea

ble—the volition is always governed

by the affection of the heart. Pre

viously to choice there must be an

object, apprehension, and feeling;

and the election is just according

to the character of that feeling.

We come, therefore, to the conclu

sion that the will is always governed

by the affections; and can never

act contrary to them. Take ano

ther illustration or statement of the

same fact; the heart is the spring

or source of action or choice; the

ultimate object is the excitement,

and pleasure is the motive. This

every man will find to be the uni

form law of his volition: and this

is the reason why a man’s choice is

considered the index of his charac

ter. If it were otherwise, we should

have no rule of ascertaining human

character. If the objects, which a

man chooses for their own sake, were

not chosen because they are agree

able to the temper of his heart, or

affection, we should have no means

to ascertain the character of the

heart. The doctrine of motive will

require some discussion, when we

shall attend to that of ultimate and

subordinate objects. But lest it

should be thought by some, that we

are advocating a scheme of selfish

ness when we say the motive is

pleasure, it may be proper to ob

serve here, that we speak of motive

in this place, not as applicable to

the object chosen, or pursued, but

exclusively to the pleasure which

the object excites, or is expected to

excite. In this statement, it will

be perceived that the object, and

not the motive, determines the self

ishness or benevolence of the feel

ings and the actions. The rule,

therefore, by which the will acts, is

known and uniform; the will is al

ways governed by the feelings, and

cannot act otherwise. Whatever

inconsistency may appear in the

conduct of any man’s will, in refer

ence to the same objects, at differ

ent times, that inconsistency must

be traced to the feelings of the

heart, which are often influenced

by a change of circumstances and

prospects. Whether objects shall

please or displease us, depends not

on volition, but on the nature of the

object or its relation: but whether

we shall choose them or not, depends
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on our pleasure. If every object

were chosen only for its own sake,

we should never choose a disagree

able object; but since we choose

some objects for the sake of others

with which they are inseparably

connected, it may be our pleasure,

in such cases, to choose subordi

nately those which give us pain.

Take an illustration of this remark

in the case of a good man, who vi

sists and relieves his friend in dis

tress. He is pained at the distress

of his friend, and all his sympa

thies, which are excited, are pain

ful. He would not visit or sympa

thize with him for the sake of the

pain, but he chooses the painful in

tercourse for the sake of that which

is agreeable to him, the relief and

happiness of his friend. Take an

other illustration from the case of

the convinced sinner, who is alarm

ed at the view of his danger, but

has not submitted his heart to God.

He is told, and he accredits the

statement, that he must trust in

Christ or be lost for ever: With

this view of his danger, and the

only method of salvation before

him, he will choose any thing that

he believes will interpose for his

safety. He will choose Christ and

coming to him, for the sake of escap

ing hell, while he has no love to him

or his method of salvation. Show

him any other way of deliverance,

and he will manifest his hatred to

Christ, by refusing him and all that

pertains to his method of eternal

salvation. Thus it is to be feared

that many awakened sinners choose

to come to Christ, and never do

come. But this will more fully ap

pear, when we discuss the doctrine

of ultimate and subordinate objects

and motives.

The question now arises, what

are the uses of this faculty of vo

lition? The first use of the will

which we mention is, to render men

active. We speak more particu

larly of bodily action. The will

moves the body, and directly regu

lates the greater part of its motions.

We say the greater part, because

there are some motions of the bod

which are wholly involuntary, suc

as digestion of food and the circu

lation of the blood. These, and

some other motions which are con

stant or occasional, depend not at

all upon volition. But the ordinary

movements of the hands,feet, tongue,

&c. are the effect of will and under

its control. All effects which are

under the direction of the will are

called voluntary motions, or the re

sult of voluntary exertion. What

constitutes the connexion between

the will and the effects which fol

low its volitions, we are not able to

discover. It is to be resolved into

the constitution of God. Our Maker

has seen fit, in a way which we can

not comprehend, to connect the mo

tion of the hand, walking, &c. with

the will, but not with other things

which, for aught that we can see,

might just as easily have been con

nected with the will, if God had seen

fit. The facts, and the laws of those

facts, and not the reasons of them,

are the subjects of inquiry. God

has formed and sustains this con

nexion in ordinary cases, but some

times it is broken, as in the case of

a paralytic, where neither the hand

nor the foot obeys the volition: and

force can overcome the influence of

the will. Here it seems proper to

remark, in passing, that from this

connexion between volition and ef

ſect we get the idea of power.

Wherever this connexion exists we

say there is power to produce the
effects, and where it does not exist

there is not power.

Another use of the will is to di

rect the employment of the under

derstanding. We can direct our

thoughts and investigations from

one subject to another, for the ac

quisition of knowledge, and attain

ing the objects of desire. Our ap

prehensions and perceptions do not

depend on the will, except so far

as the direction from one object to

another, and the fixedness of atten

tion necessary for greater distinct
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ness, are concerned. It does not

depend on the will whether we per

ceive the difference between a

square, circle and triangle, but it

may depend on the will whether we

understand the properties of each,

so as to be able to describe all the

points of difference. It does not

depend on the will whether we per

ceive the difference between truth

and error, but it may depend on

the will whether we discover truth

under certain circumstances of ob

scurity and difficulty.

Another use of the will is to ma

nifest the character of the heart. It

is through the medium of the will

as the servant of the heart, that we

become acquainted with each other's

characters. We judge of men by

their external actions; in doing

this, we proceed upon the principle

that those actions are voluntary,

and that they express the feelings

of the heart. Through the opera

tions of this faculty, we learn how

we ought to treat others with whom

we have intercourse, and give

others to understand how they

should treat us; all that we do in

this world for the melioration of

man’s condition, is through its

agency. Every enterprise of good

or evil, of benevolence or wicked

ness, is under the conduct of the

will, and shows the disposition of

the heart. The affections are in no

case under the control of the will,

except so far as directing the un

derstanding to the investigation of

truth, or objects calculated to affect

the heart, the will may indirectly

exert an influence over the feelings;

but as we have before stated, it does

not depend on the will, whether we

shall be pleased or displeased with

any given object. Wolition can

not change the heart: the will can

not bring the carnal heart under

subjection to God’s law, nor turn it

to love Christ. It must be, accord

ing to the gospel, the medium by

which the Theart displays itself.

The understanding is the medium

by which objects affect the heart,

and the will is that by which the af.

fections are manifested, and objects

attained for the heart's gratification.

The will is also necessary in

performing the duties enjoined by

the second table of the law; indeed

all the duties of an external charac

ter, and those which pertain to the

government and direction of the

understanding, involve the agency

of the will. There is an obvious

distinction between those com

mands which respect the heart and

its affections exclusively, and those

which respect other mental exer

cises and external actions. In the

former there is no agency of the

will, except in the indirect influ

ence before stated. The heart

loves or hates in obedience to ano

ther law, not the will. But in

every other duty, the volitions are

essential. In searching the Scrip

tures, prayer, observing the Sab

bath, feeding the hungry, clothing

the naked, sending the gospel to

the destitute, and doing good to all

men as we have opportunity, the

agency of the will, as well as the

affections of the heart, is involved.

A destitution of this faculty, would

be a want of physical qualification

to obey the commands of God which

respect human conduct.

What will be the use of this fa

culty after the soul is separated

from the body, we are not distinct

ly informed; but even in this in

quiry we can apply, to a certain

extent, the principles of induction.

We are furnished in the revelation

of God, with information concern

ing the employments of redeemed

souls in heaven, which communica

tions, fairly and on philological

principles interpreted, are to be

taken as facts. From these facts it

will be easily perceived, that the

will is to be employed in praise,

however that may be expressed, in

doing the will of God, and in con

veying the spirit wherever it is to

be sent. What missions of good

the souls of the redeemed are to

execute in heaven, or in any part
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of God’s universe, we do not know,

and therefore we say not in what

agencies this faculty may be em

ployed. How spirits communicate

with kindred spirits, we do not

know and do not affirm; but for

aught that we can say, there may be

use for volition. When the bodies

shall be raised and reunited to their

spirits, it is likely they will be un

der the control of the wills which

have before controlled them. In

heaven, we may suppose that this

faculty will be employed to bring

every power into holy subjection to

heavenly laws and principles. In
theº of misery, we affirm not

the precise agency of the will; but

we can conceive of its employment

to execute a torturing influence

upon the associates in misery, as

well as in uttering blasphemies

against God and all that is good.

It would seem as if there would be

a restraint upon this faculty, as there

always is in confinement; and that

while in the voluntary expression

of the heart’s malignity, the will

shall not be employed, as here on

earth, to procure the heart's grati

fication. Its instrumentality will

be self-infliction of misery upon the

soul for ever. In this case, there

fore the use of will is fearful be

yond description; to blaspheme

God, self-infliction of torture, and

a malignant agency in augmenting

the wretchedness of associates in

misery. But in heavenly blessed

ness and glory, its employment will

be desirable, elevated and dignify

ing, beyond expression.

In concluding this article let it

be observed, that we know of no

phenomena of mental exercises, in

capable of being classed according

to the principles we have recog

nised, in one or the other of these

three—apprehending, feeling, will

ing. e may make secondar

and sub-classes, but all mental phe

nomena belong to those three; and

the faculties of understanding,

heart and will, are sufficient to ac

count for all mental exercises and

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

actions. These constitute man a

complete moral being, and qualify

him to be a moral agent. By these

he is qualified to be placed under

responsibility, and made accounta

ble to God for all his character. B

these he is qualified to be employed,

under all the weight of obligation,

in effecting the purposes of God,

and promoting his declarative glory.

By these faculties he is qualified to

receive his Maker's law, to feel re

sponsible, to act with reference to

the judgment to come, and accord

ing to the moral estimate of his cha

racter, to be rewarded or punished.

What more is necessary to consti

tute man a proper subject of moral

government? We answer nothing.

-

THE PRESENT STATE OF THE PRES

BYTERIAN CHURCH,

JW'o. III.

The presiding individual of a

large deliberative body—whether

the individual be denominated pre

sident, speaker, chairman, or mode

rator—has always a difficult office

to perform; and for this reason his

official acts ought certainly to be

viewed with some indulgence, and

to receive, so far as they will fairly

admit of it, a favourable construc

tion. On this principle, as well as

because small errors, left uncorrect

ed, are a less evil than much dela

and frequent interruption in busi

ness, appeals from the chair to the

house are seldom sustained in deli

berative assemblies, except where

there is palpable evidence of error,

or partiality.

In cases, moreover, in which par

ties confessedly exist, and are in

ardent conflict with each other, a

presiding officer is always expected

to favour, in some measure, the

views of the party by whom he has

been elected to office. It is under

stood that he has been chosen for

this purpose, and there would be

disappointment on all sides, if he

3 O
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showed it no regard. Still, there

are certain limits to his prerogatives

and partialities, which every pre

siding officer is expected sacredly

to regard—limits which, if he trans

ress, he is always considered as

§ censurable; and within which,

if he carefully confine himself, he

is regarded by every candid mem

ber of the body, as having honoura

bly discharged the duties of his

station. There have been instances,

if we mistake not, in the House of

Representatives of the Congress of

the United States, and at periods

too when parties ran high, in which

the Speaker, at the close of a ses

sion, has received a vote of thanks,

nearly if not quite unanimous, for

the fair, and able, and dignified

manner, in which he has discharged

his high official duties.

It is chiefly in the appointment

of committees, that the occupant of

the chair of a deliberative assem

bly is expected to favour his party.

On all important committees, espe

cially those in which party ques

tions are to be discussed, a decided

majority of the ascendant party is

expected to appear; and we think

such a majority ought to appear,

without any murmur of the adverse

party, under two provisos—namely,

that the members forming the majo

rity are those generally regarded as

respectable, for temper as well as

for talents; and that the minority are

allowed a representation consisting

of their best and ablest men, to the

amount of a fourth, or a third part,

of every such committee. It is in

committees that all important busi

ness is prepared for the considera

tion and sanction of the house; and

we believe it is understood that

they ought commonly to be consti

tuted in the manner we have indi

cated, that each committee may be,

as it were, the house in miniature,

and hence its report be likely to

be adopted, without much change

or amendment; and thus that a great

abridgment of discussion, and a

great saving of time may be effected

—Both parties being satisfied that

their opinions have been fully stated

and urged in committee, and that

every obtainable concession or mo

dification has already been made,

will, it is supposed, perceive that

it would be useless to prolong

debate, without any prospect of a

more favourable result. That such

are the principles on which com

mittees are usually and properly

appointed in deliberative assem

blies, will not, we think, be denied.

That their reports, even when made

with ability, do not always prevent

long and ardent discussions in the

house, is to be attributed to the

irrepressible love of speechifying,

which some members possess, and

the desire which they and others

feel, to speak to the galleries rather

than to the chair.

But however or wherever else, a

speaker, or a moderator, may ma

nifest his partiality, he certainly

ought never to discover it, nor if

possible to feel it, while he presides

over the debates of the deliberatin

body... Then he ought to act an

feel like a chief magistrate in a

court of justice—the debaters are

the attorneys, he is the judge on the

bench. He may, and often must,

have his opinion on the subject dis

cussed, but he ought never to ma

nifest it in the moderator's seat.

During a debate, he ought most

cautiously and impartially to watch

over the rights and privileges of

the members severally, that each

may be fairly and seasonably heard,

according to the established rules

of order. He ought especially to

consider himself as the protector of

the rights of the minority—for a

minority have rights as sacred as

those of the majority—and the

weaker party are always in danger

of being unduly overborne by the

stronger, if they have not a protec

tor in the common president of both.

We have made the preceding re

marks, on the station and duties of

the presiding officer of a delibera

tive assembly, that our readers
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might see our views and estimate

of them, before we should speak of

them as sustained and performed

by the last Moderator of the Gene

ral Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church. We wished it should be

seen that in speaking of him, we

were sensible that some allowance

ought to be made for the difficulties

always to be encountered in the

office which he held; and we parti

cularly desired that when we should

point out his errors, it might be

clearly seen that they were strict

ly official errors, and that their

magnitude might be judged of rea

dily and justly.

We now feel ourselves pre

pared and constrained, after mak

ing every just allowance, to say,

that although we have had nume

rous opportunities, through a pret

ty long life, to witness the pro

ceedings of deliberative bodies,

both civil and eccesiastical, and to

observe attentively the manner in

which presidents, speakers, chair

men and moderators, acted their

parts, we never did witness any

thing which, in our judgment, even

approximated to the partiality and

party feeling, glaringly manifested

by the last Moderator of our Gene

ral Assembly. We are aware that

it may be said that this is with us

* merely a matter of opinion, and

that we are a party equally with

the moderator. But admitting that

we are a party, we have still to say,

that the opinion we have expressed

is not that of ourselves only, but

that also, we verily believe, of every
individual who was not of the mo

derator's party—perhaps of some

who were—and that we do by no

means admit that an impression so

extensively felt, is as likely to be

the effect of mere prejudice, as

that the moderator should have

given just cause for complaint. We
do not assert that all his acts and

decisions were offensive or erro

neous. Where party was out of

the question, we think he generally

acted correctly. But there was

much of the business of the Assem

bly, and that too of the most impor

tant kind, in which party feeling

was deeply involved; and when

ever this was the case, the violation

by him of official propriety was wit

nessed, we think, in every form in

which it could appear. One was,

in the appointment of committees.

Of this we shall give two instances.

The first was, the committee on the

reference and complaint from the

Presbytery of Philadelphia, in the

case of Mr. Barnes. On this com

mittee, (to the members of which

in general, we make no exceptions)

the Moderator placed one of the

delegates from Connecticut, a resi

dent, when at home, of the city of
New Haven. We hesitate not to

say, that on the part of the Mode

rator, this was an appointment in

a high degree improper, if not ab

solutely unlawful; and that there

was, to say the least, great indeli

cacy in an acceptance of the ap

pointment and consenting to serve

on the committee, by the delegate

concerned. That delegate, by a

recent arrangement, had lost all

right to a vote in the house; but

whoever is acquainted with the

usual course of business knows,

that a vote in a committee, on an

important and interesting concern,

is of more ultimate influence than

two votes in the house. Yet here,

an individual gives his vote where

it has the greater influence, when it

is denied him where it has the less.

The subjects, moreover, referred to

this committee, involved several

constitutional questions, as well of

doctrine as of ecclesiastical order

in the Presbyterian Church, and of

vital importance in both cases. Was

it proper that a professed Congrega

tionalist should be appointed and

consent to examine and decide on

these?—especially when it was fully

understood on all sides, that so far

as the case of Mr. Barnes was in

question, the strongest predilec

tions, not to say predeterminations,

in his favour, were cherished by
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this individual. We say delibe

rately, that being concerned in

the report of this committee, we

would have preferred that Mr.

Barnes himself should have been a

member of it, rather than the dele

gate from New Haven."

The second appointment of a

committee which we shall notice,

and in which the partiality of the

Moderator was apparent, was that

to which was assigned the nomina

tion of a new Board of Missions.

The hostility of the American

Home Missionary Society to this

board, and the publickly avowed

purpose of changing it, and of dis

placing its Corresponding Secre

tary and General Agent, was shown

in our last number. Yet on this

committee, which was a large one,

not an individual was placed, who

was likely to act the part of a friend

and advocate of the inculpated

board—the board of the preceding

year. Whether the committee on

the case of Mr. Barnes had not

proved sufficiently subservient to

the wishes of the moderator and

the majority of the house, or from

whatever other motive the nomi

nation was made, is unknown to us;

but so it was, this most important

committee was entirely composed

of those who were disposed to re

port, and actually did report, a no

mination of a new board, most de

cidedly friendly to the American

Home Missionary Society, and hos

tile to the existing Board of the

General Assembly. A few, and

but a few of the members of the

existing board were not displaced—

on the expectation, we doubt not,

* The Editors of the Christian Spec

tator, published at New Haven, in the

superabounding of their concern to en

lighten the citizens of Philadelphia, and

the members of the General Assembly,

on the merits of the case of Mr. Barnes,

had inserted in their work a review of

that case, and published and forwarded

the number which contained this review,

a whole month before the regular period

for its appearance. We purpose, before

long, Deo juvante, to review this review.

that they would voluntarily resign,

as we are confident they would

have done, when they should see

the complexion of the board entire

ly changed, and rendered subser

vient to the American Home Mis

sionary Society. It was the report

of this committee which led to those

scenes of disorder and confusion

which disgraced the Assembly, and

grieved every friend to religion and

the Presbyterian Church. The re

port was so flagrantly and intolera

bly at war with all equity and pro

priety, that it produced crimina

tions and recriminations, which

issued in a complete disregard of

the Moderator and of all order;

and rendered a hasty recess, the

only expedient left, to bring the

members into a temper that would

admit of their proceeding in busi

neSS.

But beside the particular acts

which we have now specified, and

some others of a like character

which we altogether omit, the party

feelings of the Moderator were

visible in every case, (we believe

without an exception) when a party

question was under discussion.

They were manifested by giving

the precedence in speaking to those

of his own party, when it equitably

and fairly belonged to their op

ponents; by arresting a speaker

who was pressing an argument

which he saw to be adverse and

perhaps fatal to his wishes—arrest

ing the speaker on some suggestion

or pretence of a point of order, and

thus breaking the train and force of

his reasoning; by throwing out to

the speakers on his side of a ques

tion, hints and intimations, which

they might employ with advantage

to their cause; and by numerous

other acts, sensibly felt, but scarce

ly capable of description, by which

an advantage was given to his

friends over their opponents."

• The Moderator once requested to be

allowed to leave the chair, and speak to

a subject under debate. The request

was opposed, and he withdrew it. The
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We shall not have justice done

us, if it shall be supposed that in

making the foregoing statement of

the malversation in office of the

last Moderator of the Assembly,

we have, in any degree, been grati

fying a private pique. Between us

and the Moderator there has been,

at no time, any personal alterca

tion, nor, on our part, any special

cause of alienation whatsoever; and

in the last Assembly, he treated us

as respectfully as he did any other

member with whom we thought and

acted. He was, we verily think,

entirely impartial, in dealing out

his hard measures to us all alike,

without frowning upon, or favour

ing one, more than another. No,

truly, we have felt no gratification

of any kind; nothing but the most

sensible pain and mortification, in

indulgence asked was one which had

been conceded to some former mode

rators, and among the rest to the present

writer, who was really disposed to rise

and plead for its extension to the existing

Moderator, but was restrained by the

consideration, that it was more than an

equitable allowance, that the Moderator

should plead his cause out of the chair,

after favouring it so much before he left

his seat. -

making the statement which we are

now closing. Nor would we ever

have made it, if the Moderator

alone had been responsible for the

devious course he pursued—objec

tionable and offensive in the ex

treme, as it certainly was. But he

was, in our view, the fair represen

tative of the majority of the Assem

bly, deliberately and by preconcert

chosen, for the very purpose of doing

what he did. A conviction that

such was the fact, prevented many

appeals, which the minority would

otherwise have made from his deci

sions to the house; but from the

house they knew they were to look

for no relief. The statement, there

fore, made in this number of our

series, we consider as part of a true

representation of the present state

of the Presbyterian Church—a de

plorable state, in which a mode

rator could be at first elected, and

afterwards sustained, to do what

we have shown was actually done—

a state, painful and mortifying, we

repeat, for us to exhibit, but neces

sary to be known, that haply when

known by the church at large, a

change for the better may yet be

effected.

iſitbittuš.

We welcome to our pages ano

ther production of the same pen

which furnished the remarks on

Pollock’s Course of Time, inserted

in the last number of our sixth vo

lume. Our valued correspondent

does not denominate his paper a

Review; but to this department of

our work we assign it, and the of

tener he fills a portion of it, the

more will he gratify both us and our

readers.

Fon. The clinisTIAN ADVocate.

AN ESTIMATE of the WORKS OF

Chalm.ERs.

The writings of Chalmers have

been read extensively, but they are

worthy to be circulated still more

widely. We take occasion, from a

new Edition of his works having

been lately published in this coun

try, to give a condensed view of

their merits and defects. Perhaps

the best mark of the value to be set

on any intellectual effort, is to an

swer the question, will it last?

There is something ephemeral in

the writings of Divines, as well as

in the productions of superficial

authors. The style of Tillotson

and Blair was once extravagantly

admired; but it is now justly consi

dered dull. Except a few volumes,

the writings of Baxter have perish

ed. Many folios on Theology are
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literally mingling with the dust;

but the pilgrim of Bunyan still holds

on its way, occasionally greeted by

the rich, and always welcomed by

the poor. In the midst of that de

cay of reputation which is the lot

of ordinary men, the reputation of

Chalmers will be durable, and the

productions of his mind will in

crease, rather than diminish in cir

culation. They are addressed,

principally, to men of a cultivated

order of intellect; and by this class

of men they will always be duly

appreciated.

A flippant mode of writing is

sometimes used about this giant in

theological science—We notice

the following inaccurate statement.

Carter, in his Travels, mentions

that Chalmers belongs to no parti

cular denomination of Christians.

For the subversion of this state

ment,it is only necessary to say,that

we are in possession of his recorded

speeches in the General Assembly

of the Scottish Church, and that he

is the present occupant of the Divi

nity Chair of Edinburgh. Chal

nners "...". that more har

mony results from division lines

among bodies of men, than from

blotting out those lines; unless men

could unite in opinion as well as in

feeling. Nor is this sentiment in

consistent with the largest charity.

Each religionist has a right to his

own opinions; but his opponent is

equally entitled to the right of de

ciding whether he will mix with

those who hold sentiments so much

at variance with his own.

A suspicion has been originated

in the public mind that Chalmers

was not a pious man, until many

years after he assumed the clerical

office. This statement is denied

by his biographer; but the reasoning

employed is scarcely sufficient to

destroy the suspicion. The biog

rapher thinks that as the father of

Chalmers was a pious man, the son

must have been equally pious. Im

mense good or evil may be con

nected with the character of our

ancestry. Still facts prove but too

conclusively, that a patriot may be

the sire of a traitor, and that the

man of science may be frequently

mortified by the ignorance of his

son. That Chalmers was too much

absorbed, in the beginning of his

ministry, in pursuits remote from

the duties of a pastor, is clear from

his own acknowledgment. Ma

thematical truth, and researches in

to Natural History, too exclusively

engaged his attention, as he impli

edly confesses, in his speech before

the General Assembly, on the sub

ject of Pluralities. Such studies

are, indeed, more becoming the

preacher than the studies of Chur

chill and Parnell; but a flock can

not be kept alive on diagrams.

Chalmers is himself, we conceive,

the originator of this suspicion, and

if injustice be done to him by its

influence, he alone is responsible.

Scott preached many years without

even the semblance of piety. When

the forms of religion become blend

ed with the machinery of the State,

men are too apt to assume the mi

nisterial office without correct mo

tives. Milton, in his Lycidas,

speaks thus of some of the minis

ters of his day—

Of other care they little reck'ning make

Than how to scramble, at the

feast,

And shove away the worthy bidden guest.

The work from the pen of Chal

mers which first challenged public

attention, was his farewell address

to the parish of Kilmany. This

address presses home, on the con

science of his parishioners, an im.

mediate attention to the duties of

Christianity. We need not say

that it was favourably noticed, by

the religious journals of the day,

and it met the approbation of Scotſ:
We can conceive of no local event

more interesting in its nature, thº

the separation of a Pastor from hiº

chargé. But such an occasion, hº

been often perverted. It has been

used by some to prolong or engº.

der strife, and by others, merely"
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awaken the tender sympathies of

our nature. But Chalmers was in

fluenced by elevated considera

tions; and in this address he dis

burdens his mind of its immense

anxieties about the immortal inte

rests of his flock. That produc

tion of Chalmers which is most

replete with argument, is his “Evi

dence and Authority of Revela

tion.” The evidences of Chris

tianity have engaged the attention

of many powerful minds. This

controversy has brought into the

field a host of learned clergymen,

but the testimony of laymen may

be considered as more disinterest

ed. Beattie, Addison, Lyttleton,

Bonnet and Erskine, have employ

ed their talents in illustrating the

proofs of the authenticity of the

Scriptures. Locke has analysed

the subject, in his Reasonableness

of Christianity, and Sir Robert

Boyle felt a deep conviction of the

necessity of defending the truth of

Revelation. But Chalmers has

placed Christianity on most impo

sing ground, making the system to

lean on its external props. These

props, unquestionably, are Prophe

cy and Miracles. If we prove the

one to have been wrought, and the

other to have been fulfilled and ful

filling, we prove all that is neces

sary to establish a Divine Revela

tion. But Chalmers has been cen

sured for totally discarding the in

ternal evidences of the Scriptures.

This is a mistake. He considers

that the internal evidences answer

important ends, in building up those

who believe. It may be said that

Soame Jenyns was convinced by

simply reading the Scriptures.

Soame Jenyns resolved to read

them, but this resolution was taken

under circumstances which placed

him on the ground of an enquirer

after truth. Rousseau states, in his

Confessions, that he read through

the New Testament six times; still

he was unconvinced. But what

would this Genevese infidel have

thought, if the writers of the New

Testament had wrought miracles

before his eyes P

After publishing the above named

work, Chalmers changed his loca

tion in the church; but we are not

so much concerned about the remo

val of his person, as about the pro

gress and development of his mind.

Some preachers seem to suppose

that the station they occupy, ought

to adorn them; whereas, it is be

coming that they should adorn the

station. It was a matter, however,

of some importance, when Chal

mers exchanged a life of studious

retirement for the hum of a popu

lous city. It is probable that even

his capacious mind became more

enlarged, in contemplating the fu

ture destiny of the thousands that

waited on his ministry. He soon

gave proofs of this by his Discour

ses on the connexions of Chris

tianity with the modern astronomy.

It is universally conceded that the

heavenly bodies must have early

drawn the attention of men. From

the plains of Chaldea, and from the

summits of the Egyptian pyramids,

the curious eye of science must

have watched the planets in their

circuits. Ancient poets have swept

the impassioned lyre, in praise of

the graceful arches, into which the

heavens are bent. Job, and the

herdsmen of Tekoah, contemplate

the divine power as displayed in

the constellations. But notwith

standing the intense activity of the

human mind, much darkness has

been dispelled by the ingenuity of

Galileo, and the researches of New

ton. Under modern discoveries,

the planets, with their belts and

rings, wear an aspect of intense in

terest, not only in the eye of the

Philosopher, but in that of the

Christian Divine. That man must

be blind to the nature of his own

endowments who feels no kindling

emotions, as the first twilight star

glides along, on the current of

evening, alternately trickling its

beams in a sea of purple, or olive

coloured clouds. To lofty musings
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on creation the powers of Chal

mers were attuned, and his mind

gushed forth into strains of impetu

ous eloquence. In this work, he is

combatting the objection which in

fidelity makes to Christianity,

based on the vastness of creation—

an objection partially answered by

Fuller. It has been urged that this

work was needless, inasmuch as in

fidels do not frequently use this

argument. This may be, but infi

delity clandestinely entrenches it

self in this objection, and Chal

mers has dared to look at it in the

light of philosophy.

Chalmers subsequently published

a volume of Discourses, illustrating

the total depravity of man in the

higher circles of society. We

shall notice them only so far as to

animadvert on a remark of Bishop

Hobart, in reference to these dis

courses. He says that Chalmers

allows something naturally good in

man. It is not much to the credit

of this Diocesan’s sagacity, that he

has so completely misunderstood

Chalmers. The sentiment which

the discourses maintain is this, that

depravity has its seat in the moral

powers, but that the mental powers

are the source of actions intellec

tually good; and it is evinced in

the struggles of patriotism, in the

efforts.of philanthropy, in the toils

of science, that man may be in

tellectually noble, whilst morally

he is the subject of total depravity.

The above work was soon follow

ed by the publication of a volume

of discourses on miscellaneous sub

jects. The most ingenious dis

course in this collection, is the one

entitled “the expulsive power of a

new affection.” The reader has

doubtless noticed that all men com

plain of the unsatisfying nature of

earthly enjoyments. Whatever

their wealth or fame may be, their

feelings will be analogous to those

which Cowper expresses when he

says that the possession of fame

only served to fill him with uneasy

sensations.

The race of glory is delightful,

But won, it brings disquiet.

From the time that poetry became

an art, the poets have been lavish of

their plaintive strains about the de

cay of human happiness. Horace,

Tibullus and Anacreon, may ce

lebrate the joys of life, but they

connect with its joys, neutralising

thoughts of the flight of time. Men

j cannot escape disappoint

ment. It is a popular tradition that

Homer begged his bread. Ovid

was banished to the shores of the

Black Sea. Cicero, Demosthenes

and AEschines were exiles. The phi

losophy of Seneca and the genius

of Lucan, could not save the one or

the other from the fury of a despot.

Socrates became the victim of the

people whom he had enlightened,

and Sophocles stripped AEschylus

of his laurels. Seeing, then, that

ambition is often fruitless, and that

man is the subject of restiveness,

what is the reason that men seek

not a better world P Chalmers an

swers, that it is owing to the want

of a new affection to expel the

supreme love of present scenes; or

in other words, the dim light of the

present world can be eclipsed only

by the superior light of the world

to come. . His meaning may be il

lustrated in this way. A man sail

ing in a crazy, moth eaten bark,

may be unwilling to leave it until

a well built stately ship come in

sight; or he may like a naked rock

till you show him some island filled

with aromatic herbs. - But Chal

mers, not satisfied with illustration

from any thing in this world, ima

gines a man standing on the margin

of some superior orb. He is con

tent to stay, but if some orb more

picturesque and inviting were to

glide by, a new affection would ex

pel the love of his present accom

modations, and incline him to com

mit himself to accommodations

every way superior.

The next publication of Chal

mers is his Series of Commercial

Discourses. It would be doing him
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injustice to suppose that he could

be settled in a!. city and be an

inattentive spectator' of the thou

sands employed in lucrative traffic.

Men engaged in commercial spe

culations need all the guards of

Christianity. They are often visit

ed by unexpected reverses, and

therefore need all its consolations.

The prophets denounce woes on

the merchants of Tyre, and those

denunciations are in full force

at this hour, against all who lay

hold on ill-gotten treasure. No

person of serious reflection can

survey the pursuits in which the

people of a city engage, without

feeling a desire that all who are

drawn into such a vortex may ap

ply to themselves, the searching

tests, and the luminous morals of

the scriptures. Renowned and

gorgeous cities have bidden adieu

to their own opulence. Dyer has

described the ruins of Rome, but

there are cities far more reduced

than Rome. Under views of this

kind, Chalmers lifts up his monito

ry voice, and every merchant who

will dispassionately read his appeal,

must be convinced that it is no

small offence to deal unjustly.

The reasonings of these discourses

seem at first sight rather to recede

than draw nigh to the point. But

Chalmers is here only acting the

part of a skilful commander, who

throws his platoons into apparent

confusion, till he present them in a

compact and unbroken phalanx.

Chalmers has thus performed a

signal service for commercial men.

It is to be regretted that he has not

performed the same service for men

engaged in the occupations of rural

life. Bates, Flavel, and Brown in

his Christian’s Journal, have par

tially attempted what Chalmers

ought to execute on a larger scale.

Whilst the incumbent of a retired

parish, his mind must have laid in

the stock of information requisite

for such a work. Channing has de

nied to Johnson an adequacy to

measure the powers of Milton, be

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

cause a city was the usual abode of

Johnson. But this is fanciful.

Johnson wrote his criticism on Mil

ton in the close of his life, and

his Tour to the Hebrides must have

brought him acquainted with Na

ture in some of her boldest forms.

In his Rasselas, Johnson has drawn

pictures of pastoral and rural life,

which fill the imagination as per

fectly as the opening stanzas of the

Castle of Indolence. In addition

to this, the author of the Lives of

the British Poets has done justice

to Milton. He substantially pro

nounces him the first of epic wri

ters, and what more could the

warmest admirer of Milton ask P

But there can be no doubt that

Chalmers has been observant of

Nature, and though he might not

indulge in high wrought descrip

tions, addressed to the imaginative

faculty of his readers, we will ven

ture to say that he would deal out

loud appeals to the conscience.

The execution of such a work

would require from him an indul

gence, for a time at least, in a spe

cies of reading with which, we sus

pect, at present he is not familiar.

But it would be an easy task for a

man of his Herculean powers, to

run through all that Greek, Latin

and English poets have written of

rural life. Then would

He know each lane and every alley green,

Dingle, or bushy dell of this wild wood,

And every bosky bourne, from side to

side.

Besides the above mentioned

works, Chalmers has published a

number of miscellaneous discour

ses, and his Civic Economy of

Large Towns. His Civic Econo

my is, incomparably, the best effort

of his mind. In such a brief esti

mate, it can scarcely be expected

that we should go into details of a

work which would require a volume

to do it justice. We only take oc

casion to remark that the sentiment

is gaining ground, that the mind of

a minister should be insulated to

one subject. Had this sentiment

3 P
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been embraced by Chalmers, he

would never have displayed his

immense powers as a moralist and

statesman. If American Senators

wish to be enlightened in that which

promotes the public weal, it would

be well for them to give, for a space,

their days and nights to the study

of this civic economy.

We conclude this estimate of

Chalmers by saying, that there are

Divines now living, of taste more re

fined perhaps than his, and of greater

powers of imagination. There are

many, more learned, as interpreters

of the Scriptures. There are others,

whose fund of classical information

is much more enlarged, and whose

elocution, if Tourists are to be be

lieved, is much more graceful. But

there are none who can compare

with him in point of tact, and di

rect efficient talents for usefulness.

The style of Chalmers is faulty to

an extreme. All believe him to be

an intellectual king; and it is not

fit that a king should be journey

ing over the world in a loose, dis

jointed vehicle. In making this re

mark we say, by way of apology,

what a critic said to Burns, that a

wren may spy what the eagle over

looks. ,

... In Lockhart’s Letters, common

ly and quaintly called Peter's Let

ters to his Kinsfolk, there is a re

mark of a disparaging kind, about

the learning of the Scottish church.

But it is worthy of notice, that there

never was an establishment that

demanded more active service from

her ministers, than the church of

Scotland. So vigilant are they that

the itinerancy of Wesley, which

spread like wild-fire in England,

was checked when it sought to

burn among the moors of Scot

land.” But for such demands for

active service, who can doubt that

Brown of Haddington, Boston of

Ettrick, and the Erskines, might

have rivalled in the vastness of

their attainments, the Bishops of

* See Southey's Life of Wesley.

England. The ſervor inspired by

plain Scriptural learning, we pre

fer incomparably, to the frigid

zone into which we are introduced

by German neology. Scotland

holds an elevated rank among na

tions, in her ecclesiastical, moral

and literary character. The piety

of her ministers has the firmness

and durability of the oak, around

which the wreaths of science may

be harmlessly entwined. The sim

ple rites of her church have been

dearly purchased ; for there was a

time when the blood of her pea

santry dyed the transparent lakes

embedded in her mountains, and

stained the flowery glens of her

southern borders. Grahame has

sung of the countless Sabbaths

which have gilded her charming

dales. Ramsay has embellished

her rural customs, with sweeter

light than Theocritus ever shed

over the fragrant fields of Sicily,

whilst Burns has celebrated the

battle grounds of her warriors,

with more than the martial fire of

Tyrtaeus. In such a country, and

among such a people, we hope that

Chalmers may hold on his way,

disseminating correct principles

among her literary infidels,

As ever in his Great Taskmaster’s eye;

Norbate one jot of heart or hope.

Thus living, he will rank among the

Buchanans and Melvilles of his

native land, and he will dispense

moral and intellectual fragrance

over the city of his abode; a city,

which, in reference to its litera

ture, he has justly denominated the

garden of the Hesperides. B.

-

A visit to THE south sEAs, in the

U. S. Ship Vincennes, during the

years 1829 and 1830; with Scenes

in Brazil, Peru, .Hanilla, the

Cape of Good Hope, and St. He

lena. By C. S. Stewart, J. M.

Chaplain in the United States

JNavy, and fluthor of “J. Resi

dence in the Sandwich Islands in
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1823 and 1825.” 2 vols. 12mo,

pp. 357 & 860. JWew Fork. John

. Haven, JN'assau St.

(Concluded from p. 431.)

If we were to consult our own

inclination merely, we should ex

tract very largely from both the

volumes now before us; persuaded,

as we are, that we could select

from them articles of high enter

tainment and much instruction for

our readers, which we might conti

nue through several numbers of our

Miscellany. But we think this

would not be treating the Author

fairly, as it might diminish the sale

of his work, by leading some to

imagine that they had already seen

its most important and interesting

É. Such an effect, we be

ieve has sometimes been produced

by reviews, which have contained

very extended quotations from po

pular publications, with here and

there a sentence or two only, from

the pen of the reviewer himself.

We shall therefore only exhibit to

our readers, in addition to our for

mer quotations, the contents of

these volumes, and some considera

ble extracts from one letter; assur

ing them, at the same time, that a

large part of both these volumes is

quite as interesting as any thing we

have quoted.

INTRoductiox. Voyage to Brazil—Let

ter I. Commodore Thompson and the

Guerriere. II. Departure from the Che

sapeake. III. Occupation and amuse

ments on shipboard. IV. Moral aspect of

the crew, and burial at sea.

Rio de Janeiro—I. Description of the

bay of Rio de Janeiro. II. Opening of

the Imperial Cortes. III. Description of

the residence of Mr. Tudor. IV. Levee

at the palace on the birthday of the queen

of Portugal. V. Public Institutions of the

city. VI. Botafogo, San Cristavao, and the

Episcopal Palace. VII. Prisons, Judicia

ry, and Slave Trade. VIII. Character of

the Hon. William Tudor.

Passage round Cape Horn—I. Depar

ture from Rio de Janeiro. II. The doub

ling of the cape. III. Description of Wal

paraiso. IV. Arrival at Callao.

Lima—I. Sketch of Callao and ride to

Lima. II. Audience with Gen. La Fuente,

Provisional Chief of Peru. III. Festival)

of the Amancaise. IV. National Museum,

Inquisitorial Court, and private mansions

in the city. V. Visit to the Padre Arrie

ta, and state of the Churches and Priest

hood. VI. Return to Callao, and farewell

visit on shore.

Washington Islands—I. Departure from

Peru. II. Voyage to the Washington Isl

ands. III. Arrival at Nukuhiva. IV. Wal

ley of Taiohae. V. Dance in the valley

of the Hapaas. VI. Form of Government,

and Civil and Religious Distinctions. VII.

A day in the glen of Taioa. VIII. Cruel

ty and injustice of Foreign Visiters. IX.

Removal of the Vincennes to the Territo

ries of the Taipiis. X. Trip to the valley

of Hakahaa. XI. Hakahaa, or the valley

of the neutral ground. XII. Departure

from Nukuhiva.

The Georgian and Society Islands.-I.

Arrival at Tahiti. II. Harbour of Papeete.

III. A Tahitian Sabbath. IV. Visit to Ei.

meo, and arrival at the Society Islands.

V. Interview with king Tamatoa, and a

Sabbath at Raiatea. VI. Audience with

the queen of Tahiti, and visit of the chiefs

on board ship. VII. Letter of queen Po

mare I. to the President. VIII. Departure

for the Sandwich Islands.

Sandwich Islands—-I. Arrival at the

island of Hawaii. II. Visit on shore and

description of the scenery. III. A wor

shipping assembly at Hido. IV. Journey

to the volcano of Kirauea, and account of

its present state. W. Cascade of the rain

bow. VI. The hereditary and last priest

ess of Pele. VII. First interview with the

missionaries at Oahu. VIII. Reception of

Captain Finch and party by the king and

regent. IX. A morning visit to the prin

cipal chiefs. X. Evening drive, and visit

to the valley of Manoa. XI. Edict of the

king in answer to a memorial of the Bri

tish residents. XII. Visit to Lahaina in

Maui. XIII. Call of Captain Finch on

the princess, and entertainment of the

chiefs on board ship. XIV. General exa

mination of the schools of Oahu. XV.

An evening religious meeting, and Sab

bath scenes. XVI. Detraction and ca

lumny of foreign residents. XVII. Go

vernment debt and state of commerce.

XVIII. A ride to the cottage of Governor

Boki, and evening entertainment by the

king. XIX. Second visit to Lahaina. XX.

Three days at Kearakekua Bay. XXI.

Private letter of Captain Finch to the

king. XXII. Joint letter of the missiona

ries to Captain Finch. XXIII. Departure

from Oahu, and letter of the king to the

President of the United States. XXIV.

Retrospective view of the visit at the

Sandwich Islands by Captain Finch.

Passage to Canton and Manilla—I. In

cidents on board ship. II. Arrival in the
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Chinese Sea. Ill. Casualties off the coast

of China. IV. Visit at Macao and Canton.

JManilla—I. Description of the bay and

city of Manilla., ii. Evening scenes at a

Catholic festival, and call upon a native

family. III. Excursion to the village and

lake of Pasig. IV. The Campo Santo or

Pantheon, the public burial place.

Cape of Good Hope and St. Helena—I.

Description of Cape Town. II. Ride to

Constantia, and an evening at Protea, the

cottage of Sir Lowry Cole III. Arrival

at St. Helena, and interview with the go

vernor, the Honourable Brigadier Gene

ral Dallas. IV. The tomb of Napoleon,

Longwood, and Plantation House.

LETTER VII.-A DAY IN THE GLEN of TAIOA.

Bay of Taiohue, at Nukuhiva,

July 31st, 1829.

“Captain Finch was so highly delighted

with his visit to the Valley of Taioa, yes

terday, that he urged me to make the same

trip, in company with some of my fellow

officers. We accordingly mustered a par

ty in a short time this morning for the

purpose. ... * * * * *

“Immediately before us were two small

basins—forming an inner and an outer

harbour—neither more than half a mile

in diameter. The nearest—as you ap

proach—is encircled by small, unoccu

pied hills of grass, studded with a cop

pice here and there, and affords a fine

anchorage for shipping ; while the se

cond, just beyond, gives a ready access to

the inhabited parts, by a circular sand

beach, skirted with heavy groves of the

cocoanut and bread fruit, the pandanus,

tufted palmetto, and flowering hybiscus.

“On the left side of the glen a stu

pendous range of cliffs rises more than

two thousand feet perpendicularly from

the beach, in such wild and singular for

mation as to seem more like a highly

wrought fancy sketch for a romance of

the stage, than a scene in nature. The

whole, from the first peak in the fore

ground to that in the most distant per

spective—-appears but a succession of

richly wrought moss covered obelisks,

arranged thickly against and upon one

another, with such novel effect that I can

compare them only to so many gigantic

stalactities, inverted after their formation,

and planted as they stand, for the lasting

admiration of all who may behold them.

“Directly opposite, , on the right—

across the thickly embowered glen, at

the distance of half a mile only—imagery

of a totally different character was pre

sented: , gently, swelling hills of grass
smiled beneath the morning sun, with all

the brightness and verdure of a lawn in

June, as they rose one above another to

the height of five or six hundred feet,

and then terminated abruptly in a basal

tic cliff, resting like a crown on the point

in which they converged—the whole

constituting a beautiful foreground to the

rich growth and wild outline in the dis

tance, where the gorge winds itself out

of sight in the interior.

“I have gazed on much beautiful and

much noble scenery, in various parts of

the world, and in a great variety of as

pects; but must unhesitatingly proclaim

triumph to the glen of Taioa, over every

thing of the kind I ever beheld. It is one

of the scenes which words cannnot por

tray, and to which the most vivid touches

of a master's pencil can alone do justice

–presenting at a single glance, contrasts

of the sublime and beautiful so conspicu

ous and so imposing, as irresistibly to

elevate and charm the mind ever alive

to their impressions.

“The unheard of notes of the bugle

and the horn—echoing among the west

ern cliffs as we gradually approached the

shore—quickly brought group after group

of the wondering inhabitants to the beach.

This would not have been the case, how

ever, had they not learned, from the visit

made them yesterday, to regard us as

friends. Otherwise they would have fled

to their coverts, or mustered for a de

fence; for when the captain and his par

ty entered the bay, and their boats first

came in full sight of the shore, the old

Taua, and other islanders in company,

lay down, for a moment, in the bottom of

the boats; and the moment the cutters,

filled with foreigners only, were descried

by the natives inland, they began a pre

cipitate flight, catching the children in

their arms and on their backs, and giving

every evidence of the greatest terror.

As soon as the success of the trick was

thus manifest, the old patriarch rose u

with a laugh, and beckoned to them wit

his fan till he was recognised, and the

people returned as rapidly as they had

fled; joining heartily, themselves, in the

sport which their ready alarm had excited.

“On landing, we were conducted by

our host to one of his houses in a grove

adjoining the beach; and a first act, on his

part, was to present me with a neat wick

er-workfan—of a semicircular shape, whi

tened with pipe clay—and having a po

lished handle of hard, dark wood. This

he did, partly out of regard to my office

-looking on me as a fellow-wizard, his

own title, Taua, being that by which I

am already every where known and ad

dressed—and partly, I suppose, in return

for some small gifts made to him before

leaving the ship. Among the other offi

cers, also, he distributed different tokens

ofgood will.
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“In his house, the curiosity which had

brought us to the valley, began to be

abundantly gratified. The habitation it.

self did not differ materially from that of

Haapé, except in being larger, but it

contained articles of greater interest

than any we had met at Taiohae. The

most remarkable of these was a coffin

something in the shape of a canoe, with

a neatly wrought lid, the whole being

wrapped in large folds of native cloth—

containing the remains of a son of the

Taua who died many years since. It is

elevated two or three feet from the

ground, on a bier of frame work, and oc

cupies the centre of the house. The

dead bodies of all persons of high dis

tinction among them, are preserved in

their houses for a long period in this way.

“Besides this, there were two or three

of the large drums of the temple, the

first we had seen; a neatly wrought

image of a god of war, carried with them

in a canoe when expecting a sea fight; a

war conch adorned with tufts of human

hair; with spears and battle axes, a stone

adze, and other rude utensils and orna.

ments.

“Fager for further observation, we

soon commenced an exploring tour

through the settlement, and were asto

nished at the many evidences of art and

civilization discoverable. In many places

the street running up the glen—through

which a broad stream pours its water to

the sea—is as wide and neat in its whole

appearance, as that of a flourishing vil

lage in our own country, but far more

sylvan and picturesque; while the houses,

well built of their kind, and as comfort

able for the climate as the cottages of the

labouring classes in America and in En

gland, with large inclosures of substan

tially laid stone wall, exhibit, on every

hand, proofs of labour and skill not ex

pected among such a people. º

“We had proceeded but a short dis

tance, before we came to a house distin

guished by the symbols of idolatry. It

was elevated on a platform of more than

ordinary height; and against one side, a

large log carved into a rude image was

reclining, with fragments of cocoanut,

bread-fruit, and other articles thickly

strewn around. Within a stone's throw

was another tabu place—a depository of

the dead—of which I took a drawing. It

stands in the midst of a beautiful clump

of trees, and consists of a platform of

heavy stone work, twenty feet or more

square, and four or five high, surmounted

in the centre by eight or ten posts ar

ranged in the shape of a grave, and sup

porting at a height of six or seven feet,

a long and narrow roof of thatch. Close

beneath this, was the body, inclosed in a

coffin like that seen in Taua's house. In

the immediate vicinity we again found a

large habitation belonging to our friend;

and were refreshed, at his order, with

cocoanut water, while waiting the arrival

of the civil chief of the valley, who we

had been informed was on his way to meet

us. He soon came , and is the largest

islander we have seen—quite equal to

most of his compeers of Hawaii—being

so corpulent as scarce to be able to walk;

and tataued from head to foot, till as black

as the darkest of the Congo race.

“From this spot, a vista up the valley,

so rich in beauty, opened upon our view,

as to make us impatient of any delay;

and after the interchange of a few civili

ties with the chief, who appears a reserv

ed and sober minded man, we proceeded

in the ramble we had commenced. Our

way was a wide and neatly kept street of

greensward, with a broad path in the cen

tre, so perfectly embowered by an avenue

of noble trees, extending before us in

long perspective, as to be almost impene

trable to the sun. Neat cottages, inclo

sed with regular stone walls, were scat

tered along at short intervals in the deep

shades: from which the simple inmates,

in their light and graceful costume, ga

thered round us with a diffidence and ci

vility, widely in contrast with the vulgar

and offensive rudeness of others we had

met, more accustomed to the sight, and

more corrupted by the vices of foreign

visiters than these seem to be.

“On our right, the silver gleamings of

the mountain stream, as it swept in wide

stretches among the groves skirting the

eastern hill, broke here and there upon

the view ; while on the left, occasional

openings into bright glades, edged with

richly mantled bowers, presented noble

sections of the western cliffs, whose fret

ted forms—rising in the strong lights and

shades of an unclouded sky—towered in

angular points, till they seemed to pierce

the very heavens. -

“There is a mellowness and chastened

colouring in the light of a tropical sun,

coming at noon day upon you through the

dark foliage of a thick topped grove, that

imparts a double richness and beauty to

the scene on which it falls: and, with

this shade on everything around, as we

moved slowly on to the varied notes of

the bugle and horn—amidst objects at

once so soft and sylvan, so unique and

wild, and surrounded by a people whose

admirably modelled figures and unclad

limbs were in strict unison with the whole

—I experienced feelings of admiration

neverexcited by the novelty and romance

of any circumstances in which I had be

fore been placed. It seemed almost a

fairy land; scarée less fascinating in its
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features, than the imaginary haunts pic

tured by the pens of genius as the abode

of Calypso, or the happy valley of the

Abyssinian prince.

“The residence of the Hekaiki, or

chief, is near the middle of this street.

He had kept our company, and, on ar

riving at it, invited us to enter. I was at

tracted, however, across the way by a

tabu house, against which three huge

images of wood were placed; two with

their faces inward towards the thatch,

and one with the face outward. I com

menced a sketch of them as they stood;

which being perceived by one of the na

tives, he immediately without ceremony

seized the two godships having their

backs towards me, and whirled them over

with as much carelessness and familiarity

as I should myself, had I been disposed

to make thus free with the objects of their

superstition. I was somewhat surprised

at the little veneration shown for the idols

of their own worship, though not igno

rant of the great inconsistency often dis

covered among the heathen in the gross

ness of the adulation of their gods at one

time, and their disregard, and even abuse

of them at another. I recollect to have

heard, while living at the Sandwich

Islands, of instances in which persons

disappointed in their expectations and

É. have not only scolded and up

raided, but actually beaten their images
of wood and stone.

“On pursuing our walk still farther,

we unexpectedly met that which led to

full information, in reference to the fu

neral ceremonies of the people. It was

in coming to a house surrounded by the

remains of a feast given on such occa

sions, with the preparations making for

the deposit of the body—still lying in an

open building, at a short distance from

that, at which the festival had been cele

brated.

“During the severe sickness of a per

son, the house in which he lies is crowd

ed with women, wailing in the mournful

tones by which the Polynesians express

their grief. The Tauas, in the meantime,

are exerting all their skill and sorcery

to stay the disease; and when these fail,

and it becomes evident that death is ap

proaching, they all dance naked around

the mat of the dying man, cutting them

selves with sharp stones, as if in a frenzy,

and uttering the most piercing lamenta

tions—though often without the appear.
ance of much sincere distress. This con

tinues till the person expires, when all

unite in a most terrifick and prolonged
howl.

“A kind of bier is then constructed of

spears and other warlike weapons, fasten

ed in wicker work together, and spread

with mats—usually in a small house ad

joining the dwelling of the deceased.

Upon this the corpse, neatly dressed in

garments of new cloth, is laid out, and

kept for several days. Persons watch

with it during that period—torches being

burned at night—while the F. in at

tendance mournfully chant their elegiac

songs.

“A principal business, also, is the pre

paration of a feast, profuse in proportion

to the wealth and dignity of the family.

While the provisions are baking, some

leading individual, arrayed in full dress

and wearing all his ornaments, with a fan

in his hand, goes forth to invite the chiefs

and superior orders. Passing from house

to house, he calls at each with the excla

mation—“tou kee”—“this is your invita

tion.” This part of the ceremony was

witnessed by the gentlemen from the ship

here yesterday.

“The messenger was dressed in a large

quantity of white cloth, wearing on his

head a bandeau of white with bows, sur

mounted by a mitre-shaped cap, formed

of the green leaf of a banana tree. Be

sides the fan in his hand, he bore on his

shoulder a long pole from which were sus

pended seven white scarfs, tied into bows

at the ends, in a manner similar to those

used in our own country. They also saw

the baking of five large hogs, and the

collecting of the bread-fruit, cocoanuts,

and bananas for the puddings; but were

obliged to return to the ship before the

feast itself began.

“The men summoned collect at some

tabu house near, while the women, taste

fully arrayed in their finest garb and or

naments, assemble without, as specta

tors. From the time of the death, till

the priests complete the songs chanted

on such occasions, all fast—no one touches

the provisions, and no fire is allowed to

be kindled within sight.

“When these are finished, the food—

usually little more than half cooked—is

brought from the ovens, and the head of

the family, acting as master of ceremo

nies, cuts up the hogs with a knife of

bamboo, and separates the flesh from the

bones with a sharp stone. The head is

always the portion of the principal priest,

and is usually laid aside by him for ano

ther meal—being also entitled to any

other part he may choose to eat at the

time. The joints are then distributed

among the chief personages, who invite

others to partake with them—all, in ad

dition to the meat, being furnished with

wooden bowls of the mixed dishes of

bread-fruit, cocoanut, and banana.

“After having eaten as much as they

desire, each puts aside what remains of

his portion; and they sit and converse to
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gether, or go away and return to eat

again, till the whole is consumed: which

frequently is not the case till the close of

the second or third day. * + º

“From this spot onward, the evidences

of idolatry became more striking and

numerous. We passed several temples

containing more hideous looking images

than we had before seen, and successive

depositories of the dead, surrounded by

light shrines, inclosing perishable food

for immortal souls. The temples do not

differ from the larger inhabited houses,

except that they are always open in front.

All we saw contained three images—one

at each end opposite and facing each

other, and one in the middle, against the

thatch behind. One singularly dispro

portioned image stood alone in the midst

of a thick grove on the top of a very

high and solid platform of stone, grinning

horribly over an immense wooden trough

filled with various offerings.

“Here again our path was uncommonly

delightful, leading close by the margin

of the river on our right, while thick

groves clustered on the left, beneath the

wild peaks of the mountain overhanging

our heads, and sweeping before us in the

interior. Every structure too seemed to

exhibit something more artificial and more

like civilization, till at last we came to an

establishment with such massive walls

and mason-like inclosures, and a wide en

trance with a regular flight of broad steps

leading to a well flagged court, as really

to astonish us. The stones, bearing

marks of antiquity that threw the air of

an old family mansion around the whole,

were regularly hewn and joined with the

greatest nicety—many which I measured,

being from four to six feet in length,

nearly as wide, and two or more deep.

The interior of the thatched part was as

neat and well finished, as the mason-work

without was heavy and substantial; and

judging from its contents—war-conchs,

ead-dresses, and various ornaments, pack

ages of cloth, and rolls of mats, muskets,

spears, and other weapons—its proprietor

must be a person of no ordinary wealth

and rank. And one of taste too; for,

among other articles, was a neat cage of

bamboo containing a bird valuable, no

doubt, for its note, as its plumage was

not remarkably beautiful. Not even a

servant was to be seen; and having with

one or two others, left interpreters, chiefs,

wizards and all, far behind, we were un

der the necessity of satisfying our curio

sity by our own conjectures.

“This situation afforded an open view

of the river and continuance of the valley

far into the mountains; and we were

strongly tempted to prolong our walk

farther; but being already two or three

miles from the beach, and separated from

most of our party, we thought best to re

turn. I first, however, secured a sketch

of a temple and burial ground just above,

with a hideous idol scowling among the

dead from the midst of a thick clump of

the pandanus—including a characteristick

section of the mountains towards the head

of the valley—and was far from regretting

the few minutes occupied by it, when af.

terwards informed, that the temple was

that at which human victims are chiefly
immolated.

“With the exception of one or two

places of the kind, nothing is more mani

fest in their aspect than the fact, that the

images are literally crumbling into dust

and ashes. The decay resting upon them

—rendered more conspicuous by their

deformity—seems already to proclaim the

approach of the period, when, with all

the “idols of silver and of gold, which

every man hath made for himself to wor

ship,” these too shall be cast “to the

moles and the bats,” and be trodden under

foot in perpetual neglect and abhorrence.

To me the sight was most gratifying, add

ing assurance to the impression already

received, that nothing more is needed,

even here, than the dawning of the “light

of life,” to scatter the spiritual darkness

resting on the land, like the vapours of

the morning before the rising sun.

“We retraced our steps with the same

admiration that we had first taken them,

till about midway from the beach, all our

party became assembled again; and,

seated on the grass in the edge of a grove,

we partook, in true pic-nic style, of the

ample stores furnished from the baskets

of Johnston, our kind old steward. He

is a steady and valuable friend on such

occasions, and one we ought never to for

get to toast, when with keen appetites

and high spirits each seizes for himself,

sans fourchette, whatever comes upper

most of the cold roast fowls, nicely sliced

tongue, beef, ham, cheese, and bread, he

so snugly stows away for the time of

need; with one tumbler only, however,

from which, in common, to share a little

of his best wine—having learned too well,

from sad experience, the casualties to

which, in such excursions, his cut glass is

exposed, to be prodigal of the use of that

luxury in this part of the world.

“Surrounded by hundreds of the na

tives—who seemed to think that their turn

for the gratification of curiosity had now

come—we enjoyed all the honours of the

déjeuner en public of the Bourbon family;

—with little of its forms, however—the

group exhibiting all manner of attitudes,

and a mixture of every character, in par

taking the feast.

“The dignitaries of the land, seated
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among us, nibbled and sipped, with be

coming care and gravity, the strange ar

ticles of diet presented to them; while a

cake of ship.bread, handed to some of the

common bystanders, was quickly crum

bled into a hundred pieces, and tossed to

eager and noisy applicants on all sides,

followed by loud laughter and various

other expressions of delight. Those of

the crew with us as attendants, were glad

too to break their fast by improving the

privilege—without waiting for the cloth to

be removed—of seizing a luncheon kindly

slipped into their hand, by some friend in

the circle—making a species of saturnalia

of the repast, quite allowable at such

times of haste and hunger.

“Among the spectators all the beauty

of the valley was assembled, and, in the

number, belles who need not fear a com

parison, either in feature or form, with

most who are the admiration of fairer

circles at home. 'The whole scene form

ed a subject worthy of the pencil of a

Murillo or a Wilkie. I would have given

much for the talent of seizing it en pas

sant, and did make the attempt—even at

a sacrifice of a full share of the edibles—

but only attracted a curious circle so

closely around me, as to cut off all view

of the principal group.

“On our way to the beach, circles of,

females, in neat and graceful attire, with

fanciful head-dresses, were seated in every

grove, singing monotonous ditties, accom

anied by the clapping of hands, inter

i. by a loud noise of the tongue, some

thing like the clucking of a hem in gather

ing her brood around her. -

“The whole population of the valley

crowded the shore as we prepared to de

part—and many of them assisted in get

ting our purchases of fowls, cocoanuts,

pigs, sugar-cane, bananas, &c., into the

cutters, and afterwards carried us on their

backs through the surf, which, at low

water, breaks too high, to allow a large

boat to come close to the beach. When

all were on board—our friend Taua re

turning with us—we shoved off a short

distance, and lay on our oars till we had

given a farewell air on the bugle and the

horn. The western cliffs had already

thrown their evening shades widely over

the glen, and the darkness of the grove

behind presented the crowd in such bold

relief, as to give full effect to the fineness

of their forms, and the classick drapery in

which they were partially enveloped.

No loud shouts nor vulgar merriment were

heard among them; but silent musings

seemed to indicate a feeling of reluctance

to see us depart—and as we completed

the “finale,” and pulled away for the

ship, wishes and prayers of the sincerest

good will followed the last looks we gave,

as they began slowly to separate and dis

perse among their native wilds.

“My heart sighed for the beginning of

missionary instruction among thern; and

during our return every thought was

busy, in devising plans by which light

might speedily be brought to break in

upon their darkness, and those good tid.

ings be proclaimed to them, which, if re

ceived and embraced, would at once make

their abode, not only what it is now by na

ture—one of the most romantick spots on

the globe, but morally and spiritually

“the happy valley.’”

And why, we ask, has not the

Presbyterian church a mission in

the Valley of Taioaf Why, on

the 'return of Mr. Stewart to his

native country, and to the church

to which he belongs, and in which

he was born and educated, was he

not solicited to accompany to this

heathen Paradise, some halfa dozen

excellent young men, from the

General Assembly’s Seminary at

Princeton, who were then anxious,

and even asking, to be sent out on

a foreign mission, under the aus

pices of their own church? We

can say it was not because such a

proposition was not distinctly sug

gested, nor because funds could not

easily have been raised for the pur

pose. How long the sin and the

opprobrium of not having a single

foreign or heathen mission on the

face of the earth, is to lie at the

door of the Presbyterian church in

the United States, we cannot tell.

We have some hope that the period

is approaching when this church,

certainly among the most nume

rous, wealthy and talented, in our

country, will not be content to re

main a mere auxiliary—not to say

a tributary—to other churches, in

their foreign and heathen missions.

In the volumes before us, we

could point out a few blemishes; but

amidst so much excellence they

ought perhaps to pass unnoticed.

We will just mention, however, that

we think, and have heard others

say, that Mr. Stewart is somewhat

excessive in the frequency and

minuteness of his description of the

dresses of the men, and particular

*
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ly of the women, civilized and sa

vage, among whom his visits to the

South Sea Islands carried him.

We are fully aware that dress is

one of the indications of the state

of society among all people, and we

do not forget that Mr. Stewart's

interesting letters were addressed

to his wife. . Yet, after every allow

ance, we think our remark is just;

and we make it for the benefit of

the writer, whose admirable de

scriptions we wish should be freed

from every imperfection.

ALiterary ant, 395ilogopijital intelligentt, etc.

The SOLAR PhexoMENA.

We are obliged to a respectable friend

in Alexandria, says the National Intelli

gencer, for the following interesting ob

servations upon the late extraordinary ap

pearances connected with the sun.

JAlexandria Boarding School,

th Month 20th, 1831.

Friends Gales & Seaton.—In compli

ance with the suggestion in your paper

received to-day, I send you the following

views respecting the very unusual, if not

unexampled appearance of the sun, ob

served a few days since.

To understand the phenomena alluded

to, it will be necessary to make a few pre

liminary observations.

During the great total eclipse of the

sun that had recently taken place, the

moon had just passed its perigee, or that

point in its orbit nearest the earth, and

consequently that combined action of the

sun and moon upon the atmosphere, pro

duced a great tide in the equatorial re

gions, and diminished the pressure of the

air upon the whole of the surface of the

earth.” This diminution of pressure upon

the surface of the water would occasion

a great increase of evaporation, particu

larly when united with the high tempe

rature that accompanied it. For it is an

established fact, that the amount of eva

poration from an uninsulated surface of

water depends upon the elevation of tem

perature and diminution of pressure. A

vast quantity of vapour thus raised, was

very observable on the evening of the

12th inst, at a considerable elevation, in

the western part of the heavens, and con

tinued to reflect a very red light for a

long time after the sun had set.

The appearance of the heavens on the

* It is evident, that as the air is par

tially supported by the combined attrac

tion of the sun and moon, its pressure

upon the earth must be diminished. The

atest effect would not be at the imme

iate time of conjunction, but some days

after.

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

morning of the 13th, I did not observe;

but about mid-day, the sun shining

through this body of vapour had a silvery

appearance, similar to that which it wears

when shining through a vanishing fog,

and I observed it to give an unusually

ghastly appearance to the countenances

of persons. Between three and four

o'clock, the position of the sun with re

spect to this body of vapour becoming

changed, it assumed a greenish blue ap

pearance, precisely similar to that pro

duced by the following experiments, and

which in my opinion was dependent upon

the same cause. Let a screen upon

which the spectrum produced by the se

paration of the solar beam into its primi

tive colours by a glass prism is thrown, be

perforated so as to let all except the red

ray fall upon a double convex lens, and

be converged to a focus, the result will

be a representation of the sun of a green

ish blue colour, exactly such as it was ob

served to have at the time alluded to.

The colour is that resulting from the

combination of all the primitive colours

except red, and is denominated in opticks

the opposite colour.

The same experiment may be perform

ed more familiarly thus: place a red

wafer upon a white wall, and look at it

intently with one eye for some time;

then let the eye rest, without much effort

at seeing upon the wall, and a spot, the

size of the wafer, of a greenish blue co

lour, will be perceived. The explanation

is, that the retina, through the action

upon it by the red light from the wafer,

becomes insensible to the red ray in that

part upon which the image of the wafer

rested, and hence the colour produced

upon that part of the retina, will be the

one resulting from the combination of the

other six.

The greenish blue colour of the sun,

then, I think, depended upon the red

rays being reflected by the intervening

body of vapour, while the other six pass

ed to the eye, and produced the observed

appearance. This opinion was strength

ened by one or two facts observed at the
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time. I passed the sun's ray through a

rism, and while the yellow, green, blue,

indigo, and violet colours appeared with

their proportionate brightness, the orange

was considerably less distinct, and the red

much less than the orange.

Another corroborative fact was, that as

the sun descended below the body of va

pour, which was about fifteen or twenty

minutes before its setting, the vapour re

flected an intensely red light, the light

that passed through it was therefore se

parate from the red, and would have pro

duced the opposite, or greenish blue ap

pearance.

The spot that was observed, is by no

means an unusual thing upon the sun's

disc. It was visible to the unprotected

eye, merely in consequence of the dimi

nished brightness of the sun. By aid of

a telescope, a considerable number of

spots were visible. In the summer of

1816, a spot was visible to the naked

eye, for eight or ten days in succession.

If the above remarks are any way satis

factory to you, it will be a gratification to

Your sincere friend,

BENJAMIN HALLow ELL.

Interesting Ceremony.—On the 11th of

May last, a superb colossal bronze statue,

which had been erected by the Poles to

the memory of Copernicus at Warsaw,

was first unveiled to the public. The

Philomathic society, after attending di

vine service in the Church of the Holy

Cross, adjourned to the open place, when

the venerable Julien Ursyn Niemcewitz,

from the raised platform of the monu

ment, addressed the assembled multitude

with singular eloquence and power, and

his words falling from the lips of a man

more than 80, moved whole masses of the

listeners, now to enthusiastic plaudits, and

anon to tears. He said that three centu

ries had passed since Copernicus had

been gathered to the bosom of that earth

whose motion round the central sun he

had revealed. That the forgetfulness of

the great services of the great, was usu

ally succeeded by the outburstings of

grateful remembrance, and that posterity

often dragged forth to immortal memory,

the names which had been resting in tem

porary oblivion. He spoke of this as the

fate of Copernicus, and he honoured with

deserved plaudits, Staszyc, who had de

frayed half the expenses of the statue.

He mentioned Thorwalsden, who had

modelled it. “Now,” said he, “after ten

years lingerings, shall every Polish heart

vibrate with the satisfaction that beams

from every Polish eye; and the sun on

which Copernicus turned in perpetual

gazing, shall for the first time visit his

image with its glorious beams.” At this

moment the tapestry fell which covered

the statue, and he continued—“Hence

forward ever present wilt thou be.—

Highest, happiest of the eternal!—The

honour of thy country—the glory of thy

race. Let thy influence, watching over

the temple of the national muses, guard it

from all degradation, and aid the propaga

tion of all knowledge and all truth. And

how infinitely happy am I in the privilege

of having lived to an extreme old age, to

perform this honourable office—nunc di

mitte Domine, servum tuum:”—Every head

was uncovered—every face turned to

wards the statue—and the heavens, which

for three days had been cloudy and dark,

broke out into sudden brightness and sun

shine. There was a sudden burst among

the people, as if a miracle had really been

wrought in celebration of the great festi

val, and a band of musicians and singers

suddenly broke forth from the cupola of

the Philomathic Society’s edifice, with a

hymn. The inscription on the pedestal,

which is of gray Polish marble, is emi

nently simple and striking.

“Nicolao Copernico

Grata Patria.”

This is repeated in Polish on another

side. On the third, are the seven planets

of the old hemisphere.

Case of a Bee, self decapitated.—We

paid a very interesting visit a short time

ago, to a gentleman, who is a keen ob

server of nature, and whose great expe

rience in apiaries has not only been pro

ductive of much curious information re

lating to the economy of bees, but which

has been directly useful to numerous per

sons, who maintain apiaries, in order to

supply our markets with honey. This

anecdote was related to us whilst exa

mining his well constructed hives.

“A large humble-bee, strayed near to

one of his hives, and alighted near the

entrance. Instantly he was attacked by

great numbers of bees. One of them,

seeking a favourable opportunity of lodg

ing his sting under one of the rings of the

humble-bee, made a fierce blow; but the

sting striking upon the hard and bright

corslet, glanced off; and as it is the habit

of the bee in the act of striking, to bend

the head towards the tail, the sting, upon

this occasion, entered deeply into its own

head. After many powerful exertions to

extricate it, at length the entire head

came off, and remained attached to the

tail. The insect, now gravely with its

feelers, began to paw about his neck, as

if to examine the nature of the accident

which had occurred to it, spinning round,

and feeling, and then stopping for awhile.

In about twenty minutes the insect was

exhausted and died.
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As it is but a summary of Fo

reign missionary operations which

we are able to introduce into our

pages, we are always glad when we

can find, ready formed, an authen

tick summary of information, rela

tive to an important foreign Mis

sionary field. Such a field doubt

less is Calcutta in the East Indies;

and the following article, taken

from the London Missionary Chro

nicle for May last, contains an au

thentic, but brief view, of the mis

sion of the London Missionary

Society at that place, from its com

mencement to the date of the most

recent account. We were struck

with the statement, that twelve

years of painful but persevering

missionary efforts were employed,

before any decisive evidence of

success was apparent. The Eng

lish Episcopal Church, and the

Baptist Church, perhaps the Me

thodist Church also, have missions

in the same vicinity; and it is truly

gratifying to see that all these mis

sions act harmoniously. This is

the true system. Let every church

act distinctively by itself—and let

all treat each the other, with sister

ly kindness, Christian charity, and

suitable co-operation.

CALcutta.

Calcutta does not follow, consecutive

ly, in the order of the Society’s missionary

stations usually observed in its publica

tions; but as that station has for several

years past exhibited, and still continues

to exhibit, features of a peculiarly en

couraging aspect, calling on the members

of the Society for special acknowledg

ments of devout gratitude and praise to

God for what he has already vouchsafed

to accomplish, and presenting powerful

motives to earnest supplications for the

continuance of his blessing on the future

labours of the missionaries in that impor

tant quarter, we regard ourselves as war

ranted by the principle stated in the in

troductory observations to these monthly

papers, to depart on the present occasion

from that order; particularly as the sea

son of the year renders it proper that

those stations should be more immediate

ly present to the minds of the members

of the Society, which God has remarka

bly distinguished by his blessing; or

where, on account of the nature of the

locality, the character and extent of the

population, or other reasons, a copious

outpouring of the Spirit from on high,

would appear to be an object peculiarly
desirable.

The Society's mission at Calcutta was

commenced in 1816, and has had the

benefit of the labours of many valuable

missionaries; several of whom it has

pleased the Almighty to remove, by

death, to a better world; while others,

from ill-health, have been compelled to

return to their own country.

For several years the brethren labour

ed without reaping any fruit among the

native population. During that period,

however, a congregation was collected,

and a church formed, composed chiefly

of English residents, and a commodious

chapel erected for their accommodation,

the expense of which was defrayed chief.

ly by the zealous efforts and liberality of

the Rev. Henry Townley (who first

statedly officiated as minister of the

chapel), and those of other friends on

the spot. In connexion with Union Cha

pel, (for that was the name given to it)

much good has been effected by means

of the preaching of the Gospel, the insti

tution of Sabbath schools, and the reli

gious tuition of young persons of riper

years than those of whom ordinarily such

schools are composed. Mr. Townley

was succeeded in 1822 by the Rev. James

Hill, who is the present minister.

No decided indication of conversion to

God was apparent among the natives

before the year 1823, when a Hindoo of

the name of Ramhurree, who had enjoy

ed the benefit of Mr. Trawin's ministry at

Kidderpore, having for some time ex

hibited evidence of genuine piety, was

publickly baptized at that out-station.

From that time the work has been pro

gressively advancing among the native

population at that, and other populous

villages in the vicinity of Calcutta.

At Kidderpore, in 1823–4, two, and in

1824–5, five Hindoos were baptized, on

a publick avowal of their renunciation of

idolatry, and belief in Christ; in 1825-6

seven more Hindoo converts were bap

tized; in 1826–7, two; in 1827–8, thir

teen; in 1828–9, thirty-seven.

In 1826, the expulsion of an idol from

a Hindoo temple at Rammakal-choke, and

the subsequent conversion of the temple
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itself into a place of Christian worship,

signalized the partial decline of idolatry,

and the introduction of the Gospel into

that populous village. In 1827, three

Hindoo converts were baptized there;

in 1828, four; and in 1830, ten : making

a total of seventeen. The congregation

has continued good, notwithstanding

many individuals and some families have

travelled to worship a distance of from

ten to fifteen miles. The brethren de

scribe the native converts at this village

as being in reality a church of missiona

ries; and add, that whether they are at

home or abroad, in their own families, or

among their relatives or neighbours, one

object seems to fill every mind, one sub

ject to employ every tongue, and that

subject Christianity; which almost every

one of them has embraced in the face of

oppression, and persevered in, in spite of

persecution. Speaking of the children

of the native converts at this place, the

brethren further observe, that they are as

well acquainted with the catechism, and

as able to give answers to questions in

the principles of Christianity, as the ge

nerality of those who have been born

and instructed in a Christian land.

Villages still more remote from Cal

cutta than Rammakal-choke, have been

visited by the missionaries, who have

usually met with attentive congregations

wherever they have gone. The brethren

state that a general impression of the

nature and importance of Christianity has

gone forth over a thickly-populated coun

try,” of many miles in extent, among the

inhabitants of which, a spirit of inquiry

prevails.

At the villages of Kristnapore, Taro

leah, and Gungree, ºy have offered

themselves for baptism, of whom several,

after suitable instruction, and affording

credible evidence of genuine piety, have

been baptized.

At Kristnapore, several villagers having

heard of the change which had taken

place in the views, as to religion, of some

belonging to their own village who had

* Rammakal-choke, distant from Cal

cutta about ten miles, stands in the cen

tre of a number of villages, the aggregate

population of which is at least 20,000

souls.

formerly removed thence to Rammakal

choke, were led to doubt the truth of

Hindooism. Two of them were induced

to go over to Rammakal-choke, where

they heard the missionaries preach, and

also conversed with the native converts.

In pursuance of their request, the mis

sionaries, afterwards, on a day appointed,

visited Kristnapore, where had assembled

to meet them, a congregation of at least

two hundred of the natives (exclusive of

children) who listened with the most

serious attention to the offers of salvation

made to them in the Gospel on that oc

casion. “Every one” (say the missiona

ries) “seemed interested in the subject,

and, without an exception, they all ac

knowledged the truth of what had been

spoken. During this time the whole vil.

lage had become agitated, and many per

sons from adjoining villages also came,

all of whom manifested the most hively

interest whilst listening to the glorious

tidings, that God so loved the world, that

he gave his only begotten Son, that whose

ever believeth in him should not perish but

have everlasting life.” They describe the

scene as exceedingly interesting, and

were reminded by the spectacle before

them of the multitude which sat at the

feet of the Redeemer, listening to the

fº. words which proceeded out of

is mouth, whilst, seated on the moun

tain's side, he said, Blessed are the poor in

spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaten.

The missionaries continued occasion

ally to visit Kristnapore for two or three

months, till, at length, (in May, 1829) a

Bungalow chapel was opened for publick

worship. Since that time the people

have been statedly visited by the mis

sionaries. On the 20th of September, in

the same year, the first converts at Krist

napore were baptized at Calcutta.

On that occasion thirty natives sat down

together at the Lord's table, and twenty

others, from Kristnapore and Taroleah,

gave in their names as candidates for

baptism. Of these seven were baptized

in November last, at the first-mentioned

village, on which occasion there were

present about one hundred native Chris

tians. These various solemnities the

brethren represent as being all of a high

ly interesting description.

(To be continued.)

==

abietu of publică Affairg,

EUROPE.

The latest European dates which we have seen at the time we write, are from

Liverpool of the 14th of July, from London of the 13th, and from Havre of the 14th

of the same month.

Bartans.—On the 21st of June the king met, and delivered his speech to his new

Parliament. He went in great state to the Parliament house, amidst an immense
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multitude, and great cheering of the citizens of London. We shall not, as on some

former occasions, give a complete epitome of this royal speech. It was introduced

by telling the Lords and Commons, that having dissolved the late Parliament and

called that which he now addressed, for the purpose of ascertaining the sense of his

people on the expediency of a reform in their representation, he now submitted that

important subject to the assembled houses, and recommended it to their early and

most attentive consideration. He then told them that he had received assurances

from foreign powers of their disposition to maintain peace, and that he should do all

in his power to preserve it. He noticed the discussions that had taken place in re

gard to Belgium—the insults his subjects had net with in Portugal, and the prompt

and effectual measures he had taken to obtain reparation,—the relief his people had

received by the repeal of a number of taxes, by the last Parliament—the prevalence

of the Cholera Morbus in the north of Europe, and the orders he had issued to pre

vent its introduction into Britain—the distress which had existed in some districts of

Britain, and still more in the western counties of Ireland, and the means he had em

ployed to afford temporary relief—the “local disturbances, unconnected with any

political causes,” which had taken place both in Britain and Ireland, and the manner

in which he had endeavoured to put a stop to these disorders.

Three days after the delivery of the royal speech—the 24th of June—the Reform

Bill was introduced into the House of Commons, by Lord John Russell, in a long and

eloquent speech: and from that time till the date of the last intelligence, the pro

gress and fate of the Bill seem to have almost entirely engrossed the publick attention

and solicitude of the people in Britain. The London Herald of the 13th of July, (the

latest London date) says—“The House of Commons were in session all night of the

12th, and adjourned at half past seven o'clock, morning of 18th, after the House had

gone into committee on the Reform Bill, which it has been previously stated has

passed a second reading. The late hour of adjournment was in consequence of the

continued attempts of the opposition to embarrass proceedings; many divisions of

the House were made in which ministers in every case had the majority, in no case

less than 170. On a motion by Lord Maitland that counsel be heard at the bar against

the disfranchisement of the borough of Appleby which was refused, ministers having a

majority of 97. The House on the 8th, refused, 117 to 96, to issue a writ for another

election in Liverpool, Mr. Dennison, chosen for that place and Nottinghamshire both,

having declared in favour of the latter, and left Liverpool unrepresented; it appears,

therefore, that she will remain so, unless on a fourth effort a writ is granted.” There

seems to be no doubt that this important Bill will pass the Commons, by a very large

majority; but its fate in the House of Lords is thought to be doubtful. . It is said,

that the Bishops are in general opposed to it; and some calculations make out that

the Lords will reject it by a majority of eight. Should this take place, it seems to

be fully understood that the king will immediately exert his prerogative of creating

eers, and will send into the House a number amply sufficient to secure a majority in

ehalf of this his own favourite measure. We are ready to believe that the foresight

of such a proceeding, which would deeply mortify their Lordships, will prevent their

rejection of the Bill. In fact, when the king and commons are unitedly and determi

nately in favour of a measure, the Lords cannot defeat it, as it is always in the power

of the Crown to have a majority in their house.

Cobbett has been tried for an attempt to promote insurrection. The jury to whom

his case was submitted were divided equally—and the consequence was, he was ac

quitted. A most melancholy occurrence took place in Ireland on the 18th of June.

A drove of cattle had been seized for tithes, and were about to be sold. The popu

lace attempted a rescue, and the military fired upon them—killed about twenty, and

wounded, some of them dangerously, as many more. This occurrence was likely to

be made a subject of Parliamentary investigation. There was the promise of an

unusually abundant harvest in South Britain.

Since writing as above, an arrival at New York has brought London º: to the

23d of July inclusive. But little addition, however, has been made to the amount of

news. There was an increasing interest manifested by the British in favour of the

Poles. It was hoped and expected that Britain and France would unite and interpose

in their behalf. Publick dissatisfaction was beginning to manifest itself in London,

at the tardy progress of the Reform Bill, which was still before the House of Com

mons, and opposed at every step, ably and perseveringly, by its enemies. It was

proposed and urged that the House should meet at ten o’clock in the morning, instead

of a late hour in the afternoon, as heretofore.

FRANce.—In France, as well as in England, two great objects, much of the same

character, engross the public mind—important measures in their own legislature, and

the cause of Poland. The new Chambers were expected to convene on the 23d

º
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of July. their convention had been hastened that they might be in session on the

annual return of the three great days. It was generally understood that the late

elections had terminated in favour of the government; but till the meeting of the

chambers, the majority could not be ascertained...This majority, moreover, will,

we think, much depend on the complexion of the King's speech, which, it appears;

was looked forward to with much anxiety, and of which a conjectural outline had

been published by the paragraphists of the publick journals. ... if the speech should

favour the abolishing of the hereditary peerage, the cause of the Poles, the inte

grity of Belgium, the evacuation of Italy by the Austrians, and the giving of some

what more of a republican cast to the institutions of France, particularly in the

ualification of electors, we think the majority in the Chamber of Deputies in

§. of the government will be overwhelming; and indeed the liberals will have

little more to ask or wish. But if the speech should bear strongly toward monarchical

and aristocratical claims and measures, we suspect the liberals will find a majority

on their side. The anxiety, which had been great, in regard to the popular excite

ment expected to be witnessed on the anniversary of the last revolution, had been,

in a considerable degree allayed, by the circumstance that the anniversary of the

destruction of the Bastille had passed over without any agitation. But the truth is,

France is still resting on a volcano, which it is our wish may be extinguished

without an eruption, but we have our fears. Very much will depend on the course

pursued by the existing government. A large French naval armament is, lying of

iisbon, and Don Miguel must soon make his submission, or, we hope, be dethroned

—we wish him dethroned at any rate. Portugal must abandon him or lose all her

commerce, and perhaps, become a conquered country. The French colony at

Algiers has lately experienced a severe stroke, by what appears to have been an ill

advised measure of the commander of the army there. He marched a considerable

distance into the country with a corps of about 6000 men, to chastise some rebellious

etty chiefs; and although apparently successful in effecting his purpose, he found

É.i. surrounded on his return, by Bedouins and Arabs, to the amount, it is said,

of 45,000 men, and with difficulty got back, with the loss of 700 of his troops.

Belgium.—Prince Leopold has at length accepted of the crown of Belgium. He

refused the acceptance on any other conditions than those prescribed by the five

great powers; and this produced a new conflict in regard to. in the Belgic Con

gress. His party, however, at length triumphed by a large majority; and a deputa

tion of great distinction was sent to Britain. He accompanied them back through

France, where he was greeted with many acclamations, and treated with the highest

respect. Arrived at Brussels, he was received with enthusiasm by the populace, and

with every mark of respect by the constituted authorities. A splendid procession

conducted him to the Congress, when he took his inauguration oath on the 21st. It is

hoped that the king of Holland, though doubtless with reluctance, will yield without

warfare, to the terms on which Belgium has been separated from his kingdom; and

that the settlement of the whole Belgic question will be favourable to the union of

France and Britain, in favour of the Poles and for the effectual suppression of the Afri

can slave trade—two objects which every friend of humanity must desire to see accom

lished.
p SpAIN and PontcGAL-It is stated that Spain has determined to assist Portugal, in

the expected war with France, with a large army. , Ferdinand and Don Miguel are par

nobile fratrum; and they are probably working their way to a common ruin; and if

so, who will lament their fall

Gaeece is still in an unhappy and unsettled state, but we have nothing to add to

our last account of its internal broils and agitations.

Italy.—The Austrian troops still remain in Italy, and are to be sustained, it is said,

by a large army, raised by the king of Sardinia, between whom and the Emperor of

Austria, it appears that a treaty of alliance has been formed. If Europe escapes a

general war, it will be a mercy indeed. France will not, we think, consent to see

Italy entirely subject to Austria.

Austria and PRussia.—Inconsistent as it appears with the foregoing article, the

last arrivals represent the Emperor of Austria as publishing an order to arrest the

farther armament of troops, and even to diminish the number already embodied.

We pretend not to reconcile these discrepancies. The united force of Austria and

Prussia must exceed half a million of well disciplined troops; and this force will

robably be united, if a general war should break out in Europe. Both these powers

ave shown every favour to the Russians, in their attack on the magnanimous

Poles, which they could manifest short of actually furnishing troops and munitions

of war. Indeed, it is stated, and we think correctly, that the Russians have lately

derived their chief supplies of forage, and food for their army, from the Prussians.
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The Poles complain bitterly of this, and with great justice. The Hungarians appear

to be more and more disposed to favour the Poles, and it would seem that the Em

peror of Austria, will, ere long, have enough to do to preserve quiet in his own

dominions. The whole truth is, that the entire despotism of the old world trembles,

and those whom it supports, and who wish to support it, feel the quaking, and are

alarmed. It will fall, despite of all they can do to sustain it. We know not when;

but we believe its catastrophe is not distant.

DENMARK is a kingdom which we do not often find occasion to mention, but the

last arrivals from Europe bring authentick information that the wise king ofthis small

state has voluntarily given a civil constitution to his subjects, much resembling that

of Britain. How much human misery would be avoided, if other European poten

tates would anticipate rebellion, and do readily, and with cheerfulness, what they

must do eventually, or lose their crowns, and perhaps their heads.

Poland.—In addition to their open and cruel enemies, the Poles have had to con

tend with foul treachery and treason among themselves. Tempted probably by

Russian gold, and promises of elevated rank, one of their generals, Janikowski, like

the infamous Benedict Arnold in the war of our own revolution, has sought to betray

his country to its invaders. The Russian corps, under their general, Rudiger, was

completely surrounded, and must have been entirely captured or defeated, if Jani

kowski had not acted in treacherous concert with the enemy—leaving one of his

associated commanders and his men, to be dreadfully cut up by an unequal contest

with their opposers. It is even suspected, that he, and others with whom he acted in

concert, had betrayed to the enemy, at the sanguinary battle of Ostrolenka, the whole

of the plans and arrangements of the Polish commander-in-chief. Two or three

other generals, beside the chief traitor, and several civil functionaries, and one dis

tinguished lady, were implicated in the plot—which was, to promote dissention in

the army, and in Warsaw, and eventually to put arms into the hands of 13,000 Russian

prisoners, who it appears go at large in that city—to get the city with its arsenal and

fortifications into their hands, and deliver up the whole to the Russian commander

in-chief. The plot was discovered only in time to prevent the attempt to execute it.

The guilty parties have been put on their trial, and will meet their deserts. An immense

sum of money was found concealed in the house of the traitorous female. Three pro

clamations have been issued since the discovery of the plot—two by the civil govern

ment, and one by the Polish generalissimo. Much agitation, and a good deal of

gloom, was for a time experienced; but the last accounts state, that order and anima

tion were entirely restored, and even increased. One of the proclamations of the

Congress calls on the inhabitants of Poland to rise in mass, and to exterminate their

invaders by one desperate effort. The result remains to be seen; but to our view,

the eventual success of the Poles appears far more probable than it has ever done

before. The Russian army had, at the last accounts, advanced to within about twelve

miles of Warsaw, and another general engagement was shortly expected.

Russia.-This great empire seems to us to be under the signal frown of Heaven.

Not only are her armies put to the worse, in an attempt to subdue what was regarded

as a contemptible rebellion, and thus dishonoured in the view of the whole world, but

the awful scourge of pestilence is added to the desolations of the sword. The Cholera

Morbus not only rages in the Russian armies, but is spreading desolation and dismay

through the capital of the empire. Petersburgh is not only deserted by the emperor

and his court, but by all the wealthy inhabitants and the resident foreigners; and the

ignorant populace, under a suspicion that the physicians had administered poison in

the hospitals where so many deaths occurred by the Cholera, have risen in insurrec

tion, murdered one physician, and could not be brought to order, but by military

force and the presence of the emperor, who was compelled to leave his retirement

and appear among them at the hazard of his life. In an early part of the last month,

the news of the death of Field Marshal Diebitsch reached us, and the last accounts

announce the death of the emperor's brother Constantine, both victims of the Cholera.

Thus the two most elevated men of the empire, after the emperor himself, and both

actively engaged against the Poles, have been suddenly carried to their last account.

Rebellion is also rapidly spreading through the western portion of the empire, once a

part of Poland, and its limits cannot be foreseen... It is not for us to predict the

speedy death of the emperor himself, nor of Field Marshal Paskewitch, who has suc

ceeded Diebitsch in the chief command of the Russian forces employed against the

Poles; but it would give us no surprise if they should soon follow to the bar of the

Judge of all, their eminent coadjutors in the unholy work of oppression and carnage.

Rebellion is extending through nearly the whole western boundary of the Russian

empire.

*—the Grand Seignior appears to have been at least temporarily success.
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ful in contending with his rebellious Pachas; but in the month past we have heard

but little of his operations, or of the state of his affairs.

ASIA AND AFRICA.

We had a few things to chronicle in reference to some occurrences in these great

sections of our globe. But for the present month we omit them, for matters of more

immediate interest.

AMERICA.

Buenos AYREs and the UNITED Provinces, appear, by the last accounts, to have

come to a compromise, and we would fain hope to a termination of their party broils

and petty warfare. We fear, however, that there is little prospect of permanent

peace and order.

The Baazils.-It seems that Don Pedro has made a happy escape with his family,

from his new empire. The dissatisfaction and insubordination which caused his

departure has since broken out into open and general insurrection at Rio Janeiro,

The details of this occurrence have not yet been received; but it appears that there

had been much blood shed in the city, and that the inhabitants were flying for refuge

to the foreign vessels in the harbour.

Colombia.-The New-York Daily Advertiser of the 3d inst contains the following

article: “We have received Bogota papers from our correspondent, extending to

the 17th of July, with a Popayan Gazette, of the 26th of June. Things continued

entirely tranquil. The elections at Bogota had taken place, and gave satisfaction.

The college of St. Bartholomew, (San Bartolome) in Bogota, which had much to

endure under the dictatorial government, and was finally deprived of apparatus,

books, pupils, rector and professors, to be converted into barracks, is soon to be

restored, and it is hoped, in all its vigour. Dr. Raymon Hamaya is spoken of as

likely to be appointed, if not actually appointed, Rector of that lately flourishing

institution. The mother of the generous and patriotic General Cordova, has pre

sented Gen. Obando with the epaulettes of her son.” It appears, however, that there

has been an insurrection of the black population in Carraccas, and a revolt of the

Tyradores of Santa Martha, and that blood had been spilled before quiet could be

restored. Thirty of the insurgents, including two women, had been shot.

Mexico, and the other South American republicks, that we have not particularly

noticed, are, it is hoped, making some advances toward a settled state. Mexico was

tranquil at the last accounts.

UNITED STAtes.—There has been an unhappy insurrection of the slaves in Vir.

ginia, in the county of Southampton, bordering on North Carolina. For a while it

assumed a fearful aspect, but it has been apparently of a very partial character, and

is now entirely subdued. Yet the insurgent slaves, (few in number at first, but in:

creased to the amount of about 150 or 200, by compelling others to join them,) acted

with the most ferocious and unrelenting cruelty—murdering whole families, women

and children, without distinction. From fifty to seventy white individuals have been

massacred; and a considerable number of rebellious slaves have been shot—a number

of prisoners have also been made. It does not appear that there was any general or

extensive disposition of the coloured people to join in this insurrection, or to coun:

tenance any measure of the kind. On the contrary, all the statements we have seen

represent the slaves as generally disapproving of what had taken place, and some ofthem

as having assisted their owners to escape the massacre. While we deeply sympathize

with the sufferers, and cannot be supposed to regard with any other feeling than that

of horror the atrocities lately witnessed, we cannot forbear the remark, that the late

occurrence exhibits the evils of slavery in an affecting and striking light, and shows the
unspeakable importance of endeavouring, by every proper method, to hasten its ex

tinction in our happy country. -

Within the last month, the publick papers have exhibited statements of the arbi.

trary and inhuman treatment of the missionaries among the Cherokee Indians by the

publick authorities of Georgia, which are fitted to dishonour our country before the

whole civilized world. We have not seen any denial of the truth of these statements,

and if they are correct, we know not how to account for it, unless by supposing ou.

countrymen wanting in moral sensibility, that there has not been an expression
general indignation. We are well assured that there are many of the citizens of the

state of Georgia, who disapprove, as much as we do, of the proceedings to which we
have referred—the chaining of unresisting missionaries, free citizens of the United

States, like convicted felons, or desperate pirates, and dragging them, bound to a

carriage, or tied to a horse, for many miles, under a military escort! If a foreign

state had treated any of our citizens in this manner, the whole country, before ſh"

time, would have resounded with a call on the government for the most exemplºy

retribution—We drop the ungrateful subject for the present.

|
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TO OUR READERS.

The third volume of the Reporter commences with the present number.

Arrangements having been made for communicating information respecting

the operations of the Board of Education, in another form, the Education

Register will be discontinued, and this work will in future be exclusively

devoted to the interests of the Board of Missions. As we have before inti

mated, we shall endeavour hereafter to furnish a greater variety of mission

ary intelligence, both Foreign and Domestic, together with occasional com

munications, and some miscellaneous articles.

We are requested to say also, that the Ex. Committee of the Board of

Education have it in contemplation to publish a quarterly Journal, having

special reference to the office and work of the ministry—ministerial qualifi

cations—education, particularly that of candidates for the sacred office—

foreign missions, &c. &c. In the mean time what ever may be necessa

ry to communicate to the christian public can be made known through

the columns of the Reporter and other papers devoted to the great and

precious interests of Zion.

SELECTIONS FOR THE MONTHILY CONCERT.

BOINTBAY. tapee, (a kind of turban which the Hin

doos wear on their heads,) and cast it- M THE JOURNAL Mr. w -

ExTRACTS FRO OURNAL OF º and no longer wear the Hindoo

STONE. dress. I interposed, and told Luxumun

May 10. Rum Chundru, the bap- not to be angry, nor abuse his antagonist,

tised native, called and had a conversa-Ibecause he had the better side of the ar

tion with my pundit this morning, re-gument, but to discuss the subject can

specting the divinity of the Hindoo ava-didly. He became still more enraged,

tars, (incarnations,) and their various ex-said I was partial to Rum Chundru, and

pedients for the rémission of sins. He that he would not remain in my house
maintained, that as all the Hindoo avatars nor in my service any longer, and rose

were guilty of base crimes, they were sin-up and went away. The sole difficulty

ful, and of course, were not the avatars was, he found himself embarrassed in his

of God. Luxumun, my pundit, main-sitempts to defend Hindooism against

tained that the Hindoo avatars, (gods in-Rum Chundru, who was equally well

carnate,) though they were guilty of versed in the shaster as himself. Luxu

those crimes which would be sinful formun has too much knowledge of chris

men to commit, were not by that proved tianity to presume to maintain that Hin

to be sinful themselves, because they dooism has as high claims to divinity as

were gods, and as such had a right to do|christianity has. In speculation hē is

what they pleased, without its being any probably more thoroughly acquainted

evidence against their divinity. As Rum with the doctrines and precepts of chris

Chundru pressed the absurdity of histianity than any other Hindoo in western

reasoning upon Luxumun, he became||||India. He has been employed in the

angry, and called Rum Chundru a fool, service of the mission eight years; and

a liar, and an outcast; and told him, if he for considerable part of the time in trans

had became a christian, to take off his lating the Scriptures with Messrs. Hall

Vol. IX.—Ch, Adv. 3 R
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and Graves. But as he is more acquaint

ed with the spiritual and holy nature ofthe

christian religion, so with his heart

proud and unhumbled, he is more oppo

sed to it than are those less acquainted

with it. May the Lord Jesus who has

the hearts of all in his hands, and who

once, to the glory and riches of hisgrace,

and furtherance of his kingdom on earth,

converted a pesecuting and angy Saul,

have mercy upon my poor teacher, hum

ble him, renovate his soul, and make him

a chosen vessel to bear his name among

the gentile Hindoos. He would make a

fearless and zealous champion of the

cross. In his learning, his ardent tem

perament, his untiring perseverance, and

in many other natural traits of character,

he resembles Saul of Tarsus. Should he

be converted, and these natural endow

ments consecrated to Christ, he might

resemble Paul in humility, self-denial,

labors, sufferings, and zeal; and his motto

might be, “I am not ashamed of the

gospel of Christ.”

11. Luxumun, wholeft me so abruptly

yesterday, in a violent passion, returned

to-day and said he would continue his

services as a teacher, if I wished. He

acknowledged that he was very angry,

but thought that Rum Chundru gave him

sufficient provocation. . As it is thought

desirable to retain him in the employ of

the mission, on account of his superior

ability to prepare and correct matter for

the press, I told him, in reply, that he

might act as he pleased, continue with

me, or take his discharge. He preferred
to remain.

CEYI,CIN

LETTER FROM D R. ScudDER, DATFD

AT PAND ITERIPO, JAN, 1831.

O//iosition of Catholics.

During the last quarter the Lord has

done great things for us, whereof we are

glad. The school I had the prospect of

establishing among the Roman Catholics

in Chillalle, wascommenced three months

ago, and prospers, notwithstanding all

the opposition from their corrupt priest
b As it was said by the resident

priest of the village, that I had establish

edit from malicious motives, I address

ed a circular to some of the respectable

inhabitants, in which I contradicted his

statements, and pointed out the import

ance of having their children educated.

Extracts on the subject of education were

given from Tamul authors." One of my

objects was to show that their priests

“He that is learned has eyes. He

that is unlearned, hath no eyes, but two

were in reality doing them no good. I

took occasion to mention, that after scra

ping together all the money, they could,

instead of spending it for their benefit,

by furnishing them with the scriptures,

or establishing schools, they sent it off to

Goa. I added, that not only would they

do nothing for their good, but when cth

crs felt sorry to see their children grow

ing up in ignorance, and wished to give

them money to educate them, they op

posed them. The letter was well re

ceived, and attended, I hope, with gºod

success. Anything which tends to les

sen the influence of the priests, and make

the people less afraid of their curses, will

of course make them less disposed to be

ruled by the rod. I cannot but hope

that the rupture which has taken place

between the priests and those people who

send their children to the school will be

attended with great good.

Progress of Religious attention in the

vicinity of the Station.

Of late, numbers of the people in this

village have listened attentively to the

words of eternal life. Some have at

tended preaching at the school bungalow.

Each of my brethren has labored among

them during the last quarter,& those who

visited from house to house, found abund

ant encouragement to proceed. Coe, one

of my native helpers, writes as follows—

“I will briefly mention all the good things,

which through divine favor, have taken

lace in Chillalle. In former times, when

went there to instruct them, they

abused me and blasphemed the christian

religion. If they saw me in the streets

they would murmur. When I went to

their houses, they would drive me away.

Now many call on me to come to their

houses and allow me to converse and

pray with them. They gladly read the

scriptures and tracts. The people are

not so much afraid of their priests as be

fore, as appears both from their conduct

and conversation.”

Some gladly attend meetings. At our

night meetings in the village, we often

command good congregations. Mrs.

Scudder has a weekly meeting for such

women as she can induce to attend, and

has been much encouraged to exerther

self in their behalf. The mothers of Sa

rah Woodhull, Martha Washington, and

Julia Ann Prime, with one other woman,

attend my meeting of inquiry. All my

Schoolmasters, one excepted, also attend

this meeting, with several of their schol

alts.

During the last quarter several meet:

Ings of peculiar interest have been held

in our mission. That with our school

sores in his face, &c.”
masters was very solemn. On Friday

of next week, we hope to hold a meeting
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with such persons as reside in our fami- 'struction.

lies, or are occasionally hired by us. We

are hoping to feel the divine presence.

Of late we have had our attention more

than usually drawn to the importance of

making especial exertions in behalf of

the spiritual good of the rising generation.

God has been pleased to pour out his

spirit copiously upon our boarding schools

and upon the schoolmasters of our na

tive free schools. My hopes are strong

that he has begun to pour it out upon the

children belonging to the latter. I feel

ersuaded there is no class of persons

rom whom we are to expect so much.

My own exertions, together with those

made by some of my brethren, in this

department of our work at this station,

have proved to us that we have great

encouragement to go forward. Some of

them, as I have understood, refused to

go to the heathen temples. Since my re

turn from the Neilgherries, I have en

deavoured to weaken the confidence in

heathenism by showing them some of the

images of the Tamul gods I brought

from the coast with me. Many of them

have taken them into their hands, and

have been convinced that they are not

entitled to all that reverence, which their

brahimins would make them believe.

Even should they not become pious, as

they grow up, taught to despise the gods

of brass and copper, heathenism will

have comparatively little hold on their

minds. Could those who think that mis

sionaries should not have schools under

their care, witness all that has been seen

of late in our mission, it is more than

probable that some of their objections

would vanish like the morning cloud and

early dew.

The anecdote which is narrated below,

is extracted from a letter received by

Dr. Scudder from the Rev. Mr. Lam

brick, of the Church Missionary Society,

stationed near Columbo. It shows that

the Spirit of the Lord is operating in

other parts of the island besides the dis

trict of Jaffna; and it must have been pe

culiarly pleasing and interesting to Dr.

Scudder, as it brings to light the happy

results of his past labors, in a quarter

where he was not looking for them.

The following is an extract from a let

ter lately sent me by the Rev. Mr. Lam

brick, Church missionary at Cotta, near

Columbo.

About a fortnight ago, a Tamul man

came to me, and said be wished to become

a Christian, and wanted employment. I

replied that I had no employment for him,

but would willingly instruct him, if that

was his object. He then added that his

wife, also, wished to become a Christian,

and that he would bring her with him,

and both would put themselves underin

All this appeared so much

like a native scheme, that I hardly

thought to see him again. But two or

three days afterwards he came with his

wife, whom he had brought in a dooley,

she being evidently ill. It soon appear

ed that it was she who was principally

desirous of Christian instruction, and

they agreed to take lodgings in the vil

lage, and remain here at their own char

ges, to learn more of the way of salva

tion by a crucified Saviour. She appear

ed for several days to grow worse in bo

dy and stronger and stronger in mind. I

have never seen among the natives so

much of Christian simplicity, at the

same time that she had a thoughtful, in

telligent mind. She had a clear know

ledge of the way of salvation. Christ

was her whole dependence, and she was

anxious to take him for her Lord and

Saviour publicly by baptism, and consid

ering, after the strictest examination in

to her motives and conduct, I could find

no possible objection against her, and her

state of health being precarious, and her

temporary accommodation here little

suited to her comfort, I shortened the

period of her probation, and have this

day baptized her. I have some hopes of

her husband, but his case not being so ur

gent, more time is required before he be

admitted. If you ask what is there in

this incident so peculiarly encouraging to

me, I must further inform you that she

was once a patient of your's, brought by

her husband from Trincomalee,some six

or seven years ago, when you performed

a successful operation on her check, the

scar of which still remains. She talks

much of the urgency with which Mrs.

Scudder entreated her to take refuge in

Christ, and mentions a promise she

made to do so. She has never, she says,

forgotten that promise, and she blesses

the Lord that he has enabled her to ful

fil it.

CHINA.

ExtraCTS FROM THE JOURNAL OF MR.

b RIDGMAN.

Mr. Bridgman spends most of his time

at Canton, though he occasionally visits

Macao. He is occupied principally in

acquiring a knowledge of the Chinese

language. But since the departure of

Mr. Abeel, as mentioned at p. 229, of

the last number, a large part of the la

bor of preaching on the Sabbath to fo

reign residents and seamen will devolve
on him.

Macao, Aug. 2, 1831. Yesterday afford

ed us an opportunity, the first since we

left America, of celebrating the sacra

ment of the Lord's supper. Had a

stranger been here, he would have

thought, at first sight, that he had reach
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ed a favoured spot; for, from whatever

direction he might have come, he must

have travelled some thousands of miles,

without having met with a scene like

this. In the midst of idol temples, and of

idols without number, he hears the sound

of the church-going bell, and sees among

two or three hundred houses, in the

European style, twelve or fifteen chapels,

which seem to invite to the worship of

Jehovah. On a better acquaintance,

however, the stranger finds very little to

distinguish the first from the other days

of the week. There is a difference.

"Thelº offices of the Portuguese are

closed, and the citizens permitted to

spend the day according to their choice.

heir chapels, are opened, but no more

seem to attend than on other days, and

of their numerous clergy, forty or fifty

in number, not one comes forth to read

and expound the scriptures.

The British Factory have a chapel

here, in which, during their residence,

which is usually half of the year, divine

services are regularly performed by their

chaplain.

Dr. Morrison, usually has worship at

his own house, where he is joined by a

few English and American citizens.—

Yesterday it was our privilege to join in

that worship, and after an appropriate

discourse to sit down to the table of our

common Lord, where, as he remarked in

his sermon, the distinctions of rich and

poor, learned and unlearned, of nation,

and class, and original character, are all

forgotten, under the common character

of redeemed sinners. Such a communion

table is the epitome of heaven itself,

which consists of every nation, tribe, and

neople, and language, all uniting in the

aviour's praise.

|

|

Great Festival and Procession.

13. Since the 5th instant, Macao has

presented an unusual scene of idolatrous

devotion. This has been occasioned by

the dedication of a new temple, and the

enthroning of new gods. On each suc

cessive day, and the work is still in full

tide, there has been wandering through

the streets, from morning till evening,

sometimes amidst torrents, of rain, and

sometimes beneath the scorching rays of

an almost vertical sun, one of those proces

sions which are not less offensive to Je

pared. They are composed of all classes

of people, and vary in number from one

to two or three hundred persons. We

see among them grave, aged, well clad

gentlemen; priests and young men, bows

and girls, riding in state; numerous band,

of musicians with drums, gongs, &c.

standard bearers, meat and fruit offerings

and gorgeous, fanciful ornaments, too mu

merous to be mentioned.

CORRESPONDENCE OF THE

BOARD OF MISSIONS.

A solEMN APPEAL IN BEHALF OF THE

VEST.

The following is an extract from a com.

munication of an agent of the Board in the

West, dated White Co. Illinois, June 13,

1831.

This whole state is one day to exerta

powerful influence over all the West and

perhaps over, the Union. And al.

though every thing is unorganized, yet,

the time is near at hand, when distinctive

forms of virtue and vice will be seen ris.

ling in the land and exercising their cº

genial influence. The present gloomy

state of things therefore—gloomy only

from the destitution or moral waste

º not to deter any one from entering

any part of this field. But whilst the

come they ought to be fully aware that

hardness, such perhaps as they havene.

ver thought of, will have to be endured.

A man to be useful and build up the

church in this land must (1.) expect and

be willing to be satisfied to a greatextent,

with souls for his hire. (2.) He mustex.

pect and be willing to deny himself of all

the luxuries, and many of what he may

have esteemed the comforts of life, (3)

| He must be willing to adapt himself ſt

once, or as soon as possible to themanner

and habits of the people. (4.) He must

be willing to give himself wholly to the

work—devote himself solely and exclu.

sively to the ministry—and then concen:

trate all his thoughts, affections, and

desires,—his whole soul, upon the great

and important interests he has undertak.

en to sustain. He must feel that he has

no other interests—not even for himself

—to advance, than the interests of the

Redeemer’s Kingdom. (5.) He must

hovah, than they are degrading to the have great patience, firmness, forbear.

character of man. And on each succes-lance, and détermined perseverance: for

sive night, the scene has been prolonged, he will have much and continued labºrtº

from evening till morning, by theatrical perform ; much ignorance to instruct and
exhibitions and revelry, which could not remove, many difficulties and cbstacles

well endure the light, to encounter and overcome. (6) In

It is not easy to describe one of these short he must have a piety which wºul.
processions, for I know of nothing on sustain him at the stake oripon the rack,

earth with which they can well be com- and which will lead him willingly to sac
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t

rifice all things for Christ and the suc

cess of his gospel. When he leaves

home, he ought to feel that the only home

which he now has is heaven, and that

his father requires him diligently and

unremittedly to perform some certain

work before he can enter into the man

sion prepared for him.

Can you not, dear brother, in love to the

famishing churches of this land, and in

pity to the thousands of souls with

out the pale of any church, O can you

not send several men of the above des

cription at once into the field, and many

more in a short time? Where are the

devoted brethren, whose hearts burn

with love to Christ, and who desire to

count it all honour when they have to en

dure hardships for his sake? Who does

not desire to come to the West,the great,

the extended West? I plcad for labor

ers in this land, and for those fields I have

mentioned; I plead for the bread of life,

for perishing souls! Are there none that

will come? Or have you lack of friends?

And will not those who owe God so much

pay him a little to sustain the poor, des

pised missionary in the field, while he,

under the blessing of the Holy Ghost, is

preparing souls for “glory and honour

and immortality” at God’s right hand!!!

Will they rob God and starve his people

and his ministers? When will christians

feel that they are but stewards of the

goods or property of the Lord, and act in

accordance with such feeling! O that the

time were come.

I cannot close this already extended

letter without expressing to you the deep

and full conviction of my mind, that the

[. period is a crisis, in which will

e decided not only whether this state

and indeed this whole valley, shall be

religious and infidel ; but also whether

Presbyterianism shall extend and cover

the land or not.

Moreover I would say that if the Pres

byterian church can be but aroused from

her stupor and lethargy, and brought to

act distinctively in the great effort of

planting and sustaining the missionary of

the cross in the whitening fields of our

own country, she could now take posses

sion of this whole land, and establish in

it the institutions of the gospel on that

plan or those principles which she deems

and ever has deemed most consistent with

the word of God, and with the civil and

religious liberties of the people.

Presbyterianism, sir, is the very germ,

or rather germinating principle of re

publicanism ; and were this church to be

extinguished the civil and religious lib

erties of this land, nay of the world,

would be destroyed. Ought not Presby.

terians therefore to awake on a subject

of this kind? And will not a fearful

amount of guilt rest on it if she suffer the

present crisis to pass away and puts not

forth the gigantic efforts of which she is

capable, for the accomplishing the great

object spoken of Who can estimate her

guilt in such a case. Will not future gen

erations curse her and that bitterly, if

peradventure they should groan under

the grievous yoke of civil and ecclesiasti

cal bondage? Will not souls in eternity

curse her; nay, may not God himself

curse her in holy indignation for her su

pineness—her unprofitableness—her in

sensibility to the worth of souls?—But it

may be asked what is she to do? How

is she to accomplish this great object? I

answer by clothing herself in sackcloth

and repenting of her past sins, and thus

renewedly dedicating herself with all her

property to the Lord. But it may still

be said, she has not ministers to send

out ; and whose fault I would ask is this?

Has she not pious youth enough within

her bosom, whom she can specially de

vote to the Lord and educate for his

ministry? Why has she not done this

long ago? Sir on this subject I can scarce

utter my feelings. So deeply impressed

am I with a sense of the necessity and

importance of the Education cause,

that I believe it to be the first great duty

of the church.

REPORTS OF MISSIONARIES.

LowER CANADA.

From the Rev. IsAAc PURRIs, dated La

prairie, June 5th, 1831.

In making my quarterly communica

tion, permit me to thank you for your

last kind letter assuring me of the interest

you feelin favour of Russell Town and of

| Canada in general, and I trust that Pro

vidence will in due time point out such a

Missionary or Missionaries as the great

head of the Church has selected and pre

pared for abundant usefulness in this part

of his vineyard. I am happy to say, that

we have one coadjutor recently introduc

ed from Scotland; a man, we have good

reason to believe, of Evangelical senti

ments and fervent personal piety and

zeal. He has been led by providence to

pitch his tent, at upwards of 50 miles to

the South West of me, which will be the

centre of a large circuit, I trust of useful

ness as well as of exertion; he is my near

est neighbour in that direction; but he is

too far distant,and the field is too necessi

tous to admit of hisserving Russell Town,

or the other places which may be associ

ated with it. This servant of the Re

deemer is a Presbyterian and a seceder,

and is assisted in his labours by the small

missionary society at Montreal, to which
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I adverted in a former letter. Should we

be favored with some person for Russell

Town, and I trust we shall form a three

fold cord that shall not be quickly bro

ken.

I have continued at Laprairie and Beau

harnois as usual ; but the long wet

spring has kept the roads in such a state

as to render it impracticable to visit the

more distant places. I have also regu

larly attended a weekly meeting at La;

prairie for improvement in singing and

also for prayer: and I hope that some

good is resulting from these engage

Inents.

In my last, I mentioned that our Sab

bath School here had been renovated,

and that the children distinguished them

selves by their diligent and persevering

efforts in committing to memory portions

of Sacred Scripture and Hymns, &c.

The numbers are from 30 to 40, not a

very imposing number, yet as we hope

they may become the salt of this part of

the earth,-the light of this little world,

—the little leaven of this inert lump ; I

am sure that you will rejoice to learn

that from the interest which they feel in

the duties of the school, they recited on

one single sabbath recently 1500 verses:

besides these exercises they are ques

tioned on portions of Sacred Scripture as

in Bible classes, and addressed both indi

vidually and collectively on the duties

whichº owe to God,—to men in their

various relations, and to their own souls.

I have good reason to anticipate the

best effects to arise from this source; for

the soul of the present school and almost

the only useful characters are those who

were similarly trained when I was for

merly here. When the number and

spirit have so much improved both in

teachers and children I cannot but hope

for good fruit.

In my last I gave you, an intimation

that it was in contemplation to attempt

the erection of a house for God. Meet

ings were held for the purpose of con

.. the subject and persons were ap

pointed to carry it into execution.

The subscription towards the object

now amounts to nearly six hundred dol

lars.

The spot of ground is secured and we

* that two, or at most three months,

will witness its actual commencement.—

Thus we trust that something is doing

however small for the advancement of

the best of all causes, the cause of God

and Truth.

NEw York.

From Mr. A. Scover, Columbiaville, N. Y.

July 14th, 1831.

Such are the mighty movements in the

kingdom of providence and of grace at

the present period of the world, it is im

possible to contemplate them, without

the deepest emotions of wonder, of grati

tude and of praise—not only the arts and

sciences—the principles of civil liberty

are rapidly advancing but those of spir.

itual freedom, of salvation are moving

forward with accelerated motion and

wer.—God has promisd to his Son the

heathen for an inheritance and the utter.

most parts of the earth for a possession.

And the great events which almost every

where are following in swift succession,

both in the political and moral world,

most clearly evince that we are approach

ing near to the fulfilment of this promise

—near to the day of millenial glory. The

rays of divine truth are falling with in

creasing splendor on the darkness of our

world; and amidst the ruins with which

it is overspread, they are causing life and

light and beauty to†. Almost every

enterprise projected for the amelioratiºn
of the condition and salvation of man, is

hailed with delight and followed by tri

umph. Considering the obstacles which

wehave had to encounter,such to a consid

erable extent has been the fact in relation

to the efforts which have been made for

the establishment of the gospel in this

place—proposals have already been gi

ven for the erection of a church. And

it is contemplated to commmence the

work immediately and if possible to com.

plete it by the 1st of Nov. . The spirit of

the Lord we trust has not forsaken us.—

There are some among us who are in

quiring the way to Zion. We have two

services on the sabbath and one during

the week. "Sabbath schools—Bible Class

es and Monthly Concert still continue

interesting and flourishing. Since I last

addressedyou,two large additional schools

have been organized.—In each a library

has been placed of nearly $40 in value.

The A.S. S. Question books are the ones

which we use. A Temperance Society

has also been established with every pros.

pect of abundant success—special efforts

on this subject are soon to be made

throughout this County—measures have

also been taken by the Presbytery for

supplying more generally this region with

Missionary labour. But while something

is done much more remains to be accom

plished.

From MR. S. Peck, Alden, New York,

July 1st, 1831.

Since my last report, there has been an

addition to the church here, of twenty

seven, by confession, and one by letter.

Twelve of them were baptized, and four

children. When the above were receiv
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ed into the church, the sight was truly

solemn and joyful. One man, of seventy

three, came forward; and from that

down to the female of fifteen or sixteen.

This took place about the 20th of April

last, and as yet, they all seem to be

growing christians. There still seems

to be a degree of seriousness on the minds

of many in this place, and we fondly hope

that there have been two or three con

versions since I last wrote.

An address, on the subject of temper

ance, was delivered here on the 19th

ult. by a Mr. Yale; at the close of which

the temperance society received an ac

cession of about twenty. Our Sabbath

School continues as usual.

The meeting house of which I spoke
on a former occassion, will be raised,

Providence permitting, next week. So

you see, Dear Sir, how the Lord seems

to smile upon us in some degree. Yet

there is much here still, which calls for

deep mourning in Zion.

From the Rev. H. HALsEy, dated, Cam

bria, Niagara co. New York, July 1st, 1831.

Since my last date a portion of my

time has been occupied in attending pro

tracted and public meetings in this re

gion, and in one case our meeting on the

Sabbath was omitted, our place of wor

ship, the school-house being occupied by

Universalists, who hold it one third of

the time. I have instituted two Bible

classes which I attend weekly, and there

are now in operation six Sabbath-schools,

one containing between 40 and 50 schol

ars, the others smaller. Besides the

Sabbath-schools, I have paid some atten

tion to the visitation of common schools,

and the distribution of religious tracts.

Our temperance societies have made a

radual advance. The monthly concert

is thinly attended, and but little is con

tributed for missions. Weekly prayer

meetings are attended in different neigh

bºrhoods, and the females make annual

ly a small contribution to foreign mis

sions.

Since my last there have been in each

of the societies which I serve, several

hopeful conversions, there are now a few

cases of special seriousness, and it is ex

pected that some will be added to the

church at the next communion. Of those

converted, a part have joined the Bap

tists and a part the Methodists. Univer

salism still predominates in Cambria; the

Sabbath is much profaned in divers ways

—still it may be said that the cause of

morals and of true religion is on the ad

From Rev. G. G. SILL, West Mendon,

Monroe county, N. Y., July 1st, 1831.

The revival which I stated in my last

report as being enjoyed here at that time,

has subsided, though a few cases of hope

ful conversion have occurred during the

quarter. Fifteen personshave been add

ed to the church, thirteen of whom were

!pon examination, and two by letter.

The greater part of those received upon

examination were subjects of the recent

revival.

The Sabbath school cause is receiving

more attention than heretofore. We

now have two schools, one of which is in

the village and the other two miles dis

tant. The latter has been formed du

ring the quarter just closed. The num

ber of attendants in both is between

ninety and one hundred.

A tract society has been formed in the

congregation, the monthly distribution

commenced, and two hundred and twenty

of the families in this town are now en

joying the benefits of it.

Our place of worship, which has here

tofore been a brick school-house, being

too small for the accommodation of the

congregation a building has been erected

40 feet long, 24 wide, and 14 high, at an

expense of about $400, which is to an

swer the purposeof a place of worship
till a church shall be erected, when it

may be converted into a session house.

The new building is expected to be ready

for occupancy in ten days, and will seat

about 250 persons.

This little church appears now to be

in prosperous circumstances in every re

spect, except that of growing in grace.

declension in religious feeling now

exists to a considerable extent, and con

sequently, impenitent sinners, are not in

quiring what they shall do to be saved.

OHIO.'

From the Rev. R. B. DoBRINs, dated

Williamsburg, Ohio, 1st July, 1831.

The church of White Oak, which is

in the bounds of the Presbytery of Chili

cothe, is in a favourable condition. As

far as I know there is no division of

sentiment about the missionary question

among them. On our last communion

occasion, 2d Sabbath in June, there was

much more feeling than usual. I hope

it was a profitable time to numbers that

were present. It was a four days meet

ing. Ten were added to the commu

nion of the church. One adult baptized,

and one infant.

The workmanship of the edifice for

vance in the particular places of my la

bour, and in the surrounding country.

public worship is in a state of progression.

So that upon the whole, we have cause
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of encouragement and thankfulness, ra

ther than otherwise, respecting White

Oak church. White Oak church re

ported forty-five members 1st April,

1830, now her number of members is

84, almost double,

From the Rev. A. LEoNARD,dated Truro,

Ohio, July 1st, 1831.

Alternate hope and fear, have occupi

ed my breast since my last report, now

full three months, God has poured out

his spirit to some extent, and I have

hoped that he would increase, and give

}. to his church in this place.

have feared that through the unfaithful

ness of christians, and of myself in par

ticular, he would be provoked to take

away his spirit from us and leave us to

lukewarmness, the worst state of a

church.

Since writing my last report I have

preached thirty-six sermons, attended

the monthly concerts, and many!".

meetings and inquiry meetings and Bible

classes in which I have given many ex

hortations; I have baptized ten persons,

three adults and seven infants, adminis

tered the Lord's supper once (in Truro)

and received into communion on exami

nation, 24 persons on the 3d Sabbath of

June, adding to these the four admitted in

Februar i. will make 28 persons

gathered into the fold of Christ. There

are five or six others, of whose conver

sion we have strong confidence; these

will probably be added to the church

hereafter.

conviction known to the session, and I

believe there has been no case of deep

conviction that has not terminated in

hopeful conversion. Some indeed,(about

four persons) attended the inquiry meet

ings, who have not been brought to re

joice in hope, but their impressions were

not deep. Those who were primarily

members of the Bible class in Truro, are

now all members of the church but one,

and that one anxious to obtain an interest

in the great redeemer and sometimes

trusting in his mercy.

INDIANA.

From the Rev. T. E. Hughs, Dunlapsville,

Union co. Indiana, July 5th, 1831.

We had a communion season here in

May, brother McGuffey of Oxford, as

sisted. It was solemn and interesting

and we fondly hope the hearts of some

were deeply impressed with divine

truths, who were hitherto careless, two

were admitted on the occasion, and two

others who we expected to enter with us,

were providentially detained by sickness

There is no case of recent

and high waters, one has been dismissed

for disagreeing with some of the doc

trines of the confession of faith, as con

taining a system of doctrines taught in

the Holy Scriptures. Our session are of

the opinion, sir, that there is nothing

gained, but on the contrary many se.

rious consequences resulting, from the

retention of heretical members in the

church. The strength and permanency

of the church, does not consist in the

number, but purity of its members. We

have reason to bless God that harmony,

and to all appearances evangelical piety

exists among us, and we hope by using

all necessary precaution, to persevere in

the way of holiness.

The Temperance cause is growing

among us, most of the farmers carry on

their concerns without the use of ardent

spirits. There are none of the members

of our church engaged in distilling, or

that traffic in it in any way, and all I be

lieve are living on the principle of en

tire abstinence.

Every family within the bounds of our

church are supplied with the Holy Scrip

tures. I have supplied the south-west

corner of the county in which I reside.

We are about commencing the month.

ly distribution of tracts. We have pledg:

ed an agent who was with us, to supply

| about two hundred families, and will

commence, operations as soon as the

| Tracts arrive.

| Our Sunday-schools are in a tolerable

flourishing condition, there appears to be

º increasing interest taken in the insti

tution, both among parents and children:

The library books are perused by all

with increasing avidity, and I hope are

exerting a mighty influence, upon the

lives and morals of the people.

| All these circumstances considered,

present pleasing prospects, yea they are

| presages of the glorious millénium,and we

hope and pray the period is nºt far dis.

tant, when "all shall know the Lord: Yºt

dear sir, when we look around especially

in this western country, “there is muſ

land to be possessed,’s much todamp the

feelings of the truly pious.There are hull.

dreds and thousands who are ignorantº

God, and regardless of their future wel.

fare, and even professed christians are

living too much for this world. What."

loud call is this for ministers and peºple

| to be awake.

-

ILLINo1s.

From the Rev. B. F. Sprivas, dated Gº

conda, Illinois, June 30th, 1831.

We have lately held a three dº

meeting in Shawnee-town, and recei" d

two members into that church, alsº
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four days meeting in the Golconda

church, and received seven members,

as the fruits of the little season of refresh

ing, that we here lately enjoyed “from

the presence of the Lord.” Both meet

ings were well attended, and were inter

esting and solemn. But it was not then

our privilege “to see the power and

glory” of the Lord displayed in such a

way “as we have seen in the sanctuary.”

I have formed a Bible class in the Gol

conda congregation, consisting of about

30 members, and expect the number to
increase.

The Sabbath-school cause is progress

ing beyond my most sanguine expecta

tions. A Sabbath-school has lately been

established in Equality, and furnished

with a library: and in addition to the one

which I reported in the Golconda church;

another has been established in the coun

try and one in town; making three Sab

bath-schools in the bounds of this congre

gation.

To one of these, 45 scholars have at

tended: to another 24. The number in

the town school is not yet ascertained, as

it has just commenced operations. These

schools are all furnished with libraries,

And I cannot but look upon these dear

little nurseries of piety with intense in

terest!! Equality and vicinity still ex

hibit encouraging prospects.

I have not yet heard of the arrival of

Mr. Ramsey, your missionary for Car

mie and Sharon. Oh that the head of

the church may smile upon our efforts to

obtain more laborers in this needy part!!!

Since I last addressed you I have removed

to Golconda, tho' I still occupy theº:
field of labor. We need two or three

ministers more, in this part of the state

very much; and I think application will

be made shortly to the Board for them.

Warm hearted, zealous and devoted, old

school men, would be best received in our

end of the state.

TENNEssee.

From Rev. J. Dr.KE, Roane county,

Tenessee, July 11th, 1831.

Increase of Sabbath Schools.

I have organized four Sabbath-schools,

one at Pleasant Grove church—one in

Sweetwater Valley, three miles west of

Pleasant Grove—one in Hines's Valley,

seven miles west of Pleasant Grove—and,

one in Blount county, on Holsten river,

six miles east of Unitia. The school at

Pleasant Grove has seventy two scholars

and eleven teachers, which is one of the

most interesting schools I have ever

visited.

The school in Sweetwater Valley has

twenty-five scholars and six teachers,

or. IX.-Ch. Malv.

The school in Hines's Valley has forty

three scholars and nine teachers. The

school in Blount county has twenty

three scholars and nine teachers. All of

these are Presbyterian schools except

the one in Hines's Valley, which is a

Methodist school. The whole number

of scholars in these schools, is one hun

dred and sixty three, who are under the

instruction of thirty five teachers,

Progress of Temperance.

I have organized a temperance society

in Pleasant, Grove church, thirty five

have joined it, and I have heard of a good

many more that expect to join. When I

first came into this region, the people

were principally all opposed to temper

ance societies. I visited and conversed

with them on the subject of intemper

ance and tried to show them the evil of

it. One day riding in company with the

merchant who lives within the bounds

of this little church, I said to him, Col.,

the christian people, in , almost every

church throughout the United States, are

organizing temperance societies, and

what ought we to do? Said he, I will be

honest and candid with you, I will be op

posed to it. Sir, it looked like turnin

over a mountain without foothold, but

knew the Saviour was on his march to con

quer the nations of the earth, and that

the chariot wheels of this heaven-born in

stitution was on the high-way, in the

hedges and ditches, rallying the enemy,

and exposing them to open shame. After

a long season of conversing, pleading and

praying, I preached on the subject of

temperance, June 12, 1831, from Prov.

20th,–“Strong drink is raging”—after

the sermon was over,the Col. exclaimed,

gentlemen I have been a dram drinker

a long time, but I am done with it, I nev

er will buy another barrel as long as I

live, it is out of the questic). This caused .

my heart to leap for joy, and these words

came immediately upon my mind, “Fear

not for I am with thee.” A Baptist bro

ther came to hear me that day, who had

scarcely ever thought of the subject ofin

temperance before, he immediately saw

the evil of it, his eyes were opened, his

soul awakened, and he is now doing all

he can for the temperance cause in the

little church to which he belongs. I

have heard since, that he has said as

soon as he gets about twenty persuaded

to join the temperance society, that he

will come and bring them along and join

our society.

North CARollNA.

From Rev. H. M. KErn, dated Ruther.

ford, N. C. July 11th, 1831.

Fºgº when absent, assisting some of
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my brethren on communion occasions, I

reach regularly twice a month, on the

§.h. at Little Britain, and once a

month at Duncan's creek, and Drucilla

each. When there are five Sabbaths in

the month I preach at Brackett's Gold

mine. This place is on the out-skirts of

Little Britain and Drucilla. The en

couragement to labor at that place is very

good. Hundreds come together, and lis

ten to the word preached with great ap

parent earnestness, and some visible ten

derness. I cannot say that there is, as

yet, any certain prospect of building up

a church at that place, as the population

is very fluctuating. Though I think it

my duty to pay some attention to it, and

do what I can for the many precious

souls that are round about it. Owing to

feeble health, I do not preach often on

week days, except at our communion oc

casions, when we always have a four days

meeting. From excessive preaching, for

the last two or three years, and much

of it in the open air, my lungs are

considerably affected. I thought for a

while, this summer that I would have

to limit my preaching to one discourse
on the Sabbath. But I have been en

abled hitherto, to preach twice every

Sabbath; and my health is improving.

My field of labor is very extensive.

Twenty-five or thirty miles in length;

and fifteen or twenty in width. There

is no other preacher, of our order, in

this very extensive country.

I travel and visit considerable, but

keep no memorandum of the number of

miles traveled, or families visited. I

am in the general more than half my

time absent from my family. At Little

Britain the state of religion is pretty en

couraging. , Good and attentive congre

gations wait on the ministration of the

word. On the 4th Sabbath in May we

had the ordinance of the supper adminis

tered. And according to our custom the

meeting was continued from Friday to

Monday. Though there were but two

added to the communion of the church,

it was quite an interesting occasion.

About 15 expressed anxiety for the sal
vation of their souls. Within the last

three years there have been 140 added

to this church. Here we have a Sab

bath-school, and Bible class, which are

doing considerable good. There are two

branches of the Sabbath-school in dis

tant sections of the congregation, with

suitable superintendants. We have also

a temperance society which numbers 87

members, and others are now prepared

to give us their pledge, of entire absti

nence. To this cause we have had some

very violent opposition. . But the opposi

tion is decreasing in numbers and degree;

though some are very resolute yet. The

temperance cause is evidently gaining

ground, and must ultimately prevail.

At Duncan's creek there has been, for

some months, an increased attention to

divine things. On next Sabbath I ex

pect to administer the sacrament of the

supper in that place. The appointment

is for a four days meeting, which I hope

will be a precious time, when the Lord

will make bare his arm, to save sinners,

and add to the number of the faithful.

We have there also an interesting Sab

bath-school. Our Sabbath-schools are

very much diminished in number, by the

operation of a late law of the state, pro

hibiting the instruction of the people of

| colour. Duncan’s creek is a small con

|gregation; but the communicants have

more than doubled within the last three

years.

From a Missionary in North Carolina,

dated July 1, 1831.

At hurch we have established

a Sunday-school; and a Bible class; com

posed of young people, chiefly young

men; several of whom are pious, and I

have reason to believe are looking for

ward to the ministry, as they are acqui

ring a classical education at that place.

We have also a temperance society,

numbering between 50 and 60 members,

and which I have no doubt, has a con

siderable influence over many of those

who even refuse to join the society.

At my own house, about five miles

distant from the church, I also preach,

statedly; have a Sunday-school in opera

tion, and Bible class: at this latter place

it may indeed truly be said to be mission

ary ground. Theº though kind &

attentive, are, with a very few excep

tions, lamentably 'ignorant; great num

bers are unable to read their Bibles, at

any rate intelligently; spend their Sab

baths as might be expected, mostly in

visiting, wandering over their fields,

hunting, fishing, &c. A little north of

me the county is pretty well supplied

with preaching; but south of where I live

there is not another Presbyterian preach

er that I know of, for upwards of sixty

miles; and but two, I have reason to be

lieve, of any denomination, who are sta

tionary. hat you may form some idea

of the state of things among this people,

I will relate one or two facts, among

many others, that might be enumerated,

which have come within my own know

ledge. A man who lived near me, a

professor of religion, and the member of

a christian church, owning about twenty

thousand dollars worth of property, died,

left a large family of children, all grown,
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and allhaving families, of their own; not

balt I believe could read, and only two

could make out to write their names.

Immediately in my own vicinity, I visit

ed last spring, 30 families in succession,

and found that previous to the summer

before, 25 of those families had been liv

ing without the bible, and what was still

more astonishing, several professors of

religion, and all residing within a short

distance of a Baptist meeting house,

where, I was informed there had been

F. steadily for about 50 years.

he people all through this section of

the country know nothing about support

ing the gospel; and unless ministers can

be found of self denying habits, who for

the love they bear to their master, and

his cause, will be content to live poor, and

obscure, thousands of these precioussouls

must perish for the lack of knowledge;

in this christian land. I expect on next

Sabbath to get a third Sabbath-school in

operation, and the Sabbath following a

fourth one; and when all shall be proper

ly organized, and in full operation, there

will probably be taught at all these

schools about 200 children; which num

ber I hope will continue to increase.

The field in which I labour, appears

as yet a thirsty hill of Zion, but as the

kind master is watering, and very large

ly too, other neighboring hills with the

showers of his divine grace; and that but

a little distance from us, we are pray

ing, and hoping, and even looking out for

a few drops at least to fall over this way.

I have endeavoured to be instant in sea

son and out of season; have however not

Tbeen able to preach more than from

twice to thrice a week, have attended

the monthly concerts, and weekly pray

er meetings.

Missouri.

From Rev. J. S. BALL, dated Manches

ter, St. Louis, Missouri, June 18th, 1831.

I have been using my best exertions

this spring & summer, in promoting Sab

bath-schools, and have succeeded better

than I expected. The one in this neigh

borhood which last summer only amount

ed to about eight or ten constant scholars,

now amounts to thirty-four scholars,

with six teachers, and a library of ten

dollars value. In another neighbor

hood where great prejudices existed

against Sabbath-schools

ed in establishing a school of twent

some odd, with six teachers, and ...

promises to do well. They are making

provision for a library. . These schools

are attached to the Missouri Sunday

School Union, as an auxiliary to the

have succeed

American Sunday School Union. These

I attend to when ever I preach in their

respective neigborhoods. A third school,

I have resuscitated, in the village of

Manchester, distant six miles from me,

consisting of thirty five scholars, and six

teachers. This school belongs to the

Methodist society, though the superin

tendent told me that he should endeavour

to get the consent of those immediately

concerned to annex it to the Sunday

School Union of Missouri, as he found

books could be procured cheaper from

that branch of the American Sunday

School Union, than from the Methodist

Episcopal Sunday School Union. A

fourth school, I have assisted in organi

zing, but cannot at present say what are

its numbers. These schools I shall re

port to the American Sunday School

Union, in the course of two or three

weeks, when I can make the report

more definite than at present.

Our temperance society continues to

increase. At our last annual meeting,

. inst.) it was found to have increased

double during the last year. Small as,

its amount in members are, even at pres

sent, (70) yet considering the great op

position we met with in the commence

ment, and our very slender means, the

present prospects are flattering. The

little village where our meetings are held,

is quite revolutionized—from being a

haunt of dissipation, it has become quite

respectable.

From the Rev. J. F. CowAN, dated Pop

lar Grove, near Jackson, Cape Girardeau

co. Missouri, June 16th, 1831.

As it has been some time since my

last written communication, and as you

have never had a summary of what has

been done since my residence in this

country as your missionary, I will en

deavour in this report to make a state

ment covering the whole period since my

location here, of what has been accom

pººl- period of about a year and a

half.

JWew Churches,—The Brazeau con

gregation have erected a small log-house

—the first edifice for worship that they

have ever had. The Apple creek con

gregation have the frame of a new house

raised and nearly covered. This house

is 40 by 50, and when completed will be

a comfortable place for the public ser

vice of God, particularly when compared

with the one which we have, and are

now using—a house built of logs, without

stove or fire-place, plastering or ceiling,

and also without windows.

Preaching of the word.—On an aver

age, I have preached three times in the

week. And I have preached as often as
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seven and eight times in one week. The

Sabbath, however, is the only day that

much is to be effected by preaching in

this country, in ordinary times. The

population being sparse, it is difficult to

get a congregation in the week. The

preaching of the word is regularly, nu

merously and solemnly attended on the

Sabbath. I preach once at the church,

and in the afternoon at one of the Sun

day-school places. This plan whilst itſ

gives additional life to the schools, brings

the preaching of the gospel near to

many who never attend at the church,

and, thus they are “compelled to come
- 3.

Sabbath Schools.-We have six schools

in our two congregations, 5 of them are

entirely under our control. One is taught

in common by the Baptists, and by our

people. . The Baptist minister, Mr.

Green, is an excellent man—ever ready

to co-operate in this and other institu

tions of the day. We have libraries

connected with each of our schools, the

aggregate cost of which has been about

$80. We will in all probability have
two or three more schools in a short

time.

Tracts.-Through the instrumentality

pur tract society, from thirty to forty

dusand pages of tracts have been

brought into our region of country. We

have adopted the monthly distribution

in a circuit of country ten or fifteen miles
in diameter.

Monthly Concert.—In Apple creek,

this interesting season of prayer is regu

larly and tolerably well attended. In

Brazeau it is not as yet observed at all.
Sabbath School Concert—This institu

tion is partially observed in Apple creek

only.

Temperance Societies.—Much has been

done in revolutionizing public sentiment

in the last year, in regard to the use of

ardent spirits, . We have yet no society

o

t

from prudential reasons: but will have|

one or two soon. Many are becoming

very anxious on the subject.

Family Visitation.--Many families

have been visited. This part of Mission

ary labor however takes up very much

time if performed to suit the wishes of

the people. . The minister is expected to

stay all night, with every family. He
must be sociable.

Members added to the Church.--To

Brazeau, sixteen have been received—

seven on examination and nine on certi

ficate: making in all thirty-nine mem

bers. To Apple Creek, thirty-three

have been admitted-sixteen on exami

nation, and seventeen on certificate—

making in all about 130.

Bafutisms.--Forty-eight children of

professing parents, and one adult have

been baptised in both churches.
Elders Ordained,—Three have been

set apart in Brazeau, and three in Apple

creek, to the office of Ruling Elders—

making five in all the former, and seven

in the latter church.

Missionary Sufiſhort.—In the two con

gregations $230 were subscribed last

year, towards my support. About two

thirds of it has been paid. Nearly all of

it will, however, be paid. About the

| same will be done the present year.

They are about making an effort to see

what can be done towards my perma

nent location among them. We will try

to make less, than your liberal proffered

aid for the current year answer our pur

Ose.p General Remarks.-The foregoing

is a skeleton of our operations since my
residence on the western side of the Mis

sissippi. In reviewing it, there is reason

for thankfulness, and at the same time

much reason for humility. My field of

labor has been interesting, and never was

more so than now. . Though formerly a

distracted people, the utmost harmony

has ever prevailed since I have been

here. The Lord save us from “fight

ings within” ourselves. We all need

more spirituality, more prayer. I have

not said anything about prayer meetings.

A female prayer meeting has been kept

up a part of the time since I have been a

mongthem,and will berenewed as soon as

ossible; common prayer meetings have

|. occasionally attended to. At this

season of the year, most people think that

they have no time to spare from their

farms, to attendP". meetings. About

Bible classes, have said nothing.

These valuable institutions have not es

caped the memory of your missionary.

Our people are so generally engagéd

with the Sunday-school questions, that I

have thought it better that they should

absorb their whole attention. Provision

is made for supplying our county with

the Bible, in which we have taken part.

Mrs. C. and myself enjoy good health,
and are contented and*º though far

from “home,” and its thrilling associa

tions; and should the Lord continue to

say, that it is our duty to remain in this

country, we say Amen.

From Rev. SILAs HuahAnn, dated Allen,

N. Y., July 20, 1831.
-

Several special and important circum

stances have occurred, in rendering it im

practicable for meto make my quarterl

report in due time, Being now provi

dentiallyP. I attempt it. From

|the first of April when I reported to you
I continued to labor as usual in Allen
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until commencing my journey to Philadel

Phia, to attend the General Assembly.

Arrangements had been made for my

Place to be supplied in my absence by

rninisters of our presbytery. After my

return my health, and particularly a

hoarseness, which almost prevented me

from speaking loud, were such that for

two weeks I preached but one sermon.

I however,attended meeting on Sabbaths,

and was able to make family visits du

ring the week. Since that time my la

\sors have not been interrupted.

With respect to the present state of

my people, I would say that there ap

Years to be a#. degree of engagedness

annong part of the church, and there has

been one hopeful conversion among the

eople. It is a boy about 14 years of age.

There appears to be some serious im

ressions on the minds of a few others.

These are the encouragements; while on

the other hand, there are some old, deep

rooted jealousies and prejudices, among
sonne § the churches against each other,

which seem impossible to be removed

in any other way, than by a special act of

divine power. During the ten weeks

while I have been here in person, since

my last report, exclusive of the time I

was absent to attend the General Assem

bly, I have preached nineteen times,

attended two monthly concerts, made 15

special family visits, and attended pray

er meetings on sabbath evenings, when I

have not preached a third sermon. I

have baptised one infant, and organized

one Sabbath school. There has been one

person received into the church by let

ter.

Extract from the report of a Missionary in

the state of New York.

Organization of a Church.

Sabbath before last I spent in Holly, a

small village on the canal. There has

been a revival of religion in progress

in that place, most of the time since De

cember last. It has,however, been some

what interrupted by the prevalence of a

proselyting spirit. The Presbyterian

church however has taken no part in

this. Although they have had occasional

preaching by the neighboring ministers,

they have never even given an opportu

nity for any one to unite with them until

week before last. It was found that a

large number of those who had obtained

a hope, had not united with any denomi

nation, because they were waiting for an

opportunity to unite with the Presbyte

rian society. I was requested to spend

a week with them,and I did accordingly,

stay with them from Wednesday until

was with me on Friday and Sabbath af.

|ternoon. During the time I was there,

thirty six were added to the church by

profession, , and eleven by certificate.

The following week a small church in

Clarendon, consisting of eleven members

were, at their own request, and also b

the advise of the Presbytery, united wit

the church at Holly. The additions in all

were 25. These with the 17 previous

members, now compose a church of 76

communicants. They have the frame of

a suitable house already erected, which

will be finished this season.

They are also making vigorous efforts

to obtain an acceptable minister, who

shall go in and out, before them, and

break unto them the bread of eternal life.

A YEAR IN THE west, BY A MIssionARY.

About a year since, I removed with

my dear family to this destitute, irre

ligious region, with ardent desires to

be instrumental in the hands of my mas

|ter, of promoting his glorious kingdom,

and the welfare of immortal souls. With

this purpose I accepted of the appoint
ment of principal of the academy in this

place, that Iº obtain a support for

a numerous family, and educate children

and youth in the fear of God. My Sab

baths and frequent opportunities in the

week, have been occupied in preaching

the gospel, administering its ordinances,

attending prayer meetings, and promo

ting the benevolent institutions of the day.

The Presbyterian church in this place,

has increased from seventeen to above

forty members since my arrival. We

have a bible society and I am actively

engaged in distributing bibles to the des

titute. I have organized a temperance

society of more than fifty , members.

Finding that the agent of the Sunday

School Union, as a stranger amidst the

clamours of the day, would have little

success, I voluntarily engaged gratuitous

ly to attend to the business of this coun

ty, and five schools have been organized.

We have a tract society and a coloniza

tion society. , We have a weekly prayer

meeting in the village, and the monthly

concert is regularly observed. Thus

there is before me an ample sphere of

operation in the best of causes; but the

difficulty is, to be sustained and suffiort

ed in this region. The enemy has been

very busy in his opposition since my ar

rival, and he is so cunning, as to engage

even frofessors of religion in his designs.

My course is to preach the truth plainly,

...;forcibly—and studious

ly to avoid all personal acrimonious ob

servations, and to treat those who differ

from me, with christian benevolence.

Monday. Brother Myers, of Brockport, Now the question is, shall I be driven
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away from such an important station,

through want of support for myself and

family. The church is small and un

able to afford it, & the great mass of the

people is irreligious and dissipated, and

would rather drive a minister of Christ

from this region, than contribute a cent

to retain him. I have been preaching

the gospel from my youth—have been

often employed by my master, as a mis

sionary and**. and glory in his

service, while I have scarcely received a

subsistence for myself and family, I am

still willing to do much and suffer much

in the same cause, and also willing that

the ordinances of the Redeemer Š.

be observed, as it is written, “Even so

the Lord hath ordained that they who

preach the gospel should live of the gos

el.” I am a great friend to economy,

ut parsimony, defeats the great object.

Could our brethren in their pleasant cir

cumstances, know our difficulties and

our privations, by living in such dismal

regions, they would cheerfully afford us a

comfortable subsistence. It is a perni

cious error, that young preachers and

those of inferior talents and attainments,

will answer the circumstances of a new

country—when in fact these unorganized

regions, abounding in wickedness,and er-,

ror, need, imperiously need, ministers of

age and experience, and the first talents

in the ministry.

VIRGINIA.

From Mr. W.M. D. SMITH, dated Grave,

Creek, Ohio co, Va. Aug. 1, 1831.

Between these stations, and on each

side, as you will observe by the plot of

the county, which I have sent you,

have a number of stations for week-day

preaching, at each of which I, mostly

preach once in three weeks. There is

generally good attendance. My audi

ences are generally large, considering

time and circumstances, and mostly at

tentive and orderly. At , Wolf Run

there appears to be considerable so
lemnity, and some anxiety, and . I

am not without hopes that something

more than ordinary may be the result.

With the assistance of an agent of the

American Sunday School Union, I have

established Sabbath schools at every

place in my vicinity where it was practi

cable. When I came on the ground there

was but one of these useful nurseries in

operation. I found a rooted opposition,

owing to unfavourable impressions, re

ecting the American Sunday School

nion, which were diligently kept up

by the Universalists, Campbellites and

Infidels, I preached considerable on the

subject, and have succeeded in removing

objections, with all whose hearts are not

enmity to order and morality. Schools

with good libraries are now in successful

operation, at Dille's Bottom, Boner’s

Ridge, Wayman's, Fowler's, Forks of

Wheeling, Wolf Run, Strickland’s and

Howard's. I am also about etablishing

others at Dunsmore’s, Patterson's, and

Unity, Money is already collected for

libraries,. are to be procured this

week,and on next Sabbath they will com

mence. Some of them have raised ten

dollars themselves, and for the others, I

obtained an order from an agent for five

dollars, so that they all have books to

the amount of ten dollars. The schools

are mostly large, numbering from forty

to eighty scholars, and bid fair to be use

ful. I visit them as often as practicable.

I mostly visit two every Sabbath. One

in the morning and another in the even

ing. Bible classes I have not yet formed,

owing to my time being so completely

occupied, that it was impossible for me

to attend to them. I hope, however,

hereafter to facilitate my labours by

having my different appointments in dif

ferent places, to come in more regular

succession. My wish is to have three,

one at each of my stations, for Sabbath

preaching. I have made arrangements

for establishing three tract societies, one

in each congregation, which I hope will

enable us to furnish every family with a

tract, every month. I have been suc

cessful beyond expectation, in the cause

of temperance, and have not a doubt, but

in a short time, it will be completely tri

umphant. Two distilleries have ceased

to make, and one tavern to sell liquors,

within the last two months. We have a

I|society at Wolf Run, of near40 members,

and one at Unity of 15. I have preach

ed on the subject, but owing to the strong

opposition at first, I made it a point never

to mention it on the Sabbath,which I think

had a good effect. Both the societies

were formed nearly two years ago, but

being neglected, had declined,and a num

ber of their members had proved unfaith

ful. Such was the state of feeling, when

I came among them, that there were

thoughts of dissolving the society, but

it now embraces the respectability and

influence of the neighbourhood.

With respect to the surrounding coun

try, I can yet say but little, I can, per

haps say more in my next report, how

ever, I can say of it generally, that it is

literally a “wilderness.” The situation

of the country east of me, as it was de

scribed to mé by others, and the wants of

the people almost persuaded me to visit

it at least, as far as Waynesburg, but la

bour is accumulating so fast,that I feared
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to take a too wide field, lest I should not

be able to cultivate it thoroughly. Mis

sionary labourers, zealous and faithful,

are much needed.

A FIVE DAYS MEETING IN TENNESSEE.

In compliance with the demands of

public sentinent, and with the fond hope

of advancing Messiah’s kingdom, I ap

pointed and held a five days meeting,

within 11 miles of this place, and 2% from

Raleigh,commencing on Friday 15th Ju

ly, and ending the following Tuesday.—

It was numerously attended, and with no

other guard but the strong bulwark of

enlightened public sentiment; there was

an order, decorum and ready conformity

to the ordinances of God’s appointment,

seldom witnessed, and not surpassed by

that which prevails at ordinary meetings.

By the aid of five other brethren, we

were enabled to have four sermons during

the day and night, together with other

ublic exercises,—all of which I am

§ to say were seriously attended to by

all*. As no preparations had been

made to gratify a luxurious appetite, but

little time was consumed in preparing or

receiving our plain but wholesomediet.On

the Sabbath God was indeed among us

of a truth in the breaking of bread—

many a spirit held high and holy and de

lightful communion with the Father and

his co-equal Son, Jesus Christ, and while

the Holy Spirit drew aside the curtain

which veiled the bright splendours of the

Heavenly Paradise, many a bosom was

filled with a “joy unspeakable, and full of

glory.” God’s people sweetly realized

and could almost bear individual testi

mony to the soul-thrilling truth “He

brought me to the banqueting house, and

his banners over me was love.” Yea!

that place was as the house of God, and

the very gate-way of Heaven to some

blood-redeemed spirits. And although

there were but few cases of pungent con

viction, yet , the moistening eye, the

flushing cheek, and deep solemnity, are

inevitable proofs that the Holy Spirit

was striving with the sinner, and its in

fluence upon the impenitent, will be seen

in eternity if not in time. I would re

mark by way of conclusion to this hasty

account, that the general impression

made upon the pubic mind, not excepting

those formerly prejudiced, was and is

now, that four and five days meetings in

this sparsely populated region if fro/ler

ly conducted, may be greatly instrumen

tal in the hands of God, of pullling down

the'strong holds of the Prince of dark

DCSS,

|

I RESBYTERY of ILLINois.

Jacksonville, August 2, 1831,

Dear Sir—It is my official duty to com

municate to you the following resolution

of the Presbytery of Illinois, viz:

Resolved, That Messrs. Ellis, Fraser

Sturtevant and Watson, be appointed a

committee of correspondence with the

General Assembly's Board of Missions,

and with the American Home Missionary

Society. And the stated clerk is direct

ed to transmit a copy of this Resolution

to the respective secretaries of the two

Boards. A true cop

John M. Ellis, Šated Clerk.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERs.

The present number commences the 3d

volume of this work. The first number

of the third volume will be sent to all our

present subscribers, and if there should

be any who wish to discontinue it, the

will either inform us by letters, flost flaid,

before the 1st of September, or return

the present number to the Rev. J. T.

Russell, with their name and flost office

address written upon the cover of the Re

porter.

All persons who are in arrears for the

Reporter will please without delay to

pay over the amount due, together with

the advance for the third volume, to any

Presbyterian minister, or other author

ised agent, most convenient to them, that

the same may be forwarded to the Edit

Ot.

We have it in contemplation in the

next volume to furnish a greater variety

of missionary intelligence, and occasional

oriº communications.

ur agents and Inissionaries are re

spectfully requested to renew theirefforts

to obtainnew subscribers, and to forward

their names without delay.

Cash received by the Treasurer ofthe Board

of Education of the General Assembly,

from July 15, to August 15.

From Mr. Wm. Rowland, per Rev. W. M.

Fngles, - - $100 00

Dr. John White, do. do. - 50 00

Dr. Neill, late Gen. Agt. collected

by him, a few individuals of the ch.

Bedford, N. Y. - - - 7 00

do. do. - Hudson 15 50

do. do. Cooperstown, 80 00

Judge Moore, Cherry valley, 10 00

Levi Beardsly, Esq. do. 5 00

Joshua T. King, Albany for salary

late ag't. - - - - 10 00

$277 50

J. B. MITCHELL, Treasurer.

Philadelohia, ſlug. 24, 1831.
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APPOINTMENTS. *

From the 20th of July to the 20th ofAugust.

Rev. Horace Galpin, for one-year, to

Centerville and Pike congregations, Alle

gheny co. N. Y.

Rev. D. Pratt, for one year, to Carlton

and Yates, N. Y.

Rev. Chandler Bates, for one year to

Gaines, Orleans co. N. Y.

RE-APPOINTMENTS.

Mr. A. Torrence, for one year, to Pleas:

ant Hill and Lexington, Ohio.

Rev. W. G. Campbell, for one year to

Little Levels and Spring Creek, Va.

Rev. A. Rawson, for one year, to Royal

ton and vicinity, N. Y.

Mr. T. G. Potts, for one year, under the

direction of the Corresponding Executive

Committee of the Presbytery of Holsten,

Tenn.

LETTERS RECEIVED

Fram 20th July, to 20th August.

W. C. Anderson, Pa., R. G. Wilson, O.,

A. Scovel, N. Y., L. G. Gaines, O., H. Mc

Kerr, N. C., A. Hamilton, Mo. J. Glenn,

Pa., D. Humphreys, S.C., J. Bell, O., F.

McFarland, Va., T. Oldham, Ky., J. H.

Prentice, N. Y., J. McCord, Geo., J. Cul.

bertson, O., J. W. Robinson, Geo. E. W. R.

Wier, Ky., R. B. Hill, Ky., Executive

Committee Presbytery of Niagara, A. Raw

son, 2, N. Y., J. C. Crawford, Ill., B. F.

Spilman, Ill., A. Todd, Ky., J. Dyke,

Tenn., T. B. C. 1)ayton, N.J., C. C. Beatty,

O., R. Clapp, N. Y., T. Barr, O., A. Leo

nard, O., S. Peck, N. Y., J. Wilson, N. Y.

C. Stewart, O, T. B. Clark, O. J. Mc

Elhenny, Wa. S. Hubbard, N. Y., T. Barr,

O., C. Forbes, N.J., A. Alexander, N.J.,

T. Smith, N.J., S. I. Crosby, Pa., W.

Hughes, 2, O. J. Huntington, N.J., D.

Page, N. Y., A. Lykens Pa., E. Jones, O.

J. C. Stockton, O., L. McLeod, N. Y., J.

Maclean, N. J., P. Monfort, O., G. W.

Johnston, Pa., J. Crawford, Ind., W. J.

Frazier, Ill., J. McKinney, O.. A. John

ston, Pa. J. A. Sterrit, Pa., S. K. Kollock,

Va., A. Benton, N. Y., Elders, Warrenton,

Va., Charlotte B. Armour, Md., J. Pitkin,

O., J. Graham, Tenn., J. Dockery, N. C.,

J. Smith, Pa., W. Gray, O., J. H. Logan,

Ky., J. Dickey, Va., S. Scovel, Ind, D.

C. Allen, O., H. Brown, Va., I. Reed, Ind.,

R. Clapp, N.Y., C. Cist, O., R. Pettibone,

N. Y., W. Low, N. H., J. Stites, N.J., W.

Sickles, Ind. R. H. Chapman, Tenn., J.

Wetherby, N. C., W. Brookens, Pa., D.

C. Wait, N. Y., D. Page, N. Y. A. M.

Keith, Ky. S. H. Crane, O., W. S. Plumer,

Va., J. Venable, Ky., W. D. Smith, Wa.

W. C. Blair, Lou., M. Birchard, O.

NEW AUxiLl ARIES.

Greencastle, Pa., Great Cove, Pa., Welsh

|Run, Pa., Marsh Creek, Pa. Total 448.

.Account of Cash received by the Board of Missions ºf the General Assem b if

the Presbyterian Church from the 20th of July, to the 20th August, 1831.

Columbia, Penn'a. Auxiliary society,

Chillisquaque, Columbia co.

do

Onondaga Hill, N. Y. do ation from Rev. J.

Philadelphia, from Isaac Snowden, Esq. Treasurer of the Genera

months interest, due August 1st.

do Donation from Wm. White,

Rushville, Ind. Auxiliary society, per Rev.

do Collections per d

Saltsburgh, Indiana congregation, Pa addition

Missionary Reporter, from sundry subscribers,

Congregation, per W. Seddon,

Female Missionary society, per do.

Greenwich, Cumberland co. N. J., Auxiliarv society, per. Rev. S. Lawrence,

Lewistown, Ad Itional annual subscribers, Presbyterian cong. per. S. Macklay,

$12 00

13 00

- 12 00

15 00

5 00

H. Prentice, - - - - 31

Assembly, six

- - - - 375 00

- - - - - - 10 00

W. Sickles, - - - - 2 00

O. - - - - - - 3 50

al, Rev. W. Hughes, - - 4 50

- - - - - - 16 50

Solomox ALLEN, Treasurer, $468 81

No. 34, South Third Street, Philadelphia.

Note.—In the July number of the Reporter, there are a number of collections ac

knowledged from different churches, within the bounds of the Presbytery of Carlisle,

per Rev. Dr. Cathcart, which ought to have been acknowledged, as the result of the

voluntary Agency of the Rev. Robt. Kennedy. As some persons may have thought

that the collections, donations, &c. have not been duly forwarded, we have been re

quested to give the following statement, viz:

Middle Spring, Pa., collection and Aux. society, - - - - - $13 12

Green Castle, Pa., collections at a night meeting, - - - - - 5 01

Loudon, Pa. do do. - - - - - 4 62

Great Cove, Pa., collection and Aux. society, - - - 21 65

Welsh Run, Pa.. col.$16 and donation from a young lady $4, - 20 Od

Marsh creek, Pa.. collection $1750, dona. from a widow, friendly to missions, $2, 1950

$83 90
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LECTURES ON THE SHORTER CATE

CHISM OF THE WESTMINSTER AS

SEMBLY OF DIVINES-ADDRESSED

to Youth,

LECTUrie Lx.

Having shown in the last lecture

what every sin deserves, we are now

to consider, that “to escape the

wrath and curse of God due to us

for sin, God requireth of us faith in

Jesus Christ, repentance unto life,

with a diligent use of all the out

ward means whereby Christ com

municateth to us the benefits of re

demption.”—Much that is contain

ed in this answer of our Catechism,

we shall have occasion to treat of

hereafter under separate proposi

tions, which therefore we shall en

deavour not to anticipate. Several

ideas of importance, however, which

appropriately belong to the position

now before us, will demand your

present attention—

I.The first is, that there is an “es

cape,” which may be made from the

wrath and curse of God. It is too

little recollected, that for the possi

bility of such an escape we are en

tirely indebted to the sovereign

É. and mercy of the Deity. You

now that for the angels “who kept

not their first estate,” no way ofes

cape was provided or possible—they

were immediately consigned to un

avoidable, hopeless, and endless

perdition: and God was under no

obligation to deal in a different

manner with our fallen race. He

Vol. IX-Cli. Adv.

would have done us no injustice, if

he had treated us just as he did

“the angels that sinned.” But in

his boundless love and compassion,

he has provided for us a§.

and through him a way of escape.

Farther—The very word escape,

suggests two other important ideas.

One is, that this word is never ap

plied to any but to those who are in

a state of peril or danger. We have

seen in what an awfully perilous

condition man was placed by his

original apostacy, and how the di

vine benevolence has opened a wa

of deliverance. But it is not enoug

that the way should be opened—it

must be used; it must be entered

and pursued, till it leads to a refuge

of perfect safety... Every unregene.

rate sinner is still in a state of the

most awful peril. Believe it, belov

ed youth, if any one of you who is

not yet reconciled to God through

Jesus Christ should have his eyes

opened at once, to see all the dan

; of his condition, it would make

im tremble. Awakened sinners,

who get only an imperfect view of

their fearful condition, do often

tremble ; and the only reason why

any wonder that they do so is, be

cause they themselves are blind.

The other idea suggested by the

word escape is, a flight from the

impending evil. He who escapes

hustens away, with all possible

speed, from the peril which threat

ens to destroy him. Now this inti

3 T
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mates the duty which a regard to

their own best interest, as well as to

the command of God, enjoins on all

unsanctified sinners. They ought

not to remain at ease for a single

moment, in a situation in which

they are constantly exposed to re

mediless misery. Hence we read

of “fleeing from the wrath to

come.” Hence the anxious demand

of the convicted Jews, on the day

of Pentecost, for immediate direc

tion, “Men and brethren, what

shall we do P”—and of the trem

bling jailer at Philippi—“Sirs,

what must I do to be saved P” De

lay is pleaded by unawakened sin

ners under the gospel, and it de

stroys them by tens of thousands;

but no sinner who has his eyes open

ed on the danger of an impenitent

state, ever pleads for delay. He is

all alive to make his escape from

the brink of final perdition: "and

would to God, my dear youth, that

every one of you, not yet savingly

interested in the redemption of

Christ, were in this very state of

mind. You would then listen with

all earnestness, to what I am still to

state from the answer of the Cate

chism now before us—which is

II. Thatmeans are to be employed,

in making an escape from the“wrath

and curse of God due to us for sin.”

These means are of two kinds, in

ward and outward. The outward

means are to be particularly consi

dered hereafter; the inward means

are those that claim our special at

tention in the present lecture.

They are “faith in Jesus Christ

and repentance unto life”—called

inward means, because they are

acts or exercises which take place

entirely within the mind. When

these, however, are called the means

of escaping the divine displeasure, it

is of the highestimportance to under

stand and remember, that they are

not the meritorious cause of the re

conciliation of God to the offending

sinner. The merits of the LordJesus

Christ—his finished righteousness

and prevalent intercession—are

alone the meritorious consideration,

on which pardon, justification, and

eternal life, are granted to any of

out. #". race. You will under

stand how faith and repentance

operate as means of salvation, if you

consider attentively, that none will

be admitted to heaven, but those who

are at once entitled to its ineffable

bliss, and qualified to enjoy it; and

that it is by faith and repentance

that both the title and the qualifi

cation are obtained. The nature of

these graces are to be particularly

explained, in discussing the next

answer of the Catechism. In the

mean time, it may be sufficient to

observe, that faith is exclusively the

grace by which the believing sinner

becomes connected and identified

with the Saviour, and of course in

terested in all the benefits of his

great redemption; and thus gains

a title to those celestial mansions

which the glorified Head of the re

deemed has promised to all the

members of his mystical body, and

which he has gone to prepare for

them. Repentance,at the same time

—for faith and repentance always

takeplace together—breaks the pow

er of sin in the soul, turns the whole

bias or current of its affections from

sin to holiness; and thus the dispo

sition is implanted and cherished,

which, when perfected in the article

of death, qualifies it for partaking

in all the holy exercises and enjoy

ments of the heavenly state. It is

in this way, and this only, that faith

and repentance are means of salva

tion: and till it can be proved that

there is merit in the acceptance, b

a perishing individual, of offered life

and happiness which he has a thou

sand times forfeited; and merit in

ceasing to hate, and beginning to

love, what is supremely amiable and

excellent—it can never be shown

that faith and repentance are meri

torious acts: for faith is really and

summarily nothing more than the

acceptance, by a perishing sinner,

of spiritual and eternal life and hap

piness, procured for him and offer
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ed to him, without money and with

out price, by the Lord Jesus Christ;

and repentance is in effect nothing

more than ceasing to hate, and be

É. to love supremely, the ever

lessed God, the source and sum of

all that is excellent and lovely.

But, although excluded from all

merit, in the matter of the sinner’s

escape from the wrath and curse of

God, you perceive that faith and re

pentance are essential means to be

used ineffecting this escape. There

fore,

III. God requires sinners to make

use of these means—he requires

of them faith in Jesus Christ and re

pentance unto life. Here arises the

question—and we shall meet it at

once—how can God require faith

and repentance of the sinner, when

he is utterly insufficient of himself

to exercise either?—when we are

expressly told that faith “is not of

ourselves, it is the gift of God;”

and that Christ is “exalted to give

repentance to Israel and the forgive

ness of sin?” I do think my young

friends that this subject has been

greatly perplexed and darkened by

metaphysical speculations—“sci

ence falsely so called.” Cannot

even a child understand that his fa

ther may equitably and reasonably

require of him the performance of a

duty, which he cannot perform with

out assistance—provided the father

makes ready for him all the assist

ance he needs, tells him of it, and

tells him he must ask for it, and pro

* That faith is directly spoken of in this

passage as the gift of God, is the opinion

of the best commentators and criticks

Doddridge, in a note on the passage, has

vindicated this construction beyond rea

sonable controversy. But even the other

construction, which makes the whole gra

cious constitution of God the direct object

of the apostle's declaration, does not at all
invalidate the assertion in the lecture.

For no one will deny that saving faith is

a very important part of that constitution:

and, if the whole be the gift of God, then

certainly this part with the rest. But the

same truth is clearly taught in other pas

sages—see the references in Scott's Fa

mily Bible.

mises, if he suitably asks, he shall

not fail to receive it; and warns

him, too, not to think he can do the

commanded duty without the pro

vided help, and forbids him so much

as to attempt it by his own unassist

ed exertions. Now this is the very .
case before us. It is a solemn and

important truth, which ought never

to be disguised or forgotten, that

we are utterly unable, by our own

unassisted powers, either to believe

or repent, to the saving of our souls.

“No man,” said the Saviour, “can

come to me, except the Father which

hath sent me draw him—without me

ye can do nothing.” And the in

spired apostle of the Gentiles says,
“work out your own salvation with

fear and trembling, for it is God

that worketh in you both to will and

to do of his good pleasure.” Yes,

and if it had not been the office of

the Holy Ghost, in the economy of

our salvation, to work faith and re

pentance in the sinful human soul,

we have no reason to believe that

God would ever have commanded

any sinner either to believe or to

repent—for God never trifles, never

requires a man to do by his own

powers, what he knows cannot be

done without special divine assist

ance. But in the official work of

the Holy Ghost, God has not only

provided all needed assistance in

the most ample manner, and inform

ed us of the fact, but has graciously

promised this assistance to all who

suitably ask it—nay, he most ear

nestly invites and importunately

urges us to ask, that we may receive

it. Hear the words of the Son of

God himself—“If ye then being

evil know how to give good gifts

unto your children; how much more

shall your heavenly Father give the

Holy Spirit to them that ask him?”

and this solemn interrogatory, car

rying all the force of the most expli

cit declaration, is introduced by an

appeal to parents, that, evil as they

might be, they would not mock the

earnest cries of their children for

food, with something that was not
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food; and thence, drawing the con

clusion with the utmost force, that

God our Heavenly Father would

not thus mock any who should ear

nestly ask the Holy Spirit: and the

whole passage is introduced by une

quivocal and reiterated promises—

“I say unto you, ask and it shall be

iven you; seek and ye shall find ;

nock and it shall be opened unto

you: For every one that asketh re

ceiveth, and he thatseeketh findeth;

and to him that knocketh it shall be

opened.” Now, my dear young

friends, here is your duty; you are

called to believe in Christ and to

exercise repentance unto life: But

you are not called, but forbidden, to

attempt this duty in your own

strength; you are to attempt it, and

that without a moment's delay; but

you are to call for assistance from

Godatevery step; you are constant

ly to pray and plead for the needed

and promised aid of the Holy Spi

rit; you are to be both importunate

and persevering, like one who fol

lows asking with seeking, and seek

ing with knocking—resolved to take

no denial till the door of mercy is

opened to you—till by the aid of the

good Spirit of God, you are enabled

to believe in the Lord Jesus Christ

with all the heart, and to exercise

that “repentance which is unto sal

vation, and needeth not to be re

pented of.” . A falser notion can

not be named than that which some

entertain and teach, that the sense

of entire dependance on God for

ability to believe and repent, will

seal men up either in security or

despair. This might, indeed, be

the case, if God had not provided

and authorized us to ask for the

needed aid. But this being known

to be the fact, the very opposite of

the notion I condemn is the truth,

as all experience demonstrates. In

any case whatsoever, let a man

feel his entire helplessness in him

self, and know that effectual help

may be obtained by earnest entrea

ty; and then, just in proportion to

his felt sense of inherent inability,

and the importance of the interest

at stake, or the danger of the state

in which he is placed, will be the

urgency of his entreaty—the ago

nizing cry that he will utter, that he

may receive help, and receive it

speedily, from one who can bring it

to him. The sinner who is actually

brought to feel most sensibly thathe

cannot save himself, will cry with

all the anxious earnestness of sink

ing Peter—“Lord, save me or I

perish.” And when brought to this

point—a point to which I most be

nevolently wish every soul that

hears me were brought at this mo

ment—help will soon be found.

Yes, my dearyouth, and you are not

likely to find help till you are reall

brought to this point.* God will

* It seems truly marvellous that some

ministers of religion—are they really mi

nisters of the gospel?—explicitly admit the

truth of what is here asserted, and yet

never preach"...ifor reason, that

it is best to letsinners find it out of them

selves. Alas! is it not to be feared that

they may never find it out of themselves?

especially when they are told, as these

teachers tell them, that they have a per

fect ability in themselves, without any

special help from God, to do all that he

requires. This seems far more calculated

to produce delay in turning unto God.

than the doctrine which teaches an entire

dependance on him. That which can be

done without his special aid at any time,

they are far more likely to postpone for

the present time, than if they are made to

believe, as the fact certainly is, that every

delay grieves the Spirit of grace, and sub

jects the soul to the awful danger of

finaldereliction, and to certain perdition as

the consequence. The doctrine of hu

man ability, and the sinfulness of all un

regenerate doings, as taught in many

churches in our land, has, it is believed,

done great injury to the souls of men.

We would be as far as any from teaching

that any holy act is performed by an unre

generate sinner. But we maintain that he

is to essay holy acts, before he has any evi

dence of a renewed heart. This we think

is the doctrine of the Bible, and if so,

we care little what is the doctrine of me

taphysics. Did not Peter tell Simon the

sorcerer to pray, when there was only a

perhaps he might be forgiven 2–Yes, it is

said, but he was commanded first to re

pent and then to pray. But after true re

pentance, there would have been no per
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make you feel that he must do some

thing for you that you cannot do for

yourselves; and when he has made

you feel this very sensibly, and

brought you to castyourselves on his

mercy as perishing sinners, he will

then “work in you to will and to

do ofhis good pleasure, and the work

of faith with power”—You will be

lieve with all the heart to the saving

of your souls; and will know too

those deep relentings of soul for all

sin, and most of all for the sin of

unbelief, in which consists that re

pentance which is unto life. May

God of his mercy bring you all to

know this experimentally, and to

know it speedily. Amen and

Amen.

-

withERspoon’s Essay on Justifi

cation.

It was by an oversight that a

continuance of extracts from Wi

therspoon's Treatise on Regenera

tion, was intimated at the close of

the portion of that Treatise which

appeared in our last number; the

last extract being the concluding

part of the Treatise. . We have rea

son to believe that the portions of

the very able and interesting dis

cussion of the important subject of

Regeneration, which have appeared

in the numbers of our work for

more than a year past, have not

only been acceptable to our readers

generally, but to some exceedingly

opportune and edifying... We now

commence the republication of ano

ther essay by the same writer, which

we have always regarded as his

master piece in reasoning. He de

dicated it to the well known and

eminently pious Mr. Harvey, short

ly after the appearance of the cele

brated and popular work of that au

thor, entitled “Theron and Aspa

sio;” and it was intended, as is

stated in the dedication, to supply

a deficiency in that work—a reply

haps that he would be forgiven. He was

plainly commanded to attempt both du.

ties at once, and immediately.

-

to the objection, that Justification

by the imputed righteousness of

Christ leads to licentiousness of

practice. This objection is still

often urged; and it is repelled in

this essay in a manner which is

really unanswerable. The essay

admits of divisions that will not

materially affect the argument,

and we propose to insert a few

pages in each of our numbers, till

we shall have gone through the

whole.

Jin Essay on Justification.

All the works and ways of God

have something in them mysterious,

above the comprehension of any

finite understanding. As this is

the case with his works of creation

and providence, there is no reason

to expect it should be otherwise in

the astonishing method of the re

demption of the world by Jesus

Christ. From this their mysterious

nature, or rather from the imper

fect measure and degree in which

they are revealed to us, they are

admirably fitted for the trial of our

ingenuity, humility and subjection.

They are all of them, when seri

ously and impartially inquired

into, holy, just and good; but at

the same time, not beyond the

cavils and objections of men of

prejudiced, perverse and corrupt

minds.

The apostle Paul, in his epistle

to the Romans, among whom he

had never been in person, at great

length establishes the fundamental

doctrine of the gospel, that sinners

are justified by the free grace of

God, through the imputed righte

ousness of a Redeemer. To this

doctrine men do by nature make

the strongest opposition, and are,

with the utmost difficulty, brought

to receive and apply it. We may

well say of it in particular, what

the same apostle says of the truths

of God in general, that “the natu

ral man doth not receive them.”

* 1 Cor. ii. 14.
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It is therefore highly necessary to

revent or remove, as far as possi

le, the objections that may be

brought against it by the art or ma

lice of Satan, who will, no doubt,

bend the chief force of all his en

gines against this truth, knowing

that the cordial reception of it is a

sure and effectual, and indeed the

only sure and effectual means, of

destroying his power and influence

in the heart. Accordingly we find

the apostle, in the sixth chapter of

the above named epistle, and first

verse, supposes an objection made

against this doctrine in the follow

ing terms. “What shall we say

then? shall we continue in sin, that

race may abound?” To which

e answers, by rejecting the conse

quence with the utmost abhor

rence, and in the strongest manner

affirming it to be without any foun

dation.

From the introduction of this ob

jection by the apostle, we may

either infer, that there were, even

in these early days, some who

branded the doctrine of redemption

by the free grace of God with this

odious consequence; or that he, by

the inspiration of the Almighty, did

foresee that there should arise, in

some future periods of the Christian

church, adversaries who would at

tempt to load it with this imputa

tion: or that the doctrine is indeed

liable, on a superficial view, to be

abused to this unhappy purpose, by

the deceitful hearts of men who are

wedded to their lusts. It is proba

ble that all the three observations

are just; and the two last render it

a..". subject for our

attention and consideration at this

time, and in this age.

It is well known that there are

many enemies of this doctrine, of

different characters and of different

rinciples, who all agree in assault

ing it with this objection—that it

weakens the obligations to holiness

of life, by making our justification

before God depend entirely upon

the righteousness and merit of ano

ther. And so far, I think, we must

join with the adversaries of this doc

trine, as to lay it down for a prin

ciple—that whatever belief or per

suasion, by its native and genuine

tendency, weakens the obligations

to practice, must be false. And I

will also assert, in opposition to

some modern infidels (though some

may think that my cause might

avail itself of the contrary opinion)

that a man’s inward principle, or

the persuasion of his mind, hath a

necessary and unavoidable influ

ence upon his practice.” So that,

if I am not able to show that justi

fication through the imputed righ

teousness of Christ, is so far from

weakening the obligations to holi

ness, that, on the contrary, the be:

lief and reception of it, as its ne

cessary consequence, must make

men greater lovers of purity and

holiness, and fill them with a greater

horror of sin than any other per

suasion on the same subject, I am

content to give up the cause.

I hope we may be indulged a

candid hearing on this subject, as

experience does not seem to be un

favourable to the doctrine I am es.

saying to defend. If it appeared

in fact that its friends, upon a fair

and just comparison, were more

loose in their practice than their

adversaries of any of the opposite

opinions, it would be a strong pre

judice against it; or rather, if this

were always the case, it would be

* That is to say, so far as it can be ap:

plied to practice, and so far as it is real

or prevalent above its opposite; for there

are many truths of a religious nature

which men think they believe sometimes,

but which yet their corrupt passions often

make them doubt of; and these doubts

are nine parts in ten of their lives ob.

versant to their minds, as a vindication

their licentious practice: in some sense,

such may be º to act in contradictiºn

to their principles; but they are print:

ples either not really believed, or, which

is the same thing, not habitually recollet:

ed; and none can expect that men will
act upon a principle,º once ever 50

firmly believed, if it be forgotten, or *

the time of action entirely out of view.
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an unquestionable evidence of its

falsehood. But doth not the con

trary appear on the very face of the

world? Are not the persons who

profess to deny their own righte

ousnesss, and hope for justification

through Christ, ordinarily the most

tender and fearful of sinning them

selves, and the most faithful and

diligent in promoting the reforma

tion of others? And do not all

careless, profane and sensual livers,

almost to a man, profess themselves

enemies to this doctrine? I could

almost appeal to any one who hath

the least experience of, or com

merce with the world, whether he

would expect to find, upon a strict

search and inquiry, the worship of

God more constantly attended, the

name of God more regularly called

upon in families, children and ser

vants more carefully instructed

and more dutifully governed, a

greater freedom from levity, pro

fanity, unchastity, pride, malice, or

insincerity of conversation, amongst

the friends or enemies of this doc

trine? So true is this, that they

commonly have the appellation of

the stricter sort given them, by

which is certainly understood, at

least an apparent strictness of life

and manners.”

* I am not ignorant that it is the usual

refuge of those who are evidently disso

lute in their own lives, to allege, that

there is indeed an appearance of this, but

that it is no more than appearance, being

all hypocrisy. It would be going out of

the way to enter upon a large refutation

of this slander. Therefore acknowledg

ing, that, no doubt, whatever number of

hypocrites there are in the world, and

there are too many, they must herd

amongst, or attach themselves to the so

ciety of, the best part of it; I observe,

that the general charge of hypocrisy is

only thrown out at a venture, is a judging

of the heart, and by the very supposi

tion, contrary to appearances, justified,

for the most part, by a steady perse

verance. Whereas, usually the whole

merit of those who bring the accusation,

is that of being uniformly wicked, and

not so much as professing what it was

their indispensable duty both to have pro

fessed and practised.

As therefore experience doth not

hinder, or rather as it warrants us

to affirm, that those who expect jus

tification by free grace are, of all

others, the most holy in their lives;

I propose to show, that it must be

so, and that this is but the native

fruit, and necessary consequence

of their principles. What has in

duced me to this attempt, is not

only the calumnies of enemies, but

the weakness or treachery of pro

fessed friends. These last injure

the truth often, in two different

ways. Some speak in such a man

ner as to confirm and harden ene

mies in their opposition to it: they

use such rash and incautious ex

pressions, as do indeed justify the

objection which the apostle rejects

with so great abhorrence; and in

the heat of their zeal against the

self-righteous legalist, seem to state

themselves as enemies, in every re

spect, to the law of God, which is

holy, just and good. Others, on

the contrary, defend it in such a

manner, as to destroy the doctrine

itself, and give such interpretations

of the word of God, as, if they were

just and known to be so, the ob

jection would never have been

made, because there would not have

been so much as an occasion given

to it.*

But of all the pretended Chris

tians, one sort are worthy of the

highest contempt, who, acknow

ledging the truth of this doctrine,

call it dangerous, and are back

ward to teach or publish it, lest it

should be abused. Would such

* I have often thought, that there can

not be a stronger argument, that the ex

planation commonly given by the Cal

vinists, of the passages of Scripture on

this subject, is just, than the apostle's

supposition of an objection of this nature

arising from it. For if the explication

of some others, were supposed to be the

obvious meaning of the text, and were

substituted in its room, as all just defini

tions may be without inconvenience, the

apostle's words, “What shall we say

then shall we continue in sin that grace

may abound?” would be quite unnatural

and absurd.
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weak, half-thinking mortals, be

wiser than God? Hath he publish

ed it, and shall we throw a veil over

it, to remedy the rashness of his

proceeding? Do the Scriptures re

veal, and are we backward to “tes

tify the gospel of the grace of God?”

All the works of God are capable

of being abused; that this may be

so likewise the apostle supposes.

It is, however, not the less useful

or important; only let us endea

vour to vindicate it from the false

charge of favouring or encouragin

licentiousness of life. This I woul

willingly do in such a manner, as to

assert while I defend it; to main

tain the doctrine itself, while I show

not only its innocence, but its use

fulness in practice.

The words of the inspired apos

tle are, “God forbid, how shall we

that are dead to sin, live any longer

therein P” In which he affirms,

that the grace of God abounding in

the gospel, is so far from being an

encouragement to sin, that it de

stroys the power of sin, and re

moves the inclination to it, so far

as it prevails. The language is

very strong, “We that are dead to

sin.”—It seems to put us in mind

of the total effectual breach of rela

tion between a dead man, and the

objects with which he was formerly

connected in life: they are nothing

to him, nor he to them; he neither

loves them, needs them, nor uses

them. So in proportion as the

grace of God offered through Christ

in the gospel is received and ap

plied, sin is mortified in the heart;

thus says the apostle elsewhere,

“God forbid that I should glory,

save in the cross of our Lord Jesus

Christ, by which the world is cru

cified unto me, and I unto the

world.” This, which is indeed the

language of the Scripture through

out, is not merely denying the ac

cusation, but establishing the con

trary truth, the influence of this

doctrine upon purity of heart and

life, which we find the apostle also

* Gal. vi. 14.

asserting in the middle of his rea

soning upon the point, “Do we then

make void the law through faith?

God forbid : yea, we establish the

law.”*

In the prosecution of this subject,

it will be necessary, first, in a few

words, to state that doctrine against

which the objection is made. It

may be delivered in Scripture lan.

guage thus, “That all have sinned,

and come short of the glory of God.

—That every mouth must be stop

ped, and all the world become guil.

ty before God.-Therefore by the

deeds of the law, there shall be n0

flesh justified in his sight.—But we

are justified freely by his grace,

through the redemption that is in

Christ Jesus. Whom God has set

forth as a propitiation, through

faith in his blood, to declare his

righteousness, for the remission of

sins that are past, through the for

bearance of God.—Where is boast

ing then? It is excluded. By what

law? of works? Nay, but by the

law of faith.-Therefore we con

clude, that a man is justified by

faith without the deeds of the law.

Moreover, the law entered, that the

offence might abound; but where

sin abounded, grace did much more

abound; that as sin hath reigned

unto death, even so might grace

reign through righteousness unto

eternal life, by Jesus Christ our

Lord.”

The doctrine asserted in the

above and other passages of Scrip:

ture may be thus paraphrased: that

every intelligent creature is under

an unchangeable and unalienable

obligation, perfectly to obey the
whºſe law of God; that all men

proceeding from Adam by ordinary

eneration, are the children of pol

uted parents, alienated in heat
from God, transgressors of his holy

law, inexcusable in this transgrº

sion, and therefore exposed to the

dreadful consequences of his tº

pleasure; that it was not agreeable

to the dictates of his wisdom, holº

* Rom. iii. 31.
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ness and justice, to forgive their

sins without an atonement or satis

faction: and therefore he raised up

for them a Saviour, Jesus Christ,

who, as the second Adam, perfectly

fulfilled the whole law, and offered

himself up a sacrifice upon the

cross in their stead: that this his

righteousness is imputed to them,

as the sole foundation of their jus

tification in the sight of a holy God,

and their reception into his favour:

that the means of their being inter

ested in this salvation, is a deep

humiliation of mind, confession of

guilt and wretchedness, denial of

themselves, and acceptance of par

don and peace through Christ Jesus,

which they neither have contri

buted to the procuring, nor can con

tribute to the continuance of, by

their own merit; but expect the

renovation of their natures, to be

inclined and enabled to keep the

commandments of God as the work

of the Spirit, and a part of the pur

chase of their Redeemer.”

This short account of the doc

trine of the imputation of Christ's

righteousness will be further illus

trated and explained in the pro

gress of this discourse, intended to

show, that in those who do cordially

embrace it, the obligations to holi

* The intelligent reader will probably

perceive, that I have expressed the above

doctrine in such general terms, as not dis

tinctly to take a part in the differences

that are to be found among some authors,

as to the way of explaining it, and parti

cularly as to the nature of faith. The

reason of my doing so is, that I would

willingly rather reconcile than widen

these differences; and because it is my

firm persuasion, that however some think

it justest, or wisest, or safest, to express

themselves one way, and some another,

yet all who have a deep and real convic

tion, that they are by nature in a lost

state, and under the wrath of God, and

that there is no salvation in any other but

in Christ, are, if they understood one

another, at bottom, or at least in all things

any way material, entirely of the same

opinion. Accordingly the reader will, I

hope, find that the reasoning in the fol

lowing pages may easily be applied by

them all without exception.

Vol. IX.-Ch. , ldv.

nessare notawakened, but strength

ened and confirmed. For this pur

pose be pleased to attend to the fol

lowing observations; in all of which

I desire it may be remembered,

even where not expressly mention

ed, an opposition is intended be

tween the principles and views of a

believer in Christ, who rests his

hope on his imputed righteousness,

and those who act on any contrary

principle.

(To be continued.)

-

From the Christian Observer of June last.

TEMPTAtion.

“God is faithful, who will not suffer you to

be tempted above that ye are able, but

will with the temptation also make a way

to escape, that ye may be able to bear it.”

1 Cor. x. 13.

Oh! words of great and gracious power!

Blest safeguard in temptation's hour!

When all my feeble hopes depart,

This promise cheers my drooping heart.

My steps may err, my courage fail,

And worldly lures my strength assail;

Yet still it tells me, that the snare

Shall not be more than I can bear.

Oft, when I feel disturbing doubt,

Caus’d by a treacherous world without;

Oft, when I mourn corroding sin,

Deep in a guilty heart within;

Though hard the conflict to sustain,

Let me not tremble, or complain;

For that blest thought relieves my care,

It is not more than I can bear.

When Pleasure's gay and glittering way

Invites my heedless feet to stray;

When Passion's stormy waves molest

My aching heart and troubled breast;

When hourly round my path arise

Temptations in each varied guise;

What were my anguish, my despair

To find them more than I can bear *

Yet more they would be, blessed Lord,

But for thy strength, thy arm, thy word;

Yes 'tis thy hand supports my form

Amid the sunshine or the storm:

Thy voice, when sin and strife control,

Still whispers comfort to my soul:

Kneeling before thy throne in prayer,

I learn to trust, submit, and bear.

Away, then, vain and coward tears!

Away, distrustful, impious fears!

Let me not rashly dare to say,

That I am doom'd the tempter's prey.

Although awhile I own his art,

Though frail, though weak my rebel heart,

The Lord that feeble heart will spare,

Nor try it more than it can bear.

3 U
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Then deign, Almighty Guardian, still

The ...; promise to fulfil;

I would not crave release from strife

Or absence from the snares of life,

Butf. that, in temptation's day,

I still may meekly, humbly say,

“Thanks to my heavenly Father's care,

I feel not more than I can bear.”

M.A.

JThiêttliantouš.

SKETCH OF THE LIFE OF REV. JACOB

GREEN, A. M.

(Continued from page 468.)"

Soon after I began to learn Latin,

about two months after my dream,

I joined a society of religious young

men, who met once a week to pray

• A note appears at the close of that

part of the narrative that was given in

our last number, which is as follows

“Thus far I wrote my life before I was

inoculated for the small pox. But now

being inoculated, and uncertain whether

I shail live to write any more, I here ob

serve, that from the time of my dream,

till I went to college, in 1740, I had the

form of religion, but knew nothing really

of the thing; but the first year that I was

at college i met with something remark

able; and if I know any thing of true re

ligion (as I hope I do) then I suppose was

the beginning of it—Whether I shall live

to write the account I know not. This

observation I write the 27th day of Feb

ruary, 1777–1 have for several years had

some thoughts of writing a sketch of my

life, but never made any attempt till

since I was sick last fall. All that pre

cedes this I have written within a few

weeks this winter.” Under the above,

in another note, he adds—“I shall let the

above note stand, and proceed in my nar

rative; which I do May 1st, 1777, after

recovering from the small pox and other

weakness.”

We shall here briefly state that in the

winter of 1776–1777, after the memorable

military manoeuvres and battles of Tren

ton and Princeton, on which the success

of our revolutionary struggle apparently

turned, General Washington cantoned his

whole army, not a large one, in Morris

county. The small pox had broken out

among the troops, and proved exceed

ingly fatal—The church in which the sub

ject of this sketch statedly preached was

used as an hospital, for those who had

taken the disease in the natural way; and

the present writer can never forget the

appalling scenes which he there witness

together and read... I had now some

appearance of religion, and, as I

supposed, carefully attended to it.

duties; and by degrees I obtained

more and more a hope that I might

obtain mercy, and that my sin was

not unpardonable: but yet, at times,

I had such views of Iny former sins,

and of my dream, as would almost

overwhelm me, and sink me intº

despair. The summer ſollowing,

viz. 1739, in company with the mi.

nister in whose house I lived, and

who taught me Latin, our conver.

sation for once (for it was not com:

mon) turned a little upon religion;

by which he perceived I had some

serious thoughts. The next Satur.

day he came into my room, and

told me I must be prepared, for the

next day he should propound met,

join with the church, as he per

ceived by conversing with me of

late, that I had thoughts of reli.

ion; and without saying more he

eft me. I was thunder struck, ſor

I had no thoughts of joining the

church, as I did not conceive my:

ed, produced by the ravages of that

flightful malady, now so happily disarmed

of its terrors by the fortunate discovery ºf

vaccination. The troops were distributed

in the dwellings of the inhabitants, and

the surgeons of the army inoculated both

soldiers and citizens—the citizens without

charge. The family of the writer's fi.

ther consisted of nine individuals; and is

well as can be recollected, fourteen off.

cers and soldiers were quartered in the

same dwelling. All were inoculated

together, and all had the disease in a very

favourable manner. Indeed the disease

by inoculation was so light, that there

was probably not a day in which the army

could not have marched against the ent:

my, if it had been necessary; but it Prº

videntially was not necessary.
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self to be at all qualified for it. I

did not know what to do, but being

young and inconsiderate, I complied

with his proposal, and was taken

into the church. But I had no sa

tisfaction in coming to the Lord's

table from time to time; as might

well be the case, for I was a sad

instance of the minister’s careless

ness in admitting members to his

church, and of my own presump

tion in consenting to his proposal.

My thoughts and exercises about

religion were indeed considerable,

and eternal things had weight; but

I knew I was not right, yet had a

self-righteous hope, that by prayer

and other means I should by de

grees get into a good state. My ex

ercises for a time were chiefly about

my dream, and the sin that had occa

sioned it being unpardonable, &c.

But at length the weight seemed in

a measure to go off; and my thoughts

turned upon the sins of disobedi

ence to my parents in my child

hood, as also some instances of ly

ing when I was quite young. My
mind was much exercised about

these things, and I bore them in

mind in prayer for several months,

and then the burden seemed to go

off, and I hoped God had pardoned

In e.

After this I was much exercised

to know what repentance and faith

were. I read books on these sub

jects, but after all I feared I did not

know what they were; and the

truth was, I was as blind as a stone,

for I knew not the things of the

Spirit of God. But I was self-righ

teous, and by degrees I seemed to

get considerable satisfaction about

repentance and faith. Thus was I

exercised, and thus I went to col

lege, at Cambridge, in New Eng

land, in the summer of the year

1740.

section III.

Of my religious exercises and other

circumstances, while I was at col

lege.

Soon after I entered college Mr.

Whitefield made his first visit to

New England, and preached at

Cambridge, among other places.

I heard him with wonder and af

fection, and approved highly of his

preaching and conduct: and when

he went to the south I followed him

in September, 1740, attending his

sermons, till he came to Leicester,

where I left him and went to see

my mother at Killingly—This prov

ed to be the last time that I ever

saw her, for she died in the Decem

ber following.

From Killingly I returned to col

lege, where religion was certainly

at a very low ebb. There were

about ten or a dozen scholars be

longing to the college, who had

formed a religious society and met

once a week for religious exercises.

To this society I joined myself; but

so contemptible and persecuted

were religion and religious persons,

that we dared not sing in our wor

ship, nor more than one or two go

to, or return together, from the place

where we met, lest our meeting

should be discovered, and we not

only ridiculed but disturbed in our .

worship. But in less than six

months religious affairs took a very

different turn: For in January,

1741, Mr. Gilbert Tennent came

to Cambridge, in his preadling tour

through New England. The Spirit

of God seemed to be mightily ope

rating, and Mr. Tennent’s preach

ing to be much blessed—This was

what many called The new light

time. Religion seemed for some

time to get the upper hand, and

to bear all before it: And as I

date my religion, if I have any,

from this time, I shall endeavour

to give some account of what I met

with.

In order to this I must observe

that I had previously, some how or

other, obtained a hope of my good

estate, and a hope much stronger

than I imagined it to be before it

was tried and shaken. I often con

demned myself, and considered my

religious attainments as very im
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perfect, but it seems I had a hope

that I was in a way that would end

well. I was a church member; I

was approved of by good people;

the religious societies seemed glad

at my joining them; I approved of

Mr. Whitefield and the most zea

lous sort of people; and my mother

had lately expressed her satisfac

tion as to my religion. Such things

form a strong foundation for a self

righteous person, and a false hope:

And though I had at times very se

vere gripes of conscience about the

unpardonable sin, yet in a short

time I got over them, and resumed

my hope. This was my situation

when Mr. Tennent came to Cam

bridge, which was on a Saturday, I

think January 24th, 1740—on the

evening of which day he went into

the college hall and preached his

first sermon there. The next day

he preached three times in the house

of publick worship, at Cambridge.

On the Saturday evening of his ar

rival, it was reported in college

that another famous preacher, near

% or quite equal to Mr. White

eld, had arrived, and was about

to preach in the hall. I had never

before heard of Mr. Tennent, but

at the ringing of the bell I ran with

others to the place of worship, with

a light and cheerful heart, little

thinking what would be to me the

consequence.

Mr. Tennent came into the hall

and prayed—“There is nothing in

this man—thought I with myself—

worth making a noise about in the

country;” and so I continued to

think for a little while in the fore

part of his sermon, which was quite

moderate. But before long, I ceased

thinking of the character of the

preacher—I could attend to nothing

but my own case. Mr. Tennent

was preaching on a false hope; and

trying his hearers to see if their

hope would stand the test. I tried

for a while to agree with him, and

to maintain my hope; but at length

the battering was too severe, and

my hope began to shake; and after

a little recovery, things came hard

er and harder, and my hope shook

more and more—Thought I with

myself, “I cannot give up all hope”

—at which instant Mr. Tennent

said, “Some of you may try to

maintain your old hope, though it

shakes and has no foundation, and

you will flatter and deceive your

selves; but your hope must come

down. I know (said he) it will be

like rending soul and body asunder,

but down it must come, or you must

go to hell with it.” The working

of my thoughts was just according

to his preaching. I tried as long

as possible to keep my hope–

thought it would be dreadful to have

no hope of my good estate, and no

thing to depend upon to keep me

from going to hell. But in vain

was my endeavour to keep my for

mer hope—I was obliged to give it

up, though it was, as Mr. Tennent

said, like giving up the ghost, or

rending soul and body asunder—I

was divested of all hope of being

in a good state: And moreover saw

myself, more than I had ever done

before—saw myself fit for hell.

The sinfulness of my heart and na

ture appeared infinitely more dread

ful than ever it had done before. I

had a new and dreadful sense of

my wickedness, and of God's holi

ness and justice—especially of his

justice and equity in damning sin

ners for their sins; and I saw

myself altogether defiled. These

views began to open wonderfully

before the sermon was finished.

• When it was over, I left the hall,

and as soon as possible retired at

some distance to a solitary place,

where I might pour out my soul

with freedom. +. I spent near

an hour, though the weather was

very cold. But the cold affected

me not—my exercises kept me

warm. While in this retirement, I

heard a man (about one or two hun

dred yards from me, in a still more

retired part of the fields) crying,

groaning and praying aloud, in bit:

terness of soul. I heard little of
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what he said, nor did I much at

tend to it—my own case was enough

for me. But I thought it rational

and probable that every one who

came from the sermon was affected

in that manner; and I was much

surprised, when I returned to my

room, to hear my room-mate ask

me where I had been, and that he

should appear in all respects as un

affected and unconcerned as usual

—which I thought next to impossi

ble for any one to be—In my re

tirement I had a great sense of the

evil of sin, of my own sin–heart

sin–nature sin—and of the justice

of God in damning sinners. It ap

peared fit and proper, and even ne

cessary. I condemned myself ten

thousand times over—I had such a

sense of God's infinite greatness

and goodness, holiness and excel

lence, and of the creature’s little

ness and meanness, that no punish

ment appeared too great for the sin

of such vile creatures against such

a God. I thought my lying in hell

to all eternity would be little, very

little, for such a vile wretch as I

was, to bear for sin. I could not

form any conception of any punish

ment, that would be any way ade

quate to the desert of such a mon

ster as a sinner against such a God

as Jehovah is, and then appeared to

me to be. I past ten thousand sen

tences of damnation against myself,

with all possible freedom. I could

find no words that would suitably

express the desert, or deserved pu

nishment of sin. It appeared to me

infinitely fit that God should be glo

rified—glorified by all creatures;

and that it would be but little for a

sinner to be damned to all eternity

for the glory of God. I thought

that my eternal suffering would be

little, compared with the glory of

God’s justice that might be by it.

My thoughts would run in this man

ner—the reasonableness or propri

ety of such thoughts I did not then

consider—-they came spontaneously,

and I could not well help ...'."
them. Nothing of this kind, as

remember, was said or offered in

any sermon of Mr. Tennent that I

heard, or heard of.”

(To be continued)

-

-

MENTAL science,

Phenomena of Conscience.

Having examined three classes

of mental phenomena, and ascer

tained that they belong to three dif

ferent faculties, which are entirely

sufficient to account for all mental

exercises, it remains to examine

some combinations, including cer

tain operations of two or more fa

culties. We begin with Conscience,

which has been differently explain

ed.

The important influence of con

science on human character and

conduct renders it necessary to un

derstand what it means,. ap

Fº place in mental science.

erhaps no phenomena of mind

have been more variously explained

than those of conscience. We have

been told it is the monitor of God

in the human mind—heaven’s vice

gerent—a remnant of goodness

which escaped the ruins of the fall

in our progenitor—a distinct fa

culty by whose agency all moral ac

tions are controlled, and we know

not how many other theories have

been published on this subject. . It

is not our intention now to examine

* It will afterwards appear that the sub

ject of this sketch was no advocate for a

person's being willing to be damned for

the glory of God—He saw, what it is won

derful that all who think on the subject

do not see—that a state of damnation is

not only a state of suffering, but of the

most awful, and incessant, and endless

rebellion and blasphemy against God.

There is surely a wide difference between

seeing what our sins deserve and justify

ing the sentence of condemnation, and

being willing to have that sentence exe

cuted, when the most fearful part of it is,

that the guilty shall for ever continue to

do that which makes them guilty; and

when there is a method of deliverance

both from sin and punishment.-Edit.
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those theories in detail, to refute

or establish them. There is one

question involved in the investiga

tion which must be more particu

larly examined and answered, viz.

is conscience a distinct faculty of

the mind P. We ask this question

distinctly and examine it, because

the affirmative has been maintained

with much plausible acuteness, and

by respectable names. , in this in

quiry no authority can be acknow

ledged unless supported by facts,

ascertained on the principles of in

duction. Nor can we yield to ar

uments, however acute, which are

erived from theories or specula

tions. We must have facts well

ascertained, and their laws of oc

currence distinctly pointed out in

all solutions of mental phenomena,

before we can yield our assent.

Before describing the operations

in question, we dispose of this in

quiry by recurring to the principle

of classification already established,

by which we ascertain the distinc

tion and character of mental facul

ties. So far as we are able to as

certain there is no distinct class of

mental exercises differing in their

nature from apprehension, feeling

and volition. These have been

shown to be distinct, and to prove

distinct faculties. But in the range

of our discovery there is no evi

dence of another faculty distinct

from understanding, heart and will.

So long as we adhere to the princi

ple of classification which assigns

all mental operations of the same

mature to the same class, we shall

have no difficulty in saying that

conscience is not a distinct faculty

and that there are no evidences of

more than the three already de

scribed. On this point it is enough

to deny the existence of another fa

culty, and show that the true prin

ciple of classification sets aside all

retended evidence of its existence.

here is, it is true, a phraseolo

gy on this subject, which would

seem to imply a faculty of con

science: We say, conscience ap

proves or condemns, estimates the

morality of conduct, and the like.

But the same is true of judgment,

reason and affection, all which are

known to be mental operations, not

faculties. We need not stop here

to explain the customary phraseo

logy which, although figurative, has

become so familiar that we overlook

the metaphor. The direct expla

nation of conscience will present,

in the analysis, a full refutation of

all the arguments and hypotheses

which are intended to prove it to

be a distinct faculty.

Taking the principle of classifi

cation before illustrated as our

guide; what is the character of

that which we call conscience?

We answer, it is apprehension and

jeeling; nothing more. There are

some things presupposed and ne

cessarily implied in the operations

of conscience, which require to be

explained in order fully to under

stand the phenomena and their ana

lysis. Conscience always respects

one's own feelings and actions,

their moral relations and estimate.

The moral qualities of our own

conduct are the appropriate objects

of the operations called conscience.

The rule by which the morality is

estimated, must always be taken

into account in the analysis of

these phenomena. There is a rule

of estimation—a consciousness of

our own conduct—an intellectual

apprehension of the agreement or

disagreement of our conduct with

the rule—and the consequent ap

obation or disapprobation, which

is a mode of feeling; either plea

sure or pain. We are not able to

find any thing more in the analysis.

But this needs some further ex

planation, in its several parts. The

rule by which we ascertain the mo

ral estimate of our conduct should

be perfect, obvious and uniform;

otherwise there may be doubt and

great diversity in the estimate.

Such a rule God has furnished in

the revelation of his will; one that

is definite, plain and perfect. Who
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ever adopts this, as the rule of es

timating his own character and ho

nestly applies it in all cases, will

not essentially err. Very few, how

ever, if any do this. Most minds

adopt a rule, which they have re

ceived by education, from the cus

toms of society, or from some fa

vourite course of speculation. It

is seldom the result of reflection

or careful examination into the ori

gin, character or authority of its

provisions; but is adopted without

notice, not at once, but by degrees.

The rule may never have been ex

pressed in words, or written in a

book; and yet it may be as efficient

in its application as though it had

been engraved on a tablet of stone.

To give it efficiency the rule must

be familiar to the mind, and dis

tinctly apprehended, that we may

readily know the result of compa

rison when our conduct is brought

to the test.

As to the consciousness of our

own conduct, we have already ex

plained this act of the mind, and its

necessity in the operations called

conscience will be perfectly mani

fest from a slight examination. It

is entirely plain that conscience can

not relate to those things of which

we have no knowledge or conscious

ness. We must, therefore, have

a consciousness of the feelings or

conduct which are to be compared

with the apprehended rule. Here

it may be proper to say that our

conduct is morally right or wrong,

good or evil, independently of our

estimate. We of course mean not

to include those actions which have

no perceptible relation to the stand

ard of right, the perfections of

God. Breathing, walking, and in

general all those actions which in

dicate no development of the heart

or affections, which will not distin

uish good men from bad, have not

in themselves or in their relations

any moral quality. But these are

exceptions to the general rule of es

timating the conduct of responsible

beings. The general principle is

this, that the conduct of responsi

ble agents has a moral character,

and must be right or wrong. This

estimation is ascertained by com

paring our actions with the rule of

right. By this comparison we know

the character of our conduct and

judge of actions. Here is the

intellectual apprehension of the

agreement or disagreement of our

actions with the rule of right, which

is the most essential operation in

the process called conscience. The

only remaining operation in the pro

cess is the feeling consequent upon

the discovery of moral character.

Strictly and technically speaking,

conscience is no more than an ap

prehension of the right or wrong of

our conduct, according to the rule

of the mind’s adoption; but use has

given the term a more extended

meaning, so as to include the feel

ing of approbation, or compunc

tion, connected with the apprehen

sion. We object not to this ac

quired meaning of the term; it is

convenient and appropriate. But

we think this fact has misled some

to consider conscience a distinct

faculty. It has also led to a phra

seology that seems to justify the

same opinion; thus we say, con

science condemns or justifies, ac

cuses or acquits. But when we

analyze the process we find it to

consist of apprehension and feeling.

To express the same thought in an

other form, conscience is judging of

our conduct, and the pleasure or

pain which follows. We sometimes

speak principally of the intellectual

exercise, and sometimes principally

of the feeling, which may also have

led some to consider conscience a

faculty of which these are the ope

rations. This impression will also

be readily removed by a careful

analysis of the facts as they occur

in the mind. Another cause of mis

take on this subject is, that an ap

prehension of right in one’s own

conduct gives more lively and last

ing pleasure than any perception of

abstract truth. This consideration
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has led some to suppose there is a

distinction in the nature of those

exercises called judgment and con

science; but let the analysis be

carefully made, and the only dif

ference will be found in the objects

of the exercises, and the degree of

pleasure or pain following them.

Any further discussion of this par

ticular is deemed unnecessary in

this place. The principles and hints

contained in the foregoing analysis

are sufficient for our present pur

poses.

There are now a few practical

questions on the use and influence

of conscience, which require some

attention. The first which occurs

is, whether it is always a right rule

or sure guide of conduct? The

principles involved in the true an

swer to this question have already

been recognised. It is settled on

the correctness or incorrectness of

the rule, by which the mind esti

mates conduct and feelings—and

on the distinctness or indistinct

ness of the apprehension. If the

rule of judging be right, and the ap

prehension of the agreement or dis

agreement be distinct and clear,

the judgment will be according to

truth and righteousness. In such

case no man can be justified in vio

lating the dictates of his conscience.
But if the rule which the mind has

adopted be wrong, and the appre

hension be ever so distinct, the de

cision will be wrong; or if the rule

be right and the apprehension be

obscure or mistaken, the decision

may be wrong. The question may,

therefore, assume an inductive

form : Do men’s minds always

adopt a right rule of estimating º:
morality of their conduct? Facts

settle this question incontroverti

bly in the negative. Nothing is

more certain or clearly ascertained

than the fact, that those rules are in

definitely multiplied and diversi

fied: often they are directly op

posed to each other, in principle and

practical application. It is impos

sible that all should be right. If

they were all supposed to be right,

every distinction between right and

wrong would be set aside. Filial

kindness and parricide, on such a

principle, would be equally inno

cent. The truth is, that the only

unexceptionable rule of judging is

the word of God, revealing his per

fections as the holy standard of

right for all moral beings in the uni

verse. That mind, which adopts

this rule of judging, has a right,

and that mind which adopts ano

ther diverse from it, has a wrong

standard of estimation. The one

will do right when he follows the

dictates of his conscience, and the

other will do wrong. All that has

been said by many about sincerely

obeying one’s own conscience,

amounts to nothing in determining

a man’s true character, until his

rule of judging is known and esti

mated by the only unerring stand

ard. The Christian sincerely fol

lows the dictates of his conscience,

in cherishing with tenderness his

offspring; the worshipper of Jug

gernaut follows sincerely the dic

tates of his conscience, in offering

his child a sacrifice to the ghastly

idol. Multitudes of illustrations

will readily occur to every think

ing mind, to show that conscience

cannot be a sure guide in moral es

timates of heart or conduct.

Another question, which claims

some attention is, why do men

adopt such different standards, by

which to estimate the moral cha

racter of their conduct? On the

supposition of a moral sense, or

distinct faculty, of which this

judging is the appropriate exercise,

it would be difficult, if not impos

sible, to account for the fact. The

fact is, however, certain, and we

think the analysis here given, fur

nishes the solution. Men adopt

rules of estimating their conduct

which accord as nearly as possible

with the propensities of their hearts.

These are exceedingly various, and

are excited, strengthened or di

minished by circumstances of edu
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cation, and by many adventitious

things. If it be admitted that ori

ginally man had but one rule of

judging and no disposition to seek

any other, the depraved principles

of his fallen nature will account for

the diversity. On the admitted

fact of man’s fallen state, we place

the solution. The process we need

not trace in its details, or inquire

how the different systems of reli

gion and moral standards first ori

ginated; they may all be ascribed

to the fallen principle of man’s na

ture, under the influence of which

“he has sought out many inven

tions.” On this ground it is per

fectly easy to perceive, that men

will be inclined to vary and lower

the standard of estimation, whene

ver they can persuade themselves

that it is within their province to

adopt their own rules. And what

is obvious, on principle, is fully il

lustrated by facts. Education, cus

tom, aversion to what is good,

and a constitutional propensity to

avoid painful feelings, are sufficient

to account for the diversity of

standards, in different minds and at

different times in the same minds.

There are some phrases in com

mon use, the explanation of which

properly belongs to this description.

The phrases to which we allude are

those that connect such qualifyin

terms as enlightened and;
tender and seared, good and defiled,

with conscience. An enlightened

conscience indicates an enlarged

apprehension of moral principle, a

ready comparison of conduct with

the standard of right, and an ac

curate discrimination of one’s own

actions. It refers more particularly

to the intellectual exercise, than to

the feelings of the heart. An en

lightened mind intends the acquisi

tion of extensive knowledge; an

enlightened astronomer, mathema

tician or theologian, means one skill

ed in those branches of knowledge.

So an enlightened conscience, re

ferring us to the operations of the

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

understanding in estimating the

moral character of our own actions,

means an extensive knowledge of

the rules by, which the estimation

is made, and skill in applying
them.

A stupid conscience is just the

reverse of the former. Without

knowledge of the correct rule of es

timate, or without skill in its ap

plication, no man’s conscience will

exert much influence over his life.

Arguments and appeals to the con

science, or estimates of his con

duct, will avail nothing with his stu

pified mind.

A tender conscience refers us to

the feelings of the heart, and de

notes a sensibility, easily excited

by an apprehension of the agree

ment or disagreement of conduct

with the rule of judging. Some

minds seem to have, by nature,

much more delicate sensibility of

feeling than others; which is dis

coverable in childhood. The influ

ence of early education, improves

or diminishes this susceptibility in

view of right and wrong in conduct.

A habit of carefully observing the

conduct, and regulating it accord

ing to the rule adopted, will in

crease the susceptibility of feeling

which constitutes the tenderness of

conscience.

In the opposite course, a habit of

disregarding the decisions of con

science, diminishes not only the rea

diness of apprehension, but the sus

ceptibility; and byneglecting tocom

pare the conduct with the rule, the

sensibility is blunted and the influ

ence destroyed. This explains what

is meant by a callous or seared con

science. Having been, for a long

time, neglected or denied its pro

per influence, it sleeps, or in other

words, the heart loses its sensibility,

and becomes indifferent to right

and wrong. Other propensities of

the heart may be cherished and

strengthened; some of them may

be even of a delicate, susceptible

character, while this is blunted and

3 X
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its character well described in the

hrases being “seared as with a hot

iron,” “being past feeling, and

hardened through the deceitfulness
of sin.”

A good conscience denotes the

adoption of the right rule, a readi

ness to apprehend the agreement or

disagreement of conduct with it,

and a constant, uniform regulation

of feelings, words and actions, ac

cording to the rule. This is what

the apostle sought to preserve when
he exercised himself, “to have al

ways a conscience void of offence

toward God and man.”

The principal thing intended di

rectly by a good conscience is, uni

form obedience to its enlightened

dictates, but it implies all that be

longs specifically to an enlighten

ed and tender conscience.

A defiled or evil conscience is the

reverse of one that is good, and de

notes the adoption of a wrong rule,

a blindness of apprehension, or a

callousness of feeling: either will

roduce an evil conscience. There

is one thought more, which may

sometimes be intended by an evil

conscience, that is a sickly feeling

that leads to a wrong application of

the rule, which in itself may be

right. Anything, in short, which dis

torts the apprehension, or perverts

the sensibility to moral character,

may produce an evil conscience.

A general remark should here be

made, on the influence of habit and

education in forming and improving

the apprehension and sensibility of

the mind in relation to morals. The

facility and readiness with which

the mind apprehends any relations

are greatly improved by a habit of

discrimination, and injured by ne

glect. Every student must be

aware of the influence which habit

gives to his mind in fixing the at

tention, in the investigation of ex

act science, and in associating num

bers or facts. It induces a disci

pline of intellect, that makes things

easy which were before extremely

difficult. Not unlike this is the

influence of habit upon the readi

ness, distinctness and accuracy of

the mind, in apprehending the re

lations of conduct to the rule of

right. A habit of carelessness often

produces a sleeping conscience, and

a habit of strict attention a wakeful,

influential one.

Sometimes another effect of habit

is seen in its influence upon the

heart. By neglecting the compunc

tions of conscience, the sensibilit

to error and sin becomes deadened,

and the heart is hardened in sin, al

though the apprehension of wrong

may be present. The understand

ing may make a righteous decision,

but the heart be too callous to feel.

This state of mind is always ac

quired by degrees, from sinful in

dulgences, and never at once by

any individual.

Sometimes men have great sen

sibility, and they are very consci

entious to avoid some things which

are wrong, while, in regard to other

things, even more sinful, they have

no sensibility at all. This fact may

be accounted for in one of two

ways; either the rule adopted is

defective, and so the fault is prin

cipally in the understanding; or

the feelings are perverted by the

deadening influence of sinful in

dulgence, and so the fault is prin

cipally in the heart. The associa

tion of thought and feeling, in some

things, has been broken up by the

habit, but in other things it remains

unbroken.

The whole discussion shows the

importance of early education, in

the true principles of sound morals

and pure religion. The mere ac

quisitions of science, arts and bu

siness talent, however valuable in

their place, have vastly less influ

ence in the formation of character,

than moral principles and religious

doctrines. §. child must adopt,

as he grows up, some rules of esti

mating his own conduct; to avoid

it is impossible, from the very con

stitution of his mind. To estimate

the relations of things in the con
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stant and almost exclusive employ

ment of his mind, the relations

of his own conduct to the objects

sought, are the most prominent and

important to be estimated. To

bring these suggestions to their pro

per bearing, which to some may seem

not very obvious, it must be recol

lected that happiness is the great

object of every man’s pursuit, and

that the relations of conduct to that

object involve moral principles, so

that every man must estimate his

own conduct by some moral rule

or standard. On the admitted prin

ciple and influence of human de

pravity, children will be disposed to

adopt rules that are wrong, and ul

timately subversive of their own

and others’ happiness. Education,

correctly and wisely conducted,

may do much towards forming an

enlightened and tender conscience.

This law of mental operation

has more to do with the formation

of character, than is generally sup

posed by the teachers, and guar

dians of youth. As character, is

estimated by the people of this
country generally, good morals are

more valuable to human happiness,

social order and publick prosperity,

than wealth, or power, or science.

Care should, therefore, be taken to

furnish the young mind with cor

rect rules of judgment, so that in

subsequent life it shall have no oc

casion to alter them, or adopt differ

ent rules of estimating the conduct.

These remarks may help to account

for the fact, that an early religious

education is so very efficient in re

straining men in after life from gross

outbreakings in vice. Religious

truth ever has more effect upon such

men, and they are more likely than

others, to become subjects of perma

nent religious impressions. They

have adopted correct rules of esti

mating their character, consequent

ly they cannot endure the compunc

tions of their consciences, in the

commission of crime. This will

always be true of all such, who

have not hardened their hearts or

-

erverted their intellectual appre

ensions, by long continued viola

tions of truth and duty.

We close this article with a sin

gle direction for the formation and

preservation of a good conscience.

The first thing to be carefully ob

served is, to study the revealed

will of God, and adopt its maxims

and principles as the rule of esti

mating conduct. The adoption of

a correct, righteous rule, is indis

pensably important to the formation

of a good conscience. The next

thing is, to habituate the mind to

compare the conduct in all its parts

with the rule thus adopted. A just

and delicate discrimination of one’s

own character, must be the result of

much and careful observance of the

comparison. It is equally necessary,

to the readiness and efficient influ

ence of the comparison, and judg

ment, that the care should be habit

ual and constant.

Another thing is, punctually and

resolutely to obey, in practice, the

feelings consequent upon the com

parison. This will cherish a tender

ness of feeling, and serve to disci

pline the whole mind to its proper

exercise and character. The last

part of the direction is, a prayerful

reliance on the teaching of the Holy

Spirit for guidance. Philosophers

may smile at this direction, incor

porated in a discussion on mental

science; but we shall show hereaf

ter, that this is in its place, and

vastly important to the correct

knowledge of the subject.

-

THE PRESENT STATE OF THE PREs

BYTERIAN CHURCH,

JN'o. IV.

Having in our last number given

our views of the manner in which

the Moderator of the late General

Assembly discharged the duties of

his office, we expected to proceed

immediately to a consideration, se

riatim, of some of the principal
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acts of the Assembly itself; not

doubting that the printed minutes

of the Assembly would be in our

possession, and furnish us with the

means of executing our purpose

correctly. But it appears that the

minutes, at the time we write,” are

not yet ready for distribution; and

we must, therefore, proceed as well

as we can without them.

There was one important transac

tion of the Assembly, in regard to

which there can be, as to the facts

of the case, no controversy; and

to this, therefore, we shall confine

ourselves in our present number.

We refer to a proposition which

was submitted, and discussed at

considerable length, that the opi

nion of the Presbyteries should be

taken, on the expediency of chang

ing the constitutional plan of elect

ing Commissioners to the General

Assembly; that is, on the expedi

ency of transferring the choice of

Commissioners from the Presbyte

ries to the Synods—The decision

of the Assembly was against trans

mitting this proposition, at present,

to the Presbyteries. In this deci

sion we think the welfare of the

church was not consulted; and we

are afraid it was not consulted from

the influence of party views. We

shall assign our reasons for our opi
In10n.

1. The present mode of choosing

Commissioners to the Assembly

results in a most unequal and ine

quitable representation; and also

puts it in the power of the Synods

further to increase this inequality,

whenever they may choose to do so.

If we would not impeach the under

standings or the integrity of the

framers of our Form of church go

vernment, we must suppose that it

was their intention and their aim, to

give a fair and equal representation

to every part of the church in its

highest judicatory; and we know

that the plan adopted for this pur

pose did, for a number of years, an

* Sept. 21—more than three months

* a half, after the rising of the Assem

swer, tolerably well, the design of

those who devised it. There was

not then the great inequality which

now exists, in the number of mem.

bers composing different Presbyte.

ries—The Presbyteries were in ge.

neral small, and the number of

members in each not very unequal

But the present state of the church,

renders the original plan of consti.

tuting its supreme judicatory one ºf

the most objectionable that can be

imagined; and entirely subverts,

in practice, that principle of equal.

ity in representation, which the

founders of the church unquestion.

ably regarded as sacred. The in.

equality of the Presbyteries is now,

in some instances, enormous; and

the principle of allowing every

Presbytery, however small, a re.

presentation of one minister and

one elder, and the like allowance

in all Presbyteries for every frit.

tion of a number beyond the speci.

fied general ratio—deprives the

larger Presbyteries of their right tº

a proportionate representation, at

cording to numbers—deprives them

of this right to an extent scarcely

credible, till the subject is exi.

mined. Let us examine it—The

Presbytery of Philadelphia, for ex.

ample, consists, at this time, of

nearly fifty ministerial members;

and is entitled to a representation

of four ministers and four elders,

and no more, in the General As

sembly. But suppose the number

of its ministerial members, say 48,

to be divided by 6, a number suſ.

ficient to form a respectable Pres:

bytery—we shall then have eight

Presbyteries instead of one, and

each Presbytery entitled to send to

the Assembly one minister and one

elder. What is the result?—The

very same number of ministers,

and the very same individuals, who

now have in the Assembly a reprt.

sentation of only 8 members, would

have, after the supposed division,

16—that is, the representation, after

division, would be exactly the dº:

ble of what it was before the diri.
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sion. What a palpable absurdity

is this! But the allowance for frac

tions in all the Presbyteries, is cal

culated to produce a still more

extensive inequality. Say that a

Presbytery consists of 13 members;

every such Presbytery is entitled

to two ministers and two elders, or

a representation of four members

in the Assembly—just half the

number allowed to a Presbytery of

48 members.

Nor is it to be supposed that the

inequality we have exhibited is a

matter of speculation only. It ac

tually exists to a very great extent,

in the present method of consti

tuting the Assembly.

The summary statistical report

of the last year—we have not seen

that for the present year—states

the number of ordained ministers

in our church to be 1491, and the

number of Presbyteries 98; and

this will give an average of 15

members to each Presbytery, with

only a remainder of twenty-one.

Now, as the average number must

be diminished by the excess of that

number in every Presbytery in

which such an excess is found—and

it is found in a considerable num

ber of Presbyteries—it is apparent

at once, that there must be many

small Presbyteries, and that their

representation must, agreeably to

what we have shown, be far greater,

in proportion to their numbers, than

that of the large Presbyteries;

especially as their numerous frac

tions have each a representation

also. Farther, as it is the exclu

sive prerogative of the Synods to

divide Presbyteries, and thus to

increase their number, and as the

advantage of small Presbyteries

over large ones, in point of repre

sentation, is so great and so obvi

ous, there is a manifest temptation

laid before Synods, to avail them

selves of this advantage, whenever

the state of the church is such (as

it unhappily is at present) that a

superiority of party in the General

Assembly is considered as an object

of prime importance.

Let it now be considered that the

proposed synodical representation,

and the rejection of all fractions,

would remove at once and entirely

the whole of the inequality, and the

temptation to unfairness, which

have been exhibited. This we

think too obvious to be dwelt on at

much length. By throwing all the

Presbyteries which compose a Sy

nod into-one mass, a fair, and equal,

and uniform ratio of representation

may be established, throughout the

whole church. In this event too,

there could be but a few fractions,

in comparison with the present

number, since there could be but

one for each Synod. And we think

there can scarcely be a doubt in

any reflecting mind, that fractions

ought never to be represented—

Their representation produces a far

greater inequality than their utter

rejection would; as will be evident

when it is recollected that, as the

matter now stands, a single indi

vidual—suppose in a Presbytery

consisting of 13 members—may be

entitled to as large and efficient a

representation as 12 others. It is

remarkable that the constitution of

our church and the civil constitu

tion of our country, which sur

prisingly resemble each other in

most particulars, are exactly op

posed, in this matter of frac

tions. By the constitution of the

United States, no individual state

is allowed an additional represen

tative in Congress, for any frac

tion of the number of its inhabit

ants, till the fraction reaches the

prescribed integral number to which

a representative is awarded. The

eminently wise and discerning men

who formed that constitution, saw

that a perfectly equal representa

tion was not in all cases practica

ble; and that by far the smaller

evil would be chosen, by rejecting

all fractions without discrimination,

than by attempting to provide for
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them in any case whatever—and in

such a matter as this, we know of

no reason why an ecclesiastical

constitution should differ from that

of a well ordered republick. It is

surely not necessary to spend many

words, in replying to an objection

we have heard—that as Presbyte

ries are the radical judicatories in

our church, and the fountain of all

power, they ought to be directly

represented in our highest court—

We answer, They would be thus

represented on the proposed plan,

and far more fairly than they now

are; and to insist on retaining the

name of presbyterial representation,

at the expense of connecting it

with inconvenience and unfairness,

is very seriously to sacrifice sub

stance to sound.

2. A synodical representation

seems to be the only practicable

mode of fairly reducing the number

of Commissioners to the Assembly.

—That in some way or other a re

duction to a large extent ought to

take place is, we believe, the uni

versal conviction. It has been

twice attempted, by changing the

ratio of representation in Presby

teries; first from six to nine; and

then from nine to twelve, ministe

rial members—as constituting, in

every Presbytery, the number for

which a representation, consisting

of one clergyman and one lay el

der, might go up to the Assembly—

the same representation being also

allowed for every excess of the

number twelve, although falling

short of its duplicate, triplicate,

&c.—which we have denominated

fractions. But this repeated ex

periment of changing the ratio,

while presbyterial representation is

retained, has resulted in a complete

failure. Under this experiment,

made for the sole and express pur

pose of lessening the number of

Commissioners, that number, so

far from being diminished, has con

stantly and rapidly increased. The

number of members in the last

Assembly, as we have heretofore

stated, was 235—being fifty more

than those of the preceding year;

and the probability is, that the next

Assembly will be larger than the

last, by a hundred members. This

constant augmentation, under ra.

tios of representation intended and

expected to produce a diminution,

is easily accounted for—Our new

Presbyteries, with their fractions,

have increased the number of com

missioners much faster than the

new ratios have lessened it; and it

might easily be shown, that while

every Presbytery and every frac.

tion is allowed a representation,

there is no probability that any ra.

tio will or can produce the desired

reduction. Such a reduction may

be made easily, effectually, and

equitably, by the proposed synodi

cal elections; and we know of no

other eligible mode, in which it can

ever be made at all.

The objections to a multitudi

nous representation in the Assem

bly are strong and numerous. The

expense of attendance by such are:

presentation is unwarrantably great

The number having a claim on the

fund provided for defraying the tra:

velling expenses of Commissioners

is so large, that each individual can

receive but a small sum—the dis’

tant members not half enough to

indemnify them for what they aſ:

tually expend. Beside, all that is

expended by members unnecessarily

present, is just so much money

wasted; which at the present time.”

greatly needed to aid benevolent".

stitutions and enterprises; and Weſt

the number of attending member"

no larger than it ought to be, tº

from a distance might have tº

whole of their travelling expens".
discharged. Again—The taking of

more than a hundred ministers ""

necessarily from their charges."
a number of weeks in success"

is a serious evil, which ought "",

ceive a speedy remedy-lºº
all ought it to be countenanced, "

its continuance to be perpet”
by the ministers of the gospel them:
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selves. Again--Those portions of the

church which are most distant from

the place where the Assembly con

venes, have always had an unequal

representation in that body, owing

to the difficulty of obtaining repre

sentatives who could and would en

counter all the difficulties and dis

couragements of an attendance—

Few, comparatively, have, in fact,

ever attended: And it is obvi

ous, that the effective influence

of a few is always diminished, just

in proportion as an Assembly is nu

merous—In a word, their relative

influence is lessened by a multi

tude. This is greatiy to be regret

ted in the case before us; because

it is of much importance that the

remote parts of our church should

be satisfied with the acts and pro

ceedings of the Supreme Judica

tory; and they never will be fully

satisfied, if their representatives

have not their proper share of influ

ence, in making the decisions of the

Assembly what they are found to

be. If the Assembly were compa

ratively small, a proper proportion

of distant members might easily

have the whole amount of their ex

penses defrayed, and the clerical

members might have some satisfac

tory provision made for the supply

of their pulpits in their absence;

and thus their general and punctual

attendance might be insured. Once

more. The General Assembly, as

at present constituted, is not fa

vourable to deliberation, to wise

counsels, nor to that felt sense of

responsibility, which ought to rest

with weight on the mind of every

member. The complaint was fre

quently made in the last Assembly,

that the speaker could not be heard;

and it was unquestionably the fact,

that it required a strong voice, or a

painful effort of enunciation, for

any speaker to be easily and fully

heard in every part of the Assem

bly—What will it be, when a hun

dred members more are added to

the Assembly? In such an Assem

bly, moreover, there will always

be so many speakers, as to extend

debates or discussions beyond all

reasonable bounds; and thus to re

quire such prolonged sessions of

the Judicature, or the leaving unfi

nished or untouched some impor

tant business, as to give consci

entious men no alternative, but

either to submit to grievous incon

venience or to desert their duty.

Nor is a multitudinous Assembly

favourable either to wise counsels

or to a sense of responsibility. The

celebrated Montesqueiu, in his far

famed treatise on the “Spirit of

Laws,” says, in his curt and point

ed manner, “Every body of men

more than a hundred is a mob.”

Without adopting this dictum ac

cording to the letter, it may be safe

ly affirmed, as the result of all ex

perience, that a well selected As

sembly of a hundred men, will be

far more likely to act wisely, and

under a deep sense of responsibi

lity, than five times, or three times,

or even twice that number. Does

any one believe that the Continen

tal Congress that declared the in

dependence of our country, or the

Convention that framed the present

Constitution of the United States,

would have manifested all the wis

dom which they displayed, or felt

all the responsibility which rested

on the mind of every member, if

those bodies had each consisted of

two hundred individuals P. He who

thinks they would, must have

little knowledge of human nature,

or the history of the world. . We

pretend not to say what should be

the exact number of members in a

well constituted General Assem

bly of the Presbyterian Church, but

we have no hesitation in saying,

that it ought not to be half as large

as it is likely to be, in that which

will next be convened.

We have said so much on the

subject of our present number,

from a hope that it may possibly
have some little influence in satis

fying the minds of the members of

§. next Assembly, that they ought
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to do what the last Assembly re

fused. Many of the remarks which

we have submitted, are in substance

the same with those which were

made and urged, but all in vain, on

the floor of the Assembly in May

last—particularly by the Moderator

of the preceding year, Dr. Fisk,

who discussed the subject in a very

luminous, and as we thought, pow

erful and conclusive manner. Why

that Assembly decided as they

did, if not from the belief that it

would prove more favourable to the

views and wishes of the majority,

in regard to the future, that the As

sembly should continue to be pres

byterially rather than synodically

represented—that it should remain

multitudinous rather than become

select—we are unable to conjec

ture, and must leave it to our read

ers to determine.

Since writing the above, we have

seen Dr. Beman’s “Review and

Windication, No. I.” We remark,

that when we commenced the series

of papers, of which the foregoing

is a part, we supposed it not impro

bable, that we should meet with

something very like what we have

begun to receive—strictures and

assertions, intended to implicate

character, confute our opinions,

and invalidate our statements: And

we determined that we would not

be turned from our general purpose,

by any thing of this kind—with the

single exception, that if we should

be convinced that we had commit

ted an error, we would correct it

with as little delay as possible.

We have seen nothing as yet to

correct; and shall therefore only

say farther, at present, that it has

always been our intention to reply

in due time, if others should not do

it previously, to every thing mili

tating with our views and reason

ings, that should appear plausible

in statement or temperate in argu

ment; and to treat every thing of a

different character with silent ne

glect.

iſitbictug.

As the theatrical campaign for

the ensuing winter is about open

ing in the city where we write, and

in all the other cities or towns of

the United States where theatres

are established, we have thought it

very seasonable to publish the fol

lowing review, extracted from the

London Christian Observer, for

July last. We have no expectation

that on the gay and thoughtless the

atre going throng it would be likely

to have much effect, even if they

should read it. But they will not

read it, indeed we are aware that

but few of this class ever look into

such publications as the Christian

Observer and the Christian Advo

cate. Our address is to those who

have yet left some serious sense of

religion, and of the value of their

immortal souls; and on them we

mistake, if this review and the quo.

tations it contains will not produce a

powerful impression. A lady who

was a patient of the late Dr. Rush,

and who had, in her illness, become

very thoughtful about her eternal

interests, asked him, when she was

on the recovery, whether she might

not innocently go to the theatre, at

least occasionally, to please her

husband and other friends— “No,

Madam,” replied the Doctor, “the

theatre is the Devil’s ground, and

do you keep off of it.” This was

the truth—multum in parvo.

SERMONS ON THE AMUSEMENTS OF

The stage. Preached at St.

James's Church, Sheffield. B

the Rev. T. Best, J. JM. Shef.

field, 1831.

“What harm can there be in
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harmless amusement? What more,

innocent than innocent recreation ?

What more sober than a sober tra

gedy? And where can be the im

imorality of a good moral play P’’

Something very like this is often

heard, with a tautological iteration

which takes for granted the very

points to be proved, and gives no

better reason to show that the de

precated practice is lawful than a

gratuitous assumption that it is so.

But after all such arguments, it is

quite certain that the great body of

religious and exemplary persons in

every age have instinctively avoided

and condemned many of the recrea

tions current in ordinary society,

especially play-going, and with a

range of prohibition proportioned

to their own advancing spirituality

of character. This, to say the least,

is no hopeful presumption in favour

of the litigated indulgences.

It must to a Christian mind be

argument sufficient against thea

trical amusements—as such amuse

ments ever have been, and are ever

likely to be conducted—that “these

things are not of the Father, but of

the world.’ A higher, a more con

vincing, a more affecting reason,

cannot surely, and needs not be,

produced. If any man will gravely

argue, that these things are not of

the world, and are of the Father, it

will then be requisite to show by

facts that his hypothesis is untena

ble: but till then we feel inclined

to take the matter for granted; for

sure we are, that if it is to be de

cided by the sensibilities of a spi

ritually-minded man, there will be

no difference of opinion. It is only

because “all men have not faith,”

and those who have not, proffer ar

uments in excuse for their world

iness of spirit, that any question

needs be held upon a matter so ob

vious as the unchristian and demo

ralizing character of the stage.

What it might be under certain

supposed circumstances of refine

ment, which never have practically

existed, or are likely to exist, it is

Vol. IX.-Ch. , 1dv.

unnecessary for us now to discuss.

We deal with facts as we find them,

and, to all who value supremely

their eternal salvation, those facts

are abundantly lucid. Men are

ashamed to be disciples of Jesus

Christ: otherwise there would be

little room for any discussion, to

prove that our theatrical entertain

ments are utterly opposed to the

spirit of our holy religion.

Still, however, as plausible ex

cuses are currently offered in pallia

tion of this popular immorality, we

ought to feel very grateful to those,

who, like the author whose work

lies before us, have exerted them

selves with great zeal and diligence

to guard the publick against this in

sidious snare. Mr. Best has long

been honourably distinguished in

this cause, in the sphere and neigh

bourhood of his ministrations; and

his labours, as we understand, have,

by the blessing of God, been attend

ed with signal success. For about

fourteen years, we believe, he has

preached an annual sermon on the

subject; and his faithful arguments

and appeals have attracted great

attention in Sheffield, and power

fully tended, it is said, to open the

eyes of the publick as to the serious

evils of stage entertainments, and

to diminish the number of attend

ants upon them. Several of his dis

courses have, we believe, been pub

lished either as tracts or in the local

newspapers; but the present col

lection is printed with the author’s

permission by an individual, once

much attached to the drama, but

who, having been convinced by Mr.

Best's arguments, is anxious that

they should be brought under the

consideration of others who have

not yet seriously reflected upon the

subject. The publication being thus

extorted from the author, not by his

own estimate of its value, but im

partially, and for the publick bene

it, we should receive it with indul

gence, if it needed it; but it needs

it not, as it is throughout an honest,

scriptural, reasonable, and, we may

3 Y
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add, not exaggerated appeal; sim

ple, earnest, convincing, and well

worthy of a faithful minister of Je

sus Christ.

We proceed to cite a few of the

writer’s arguments.

The following passage in the first

sermon relates to the point which

we have above touched upon—

namely, the contrariety of the the:

atre to that spirituality of mind

which is an essential part of the

Christian character.

“No man can have a good hope that

he is going to heaven, unless he has a

growing taste and tendency of mind for

those things which are to constitute his

future employment and happiness. Now,

I would not condemn the theatre because

it does not promote these feelings, but

because it is incompatible with them;-

the two things cannot subsist together;--

and if any individual, possessing spiritual

feelings and heavenly desires, were to

attend the theatre, its direct and sure

effect would be to deaden and destroy

them. In showing that the stage is op

posed to spirituality of mind, I would not

refer particularly to the injurious effect

which would be produced upon the reli

gious feelings by the company—the con

versation—the gaiety of thegeneral scene,

because the theatre shares this evil with

almost every other species of worldly dis

sipation; but I would refer to the pecu

liar gratification of the stage—its own

É. pleasure.—The mind is power

ully affected by some creation of a vain

fancy—the feelings are roused—the pas

sions stimulated—the imagination heated;

and during this paroxysm of mental ex

citement, life is transformed into a dream,

and is embellished with various impracti

cable and unattainable pleasures, and the

scenes which are spread before the ardent

and youthful mind are as flattering as they

are false; and when this intellectual fever

subsides, it leaves the mind relaxed—

weakened—wearied—unfitted for ordi

nary employments, and sick of sober re

alities, and, like an appetite vitiated by

highly seasoned food, requiring a con

stant succession of stimulants; and hence

that ardent and insatiable desire after the

works of novel-writers, dramatists, and

every and any kind of composition which

is calculated to pamper and please the

imagination, which an attendance on the

theatre often excites and always strength

ens in young persons; and this desire will

be in proportion to the quickness of per

ception and susceptibility of excitement,

which the mind possesses; so that young

persons of the greatest intellectual pro

mise are generally the first to feel this

pernicious effect of theatrical amuse

Inent.

“Here then is another reason why all

who truly desire to act consistently with

their professed principles, will carefully

abstain from such amusements; because

their influence is directly opposed to that

sobriety and spirituality of mind which

the Sacred Scripturesso earnestly enforce,

and for the preservation of which the most

serious Christian has constant need to

watch and pray that he enter not into

temptation.” pp. 15–17.

The author then specifies several

Christian graces; such as humility,

contentment, and a forgiving spi

rit; and shows how directly the

stage tends to weaken and destroy

them, and to foster the contrary

dispositions. The very virtues of

the drama, he shows, are anti

christian; so that even the avow

edly good man of the play, the mo

ral man, the man who is held up for

imitation, is opposed to the Chris

tian character as exhibited in the

word of God, and to the image of

that Saviour who hath left us an ex

ample that we should tread in his

steps. The spirit, the maxims, the

objects, the motives of the applaud

ed dramatick character are irrecon

cilable to the mind that was in

Christ Jesus, and to the course of

his holy life. What then shall we

say of the less reputable characters?

In the second sermon, from the

text “Fools make a mock at sin,”

we find many proofs of this propo

sition in its application to the stage.

Will any friend of theatrical amuse

ments undertake to confute the fol

lowing statement? If he will, our

pages shall be open to his reply.

“I fear not to affirm, that it is one main

part of the business of the stage “to make

a mock at sin.” Sin is there treated light:

ly and in jest.—The sacred names of God

—the profane oath—the dreadful words

“hell’ and ‘damnation’—impure allusions

—all these are uttered as flippantly and as

unscrupulously, as though it, were no

crime to take God's name in vain—to tri

fle and sport with eternal punishment, and

to defile the imagination.—And are they

not heard with gay and careless indiffer.

ence, if not with applause and admiration?
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What can these things mean, but either

that sin is not that abominable thing which

the Bible describes it to be, or that God

will not require it, or that he hath forgot

ten, and hideth his face and will never see

it? What must be the effect of such

scenes, but to familiarize the mind to the

thought and practice of sin –to weaken

the sense of its deformity and danger—

to break down the remaining scruples—

to sear the conscience—and to cmbolden

the hesitating youth to commit it with dar

ing presumption, and with a high hand It

is the sure tendency of the theatre to

cause sin to be considered rather as a

thing to be laughed at, than as a great

and dreadful evil to be constantly hated

and feared and fled from.” pp. 34, 35.

Nor is this the whole, or the

worst; for sin is not only made a

mock of, but is gloried in, and espe

cially the sin of licentious profli

gacy. We shall not sully our pages

with proofs; but no man can deny

the fact, ,

The third sermon shows that the

theatre is inconsistent with the

duty of loving God with all our

hearts, and our neighbour as our

selves; of the former part of which

it were proof enough that the cha

racter of God is holiness, and of

the latter, that the theatre is a de

structive engine of vice and immo

rality.

In the fourth sermon, on the di

vinely taught prayer, Lead us not

into temptation, we find the follow

ing passage. Let the frequenter of

the plays after reading it, say whe

ther he can continue his accustom

ed gratification, and yet honestly

pray not to be led into temptation.

“There are few dangers so much to be

dreaded as those which arise from the

opening of a theatre. Were impiety and

impurity to appear in all their naked, un

disguised, and exceeding sinfulness,

they would be less perilous. But the the

atre conceals its mischief and its wicked

ness under a specious and imposing mask.

It seems to offer nothing but harmless en

tertainment;-it comes with very plausi

ble pretences —it makes very fair profes

sions;—it is one of those wiles of the devil,

in which he has discovered in a peculiar

manner, what the Bible calls his ‘subtle

ty.” In these amusements there is much

to entice and entrap;-much to excite the

tenderest feelings;–much to interest the

cultivated mind;—there is every thing of

outward decoration, and beauty of lan

guage, to catch and to gratify the eye and

the ear;-and together with all this, moral

lessons and virtuous sentiments are inter

spersed here and there, which serve to

lull and to pacify the conscience. All

these circumstances conspire to spread .

over the theatre a most dangerous fasci

nation. Under all this show of harmless

mirth and innocent gratification, however,

are concealed the most destructive evils.”

pp. 63, 64. - -

We are frequently told of the

excellent sentiments inculcated in

plays; the scraps of high-toned mo

rality, and magnanimous virtue and

exalted sentiment. Mr. Best does

not deny this; or that in the motley

assemblage at the theatre there are

to be found persons of character

and good estimation in society.

But he justly adds:

“These circumstances, instead of pal

liating, only increase the evil, and render

it much more to be dreaded. Were the

sentiments taught on the stage uniformly

and unequivocally contrary to the moral

ity of the Bible;—did the frequenters of

the theatre consist only of the abandoned

and the profligate;—then, this engine of

Satan would not be half so successful as

it is found to be. In such a case there

would be comparatively little need for me

to warn the young persons of this con

gregation against frequenting such a
place; you would shun it as you shun the

grosser scenes of shameless wickedness,

of which you hear and read with unfeign

ed abhorrence:—but the mixture of a

little good with much evil; the inter

spersing of a few correct sentiments with

that mass of moral poison whose only ef

fect can be to call into active exercise the

depravity of the heart; the countenance

and support of a few estimable, and, as

far as worldly virtue goes, excellent per

sons; all this serves as a lure to draw

many to the theatre, who could not other

wise have been persuaded to enter it, and

also as an apology to their consciences

when they are there; it furnishes a plau

sible argument to the advocates of the

stage, and is employed to sanction and

sanctify all the abominable things with

which it is connected.” pp. 139, 140.

In answer to the charge of pro

ſaneness and sporting with sacred

things on the stage, it is often re

plied, that the reprobation or ridi
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cule is not directed against religion

or virtue, but only against hypocrisy

and mean and odious vices under a

sanctified garb. But does not every

man of common understanding per

ceive what is the real, and we scru

ple not to say meditated, effect of

this alleged wholesome reprobation

and ridicule. Mr. Best truly de

scribes it:

“I do not mean that God and the Bible,

and the awful realities of eternity, are

openly and avowedly set at nought, and

scorned and insulted. Blessed be God,

such is the influence and ascendency

which religion has gained in this country,

that, perhaps, a large promiscuous as

sembly could no where be collected, in

which this could be done without calling

forth a general expression of disgust and

reprobation. But, at the theatre, the ef.

fect is produced, more indirectly indeed,

but not less really. Religion is safely ri

diculed under the name of hypocrisy. A

preacher of God's word, is, perhaps,

exhibited in strong caricature, with at

fected gravity and absurd grimace. A ser

mon is delivered in burlesque imitation.

A religious character is introduced, for the

purpose of being placed in the most ludi

crous points of view, and exposed as a

person of weak intellect and of pitiable

credulity. His conscientiousness and fear

of sinning are made contemptible by be

ing displayed only in petty and punctili

ous scrupulosity. His purity of mind is

connected with circumstances of exqui

site absurdity. His meekness under in

sult is made to appear only as mean and

unworthy timidity. His simplicity and

sincerity of heart are represented as ren

dering him the dupe of every designer,

and the butt for every dart which malice

or mirth may choose to throw. And,

while he is thus set forth as a laughing

stock, many a scoff and jest is uttered re

specting over-righteousness and puritani

cal zeal. The words “saint’ and “holy’

are used only in sneer and sarcasm, “Hea

ven' and “hell,” and terms of equally aw

ful meaning, are employed with levity

and laughter. And thus, while religion

in the general is, perhaps, complimented

with some unmeaning expression of re

gard; its sanctity is profaned,—its cha

racter is degraded,—its authority and its

influence are undermined, and its several

|. and its conscientious professors are

rought into derision and contempt.” pp.

189, 190.

And while religion is thus sneer

ed at, sin is dressed out in colours

the most attractive. Can then the

moral impression of the scene be

doubtful? Some, however, may

profess to doubt it; and may ad

duce their own case in proof that the

effect is not so practically evil as is

represented. To such persons we

. we must reply with our author,

that

“They give a very plain proof that

they must have already sustained no small

injury; since their moral sensibilities are

become so far blunted, as to permit them

to witness the scenes and listen to the sen

timents, which they must hear and see,

at any evening's performance, in any

theatre, without feeling with indignant

shame, that their better principles hal

been outraged, and their sense of propri.

ety grossly insulted, and painfully offend

ed.” p. 254.

“I might confidently appeal to the re.

collections of those females who may

have formerly frequented the theatre,

whether the pleasure which they expe.

rienced, on their first attendance, was nºt

often mingled with an involuntary sense

of shame, a secret and painful conscious

ness of impropriety and evil; while, at

the same time, through the influence of

example and the force of custom;-trum

want of due consideration, or sufficient

firmness of mind;—and perhaps from

never having had their attention especially

and seriously called to the sinful nature

and injurious tendency of such amuse:

ments;–they allowed themselves to be

present at exhibitions which their con

sciences condemned; and to be spectators

of scenes, and hearers of sentiments,

against which the quick sensibilities of a

modest and delicate mind so painfully re.

volted as to cover them with confusion,

and which scenes and sentiments they

would not, on any consideration, have

either ventured to describe and repeat, or

endured to hear described and repeated.

in private company, or in the society of

their personal friends.” pp. 262, 263.

Mr. Best states, that the attend.

ance of respectable women at the

Sheffield theatre has, he under

stands, greatly diminished; and

we doubt not the effect has been

caused in no slight degree by his

own indefatigable exertions in point.

ing out to his flock and fellow

townsmen, the evils of this “inno

cent amusement.” Let him not

then be weary in his useful labours.

It is very important that while the

great body of the ministers of
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Christ are occupied for the most

E. in the general duties of their

oly calling, there should be indi

viduals among them, who are de

voting much of their thoughts and

efforts to some particular point or

question. By d. division of la

bour, facts and arguments are ac

cumulated, attention is aroused,

zeal is excited, one works for

all ; and his brethren and the

world are benefited by his labours.

Thus, Mr. Close, by his exertions

at Cheltenham, in reference to

the evils of the race-course, has

forced the subject upon the pub

lick attention in other places: and

so of Mr. Herbert Smith’s la

bours for the suppression of Sunday

travelling; and in various other in

stances. We always rejoice in lay

ing before our readers, for the ge

neral benefit, the result of such

isolated efforts, and in the present

instance shall feel thankful if our

notice of Mr. Best’s volume shall

awaken the attention of his bre

thren to the subject, in places where

their exertions might be locally

useful.

1Literarm amb ºffilogopijital intriligrute, etc.

The Barometer.—Of the advantage

arising from the use of this instrument,

on board of ships, for the purpose of de

noting approaching changes in the wea

ther, we have been favoured by a scien

tifick friend with the following communi

cation.—Nantucket Inquirer.

Not long since I noticed an article il

lustrating the use and the importance

of the Barometer in foretelling storms.

This communication forcibly reminded

me of a similar circumstance, related by

Arnott in the excellent work on Physics.

As the subject is of immense importance

to every mariner, and to all concerned in

navigation, I forward an extract for inser

tion. It is more interesting from the fact

that the learned author was himself a wit

ness of the sublime scene which he so

elegantly portrays, and which, but for the

almost miraculous warning of the little

tube of mercury, would have left no one

to tell the tale.

The day is probably not distant when a

Barometer will be considered as essential

in the equipments of a voyage as are now

the quadrant and the compass. Its indi

cations have for many years afforded to

the meteorologist, the most satisfactory

prognosticks of the changes of the wea

ther. When adapted to the motion of the

sea it is called the Marine Barometer, and

differs from that used on shore, in having

its tube contracted in one place to a very

narrow bore, so as to prevent that sudden

rising and falling of the mercury which

every motion of the ship would else oc

Casion.

“The sun had just set with placid ap

pearance, closing a beautiful afternoon,

and the usual mirth of the evening watch

was proceeding, when the captain's or.

der came to prepare with all haste for a

storm. The Barometer had begun to fall

with appalling rapidity. As yet, the old

est sailors had not perceived even a threat

ening in the sky, and were surprised at

the extent and hurry of the preparations;

but the required measures were not com

pleted, when a more awful hurricane

burst upon them than the most experi

enced had ever braved. Nothing could

withstand it; the sails already furled and

closely bound to the yards, were riven

away in tatters; even the bare yards and

masts were in great part disabled; and

at one time, the whole rigging had nearly

fallen by the board. Such, for a few

hours, was the mingled roar of the hur

ricane above, of the waves around, and

the incessant peals of thunder, that no hu

man voice could be heard; and, amidst

the general consternation, even the trum

pet sounded in vain. On the following

morning the wind was at rest, but the

ship lay upon the yet heaving waves, an

unsightly wreck.”

Origin of JYewspapers.-After the de

feat of the Spanish Armada, intended by

Philip II. of Spain, for the invasion of

England, great interest being excited in

every class, which gave rise to a very im

portant invention—that of Newspapers.-

Previous to this period, all articles of in

telligence had becn circulated in manu

script, and all political remarks which the

government found itself interested in ad

dressing the people, had issued in the

shape of pamphlets. But the peculiar

convenience at such a juncture, of unit

ing these two objects, in a periodical

publication, becoming obvious to the mi

nistry, there appeared, some time in the
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month of April, 1588, the first number of

the English Mercury, a paper resembling

the present English Gazette, which must

have come out almost daily, since No. 50,

the earliest specimen of the work now

extant, is dated July 23d, of the same year.

This interesting article is preserved in the

British Museum.,

Dissection in Slave States.—In a pros

pectus of the South Carolina Medical

School, says the London Mechanic's Ma

gazine, we meet with the following pas

sage:—“Some advantages of a peculiar

character are connected with this institu

tion, which it may be proper to point out.

No place in the United States offers so

great opportunities for the acquisition of

anatomical knowledge, subjects being ob

tained among the coloured population in

a sufficient number for every purpose,

and proper dissections carried on without

offending any individual in the communi

ty!!”—The coloured population, then,

according to the faculty of South Ca

rolina, form no part of their “commu

nity.” They have no feelings to be re

spected or offended! They are but

blacks, and no more to be regarded than

any other beasts of the field. Of a truth,

slavery must have a most debasing influ

ence on all around it, when men of a li

beral profession can talk thus of beings

created with like feelings, affections and

rights as themselves. It is singular to

think, that notwithstanding the white

skin pride of birth, they should have

found out that, after all, a dead black

man is quite as good as a dead white man

for every purpose of anatomical inquiry

—has the same bones and sinews—the

same veins and arteries—has the self-same

sort of vital fluid—and (perhaps) all but

the same sort of heart. Death is, in

deed, a great teacher—a mighty leveller

of distinctions !

English and American JVewspapers.-

At a meeting lately held by the London

Literary and Scientific Institution, on the

subject of the restrictions on the British

Press, it was stated in debate that in

America, where newspapers are not tax

ed, 1,555,416 advertisements were insert

ed in eight newspapers in New York,

where 400 English and Irish papers con

tained, in the same space of time, only

1,105,000—that the twelve New York

daily papers contain more advertisements

than all the newspapers of England and

Ireland—that the numbers issued annual

ly in America is 10,000,000, while in Great

Britain it is less than one-tenth of that

number. Advertisements which in Eng

land cost $17, are inserted in America

for about $1.50; and an article which

costs annually for advertising in the Uni

ted States, 528, is liable in England to a

charge of $900.-Boston Telegraph.

Staunton, (Virginia,) Sept, 9.

..? Horn-Snake was killed a few days

since in the neighbourhood of this town.

We had regarded the existence of such a

snake as fabulous; and as others may be

under the same impression, a brief de

scription of this one may be acceptable to

many. The snake measures nearly six

feet in length, and is somewhat slenderly

proportioned; its scales are quite hard,

and form along the back large dark

brown spots set in a broad chain of

white : along the sides there is a slight

mixture of red. The born is in the tail,

and appears rather insignificant; but when

the snake is enraged no doubt it enlarges

considerably. This reptile is said to strike

over its head, by throwing itself in the

form of a hoop. The black man who

killed the one just described, says it

struck at him in this manner, but missing

its aim, the horn entered a stump, and

held it fast until he despatched it—Spec.

tator".

Fine Grapes.—A waggon load of de;

licious Pennsylvania Grapes were exposed

for sale in Market street, between Eighth

and Ninth, during Friday and Saturday of

last week. They were the product of a

vineyard of Mr. Amos Garrett, of London

Grove Township, Chester County. The

vineyard occupies an acre of ground, and

has been three years in cultivation. The

crop of the present year is the first, but it

is liberal, and the grapes are very fine.

We are glad to learn that many of our

citizens evidenced their satisfaction at

this agricultural enterprise, by purchasing

liberally of Mr. Garrett, who, we trust,

will fully and profitably succeed in ren:

dering his vineyard valuable.

Patrick Henry left in his will the ſk

lowing testimony in favour of the Chiº.

tian religion. “I have now disposed."

all my property to my family; there."

one thing more I wish 1 could give them,

and that is the Christian religion. If they

had that, and I had given them nothiº;
they would be rich; and without it, if I

had given them all the world, they would

be poor.”

Parasitick Plant.—There is found

growing upon, and firmly united to the

roots of the black oak, in this vicinº. "
plant, which we are not aware of having

seen particularly described by any A.
rican botanist. This plant attalº t .
height of about six inches, and the thick

ness of from half to three quarter: ºf.
inch, without leaves, the stalk thickly st

with seed vessels, which are twº val, -º

and many seeded, much resemblins'
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the growth the beech drops, (Monotro

É. lanuginosa) but larger, and without

ranches, the colour a pearly white, in

clining to yellow. It corresponds in

many of its characteristicks, with the

Orobanche of England, but is different in

many respects; but we are disposed to

consider it, one of the same family of

plants. It is one of the most interesting

of all the parasitick plants. When exa

mined it will be found to have united to

the root by a granular process, causing an

enlargement not unlike the place where

a scion is united to the stock, and may

fairly be considered a piece of natural

grafting. -

The root of the oak will be found on

examination to be sound and healthy,

even to the very point of union. This

parasitick plant does not appear to be

furnished with any roots of its own, and

evidently receives its nourishment from

the root of the oak, which ending with

the plant gives it a very singular appear

ance. This would seem an exception to

the general rule “that plants do not take

upon each other by grafting, unless they

belong to the same class and order.”

Should this come under the observation

of any Professor of Botany, who is ac

quainted with this plant, we should be

happy to receive and publish his observa

tions upon it.—Genesee Farmer.

..? Solar JMicroscope.—Speaking of the

Hartford (Connecticut) Museum, the edi

tor of the Connecticut Mirror, in that city,

observes:—“Besides a vast many objects

of curiosity and interest, a Solar Micros

cope, which magnifies a million and a half

times, has been added to the attractions

of the Museum.—By its power, the small

est possible mite is made to assume the

appearance of a formidable animal—the

finest Flanders lace seems woven of trunks

of moderately sized trees, with the bark

on—a pigmite upon the most delicate

needle, “looks like a rat running up a

sign post”—and as for the minute ani

malculae in vinegar or water, they appear

as reptiles of a foot and a half in length,

and suggest to the visiter, as he marks

their magnified circumgyrations, the idea

of immediate self-defence.”

The Month of July shines conspicuous

in the Annals of Liberty. On the 26th

July, 1581, was issued the Edict of the

Confederates of the Low Countries, by

which they renounced obedience to Phi

lip II. On the 11th of July, 1690, was

the battle of the Boyne, where James the

2d was defeated, and lost forever the

throne of England. On the 4th of July,

1776, the United States of America de

clared their independence. On the 14th

July, 1789, the Bastile was taken—and on

the 27th, 28th, and 29th of July, the Paris

Revolution took place, which expelled

Charles the Tenth from the throne of

France.—JN. Y. Standard.

fieligious intelligence.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SO

ciety.

We are indebted to a friend in

Philadelphia, for the following ex

tract of a letter to him, from a

member of the Committee of the

British and Foreign Bible Society,

dated 15th July, 1831. The infor

mation it contains will prove highly

ratifying, to those who take a

ively interest in the wide diffusion

of the Holy Scriptures.

“You will be pleased to hear that it is

in contemplation, by the British and Fo

reign Bible Society, soon to send out Mr.

Jas. Thompson, their indefatigable agent,

to visit the different West India Islands, to

promote the circulation of the scriptures

amongst the inhabitants, particularly the

blacks and people of colour, and it is not

improbable that if circumstances be en

couraging, he may afterwards visit some

parts of South America, Mexico, &c. By

the last accounts it seems the Catholicks

are about to prepare an edition of the

scriptures, as the people are becoming

clamorous for a supply. The translation

of St. Luke’s Gospel is completed in the

Mexican dialect, and it is in a state of for

wardness in one or two other of the native

dialects; so that we are encouraged to

believe the work will not be permitted to

stand still. A measure has been lately

adopted to promote the circulation in the

Indian Archipelago, in Siam, and the

countries adjoining, through the instru

mentality of Mr. Tomlin, who has already

effected much in this way, combining

prudence with energy in his transactions.

Dr. Pinkerton's establishment at Frank

fort appears so far to enjoy the smiles of

divine providence, and promises to be ex

tensively useful in opening wider fields

for circulation in destitute parts of the
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European continent, as well amongst Pro

testants as Catholics. In France there

has been a considerable demand for the

New Testament, amongst persons emi

grating to Algiers, who have been sup

plied at very low prices. The subject al.

luded to in my last has given rise to many

able defences of the original Constitution

of the Bible Society, and its friends feel

firm on the question: the association of

opponents have not yet agreed on a long

expected address in support of their

views, and it is understood find it difficult

to be of one accord.”

-

CALCUtta.

(Concluded from p. 492.)

In June, 1829, after twelve years' ap

parently unproductive labour, a native

church was at length formed in Calcutta

itself, composed of eight members. In

1829–30, that number was increased to

sixteen, and subsequently it has advanced

to twenty-four.

The following is a statement of the

number of native converts baptized, and

who have been united to the native

churches at Calcutta and Kidderpore, in

connexion with the society.

NATIVE CHURCH AT KIDDEuroRE.

1823 . . . . . 1

1823–24 . . . 2

1824–25 . . . 5

1825–26 . . . 7

* 1826–27 . . . .3

1827–28 . . . . 13

1828–29 . . . 37

1829–30 . . . 15

1830—31 . . . 6

— 91

NATIVE CHUItcd AT calcuttA.

1828–29 . . . 8

1829–30 . . . 9

1830—31 . . . 7

— 24

– 115*

While the labours of the missionaries

in preaching the Gospel have been con

tinued with diligence, the education of

the native children has engaged a large

share of their attention. Several chil

dren and young persons who were bap

tized with their parents on the above

mentioned occasion, had been previously,

or were afterwards, placed, as their age

might be, under Christian tuition—and,

* This number includes the native con

verts baptized at Rammal-choke, Gun

gree, Kristnapore, and Taroleali; some

of whom having joined the church at

Calcutta, and some that at Kidderpore.

indeed, in all the districts and villages in

which the gospel has been statedly

reached to the natives, they have uni.

ormly endeavoured to establish schools

for the benefit of the native children, of

whom several hundred, ...; both

sexes, have been usually under Christian

instruction. The distribution of the

Scriptures and tracts has been carried on

to a wide extent, and there is reason to

believe with good effect; especially as
tending to diminish the veneration of the

Hindoos for their own religious system,

and promoting a spirit of inquiry among

themselves, as to the respective claims of

that system and Christianity.

It would require a volume to detail

and explain the numerous ways in which

missionary operations have exerted a be.

neficial influence on the general state of

society, both European and native, in

this and other parts of the East Indies;

suffice it to observe that, independently

of the direct personal benefit conferred

by imparting the knowledge of Chris

tianity to individuals, there can be nº

doubt that these operations have conti.

buted to give a highly salutary impulse

to the minds of the inhabitants—quicken.

ing the mental faculties—awakening tº

flection--stimulating inquiry—directing

the attention to the acquisition and cit.

culation of useful knowledge and the

promotion of beneficial objects. Muſ
important facts in the recent history ºf

the East Indies, corroborative of the truth

of this remark, which, however, we can.

not here particularize, will, we doubt not,

at once occur to the recollection of our

readers. On the present occasion wº

shall content ourselves by giving the #

lowing brief extract, relating exclusively

to the native population at Calcutta, take"

from a communication lately recei"

from our brethren in that city, dated 15th

November, 1830. -

“The state of things in Calcutta B

more promising than on any former º

casion. Nineteen or twenty societies.”

mental improvement have been establish

ed in the Native Town, by the natiº

themselves. Others meet once or twº

a week, discuss various subjects conne".

ed with Moral Philosophy, the customs"

their own nation, &c.” The brethren

add, “many respectable natives havePº

ºfessed their belief of the truth of the

Christian system.” -

At an early period of the mission, **
ciety in aid of it was established, called

the “Bengal Auxiliary Missionary &

ciety,” which has rendered very effect"

assistance, while the members compº";

it have been uniformly distinguished."

their Christian liberality and zeal.

mission has also received consider”
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sistance from the benevolence of particu

lar individuals, which, under the Divine

blessing, has in various ways tended to

forward the great object in view. After

specifying some of those services, the

Committee of the Bengal Society say

they cannot speak too highly of those

liberal and zealous individuals whose con

duct bears so striking a resemblance to

the spirit which animated the bosoms of

the first disciples of our Lord, and so

eminently characterized the best and ear

liest days of Christianity.”

Such, briefly, are some of the chief

grounds for grateful acknowledgments to

God, afforded by the more recent history

of the Society's mission at Calcutta;

where, we rejoiced to know, missionaries

from various other Societies also labour,

and we are happy to say, harmoniously

labour, in different spheres, for the pro

motion of the same general object. The

success with which it has pleased the Al

mighty to crown their efforts, is, in com.

mon with that which has attended the bre

thren immediately connected with our own

Society, calculated to excite feelings of

common gratitude and thanksgiving; to

stimulate to fervent, and persevering

prayer for future blessings; to encourage

the hope of still greater measures of suc

cess, and of the ultimate triumph of the

Gospel over ignorance, idolatry, impos

ture, and every species of superstition

and false religion, in those parts of the

Eastern world; and eventually over every

region of the world itself.

London, 20th April, 1831.

-

CEYLON,

The Church Missionary Society has

seven Missionaries in Ceylon, who have

had schools in operation about eight years.

“They have a press at Nellore, of which

the Missionaries say:

“One printing press has been kept in

active employment most of the year, on

account of the Jaffna Tract Society, the

American Missionaries, and our own so

ciety: the number of Tracts printed for

the Tract Society, as appears from their

last report, is 34,947; of Tracts and Ca

techisms for our American brethren, 6490;

and 3650 copies of some of the same work

for ourselves, making a total of 45,087

copies, or 629,362 pages printed during

the year.

“Very inadequate, as yet, are the

works, either of a religious or literary

character, printed for the district. A

taste for reading in books of both classes

• Printed Report of the Bengal Aux

iliary Missionary Society, for 1829-30.

Vol. IX.-Ch. Jidv.

is rapidly forming, especially among the

rising generation, which it is regarded as

very important to prompte. It is the anx

ious desire of our Missionary friends to

direct the youths of their charge in the

pursuit of useful knowledge; and for this

purpose to provide them, as they may be

able, with supplies of suitable books in

the native language: while the commit

tee of the Tract Society are as desirous

to furnish the different classes of the read

ing population with adequate supplies of

religious tracts.

“The district has, for the last two or

three years, been largely supplied with

parts of the Sacred Volume, in the na

tive language, by the bounty of the Bri

tish and Foreign Bible Society, through

the medium of the Jaffna Branch Society;

and with religious tracts, through means

of the Jaffna Tract Society.

On the effect of these distributions the

Missionaries state—

“By the publications of the Tract So

ciety, heathenism has received a shock,

during the year, the effects of which will,

it may be hoped, soon be more apparent.

The adherents of the system are driven

to adopt many different expedients:

some, by the exposure which have been

made of their sacred mysteries, are great

ly enraged, and utter sad imprecations

on the unknown informants, who, if they

were known, would probably be severely

treated: others, influenced by similar

feelings, positively assert that the incan

tations of which we have obtained infor

mation are not genuine, and that we have

been imposed on: while a great number

admit that they are genuine; but, ashamed

at the disclosure, and wishing to avoid

disgrace, disavow all confidence in them,

or profess to have discontinued the use of

them.”

CAFFItARIA.

Mr. Kay, of the Wesleyan Mission to

South Africa, after mentioning the bap

tism of several natives at Butterworth,

says :

“Three of the persons (one man and

two women) baptized on this occasion,

belong to the class of people to whom the

Caffres have given the name of Amafingu,

because poor; and poor indeed they are;

for excepting those who have become re

sident on the mission stations, few if any

of them can command any kind of pro

perty that can be called their own. Most

of them are the complete vassals of those

who may entertain them, and to this state

of servile subjection they submit, for the

sake of a mere subsistence. They are,

in short, strangers in a strange country,

having for years been beaten about by

the “y”. and the perpetual wars of the

3
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interior. Ask them respecting their own

land, and the place of their nativity, and

they almost invariably reply, “Far, far,

far.” That unprecedented numbers of

these destitute exiles should have been

literally driven into this quarter, by a

train of uncontrollable occurrences, at

the very time when Christianity was be

coming established in the land, and when

the Gospel was pushing its way onward,

as if to meet them, that a strange variety

of circumstances should have attended to

scatter such numerous groups of them

round our respective stations, and that in

creasing numbers are now to be found

amongst the inhabitants of every mission

village in Caffraria, are facts of the most

pleasing kind; and facts too in which not

only the missionary, but every pious mind,

is constrained to recognise the hand and

providence of the Most High. But this is

not all. They are not merely thrown

within the range of missionary operation;

but, by a distinguished and remarkable

readiness, both to hear and to receive the

gospel, they are obviously becoming

special objects of missionary attention.

Although equally, if not more supersti

tious than the Caffre, in general they ap

pear to be much less influenced by that

sceptical spirit, which he so frequently

manifests. It is clear that Jehovah, ac

cording to one of their own significant

figures of speech, is placing them ‘under

the missionary's wing.” Our stations are

evidently becoming their asylums; and I

verily believe that the period is not far

distant when many of them will be added

unto the church of our God.

“Whilst I reminded the candidates,

when standing before the congregation,

of the goodness and mercy of God, who

had brought them out of a distant land, a

land of total darkness, who had preserved

them in the desert, and kept them alive

amongst the dead, who had prevented

their falling a prey to the enemy, or pe

rishing in the field, and who had, at length

brought them to his “tabernacle, and to

his holy hill,’ the tears trickled down

their sable cheeks, and the whole assem

bly was deeply affected. The most dis

tinguished individual amongst them was

the son of an Amazizza chief; and a per

son who would have become a powerful

ruler in that tribe, had it not, like many

others, been dispersed, and in a great

measure destroyed, by the invaders.”

OBITUARY.

Died, at the Union Theological

Seminary, in Prince Edward Coun

ty, Virginia, on the third of Sep

tember, ult, the Rev. John H. Rice,

D. D. Professor of Didactick Theo

logy and Ecclesiastical History, in

the Seminary. By the death of this

eminent man, religion and learning

have met with a loss which will not

easily be supplied. The American

church has numbered among its mi

nisters few that were so highly dis

tinguished for erudition, piety and

usefulness as Dr. Rice. The State

in which he lived, was probably in

debted to no individual more than

to him, for exertion and influence

in promoting all the interests of

knowledge and science; and the

Union Theological Seminary un

questionably owed its very exist

ence, and its opening prospects of

proving a rich blessing to the whole

Christian community, to his perse

vering zeal and labours—We be

lieve, indeed, that he fell a martyr

to his incessant solicitude and ex

hausting efforts to serve the Semi

nary, and to promote, in various

ways, the cause of pure and unde

filed religion. We mourn in his

death the loss of a much loved

friend and brother; but we must

leave to others the delineation of

his character and the eulogy of his

excellence. He is gone—We are

admonished to be prepared to fol

low him; to “work while it is day

—the night cometh when no man

can work”—We add from “The

Southern Religious Telegraph” the

following account of his sickness

and death.

“Throughout a sickness of near

ly nine months, Dr. Rice had, with

various changes in external symp

toms, been gradually and steadily

declining. By an examination

made at his own instance, several

extensive strictures were discover

ed in the bowels, in which, no

doubt, the disease originated, and

which precluded the possibility of

recovery.

“The sickness of this servant of

God was attended with great suf

fering. The disease itself and the

highly nervous character which it

put on, caused not only much b0
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dily suffering, but great mental de

pression. Yet to the last, his mind

was collected and perfectly itself.

Saturday morning he revived from

a death-like stupor, and sensible

that the hand of death was upon

him, he remarked that there were

a few things which he wished to

say. He then bid those who stood

round his bed an affectionate fare

well; commending his now deeply

afflicted partner to the blessing and

rotection of heaven; and express

ing, with regard to all his friends,

an undiminished affection. He

spoke about fifteen minutes, and

found himself unable to proceed

farther. During the day, he said

very little, and was evidently in

great bodily suffering. This in

creased towards night. At nine,

rousing himself again, he said—

“..Mercy is triumphant.”—The last

word died upon his lips—He gasp.

ed for a few moments and expired.

“Dr. Rice was born Nov. 28th,

1777. Not yet 54 3. of ";

there was room to hope that he

would long be spared to labour on

earth in the cause of his Lord and

Master. But he who knows what

is best, and who lověs the church

better than we, had decided other

wise. Our part is to bow with sub

mission to the Divine determina

tion.”

COMMUNICATED.

The opposition of man to a reli

gion which would persuade him to

consider the end of his being is a

mournful shade of his character.

Death is ever in the world. Human

hopes sink quickly into silence and

darkness—each day multitudes en

ter upon a state of existence which

is separate from sense, and where

all that is happy must be pure and

true. The infidel is not moved by

these changes. His sceptical phi

losophy, while it relieves him from

the restraints of virtue, places him

beyond the influence of fear. He

is the deliberate apologist of the

vicious, who in return eagerly em
brace his sentiments.

The Christian religion offers

proof of its divine origin in the con

duct of its disciples. It is a testi

mony which can never be misunder

stood, and which there can be no

excuse for rejecting. Though sur

rounded with crime, and beset like

other men by the distractions of

life, the believer constantly looks

forward to another and a better

world; and in those moments which

the living seldom realize, he over

comes the natural horror of disso

lution, and reposes with humble

faith upon the bosom of his Father

and his God. Instances of consist

ent piety are, therefore, to be re

corded as parts of this important

yet simple testimony. Such an oc

casion is presented by the recent

death of Charles Chauncey, the

only son of Charles Chauncey, Esq.

It was his rare fortune that a view

of the past and of the future should

alike afford to him sources of un

mingled gratification. The mild

purity of his life, with the exact

discharge of its duties, had given

him much tranquil enjoyment,

while the successful improvement

of talents, which the shrinking mo

desty of his character could not

hide, seemed an assurance that he

should accomplish all his hopes.

He was, however, soon to die. The

rapid progress of a mortal disease

brought desolation to many affec

tionate hearts, but shed a holy calm

over his own. Though the ap

proaches of death were attended by

sufferings which wasted and enfee

bled a frame unable to endure their

severity, his mind remained peace

ful and clear. The certainty that

in a little while he was to be sense

less to every thing around him was

not appalling. And in passing from

the midst of all that could endear

life, his prevailing feeling was gra

titude to the Power which had per

mitted him to live, with a trembling

confidence in his mercy.

The sorrow of those from whom
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he has gone would indeed be bitter, der circumstances like these, while

were not the anguish of bereave his heart is wrung with unavailing

ment soothed, and the cold gloom grief, he feels the more deeply the

of the grave lighted up by a bright sufficiency of the faith which he has
and pervading hope. So strong is chosen, and the firmest conviction

the Christian’s consolation, that un- of its truth.

apictu of 39ubiich ºffairg.

EUROPE.

The latest advices from Europe are from Britain, of the 24th of August, and from

France about three days later.

Burrus-The publick affairs of Britain are in a high degree interesting; as the

political reforms which have begun to take place, and the spirit which gave rise to
them, and which they cherish, will, we doubt not, lead to measures that will give

a new aspect both to the religious and civil arrangements of the whole empire—Yet

in the month past we have noticed nothing new; of much interest to others than the

inhabitants of the British isles. We rather think that the English and French in ge

neral, cherish towards each other more friendly feelings at present, than at any other

eriod for centuries past. The Reform Bill is still before Parliament, and recently, it

is said, the opposition have gained some advantages. When it will pass, as pass

it must, we know not—The people murmur at the delay, but there is real difficulty

and much embarrassment in making out the details of the bill—The Commons were

unanimous lately in one act—the grant of £100,000 “for her majesty’s personal

expenses.” On this occasion, the queen in person, and in great state, went to the

- Parliament House. She appears to be a favourite with the nation at large; and if

report says true, she is worthy of the love and respect which she commands. We

were glad to see that the conduct of the king in raising one of his bastards to a peer

age, received the pointed censure of the Christian Observer—The prospect of an

unusually good harvest, both in Britain, and Ireland, was said to be flattering—Still

there is great suffering, especially in the latter island, for want of the necessaries

of life; in some places there appears to have been deaths from absolute starvation—

The latest accounts state, that there is the prospect at present of the united interfe

rence of Britain, France, Austria and Prussia, in favour of the magnanimous Poles.

We rather wish the report true than believe it. We are not of the opinion that the

government of any of these countries has been really gratified by the late Polish re

volution. But a large portion of the subjects of all, have been enthusiasts in its favour,

and the governments have learned that the spirit which is abroad renders it unsafe for

them wholly to disregard the popular feeling.

FRANCE–The apprehension that the fête of the three great days would be pro

ductive of disorder, andI. of another revolution, which we mentioned last

month, has been happily disappointed—The whole celebration was conducted with

order, and the result has been highly favourable to the establishment of the govern

ment. The king and his ministers appear to have managed the matter with much

address. At the time appointed, a few days before the celebration, the Chambers

assembled, and were opened with a speech by king Philippe, -his whole family at

tending—his sons on his right hand, and the queen, with her younger children, in

a gallery prepared for her reception. The king was dressed in the uniform of the

national guards, and his sons in the uniform of the corps in which they are colonels.

The king, it is said, delivered his speech with a firm voice—It is so long, and refers

to so many different topicks, that we cannot give it even in epitome. It was most art

fully composed, and was received with great acclamation. It did not contain all that

the liberals wished, but still it announced so much that was gratifying to them, that

they joined in the acclaim. In the part in which he said that the Austrian troops had,

at his request, been withdrawn from Italy, he has since been charged with saying

the thing that was not—and to us it appears that this charge is true. The parts in

which he spoke favourably of the Belgic and Polish revolutions, and of “preserving

the bonds of friendship which unite France and the United States of America,” were

hailed by the liberals with great applause—The arrangements for the celebration of

the three great days, were made with extreme caution and much prudence—The first

day was devoted to mourning—the second to rejoicing—and the third to rewards. A

report, on the last day of the celebration, was circulated in Paris—whether got up

by the government or not, we cannot say, but it was generally believed—that the

Poles had obtained a great victory, in a general battle with their invaders. This had
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a wonderful effect, especially on the military—who, in defiling before the king,

shouted “long live the brave Poles-long live the Polish revolution”—with the great.

est animation. The Chamber of Deputies had a long and animated debate on the re

ply that should be made to the king's speech. The liberals thought that enough had

not been said in favour of Poland; and General La Fayette proposed an amendment

to that part of the reply to the speech which related to this point—in which he wished

the chamber should express an unequivocal opinion, that the independence of Poland

ought to be immediately recognised by France. When this was overruled, another

member brought forward a modification of the same ideas in different language, and

in a softer tone. The debates on these motions produced an excitement of feeling,

which proceeded to such a length that all order was destroyed, and it became neces.

sary to adjourn the chamber till the following day. . On the following day, however,

order and harmony were restored; and eventually the reply to the royal address was

carried, much as it had been prepared by the ministry at first—and the ministers,

who at one period it was thought must resign, became triumphant, and found them

selves sustained by a far larger majority of the chamber than they had dared to ex

ect.p The French fleet, under admiral Roussin, agreeably to his orders, forced its way

into the Tagus, and stationed itself with the broadsides of every ship under the

quays of Lisbon, and in front of Don Miguel's palace. In this position “the admiral

summoned the Portuguese government to accede, within two hours, to all the pro

positions made, previous to his entrance into the Tagus.” These propositions were

promptly, accepted ; and thus the city was saved from bombardment, the tyrant

frightened and humbled, the honour of France asserted, and her citizens indemni

fied. The whole was a most brilliant naval exploit, on the part of the French-Their

fleet passed under the fire of all the Portuguese batteries, with very little loss, and

compelled all the Portuguese ships of war in the harbour, consisting of one ship of

the line, three large frigates, two sloops and two brigs, to strike their colours.

Shortly after the three great days, a demand was made from Belgium of the stipu

lated interposition of France, to repel a military invasion of the Dutch. The bearer

of the demand reached the palace of king Philippe at midnight—His majesty rose

immediately, and gave orders for the equipment and march of the requisite troops;

and they were on their way to Belgium in a few hours. The king's two sons had

each a command in the detachment, which was entrusted to general Girard, as com

mander in chief. In the address of the Chamber of Deputies, in reply to the king's

speech, the zeal and martial spirit of the French princes on this occasion was warmly

commended—The result of this expedition has been fortunate to all the parties con

cerned—The French troops were about to return to their country at the date of the

last accounts, and the state of France was said to be tranquil.

Belgium AND HollaN.D.—The king of Holland—taking ground on the alleged non

fulfilment on the part of Belgium of the protocol of the five great powers, as the con

dition of their independence—declared war against that part of his former dominions—

“ordered a solemn meeting of all his people in the churches, to make appeal to the

Almighty,” and gave the commaand of his army to his son, prince William. The

Dutch troops marched into Belgium in four divisions. The Belgians, who had

been vaunting of their prowess for several months, so as to be considered as

braggarts by all Europe, and had even threatened to drive the Dutch into the

sea, came only twice in contact with the Dutch troops, and in both instances acted

the part of the most errant cowards—fleeing without fighting, deserting their new

made monarch, Leopold, who acted bravely, and even throwing away their arms,

that they might not be encumbered in their flight. In a word, their dastardly beha

viour has made them the scorn of England and France. They lost, according to the

account we have seen, 50 killed, 300 wounded, and about 500 prisoners, and did not

kill a single Dutchman. Within about 12 miles of Brussels, the Dutch halted, as the

French had arrived in that city; a treaty was commenced which (without any conflict

beyond a slight squabble between two small parties) issued in an agreement that the

Dutch should evacuate Belgium. This has since taken place, in a manner entirely

honourable to the Dutch. It seems to us that the king of Holland had it for his prin.

cipal object in this war, to humble the Belgians, and to show that he was neither des

titute of the means nor the fortitude to make resistance to unlawful claims. We give

the address of prince William to his army, as it states truly the principal events of his

short campaign.

“Louvaine, Aug. 13.

“Brothers in Arms:—You have satisfied my expectations. I trusted to your unflinch

ing courage and bravery. I value the patience with which you have borne all the

fatigues and privations which always accompany the neighbourhood of the enemy.

Great is your reward; the blessing to our arms is perfect. After a campaign of hardly

ten days, we stand in the heart .# Belgium. Twice have we measured arms with the
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Belgians; first at Hanselt, then near Louvaine, which was sufficient to drive the Bel

ians to flight. Yesterday and to-day our outposts stood within two hours' march of

russels, and no Belgic army now exists to hinder our entrance.

The King, my father, has learned with gladness our victory gained at Hanselt.

Through me he assures you of his sincere satisfaction with all the troops which have

taken part in these and former engagements, and united their efforts to annihilate that

army of the Meuse, which was known by the name of Invincible. We have now ac

complished our object. We have done what our King and country required of us. We

have triumphed over the enemy against whom we went out to battle. With honour we

return to our old territory. A numerous army from France rushed into Belgium—their

advanced posts touch ours. We retire in consequence of an arrangement which our

sovereign has made with the King of the French.

“William, Prince of Orange.”

The last accounts state that Brussels was tranquil, and “that a very good understand

ing had been come to, between the Marshal Girard and the Prince of Orange, as to the

proceedings of the two armies.”

SPAIN.—The only article of news, of any importance, which we have noted from

Spain, in the month past, is contained in what is said to be a communication in a

private letter—that a well appointed army of from 40 to 45 thousand men, was

marching, or about to march, for the frontiers of France. The real state of Spain

and Portugal seems not to be well understood; we think it is this—that although there

is a large number of individuals in both kingdoms who sigh for political freedom, yet

the mass—the great majority of the population—are completely under the influence

of their priests, and the grossest superstition of the Romish church--are well pleased

with their bondage, and wish for no change; and that a change is not likely to be

made till forced upon them, or till the people, gradually it should seem, shall

become more enlightened.

Austria-We have little new to report from Austria. It is said that her govern

ment has lately interceded for the Poles, but in vain. There is increasing evidence,

however, of the deep sympathy of the Hungarians with that oppressed people. It

is stated, with apparent truth, that money, provisions, and wine, have lately been sent

from Hungary to Warsaw—Such supplies must be most opportune—we wish they

may be abundant.

PRussia.--We have had occasion to remark, more than once heretofore, that ever

since the invasion of Poland by Russia, the partiality of Prussia to the invaders has

been manifest. The truth is, that Prussia shared in the distribution of the ancient

Polish territory, when it was dismembered about forty years ago; and should Poland

again become an independent power, as we hope and trust she will, Prussia might

be obliged to restore what she has long most unrighteously possessed. We well

recollect that the eloquent Edmund Burke, who so earnestly anathematized the first

French revolution, condemned with equal severity the iniquitous partition of Poland.

Within the last month the information has reached us of a formal leclaration of

Prussia, that she is not, and will not remain neutral, in the conflict between the

Russians and the Poles. She sets up a strange distinction between NEUTRALITY and

INActivity,+says she renounces the former, and retains the latter—that is, in plain

English, she will afford supplies and protection to the Russians, and withhold them

from the Poles; but will not unite her armies with those of Russia for the subjuga

tion of Poland. She pleads, and probably with truth, that she is by treaty obliged to

afford assistance to Russia. But there certainly has been an understanding among the

fº powers since the last French revolution, that there should be no intervention,

y any of them, in domestic quarrels. Prussia vainly pleads that what she is doing

is not an intervention; but it is in fact one of the most effective kind; for the

IRussians could not carry on their operations against Poland for a single month, without

the supplies which Prussia now furnishes: and if France was as near to Poland as she is

to Belgium, we do not believe that anything would restrain her from chastising Prussia,

as having infringed the understanding or agreement that there should be no interven

tion. But something better than this is announced by the last arrivals from Europe,

which we have already mentioned under the article Britain—the intervention of four

great powers in favour of the Poles. We have our fears, nevertheless, that little will

be done, besides what the Poles do for themselves.

Poland.—The intense interest taken by the whole civilized world in the affairs of

Poland, renders the publick mind alive to every change that takes place in the state and

position of the armies, on whose movements and successes, under God, the freedom or

the slavery of this country is now hanging in fearful suspense. Hence the publick

papers are filled with reports and statements in relation to the military evolutions that

take place in the neighbourhood of Warsaw. Yet, on comparing the state and pros

pects of that city, and indeed of the entire Polish cause, with what they were under

stood to be a month ago, there has been really no very important change. A great and
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decisive battle has been constantly expected, but had not taken place at the date of the
last accounts. The main body of the Russian army, in order, we doubt not, to be in a

position to receive supplies the more readily from Prussia, sometime since marched up

the Vistula on the right bank of that river, and at the distance of about 70 miles from

Warsaw, crossed to the left, and, as is stated in the accounts by the last arrivals, had

advanced towards the city, but was yet at the distance of full 50 miles. In the mean

time, Warsaw is so strongly fortified on all sides, as to be deemed almost impregnable—

is provisioned for three or four months, and is said to be extensively undermined, it

being the determination of the Poles, in the event of its capture, to blow it up and to

perish with their enemies. The Polish army is cantoned partly in Warsaw, and by a

connected line of posts up the river, till its advance is near the Russian main army. A

number of inconsiderable actions of posts and parties have recently taken place, and a

eneral battle in the plain and open country is expected. Such a battle, it is said, the

#. General in chief wishes to bring on, confident of success; but in case of a defeat,

intending to fall back on Warsaw, and make his last defence there. Some reports state

that the great battle was hourly expected; but others, with more probability, represent

the cautious Russian General, Field Marshal Paskewitch, as desirous and determined, if

possible, to wait for an accession to his forces of 25,000 under general Rudiger, who is yet

on the right of the Vistula. The only very interesting military exploit that has met

our notice in the month past, is that of the Polish general Dembinski. In his incursion

into Lithuania, he became surrounded by the Russian forces, and had no other alterna

tive, but either to follow the example of general Gielgud of retreating into Prussia and

laying down his arms, or of cutting his way through the enemy's ranks, and thus get back

to Warsaw. He adopted the latter heroic alternative and succeeded—he reached War

saw with 5000 of his army, and has since been appointed governor of the city.

Russia.--We have just seen a new proclamation of the emperor Nicholas, exhorting

the Poles to submit to his authority. The proclamation concludes thus—“Return to

your duty. Truly abandon all criminal projects—we are still ready to receive you into

favour. The paternal disposition which caused us on the 4th of July to take a resolu

tion to pardon, shall still guide our conduct towards you; but only a prompt and uncon

ditional submission can give you a right to it.” We suppose that this proclamation has

been issued chiefly with a view to do something to propitiate the mediating powers, after

refusing to listen to their overtures. We regard it also as evidence that Nicholas is not so

confident of the success of his arms, as once he was. He says that all the revolted pro

vinces have returned to their duty—that is, that his troops have suppressed the insurrec

tions. He is greatly distressed for want of money, and cannot find any foreign capitalists

that will lend him on contract; but he has been able, it is said, to negotiate a commission

loan in Holland, to the amount of between two and three millions sterling. . It appears

that the cholera is abating in Russia, and in Europe generally. Its prevalence, how

over, is still fearful.

From ITALY, GREEcE, and TURREy, we have nothing to report for the present

month. Portugal, or rather Don Miguel, has lost another island, St. Michaels.

The following extract from Canton papers, lately received, we give as illustrative of

the peculiar views and usages of the Chinese—We think the latter part of the extract

might afford a useful lesson to office hunters in our own country.

“PEKING.—Creation of Nobility.—His Imperial Majesty, having attained his fiftieth

year, has bestowed rewards on the younger branches of his Imperial House. In doing

so he is actuated by a pious desire of imitating his predecessors on the Imperial throne.

On the grandson of King Et-sinwang, he has conferred the title of Duke, supporter of

the dynasty, within the eight banners. On the younger brother of the king Meem-min,

his majesty has bestowed the title of Duke, supporter of the dynasty outside the eight

banners. Other kings and princes of the Imperial House have received some titles;

some three-eyed peacocks' feathers; some gold-yellow vests; some, three thousand;

some two, and one thousand Taels in silver. There is moreover to be a mitigation of

punishment throughout the empire, in favour of persons not convicted of very atrocious
crlines.

Volunteers.-An old officer in Ya-nan Province, on hearing lately of the war in Tar

tary, wrote an express to the Emperor, offering his services, saying that he had been

successful on a former occasion against the Emperor's enemies. From another province

a similar proposal was also sent express to his Majesty. In both cases he took in very

ill part the zeal of his servants, reprimanded them, and handed them over to a court of

inquiry. The self-importance, which the volunteers manifest, displeases him. From

Yun-nan to Peking, says he, is at least a thousand miles; and from Peking to Cashgar,

is another thousand—does the fellow think that the Empire is in such want of officers

as to require him to appoint himself? The Court voted that he should be dismissed his

Majesty's service; but the Emperor was more merciful: he only took away his nominal

: and has retained him in his place.”
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AFRICA.

A serious rebellion has lately broken out in Morocco, against the reigning Emperor.

He was endeavouring to collect troops to oppose the rebels, but the accounts state that

his enemies were more numerous than his friends, and that it was questionable whe

ther he could retain his crown—The crown and the head usually go together among
the Mahomedans.

We perceive there is a project before the publick, we believe in Europe as well as in

this country, for colonizing the people of colour that may be liberated, in the neighbour

hood of Algiers, under the authority and protection of the French colony there. We

think its expediency is more than doubtful; beside other objections, we think the Arabs

would soon exterminate any population in their neighbourhood, that could not protect

itself by a strong military force.—The following article is extracted from a late

English paper.

* CAPE CoAst CAstle, April 16—Great joy has been evinced of late at Cape Coast

by the amicable adjustment of the long-pending dispute with Ashantee, which has for

several years tended so much to depress the state of trade in this part of the coast;

and there is every reason to hope that the peace which has now been brought about by

the exertions of the new Governor, Maclean, will be permanent. A few days ago, an

embassy of about 100 persons arrived at Cape Coast Castle from the King of Ashantee,

bringing along with them the gold which was demanded as a security, (600 ounces, or

about 2,400 currency;) they also brought two hostages along with them—one of them a

son of the King's, and the other a near relation; the gold and hostages are to be kept

for the space of five years, as a security that the King of the Ashantees will not again

disturb the peace of the country by going to war with any of the tribes in our alliance.

Messengers have been despatched to call all the neighbouring Chiefs, who are interested

in the matter, to a meeting, at which the various articles of the treaty will be finally

settled. Though peace has not yet been formally proclaimed, there can be no doubt

{º}} as the gold and hostages are already lodged within the walls of Cape Coast

Castle. There has been a bitter outcry among the merchants regarding trade for some

months back; but it is now hoped that, as the paths will be open into the interior of the

country, matters will take a change. Governor Maclean will gain considerable eclat

by the speedy settlement of this dispute, so soon after his arrival in the country to the

government of the Gold Coast.”

AMERICA.

A tempest, or tornado, of almost unexampled violence, has lately been experienced in

several of the West India islands. The island of Barbadoes has been entirely desolated,

and is represented as one scene of ruin. In the island of St. Domingo, several towns

have been almost destroyed, and extensive injury has been sustained in the plantations.

Other islands have suffered less, yet considerably; and some have altogether escaped.

But on the whole, the loss both of life and property, has probably been greater, than by

any previous visitation of the kind, since the islands have been known to Europeans. In

the southern part of our own country also, particularly at New Orleans, storms of wind

and rain have proved very destructive to property, although but few lives have been lost.

The publick affairs of the southern republicks of our country have not materially

changed their aspect since our last report.

UNITED STATEs.-We have felt an unusual mixtureºff. indignation on read

ing a letter from a gentleman in Georgia to his friend in Philadelphia, of which the fol

lowing is an extract—we should give the whole if our space would permit.

“Lawrenceville, September 17, 1831.

“You have heard, before this, of the second arrest of some of our missionaries and

others, by the Georgia Guard, and of their delivery over to the civil authority of this

state for trial. They have been tried within the last two or three days, found guilty of

residing within the chartered limits of the state, in the occupancy of the Cherokees,

without taking an oath of allegiance prescribed by the last Legislature, and sentenced

by Judge Clayton, to confinement, AT HARD LABOUR IN THE PENITENTIA

RY, FOR FOUR YEARS Eleven respectable white men to be pent up in a prison,

with felons, and the most degraded ofhuman beings, for four years, and not the slightest

crime alleged against them "

The names of the eleven missionaries are given. Two of them were in the service

of the American Board; and one is a Methodist under the direction of the Tennessee

Conference. The rest are respectable white men, who have intermarried with Cherokee

women. Their only offence is stated in the extract. Is there, we ask, no relief for such

oppression ? If not, is it not a vain boast, that we are the freest people in the world?

And can we look for the smiles and protection of the great Ruler of the universe, while

such things can take place under our government, and without a remedy? We do

blush and tremble for our country.

An anti-tariff convention is now sitting in Philadelphia. On the subject of discussion
in this convention we have not an opinion to give; but it certainly embraces as many

men of high talent and general respectability as have probably ever come together is

our country, since the formation of the Federal Constitution.
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IBOARD OF IMISSIOINTS.

As the period is at hand for the regular meetings of the Presbyteries

and Synods of our Church, we would respectfully and earnestly request the

attention of all those judicatories, which|. already opened, or which may

be disposed hereafter to open, a correspondence with the Board of Missions

of the General Assembly—to one or two of the prominent features of our

plan of operations. ''. we present, as a matter of primary importance,

that part of our plan which has reference to the annual appointment, and

special duties of{...}. Eacecutive Committees on Missions.

By referring to our annual reports for 1830 and ’31, the views of the Board,

respecting the appropriate duties and the vital importance of such Commit

tees, may be fully ascertained. From the co-operation of such Committees,

wherever they have been properly organized, the Board have already experi

enced many advantages in conducting their missionary operations in distant

parts of the Church. The efficiency of Corresponding Committees, depends

materially upon their relative location and promptitude. It is, therefore,

highly important that the Committees be small; that the proximity of the

members to each other be such, that they may be easily and!.y called

together, either for the purpose of considering and recommending to the

Board applications for missionary aid, or for locating Missionaries who ma

be sent to them for specific instructions. It is‘. hoped, ..".

Presbyteries, desiring aid from our Board, will promptly attend to the
appointment of Committees, and to their semi-annual|. and that par

ticular pains will be taken at the stated meetings of the ... to fur

nish the Committees with the information necessary, to enable them to present

an annual report to the Board, of all the vacancies, and missionary districts,

within their bounds,-the amount of aid which may be raised in each towards

the support of Missionaries; and, also, the amount of aid which may be

required of the Board.

Another subject, to which we wouldº invite the special atten

tion of the Presbyteries and Synods in correspondence with our Board, is

the plan of the Board for organizing Auriliaries and raising Funds.

In accordance with that rigid system of economy which they have adopted,

and with the wishes of many of the Churches, the Board have studiously

endeavoured to avoid, as far as possible, the expense of special agencies.

They have at present but a small number of agents in their service, except

such as have agreed to labour for short periods, without any expense to the

Board. It is confidently believed, that much, very much, might be accom

plished by the Presbyteries, in the revival of old Auxiliaries, the formation

of new ones, and the collection of annual subscriptions to the Board, if sys

tematic arrangements should be made at each of their stated meetings, for

having the Churches regularly visited, by such of their members as might be

induced to engage, for two or three weeks each, in voluntary agencies for

this special purpose. We deem it exceedingly important, that a fair experi

ment of this plan should be made, during the present season. The necessary

expenditures of the Board, during the current year, will probably exceed

twenty-five thousand dollars; and for this amount of funds, the Board are

dependent chiefly on remittances from Auxiliary Societies, and the annual
Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv. 3 Z -
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subscriptions of benevolent individuals. A few Presbyteries have pledged

themselves to raise within their own bounds, and at their own expense, a

specific amount of funds for our treasury; and we cannot but in ulge the

hope, that many more pledges of this kind will be given, for the aid and

encouragement of the Board. At the present time, our treasury is consider.

ably overdrawn, in anticipation of the annual collections; and it is desirable

that remittances should be made to our treasurer as speedily as possible,

after the collections shall have been made.

Increase& Missionary laborers.-We have now before us very many,

and very affecting representations of the wide-spread moral desolations of

our land, and of i. pressing necessities of a great number of the vacancies,

and destitute districts of the South and West. So numerous are the appli.

cations made to the Board for Missionaries, and so comparatively felt are

the laborers at command, that it is utterly impossible to avoid disappointing

the hopes and expectations of many, who are daily and anxiously waitingfor

supplies. While we sincerely sympathize with all who experience these

disappointments, and deeply regret the inability of the Board to supply,

without delay, the wants of the destitute in every section of the&n. it

still affords us unmingled satisfaction to announce the fact, that a consider.

able number of well-qualified and devoted young men will soon be on their

way, in the character of Missionaries under the patronage of our Board, to

some of the most needy and interesting stations of the West and South.

Although six of the young gentlemen,. leave our Seminary at Princeton

this fall, have devoted themselves to the self-denying and arduous work ºf

Foreign Missions, and a considerable number more haveº been en

gaged by vacant congregations in the middle States, yet we have the pleasing

rospect of commissioning ten or twelve, at least, of those who still remain,

or the Southern and Western States. To this number from Princeton, we

also have the prospect of adding, shortly, an equal or greater number from

other Seminaries, who are chiefly designed for |. same section of country.

These interesting facts, we trust, will excite our Synods, and Presbyteries,

and Agents, and all other friends, to renewed and vigourous efforts, to

increase the pecuniary resources of the Board, and otherwise to sustain and

encourage them, in their arduous and responsible work. To those whose

spiritual necessities remain unsupplied, we can give the most positive assur,

ance, that their affecting entreaties for help have been heard and regarded

with the deepest interest, and that no efforts will be spared, on the part of

the Board, to meet their necessities, and comply with their requests.

CORRESPONDENCE OF THE BOARD OF MISSIONS.

REv. N. H. HALL's LETTER.

The following letter from the Rev. N.

H. Hall, pastor of the 1st Presbyterian

church in Lexington, (Ky.) addressed to

the Corresponding Secretary of the Board

of Missions, was received at our office on

the 24th ult, and is now published with al

view of correcting a somewhat remarkable

mistake of the writer, in reference to certain

alledged doings of the Secretary and a “set

of men,” supposed to be the Executive

Committee of the Board of Missions.

August 15th, 1831.

Rev. Joshua T. Russell,—You have!

| closed the 2d vol. of the Missionary Re

|porter and you will therefore please dis;

continue my subscription to the work and

also Samuel E. Hall's.

Your republishing Dr. Wilson's four

froſiositions, &c. which contain a slander

of a serious character against myself, that

too, as I suppose, out of the funds contri.

buted to send the Gospel to the destitute

and perishing, have determined me and

others to withdraw. I do not intend to

contribute of my scanty means to any es:

tablishment, or to the support of any

man, or set of men, who would republish

and send forth such a fire-brand into

the churches. If my suspicions be cor

rect, I would be glad to know the factº
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so far as your agency may have been ex

erted in this matter, as I consider the

man who had this second edition issued

to be as guilty as the author, and original

publisher, and should be subject to the

same censure. Was not the missionary

interests of the West confided to the

churches of the West by compromise,

and did you not retain the old Board of

Missions in consequence of this compro

mise? Did you not vote for it, and now

is it not passing strange that you should

come out in the Missionary Reporter in

opposition. The Assembly made this

compromise in good faith, not expecting

that as soon as they were dissolved, you

would come out in opposition to your own

act, and use your efforts to defeat the

whole design of that body, which was

to restore peace to the Western Church

es.

We intend, if the Lord permit, to

have a convention in November, in Cin

cinnati, to consider the missionary busi

ness, and I humbly pray that God may

enable the Churches to rid themselves

of those who trouble them. The West

ern Churches would have been at peace

now, but for the intolerant spirit of a few;

they have produced the present tem

pest, and the Lord will reward them.

You will discontinue the Reporter to

myself and S. E. Hall, and oblige yours,

N. H. HALL.

MISTAKE correctED.

On the foregoing letter we shall make no

comments, because we deem it entirely un

necessary—it will speak for itself—and we

leave our readers to make their own infer.

ences and remarks.-It contains a charge

of a very serious nature. It expressly char.

ges the Corresponding Secretary, and the

“set of men,” with whom he acts, inappro

priating the missionary funds ofthe church;

with having published Dr. Wilson's four

propositions, and “that too, as I suppose,

out of the funds contributed to send the

Gospel to the destitute and perishing”—

and these supposed breaches of trust, the

writer says, “have determined me and oth

ers to withdraw.” Now,the simple facts of

the case are these: The four propositions

were published in this city by WILLIAM

Monkhran—so we learn from the title page

of the pamphlet itself. The Corresponding

Secretary and Executive Committee of the

Board of Missions neither published nor “re

published” this pamphlet. No missionary

funds committed to them have ever been

ppropriated to defray the expense of pub

lishing this, or any other document, not im

mediately connected with their transactions

as a Committee on Missions. For ourselves,

we know not whether the publisher ever

has received a dollar from any man, for is

suing this publication, but we do know

that he never did, and never will receive a

dollar from the Secretary of the Board.

The special reasons for re-publishing in

the Reporter, the letter of the Board to the

Committee of the Cincinnati Presbytery,

were very distinctly stated in the remarks

which preceded the letter; and these rea

sons, we did then and still do regard as suf

ficient.

We give the communication of Mr. Hall,

and the above correction of his mistake,

to the public, because we perceive from the

letter that “others,” besides Mr. H. have ac

ted upon the presumption, that the mission

ary funds have been misapplied, and under

the influence of this utterly erroneous im

pression, have withdrawn their patron

age from our humble periodical.

REsoLUTIONs of THE PRESBYTERY OF

Louisville, Ky.

The following resolutions, on the subject

of missionary operations in the West, were

received a few weeks since, but not in time

for our last number. They will be read,

no doubt, with interest.

At a called meeting of the Presbytery

of Louisville, the subject of missions as

referred to the Synods and Presbyteries

of the West by the General Assembly,

was taken into serious consideration, and

after due deliberation and investigation,

the Presbytery came to the following de

cision, viz.

1st. Theº are of opinion

that they have nothing to do with the

separate action of any voluntary society

or societies employed in missionary work,

which are not subject to the control, di

rection and authority of the Presbyterian

church in her distinctive capacity.

2d. They have expressed themselves

already, at the session of last spring, as

being Auxiliary to the Assembly’s Board

of Missions, and they now consider, that,

their natural and constitutional attitude,

and do entirely acquiesce in the plan of

the Assembly, respecting the Missiona

business, as realized and addressed to the

churches by the Assembly’s Board; which

Board they consider the only legitimate

organ of that body, in behalf of the Pres

byterian churches,
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3d. They feel doubtful about trusting | rolling, though sometimes broken—soilin

the destiny of the missionary work im

plicitly to the decision of a convention:

1. Because it implies an uncertainty

whether the General Assembly, Synods

and Presbyteries may not constitutionally

assign the direction of the missionary

work to bodies of men who are not

amenable to our church judicatures. 2.

Because it would imply,or seem to imply,

that we are not satisfied with the plan of

Missions adopted by the General Assem

bly, and at present carried on successful

ly by their Board; nevertheless, if there

shall be a convention to deliberate upon

the subject of Missions, and that method

shall be approved by the Synod of Ken

tucky, we reserve to ourselves the liber

t ya full representation in it, and de

clare it as our mind andjudgment that no

man shall be our representative in said

convention, who shall not, pledge himself

to be in favor of the Assembly’s Board of

Missions, and in opposition to resigning

the direction of the work of Missions to

any body of men which, as such, are not

responsible to the authorities of the Pres

byterian church, and also in opposition to

any intrusion made or attempted to be

made upon it, or upon the Presbyterian

churches, by any society whatever.

The yeas and nays being called for, the

vote stood thus:

Yeas—Joseph Venable, D. Hawthorn,

Thomas Paxton,W.W.Laws,John Carr,

James Pomeroy, Robert Long, W. H.

Alden, Elders. A.Cameron, John Jones,

J. L. Marshall, G. W. Ashbridge, James

Hawthorn, Ministers.

JWays—M. D. Averille, F. Snowden,

Elders. William M. King, John M.

Blackburn, Ministers.

ANDREw A. SHANNoN, Mod’r.

A true copy,

Jas. HAwthorN,Clerk pro, tem.

A PLEA IN BEHALF of ILLINo1s.

From an Agent of the Board in the

West.

The tract of country over which I have

É. since my last, is one where per

aps there are fewer encouraging circum

stances arising from the firesent existence

of churches, than any other one, which I

have reported,P. But yet, if we

are to be guided, in our estimate of pro

pitious or encouraging circumstances,and

the contrary, by the suscefitibility of oc

cupancy and improvement, I say, that

to an individual, who like Paul, would be

unwilling to build upon another man’s

foundation, there is every thing to excite

and encourage. The country itself is for

the most part inviting—abundance oftim

most places first rate, and in the rest se

cond. Most of the production sof a south

|ern soil are also found here.(Cotton, tobac

co, sweet potatoes, &c. &c.) Indeed, to

me, in many respects, this part of Illinois

would be more inviting than the so much

admired prairie land. This section of

the state, the Western and Southern

range of counties, is not probably so pop

ulous as some other parts, but the popu

lation is increasing; and the increase is

of that character which will be perma

nent. The emigration fever hitherto,

has tended strongly to the uſifier extrem

ities, or in other words the northern part

of the state has hitherto attracted more

attention, &c. than the southern, but it

will not be so exclusively any longer.

Throughout the whole of the state there

is vast room for improvement and culti

vation, and much therefore in this part

of it. The planting of an enlightened and

faithful ministry of the Gospel in this

part of the state will be its salvation.

And in this view I rejoice that the Board

design as soon*E. to occupy it in

this manner. resbyterian ministers

can now be planted and churches raised;

but hereafter the work will be much,

much more difficult. Whatever is done

for this land ought to be done quickly.

Delays in almost every thing are dan

gerous, but in this case they will I fear

rove fatal. If there were ministers

here, many emigrants would be encour

aged to come who now go elsewhere,

from the circumstance, amongst others,

that there are no means of grace, or

otherwise no churches of that denomina

tion to which they belong. And besides,

if there were ministers here of our

church, many who have united with other

denominations, from want or absence of

their own churches, would return: so that

Presbyterian Churches might almost

immediately, be raised up every where

throughout the land.

I think that Christians in coming to

this country ought by no means to think

of settling in a body, as some have de

signed or felt disposed to do. Much more

good will be accomplished by scattering,

or at least by having but two, three or

four families together. And in making

a settlement of this kind, care should be

taken to select a neighbourhood where

a church is already organized, or where

one could be without difficulty. Inthis way,

families from the east, or from any of the

older states, who made the doing of

anypart of their design, would accomplish

more for the church in this section of

country,than by any other method. With

one of such families an unmarried Mis

ber-good water mostly—land generally sionary, or even a married one, might
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5oard; and under such a roof any of those

devoted females, who desire to come to

the country for the sake of teaching in

Sabbath Schools, &c. might find an agree

able and pleasant asylum.

APPLICATIONS FOR MISSIONA

RIES.

In order that our readers, generally, may

have some distinct and accurate knowledge

of a few of the moral wastes, which ex

ist in different portions of our country—

and with a view, also, of rendering obvious,

the reason of the painful delays which fre

quently occur in the arrangements of the

Board for supplying the destitute, we pre

sent the following extracts from a few, out

of very many communications on this sub

ject.

NEw York.

From a member of a Presbytery in the

western part of the State.

“I have not time to state minutely the

wants of this Presbytery. They are how

ever very great, and on account of the

gracious refreshings from the Lord, the

demand for ministers is greater than it

has ever been before. Two churches

have recently been organized, and others

will soon be formed. Four meeting-hous

es have just been completed, or will soon

be finished; and two of these will be un

occupied by ministers, unlesssome be sent

to us. Four villages, each of which has
a house, and is able to support a minister

without or with very little aid, together

with numerous weaker churches,are des

titute. Cannot you speedily help this

portion of Zion? They do not ask for

funds—they will contribute these to the

extent of your commissions—but for

men. Send us a dozen of men of fair ta

lents, and we will engage to sustain them,

without drawing a cent from your trea

sury.”

PENNsyLvANIA.

From a member of a Presbytery in the

north part of the State.

“Do make a strong effort to send us

two or three young, fluent men, as soon

as possible. Only send us the proper

men, and they shall be of but little ex

pense to you.”

TENNESSEE.

From a member of a Presbytery in East

Tennessee.

“I have now given you a brief view of

our vacant churches, to supply which,

even partially, would require at least five

Missionaries. We can hardly hope it

will be in your power to send us out this

number, yet we trust the Great Head of

the Church will enable you tosend us out

at any rate three.

| The Churchesunder our care embrace

upwards of 1800 members, and it ap

pears that upwards of twelve hundred

of these are totally destitute of the min

istry. This is certainly very distressing

and calls loudly for any supply of minis

ters you can afford us.

I rejoice greatly, that God has caused,

through your instrumentality, so many

destitute regions to be supplied, and pray

that he may still more and more make

your Board a blessing to our churches

and the world.”

From a member of another Presbytery in

Tennessee.

“Many of our churches are extremely

feeble and our moral wastes and desola

tions are very extensive.” Twelve va

cancies are here enumerated, and our

correspondent continues, “At all these

places there is a present demand for

missionary labour.—To afford any

thing like an adequate supply would re

| quire the aid of at least four active, de

voted Missionaries.”

INDIANA.

From an Agent of the Board in this

State.

“I wish, Sir, I could give the Board

|an idea of the country which I saw. It

|is long and broad and its wants are great.

| And where the districts are formed, the

few: Presbyterian people feel greatly de

sirous of the preached Gospel, and their

need of help from your Board. Their

hopes are now raised and they expect

| helf. I beseech the Board, in their

name, to grant it, for their sakes, and

their children’s and the country’s.”

A pastor of one of the most flourishing

churches in Indiana, says:

“I would again renew the cry for

help. If it is not furnished soon, it will

be too late. I am willing to resign my

charge, [for the purpose of engagingex

clusively in Missionary labors], if you can

send us a man that will suit us.”

From nearly all the Middle and South

ern States of the Union, petitions of a
similar kind, to those just present

ed, have been received by the Board—

and the number of such petitions is rap

idly increasing. To aid in the great
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work of reclaiming,occupying, and culti

vating these extended moral wilderness

es, we have indeed the prospect, as we

have intimated in a previous article, of

sending forth speedily,some ten or twenty

faithful laborers; but alas! alas! “What

are these among so muny?” Are there

none who can be spared,from among our

selves? Are there none, in the more

favoured sections of our church, now

ministering to a few scores of people sur

rounded on every side by christian

churches, who are prepared to pass be-,

yond the mountains and proclaim theGºs
el to thousands, who are literally famish

|

-

ing for the bread of life and entirely be

yond the reach of the Gospel sound?—

“Who will go for us, and whom shall ºve
send.”

REPORTS OF MISSIONARIES.

NEw York.

From the Rev. W.M. J. BRADronn, Aug.

20th, 1831.

Revival in Virgil, M. Y.

About the first of June last, it began

to be observable that an unusual "solem

nity rested upon the minds of some in our

assembly. Professors began to feel unu

sually anxious for a revival of religion.

Great freedom was enjoyed at the throne

of grace. Prayer was made continually

that sinners might be born again, and

there appeared to be great searchings of

the heart, and deep abasement for past

heaviness and short comings in duty in

the Church. About that time it was

thought proper to hold a protracted meet

ing, which continued four days, during

which much time was spent in prayer

and conference, and confessions one to

another. Now the stumbling blocks

seemed to be removed out of the way of

sinners, and the great truths of the Gos

el reached their hearts and consciences.

H. inquiry was soon heard, “What

shall we do to be saved.” A number de

sired the prayers of the church. Our

meetings for prayer and conference were

multiplied & attended byan unusual num

ber, many of whom had been before but
seldom seen in our assemblies. And

though the excitementhasin a great mea

sure subsided, and numbers have in all

probability refused the Saviour uponCos

pel terms, and grieved away his spirit,

we rejoice to inform you that some have

hopefully passed from death unto life.

Twelve have united with the church,

eleven on confession and one by letter,

and there are a few that have obtained

hopes who have not yet united with any

church, some of whom will probably

go to churches of other denominations,

Whether Christians havebeen criminal

ly negligent of their duty and thereby

shortened this gracious work, we cannot

learn till the day when men shall be

judged according to their works. While
we have reason to be humble before God

for our sins, we do I think rejoice that he

has not regarded us according to our

merit, but according to his rich mercy

and the covenant of his grace. Though,

|in comparison with many instances of

special revival in this region, the work

among us appears small, yet ear

gratitude is due to the Author of the

work of grace, here experienced. And

it is hoped, that in view of what has not

been dºne we shall not lose sight of the

blessings already enjoyed. The acces

sion to the church is principally from the

youth, out of some of the most influential

families in the society, and will t

ly strengthen the church which has hith

erto been composed of but a few active

members, and those in advanced life.

Our Sabbath School is in a flourishing

state. Our Tract and Temperance So

cieties also are gaining strength, and ex

erting a healthful influence. We have

not yet been able to ascertain the
number of farmers that cut down their

harvest, without the use, or rather abuse,

of ardent spirit, but we are able to say

the number is very respectable—many

who have opposed the Temperancecause
heretofore, it is ascertained, do not fur

nish their hands with ardent spirits.

The circulation of Tracts, particular

ly the monthly distribution, and the diffu

sion of knowledge by means of periodi

cals, is producing a good effect upon the

community.

Progress of a Revival in Knowlesville,

JVew York.

From the Rev. David Page, Aug. 12th,
1831.

I have just completed the second quar

ter of my labours with the people of

Knowlesville and vicinity, since you were

pleased to re-appoint me your missionary

in February last. The Lord has granted

his blessing far beyond what we hadven

tured to expect. The good work of God,

mentioned in my last report, is still in

progress among this people. In the lat

ter part of June a four day's meet

ing was held in this place, which the

Lord was pleased to bless with the spe

cial presence of the Holy Ghost. Many

were turned from the error of their ways

to the Lord. . The meeting continued

seven days with increasing interest. At

the close of the meeting; which was on

our nation's birth-day, the Lord gave us

wonderful manifestations of his presences
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the house seemed to be full of the Holy

Ghost, while Christians drew very near

to God in pleading for his mercy on sin

ners. I can form no true estimate of the

number of those born again at that meet.

ing; perhaps there were forty; it may be

seventy.

The last Sabbath in July was attended

with deep solemnity; two were received

into this body by letter, and twenty-five

were admitted to the communion on pro

fession of their faith; and eight of them

received baptism the same day. The

sacrament of the Lord's Supper was ad

ministered to about 140 of God’s profess

ing people.

It was one of those scenes in which the

Lord is pleased to hold very intimate

communion with his children. The

spectators seemed to look with wonder,

and to say, Behold how these Christians

love one another.

The spirit of prayer continues. We

have stated meetings for prayer and oth

er religious exercises several times in a

week, in different parts of the society.

Christians manifesta spirit of union; they

love to meet and pray.

Our Sabbath Schools and Bible Class

es are in a prosperous condition. God is

blessing the children, and has brought

some to give themselves away to Jesus

Christ. Within about sixteen months

ast, our number of communicants be

onging to this body has increased from

33 to 115.

We expect to see others coming to the

Church. We believe the Lord has more

E. in this place, whom he will soon

ring in.

In the north part of the Society, where

the people have been entirely free from

sectarian influence, the work goes on

with a steady hand; the meetings are

distinguished for the presence and pow

er of the Holy Ghost; and there is a con

stant accession to the people of God. On

the whole, it may be said, that Christians

are engaged in the service of the Lord,

and HE is building up his kingdom in

this place.

In erecting a house of worship, the

people are well united; and we learn from

experience, that building a house for God

does not of necessity check the work of

God’s spirit. The expense of the house

is $3,000. It is more than we are able;

but, as the people are well united, and

all do what they can, I trust the society

will not be deeply embarassed. It is con

templated to enclose the building before

winter.

From Mr. H.HAMILL, dated Black Rock,

Erie co, New York, August 16, 1831.

Four day's meeting and revival at Black

Rock, .W. Y.

In my last I mentioned that there were

some ple sing indications of a better

state of things among us. Our meetings

have been interesting, peculiarly so, ever

since the spring has opened upon us, and

on Sabbath, three times a day, has the

house been well filled, and the audience

attentive. But still, with two or three ex

iceptions, there were no conversions. We

wanted something to give us an impulse.

Christians were praying, sinners were in

quiring, but none ready to act upon the

subject. It seemed necessary, therefore,

that a special effort should be made,

something to arouse and rivet the atten

tion, and keep the subject up for days

together, before the mind. or one, I

have had my heart upon such an effort.

I have been endeavouring to prepare the

way for it, ever since the month ofMarch.

| But circumstances prevented until the

middle of July. We agreed then, as

Christians, although a Gideon's band,

compared with our enemies, we agreed

to make the effort. Accordingly, a four

day's meeting was appointed to com

|mence, Tuesday 21st July—an occur

ence novel and unique, in the history

of this place, and an occurrence, than

which scarce any thing could have cre

lated mºre thought, and talk, and feeling,

and action, than this has done: all have

been awake and our village for once

at least, been arouscol from its slumber.

Friends and enemies have been at work,

and at one time it was doubtful which

way the scale would turn; and had it not

been, that the Lord was on our side,

that scale would certainly have türned

against us, if we may be permitted to

jº from the number and character of

our enemies. But blessed be God—the

effort has not, as was predicted by oppo

sers, ended in defeat. It has done incal

culable good, saving good, to the souls of

men. We number about thirty, as sub

jects of the work, thirty who give evi

dence of a change of heart, and many

yet are serious, some anxiously inquiring.

What the result will be, with them, we

dare not say, we hope a decision for the

Lord. In the number mentioned, are

eight or ten heads of families, which you

can readily perceive, will giye a change
to the aspect of the place. You can bave

no idea of the feeling elicited on this oc

| casion, feeling good and bad. Our meet

ing, I rejoice to repeat it, has done incal

culable good. It has drawn a line of dis

tinction between the righteous and the

wicked, and many whom the world had

thought were with us, were found to be

against us. I hope now, in view of the

success that God has given us, that we
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shall be able soon to form a little Church,

I trust as a monument to his praise.

PENNsylvan IA.

From Mr. J. Topp, dated, Gibson, Pa.

August 31st, 1831.

First fruits of a revival.

The prospects of our little Zion in this

lace are more encouraging than when

º: addressed you. Prior to my last

date this church was, and had been for a

long time,in a very languishing condition.
It resembled very much the barren heath

of the desert. * I have been correctly

informed, no additions had been received

for two years or upwards. But this is nºt

all; the church was losing ground.

There was a gradual decrease as to their

numbers. A want of unity among pro

fessors of religion was producing a most

ernicious effect. But thanks be to God

e has for three months past been making

it manifest that he has not forsaken this

vine of his own right hand’s planting.

The Great Head hasbeen gradually re

viving his church. In consequence of
this its members are becoming more and

more united. They seem to manifest, of

late,a greater and still greater anxiety for

Zion's welfare. . They appear to pray

more fervently for the many who are

perishing around them, and I am inclined

to believe that their prayers in behalf of

the impenitent have already been an

organized last spring. . The number

of scholars belonging to the different

schools is not far from eighty; three of the

scholars have lately become hopefully

pious.I numbered only one of them how

ever among our late converts. Two of

them, though they attend one of our

schools,belong to a neighbouring congre

gation. An apparent seriousness is now

resting on the minds of three others.

VIRGINIA.

From Mr. H. Bhows,dated Huttonsville,

Randolph county, Va. August 6th, 1831.

Tygarts valley,to which my labours are

rincipally confined, is about 28 miles in

ength, and gradually from one mile to

two miles and an half in breadth, and

very fertile, though it does not, at this

time, support a very dense population.

This, here, as well as in the adjacent

country, is in part owing to the re

cent settlement of the country, but more

especially to the uncertainty that has

hitherto existed about the land titles,

and to the occupation ofthe people; many

of them being extensive stockholders.

After leaving the valley and descending

the mountains, there is not only in this,

but also in the surrounding counties an

extensive district of country, though

somewhat broken by ridges, yet as to

fertility of soil, hardly surpassed by an

in the western country. It is well watered,

swered in part. One thing is certain,

and I have no doubt is destined to be the

most desirable part of Virginia. Such

there have been favourable indications is its fertility, that the new settlers, who

among the spiritually dead. A few of last fall could not more than clear their

the bones of this valley, notwithstanding

they are very dry, have been seen to
move. In some instances we have seen

bone come to his bone and flesh and skin

land, without ploughing it, have this sea

son had very fine crops of wheat.

Whenever a large survey is discover

ed, about the title of which there is like

have covered them; and they have had

breathed into them the breath of life.

The number of dead that have been rais

ed to life, is probably about cight or ten.

We are still favoured with the gracious

influences of the Holy Spirit. In conse

quence of this, Christians are more active
than they formerly were, and a degree of

seriousness is resting on the minds of a

number of the impenitent. Since I last

reported to you, sirteen have been added

to this church, eight on certificate and

eight on examination. One of them,with

her household received the ordinance of

baptism. Our last communion season,

| tributed about 2000 pages of

ly to be no dispute, a settlement is soon

made.

But you will be anxious to hear of my

prospects for usefulness. Since the com

mencement ofmy mission I havepreached
31 sermons. Visited 28 families. At

tended three conferenceºf: Dis

Tracts—a

number of copies of Beecher's Sermons

on Intemperance—a few copies of Hum

phrey on the Sabbath, besides attending

| prayer meetings, and other duties.

./1 whole settlement revived.

My field of labour is about 38 miles in

length. In which I have seven regular

which was on the 14th of this month, was

the most solemn and interesting season

that has been enjoyed here for a long

places of preaching; in three of which

there are prayer meetings regularly kept

up. And it is pleasing to me that I am

time.

robabl

}. persons, was crowded.

We have in this place four Sunday

Schools—one in each neighbourhood.

The two largest of these schools were

The meeting house, which will

hold between three and four

able to state that the Lord is now smiling

upon us in some good degree. Though

there is evidently a cloud gathering over

the greater part of my bounds, and a few

inquiring souls in my neighbourhood, yet

at the head of the Monongahela river
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where a settlement has been recently

made of about 15 families,the outpouring

of the spirit hasbeen remarkable. There

are not at this time remaining among

them more than two grown persons who

are not either indulging a hope or very

deeply impressed. Here I expect early

this fall to organize a church.

Defilorable ignorance.

The ignorance of many of the people

among the mountains is truly distressing.

In many families they have no book but

the Bible, with which all have been sup

lied by the American Bible Society.

ut many of those who have it cannot

read it. One day after conversing with

one individual for a length of time who

appeared to be much distressed, and

trying to instruct him in the way of sal

vation; he remarked to some one else

“that Mr. B. had been talking to him

about Christ, and he did not know who

Christ was, Indeed I should despair

in cases iike this of doing any good if it

was not, that God first makes use of

me as an instrument in awakening them,

and when in this state, they eagerly grasp

at everything that promises comfort, he

makes use of me as an instrument in in

structing them. A few days since a man

of about 35 who cannot read came to me

apparently in great distress. He told me

that he wanted me to pray for him all I

could, for he was a very bad man.

Intem/ierance voted down.

In the place where the awakening has

been, the people without framing any

constitution or signing any written agree.

ments have unanimously agreed not to

have any thing to do with ardent spirits

themselves, nor to attend gatherings

where it is, or asssist any man who keeps

it. We are also making arrangements

in another neighbourhood to form a socie

ty.

From Mr. J. Dickey, dated, Haywood,

Halifax county. Va. August 5th, 1831.

Though I cannot present such a report

of the success of my labours as you receive

from some of your Missionaries, still I

would mention with thankfulness that

the Lord has not left my labours entirely

without his blessing. Since writing to

you we have received by examination 5

persons into the Church at Harmony,

two of whom are colored persons, who

Pº to give very satisfactory evidence

of having experienced a saving work

of grace upon their hearts. We expect

two members will join us by letter, who

had been serious for some time, but made

a profession of religion while absent from

the neighborhood on a visit. We have

had two four days meetings at Harmony,

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv. 4 A

the first of which particularly, had avery

favourable influence upon the cause of

religion. There were two or three con

versions on the last day of the meeting.

At Harmony I have a Bible Class of

about 18 members, and in both Harmony

and Carmel there is a Sunday School

with a library of suitable books. One or

other of these schools I have attended al

most every Sabbath that I have preached

in the neighborhood. . The majority of

the scholars in the school at Harmony

are not able to read. The cause of tem

perance flourishes, in this region. We

have a Society at Harmony of more than

50 members. In addition to ours there

are four others at no great distance.

From Mr. J. Stoneroad, dated, Morgan

town, (Va.) 16th Aug. 1831.

In the vicinity of Stewarttown, there is

still more than ordinary attention to the

subject of religion. Several cases of deep

conviction have lately come to my know

ledge—and I still cannot but hope, that

the few mercy-drops which have descend

ed upon the neighborhood, are but the

delightful preludes to a copious shower.

Since my last report 5 more have been

added to the church here, on examina

tion. This, it is true, is but a small num

ber; but demands at the same time, the

gratitude of every Christian heart. Who

can calculate the amount of felicity secur

ed, by the conversion of but 5 immortal

souls? Who can cast the mighty sum of

misery unaided? The whole number

added to the Church since my connection

with this Congregation is 27.

REPORTS OF AGENTS.

From the Rev. A. O. PATTERLox, dated

Pittsburg, Sept. 13th, 1831.

When I last wrote you I hoped that I

should be able, by this date, to furnish a

full report of my agency thus far, but in

this I am disappointed. Sundry reports

have becn expected from congregations,

which I have visited and in which auxil

iaries have been formed, which have not

come to hand. I will delay my report,

however, no longer.

As mentioned in a former letter I en

tered upon my agency on the 4th of July.

The firstWº. was principally employed

in preparatory arrangements. I first vis

ited the Presbytery of Redstone.

July 10th, visited the congregation of

Mount Pleasant. In this and sund

other congregations it was understood,

believe, in most cases erroneously, that

the subreriftions taken by brother An

derson were only for one year. In such

cases I have either revived the old sub
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scription and endeavoured to extend it

or formed a new auxiliary as was found

most expedient. Here I revived the old

consisting of 64 members and $32, and

added 7 members and $1850, making

72 members and $50.50.

13th, Visited Unity, revived the old

auxiliary and added $10, making 77

members and $40.

14th, Visited Greensburg.—The ses

sion resolved to continue their former

subscription of $22 and endeavour to ex

tend it. Have not since heard from them.

15th,Had an appointment at Long Run,

but owing to harvest engagement, could

not obtain a meeting.

16th,Visited Round Hill.—But few out

owing to the cause just mentioned. Re

vived the former subscription which was

considered but for one year, to which it

was expected additional subscriptions

would be made. Number of old subscri

bers 59, amount $2964, not since heard

in.

17th, Visited Sawickly. Revived and

extended the former subscription. The

amount of the old is not remembered.

The present is $37,70. -

18th, Visited Brownsville. Organized

a new auxiliary, members 35, amount

31 25, with a donation of $ 1 25 from

rs. McKee.

19th, Visited Dunlaps Creek. Organized

a new auxiliary, number of members not

known, amount $3706

20th, Visited Laurel Hill. Organized a

new auxiliary, members 75, amount of

subscription $60 75, with a prospect of

increase.

Do. Visited Union Town, added to

former subscription, which was $950,

$550 with a donation of S10 by N. Ew

ing, Esq.

23rd, Visited Georges Creek, added to

the old subscription,amounting to$34.62%,

§. 15, making $44,773, number ofmem

ers not known.

Do. Visited the Tent. Organized a

new auxiliary, members 60, amount of

subscription $45 25, with a donation by

r. J. K. Duncan of $5.

On the 28th, reached the Presbytery

of Steubenville.

31st, Visited Crab Apple. Obtained a

º of $65 50, which in connex

ion with a former subscription amounts

to nearly $100—say $95.

Do. St. Clairsville. Organized a new

auxiliary, amount $36, with prospect of

increase, number of members not ascer

tained.

August 1, Visited Morristown. But few

out. They have an auxiliary and resolv

ed to do what they can for your Board.

2nd, Visited Wheeling, was advised

3rd, Mount Pleasant Ohio. Organized

a new auxiliary, amount $2.1 50.

4th, Beach Spring. Organized a new

auxiliary, amount between 50 and 60, say

$55.

Do. Cadiz, extended the old subscrip

tion amount not known.

5th, Bloomfield. Organized a new aux

iliary, amount $14, a small congrega

tlOn.

6th, Centre. The people failed to at

tend.

Do. Ridge, appointment not made.

7th,Cross Creek, Washington Presby

tery, new auxiliary amount $64. They

expect to make it $100.

9th, Island Creek, appointment not an

nounced.

10th, Richmond, new aux. members

29, amount $1962, will be increased.

Do. Annapolis,new auxiliary, members

25, amount, 1875, will be increased.

11th, Two Ridges, new auxiliary,amt.

not ascertained, say $40.

Do. Rockhill. Per Rev. Joseph Ander

son, missionary, new auxiliary—-members

15, amount $975.

14th, Cross Roads, Washington Pres

bytery, amount subscribed $50, will prob

*} be increased.

residytery of Ohio.

19th, Visited Lebanon. Organized a

new auxiliary, amount not ascertained.

20th, Williamsport. Organized a new

auxiliary—members 45, annount S39.50.

21st, Bethel, added to former subscrip

tion, $40 12%, will be increased. Bethel

will probably make S70.

22nd, Prevented by rain from reaching

Hopewell.

23d, Sharan, new auxiliary—amount

$15.50, members 32—infant church.

24th, Montours. People failed to attend

on account of rain.

25th, Had an appointment at Highland,

which I found was not announced. In

the congregations of Highland, Center,

ºut. and Millers run, quarterly

cºllectiºns are taken up for missionary

purposes. From each of these congre

ations the Board may expect to receive

from $25 to $30 annually.

26th,Had an appointment at Pine creek,

which was not announced.

27th, Visited Allegheny church. Or

ganized a new auxiliary—members 45,

amount $73.40.

Do.2d church Pittsburg. Extended the

former subscription—amount not known.

30th, Visited Chartiers and found the

appointment had failed.

Sept. 1. Fittended a missionary con

vention in this place.

3d. Visited Rehoboth, Redstone Pres

bytery, where I could not obtain an ap

not to attempt anything there at present. pointment when in that Presbytery, ad
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ditional subscription obtained—amount

not ascertained.

6th. Forwarded a 2nd appointment to

LongRun but found it was not announced,

They engage to pay $40 annually.

7th. Byards Town—new auxiliary for

med—amount not ascertained.

8th and 9th. Prevented from travel

ling by the failure of my horse, &c.

10th. Visited Montóurs—new auxili

ary, amount not ascertained.

11th. Racoon—new auxiliary formed.

It being the Sabbath they were unwil

ling that subscriptions should be taken,

but the session engaged to attend to it as

soon as practicable.

12th. Chartiers—addedto a recent sub

scription of $50, $1340, making $63,40.

Sessions of the Richland Presbytery,

JEROMEv1LLE, Wayne co. O.

Sep. 16th, 1831.

In considering the recommendation of

the last General Assembly to the Synods

and Presbyteries in the Valley of the

Mississippi, on the subject of conducting

Domestic Missions in the Western States,

the Presbytery voted, to adopt the fol

lowing resolutions, as expressing their

views and determination, viz: Resolved,

1. That, in the opinion of this Presby

tery, as we want but one General As

i..', for the Presbyterian Church in

these United States; so, we want but one

Board for conducting Domestic Missions

within its pale— and that Board to be

directly under the control and supervi

sion of the General Assembly, according

to the constitution of our church.

2. That, in the opinion of this Presby

tery, the Board of Missions, since its re

organization in 1828, has conducted with

an energy and wisdom, entitling it to our

continued confidence, and by its rapid

and annually extending operations, has

clearly shown, that were all the Presby

teries and churches of our denominaton

to unite in cordially adopting its plans,

this Board would be abundantly compe

tent to carry on all the Missionary ope

rations within our Church.

3. This Presbytery is more and more

deeply convinced, that the operations of

the American Home Missionary Society,

in its distinctive, independant character,

within the Presbyterian Church, are un

constitutional; and both injurious to the

peace, and dangerous to the purity of the

same.—This Presbytery as early as April

1829, expressed their sentiments mildly,

in a communication, by them, to the

Home Missionary Institution, declining

any further connexion therewith, an

nouncing their intention hereafter to seek

missionary aid from the Board of the

General Assembly.—Among other rea

|sons the following were then offered,

viz. “We consider the Board of Mis

sions of the General Assembly as our

natural organ for Missionary operations.

—We desire the Board of Missions of

the General Assembly to continue and

increase its activity: and this it cannot

do without the co-operation of the church

es under the supervision of the General

Assembly; therefore, we consider it our

duty and wisdom to act through that chan

nel. Further, from the relative nosition

taken by the American Home Missionary

Society and Board of the Assembly, the

adhesion of a part of the Presbyterian

churches to the Home Missionary Soci

ety, would produce disunion and discord

in the body to which we are attached.—

We have vowed to study the peace of

the church to which we belong, and we

feel ourselves bound by our vows, and

even if by amalgamation with Christians

of other denominations, in domestic mis

sions, an increase of harmony might be

brought about among different denomi

nations; we would consider this a poor

compensation for the breaking up of

sisterly affections, and cordial co-opera

tions in our own church. We believe

that the bond of peace, among different

denominations, is more likely to be

strengthened by harmonious and friend

|ly seſarate action, than by commingled

operations in the work of Missions.”—

Eighteen months later, viz: in Septem

ber, 1830, stronger language was deemed

necessary, as appears from the following

extract of part of a resolution adopted

then on the same subject, viz. “This

|Presbytery feel also, that they are called,

from the circumstances of the times, to

express their decided disapprobation of

the attempts made, and ...; in vari

ous quarters, to produce an amalgamation

of the Assembly’s Board of Missions

wº the A. H. M. Society; a measure

which this Presbytery would deprecate,

as a violation of both the spirit and letter

of our well devised form of church gov

ernment, upon which, so many inroads

have already been made, that it has, in

viewofthisPresbytery,becomeindispensa

bly necessary for all that wish to preserve

inviolate the principles and governmentof

thePresbyterianChurch,to take a decided

and open stand in their maintenance,

and in openly disapproving of all such

measures as tend to weaken and impair

the soundness of the one, or the efficacy

of the other: such, it is believed, is the

tendency of the operations of the Home

Missionary Society, in its distinctive, in

dependent, non-ecclesiastical character,

within the Presbyterian Church.” And

we do, now, consider the course and con

duct of that voluntary institution, as of
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fensively intrusive; and that it already

exercises an extensive fatronage, bane

ful to the character and true interests of

the Presbyterian Church. Therefore

resolved,

4. That it is the determination of this

Presbytery to adhere exclusively to the

Assembly’s Board of Missions, and stead

fastly to oppose every other organization

for conducting missions within our

Church. -

5. That therefore, this Presbytery will

send delegates to the Convention to meet

at Cincinnati, on the 23d of November

next, on the principles proposed by the

West Lexington Presbytery, to carry

into effect the above 4th resolution; by

which the delegates from this Presbytery.

are to be governed in deliberating and vo

ting in said Convention.

6. That we cordially accede to the pro

osal for observing the first Thursday of

ovember next, as a day of fasting and

prayer in our churches, on account, not

only of the “collisions” arising from sep

arate missionary operations, but also,

and especially, on account of the preva

lence and propagation of doctrinal senti

ments within the Presbyterian Church,

at variance, as we believe, with the plain

and obvious sense of our standards, and

in violation of solemn vows to maintain

the same.

JOHN M'KINNEY, Moderator

HENRY HERVEY, Clerk. -

MISCELLANEOUS.

ChristiAn experti exce.

The following letter was very 1ecently

addressed by a young gentleman in the

country at no great distance from Phila

delphia, to an aged friend and relative in

the city. We have been permitted to

copy it; thinking as we do that it exhibits,

in a style of peculiar simplicity, the genu

ine workings of a mind, with which God

has been graciously dealing, by the influ

ences of his Holy Spirit.

Sept. 20th, 1831.

My dear Uncle. It has occurred to me

to be at this time in a peculiar manner

Imy duty to write to you; though I have

had some striving within my own mind

about it: yet I have determined to write

without delay, though I may still say it

with trembling, lest what I have to say

may produce in you expectations to be

diºThere is one piece of information to

communicate, which I know will be grat

ifying to your heart—It is that through
this district of country there has been

es around are at the distance of six miles

apart in each direction; and in most of

them there have been meetings for

preaching for four days in succession,

with greater or less results—In one of

the latest, there are said to have been

more than three hundred converts.

There was also a meeting held in this

congregation. Now, my design in wri

ting, is just freely to relate to you what

|has passed in my own thoughts and feel

ings on this subject; which is what I have

never attempted before, because when I

was not quite hard and felt the most, I

was ashamed and afraid—besides listen

ing to the devil, that it would do as well

at some other time—The will was never

brought deliberately to choose what God

has chosen “now.” While things were

continuing thus, the sensibility which I

had upon this subject was gradually wear

ing away. On the Sunday preceding the

meeting at this church, it occurred to me

that now most likely, I should see what

I had wished long since to see, a revival

of religion fairly before my own eyes.
Then the surmise came into my mind,

that if I should pass through such a sea

son without being saved, I should never

have another feeling on the subject.

This thought continued in my mind,

and led me to determine to give all at

tention. . But I felt nothing; my heart

was hard, though I wished it to feel. I

wanted to pray, but could not. But still

I wondered that l was not distressed. '

This one thought was firmly fixed in my

mind,-the infallible certainty of a judg

ment, and of eternal happiness or mise

ry. So I continued, as the days of meet

ing were passing on.—I watched myself

closely; saw others going forward to be

prayed for, but dared not do this. It

then came to me like a reality, that I had

neglected until my day was gone, and

that now there was no longer any hope.

But then I knc.', though this was to be

feared, yet that the devil often uses it

most cruelly—that I must leave this mat

ter entirely with God, and only cry to

him, and resolve in his strength, if he

grant any influence of his spirit never to

resist it. The last day of the meeting

came, and the line was soon to be drawn,

and my side would quickly be determin

ed; I dreaded the close of the meeting
—but the hour came, it could not be de

layed. The last words were spoken, and

the people were departing. —I walked

out, not overwhelmed, but mournful, and

cast a sad look around on the people, and

felt that I was an outcast—I cannot des

cribe the sensation. Thought I was ready,

but then I could not repent of myself.-

If I only had that, then I thought I might
and is arevival of religion. The church be saved by Christ.
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• On the following Sunday, I felt some

thing like an intimation that God was

willing to be gracious, which moved me

in a manner very unlike any thing I had

felt before. My heart seemed sinking

within me. Still the command was “re

pent.” We had a sermon in on

the discourse of Christ with Nicodemus,

The whole of this appeared to me as in

the light of day. In the evening the idea

was suggested that I was in some degree

repenting, and that the command was,

go to the Saviour without delay. I re

membered the promises “ask and ye

shall receive seek and ye shall find;

knock and it shall be opened unto you:

and those that seek me early shall find

me.” Now, as far as consciousness tes

tifies, I immediately embraced these pro

mises, and with all the powers of the soul

freely threw myself into the arms of the

Saviour—and prayed for deeper repent

ance, and stronger faith: and this was re

º again, on going to bed at night.

or the next day, and the two following,

I felt at peace, but still desiring further

light. Every thing seemed new—I was

much inclined to talk freely.—I thought

of home,—and wished to be with my sis

Still, however, I feared to be atter.

rest, and often the question came into my

mind, whether this were really all of

God, or merely delusion—and then I

went into an argument with myself, first

on the one side, and then on the other.

Presently, however, this feeling or influ

ence seemed to me visibly departing—I

tried to hold it—it was gone. All was

darkness; and fear was coming with it,

and this torturing reflection, that I deser

ved none of that mercy which I had so

long trified with-I dreaded a return to
indifference, as I well knew the conse

quence. I was almost ready to despair;

but I remembered that “God’s arm was

not shortened that it could not save;” and

I determined never to cease from striving:

but even this, I knew was what I would

not be able to do of myself. This con

tinued to be my state, with little varia

tion, for more than a week. Often did I

long for anº to converse with

you;-but before that would be in my

wer, something else must be done. We

ad an excellent man here Mr. I

listened with great interest to his preach

ing, and likewise had an opportunity of

talking with him, and with several other

Christians—Nothing they said, however,

gave me much encouragement—It was

only “strive” “seek” “ask,” “knock.”—

That I was ready to do; and for the few

days past, this darkness has been break

ing away and in its place,a calm assurance

has been succeeding. But still I would not

be too confident, nor rest at ease without

seeking more grace. I will* here,

though this is not the half that I might

tell you. I have written this to have your

counsel, if you should find time to write;

but if not, pray for me—for this I feel

would be more than a host. One more

reflection. I know that the tree must be

known by its fruits, and if this change be

genuine, there will soon be trials for me

to go through, which will thoroughly test

it.

Labours and self-denials of a Missionary

of the Board, in Mew-York.

I engaged with this people for one

year, for the small sum of one hundred

dollars, and what I could obtain from the

Missionary Society. The year is at an

end, ...'. received nearly the hun

dred dollars from the society here, and

$87% from your Board. The society
here has also furnished me with some

few necessaries of life.

But I have lived, for the year past, as I

am sure but few ministers would be wil

ling to live.

My labours have been abundant, and

God only knows how I have been sup

ported under them. My health has been

poor, generally; but I have been able to

labour almost incessantly. The house in

which I have lived for a considerable

part of the time, with a wife in very del

igate health, was erected for a shop, for

the wheel-wright business, and has only

a temporary partition through the mid

die; rough and loose floors; no plastering;

temporary doors; a poor half-built chim

ney; and the inconsiderable parts of three

windows. The bed on which we repos

ed, consists mostly of straw. The be

nevolence of the people however, sup

plied us with seven pounds of feathers;

which, in a tolerably good tick, which I

bought at the store, we spread over our

Straw, and on it we have often slept com

fortably, and I trust thankfully. When

we were visited by our friends, whom

we would have been glad to have enter

tained through the night, we were under

the necessity of having theim lodge with

our friends in the neighbourhood; for the

above mentioned bed, was our only one.

Our household furniture in short, has

been very inconsiderable.—Although the

peºple agreed to supply us with our pro

visiºns, mostly, I have been obliged, gen

erally, to tell them when we were in

want of flour, meat, sugar, &c. Doubt

less you are well aware of the unpleas

antness of going around, beggar-like, to

tell the people, when you are hungry,

and what you want.—The above will

give you a true idea of our manner of

living the year past, in this place,

-
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Old fashioned fireaching.

A Missionary in Pennsylvania says “I

preach that Christ magnified the law and

made it honorable” and, that, by answer

ing its demands on the redeemed sinner.

If the sufferings of Christ were some

thing else than the penalty of the law,

what was it? If it was not our sins (that

is, the penalty due to them) that “He bare

in his own body on the tree,” What did

he bare? If he did not “redeem us from

the curse of the law,” by “being made

a curse for us,” How did he do it? And

what is the curse of the law but its pen

alty? Indeed, if our iniquities were not

laid on him, it seems to me they must be

laid on us, and if so our preaching is vain

and our faith is vain. I have not sagacity

sufficient to discover how the law can be

honored, by an innocent person's suffering

what it never demanded.

But perhaps those minds which are

not shackled by any frame-work of faith”

have made this discoverv.

I am willing to remain in the “old fash

ioned” doctrine of the vicarious atone

ment, and I can venture also to invite

sinners to place their confidence here.

Account of Money received by the Board

of Education of the General Assembly of

the Presbyterian Church, collections of the

Rev. Joseph Mahon, (Agent of the Board,)

since May last 1831,–in the following

places.

From Gettysburg, 7 22

Mrs. Nesbit, 1 00

Collection at M. Spring, 7 37

Newville, 3 50

Green Castle, 20 00

Waynesburg, 25 89

Quincey 7 75

Mercersburg, 23 37

Shippensburg, 26 75

Lower Congre’n of Tuscarora, 31 00

Lewistown, 11 85

Little Valley, 15 00

Kishacoquilias, 1 00

Upper Cong. of Penns Valley, 32 00

Lower do do do 71 37

Bellefonte, 80 50

Spruce Creek, 15 50

Licking Valley, 5 00

Alexandria, 31 60

Huntingdon, 79 37

Shirleysburg, 2 00

Shade Gap, 75 62

Upper Congre’n ofPath valley, 11 82

Roxbury, 3 00

An individual, 49

$590 00

Joseph B. Mitchell, Treasurer,

No. 200, South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.

Appointments.T-

From the 20th of August, to the 20th ºfSpl.

Rev. Jos. Wilson for one year -bush, N. Y. year, to Green

Rev. Jesse Rankin for one year, to Fel.

lenburg and vicinity. N. C.

Rev. T. Gallaudet, for one year, to Rus.

selville and vicinity, Ky.

Rev. Jas. Coe, for one year, one-third ºf

his time, in Miami Co. Ohio.

Rev. J. H. Wallace for one year to Chris.

tiansburg, Virginia.

RE-APPOINTMENTS,

Rev. J. Pitkin for one year, to stillwell,

Dresden and Muskingum settlements, 0.

Rev. P. Monfort, for one year,to Hancock,
Co. Ohio.

Rev. W. Sickles, for one year, to Rush.

ville and vicinity, Ind.

Rev. S. Scovel, for 1 year to Lawrence.

burg and vicinity, Ind.

Itev. Thos. Barr for 6 mo, in destitut:

settlements under the direction of the Cur,

Fºx. Committee at Cincinnati, Ohio,

Rev. J. S. Thompson for one year, at

Providence Congregation and Park, Mont.

gomery and Putnam co. Ind.

Rev. S. H. M’Nutt, for one year to Shi.

loh Church and vacancies in Park Co. Ind.

Rev. S. B. Sinith, for one year, to Green.

ville and Shoal creek, Ill.

Rev. Isaac Purkis, for one year, to La

Prairie and vicinity near Montreal Lower

Canada.

Rev. Enoch Bouton, for one year to Dir.

win and vicinity, Ill.

Rev. J. S. Weaver, for one year, to

Bellbrook and vicinity Green Co. 0.

Mr. John Gloucester for 6 mo, to the

2nd African Presbyterian Church, Philadel.

hia.
p Rev. A. O. Hubbard, for 6 mo, to Mor.

risville and vicinity Pa.

LETTERS RECEIVED

From 20th August, to 20th Sept.

J. Lewars, and W. B. Sloan, N.J., J. R.

Moreland, Ind. S. Cowles, 0., J. M. Ellis,

Ill., H. Wilson Pa., B.R. Kile Ky. J. Hutch.

ison Ky., F. Chipman N. J. S. M. William

son, Tenn., J. Stoneroad, 2 Wa., W. B.

Sprague and J. N. Campbell, N.Y., L.P.

Kendrick, O., A. Hamilton, Ky., H. Ham

il, N.Y., N. H. Hall, Ky., C. Cist, 2, 0,

J. D. Matthews, 2, N. J., A. Clark, Pa.,

S. Royer, Pa., H. Catlin, N.Y., T. Phillips,

O., J. L. Wilson, O., W. Jones, D.C., J.

D. Paxton, Ky., J. Dinsmore, Pa., J.Stone,

N. Y., A. McDonald, Ga., W. Foulke, 0.,

J. Burbank, N. Y., R. H. Lilly, 2, N. J.

I. Bennett, Ill., S. Galbraith, Pa., A. Mc

Kindley, Pa., J. McKinney, O., S. Stur.
geon, Pa., S. Van Rensselaer, N. Y., S. L.
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Governeur. N. Y., J. Witherspoon, N. C.,

C. Forbes, N.J., J. Culbertson, O., N. Har

ned, Pa., F. A. Strale, and others, Great

Bend, Pa., J. Anderson, O., M. Day, N. J.

Elders, Finley, O., S. Scovel, Ind., W. J

Bradford, N. Y., J. H. Gillespie, Ala., J.

Hillyer, Ky., H. Patten, Tenn., J. T.

Ramsey, D. C., T. Barr, O., G. Walton,

Geo., W. Jones, O., W. Gray, O., D.

V. McLean, O., F. W. Morford, N. J.,

J. H. Walker, N. Y., C. C. Beatty, O.,

T. Gallaudet, Ky., L. Phillips, N. Y., A.

Hamilton, O., H. Hervey, O.,J.Prout, Ala.,

S. J. Miller, O. J.S. & I. Thomson, In, I.,

J. Culbertson, O., I. Purkis, L. C., E. Bas

com, N.J.,S. H. Crane, O., S. B. Smith, O ,

J. S, Palmer, N. Y., J. McMaster, S. C.,

J. H. Weakley, Ala., H. McKitrick, o.,

T. W. Bascott, S. C., G. M. Kendall, Pa.,

J. Robinett, Pa., P. J. Sparrow, N.C., w.

K. Stewart, Ill., i. Reed, Ind., E. w Caro.

thers, N. C., J. H. Logan, Ky., A. O. Pat

terson, 2, Pa., G. S. Boardman, N. Y., S.

King, Pa., E. Bouton, Ill., A. Buck, N. Y.,

W. C. 131air, Lou., J. Wilson, N. Y., P.
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CHISM OF THE WESTMINSTER AS

SEMBLY OF DIVINES-ADDRESSED

to Youth.

LECTUrte LXI.

In the former part of this course

of lectures, when treating of justi

fication, adoption and sanctification,

and on the offices executed by

Christ as our Redeemer, it was

found necessary to explain, to some

extent, the nature of saving faith,

and of repentance unto life; with

out this, it would have been imprac

ticable to do any justice to the sub

jects then discussed. But faith and

repentance are of such vital impor

tance in the economy of redeemin

mercy; they enter so intimately an

extensively into all the gracious ex

ercises of the true believer, that they

justly claim a particular and formal

treatment; and we accordingly find

a distinct notice and description of

them, in the unrivalled summary of

theological truth contained in our

catechism. The first of these

graces is thus defined, in the an

swer which is to be the subject of

the present lecture—“Faith in Je

sus Christ is a saving grace, where

by we receive and rest upon him

alone for salvation, as he is offered

to us in the gospel.”

Faith, it is important to remark

and remember, is a term of various

signification in the holy scriptures.

#. whole of these I shall not enu

merate, as such an enumeration is

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

not necessary to my present pur

pose—You may find them all men

tioned by Cruden in his Concor

dance, under the word FAITH, and

it may be useful to examine them at

your leisure. He specifies, as all

the systematic writers do, four

principal senses of the term, which

we shall notice distinctly.

I. Historical or doctrinal faith.

This is a simple assent to the truths

of divine revelation, both historical

and doctrinal; which is yielded by

many, probably by the most of those

who have received a religious educa

tion. Of those who are embraced in

this description, some may take more

interest than others in the contents

of the sacred volume; but so long

as none of them have more than

a speculative or intellectual convic

tion of its truths, they have nothing

beyond what the apostle James de

nominates a dead faith, and which

he tells us the devils possess as

truly as they—“the devils believe

and tremble.” It has been justly

remarked, that persons of this cha

racter give their attention chiefly

to those things in the volume of in

spiration which interfere the least

with their sinful passions, and occa

sion the least disturbance to their

consciences in a carnal and unre

generate state. Yet even this in

tellectual knowledge and reception

of biblical truth, may have consi

derable influence in restraining men

from gross vice; and it may be

ºof great practical benefit, if
4
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they are ever brought to make se

rious business of religion; but un

less what they know and assent to

as true, shall reach deeper than

their understanding and judgment,

it will not save their souls, but ag

gravate their final condemnation.

II. There is a temporary faith—

which not only receives the truths

of scripture, but, as our Saviour

teaches in the parable of the sower,

“receives them with joy,”—that is,

divine truth produces a sudden and

powerful effect on the natural af

fections of these “stony ground

hearers.” They appear for a time

to be earnestly engaged in religion,

and may perhaps show more warmth

and zeal than the true disciples of

Christ; nay, even upbraid them for

their coldness and want of activity

in the cause of God. Yet after all,

the root of the matter is not in

them—“He hath not root in him

self, (saith the Saviour) but dureth

for a while; for when tribulation or

persecution ariseth because of the

word, by and by he is offended.”

Instances of this temporary faith are

numerous and mournful. In great

revivals of religion especially, when

there is much that is calculated to

awaken the sympathy and excite

the passions of men, there are com

monly a considerable number who

deceive both themselves and others,

with an apparent engagedness

and zeal in religion, which proves

to be only transient. This has

raised a prejudice in some minds

against all religious revivals. But

it is surely an unjustifiable preju

dice. “What is the chaft to the

wheat, saith the Lord * Great

harvests of souls are gathered into

the garner of life eternal in these

revivals—notwithstanding the in

stances of backsliding and apostacy

which too often follow them. But

the danger there is lest men take up

with something for religion which

will not stand the test of time and

temptation, does certainly furnish

a most cogent reason, why the ut

most care should be taken to pre

vent so deplorable and fatal a mis

take. It is a reason why there

should be much sound and discri

minating doctrinal preaching and

instruction, in times of revival; why

ministers and others who converse

with inquiring souls, should treat

them with great fidelity, mingled

with great tenderness; and why an

open and formal profession of reli

gion should not be precipitated, but

delayed till there has been some

suitable period for the probation of

those who hope they have passed

from death unto life. The truth is,

that it is no easy matter for any

man to discriminate at once, either

in himself or others, between truly

gracious affections and their various

counterfeits. I am ready to think

that any one will be effectually con

vinced of this, who will read with

care the excellent treatise of Pre

sident Edwards on this subject—

which he wrote in consequence of

the great revival that he witnessed

in the former part of his ministry,

and which lie was greatly instru

mental both in promoting and de

fending. It has been justly re

marked—and the fact is enough to

make both ministers and people

tremble—that when persons have

apparently gone far and felt much

in religion, whether in revivals or

at other times, and then fall away,

and become careless and insensible,

they are the least likely of all men,

to be ever awakened or softened af

terwards. They seem to be exam

ples of that awful dereliction, so

fearfully described in the sixth

chapter of the epistle to the He

brews.

I must here remark, that it is not

merely in times of persecution for

religion, or when those who profess

it suffer opposition, shame and re

proach, that a faith which is not

sound and saving betrays itself.

Without the occurrence of any

thing of this kind, there may be a

gradual subsiding of those spurious

affections and feelings which were

once so ardent, and which were
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mistaken for the evidences of a re

newed heart; and the subject of

them, under no other influence than

that of a carnal and worldly spirit,

may, in the strong language of the

apostle Peter, “return as a dog to

his vomit, and as the sow that was

washed to her wallowing in the

mire.” Nor have we any reason to

doubt, that the kind of faith of

which we have been speaking, al

though in this instance it may not

strictly be called temporary, will

delude many, till the delusion va

nishes in the light of eternity.—

Hence the solemn warning of the

Saviour himself—“Strive to enter

in at the strait gate: for many, I

say unto you, will seek to enter in,

and shall not be able. When once

the master of the house is risen up,

and hath shut to the door, and ye

begin to stand without, and to

knock at the door, saying, Lord,

Lord, open unto us: and he shall

answer and say unto you, I know

you not whence ye are: then shall

ye begin to say, We have eaten and

drunk in thy presence, and thou

hast taught in our streets. But he

shall say, I tell you, I know you

not whence you are: depart from

me, all ye workers of iniquity.”

III. The faith of miracles is men

tioned in the holy scriptures. The

exercise of this faith was confined

as we believe, to the primitive

church. It consisted in a firm be

lief that the possessor of it would,

by the power of God accompanying

his act, be able to perform a miracle

himself; or that, by the same power,

he would become the subject of

one, wrought in his favour. We

have examples of both these kinds

of miraculous faith, clearly recorded

in the New Testament. To the

first, there is a reference when our

Saviour said, (Matt. xvii. 20) “Ve

rily I say unto you, if ye have faith

as a grain of mustard seed, ye shall

say unto this mountain, remove

hence to yonder place, and it shall

remove; and nothing shall be im:

possible unto you.” Of the second

kind, we have an example in the

lame man at Lystra, in regard to

whom it is said (Acts xiv. 9, 10.)

“The same heard Paul speak; who

steadfastly beholding him, and per

ceiving that he had faith to be heal

ed, said with a loud voice, Stand

upright on thy feet, and he leaped

and walked.” In like manner our

Lord said to two blind men (Matt.

ix. 29, 30.) “According to your

faith be it unto you, and their eyes

were opened.” We might be read

to supposa that this faith would be

found only in eminently holy per

sons, and doubtless it was possess

ed by a number of such, in the first

age of the church; but we have un

questionable evidence that it was

not confined to sanctified men.

The apostle Paul says (1 Cor. xiii.

2) “Though I have all faith, so

that I could remove mountains, and

have not charity, I am nothing.”

And our blessed Lord expressly

declares (Matt. vii. 22, 23,) “Man

will say unto me in that day, Lord,

Lord, have we not prophesied in

thy name? and in thy name have

cast out devils, and in thy name

done many wonderful works P and

then will I profess unto them, I

never knew you, depart from me,

ye that work iniquity.” º this

singular dispensation it would ap

pear, as indeed the apostle seems

to intimate in the chapter to which

I have referred, that it was the de

sign of God to give a conspicuous

proof, that the most shining gifts

were valueless—were absolutel

nothing—in the matter of our sal

vation, without the simple principle

of love to God and mam, which the

humblest and most obscure believer

might as certainly and fully possess,

as those who were the most distin

guished in the church; yea, might

possess what they might lack, and

lack to their eternal undoing.

You are aware that the papists

maintain that miraculous powers

are still possessed and exercised in

their church: and the credulit

with which the “lying wonders”
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which they have recorded, have

been received by the devotees of

that communion, is truly astonish

ing. But I am sorry to observe,

that the pretence of working mira

cles is, at this very time, set up by

some individuals in the protestant

churches, both of England and Scot

land–May such pretences never

be made in our country. They are

unquestionably delusive, and in the -

event, highly injurious to true reli

gion: And were they even capable

of being sustained, you have just

heard of what the apostle, in the

context of the chapter referred to,

declares to be “a more excellent

way.” Let the love of God fill

our hearts and shine forth in your

ives, and you have something far

more excellent and desirable than

the working of miracles—which,

having answered their design in the

establishment of the infant Chris

tian church, have long since entire

ly ceased.

I have gone at some length, in

this lecture, into a consideration of

what may be called the negative

º. of our subject—showing what

inds of faith are not saving; be

cause this is the only place in our

system, in which the statement you

have heard could properly be made,

if made at all; and because I think

it is calculated, if rightly consider

ed, to be practically and highly

useful. In the next lecture, if God

permit, your attention will be call

ed to a direct illustration of the

answer before us.

--

witHERspoon’s Essay on Justifi

CAtion.

(Continued from p. 521.)

In the first place, he who expects

justification by the imputed righ

teousness of Christ, hath the clear

est and strongest conviction of the

obligation of the holy law of God

upon every reasonable creature,

and of its extent and purity. This

will appear very evidently, if we

consider what it is that brings any

person to a belief or relish of this

doctrine. It must be a sense of

sin, and fear of deserved wrath.

Let us search out the cause by

tracing the effects. Whence arises

the fear of wrath, or apprehension

of God’s displeasure? Only from

a conviction of guilt. And what

can produce a conviction of guilt.

but a sense of obligation? This is

manifestly the doctrine of Scrip

ture, which teaches us, that “by

the law is the knowledge of sin”—

and that “the law is a schoolmaster

to bring us to Christ.” Those who

have none at all, or a very imper

fect sense of the obligation of the

divine law, will never have the

least esteem of the righteousness of

Christ, which atones for their trans

gression of it; it must appear to

them to be foolishness: whereas

those who have a strong conviction

of the justice of the demand of the

law, both esteem and use the plea

of their Saviour's merit. Such also

have a strong sense of the extent

and purity of the law of God, as

well as its obligation in general.

Whilst others consider nothing as

sin, but the grossest and most noto

rious crimes, they are deeply sen

sible of the alienation of their hearts

from God, whom they are bound

supremely to love, and to whose

glory they are obliged to be habi

tually and universally subservient.

This conviction of the obligation

of the divine law, so essentially

connected with, or rather so neces

sarily previous to, an acceptance of

the imputed righteousness of Christ,

is evidently founded upon the re

lation of man to God, as a creature

to his Creator. This relation then

continues, and must continue, un

changeable; therefore the obliga

tion founded upon it must be un

alienable; and all those who have

once been sensible of it, must con

tinue to be so, unless we suppose

them blinded to the knowledge of

God as Creator, by the discovery
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of his mercy in Christ the Redeem

er. But this is absurd; for the

subsequent relation of a sinner to

God, as forgiven and reconciled

through Christ, never can take

away, nay, never can alter, his na

tural relation as a creature, nor the

obligation founded upon it. Nei

ther can it be conceived as consis

tent with the perfections of God,

to abate the demands of his law;

that is to say, a perfect conformity

to his holy will.” Every the least

deviation from it, by transgression,

* Since mention has been made of per

fect conformity to the will of God, or

perfect obedience to his law, as the duty

of man, which is indeed the foundation of

this whole doctrine, I think it necessary

to observe, that some deny this to be pro

perly required of man, as his duty in the

present fallen state, because he is not

able to perform it. But such do not seem

to attend either to the meaning of perfect

obedience, or to the nature or cause of

this inability. Perfect obedience is obe

dience by any creature, to the utmost ex

tent of his natural powers. Even in a

state of innocence, the holy dispositions

of Adam would not have been equal in

strength and activity to those of creatures

of a higher rank: but surely to love

God, who is infinitely amiable, with all

the heart, and above all, to consecrate all

his powers and faculties, without excep

tion, and without intermission, to God’s

service, must be undeniably the duty of

every intelligent creature. And what

sort of inability are we under to pay this?

Our natural faculties are surely as fit for

the service of God as for any baser pur

pose: the inability is only moral, and lies

wholly in the aversion of our hearts from

such employment. Does this then take

away the guilt? Must God relax his law

because we are not willing to obey it?

Consult even modern philosophers; and

such of them as allow there is any such

thing as vice, will tell you, that it lies in

evil or misplaced affections. Will then

that which is ill in itself excuse its fruits

in any degree from guilt or blame * The

truth is, notwithstanding the loud charge

of licentiousness upon the truths of the

gospel, there is no other system that

ever I perused, which preserves the obli

gations of the law of God in its strength:

the most part of them, when thoroughly

examined, just amount to this, that men

are bound, and that it is Right and MEET

and FIT that they should be as good and

as holy as they themselves incline.

or neglect of duty, must still be evil

in itself, and must still be seen,

and esteemed to be so by the God

of truth, who cannot lie. Now, is

there any thing in the gospel that

hath the least tendency to lessen

the sense of this obligation, after it

hath been once discovered? Ver

far from it: on the contrary, all

that Christ hath done for the salva

tion of sinners, as its immediate

consequence, magnifies the law, and

makes it honourable.

Perhaps it may be thought, that

the releasing a sinner from the

sanction of the law, or the punish

ment incurred by pardon purchased

and bestowed, has this effect: and

here it is, to be sure, that men by

their partial views, are apt to sup

pose the objection lies.

But let us only reflect, that the

obligation to duty and obedience to

the Creator, hath been seen by a

believer in the strongest light, and

must continue to be sensible. Will

he then be induced to act in the

face of a perceived obligation, by
an instance ofj: mercy?

Is this reasonable to suppose? or

rather, is it not self-contradictory

and absurd P. It is so far from

being true, that this mercy disposes

to obedience, as a peculiar and ad

ditional motive, as I shall after

wards show more fully in its proper

place. In the mean time, it is self

evident, that it can be no hinder

ance. What leads us into error in

this matter, is what happens some

times in human affairs. In a human

government, mercy or a promise of

impunity for past crimes, may ena

ble, though even in that case, not

incline a rebellious traitor to renew

his wickedness. But this is a most

unjust and partial view of the case,

in which the very circumstance is

wanting upon which the chief stress

ought to be laid. , Human laws

reach only outward actions, be

cause human knowledge is so im

perfect that it cannot discover the

disposition of the heart: and as all

professions are not sincere, so kind
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ness is often bestowed on improper

objects. This kindness, however,

though it may discover the impro

priety, cannot cause it.

But make the similitude com

plete, and see how it will lead us

to determine. Suppose one who

hath been in rebellion, deeply and

inwardly convinced of the evil of

rebellion, and his obligation to sub

mission; suppose this conviction so

strong, that he confesseth the just

ness of the sentence condemning

him to die, which is very consistent

with a desire of life: will a pardon

offered or intimated to such a per

son make him disloyal? Is this its

natural, nay, is it its possible effect?

If it could be supposed to have any

such consequence at all, it could

only be in this distant way, that

pardon seems to lessen the sense

of a judge's displeasure at the

crime. But even this can have no

place here, because sufficient care

is taken to prevent any such abuse

of it, by the substitution and vica

rious sufferings of a Mediator.

I cannot help observing here,

that the similitude above used will

lead us to the discovery of one

great cause of the objection against

which I am reasoning. It arises

from that corruption of heart, and

inward opposition to the law of

God in its extent and purity, which

is in all men by nature, and conti

nues in all who are not renewed in

the spirit of their minds. As they

have a strong tendency and incli

nation to transgress the law where

they dare, they are ready to think,

that the hopes of impunity must

encourage every one to a bold vio

lation of it. And no doubt this

would be true, if there could be

any real esteem or cordial accep

tance of the gospel, without a pre

vious conviction of the obligation

of the law, and the guilt and de

merit of every transgressor." But

* But this is impossible; for though

there may be some sort of fear of punish

ment, occasioned by displays of divine

power, where there is no true humilia

supposing, what is in truth the case

with every believer, that there is a

real and strong conviction of the

obligation of the law of God upon

every rational creature, which can

not be taken away; to imagine that

the mercy of God in pardoning sin

ners for Christ’s sake will lessen or

weaken the sense of this obligation,

is a most manifest contradiction.

On the contrary, sin must needs

have received a mortal blow, the

love of it must necessarily have

been destroyed, before pardon in

this way could be sought or obtain

ed: so that the apostle might well

say, “How shall we that are dead

to sin, live any longer thereinfº

In the second place; he who be

lieves in Christ, and expects justi

fication through his imputed righ

teousness, must have the deepest

and strongest sense of the evil of

sin in itself. This is in a good

measure included in, or an imme

diate consequence of, what has been

already mentioned. For the obli

gation of the law, as hinted above,

is but very imperfect, if we con

sider it only as founded on the

power of God, and the dependance

of the creature, and not also on the

holiness, justice, and goodness of

the law itself. In the first sense,

perhaps, it may be felt by the wick

ed in this world, at least, we are

sure, it is felt by devils and damn

ed spirits in a separate state. They

know that they must suffer, because

they will not obey. But where

there is a complete sense of obli

gation, it implies a belief of the

righteousness of the law, as well as

tion of mind, or genuine conviction of

sin; this is but like the impatient strug

gles of a chained slave, instead of the

willing subjection of a penitent child.

There is still in all such, an inward mur

muring against the sentence, as that of

an unjust and rigorous tyrant, and not of

a righteous judge. Therefore, though

such should pretend to rely on the merits

of Christ for pardon and deliverance, it

is plainly not from their hearts, and there

fore neither to the saving of their souls,

nor to the reformation of their lives,
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the power of the lawgiver; of the
equity, nay, the excellence of the

command, as well as the severity

of the sanction. All such not only

believe that God will punish for

sin, but that it is most just that he

should do so, and that sin has rich

ly deserved it.

It may therefore seem unneces

sary to add any thing on this sub

ject more than has been already

said: but I have mentioned it by

itself, because, besides that sense

of the obligation and purity of the

law of God which must pave the

way to a sinner’s acceptance of the

righteousness of Christ, there is a

discovery of the evil of sin, and its

abominable nature, in every part of

this “mystery of godliness, God

Inanifested in the flesh,” and the

truths founded upon it; so that the

more these are believed, and the

more they are attended to and re

collected, the more must the be

liever be determined to hate and

abhor every wicked and false way;

every new view which he takes of

the gospel of his salvation, every

act of trust and confidence exerted

upon it, must increase his horror of

sin, and excite him to fly from it.

Let us consider a little what

views are presented us of the evil

of sin in the doctrine of Christ, and

of him crucified. Here we see that

a holy and just God would not for

give sin without an atonement.

What a demonstration is this of its

malignity, if carefully attended to,

and kept constantly in our eye, as

a part of our very idea of the Divine

Nature! The difficulty in this case,

is our partiality in our own cause;

we are unwilling to think sin so

very blame-worthy, because this is

condemning ourselves; but let us

consider what views an all-wise

and impartial God hath of it, and

form ours upon his. And that we

may not so much as once blasphe

mously imagine, that he also is par

tial on his own side, let us remem

ber that he is the God of love, who,

by this very salvation hath magni

fied his love in a manner that pas

seth knowledge. He shows his

sense of the evil of the crime, even

whilst he is contriving, nay, in the

very contrivance of a proper way

for the criminal's escape. He is

not, so to speak, setting forth the

malignity of the offence, in order to

justify the severity of his own ven

geance, but he is exerting his amia

ble attribute of mercy, and yet here

must the evil of sin appear.

Consider, in a particular manner,

upon this subject, the dignity and

glory of the person who made this

atonement. The value of the pur

chase may be seen in the greatness

of the price; the evil of sin is the

worth of the propitiation. “For

we are not redeemed with cor

ruptible things, as silver and

goid, but with the precious blood of

Christ, as of a Lamb without blem

ish and without spot.” It was no

less a person than the eternal and

only begotten Son of God, who was

before all worlds, the brightness of

his Father’s glory, and the express

image of his person, who suffered

in our stead. Whoever considers

the frequent mention in the sacred

oracles of the glory and dignity of

the person of Christ, must be satis

fied that it is not without design;

and none can truly relish or im

prove these truths, but such as

thence learn the evil of sin, the im

menseness of that debt which re

quired one of so great, nay, of infi

nite and inexhaustible riches, to be

able to pay it. A creature indeed

behooved to suffer; and therefore

he became the son of man, but inti

mately united to the Creator, God

blessed for ever. It was one of the

first and earliest confessions of

faith, That Jesus Christ was the

Son of God; and this belief must

have the strongest influence in

showing us the evil of sin, which

none else was able to expiate.

In many passages of Scripture,

God’s sending his own Son into the

* 1 Peter i. 18.
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world to save sinners, is represent

ed as the strongest proof possible

of his compassion and love. The

nearness of the relation teaches us,

as it were, to suppose some reluc

tance in bestowing him; in allu

sion to which there is a beautiful

expression of the Apostle Paul,

“He that spared not his own Son,

but delivered him up for us all, how

... shall he not with him also freely

give us all things?” The very

same thing shows, with equal clear

ness, his abhorrence of sin. How

ever strongly disposed to save sin

ners, he would have sin to be expi

ated, though his own Son should be

the victim: if any thing could have

made him dispense with it, this

should surely have had the effect:

and therefore the condemning of

sin seems to have been as much in

view as the salvation of the sinner.

Every light in which we can view

this subject, contributes to set be

fore us the evil of sin. I shall only

mention further, the greatness and

severity of the sufferings of our Re

deemer, as they are represented

both prophetically, to show how

much was exacted, and historically

to show what was paid. As the

whole of his life was to be a state

of humiliation and sorrow, it is

said, “As many were astonished

at thee, his visage was so marred

more than any man, and his form

than the sons of men.” Again,

“He is despised and rejected of

men, a man of sorrows and ac

quainted with grief; and we hid, as

it were, our faces from him; he was

despised, and we esteemed him

not.” Once more, “He was wound

ed for our transgressions, he was

bruised for our iniquities; the chas

tisement of our peace was upon

him, and with his stripes we are

healed.”f . In the history of his

life in the New Testament, we see

all this verified, in the meanness of

his birth, and the continued insults

and reproaches thrown upon him

* Rom. viii. 32. f Isa, lii. 14, liii. 3, 5.

during the course of his life. There

is one remarkable passage, John

viii. 57. “Thou art not yet fifty

years old, and hast thou seen Abra

ham?” . The meaning of this is

hardly obvious, unless we suppose

his natural beauty and bloom was

so wasted and decayed by sorrow,

that he seemed to strangers near

twenty years older than he really

Was. -

In the close of the gospel, we

have an account of the#. scene

of his sufferings in the garden and

on the cross. “He was sore amazed,

and very heavy—His soul was ex

ceeding sorrowful, even unto death.

-His sweat was as it were great

drops of blood, falling down to the

ground.” He was at last stretched

on an accursed tree, where the pain

of a tortured body was but small

to the anguish of an overwhelmed

spirit, which constrained him to

utter this heavy complaint, “My

God, my God, why hast thou for

saken me?” Let the Christian

stand at the foot of the cross, and

there see the evil of sin, which re

quired so costly an expiation. Let

him there see the holiness and jus

tice of God in its punishment. Let

him hear the most High, saying,

“Awake, O sword, against the man

who is my fellow.” And let him

thence learn, how much sin is the

object of divine detestation.

Hath a believer then a firm per

suasion of all these truths? Are

they the frequent theme of his me

ditations? ...And must they not ne

cessarily fill him with an abhor

rence of sin, inflame him with a

hatred of it, and excite in him a

self-loathing on its account? Thus

it is said in the prophetic writings,

“They shall look on me whom they

have pierced, and they shall mourn

for him, as one mourneth for his

only son, and shall be in bitterness

for him, as one that is in bitterness

for his first-born.” And must not

a repetition of the same views still

* Zech. xii. 10.
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strengthen the impression, so that,

as the apostle Paul tells us of him

self, “The world will be crucified

unto him, and he unto the world.”

I am sensible that these things

will have no such effect upon the

enemies of the gospel, who disbe

lieve them, or upon those Chris

tians, if they deserve the name,

who disguise, explain away, or give

up the satisfaction of Christ; or

even those who have a strong tinc

ture of a legal spirit, and are for

contributing somewhat toward their

acceptance with God, by their own

merit and defective obedience.

Such cannot relish these senti

ments; and therefore it may seem

tion and request:-" Archbishop

Usher transcribed the following

hymn, written in monkish Latin

rhymes, from a manuscript copy in

the Cottonian library. It appears

to have been written by Hildebert,

Bishop of Anomanum or Mans, in

the twelfth century. A good metri

cal version of these ‘rythmos ele

antissimos,” as Usher calls them,

rom the pen of some of your poeti

cal correspondents, would, I doubt

not, gratify many of your readers,

as well as your obedient servant,

“THE TRANscriber.”

If a translation shall appear in

the Observer, we will transfer it to

our pages; but would rather insert

improper, in reasoning against ene- a good one from some of our own

mies, to bring them at all in view.

But let it be remembered, that

however, little many believe such

things, they may yet perceive, if

they will attend to it, their natural

operation upon those who do believe

them. And let any modern adept

in the science of morals show, in his

account of the foundation of mora

lity, and the nature of obligation,

any thing that hath a force or influ

ence equal to this: or, will the

nominal self-righteous Christian,

who thinks Christ only made up

some little wants which he finds

in himself, or that his death had

only some general expediency in

it, ever be equally tender in his

practice, with him who sees so

much of the purity of the law of

God, and his detestation of sin, as

to esteem all his own righteous

ness but as filthy rags, and bot

toms his hope of acceptance wholly

upon the perfect righteousness of

his Redeemer?

(To be continued.)

-

ANCIENT LATIN HYMN.

From the Christian Observer.

This Hymn is introduced in the

Observer by the following informa

* Gal. vi. 14.

Vol. IX.-ſh. JAdv.

readers. The original will, we

think, please Latin scholars.

Extra portam jam delatum

Jam foetentem, tumulatum,

Vitta ligat, lapis urget:

Sed, si jubes, hic resurget:

Jube, lapis revolvetur;

Jube, vitta disrumpetur;

Exiturus, nescit moras,

Postguam clamas, Eri foras.
In hoc salo mea ratis

Infestatur a piratis:

Hinc assultus, inde fluctus:

Hincet inde mors et luctus.

Sed tu, bone nauta! veni;

Preme ventos, mare leni;

Fac abscedant, hi piratae,

Duc ad portum, salva rate.

Infoecunda mea ficus,

Cujus ramus, ramus siccus,

Incidetur, incendetur,

Si promulgas, quod meretur.

Sed hoc anno dimittatur,

Stercoretur, fodiatur:

Quod si necdum respondebit;

Flens hoc loquor, tunc ardebit;

Vetus hostis in me furit,

Aquis mersat, flammis urit;

Inde languens et afflictus

Tibi soli sum relictus,

Uthic hostis evanescat,

Ut infirmus convalescat ;

Tu virtutem jejunandi

Des infirmo, des orandi;

Per haec duo, Christo teste,

Liberabor ab hac peste.

Ab hac peste solve mentem,

Fac devotum poenitentem:

1)a timorem, quo projecto,

De salute nil conjecto.

Ina spem, fidem, charitatem;

Da discretam pietatem:

4 D
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Da contemptum terrenorum,

Appetitum supernorum.

Totum, Deus! in te spero;

Deus, exte totum quaero.

Tu laus mea, meum bonum,

Mea cuncta, tuum donum.

Tu solamen in labore,

Medicamen in languore,

Tu in luctu mea lyra,

Tu lenimen es in ira.

Tu in arcto liberator,

Tu in lapsu relevator:

Metum praestas in provectu,

Spem conservas in defectu.

Si quis laedit, tu rependis;

Siminatur, tu defendis;

Quod estanceps, tu dissolvis;

Quod tegendum, tu involvis,

Tu intrare me non sinas

Infernales officinas;

Ubi moeror, ubi metus;

Ubi foctor, ubi fletus;

Ubi probra deteguntur;

Ubi rei confunduutur;

Ubi tortor semper cardens,

Ubi vermis semper edens;

Ubi totum hoc perenne,

Quia perpes mors Gehennz.

Me receptet Sion illa,

Sion David urbs tranquilla;

Cujus faber auctor lucis,

Cujus portae signum crucis;

Cujus claves lingua Petri,

Cujus cives semper lacti,

Cujus muri lapis vivus,

Cuius custos Rex festivus.

In hac urbe lux solennis;

Veracternum, pax perennis

In hac odor implens coelos,

In hac semper festum melos.

Non estibi corruptela;

Non defectus, non querela:

Non minuti, nonj
Omnes Christo sunt conformes.

Urbs coelestis, urbs beata.

Supra petram collocata:

Urbs in portu satis tuto,

De longinquote saluto;

Te saluto, te suspiro,

Te affecto, te requiro.

Quantum tui gratulentur,

Quam festive conviventur;

Quis affectus eos stringat,

Aut quae gemma muros Pingat.

Quis chalcedon, quis jacinctus;

Norunt illi, qui sunt intus.

In plateis hujus urbis.

Sociatus piis turbis,

Cum Moise et Elia,

Pium cantem alleluia.

-

STAN2AS.

From the Evangelical JMagazine, for Jaiy.

The tear is sad o'er youthful hopes

Low sunk beneath the billow;

And sad the tear the widow drops

Upon her orphan's pillow.

But there's a tear that pity calls,

And sadder far than any;

A tear that daily, hourly falls,

Upon the heads of many.

'Tis when the thoughtless sons of mirth

Are'from their gambols riven;

And quit their fairest hopes on earth,

Without one hope for heaven!

The smile is sweet, when from above

All bliss and joy are flowing;

And sweet the smile which partial love

-Is on our vows bestowing.

But sweeter far that smile serene,

To faith new beauties lending;

Which on the Christian's cheek is seen,

When life and death are blending.

That heav'nly smile, which seems to say,

Farewell to all my sorrow :

This head, which bows to death to-day,

Shall reign with Christ to-morrow

Edinburgh. H. E.

Jºigtellaneoug.

sketch of the LIFE or Rev. J.A.Cob

GREEN, A. M.

(Continued from page 525.)

The next day, Mr. Tennant

preached three times, and I attend

ed with great eagerness. I was

affected, but received nothing spe

cial more than I had before; for I

had received the great blow on the

preceding evening. A number of

people appeared soon to be affect.

ed, and religion engrossed the ge

neral conversation. But I kept con

cealed, and hid my concern as

much as possible. I attended my

studies at college, and the daily

recitations as usual. When I was

among people, I suppose I appear

ed nearly as I had done before;

but when I retired in secret before

God, I was much agitated, for then
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I gave myself vent; and much I

hi to pour out, and with much

freedom I did it. I used as often

as possible to retire, especially in

the dark of the evening, into fields

or woods, where I could have a

little more freedom: for though I

did not allow myself to speak ind

in secret prayer, yet the vehemence

of my affections produced a kind of

audible whisper, which might be

overheard in my study. For some

days or weeks, I had an increasing

view of the evil of sin, especially

of the sin of my heart and nature.

I had also an increasing view of

the greatness and justice of God,

especially that he was most worthy

to be glorified. It appeared in such

a manner that I was ready to call

on the whole creation to glorify

him. When I would be abroad in

the evening, I would be disposed

to call on the stars to glorify him.

When I was alone in #. woods, I

would often, before I was aware,

be ready to say, “O that the trees

may glorify God.” I desired that

every thing that was made might

glorify him. I thought I saw j.
self to be such a sinful, vile, hell

ish, detestable creature, that I

seemed to have no idea of glorify

ing God, but by bearing and suffer

ing the punishment due to sin.

My thoughts ran much upon God’s

being glorified by the eternal pun

ishments of hell.

There was no doubt a degree of

self-righteousness, and much weak

ness and error, in my thoughts and

views, but m tº: were spon

taneous. Iº I could endure

any thing for God’s glory, nor did

I trouble myself about my own

salvation. I had an indignation

against sin and self, and could not

express my badness. I would often

most freely call myself a vile, hel

lish, accursed, detestable, damna

ble sinner, and after all, not ex

press my sense of badness in any

adequate degree. But the proprie

ty that God should be glorified, ran

most in my mind; so that for some

months, I could not content myself

to end my secret prayer, but by

these words—“May God have

praise and glory, let what will be

come of me:” Nor would I end

my devotions, unless I could say

these words with the greatest em

phasis and fervour of soul. These

words I used to repeat wherever I

went; and when I could express

them with a vehement outgoing of

soul, it seemed to give me relief,

and a little ease for a little while.

I do not mean that I used to utter

these words in the hearing of others,

but in secret. I thought? was will

ing to be damned for the glory of

God; but I took not in the idea of

sinning, but only of suffering, in

the notion of damnation.

I talked with people about reli

gion in general, but not much about

my own case. I used to talk most

freely with a certain pious woman;

and I said to her that I believed if

persons came to be right, they must

be willing to be damned. I know

not that I had ever read or heard of

any such sentiment—it rose in me

wholly from my own views of things.
The woman whom I have mention

ed, told me I was mistaken—it was

no such thing; and I think she

showed me something in Mr. Stod

dard’s writings, to prove that per

sons, cannot properly be willing to
be damned. I was not tenacious

of my opinion. The sentiment of

being willing to be damned soon

began to be talked of in the coun

try, and was generally condemned

as improper. In a short time, I

read several authors upon it, fell in

with their sentiments, thought per

sons could not properly be willing

to be damned, and supposed my

sentiments had been in a degree

wrong. But my sentiments and

views of things in general conti

nued much the same, for the space

of six weeks or two months. In

this time I often thought of my

dream, and the sins that occasioned

it. But such thoughts made little

alteration in my case. I viewed
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those sins of mine against light and

conscience to be very great, but

the sense I now had of the sinful

ness of uny heart and nature, and

the accursed fountain of iniquity

within me, seemed to exceed any

of those particular sins formerly

condemned. And whether my sin

was pardonable or not, lay with

little weight comparatively upon

me, for my great concern was that

God might be glorified by me, even

if it should be in my damnation.

But as I said, suffering, or bearin

punishment for sin, comprehende

my views of damnation—I read

much, conversed on religion much,

heard much preaching, and , in

creased in doctrinal knowledge;

but I was much pressed with a

sense of inward sin, and cried

much for relief; and all this time

I had no proper views of the way

of salvation by Jesus Christ.

About two months after the great

shock by Mr. Tennant’s preaching,

I began to get views of Christ's

atonement for sin, and that God

could glorify himself in pardonin

a sinner through Jesus Christ.

read some authors on the harmony

of the divine attributes;* and how

a sinner might plead the merits of

Christ against a law that cursed

and condemned; and how a soul

might stand before the infinite jus

tice of God, if appearing in, and

pleading the satisfaction and merits

of Christ. These things broke in

upon my view with surprising light.

When I came to see that God could

be glorified and sinners saved, as

much so as if they were damned,

yea, in some respects more so—it

astonished me, it filled me with

raptures of admiration; I could

not but be amazed, and wonder—

* The authors read are not specified

in the narrative, but it is probable that

Bates on “The Harmony of the Divine

Attributes,” and Stoddard’s “Safety of

appearing in the Righteousness of

Christ,” were among them. These are

two of the best books in the English lan

guage, for the perusal of an anxious sin

ner, or a young convert.—Eurr.

man's redemption opened to my

view in an astonishing manner. I

could not but dwell, and dwell,

upon the wonderful plan. I had

been much taken up with the

thoughts of God’s being glorified,

and I seemed to think of no way

but by his taking vengeance on our

iniquities; and when I came to see

that he could be glorified in our

salvation, and that this was a way

that pleased him, and his heart was

much upon it—’tis impossible to ex

press the workings of my thoughts,

the exercise j fervour of my

mind. I could then venture my

soul upon Christ with all freedom.

If I had had ten thousand souls,

I should have been astonishingly

pleased to have them all saved in

that glorious way. My thoughts

were then turned from glorifying

God by hell’s torments, to glorify

ing him by Jesus Christ. I was

much taken up with the fulness,

sufficiency, and suitableness of

Jesus Christ, to illustrate the di

vine perfections in our salvation.

My soul seemed most cordially to

acquiesce in this method of º, -

tion, and repeatedly, and from time

to time, to trust in, and rely upon

Jesus Christ for salvation. I had

pleasing views of his kingly office,

that he might subdue my inward

corruption, and slay my ſusts, and

did repeatedly rely upon him, and

plead his divine power for this pur

pose. I saw my need of all his

offices, of prophet, priest and king,

and could most cordially embrace

him in all. No one text in the

Bible entertained me like 1 Cor. i.

30. “But of him are ye in Christ

Jesus, who of God is made unto us

wisdom, and righteousness, and

sanctification, and redemption.”

There was every thing that I want

ed. . Many and many a spiritual

meal did that text afford me. I fed

upon it, from time to time, with

unspeakable delight. I saw Christ

as the way to the Father, the way

to glorify him, the way into his

favour, the way to approach him,
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and in that way I applied to him

with the greatest satisfaction—"Tis

impossible to express with what

freedom I ventured my soul upon

Christ in those views of things.

But so far as I can remember, the

glory of God by Jesus Christ en

gaged my thoughts, much more than

my own salvation.

I had, at times, as I have said,

great joy and unspeakable satisfac

tion in trusting my soul with Jesus

Christ; but in some weeks, I lost

some of my sense of divine things,

was dull, and my mind not so much

engaged in duty as it had been. I

also ſound my corruptions were not

dead—I felt some dreadful stir

rings of them. These things seein

ed to alarm and considerably damp

une. I judged my state by my

frames—I had not yet learned any

better. When I was dead or dull,

I condemned myself as being grace

less, a hypocrite, and the like; and

when I had a lively sight and sense

of spiritual things, then I had hope

of myself as being in a good state:

and thus I altered hundreds of

times in the space of two or three

years, while yet I fully believed

the doctrine of the saints’ perseve

rance. When I was in darkness

and dull, I feared my experience

had all been short of saving grace;

but when I had a lively sight of di

vine things, and could freely plead

the merits of Christ, and venture

my soul upon him, it would give me

satisfaction. -

I had always a disposition to

think my case bad. I had, some

how, from my youth, been led to

think it was proper and becoming

to think meanly of myself—to cen

sure and condemn myself—and I

did it to a great degree. I found

from time to time, that my corrup

tions were yet strong, and my na

ture, not sanctified as I hoped it

would be. I could not prevail

against my spiritual enemies as I

would. These things were the

grounds of my doubts and fears,

and they made me often almost

condemn myself and my state as

graceless. Sometimes I would have

light, joy and comfort, for a week

or two together, and then for as

long a time, I would be in dark

ness, doubts and fears. In this

manner I spent a great part of the

three last years that I lived at col

lege. Sometimes I had raised,

clear, strong—almost or quite an

enthusiastic sense of divine things,

with raptures of joy; and I think I

never sunk quite so low as I some

times rose high. I never got into

dispondency and discouragement.

I always followed hard after di

vine things, with hope of obtaining,

though l often condemned myself

as in a measure graceless. * * * * *

(To be continued.)

-

MENTAL SCIENC e.

JMotive, Ultimate and Subordinate

Objects.

We have some miscellaneous re

marks, which may as well be dis

posed of in this place, since they

will be of use in considering other

mental operations. It may excite

surprise and perhaps a smile with

some, that we introduce these to

pics in discussions on mental sci

ence. But we think it will appear

that the doctrine of motive, and the

character of ultimate and subordi

nate objects, have so intimate and

so important a connexion with the

laws of mental operation, that their

discussion is appropriate and ne

cessary. The laws and principles

of human action cannot be fully

explained, without recurring to the

doctrine of motive, and the distinc

tion between ultimate and subordi

nate objects. Action always sup

poses and necessarily implies an

agent, an object, and a motive.

The character of the agent is best

learned by his actions, and those

are estimated by their objects and

motives. In this statement we take

for granted one law of mind, which
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we intend to examine and illustrate

hereafter; that is, freedom. But

that will be more intelligently ex

plained, after the topics placed at

the head of this article are dis

cussed. All that we now assume,

in reference to the subject, is that

the human mind acts without any

foreign violence or constraint. By

action we now mean choice, opera

tion of the will. There cannot

be choice and nothing chosen, nor

can there be choice without a mo

tive.

The doctrine of motive, as it ex

ists in fact, is very simply and

easily described; but there is com

plexity and difficulty attending the

subject, because it is confounded

with ultimate object. In common

style, the motive and excitement

are the same. The principal ob

ject, or that which excites to a se

ries of actions, is called motive.

This is a substitution of terms,

which in popular discussions, leads

to no erroneous result, because mo

tive and ultimate object are inse

parably connected. The error is

therefore common and venial; and

scarcely any other substitution of

terms would lead to less error in

reasoning.

Motive, properly speaking, is

never an object of pursuit, but the

feeling, or expected feeling of the
heart. Pleasure is the motive with

all men, whether they be good or

bad. There can be no other motive

with a rational mind than its own

leasure, and that is always future.

º. pleasure cannot be a mo

tive to action, because no action is

performed without an object, and

that once gained, cannot become

an excitement to future exertion.

The history of the case is this: the

ultimate object excites the feeling,

and the feeling moves the .#
but in order to be a motive to

choice, the object must be future,

and the enjoyment future. If it

were otherwise, there would be no

criterion by which to judge of cha

racter; actions would be no index

of the feelings. Good and bad men

have the same motives, not in cha

racter, but in name. The truth is,

the pleasure is derived from totally

different objects, consequently its

nature and character are as different

as its excitements or objects. What

is said, therefore, of good and bad

motives, must apply to the objects,

or to the character of the motive,

or pleasure, which always corres

ponds with the character of the

objects.

To this doctrine of motive it has

been objected, that it represents all

men as supremely selfish. If every

man’s pleasure is his only motive to

action, then, it is said, all his actions

proceed from a principle of selfish

ness. . This is the strongest form

in which we have heard the objec

tion stated; and if it were a just

inference, it would annihilate all

benevolence, and we must talk of

good and bad selfishness. In the

view of those, who consider selfish

ness the essence of sin, it would

certainly seem very singular. But

the objection is only an inference

from other premises, and unjustly

assigned to this doctrine. We ad

mit the justness of urging the ab

surdity of legitimate inferences,

from any doctrine against its truth.

But in this case, we deny the legi

timacy of the inference. It is a

mon sequitur. What is selfishness?

—It is seeking one’s own interest

exclusively, without regard to the

good of others, and often in opposi

tion to it. But what is the selfish

man’s motive?—Undoubtedly it is

pleasure from the promotion of his

own exclusive interest; no matter

whether that interest be treasure,

ower, or faine. What is benevo

ence?—It is doing good to others,

for the sake of their best interest.

But what is the benevolent man's

motive in promoting publick good?

—According to our view of the fact,

it is pleasure from the promotion of

publick happiness or interest; and

this proves him to possess a bene

volent heart. He takes pleasure
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in benevolent objects. But sup

pose he derives no pleasure from

doing good to others, or in benevo

lent objects, what is his motive?

Will it be said that duty, or a sense

of obligation to God, is the motive;

then we ask, is it pleasant or pain

ful, to honour God? If pleasant,

then we say, the glory of God is the

object, and pleasure the motive.

If it be painful, or indifferent to

him, whether he honours God, we

ask for his motive: and moreover,

we ask for the character of that

heart, which has no pleasure in

benevolent objects, or in the glory

of God? Whatever may be consi

dered the doctrine of motive, few

will contend that such a heart is

good. *

We repeat, that the common

substitution of an object of choice

for motive does not so far mislead

as materially to weaken the force

of argument or illustration, pro

vided always that subordinate ob

jects are never so used. But we

think, the more distinctly and uni

formly our language corresponds

with fact, the better for science,

truth, and argument.

One important use of this dis

tinction between motive and object,

is to learn the true character of the

heart. This fact, always under

stood, that pleasure is the motive,

if we can ascertain the objects

which are chosen for their own

sake, and know the character of

those objects, we shall be certain

what is the ruling propensity of the

heart. This is the principle upon

which all investigations of charac

ter proceed in social relations, in

judicial process, and in self-exami

nation. Contravene this doctrine

of motive, and we lose the link that

binds the action to the heart. We

have no method of ascertaining the

character. Men may be sometimes

successful in concealing what are

really their ultimate objects, but

when they are known, their charac

ter is ascertained.

The doctrine of ultimate and sub

ordinate objects should be well un

derstood, for several reasons which

will appear in the sequel.

The objects of choice are indefi

nitely multiplied; and they sustain

a great variety of relations to each

.. in themselves, and in the vo

luntary disposition of them by the

human mind. It is not our inten

tion to examine any except ulti

mate and subordinate relations. It

may be sometimes necesssary to

show their relations to feelings,

and speak of their character, as

suited to produce happiness or

misery.

The terms, ultimate and subor

dinate, express the relation of su

periority and inferiority in order,

time, plan, value, nature, dignity,

importance, or whatever else to

which they are applied. The ground

of this distinction, so far as we pro

pose now to consider it, is in the

fact, that ultimate objects are cho

sen for their own sake, and subor

dinate for the sake of those which

are ultimate. There can be no

choice without an ultimate object

to furnish the motive. According
to the laws of volition, the will is

always governed by the affections

of the heart: and all objects of vo

lition are chosen either because

they are in themselves agreeable,

or because they are connected with

those which are agreeable. Ulti

mate objects must be loved for their

own character, subordinate may

be, in themselves, agreeable or dis

agreeable. , Objects may be ulti

mate in relation to certain others

which are subordinate; yet they

may be subordinate when consider

ed in relation to some others. To

illustrate this fact, take the case of

a merchant who trades for gain.

All his plans, toil and means, are

employed with reference to that

object; he provides his building,

goods, and assistance; he buys,

sells, and barters, calculates his

expenditures and income, with re

ference to the increase of his wealth.

But beyond this, it must be asked,
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to what use does he appropriate

his gains? If it be to do good to

others, gain is subordinate; if it be

to... up and gratify a miserly

disposition, it is ultimate. Suppose

he employs it to promote the cause

of Christ, and glorify God; then

however any one object in the se

ries may be ultimate with reference

to certain departments of opera

tion, it is subordinate to the glory

of God. The distinction is ver

plain, and needs no further defini

tion or illustration.

The use and importance of this

distinction deserve particular con

sideration. It is important in judg

ing of our own character. Suppose

a man sets himself to examine his

own moral estimate, the character

of his heart; what must be the pro

cess? The character of the heart

must be developed by the affec

tions; and these are to be known

by their objects—We speak of

their nature, not of their degrees of

strength or feebleness. Let him

ask himself what objects please him

for their own sake, and he may form

some correct estimate of his heart.

But understanding the doctrine of

motive, and the distinction under

consideration, he may come more

directly and more satisfactorily to

the result. Let him ask himself

what objects he chooses, because

they please him, and for no other

reason? He will find, connected

and intermingled, objects of choice,

painful and agreeable, subordinate

one to another, and all to some higher

object; and at length, he will come

to that most dear to his heart, that

to which all others are subordinate.

The ultimate object, once clearly

ascertained, furnishes the key to

his heart’s character.

But the use and importance of

this distinction appear more con

spicuously in judging of others’

characters than in our own case.

We can betterjudge of our own feel

ings than of others’, in some other

important respects, such as , the

readiness and strength with which

they rise in view of certain objects.

Of others, our rule of estimate is

the character of their ultimate ob

jects. This is always safe. There

may be some difficulty in ascer

taining the ultimate objects of men,

though we may be very familiarly

acquainted with their general con

duct. They may sometimes con

ceal the grand object which most

excites their feelings, and in this

sense, governs all their conduct.

That object may be so distant, re

quiring so many subordinate move

ments, and be so artfully concealed

by contrary professions, that we

may be deceived. Besides, this re

lation is not fixed; the disposition

of subordinate objects is according

to the mind’s own decision; and

sometimes it may not be possible

to make a subserviency where it is

intended, or to detect it when it

really exists. But after all the

difficulties in ascertaining charac

ter, the ultimate object is the only

key by which it can be certainly

ascertained.

Another use of this distinction,

is to develope character. If we

have a knowledge of what ought to

be the ultimate objects of conduct,

by a proper representation of those

objects, the feelings will be excited,

and the conduct regulated accord

ing to them. There is no doubt

that the glory of God should be the

ultimate object of all men. When,

therefore, the appropriate illustra

tion of God’s glory is presented

before the mind, one of three things

must be the effect; either the affec

tions will kindle with delight, and

so the conduct will show a subordi

nation in its promotion; or emotions

of disgust will be discovered, which

tell the iniquity of the heart; or else

a cold indifference will show a cal

lousness of feeling, characteristick

of a hard impenitent heart. Other

illustrations might be given, but

this is probably sufficient.

The distinction is useful in ex

plaining the principles of action,

and in applications of truth to the
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judgment and conscience. Its ap

plications to the principles of hu

man action have already been inti

mated; but one or two illustrations

may be here appropriate. Men can

and really do choose subordinate

objects, which are in themselves

disagreeable, but never those which

are ultimately painful. No man

can ever choose objects which are

painful for the sake of the pain.

But let them be connected with

objects which are agreeable and

necessary for their attainment, and

they will be as really chosen as

those which are agreeable, but for a

very different reason. The sick

man chooses nauseous medicines

for the sake of health. The con

vinced sinner will as really choose

the fear and service of God, and

even the change of his own heart,

as the sick man does the medicine,

and in the same manner, that is

subordinately. Such a sinner, ap

prehending that a change of his

own heart is indispensable to his

salvation from ceaseless misery,

will choose it, and seek it with

great anxiety. We doubtless state

a familiar fact, when we say that

we have known many unrenewed

sinners, who have been deeply

anxious for weeks and months;

and in this subordinate manner,

chosen from day to day the change

of their hearts, and to love God;

but the effect has not followed. To

show the truth and sincerity of

their choice, they have not only

said that such was their choice,

but have used the external means

of grace with great diligence, and

tried every possible measure to

bring their hearts under the con

trol of their wills, without success.

At length they have despaired ut

terly of accomplishing the object of

their choice, and have relied on the

agency of the Holy Spirit, to change

their heart, and excite the affection

of love to God, and then they have

speedily rejoiced in a gospel hope.
We have referred to this common

case of subordinate choice, because

Vol. IX.-Ch. JAdv.

it serves to illustrate the principles

of voluntary actions, and confirms

the importance of the distinction in

apprehending many declarations

and facts found in the scriptures.

In the application of truth to the

judgment and conscience, this dis

tinction is important. An appro

priate example of this is found in

our Saviour’s instruction to the

young ruler. This young man, in

many respects, amiable,ãº he

had kept all the commandments,

and had no suspicion that there

was any deficiency in his obedi

ence. Christ brought him to the

test, by directing him to subordi

nate all his wealth to the direction

and cáuse of him whom he had just

addressed as his Master. The ul

timate object of his choice and de

light was his possessions. These

he could not relinquish for the sake

of heaven, because that would have

been to relinquish an ultimate for

a subordinate object; no free and

rational mind can do this. It would

be violating the laws of human

action.

Without this distinction it would

be difficult, if not impossible, to

convince men that they deserve

condemnation for their feelings,

when their conduct is fair in the

world’s estimation. Men, who

think little, and feel less on reli

gious subjects, must be led to dis

tinguish between their ultimate and

subordinate objects, if we seek to

convince them of sin. Good men

and bad men may do the same

things, as subordinate objects of

choice and desire, with ultimate ob

jects as widely different in their na

ture as right and wrong. If the things

done, irrespective of this distinc

tion, were to be taken as the index

es of character, conscience would

never accuse men for wrong feel

ings in the performance of duty.

But admit this distinction, and men

may feel guilty when they choose

and act right, with a wrong end in

view. This fact has often been

used by the Spirit of God to con

4 E
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vince men of the depravity of their

hearts.

There is one inquiry more of

importance, to be answered on this

subject—What are the ultimate

objects of good and of bad beings?

The answer to this question has

been in part anticipated already,

but it deserves a little more parti

cular consideration,

The ultimate objects of all men

are few, and depend, both as to num

ber and character, on the governing

pº of the heart. They must

e few in a strict technical sense,

because the term implies the last

in the series, and because the high

est and strongest affection cannot

rest on many objects. -

God has told us what is his ulti

mate object, in all his works of crea

tion, providence and grace. It is

his glory. To manifest his own

rfections is the highest object of

is delight, and he has told us that

our highest happiness should be de

rived from the same object. Of the

fº. man, therefore, the glory of

od is his ultimate object. With

reference to his whole life, he can

have no other. In all things what

ever he does, he must do all to

the glory of God. But according

to the statement above made, there

may be objects pursued with refer
ence to this, which are ultimate in

relation to a series of actions. So,

in this sense, a good man may have

more than one ultimate object.

But every ultimate object must

possess the character of holiness.

It may be safely said, that holiness

is the ultimate object of all good

men. Every thing should be sub

ordinate to this; and if all the ob

jects of pursuit were entirely sub

ordinated to that high aim, the cha

racter would be perfect. The rea

sons why good men do not always

furnish such a character, are two.

One is ignorance. Men cannot al

ways perceive distinctly the real

tendency aud relations of things,

and consequently make some mis

takes. But the principal reason is

found in the remaining corrupt pro

pensities in the hearts of good men.

While good men are sanctified only

in part, there remain some propen

sities to evil, which, under circum

stances calculated to excite then

to action, bring the men into capti

vity to the evil propensity.

The ultimate objects of bad men

are more numerous, but in one re

spect, they have a general charac

ter; that is, sin, in opposition to

holiness. Thus, according to this

principle, we class bad men by their

ultimate objects. The ambitious

man, whose ultimate object is fame;

the tyrant, the miser, and the vo

luptuary, have their appellations

from the governing propensity of

the heart, developed by their ulti

mate objects of choice. It is not

necessary here, to give an extend

ed illustration of this doctrine.

What has been stated may be suf

ficient to furnish data for its ap

propriate applications, in all the

investigations of human conduct

and character. The way is now

prepared to examine the doctrine

of freedom and of power, one or

both of which will be examined in

our next article. F.

-

THE PRESENT STATE OF THE PRES

- BYTERIAN CHURCH,

JNo. V.

Among the first minutes of the

last General Assembly ofour church,

and before the choice of a Modera

tor, the following record appears—

“The Assembly proceeded to con

sider the case of the person deno

minated “standing committee’ in

the commission; and after consi

derable discussion, it was resolved

that the member be received, and

enrolled among the list of mem

bers.” Against this resolution a

protest with 67 signatures was en

tered; and a committee was ap

pointed on the part of the Assem

bly, to answer the protest.
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In the minutes of the 4th of June,

the following appears—“The con

sideration of Overture No. 12, viz.

on the right of members of standing

committees to be members of the

General Assembly, was resumed.

After considerable discussion, the

overture was adopted, and is as

follows, viz. Resolved, that in the

opinion of the General Assembly,

the appointment by some presbyte

ries, as has occurred in a few cases,

of members of standing committees

to be members of General Assem

bly, is inexpedient, and of question

able constitutionality, and therefore

ought not in future to be made.”

On this resolution the yeas and

nays were required, and there ap

peared for the resolution 81, and

against it 54. A protest with 31

signatures, was afterwards entered

against this resolution.

From the foregoing statement of

facts, as presented in the printed

minutes, it will be at once per

ceived, that the question, whether

“Committee-men” had a constitu

tional right to be members of the

General Assembly, was one which

greatly interested and divided the

house in May last; and as it is a

subject intimately connected with

a correct view of the present state

of the Presbyterian church, we shall

examine it as carefully as we can.

The opinions and arguments of

the opposing parties on the ques

tion before us, are summarily ex

pressed in the protest entered

against the admission of a commit

tee man to a seat in the Assembly;

and in the answer to that protest.

We are reluctant to occupy so

much of our space, as must be

taken up by the insertion at length

of this protest and its response;

but the printed minutes of the

Assembly go into the hands of but

a few of our readers, the subject

is important in itself, and the con

flicting parties in the Assembly

doubtless stated what they consi

dered the most weighty and con

clusive arguments, pro and con,

and as we wish, in making our own

observations, to leave no justground

for the charge of a partial repre

sentation, we shall give, in eartenso,

the two papers to which we have

referred.

the PROTEST.

“At the Session of the General Assem

bly held in Philadelphia in the year 1831,

Mr. Clement Tuttle from the Presbytery

of Grand liver was certified to the said

General Assembly as a Committee man,

in one of the churches under the care of

said Presbytery, formed according to the

plan of accommodation, recommended in

the articles of agreement, bearing date in

the year 1801, between the General As

sembly of the Presbyterian church and

the General Association of Connecticut;

and was allowed to take his seat, to deli

berate and vote, as a regular member of

this body. Against which decision, and

against the right of the said Clement

Tuttle to a seat in said body, we protest.

“In the 12th chap. and 2d section of

the Form of Church Government it is

enacted, “the General Assembly shall con

sist of an equal delegation of bishops

and elders from each Presbytery.’ Who

the persons are that are recognized as

bishops within the body of the Presbyte

rian church is distinctly shown in chap.

4, of the Form of Government. Nor is

there the least reason for supposing, nor

has any one intimated, that this committee

man holds his seat here by virtue of the

pastoral office. -

“In chap. 5th of the Form of Govern

ment, Ruling Elders are defined to be

“the representatives of the people chosen

by them to exercise government and dis.

cipline in conjunction with the pastors.”

“In the 13th chap. of the Form of Go

vernment the manner of electing and

ordaining Ruling Elders is prescribed:

wherein, it is rendered necessary that the

candidate should specifically receive and

adopt the Confession of Faith of our

church, that he should approve of its

government and discipline, that he should

accept the office and promise faithfully

to perform all its duties, and that he

should promise to study the peace, unity

and prosperity of the church.

“It is furthermore stated in the 6th

section of said chapter, that the office of

Ruling Elder is perpetual; and he who

holds it can neither lay it aside at plea

sure, nor be divested of it but by depo

sition.

“The nature of some of the duties

which the ruling elders take upon them

selves at their ordination, is particularly

set forth in chap. 9th of the Form of

Church Government, from which it ap
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pears that the duties there mentioned,

cannot be performed except by a church

officer coming up completely to the Pres

byterian idea of a Ruling Elder.

“All the foregoing qualifications must

concur in an individual (if he be not a

astor or bishop,) before he is capable of

[. voted for as a commissioner to the

General Assembly. All these concurring,

he may be voted for, and if elected, must,

before his name is enrolled as a member

of this body, produce a commission here,

under the hand of the Moderator and

clerk of his presbytery, asserting upon

the face of it, that he is a ruling elder in

a particular congregation. See chapter

xxii. sec. 2, Form of Government.

“Now there is nothing even conducing

to prove that the said Clement Tuttle

was ever elected or ordained as a ruling

elder in the Presbyterian church; that

he has ever formally and publickly adopt

ed its Confession of Faith, and approved

its discipline and Form of Government;

—that he has been elected by any Pres

bytery or Commissioner to this Assembly

in the character of a ruling elder; nor

that he bears any commission, certifying

any such fact, but on the contrary, the

commission he produces, shows clearly

that he is not a ruling elder but a “com

mittee man,’ and that the church to which

he belongs can be only in part, and for

anything that appears, in very small part

a Presbyterian church.

“Wherefore we do solemnly protest

against the decision of the General As

sembly, allowing the said Clement Tuttle

to take his seat in this body as a ruling

elder by virtue of his said commission as

a “committee man,” because that decision

is contrary to the plain letter of our

church constitution. And we do protest

against the right of the said Clement

Tuttle to take a seat in this General As

sembly as a ruling elder, by virtue of a

commission certifying that he holds an

other name and office, because the ne

glect and disrepute into which such prac

tices must bring the office of ruling elder

are in a high degree fatal to the Presby

terian church.

“The articles of agreement alluded to

in the beginning of this paper are sup

posed to give this individual, and all

others similarly situated a seat in this As

sembly. That agreement is one alto

gether anomalous to our Form of Govern

ment, and so far as it does extend, is in

derogation of it.

“The plainest rules of common sense

tell us, that the principles of such instru

ments shall not be extended beyond the

cases to which they are applied in terms,

and must be strictly limited by the details

contained within themselves.

“The rule is, that a body of men when

making such an agreement, shall not be

called on to embrace in a codicil of ex

ceptions, every point to which a given

rule would apply, and except it by say

ing—this is not granted away; but on the

other hand, having plainly set down what

was meant—it is very clear that what is

not set down, is not meant. It is the only

rule of sense or safety. This being so,

those articles can never cover this case,

because they expressly stipulate the

church Session and Presbytery, as the

church courts to which these “committee

men’ may have access in the character of

ruling elders, and mention no others. As

the grant was in derogation of the rights

of the eldership, and adverse to the na

ture of our church government, it is ma

nifestly just such a grant as, if valid at all,

could only be so within the strict import

of its own terms. We do not feel called

on to discuss the fact, whether those arti

cles thus interpreted are constitutional

or not. If, however, they are so con

strued as to place members here, who

are by our constitution forbidden to be

here, or as in any degree to affect the

principles of the organization of this

house, as clearly defined in our books,

then it is manifest that the articles must

be considered utterly null and void.

“The constitution cannot be obliga

tory, and yet something else, which is

against and adverse to the constitution,

be obligatory also, unless a sense can be

found in which the same proposition is

both false and true at the same moment,

and at every successive moment.

“If any one will fix with precision, the

time when the principles of our govern

ment shall grow into disesteem, there

will no longer remain any difficulty in

designating the period, when every other

peculiarity of our church will be viewed

with equal aversion.

“The preservation of the true princi

E. of Presbyterian policy affords the

est external security for the preservation

of the true principles of Presbyterian

doctrines.

“We do therefore consider ourselves

to be discharging a high and solemn duty

when we thus point to a vital principle

in our system of Government, wrested

from its original design, and thus enter

our protest against an unconstitutional

act arising therefrom.”

REPLY TO the protest.

“The Committee appointed to prepare

a reply to the Protest of R. J. Brecken

ridge and other members of this Assem

bly, against the decision of the Assembly,

allowing Clement Tuttle, a Commissioner

from the Presbytery of Grand River, a
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seat in this Assembly “and against the

right of the said Clement Tuttle to a seat

in said body’ respectfully report the fol

lowing, viz.–

* 1st. That while it is not denied that

there is an appearance of departure from

the letter of the Constitution, in admit

ting to a seat in the General Assembly,

a “Lay Commissioner delegated by an

other name than Ruling Elder” yet it is

believed that the spirit of the Constitu

tion is not violated; because the defini

tion of “Ruling Elder,’ which is correctly

recited by the Protestants from the Form

of Gov. chap. 5, describes exactly the

character of the standing Committee con

templated in the Articles of Agreement,

to which the Protestants refer. The de

ficiency in this case is therefore appa

rently rather in the name than in the

nature of the delegation from Presbytery

to the Assembly.

“2d. To have refused a seat in this

house to a Commissioner regularly dele

gated by his Presbytery on the ground

of the “Articles of Agreement” above

named, would have been to violate a so

lemn Compact or Treaty formed in the

year 1801, between the General Assem

bly of the Presbyterian church, and the

General Association of Connecticut; as

that instrument has been construed and

acted on by the Assembly during the last

ten years. To refuse such Commission

ers a seat, would also be to wrest from

this Presbytery a constitutional right to a

representation in the Assembly, inasmuch

as the practice of the Assembly for the

last ten years afforded a full warrant to

Presbyteries to expect that a representa

tive of this character would be received

as a member.

“3d. The conventional Agreement or

Treaty above referred to, expressly pro

vides (see Digest, pp. 298 and 299) that

Laymen of the character there contem

plated, shall be admitted to the Presby

teries on an equality with Elders. If

therefore there is in connexion with this

subject an infraction of the Constitution,

it is in the Treaty itself, and the only pro

per remedy for the supposed evil would be

Jound in a regular proceeding to amend or

annul the said treaty. For while, agreea

ably to the terms of this treaty, Laymen

of this description are admitted, as el

ders, to the Presbyteries, the source of

original power, it must be competent to

the Presbyteries to delegate them in the

same relation to the Assembly, possess

ing only limited powers, and those, dele

gated by the Presbyteries. Again; the

apparent departure from the letter of the

Constitution, is no greater in the admis

sion of such Laymen to the Assembly

than in the parallel clerical delegation

from Presbyteries, of Presidents of Col.

leges, Theological Professors and others

—when no apprehension is expressed

that the spirit of that instrument is vio

lated. The justice of this last position

the Committee think will appear to any

person who will substitute the name of

a Minister without pastoral charge in

place of ‘Clement Tuttle” and the term

“Bishop” in place of “Ruling Elder' in

most instances where they occur in the

protest to which this is a reply, and who

will remember as he reads, that the term

Bishop is synonymous with Pastorthrough

out our Form of Government.

“DANL. W. LATHRop,

“WILLIAM PATTox,

“SAML. W. CALv ERT,

“Committee of Assembly.”

The protest against the resolu

tion of the Assembly to exclude

committee men from membership

in future, enlarged on the same ar

guments which appear in the fore

going reply; but on examining it,

we do not find one additional rea

son assigned against the act of ex

clusion, except in the last para

graph, which is as follows, viz.

“We also further protest against said

resolution, because it was adopted after

the Assembly had been in session more

than two weeks, and when nearly one

third of the members had returned home,

and those chiefly residing at a distance,

and most interested in this question: and

also because this Assembly on the first

day of its session, when full, did by a

large majority decide this question by

admitting a member of a Standing Com

mittee to a seat in this House: and the

Protestants have therefore, as they think,

good reason to believe, that had the

question been taken at an earlier day of

the session, there would have been a ma

jority against it.”

The reply to the first of the above

mentioned protests could not, agree

ably to the rules of the Assembly,

receive an answer from the protes

tants, which could claim to be en

tered on the minutes, or to be placed

on the files of the house. To the

second protest no reply was made

or ordered. On both these papers

therefore, we propose to make some

remarks, as well as on the exclud

ing minute of the Assembly.

Our first remark on the reply to

the protest is, that while it refers

to the 5th chapter of the Form of
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Government, and admits that it is

“correctly recited by the protes

tants,” it is entirely silent on the

reference made in the same protest

to the 13th chapter, which relates

to the manner of electing and or

daining ruling elders, and to the

9th chapter, in which their duties

are specified. The reason of this

procedure no doubt was, that a

show of resemblance might be made

out, between the general designa

tion of the office of a ruling elder,

in the 5th chapter of the Form of

Government, and that of a com

mittee man, “ contemplated in the

articles of agreement to which the

protestants refer;” but the widest

and most palpable difference be

tween the office and the duties of

these two descriptions of men—a

difference which no ingenuity could

conceal or disguise—would strike

every reader, if the 9th und 13th

chapters of that Form were in

spected. When therefore the reply

states that it is only in appearance,

in the letter, and in the name of the

commissioner, that there is a depar

ture from the constitution, while its

spirit is not violated, and the na

ture of the delegated trust is not

defective—the very reverse of this

statement will appear to be the

fact, to every candid person who

will take the trouble to compare

the quoted chapters of the Form of

Government, with “the articles of

agreement,” to which reference is

made in the pages of the Digest—

It will appear, that the resemblance

between the office and the duties

of a ruling elder and a committee

man is very slight, and lies within

a very small compass; that the

offices they hold, are, in their na

ture, in the manner in which they

are created, and in the mode of

conferring them, essentially differ

ent; that the duties to be performed

by the ruling elder are far more ex

tensive and responsible than those

of a committee man; and that the of.

fice of a committee man is tempora

ry, continuing perhaps for no more

than a single year, while that of the

ruling elder, unless he be ecclesias

tically deposed, is as lasting as his

life. The whole spirit, and even the

letter of the constitution, is there

fore violated, when committee men

are placed on the same footing with

ruling elders. But it is said they

are thus placed, by the agreement

that they shall be the representa

tives of congregations in Presbyte

ries—that they have accordingly

acted as such, and therefore ought

to be permitted also to represent

the Presbyteries as commissioners

in the Assembly. The reasoning

on this point in the protest is, we

think, conclusive and unanswerable;

and indeed a direct answer is not

even attempted in the reply. The

answer is wholly inferential—it is,

that if the committee man may sit

in the Presbytery, he may also have

a seat in the Assembly; whereas, the

just reasoning of the protest is, that

“The plainest rules of common

sense tell us, that the principles of

such instruments shall not be ex

tended beyond the cases to which

they are applied in terms, and must

be strictly limited by the details

contained within themselves—that

what is not set down is not meant;"

and that this “is the only rule of

sense or safety.” If this be cor

rect, as we are confident every in

dividual of candour and intelli

gence will say it is, it follows that

a committee man can have no just
claim to a seat in the Assembly,

hecause he is permitted to have one

in a Presbytery.

The protest declines entering

formally into the question whether

a committee man can constitution

ally, in any case, take the place of

a ruling elder, although it intimates

with sufficient plainness that he can

not. This however, is the ground

we take—and we take it with

out hesitation or reserve. We say,

that a committee man is not a ruling

elder, and that ruling elders only,

so far as the laity are concerned,

have any right to sit in any judica
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tory of the Presbyterian church—

from the church session to the

General Assembly, both inclusive.

We appeal also to the paramount

authority of the Constitution, and

say that the Assembly have as

little right as any other judicatory

to violate its provisions; and that if

such violation take place, whether

through inadvertence or design, the

violating act is ipso facto void, and

of no binding authority. The Ge

neral Assembly is as much the

creature of the constitution as the

church session, and has no better

claim than the session to go beyond

its appropriate powers and duties.

We do not believe that the Assem

bly has ever deliberately, design

edly, or knowingly, acted contrary

to the constitution. But the As

sembly itself has publickly admit

ted that it has done so, inadvertent

ly, in one instance—we refer to

the right of voting, granted to de

legates of corresponding bodies—

and we maintain that the admission

of committee men into its body, or

even into its Presbyteries, is an

other instance of the same kind,

equally plain and palpable. It will

also appear from the early records

of the Assembly, that they invited

ministers who happened to be pre

sent, although never chosen as com

missioners, or understood to be

such, to sit as corresponding mem

bers, and that such correspondents

actually took their seats as mem

bers of the body—having, at that

time, a right to vote, as well as to

speak on every subject.

It will be observed, that all the

instances of disregard to the con

stitution, to which we have refer

red, took place, not long after the

constitution of the Assembly—the

last mentioned instance very early,

and the other more than thirty years

since. These errors were occa

sioned by two causes, which we

shall mention cursorily. 1. The

Supreme Judicatory of the Pres

byterian Church, before the exis

tence of the General Assembly,

was not a delegated or representa

tive body. It was a Synod, in

which all the Presbyteries were

present—or entitled to be present

—not by commissioners, but per

sonally, or as individuals, each em

powered to speak and act for him

self. Hence, subjects which at pre

sent cannot be touched by the As

sembly, till a new constitutional

grant of power is obtained from the

Presbyteries, could then be taken

up and acted upon immediately.

The Synod had no limitation of its

powers, except that which a sense

of duty and expediency imposed.

And when a delegated and repre

sentative body was appointed, the

influence of the old usages and

feelings, appear to have remained

for a time, in such strength as to

lead the Assembly to contravene

its written constitution, recently

made, and with which the minds

and habits of the members were

not yet familiar. Hence they in

vited correspondents to sit in the

Assembly, as they had been ac

customed to do in the Synod;

and hence they gave the power of

voting to the delegates from the

New England churches, and pow

ers to committee men to act as

ruling elders in Presbyteries—do

ings which palpably contravene

both the spirit and letter of the

written constitution. As a Synod

they were authorized, and had been

accustomed to do things of this

character, and they continued to

do them in the Assembly, without

adverting to the fact that they now

had no powers beyond those which

the written constitution specified,

and which it distinctly limited

and accurately defined. Whatever

may be thought of this explanation,

truth permits, and duty we think

calls us to say, we know that it is

the true one—that it assigns the

real reason why the Assembly did

not see, in the cases we have men

tioned, that their acts were uncon

stitutional.

2. There was, however, another
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reason why some of these acts were

not seen to be inea pedient. Dur

ing the period in which they were

done or passed by the Assembly,

the relative state of the Presbyte

rian church, in reference to the

Congregational and Independent

churches of New England, was in

a high degree different from what

it is at present, and has been for

several years past. At that time,

the most objectionable doctrines of

the New School theology had not

been promulgated; and even the

minor doctrinal errors which were

known to be held, were not propa

gated with zeal—Little, if any ac

tive exertion was employed to make

proselytes to them. No desire was

then apparent to bring the Presby

terian church under an eastern in

fluence. There were no voluntary

associations for missions and edu

cation, which were national in name,

and seeking to become so in fact.

In a word, there was nothing to

awaken an apprehension that the

doctrines and ecclesiastical order

of the Presbyterian church were in

danger of subversion, or of ruinous

innovations. In this state of things,

several measures which were really

unconstitutional, but not perceived

to be so, were thought to be earpe

dient and useful, and were there

fore adopted. Nor was it till the

dangerous tendency of those mea

sures, forced itself on the attention

of some members of the church,

and of the Assembly, that any at

tempts were made to correct them.

The statement, however, that is

made in the reply, is far from being

correct, which affirms, that “the

practice of the Assembly for the last

ten years afforded a full warrant to

Presbyteries, to expect that a re

resentative of this character would

e received as a member.”

A protest signed by 42 members,

appears on the minutes of the As

sembly for 1826, the first article of

which goes explicitly to the exclu

sion from the privilege of a com

missioner to the Assembly, of every

man who is not either an ordained

minister, or a ruling elder. The

individual, indeed, against whom

this protest was directed, was

neither an elder nor a committee

man, but simply a church member.

But the protest is decisively hostile,

on constitutional ground, against

any and every man who is not

either an ordained minister or a

ruling elder in the Presbyterian

church. It appears, therefore, that

for five years at least, sufficient

warning had been given, that such

men as the one in question were

not to “expect” that they would

be received without objection, as

members of the Assembly. They

had every reason to believe that if

it appeared on the face of their com

mission that they were committee

men and not ruling elders, strong

objections would be made to their

being received as constitutional

commissioners." But, we repeat, if

the admission of such men into the

Assembly be really unconstitution

al, the Assembly has not, and never

had, any lawful power to grant that

admission; and to insist that this

ought to continue, till, by mutual

consent of parties, something which

ought never to have been done

should be undone, is to maintain

that known error must be repeat

ed, at least for a time, perhaps

for a long time, because it has been

commenced. To us it seems that

the proper language to be held on

this occasion by the Assembly, to

all the parties concerned, should be

to this effect—“Through inadver

tence we have committed an error,

but we cannot continue to commit

it, now that it is perceived. We

have by oversight assumed a power

which the constitution has not given

us, but we will not for a moment

maintain the assumption, after it is

* It is not practicable to ascertain how

often committee men and church mem

bers have been commissioned to the As

sembly as ruling elders, but it is believed

the number of such instances has been

considerable.
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known. We cannot now, nor at

any future time, admit laymen into

this judicatory, unless they are

found to be ruling elders, elected

and ordained in strict accordance

with the “Constitution of the Pres

byterian church.”

For the honour of the Supreme

Judicatory of our church, we wish

that the two or three concluding

sentences of the reply to the pro

test had been.omitted. The weak

ness or folly of individual mem

bers affects not the character of the

church at large, but when anything

of this kind is sanctioned—and this

reply was sanctioned—by an As

sembly in which the collected wis

dom of the church is supposed to

be represented, it brings reproach

on the whole. We have made the

experiment recommended in the

reply, of substituting “a minister

without charge in the place of ‘Cle

ment Tuttle,” and the term ‘bishop”

in place of “ruling elder,’ in most

instances in which they occur in

the protest,” and the result has

been the production of-what our

respect for the Assembly with

holds us from calling by its proper

name. This, in our apprehension,

must be the unavoidable result in

most instances; but in one instance,

we have been able to discover a

meaning—a meaning which is more

plainly hinted at in the reply,

namely, that “Presidents of Col

leges, Theological Professors, and

others”—the others, we presume,

are ministers without pastoral

charges—have no better right than

committee men to sit in the As

sembly. The whole force of the

argument here must be, that as

“Bishop is synonymous with Pas

tor throughout our Form of Govern

ment,” and a minister of the gospel

ceases to be a pastor when he re

signs his pastoral charge, he there

fore ceases at the same time to be

eligible in the character of a pastor,

and therefore is not more eligible,

as a commissioner to the Assembly,

than a committee man. But is this

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

so P Is it the doctrine of our “Form

of Government,” that every minis

ter ceases to be a pastor, when he

ceases to have a stated charge P. We

really did not expect ever to have oc

casion to argue this point. But in

this age of improvement and of

new light in the church, we not

only find it in the reply, but have
heard it assumed and insisted on,

in the verbal statements of at least

one of the members of the last As

sembly. Let us then look into the

Form of Government, to which we

are referred in the reply. This sub

ject is professedly treated of in the

third chapter of our Form of Go

vernment. The chapter is short;

and for the convenient reference

of our readers, we will insert the

whole. It is as follows:—

OF BIshops on Pasto RS.

“The pastoral office is the first, in the

church, both for dignity and usefulness.

The person who fills this office,
hath, in º:::::::: dif. Names, &c. -

ferent names expressive of his various

duties. . As he has the oversight of the

flock of Christ, he is termed bishop. As

he feeds them with spiritual food, he is

termed pastor. As he serves Christ in

his church, he is termed minister. As it

is his duty to be grave and prudent, and

an example of the flock, and to govern

well in the house and kingdom of Christ,

he is termed presbyter or elder. As he

is the messenger of God, he is termed the

angel of the church. As he is sent to

declare the will of God to sinners, and to

beseech them to be reconciled to God

through Christ, he is termed ambassador.

And, as he dispenses the manifold grace

of God, and the ordinances instituted by

Christ, he is termed steward of the mys

teries of God.”

Here it appears that one and the

same office—the pastoral office—is

designated by different names. If

then the pastoral office be taken

away, when a minister resigns a

particular pastoral charge, every

thing which his ordination confer

red is taken away. The different

names of bishop, pastor, minister,

presbyter or elder, angel, ambassa

dor, and steward of the mysteries

of God, being only varied appella

tions to denote the same office,

4 F
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when the office terminates, they all

terminate; and the party concern

ed cannot perform any one appro

priate duty of an ordained minister,

till he be re-ordained. Is this the

doctrine of our Form of Govern

ment? Or must we run into this

absurdity, if we say that committee

men are not elders? Let our read

ers judge. Further—We are told

in the chapter before us, that the

reason why a minister of the gos

pel is called pastor, is, because he

“feeds the flock of Christ with

spiritual food.” And does every

minister of the gospel cease to do

this, when he resigns a particular

charge? May he not do as much

of this, after such resignation as

before? May he not, by preaching

in vacant congregations and by the
administration of the sacraments, or

by taking missionary appointments,

feed the flock of Christ, even more

extensively than when his labours

were chiefly confined to one con

regation—perhaps a small one?

o not ministers of the gospel

sometimes actually and honestly

obtain a dismission from their

charges, that their usefulness to the

flock of Christ may be enlarged P

It not this the very motive which

has, or ought to have, the para

mount influence, when a clergy

man resigns his parochial charge,

that he may become a Theological

Professor, or a President of a Col

lege? Do not some Theological

Professors, and officers of colleges,

by forming youth for the gospel

ministry, and by preaching and

administering ordinances as they

have opportunity, provide for feed

ing, and actually feed, the flock of

Christ, in the Presbyterian church,

as effectively, perhaps more effec

tively, than any other men in the

sacred office? Our questions sug

gest their own answers. We are

absolutely ashamed that we have

had occasion to ask them. Nothing

is clearer to all who have not been

blinded by new light, than that a

man who is once invested with the

pastoral office never loses it, in the

Presbyterian church, except by his

own fault, or by death.

We must not, however, leave this

topick, without saying that we are

far, very far, from wishing to see

the number of clergymen without

parochial charges unnecessarily in

creased. We think there is great

abuse of the ordaining power, prac

tised by some presbyteries—possi

bly for no better reason than to in

crease their own numbers. The

time was when no ordination sine

titulo could take place without the

approbation of a Synod. We wish

it were so still. We think the

case must be a very extraordinary

one, that can justify a presbytery

in ordaining any man, who is not

called to take charge of a congre

gation, or to go out as an evangelist

or missionary—to the heathen, or to

destitute portions of our own popu

lation.

The protest against the resolu

tion of the Assembly to exclude

committee men in future from

membership in that body, assigns

for reason, in the concluding sen

tences which we have quoted, that

the excluding act was passed in a

thin house, and that probably it

could not have been passed at an

early part of the sessions, when

the house was full. The weakness

of this reason hardly requires an

exposure. No member of the As

sembly is ever so ignorant as to need

to be informed, that while a quorum

of the house remains, it is compe

tent to act on all subjects that come

before it. Members therefore who

leave the house voluntarily, commit

the transaction of ...i busi

ness to those who remain, and have

no right to object to the validity of

what is done in their absence, nor

to impeach the motives or the con

duct of their brethren whom they

left. But we confess that the inti

mation here given, by men who

were likely to know better than

ourselves the mind of the original

majority of the Assembly, has been
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one motive with us to go to such

length as we have gone, into the

argument relative to committee

men. . There may be danger, and

we think there is, that the claims

of committee men, and of id omne

genus, may again be set up; and we

wish the fallacy of all their preten

sions to be clearly seen.

We think it must have attracted

the notice of every careful reader

of the Assembly’s minutes, that the

resolve relative to the future ex

clusion of committee men, is couch

ed in language indicating peculiar

care to give as little offence as pos

sible, to the parties who might be

affected by the resolution: And we

certainly think that every such act

ought to be expressed as inoffen

sively as is consistent with the

dignity of the Assembly, and with

the facts of the case. But when the

representation in the resolution

has the bearing, that the appoint

ment of committee men has not

taken place beyond “a few cases,”

we question whether facts corres

º with such an intimation. We

ave already said, in a note, that

the number of such cases cannot

be fully ascertained; but by some

inquiries which we have recently

been able to make, we have been

led to believe, that more committee

men than we had before supposed,

and more church members, who

were neither committee men nor

ruling elders, have been commis

sioned to the Assembly, and have

taken their seats accordingly—Two

or three well ascertained cases of

the latter kind—cases ascertained

by the acknowledgment of the par

ties concerned—have lately been

made known to us. We see not

why the Assembly should have said

or intimated, that the cases were

either few or many; and we wish,

on every account, that no reference

whatever had been made to num

bers. The correction of an abuse,

admitted to have had an existence,

was all that needed to be noticed.

But when the Assembly state, as

the ground of their proceeding,

that the appointments in question

are “inexpedient, and of question

able authority,” we take leave, re

spectfully, but decisively, to dissent

from a part of the statement. We

believe that the authority of such

appointments is not questionable,

but clearly unconstitutional, and

therefore destitute of all authority.

To show this, has been the leading

object of this extended paper, and

our readers must judge, whether it

has, or has not, been shown conclu

sively.

iłębictu.

Our engagements through the

month past have prevented our pre

paring an original review for the

present number of our Miscellany,

and we have not been favoured

with one from our correspondents.

We are quite sure, however, that

our readers will not find this de

partment of our work without inte

rest, and we hope edification too,

when they shall have read the fol

lowing article, taken from the same

number of the Christian Observer

to which we were last month in

debted.

In the Observer, four publica

tions on the death of the Rev. Ro

bert Hall, are reviewed in one arti

cle. We shall extract only what

relates to the last two; which in

deed consist almost wholly of quo

tations from the authors reviewed.

These quotations contain an abbre

viated account of the parentage,

education, labours, sufferings and

death, of the illustrious man to

whom they relate: and such an ac:

count we wish that our work should

contain, not only for the present

gratification of ourselves and our
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readers, but for the facility of re

ference, on occasions that may here

after occur.

The first of the two publications

from which the extracts are made,

is entitled “The Destruction of the

last Enemy: by the Rev. N. Bos

worth:”—the second, “An Ac

count of the Illness and Death of

the late Rev. Robert Hall: by J.

M. Chandler,” who appears to

have been the physician and inti

mate friend of Mr. Hall.

The Reviewers say—“Not hav

ing hitherto inserted in our pages

any notice of his life, we copy from

Mr. Bosworth’s account the follow

ing memoranda.”

“The late IRev. Robert Hall was born

at the village of Arnsby, in Leicester

shire, about eight miles from the county

town, on the 2d of May, 1764. His

father was an eminently pious minister

of the gospel, and pastor of the Baptist

church in the same village; a man en

dowed with many elements of greatness,

- a lively genius, and a penetrating mind;

highly esteemed by all who knew him,

and worthy of being the parent of such a

son. The younger Hall gave early indi

cations of those talents which afterwards

astonished and delighted the world, and

of that piety towards God which was the

crowning grace of his character. He dis

played an ardent thirst for knowledge,

and intense application in the pursuit of

it. Having reached the limit of village

instruction, he was placed under the care

of the celebrated Mr. Ryland, of North

ampton, whose school was in high repu

tation, and where he was prepared for the

Theological Academy in Bristol, which

he entered in the year 1778, having been

previously admitted into the church at

Arnsby, to the great joy of his father.

As early as twelve years of age he appears

to have been engaged in prayer-meet

ings, and other religious exercises, in his

father's congregation; and at the age of

sixteen years and three months, having

frequently addressed the people on reli

ious topics, he was called to the ministry

y the unanimous voice of the church, on

the 13th of August, 1780. On his com

pletion of the term at Bristol, he pro

ceeded to the University of Aberdeen,

where he took his degree of M. A. Dur

ing his residence in this seat of learning,

he cultivated his talents with uncommon

assiduity and success, being brought into

contact with many elevated minds, and

some congenial spirits, who both commu

nicated and received many salutary in

pressions, and called forth his powers to

their loftiest exercise. On the conclusion

of his course at Aberdeen, in 1783, he

returned to Bristol as classical tutor in

the academy. This situation he filled,

with much reputation to himself and be

nefit to the students, until the year 1790,

when, on the decease of the celebrated

Mr. Robinson, pastor of the Baptist church

at Cambridge, he was invited to preach

there, and in the course of the same year

he settled there as the successor of that

extraordinary man. Talents, such as those

of Mr. Hall, were not likely to remain

long in obscurity; and the congregation

was gradually increased by the addition

of many persons who were attracted by

his eloquence. The growth of his popu

larity,ºr. like that of every thing

which is excellent, was at first but slow:

his style of preaching was never that

which first astonishes, and then disap

points. It was of too high an order to

be immediately acceptable to those who

had never been accustomed to any thing

similar to it. His own people, however,

regarded him all along with warm admi

ration, and his continuance among them

only increased their attachment and ve

neration, until it was raised as high as

human feeling could carry it. The in

crease of his congregation, though not

rapid, was both continuous and perma

nent; and hence it became necessary to

enlarge the place of worship, which was

done, by subscription, in 1801.

“The fame of his talents continued to

extend itself, until, by the addition to his

hearers of many individuals and families

from the town and neighbourhood—one

family from a distance of sixteen miles—

the meeting-house became as well filled

as before its enlargement. Members of

the University also frequently attended

Mr. Hall's preaching. Among them were

noticed several who are now popular

and useful clergymen in the Established

Church, and some of our senators, who

received their first lessons in eloquence

from the lips of Mr. Hall.

“Towards the close of the year 1804,

it pleased Providence to afflict Mr. Hall

with a distressing malady, which inter

rupted his labours for some months. The

estimation in which he was held, was

expressed by the deep and universal

sympathy with which his case was re

garded, not only in the congregation and

the town, but in the University and the

surrounding country, as well as among

his friends at a distance. The sympathy

excited by his illness, did not evaporate

in feeling, but displayed itself also in a

more substantial form. By the exertions
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of his friends, a fund was raised, and an an

nuity purchased, which contributed very

greatly to the comfort of his future life,

and possibly to its prolongation.

“On the recovery of his health in the

spring of 1805, he returned to his charge,

and endeared himself, if possible, still

more to his friends and the congregation,

by his increased solicitude for their eter

nal welfare, and the growing spirituality

of his own mind. But his permanent

connexion with Cambridge was now ap

proaching its termination, just at the time

when his friends were more than ever re

joicing in his light, and when they were

looking for the matured and abundant

fruits of his long and faithful labours

among them. In the inscrutable dispen

sations of Him whose ways are past find

ing out, Mr. Hall was visited by a recur

rence of his disorder with exacerbated

violence, in November, 1805; and al

though he recovered in great measure

from this attack, it was deemed by the

faculty essential to his complete restora

tion, that he should lay aside all publick

labours, and abstain as much as possible

from all strong excitement. The conse

quence of these events was his resigna

tion of the pastoral office, on the 4th of

March, 1806, which was communicated

by him to the church in a very affecting

letter. This was received with the most

pungent sorrow, followed by that resig

nation to the Divine will which Christian

ity inspires.

“Having spent some time among his

friends in Leicestershire, he took up his

residence at Enderby, a secluded and

pleasant village near Leicester, where, by

a union of calm retirement with gentle

occupation, he gradually regained his

health, and with it his capacity for useful

ness in the church. As his strength

would bear the exercise, he occasionally

preached to a small congregation in Har

vey-lane, Leicester, which many years be

fore had been under the care of the cele

brated Dr. Carey, now of Serampore.

From this small remnant of a church, he

at length received and accepted an invi

tation to become their pastor, and labour

ed among them with great success for

nearly twenty years, the attendance con

tinuing to increase so as to render it ne

cessary to enlarge the place of worship

two or three times. On the death of the

excellent Dr. Ryland, pastor of the church

at Broadmead, Bristol, Mr. Hall was in

vited to succeed him. After long and

anxious deliberation, he complied with

the invitation, and removed thither in

1825. Here he passed the few remaining

ears of his life, instructing and delight

ing the multitudes who thronged to hear

him; visiting, however, occasionally, as

he had often done before, his Cambridge

friends, and sometimes the metropolis, -

and other places.”—pp. 20–27.

“We now turn to Mr. Chandler’s

• Authentick Account of his Illness

and Death; a painfully interesting

document, from which we extract

the following medico-theological

details.”

“Throughout life, or at least from

early youth, Mr. Hall was subject to acute

pain in the back. When it is considered

that this long-continued affliction was

ascertained to have been occasioned by

venal calculi, of a very singular if not

unique conformation, it is surprising that

his expression of suffering should have

been so feeble, and his endurance of it so

patient: but that under the severer goad

ings of these actual thorns in the flesh, he

should rise superior to pain, and actually

derive from it an additional excitement to

his accustomed eloquence in preaching,

and deliver on such occasions some of the

richest and most brilliant of his discourses,

was as strikingly illustrative of the order

of his mind, as it is signally demonstrative

of the perennial resources of Christian

ity.”—p. 11.

“Whilst, on the one hand, we have to a

regret that the recumbent position ren

dered necessary by the pain, which con

tinued more or less through life, deprived

us of what otherwise we might have re

ceived from his pen; on the other hand,

we owe much to this very affliction, by

its giving occasion to so beautiful a dis

play of the Christian graces, of patient

resignation and general sympathy with

the sufferings of others.

“Our esteemed friend was subject,

during the last five or six years of his life,

to sudden attacks of difficult breathing.

These attacks, consisting of laboured cir

culation of the blood through the lungs,

produced more of terrifick agony than of

positive pain—a feeling as of impending

dissolution, and that in one of its severest

modes. So great was his distress, that

he has often said to me, during and after

an attack, that he could more easily suffer

seven years unabated continuance of the

pain in his back, acute as it was, than one

half-hour of the conflict within his chest;

and he always expressed a confidence,

that if the attacks were to recur frequent

ly, he should either not be able long to

survive, or, (what he most dreaded,) he

should be prevented from exercising him

self in publick, and be laid aside, in a

state of great affliction to himself, and of

distress to his family.

“The diseases which occasioned these

attacks, were ultimately ascertained to
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have been a softened, and consequently

weakened state of the muscular structure

of the heart, and a chronick inflammatory

E. going on in the interior mem

rane of the great arterial trunk.”—pp.

12, 13.

“On Thursday, February 10th, Mr.

Hall was attacked with a very severe pa

roxysm, by which he was prevented from

preaching the usual sermon preparatory

to the ordinance of the Lord's Supper;

and with this attack commenced that ten

dency to augmentation of disease which

so rapidly hastened his dismission. He

appeared as well as usual on the pre

ceding part of the day, and had not long

before received the visit and executed

the request of a friend, whom, on leaving,

he attended in his customary manner to

the door, and handed to her carriage. I

spent an hour or two with him subse

quently to this seizure; which I found, on

inquiry, had commenced whilst he was in

his study, preparing for the evening ser

vice. He sustained it for some time, ex

pecting it might subside. On attempting,

at length, to come down to the parlour,

the symptoms were greatly aggravated by

the exertion, which necessitated him to

remain half-an-hour on the stairs before

he could acquire power to proceed. He

- had endured the whole of this paroxysm

alone, in the hope that he should recover

without alarming his family, or disappoint

ing his congregation; and had not some

of his family discovered him, in the pain

ful situation in which he was placed, it is

probable that no one would have been

aware of its occurrence.

“Our beloved pastor had for some

time past, evinced a peculiar anxiety re

specting the poorer part of his flock, and

on a recent occasion he had publickly

expressed his concern that they did not

make themselves more familiar, by giving

him more frequent invitations; telling

them that he should feel even greater

pleasure in visiting them than others,

who could afford him more substantial

entertainment. He referred to this sub

ject with me, and spoke at some length,

begging he might be informed of any

whom I knew to be ill or in trouble, and

expressed in general his full intention of

visiting the sick and afflicted more as

siduously. As he lay before me, scarcely

rallied from a violent attack of unusual

duration, talking with his usual fluency,

and in a remarkable strain of humility, I

could not but view him with surprise,

evidencing, as he did, the highest intel

lectual vigour combined with the mani

festation of the most lowly dispositions.

“I did not see Mr. Hall again until sum

moned, on Lord’s-day morning, February

13th, when I visited him in conjunction

with another medical friend. I found he

had passed a dreadful night, suffering the

acutest pain in the back in unusual com

bination with the most agonizing distress

in the chest. The two affections were in

their results most torturing ; the one re

quiring constant recumbency, which di.

rectly aggravated the other; whilst the

erect posture necessary to a mitigation of

the agony of difficult respiration, was in

compatible with his sufferings in the back.

Having been kept, for many hours, in

constant vibration between these opposite

efforts at relief, and unrelieved by the

usual, and even unusual, doses of opium,

he was dejected and sunk to an alarming

degree. Painful as it was to see a great

and mighty spirit so prostrated by bodily

infirmity, it was nevertheless edifying to

witness the divine efficacy of Christian

principle in sustaining an undeviating

composure of mind. There was no mur

.."; no repining, no irritable expres.

sion; but the most patient endurance of

the aggravated sufferings. To a friend,

who visited him this day, he said, “Oh,

my dear sir, I have suffered intense

agony; but I have received unspeaka

ble mercies—mercies unspeakable—un

speakable. I am the chief of sinners,

and yet I have received the most abun

dant mercies.” For many hours, during

the day, he suffered dreadfully, feeling

as if he could not long survive. He was,

however, relieved, towards evening, from

the violence of distress; but being unable

to exert himself without exciting a par

oxysm, it became necessary to prepare a

bed for him in the parlour, whence he

was never more to pass, till borne by his

afflicted people to the tomb.

“Mr. Hall was much relieved on Mon

day, but remained exceedingly weak.

On Tuesday, he had so revived that our

hopes were sanguine, expecting that, as

on former occasions, his paroxysms would

subside, and leave him in a short time

again capable of publick duty.”—pp.

18–23.

“On Wednesday, he was evidently not

so well; and on Thursday his attacks

augmented, both in frequency and force.

He this day expressed his doubts whether

he should preach the next Lord’s-day:

and that he did not know whether he

should ever preach again, but that he

remained in God's hand; that he was

thankful it was so, for he would do every

thing he thought best; —adding, ‘ I am

God's creature, at his disposal; and that

is a great mercy.”

“On Friday, be remarked to the friend

who sat up with him through the night,

in reply to a question, “I have not one

anxious thought either for life or death.

What I dread most are dark days. I have
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not had any yet: I hope I shall not have

them.' -

* On Saturday evening, we were all

summoned to witness a more violent at

tack than any preceding. From this state,

however, he was gradually recovered;

but remained a long time much exhaust

ed. His voice was very feeble, often in

audible; but when heard it was general

ly to express his thanks to one and an
other of his family and friends, for their

attentions.

“It having been deemed unsafe to leave

him this night merely in the hands of

friends, I remained up with him. About

twelve o'clock he went to bed, and soon

passed into an apparently tranquil sleep:

in this state he remained very quietly till

towards one, when I perceived his chest

beginning to heave. In a short time he

awoke, and arose on his elbow, saying he

must get up, and instantly sprang out of

bed to obtain the relief to which the

standing attitude was necessary. Almost

immediately after gaining his usual posi

tion, as near as possible to the fire, a sei

zure of great severity, threatening to be

suddenly fatal, succeeded. Becoming for

a few moments insensible, bathed in cold

perspirations, and pulseless, he sank

down against me, sliding to the floor; so

that I feared he would not rise again;

but, having been with difficulty elevated

on his feet, he recovered his recollection

and volition, and threw his arm and

weight across my shoulders, by which I

was enabled to support him through an

hour of intense suffering. When he was

a little recovered, I asked him whether

he felt much pain. He replied that his

sufferings were great: “but what, (he

added,) are my sufferings to the suffer

ings of Christ? his sufferings were infi

nitely greater: his sufferings were com

plicated: God has been very merciful to

me—very merciful: I am a poor creature

—an unworthy creature; but God has

been very kind—very merciful.” He then

alluded to the character of the sufferings

of crucifixion, remarking how intense

and insufferable they must have been,

and asked many minute questions on what

I might suppose was the process by which

crucifixion brought about death. He

particularly inquired respecting the ef

fect of pain—the nervous irritation—the

thirst—the oppression of breathing—the

disturbance of the circulation—and the

hurried action of the heart, till the con

versation gradually brought him to a con

sideration of his own distress; when he

again reverted to the lightness of his suf

ferings when contrasted with those of

Christ. He spoke of our Lord's enduring

the contradiction of sinners against him

self—of the ingratitude and unkindness

he received from those for whom he went

about doing good—of the combination of

the mental and corporeal agonies sus

tained on the crosss—the length of time

during which our Lord hung—the ex

haustion occasioned, &c. He then re

marked how differently he had been situa

ted; that though he had endured as much

or more than fell to the lot of most men,

yet all had been in mercy. I here re

marked to him that with most persons

the days of ease and comfort were far

more numerous than those of pain and

sorrow. He replied “But I have been a

great sufferer in my time: it is, however,

generally true; the dispensations of God

have been merciful to me.’ He then ob

served that a contemplation of the suf

ferings of Christ was the best antidote

against impatience under any troubles

we might experience: and recommended

me to reflect much on this subject when

in pain or distress, or in expectation of

death.” pp. 24–28.

“The subsequent part of the night was

passed more quietly; not, however, with

out other attacks, but they were of a

much slighter description. Towards

morning he again went to bed, and passed

into a quiet sleep, in which he remained

undisturbed for a considerable time.

“During the Lord's day, he had seve

ral sections read to him, from Campbell's

Gospels, a book he had with him the

whole of the week, and with which he

seemed particularly pleased, taking great

delight in hearing one or another of his

family read. On being informed, in the

evening, that the afternoon had been de

voted by his church to special prayer on

his behalf, he expressed great pleasure,

saying, “I am glad of it, very glad of it—

I am glad for their sakes, as well as my

own.” Towards night there was a great

alteration; his strength was much sunk,

and his countenance altered. He ex

pressed to the friend who was with him,

his simple reliance on his Saviour, and

repeated nearly the whole of Robinson's

hymn, 'Come thou Fount of every bless

ing,’ &c. During one of the paroxysms,

he exclaimed to a friend, “Why should a

living man complain? a man for the pu

nishment of his sins? I think I have not

complained—have I, sir?—and I won't

complain.”

Monday, February 21st, he seemed

much more composed. On my entering

his room early in the morning, he rose on

his elbow, and immediately asked me,

(not knowing that I had remained up,) if

i had been well provided for, and if I had

passed a comfortable night. He was thus

attentive in his inquiries, to all who waited

upon him, frequently expressing the most

anxious concern for their comfort. In ad
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dressing one of his family, he said, “Seek

first the kingdom of God, and his right

eousness, then all other things will be

added. Yes, he will never leave you—he

will never forsake you.’ He had Camp

bell on the Gospels placed before him, in

which he read to himself in his usual re

cumbent attitude. I left him between

1 and 2 o'clock, in this position, leaning on

his elbow with apparently as much mus

cular vigour as ever. He certainly pre

sented none of the features characteristic

of a dying man. In a very short time,

and before I had reached home, I was

summoned to behold the last agonizing

scene of this great and extraordinary

man. His difficulty of breathing had sud

denly increased to a dreadful and final

paroxysm. Mrs. Hall, observing a fixa

tion of his eyes, and an unusual expres

sion on his countenance, and indeed in

his whole manner, became alarmed by

the sudden impression that he was dying,

and exclaimed in great agitation, “This

can't be dying!' when he replied, “It is

death—it is death—death! Oh the suffer

ings of this body!” Mrs. Hall then asking

him, “But are you comfortable in your

mind º' he immediately answered, “Very

comfortable—very comfortable:’ and ex

claimed, “Come, Lord Jesus—Come’

he then hesitated, as if incapable of bring

ing out the last word; and one of his

daughters, involuntarily as it were, anti

cipated him by saying, “Quickly'' on

which her departing father gave her a

look expressive of the most complacent

delight.

“On entering his room, I found him

sitting on the sofa, surrounded by his la

menting family; with one foot in hot water,

and the other spasmodically grasping the

edge of the bath; his frame waving in

violent, almost convulsive heavings, suf

ficiently indicative of the process of dis

solution. I hastened, though despairing

ly, to administer such stimulants as might

possibly avert the threatening termina

tion of life; and as I sat by his side for

this purpose, he threw his arm over my

shoulders for support, with a look of evi

dent satisfaction that I was near him. He

said to me “I am dying: death is come at

last: all will now be useless.” But what

ever might be the degree of his suffer

ing, (and great it must have been,) there

was no failure of his mental vigour or

composure. Indeed, so perfect was his

consciousness, that in the midst of these

last agonies, he intimated to me very

shortly before the close, with his accus

tomed courteousness, a fear lest he

should fatigue me by his pressure; and

when his family, one after another, gave

way in despair, he followed them with

sympathizing looks, as they were obliged

to be conveyed from the room. This

was his last voluntary movement; for

immediately a general convulsion seized

him, and he quickly expired.” pp. 29–
38.

“Mr. Hall appears to have died

from a failure of the vital powers

of the heart, amidst the most vi

gorous energies of consciousness

and volition; his placidity and

complacency of spirit, says Mr.

Chandler, being in striking con

trast with the wild and powerful

convulsions of a frame yielding in

its full strength. But he died in

faith; and of little comparative im
portance, therefore, is it what was

the condition of the mortal frame,

or even the immediate perceptions,

joyful or painful, of the immortal

spirit. It is enough to know that

“ the end is peace;” that to live

being Christ, to die is gain: and

gain unspeakable, we doubt not,

through the infinite merits of his

Saviour, was it to this much be

loved and respected servant of

Christ.”

3Literary and 399ilogopijital Intelligence, etc.

Remarkable Conduct of a Horse.—Mr.

Israel Abrahams, in the vicinity of this

town, has a horse that will of his own ac

cord, pump a sufficiency of water for all

the other horses on the farm. We have

witnessed him, when turned loose into

the barn-yard, go directly to the pump,

take the handle between his teeth, and

throw the water with as much force,

and almost as much regularity, as a man

would, until he would pump enough for

his companions and himself, when he

would drink, and deliberately retire. No

. were ever taken, or means used, to

earn him a business which proves a great

accommodation to himself, and relieves

his owner of considerable labour.—Centre.

ville (Ind.) Times.
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Destruction of Weeds in Garden Walks,

&c.—Take 100 lbs. of water, 20 lbs. of

quick lime, and 2 lbs. of flour of sulphur;

boil them in an iron vessel, and after it is

settled, draw the clear part off. When

diluted as may be required, and paved

and other walks well sprinkled with the

preparation, no weeds, it is stated, will

appear for many years.-Recueil Ind.

Protection of Firemen.—The Marchese

Origo, of Rome, has devised a cheap and

effective mode of protecting firemen.

Their articles of dress are dipped in a

solution of alumine and sulphate of lime;

and when dry, are saturated with soap

water. Firemen thus equipped have re

mained a quarter of an hour, exposed to

an intense heat, without being in the

least injured. These dresses do not cost

more than ten dollars each. Flames may

be extinguished also, by playing on them

with a common engine, with a solution of

sulphate of alumine, and common clay.

Smell of Paint Removed.—The offen

sive smell of oil cloths, varnishes, and

paints, are said to be removed by chloric

fumigation in a close room.

Remedy against Flies.—The odour of

the oil of laurel is not disagreeable, and

the stalls of butchers rubbed with it, are

said not to be frequented with flies. The

frames of glasses and pictures might be

preserved in this way.

JMaternal Tenderness in a Sparrow.—A

sparrow, which had built her nest on the

thatch-roof of a house, was observed to

continue her regular visits long after the

time when the young birds had taken

their flight. This unusual circumstance

continued throughout the year; and in

the winter, a gentleman who had all

along observed her, determined on inves

tigating its cause. He therefore mount

ed a ladder, and found one of the young

ones detained a prisoner, by means of a

string of worsted, which formed part of

the nest, having become accidentally

twisted round its leg. Being thus inca

pacitated from procuring its own subsist

ence, it had been fed and sustained by

the continued exertions of its mother.—

Raleigh Register.

The JNew Volcano.—The Philomel brig

of war, which left Malta harbour on

Thursday afternoon, the 19th of July,

with the masters of the St. Vincent and

Ganges, to ascertain the correct particu

lars, &c. of the New Volcano Island,

forming off Sciacco, in Sicily, discovered

the object at one A.M., on Thursday, the

21st. At six, observed a thick smoke

issuing apparently from the sea, the spot

bearing N. W. H. W.; and, on steering in

that direction, fell in with the Hind cutter

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

at nine, which vessel had left Malta on

Sunday the 17th, but had not yet reached

the New Volcano, owing to calms. The

island then bore N.W. by W., six or eight

miles distant; at 9 deg. 45 min. the Phi

lomel hove to, three miles to windward.

Capt. Smith, with the two masters and

Col. Bathurst, a passenger, left the ves

sels in boats, for the purpose of taking

soundings as near as they could approach

with safety, but had scarcely got one mile

away, when the volcano burst out with a

tremendous explosion, resembling the

noise of a very heavy thunder storm, and

flames of fire, like flashes of lightning.

The boats were covered with black cin.

ders, which also fell on board the vessel,

and all around, to a distance of at least

three miles from the volcano. The erup

tion, in all its fury, lasted seven minutes,

and when the smoke had somewhat clear

ed away, the island had increased in size

two-fold.

The volcano bursts out regularly at

about every two hours, and emits all

around it a suffocating sulphureousstench.

On first making it, at a long distance, it

resembles a cluster or grove of cypress

trees. The English brig Bootle, of Li

verpool, an American, and one or two

foreign vessels were off the place.

Its precise latitude is 37 11 North,

and longitude 1244 East; the soundings

in the vicinity, say 80 yards off the island,

bearing N. E. are 70 to 75 fathoms;

West, a quarter of a mile, 72 to 76 fa

thoms. At five and six miles distance

they vary from 70 to 80 fathoms. The

volcano appears composed mostly of cin

ders of a rusty black colour, having only

a sprinkling of lava, of an oblong shape,

and the island, as last seen on Friday, the

23d, was not less than three quarters of a

mile in circumference. The N. W. point

is the highest, say about 80 feet above

the level of the sea, and lower towards

the southern extremity. The S. E. side

of the crater has fallen in to the level of

the sea. The sea is drawn in with a very

loud noise, and occasions an immense

volume of white vapour to rise up in the

air, curling and spreading high and wide;

then succeeds rapidly the eruption of

cinders and lava, thrown to the height of

from 400 to 500 feet, and on some occa

sions to 1000 feet, forking and branchin

out in all directions in its ascent, an

afterwards falling and pouring down in

stupendous masses, with such violence as

to cause a noise like heavy thunder, and

making the sea for a considerable dis

tance around one entire sheet of foam

altogether a sight not to be imagined.

Elasticity of Feathers.-The elasticity

of feathers was well illustrated by an ex

periment lately performed in the library

4 G
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of the Royal Institution, London, of im

mersing feathers, rumpled and bent in

almost every direction, in boiling water,

and on withdrawing them they were seen

to have resumed their regular and natural

form. This was accidentally discovered

by a specimen of a foreign bird, the plu

mage of which had been very much rum

pled, falling into some hot water, which

restored it; and the process appears to

be one that may prove of much advan

tage to the preservers of those beautiful

animals.

The Whale, Thrasher, and Sword-Fish.

—Captain Crow, in a work recently pub

lished, relates the following as having

occurred on a voyage to Memel. One

morning during a calm, when near the

Hebrides, all hands were called up at

three in the morning, to witness a battle

between several fish called thrashers, and

some sword fish on one side, and an enor

mous whale on the other. It was in the

middle of summer, and the weather being

clear, we had a fine opportunity of wit

nessing the contest. . As soon as the

whale's back appeared above the water,

the thrashers springing several feet into

the air, descended with great violence

upon the object of their rancour, and in

flicted upon him the most severe slaps

with their tails, the sound of which re

sembled the reports of muskets fired at a

distance. The sword-fish, in their turn,

attacked the distressed whale, stabbing

him from below; and thus beset on all

sides and wounded, when the poor crea

ture appeared, the water aronnd him was

dyed with blood. In this manner they

continued tormenting and wounding him

for many hours, until we lost sight of

him; and I have no doubt they in the

end, accomplished his destruction.

A little year ago, and George IV. ruled

in England and Hanover—Charles X. in

France-—Pius VIII. in Rome—-Charles

Felix in Sardinia—Francis Janvier in Na

ples—Anthony in Saxony—Pedro in Bra

zil—Charles in Brunswick—-William in the

Netherlands—Nicholas was undisputed

Autocrat of Poland. Where are they

now —In the grave—in exile—or shorn

of their dominions.

Professor Green, of this city, on a late

visit to Summerville, N. J. analyzed some

of the copper ores found near that place,

and discovered in them a large per centage

of gold. The amount of gold in the ores

in New Jersey, is in a greater proportion

than in many of those of North Carolina.

iſitiigioug intelligentt.

OBITUARY.

A portion of foreign religious in

telligence which had been put in

type for the present month, we have

#. to be reserved for our next

number, to make room for the fol

lowing obituary article, which the

friends of the deceased wished

should, without delay, have a place

in our pages. This article appears

in an epistolary form; but it will,

we think, be read with much inte

rest. We particularly recommend

the example of Captain Duffield, as

a ruling elder in the Presbyterian

church, to the special notice of such

of our readers as sustain the same

important office in their several

churches. On the holders of this

office, the prevalence of practical

piety, in theº to which

they belong, will, under God, al

ways in a great measure depend;

and, at the present time, we look

to the influence and agency of our

lay eldership, as an essential part

of that instrumentality by which

the purity, stability, prosperity and

peace of the whole Presbyterian

church in the United States must

be—if they shall be—preserved and

perpetuated.

The reading of this brief memoir of a

departed friend may afford you but little

pleasure; and that you receive it, is at

tributable to the promise which I made

at our last interview, that I would pre

pare and forward it to you. Forgive, my

friend, its dulness, in consideration of its

object, and of the simplicity ofmy purpose.

I would record several particulars in rela

tion to a Christian brother, removed from

his labours to his rest, which depend en

tirely upon my own memory; I would ex

hibit a triumph of Divine grace; I would

furnish you with a few incidents in the

life of a Ruling Elder, the recollection of

which is most agreeable to myself. How

lamentably small is the number of those

who know any thing of the spiritual cha

racter of the office of Ruling Elder, or of

its dignity in the church of God!
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John Potts Duffield was the son of Dr.

Benjamin Duffield, a distinguished physi

cian of Philadelphia, and was born in that

city, November 2d, 1784.

His father was attached to the Episco

º church; and the son was baptized by

im who is at this time senior bishop of

Pennsylvania, and was reared as a mem

ber of the congregation at that time in his

especial charge. Had the wishes of his

father been gratified, he would have been

educated for his own profession; but the

death of Doctor Duffield, when he was

only fifteen years old, defeated those

wishes. He was permitted to choose his

own calling, and became a sailor. From

that time until the year 1811, he con

tinued in what was then his favourite em

ployment : he had passed from the sub

ordinate place which at first he very pro

perly occupied, to the command, and had

made several voyages to India, to Europe,

and to South America. He was a skilful

navigator, and had acquired the confi

dence of all who were interested in his

commercial enterprises.

He was twice happily married. His

first marriage took place in 1811, from

which time until his death, he continued

to reside in Worcester county, Maryland:

he was married a second time in 1821.

Seven children survived him—three by

his former and four by his second marriage.

With the skill and reputation of a sailor,

Captain Duffield had acquired the vices,

too common, alas! to his profession. I

know not that he was sceptical or intem

perate; but it is nevertheless true that he

was a blasphemer—“that he walked in

the counsel of the ungodly, and stood in

the way of sinners, and sat in the seat of

the scornful.” Such was his character

at the time of his first marriage, and such

it continued until the spring of 1812.

However much you may be surprised at

the declaration, it gives me pleasure

to charge the character of my friend

with the sins of which he was guilty;

and to enumerate his spiritual dis

eases in all their loathsomeness; “for

where sin abounded, grace did afterwards

much more abound,” and over his be

setting sins “he came off more than a

conqueror through Him that loved him.”

There is nothing in the moral world com

parable in beauty, or grandeur with the
church of Jesus Christ; and in the life of

an individual, there is no period so in

teresting to Christian feelings, as that

which translates him from “the kingdom

of Satan into the kingdom of God's dear

son.” Should this part of this memoir,

then, be improperly minute, may I not

hope that you will pardon me?

i have already said that Captain Duf

field was first married in 1811 : his wife

was the pious daughter ofa pious mother,

and a member of the Presbyterian church

in Snow-Hill, in full standing." In the

spring of 1812, to gratify her wishes, and

perhaps some vain purpose of his own, he

accompanied her to Snow-Hill, from their

residence in the country a few miles dis

tant, on the morning of Saturday: there

were services in the . Presbyterian church

on that day, preparatory to the adminis

tration of the sacrament of the Lord's

Supper on the next. They visited the

house of a friend, who was a member of

the church; and the subject of this me

moir carried with him all his love of sin,

and entire carelessness as to the interests

of his soul or the wrath of God. He

would not attend upon the religious ser

vices of that day. The gentleman whom

he visited, on his return from church,

found him preparing for some idle recrea

tion; and to his friend's inquiry, “why

he had not gone to church 2" he replied,

in some of those “grievous words” which

generally “stir up strife.” Such a man

was John P. Duffield, on the morning of

the next day, when he took his seat in

the sanctuary of God, and so careless,

hard hearted, and altogether in love with

sin, he continued throughout the prefato

ry services and the sermon. But whilst

the Reverend Stuart Williamson, at that

time pastor of the church, was addressing

a company of Christians seated at the

table of the Lord, and celebrating his

death, the barbed arrows of the Almighty

reached his conscience ; and he “wished

(I quote substantially, if not precisely, his

words to me) to be under the pavement

of the church, or in any other place which

would conceal him.” From that time he

ceased to be at “ease in Zion;” he read,

he prayed, he meditated; but ashamed of

the cause of his distress, he communicated

his state of mind to no one, not even to

his pious wife. But that he had “tasted

the powers of the world to come,” was

soon discovered; and the manner of the

discovery affected his feelings powerful

ly, the very last time I heard him allude

to it, although about eighteen years had

elapsed since the occurrence. He had

retired to his chamber, to ask relief from

Him “that giveth liberally to all men,

and upbraideth not,” but contrary to his

custom on those occasions, neglected to

lock his door; and whilst on his knees,

engaged in importunate prayer, Mrs. Duf

field entered the room, saw and com

• I knew her long, and loved her much.

One of the last sentences which she ad

dressed to mortal ears, was, in substance:

“Oh he [Christ] is inexpressibly precious

to my soul.”
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prehended the whole matter, threw herself

upon his neck, and bathed it with tears

of joy. He no longer attempted to con

ceal his convictions of sin, but continued

to seek deliverance from condemnation

on account of it, until he found that

Saviour “ of whom Moses in the law and

the prophets did write.” In the autumn

of the same year, he was admitted to full

standing in the church in which he first

trembled under the terrors of God's vio

lated law ; and in the succeeding year he

was elected a Ruling Elder by the congre

tion, and solemnly set apart for that of.

ce, according to the form of govern

ment of the Presbyterian church. It can

not be improper to remark in this place,

that after having investigated the subject,

he considered the government of that

branch of the Christian church to which

he attached himself, as not only expedi

ent, but most conformable to scriptural

warrant; that he cordially received her

doctrines, and greatly admired the simpli

city of her worship.

Captain Duffield had great energy of

character—“whatsoever his hands found

to do, he did it with his might.” He

counted the cost of following Christ, be

fore he assumed his cross; and he not only

attempted the crucifixion of every lus',

but as soon as he had obtained “a good

hope through grace,” he endeavoured

to walk in all God’s statutes and ordi

nances blameless.

Convinced that family worship was a

duty in every Christian household, he in

stituted it very soon after he became a

follower of Christ. In a confidential con

versation upon the subject, he said, when

he first commenced family worship he

used a form of prayer. Because of his

fluency, especially in prayer, the reason

was inquired for; he replied, “he was

afraid to trust his own feelings in so so

lemn a service, and that even with a book

before him he had considerable trouble,

for tears almost blinded him.” He did

not suppose that this remark would be

repeated, or perhaps remembered, but

what Christian can read it without desi

ring feelings like those which almost

blinded him with tears ” On all proper

occasions he did not hesitate to avow that

he was “on the Lord's side,” or to re

buke sin, or to exhort sinners to repent

ance. In his piety, however, there was

nothing obtrusive or showy. His whole

deportment showed the power of faith,

the effect of the religion of the heart

upon the life; but except in religions

exercises, taking “sweet counsel” with

Christian friends, or discharging duties

which weighed upon his conscience, his

religion did not discover itself in words.

In all his domestic relations he was most

exemplary. As a master, a father, a bus

band, he was indulgent, affectionate, ten

der; but in all matters of duty, as the

government of his family was regarded,

he was uncompromising. I know not

how often he has reminded me of the

resolution of good old Joshua: “As for

me and my house, we will serve the

Lord.” This sketch cannot show his

moral influence in the community to

which he belonged ; and the services he

rendered to that “ little flock of which

he was a member and an officer, will

never be appreciated by those who sur

vive him, until the coming of the great

day “for which all other days were

made.”

As a Ruling Elder he “magnified his of.

fice.” When duty required and circum

stances permitted it, he never failed to at

tend the judicatories of the church; and as

a member of the session, or a represen

tative of a portion of the church in the

higher ecclesiastical courts, he prompt

ly contributed his aid to the correction

of whatever he considered anniss, either

in doctrine or discipline. He loved the

Catholic church, but the congregation

with which he was more immediately

connected, was most dear to him. For

the church in Snow Hill, he laboured in

defatigably, and prayed frequently and

fervently. From the death of the Rev.

Mr. Williamson, in 1814, until 1818, the

church had no pastor, and was favoured

with only occasional and unfrequent sup

plies. During that period, the church

was regularly opened for public worship,

and the services (prayer, praise, and the

reading of a sermon) were conducted by

the session. Unless unavoidably pre

vented, Captain Duffield always appeared

in the desk on those occasions. Many

profitable sermons, and many fervent

prayers have I heard from his lips, al

though he was no preacher; and in the

discharge of this duty to the church he

was faithful until the end of his life. I

have seen him in very feeble health—his

breast so much diseased that he could not

sing the praises of his Maker, in which

he took great pleasure—go into the desk

and perform all the services. He said

those services were frequently “inex.

pressibly sweet” to him. In prayer

meetings he greatly delighted. For

many years his house was regularly open

ed to all who chose to attend a meeting

for social prayer; he generally conducted

the exercises, and in a most acceptable

manner. This was the case at the time

of his death. The last time the congre

gation which had selected him for an

“overseer,” heard his voice, was at a

prayer meeting, at the house of a mem.

ber of the church, Thursday evening, the
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14th of October, 1830. He had directed

the meeting ; had called upon such of his

brethren as he chose to select for that

purpose, to lead in prayer ; , had read

the vith of Matthew, and exhorted the

Christians present to avail themselves

of their Christian privileges; to spend

more time in prayer and communion

with God, because with Him the prayers

of Christians were prevalent and could

effect wonders, even the building up

of believers in their “most holy faith,”

and the conversion of sinners. After

he had announced that the services would

be concluded with the singing of the

84th hymn of Dr. Watts's second book,

his respiration became so much embar

rassed that he was unable to read the

hymn ; he handed the book to a friend,

left the room, and never again appeared

in a worshipping assembly.

The disease which caused Captain Duf.

field's death, was gout. It had preyed

upon him for many years, and had as

sailed his whole body; its attacks were

agonizing, and towards the end of his

life became quite frequent. In the month

of August, 1830, when his recovery from

the attack which preceded his last sick

ness had just commenced, he was visited

by a Christian brother. It was the sab

bath, and he seemed “in the spirit on the

Lord's day.” The love of God, the sal

vation of souls, and the prosperity of the

church, constituted the burthen of his

thoughts and the subject of his conversa

tion. His attention was called to a piece

of soothing poetry; he read it attentive

ly, and when he had finished it, remarked

with swimming eyes, “it has gratified

me much.” He proceeded to exhort his

visiter to be more faithful to the church

than he had been; he said “he had en

deavoured to serve the church, but at

that time when he was aware that he had

nearly done with the church on earth, he

felt he had not done all his duty, and that

he could only repent then of his barren

ness.”

The mind of Captain Duffield was of

a superior order, and he was unusuall

fond of books. The bible he read dili

ently, and Scott's Commentary, was a

#. work with him. To the inquiry

of a friend, as to his seasons of devotion,

his answer was, that “he was an early

riser, and spent an hour in the morning

reading the scriptures, in self-examina

tion and prayer; and employed an hour

in the evening in the same manner.” He

was a happy man . The summer before

his death, whilst making some arrange

ments as to his property, in anticipation

of that event, he was asked abruptly,

“Are you afraid to die?”—“Not at all,”

was his answer. He proceeded to say

“he did not know how fearfully he might

be assaulted when engaged in the Iast

conflict, but no fears of it disturbed him—

he was kept in peace.” Such was the

state of his mind for many years, in

deed almost throughout his Christian life.

Gloomy or rapturous seasons were not

frequent with him—superior spiritual en

joyment he would call “a sweet season,”

or characterize it by some similar term.

I believe that in most cases, just in pro

portion as a Christian is careful not only

to forsake every known sin, but also to

discharge every known duty, however

mortifying to the flesh, just in that propor

tion will his life and death be peaceful and

happy. Such was the case with the sub

ject of this memoir. His death-bed re

sembled his life: both were peaceful.

After his confinement, few were permit

ted to visit him, for talking increased his

sufferings, and he was urged by his medi

cal attendants to converse as little as pos

sible. To one of them he said “my suf.

ferings have been very great, but I trust

I have not murmured, and hope I shall

not be permitted to murmur. Jesus is all

my hope—in him with all my imperfec

tions I shall be received. I have not a

doubt or fear as to my acceptance with

God.” His sufferings were not prolong

ed; on the morning of Sunday, October

24th, 1830, he “breathed his life out,”

and left a world of sin and sorrow for “a

better country, even a heavenly.” On

the afternoon of Monday, an appropriate

sermon was preached to a mourning con

gregation, from Job xiv. 1, by the Rev.

Alexander Campbell, and his body com

mitted to the earth, within a few feet of

that church which he loved so much, and

in which he had laboured so faithfully.

Thus lived and died John P. Duffield.

“Mark the perfect man, and behold

the upright; for the end of that man ispeace.” t

-

The Treasurer of the Trustees ofthe General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, ac

knowledges the receipt of the following sums, for their Theological Seminary at Prince
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Of Rev. Mr. Schaffer, from Newton, in Newton Presbytery, Interest on the

subscription for the Synods of New York and New Jersey professorship, 5 40

$92 90Total
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EUROPE.

The last European dates which we have seen are from Liverpool, of the 22d of

September, and from London of the 21st. Intelligence from France, by the way of

England, is two days less recent. All Europe, with the exception perhaps of Sweden,

Norway, and Denmark, is in a state of fearful agitation, which is not likely to be

diminished, but greatly increased, by the fall of Warsaw—deplored by every friend

of humanity, patriotism, heroic valour, and national freedom.

BRITAIN.—The much contested Reform Bill passed the British House of Commons,

in committee of the whole, on the 7th of September, and was made the order of the

day, in the House, for the 12th. It was still under discussion in the Commons, at the

date of the last advices; but its ultimate passage was not doubted. Much specula

tion, however, as to its fate in the House of Lords, was going on in the publick papers,

and among all classes of the people in London, and almost throughout the kingdom.

The coronation of the king and queen, after a delay of nearly a year, took place on

the 8th of September. The expense and splendour of this ceremonial seems to have

been considerably less than when George the IV. was crowned. The state of the

nation, and of the world, is less favourable now than then, to expensive royal pageantry.

The Duchess of Kent, with her daughter Victoria, the heiress apparent to the crown,

absented themselves from the coronation. This has been the subject of much re

mark and inquiry among the London paragraphists. It seems that the Duchess of

Kent, in virtue of her daughter's presumptive claim to the crown, demanded pre

cedence for the expectant queen and herself, of all the other members of the royal

family, in the arrangements for the coronation; and that Lord Grey, who had the

ordering of this important concern, not being able to find a precedent for yielding to

the demand, refused to grant it—on which the Duchess determined that she and her

daughter would not attend at all. The harvest in every part of England had been

uncommonly productive, and the weather for gathering it in had been favourable.

The Countess of Mornington, said to have been the most aged peeress of England,

died on the 17th of September. She was the mother of the Duke of Wellington, and

of six other surviving children. There was considerable popular excitement occa

sioned in London, by the news of the fall of Warsaw, and the ministry were severely

inculpated in some of the publick papers, for not having interposed more decisively

and efficiently in behalf of the unhappy Poles.

FRANCE.-The army sent to Belgium, to deliver it from the Dutch invasion, has

returned to France, with the exception of 12,000 men under General Barrois, left on

the frontier of Belgium, at the request and the disposal of king Leopold. The Moni

teur, a government paper, under date of “Sunday, Sept. 3d,” says—“The Com

mander of the National Guards has issued an Order of the Day, dated to-day (3d Sep

tember,) announcing that the king wishes to see the National Guard of Paris once

more before the bad weather sets in, to testify his satisfaction for the services which

it has rendered to the capital and to France, since the happy epoch of our regenera

tion. There are to be five reviews for this purpose in the course of September and

October, viz. on the following Sundays:–11th and 25th September, and 9th and 23d

October, in the courtyard of the Tuilleries and the Place de Carousel. The Marshal

Commanding in Chief depends on the zeal of his comrades to render their success as

complete and admirable in all respects as those that have preceded them.” Every

effort is manifestly made to keep the French soldiery, both of the National Guard

and the troops of the line, attached and obedient to the powers that be. This, how

ever, it is believed by many, will not be found practicable. Much uneasiness is

apparent, and partial insurrections have broken out in several parts of the kingdom.

The news of the fall of Warsaw had, at the date of the last intelligence, created great

disturbances in Paris, and the popular indignation was high among the Parisians

against the existing ministry, for not having taken a more decided part in favour of

Poland. Nor was this confined to the populace of Paris. The liberal party in the

Chamber of Deputies, with General#. at their head, were loud in their com

plaints. It was believed that the ministry would be compelled to resign; and even

this, it was thought by many, would not satisfy the popular mind—a third revolution

was spoken of, and a war with Prussia, for having favoured the Russians against the

Poles. Whether the government will be able to retain the confidence and obedience

of the army, and thus secure its permanency in power, seems to be a dubious pro

blem. Trade is greatly depressed in France in general, although it is said to be

Reviving at Havre. The harvest, though not absolutely bad, has been less produc

tive than usual, and in some places the people are suffering for the want of food. It

*PPears to us that if France had the ready command of all the means to sustain a war,
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its declaration would soon take place; and it seems doubtful, taking things as they

are, whether it can be long delayed. The question relative to the Peerage, whether

it shall be hereditary or not, has greatly agitated the nation, and is not yet settled.

The probability seems to be, that it will not be hereditary, and there is a republican

party of considerable strength opposed to it altogether. Apprehension exists in

France, as in almost every part of Europe, of the extension of the Cholera, till it

shall have pervaded the whole. Admiral Roussin had arrived at Brest from Lisbon,

with his squadron, and the captured Portugese prizes.

SPAIN-The Paris Constitutional of September 18th contains the following article:

“It is affirmed that the note lately presented by the Charge d'Affairs of France to

the Cabinet of Madrid, contains the following phrase:—“That any protection given by

the Government of his Catholic Majesty to the power which reigns de facto in Portu

gal, would be considered by France as a violation of the principle of non-intervention

adopted by Europe; that France agreeing on this point with England, would ener

getically resist, in concert with that power, any co-operation tending to repulse the

efforts of his Majesty Don Pedro, to enforce the rights of his august daughter.”—The

Minister of Foreign Affairs has here something to think of, and the more so as it is af.

firmed that M. Sebastiani adds:—‘That the entrance of a single Spanish soldier into the

territory of Portugal would be considered by France as a declaration of war, and that

consequently the troops of his Most Christian Majesty would immediately cross the

Pyrennees’”. If this statement is to be relied on, and it appears to be authentick,

Ferdinand is reduced to the alternative of choosing between the desertion of his

beloved Don Miguel and a war with France and Britain. How he will decide, time

will disclose. The last arrival from Cadiz brings information that he has continued

that port as one of free trade for another year to our merchants, notwithstanding a

decree passed some months since, contravening a previous proclamation, declaring

Cadiz a free port till a year's notice to the contrary should be given. The suspension

of the operation of the decree, was obtained on the remonstrance of our minister at

the Spanish court. A new insurrection is said to have broken out in the northern

part of Spain, and a corps of 1500 old soldiers to be embodied to support it.

Portugal—Another effort at revolution, of a pretty vigorous kind, was some time

since made in Lisbon, and for a few hours, it promised success. The tyrant Don Mi

guel had to shut himself up in a place of safety; but his troops and adherents rallied

and overcame the insurrectionists. He then came forth and took exemplary ven

geance on his opposers. How long he will be sustained in his career of tyranny and

cruelty we know not—of his ultimate fall, we have little doubt. Don Pedro and his

daughter, the lawful heiress of the crown of Portugal, have been favourably received

at the courts of both Britain and France; but whether these courts will interpose in

his behalf, is not yet known.

Switzerland has not escaped the general agitation of Europe. In the Canton of

Berne, especially, there has been, for some time past, and it yet continues, something

like a civil war. The peasants have arrayed themselves in large numbers against

their magistracy, complaining of grievous exactions and oppression. They have been

once almost put down, but recently have again risen in greater numbers and more

formidable array than before. Some of the other cantons are attempting to bring

about a pacification, but the whole confederacy seems to be in danger of a convul

Sion.

RoMr.—A letter from Rome, says the Courier Français, dated 22d of August ult.

states that “never were misery and the want of money more dreadfully felt. Robbe

ries and assassinations are perpetrated in open day.” -- - - -

Austria.—In Hungary there has been recently a most lamentable exhibition of

popular delusion, increasing the horrors and the havock of that terrible disease, the

cholera, to an extent too painful, almost, for recital. It appears that some use had

been made of the chlorate of lime, for the purpose of preventing the progress of in

fection ; but the disease proving to be generally and suddenly fatal, the ignorant and

credulous peasantry, particularly in the counties of Zips and Zemplin, conceived the

notion that the wells and springs of water had been designedly poisoned with this

substance, by the physicians. This suspicion spread like a conflagration, and fear

drove the people to madness. They murdered every physician they could seize, and

every noble, priest, or land owner, in whose house the chlorate of lime could be found:

no character, age, or sex, escaped their vengeance, if suspicion attached to the

victim. Thus the combined influence of disease and delusion went on for a time, in

the work of death and desolation. The number who perished is not ascertained, but

it is mournfully great. The military force was called in to stay the rage of the popu
lace, but for a time they successfully resisted it, and continued to inflict death in its

most shocking and revolting forms, on all whom they suspected of being parties to the

º
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poisoning of the wells. The military at length prevailed. Some of the leaders of

the insurrection were taken and shot, and peace was restored. What horrible effects

do ignorance and brutality produce when excited beyond restraint!, The cholera had

appeared at Vienna, but not generally, and was supposed to be on the decline.

isElgium.—King Leopold is represented as making great exertions to discipline his

army, and has been permitted to take into his service several French Generals. He

is called to reign over a country much distracted by parties, and suffering deeply

from the effects of the late ill conducted revolutionary operations. He has skill,

activity, and, we believe, firmness; and, if he is properly seconded by the people

who have called him to be their chief, will, we hope, render them ultimately happy

and prosperous; but it must require considerable time to produce these effects.

There is still danger, it appears, that the war between Holland and Belgium will be

renewed.

Poland.—No foreign news within our memory has caused us more unfeigned

sorrow of heart, than the authentick intelligence brought by the last arrivals from

Europe, that Warsaw has been captured by the Russians; and that the noble struggie

of the Poles for their freedom is likely to be finally abortive. Internal dissentions

seem to have had a principal agency in hastening, if not in essentially causing, this

mournful event. Had the Poles remained united, and retained an unshaken confi

dence in the accomplished and devoted commander-in-chief of their army, it seems

probable that winter would have compelled the Russians to retire, without the cap

ture of Warsaw; and thus another year have been gained for organizing the means of

defence—perhaps for the effectual interposition of foreign powers. But dissentions

and discord in Warsaw, of the most reproachful character, confused and enfeebled

every thing. Skrzynecki was obliged to resign the chief command; which he did

in one of the most noble and interesting addresses to the army that ever a general

made, and took his place among his fellow soldiers as a private volunteer. From that

hour every thing, bad before, changed rapidly for the worse. The Russians, under

the skilful direction of Marshal Paskewitch, made their regular approaches to Warsaw,

with little hindrance and with uniform success. The city was summoned to surren

der, and fourteen or fifteen days were allowed for deliberation. No satisfactory

ropositions were made to the Russian commander, although there was a frequent

interchange of messengers and flags of truce. At length the Polish defences around

the city and its suburbs were attempted by storm; and after a most sanguinary con

flict, of two days’ continuance, were carried. The remains of the Polish army retreat

ed through Praga, with the purpose, it is said, of taking up a position at Modlin.

But it would seem that all they can hope for is to make terms with their conquer

ors—They will probably be reduced to the necessity of either perishing in a desperate

struggle, or of surrendering at discretion. The civil authorities of Warsaw met the

Grand Duke Michael at one of the gates of the city, and presented him with bread

and salt, as indicating that their lives were at his disposal. The Russians occupy the

city, and it is said have spared the inhabitants, and established order—We wait for

farther details. What is to be the consequence of this result of the Polish insurrec

tion, is yet in the womb of Providence, whose ways are often dark and mysterious,

but always wise and holy.

Gaeece,—It appears that a large part of Greece is in open rebellion against

Capo d'Istria. The beautiful frigate Hellas has been burnt by the insurgents, and

every thing appears to be in confusion.

Turkey, it is also reported, is in a very perturbed state, although the rebellious

pachas have been put to the worse. The reigning Sultan is said to have rendered him

self exceedingly unpopular, by his endeavours to change the Mohammedan usages,

and to introduce European improvements. He has destroyed the Janisaries, but he

has a still more formidable enemy in the Ulemas, the guardians of the Mohammedan

faith; and it is believed that he must either change his course or lose his crown, and

probably his head. One of the most awful and destructive conflagrations ever known,

has destroyed nearly the whole of Pera—the commercial suburb of Constantinople,

and the residence of distinguished foreigners. Our envoy, Commodore Porter, had

arrived in the vessel that carried him out, with the commercial treaty ratified by our

President and Senate, and awaiting the final ratification of the Sultan—Our want of

space forbids, for the present month, a farther view of publick affairs—Our readers

have before them the articles of the most interest.

-
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BOIMBAY.

Extracts from the Journal of Mr. Stone.

October 8, 1830. Accompanied Mrs.

Stone to two little hamlets in thc su

burbs of Bombay, in which she has two

flourishing female schools. I went par.

ticularly to see two of her little scholars,

who have been sick some time,and whom

I found very sick. I gave them medicine,

and spent two hours or more, while Mrs.

Stone was examining her schools, in

iving Christian instruction to the people.

hope some of the poor pagans in these

hedges will be compelled, by the force of

divine truth, to accept the invitation to

the gospel feast.

17. Preached to an unusually large and

attentive assembly of natives, among

whom were twelve lame and blind beg

gar women, and eighty girls belonging to

our female school. My subject was the

love of God towards men, as displayed

in giving his son to die for their redemp

tion. While descanting on this delightful

theme, which strings the harps of the

heavenly world, I think my heart felt

something of its flame. O that this love

might penetrate and electrify the cold

and cheerless hearts of these poor pa

gans, and tune them to the heavenly lay

which angels sang over the gladdened

plains of Bethlehem.

.Nov. 10. While examining one of our

schools in the morning, a Hindoo man

presented me a letter written in Mahrat

ta, which on reading I found to contain a

request that he and his wife might be

received into the Christian religion by

being baptised. He stated that for two

months past he had come to the house

of Dajeeba, one of our candidates for

baptism, and received Christian instruc

tion from him. He says they believe

Hindooism to be false; and the Christian

religion true and therefore desire to for

sake the one, and embrace the other. On

conversing with them I found, that,

though they had acquired some know

ledge of Christianity, their views of its

nature and doctrines were very obscure,

as must be expected of those who have

just began to emerge from the darkness

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv. H

-

of paganism, in which they have groped

all their life time, into the feeble rays of

the gospellight which have come to them

only through the mind of one but imper

fectly enlightened. I told them I would

give them instruction daily,if they would

call at my house; and when they should

give us satisfactory evidence of having

become real Christians, we would com

ply with their request. I have seen the

man several times at the school before,

and noticed that he was very attentive to

my instructions to the children, but l

never conversed with him before. How

this should happen, I know not, as it is

my usual practice to converse with all

strangers whom I find in the school

rooms. This is the first Hindoo female,

who has requested baptism of us.

13. Bapoo left us to return to his famil

at Panwell professedly to give his wife

religious instruction to prepare her mind

to consent to his receiving Christianbap

tism. He hopes to persuade her at least

to renounce caste with him, so that they

may live and eat together. Gave instruc

tion to Dajeeba, and several teachers who

called with him. In the evening, preach

ed to several natives who had assembled

in one of our schools, among whom

were the man and woman who applied

for baptism. Conversed with them indi

vidually. They appear to be sincere in

quirers after truth.

14. About two hundred persons were

present at the Mahratta service at the

chapel this morning, eighty of whom

were girls belonging to our female

schools, and ten or twelve lame and blind

beggar women. Dajeeba's mother, who

said a few weeks since that her son might

become a Christian if he would, but she

was determined to die in the religion of

her forefathers, has now become a con

stant attendant at the chapel.

16. Bapoo, who left me several days

since to visit his family at Panwell, in or

der to give his wife Christian instruction,

returned to-day, and says she is quite un

well, and is now residing with her father,

who is a physician. He says she was not

able to receive Christian instruction, and

therefore he has not made up his mind

when to be baptised. I advised him to

| return to her, and to give her instruction

as she should be able to receive it, for if
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she was dangerously sick, so much the

more need to give her that instruction by

which alone she can be saved. What he

will do I know not. He seems much cast

down. I suspect, though I have not ask

ed him the question,that her friends have

told Bapoo, if he violates his caste by

uniting with the Christian Church, his

5. Multitudes arrived from Syra, My

conos, and other places, in order to cele

brate, the next day, the feast of the an

nunciation. Towards night, I went with

my wife, and our Episcopal brethren, to

the church of the Evangelistria, where

was a singular display of the different

costumes from various islands, and differ

wife shall not live with him. He asked ent parts of the Morea, and from Asia

me what he must do,if his wife would not

consent to live with him in case hejoined

the church. I referred him to what

Christ had said was necessary to be done

in order to be his disciple.

G-REECE.

Journx AL of M. R. KING.

While on the Island of Tºnos.

March 30, 1831. I called on the teach

er of the Lancasterian school, and gave

him aº of the “Catechism of the

History of Greece,” lately printed at

Malta. Washappy to find, that he had

at length concluded (as he said) to have

his scholars assembled on the Lord’s day

for the purpose of learning the gospel.

The lesson, which he told me he had

appointed for the ensuing Sabbath, was

a part of Christ's sermon on the mount.

Ahril 1. In the morning the Greek

bishop called on Messrs. Robertson and

Hill, who a few days previous had paid

him a visit. While he was with Mr. R. I.

and my wife went in to see him. Qa my
observing, that we had news from Rome,

(with regard to the flight of the Pope,)

he entered into a long conversation, in

which he attempted to explain many

rophecies in Daniel, Ezekiel, and the

§. With regard to the Revela.

tion, he said, that each chapter contain

ed the cvents of a hundred years, and

that we were now thirty-one years ad

vanced in the 19th chapter; that the two

last chapters regard heavenly things, but

all the rest things on earth; that about

the year 1840 the Turks are to fall; and

after their fall, all Christian churches

are to be united, the Jews will become

Christians, and all the heathen nations;

so that all that dwell on the earth will

become Christians, and remain so, for

500 years, as some suppose, and accord

ing to others, 1,000 years; then will en

sue a defection, and then will come the

end of the world.

2. Conversed with a Greek on the sub

ject of confession to the priests, and the

mode of partaking of the Lord's supper.

He said he wished for some book, that

would show him what was the practices

of the apostles and early Christians, with

regard to these things. For the practice

$f the apostles, I referred him to the

New Testament.

Minor.

When on my way to the church, a man

came up to me with a plate, on which he

begged me to put some money, in order

to purchase powder to fire the next day

in honor of the virgin Mary. I refused,

however, to contribute, and took occasion

to observe to him, that I did not like the

use of powder at their feasts, and espe

cially as they were in the habit of firing

guns on the Lord's day, which was a sin;

that their forefathers, who were Chris

º did not thus profane that holy day,

and that they were better Christians than

we see now. “O,” said he, “our fore

fathers eat meat,and were a different sort

of men from what we are; now we wish

for powder and a noise, and the Panagia

º virgin) desires it.” Seeing that I

would not give any thing, he began to

threaten me, and said he would fire such

heavy charges before my door as to break

my windows. Of this I told him to be

ware, as he had now publicly threatened

me, and if any damage was done, I should

know whom to look for.

7. I walked to the little market place,

and conversed with one or two persons I

met there, on the subject of the gospel,

lying wonders. &c. One of them said,

that he had fought several battles for me

with the people here, and that he was

persuaded that the gospel was what we

all ought to follow. He also spoke very

freely against the lying wonders per

formed in the church of the Evangelis

tria.

Poyage to Athens.

8. Went on board a Hydriot vessel

bound for Syra, Hydra, and Napoli.

Found on board about one hundred pas

sengers. Among these I distributed

tracts, and placed a gospel, where any

one, if disposed, might take it to read.

Very soon little circles were seen here

and there, reading and listening to the

tracts and to the gospel. Among the

passengers, was a Greek from Smyrna,

and I found, that with his wife, mother,

and sisters, I had formerly been ac

quainted. With him I entered into a

long conversation on various religious sub

jects, and several listened while I endea

vored to explain several points, which he

seemed not fully to understand. . Among

these were circumcision, baptism, the

passover, the Lord's supper, the Jewish
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Sabbath, and the Lord’s day. After

Fº for some time on these subjects,
took the New Testament and read

aloud the 11th chapter of St. Paul's epis

tle to the Romans, and spoke on the sub

Ject of the restoration of the Jews, and

the feelings, which Christians ought to

have towards them, and of the ingather
ings of all nations. i

16. In the morning we were near AFgina.

Gave Niketoplos the gospel, and asked

the captain, his men, and the passengers,

if they would like to hear a chapter read.

All said,. and he read audibly not

only one chapter, but two or three, and

we both occasionly made remarks upon

what was read. About noon, we arrived

at AEgina. There I met with a kind re

ception from various persºns, and the

commissary of police ordered a room for

me, where I found myself very comfort

ably situated. - -

17. Sabbath. I rose at an early hour,

and was delighted with the music of

birds, which I have scarcely heard since I

have been at Tenos. The air was mild,

the sky serene, and my heartfelt a light

ness and joy, which it used sometimes to

feel on a Sabbath morn in New England.

Went to the principal church, where I

saw swallows flitting about, and sparrows

had made their nests near a picture,

over the head of which was written a

Greek phrase, which conveys the same

idea, as “I AM.” Longed to have the

#P. preached to this perishing people.

or whom I really felt pity and sorrow.

The sparrows had indeed found a nest

near the altar of the Lord, and my feel

ings would all have been in accordance

with those of the psalmist (described in

the xxxivth Psalm) had I not seen that

likeness intended to represent Him, who

has no likeness either in heaven or on

earth!

After leaving the church, I met a man,

whose countenance I recognized, but

did not recollect his name. On meeting

him, he stopped, inquired kindly after

my health, and invited me to go with

him to his house. On my way, I found

him to be the celebrated teacher in the

Central School, Mr. Gennadios, whom

I had seen for a few moments, when at

Ægina last year. With him I had along

conversation on a variety of subjects, and,

among others, with regard tomy opening

a school at Athens. He said I should

not find the least difficulty on the part of

the people, that they thirsted for know

ledge. In speaking of Niketoplos, he

said, he thought him the best teacher for

a Lancasterian school in Greece, and

that I should do well to employ him for

the present. With Mr. G. I was much

pleased. He conversed like a man of

talents, and of good sense, and as a warm

friend to all my undertakings. His wife

is an Athenian, and expressed great plea

sure in the hope, that I should go to the

place of her nativity to reside and estab

iish a school. -

ARICANSAS CHEROEEES.

EXTRACTS FROM A LetTER OF Mrt, Washi

BURN, inATED At Dwight.

Prevailing attention to religious instruc.

tion.

It is with feelings of thankfulness and

joy, to which I cannot find full utterance,

that I announce the fact that we are en

joying, to a considerable extent, a reviv

al of religion among this poor people.

Five natives now stand propounded for

admission to the church. Ten others are

rejoicing in hope; and, as far as we can

judge, give us reason to hope for them,

that they are indeed born from above.

All these are persons living above us on

the Salisau. In addition to these, we are

permitted to rejoice over four of our dear

Cherokee youth in the female school, as

the children of God. For several months

past there has been an unusual solemnity

and tenderness upon the minds of a con

siderable number of the girls, which has

convinced us that the good Spirit was

striving with them. For a few weeks,

the four alluded to have been rejoicing in

the sense of pardon. We never saw

youthful converts appear better. Seve

ral of the scholars, and more among the

people, seem to be subjects of conviction .

more or less pungent; and many have

their attention more solemnly arrested

than ever before.

In the northeast part of the nation, bor

dering upon the wild settlements, there

is also very considerable excitement

among the Methodists. They have late

ly taken into their society about twentv

persons connected with the Cherokees.

Several of these had been professors in

the old nation, and had fallen back and

become desperately wicked. Others

are serious persons, received as seekers;

and a few others we hope are true con

verts.

This work is evidently of the Lord.
It illustrates the sovereign freeness of

his grace. The church here has for a

long time been in a state of great coldness.

A few have mourned and prayed in se

cret overour declensions; but as a church,

we have been, and I fear still are, very

far from what we ought to be. There

is now evidently a waking up, and I

hope we shall all soon be engaged with

our whole hearts in seeking for the con

tinuance and spread of the good work.

Most of our native members are revived,
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and I think this is the case with all, or eral deportment we have no reason to be

nearly all the mission family here, as it

is with our fellow laborers at Fairfield

and Forks of Illinois.

We have three appointments for three

days meetings in the nation, the first to

begin next Friday. I believe all who

love our Lord Jesus Christ among us

have made these meetings the subject of

special frequent prayer. I trust many

will go to them under the influence of a

heavenly unction, and we hope and pray

and expect to witness displays of God’s

saving grace. We expect our brethren

from Union will unite with us, and also

some of our Methodist and Cumberland

brethren from the white settlements.

Promising State of the Schools.

Our schools close to-morrow for the

annual vacation. We can but feel great

solicitude respecting the dear children,

especially those whoare going into neigh

borhoods where vice prevails. This is

the case with some who are hoping, and

with several who are anxious. May the

good Shepherd preserve these lambs.

The girls school has made greaterim

provement the last year than ever before.

A considerable number of the scholars

entered school since January. Nine of

them are between the age of five and

eight years. All can read fluently in ea
§ lessons, and with considerable ease in

the New Testament. The youngest and

most backward can answer nearly all the

questions on the map of the world. The

higher classes are as far advanced as any

classes we have ever had in the school.

All of them have made great improve

ments in the use of the needle, and in |

other labors. Their general behaviour,

I can say without exaggeration, has been

better than I have ever known in a com

pany of equal number, and of the same

age, in any place where I have been ac

quainted. Indeed they are a most inter- ||

esting group of little girls and young wo

men.

July 12. I have just returned from the
examination of the boys school. The ex

hibition of improvement made by them "

is very gratifying. They have made

quite as good improvement as the females

in every branch of study. The boys suf-l

ferby having too much time out of school ||

at their own disposal. The influence of

this is pernicious upon them as scholars,

and especially upon their morals and the

concerns of religion. There is a very

great contrast in the appearance of the

two schools in respect of religion. Not

one of the boys gives evidence of piety—

not one is the subject of real conviction.

A few, we hope, are somewhat thought

ful. With their advancement in learn

ing we are well satisfied—with their gen

greatly displeased; but we feel anxious

for their souls. Shall they all finally per

ish! We commend them to the espécial

prayers of the Committee; we commend

thern to the God of grace who hears and

answers prayer.

-ammamm

PROCEEDINGS OF PRESBYTE

Ries IN THE WEST.

[Deeming it a matter of great impor

tance that our readers should be fully in

formed, respecting the official doings of

those Presbyteries in the Valley of the

Mississippi, which are friendly to the plans

and operations of our Board, we shall de

vote a considerable portion of the present

number of the Reporter, to the publication

of the resolutions which have been for

mally adopted, on the subject of Mission.

ary operations in the West, and in reference

to the Convention, to be held at Cincin

nati, in the 23d of the present month.]

PROCEED INGS OF THE PRESBYTERY or

w EST LEXINGTON.

The Presbytery of West Lexington

| met in Walnut Hill church, on the 28th,

29th and 30th of Sept. 1831.

IJednesday 28th.–Presbytery resolv

ed to receive the application of Mr. A.

W. Campbell for ordination as a minis

ter of the Gospel, and proceeded to ex

amine him on Theology,Church History

and Government,and hisexamination was

sustained.

It was then agreed that the business

respecting the Convention at Cincinnati,

be the order of the day for to-morrow at

10 o’clock.

Thursday 29th.-Mr. R. J. Breckin

ridge was introduced to thenotice of Pres

bytery as a candidate for the Gospel

ministry. He was examined as to his

acquaintance with experimental religion,

and his motives in seeking this office, and

his examination was sustained.

Presbytery then proceeded to the or

der of the day, when the following pre

amble and resolutions were presented by

the Rev. R. Stuart, and adopted, with

one or two dissenting voices, viz:—

Inasmuch as the General Assembly at

its last meeting recommended to the ju

dicatories of the churches in the valley

of the Mississippi, to agree upon some

plan for conducting Missions in the West

ern states; and inasmuch as it is propos

ed that delegates from all the Presbyte

ries in said valley meet in convention at

Cincinnati on the 23d of November next.

to consult upon a plan for con -
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said missions; the Presbytery of West

Lexington, after taking the subject into

serious and prayerful consideration,

adopted the following resolutions:

1st. It is the opinion of this Presbyte

ry that the Lord Jesus Christ has com

mitted to his church, as a sacred deposit,

the preaching of the gospel, the admin

istration of ordinances and discipline, and

all other things relative to its peace and

prosperity.

2d. That the several different congre

gations of the Presbyterian church in

the United States taken collectively con

stitute one church; and that “a repre

sentation of the whole should govern and

determine in regard to every part, and to

all the parts united, that is, that a ma

jority shall govern.”

Sd. That “the General Asseinbly re

presents in one body, all the particular
churches of our denomination; that

they constitute the bond of union,H.

correspondence and mutual confidence

among all our churches,” that to them

belongs the power of superintending the

concerns of the whole church, and that

“they may send missions to any part to

plant churches and supply vacancies.”

4th. That the whole church is the only

safe depository of these important pow

ers, and we would deem it a departure

from the principles of our Church Gov

ernment for the church to relinquish

“the power of conducting its own mis

sions,” and for that power to be vested

in any body of men who are not appoint.

ed by, and directly responsible to the

whole church.

5th. That no missionary be received in

the churches within the bounds of this

Presbytery, contrary to the provisions of

the 18th chapter of the “Form of Go

vernment.”

6th. That the delegates from this Pres

bytery to the Convention at Cincinnati,

be instructed to oppose the adoption of

any plan for conducting Missions in the

Western States, which shall not be in

accordance with the foregoing resolu

tions.

Nominations were then received for

delegates to the Convention, and the fol

lowing persons received the number of

votes respectively attached to their

names. Ministers—James Blythe, 19;

Samuel Steel, 22; Nathan H. Hall, 8;

Saml. V. Marshall, 1. Elders—Robert

J. Breckinridge, 20; John R. Alexander,

15; John M.C. Irvine, 9; Benjamin Mills,
6.

Messrs. Blythe and Steel, Breckin

ridge and Alexander,were therefore duly
elected.

Presbytery having heard, a discourse

from A. W. Campbell, which was sus

Pº. to ordain him to the

the Gospel ministry, by prayer

tained,

work o

and the laying on of the hands of the

Presbytery.

S. Steel, Stated Clerk.

RESOLUTIONS OF THE PRESBYTERY or

STEUBENVILLE,

At a very full meeting of the Presby

tery of Steubenville at Beech Spring,

October 5th; there being present fourteen

Ministers, (the whole number of Pres

bytery,) and fourteen Ruling Elders, the

following was unanimously adopted:

As this Presbytery “regard the trans

action of Missionary business to be es

pecially the duty of the Church in her

distinctive character, and the present

organization of the Board of Missions of

the General Assembly as most consistent

with the order which should be taken in

this matter:”—Therefore resolved,

1. That as we desire but one General

Assembly for the Presbyterian Church

in these United States so we wish for no

more than one Board for conducting

Missionary operations within our bounds,

to be directly under the control and su

pervision cf the General Assembly, ac

cording to the Constitution of our

Church.

2. That the Board of Missions of the

General Assembly since is reorganiza

tion has been managed with an energy

and wisdom entitling it to our continued

confidence; and by its rapidly extending

influence has clearly shown, that were

all Presbyterians to unite in cordially

cooperating in its plans, this Board would

be abundantly competent, under the di

vine blessing, to carry on all Missionary

operations within our Church.

3. That as we have nothing to do with

the separate action of voluntary associa

tions, employed in Missionary labors

within our bounds, irresponsible to the

Church, an amalgamation of the Mis

sions of our Church as such, either in

whole orin part, with the operations of the

Home Missionary Society or any simi

lar institution, is undesirable and uncon

stitutional; and that we regard the at

tempts which have been made to produce

such an amalgamation,as the great source

of the evils which have arisen, and the

bitterness which has been excited on the

subject of domestic Missions.

4. From the present aspect of the Pres.

byterian church, and the inroads which

have been made, , and are attempted

further upon her integrity and purity,

we feel bound to take a more decided

stand in maintaining inviolate her princi

ples of doctrine and government, and

openly to disapprove of all such mea
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sures as tend to weaken or impair the

soundness of the one, or the efficiency

of the other, and such we believe to be

the tendency of the Home Missionary

Society in its operations within the Pres.

byterian church.

5. That while this Presbytery agree to

send delegates to the proposed Conven

tion at Cincinnati, on the 23d of Novem

ber next, on theº proposed by

the West Lexington Presbytery; they

clearly avow their determination to ad

here exclusively to the General Assem

bly’s Board of Missions, and hereby in

struct their delegates to act upon this

principle in such a conventiºn.

Resolved unanimously. That the pres

ent state of the Presbyterian Church de

mands that it be a standing rule of this

Presbytery, that every ordained minister

or licentiate presenting, a dismissal to

this Presbytery, shall submit to a public

examination on his views of Theology,

before he is received as a member, or

under its care.

A true extract,

CHARLEs ClintoN BEATTY.

Stated Clerk.

PRESBYTERY OF REDSTONE,

At a meeting ofthe Presbytery of Red

stone, October 4th, 1831, the following

preamble was unanimously adopted, viz:

Whereas, a difference of opinion and

practice exists among the members of

the Presbyterian Church, in relation to

the proper organ for conducting domestic

missions, and as, in the opinion of this

Presbytery, evils have arisen from the

conflicting operations of the General As

sembly’s Board of Missions, and the

American Home Missionary Society:

and whereas the General Assembly, at

its last meeting, adopted the following

Resolution, viz.

“That in view of existing evils arising

from the separate action of the Assem

bly’s Board of Missions and the Ameri

can Home Missionary Society in the

West,it be recommended to the Synods of

Ohio, Cincinnatti, Indiana, Illinois, Ken

tucky, Tennessee, West Tennessee, and

the Presbyteries in the West, connected

with them, to correspond with one an

other and devise a plan for carrying on

Missions in the West, and report the re

sult of their correspondence to the next

General Assembly: it being understood

that brethren in the West shall be left

to adopt their own plan, and that any

other Synods and Presbyteries, besides

the above mentioned, in the Valley of

the Mississippi, may be embraced in the

correspondence if they desire it.”

And whereas it is important that every

Presbytery should freely express their

views in relation to this important sub

ject, and with a view to allay the excite

ment now existing and also to preserve

the identity and distinctive character of

the Presbyterian Church, this Presby

tery considers it highly important that

their views should be fairly and fullv

represented in the proposed convention.

Therefore, resolved, unanimously,–

1st. That it is expedient to appoint two

delegates to attend the convention to be

held in Cincinnati, on the 23d Nov. next.

2d. That this Presbytery have full

confidence in the Board of Missions of the

General Assembly of the Presbyterian

Church,as the regularly constituted organ

of Missionary operations, and deprecate

a union with any irresponsible association

or organized body for conducting domes

tic Missions, not amendable to any judi

catory of our Church.

3d. That in the view of this Presbyte

ry, the effort made to effect a union be

tween the two Missionary institutions is

a chief cause of the unhappy excitement

now existing in the Church; and if fol

lowed up, threatens it with increasing

discord and division. ...And that peace

and harmony are not likely to be restor

ed, except by abandoning all such efforts

in future, and thus allowing each insti

tution to pursue its own course without

impediment or interference on the part
of the other.

4th, That the delegates appointed to

attend the Convention be instructed

to exert their influence to procure

a decision of the Convention in favor

of the Assembly’s Board of Missions,

and that they oppose, with all their influ

ence, whatever might tend to a union

with any other body, not even concur

ring in a united agency for conducting

Missionary operations in the West.

5th. That if the delegates should fail

to carry the last resolution into effect,

and a majority of the Convention should

adopt any measures with a view to favor

a union with any other body, that they

be instructed to enter their protest, ac

companied with their objections.

6th. That the Stated Clerk be insmuct

ed to furnish each delegate with a copy
of these resolutions.

7th. That in case no one of the dele

gates appointed shall be able to attend,

that the Stated Clerk be instructed to

transmit a letter to the Convention stat

ing the views and wishes of this Presby

tery, as herein expressed.

Resolved,That the Stated Clerk trans

mit a copy of the above resolutions to the

editors of the Presbyterian, and Chris

tian Herald, for publication.

(A true#}
Robert Johnson, Stated Clerk.
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PRESBYTERY of CINCINNAT1, ohIo.

The following account of the proceed

ings of this Presbytery is taken from the

“Standard” of Oct. 14th, and we give the

entire statement, because it would appear

that the rejected resolutions express the sen

timents of a decided majority of the Church

es in that Presbytery.

At the late meeting of the Cincinnati

Presbytery, a motion was made, for the

appointment of delegates, to the Con

vention, which has been called to meet

at Cincinnati, on Wednesday the 23d

day of November next, at 2 o'clock in

the afternoon. Some objections having

been made to the phraseology of the no

tion, it was postponed, for the purpose of

taking under consideration the following

viz:

“Whereas the General Assembly of

the Presbyterian Church at its last ses

sion did pass a resolution, which is as fol

lows, viz:

*In view of existing evils resulting from

the separate action of the Board of Mis

sions of the General Assembly, and the

American Home Missionary Society, the

General Assembly recommend to the Sy

nods of Ohio, Cincinnati, Kentuckv,Ten

nessee, West Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois

and the Presbyteries connected with the

same, to cor REsPox D with each other,

and endeavour to agree upon some plan for

conducting domestic missions, in the

Western States, and report the result of

their cor REspond ENCE to the next Ge

neral Assembly. It being understood

that the brethrén in the West, be left to

their freedom, to form any organization,

which, in their judgment may best pro

mote the cause of missions in these States:

—and also that all the Synods and Pres

byteries in the Valley of the Mississippi

may be embraced in this corRESPOND

ENCE provided they desire it.”

“Therefore in obedience to the recom

mendation above named, resolved that

this Presbytery do approve of a conven

tion to be held in Cincinnati, on the 23d

day of November next, as the best me

thod of corresfondence and do now pro

ceed to the appointment of delegates, in

number and form as is usual in this Pres

bytery in appointing Commissioners to

the General Assembly.”—After much

debate, the question was taken, by yeas

and nays—twenty-one to nineteen. The

same vote as was given in the case of

Mr. Bushnell, with the addition of the

Rev. James Kemper, to the minority,

who was not present when the vote was

taken in relation to Mr. B. We hope it

will be distinctly understood that no one

| opposed the recommendation of the Ge

|neral Assembly—but there is a wide dif

|ference between an official corresfondence

of Synods and Presbyteries and an unoffi

cial convention.

| We hope also the churches will look

at the majority of this Presbytery and

ask themselves this question—What por.

tion of the Presbyterian Church was re--

presented in the Presbytery, by Messrs.

Slack, Vail, Blanchard, Nº. and A.

Johnson? Ask themselves another ques

tion—How many of this new-school ma

jority are in the pay of the American

| Home Missionary Society?

| In the minority were four Pastors, two

stated supplies and thirteen Elders rep

resenting fourteen,out of twenty-one con

gregations; and yet, strange to tell,a Con

vention instead of a Corresfondence was

voted and the following delegates ap

pointed, viz: Ministers—J. Thompson,

J. Gallaher, A. Mahan—all new-school.

Elders—J. Warren, R. Boal, new-school,

and S. Newell. While this resolution
for a Convention was under consider

ation a motion was made and seconded

for postponement in order to take up

the following preamble and resolutions

which, after discussion, was decided in

the negative.

“In view of the important subject sub

mitted by the General Assembly to the

consideration of Synods and Presbyteries

in the Vallev of the Mississippi, and on

which this Presbytery is now called to

deliberate, the devout gratitude of all the

members ought to be offered to the great

head of the Church, for the opportunity

thus afforded to the Bishops and Elders

representing this part of our spiritual

Zion of expressing their cordial and un

qualified approbation of the Board of

Missions of the General Assembly of the

Presbyterian Church,to which this Pres

bytery stands pledged as an Auxiliary

and that such an expression may be fully

and fairly given, the following resolutions

are respectfully submitted.

1. Resolved, that the Presbyterian

Church in these United States needs no

new plan in order to carry on successful

ly Domestic Missions—the present orga

nization of the Assembly’s Board being

simple, expansive, improvable and effi

cient, needing only the countenance,

prayers, pecuniary aid and united efforts

of all the churches to carry the gospel

through the whole length and breadth of

the land, and to prepare the way for

sending it in every direction into heathen

lands.

2. Resolved, that as there is no need

for a new organization, so there is none

cessity for holding a convention,for with

out any waste of time and money, all the

l

i
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churches that adhere to the Presbyterian

standards, can to the extent of their abil

ities co-operate with their own Board of

Missions, and those congregations which

desire to co-operate with an unecclesias

tical society can as well be in connexion

with the American Home Missionary So

eiety as with any independent Western

Institution.

3. Resolved, that shonla any new plan

operations be devised in and whereas a convention has been proof Missional

the West, unless the institution be made,

to the Assembly’s

|

exclusivelv auxilia

Board of Missions, it will be giving the

western churches three subjects of dis

PRESBYTERY of MIAMI, ohio.

| The following preamble and resolu

tions were adopted by our Presbytery at

its late meeting almost unanimously,
viz:

Whereas a resolution of the last Gen

eral Assembly, has made it the duty of

this Presbytery to state explicitly their

views respecting the best method of con

ducting domestic missions in the west:

posed. Therefore,

Resolved, 1. That in the opinion of

this Presbytery, the entire management

of domestic missions in the Presbyterian

pute instead of two, for it is evident that Church ought to be under the control of

that the churches now attached to the

General Assembly’s Board of missions

cannot conscientiously unite with any in

dependent institution West or East.

4. Resolved, that should a majority of

the Presbyteries and Synods in the Val

ley of the Mississippi agree to call a con

vention formed according to our consti

tutional ratio of representation that,—

be and they are hereby appointed to re

present this Presbytery in said Conven

tion and to use their best endeavours to

secure the co-operation of all the church

es with the General Assembly’s Board

of Missions, for the following reasons:

1st. Because the plans and operations

of said Board of Missions have been at

tended with increasing and encouraging

success ever since its re-organization in

1828.

2d. Because the blessing of God dur

ing the past year evidently attended their

labours and the prospect for extensive

usefulness was never more encouraging

than at the present time.

3d. Because the pledge given by the

Board of Missions, to supply feeble and

destitute congregations throughout the

Valley of the Mississippi within five years

with a faithful and devoted ministry,

should call forth the united prayers and

efiorts of all the churches for thc ac

complishment of this great and good

work.

4th. Because in the opinion of this

Presbytery, the peace, unity and efficien

cy of the Presbyterian Church can be

best preserved by all uniting with the

Board of Missions of the General Assem

bly.

5th. Because the proposition now un

der consideration is substantially the

same with those which were made last

year—one for uniting the operations of

the A. H. M.S. and Board of Missions,

in the West,and the other for organizing

an independent Western Missionary So

ãº: first of which was rejected and

the last deemed inexpedient.

the General Assembly.

Resolved, 2. That this Presbytery do

entirely acquiesce in the plan of conduct

ing domestic missions which has already

been adopted by the Assembly.

Resolved, 3. That although this Pres

bytery are fully convinced that the Home

Missionary Society has under God been

the instrument of great good, yet consi

dering the present state of our churches,

we feel it to be our duty to withdraw our

auxiliary connextion from that Society.

Resolved, 4. This Presbytery are not

aware that there exists at present suffi

cient reasons for calling a convention of

the Western Churches, nevertheless, if

the Synod of Cincinnati should be favor

able to a Convention, in that case, resolv

ed that D. V. McLean, minister, and

William Lowry, Elder, be, and they

hereby are, appointed delegates to attend

said Convention, and that the Stated

Clerk be required to furnish the dele

gation. with a copy of these resolu
|tions.”

(A true copy.)

JAMEs CoE, Stated Clerk.

“E filuribus unum.”

You are aware that the fact of there

being ministers in the Presbyterian

Church, who have never answered the

questions required to be put to ministers

| at their ordination, has been again and

again called in question. On enquiry at

our late meeting, a candidate for mem

|bership was asked, whether he had ever

answered those questions; he replied

that he never had! They were there

fore put to him and answered before his

reception. Should you think it necessary

that this fact and the foregoing resolu

tions, or either of them, should obtain

publicity in your section of the church,

you are atlº, to make such use of

them as you think proper. And should

the statement in the latter case be called

in question you,shall have all the evidence

necessary.
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REPORTS OF MISSIONARIES.

NEw York.

From the IRev. II. HALsEy, Cambria, Nia

gara county, N. Y., Oct. 3, 1831.

I have administered the ordinance of

the Lord’s Supper three times; admitted

eleven persons to the communion of the

church; baptized six adults and thirteen

infants; assisted in organizing a church in

a neighbouring town, consisting of nine

teen members; paid some attention to

catechetical instruction, and the visiting

of common schools, and attended Bible

Classes and Sunday Schools. I have

paid some attention to the circulation of

Tracts, and the promotion of benevolent

operations. No extensive or general at

tention to religion has been awakened,

but individual cases of awakening and
conversion have occurred. These how

ever have been few, and it is to be fear

ed that truth would compel the acknow

ledgment, that our present condition is

one of spiritual declension.

The standard of benevolent effort in

the church generally is low. Some few

it is hoped, begin to understand the sub

ject better than they have done.

Some of our Sabbath Schools flourish,

but others languish.

PENNsylv ANIA.

From the Rev. A. B. Quay, dated, Dills

burg, October 31, 1831.

Revival in Dilsburg, York county, Pa.

Since my last repºrt, I have had more

to encourage and animate me in the glo

rious work of winning souls to Christ than

ever before. The Lord has somewhat

increased these feeble congregations to

which I preach, with those whom I trust

will be everlastingly saved. I think I

intimated in my last report, that there

were indications of good; that little cloud

has come up over us, and a few mercy

drops have fallen.

In June last, I was assisted by several of

my brethren of the neighbouring church

es, in holding a four days meeting in this

place. I have no doubt the great Head

of the Church was with us. It was a sol

emn season to many a soul. The mem

bers of the church appeared humbled

and revived. Many of the careless and

impenitent were awakened to an awful

sense of their danger. At the anxious

meeting held during the season, there

were present perhaps about 40 or 50 who

were anxiously enquiring, “What shall

I do to be saved”? It appears that God

has not yet forsaken us—new cases of

awakening are still occurring. The

Lord's Supper was administered here

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv. 4 I

two weeks ago yesterday, when 16 were

added on examination. Several others

applied, who, we thought might be better

prepared by putting them off until the

the next communion, not that we suppos

|ed them insincere, but that they might

have more time to pray over it, and make

themselves more familiar with the nature

of the ordinance. We are persuaded that

it is not best to admit persons too soon

(after their awakening) to the Lord's

Table, but on the contrary, that it is

often followed with painful consequences,

both to themselves, and to those who ad

mitted them.

There continues to beconsiderable ex

citement among us, though not so great

as it was a few weeks ago. On the Sab

bath previous to our communicn here, the

Supper was administered in Petersburg,

when six were added on examination,

and one on certificate. There is at pres

ent a general attention to the subject of

religion there, though no unusual ex

citement. Now I think, I have reason

to hope, that my feeble labours are not in
vain in the Lord.

VIRGINIA.

From the Rev. J. PAINE, Warm Springs,

Va. Sept. 16th, 1831.

Progress of a revival at Warm Shrings,

Wirginia.

It affords me great cause of praise and

gratitude, to be able to state, that the

Lord still continues to bless us in this

part of Zion. We have been greatly en

couraged during the last few months, by

seeing the work of the Lord prosper in

our hands. We have every reason to

believe, that the Lord has owned and

blessed our poor endeavours, for the

building *: his church in this part

of Zion. The Eternal Spirit has been

with us, has convinced many of sin,

|righteousness, and judgment to come,

and has so operated upon their hearts,

as to turn them from a love of sin, to

a love of holiness and Truth. And

our hearts’ desire and prayer to God is,

that he may pour out more abundantly

of his Spirit until all “the redeemed of

the Lord shall return, and come with

singing unto Zion,” with gladness and ev

erlasting joy upon their heads. The state

of things is more encouraging now, than

it has been at any former period.

We have lately had a communion

season at this place, which was indeed a

season of refreshing from the presence of

the Lord. Twenty two were added to

the Church on examination and profes

sion of their faith in Christ. Many (per

haps forty) are anxiously inquiring the

way to Zion. The prospect of useful
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ness here is very considerable. But the feeling, anticipating soon to see these

labourers are few. The wants of this persons turn their faces Zion-ward. But

county (Bath) and some of the adjoining

counties are great and pressing. Bath

contains a population of upwards of 4000

souls, and all the Presbyterian preaching

they enjoy is the one half of my labours.

In Allegheny,an adjoining county—there

is a still greater moral waste, no Presby

terian labours there. Can you not send

us a Missionary of the right stamp to

occupy this destitute field? Truly “the

harvest is great, but the labourers are

few. Pray that the Lord may continue

to make bare his arm for our salvation.

INDIANA.

From the IRev. W.M. Sick Els, dated,

Rushville, Rush Co. Ind. Aug. 3, 1831.

The term for which my last commis

sion was granted, has now expired, and 1

here transmit my report for the last six

months. During the time included in

this Report, I have preached ninety

eight sermons, besides other, occasional

addresses. Six persons have been added

to the church on certificate, and one on

examination; and I have recently found

two or three persons who are deeply

anxious, one of which gives some evidence

of a saving change. These are tokensfor

§. in the midst of a great deal that is

iscouraging. There is, however, a very

respectful and serious attention to the

preaching of the gospel on the Sabbath,

and often much solemnity, but no gene.

ral seriousness among the impenitent. I

trust, however, that a considerable mea

sure of religious knowledge has been ac

quired, and that in answer to our suppli

these anticipations have been but in a

very few instances realized. Indeed the

state of religion continues very low, not

only in the field which I occupy, but

throughout this whole region of country,

and perhaps there is no part of the church

where the gospel is more pointedly

preached, or where its ministers are

more laboriously employed in their vo

cation. But while we seem to be labour

ing almost in vain, our hearts are rejoiced

by the tidings which reach us of the pro

gress of the kingdom of our God and Sa

viour in other parts of the land. Placed

as we are, by the Captain of the Lord's

host as watchmen upon Zion's outer wall,

we feel that great responsibility rests up

on us, and as we are called to “endure

hardness,” to contend with hardness, and

especially to feel much hardness in our

own hearts, we realize our insufficiency,

and sometimes detect the secret wish,

that some other had been assigned us.

But, my dear Sir, whilst we have the

consciousness in our own hearts, that we

never entered the ministry, for the sake

of ease, or wealth, or earthly distinction,

we are not disappointed, and trust that

through the grace of Christ, we shall

neither be removed nor remove, on ac

count of the lack of any of these things.

A manifest change, for the better, has

taken place in public manners, and mo

rals in this county, within the last two or

three years. Intermperance and pro

faneness have received a very decided

check, and a more general attention is

iven to literary and religious instruction.

t is not to be questioned that these ef

cations, God will eventually quicken the

seed sown, and cause it to bring forth

fruit. One fourth of my time has been

spent in the adjoining county of Henry,

and I have occasionally visited and

preached in Hancock. . In these cºn.
ties there are a few Presbyterians, but no

organized church of our denomination.

In one of these counties, I believe, no

Presbyterian minister but myself, has

ever preached. In Henry Co. there is

now a prospect of organizing a small

church. In all places where I have

preached statedly, there are pretty good

audiences, especially on the Sabbath.

But the word preached seems to be at

tended with very little effect upon the

minds of sinners. Sometimes, indeed

there is manifested a degree of thought

fulness and relenting, which seem to say

they are almost persuaded to make the

“successful resolve.” The tear is often

seen to glisten in the eye, or steal silently

down the cheek. With interest and

hope, I have marked these indications of

fects have resulted from the influence of

the gospel, which instructs, enlightens,

and restrains many whom it never con

verts.

The Sabbath School cause has received

a new impulse in this county, and great

efforts are making to accomplish the pur

pose of the American Sunday School

Union. In this county, there are now

eleven or twelve schools, with a p t

that more will be established. The Me

thodist brethren are engaging with much

interest in the work. At a Methodist

camp-meeting in this vicinity, a few days

ago, one of their ministers delivered a

very excellent discourse on the subject

of Sabbath Schools. One of the Socie

ty’s Methodist Agents resides in this

neighbourhood, and he has been very

successful in removing , the prejudices

which existed among his denomination

against the Sabbath School cause, I have

myself established three new schools,

which are in successful operation, and

might have done more, but was convinced
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that Mr. Havens the Methodist agent,

could do most among his own people.

My Bible classes, have still been con

tinued.

Our meeting house in this place is so

far advanced that we are able to use it

for preaching. This I consider as a very

great object accomplished. We have

now a meeting house in each of my con

gregations, and are thus freed from those

perplexities and inconveniences to which

we have heretofore been subjected.

ILLINo.1s.

From Mr. I. BENNETT, Paradise, Coles

Co. Aug. 5th, 1831.

Increase and enlargement of newchurches

in the southern ſtart of Illinois.

During the early part of this quarter,

I rode two hasty circuits through my old

field, thus twice visiting each of the

churches within my former bounds. In

the latter round, I was accompanied by

brother Hamilton, a devoted agent of

your Board; whose visit (it being that of

an old class-mate) was peculiarly cheer

ing to me in this land of strangers, while

his labours for the time being, tended

greatly to alleviate my burden." Consid

ering that it is here yet the day of very

small things, his success in the object of

his agency, I think was by no means dis

couraging; which he probably has repeat.

ed to you before this period. After part

ing from him, I concluded to spend some

time among the brethren of the two new

congregations. And accordingly com

mencing with Gilead, a church recently

formed in Jefferson Co., the organization

of which was noticed in my list, I re

mained in a manner stationary two or

three weeks. And here I was not a lit

tle rejoiced to discover that the interest

ing state of things, which commenced

among this people last winter, still, in a

great measure, continued;—though, in

general, they have enjoyed preaching

only monthly, and even that frequently

interrupted. A very gradual, but de

lightful work of the divine Spirit has

been progressing here ever sincé my first

Visit to the place. His awakening and

life-giving power has attended the word ||

to the hearts of a goodly number, of

whom I have been favoured with seeing

one after another coming out to tell what

the Lord has done for their souls, and in

almost every case their subsequent lives

have hitherto afforded me more than an

ordinary degree of satisfaction that their

change is deep and genuine.—Six of these

(as I once stated) were admitted to the

communion of the church in the latter

part of March; and seven more have

since been received, who, together with

two, that were, at the same time, receiv

ed on certificate, made an accession of

nine; an important addition to this little

band of brethren, which previously con

sisted only of eleven members. And

there are still some others indulging

hºpes, who we trust, will soon be visibly

added to the peºple of God—yet there

is one circumstance, which renders this

little, but gracious work of the Lord, pe

culiarly interesting, that is, about one

half of its subjects are young heads of

families, who seemed very soon led to

regard it not only as a duty, but as a pre

|cious privilege to worship God in the do

mestic circle, which has, as I believe,

resulted in the erectiºn of five family al

tars. They now have a Sabbath School,

a Bible, a Tract, and a Temperance So

ciety among them.

After this, with much reluctance I

left this dear little group of disciples, and

bent my way to the Embarras, in com

pliance with several earnest solicitations,

to visit the Fair Prairie church, which

was organized last fall, and then left

ever since entirely destitute fpreaching.

—And after labouring a short time in

this place, I obtained the aid of brother

Bliss, in order that the brethren here

might, for the first time, enjoy a commu

nion season. This four day's meeting

was evidently attended by the Saviour's

smiles and life-giving presence; and

made a precious blessing to this long fam

ished church. Some of the saints seem

ed in a good measure excited to a solemn

sense of their duty—several of the un

regenerate were awakened to an alarm

ing view of their sin and danger; and a

few, as we trust, have found the Saviour

precious to their souls; and in a word, all

things which appeared gloomy before,

assumed and still continue to wear a

much more encouraging aspect, which

evinces the presence of the Son of Right
eousness. Fourteen were added to the

people of God, three on examination,

and eleven on certificate; and the pros

pect that some more will soon be receiv

ed is very cheering. And I think that if

they could have stated preaching here

(which the brethren are amazingly anx

ious to obtain) with the blessing of God

this would ere long become an extensive

and flourishing church.

| They have two small Sabbath Schools

here, and a Tract Society; and at the

meeting above mentioned a County Bible

Society was organized, into which the

people entered with a remarkable de

gree of cheerfulness and energy, notwith

standing the virulent opposition which

this heaven born cause has met from the

deplorable ignorance, or else desperate

dehravity of several here,who (horribile

a
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dictu) call themselves the “ministers of

Christ.”

Soon after my arrival here, having but

one church to preach to, I found a little

leisure to explore the adjacent country.

—And in this tour Providence directed

my way to the forks of the Embarras,

about 25 or 30 miles up the river.—

There I fell into a settlement, which ap

peared to afford an inviting field of labor,

especially as there were in this place

scattered abroad a number of the lost

sheep of the house of Israel. Conse

quently I was induced, for several times,

to repeat my visit, till the services of

brother Bliss could also be obtained here,

when a new church was organized, with

the name of Bethel, consisting of seven

teen members, who were received on

certificate.

The brethren of this congregation, and

also those of the other two new church.

es, (Gilead and Fair Prairie) each con

template the erection of a house of wor

ship during the ensuing fall.—And may

the Lord encourage them in it.

MICHICAN TER: ITory.

From the Rev. R. SEAms, dated, White

Pigeon, St. Joseph’s County, Oct. 4th,

1831.

.4 Church organized, and enlarged, at

Saline, Mich. 7°r.

On arriving at that place, (Saline) I

learnt that a Presbyterian Church, con

sisting of twelve members, regularly or

ganized at Newark, Wayne County,

N. Y. had recently settled in the town,

but had not yet, by any public act, been

made known as a Church. I proposed

that this should be done on the next Sab

bath. º: at the close of the

morning service, the records of their or

ganization, with their confession of faith

and covenant, were publicly read, and

they resolved to take the name of the

Presbyterian Church of Saline, and pro

ceed to act as such. After this, I was

requested to tarry there awhile longer,

until the people could become incorpo

rated into a regular Presbyterian Socie

ty, according to the law of the territory.

Consequently I continued there four Sab

baths longer, and in visiting round among

the people, found Presbyterian members

from different places, many of them re

cently come in, sufficient, when actually

connected with the above-mentioned

Church, to increase its number to about

thirty. The necessary measures for in

corporating a Society were taken, after

which I left them.While there I preach

ed in a wood-house, at a tavern, into

which a back room of the tavern opened,

and at the end of which was another

room, a very comfortable place fºr sum

mer, but not at all suitable for cold wea

ther. The audience consisted of from

for ty to sixty persons, who seemed to pay

good attention. The people calculated

to build a large school house, in which

public worship might be held; but as

many of them had their own houses yet

to build, it will be late in the fall, before

that work can be accomplished, if it be

done at all this season. From the cha

racter of the people, however, I think

they will persevere, and in time become

a good congregation.

Flor IDA.

From the Rev. E. II. S.NowrDEx, St. Aut

gustine, E. F. Sept. 5th, 1831.

. Soon after the receipt of your commis

sion I came to this place and entered up

on my ministerial duties. The Sabbath

after my arrival, the Presbyterian con

gregation convened for the first time in

the new building, which has been for

years erecting, and which, though not en

tirely completed, affords very pleasant

accommodations. Most joyous were the

feelings of the people of God on this oc

casion. They had been in the wilderness

for almost ten years, without rest or

shelter; and it was truly cheering to their

hearts to be permitted to worship in their

tabernacle, having none to molest or

make them afraid. Since that time the

work of consolidation has gone on and we

are now in a fair way to establish a re

spectable congregation.

Since my arrival, our Sabbath School

which was in a languishing state, has re

ceived a friendly impulse. Several per

sons who have never before manifested

any interest in the subject, have, within

a few months come forward as teachers,

and appear to be actively engaged in

their work. Our Sabbath School libra

ry needs many additions. Most of the

books having been read by all the scho

lars, but for this we must look to bene

volence abroad. Is there no fund at the

disposal of your society, from which we

might obtain a supply? The wealthy are

contributing of their abundance to sup

ply the Valley of the Mississippi: is not

our section of the country as important,

and our claim equally strong? Although

we are now under the American govern

ment, it should be remembered we have

but recently passed from a foreign pow

er, and are still surrounded by Catholic

ism. There has been an advance in mo

rals and religion. Not long since a few

females were seen going from house to

house to collect children and explain to

the people what a Sabbath School was.
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Now we have four. ... The Spirit, of do

ing good on this small scale is extending

into the interior where a number have

this summer commenced operations un

der favourable auspices. Four weeks

ago a Female Tract Society was formed

which now consists of between forty and

fifty members. I have proposed the

monthly distribution of tracts which will

be carried into effect as soon as tracts can

be procured from the Parent Society.

I hope you will send on missionaries to

Florida: but I would advise none to come

who cannot endure hardness as good sol

diers of Jesus Christ. They must labour

long and faithfully with but little appa

rent success. In conclusion I would pray

that the Lord may smile upon you in all

}. measures—guide you in all your de

iberations, and cause the gospel as

preached by your missionaries to be the

power of God unto salvation.

MISCELLANEOUS.

a Lourd CALL FOR A Missiona RY.

The following is an extract from a letter

recently received by one of our agents in

the West, from Gen]. Joseph M. Street,

U. S. Ind. Agt. at Prairie du Chien. We

hope it may meet the eye, reach the heart,

and secure the services of some devoted

preacher of the Gospel.

“There are about 400 inhabitants ex

clusive of the Army,which is generally 2

or 300souls. Of these we can expect little

+clp. The inhabitants, with the excep

tion of 20 or 30 persons, are all Roman

Catholics.

Of the few, who are not Catholics, only

5 or 6 could be counted on for help, and

some of these are poor. There is a

settlement about 30 miles off, of 15 or

20 families, where about as much would

be given as here. I think the two places

might give from 75 to $100. I would board

a minister free of any charge at my house,

with his horse. Capt. L says he

would do the same. This would help

some. If he only designed to preach here,

no horse would be required; if at Cass

ville 30 miles, he would want a horse.

At Cassville are several pious, and many

anxious for preaching.

Certainly my dear sir, if any part of

the world is destitute and loudly calls

upon the notice of the Board, it is those

two places especially this. Besides the

inhabitants, so large a number of Officers

and soldiers ought to have preaching. It

is alarming to reflect upon so many im

mortal souls in the depths of misery—

under a fatal delusion, hurrying on to

eternal ruin. I do hope the Board will

consider our case—and that the Lord will

constrain some one of their faithful minis.

ters to come over to us. O! it is distrcss

ing to see the ignorarnce, stupidity, and

delusion of some, and the daring impiety
of others.”

PriogRess of TEMPEmArcr.

The following brief statements are ex

tracted from recent reports of the Mission

aries of the Board in different sections of

our country.

Maryland, Kent. Co. “I delivered an

address on temperance, where we formed

a temperance Society on the plan of total

abstinence, and a number of the most re

spectable citizens, Presbyterians, Metho

thodists, and Episcopalians, of both sexes

inined it. I hope it will do much good,

for I have smelled the liquor, in the

breath of the young men with whom I
conversed after sermon.”

| Ohio, 11ayne Co. “A Temperance So

ciety has been formed in one of my con

gregations, , consisting of about thirty

members. A number more, it is expect

ed, will shortly join the Society. This

good cause is rapidly progressing. I had

the pleasure of attending the anniversary

of the Wayne Co. Temperance Society

in Wooster. The meeting was interest

ing, and about fifty added their names

to the list.”

Preble Co. “The Temperance cause

is gaining ground. We have had seve

ral speeches on the subject—the majority

of this town is favourable to Temper

ance.”

Indiana, Rush Co. “The Temper

ance reformation has had a very conside

rable influence even among those who

have never become members of any so

ciety. There are whole neighborhoods

in this county, in which the work is done

without ardent spirits, and in others

where it is still used, the quantity is great

ly diminished. Many are ashamed to

drink in the presence of temperance

men, and others will hardly do it without

some apology.”

Indiana, Dearborn Co. “Through ma

iny hindrances the temperance cause is ra

ſpidly advancing. We have formed at this

place the Dearborn County Temperance

Society,” which numbered within the

first few weeks of its existence, 83 re

cruits to the ranks of abstinence. Among

these is a man of fine talents who is

reformed from an 18 year's course of

drunkenness. Already his heart—his

features—his dress exhibit the decided

benefits of the reformation. Should we

not rejoice to see him delivered “whom
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Satan hath bound, lo! these 18 years?”

To this County Society there is already ||

one auxiliary, the like of which we hope

soon to see planted in every township of

the County. The whole accession ºf

Temperance professors since my last, is

145, embracing much of the respectabil

ity and influence of the vicinity,

B or DER DARKN ESS AND CRIMES

A Missionary of our Board who has been

stationed for a considerable time, in the

frontier settlements of the South West,

bordering upon the Indian country, in a

recent communication, gives the following

appalling description of the State of Soci

ety around him.

“I have sometimes thought it my duty

to myself and to the Society to speak

more fully and more particularly respect

ing the people amidst whom I dwell,

Christianity blushes that I should record

the scenes transacted here for the world

to know. Heathens might stand and

wonder that men with the Bible in their

lands and in the light of gospel truth,

should so trample on the ordinances and

institutions of the Gospel—and humani

ty mourns for the depravity of heart dai

ly manifest in the degradation of human

ower. I speak advisedly, the Sabbath

is made a day of business and recreation,

by the majority;-professing christians

are not at all scrupulous about making it

a day of journeying. The name of the

Lord is most profaned on the most tri

fling occasions. Children are gathered

at the corners of the streets, and taught

to utter the most horrid oaths and impre

cations. The 17ather, while dandling

the prattler on his knee, instructs his lit

tle child to say the “Swearers Prayer,”

erhaps the mother is the object of the
infantile cursing for some tº: chas

tisement. While the little ones are

taught to utter words they do nºt under

stand, great care is taken to inflame the

tender heart with the spirit of the Prince

of darkness. Here perhaps we may ac

count for the reason why these children

find use for such language only when

they are angry.

Drunkenness is unblushing; and lewd

ness is not ashamed to walk abroad, un

veiled in day-light. The anti-republican

ractice of treating with “ardent spirits”

}. electioneering purposes prevails here

not only in this county, but others, to an

alarming extent.

Bacchanalian revels are not uncommon,

in which not only drunkenness and de

bauchery, but sometimes the most fear

ful trifling with the solemn worship and

sacred ordinances of God’s house are

practised. I might here descend to par

|ticulars, but perhaps not with propriety.

When I have said this, and declare it to

be in my opinion the characteristic of the

majority of the population in this region,

I have said no more than may perhaps
be said of a few dark corners of Chris

tendom, (though I have never seen

them,) but more than this may be said

of us in truth, for ignorance is so uni

versal, the degradation of manners

and morals is so great, that there seems

to be no foundation for forming good so

|ciety, or a decidedly pious tone of feel

ing. . There are some reasons why soci

ety should be of the lowest order here.

There are some very honourable excep

tions to the character here given, but, as

it respects the majority, in my opinion

this must stand. I pray not that the Lord

would take us out of the world, but that

he would work a mighty work of grace

for us. I relate these things to you, sir,

not from any ill will to ny neighbours—

nor because I believe that the truth of

God and the ordinances of , the gºspel

are to be used without producing their

effect—nºr to persuade you that they are

entirely without effect here; but that you

in your extended and extending plans of

bringing glory to God, and happiness to

man, may not act unadviscily toward us;

and that I as a servant of the Lord Jesus

Christ,measurably at your disposal, may

receive your friendly aid and counsel.

Commendable zeal for the Truth.

A Missionary in the State of Ohio, says,

“Many persons in this region are

alarmed at the idea of corruption in the

Presbyterian Church, a few have attach

ed themselves to other Calvinistic bodies.

Our ministers must adhere to the doc

trines of our church or many of their

people will forsake them; they cannot

all be induced to renounce our Form of

sound words and doctrines of the Bibles,

and lead into every scheme of accommo

dation between truth and error, or spec

ulations of what is falsely called philoso

phy.”

--

APPOINTMENTS

From September 20th to November 1st.

Agreeably to an intimation given in the

last Reporter, we now have the pleasure of

presenting an unusually large number of

new Missionary appointments. It will be

|perceived from the following list, that the

twenty-four Missionaries appointed, are to
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be located in twelve different states and ter

ritories, viz. Florida 1, Louisiana 1, Missis

sippi 1, Illinois 3, Indiana 1, Ohio 3, Ala

bama 1, Georgia 1, North Carolina 1, Vir

ginia 3, Pennsylvania 7, New Jersey 1. It

will also be perceived, that no less than

sixteen of these Missionaries have been com

missioned to labour in ten different states at

the south and west. Three of the number

will be sustained entirely by the people;

and twenty-one will receive aid from the

Board. Twelve of these Missionaries are

from the Theological Seminary at Prince

ton, N. J.; and to most of them the Board

have been under the necessity of advancing

a portion of their salary, sufficient to carry

them to their respective fields of labour.

Pifteen of our Missionaries are young licen

tiates, and their ordination will of course,

and in accordance with the decided prefer

ence of our Board, be left entirely to the

discretion of the several Presbyteries, with

in whose bounds they may labour. We

need hardly remind the churches, that the

Board are, at present, in great want of funds;

and we make no other appeal for immediate

pecuniary assistance, than that which arises

from this simple statement of facts.

Mr. John M. Harris for six months, to the

city of New Orleans, Louisiana.

Rev. M'Knight Williamson for one year,

to Papertown and Dickinson, Pa.

Mr. John Patten for three months, to

Oxford and West Nottingham, Pa.

Mr. Joseph Mahon for six months, to the

western part of Perry county, and vicinity,

Pa.

Mr. Robert Davidson for one year, to In

diana, under the direction of the Corres

ponding Executive Committee of Craw

fordsville Presbytery.

Mr. Robert H. Lilly for one year, under

the Corresponding Executive Committee at

Cincinnati or Louisville.

Mr. S. S. McRoberts for one year to

Vicksburg, Mississippi, or Plains East Ba

ton Rouge, Louisiana.

Mr. J. D. Matthews for one year, to St.

Mary's, Georgia.

Rev. A. M'Cready for one year, to Mid

dle Brook, Union, and Beaver Dam, Penn

sylvania.

Mr. Robert Glenn for one year, to Sandy

Lake and vicinity, Pa.

Rev. W. R. Smith for one year, to the

Valley of the Mississippi.

Rev. S. H. Morrison for one year, to Rus

sellville and Bethel Green, Alabama.

. Rev. Isaac Chase for one year, in the vi.

cinity of Washington, North Carolina, under

the direction of Rev. James weatherby.

lèev. W. K. Stewart for one year, Mission

ary Agent for the State of Illinois.

Rev. Thomas Smith for one year, to Tal

lahassee, Florida.

Mr. A. O. B. Ogden for one year, to the

Valley of Kenhawa, Virginia.

Mr. Alex. Ewing for one year, to Carmi

and Sharon, Illinois.

Mr. J. P. Hudson for one year, to the

Presbytery of Winchester, Virginia.

Rev. J. Larzalere for one year, to Tini

cum and vicinity, Pa.

Rev. Alex. Heberton for one year, to

Allentown and vicinity, Pa.

Mr. James Wycoff for one year, to the

first and second churches of Stillwater and

vicinity, New Jersey.

Mr. James Anderson for four months, to

the Presbytery of Hartford.

Mr. Rezeau Brown for one year, to Mor

gantown and vicinity, Virginia.

..Mr.Wm. J. Gibson for one year to Morris

ville, vicinity of Philadelphia.

RE-APPOINTMENTS.

Rev. John C. Campbell for one year, to

New Hope, Vigo county, Indiana, and New

|Providence, Edgar county, Illinois.

Rev. P. Chamberlain for one year, to the

Presbytery of Erie.

Rev. E. Hart for one year, to Springfield

and Elk Creek, Pa.

Rev. A. Leonard for one year, to Truro

and Lithopolis, Ohio.

Rev. J. L. Edgarton, for one year to Con

stable, Franklin county, New York.

Rev. Isaac Reed for one year, to Bedford,

Lawrence co., Oak Ridge, Jackson co., and

Richland Creek settlement, Indiana.

Rev. W. Brobston for one year, to Eliza

bethtown, Brown Marsh, South River, and

Big Swamp, North Carolina.

Rev. Alvan Coe for four months, in Michi.

gan and North Western Territories, among

the Chippewa Indians.

Rev. R. H. Chapman, D.D., for one year,

to Tipton county, Tenn.

Rev.Joseph Myers for one year, to Brock

port, New York.

Mr.J.J. Rice for one year,to Dutch Neck,

New Jersey.

Rev. A. Aten for one year, to New Jer

sey and Winchester, Preble county, and

Jacksonburg, Butler county, Ohio.
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Rev. T. E. Hughes for six months, to

Dunlapsville and vicinity, Indiana.

Rev. David Monfort,for one year to Frank

lin and vicinity, Johnson county, Indiana.

Mr. J. A. Mitchell for two months, to the

Presbytery of Harmony, South Carolina.

LETTERS RECEIVED

From September 20th to October 25th.

A. M’Iver, N. C., W. C. Anderson. Pa.,

S. Montgomery, Va., J. Ayers, Pa., T. Root

Ala., O. E. Snowden, Florida, A. Steele,

Geo. 2, R. H. Lilly, N.J., A. Leonard, O.,

Elders, Constable, N. Y., J. Smith, Pa., 1.

Chase, N.Y.2, W. Ellison, O., J. W. Robin

son, Geo., IR. H. Hill, Ky., G. W. Hampson,

Pa., I. N. Candee, N. J. 2, N. Murray, Pa.,

W. Brobston, N. C., J. Wilson, N. Y., 1.

Reed, Ia. 2, A. O. Patterson, Pa. 2, A. Coe

and W. Andrews, O., A. N. M'Fall, S. C.,

R. Brown, N. J. 3, C. Cist, O., J. Alexan.

der, Tenn., Z. Baird, S. C., G. W. Ash

bridge, Ky., T. Barr,O. 2, W. R. Smith, Pa.,

J. S. Irvin, O., W. J. Frazier, Ill., J. Katon

and P. Chamberlain, Pa., A. Hamilton, Pa.,

J. Andrews, Pa., A. O. 13. Ogden, N. J. 2,

J. J. Rice, N. J., N. L. Rice, N. J., E. H.

Walker, N. Y., A. M'Keehan, Pa., H. Ha

mill, N.Y., C. Stewart, O, G. G. Sill, N.Y.,

E. W. Conklin, N. Y., Elders, Middletown,

|J. B. Morrow, O., A.B.Quay, Pa., J. S. Ball,

Mo., Several members of the Synod of Illi

nois, J. L. Belville, O., T. Smith, N.J., J.

G. Bergen, Ill., J. Myers, N.Y., R Smith,

|Miss., W. S. Potts, Mo., A. 11alsey, N.Y.,

|H. Galpin, N.Y., J. Stoneroad, Va. 2. A.

|Kitchell, N.J., R. Clapp, N.Y., S.H.Cow

|der, Ia, W. A. Moseby, Ala., D. Hoyt,Tenn.,

|S. 1). Blythe, Ky., S. Upson, N. Y., H.K.
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Lectuite LXII.

IV. There is a justifying faith,

or a faith which, in the answer of

the Catechism now under consi

deration, is called a saving grace.

In treating of this grace, I shall

endeavour to bring the several

clauses of the answer before us

under the four following particu

lars—

1. The object of saving faith—

Jesus Christ, as he is offered in

the gospel.

2. The author of faith—God in

Christ, working by his Spirit a sav

ing grace in the human soul.

3. The nature and acts of faith

—receiving and resting on Christ

alone for salvation.

4. Some of the consequences,

fruits, or effects of saving faith.

We are first to consider the ob

ject of saving faith, which, although

mentioned last in the short defini

tion of the catechism, must mani

festly take precedence of every

thing else, in an orderly view of

this important subject. Faith, it is

plain, must always imply an object;

that is, something to be believed;

and this object, it is equally clear,

must be distinctly apprehended, in

order to a rational and unwavering

faith or belief.

The whole revealed will of God,

Vol. IX.-Ch..ſldv.

so far as it is known and under

stood, is the general object of that

faith which is unto salvation. God

speaks in his word, as recorded in

the Bible; and he who understand

ingly disbelieves any word that God

has spoken, is chargeable with the

awful sin of making him a liar, and

certainly can have no faith that is

saving. It is not, however, essen

tial to salvation, however desirable

in itself, that the whole of revealed

truth, as it is now contained in the

Bible, should be known and be

lieved. The people of God at first

had no written revelation; and for

a series of ages they had but a small

part of what we now possess. Even

at the present time, the heathen, to

whom the gospel is carried by the

missionaries, and many of whom

appear to receive its saving benefit,

have, at first, nothing but oral teach

ing; and for a considerable time

after being taught to read, they have

only a few detached parts of the

sacred volume. Nor is it, we be

lieve, fatal to salvation, when,

through mistake or imperfect in

formation, some apparently good

and honest men do not receive as

canonical scripture, a portion of

that which is really so. Luther, at

least for a time, was disposed to ex

clude the epistle of James from the

sacred canon; and till that canon

was finally established on good evi

dence, several books of the New

Testament were not received, by

some of the primitive churches.

4 K
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But when men possess, or may easily

obtain, clear evidence that any por

tion of the Bible is the revealed

word of God, and yet perseveringly

reject, or grossly pervert, its plain

sense and meaning, we believe this

is really inconsistent with the pos

session of saving faith.

But there is a special object of

saving faith, which may be summa

rily expressed by saying, it is Christ

in the gospel offer. It is to this

that the answer before us particu

larly refers, by calling it “faith in

Jesus Christ.” But here we must

take into view the true character,

work, and offices, of our adorable

Redeemer; and what is required of

the sinner, in order fully to avail

himself of the benefits of the great

redemption, set before him and of

fered to him in the gospel. The spe

cialobject of saving faith then, may be

briefly stated thus—That Christ is

God, the second person in the sa

cred Trinity: that he is “Imma

nuel, God with us;” having been,

as to his human nature, “conceived

by the power of the Holy Ghost, in

the womb of the virgin Mary, and

born of her, yet without sin:” that

he is thus “God and man, in two

distinct natures and one person for

ever:” that he appeared in the

world, to put away sin by the sacri

fice of himself: that he fully ac

complished the purpose of his mis

sion, by “becoming obedient unto

death, even the death of the cross,”

—restoring the honours of God's

law, which the sins of men had vio

lated and dishonoured, by rendering

a sinless obedience to it; and by full

answering the penalty of that law, by

bearing its curse in the sufferings of

his whole life, and especially in the

inconceivable agonies which he en

dured in what has been emphatical

ly called his passion, and which was

consummated by his death on the

cross: that he was entombed and

remained under the power of death

for a time; then rose from the dead,

and after remaining on earth for for

ty days, and frequently conversing

with, instructing, and finally com

missioning his disciples to preach

the gospel to every creature, he, in

their presence, ascended trium

phantly into heaven, where he is

made head over all things to his

church—sustaining the Mediatorial

office between God and man, and

being the great prophet, priest, and

king of all his elect people, and the

appointed final judge of the quick

and the dead.—Such is the object

of saving faith, in relation to the

person, work, and offices of Christ.

But certain essential doctrines,

or fundamental truths of the gospel,

are also the objects of this faith.

These, indeed, partly consist of the

points just stated, and the viewing

of them as verities delivered to us

by the word and authority of God,

and to be received distinctly be

cause they are thus vouched and

sanctioned. There are, however,

some other fundamental truths, al

ways connected with these, which

it may be proper very briefly and

summarily to specify—such as the

violation, by the primitive father of

the human family, of the first cove

nant made with him by his Creator,

by which he entirely lost the moral

image of his Maker, became wholly

corrupt and sinful in his nature,

and transmitted the same to all his

posterity—so thatwithout exception

his descendants are conceived in

sin and shapen in iniquity, and on

account of this entire native depra

vity are declared, by the unerring

oracles of God, to be “by nature

children of wrath.” That hence

it becomes indispensably necessary

that every child of Adam should

“be born again”—be regenerated

by the power of the Holy Ghost;

be brought to that unfeigned re

pentance for sin which needeth not

to be repented of; to the exercise

of that faith which sees in Christ

Jesus “the Lamb of God who taketh

away the sins of the world,” by as

suming the sinner’s place as his

surety, and in his behalf satisfying

divine justice, both in its precep
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tive and penal demands—thus work

ing out a righteousness, which by

imputation becomes the believing

sinner's righteousness, so soon as

he is rendered cordially willing to

accept it as offered, and by faith

does actually accept and reſy on it

solely, for justification before God:

that the evidence of this justifi

cation is a holy life; a life of com

munion with God, and an impar

tial and persevering regard and
obedience to all his command

ments, whether they relate to God

or man—the believer being always

disposed, as well as required, to

adorn the doctrine of God his Sa

viourin all things, so that others see

ing his good works, may glorify his

heavenly Father: that he who is

thus regenerated by the Holy Ghost,

repents of his sins sincerely, relies

by faith on Christ and his right

eousness alone for salvation, verifies

the genuineness of his faith by his

works, and perseveres in the same

to the end, shall assuredly be saved

—the truth of God being pledged

for the salvation of every sinner,

even though he were the very chief

of sinners, who in this manner pass

es from death unto life: that sal

vation in this form and manner, is

“offered in the gospel” to all men

without exception; that to pro

claim it in all its freeness, is the

principal design of the gospel mi

nistry; and that he who believes it

as thus freely offered must not ex

cept himself, but take it as a divine

verity, that to him, as much as to

any other individual of the human

race, is “the word of this salvation

sent.”—Such are the main facts,

truths, and doctrines, which are the

special objects of saving faith; and

which will shortly be further illus

trated, when the acts of such a

faith will call for your attention.

I must further remark, however,

before leaving this part of our sub

ject, that it plainly appears, if faith

must have an object, and its object

comprises what you have just heard,

that knowledge is essential to its

existence. Yes, my young friends,

we are so far from believing that

“ignorance is the mother of devo

tion,” that we hold there can be no

true devotion without knowledge;

and no genuine faith without an

understanding of what we are re

quired to believe. This is taught, or

clearly implied, in many plain dec

larations, both of the Old Testament

and the New. “I know that my

Redeemer liveth,” said holy Job.

“By his knowledge,” that is, the

knowledge of him, “shall my right

eous servant justify many, for he

shall bear their iniquities;” said

the evangelical prophet Isaiah.

“This is life eternal,” said our

blessed Saviour himself, “to know

thee, the only true God, and Jesus

Christ whom thou hast sent.” The

apostle Peter said to his divine

Master, “We believe and are sure

(ty, wrapsy, have known) that thou

art that Christ, the son of the living

God.” And the apostle John says,

“We have known and believed the

love that God hath to us.” The

absolute impossibility of exercising

true faith without knowledge is also

unquestionably implied, in the fol

lowing interrogatories of the apostle

Paul—“How then shall they call

on him in whom they have not be

lieved P and how shall they believe

in him of whom they have not heard?

and how shall they hear without a

preacher P”—Remember, therefore,

my dear youth, that you never can

exercise a saving faith in the Lord

Jesus Christ, without having some

competent knowledge of the way

of salvation by him.

2. We are to consider the author

of faith—who is no other than God

in Christ, working by his Spirit a

saving grace in the human soul.

Each person in the ever blessed

Trinity, is occasionally represented

in holy scripture, as producing faith

in the believer. Thus we are told in

one place, that “faith is the gift of

God;” in another that “Jesus is the

author and finisher of our faith;”

and in a third, that “the fruit of the
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Spirit is—faith.” The truth is,

we are taught in the sacred oracles

that the Holy Spirit proceeds from

the Father and the Son, who are

therefore sometimes spokea of as

doing that which is, in the immedi

ate act, done by the Spirit; for in the

economy of our salvation it is the

official cork of God the Holy Ghost,

to make application of all the be

nefits of Christ’s redemption to the

human soul. “He shail glorify me.”

said the divine Saviour, “for he

shall receive of mine, and shall

show it unto you.” Hence the

apostle Peter, speaking to the saints

who were scattered abroad, calls

them “Elect, according to the fore

knowledge of God the Father,

through sanctification of the Spirit,

and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus

Christ:” and the apostle Paul, ad

dressing the believing. Thessalo

nians, says, “God hath from the be

ginning chosen you to salvation,

through sanctification of the Spirit

and belief of the truth; whereunto he

called you by our gospel, to the ob

taining of the glory of our Lord Je

sus Christ.” And accordingly that

beautiful cluster of Christian graces,

“love, joy, peace, long suffering, gen

tleness, goodness, meekness, and

temperance,” as well as “faith.” are

all represented as fruits of the Spirit.

My dear young friends, I wish to

impress it on your minds that the

gospel dispensation, which it is your

unspeakable privilege to enjoy, is,

in a peculiar degree, a dispensation

of the Holy Spirit—is so in a far

higher degree than the Mosaic dis

pensation, which preceded it. The

Spirit's blessed influences are far

more diffusively and copiously im

parted under the gospel than under

the law. You are therefore call

ed to honour the great Sanctifier; to

feel your entire and immediate de

pendance on his gracious, interpo

sition and agency, to work in your

hearts the grace of saving faith—

called a grace because it is an un

speakable favour, freely conferred

on the most unworthy—on sinners

who deserved to have been left to

perish in their own devices. I have

recently shown you, in lecturing on

the answer of the catechism imme

diately preceding that which is now

before us, that we are utterly una

ble of ourselves to exercise faith,

or any other grace—that it is God

“who worketh in us, to will and

to do of his good pleasure.” On

the general truth, therefore, it

would be only a repetition to insist

at present. But it is important

that you should distinctly under

stand, and keep it constantly in

remembrance, that it is God the

Holy Ghost to whose direct agen

cy you must look, and for which

you must earnestly pray, and to

whose blessed influence you must

endeavour to open your hearts, and

implore him to come in with his al

mighty energy and aid—if ever you

perform those acts of saving faith

which are to be described in the

next particular, and which will

form the principal subject of the

following lecture.

-

wirhERspoox’s Essay on Justifi

cation.

(Continued from p. 577.)

In the third place, he who ex

pects justification only through the

imputed righteousness of Christ,

has the most awful views of the

danger of sin. He not only sees

the obligation and purity of the law,

but the severity of its sanction. It

is a fear of wrath from the avenger

of blood, that persuades him to fly

to the city of refuge. And if we

compare the sentiments of others

with his, either the generality of a

careless and blinded world, or those

who act, upon contrary principles

and a different system from that

which we are now defending, we

shall find, that not one of them hath

such apprehensions of the wrath

and vengeance of God due on the

account of sin, as the convinced sin
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ner, who flies to the propitiation of

Christ for deliverance and rescue.

I am very sensible, that many

readers will be ready to challenge

this argument as pressed into the

service, and wholly improper upon

my scheme: they will suppose, that

every believer, in consequence of

his faith in Christ, is screened from

the penalty of the law and shelter

ed from the stroke of divine jus

tice; he is therefore no more under

this fear; and its being no more a

motive of action, in the future part

of his conduct, is the very ground

of the objection I am attempting to

remove. This is no doubt plausi

ble; but let it be remembered, in

what way it is that believers are

freed from their apprehensions of

the wrath of God; it is by their ac

ceptance of his mercy through faith

in Christ. Before the application

of this remedy, they saw themselves

the children of wrath and heirs of

hell; and they still believe that

every sin deserves the wrath of God,

both in this life and that which is

to come. Will they therefore re

incur the danger from which they

have so lately escaped, and of which

they had so terrible a view? will

they do so voluntarily, even although

they know the remedy to be still

at hand, still ready to be applied,

and certainly effectual? Suppose

any person had been upon the very

point of perishing in a violent and

rapid stream, and saved when his

strength was well nigh exhausted,

by the happy intervention of a ten

der-hearted passenger: would he

voluntarily plunge himself again

into the flood, even although he

knew his deliverer was standing by,

ready for his relief? The supposi

tion is quite unnatural; and it is

equally so to imagine,that one saved

from divine wrath, will immediate

ly repeat the provocation, even

whilst he trembles at the thoughts
of the miser

which he ha

livered.

Let us only consider the strong

been so lately de

of that state from

sense which , a believer usually

shows of the danger of others in an

unconverted state, from a persua

sion of their being under the wrath

of God. He warns them, intreats

them, pities them, and prays for

them. He would not exchange

with any one of them, a prison for

a palace, or a scaffold for a throne.

How then should he be supposed to

follow them in their practice, and

thereby to return to their state?

But perhaps, here again it will be

urged, that this is improper: be

cause, according to the principles

of the assertors of imputed righ

teousness, a believer being once in

a justified state, cannot fall from

grace; and therefore his sins do

not deserve wrath; and he himself

must have, from this persuasion, a

strong confidence that, be they what

they will, they cannot have such an

effect: and accordingly, some have

expressly affirmed, that the future

sins of the elect are forgiven, as

well as their past, at their conver

sion; nay, some, that they are jus

tified from all eternity, that God

doth not see sin in a believer, that

his afflictions are not punishments,

and other things of the like nature.

Now, though I must confess I look

upon these expressions, and many

more to be found in certain writers,

whatever glosses they may put

upon them, as unguarded and anti

scriptural; yet not to enter into

the controversy at all, I suppose it

will be acknowledged by all with

out exception, that a believer’s se

curity, and the impossibility of his

falling from grace, is a security of

not sinning, that is, of not being

under the dominion of sin, as much

as, or rather in order to, his securi

ty of deliverance from the wrath of

God. His pardon is sure; but this

security is only hypothetical, be

cause his faith and holiness are se

cured by the promise of God; so

that, to suppose a person to sin

without restraint, by means of this

persuasion, that his salvation is se

cured by his first acceptance of
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Christ is a supposition self-contra

dictory. However strongly any

man may assert that a believer’s

salvation is secure, he will not

scruple at the same time to ac

knowledge, that if such believer

should sin wilfully and habitually,

and continue to do so, he would be

damned: but he will deny, that

any such case ever did, or ever can

possibly happen."

The objection must surely appear

strongest upon the principles of

those who make the nature of faith

to consist in a belief that Christ

died for themselves in particular,

or of their own personal interest in

him, and the pardon and life which

he hath purchased, making assur

ance essential to its daily exercise.

Yet even these will not deny, that

their faith is not always equally

strong, and that their assurance is

sometimes interrupted with doubts

and fears. Now, what is the cause

of these doubts, and this uncertain

ty ? Is it not always sin, more di

rectly, or by consequence? So that

sin renders their faith doubtful,

which is the very same thing with

putting them in fear concerning

their future state. Indeed, it is

not more sure that our Redeemer

invites all weary, heavy-laden sin

ners to come unto him that they

may find rest, than it is that the un

righteous shall not inherit the king

dom of God. So that every in

stance of voluntary sin, must throw

back the believer, (at least as to his

own sentiments,) into his former

state, till he be again restored, by

faith and repentance.

* Indeed, there can be nothing more

unfair, than to take one part of a man’s

belief, and hence argue against another

part, upon which the first is expressly

founded. If I should say, I am confident

I shall never be drowned in a certain ri

ver, because I am resolved never to cross

it at all; would it not be absurd to reason

thus: here is a man who hath a persua

sion he will never be drowned in this river,

therefore he will be surely very head

strong and fool hardy in fording it when

it overflows its banks, which is contrary

to the very foundation of my security ?

From this I think it evidently

appears that the motive of the dan

ger of sin is not weakened, but hath

its full force upon those who expect

justification by the imputed right

eousness of Christ. And, if it is

not weakened, it must be strength

ened by this persuasion, since, as I

have shown above, none have so deep

a sense of the obligation of the law,

and the evil of sin, and by conse

quence, none can have so great a

fear of its awful sanction. That

this is agreeable to Scripture, might

be shown at great length, where

the putting their right to the favour

of God and eternal life more and

more beyond all doubt and ques

tion is recommended to believers,

as an object of their care and dili

gence. Thus says the apostle to

the Hebrews, “And we desire that

every one of you do show the same

diligence, to the full assurance of

hope, unto the end.” And the

apostle Peter, after a long enume

ration of the graces of the Chris

tian life, says, “Wherefore, the ra

ther, brethren, give diligence to

make your calling and election

sure.”f Nay, the fear of wrath,

and of finally perishing, is repre

sented by the apostle Paul himself,

as one view at least, which habi

tually influenced his own conduct:

“But I keep under my body, and

bring it into subjection, lest that by

any means when I had preached to

others, I myself should be a cast

away.”f

In the fourth place, Those who

expect justification by the imputed

righteousness of Christ, have the

highest sense of the purity and ho

liness of the divine nature; and

therefore must be under an habi

tual conviction of the necessity of

purity in order to fit them for his

presence and enjoyment. If this

doctrine in its main design, or by

any of its essential parts, had a

tendency to represent God (I will

not say as delighting in sin,) but as

* Heb. vi. 11. f 2 Pet. i. 10.

+ 1 Cor. ix. 27.
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easy to be pacified towards it, pass

ing it by with little notice, and

punishing it but very slightly, there

might be some pretence for drawing

the conclusion complained of from

it. For I think it may be allowed

as a maxim, that as is the God so

are his worshippers, if they serve

him in earnest. Whatever views

they have of the object of their es

teem and worship, they will en

deavour to form themselves to the

same character. But if, on the con

trary, this doctrine preserves the

purity of God entire; nay, if it

gives us still more strong, awful,

and striking views of it; it can

never encourage such as believe it

in the practice of sin.

But that this is the case with all

such as believe and understand the

doctrine of justification by the im

puted righteousness of Christ, may

be demonstrated in the clearest

manner. It might indeed be shown

from a great variety of arguments

founded upon the mediation of

Christ; at present I shall mention

but two, the propriety of which,

and their relation to the subject in

hand every one must immediately

perceive. In the first place, That

Christ behooved to suffer by divine

appointment for the expiation of

sin is not only equal with, but

stronger than all other evidences of

the purity of God and his abhor

rence of sin. It is an event of the

most striking and astonishing na

ture, every reflection of which over

whelms the mind, that the eternal

and only begotten son of God

should assume the likeness of sin

ful flesh, and stand in the room of

sinners; even though the merited

punishment had been inflicted upon

the offenders themselves, it would

not have been such a proof of the

purity of God. Here, even when

he is inclined to mercy, its exercise

is obstructed till justice is satisfied.

Can any one consider this without

being deeply convinced that he is

a God of “purer eyes than to be

hold iniquity,” and with whom un

righteousness can have no commu

nion P Will any, after such views,

hope for his favour, while they re

tain the love of sin, or expect to

dwell in his presence, while they

continue stained with its pollu

tion ?

The same thing must also carry

convincing evidence with it, that to

suppose Christ to have bought an

impunity for sinners, and procured

then a license to offend, is self

contradictory, and altogether in

consistent with the wisdom and

uniformity of the divine govern

ment: that he never could hate sin

so much before, and love it after

the sufferings of Christ; that he

could not find it necessary to pu

nish it so severely in the surety,

and yet afterwards love and bear

with it in those for whom that sure

ty satisfied. Not only may this be

clearly established by reason and

argument, but it must be immedi

ately felt by every one who sees the

necessity of the atonement of their

Redeemer. They will be so far

from taking a liberty to sin, that on

the contrary they will be ready to

cry out, “Who can stand before

this holy Lord God?” Accord

ingly we shall find in experience,

that none are more ready to call in

question the integrity of their own

character, none more ready to

fear the effects of the sins that

* It is a certain fact, that the number of

persons under distress of mind by per

plexing doubts, or anxious fears, concern

ing their future state, is incomparably

greater amongst the friends than the ene

mies of this doctrine. By this I do not

at all mean, either that their doubts are

dutiful or their fears desirable. Such a

state is to be looked upon as the fruit of

their own weakness' and imperfection,

and as a chastisement from a wise and

gracious God, either more immediate

ly for correcting their sins, or for the

trial, illustration, and perfecting of their

grace and virtue; but its being more

common among those who believe in

Christ’s imputed righteousness, than

others, is a plain proof that this doctrine

doth not naturally tend to inspire any with

an unholy boldness, or a secure and sloth

ful presumption.
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cleave to them as unfitting them for

the divine presence, than such as

trust solely in the merits of Christ

for their acceptance with God.

The second thing I proposed to

mention in the doctrine of Christ’s

mediation, which shows the purity

of the divine nature, is our con

tinued approach to God by him as

an intercessor and advocate. It

contributes to keep continually

upon our minds, a sense of the di

vine holiness and purity, and of our

own unworthiness, that we are not

permitted to approach him but by

the intercession of another. Such

a conduct in human affairs, proper

ly serves to show dignity and

greatness on the one part, distance

and unworthiness on the other.

The same conduct then, in God to

wards us, doth it not convince us,

that he must be sanctified of all

them that draw near to him P And

whilst it makes imputed righteous

ness the condition, plainly shows

the necessity of inherent holiness,

as a qualification in our approaches

to his throne. Suppose an earthly

prince were to be addressed by two

different persons, one who thought

he had a title upon his own merit

to make an immediate application,

and another who could not ap

proach him without one nearly re

lated to him, and in high favour at

court to procure his admission, and

to back his request; which of these

would probably be most respectful

to his sovereign, and most solicit

ous to avoid giving offence by his

conduct? . Surely the latter; and

so it is always with the humble,

mortified believer, who “counts all

things but loss for the excellency

of the knowledge of Christ Je.
sus.”*

• Phil. iii. 8.

THE MISSIONARY.

- My soul is not at rest. There comes a strange

And secret whisper to my spirit, like

A dream of night, that tells me I am on

Enchanted ground. Why live I here 2 The vows

Of God are on me, and I may not stop

To play with shadows or pluck earthly flowers,

Till I my work have done, and rendered up

Account. The voice of my departed Lord,

“Go teach All NATIons,” from the eastern world

Comes on the night air, and awakes my ear.

And I will go. I may not longer doubt

To give up friends and idol hopes,

And every tie that binds my heart

To thee, my country : Why should I regard

Earth's little store of borrowed sweets P I sure

Have had enough of bitter in my cup,

To show that never was it His design

Who placed me here, that I should live in ease,

Or drink at pleasure's fountain. Henceforth, then,

It matters not, i.’ storm or sunshine be

My earthly lot—bitter or sweet my cup;

I only pray, God fit me for the work,

God make me holy, and my spirit nerve

For the stern hour of strife. Let me but know

. There is an arm unseen that holds me up,

An eye that kindly watches all my path,

Till I my weary pilgrimage have done,—

Let me but know I have a friend that waits

To welcome me to glory, and I joy

To tread the dark and death-fraught wilderness.
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And when I come to stretch me for the last

In unattended agony, beneath

The cocoa's shade, or lift my dying eyes

From Afric's burning sand, it will be sweet

That l have toiled for other worlds than this;

I know I shall feel happier than to die
On softer bed. And if I should reach heaven–

If one that hath so deeply, darkly sinned—

If one whom ruin and revolt have held

With such a fearful grasp—if one for whom

Satan hath struggled as he hath for me,

Should ever reach that blessed shore . O how

This heart will flame with gratitude and love!

And through the ages of eternal years,

Thus saved, my spirit never shall repent

That toil and suffering once were mine below.

-

HYMN.

My Saviour ! while with raptured eye

I see thee in the manger lie;

With wonder, yet with love, I scan

The weakness of the Son of Man.

But when, throughout thy mortal race,

Thy meek and lowly course I trace,

In ev'ry path thy footsteps trod,

Thou stand'st reveal'd the Son of God.

And oh! when rais'd by murd'rers high,

I see thee bleed, and faint, and die;

"Tis then, my dear, my gracious Friend!

The creature and Creator blend.

Transcendent mercy! matchless love!

Which brought Jehovah from above:

—Mysterious union wond’rous pow'r?

Which conquer'd in th' expiring hour.

Oh, for a harp by angels strung !

A seraph's fire, a cherub's tongue!

To chant, in loud triumphant strains,

That Christ a Prince and Saviour reigns.

Hell and the grave are vanquish'd now;

Their spoils adorn the victor's brow:

Let saints on earth their homage pay,

And saints in heav'n repeat the lay!

jlºigteilaneoug.

ble that I should lose that sense of

SRETCH OF THE LIFE OF REV. JACOB things which at such times I had ;

GREEN, A. M. but when ...? .."; peo

- le, I found myself bashful and re

(Continued from page 581.) ſº toº: to others with an

I generally had great fervour and freedom; and when I did speak, it

engagedness of soul when alone, was from my judgment, and not

and before God in secret prayer; from any present view or sense of di

and it sometimes seemed impossi- vine things, such as I had in secret.

Vol. IX.-ſh. Adv. 4 L
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This I am ready to think has been

something peculiar in me, and what

I cannot fully account for. Some

thing of it has been remarkable with

me through the whole of my life. I

used, in those high times of religion

while at college, to hear some per

sons, even young ones, speak with

freedom and earnestness to others,

but it always seemed strange to

me—or rather strange that I could

not do so too. I seemed to have as

clear and strong views of things,

when alone before God, as I ever

heard others speak of; but when I

came into company they were gone

—yet so as that I retained the same

rational view of them in my judg

ment. Similar to this was my dif

ficulty in praying before others.

When in secret, I could pray with

the utmost freedom and enlarge

ment, but when I came to pray be

fore others, I quite lost that free

dom. I was sinfully awed by my

fellow creatures, and was afraid

that I should not express myself

well. Thus pride cramped me, so

that before others I could not pray

from feeling, but prayed from my

judgment: and something of this

{j has remained with me through

life, and has been a great difficulty

in my ministry.

Soon after the change I met with,

as above related, I was advised to

go out among people and exhort.

Many others did so; some who

never had been at college, and some

of my fellow students did it. But

though I was urged to it, and had

many inclinations to comply, yet

what I have just mentioned was one

great reason of preventing it. I

could never break out into that free

dom of praying and speaking, that

I saw in some others who attempt

ed it. I found indeed a remarka

ble desire for the good of others,

soon after the shock I received from

Mr. Tennent's preaching—found a

strong, longing desire for the good

of souls, and wished and prayed

fervently for the conversion and

salvation of others, and hoped that

in time I should be properly quali

fied to preach.

I met with my great change in

the first year of my college life;

and by the fourth and last year of

my remaining in college, I came to

be in a more even state. My ups

and downs in religion were not so

frequent, yet similar to what they

had been. I also lost considerable

of my fervour in a general way,

though at times I had a great sense

of divine things.

In June, 1741, after I had been

at college about a year, I began to

keep a diary, and wrote every day

for a long time. I wrote many

things with little judgment, and

like a raw and ignorant boy as I was.

I wrote a great deal too much, so

that in time I did but repeat many

things which I had written before.

For the sake of some things in this

diary, I have not yet destroyed it;

but I hope I shall, and design to do

it before I die. Should any thing

however prevent my destroying it,

I hope those who come after me

will do it; or at least keep it from

the world—I write this July 16th,

1777.*

* It is believed that the subject of this

memoir executed the purpose here in

timated, of destroying his college diary, as

the present writer has found no part of it

among his father's manuscripts. He, how

ever, kept a diary with great exactness

through the whole of his after-life, except

when prevented by sickness. But he

needed to leave no caution against giving

it to the world. For except a year or two

at the beginning of the part which re

mains, and a marginal part, which con

tains a monthly account of the weather

for about forty years, the whole is writ

ten in Weston's short-hand; which it is

remembered he affirmed was nearly as

difficult to be acquired, as a new lan

guage. In this short-hand he has left the

notes of almost all his weekly prepara

tions for the pulpit, during the whole pe

riod of his ministry. A few discourses

only appear in a hand generally legible

One written with great care, is supposed

to have been a part of his trials for licen

sure. Several manuscripts, not sermons,

are not in short-hand characters, but writ

ten out fairly. One appears to have been

prepared for publication.—Edit.
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I used sometimes to think of my

dream and the unpardonable sin;

but I had at times such a clear

strong view and sense of the infi

nite merit and satisfaction of Christ,

and such freedom to venture and

rely upon him, that I could not but

hope and be persuaded there was

forgiveness for me. I often found

the need, yea, the absolute neces

sity, of the all-sufficiency, yea, infi

nity, of the merit and satisfaction

of Christ, for my other sins: and

whilst I had that sight and sense of

things, I seemed to be satisfied that

I had no sin but what might be for

given.

I studied too hard while I was at

college—early and late, and some

times all night, without a wink of

sleep. I was very imprudent, and

hurt myself, so that I could not ever

after study as much as otherwise I

might have done. I had nobody to

advise or direct my studies, which

was a great disadvantage. I did

not allow myself proper exercise of

body, nor was I then sensible of the

need of it; for having a remarkably

strong and firm constitution, I did

not bring myself immediately into

a bad state of health—I will here

give a small specimen of the man

ner of spending my time at college.

In my third year as a college stu

dent, and in the winter season, my

chamber mate, (who was a studious

person but not religious,) was read

ing a book—I think it was the

Spectator—which proposed to per

sons to keep an exact account, for

one week, of the way and manner of

spending their time, from hour to

hour. My Chum, (for so we called

a chamber mate,) proposed to me

that he and I should do so for a

single week, and let each other see

the account. For certain reasons I

did not agree to his proposal, yet

concluded with myself to keep such

an account, without letting him or

}} body else know any thing of it.

I did so, without the least thought

that it would ever be seen by any

mortal but myself; and hitherto no

one has seen it; but I now transcribe

it as a sort of curiosity for my chil

dren. There was nothing special

in that week. I studied neither

more nor less than common, nor al

tered in any particular because I

kept the account. I began on

Thursday and continued it a week,

except that I did not think it pro

per to keep such an account on the

Sabbath—it is as follows."—Thurs

day. Waked a little after 6 o'clock,

dressed me, made a fire, called

Moody, [supposed to be the college

servant, J read 2 chapters and 8 .

psalms, till 7 o'clock. Attended

prayers in the college Hall, prayed

in secret, and read part of a chap

ter in Hebrew, till 8 o’clock. Fi

nished the chapter in Hebrew and

breakfasted, till 9. Talked with a

man about buying a load of wood,

then read Mr. Ray’s Consequences

of the Deluge, till 10. Read the

same in Ray, from 10 to 11. Bought

a load of wood and read Spectator,

till 12. Read Spectator from 12 to

1. Prayed in secret, and read the

Bible, from 1 to 2. Read a chapter

in Hebrew, borrowed an Arithme

tic, and studied it till 3. Studied

Arithmetic, from 3 to 4. Studied

Arithmetic, from 4 to 5. Attended

* It has not been without considerable

hesitation that the editor has determined

to publish this account. But he thought

on the whole, that it might be gratifying,

and perhaps useful, to see a little of the

course and subjects of study, and the

manner of a college life, in the oldest col

lege of our country, ninety years ago;

and also to observe the diligence and

piety of the subject of the memoir. It

had been easy to omit the repetitions, but

that would have destroyed the design of

the whole; and nearly the same effect

would have been produced by omitting a

part. At the time to which the memoir

refers, Cambridge college was conducted

agreeably to the intentions of its founders

—quantum mutatum abillo / and the whole

system of study had a special reference

to preparation for the gospel ministry.

For such preparation, we cannot but

think the course of instruction in all our

colleges, notwithstanding some unques

tionable improvements, is now less fa

vourable, than that which the subject of

this memoir received.
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prayers in the Hall, and studied

Arithmetic, from 5 to 6. Studied

Arithmetic, from 6 to 7. Attended

a religious society meeting from 7.

to 9. From 9 to 10, supped and

smoked a pipe. After 10 prayed

in secret, and went to bed a little

before 11.

Friday.—Waked at half past 6.

Dressed me and made a fire till 7.

Attended prayers in the Hall, and

punished delinquents, till 8. [The

author here says in a note—“I was

monitor, to observe who were ab

sent from publick. through

the week—The punishments were

small pecuniary fines.”] Read 2

chapters and 4 psalms, and break

fasted, till 9. Read Hymns of Dr.

Watts, prayed in secret, and stu

died Arithmetic, till 10. From 10

to 11 studied Arithmetic. Studied

Arithmetic, and looked over my

Chum’s Thesis, till 12. From 12

to 1 read Spectator. Read Specta

tor, dined and prayed in secret, till

2. After 2, spent half an hour idly,

I know not where; then went into

Mr. Winthrop's, to be instructed

in Arithmetic, till half after 3.

Spent my time idly in the Buttery.

till 4. From 4 to 5 read Mr. Ray,

and wrote in Common Place. At

tended prayers in the Hall, and

talked with Wm. in the Buttery,

till 6. Read Mr. Ray, and wrote

in Common Place, till 7. Prayed in

- secret, read the Greek Testament,

and got a recitation in [ille

gible] till 8. Read Spectator from

8 till 9. Sat in company about a

quarter of an hour, and then wrote

out of Spectator into Common Place,

till 10. Read Mr. Allein’s Alarm,

and talked with uny Chum, till 11.

Went to bed and lay and talked

till almost 12.

Saturday.—Waked a little after

4, lay and talked till a little after

5. hº me and made a fire

till 6. Read a chapter and 4 psalms,

and then Spectator, till 7. Attend

ed prayers in the Hall, and read

part of the 119th psalm in Hebrew,

till 8. Breakfasted and prayed in

secret till 9. Read Spectator about

half an hour, and then went into

the Hebrew professor—came out

from the Hebrew professor at half

after 10. Read a paper in the

Spectator, then sat and talked till

half after 11—our discourse chiefly

about declamations—then shaved

me till 12. Read Spectator from

12 to 1. Dined and talked with

my Chum about fixing the atten

tion, till 2. Prayed in secret, went

to the Buttery and tarried with Sir

Bridges lately come home, till half

after 3—ſa, graduate always ac

quired the lift. of Sir]. ent to

my chamber and studied recitation

in Euclid, till 4. Read in Mr.

Locke, talked with my Chum, and

made logical arguments, till 5. At

tended prayers in the Hall till 6.

Read the Greek Testament and

prayed in private, till 7. From 7

to half after 8 in society meeting.

After meeting, sat and conversed

till half after 9. Went to my

chamber, prayed in secret, and read

Mr. Allein’s-Alarm till 10. Went

to bed soon after 10.

JMonday.—Waked about 6, lay

and talked Latin with my Chum

till 7. Attended prayers in the

Hall, and recited till 8. Prayed in

secret, and breakfasted till 9. Read

in the Bible, and wrote out of the

Spectator into my Common Place,

till 11. Read and wrote out of Mr.

Ray, till 12. Went to borrow a

book, and read Spectator till 1.

Heard my Chum read Satires,

dined, smoked a pipe, and talked

with a friend that came to see me

till 2. Prayed in secret, studied

in the Bible, and read in the Greek

Testament, till 3. Got my recita

tion, and read Ray till 4. Recited,

read Ray, and wrote out of him till

5. Attended prayers in the Hall,

went to Emerson’s chamber, went

down and walked round the col

lege, went to Willman’s chamber,

then to my own, till 6. Got my re

citation in Euclid, till 7. Still got

recitation, talked with my Chum,

and went to Willman's chamber
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till 8. Borrowed a book at Gil

man's chamber, went to my own

and read Mr. Ray, till 9. Read

Mr. Ray and prayed in secret till

10. Looked over recitation, and

read Spectator till 11. Read Spec

tator and Mr. Ray, till after 12.

Went to bed between 12 and 1.

Tuesday.—Rose at 7. Attended

prayers in the Hall, and recited

till 8. Prayed in secret, and break

fasted till 9. Read in the Bible,

and made logical arguments from 9

to 10. From 10 to 11 made argu.

ments. Disputed publickly, then

talked with my class-mates about

disputing, then read and wrote out

of Ray till 1. Got a recitation in

Greek, prayed in secret, and dined

from 1 to 2. Studied Greek Tes

tament, and read Mr. Ray till 3.

Read Mr. Ray and went into town

to buy some candles, till 4. Stu

died recitation and recited till 5.

Attended prayers in the Hall, went

to my chamber and looked on my

recitation till 6. Studied my reci

tation from 6 to 7. Studied reci

tation, looked a quarter of an hour

for a freshman for my tutor, and

prayed in secret till 8. [Freshmen

were sent by the tutors on their er

rands, and often performed services

for them of a still humbler kind.]

Studied recitation till 9. Read

Spectator, and a Voyage to the East

Indies, till some time after 12.

Went to bed a little before 1.

Wednesday.—Rose at 7. At

tended prayers in the Hall, and

recited till 8. Prayed in secret,

and breakfasted till 9. Read the

Bible till 10. Got recitation in

Virgil till 11. Recited, went to

Gilman’s chamber, and talked till

12. Read a chapter in Greek, and

prayed in secret till 1. Dined,

washed and dressed me till 2.

Went to hear Mr. Appleton preach

till 5. Went to my chamber and

studied recitation in Euclid till 6.

Looked on the moon through a te

lescope, prayed in secret, and me

ditated till 7. Studied recitation

till 8. Studied recitation, and read

Spectator till 9. Studied recitation

from 9 to 10. [In a note, the au

thor says—“These I think were

recitations in Euclid.] Read Spec

tator till 11. Read Spectator, and

a Voyage to Borneo till 12. Read

the Voyage to Borneo, and went to

bed a little before 1.

(To be continued.)

-

THE PRESENT STATE OF THE PRES

BYTERIAN ChuRCh.

- JN'o. VI.

Instead of proceeding immedi

ately to a consideration of at least

one other important transaction of

the last General Assembly, in addi

tion to those we have already no

ticed, we shall, in our present num

ber, take up three or four distinct

topicks, which do not appear on

the minutes of that body, but

which have a connexion of some

importance with the present state

of the Presbyterian church. The

first of these is, the manner in which

the ministers and churches of JNew

England are regarded, by the minis

ters and members of the Old School

Presbyterians of our own church.

An impression has been made,and

we believe it had its origin from the

Christian Spectator’s “Review of

the case of the Rev. Mr. Barnes,”

that the Old School Presbyteriansare

opposed, without discrimination, to

all the Theology of New England.

This impression is certainly a false

one, so far as we are concerned;

and so far, we verily believe, as a

knowledge of the true state of

things in New England is possess

ed. It would be strange indeed, if

men were found knowingly op

posed to their own friends and aux

iliaries. The true state of the case,

we are persuaded, is just this—The

Old School Presbyterians are uni

versally and irreconcilably opposed

—and may they forever be so—to

the Pelagian system of the New Ha

ven professors of theology; to the no

atonement notions—for such they
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really are—of Dr. Murdock and the

Christian Spectator; to the absurd

and shocking dogma—be its author
who he may—that God is the inme

diate or proximate cause ºf sinful

volitions in men and devils; and to

all who think that man’s natural or

moral ability is such that unsancti

fied sinners may convert themselves,

without the immediate and special

influence and aid of the Holy Spi

rit. But it must be entirely from

the want of correct information, if

any in the Presbyterian church—

whether of the Old School or the

New—believe that these monstrous

errors have pervaded and given

character to the whole Theology of

New England. We, and those

with whom we have intercourse, are

not so ignorant. No indeed—we

are fully aware, and greatly re

joiced to know, that there is a large

and efficient body of Theologians

in New England, who abhor all the

errors we have mentioned, as much

as we do ourselves; and we un

feignedly love them as brethren,

and highly esteem them as coadju

tors in the arduous work of with

standing the innovations of heresy

and false philosophy, which threat

en to subvert the entire gospel sys

tem in our land; and to introduce

in its place the detestable neology

of Germany, in some of its ugliest

features, and ultimately in its full

length likeness. We know, indeed,

that many of the New England bre

thren of whom we speak, differ

from us in some unessential parti

culars; but this does not destroy

our confidence in them, nor our at

tachment to them. For himself,

the writer can say, that for about

five and twenty years before the

death of the venerated Dr. Dwight,

there subsisted between him and

that excellent man, a warm and

cherished friendship. A friendship

of the same character he has recent

ly formed, with another distinguish

ed Theologian, now living. There

certainly have been minor points,

in making out our Theological sys

tem, in which we did not, and do

not, exactly agree with either of

these eminent men. But none of

these points touch any thing that

is vital, or of high importance in

doctrinal or practical religion; al

though we certainly deem them

worthy of some regard—more on

account of their tendency, as we

apprehend, to introduce what is se

riously objectionable, than because

they possess this character while

they remain stationary. On eccle

siastical order, or church govern

ment, it is known that the brethren

to whom we have referred, are

Congregationalists—practically we

mean, for in opinion, some of them

are decidedly Presbyterians. In

relation to this, we can also say with

truth, that we regard their churches

as sister churches; and that if we

were so circumstanced as not to

have easy access to a Presbyterian

church, we could conscientiously

and comfortably commune with one

of theirs, to the end of life. But

sisters may have different house

holds; and each may make certain

arrangements, with which it would

be improper and justly offensive

for the other to interfere. This

expresses our view pretty correct

ly, in regard to the “household of

faith,” as arranged and superin

tended by Presbyterians and Con

gregationalists. We say—“sister,

we like the arrangement and order

of our household better than we like

yours. We doubt not you can say

the same, and we are entirely will

ing that you should. Let us, then,

each keep to her own. Two fami

lies generally maintain their friend

ship and affection best and longest,

when they live wholly apart—they

are exceedingly apt to get uneasy,

and fall into contentions, if they at

tempt to amalgamate into one fa

mily. Let us therefore be good,

and kind, and affectionate neigh

bours; but let us not attempt to

mingle at all; and do not think it

hard if we object to this altoge

ther; and if we choose to manage
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the great concerns of education and

missions by ourselves, without in

terfering with others, or being will

ing that they should interfere with

us. We will afford you neighbour

ly help, and wish you success in all

the good you attempt, but suffer us

peaceably to order our own affairs

in the way that we like best.”

We have made the foregoing

candid statement, in hope it may

have some influence in correct

ing the false impression mention

ed at the entrance. A formida

ble phalanx of errorists exist in

our own church, of exactly the

same character and the same prin

ciples, as those with whom our or

thodox brethren in New England

have to contend. They are a com

mon enemy, and we ought to op

pose them unitedly “with the whole

armour of God.” They would like

to see us alienated from each other;

and if they had not endeavoured to

cherish this alienation, by spread

ing the false impression which we

have endeavoured to remove, we are

persuaded it would not have become

so extensive as we know it has.

“What!” we have heard it said,

even by some who love us—“What!

are you arrayi-g yourselves against

the whole Theology of New Eng

land P’’ No—we have answered

privately, and now answer publick

ly. , No—we are arraying ourselves

against Taylorism, and Fitchism,

and Murdockism, and Emmonism,

and self-conversionism. But we

thank God, this is not “the whole

Theology of New England,” and

we hope and believe it never will

be. We know that there is there

a host of men sound in the faith,

who dislike and oppose most deci

sively, this whole mass of error;

and we hail these men, and love

them as fellow labourers in the

cause of sacred truth, and bid them

God speed with all our hearts.

The second topick to which we

wish to draw the attention of our

readers is, the cry which began in

the last General Assembly, and has

been continued ever since, that the

Old School Presbyterians, are dis

turbing the peace of the church, and

producing an unnecessary alarm, as

to her danger. Now, that there are

occasions when the peace of the

church ought to be disturbed, and

when the alarm of danger should

be sounded, if her watchmen would

be faithful to their trust, and the

hope of rescuing or saving the

church from deep corruption and

final ruin, be not utterly hopeless

and abandoned—are truths abun

dantly taught and inculcated in the

oracles of God, and have been exem

plified in the history of every re

formation of religion, both before

and since the completion of the sa

cred Canon. The proper ques

tions then, in regard to this subject,

can be no other than these. Is the

Presbyterian church, at the present

time, so corrupted, or in such dan

ger of corruption, as to justify

alarm * and if so, who are the cri

minal disturbers of her peace

As to the first of these questions,

we are aware that we and our op

ponents are completely at issue.

We think that the Presbyterian

church—taken in its extent, as un

der the supervision of the General

Assembly—is already greatly cor

rupted, and in imminent danger of

becoming more so, even to the

total loss of her attachment to the

doctrines of the Protestant refor

mation—to the truth as it is in

Jesus. On the other hand, some of

our opponents think that what we

call corruptions are real improve

ments, evidences of the march of

mind, and laudable indications of

the spirit of the age, freed from the

trammels and the bigotry of the

ages which have gone by; and others,

who do not go this length, still re

gard the novelties which are broach

ed as no more than those varieties

of opinion in regard to non-essen

tials, which may be safely let alone;

or which at any rate should be com

batted only in writing and speak

ing, and that their authors ought by
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no means to be subjected to the dis

cipline of the church. We shall

not enter far at present into a dis

cussion on this difference of opi

nion. One thing we think is clear

—Things which were considered

and treated as proper subjects of

church discipline twenty years ago,

are not so considered and treated

now. Some of the doctrines of the

Rev. W. C. Davis, promulged in a

book entitled “The Gospel Plan,”

and condemned by the General

Assembly of 1810, as “contrary to

the Confession of Faith of the

Presbyterian church,” and for which

he was ultimately suspended from

the gospel ministry, were the fol

lowing—“That the active obedi

ence of Christ constitutes no part

of that righteousness by which a

sinner is justified—That obedience

to the moral law was not required,

as the condition of the covenant of

works—That God could not make

Adam, or any other creature, either

holy or unholy—That regeneration

must be a consequence of faith.

Faith precedes regeneration—That

faith, in the first act of it, is not a

holy act—That if God has to plant

all the principal parts of salvation

in a sinner's heart, to enable him

to believe, the gospel plan is quite

out of his reach, and consequently

does not suit his case; and it must

be impossible for God to condemn

a man for unbelief; for no just law

condemns or criminates any per

son for not doing what he cannot

do.” [See Assembly’s Digest, pp.

145, 6,7.] Most unfortunate Da

vis!—he published his book twenty

years too soon. Had he reserved it

till 1831, he would not have been

suspended from the gospel ministry.

He might have been written against

perhaps, but he would have received

no disciplinary censure whatever;

or if he had, the General Assembly

would not have confirmed, but re

moved it. It is too notorious to

admit of denial or to require proof,

that some of his errors, greatly ag

gravated, and some worse than any

of his, are flow preached and print

ed freely, without fear, and with lit

tle notice. He thought, for in

stance, that the active obedience of

Christ, constitutes no part of his

justifying righteousness. Now the

doctrine is, that no part of Christ's

righteousness has any thing to do

with the sinner's justification—the

sinner is never justified at all by

Christ’s righteousness; but in con

sequence of what Christ has done,

the sinner is pardoned by a sove

reign act of God, and remains to

all eternity the same guilty crea

ture that he ever was. So also in

regard to the covenant of works, it

is thought idle to talk about obedi

ence or disobedience to that cove

nant, for there never was such a

covenant. As to the rest of the

condemned articles of Davis’s doc

trines, we have some of them in

currency, almost exactly as he

taught them, and others with vast

improvements.

Now, when doctrines which were

once considered so dangerous that

the teacher of them was suspended

from the ministry, are thought to

deserve no censure at all, or at any

rate not to require that their propa

gators should be disciplined at all,

we think it follows unavoidably,

that either the former judicatories

of the church were criminally and

cruelly severe, or that those that

we now live under, are carelessly

and censurably negligent of their

duty. For ourselves, we do not

believe that in the American Pres

byterian church, there has ever been

too rigorous a discipline. The com

plaint of our wisest and best men

has always been, that we had too

little discipline, and that little too

lax: and when we see that little

become less, and as to doctrine, al

most extinct, we confess we are

alarmed. Doctrines are the stami

na, the vital parts, of every church

system. Ecclesiastical order is

chiefly valuable, for the sake of pre

serving doctrinal purity. Let doc

trinal soundness be lost, and church
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government may become even a

curse, instead of a blessing. It

may be rendered an engine of he

resy and tyranny, to suppress vital

Fº and to persecute its friends.

t is doing this very thing in the

Swiss Cantons, at the present hour

—doing it in churches formed and

indoctrinated by Calvin himself.

These churches took the precise

course which we are taking. They

relaxed their discipline as to doc

trime, and one error came in after

another, till the church has become

Unitarian; and now, having re

tained their ecclesiastical order

and power, the church authorities

are denouncing, and ridiculing, and

cruelly persecuting, the few ortho

dox men that remain, and even ba

nishing some of them from their

country. We have reason to be

thankful to God, that church power

in this country cannot inflict civil

pains and penalties. But if our

church loses its doctrinal purity,

our ecclesiastical order and influ

ence, whatever it may be, will all

be turned against sound doctrine

and evangelical piety: and when

we have already gone so far that

hardly any error short of avowed

Unitarianism can be touched by dis

cipline, and are in the very track

which has always led to the intro

duction of that too, we think it is

time to sound the alarm; and we

only wish we could sound it, so ef

fectually as to wake up every le

thargick Presbyterian throughout

our whole communion. Most sin

cerely do we deplore the present

divided state of our church; but

the existing affliction we regard as

necessary to prevent—if prevention

be yet possible—a thousand ſold

greater evil: and therefore we he

sitate not to say, that we regard

the present state of things as far

less to be lamented than the apathy

into which, three or four years ago,

our church had sunk, and in which

she was in danger of sleeping the

sleep of death. Now if she perishes,

it will be with her eyes at least par

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

tially opened. But we hope and

trust in God that she will not pe

rish—that she will see the gulf and

avoid it.

In view of the foregoing state

ment, we think our second question

—who are the criminal disturbers

of the church’s peace? may be an

swered º the quotation j', single

passage from the sacred volume: 1

Kings, viii. 17, 18. “And it came

to pass, that when Ahab saw Eli

jah, that Ahab said unto him, art

thou he that troubleth Israel P. And

he answered, I have not troubled

Israel; but thou and thy father's

house, in that ye have forsaken the

commandment of the Lord, and

thou hast followed Baalim.” Pro

testing that we neither mean to in

timate that those with whom we

act are worthy to be compared with

Elijah, nor that those whom we op

pose are so unworthy as Ahab, but

that the scope of the passage an

swers correctly, as we believe, the

question before us, we leave the

text without farther comment, and

quit for the present this ungrateful

subject.

A third topick, which we wish to

notice a little in this miscellaneous

number of our work, relates to re

vivals of religion. In the General

Assembly of 1830, a particular

friend came to us, and used in sub

stance this language. “Those who

oppose you, are circulating it among

the members, thatyou are an enemy

to revivals of religion. I know it

is not true; but I wish you would

take some opportunity to deliver

your sentiments on that subject be

fore the house.” This took place

within a ſew hours after we had

read to the Assembly the copy of

the letter, which was sent down to

the churches, recommending a more

general and devout observance of

the monthly concert of prayer;

every word of which was penned by

the hand which writes this, and in

which the importance of revivals of

religion held a prominent place.

This did, at the time, appear to us

4 M
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unaccountably strange. Since that

time, however, we have become so

familiar with similar misrepresenta

tions, made in the face of notorious

facts, that we can no longer deno

minate them strange—they at pre

sent neither surprise nor move us

much. The Editor of the Christian

Advocate, from the earliest period

of his ministerial life to the present

hour, has been the decided and ear

nest friend of revivals of religion—

in conversation, in preaching, and

in most of the publications which

he has given to the world; and he

has the pleasure to say, that among

all the brethren with whom he har

moniously acts in ecclesiastical

courts, or in the common service of

the sanctuary, he knows not an in

dividual who is not, as far as can

be known by speech and action, a

real friend to religious revivals.

Yet the whole of the Old School

Presbyterians have been represent

ed as hostile to these glorious dis

plays of divine power and inercy.

The design is evident—the destruc

tion of their character and influ

ence among the friends of vital

piety.

It is indeed true, that many of

the Old School Presbyterians, and

the writer among the number, are

deliberately, and we believe irre

concilably opposed, to certain new

measures, as they have sometimes

been called, for getting up, promot

ing, and conducting revivals. But

this opposition is wholly directed

against the unscriptural extrava

gances which were pointedly con

demned by Edwards and Dickenson,

in the great and general revivalwhich

took place in their day; and more re

cently condemned, and more point

edly too, in a very able paper, of

which Dr. Beecher of Boston was the

reputed author, and which was di

rected against some of the new mea

sures of Mr. Finney, Dr. Beeman,

and their associates. It was ex

ceedingly well shown in that paper,

that the wild doings condemned,

were so far from being friendly to

genuine revivals of, religion, that

they were calculated to injure, ar

rest, and bring them altogether into

disrepute. We have been greatly

gratified in seeing this subject

treated with ability and just discri

mination, in the last number of the

Biblical Repertory, which we ear

nestly recommend to the careful and

candid perusal of all our readers.

In closing this long paper, we

shall remark for a moment on an

idea thrown out in the last General

Assembly, which we then imputed

to excitement, but which we have

since found is cherished, by some

at least of the New School party.

It is, that the present Board of

Missions is not the Board of the

General Assembly, because the As

sembly continued it as a matter of

compromise. What is a compro

mise? Johnson says it is “a com

pact or bargain, in which some con

cessions are made on each side.”

And is not a compact or bargain

binding, both in law and conscience,

when, in forming it, concessions are

made on each side? We should

suppose that no man, who wished

to preserve his character for under

standing, would say no. Yet this

is in effect said, by those who hold

the language on which we remark.

A better description could scarcely

be given of what was done in the

Assembly in relation to the Board

of Missions, than is given by John

son in his definition of a compro

mise. Shortly after the Assembly

rose, we asked a member of a state

legislature, a good deal versed in

law making, whether laws were not

sometimes made by compromise?

He replied, that a great part of

them were made in that, and in no

other way. And every American

citizen, who knows the history of

the Federal Constitution under

which he lives, knows that it was

formed by compromise, and never

could have been formed but on

such a principle; and that this was

distinctly intimated in the circular

letter of President Washington, in
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which a copy of the instrument was

transmitted to the executive of the

several states. Yet the Board of

Missions is not the Board of the

Assembly, because it was conti

nued by compromise! It is surely

not necessary farther to expose this

monstrous absurdity.

MENTAL science.

Doctrine of Freedom.

There are few facts more cer

tainly ascertained than man's free

agency, and yet few things have

been subject to greater diversity of

speculation. We have not time

now, nor will the limits of the pages

allotted to this discussion permit

us, to review the speculations and

theories of man's freedom, which

have occupied the schoolmen, and

perplexed philosophers. Nor is it

necessary to our present purpose,

that we should encumber our dis

cussion with the statement and re

futation of errors, which serve only

to perplex the subject. A simple

exposition and plain illustration of

the true doctrine, will be entirely

sufficient for our purpose.

Let the question first be answer

ed, what is freedom P The abstract

notion of liberty is, the absence of

all restraint from action, external,

or internal. But the thought is

modified by the relations, or sub

jects, to which it is applied. Poli

tical freedom does not imply the

absence of law and government,

which are intended to operate as a

salutary restraint. The absence of

all the restraints of law and go

vernment would be political licen

tiousness, undesirable and disas

trous to man’s best interests and

happiness. With this liberty we

have no concern at present, any fur

ther than to distinguish it from the

subject of present discussion. Nor

do we intend to discuss the fran

chises, immunities, or privileges of

political, social, or religious free

dom. What we have in view, is

personal liberty, which belongs to

every rational man, in all his ex

ternal actions, and in all the voli

tions of his mind.

Every man, having the faculties

of understanding, heart and will,

underanged, possesses two kinds of

liberty or freedom. One relates to

external action, the other to the

mind alone.

Eacternal liberty, when examined

inductively, will be found to consist

in an unbroken connexion between

choice and external action. We

have already seen that one import

ant use of the will, is to move and

direct bodily action. Whenever

those actions are unrestrained and

so directed, they are free, because

there is a connexion between the

choice and the action. This kind

of liberty may be partially or whol

ly obstructed. The slave has this

connexion often broken by force.

It is true that many of his actions

are free—entirely the result of

choice, but others are the result of

constraint. The violence done to

the freedom of external action in

the case of the slave, rather respects

some privileges and immunities,

than the connexion between the ac

tions which he does perform, and

the choice of his mind. The child

also has his external liberty inter

rupted by force. He chooses to do

many things, and to obtain many

things, which the watchful parent

prevents in various ..". Men

often have this external liberty ob

structed—sickness, palsy, a broken

limb, and external force, may break

the connexion between volition and

choice. But it is of less import

ance to discuss this kind of liberty,

than that which belongs to the

mind. There is no difficulty in un

derstanding, and accurately defin

ing, external freedom. Every man

of common observation can tell

what it is; and although he may

not be able to give the shortest or

most technical definition of it, he
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will make out an intelligent de

scription of its exercise, and point

you to that in which it consists.

Every man can tell when it is ob

structed, and it would be strange if

he could give no account of that

which suffers obstruction.

Mental liberty, or as it is some

times called, moral freedom, is more

difficult to define, and vastly more

important to be described. It re

quires a careful examination of

mental exercises, their connexion,

relations and laws, in order to un

derstand definitely and clearly

what mental freedom is. Without

lingering here to write the process

of discovery, which is inductive,

we state the result in brief and

plain teruns.

Mental, or moral freedom, con

sists in a connexion between the

pleasure of the heart and the choice

of the will. Or if any person should

object to the distinction of faculties

implied in this statement, we say

the mind chooses iust as is most

agreeable to itself, which in our

view implies the same thing—a

connexion between pleasure and

choice. This is freedom, and noth

ing else can be mental liberty. It

is the highest kind of freedom con

ceivable, and the only kind of free

dom desirable for the mind. In

deed the whole is implied in the

single term choice. The mind al

ways chooses just as is most agree

able, and in no other way—nothing

else is choice. If it were conceived

that men had liberty to choose for

the sake of pain, they never would

use it, nor is such a supposition

possible; it is not choice, nor free

dom. It is however true, that men

sometimes choose objects which are

disagreeable, and even painful; but

always do this for the sake of some

thing, which is agreeable: so that

in all those cases the connexion

subsists between the pleasure and

the choice. This statement in

volves the doctrine of ultimate and

subordinate objects of choice, which

we have discussed in a former ar

ticle. In the same article, we think

the doctrine of motive, there set

tled, shows conclusively that plea

sure always governs the choice.

It has been supposed by some,

that moral freedom includes an in

dependence of the will, and a con

trol over the temper, or disposition

of the heart. The doctrine of self

determination belonging to the will,

was once a popular doctrine, and

it bids fair to become so again, al

though it has been so often and so

ably refuted. Its refutation is ex

ceedingly simple, plain and conclu

Slye.

The operations of mind, in a con

nected order, may be thus briefly

stated; perception, feeling, choice.

The first operation, is perceiving the

object, the next is feeling pleased

or displeased with it, and the result

is choice, or refusal of the object.

This is substantially the analysis

of mental process in choice. We

appeal to every man, who can hold

his mind fixed to the examination

of his own mental process, for the

correctness of this statement. Now

if this be so, where is the self-de

termination of the will It is out

of the question altogether; it is not

possible that moral freedom should

involve such an independence of

will. But if there be no such self

determination of the will, it can

exercise no control over the temper

of the heart.

It has been denied by some, that

men are free moral agents, and

there has been much philosophical

speculation on the subject. But

one single argument sets aside all

the philosophy which has denied,

and mocks at the speculations, which

would deprive man of his mental

freedom. It is an argument found

ed upon consciousness. Every man

is conscious of choosing as he

pleases, or in other words, is con

scious that his mind is free, whe

ther he choose right or wrong. All

arguments against a man's con
sciousness are useless, because its

testimony is paramount to all other.
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We may perplex a man on the sub

ject, but to convince him that his

mind is not free, is impossible; it

is the same thing as to convince

him that he does not choose at all.

Consciousness furnishes incontro

vertible evidence of choice to every

man. If it were necessary to con

firm the decision of consciousness,

we could do it by the evidence fur

nished from the actions of man,

many of which would be inexplica

ble on any other ground; and we

could do it from the word of God,

which every where describes man

as a free, responsible moral agent.

But we think it altogether unne

cessary in this place, to give any de

tails of this confirmation. The

whole administration of God, under

which we live, is confirmation strong

and conclusive.

There is a question, here, that has

perplexed many a theologian, as

well as the plain unlearned Chris

tian, which we ought to consider. Is

moral freedom consistent with de

pendence on God? We answer in

the affirmative, without the least

hesitation. There is one very short

method of making out this con

sistency, which must be perfect

ly satisfactory to every mind. It

is as simple as it is short, because

inductive. All men are conscious

of this freedom—all men who rea

son at all, are convinced that they

are dependant on God for all that

they have—and their experience

has always shown their agreement.

Thus, men have the testimony of

consciousness that they are free—

the testimony of reason that they

are dependant—and the testimony

of constant experience that they

are consistent. No man has ever

known them to come in collision,

through the whole course of his life.

Each of these is also confirmed by

the testimony of scripture.

There are other methods of illus

trating this consistency, equally sa

tisfactory. One method is, to ob

tain a distinct apprehension of each,

and then compare them together.

A plain definition of moral freedom

is, as above stated, a connexion be

tween pleasure and choice. Of de

pendance there are several defini

tions and theories, some of which

are absurd. But it is not necessa

ry now to examine theories. Facts

are all that we need. Take the

following illustration of depend

ance: God gives and sustains our

life and our faculties, preserves their

connexions and , relations, gives

vigour and activity to them all.

In the language of inspired phi

losophy, “we live, move and have

our being in God.” So that this

dependance on God is entire.

Take, now, the two thoughts and

compare them together. Their con

sistency is obvious. Here are fa

culties sustained by God’s power,

acting in dependance on him, al

ways in a certain relation and con

nexion, which constitutes the es

sence of freedom. Is there any in

consistency in this? So far as the

present question is concerned, we

care not with what notion of de

pendance this definition of moral

freedom is compared. Only admit

the fact as it is, a connexion al

ways between pleasure and choice,

and the more absolute or entire

the dependance, the more certain

and permanent the freedom. Any

change wrought in the temper of

the heart, or the entire dependance

on sovereign grace to effect it, can

never affect the principle of mental

liberty. The temper of a man’s

heart is pleased with sin, and he

therefore chooses it—God changes

that temper, and then his heart

is pleased with holiness; he now

chooses holiness for the same rea

son that he before chose sin—be

cause it pleases him. His moral

freedom is not at all affected. The

character of his feelings and choice

are widely different, but his free

dom is the same.

A still more perplexing question

is often asked:—Are free moral

agency and God’s decrees consist

ent with each other? A common
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form of pressing this inquiry is the

following: If God has irreversibly

decreed a man’s actions, he cannot

do otherwise, and if he cannot do

otherwise, then he cannot be free.

This form of the statement involves

both kinds of liberty, external and

moral. Let us compare them both

with the divine decrees. Suppose

God has irreversibly decreed that a

man shall act just as he chooses to

act in accomplishing a given pur

pose, or in all his life; does this de

stroy the connexion between his

external action and his choice,

which is external freedom P Cer

tainly not. But suppose God has

decreed that a man shall not, in

a given case, accomplish what he

chooses to do; then there may, or

there may not be, an obstruction of

his external freedom. If it relate

to an ultimate object or action,

there is no abridgment of liberty,

so far as subordinate actions are

concerned. Take, for illustration,

the case of the lyers in wait for

Paul’s life. God decreed that they

should not do the ultimate thing

they chose, but all the subordinate

actions, banding together, providing

their weapons, selecting their sta

tions, abstinence from eating, and

lying in wait, were done, and freely

done. Take another illustration;

men choose to obtain riches, but

God disappoints them by his Provi

dence; yet all their efforts are di

rected to the object as the result of

choice. But a man chooses to walk,

and God has decreed that his limbs

should be paralyzed. In such case

his external liberty is obstructed;

he is not free in this case. In all

cases when God’s decree cuts off

the connexion between the choice,

and the direct object of choice,

this kind of liberty is destroyed,

but never otherwise.

Let us now examine the consist

ency of moral freedom with divine

predestination. Here it is impor

tant to be remembered that God

has decreed this connexion between

Pleasure and choice, in every ra

tional mind, and nothing can ever

obstruct it. The more irreversible

we may suppose this decree, the

more secure the freedom. We

need not enter into an argument to

prove that the human mind is so

constituted as always to choose as

is most agreeable. The fact, as

already shown, is proved by con

sciousness, and no rational mind

can doubt it. Without undertaking

in this place an exposition or de

fence of the doctrine of God’s irre

versible decrees, which, in its ap

propriate place, might be profitably

and triumphantly done, it is suffi

cient now to say, that they never

do, and they never can, interfere

with moral liberty. Suppose God

has ordained every choice of the

mind, and the mind invariably

chooses just as it pleases, or in

other words that the connexion be

tween pleasure and choice is never

broken—then this kind of freedom

is not interrupted. Let the suppo

sition be varied as often as will suit

any caviller, only retain this con

nexion, and there cannot possibly

be any infringement of liberty.

Suppose God has decreed the tem

per of the heart, the object of its

pleasure and the choice: the mind

remains as truly free as is possible.

Now compare this definition of

moral freedom with the doctrine of

special grace, or the controlling in

fluence of the Holy Spirit, and their

consistency will be just as obvious.

In all the operations of the Holy

Spirit on the minds of men, this

connexion is never broken. We

have already seen that in renewing

the heart, there is a preparation to

be pleased with holiness, and that

holy objects are then freely chosen.

In all Christian graces, which are

called fruits of the Spirit, because

produced under his influence, this

freedom is never interrupted. We

refer the reader to the descriptions

which are given of the Spirit’s in

fluence in à. holy scriptures, and

request him to compare our defini

tion of liberty with these descrip
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tions, to satisfy him that they are

entirely consistent. We have not

room to protract this discussion.

Man is morally free in his fallen

state. Whatever else he may have

lost, he cannot have lost his mental

liberty. He has lost power and

goodness, privilege and happiness,

but moral freedom he has not lost,

and never can lose it, while he re

mains in possession of his mental

faculties.

There is one error on this sub

ject which deserves some attention.

It is the confounding of ability, and

freedom. We design, in our next

article, to examine the doctrine of

power, and cannot now enter upon

its discussion. But while men’s

minds are only vaguely and indefi

nitely informed on the subject of

power, they often blend it with free

dom, and are bewildered, and find

it a profitless task to inquire into

its consistency with some of the re

vealed doctrines of grace. The

reasons of this confusion are these

—men usually take their notions of

power from the connexion between

choice and external action, and

their apprehensions of freedom

from the same connexion; and

when this is done, they transfer

both together to their views of

mental liberty. After all this, if

they contemplate the commands of

God, they seem to infer that liberty

and ability are the same. But let

a man take the definition of mental

liberty as consisting simply in a

connexion between pleasure and

choice, and we think he will have

separated many vague and perplex

ing thoughts which often improper

ly cluster with freedom. Agency

or action supposes power; but the

freeness of the agency respects not

the power, only the manner in

which it is employed. This is suf

ficient for our present purpose,

hereafter it will be more fully exa

mined.

This doctrine of moral freedom

conducts us to what may be called

the basis of accountability, respon

sibleness, or moral obligation, in

men. Primarily the faculties of

knowing, feeling, and choosing, are

the basis; and secondarily, the uni

formly existing connexion between

pleasure and choice. Take these

together, and man is a fit subject of

moral government, of obligation, of

reward and punishment. Although

liberty is not the basis of moral ob

ligation, it is essential to its exist

ence, in all cases where choice or

external action is concerned. There

are, it is true, some cases in which

men are under moral obligation to

perceive and feel, and so far as the

specific duty is concerned, it in

cludes no choice; but even in those

cases there are inseparable duties

associated which do include choice.

To perceive the glory of God is a

duty—to love it is a duty—but obe

dience is inseparably connected, al

though in the perception and the af

fection there is no act of will. No

being can be a complete moral

agent without this kind of liberty.

His volitions must be according to

the pleasure of his heart, in order

that his agency should express his

character, and procure objects that

may promote his own happiness, or

that of others. Let it here be remem

bered that we speak of those facul

ties as described in our previous ar

ticles. This is necessary to be re

collected, lest it should be inferred

from so summary a statement of the

basis of responsibility, that all ani

mals that perceive, feel and act, are

proper subjects of moral obligation.

Man has a faculty of perceiving

moral relations, a faculty of feeling

in view of them, and a faculty of

choosing or refusing freely moral

objects. This renders him a pro

per subject of responsibility.
We conclude this article with a

brief statement of the doctrine of

moral obligation, corresponding

with the above view of its basis in

man. Obligation supposes a stand

ard of right, which may be called

its foundation. This must be in

him to whom we are responsible.
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form of pressing this inquiry is the

following: If God has irreversibly

decreed a man’s actions, he cannot

do otherwise, and if he cannot do

otherwise, then he cannot be free.

This form of the statement involves

both kinds of liberty, external and

moral. Let us compare them both

with the divine decrees. Suppose

God has irreversibly decreed that a

man shall act just as he chooses to

act in accomplishing a given pur

pose, or in all his life; does this de

stroy the connexion between his

external action and his choice,

which is external freedom? Cer

tainly not. But suppose God has

decreed that a man shall not, in

a given case, accomplish what he

chooses to do; then there may, or

there may not be, an obstruction of

his external freedom. If it relate

to an ultimate object or action,

there is no abridgment of liberty,

so far as subordinate actions are

concerned. Take, for illustration,

the case of the lyers in wait for

Paul’s life. God decreed that they

should not do the ultimate thing

they chose, but all the subordinate

actions, banding together, providing

their weapons, selecting their sta

tions, abstinence from eating, and

lying in wait, were done, and freely

done. Take another illustration;

men choose to obtain riches, but

God disappoints them by his Provi

dence; yet all their efforts are di

rected to the object as the result of

choice. But a man chooses to walk,

and God has decreed that his limbs

should be paralyzed. In such case

his external liberty is obstructed;

he is not free in this case. In all

cases when God’s decree cuts off

the connexion between the choice,

and the direct object of choice,

this kind of liberty is destroyed,

but never otherwise.

Let us now examine the consist

ency of moral freedom with divine

predestination. Here it is impor

tant to be remembered that God

has decreed this connexion between

Pleasure and choice, in every ra

tional mind, and nothing can ever

obstruct it. The more irreversible

we may suppose this decree, the

more secure the freedom. We

need not enter into an argument to

prove that the human mind is so

constituted as always to choose as

is most agreeable. The fact, as

already shown, is proved by con

sciousness, and no rational mind

can doubt it. Without undertaking

in this place an exposition or de

fence of the doctrine of God’s irre

versible decrees, which, in its ap

propriate place, might be profitably

and triumphantly done, it is suffi

cient now to say, that they never

do, and they never can, interfere

with moral liberty. Suppose God

has ordained every choice of the

mind, and the mind invariably

chooses just as it pleases, or in

other words that the connexion be

tween pleasure and choice is never

broken—then this kind of freedom

is not interrupted. Let the suppo

sition be varied as often as will suit

any caviller, only retain this con

nexion, and there cannot possibly

be any infringement of liberty.

Suppose God has decreed the tem

per of the heart, the object of its

pleasure and the choice: the mind

remains as truly free as is possible.

Now compare this definition of

moral freedom with the doctrine of

special grace, or the controlling in

fluence of the Holy Spirit, and their

consistency will be just as obvious.

In all the operations of the Holy

Spirit on the minds of men, this

connexion is never broken. We

have already seen that in renewing

the heart, there is a preparation to

be pleased with holiness, and that

holy objects are then freely chosen.

In all Christian graces, which are

called fruits of the Spirit, because

produced under his influence, this

freedom is never interrupted. We

refer the reader to the descriptions

which are given of the Spirit’s in

fluence in the holy scriptures, and

request him to compare our defini

tion of liberty with these descrip
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tions, to satisfy him that they are

entirely consistent. We have not

room to protract this discussion.

Man is morally free in his fallen

state. Whatever else he may have

lost, he cannot have lost his mental

liberty. He has lost power and

goodness, privilege and happiness,

but moral freedom he has not lost,

and never can lose it, while he re

mains in possession of his mental

faculties.

There is one error on this sub

iect which deserves some attention.

t is the confounding of ability, and

jreedom. We design, in our next

article, to examine the doctrine of

power, and cannot now enter upon

its discussion. But while men’s

minds are only vaguely and indefi

nitely informed on the subject of

power, they often blend it with free

dom, and are bewildered, and find

it a profitless task to inquire into

its consistency with some of the re

vealed doctrines of grace. The

reasons of this confusion are these

—men usually take their notions of

power from the connexion between

choice and external action, and

their apprehensions of freedom

from the same connexion; and

when this is done, they transfer

both together to their views of

mental liberty. After all this, if

they contemplate the commands of

God, they seem to infer that liberty

and ability are the same. But let

a man take the definition of mental

liberty as consisting simply in a

connexion between pleasure and

choice, and we think he will have

separated many vague and perplex

ing thoughts which often improper

ly cluster with freedom. Agency

or action supposes power; but the

freeness of the agency respects not

the power, only the manner in

which it is employed. This is suf

ficient for our present purpose,

hereafter it will be more fully exa

mined.

This doctrine of moral freedom

conducts us to what may be called

the basis of accountability, respon

sibleness, or moral obligation, in

men. Primarily the faculties of

knowing, feeling, and choosing, are

the basis; and secondarily, the uni

formly existing connexion between

pleasure and choice. Take these

together, and man is a fit subject of

moral government, of obligation, of

reward and punishment. Although

liberty is not the basis of moral ob

ligation, it is essential to its exist

ence, in all cases where choice or

external action is concerned. There

are, it is true, some cases in which

men are under moral obligation to

perceive and feel, and so far as the

specific duty is concerned, it in

cludes no choice; but even in those

cases there are inseparable duties

associated which do include choice.

To perceive the glory of God is a

duty—to love it is a duty—but obe

dience is inseparably connected, al

though in the perception and the af

fection there is no act of will. No

being can be a complete moral

agent without this kind of liberty.

His volitions must be according to

the pleasure of his heart, in order

that his agency should express his

character, and procure objects that

may promote his own happiness, or

that of others. Let it here be remem

bered that we speak of those facul

ties as described in our previous ar

ticles. This is necessary to be re

collected, lest it should be inferred

from so summary a statement of the

basis of responsibility, that all ani

mals that perceive, feel and act, are

proper subjects of moral obligation.

Man has a faculty of perceiving

moral relations, a faculty of feeling

in view of them, and a faculty of

choosing or refusing freely moral

objects. This renders him a pro

per subject of responsibility.
We conclude this article with a

brief statement of the doctrine of

moral obligation, corresponding

with the above view of its basis in

man. Obligation supposes a stand

ard of right, which may be called

its foundation. This must be in

him to whom we are responsible.
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It supposes, also, proper qualifica

tions on the part of those who are

responsible, and a relation subsist

ing between them and him to whom

they are obliged. But this is too

abstract. Let us state it more fully.

God’s perfections are the standard

of right for the universe. They

are holy. We are fully authorized

to say that holiness is the standard

or principle of right, and as such

the foundation of moral obligation.

The faculties described in this se

ries of articles, qualify men to per

ceive, feel, and choose, in view of

laws which embody the standard:

and qualify them to sustain a rela

tion of responsibility. The sum of

the matter is, therefore, that men

are bound to be holy, because God

is holy. This is the whole tenor of

his law—“Be ye holy, for I, the

Lord your God, am holy.” F.

iſitbictu.

We have been delayed longer

than we expected we should be, in

fulfilling an intimation given in our

September number, that we would

before long, Deo juvante, review a

Review in the Christian Spectator

for June last, but published in the

month of May—We are now to re

deem our pledge.

The Review on which we are go

ing to remark, is entitled—“CAsE

of THE REv. M.R. BARNEs.-The

Way of Salvation, a Sermon by

the REv. ALBERT BARNEs.” Now

we certainly are not disposed to

question the right of the Christian

Spectator to review this sermon, or

any other publication, and to ex

press his opinion of its inherent

merits or defects, with all possible

freedom. But this paper, although

appearing as a Review, is, in fact,

and indeed without any disguise,

a plea in favour of JMr. Barnes,

against the censure passed upon him

by the Presbytery of Philadelphia.

—and we might add of the Synod

of Philadelphia too; for the Synod

had participated in the measures

which the Spectator condemns.

Had the Review been of the ordina

ry character, it assuredly would

have received no formal notice

from us. But the doings of two

judicatures , in , the Presbyterian

church are deeply implicated by it;

and it was sent abroad a considera

ble time before the stated period of

issuing the publication in which it

appears, that it might be read, and

have all its influence on the mem

bers of the General Assembly, be

fore they should even hear the

statement of the parties criminated,

and on whose proceedings they

were to pronounce a sentence

either of approbation or censure.

Was not this very much like a par

tial friend endeavouring to get the

ear of judges or jurors, to impress

them favourably in behalf of a par

ty, before they hear the cause in

which he is concerned opened in

court? And where, in such a case,

is the respect due to the court it.

self?—and in this case, the high

est ecclesiastical court in the

Presbyterian church We verily

think the hope expressed by the

Spectator, that he “would not be

thought obtrusive,” was an unrea.

sonable and vain hope; a hope that

must meet with complete disap.

pointment from every candid mind.

He expresses great solicitude that

concord and fraternal feeling should

be preserved between Presbyte

rians and Congregationalists; but

if the course he has taken has any

tendency to secure such a result,

or rather, if it is not calculated to

produce exactly an opposite effect,

then we must acknowlege our utter

ignorance of the principles of human
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nature. Men do not readily yield

their affections and confidence to

those who treat them with marked

unfairness and disrespect.

We have heretofore, in describ

ing the state of the Presbyterian

church, said that plan and precon

cert were employed to render the

last General Assembly what it

actually was. The truth of our

statement has been vehemently op

pugned; but the proof that we have

made no misrepresentation is fast

coming before the publick, and will,

ere long, be too strong to admit of

plausible denial. And when the

character of the Review before us,

and the time and circumstances of

its emission are considered, we

think it is no violent presumption,

to suppose that this formed a part

of the plan—that it was a mat

ter understood, if not distinctly

.#. on, that the powerful writers

of the Christian Spectator should

throw in their mighty influence, at

the critical juncture when their

friend and fellow labourer might

need its aid. The use of plan and

preconcert to secure a majority in

the Assembly, when no improper

means are used to obtain it, is what

we have never condemned; and we

have truly wondered to see what

industry and zeal have been em

ployed to deny a fact, which, if ad

mitted, was not in our judgment ob

jectionable in itself—that is, at a

time when great interests were in

conflict in our church. But we

have objected most strenuously to

the unconstitutional introduction

into the Assembly of committee

men and mere church members;

and we still more strenuously ob

ject to the calling in of foreign aid

from the New Haven school ofThe

ology, in order to secure a party

decision.

But we not only object absolute

ly to the interference of any other

religious denomination in a contro

versy about doctrine and order, as

taught in the standards of the Pres

byterian church, while the cause is

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

yet pending;” but to nearly the

whole of the statements of the

Christian Spectator in the case

before us. “We hope (says the

reviewer) it will not be thought ob

trusive in the Christian Spectator,

to offer a few remarks designed to

promote a spirit of concession upon

minor points, between men who are

all devoted to the same great cause

of evangelical truth and holiness.”

What we think about his being “ob

trusive,” we have shown above; but

here is a gratuitous assumption at

once, in favour of Mr. Barnes and

his friends, of the chief matter in

dispute. . They constantly plead,

that all the difference between him

and his opposers lies in some “mi

nor points,” and some peculiarity

of manner in expressing his opi

nions. The entire review of the

Spectator proceeds on this basis.

He endeavours to show that Mr.

Barnes differs from his opposers,

not in substance, but only in words;

and this is the favourite representa

tion of the whole party throughout

the country. “Why do we con

tend ? We all think alike. Why

should brethren differ about mere

trifles, and different forms of

expression ?” Such, or similar, is

their common language. The de

sign no doubt is to impress the pub

lick with the belief that the ortho

dox are formal bigots, who would

break the peace of the church by

making a brother an offender for a

word. Thus they seek to destroy

our influence with all who turn with

disgust from a strife about words,

and especially with those who know

that orthodox opinions may exist

without vital piety and practical

godliness, and who think the former

of little account when separated

from the latter. Hence too the claim

* After a decision on a controverted

point has been made by a religious body;

and is published to the world, we regard

it as a fair subject of remark; and if the

decision affects important points in the

Christian system, it may even be an incum

-bent duty publickly tocommend or to cen

sure it.

4 N
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of this party to be the peculiar and

exclusive friends of revivals of re

ligion, and their endeavours to have

it believed that the orthodox are

real enemies to such revivals.

Now we affirm that there is neither

justice nor truth in any part of this

representation. We affirm that

not minor but essential points are

the matter in dispute; for we be

lieve that the doctrine of imputa

tion is fundamental in God’s reveal

ed will; and this is denied in toto,

by many of those whom we oppose.

They avoid the very term, at least till

they have told us that it is applicable

only to something that is possessed

before it is imputed. They deny

not only the imputation of Adam’s

first sin to his posterity, but the

imputation of the sins of believers

to their surety Saviour, and the im

putation of his finished righteous

ness to them, as the sole meri

torious cause of their justification

, before God. If they dispute with

us only about words, while their

meaning is the same as ours, and

they think that the whole dispute

is useless and injurious, pray let

them put an end to it at once, by

using our words. We think the

orthodox use of language on the

subject is important; they say they

do not ; let them, then, give us a

noble instance of concession, and

restore the peace of the church

without delay. No, the truth is,

there is a radical difference of ideas

and sentiments between them and

us—a radical difference on the all

important points we have mention

ed; and we might go over the

whole controverted ground, and

show that their positions and ours

are as opposite as any two points of

the compass. A principal reason

why this is not generally seen is,"

that they use the old orthodox

terms, such as atonement, jus

tification, &c., in a new sense of

their own. 2

Now, we believe that sound doc

trine in the fundamentals of the re

vealed system is of vital impor

-

tance to practical piety—that men

may have, as we see in the Romish

church, great apparent zeal in re

ligion, and yet be destitute of that

which will save the soul. We, in

deed, undertake not to say, what is

the marimum of error that is con

sistent with salvation—this we be

lieve belongs only to God. But we

believe that all important error in

religion puts the soul in jeopardy;

and that it is, therefore, a sacred

duty of Christian charity to oppose

it; and thus to endeavour to save

our fellow sinners from its danger

ous influence. We dissent, there

fore, from the Spectator's declara

tion that “we are all devoted to

the same great cause of evangelical

truth and holiness.” We do in

deed most firmly believe that the

connecion between truth and holi

ness is inseparable; and the reason

why we have some zeal in this con

troversy is, that we think evange

lical truth, in some of its vital

parts, is perverted and set aside by

our opponents; and that if the in

fluence of their errors on practical

holiness is not apparent at once, it

will before long be seen and felt in

the most sensible and lamentable

manner. To real revivals of reli

gion we claim to be better friends

than those who reproach us as their

enemies. At this hour—thanks, un

speakable thanks, to a gracious God!

—there are in the Synod in which Mr.

Barnes was censured, and in which

the favourite doctrines of the Chris

tian Spectator are abhorred, and

notwithstanding his intimation that

our opposition to his notions would

check these displays of divine mer

cy—such revivals of religion as we

never before witnessed, and such

as are not exceeded in power and

in the happiest influence, in any

part of our country; and there are

those who hesitate not to suggest the

thought, that God may have vouch

safed this unspeakable favour at

this time, as a testimony of his ap

probation of the firm stand we have

taken, in support of his truth against
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those very errors to which we have

now referred. -

The Spectator, after showing, as

he thinks, the fearful responsibility

of the opposers of Mr. Barnes, in

causing “a sacrifice to an immense

extent of some of the dearest in

terests of the Redeemer’s kingdom,

both at home and abroad”—at home,

for example, in the revivals of reli

gion just noted—immediately adds,

“We state the subject thus strongly

because any one, we suppose, un

derstands that the case of Mr.

Barnes is not that of an individual

merely. The real question at issue

is, whether JN'ew England Calvin

ism shall any longer be tolerated in

the Presbyterian church of this

country.” Yes, truly, we do “un

derstand that the case of Mr.

Barnes is not that of an individual

merely.” This is just what we have

always said. His case is identified

with the New Haven school of The

ology, and with the doctrines of the

Spectator, to which he is known to

be a favourite contributor. He and

the Spectator are so much one, that

if you touch one you touch the

other: of which the review before

us affords palpable evidence. We

also understand very well, that

there are a considerable number in

New England, and we fear not

a much less number in our own

church—some who have emigrated

from the east, and some who, with

out emigration, have drank from

the streams that flow from the foun

tain opened there—who symbolize

and fraternize—some perfectly,

and some not perfectly but pre

valently—with the Christian Spec

tator and his associates. These all

had such a fellow feeling with the

case of Mr. Barnes, that they de

termined to exert all their force,

and did exert it at the last General

Assembly, and with a measure of

success, to shield him from censure.

But we have a few words to say

more particularly about “New

England Calvinism,” and whether

it “shall any longer be tolerated in

the Presbyterian church of this

-

country.” Here we believe, as we

have intimated in another place, is

the origin of the rumour circulated

far and wide, that the Old School

Presbyterians are hostile to the

whole Theology of New England,

—a rumour credited, we suspect,

pretty generally in New England,

and to some extent in the Presby

terian church, by those who have

not been informed as to the true

state of facts. In our present

number we have already said some

thing to correct the false impression

that has been made, and we shall

now take the liberty to say some

thing more—Our readers will for

give us the use of a little repetition.

“New England Calvinism,” then,

—be it known to those who do not

already know it—is of two kinds.

One kind is that of Edwards, and

Bellamy, and Dwight, with a tinc

ture of Hopkinsianism, and perhaps

with some other immaterial modifi

cations. The men of this class we

regard as real Calvinists, differing

from us in some particulars, not

regarded either by them or by us

as the ground of any alienation.

The second class of Calvinists—for

they insist on being so called—con

sists of those wh9 hold the system

of the Christian Spectator, and of

which we have already said enough

to give a general view of its distin

guishing features. Now the Cal

vinists of the first class in New

England, think of those of the se

cond class very much as we do. This

is proved by a number of publica

tions, in which the errors of Dr.

Taylor and his associates are ex

posed, and the unspeakably dan

gerous tendency of their principles

is set in a true and strong light.

The quasi Calvinists, however,

have a talent of showing, or of en

deavouring to show, that they do

not disagree either with their oppo

nents in New England, or with the

writers of the Biblical Repertory

at Princeton, or with the Christian

Advocate himself—although they

publish pieces of no ordinary length

and number, to prove how exceed
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inglyerroneous we all are, in points

of Theology of the highest impor

tance. Still, however, by their ta

lent of showing that every thing

agrees with every thing, they main:

tain that we think very nearly, if

not exactly, as they do. They have

really reminded us of the scene in

Swift’s Tale of a Tub, in which, if

we rightly remember, Lord Peter

undertakes to prove to Martin and

Jack that a Sir-loin of Beef is a loaf

of brown bread; and in all serious

ness we think that their system and

ours differ as widely in their nature

as beef and bread, and considered

as food for the mind, infinitely

wider.

Identifying themselves, then,

with the real Calvinists of the

east, with whom they are in con

troversy, the Spectator asks in be

half of himself and his associates,

“whether New England Calvinism

shall any longer be tolerated in the

Presbyterian church?” We answer

that New Haven is in New Eng

land, and that the Calvinism of that

fountain, if our wishes could pre

vail, should not be tolerated;" that

is, should not escape merited eccle

siastical discipline in the Presbyte

rian church ; because we conscien

tiously believe it to be no Calvinism

at all, but a miserable compound

of Pelagianism and Arminianism,

with a dash only of Calvinism,

* We abhor every species and degree of

the interposition of the civil power, in

matters of religion, and all infliction of

pains and penalties of a temporal kind,

even on the grossest heretics. Whether

the Spectator used the equivocal word

tolerated, ad captandum vulgus, or to catch

those who might formally answer his ques

tion, or both together, or neither the one

nor the other, he can better tell than we.

We choose, however, to be explicit.

mixed up with the chief ingredi

ents, disguising their real character.

This system, however, we grieve to

say, is not only tolerated but adopt

ed, to a considerable extent, in the

Presbyterian church. Whether it

will ultimately prevail in its con

flict with the orthodox faith of this

church, remains to be seen. Our

hopes and prayers are that it may

not. But as to the real Calvinism

of New England, that of the first

class we have mentioned, it is not

and never was treated with hos

tility, by the orthodox part of

the Presbyterian church. We not

merely tolerate it, but sincere

ly love many of those who have

adopted it; and regard them as co

adjutors in contending earnestly

“for the faith once delivered to the

saints.” If such sentiments as they

hold were those only that had come

among us from New England, the

whole of the existing controversy

on doctrinal points, would have been

avoided. Our peace has been dis

turbed by the doctrines, and teach

ers, and pupils of the New Haven

school, and by nothing else—unless

it be by a leaven of Emmonism in a

small part of our church: and now

they cry peace, peace, and want to

know if the Calvinism of New Eng

land will be tolerated in the Pres

byterian church. The question, as

asked by them, is put invidiously.

They try to represent themselves

as one with the real Calvinists of

the east, with whom they are in di

rect and earnest collision, and then

inquire if we mean to be intole

rant to the whole. We answer—

No; but we certainly will not sym

bolize with you.

(To be continued.)

1Literary ant, 395iiogopijital ºntcliigence, etc.

.Apples of Sodom.—Every reader, has

heard ofthe apples of Sodom, a species of

fruit which, extremely beautiful to the

eye, is bitter to the taste and full of dust.

Tacitus, in the fifth book of his history

alludes to this singular fact; but as usual

in language so brief and ambiguous, that

no light can be derived from his descrip.
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tion, atra et inania velut in cinerem vanes

cunt. Some travellers, unable to disco

ver this singular production, have consi

dered it merely as a figure of speech, de

picting the deceitful nature of all vicious

enjoyments. Hasselquist regards it as the

production of a small plant called Sola

nam melongena, a species of nightshade,

which is to be found abundantly in the

neighbourhood of Jericho. He admits that

the apples are sometimes full of dust;

but this, he maintains, appears only when

the fruit is attacked by a certain insect,

which converts the whole of the inside

into a kind of powder, leaving the rind

wholly entire, and in possession of its

beautiful colour. Mr. Seetzen, again, holds

the novel opinion that this mysterious ap

ple contains a sort of cotton resembling

silk; and, having no pulp or flesh in the

inside, might naturally enough, , when

sought for as food, be denounced by the

hungry Bedouin as pleasing to the eye

and deceitful to the palate. Chateau

briand has fixed on a shrub different

from any of the others. It grows two or

three leagues from the mouth of Jordan,

and is of a thorny appearance with small

tapering leaves. Its fruit is exactly like

that of the Egyptian lemon, both in size

and colour. Before it is ripe, it is filled

with a corrosive and saline juice; when

dried, it yields a blackish seed, and may

be compared with ashes, and which in

taste resembles bitter pepper. There

can be little doubt that this is the true ap

ple of Sodom, which flatters the sight

while it mocks the appetite.— Edinburgh

Cabinet Library.

.Atmospherical Phenomena in Europe.—

We learn from a London paper, that in

the two first weeks of August remarka

ble appearances were repeatedly present

ed in the sky, in different parts of the

middle and south of Europe.

At Madrid, between the 4th and 8th of

August, an extraordinary brightness ap

peared in the west after sunset, which

enabled persons to read in the streets, yet

the evenings were very cold, and some

times cloudy. Different accounts from

Berlin, Geneva, Rome, and Odessa, in ge

neral concur in similar representations. A

letter from Odessa says:—

“Contrary to all precedent, we have

had nothing but continued rains ever since

the winter and up to the middle of July.

Dry weather then came on, and lasted

until the seventh of August; but, during

this interval, every night brought with it

an unusual vivid brightness in the sky,

apparently rising from the northwest; it

was so intense as to occasion many whim

sical blunders against time and punctuali

ty. On the night of the 4th, indeed, it

was so brilliant, and lasted so long, that

you could read the smallest print at mid

night. The rain renewed its visit on the

8th ; the next day the sky was overcast,

and the sun was shrouded with a scarcely

perceptible vapour, which stripped it of its

rays, and gave it an appearance precisely

similar to the moon, only that it had a

tint approaching to violet.

For some moments a large black spot

-was observed in its centre, and here and

there vertical shadowings, which seemed

to chase one another across its surface.

This phenomenon lasted during the whole

of the afternoon, and the sun took leave

of us without having once given token of

his accustomed splendour.” A resident

at Madrid likewise mentions that between

the 4th and 8th of August, and after sun

set, so extraordinary a degree of bright

ness rose from the west as to enable men

to read in the streets, nor did this lumin

ous appearance seem at all affected by the

clouded state of the heavens. The even

ings, he adds, were pinchingly cold.

Tortoise Shell.—At San Blas, on the

coast of Darien, there is a small settle

ment of Indians, established for the sole

purpose of taking turtle. It is under the

management of three English, two Ame

rican, and three Columbian traders, who

make a great profit—the average value

obtained per year being $28,000. It is

stated as a curious fact, that the hand

somest and most valuable shell is taken

from the animal while alive, the beauty of

the shell becoming less after the animal

is dead.

Indigo.—The Tallahassee Floridian says

that the Indigo plant is found in abund

ance on the pine lands in that territory.

It grows very luxuriantly, frequently at

taining the height of six or eight feet.

The paper supposes that the culture of

the plant might become as profitable as

that of sugar or cotton.

Female Education.—Vocal music should

never be neglected in the education of a

young lady. Besides preparing her to

join that part of public worship which

consists, in psalmody, it will enable her to

soothe the cares of domestic life; and

even the sorrows that will sometimes in

trude into her own bosom may all be re

lieved by a song, where sound and senti.

ment act upon the 'mind. I here intro

duce a fact which has been suggested to

me by my profession; and that is, that the

exercise of the organs of the breast by

singing, contributes very much to defend

them from those diseases to which the

climate and other causes exposes them.

The Germans are seldom afflicted with

consumptions, nor have I ever known but

one instance of spitting blood among
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them. This I believe is in part occasion

ed by the strength which their lungs ac

quire by exercising them frequently in

vocal music, for this constitutes an essen

tial branch of their education. The mu

sic master of our academy has furnished

me with an observation still more in fa

vour of this opinion. He informed me

that he had known several instances of

persons who were strongly disposed to

consumption, who were restored to health

by the exercise of their lungs in singing.

—Dr. Rush.

Sleep.–Few of our readers, perhaps,

are aware that the human body falls asleep

by instalments. According to M. Caba

nis, a French physiologist, quoted in a

late number of the Quarterly Review, the

muscles in the arms and legs lose their

ower before those which support the

ead, and these last sooner than the mus

cles which sustain the back; and he illus

trates this by the cases of persons who

sleep on horseback, or while they are

standing or walking. He conceives that

the sense of sight sleeps first, then the

sense of taste, next the sense of smell,

next that of hearing, and lastly that of

touch. He maintains, also, that the

viscera fall asleep one after another, and

sleep with different degrees of soundness.

Endicott Pear Tree.—The famous pear

tree, planted by Gov. Endicott, in 1628,

(203 years ago,) on his farm in Danvers,

then a part of Salem, has this year borne

three bushels of pears. Their species is

bonchretien. This tree has survived many

generations of men, and is almost the only

first settler remaining.

Speaking Pipes.—The mainmast of the

Briton is fitted with a tin pipe, for the

conveyance of the voice in boisterous

weather from the quarter-deck to the

maintop. The pipe is about one inch in

diameter. It was a proposition of Mr.

Parsons, of this dock yard.—Hampshire

Telegraph. -

The Rattle-snake.—Dr. Harlan exhibit

ed the following experiment to Capt.

Basil Hall, and some gentlemen. He

severed the head from a rattle-snake, and

afterwards grasping the part of the neck

adhering to the head, with his thumb and

finger, the head twisted itself by violent

movements, and endeavoured to strike

him with its fangs. Afterwards a live

rabbit was presented to the head, which

immediately plunged its fangs into the

rabbit very deep. Dr. H. then asked

Capt. Hall to take hold of the tail, which

he had no sooner done, than the headless.

neck bent itself quickly round as if to

strike him. This last movement may be

attributed to muscular habit.

fittigious Intelligence.

FOREIGN.

As the nature of our work does

not permit us to give many details

of Foreign Missions, we are always

glad when we can find a condensed

account, known to be authentick,

of the state of a mission in a parti

cular foreign region. Such an ac

count is the following, prepared by

the London Missionary Society,

and published in the Missionary

Chronicle, for September last. The

Mission at Batavia is a central

one, from which missionaries go, as

the following narrative summarily

states, to several of the islands in the

Indian ocean. As our own seamen

often go to Batavia, it is pleasing

to observe, that they may there

have the opportunity, at least occa

sionally, of attending on the preach

ing of the gospel. The prospect of

bringing the Malays under the in

fluence of evangelical truth, is in

deed interesting, in a variety of

respects. It may be the means of

saving many lives of Europeans

and Americans, as well as of bet

tering the temporal condition and

saving the souls of this ferocious

and murderous race of men.

In ATAWIA.

The mission at Batavia was commenced

in 1814; the immediate object being the

dissemination of the knowledge of Chris

tianity among the Malays and Chinese;

more particularly the Chinese settlers in

Java, whose number was, at that time,

calculated to be about 100,000. The

Chinese New Testament, translated by

Dr. (then Mr.) Morrison, furnished the

means of forth with making the proposed

attempt among the latter: while the ex

cellent character of Governor Raffles, and

the liberal spirit of his government, were

a pledge that he would afford protection

to the missionaries, and, to the utmost

of his power, promote their benevolent
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efforts. We scarcely need to add, that

this expectation was afterwards fully re

alized.

The restoration, however, of Batavia to

the Dutch, by the treaty of 1815, allowed

Governor Raffles but a comparatively brief

opportunity of manifesting, on the spot,

his favourable disposition towards the

mission; but while the missionaries, on

the return of the Dutch authorities, had

to lament his departure, their regret was

alleviated by the promise of his successor,

Baron Van der Capellen, of countenance

and aid to the mission, which he subse

quently fulfilled. It may not be improper

to add, that Sir Stamford Raffles, after his

appointment as Governor of Bencoolen,

&c., which subsequently took place, had

many opportunities of showing favour to

the missionaries, and promoting their ob

ject, which he did with the enlightened

zeal of one who felt that, independently

of the sublime hopes it inspires, and the

eternal benefits it confers, Christianity

was, as to its political and civil results,

the best boon that he could impart to

mankind.

At an early period of the mission, many

pleasing evidences were afforded of its

beneficial influence. The preaching of

the gospel by the missionaries was made

useful to many of the Dutch residents;

an Auxiliary Missionary Society was form

cd at Batavia—while the Chinese New

Testament, Mr. (afterwards Dr.) Milne’s

Chinese Magazine and tracts in that lan

guage, were circulated, with much bene

fit to the Chinese, some of whom were

induced to tear down from the walls of

their houses the symbols of their idolatry.

The mission has been subsequently

prosecuted with various measures of suc

cess, particularly as to the preparation

and practical application of means. In

deed, it is in this latter point of view in

which, for some considerable time, the

effectiveness of missions, in these regions,

and in various other parts of the world,

must be appreciated, rather than by the

number of heathens who actually turn

from their idols, and openly profess them

selves disciples of Christ. A system of

well-adapted means and instruments is

brought into operation, which, with the

divine blessing, is calculated to awaken a

useful curiosity—to shed a portion of light

into the mind—to soften antipathies—to

dissolve prejudice--to produce confi

dence in the missionary—to open be

tween him and the heathen a more friend

ly and beneficial intercourse—to secure,

on the part of the latter, a more serious

attention to his addresses, and a more

candid perusal of the books which he may

put into their hands. All this (as bearing

in its results on the great object in view)

cannot but be regarded as a highly im.

portant preparatory process; while we

are warranted to cherish the most un

shaken confidence and expectation that,

in due time, if we faint not, we shall reap

the spiritual fruits to which we look for

ward, and reap them abundantly.

The means which have been brought

into active operation, in connexion with

the mission at Batavia, are the preaching

of the gospel to the Malays, Chinese, and

English—the distribution of the Scrip

tures, magazines, tracts—the institution

of schools—discussions with the better

informed among the heathen—conversa

tions with, and occasionally addresses to,

the people in the bazaars, in their shops,

in the streets, and by the way-side—to

the patients in the hospitals, and the con

victs in the jails—also in a dispensary,

connected with the mission, where medi

, cine for the body, and instruction for the

mind, are both gratuitously imparted—

and, lastly, to English and American sea

men on board vessels in the harbour.

Great reluctance has generally been

manifested by the people, by the Chinese

particularly, to assemble, as a congrega

tion, in a place of worship. The mission

ary, therefore, has endeavoured to make

up for the want of opportunities to preach

to large and stated assemblies, by fre

quently addressing small and casual audi

tories; while experience and observation

have led to the conclusion, that the disin

climation of the Chinese to attend Chris

tian worship arises less from a bigoted

attachment to their own superstitions,

than from an indifference to all religion
whatever.

Beside a very extensive dispersion of

the Scriptures, in Chinese and Malayan,

between 100,000 and 200,000 of books

and tracts, in various languages, the larger

number printed at the mission press at

Batavia, have been dispersed abroad in

various regions, embracing China, the

Malayan Peninsula, and many of the islands

of the Indian Archipelago.

The books of the mission circulated

among the heathen at Batavia are ascer

tained to be frequently read, and to

form topics of conversation and discussion

among themselves when the missionaries

are not present; and there is ground to

hope that the moral leaven has begun

to work among the heathen population

there, which, in process of time, will

leaven the whole lump. The Malays, in

particular, now manifest an eagerness to

obtain books and tracts. Those only who

are aware of the great repugnance of this

people to hold intercourse with Euro

peans—their deadly prejudices, as Mo

hammedans, against Christians, and the

determined mind with which they turn a
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deaf ear to religious instruction—reject

ing a tract as they would avoid infection

—can alone appreciate fully the extent

and importance of this change. The

change itself is attributable, in part, to

the relaxed prejudices and more liberal

views of the natives themselves; but the

missionary who announces the change,

“would fain hope that it has been brought

about by the powerful interference of the

Almighty Saviour in their behalf, working

by his providence and spirit.”

The Chinese schools, in which the

number of scholars has fluctuated be

tween 50 and 100, have exhibited pleas

ing evidence of improvement in the at

tainment of Christian knowledge, and of

its effect in impressing their minds with

the folly of idolatry. After many abortive

efforts, a Malay school has been, at length,

established under the superintendence of

the mission.

Latterly, the desire among the people

to obtain Christian instruction has much

increased. The distribution of tracts

among the Malays is represented as un

precedented, and the attendance, both of

Malay and Chinese, on public worship,

has been more encouraging than at any

antecedent period since the commence

ment of the mission. The Malay con

gregation, in particular, has greatly in

creased, so that, including the children

in the schools, and the people resident

in two or three, more or less distant and

populous villages, the number of natives

now regularly brought under Christian

instruction amounts to about 500, exclu

sive of those who are occasionally ad

dressed in the bazaars, in the shops, and

by the way-side; and it is with much sa

tisfaction, we add, that, among both Chi

nese and Malay, respectively, a few in

stances have occurred of decided conver

sion to God.

The missionaries at Batavia have not

confined their labours to that city and its

vicinity, but have repeatedly visited dis

tant parts, embracing other large towns in

the island of Java; sometimes extending

their tours to places more remote, in

cluding the western coast of the Malayan

Peninsula, Borneo, and Balé, preaching

the gospel and distributing the Scriptures,

and in many places never before visited

by a missionary.

Such are some of the particulars con

nected with the history of the Society’s

mission in Java, which call for the grati

tude of the Society, and encourage its

Directors to prosecute its undertakings

there, in the firm hope that, notwith

standing the formidable character of the

difficulties which stand in the way of mis

sionary operations in this part of the

world, the Gospel will, at length, extend

its triumphs, and dispense its blessi

not only in Java, but in all the islands and

regions round about.

Let us then pray that the impediments

to the spread of the Gospel in pagan

countries may be speedily removed, and

a still more influential blessing attend the

labours of the missionaries at this station

in particular, and at all other stations

where evangelical ministers of the cruss

faithfully labour in that capacity: and

remember in our supplications, both in

regard to himself and his brethren in

the work, the following request of our

brother at Batavia, Mr. Medhurst, con

tained in a letter lately received from

him, and with which we shall close the

present paper.

“I greatly need your prayers, and those

of all God's people who are interested in

the welfare of missions, that the flame of

piety and zeal may be kept alive in my

heart; that I may see the vast importance

of my work—the awful danger of leaving

souls to perish around me, and the im

mense responsibility which lies upon me

to labour while it is called to-day; be

cause the night cometh in which no man

can work.”

-

Our readers have heard much of

the Cholera, and the following is

descriptive of some of its effects at

St. Petersburgh, during the last

summer. It reminds us, and will

remind some others, of similar

scenes, witnessed by themselves in

former years, when the yellow fe

ver desolated the city where we

write, and other cities and towns

of our country. But our chief mo

tives for republishing it are, the

fervent piety it breathes, the true

Christian magnanimity it exempli

fies, and the instructive remarks

with which it is concluded.

PretentsBurgh.

Ertracts of a Letter from the Rev. R. Knit,

dated Petersburgh, July 20, 1831, ad

dressed to the Directors.

HoNounen AND BEloven, The dealings

of our heavenly Father with me for the

last few weeks, have been peculiarly so

lemn ! Tears have been my meat day

and night. My wife, and myself, and our

children and servants have been brought

very low, and two of my darling children

are numbered with the dead. These trials

came upon us so rapidly, that I was struck

dumb I was overwhelmed ! my flesh
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trembled for fear of his judgments, yet

my heart cleaved to him as my God, my

Father, and my friend.

My mind is now regaining its tranquilli

ty, and my poor frame is daily recovering

strength, and I feel that it would be a re

lief to write to you. I shall therefore

give you a distant view of the scenes

through which we have passed.

A little before brother Swan left us we

received three hundred roubles from our

dear friend J. D. Lewis, Esq for the ex

press purpose of procuring a summer resi

dence in the country—and thither my

wife and children repaired on the 26th of

May, O. S. I stopped a few days with

them now and then, as circumstances per

mitted, and found it very invigorating

after the busy scenes of a long winter.

On Wednesday, the 17th of June there

was a great alarm in the city on account

of the cholera. It was reported that the

city would be shut, and a cordon placed

round it. Three families near us imme

diately returned to town, that they might

procure medical aid if needed, &c. My

duty was plain as it regarded myself. I

o:ight to be with my flock; but it was not

so plain respecting my family; for it is a

serious step to take a family in full health

into a place infected with disease. We

thought and prayed much on the subject;

and, on Thursday evening, I addressed

a few friends from these words, “I be

seech you therefore by the mercies of

God, that ye present your bodies a living

sacrifice acceptable unto God, which is

your reasonable service.” We then com

mitted ourselves into his gracious hands,

and determined not to be separated from

each other, but to go and try to do what

we could for the honour of God and the

benefit of our suffering fellow creatures.

Friday the 19th we returned to town.

The disease was going on with its ravages;

but nothing particular happened among

our friends until Wednesday the 24th, when

Mrs. Dixon, one of our earliest friends,

was attacked, and was soon thought to be

dying. I went to see her, and took, as I

thought, my last farewell—but she is now

recovered.

25th. My dear little Joseph was seized

with convulsions. These are alarming at

all times, but were rendered peculiarly so

at present. But this was not enough.

God had more in reserve to exercise our

faith and patience, and love and resigna

tion. About midnight Mr. Venning's

steward sent us word that he was seized

with cholera, and intreated us to come to

him. We ran—and after consulting for a

few minutes what should be done, I has

tened for a doctor, and found one who

administered immediate assistance and re

lief. By the prompt assistance afforded

Vol. IX.-Ch. Adv.

to this man his life was preserved. In

deed, in almost every instance where im

mediate aid could not be procured the pa

tient died. I remained up all night to

watch, lest the malady might take any sud

den change. This, together with the cir

cumstances of my dear suffering child,

greatly affected me. But I was not per

mitted to rest, for early on Friday, (26th)

a note came from Mrs. Chapman, the ex

cellent mistress of our Lancasterian school

-written with her own hand, saying that

she was very ill. Our friends, Mr. Gille

brand, and Mrs. Merrielees, immediately

went to her and procured for her all possi

ble assistance—but alas! it was of no avail.

This was a dreadful day in St. Peters

burgh. Among the hundreds of peo

ple who were attacked with cholera, I

never heard of one who recovered. A

kind and excellent doctor came home at

night and wept like a child—every one

whom he had visited that day died under

his hands. Dear Mrs. Chapman left a de

lightful testimony. She rejoiced in God

her Saviour. On Saturday morning at

four she expired. Dear Mrs. Gillebrand

took her little orphan daughter to live

with them. In the afternoon I performed

the funeral service, and, together with

the members of the School Committee,

accompanied the body to the ground ex

pressly appointed for persons who died

of cholera. Here the scene was truly

awful. Numerous coffins were resting,

some on carts and others on the ground,

waiting till graves could be dug for them.

We procured two men to dig a grave for

our friend, and we saw her committed to

the dust, in sure and certain hope of a

joyful resurrection to eternal life. Little

did I then think that her grave would

soon be opened to receive one of my

sweet boys—but so it came to pass.

About ten in the evening I returned

from the funeral and found my wife un

well. This was Saturday night. My

next business was to go in search of a

doctor, and happily met with one at home.

He ordered bathing, bleeding, &c. This

kept me up all night. A dear Christian

friend watched with us. It was a good

preparation for the pulpit, as far as it re

spected the subject, but it exhausted my

strength. Our morning service was thin

ly attended. Some were sick, others

were watching, and others were afraid to

venture out. My text was “Blessed is

that servant whom his lord when he com

eth, shall find watching.” It was my last

text; and I have often thought since, that

I should never preach again. Monday

passed over pretty peacefully; but on

Tuesday, the 30th, my little Joseph was

seized with symptoms nearlyºf
cholera, yet we fondly thought that chiſ.

4 O
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dren were exempt from the malady. The

night came on, and the child grew worse.

It was a night long to be remembered. It

was spent in watching and prayer. The

dear little fellow frequently said, “I

thirst;” and I believe he never repeated

it but I thought of the Redeemer and his

agonies, and drew comfort from his dying

love. At four the following morning,

when the child appeared to be dying, I

called my wife into the adjoining room,

where our other two boys were sleeping,

and we kneeled down together, and once

more gave up ourselves and our offspring

to the Lord, committing in an especial

manner the spirit of our Joseph into the

Saviour's hands. Ah! dear fathers and

mothers, who have been bereaved ofyour

children, you will understand what were

our feelings. And now, while we stood

in silent waiting, to see the child expire,

another wave was preparing to roll over

us. A sound from another quarter pierced

our hearts—“Johnny is seized.” This

seemed like a sword in our bones. 1

hastened to a dear friend, Mr. Ropes,

from America, who was now staying with

us, and begged him to arise and help us.

Two doctors came. My wife, and ser

vants, and friends were employed in bath

i. rubbing, blistering, &c., this love

ly boy, while I was left to watch and weep

over the other dying child. The cholera

made dreadful havoc on John. He seem

ed death-seized, and amidst tears, and

sighs, and groans, and efforts of no com

mon kind, he sunk into the arms of death

before noon. So rapidly did death exe

cute his commission In the evening our

friends conveyed his body to the cholera

burying ground, and placed him in Mrs.

Chapman's grave. “Glory be to God!

Glory be to God! Glory be to God!”

were the only words which my wife and

myself could utter when we saw ourselves

so suddenly bereaved; and I hope these

will be the burden of our song through

the ages of eternity.

My heart sinks at the recital, but I must

go on. At this moment, when we needed

every assistance, our servant man became

alarmed and requested his wages, that he

might go to his family in the interior;

and I was actually compelled to dismiss

him at the very time when the undertaker

was putting my darling John into his cof.

fin. Thus wave after wave rolled in upon

us, redoubling all our woe. But this was

not all. As soon as the corpse was carried

out of the house, my beloved wife, who

had rallied all her strength to nurse

her lovely children, immediately sunk,

and was confined to her bed for several

succeeding days. I felt amazed and be.

wildered, and threw myself on my couch,

to compose my troubled mind for a few

minutes, but another wave was preparing

I had scarcely laid my head on the pillow,

when a person came and roused me

with “Your kitchen maid is attacked with

cholera.” “Is it possible,” said I; “Is it

possible 2" I really trembled. There

was no time for reflection. If I thought

at all about any thing beyond the present

moment, it was this, “Surely God is go

ing to make a short work of it with us: but

we shall not be lost, for He is our God.”

We ran to the kitchen and found the

woman suffering, and gave her powerful

medicine. Two doctors were called in:

and I rejoice to add, she is now convales.

cent.

My house was now in complete confu.

sion and distress. One child dead–ano

ther in the agonies of death—my wife

confined to her bed—and one servant also

sick in bed.

The next morning, dear Mrs. Merrie.

lees took our eldest, and now only child,

to reside with them.

On Saturday, about mid-day, our sweet

little Joseph expired; and in the evening

our friends carried him to the grave,

where he rests with his dear sister—out

first born. I was now unable to support

any longer, both body and spirits were

exhausted—l took to my bed also, and

was much afraid of cholera, though it was

checked at the commencement, and was

not permitted to prey upon me. As my

dear partner and myself lay bemoaning

our afflicted state, and endeavouring to

comfort each other with the consolations

of the gospel, we looked around and re

joiced to see our pious nurse still spared

to us. But, as if to complete the scene of

our distress, about midnight this faithful

servant was also seized. Now the house

was turned into a hospital; and we were

thrown into the bands of strangers.

Thus, in the course of ten days, my

happy, healthy family, were shattered in

pieces; and we are now attempting to re

pair the wreck against another storm.

When that will come God only knows.

During this short sickness we have had

seven doctors; as we were happy to call

in the first we could meet with. Three

silent Sabbaths have been our portion.

This has grieved me, but we cannot resist

the will of God. I believe that the best

relief for a preacher with an afflicted mind

is to preach, but the duty of a-preacher

with an afflicted body is to be quiet, for by at

tempting to preach when he is unable, he

may injure his usefulness through all his

future days. On this plan I have acted.

We are now in the country, but I hope

to be able to preach next Sunday.

The scenes which I have attempted to

describe, seldom fall to the lot of one man.

In reviewing them I tremble and rejoice.
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There is much in them to make me trem

ble, but I also behold many things to call

for my loudest praises.

1. I believe that, from the beginning of

our distress until now, we have not ut

tered a rebellious word, nor cherished

one murmuring thought. We have felt,

and felt deeply; but we have been won

derfully supported, and strengthened,

and comforted. The High and Holy One

has not forsaken us, no, not for a moment,

and we can recommend Him to all future

sufferers, as a very present help in time
of need.

. 2. None of our particular friends who

live near us were afflicted, and they were

incessant in their attentions, night and

day. Had they, or their families, been

sick, they could not have attended to us,

and then we knew not where to look for

help.

3. It was a great mercy that we could

procure people to work for us in the

room of our afflicted servants. If the

People had taken the alarm, as we were

afraid they would, then no one would have

come,near us, and we should have pe.

Fished alive. Oh, if the Lord had con

tinued his strokes only a few days longer,

we can easily perceive how deplorable

our situation would have been.

4. It was very consoling to us that two

of our spiritual childen, good Mrs. Mickle

son, who sold her watch to buy Bibles for

the Finns, and our pious nurse, were ena

bled to perform the last kind offices for

our John and Joseph.

5. Though we know of no other family

who have been afflicted like ourselves,

yet we do not view it as a mark of the

Almighty’s displeasure. Whom the Lord

loveth he chasteneth, and we bless him

for, his fatherly chastisement. May it

Inake us more than ever the partakers of

his holiness: “Every branch in me that

beareth fruit he pruneth it.”—He has

[...] off two boughsfrom us at a stroke,

ut our prayer is that it may render us

more fruitful. It became the Moral Go

Vernor of the world, to make the Captain

9f our Salvation perfect through suffer.
ings, and we hope and pray that our suf.

ferings may be so sanctified as to renderus

fitter instruments for bringing many sons

unto glory. Pray for us, dear fathers and

brethren. Pray that this may be the hap

Py result of the Lord's dealings with us.
Amen.

I have many friends to whom I am

greatly indebted, and to whom I wish to

write, but I am not able to do it; yet I

feel that we need their sympathy and

their prayers, which I am sure i. would

not withhold if they knew our situation.

May I beg you, therefore, to insert this

letter in the JMissionary Chronicle, and

believe me, your afflicted and affection

ate fellow-servant,

Richann KNILL.

[.Missionary Chronicle for Sept.

-

From the Boston Recorder.

ABYSSINIA.

The following extracts of letters from

Messrs. Gobat and Kugler, of the Church

Missionary Society, though not of so late

a date as those published in the Recorder

of July 20, will be read with interest.

The letters here quoted were delayed on

the way from Egypt. This is a very im

portant mission, and seems now to be far

more promising than was expected.

At Bechat, Mr. Kugler writes:

“I had a very interesting conversation,

for about three hours, with an old Priest,

who understood the Ethiopic. We read

together the third chapter of the Gospel

of St. John. Having proved that bap

tism was not in itself regeneration, I went

on to argue that neither their fasts nor

their alms could effect this new birth

which is absolutely necessary to salva

tion. The Priest had always something

to say too; but he was very modest, and

did not speak a word against passages of

the Gospel, though they were always

very pointedly against him. He tried,

repeatedly, to bring in the authority of

the fathers; but I declared that the Gos

pel was the foundation of the Christian

faith, and this foundation was strong

enough by itself, without any human sup

port. I then read with him the conclusion

of the sermon on the Mount: He who

hears these words and keeps them, is like a

man who builds his house upon a rock, &c.

I added, that we endeavoured to act

according to the word of Christ; and said

with feelings of compassion, that the

Christians in the east had forsaken that

sure foundation, the Word of God, ob

serving now the docrtines of men ; and

their faith was therefore standing on sand.

The Priest could say nothing against

these truths, as I had always passages of

the Gospel ready in proof of my words.

In conclusion, I exhorted him to teach

the people what he understood, from the

Gospel; and showed him how guilty he

would stand at the bar of God in case of

neglect. He heard this without saying a
word. This conversation confirmed him

in the idea that I was a Priest; and he

asked absolution from me, before he left.

the term used here, in giving absolution,

signifies, to open, to loose. I therefore

*ś. who had bound him. He then

turned to me, asking whether. I would

not absolve him. I told him that if he

had an idea of having offended me, I

could assure him that it was not the
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case; but with regard to the absolution,

it must be obtained from God, in Jesus

Christ our Mediator.”

The following extracts show the en

couraging reception of the Missionaries

by Sebagadis, the Ras, or Chief of Tigre,

and their subsequent prospects:

“Sebagadis was exceedingly glad to

see us, and received us with greater

warmth of love and regard than we ever

expected. We entered his house on the

15th of February : the breakfast was

ready before him, to which we were

invited. Sebagadis sat on a sofa ; and a

carpet was spread on the left side, for us.

The conversation commenced after break

fast, with questions. We were asked on

what errand we were come to Abyssinia.

We replied, “We are come to see the

country, to get better acquainted with the

people ; and knowing the ignorance of

the Abyssinians, we should like to instruct

them in some branches of useful know

ledge.” We at the same time stated to

Sebagadis, that we were not come to

Abyssinia merely for eating and drink

ing; but that we and our friends at home

had the welfare of Abyssinia at our

hearts many years since, and that we now

should like to try what we can do in

behalf of the welfare of Abyssinia. Se

bagadis was much pleased with our state

ment; and having informed us of his de

scent from Solomon by Menelit, he called

us his brethren.

“Mr. Kugler asked leave to have a pri.

vate conversation with Sebagadis, which

was granted. Mr. Kugler informed Se

bagadis that he wished to know his prin

cipal residence, having a desire to remain

near him. Sebagadis replied, that he

liked four places in his dominions besides

Adi-Grate; and that he would go himself

with Mr. Kugler to see those places, give

him his choice of one of them, and then

he, Sebagadis, would make that place his

own residence. Mr. Kugler also men

tioned, that, as he was very fond of

instructing young people, he should like

to have five or six boys with him, whom

he could teach the English language, &c.

The answer of Sebagadis was, that these

people were very ignorant, and he should

be very glad to have them taught useful

things; and added that Mr. Kugler should

have such boys.

“A principal object of Mr. Gobat's

going to Gondar, at so early a period

after his arrival in Abyssinia, was to dis

tribute the Amharic Gospels in Amhara.

Sebagadis gave Mr. Gobat one of his

chief men to conduct him safely.”

Under date of July 10th, Mr. Kugle:
Writes

“My principal employment, hitherto

has been the study of the Tigre dia.

lect. I have at present but little hope

of finding a good Translator until 1 have

instructed some for this purpose. All

whom I have heard translate with Seba

gadis, and those whom I have tried for

myself, have no idea of a correct transla.

tion, even if they understood the Ethio

pic pretty well. They cannot help add

ing a good deal of their own talk tº

their text; so that their translating is

rather commenting on their subject.

“I shall commence my instruction with

four scholars, two boys and two men;

but I think this small number will gra

dually increase. I shall soon have finished

a Spelling Book in Tigre. I have read

much of it to my people, and they under

stand it well. The contents are, 1. A

translation, in part, of those school-books

I took with me from England; 2. Obser

vations on some bad habits which are

general amongst the people; 3. Conver

sations; 4. Prayers.

“Mr. Aichinger has also undertaken

the building of a church in the European

style, at the request of Sebagadis; he is

to begin the work after the rain. Per.

haps this protected church will become

mine for preaching the Gosopei iu. I

have already commenced translating a

chapter of the Gospel of St Luke into

Tigre, for my people on Sunday.”

-
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EUROPE.

We have seen no later dates of intelligence from Europe than of October 25th from

Liverpool, of the 24th from London, and of the 21st from Paris.

Bnitars.-The Reform Bill which had been before the House of Commons for some

months, was passed, by that house, on the 22d of September, by a majority of 109
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votes; and on the same day was carried up to the House of Lords by Lord John

Russell, Lord AlthoRP, and more than one hundred members of the lower house.

It was not long in being disposed of in the House of Lords. . On the 8th of October,

after a warm debate, in which Lord Chancellor Brougham is said to have outdone

all his former outdoings, in defence of the Bill, and Lord Grey to have spoken in its

favour with unusual power and eloquence, it was, notwithstanding, rejected by a

majority of 41 votes. The Archbishop of Canterbury, with most of the other bishops,

and Lords Lyndhurst and Eldon, with many of the other law lords, opposed the Bill.

It is said that the ancient nobility were generally in its favour, and the more recent

nobility generally opposed to it. There were, however, many exceptions to this

statement, in both classes. Great excitement was immediately occasioned in London

by the rejection of the Bill. The unwelcome tidings flew like lightning in all direc.

tions, and meetings and mobs of the friends of reform, were numerous in every part

of the country. The royal castle of Nottingham, belonging to the Duke of New

castle, was secretly set on fire, and with the exception of the walls entirely consumed.

Great excesses and tumulis were witnessed in other towns. In London, the Lord

Mayor, Sheriff, and city authorities, and followed by an immense concourse of people,

estimated at 200,000, went in procession to present an address to the king—to ap

prove of his past course, and to assure him of their readiness at every sacrifice to

support him in it. The king received the address most graciously, and assured them

of his “sincere desire to uphold and to improve the securities afforded by the consti

tution for the maintenance of the just rights of his people;” at the same time, he

earnestly recommended to them to use all their influence with their fellow citizens

“to preserve the publick peace from any interruption by acts of violence and com

motion.” The mob before this had pelted the Duke of Wellington with mud, and

more seriously assailed the Duke of Cumberland and Lord Londonderry, both of whom

were wounded, but not very seriously. It appears to be an object of great solicitude

with the king and ministry, to keep the people from excesses. On occasion of pre

senting a petition to the House of Lords in favour of reform, a few days after the

rejection of the Bill, the Lord Chancellor Brougham took the opportunity to speak

on this subject, and to say “that one of the most certain and surest means of retarding

reform, particularly the great measure of reform, which has so long occupied the at

tention of the country, is a breach of the publick peace.” And in regard to this,

speaking of the people at large, he said—“Such conduct, above all others, they must

avoid if they wish the Bill to succeed. I tell them that Reform is only delayed for a

short period : 1 tell them that the Bill will pass—that the Bill must pass—that a Bill

founded on exactly similar principles, and equally extensive and efficient as the Bill

which has just been thrown out, shall, in a very short period, become part and parcel

of the law of the land.” It was expected by some that the ministry would resign

when the Lords rejected the Bill; but Lord Grey, the head of the ministry, and by

whom the other members were nominated, took an early opportunity to declare in

the House of Lords, that he would not resign, so long as his Majesty should request

his services, and he thought he could be of use to his country. He has received a

number of addresses, thanking him for this resolution. The House of Commons, on

the motion of Lord Ebrington, passed a vote pledging that house to the renewed sup

port of ministers.

On the 20th of October the Parliament was prorogued to the 22d day of November.

On this occasion, the king went to the Parliament House, and delivered his speech in

person, “in a firm tone, pronouncing the concluding paragraph with a very marked

emphasis.” The speech adverts to the length of the session, to the bills that had

been passed, to the provision for the queen in the event of her surviving the king, to

the state of the publick burdens, to the assurance received from foreign courts of

friendly and pacifick dispositions, and then concludes in these words:—

“My Lords and Gentlemen, In the interval of repose which may now be afforded

to you, I am sure it is unnecessary for me to recommend to you the most careful at

tention to the preservation of tranquillity in your respective counties. The anxiety

which has been so generally manifested by my people for the accomplishment of a

constitutional reform in the Commons House of Parliament, will, I trust, be regulated

by a due sense of the necessity of order and moderation in their proceedings.

“To the consideration of this important question the attention of Parliament must

necessarily again be called at the opening of the ensuing session; and you may be

assured of my unaltered desire to promote its settlement by such improvements in

the representation as may be found necessary for securing to my people the full

enjoyment of their rights, which, in combination with those of the other orders of the

state, are essential to the support of our free constitution.”

Both in going to and returning from the Parliament House, the king was cheered

by an immense populace, in the most enthusiastick manner.
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The subject of reform so engrosses the attention of the whole British nation, that

the publick papers scarcely say a word on any other topick.

FRANce.—In the early part of the last month the publick papers announced great

excitement in Paris, and in other parts of France, occasioned by the supposed neglect

of the French ministry to interfere effectually in behalf of the Poles. The ministry,

however, were sustained in the Chamber of Deputies, by an overwhelming majority.

Then the rejection of the Reform Bill by the British House of Lords, was the engross

ing subject for a few days. At the last accounts, however, the French Chamber of

Deputies, leaving other people to take care of themselves, had been for some time

busily and quietly engaged in disposing of the momentous question of the Peerage

among themselves. The result is contained in the following extract from a commu

nication from Paris; and is the only important article of French news that we have to

report.

P. The Bill for the Reformation of the Peerage has been finally disposed of by the

Chamber of Deputies. It is founded on the principles that the Peerage should endure

for life; that the nomination of the Peers should exist in the crown, and that their

number should be unlimited. On these clauses there were ingrafted no less than

30 amendments, proposing different modes of election, instead of the royal nomina

tion, limiting the privilege of their legislative functions to terms of years, and restrict

ing the number of members in the Chamber. Over all these proposed changes, the

ministerial project triumphed. It proposed classes or categories of persons, to which

the Royal choice should be limited; but these categories, like the categories of Aris

totle, were so general as to include nearly every supposable individual to whom the

favour of the crown could be extended. They were accordingly adopted with some

slight variation, and now compose a part of the Bill which has received the sanction of

the Deputies. The Chamber came on Tuesday to a vote upon the whole bill, as amend

ed on the discussion of its details, when there appeared in favour of its passing 386,

and against it 40. The minority was, no doubt, composed of the two extreme par

ties, those who objected to the Bill, because they desired a senate elected by the

people, and those who resisted it, because they desired to return to an hereditary

nobility. The chief interest of the piece now begins, instead of being terminated.

The project of declaring the Chamber of Deputies a constituent body pro hac vice,

[that is, a body to dispose finally of this question, without sending it to the Peers,

has been abandoned, and consequently the Peers will be called upon to decide on

the retention, or surrender of their own honours and power.

SPAIN, Portugal, and GREEce.—In regard to these states, the following article from

a French paper gives nearly all the most recent intelligence—The National says:

“We have learnt from good authority that the Spanish Government is not only urging

the levy of the 20,000 men recently decreed, but is taking secret measures for raising

double the number. The provinces which are exempt by their conscription, as Gui

puzcoa, Alava, and others, have received orders to arm and equip a battalion of 1,000

men each. Two Portuguese Frigates and a Corvette with three hundred troops sail

ed from the Tagus on the 24th, to reinforce the garrison of Madeira, and the forts

near Lisbon were putting in a state of preparation to meet the apprehended visit of

Don Pedro. The further contents of these papers, as they relate to Greece, are not

without interest. After the destruction of the Greek fleet, the troops of Govern

ment took possession of the fortress of Poros, and of the Steam Boats which escaped

the conflagration. It is said that lighted matches were discovered both in these ves

sels, and in the cellars of the houses, whence it was inferred that it was intended to

spread the work of destruction much farther. Hydra is now blockaded by Russian

ships, and some say by English and French ships also; and it is remarked that Mavro

cordato, the chief of the discontented, who had fled, and his adherents, to Hydra, had

been stoned by the people.” The last European intelligence contains an article from

Spain, stating that Ferdinand had issued a proclamation of amnesty to all those who

were concerned in the Spanish revolution, save those excepted by name and by a

particular designation—Who will trust him?

BELGIUM and Holland.—In the speech of the British monarch which preceded the

prorogation of his parliament, we find the following paragraph, which we quote be

cause the information it contains is doubtless authentick—“The Conference assem

bled in London has at length terminated its difficult and laborious discussions, by an

arrangement unanimously agreed upon by the Plenipotentiaries of the five Powers for

the separation of the states of Holland and Belgium, on terms by which the interests

of both, together with the future security of other countries, have been carefully pro

vided for.” It appears that neither the Belgians nor the Dutch are left at liberty to

modify the articles of the treaty, or to propose new conditions ofarrangement. They
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must adopt or reject the award as final; and in the latter alternative must place them

selves in hostility to the Great Powers. The Belgic Ministry seem sadly perplexed

at this peremptory demand of acquiescence. And it is also stated in the last advices

that Holland is as little pleased as Belgium with the arrangement. It was even sus

pected by some, that on the expiration of the truce, which was just at hand, the war

between these powers would be renewed. We think this improbable; both parties

will grumble and submit. The award is probably as good an one as could be made.

The French negotiator would take care of the interests of Belgium, and the Prussian

negotiator of those of Holland. . The arrangement, it appears, was unanimous.

Poland is no more. It always appeared in the highest degree improbable to us,

that the Polish armies which could not, or did not, maintain themselves against the

Russians within the fortresses of Warsaw, could make any effectual opposition after

wards. The following statements appear to be correct:—“The cause of the patriots is

for the present utterly lost. Of the treachery of a part of the Polish leaders there

is no longer any doubt, and Krukowiecki, who was the latest commander in Warsaw,

seems to have acted a conspicuous part in the sacrifice of his country. Modlin had

surrendered, the Russians entering on the 9th October, and the army was entirely dis

persed. The Grand Duke Michael and Marshal Paskewitsch had returned to Warsaw

on the 8th of October. A number of Russian officers of rank had arrived there,

and fifty officers also of different grades in the Polish army. Prince Czartoryski,

General Skrzynecki and Count Malachowski, had retired into the Austrian territory;

General Chlopicki, whose wounds were not yet healed, remains at Cracow.”

“Warsaw, Oct. 9.—General Witt has issued a proclamation, in which he announces

that in spite of the order to deliver arms of all kinds into the arsenal, and repeated

warnings of the consequences, Joseph Ullerman, an inhabitant of Warsaw, had con

cealed in his house several carbines, and a considerable quantity of ball cartridges, for

which he had been condemned by a court-martial to be shot, and was executed yes

terday according to his sentence. Count Witt, in announcing this event, considers it

as his duty to warn every one of the inevitable consequences of disregard of the order

of the superior authorities.”

In the fall of Poland another impressive lesson has been given to the world, of

the direful effects of discord, insubordination and treachery, among a people con

tending for their rights. Had the Poles remained united, and retained their

confidence in their gallant and accomplished commander-in-chief, Skrzynecki, we

have little doubt that the IRussians would not have been able to capture Warsaw,

but must have retreated before the winter set in. It is perhaps not known to

all our readers, that during the American revolution, a faction in our own Con

gress made a vigorous effort to displace General Washington. But the God of

our fathers watched over us, and defeated their attempt; and our previous moral and

social habits as a people, prepared us better for all the blessings of freedom than we

think the Poles were prepared. We greatly rejoice that Skrzynecki and his firm co

patriots have escaped into Austria. . We trust they will not be delivered up, but pass

on to France, Britain, and perhaps the United States. Who would not rejoice to see

them here

Trussia.-The Emperor of Russia has issued a proclamation relative to Poland.

The country is to return to its state before the war. Intimations are given of great

lenity to be used toward those who implicitly submit to the Russian power; but no

favour will be shown to those who, in any degree, oppose the constituted authori

ties. Marshal Paskewitsch is made governor of Warsaw, with the title of Prince

Warsanski. Perhaps he will make as good a governor as any other—better, we

think, than the Grand Duke Michael, and we hope far better than his deceased bro

ther Constantine. A Russian item of news says—“Field Marshal Count Diebitsch

Sabalkanski was buried with great ceremony at St. Petersburgh, on the 27th of Sept.

in the forms of the Protestant church. He was a Prussian.” The cholera had in

creased at Petersburgh.

Austria AND PRussia.--We have nothing for the present month to chronicle, in

regard to these great powers, except that the fearful cholera still exists, and spreads

in various parts of their dominions. At Vienna it had once diminished, but again

appeared to be increasing.

TURKEY.-The dreadful fire at Pera, one of the suburbs of Constantinople, which

we mentioned last month, appears to have been more destructive than any thing of

the kind we recollect in modern times. An English account of this catastrophe,

which is going the round of the papers, seems more like a romance than the narra

tive of facts—Yet we believe it is materially true. This fire, with the plague and the

cholera, have produced incalculable distress in Constantinople.
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ASIA.

It appears that a disturbance has taken place in Canton;—that the Chinese, some

say, headed by the Viceroy, had made an attack upon the factories, principally the

English—had totally destroyed them, pulled down the King's picture—trampled upon

it—that several of the Hong merchants, and some of the populace, had been killed,

and that a total cessation of business had of course ensued. The British authorities

threatened to stop the whole English trade, and issued notices to that effect, but

finding that the proceedings of the Chinese emanated from Pekin, they have with

drawn their notice, and referred the affair to the Governor General of India, and the

English government at home. A vessel has been despatched to the former, and they

have chartered another to go to England. In the meantime, however, the trade

continues.

AFRICA.

ALGIERs.—A French paper contains the following article:– -

“Algiers, in October.

“Usury is one of the scourges of the colony. Numbers do not blush to lend money

at 4 per cent. per month. A good tribunal, we hope, will soon do justice on such

dishonourable proceedings.

“It is in contemplation to introduce the cochineal here. An American, settled at

Bogota, intends, it is said, to import here, 1200 Nupal plants. We might easily have

10,000 plants in three years. * -

“Perfect tranquillity prevails here. But for the fatal south winds, which are detri

mental to the health of the inhabitants, we should have every reason to congratulate

ourselves on the present state of things.” .

Although tranquillity prevails at Algiers, it is otherwise at Bona, a small town on

the coast, heretofore occupied by the French. The Bedouins, it appears, have taken

it, and massacred all the French they could find

If we had time and space, we should like to say something at length, in relation to

the American Colony at Liberia. We can only state, that the Rev. Mr. Crosby, an

agent of the Colonization Society, is travelling through the country, to endeavour to

awaken a more lively interest in regard to this most interesting institution and enter

prise, than exists at present. We heard him deliver a discourse on the last Lord's

day, which we think was in no respect unsuitable to the solemnity of the sanctuary

on the Sabbath, and calculated to stir up Christians, and philanthropists generally, to

an attention to a neglected duty. We recommend his object to the favourable regard
of our readers.

AMERICA.

It appears by the most recent accounts from the Southern part of our continent, that

present appearances are more favourable to the peace and prosperity of our sister

republicks there, than they were some time since. What is called the patriot army,

after putting an end to the civil war in the United Provinces, had returned to Buenos

Ayres, and was greeted with a kind of triumphal celebration. In Colombia appear

ances were favourable. It was expected that General Santander would be made pre

sident, and much good was anticipated from his administration. An insurrection in

Peru had been put down: and the establishment of friendly relations between

Colombia and the United States was confidently expected. Much the same may be

said of Mexico. In Brazil, all was confusion—Confidence was destroyed, and com

... merce was nearly at an end.

UNItED STATEs.—While we write, expectation is on tiptoe for the President’s Mes

sage--It has not yet reached us. When it appears, if it contains any thing within

our province of remark, as heretofore marked out, our readers will hear from us,

Deo volente, in the coming month. One thing we have always inculcated, and now

reiterate, the duty of constant and fervent prayer for our magistrates and legislators.

The Influenza appears to be taking a sweep through the whole of our country.

We have not indeed yet heard of it to the south and west. But it came to us from

the north and east, and we have little doubt it will pervade the whole land. It is not

in general a violent, although a very troublesome complaint—We have written our

whole view of Publick Affairs under its oppressive influence. Scarcely an individual

escapes it. But what cause of thankfulness have we to the Sovereign Disposer of all

events, that in place of the awful visitation of the cholera, which now pervades and

desolates so many regions of the old world, we are chastened with so light a rod!

-

(ºf An Inder to the Minth Volume of our work, which now closes, will be sent to our
Subscribers with our neart JWumber.
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SYNODS AND PRESIBYTERIES OF

THE WEST.

In our last number, we published the

resolutions which have recently been

adopted by the Presbyteries of West

Lexington, Steubenville, Redstone, and

Miami, on the subject of Domestic Mis

sions, and the Missionary Convention at

Cincinnati. We now publish the resolu

tions of several other Synods and Pres

byteries on the same subjects; and we

earnestly invite the special attention of

our readers, to these very important offi

cial documents. They express the sen

timents of the Western churches in lan

guage so plain, and unequivocal, that, he

who runs, may read and understand.

syNOD OF CINCINNat I.

The Committee, on the recommenda

tion of the General Assembly, and the

communication of the§. of Ohio, on

the subject of Home Missions, recom

mended the adoption of the following

resolutions.

Resolved 1st. That as the Presbyte

ries of the Synod are already auxiliary

to the Board of Missions of the General

Assembly, or to the American Home

Missionary Society, allowing to individ

uals and churches the privilege of co-op

erating with either of them, which they

may prefer; and as no regulation in the

power of the Synod to adopt, can oblige
individuals or churches to contribute

contrary to their own views; a full and

fair experiment of the measure already

adopted ought to be made before any

other method is proposed.

2d. That as no effort which this Synod

can make would be likely to induce all

the ministers and churches to unite ei

ther with the Assembly’s Board, or the

A. H.M.S, so it would be equally fruit:

less to attempt an amalgamation or united

agency of those two institutions, or even

the erection of a new Board to conflict

with those already in existence, because

a united agency, or a new Board, would

be likely to foster old collisions, and

originate new ones instead of allaying and

ER 1, 1831.

3d. That the Stated Clerk of Synod be

directed to transmit a copy of the above

resolutions of the Moderators to the Sy

nods named in the minute of the Gene

ral Assembly, and to the next General

Assembly.

SYNoD OF KENTUCKY.

The following preamble and resolu:

tions were adopted at the late stated

meeting of the Synod of Kentucky; the

first resolution unanimously, the pream

ble and second resolution by large major
ities.

The General Assembly of the Presby

|terian Church at its last meeting, recom

mended to the Synods and Presbyteries

of the church in the West, to agree on

some plan for conducting Missions in the

Valley of the Mississippi. In consequence

of this recommendation, it becomes the

duty of this Synod to express its opinions

on this important subject.

The power to send Missions to any

part, to plant churches, or to supply va

cancies, is one of great importance. The

peace and prosperity of our church de

pend on the proper exercise of this pow.

er:—Those who wield it can give to the

church almost any character§ please,

and the question to be decided is, where

can this power be deposited to do the

most good, with the least danger of abuse.

The tendency of all power is to accumu

lation and abuse; and has been a matter of

great difficulty in church and state to

select proper agents to execute impor

tant trusts, and to secure their strict ac

countability. The powers of government

have been usually vested in one man, or

a few men, and the result has been the

abuse of their authority, and the oppres

sion and misery of the great body of the

community. . . Power once obtained has

been held with a firm hand, and the only

remedy in most cases has been revolu

tion.

The statesmen who formed the civil

government of our country adopted the

principle that the fleofile are the source

of all power, and provided for their choos

ing and removing the officers of govern

ment. Should those in office abuse the

trust reposed in them, the people upon

removing them.

Wor. IX.-Ch. 4dv. 4 P

whom their acts operate will soon see
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and feel it, and apply the remedy. The

same principles are recognized in the

government of our church, and we be

lieve they are “agreeable to scripture.”

All our churches in the United States

constitute one church, in which a major

ity governs. Those who exercise author

ity in the church are elected by, and are

accountable to, the people.

The General Assembly which is elec

ted annually, is the highest judicatory in

the church, and represents in one body,

all the particular churches of our denom:

ination. It “constitutes the bond of

union, peace, correspondence, and mu

tual confidence among all the churches.”

“To it belongs the power of superintend

ing the concerns of the whole church,”

and of “sending Missions to any fiart,

to filant churches, or to suffily vacan

cies.” -

Shall we now change the constitution

of our church, which all our ministers,

elders and deacons have publicly and

solemnly approved, and take from the

whole church, through their representa

tives, the power of conducting our Mis

sions, and vest the power in a part of the

church, or any other body of men?

Who would most faithfully perform

this high and important trust? And if
it be abused, where can the remedy be

most easily and certainly applied?, The

members of the General Assembly are

elected annually, and if they do not faith

fully represent the churches, they will

not be re-elected, but others will be cho

sen who will represent them. If our

Missionary concerns were all under the

control of the General Assembly, effi

cient and useful Missionaries would be

employed, and our union cemented. For

should the General Assembly, or their

agents, so far forget their* as to be

come the organs of a party, the days of

their power would be numbered. But if

independent Missionary Societies, have
wer to send Missions into all our

churches, they will be formed by par

ties, and conducted to promote party

urposes. ...Where is the remedy? The
church will be afflicted with continual

ecclesiastical warfare, its union and peace

destroyed, and it will have no power to

prevent it.

In favour of the union of our church,

we would adopt the language of Wash

ington, concerning the union of this Re

public: “We should watch for its preser

vation with zealous anxiety; discounte

nancing whatever may suggest even a

suspicion that it can in any event be aban

doned; and indignantly frowning upon

the first dawning of every attempt to ali

enate any portion of our (church) from

the rest, or to enfeeble the sacred ties

which, now link together the various

parts.”

The rulers in our church have been

careful to prevent collisions between its

various parts, and to secure them from

foreign interference. In our Directory

for worship, chap. 6th, it is provided,

that it is expedient that no person be

introduced to preach in any of the

churches under our care, without the

consent of the pastor, or church session.

The “Form of government” provides,

“that when any Presbytery shall send

any of their ministers or probationers to

distant vacancies, the Missionary shall

be ready to produce his credentials to

the Presbytery, or Presbyteries through

the bounds of which he may pass, or at

least to a committee thereof, and obtain

their approbation.” And to the General

Assembly alone is given the power “to

send Missions to any part,to plant church

es, or to †. vacancies.” Recent

events have demonstrated the wisdom of

these regulations.

It has been objected that the General

Assembly isnot a safe depository ofpow

er, and that there is no security in its

annual election, because the whole

church may become corrupt, and that

this is possible, the history of the church

in past ages affords sufficient proof, and

then the General Assembly itself would

be a most terrible engine of evil. If the

whole church be not a safe depository of

the power of conducting its own missions,

it is not of any other power. But there

is safety in the annual election of the

General Assembly until the church does

become corrupt; and it is more liable to

become corrupt than a Missionary Soci

ety composed of all who will pay their

money?

The history of the world in past ages

affords sufficient proof that Refublics

have become corrupt, and then the fleo

file were not safe depositories of power.

Shall we therefore abandon our repub

lican institution, and bestow the powers

of government on a few—a society or a

king; or have no government at all. The

time may come when all men, under the

influence of the gospel, will do right, and

then there will be no necessity for any

government. But melancholy experience

tells us that this time has not yet come:

: nd so long as it is necessary to vest pow

er somewhere, we subscribe to the doc

trine that a majority of the whole shall

govern.

Entertaining the foregoing opinions we

have come to the following resolutions,
Viz.-

1. Resolved, That we still approve of

the form of our church government on

the subject of Missions; and that we will
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not agree to any plan for conducting

Missions in the Valley of the Mississippi,

which shall take that important power

from the control of the representatives

of the whole church in the General As

sembly. -

2. Kevived, That it be recommend

ed to all the Presbyteries connected with

this Synod, to send delegates to the pro

posed Convention on the subject of Mis

sions, which is to be held in the city of

Cincinnati, on the 23d of November,

1831.

SYNoD of PITT'sBurgh.

The Committee appointed to take into

consideration the resolution of the last

General Assembly relative to missions in

the Valley of the Mississippi, beg leave to
report:

That in their opinion the Synod is call

ed upon to give a distinct expression of

their views in relation to this subject.

The friends of the American HomeMis

sionary Society allege that the señarate

action of that institution, and the Assem

bly’s Board of Missions, has produced

very unpleasant collisions and animosi

ties in the church; and in view of these

evils, they have called on the General

Assembly to compel their Board to con

duct all their missions in the Valley of

the Mississippi, throngh a board of agen

cy at Cincinnati, who shall at the same

time, be the agents through whom alone

the American Home Missionary Society

will operate in that Valley.

To this course your committee object,

on the ground that it would be a virtual

surrender of the principle on which that

board was *::::A; organized, and on

which it was re-organized in 1828—a

principle which your committee believe

is interwoven with the very constitution

of the church, of Christ—that the

management and control of missions be

long to the church through her judicato

ries. The great Head§h. Church in

tended her to be a missionary society,

and gave her that organization, which in
the view of infinite wisdom, was best cal

culated to render her a safe and efficient

missionary society. Believing this tº

have been one of the ends for which the

church was instituted; and believing the

Presbyterian form of organization or

ºvernment to have been chosen by the
ing of Zion, your committeebº.

that our duty to him imperiously requires

us to employ that organization in our

missionary operations. And they believe

it to be not only more safe, but more ef

ficient than any that man can devise. If

the evils... of are the necessary

results of the separate action of these

two institutions, some other remedy

should be sought; the friends of the Home

Missionary Society should consent to act

through the Board rather than attempt to

compel the Board to act through any

other than an ecclesiastical organization.

Your committee, therefore, recommend

the adoption of the following resolution:

Resolved, That in the opinion of this

Synod, the Board of Missions of the Gen

eral Assembly should be left to conduct

their missionary operations on the plan

which they have pursued with so much

success for the three last years; and that

no such connection between that Board

and the American Home Missionary So

ciety, as is contemplated, ought to be

|formed.

SYNoD of Illinois.

The Synod of Illinois, in session at

Hillsborough, have had under considera

tion the subject of Domestic Missions,

and have endeavoured to ascertain the

best mode of conducting them within

their bounds. They have viewed with

regret the apparently conflicting interests

of the two great missionary Boards. Our

missionaries are from both, and find

themselves obliged to unite all their ef

forts, in building up the public churches

of this wide waste. We have enemies to

meet, and conflict with, who leave us no

time, nor strength to contend with each

other in regard to those great and good

institutions, which bless us, and our peo

ple with their patronage. . We love, and

cherish; and pray for both, as the foun

tains of benevolence; and we look to

them, we cry to , them, unceasingly,

“Come over and help us.” When a

messenger comes, filled with love, and

joy, and fieace, from either, we all hail

him as a brother, and buckle on the har

ness with him, as a “true yokefellow.”

But should our brethren continue to send

among us pamphlets, whose tendency

must be to stir up wrath, or, should they,

at any time, send agents unhappily dis

posed to sow the seeds of strifeº sedi

tion, we must turn away our eyes and

weep for wounds, which will thus be in

flicted on our beloved Zion.

To shut out these evils from amongus,

and close our doors against all efforts to

introduce them, in future, we express our

strong desire, that the missionary opera

tions within our bounds may be under

the contract of committees appointed by

our own judicatories. Therefore,

Resolved, that the Assembly’s Board of

Missions, and the Board of the Home

Missionary Society, be respectfully re

quested to communicate freely with our

* -
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Presbyterial and Synodical Committees,

on all important subjects connected with

Missionary operations within our bounds,

and without the mediation of any other
Board whatever.

Adopted, unanimously, at Hillsbo

rough, Illinois, the 17th of September,
1831. "

Signed by order of the Synod,

John G. BERGEN, Moderator.

William S. Potts, Clerk of Synod.

PRESBYTERY OF WEST TENNESSEE.

Almost every day brings some refresh

ing intelligence to the hearts of those

who have been trembling for the fate of 9

the Presbyterian church. The letharg,

which has prevailed, and the evils which

have been gradually admitted, seemed

to threaten her very existence; but a

healthful reaction is taking place, which

pºnew life and power to the whole

ody. She is rousing up from her base

slumbers, and we hope soon to see purity

and harmony restored, and her undivid

ed energies directed to her master's

work. struggle, however, must first

take place. We lament its necessity, but

rejoice in its approach; assured that she
will come forth purified from the fire,

and...'. the tempest. The

following has been kindly furnished us

by a correspondent; |
“It will gratify the friends of the As- |

sembly’s Board of Missions to learn the

course taken on the all-absorbing subject

of Missions by the Presbytery of W.

Tennessee, at its late session. The sub

ject of a convention being brought up by

the Stated Clerk, in handing in an over

ture from the Presbytery of West Lex

ington, after considerable discussion a

committee was appointed to prepare a

minute for the Presbytery, which, as

nearly as I can recollect, was as follows:

Presbytery having considered at length

the overture from West Lexington, in

reference to the proposed convention in

Cincinnati, as well as the general subject

to which it relates, adopted the following

resolutions—viz:

1. Resolved, That this Presbytery do

most cordially approve of the present

organization of the Board of Missions of

the General Assembly; and of the mode

of conducting Domestic Missions as pur

sued by the said Board.

2. Resolved, That while this Presby

tery cheerfully admit that the A. H. M.

$ociety has been the instrument of much

good in propagating the Gospel in desti

tute places, and while they rejoice in the

good thus accomplished, they do feel

themselves especially bound to patronize

the Assembly’s Board, and to extend its

influence, as being more congenial with

ºbe Constitution of the Presbyterian
Church in the United States.

3. Resolved, That this Presbyterr

does not perceive the necessity or pro

|priety of deciding or adopting any other

plan for conducting Domestic Missions

than that now pursued by the Assembly's
Board.

4. Resolved, That a copy of the above

resolutions be forwarded to the Chairman

of the convention to be held in Cincinnati;

and that he be informed that this Pres.

bytery is entitled to four representatives

in the General Assembly.

These resolutions passed twelve to
ne.

It will be observed that many of the

members were not in attendance, whose

presence we are assured would have in

creased the majority.

PRESBYTERY of v1 NCENNEs.

Vincennes, Oct. 26, 1831.

To the Moderator, and other members

of the Convention, met at Cincinnati, for

the purpose of recommending to the

General Assembly of the Presbyterian

Church, the best method of conducting

Missionary operations, within the Valley

of the Mississippi.

The Presbytery of Vincennes sendcth

greeting—

Dear Brethren:—We have thought it

not absolutely necessary to appoint com

missioners to attend your méâting. We

pray the Great Head of the Church to

preside in your deliberations, and to di

rect them to such an issue as may best

promote his glory, and the peace and

prosperity of his kingdom in these re

gions.

It is greatly to be deprecated that any

thing should arise to interrupt the harmo

º or distract the efforts of the friends

of Missions at any time, but especially

now, when the call for such efforts is so

urgent; and for ourselves, we can sin

cerely say, in reference to those sent cut

amidst the desolations of this vast coun

try, to preach Christ, and him crucified

to the guilty and the perishing,by whom

soever they may be sent, we do rejoice

that Christ is preached by them; yea,

and we will rejoice. Union of affection

and sentiment we greatly long for among

all who are professedly engaged in pro

moting the cause of Christ; without this,
union in action is not desirable.

That the agency of the Assembly's

Board of Missions should be relinquished

entirely, none can expect, who know any

thing of the events of the years that have

past since the commencement of the

present century; and while it continues,

we have no desire that its operations in
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the west should undergo any new modi

fication. Hoping, therefore, that you will

excuse the appearance of a representa

tion in your presence, on our behalf, we

wish our vote tobe considered, and if ne

cessary, recorded in favor of the present

order of things, as observed by the Gen

eral Assembly’s Board, in relation to

missionary operations in the Valley of the

Mississippi.

IsAAc REED, Moderator.

RANsom HAwley, Clerk.

Signed—SAMUEL R. ALExANDER,

Stated Clerk.

New Hope, Vigo Co. Ind. Oct;7, 1831.

PRESBYTERY OF MISSISSIPPI.

Port Gibson, Miss. Oct. 13,"1831,

The following Preamble and Resolu

tions were introduced, discussed, and

E. at the meeting of the Mississippi

resbytery, now in session in this place;

viz:

Whereas, the subject of Missions is,

in the opinion of this Presbyterp, of vital

importance to the peace,purity,and pros

perity of the Church,--and whereas, the

Assembly’s Board of Missions, who send

forth Missionaries, and control our Mis

sionary Funds, are appointed by and ac

countable to the General Assembly for

their acts—and the American Home

Missionary Society (whose labours of

love we nevertheless appreciate) is not,

—Therefore.

Resolved 1. ‘That this Presbytery, for

the above reason, do hereby give the de

cided preference to the Assembly’s

Board of Missions, in conducting our

Missionary operations.

Resolved 3. That as our Presbyter

being nineteen in number, is entitled to

a representation in the General Assem

bly, of 2 ministers, and 2 elders, the

Convention which is to assemble at Cin

cinnati, in November next, be, and it

hereby is directed, to give on all ques

tions which may come before the Con

vention, the votes of this Presbytery, in

accordance with the first resolution.

Resolved 3. That in compliance with

the recommendation of the West Lex

ington Presbytery, this Presbytery set

apart the 1st Thursday of November, as

a day of Fasting, Humiliation and Prayer,

in reference to the Convention and its ob

iect.
J Resolved 4. That the Rev. George

Potts, of Natchez, without delay, send a

copy of the above Preamble and Resolu

tions to Dr. Joshua L. Wilson, or some

other minister of Cincinnati, and that he

be requested to present it to the Conven

tion which is to meet on the 23d of Nov.

next, in that city.

Resolved 5. That the Rev. George

Potts be, and he is hereby appointed in

behalf ºf this Presbytery, to hold corres

pondence with the Convention, or any

committee of correspondence which that

body may appoint.

W. C. BLAIR, Moderator.

JAMEs SMYLIE, Stated Clerk.

PRESBYTERY OF INDIANAPOLIS,

This Presbytery met at Hopewell

Church, Johnson County, Ind. on the

13th October. Rev. David Monfort was

chosen Moderator, and the Rev. Wm.

W.,Woods clerk. Besides the ordinary

business of Presbytery, the subject of

missionary operations was introduced,

which was referred to a select commit

tee, who reported the following resolu

tions, which were adopted by the Pres

bytery:

1. Resolved. That this Presbytery
entertain the fullest confidence in the

Board of Missions of the General Assem

bly of the Presbyterian Church. That

the plan of conducting domestic mis

sions, adopted and pursued by that

Board, meets our entire approbation.

2. Resolved, That we consider it the

province and duty of the Presbyterian

Church in her distinctive character, to

conduct the missionary operations within

her own bounds; and that a Board of

Missions, all of whose official acts are

subject to the review of the Supreme Ju

dicatory of the Church, does afford a

pledge for the maintenance of purity in

doctrine and discipline, which is not, and

cannot be, afforded º, any voluntary as

sociation of irresponsible individuals.

3. Resolved, That this Presbytery

are opposed to any amalgamation of the

Board of Missions with the A. H. M.

Society, as they believe that neither the

º nor purity of the Church would

e in any way promoted by such an

amalgamation; and, moreover, as the

Book of discipline makes it the duty of

the General Assembly to conduct mis

sionary operations, and as these opera

tions are now in successful progress, we

consider it our duty as Presbyterians, to

sustain, by our countenance and patron

age, that Board which is the constitu

tional organ of that branch of the Church

to which we belong.

4. Resolved, That this Presbytery

deem the contemplated convention for

the purpose of consulting on the subject

of missionary operations in the Valley of

the Mississippi, entirely unnecessary, as

they believe that no more safe, economi

cal, or judicious system of operations can
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be devised, than that which is now pur

sued under the authority of the General

Assembly. Nevertheless, as such a con

vention will, in all probability, be held,

this Presbytery, as a matter of courtesy,

will comply with the request which has

been made by our respected brethren of |

the West Lexington Presbytery, and

appoint two delegates to that conven:

tion: reserving to themselves the right of

hereafter approving or disapproving of

the acts of that convention.

5. Resolved, That while this Presby

tery do not impugn the motives of those

who differ from them in their views as

to the best method of conducting mis

sions, they do, nevertheless, conscien

tiously believe, that the missionary work

is of too vital importance to the interests

of religion, to be conducted without the

most careful inspection of the judicato

ries of the church, and especially, to be

committed to those who acknowledge no

visible responsibility but that which is

due to an undefinable and vacilating pub

lic opinion.

6. Resolved, That this Presbytery.

declare itself auxiliary to the Board of

Missions of the General Assembly, and

that a committee of missions be appoint

ed to correspond with the Assembly’s

Board, and to devise such measures as

they may deem most expedient, for rais

ing funds, and sustaining the operations

of the Board.

7. Resolved, That the committee of

missions of this Presbyterv be authorized

to arrange the destitute Churches in this

Presbytery into a circuit or circuits, and

apply to the Assemblv’s Board for one

or more missionaries to be employed in

ministering to these vacancies.

The Rev. J. R. Moreland, and Mr.

John Coovert, elder, were elected dele

gates to the Cincinnati Convention.

The Presbytery also adopted the fol.

lowing as a standing rule:-

“Every minister or licentiate from any

other Presbytery or corresponding body,

applying to be received as a member of

this Presbytery, shall submit to an ex

amination on the doctrines of our Con

fession of Faith, provided any two mem

bers of Presbytery shall require it.”

PRESBYTERY of LANCAstrºn.

Zanesville, Sefit. 28, 1831.

The subject of a Western.
referred by the last General Assembly

to the Presbyteries and Synods of the

West, was taken up and committed to

Messrs. Culbertson, Hunt, and Pitkin,

§ report thereon as early as practica

ºr. *

The committee appointed on the

subject of a Western Agency, reported,

and their report was accepted and adopt

ed, and is as follows:

The Presbytery of Lancaster, after

mature deliberation, on the subject of

Missions as referred by the last General

Assembly to the Presbyteries and Sy

nods of the West, adopted the following,

as the expression of their views.

1. That they are already as a Presby.

tery auxiliary to the Assembly’s Board

of Missions, allowing to individuals and

churches the privilege of co-operating

with any other Board, and they have
had no reason to be dissatisfied with this

arrangement.

2. That they have, in resolutions

adopted October, 1830, declared them

selves unfavourable to any union between

the Assembly's Board, and the Ameri

can Home Missionary Society, which

would, either directly or constructively

change the character—plan of operation

—or responsibility of the Assembly’s

Board.

3. They deem such an arrangement

unnecessary, as every thing proposed,

can be gained by the Assembly's Board,

and her executive committees.

4. That in their apprehension, such

an agency would create and cherish ra

ther than allay and remove collision.

5. That under these views, they are

opposed to the agency contemplated.

6. That as Presbyteries and Synods

are called on to adjudicate on the subject,

they can see nonecessity for the proposed

convention.

7. That should said convention meet,

the Stated Clerk is hereby directed to

|transmit to it a copy of these proceed

ings.

8. That a copy of these proceedings

be transmitted to the next General As

sembly, as the decision of this Presbyte

ry on the subject referred to their con

sideration.

A true copy.

JAMEs Culbertson, Stated Clerk.

N. B. Our Presbytery consists of 13

members, and we are therefore entitled

to 2, representatives to the General As

sembly. J. C.

PRESBYTERY or ALLEGHENY.

In conformity to the recommendation

of the last General Assembly, to the

|Synods and Presbyteries in the West to

correspond with one another, and devise

a plan for carrying on Missions in the

est, the Presbytery of Allegheny, at

its meeting at Slate Lick, on the day

of Qctober, 1831, adopted the following

resolutions, viz:
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Resolved 1. That in the opinion of conversions unto God. A while after

this Presbytery, the General Assembly is

eqally competent to the entire supervi

sion and control of Domestic Missions

within its pale, as to the management of

any other ecclesiastical concerns.

2. That whereas it has been agreed

upon by many Presbyteries in the West,

to appoint delegates to meet in conven

tion at Cincinnati, on the 23d of Novem

ber next, in order to carry the recom

mendation of the General Assembly into

effect, the Presbytery have appointed,

and do hereby appoint, the Rev. John

Munson, to meet in said convention, and

to deliberate and vote on any business

that may come before that body.

3. That this delegate be instructed to

represent in said convention, that, in the

opinion of this Presbytery, all Mission

ary operations connected with the Pres
byterian church, ought to be under the

sole direction of the General Assembly,

unconnected with any voluntary associa

tions whatever.

4. That should this delegate be pre

veentd from attending said convention,

then a copy of these resolutions, proper

ly attested, shall by him be forwarded to

... said convention, as expressive of the

views of this Presbytery on the contem

plated subject.

Signed by order of the Presbytery.

CYRUs RIGGs, Moderator.

John GLENN, Clerk.

===

REPORTS OF MISSIONARIES.

Test.

NEW YORK,

Apowerful revival in Elba, Gennesee co.

The following account of the revival ex

perienced in the congregation of Elba, dur

ing the last spring and summer, has recent

ly been received from our missionary in

that place, the Rev. George Colton.

Sometime in the month of March, the

resent year, God began to pour out his

pirit upon some of the inhabitants of

Elba. The work commenced in a par

ticular street, and not long afterwards in

two more sections of the town. To these

school districts or sections, this work of

divine grace, was, for five or six weeks

chiefly confined. Soon it appeared in

other parts of the town; and it was dis

covered by an increasing number and

the anxious faces of the assembly, on the

Sabbath, in the meeting house; by nume

rous and solemn conferences and prayer.

meetings, and lectures—and by many

cases of obvious conviction, sundry

instances of quite hopeful and manifest

-

the commencement of the revival, “a

four-days meeting” was held at Roches

ter, another in Batavia, at Bergen and

Byron, &c. &c. Sometime in April, the

Baptists had a firotracted meeeting, in

the church or meeting house on #.
Hill, (which they hold in common with

us,) which was common to the cause. On

the 28th of the same month, our pro

tracted meeting began; it lasted seven

days: about 60 persons took the anxious

seats, and these meetings were regular

and lively, were deeply solemn and aw

ful—were evangelical, shiritual, flower

ful, and firosherous. About 40 fiersons,

it is thought, were renewed and forgiven,

and some suppose, still more “passed

from death unto life,” at the time, and not

long after, this long and peculiar meeting.

On one day of meeting, about 1200 peo

ple were present; andevery day the con

gregation was large. The Rev.brethren

who assisted, were Rawson of Barre,

(who was preaching statedly in Royalton

and Shelby, Niagara Co.) Cheeseman

of Byron, Crawford of Le Roy, and

Miller, of Avon. The prayers were

“ghostly” and fervent; the exhortations

were tender and melting; the sermons

were orthodox, clear, forcible, solemn,

argumentative and spiritual. The total

depravity of the unregenerate; the ne

cessity of the sovereign grace of God,

and the shecial work of the Holy Shirit;

the fierson, the atonement and righteous

ness of Christ, and the endless and just

damnation of hell, were among and were

the principal truths that were preached

to the people. , Many suppose, and it

may be true, that from the middle of

March to the first of July, there were

more than one hundred conversions in

the town of Elba; but in my opinion,

there were not more than 80. Of them

about 70 have made a public profession

of religion. Not more than 30, I believe,

have been received into our church;

robably 20 more will be added: and,

ad not certain circumstances, (which

might be named,) prevented, full 60

would probably have come into our

church. Of the astonishing and far

º disfilays of sovereign and rich

grace in many other places in the county

of Gennesee and still farther off. I say

nothing, for want of time to relate, and

room in this paper to insert it. In our

temperance society of Elba, there is

about 250 members. There are two

Sabbath Schools, and a Female praying,

and Missionary Society. Prayer meet

ings, conferences, lectures, &c. are kept

up. Brethren, pray for us,
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From the Rev. Asauri Baoxson, dated

Cayuga Co. N.Y. October 23d, 1831.

Revival in Lysander, M. Y.

I commenced my labors as a missiona

ry in this place on the 22d of June. Soon

after I arrived here, there appeared to be

an unusual religious excitement amongst

some of the people. About fifteen per

sons became pious in the estimation of

Christian charity; twelve of whom have

since united with thePresbyterian church.

About four weeks since, we had a pro

tracted meeting. It was an unusually

solemn time. The meeting continued

five days. Not far from sixty persons,

as nearly as can be ascertained, have

found peace in believing in the Lord Je

sus Christ. Among this number are to

be found some who were decided deists

and universalists. The work of the

Łord is still progressing. My ministe

rial labours have been constant. I have

preached from four to six sermons in

each week, besides attending prayer

meetings and visiting from $o. to

house. I have baptized four adult per

sons and twoinfants. I have administer

ed the Lord's Supper once. A temper

ance society has been organized, and a

Sunday School established.

From the Rev. J. Mr Ens, dated Brock

port, Sept. 27, 1831.

Another year's service as a missionary

of your Board was finished on the first of

have concurred to delay my report to a

later period in the month than it should

have been. Among these has been the

meeting of the Synod of Gennesee, which

held their sessions in our church the oth.

er week; and a most blessed meeting it

was—the most so by far that this Synod

has ever enjoyed. Besides attending to

the ordinary business of review, the Sy

nod had little to do, and seemed desirous

of doing but little except to tell and hear

of the wondrous things God has wrought

within our bounds during the past year,

to devise plans, and form purposes of

greater usefulness, and to encourage each

other to hope for richer blessings for the

year to come. The free conversation on

the state of religion, interspersed as it

was with prayers of thanksgiving and

songs of praise to God for all his mercies

shown, was of the most thrilling inter

est.

The aggregate number of communi

cants received by all the churches with

in the bounds of this Synod the last year.

was reported to be about 4035; and the

number of churches blest by the Holy

|Spirit with special revivals is 74 or 75,

which is about two thirds of the whole

number of churches under the care of

Synod.

Since my last report, in March, the

Lord has blest my little portion of his

vineyard with some additiºnal showers

of his grace. In the former part of the

| month ofJune we held a fourdays meet

|ing, which the Holy Spirit honored and

made instrumental in the hopeful conver

sion of several souls. During the meet

ing and within a few days after, we trust

about 30 persons were brought to bow in

willing subjection to the Prince of Peace.

Of these, about 20 have united with the

church under my care, and a few others

are expected still to do so. We have

received in all since my last re , 30 on

examination, and 5 by letter: The pres

ent total number in this church is 102.

PENNsylvan IA.

From Mr. I. Topp, dated Gibson, No

vember 3d, 1831.

Revival in Gibson, Pa.

In my last I informed you that the

Lord had begun to favour us with a re

freshing from his presence. It gives me.

pleasure now to have it in my power to

say that he has continued to bless us with

the gracious influencesof the Holy Spirit

ever since. In September we had a four

days meeting in this place, which the

Great Head of the Church was pleased

to favour with his gracious smiles. No

this month. A variety of circumstances sooner were his people “all with one ac

cord in one place,” than the Lord made

us sensible of his special presence. A

deep solemnity seemed to rest on, and

appeared to continue from day to day on

the minds of both saints and sinners.

God was pleased to give his people near

access to the mercy seat. he heralds

of the cross who were present were ena

bled to exhibit the truths of the gospel

with great earnestness and much affec

tion, and to accompany those truths

which they delivered with powerful ap

peals to the heart. The result was that

the convictions of a number who had

been awakened before were deepened,

and several who come to the place alto

gether unconcerned were pricked to the

heart. Nor is this all; twelve or fourteen

entertained hopes before the close of the

meeting. Half of this number were from

abroad. Not a few left the place with

serious impressions resting on their

minds and some under deep anxiety. I

understand, that not less than sixteen,

belonging to neighbouring societies, who

now give the pleasing evidence of hav

ing been born again, received their first
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impressions at the four days meeting in

this place.

Fourteen belonging to this society

have, as I have reason to believe, pas

sed from death unto life since I last

wrote. One of these is a man of seventy,

anothcra child of ten. Twoothers were

ersons who had gone to such lengths in

iniquity, that I was almost induced to be

lieve, that God had already said concern

ing them, as he did concerning Ephraim

ofold. “They are joined to their idols, let

thern alone.” Ten stand nowº

for admission. They will probably be re

ceivedthe secondSabbath of this month,on

which will be our next communion season.

Previous to the revival in this place our

church numbered only 26 members. If

all that now stand propounded are added,

there will be 52 belonging to this church.

This will make just double the number.

Several others who do not come forward

now, will probably before long.

From the Rev. J. Andrews, dated

Fittsburgh, September 27, 1831.

Since the date of my last report, I

have succeeded in forming two Sabbath

schools, which have done well. One of

them was opened with 40 scholars.

These have punctually attended, and

made evident improvement. Several

adult persons, who failed to obtain an

education at the proper season, have be

come learners at this school, and, in con

sequence of indefatigable industry, will

soon be able to read the scriptures and
become acquainted with their precious

contents. The superintendant is much

gratified with the close attention, good

order and increasing knowledge of the

scholars in general. Besides these

schools, another has come into operation

in a place where efforts were used in
vain to establish one last winter. It is

conducted by a single individual. On

the 10th of July, the scholars of three

schools were collected at the house of

worship in Duff’s congregation, and a

discourse, adapted in simplicity to their

capacity, was delivered. They conduct.

ed with º: propriety, and appeared

to be highly attentive to the truths com

municated. On the 28th of August, I

visited and addressed a school at Sawick

ly church. It commenced with 19 scho

lars, who have increased to 40. From a

late report of the superintendant it ap

pears that their improvement has been

great, and that the teachers deserve

much credit for their diligent attention.

This school has a library, which has

contributed to give it interest. And

such has generally been the effect of li

braries where the people were willing to

Vol. IX. = Ch. Adv. 4 Q

procure them. I have continued to at

tend a Bible Class at Sawickly, consist

ing of about 20 members; and one at

Duff's, containing about 30.

Guarding against Error.

Considering the prevalence of nume

rous and dangerous errors, I have deem

ed it my duty to deliver discourses on

several of the distinguishing doctrines of

grace, or of the Reformation; such as

those of the Trinity; the Divinity and vi

carious righteousness of the Son of God;

the , Deity, Personality and effectual

work of the Holy Spirit; the deerees and

sovereignty of God, personal election and

the final perseverance of the saints; justi

fication through the meritorious right

eousness of Christ, imputed to those who

believe; the original and total depravity

of men, and their absolute dependence
on God for a new heart and p ssive

sanctification. . And, that I might be

able to exhibit these doctrines in the

light of revealed truth, I have devoted as

much of my tiime as could be spared

from public labours to study and medi

ation upon these subjects. I have also

been recently more convinced than ever

of the necessity and importance of a sys

tematic knowledge of the truths and pre

cepts of the Christian religion; or of see

ing them in their connexion and relation

to each other. It is a means of giving

stability to the mind, and of preserving

it from being “carried away with every

wind of doctrine.” These remarks are

peculiarly applicable to the young. I

have, therefore, considered it my duty,

in the present state of things, to form

catechetical classes, for the pu of

instructing this interesting class of the

[. among whom I labour, in the

nowledge of the principles of Christiani

ty in that systematic form in which they

are exhibited in the Shorter Catechism.

In Sawickly. I have formed such a class,

consisting of 16 members. Its meetings

are held once in every two weeks. The

members are required to commit the

answers of the catechism accurately to

memory, and study with care the les

sons assigned. At the first meeting, they

recited and were examined on the an

swers of the first ten questions; at the

second they recited the same and ten

additional answers, and were examined

on the last ten; on the third they recited

all the answers from the beginning to

the thirtieth inclusive, and were examin

ed on the last ten. This course, if Pro

vidence permit, will be pursued until

we shall have gone through that excel

lent and most comprehensive form of

sound words. It is also intended, if

Providence afford health and opportuni

| ty, to form two or three catechetical
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classes in Duff's congregation, to be con

ducted on the same plan. To assign

shorter lessons might seem to promise

the attainment of a more accurate know

ledge of evangelical truth and duty. But

there is reason to apprehend, that too

many would become weary of a course

which could not be completed within the

compass of six months or a year. . At

the close of cach examination, I endea

vour to address a practical exhortation

to the members of the class; and I find

no doctrine which will not admit of a

practical application. The congre tions

in which I labour as a stated su º: are

" not divided in their views of 8 ristian

doctrine. They are firmly attached to

the doctrines, government and disci

line of the Presbyterian Church, as

aid down in our standards; and would be

afraid of the boasted new lightof the pre

sent day, lest it should prove to be dark

ness; and of a form of ecclesiastical go

vernment which, from its feebleness as

a bond of union, is justly comparable to a

rope of sand.

VIRGINIA.

From the Rev. W. D. SMITH, dated

Grave Creek, Ohio co. Va. Nov. 1st, 1831.

Revival in the congregations of Wolf

Run, and Unity, Va.

I stated in my last communication that

solemnity began to prevade our meetings

at WolfRun. On the fourth Sabbath of

August we enjoyed a very comfortable

communion season. On the Thursday

preceding, I appointed a conversation

meeting after preaching, which was more

º attended than I had antici

pated, although our meetings for some

weeks previous had been unusually

solemn. The meeting was indeed

solemnly interesting. The aged sinner

of seventy mingled his tears with those

of the youth of sixteen; and the profane,

intemperate sabbath-breaker bowed with

him who had trusted much to his mo

rality—all seeming equally “to loathe

themselves” as the “chief of sinners.”

After some hours spent in conversation

and prayer, the meeting was dismissed

with the intimation, that on Saturday

morning the church session would receive

members. Fifteen applied, and upon ex
amination were received. Two others

were received on certificate, making in

all an addition to our number of seven

teen. Our meetings still continue solemn

and interesting. preached there on

last Sabbath. There was more depth

offeeling, more bowed heads, more flow

ing tears than I have witnessed on any

revious occasion. The presence of the

eavenly Messenger sent to “convince

---------

| Monda

of sin, of righteousness and of a judg

ment,” was very manifest. May he not

be driven from us until every heart shall

be brought to feel his influence, convinc

ing, comforting and “building up.”

His influence has, I hope, been also

beneficially felt to some extent at Unity.

At our meetings there for some time I

had observed much seriousness, and in

some cases *Pººl; deep conviction

and anxiety. four days meeting was

appointed,commencing on Friday the last

day of September, and the Lord’s sup

per to be administered on the Sabbath

following. Although a number appear

ed among the anxious on Friday and Sa

turday, only two applied for admission

who, upon examination, were received.

The meeting throughout was attended

with considerable excitement, particular

ly on Sabbath evening and Monday. On

evening a number professed to

have obtained hopes of mercy; four of

whom have since, u examination,

been received as members. Those who

have been received, both at Wolf Run

and Unity, are of the most respectable

class; whose example and influence it is

to be hoped, will have a effect.

May the great Head of the Church con

tinue to bless us while the present “little

shower” shall increase to a “great rain.”

.A distillery relinquished.

The cause of Temperance advances

with hopeful prospects. We have form

ed a new society at the Forks of Wheel

ing, seven miles from Wolf Run meet

ing-house. There was in the immediate

vicinity an extensive distillery, owned and

kept by a member of the church; a man

of considerable wealth, respectability and

influence. His example as well as his

distillery did much harm, which first

gave rise to the idea of attempting to

orm a society in the neighbourhood. #.

effort proved successful. At our first

meeting we formed a society of 40 mem

bers, and the owner of the distillery stat

ed publicly to the meeting,that he would

immediately cease the manufacturing of

ardent spirits.

I have formed three Bible classes, one

at each of my stations for Sabbath preach

ing, which seem to be attended with a

good deal of interest, and bid fair to be

useful.

Our Sabbath Schools are still going on,

have generally increased their number of

scholars. Some of them will be under

the necessity ofsº their operations

during the winter, which I fear will have

a bad effect.

North CAROLINA.

From the Rev. E. Gnaves, dated Orange,

N. C. November 1st, 1831.

.A good work begun.

Since my last quarterly report I have
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continued my labors pretty much as then

stated, and in the mean time have had a

four days meeting, during which I admin

istered the Lord's supper, (for I had no

assistance from my neighboring breth

ren.) Our meeting was very solemn and

interesting. There were a goodly num

ber professed to be seeking the salvation

of their souls, and although the number

of conversions is small as yet, still the

Lord is evidently operating upon the

hearts of these sinners by the gracious in

fluences of his holy Spirit, and that most

ly among the young men. It may be

said of many of them, that they are weary

and heavy laden on account of their

sins. At a last night's meeting, the close

of which, I requested all who had made

up there minds, and had come to the full

decision then to seek the salvation of their

souls to kneel down at their seats, when

behold almost every unconverted sinner

in the house immediately bowed before

the Lord, and requeste an interest in

the prayers of God’s people.

From the Rev A. L. WATTs, dated, Cas

well co. N. C. October 25th, 1831.

Previous to receiving an appointment

as your missionary, I spent two weeks

among these people. A communion held

at Gilead on the fifth Sabbath of May,

appeared to be attended with the bles

sings of God. On the 1st of June, I com

menced labouring statedly at Gilead and

Red-House, dividing my time equally

between the two congregations. I have

§. preached twice on Sabbath.

metimes twice, and thrice, during the

week. By the last of August I preached

40 sermons, attended several meetings

for º. and visited near 60 families.

The most of these families have been

visited frequently, and the subject of re

ligion, in some form, presented to the

mind. This part of ministerial duty, has

occasionly been painful, sometimes plea

sant; at other times highly delightful.

In many cases, 1 trust these visits have

proved beneficial. Whatever the result

inay have been to those visited, to me

they have often been seasons of refresh

ment. By this, I do not intend conveying

the idea, that difficulties have never oc

cured—or that I have never felt a simple

timidity about entering on the perform

ance of a branch of ministerial duty, ne

c ssarily connected with so many diffi

culties. They must be expected and

met by that ambassador of Christ, who

would go to Heaven, attended by a

throng. I To attend properly to this part

of my office, I have found wisdom, pru.

dence, and ingenuity, but above all, much

of the Spirit of Christ, absolutely neces

sary. . To find an avenue to the heart,

through all those barriers which sin, in

its various forms, has thrown in the way,

is often impossible. One case that came

under my observation is perhaps worthy

of notice. After conversing with a gen

tleman for some time about his salvation,

having used every argument that I could
devise, I was about to leave the subject,

when suddenly turning to him I said, you

are about 40 years old I suppose. That

is near my age. The question was then

asked, if it had ever occurred to him that

all this time the Lord Jesus Christ had

been standing at the door of his heart,

knocking for admission: and that he re

fused to let him in. The thought was too

much for him to bear, he burst into tears.

Whether in the end, he will open the

door and welcome the Saviourin,is known

only to God.

In the month of September, a camp

meeting was held at Gilead, attended by

my congregations, in connexion with the

congregation of a neighbouring brother.

|We were favoured with the presence of

|several brethren. Their labours appear.

ed to be blessed. Seventeen professeddu

ring the meeting—three since. Nine

or ten of these, belong to my congrega

tion. , All that professed to have experi

enced a change of heart, had been en

|. for some time, four excepted.

he number of enquirers still increases.

I am sometimes encouraged, again I am

discouraged. The monthly concert has

been attended in one of my Congrega

tions for two or three years, There is a

Sabbath School ini. I have not at

tempted a Bible Class yet. I have not

thought it expedient. In less than a

month I expect to commence one in each

congregation.

OHIo.

From the Rev. R. Young, dated Millers

burg, Oct. 20, 1831.

The Presbyterian body now occupies

a prominentplace in this county, and con

tinues to extend its influence, independ

ent of every effort that is put forth toop

pose its progress. The most intelligent

and influential citizens, regard the doc

trines and discipline of our church with a

favourable eye. They attend our meet

ings, and they unite their best wishes and

worldly means in our behalf.

Increase of Sabbath Schools.

In accordance with the pledge of your
Board to the American Sunday School

Union, I have established seven schools,

which contain 260 scholars, and are prin

cipally conducted by members of the

Presbyterian church. The most formi
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dable hindrance to the Sunday School

cause, arises from the want of a qualified

superintendant and teachers; whereas,

with such persons, this philanthropic en

terprise, accomplishing the end for which

it has been undertaken, “To teach the

.# to remember their Creator,”

would speedily overcome the prejudices

of the bigot, the calumny of the mali

cious, and the independent raillery of the

infidel.

.A “good old way” of conducting Bible
Classes.

Bible Classes are maintained in both

congregations, and are numerously at

tended. The following method of in

struction is pursued. A doctrine is an

nounced to be proved; it is explained so

as to be understood by all who are pre

sent; and a variety of scriptural passages

are adduced to confirm it;—which pas

sages are to be committed to memory.

At each meeting of the class, questions

are asked upon the doctrine previously

proposed; the proofs in support of it are
recited; and another doctrine is mention

ed to be established. This exercise is

designed to expose the multiplicity of

errors which are at present propagated

with so much art and zeal; and to explain

and recommend the peculiar doctrines of

the Presbyterian body. It is intended,

in short, to enable the members of the

church to comply with the exhortation of

the Apostle Peter: “To give an answer

to every man that asketh them a reason

of the hope that is in them.” A due por

tion of time is likewise employed in a

catechetical examination on a select por

tion of scripture, according to the plan

of the Union Questions: an exercise well

fitted to commuuicate a general know

ledge of the contents of the sacred vol

unne.

*; additions to the churches at

Fast Hoflewell and Millersburg.

The audiences on Sabbath still in

crease, and fixed attention, with deep so

lemnity, are usually manifested. An im

portant addition has lately been made to

the churchesof this location. At thecom

munion in East Hopewell, on the fourth

Sabbath of May, thirty persons made a

profession of religion; and fourteen, four

of whom are adults, were admitted, by

baptism, members of the visible church.

At the communion in Millersburg, on the

first Sabbath of July, fourteen persons

were received into the church; and four

teen, one of whom is an adult, were bap

tized. Since your Missionary arrived

here in March of last year, the number

of professors of religion connected with

each congregation has been more than

doubled, and the universal interest which

still exists concerning things that are

spiritual, justifies the hope that other im

portant accessions will soon be made to

the church. And as there is “joy in the

presence of the angels of God over one

sinner that repenteth,” what a debt of

gratitude is due to the Almighty for so

abundant a harvest; where, lately, there

was no temple, no minister, and no wor

shipping assembly;—where the untutor

ed savage roamed, and the beasts of the

forest sought their prey.

From the Rev. S. CowLEs, dated New

Athens, November 1st, 1831.

In making this second quarterly report

for the last six months, nothing requires

special notice as extraordinary. Such

common success has attended my labours,

as to keep me in a good measure from

the desponding thought, that such an un

worthy and ill-qualified person has not

been called to labour in the public service

of the Lord. The distance travelled this

last quarter has been about 660 miles,

discourses preached 54, family and school

visitations 41, school established 1, the

Lord's supper administered three times,

members received on examination 14,

adults baptized 3, infants 9; making in

all during the last six months, distance

3330, discourses 105, families and schools

visited 61, established schools 3, Lord's

supper administered 3 times, admitted

to the communion of the church on ex

amination 22, on certificate 7, baptized

adults 8, infants 16.

From the Rev. T. CRAttr, dated Bucy

rus, Crawford co. O. Oct. 1st, 1831.

.4 church organized at Sandusky, Ohio.

Since my last report the Sandusky con

gregation has been organized into a

church. We elected two elders; and on

the second inst. we had the Lord's sup

per administered. The season was one

of some interest and encouragement.

There were six added to the church on

examination for the first time, three of

whom were young persons and four of

them teachers in the Sunday School.

There were two or three others who had

previously expressed a desire to join the

church, but were detained at home by

sickness. We indulge a hope that dur

ing the occasion there were some d

impressions made which will not soon be

lost, but which will, by the grace of God,

be cherished and kindled into a flame. I

have good reason of thankfulness to God

that he has blessed my labours, and at the

same time much grounds of shame that

my labours have not been more abundant.

May God pardon me and make meabound

more in the work of the Gospel.
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KENtucky.

From the Rev. J. H. Logan, dated Au

gusta, Nov. 7th, 1831.

The great cause ofGod and truth which

we endeavor to sustain seems to be mov

ing on gradually among us, and though it

advances by slow and small degrees yet

it seems to be gaining ground and influ

ence. Though we have to lament and

mourn over the coldness and the want of

rayer and zeal that prevail, yet we be

É. the Lord has not entirely forsaken

us, but still he shows himself ready and

willing to bless, when we are ready and

desire to have his blessing.

I have endeavored sofar as I have been

able to make it my great object and ef

. fort to hold up Christ before the people,

in his glory, his dignity, his authority, his

grace and mercy, as the sole object of
their faith and confidence in relation to

the salvation of their souls—and to press

home truth and duty to the hearts and

consciences of christians—and to urge on

sinners the importance of immediate re

pentance and turning to God in the exer

cise of faith in Christ, and confidence and

. in the promises of God—and have

endeavored as much as possible to leave

the spirit of controversy behind me when

I entered the pulpit; and though I have

not yielded the truth in any point, Mor

shrunk from declaring the whole counsel

of God and defending his truth, yet I have

endeavored to do it without a particular

reference to any who might dissent from

or oppose my views; and I have reason

to hope and believe, that the Lord has

blessed his word among us and that good

has been done in conciliating those that

opposed, and informing those who were

ignorant of our views of the Gospel and

its salvation.

The promise of God, we know, is that

His word shall not return unto him void,

but shall prosper in the thing whereunto
He hath sent it. While, therefore, we

are always to pray for and to expect the

blessing of God on His word when faith

fully preached, yet we are not always to

expect the remarkable and abundant ef

fusions of his Spirit, and the Lord does

not despise the day of small things.

During the last three months we have

had a four days meeting, and a commu

nion in the country where I preach. The

assemblies were very large and interest

ing, and very attentive to preaching, and

though there was not much excitement,

there seemed to be a solemn and very fa

yorable impression made, and strong pre

judices were removed from the minds of

some who before opposed us and our

cause because they knew us not. Pres

byterianism has in many places in this

country been represented with such de

formities, that the people think it a beast

with seven heads and ten horns, and

when they become acquainted with it

they are astonished to find it not a mon

ster. Often do we hear them say, “Why

I thought Presbyterians held such and

such horrible doctrines.” During the oc

casion of which I have spoken, we had an

| addition of three members to our church

on examination, and there are yet seve

ral who profess to be seriously inquiring

what they must do to be saved. Since

that time the congregations have been

larger than ever before on ordinary occa

sions. We have gotten our church up
and covered in.

In Augusta we have still a serious at

tention. Within the last month or two I

think the assemblies have increased.

We expect to have a communion on next

Sabbath.

Our Bible Classes and Sabbath School

are still prosperous and interesting, and

from appearances, in the experiment

made, promise much good.

TENNEssF.E.

From the Rev. S. M. WILLIAMson, dat

ed Memphis, Tenn. Nov. 1st, 1831.

Beginning of a Revival in Memphis,

Tenn.

In presenting this my last quarterly re
port, I rejoice to be able to communicate

some little intelligence which will glad

den the hearts of Zion’s friends. Since

my last, God has visited usin mercy with

the small dew of his grace, which reviv

ed the languishing spirits of his people
and translated some immortal souls from

nature's darkness into the light and lib

erty of the children of God. Early in

August an unusual interest was manifest

ed by professors of religion, and soon the

convicting power of the Holy Spirit seiz

ed upon the hearts of unbelievers, and

|ere long a marked solemnity pervaded a

considerable part of our little village.

The work was still and awful, and result

ed in the hopeful conversion of some few

from the way of death to the path of holi

ness and life. The standing and charac

|ter of the 8 or 9 who have joined or will

join my church, will exert a powerful in

fluence upon the little town. Among the

converts, stands the infidel, and the strict

moralist, and the complete yotary at the
shrine of fashion. An order of Shiloh

Presbytery, (from which I have recently

been dismissed,) requiring me to attend

an examination preparatory to ordination,

compelled me to leave at a most interest

ing period, but I rejoice to find on my re

turn, (which was a few days since,) that

there is still some little excitement, and I

hope and pray for still more glorious sea

soils.
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It may now be expected that I should

give a general summary of my labours

since I have been in the employment of

your Board. The following statement is

pretty correct:-I have preached 90 ser

mons, given 23 lectures, attended in my

own congregations 60 prayer-meetings,

six monthly concert meetings, 7 Sabbath

School concert prayer meetings, organiz

ed twoSabbath Schools and re-organized

one, and have pursued regularly a system

of family visitation. It is with gratitude

to the great Head of the Church,and with

true humility I hope, that I have seen

this little church double its numbers

since my connexion with it.

From the Rev. I. It. MoRaison, dated

Murfreesborough, Tenn. Sept. 30, 1831.

I entered on my missionary labours on

the first of May. Since that time I have

travelled something more than 1500 miles

and preached 90 sermons. This labour

has all been in the vacant churches and

destitute places in the bounds ofour Pres

bytery, except what was performed in
return for the labours of brethren at com

munions, in the churches included in my

commission.

The churches in which I havelaboured

are Fayettville, Unity, Bethany, New

Providence, Alexander's §. Pey

thn's Creek, Ebenezer, and Craggy

Hope,

†: make a single visit to cach church

uired a route of about 300 miles, so

that my time has been mostly taken up||

in riding from place to place. My meth

od has been to remain but two or three

days in each congregation, and preach as
often as circumstances would permit dur

ing my stay. Besides the eight churches,
I i. had five intermediate stations,

(designated by the Committee of Pres

bytery,) at which I preached when pass.

ing from one church to another. In five

of those churches the Lord's supper has

been administered by visiting brethren.

The whole number of communicants

added is 15. On examination 11–by

certificate 7. Adults baptized 2–infants

3. In all the churches, except one, mis

sionary societies are established. Three

of these, (Ebenezer, Craggy-Hope, and

Alexander's Creek,) were organized by

myself. The amount of monies subscrib
ed is as follows; Ebenezer $23; Craggy

Hope $21; Alexander's Creek'810 50.

Total $54 50.

Sabbath Schools have been established

in the bounds of every congregation,and at

all the intermediate stations, except two.

The whole number of teachers and schol

ars may be safely estimated at 450. The

slowly. On this subject a change ofpub

lic sentiment is in daily progress.

In many respects our country presents

a moral aspect most painful to the eye of

enlightened benevolence. There are in

cluded in the bounds of this, Presbytery

five counties in which there is no minis

ter of our denomination, and in three of

these we have no congregation. The eye

of the beholder is pained at the open and

wanton profanation of thc Sabbath that

every where prevails; and the babblings

of profanity and ignorance daily grate on
his ear. nitarianism is industriously

taught, and as eagerly received by many.

The state of our destitute churches is,

indeed, deplorable. Some of them have

never enjoyed the regular ministrations

of the word of life. They are so nearly

famished to death, that they seem to have

barely enough of life left to cry for help.

INDIANA.

From the Rev. J. CRAwroup, dated Car

lisle, Sullivan county, Indiana, July 22d,

1831.

.A good work begun in Hoftenell, Ia.

I commenced labouring in Carlisle and

Hopewell on 27th March, 1831. I have

much reason to be thankful and to bless

God for the tokens he has given of his

resence at least in Hopewell. I had

een in this county but a few days pre

vious to the meeting of the Vincennes

Presbytery, at which I was present. It

was held on the 31st March. In order

more effectually to promote the interests

of religion in their bounds, the Presbyte

|ry passed a resolution to divide the unin

|isters and elders into companies of three

or four, for the purpose of visiting from

house to house, and preaching in the dif

|ferent churches under their care. This

plan has been attended with happy ef

fects. The week preceding the third

Sunday in May was spent by two breth

ren and myself in visiting in these church

|es. Four days were spent in the bounds

of each congregation. We had a profit

|able season at each place, but at Hope

well it was a most encouraging time.

Friday was spent in visiting. We were

gladly received and had a serious inter

|view in each family. Public services be

gan on Saturday. A solemn attention

was given to preaching. On Sunday the

sacrament of the supper was administer

|ca, and four persons were added to the

|church. A deep solemnity pervaded the

assembly. On Monday, after sermon,

an invitation was given to those who were

anxious to flee from the wrath to come,

to manifest it by taking a seat provided

for the purpose. Twenty-one came for

Temperance cause is advancing, though |ward and were offered to God in prayer
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and directed to the Saviour. Twelve of

these have since indulged hope of an in

terest in Jesus; one of them at a neigh

bouring communion was received into the

church. Two others have since mani

fested deep anxiety on the subject of re
ligion. Those who do not indulge decid

ed hopes, are stillº concerned—

none have become careless. Several

were much affected who did not publicly

profess anxiety. We expect to have

another communion season in Hopewell

shortly. The Lord's supper was ad

ministered in Carlisle on the 4th Sunday

in June. Five were added on examina

tion.

From the same, dated Nov. 1, 1831.

The sacrament of the Lord's supper

was administered in this church on the

3d Sunday in August by the Rev. Enoch

Bouton, when 15 of those who had pro

fessed anxiety in May last, were added to
the church on examination. Twoothers

were received on certificate. One was

added previous to the last sacrament and

one has been added since, making in all

17 on examination and 2 by letter since

. last report. These with the 4 mention

ed in my last report, make in all 23, that
have been received since I came to this

place. Four of these are male heads of

families in the prime of life; all the rest

are young men and{. women. On

the 22d of August, a Temperance Society

was formed in Hopewell on the principle

of total abstinence, of fifty-four members.

There are a number of serious persons

yet in this congregation, who have not

made a profession, and two or three

others whom the session would have re

ceived, but they choose to remain awhile.

We expect soon to place a Bible in every

destitute family in this county.

From the Rev. W. J. Faasen, dated,

Jersey Prairie, Oct. 21. 1831.

My last quarterly report gave you an

account of my doings "F to the first of

July. Since that time I have attended

seven “four day meetings.” One in Car.

rolton, Green co.; one in Jacksonville;

two in Jersey Prairie; one in Hillsboro’,

Montgomery co.; one on Shoal Creek,

Bands co., and the seventh and last one

on Mauvaiseterre (Movistar) Creek, five

miles from Jacksonville. At this place,

by order of Presbytery, I assisted in or

ganizing a church of 36 members, to

which one more has been since added.

This church is distant ten miles from the

Providence church on Jersey Prairie,
and is called “Union Church.” Between

these two churches I expect for the most

Part to divide my time equally. It is

their wish that I should do so. Less than

a year ago I commenced preaching here

to a church of only 14 members—now I

have two respectable little flocks; in all

70 members. I have had pressing invi

tations to leave this and settle in more

numerous societies; but I cannot leave

this field at present.

At Carrolton I presided in the organi
zation of a church of 14 members.

---

APPOINTMENTS

From the 1st of Nov. to the 1st of Dee.

Rev. Robert Dilworth for one year to

Pleasant Valley congregation, Ohio.

Rev. Ransom Hawley for one year to

Washington, (Davies co.,) Nazareth, (Du

bois co.,) and Smyrna, (Knox co.) churches,

Ind.

Rev. Jno. W. Symmes for three months

to Morrisville, vicinity of Philadelphia.

Mr. Harvey Woods for one year to Hay

wood co., Tenn.

Mr. Geo. Ferril for one year and a half to

Sharon, N. C.

Mr. Phillip Pearson for one year to Haw

River and Speedwell, N. C.

Mr. Robert D. Russell for one year under

the direction of the Cor. Ex. Committee of

the Orange Presbytery, N. C.

Rev. Jas. Smith for one year to Centre

ville and Union congregations, Ohio.

Mr. Wm. D. Jones for one year to Illinois

under the direction of Rev. B. F. Spilman.

Rev. Hugh Wallis for one year to Cayuga
Creek and Alden, N. Y.

Mr. Ebenezer H. Stratton for oxe year

from June 1st, 1831, to Fort Niagara, and

Youngstown, N.Y.

RE-APPOINTMENTS.

Mr. Isaac Todd for two months to Gib

son and vicinity, Susquehanna co. Pa.

Rev. Alex. McIver for six months to Clin

ton, Sampson co. and Grove church, Dup

lin co. N. C.

Rev. Jno. S. Blain for one year to Poco

hontas co. Va.

Rev. Alvin H. Parker for one year to

Salem, N. J.

Rev. S. Hubbard for one year to Burton,

Cataraugus co. N. Y.

Rev. Geo. Colton for one year to Elba,

Gennesee co, and Great Plains and vicini

ty, N.Y.

Mr. Jno. Dickey for one year to Lake

Phelps, N. C.

LETTERS RECEIVED

From October25th to November 25th.

S. L. Crosby, Pa., R. M’Cartee, N.Y., J.

Coe, O., W. Bowyn, Va., A. Kyle, Ky., A.

Aten, O., G. W. Ashbridge, Ky., J. C.

Campbell, Ills., P. Ilassenger, Pa., B. F.
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Spilman, Ills, J. M. Olmstead, Pa., 1.5mith, Va., i. Todd, Pa., c. M’Iver, N. C.

Reed 2, Ind., R. Young 2.0, J. K. Gun-S. Cowles, o., w. Reed, O., I. chase, §
ningham, Pa., L. Myrick, N.Y., R. Smith, c., J. M. Harris, Md, J. W. Moore, A. t.,

N. Y., F. Deming, N. Y., J. Painter, Pa., J. C. Harrison and s.h. Crane, Ky., D. L.

C. Cist, O., A. L. Watts, N.C., A. N. Bron-Russell, N. C., A Head, Va., Rev. Messrs.

son, N.Y., E. S. Hunter, N.Y., J. Wither R. H. Chapman, D. D., S. M. Williamson

spoon, N.C., T. B. Clark, o. i. K. Burch, and H. Patriº, Team. H. Hºw.
Ky., B. H. Smith, N. C., J. Martin, O., Hughes,O., G. Colton, N. Y. J. Bryson, Pa.

A. Q. Patterson, Pa., J. Wolf. O., W. D.J. S. Field, N.J., J. H. Logan, Ky., N. h.
Smith, Va., S. Peck and Elders, South Hall, Ky., J. Crawford, Ind., S. M. William

Penfield, N.Y., C.C. Beatty; O. J. Hunt-ison, Ten, W. J. Frazier, Ills., R. H. Lilly,

ington, N. J., B. B. Rove, N. Y., J. Van Ky., J. B. M'Creary, Pa., several members

Meter, N.J., E. Graves, N. C.,W. Nevins, of the church of Burton, N.Y., M. Hunter,

Md., J. Burbank, N. Y., T. Barr, O., J."N. Y.

Account of Cash received by the Board of Missions of the General Assembly of

the Presbyterian Church from the 20th of Oct., to the 20th of Mov., 1831.

Jimwell and Bethel Chs., Tenn. by Rev. J. Gillespie per Dr. Green, Treas. $11 124

Beach Island, Geo. aux, soc., per T. S. Mills by Dr. Green, - - 17 00

Bullskin & For Run, Ky. aux, soc. by Rev. J. L. Marshall, per Rev. S. H. Crane, 21 00

Bethesda Church, Maury co. Tenn. coll’n per Rev. O. Jennings, D D. - 13 50

Bethlehem, N. C. aux, soc. for the propagation of the Gospel among the hea

then, per Rev. E. Graves, - - - 9 00

do. W. Morrow, 10

do. G. W. Morrow, 5 for do. per do. 19 09

do. W. Morrow, jr. 4

Baltimore, Md. coll’n in 1st Pres, ch. after the annual missionary sermon be.

fore the synod of Philadelphia, - - - 111 44

Centre, Washington co, Pa. Pres. Cong. J. H. Kennedy, - - 10 00

Cross Roads and Hauſfield, N. C. aux. soc. per Rev. E. Graves, - - 17 50

Derry, Columbia co. Pa, donation from Mrs. Mary Boon, per Rev. Mr. Sharron, 50

Eno, Little River, and Grier's Cong. W. C. aux, soc. Rev. E. Grier, - 43 00

Forks Brandywine, Female aux. soc. Rev. J. N. C. Grier, - 27 50
44 tº Male, -4 -4 -- -- 44 4 00

Green Castle, Pa. aux. soc. per Rev. J. Buchanan, - - - 15 75

Great Valley, Chester co. Pa.. coll’n in Pres. Cong. per Wm. Latte, - 12 19

4- Male miss. soc. per do. - - - - - 13 00

- 4 Female do. per do. - - - - - 16 50

Hopewell, Tenn. church by J. C. Love, per J. C. Green, Treas. - - 1 50

Hanging Fork, Ky. aux. soc. by Rev. W. Dickinson, per Rev. S. H. Crane 10 00

Jackson, Tenn. Pres, cong. by J. C. Love per J. Green, Treas. - - 7 37;

Lexington, Ky. donation from J. C., S. R., R. C. and A. C. Harrison, 50 cts. -

each per Rev. J. C. Harrison, - - - - - - - - 2 00

44 donation from Rev. J. C. Harrison, - - - 26 00

New Jºthens, Ohio, -4 Rev. S. Cowles, - - - - 2 50

Philadelphia, F. Leaming, his subscription for 1831, - - - 100 00

“ Mrs. Wier, her -- 44 44 - - - 100 00

-- Monthly concert collection, 2d Pres. church, Southark, per Rev.

Mr. Bertron, - - - - - - - 10 50

-- donation from B. Denman, - - - - - 10 00

Pittsgrove, N.J. aux, soc, per Rev. G. W. Janvier, - - - - 3 124

Pennel Church, Northumberland Co. Pa. aux. soc. Rev. J. Painter, - 13 25

Paintlick, Ky. aux. soc. per J. C. Barney per Rev. S. H. Crane, - 10 00

Petersburg, Va. monthly concert coll’n per Abel Head, Esq. - - 20 64

Shelbyville, Ky. aux, soc. Joseph Venable per Rev. S. H. Crane, 15 25

Synod of Cincinnati, per W. Lowry, Esq. Treas, per do. 16 96

Uniontown, Pa. Pres, cong, per Mr. Campbell, - - 15 75

Missionary Reporter, from sundry subscribers, - - - - 23 00

$749 853

Solomon ALLEN, Treasurer,

No. 34, South Third Street, Philadelphia,
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545.

Changes of Princes and Kingdoms, 602.

Christian Spectator, review of, 648.

Dryden's Invocation to the Holy Ghost, 9.

Death-bed, Poor Man's, 66.

Death-bed of a Worldling, 259.

Dates, American, 303.

Dissection, in Slave States, 542.

~!

Edwards on the Imputation of Original

Sin, 131.

Earthquakes, 302, 432.

Extract, 361.

English Language, Number of Words in,

from other Languages, 372.

Fireside, 234.

Family Worship, 298.

Flies on Pictures, 303.

France, Religious State of, 310.

Firmament, 464.

Firemen, Protection of, 601.

Feathers, Elasticity of, 601.

Flies, Remedy against, 601.

Female Education, 653.

Grotius on the Five Latin Tenses, 31.

Georgia Gold, 145.

Gas, Portable, 203.

Gunpowder, Wonderful Power of 259.

General Assembly, Meeting of, 304.

Galileo's Thermometer, 371.

Grapes, in Pennsylvania, 542.

Hints for the Gardener, 145.

Hall, Robert, Notices of 299, 595.

Heat of the Night in London, 303.

Hymn, 633.

Hymn from the French, 352.

Hymn, Ancient Latin, 577.

Hall, Robert, Original Letter of, 421.

Herschell's Discourses of Natural Philoso

phy, 431.

Horn Snake, 542.

Horse, Remarkable Conduct of, 600.

Icebergs, Great distances to which they

float, 371.

Indigo in Florida, 653.

Justification, Witherspoon on, 517, 572,

628, 632.

Jefferson's Papers, review of, 25.

| Jesuits, Number of 32.

July, Month of, remarkable, 543.

Lectures on the Shorter Catechism, 1, 57,

113, 169, 225, 281, 345, 401, 457, 513,

569, 625.

Literary and Philosophical Intelligence,

31. 89. 145. 203. 258. 302. 371. 431. 489.

541. 600. 652.

Luther on Galatians, reviewed, 141, 199,

254, 367. -

Letter from Rev. D. Boardman, Mission

ary in Burmah, 260. -

Lead Manufactory, 303.

Lusus Naturae, 303.

Light, Velocity of 431.

Libraries, Public, in France, 432.

Labrador, Miss. Intelligence from, 435.

Memoir of Captain Wickes, 15. 75. 135.

192. 251. 352 concluded.

Methodism, Practical, 20.80 189. 246.

Mental Science, 71.125, 184.240.412.468.

525. 643.

Madagascar, Communications from, 146.

Missionaries, Embarkation of, 147.

Ch. ,-1dv. Vol. IX.
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Mackinaw, Information from, 143. º

Mammoth Crystal, 2,8.

Monument of London, 259.

Mosaic Account of the Creation, 2.06.

Mass of ice found in Mount Etna, 371.

Microscope. Solar. 543.

Missionary, The, 632.

Madagascar, Miss. Intelligence from,314.

Notes of a Traveller, 10.66. 120. 176. 236.

2-2.

Notice, Short, 30.

Notice of Meeting of the General Assem

bly, 261.

Narrative of the State of Religion, 305.

Number of Children born Annually in the

United States, 372.

Newspapers, Origin of 541.

Newspapers, English and American, 542.

Obituary of Rev. Dr. Rice, 546.

Obituary of Charles Channcey, jun. 547.

Obituary of Captain Duffield, 602.

People's Righ' Defended, Notice of 30.

Protestant French Church, 34.

Prote-tants, State of, in France, 34.

Poor Man's Death-bed, 66.

Platina used for Coin, 90.

Pure Water, 91.

Pilgrim, 120.

Pitcairn's Island, 432.

Parable of the Lord of the Vineyard, 294.
Palm Leaf Hats, 303.

Potatoes supply the place of Soap, 304

Plural number. Affectation of its Use, 351.

Present State of the Presbyterian Church,

362. 417. 473. 531. 550. 637.

Parasitick Plant, 542.

Pear Tree, Endicott, 654.

Petersburg, Missionary Account of Cho

lera there, 656.

Queries relative to Original Sin, 25.

Regeneration, Witherspoon on, 6.63. 115.

172. 229.285. 349. 404. 460. concluded.

Russia, Intellectual state of 203. -

Ruling Elders, Review of Essay on, 300.
3ºr,

Ruli, The, 361.

• Silk. culture of 145. 303. -

Sabbath Stillness, 175.

Steam Carriages, their Velocity, 259.

Saunderson. Bishop. Anecdote of, 259.

Sounding board, Concave, 32.

Singapore, Missionary Intelligence from,

, 311.

South Seas, Missionary Intelligence from,

3.15.

Sandwich Islands, Missionary Intelligence

from, 316.

Sacred Scriptures, diffusion of 374.

Sketch of the Life of Rev. Jacob Green,

4ts. 465. 522. 578. 633.

Steam Engine. Primitive one, 432.

Solar Phenomena, 4:9.

Stage, Amusements of, reviewed, 536.

Suake, Horned, 542.

Snake, Rattle, 654.

Stanzas, 578.

Smell of paint, how to remove it, 601.

Sparrow, Maternal tenderness of, 601.

Summerville, (N.J.) Mines, 602.

| Sleep, Theory of 654.

Speaking Pipes, 654.

Treasurer's Account, 94. 200. 261. 317.

3-0. 437. 605. 660.

Taylor's Essays in Rhyme, Extract from,
9x

~~~~

Temperature of the Earth, 302.

Tansy, 302.

Travancore, Missionary Intelligence from,

3.11.

Tooth-drawer, newly invented, 372.

Tide, Influence of, in Charleston, (S.C.)

372.

Temptation, 521.

Tortoire Shell, 653.

Remarks, Editorial, 24, 25.205.

Reviews, 25. 85. 141. 1:19. 254. 300. 306.

423. 477. 5.36. 595. 648.

Religious Intelligence, 32 91. 146. 204.

260. 304. 373. 433. 491. 543. 602. 654.

Rothschild, Family of, 31.

Recognition in Heaven, 85.

Visit to the South Seas, (Stewart's,) re

view of, 427, 482.

vºo, New, in the Mediterrannean,

1. -

Western Enterprise, 145.372.

Weeds, Recipe for destruction of, 601.

Whale, Tresher and Sword Fish, 602.

Red Sea, Passage of, 89. Winter, 407.

MISSIONARY REPORTER.

Appointments, 51. 107. 163. 219. 273. 336.

394. 462. 512. 562. 622. G74).

Auxiliaries, New, 51. 107. 163. 219. 273.

337. 462, 512. 563. 624.

Account, Treasurer's, 52. 107. 163. 220.

273. 337. 395. 462. 512 563. 624. 680.

Another good example, 162.

Aºne, Notice to, and Treasurers,

Arkansas Indians—Extracts from a Letter

of Mr. Washburn, 611.

Alleghany, Presbytery of 670.

A Good Work begun, 674.

Agents, Reports of -

From Rev. W. C. Anderson, 105.

Thos. Barr, 51. 105.

S. H. Crane, 106. 161.273.

A. Hamilton, 160. 273.
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L. F. Leake, 51, 104.

A. O. Patterson, 557.

Isaac Reed, 217. 388.

Bombay, 42. 497.

Blairsville, Pa. Presbytery of 44.

Bombay, Schools at, 97.

Board of Missions of the General Assem

bly, annual Report of 321.

Bombay—Extracts from the Journal of

Mr. Stone, 385. 609.

Board'of Missions, 441. 549.

Border darkness and crime,622.

Bible Classes, a good old way of conduct:

ing, 676.

Choctaws, 43.

—Schools, 97.

deplorable condition of 161.

Christmas Gift, a mantua maker's, 107.

clºh, dedication of, and sale of pews,

157.

Cincinnati, Special Cor. Ex. Committee

in, 161

Ceylon, Extract from the Journal of Mr.

Meigs, 265.

444. 498.

China, 499.

Christian Experience, 560.

Cincinnati, Resolutions of Presb. of 615.

Synod of, 665

Commendable zeal for the truth, 622.

Donation of400 dollars, 106.

Drunkard burnt to death, 335.

Death Bed Scene, 390.

Distillery relinquished, 674.

E pluribus Unum, 616.

Elba, N.Y., a powerful revival in, 671;

East Hopewell and Millersburg Churches,

encouraging additions to, 676.

French Catholics in Missouri, a plea for,

334

First Fruits, 155.

General Assembly, Meeting of 218.

Greece, Journal of Mr. King, 610.

Gibson, Pa., revival in, 672.

Guarding against Error, 673.

Hopewell, Ind., a good work begun in,678.

Illinois, Presbytery of, 511.

A plea in behalf of, 552.

Synod of 667.

Indianapolis, Presbytery of 669.

Kentucky, Synod of 665.

List of Letters received, 52. 107. 163.219.

273.336. 395.462. 512. 562. 624.679.

Lamentation of a Missionary, 158.

Letter of Rev. N. H. Hall, 550.

Louisville, Resolutions of the Presbytery

of, 551. -

Labours and self-denials of a missionary

in New York, 561.

Lancaster, Presbytery of 670.

Lysander, N.Y., revival in, 672.

Lower Canada, from a Missionary, 216.

Missouri, Presbytery of, 44. -

Muhlenburg, Ky. do. 44.

-
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Montgomery Co., Ind., want of Bibles in,
159.

Missionaries, special notice to, 163.219.

Mistake corrected, 219. 551.

Missionaries, Applications for, 533.

Miami, Resolutions of Presbytery of, 616.

Missionary, a loud call for one; 621.

Mississippi, Presbytery of 669;
Memphis, Tenn, Beginning of a revival

in, 677.

Missionaries, Reports from,

Rev. J. Andrews, Pa. 47.393.673.

— Thos. Archibald, Miss. 215.

— J. L. Belville, O. 102.

-— C. B. Bristol, Va. 158.

—— W.J. Bradford, N.Y., 159.554.

— J. Burchard, N.Y., 209.

— D. M. Barber, Pa., 211.

Mr. J. Bennett, Illinois, 214.619.

Rev. G. Bouton, O. 389.

— J. S. Ball, Mo. 507.

— H. Brown, Va. 556.

— A. Bronson, N. Y. 672.

— G. Colton, N. Y. 45.671.

— W. G. Campbell, Va. 48.

— W. Carlisle, S. C. 48.

—— J. F. Cowan, Mo. 507.

—— S. Cowles, O. 676.

— Thomas Cratty, O. 676.

— J. Crawford, Ind. 678.

— R. B. Dobbins, O. 49. 503.

Mr. J. Dickey, Va. 268; 557.

Rev. J. Dyke, Ten. 505.

— W. J. Fraser, Ill. 679.

— W. Gray, O. 49.

— J. L. Grant, Pa, 49.

— E. Graves, N.C. 674.

— E. Hart, Pa. 46. 392.

— M. Harrison, N. Y. 101.

— E. S. Hunter, N. Y. 210.

Mr. George W. Hampson, Pa. 393.

Rev. H. Halsey, N. Y. 503. 617.

—— T. E. Hughes, Ind. 504.

— S. Hubbard, N.Y. 508.

Mr. H. Hamill, N. Y. 555.

Rev. W. Jones, O. 449.

G. W. Kennedy, Md. 211.

— H. M. Kerr, N. C. 505.

Mr. A. Y. Lockridge, N.C. 158.

Rev. A. Leonard, O.269. 504.

— C. Long, N. Y. 451.

— J. H. Logan, Ky. 667.

— J. R. Moreland, Ind. 50.

Mr. J. B. M'Creary, Pa. 156.

Rev. D. Monfort, Ind. 213.

— J. Myers, N. Y. 268. 672.

— J. M. Kinney, O. 389.

Mr. J. Montgomery, Ill, 448.

Rev. L. R. Morrison, Ten.678.

M. B. Patterson, Pa. 46.

— J. Paine, Va. 48, 300.617.

— R. Pettibone, Mic. Ter. 267.

— J. Purkis, Lower Canada, 501.

— D. Page, N. Y. 209. 554.

Mr. S. Peck, N. Y. 502.

Rev. A. B. Quay, Pa. 617.

— A. Rawson, N.Y. 46. 210.

—— L. C. Rutter, O. 49.215. 389.
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Mr. N. L. Rice, N.J. 102.

— J. J. Rice, N. J. 394.

Rev. D. L. Russell, N.C. 451.

— S. F. Snowden, N. Y. 45.

— G. G. Sill, N.Y. 100. 266.

— J. Spicer, N.Y. 100.

Mr. J. Stoneroad, Va. 155. 557.

Rev. S. Scovel, O. 212.

— W. Sickles, Ind. 212. 618.

B. F. Spillman, Ill., 214.504.

Mr. A. Scovel, N.Y. 269. 502.

—W. D. Smith, Va. 510.674.

Rev. R. Sears, Mic. Ter. 620.

— E. H. Snowden, Flor. 620.

Mr. I. Todd, Pa. 556. 672.

Rev. G. Vanneman, Pa. 392.

J. S. Weaver, O. 390.

— C. Webster, L. I. 394.

— A. L. Watts, N. C. 675.

— S. M. Williamson, Ten. 677.

Mr. R. Young, O. 675.

North America, North West Coast of, 41.

New York, Indians in, 153. 447.

North Carolina, From a Missionary in,

506.

New York, Extract from a Report of a

Missionary in, 509.

Old fashioned Preaching, 562.

Preaching, 98.

Plan for raising 50,000 dollars,

Pennsylvania, An important station in,

157.

Presbyteries, Resolutions of, 270,331.

Pittsburg, Synod of, 607.

Richland, Resolutions of Presbytery of,
559.

Rººne, Resolutions of Presbytery of,

14.

Summary, General, and remarks, 98.

Scriptures, Attention to, in Russia, 154.

Scriptures, Opposition to distribution of,

in Alabama, 160.

Slavery and Sabbath-breaking, 335.

Sandwich lslands, Extracts from a letter

of Messrs. Richards and Green, 386.

Subscribers, Special notice to, 461,511.

sºnville, Resolutions of Presbytery of,

13.

Sabbath Schools, Increase of 675.

sºy, Ohio, A Church organized in,
6.

Teachers of Sabbath Schools, A good ex

ample for, 162.

The Presbyterian, 162.

Tennessee, A strong appeal for, 333.

To our Readers, 497.

Tennessee, A five days meeting in, 511.

Temperance, Progress of, 621.

Vincennes, Presbytery of 668.

Western district of Tennessee, Want of

Missionaries in, 160.

Watertown, Receipts and appropriations

of the Presbytery of 220.

White River, and Wabash Tracts of Indi

ana, A plea in behalf of, 388.

West, A Solemn Appeal in behalf of,

500.

West, A year in, by a Missionary, 509.

West Lexington, Resolutions of Presby

tery of 612.

West Tennessee, Resolutions of Presby

tery of, 668.

Wºº, Run and Unity, Va. Revival in,

EDUCATION REGISTER.

Beneficiaries, Seventeen provided for,
280.

Buck, Charles, Maxims by, 167.

Candidates for the Ministry, Extract from

Dr. Bates' remarks on character of, 54.

Candidates for the Ministry, Suggestions

to, 53. 109. 165.

Clergyman, Extract of a letter from, 224.

Corresponding Secretary, and General

Agent, Duties of 224.

Commission, The Great, 277.

Education, Board of, 111. 397.

Education Board, . A serious Appeal to

Presbyterians in behalf of, 221.

Education Board, Annual Report of, 341.

Education Board, Members elected by As

sembly, 344.

Elkton Academy, Ky. Extract from Ad

dress of Trustees, 111.

Ministry, Importance of mature prepara

tory study for, 397.

Ministry, The spirit of, by Massillon, 463.

Manual Labour, with Study, Extract from

a report on the subject, 56. -

Public Charities, Plan for support of 222.

Readers, Notice to, 469.

Receipts, 56, 112.168.224. 280.344.400.

Subscribers of $100 annually, 469.

Union Hall Academy, 168.

Watertown and Black River Association,

Address of, to Churches, 278.
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